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A DICTIONARY OF

UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE

GOOD—OOOI>-('ONDCCT PAY.

GOOD,.Tonx MASON, a physician and author, was
born at Epping in Essex, 1704, and died in London
in 1827. He commenced practice a3 a surgeon in
Sudbury in 17S4, hut meeting with little success,

he removed to London in 1793, principally with the
view of obtaining literary employment

In addition to 77c- I!n,,l; o i' X,i hire, the work by
which he is now chiefly known, and which only
ap|ieared shortly before his death, he published
various poems, translations, and professional treatises.

Of his original poems we need say nothing. Amongst
his translations we may notice his Song of Sonan,

'.///*. translated from the Hebrew, 180:!;

liis translation of Lucretius, in verse, in 1805; of

Job, in 1812; of the book of Proverbs,
in 1821 ; and of the Book of Psalms, which was
just completed at the time of his death. His chief

professional work, his Study of Medicine, in four

volumes, was published in 1S22. It is a learned
and amusing work, hut by no means a trust-

worthy guide to the medical student. He likewise

in conjunction with Olintnus Gregory
and Bosworth, the Panto/or/in, »r Encydopadia,
eonwriting a General Dictionary of Art*, Sciences,

and General Literature, in twelve volumes, which
were completed in 1813, and contributed largely
to various periodicals. His friend, Dr Olinthus

uiilished a Memoir of his Life in

GOOD BEHAVIOUR, a phrase rather popular
tli m legal It is used chiefly as synonymous with
keeping the peace. Thus, if one person assaults

another, or threatens or provokes him to a breach of

the peace, the offence is punishable summarily by
justices of the peace, who, besides inflicting a tine,

may, and often do bind over the offending party to

keep the peace, and be of good behaviour for a
period of six or twelve months. The mode of doing
this is by requiring the offending party to enter

Into his recognizances with or without sureties,

which is, in fact, the giving a bond for a specified

turn to the drown, and if it is broken, that is, if

the recognizance is forfeited, then the party may
be again punished.

GOOD-CONDUCT PAY is an addition made
in the British army to the daily pay of corporals

and private soldiers, in consideration of loir, service

unaccompanied by bad behaviour. The amount
awarded at one time is b/. a day. with on,- white
chevron on the arm as a badge of distinction. Suc-
cessive awards of good-conduct pay may raise the
total grant to (yd. a day, with a corresponding
number of stripes on the arm.

In each regiment there is kept a 'Regimental
Defaulters' Book,' in which the commanding officer

is bound to enter the name of every soldier in the

corps who shall have been convicted by court-

martial of any offence, or who, in consequence of

misconduct, shall he subjected to forfeiture of pay,
either with or without imprisonment, or to any
other puuishment beyond seven days' confinement
to barracks. No first or subsequent Id, of good-
conduct pay can be awarded to a soldier, unless two
continuous years have elapsed without his name
being thus recorded ; and if he have the misfortune
to come within the provisions of this black book
while actually in receipt of good-conduct pay, he
loses for each offence Id. per diem, which can only
be restored after one uninterrupted year of good
service, during which his name has not been recorded
in the defaulters' book. The loss of the b/. is of

course accompanied by the loss of the corresponding
distinguishing mark or stripe.

The tir-t. bo is obtainable aftcrthree years' service,

the last two having been passed through without the

name once appearing in the defaulters' book; the

Second, after 8 years; the third, after 1.1 years;
the fourth, after 18 years ; the fifth, after 2.'i years;
and the sixth, after 28 years; the Ber

only reckoned in any case from the age of IS. and two
interrupted good conduct immediately

before the time at which the award is granted

being requisite in every instance. As an addi
tional inducement to continuous good



GOOD FRIDAY—GOODENIACE^L

14 uninterrupted years without an adverse entry

entitles a soldier, after 16, 21, or 26 years' service,

to tlie award for which he would only otherwise be

eligible after 18, 23, or 2S years.

Non-commissioned officers do not receive good-

conduct pay, an addition instead thereof of 2d. per

diem having been made to their regular pay a few
years since. A sum, however, not exceeding £4400
a year is distributed among sergeants of long ser-

vice and good conduct, hi the way of annuities, not

over £20 each. The annuity is receivable during

active service, and also in conjunction with the

pension on retirement.

In the Ceylon Rifles, the Gold Coast Artillery, and
the Malta Feneible Artillery, good-conduct pay is

allowed to the native soldiers for similar periods of

service, but to only half the above amount.

A considerable increase of the army causes a

large decrease in the sum payable for good-con-

duct pay, as the older soldiers become non-com-

missioned officers, and the ranks are swelled by
young recruits, who have not yet had time to earn

these extra rewards. The total charge in the army
for good-conduct pay during the year 1862—1S63 is

estimated, exclusive of the annuities to sergeants,

at £105,622.
Good-conduct pay and badges are also awarded

in the navy to seamen of exemplary conduct ; but

the periods for obtaining, and the rules under which
it is granted and forfeited, so nearly resemble those

in force for the army, that a separate description

is unnecessary. The leading differences are, that

the grant is limited to three badges, and 3d. a

day ; that petty officers continue to hold it ; and
that it is of no account in the pension given at the

expiration of active service.

GOOD FRIDAY, the Friday before Easter,

sacred as the commemoration of the crucifixion of

our Lord. This day was kept as a day of mourning
and of special prayer from a very early period. It

was one of the two paschal days celebrated by the

Christian Church, and in memory of the crucifixion,

was called by the Greeks Pascha Staurosimon, or

the ' Pasch of the Cross.' That it was observed as

a day of rigid fast and of solemn and melancholy
ceremonial, we learn from the apostolic constitutions

(b. v. c. 18), and from Eusebius [Bed. Hist. b. ii.

c. 17), who also tells that, when Christianity was
established in the empire, Constantine forbade the

holding of law-courts, markets, and other public

proceedings upon this day. In the Roman Catholic

Church, the service of this day is very peculiar

;

instead of the ordinary mass, it consists of what
is called the Mass of the Presanctified, the sacred

host not being consecrated on Good Friday, but

reserved from the preceding day. The priests

and attendants are robed in black, in token of

mourning ; the altar is stripped of its ornaments

;

the kiss of peace is omitted, in detestation of the

kiss of the traitor Judas ; the priest recites a long

series of prayers for all classes, orders, and ranks

in the church, and even for heretics, schismatics,

pagans, and Jews. But the most striking part of

the ceremonial of Good Friday is the so-called

'adc ration of the cross,' or, as it was called in

the old English popular vocabulary, 'creeping to

the cross.' A large crucifix is placed upon the

altar with appropriate ceremonies, in memory of

the awful eveut which the crucifix represents, and

the entire congregation, commencing with the cele-

brant priest and his ministers, approach, and upon

their knees reverently kiss the figure of our crucified

Lord. Ir the eyes of Protestants, this ceremony

appears to partake more strongly of the idolatrous

character than any other in the Roman Catholic

ritual ; but Catholics earnestly repudiate all such

construction of the ceremony. See Idolatry ;

Images. The very striking office of 'Tenebrae' is

held upon Good Friday, as well as on the preceding

two days : it consists of the matins and lauds of

the office of Holy Saturday, and has this peculiarity,

that at the close all the lights in the church are

extinguished except one, which for a lime (as a

symbol of our Lord's death and burial) is hidden
under the altar.

In the English Church, Good Friday is al» cele-

brated with special solemnity. Anciently, a sermon
was preached at St Paul's Cross on the afternoci: of

this day, at which the lord mayor and aldermfn
attended. The practice of eating upon this day
' cross buns '—cakes with a cross impressed upon
them—is a relic of the Roman Catholic times, but

it has lost all its religions significance. In England
and Ireland, Good Friday is by law a dies non, and
all business is suspended. In Scotland, the day
meets with no peculiar attention, except from
members of the Episcopal and Roman Catholic

communions.

GOOD HOPE. See Cape of Good Hope.

GOODALL, Fkedekick, an eminent English

artist, the son of Edward Goodall, an engraver

of reputation, was born in London, September 17,

1822. His first oil-picture was entitled, ' Finding
the Dead Body of a Miner by Torchlight,' for which
the Society of Arts awarded him the large silver

medal. During the summers of 1S38— 1S42, he
visited Normandy and Brittany, and in 1839, when
but 17 years of age, he exhibited his first picture

at the Royal Academy, ' French Soldiers Playing
Cards in a Cabaret.' His ' Entering Church,' as

well as ' The Return from a Christening,' which
received a prize of £50 from the British Institution,

and others of his early pictures, were purchased

by Mr "Wells. ' The Tired Soldier,' exhibited in

1842, was purchased by Mr Vernon, and ;s now
in the Vernon Gallery. Some of his French scenes

are, ' Veteran of the Old Guard describing his

Battles,' 'La Fete du Mariage,' 'The Wounded
Soldier Returned to his Family,' ' The Conscript.'

In 1844, he went for subjects to Ireland, and sub-

sequently visited North Wales. Among his Irish

scenes are, ' Irish Courtship,' ' The Irish Piper,'

and the 'Departure of the Emigrant Ship.' His
later efforts have chiefly been directed to English

subjects. ' The Village Festival,' one of the best of

them, exhibited in 1847, was purchased by Mr
Vernon. His 'Hunt the Slipper' (1849), ' Raising

the Maypole' (1S51), 'An Episode of the Happier
Days of Charles I.' (1853), 'Arrest of a Peasant
Loyalist—Brittany, 1793' (1855), and 'Cranmer at

the Traitor's Gate' (1856), also added greatly to his

reputation. In 1852, G. was elected an Associate

of the Royal Academy.

GOODENIA'CE^E, a natural order of exogen-

ous plants, of which about 150 species are known,
mostly herbaceous plants, although a few are shrubs,

and mostly natives of Australia and the islands

of the Southern Ocean, a few being also found
in India, the south of Africa, and South America.

The order is allied to Campamdacece and Lobeli-

acece, but is destitute of the milky juice which is

found in both of these. The corolla is mono-
petalous, more or less irregular. A remarkable
character of this order is that the summit of the

style bears a little cup, in the bottom of which
the stigma is placed. The flowers of some of

•the species are of considerable beauty. The young
leaves of Sc<evola taccada are used as a salad by
the Malays ; and the pith furnishes a kind of

rice-paper, which they make into artificial flower?

and other ornaments.



GOODS AND CHATTELS GOODWIN SANDS.

GOOD8 am> CHATTELS, a legal as well aa

popular phrase in I no •, to signily personal

property. It is not uiifreipicntly used in wills, lull

seldom in any other legal instrument ; ami when useil

in wills, it generally includes all llie personal property

of the testator. In Scotland tlie corresponding phrase

I

GOODS IN COMMUNION, the name given

in the law of Scotland, France, and some other

countries, to the personal property of a married
couple, which is not subject to any deed, but left to

the operation of the common law. In England,
Bllch a phrase is unklinwii, for upon mai

I

personal property which previously 1 • i

woman (which is not secured by any deed or will),

as well as what was previously his own. becomes
and continues the husband s absolutely— he is entire

master of it, and can do what he likes with it,

regardless of the wishes of his wife or children, ami
he may even bequeath it away to strangers. In

Scotland, the theory is not so liberal towards the

husband, though in practice there is not much
difference. By the law of Scotland, the husband
can also do what he likes with the personal property
of both parties, if there is do previous marriage-

contractor other deed governing the subject-matter.

He can almost squander it at will. It is only at his

death that the theory of a kind of partnership, or of

a communion of goods, comes into play.

Until 1655, when the law was altered, this theory
prevailed when the wife died, for formerly, at her

oods were divided into two parts, if there

were no children, and one-half went to the next of

kin of the wife, however distant the relationship,

and not to the husband. Hut now, by statute IS

Vict c 23, s. ti. when a wife d;es before the husband,

oer next of kin takes no interest whatever in the

goods in communion ; and the law in this respect

is now the same as it is in England. Hence the

phrase goods in communion is less appropriate than

it was before 1855. If. however, the husband die, the

goods in communion suffer a division on the principle

of a partnership. Thus, if then- are do children,

half goes to the widow, and the other half to the

next of kin of tiie husband. If there are children,

then one-third goes to the widow, and is often called

her Jut HeUeta [a. v. two-thirds to

the children is DO will ; or if there

is a will, then one-third to them, called the Ltgithn

fa. v.). The same division also takes pine in

England, when there is no will ; but this is done in

England by virtue of a statute 29 Charles II. c. .'{,

called the Statute of Distributions (q. v.), whereas
tins ell', et is produced in Scotland not by a statute,

but by the common law. Practically, this distinc-

tion, though important to lie known by lawyers,

may seem immaterial to laymen.

Another more important distinction, however,
both theoretically and practically, is this: The
above division of the goods in communion prevails

whether the husband has lefl a will 01

not; in short, it prevails in spite of his will, and
all that a husband having a wife and children can

do by means of a will, is to bequeath one- third of

i estate to strangers, and this third is

ount the Death Part

(q. v.|. Thus, ill Scotland, on the death

band, the wife and children have an indefeasible

interest in two-thirds of his personal property,

and this inchoate interest during lite gave rise to

the phrase 'goods in communion.' In England, on
the contrary, the will, if there is one, mm carry

nway all the personal property to strangers, regard-

less oi the wife and children. Hence, the result

thus: in Sco
cannot disinherit In- wile and children; w hi reus in

England he i

Wife, the rig

incidents of i

.'. and Scott*
is a man iage-contract or

b i'ii band and
the Wife and children mav

[y varied, for the rule then is, t

parties may make n bat a i ani ement they phase by
way ot tract, and in such settlements a fixed

, ,ily provided both to the
i I

children, in lieu of what they would be entitled

to at imon law, i. e., where no express contract
is made.

GOOD-WILL is rather a short popular expres-

sion than a legal term. It means that kind of

int. rest which IS sold alone with any

trade, or business. In reality, it is not the business

that is Bold, for that is not a distinct thine recog-

nised by the law, but the house shop, fixtures,

fee., are sold, and i he trade debts and along with
transferring these, the seller binds oimself, e ther by
covenant or agreement, to do everything in his

power to recommend bis successor, and promote his

interests in such business. It the ellei acts eon

trary to such agreement, he is liable to an action.

But the more usual course is for the seller to enter
into an express covenant not to carry on the same
business within 30, 40, or LOO mile

specified moderate distance from the place where the
purchaser resides. At first, such a covenant was
sought to be set aside as invalid, on the ground
that it tended to restrain the natural liberty of

trade; but the courts have now firmly established

that if a definite radius of moderate length is tixed

upon, it decs not sensibly restrain trade, inasmuch
as the person covenanting can go beyond those

limits, and trade as much as he pleases. Hence,
such limitations arc a fair matter ol b

upheld as valid. If the party break In

he is liable to an action for damages.

GOODWIN SANDS, famous banks of shifting

sands stretching about 10 miles, in a i,

th-i isl and south-west, off the east coast of

Kent, at an average distance of .">.j, miles from the
shore. The sands are divided into two portion by a
narrow channel, and at low water, many parts are
uncovered. When the tide recedes, the sand
In us firm and safe

; but after the ebb, the water
ugh the mass, rendering tlfe whole

pulpy and treacherous, in which condition it shilts

under . harts uncertain from
year to year. The northern portion is ol

li - long, and 2{ in iis greatest width;
on the northernmost extremity, known as North
Sand Head, a light vessel marks the entrance on this

perilous shoal This Light is distant al

miles from Kams-ate. In the i > litre, on thi - era
side, jut i ing out towards the

l.arly Cancerous portion, also mai I.- .1

by a light- sill] i The li.ru portion is 10 miles

iii length, -'.'. m width at its northern end. and
slopiu„ towards the s,,uth-w est. to a [-

South Sand Head, which, being marked by a

ll _M > i - el, i],h !, , llio 1 ; ;

proximity recordi d foi

From the sunken nati ds,thej liavs

alw ays been n pit te « ith dangi r to vi

, ra.t o! I lover, i'

-

hand, t h, y serve as a break*
n the Downs Op \

winds are blowing. The Downs,
I under these i-n i o

daiig,r.,us when the wind blows Btrongl} ofl shore,

at w Inch time ships ale apt to dl

d u, on I he pei i dious



GOOLE—GOOSE.

Goodwin, in the shifting sands of which their wrecks

are soon entirely swallowed up. Many celebrated

and terribly fatal wrecks have taken place here,

among which we have only space to enumerate the

three line-of-battlc-ships, Stirling Castle, Mary, and
Northumberland, each of 70 guns, which, with other

ten men-of-war, were totally lost daring the fearful

sale of the 26th November 1703, a gale so tremen-

dous that vessels were actually destroyed by it

while riding in the Medway. On the 21st December
1805, here foundered the A urora, a transport, when
300 perished; on the 17th December 1814, the

British Queen, an Ostend packet, was lost with all

hands; and recently (January 5, 1S57), during a

gale of eight days' duration, in which several other

vessels were lost, the mail-steamer Violet was
destroyed, involving the sacrifice of many lives in

the catastrophe. From these dates, it will be seen

that the greatest dangers are to be apprehended in

the winter months.
These dangerous sands are said to have consisted

at one time of about 4000 acres of low land, fenced

from the sea by a wall. One well-known tradition

ascribes their present state to the building of the

Tenterden steeple, for the erection of which the

funds that should have maintained the sea-wall

had been diverted: this traditionary account is of

little, if any value. Lambard, in writing; of them,

says :
' Whatsoever old waves tell of Goodwyne,

Earle of Kent, in time of Edward the Confessour,

and his sandes, it appeareth by Hector Boe'tius,

the Brittish chronicler, that theise sandes weare

mayne land, and some tyme of the possession of

Earl Godwyne, and by a great inundation of the

sea, they weare taken therfroe, at which tyme also

much harine was done in Scotland and Flanders, by
the same rage of the water.' At the period of the

Conquest by William of Normandy, these estates

were taken from Earl Godwin, and bestowed upon
the abbey of St Augustine at Canterbury, the abbot

of which, allowing the sea-wall to fall into a dilapi-

dated condition, the waves rushed in, in the year

1100, and overwhelmed the whole. How far this

account of the formation of this remarkable shoal

can be relied on, is a matter of considerable doubt,

the documentary evidence on the subject being

scanty and unsatisfactory. A colourable confirma-

tion is, however, to be deduced from the fact of the

successive inroads which the sea has made for

centuries past, and is still making along the whole

east coast of England.

As a precaution, now, in foggy weather, bells in

the light-ships are frequently sounded. Difficulty

is experienced in finding h'rm anchorage for these

vessels ; and all efforts to establish a fixed beacon

have been hitherto unsuccessful. In 1846, a light-

house on piles of iron screwed into the sand was
erected, but it was washed away in the following

year. As soon as a vessel is known to have been

driven upon the sands, rockets are thrown up from

the light-vessels, and the fact thus communicated to

the shore. The rockets are no sooner recognised,

than a number of boatmen, known all along the

coast as ' hovellers,' immediately launch their boats

and make for the sands, whatever may be the state

of wind and weather. These ' hovellers' regard the

wreck itself as their own property, and although

during fine weather they lead a somewhat regard-

less as well as a wholly idle and inactive life, their

intrepidity in seasons of tempest is worthy of all

Draise.

GOOLE, a thriving market-town and river-port

of England, in the West Biding of Yorkshire, is

situated on the right bank of the Ouse at its

junction with the "Dutch Eiver, 22 miles south-

south-east of York. It has only recently risen

into importance, and may be said to date the com-
mencement of its prosperity from its establishment

as a bonding-port in 1S29. It has commodioii3

ship,, barge, and steam-vessel docks, a patent slip

for repairing vessels, ponds for bonded timber, a
neatly-built custom house, and extensive warehouse
accommodation. G. has a considerable trade in ship

and boat building, sail-making,
_
iron-founding, and

agricultural machine-making ; it has also several

corn-mills, some of which are worked by steam.

Coal is largely exported along the coast, and in

considerable quantities to London. In 1S61, 3440

vessels, of 267.70K tons, entered and cleared the port.

Pop. in 1871, 8707.

GOOSANDER {Mergus Merganser), a web-

footed bird of the same genus with those commonly
called Mergansers (q. v.), and the largest of the

British species. It is larger than a wild duck

;

the adult male has the head and upper part of the

neck of a rich shining green ; the feathers of the

crown and back of the head elongated, the back

black and gray, the wings black and white, the

breast and belly of a delicate reddish buff colour.

The female has the head reddish brown, with

a less decided tuft than the male, and much
grayer plumage, and has been often described as

a different species, receiving the English name
of Dundiver. Both maudibles are furnished with

many sharp serratures or teeth directed back-

wards (see accompanying illustration), the nearest

ipproaeh

)f any

Goosander (Mergus Merganser).

to true teeth to be found in the month
any bird. See also Bill. The G. is a

native of the arctic regions, extending into the
temperate parts of Europe, Asia, and America

;

in the southern parts of Britain, it is seen only
in winter, and then only in severe weather, the
females and young migrating southwards in such
circumstances more frequently than the old males,

and not unfrequently appearing in small flocks in

the south of Scotland and north of England

;

but in some of the northern parts of Scotland
and the Scottish isles it spends the whole year.

It feeds on fish, crustaceans, and other aquatic

animals which its serrated bill and its power of

diving admirably adapt it for seizing. The flesh

of the G. is extremely rank and coarse, but the

eggs appear to be sought after by the inhabitants

of some northern countries.

GOOSE (Anser), a genus of web-footed birds, one
of the sections of the Linncean genus Anas (q. v.).

having the bill not longer than the head, more
high than broad at the "base, the upper mandible
slightly hooked at the tip ; the legs placed further



forward than in ducks, and so better adapted for

Talking ; the neck of moderate length, with sixteen

vertebras, .1 character which widely distinguishes
tht m from swans. In general, geeee spend more
of their time on land than any other of the Ana-
(fetes, feeding on grass and other herbage, berries,

Seeds, and mod. Although large

birds, and of bulky form, they have great powers of

flight They strike with their wines in righting,

an. I there is a hard callous knob or tubercle at the

bend of the wing, which in some species becomes a
spur. The Di cG 'aided, as deriving its

origin from the Qray Lag <!. or COMMON Wild G.
, but all the s| iea seem very capable

of domeeticati and several of them have been
to som. extent domesticated. The (Jray Lag (i. is

almost three feet in length from the tip of the bill

to the extremity of the short tail. Its extent
of wing is about live feet, The wings do uot
reach to the extremity of the tail. The weight of

the largest birds is about ten pounds. The colour
of the plumage is gray, varying in some parts to

grayish brown ; the rump aiid belly white, the tail

grayish brown and white ; the lull is orange, tin'

naU at the tip of the upper mandible •'

young are darker than the adults. The Gray Lag
G is common in gome parts of the centre and south
of Europe, also in many parts of Asia, and in the
north ot Africa, but it is not known in America.
It is a bird of temperate rather than of cold climates.

In some countries, it is found at all seasons of the
year, but it deserts" its most northern haunts in

severe weather, migrating southward ; its Hocks,

like those of others ot this genus, living at a great
height, beyond the reach ../ .-hot. except of the rifle,

'..ays leading the flock, the rest some-
times following in a sin.de line, but more generally

in two lines converging to the hading bird. The
Graj Lag 1;. was formerly abundant in the fenny
parts of England, and resided there all the year, but
the drainage of the fens ha- made it now a rare bird,

and only known as a winter visitant 111 tie- British

ll frequents bays of the Bea and estuaries
as well aa inland waters, and often lea\

to visit -s, meadows, and cultivated lields,

generally preferring an open country, or taking its

mote as possible from danger, in the
Dltddle of a field. Tie— - excursions are often made
by night, and no small mischief is often done by
a Hoik of hungry geese to a field of newly-sprung
wheat or other crop. At the breeding season, the

winter-flocks of wild geese break up into pairs; the

in marshes ;

irary in number from five to eight or

ran Ive or fourteen ; they are of a dull white
colour, fully three inches long, and two inches in

diameter.
mou <;. has been long domesti-

cated, and it was probably among the very first

of domesticated birds, the varieties do not ilitl'cr

ler. Km.lrii </....<- arc remark-
able for their perfect whiteness ; Toulouse Geese, tor

lize. As a domestii it 1 bird, the G. is

of great value, both for the table, an I

and of the tine soft feathers. The quills

supplied all Europe with pens before steel pens were
invented, and have not cased to be ill great demand.
Qeesemusth to water, and when this

they arc ,-asily reared, and rendered
profitable. Two broods are sometime- 1

a season, ten or eleven in 1 1 md the young
1. for tie table in three months after

ihev have the shell. They live, if permitted, to a
<;reat age. WUlaghhy records an instance of one
that reached the age of eighty years, and was
killed at last for its miscbievouaneas. (ireat Hocks

of geese are kept in some places in England,
psrticularl] in Lincolnshire, and regularly plucked
five tuns a year, for feathers and (pulls. Geese
intended tor the table arc commonly shut np for

a few weeks, anil fattened before being killed.

Great numbers are imported from Holland and
Germany for the London market, and fattened in

England in establishments entirely devoted c, -In-

1 are an esteem
The gizzards, heads, and legs of geese are also
sold iii sets. 1111, ler the name of ijil'iM*, to be used
for pics. The livers of geese have long been in

request among epicures; but the pAU de fine
;;/(/.< of Strasburg, is made from

livers in a state of morbid enlargement
keeping the geese in an apartment of very high
temperature. Large goose-livers were a favourite
delicacy ,.f the ancient Koinan epicures.

The Gray Lag <;. is the largest of the native
British species. The next to it in size, and by
far the most abundant British wild goose, is the
Bean G. I.I. *•;/./«/«), a very similar bird ; the bill

longer, orange, with the base and nail black; the
plumage mostly gray, but browner than in the
Gray Lag G., the rump dark brown. The wings

:M^'

I'., an < I t lAinis .».« 1 11 m).

extend beyond the tail. The habits scarcely differ

from those of the Cray Lag G., but the Bean G.
is a moie northern species. It is common in all

the northern parts of Europe and Asia; and great

numbers breed in Nova Zembla, Greenland, and
other most northern regions. Large flocks are to be

parts of Britain in winter, particularly
ie trusts, but a few also breed in the

north of Scotland, and even in the north of England.
The Bean 1',. is easily domesticated, but generally

keeps apart, from the ordinary tame geeee. The
White-fronted G., or Laughing G. u. aRAfrons),
is a frequent winter visitant of Britain; a native

of Europe, Asia, and America, breeding chiefly

00 th a-ts .and islands of tin- an,
is only about 27 inches in its utmost length. The
plumage is mostly gray; there is a spumous
white ,-p; the forehead. It has been oft, 11

tamed. Similar to it in size is the Pink t in

G. i.l. brachyrhyncltus), a species which has a very
short bill. In England it is rare, and a mere winter
visitor, but it breeds in great numbers in some of

the Hebrides. The S.NoU Q (.1. liny

found in all the regions within the arctii

most abundantly in America, where it migrates
southward in winter, as far as tie Hull of Mi DOO,
It is somewhat smaller than the Beau G
general colour of the plumage is pure white, the
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Mi Mack. The fcarh,

small Hocks over the surrounding districts. Iu the
uniform breadth of the bill it resembles swans. It

is fully three feet and a half from the tip of the bill

to the extremity of the tail ; but its neck is long
and slender, and it does not exceed the common
G. in weight so much as in length. The bill, the

feet, the head, great part of the neck, the quill-

feathers, the rump, and the tail are black ; there .is

a crescent-shaped white patch on the throat, whence
this species has received the name of the Cravat
G. ; the back, wings, and flanks are grayish brown,
the breast and belly pure white. The Canada G.

has a peculiar resounding hoarse cry. It is easily

reduced to the most complete domestication. Its

Mesh affords great part of the winter supplies of

the Hudson's Bay residents, and is much used in

a salted state.—The China G., or Guinea G. (A.

Gttineeims or cii'jiiuhle*), of which the native country
is supposed to be Guinea, has long been known
in Britain in a state of domestication. It has an
elevated knob at the base of the upper mandible,

which has obtained it the name of Knobbed Goose.

—Other species of geese are noticed in the articles

Barnacle Goose and Cereopsis ; and species

closely allied to those noticed in this article are

found in India and other parts of the world.

GOOSEBERRY (Grosmlaria) , a sub-genus of

the genus Rihes (see Currant), distinguished by a
thorny stem, a more or less bell-shaped calyx and
flowers on 1—3-flowered stalks.—The common G.

(Ribes Qrossularia) is a native of many parts of

Europe and the north of Asia, growing wild in

rocky situations and in thickets, particularly in

mountainous districts ; but it is a doubtful native

of Britain, although now to be seen in hedges and
thickets almost everywhere. Some botanists have
distinguished as species the variety having the
berries covered with gland-bearing hairs (attce)

;

that having the germens covered with soft uuglan-

dular hairs, and the berries ultimately smooth
;

aud that which has even the geiinens smooth (R.

Grossularia, R. uva-crispa, and R. reHinatum) ; but
these varieties seem to have no definite limits in

nature. The varieties produced by cultivation are

very numerous, chiefly in England, where, and par-

ticularly in Lancashire, greater attention is paid to

the cultivation of this valuable fruit-shrub than in

any other part of the world. In the south of

Europe, it is little known. It does not appear to

have been known to the ancients. Its cultivation

cannot be certainly referred to an earlier date

than the 17th c, and was only in its infancy at

the middle of the 18th, when the largest goose-

berries produced in Lancashire scarcely weighed
more than 10 dwts., whereas the prize-gooseberries of

that county now sometimes exceed 30 dwts. Many
well-known diversities of form, colour, and flavour,

as well as of size, mark the different varieties.

For the production of new varieties, the G. is pro-

pagated by seed ; otherwise, generally by cuttings,

which grow very freely. Any good garden soil

suits the gooseberry. It is rather the better of

a little shade, but suffers from much. The bushes

are trained in various ways, but it is necessary to

prune so that they may not be choked up with
shoots, whilst care ought to be taken to have an
abundant supply of young wood, which produces
the largest berries. Besides its well known whole-
someness and pleasantness, and its use for making
an excellent preserve aud jelly, the ripe fruit is

used for making wine and vinegar. An effervescent

gooseberry wine, which might well claim attention

under its own name, is often fraudulently sold as

champagne. The use of unripe gooseberries for

tarts increases the value of this fruit-shrub. The
G. season is prolonged by training plants on north
walls, and \>y covering the bushes with matting
when the fruit is about ripe. Unripe gooseberries

are kept in jars or bottles, closely sealed, and
placed in a cool cellar, to be used for tarts in

winter. When the bottles are filled, they are heated,
by means of boiling water or otherwise, to expel as

much air as possible before they are corked and
sealed. Various derivations have been given of

the name G., but most probably the first syllable

is a corruption of groseille, the French name of the
fruit, from which also comes the Scotch grozet or

groznrt. In some parts of England, the G. is called

feaberry.—Among the other species of G. most
worthy of notice are /'. vijnn.ihut'i. a native of Canada,
of Japan, and of the mountains of India, much
resembling the common G. in foliage and habit,

the fruit more acid than the cultivated G. ; R.
divaricatum, a native of the north-west coast of

America, with smooth, black, globose, acid fruit

;

R. irriguum, also from the north-west coast of

America, with well-flavoured globose fruit, half an
inch in diameter ; R. oxyacant/ioides, a native of

Canada, with small, globose, red, green, or purplish

berries of an agreeable taste ; R. gracile, found in

mountain-meadows from New York to Virginia,

with blue or pur] dish berries of exquisite flavour
;

R. aciculare, a Siberian species, with sweet, well-

flavoured yellowish or purplish smooth berries

;

all of which, and probably others, seem to deserve
more attention than they have yet received from
horticulturists. — The Snowy-flowered G. {R.

niveum), a native of the north-west coast of America,
is remarkable for its beautiful white pendulous
flowers. Its berries in size and colour resemble
black cm-rants, are acid, with a very agreeable
flavour, and make delirious tarts. The English goose-

berry is occasionally cultivated in the United States,

large numbers having been imported, but after bear-

ing for a year or two, all the varieties generally

become mildewed and worthless. From this disease

it will remain free only so long as it is kept in vig-

orous growing condition by frequent and judicious

pruning, so as to provide a constant succession of

strong shoots. Owing to the ditik nltv attending their

culture, the English varieties are generally discarded,

and an American seedling (Hmtghtini's) which origi-

nated at Salem, Mass., is now largely cultivated.

GOOSEBERRY, Coromakdel, See Caram-
EOLA.

GOOSEBERRY, Peruvian. See Physalls.

GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR, the larva of

Ahraxas grossulariata, a moth of a whitish colour,

with yellow streaks, and spotted with black. The
larva is beautifully coloured, with black and white
stripes, and in its progression forms an elevated
loop with its body. It feeds on the foliage of

the gooseberry and currant.—Another moth, of

which the caterpillar also feeds on the jeaves of

these shrubs, is Hnliaa Vanaria. Both the moth
and the caterpillar are smaller than the former.
But more destructive than either of these is the
larva of a saw-fly, jXetnatus rilmtiii, which deposit*
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its eggs along the ribs on the under surface of the
leaves: tlie larva is green and ' shagreened' with
minute Uack tubercles. Many remedies have been
proposed and tried to prevent the ravagi dI bhes<

larva-, of which, perhaps, the hest are picking off

tlie leaves observed to be covered with
the taw-fly, and dusting with powder of white helle-

bore, which, if earcluliy Mud suHieiently applied, is

most ell'n-ai -inns, killing any kind of larva.

ool'llKK WOOD. The probable identity of

the gopher w..od of Scripture with the Cypress
(q, v.i. is maintained partly on account of tlie

qualities of the wood, and partly on account of the
oi the radical consonants of the names.

GO I'I'INCKN, a small town of the kingdom of

\\ Uitemberg, is situated on the right hank of the
Fils. 27 miles north-west from (Jim, and is a station

on the railway from Dim to Stuttgart. It is an
industrious, cleanly, ami flourishing town, possessing
a town-hall, a large castle, and mineral baths, and
carrying on manufactures of woollen cloth, earthen-
wares, and some trade in wool Pop. 5020.

GORAL [Antilope Com/, or Nemorhedtu Ooratj

ing a similar parental protection to the vomer frv. See
Rip. of Com, of Apiculture for 1866, pp. 417—423.

|

GOHDIAX-KXOT. The traditional origi>

of this famous knot was as follows: Qordins,
Phrygian peasant, was onre ploughing in

an animal of the antelope family, inhabiting in large

herds the elevated plains of Xepaul. It is of a
grayish-brown colour, dotted with black, the checks
white; the hair is short; the horns are short,

inclined, recurved, and pointed. It is a wild and
fleet animal, and when pursued, takes refuge in

rocky heights. . Its flesh is highly esteemed.

GORAMT, or GOURAMI (Osphron m gour-
ami), a lish of the family AndbaKida or LdbyrliUhi*

branchida, a native of China and the Eastern Archi-
pelago, highly esteemed for the table, and which
has on that account been introduced into Mauritius,
Cayenne, and the French West India Islands. Its

form is deep in proportion to its length, the head
small, and terminating in a rather sharp short

Gorainy [Ouphronyenwi olfaz).

snout, the mouth small, the tail rounded, the dorsal

and anal tins having numerous rather short spines,

the tirst ray of the ventral tins extending into a
very long filament It is sometimes kept in large
jars by the Dutch residents in .lava, and fed on
water-plants. It was introduced into Mauritius

i Hi. lie of the 18th c. and - pi id

oka in which it was at tirst kept into
the streams, multiplying abundantly. The success

which has attended the introduction of tins fish

int itiies remote from those in which it is

Indigenous, holds out great encouragement to other
the tame kind. The o. is interesting

also on other accounts. It is one of the nest-

building fishes, and at the br ling season forma
its nest by entangling the stems and leaves of

aquatic gnaws. Both the male and female watch
the nest for a month or more with careful vigilance,

and violently drive away every other fish which ap-

proaches, till the spawn is hatched, afterwards afford-

fields, when an eagle settled on his yoke of oxen,
and remained till the laliour of the day was
over. .Surprised at so wonderful a phenomenon
la- sought mi explanation of it, and was ..

by a prophetess of Telmissus that he shou
• to Zeus. He did so, and out of -lati-

tude for the kindness shewn him, married the
prophetess, by whom he had a son, the famous
Midas. When Midas grew up, disturbances broke
out in Phrygia, and the people sent tin

the oracle at Delphi, to ask about choo
king;. The messengers were informed that a king
would come to them riding on a car, and that he
would restore peace. Returning to Phi
announced these things, «nd while the people were
talking about them, Gordius, with his latin r. very
opportunely arrived in the requisite manner. He
was immediately elected king, whereupon he dedi-
cated his car and yoke to Zeus, in the acropolis of
Gordium (a city named after himself I, the knot of

oracle declared whoever should unloose it would be
ruler of all Asia. When Alexander the Great came
to Gordium, he cut the knot in two with his sword,
and applied the prophecy to himself.

GORDIA'NUS, the name of three Roman
emperors, father, son, and grandson.—The first,

Marcus Antonius G., was grandson of Annius
Severus, and was descended by the father's side
from the famous family of the Gracchi. He was
remarkable for his attachment to literary pursuits.
Alter being aside, in which capacity lie

the gladiatorial sports with great magnificence, he
twice filled the office of consul, tirst as the colleague
of Caracalla, iu 213 A. D. ; and second, as the
colleague of Alexander Severus. Soon afterwards,
he was appointed proconsul of Africa, where he
gained the affections and esteem of the people
by his modest and gentle manners, his splendid
liberality, and his refined literary taste; his old
age was spent in tlie study of Plato, Aristotle,
Cicero, and Virgil. The tyranny and injustice
of the Emperor Maximums having at length
excited a rebellion against his authority in .Africa,

the imperial procurator there was murdered by a
band of nobles who had formed a conspiracy
against him on account of his cruelty. G., now in

his 80th year, was proclaimed emperor, after having
vainly refused the dangerous honour. He received
the title of Africanux, and his son was conjoined
with him in the exercise of imperial authority.
The Roman senate acknowledged both, and pro-
claimed Maximums, then absent in 1.

enemy to his country. The younger <;., however,
was defeated in battle by Capellianus, viceroy of

Mauritania, before Carthage, and his father, in
an agony of grief, put a period to his own
existence, having been emperor for little more
than a month. In his personal appearance, ( ). is

said to have greatly resembled Augustus.

—

MaBCTOS
AvroMis G., grandson of the preceding, was
raised to the dignity of Cresar along with Pupienns
Maximus and Balbinus, who were also elected
emperors in opposition to Maximums ; and. in

the same year, after all three bad fallen by the
hands of their own soldiers, Marcus Antonius
was elevated by the Praetorian bands to the
rank of Augustus. Assisted by his father-in law,
Misitheus, a man distinguished for his wisdom,
virtue, and courage, whom he made prefect of the
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Praetorians, he marched, in the year 242, into

Asia, against the Persians, who, under Shahpur
(Sapor),"bad taken possession of Mesopotamia, and
Aad advanced into Syria. Antioch, which was
threatened by them, was relieved by G., the

Persians were obliged to withdraw from Syria

beyond the Euphrates, and G. was just about to

march into their country, when Misitheus died.

Philip the Arabian, who succeeded Misitheus,

stirred up dissatisfaction in the army against G. by
the falsest treachery, and finally goaded on the

ignorant and passionate soldiery to assassinate the

emperor, 244 a. d. But knowing the great affection

which the Roman people had for the gallant and
amiable G., he declared in his dispatch to the

senate that the latter had died a natural death,

and that he himself had been unanimously chosen

to succeed him.

GO'RDIUS, a genus of Annelida, of the very
simplest structure ; very much elongated and
threadlike, with no greater marks of articulation

than slight transverse folds, no feet, no gills, no
tentacles, although there is a knotted nervous chord.

The mouth is a mere pore at one end of the animal ;

the other end or tail is slightly bifid, and has

been often mistaken for the head. The species

inhabit moist situations, are sometimes found on the

leaves of plants, but more frequently in stagnant

pools, and in mud or soft clay, through which they

work their way with great ease. They often twist

themselves into complex knots, whence their name
G, from the celebrated Gordian-knot—and many of

them are sometimes found thus twisted together
;

but they are also often to be found extended in the

water. The most common species in Britain is 0.

aquaticus, of which the popular name is Hair Eel
;

and a notion still prevails in many parts of the

country, that it is nothing else than a horse-hair,

which has somehow acquired life by long immersion

in water, and which is destined in due course of time

to become an eel of the ordinary kind and dimen-

sions ; in proof of all which many an honest observer

is ready to present himself as an eye-witness who
has often seen these very slender eels in his walks.

A popular notion prevails in Sweden, that the

bite of the G. causes whitlow. When the pools

in which the G. lives are dried up, it becomes
shrivelled, and apparently lifeless, but revives on

the application of moisture. The AbbS Fontana

kept one in a drawer for three years, and although

perfectly dry and hard, it soon recovered rigour on

being put into water. Gordii are extremely common
in the Thames.

GORDON, The Family of. The origin of this

great Scottish historical house is still wrapped
in some measure of obscurity. Uncritical genealo-

gists of the 17th c. affected to trace its descent

from a mythical High Constable of Charlemagne,

a Duke of Gordon, who, it was said, flourished

about the year 800, and drew his lineage from

the Gordoni, a tribe which, taking its name
from the town of Gordunia, in Macedonia, had

settled in Gaul before the days of Julius Caesar.

These fallies and fancies have long ceased to be

believed. Nor is more credit given to the conjecture

that the family, having carried its name from
Normandy to England iu"tbe train of the Conqueror,

soon afterwards passed on from England to Scot-

land. No proof has been found of any connection

between the Gordons of France and the Gordons

ol Scotland. There is little or no doubt now that

the Scottish Gordons took their name from the

lands of Gordon in Berwickshire. Their earliest

historian, writing in the 16th c, says that these

lands, together with the arms of three boars' heads,

were given by King M ilcolm Ceanmohr (1057—
1093 a. D.) to the progenitor of the house, as a
reward for slaying, in" the forest of Huntly, a

wild boar, the terror of all the Merse. But in

the 11th c, there were neither heraldic bearings in

Scotland nor Gordons in Berwickshire. The first

trace of the family is about the end of the 12th c,
or the beginning of the 13th c, when it appears
in record as witnessing charters by the great Earls

of March or Dunbar, and as granting patches
of land and rights of pasturage to the monks of

Kelso. About a century afterwards, it enters the
page of history in the person of Sir Adam of

Gordon. He is found, in 1305, high in the con-

fidence of King Edward I. of England, holding

under that prince the office of joint justiciar of

Lothian, and sitting in the English council at West-
minster as one of the representatives of Scotland.

He seems to have been among the last to join the
banner of Bruce, who rewarded his adherence, tardy
as it was, by a grant of the northern lordship of

Stfathbogie. The grant failed of effect at the time

;

but it was renewed by King David II. in 1357,

and by King Robert II. in 1376. Under this last

renewal, Sir John of Gordon, the great-grandson of

Sir Adam, entered into possession, and so trans-

ferred the chief seat and power of the family from
the Merse and Teviotdale to the banks of the Dee,
the Deveron, and the Spey. Its direct male line

came to an end in his son Sir Adam, who fell at

Homildon in 1402, leaving an only child, a daughter,

to inherit his lands, but transmitting his name
through two illegitimate brothers— Jofm of Gordon
of Scurdargue, and Thomas of Gordon of Ruthven
—to a wide circle of the gentry of Mar, Buchan,
and Strathbogie, who, calling themselves 'Gordons,'

styled the descendants of their niece ' Seton-

Gordons.'
Lords of Gordon and Badenoch, Earls of

Huntly, Marquises of Huntly, and Dukes of
Gordon.—Elizabeth of Gordon, the hen-ess of Sir

Adam, married before 140S Alexander of Seton
(the son of Sir William of Seton), who, before 1437,

was created Lord of Gordon. Their son Alexander,
who took the name of Gordon, was made Ear! of

Huntly in 1445, and Lord of Badenoch a few years

afterwards. He acquired by marriage the baronies

of Cluuy, Aboyne, and Glenmuick in Aberdeenshire;
and had grants from the crown of the Highland
lordship of Badenoch, and of other lands in the
counties of Inverness and Moray. He died in 1470,

and was succeeded by his second son George, the

second earl, who married Annabella, daughter of

King James I., and added to the territories of his

house the lands of Sohivas in Aberdeenshire, and
the Boyne, the Enzie, and Netherdale in Banffshire.

He was chancellor of Scotland from 1498 to 1502,

and dying soon afterwards, was succeeded by
his sou Alexander, the third earl, who enlarged

the family domains by the acquisition of Strathaven

(or Strathdoun) in Banffshire, and of the Brae of

Lochaber in Inverness-shire. He commanded the

left wing of the Scottish army at Flodden ; and,

escaping the carnage of that disastrous field,

survived till the year 1524. He was succeeded by
his grandson George, the fourth earl, under whom
the family reached, perhaps, its highest pitch of

power. He added the earldom of Moray to its

already vast possessions, and long held the great

offices of lieutenant of the north and chancellor of

the realm. He had the repute of being the wisest,

the ' wealthiest, and the most powerful subject in

Scotland. The crown, it is said, was counselled to

clip his wings, lest he should attempt, like the

Douglasses in the previous age, to awe or overshadow

the throne. He was stripped of the earldom of



Moray, ami, rushing into ivvolt, was routed and
elaiu at Corrichie in 1562. Sentence of forfeiture w is

pronounced upon bis corpse, l>ut it was
1">07, and Ins son George succeeded as fifth earl.

He died in 167ft, 'Die family had stood aloof from
!i hi, and his Ban and successor, George,

I earl, was conspicuous as the head of the

Roman Catholic power in Scotland, lie defeated a

Protestant army sent against linn under the Karl of

Argyll- in 1594; hut submitting to the king, obtained
; ion, ami was made Marquis of Ilnntly

in 1599. He died in 10110, leaving a character of

which v.e have an instructive sketch by a neighbour

and contemporary. ' '1 his mighty marquis,' says

the northern annalist, John Spalding, ' was of a great

spirit, for in time of troubles he was of invincible

oourage, and boldly bore down all Ins enemie
triumphantly. He was never inclined to war uor
trouble himself; but by the pride and insolence of

his kin, was diverse times drawn in trouble, which
he bore through valiantly. He loved not to

be in the laws contending against any man, but
loved rest and quietness with all Ins heart; and in

ice, he lived moderately and temperately

iu his diet, and fully set to building and planting of

all curious devices. A well set neighbour in his

marches, disposed rather to give nor take a foot of

ground wron_ously. He was heard say he never
drew BWOld in his own quarrel. In his youth, a

prodigal spender; in his elder. age, more wise and
worldly, yet never counted for cost in matters of

credit and honour ; a great householder ;
a tesror to

his enemies, whom, with h s pridctul kin, he ever

held uiiibr great fear, subjection, and obedience,

...tily envied by the kirk for his religion,

and by others for his greatness, and had thereby

much trouble.' We mark a new social

we are told that he was the first head of his house
win. 'bought' laud. His son lieir-r, the second

marquis, distinguished himself by the zeal with
poused the royal cause in the great civil

war of Ins time. ' You may take my head from my
•boulders,' he said, in answer to tempting offers

from tin-
(
'ovenanters, ' but not my heart from the

i lie kept, that when he
took up house in Aberdeen in 1639, he was attended

daily by 24 gentlemen, of whom three were of the
rank of barons, while eight gentlemen were charged
with the watch of his mansion by night. He was
beheaded at Edinburgh iu Ki40, and was succeeded

Lewis, the third marquis, who died in

liio.'i. The family jmsscssions had been impaired

by war and forfeiture, but it appears that they
still sufficed, in 1667, to yield £24.771 Scots a year to

his son George, the fourth marquis, who was made
Duke .if Gordon in 1684. He held out the castle

of Edinburgh for King .lames at the Revolution ;

and ilyiiu m 171b. was succeeded by his son Alex-
ander, the s.e 1 duke, who died in 1728. He
was the list Roman Catholic chief of bis race, and,

as we are t.il.l by HnsWcll, lived 'in

;. niiiling with the grand dukes
of Tuscany,' with whom he believed thai he could

count kindred II nevei travelled in the north
without a train of bis vassals on horseback. His

on, Cosmo George, the third duke, died in 1762,
leaving three sons. The youngest, Lord George
Gordon, led the Protestant limb which sacked
London in 1780; the eldest. Alexander, the fourth
duke, died in IVJ7, being sii.cee.led by his son

hfth duke, on whose .Lath, without

issue, 111 Is.'lij, the title of Duke of Gordon (being

bunted t" ll:e heilS male of tile bodv of the first

extinct, the title of Earl of Huntly
fell int.. abeyance, and the title of Marquis of

liuutly was adjudged to the Earl of Aboyne, as

heir-male of the body of the first marquis. Th«
estates went to the duke's nephew, Charles, fifth

duke of Richmond and Lennox, the son of Lady
Charlotte Cordon, eldest daughter of the fourth

dukeol Cordon by his marriage with the sprightly

.lane Maxwell, daughter of Sir WUliam Maxwell of

Monreith.
\ is, ,n M- of Melguxd, Viscounts of Aboyne,

E.WiLS OF Ar.OYNE, AND MaROUIXES OF HUNTLY.
— Lord John Gordon, second son of the tirst Marquis
of Huntly. was made Viscount of Mi
Lord Aboyne iu 1627. Three years afterwards, he
was burned to death in the tower of I

In 1632, Ins elder brother, George, was made Vis-

count of Aboyne, and on his succession to the Mar-
quis, ie of llimtly in 1636, the title of Viscount of

Aboyne devolved on his third son, who distinguished

himself on the king's side during the wars of the
Covenant, and died, it is said, of a broken heart, H

few days after the execution of Charles L, in 1649.

Lord Cli i lies Gordon, third son of the scion, 1 Mar-
quis of Huntly, was made Earl of Aboyne in 1600.

His ".ivat-ercat-grandson. George, who had been a

favourite at the court of Mane Antoinette, succeeded
as fifth Earl of Aboyne in 1791, on the death of his

father, and as eighth Marquis of Huntly in 1836,

on the death of the last Duke of Gordon.
Earls of Sutherland.—About the year 1512,

Adam Coni. in ..f Aboyne, second son of the second
Earl of Huntly, married Elizabeth, the heiress of

Sutherland, and in her right became Earl of Suther-

land. Neither he uor his wife, it appears, could
write their own names. Their descendants, the
Earls of Sutherland, continued to bear the mum., me
of Gordon through six or seven generations, till the
beginning of the 18th c, when they exchanged it for

the surname of Sutherland, which had been borne

by the Countess Elizabeth before her marriage with
Adam Gordon.
Lords of Lochixvar and Viscounts of Ken-

mcke.— William of Gordon, the second son of Sir

Adam of Cordon, who figured in the reign of King
Hubert I. (1306 1329). had a grant from his father

of the barony of Stitchel, ill Teviotdale, and of the
lands of Glenkens, in Galloway. He was the pro-

genitor of the knightly family of Lochinvar, which
in 1033 was raised to the peerage by the titles of

Lord of Lochinvar and Viscount of Kcniuure.
William, the sixth viscount—the Kmmiin-'a on
mid 'urn' of Jacobite song — was beheaded in 1710
for his share in the rising of the previous year. The
peerage, which was then forfeited, was restored in

1824, but has been iji abeyance since the death of

Adam, the ninth viscount, in 1847.

Aberdeen.— Some genealogists have
sought to ingraft this branch upon the parent stem
before it was transplanted to the north towards
the end of the 14th century. But no evidence has
been produced in support of this claim

; and
modern research holds by the old tradition, that
the house descends from one of the illegitimate

brothers of Sir Adam of Gordon, who was slain

at Homildon iu 1402. Its first possession seems
' Metldic on the banks of the Ythau.

Patrick dud f Metldic fell under the bairn, r

of the Ear] of Huntly at the battle- of Arbroath
iu 1446. Ills son and successor was of sufficient

mark to obtain the bishopric of Ahcr.i

..f his younger sons in 1516. The family reached
the rank of !.>.. r l.aion in I.Vtl, and tin- dignity of

knight baronet iu 1642. Its chief, at this last date-
Sir John Gord f Baddo one of the most gallant

of the northern cavaliers, was the proto-martyr
of his party, the first of the royalists who suffered
death by a judicial sentence. He was beheaded
at tbc cms, <if Edinburgh by the Covenanters



iu 1044, bequeathing the name of 'Haddo's Hole'
to one of the aisles of St. Giles's Church, which
had been his prison. His son, Sir George Gordon
of Haddo, alter distiii.uui-.liin:; himself at the uni-

versity and the bar, was made a Lord of Session
in 1680, Lord President of the court in 1081, and
Lord Chancellor in the following year. He was
raised to the peerage in 16S2, by the titles of Earl of

Aberdeen, Viscount of Formartine, Lord Haddo,
Methlic, Tiirves, and Kellie. He died in 1720, with
the character of being ' a solid statesman, a tine

orator, speaking slow but strong.' Some of these

lineaments, it has been thought, reappeared, with
hia love of letters, in his great-great-grandson,

George, fourth Earl of Aberdeen, who died in 1860,
after holding the office of Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom from December 1852 to February
1855.

The history of the Gordons was written in the
middle of the 16th c., at the request of the fourth
Earl of Huntly, by an Italian monk, who found his

way to the Cistercian monastery of Kinloss, in

Moray. His work, which has not yet been printed, is

entitled, Histurhe Compendium de Oriyine et Incre-

ment Gordonim Familke, Johanne Ferrerio, Pede-
montano, authore, apud Kinlos A.D. 1545, fuleliter

collectum. A century later, the Gordons found
another and abler historian in a country gentleman
of their own race, the excellent and accomplished
Robert Gordon of Straloch, who died in 1661, before
he had completed his Oriijo et Proyressus Families
IllustrUsinue Gordoniorum in Scotia. It is still in

manuscript. A History of the A ncient, Noble, and
Illustrious Family of Gordon, by William Gordon, of

Old Aberdeen, was published at Edinburgh in 1726—1727, in 2 vols. Svo. A Concise History of the

Anlienl and Illustrious House of Gordon, by C. A.
Gordon, appeared at Aberdeen, in 1 vol. 12ino, in

1754. The chief value of both books is now in their

rarity. A work of much greater merit is the Genea-
logical History of the Earldom of Sutherland, or, as
its author called it, ' The Genealogie and Pedigree
of the most Ancient and Noble Familie of the Earles
of Southerland, wherein also many Particulars are
related touching the Surname of Gordoun and the
Familyof Huntley.' This was published at Edinburgh
in 1813, in 1 vol. fol. It was written in 1639, by Sir
Robert Gordon of Gordonstoun, the fourth son of

the twelfth Earl of Sutherland by his marriage with
that Lady Jane Gordon (daughter of the fourth Earl
of Huntly), who was divorced from the infamous
Earl Botiiwell, in order that he might marry Mary
Queen of Scots. Along with Sir Robert Gordon's
work, there is printed a continuation of it to the
year 1651, by Gilbert Gordon of Sallaeh. We learn

from this sequel that the House of Gordon of Gight
(claiming descent from a younger son of the second
Earl of Huntly), which gave birth, at the end of

the ISth c, to the poet George Gordon, Lord Byron,
gave birth, at the end of the 16th c, to one of the
assassins of Wallenstein, Colonel John Gordon,
governor of Egra, iu Bohemia.

GORDON, General Patrick, one of the most
distinguished of the many soldiers of fortune whom
Scotland sent to the wars of Europe, was born at

Easter Auchleuchries, a bleak homestead on the
eastern coast of Aberdeenshire, on the 31st of

March 1635. His father, a 'goodman' or yeoman,
was a grandson of the family of Gordon of Haddo,
afterwards raised to the earldom of Aberdeen. His
mother, an Ogilvie, who could count kindred with
the noble houses of Deskford and Findlater. was the
heiress of Auchleuchries, an estate of five or six petty
farms, worth in those days about £360 Scots, or

£30 sterling a year, and hopelessly burdened by
mortgages. In his fifth year, G. was sent to the

neighbouring parish school, where he seems to have
got a fair knowledge of Latin. The gates of the uni-
versity were closed against him by his devotion to the
Roman Catholic faith of his mother ; and so, at the
age of sixteen, he resolved—to use hia own words—
' to go to some foreign country, not caring much on
what pretence, or to what country I should go,

seeing I had no known friend in any foreign place.'

A ship from Aberdeen landed him at Danzig in

the summer of 1651, and some Scottish acquaintances
or kinsfolks placed him at the Jesuit college of

Braunsberg. His restless temper could not long
endure the stillness and austerity of that retreat,

and making his escape from it in 1653, he led for

some time an unsettled life, until, in 1655, he
enlisted under the flag of Sweden, then at war with
Poland. During the six years that he took part
in the struggle between these two powers, he was
repeatedly made prisoner, and as often took service
with his captors, mitil again retaken. He had
risen to the rank of captain-lieutenant, when he
resolved to try his fortune next with the czar,

and, in 1661, joined the Muscovite standard.
Here his services in disciplining the Russian

soldiers were duly appreciated, and his rise was
rapid. He was made lieutenant-colonel in 1662,
and colonel in 1665 Hearing that the death of hia

elder brother had made him ' goodman of Auch-
leuchries,' he wished once more to return to Scot-
land; but he found that there was no escape from
the Russian service. The czar, however, sent him
on a mission to England in 1666. On his return,
he fell iuto disgrace, for what reason, does not very
clearly appear. In 1670, he was sent to serve in

the Ukraine against the Cossacks ; and when these
were subdued, he was sent back, in 1677, to defend
Tsohigirin against the Turks and the Tartars. His
gallant performance of that duty gained him high
military reputation and the rank of major-general.
In 1683, he was made lieutenant-general

; and two
years afterwards he obtained leave to visit England
and Scotland. King James II. wished him to enter
the English service ; but it was in vain that he
petitioned for leave to quit Russia. In 1688, he was
made general, and now began his intimacy with the
Czar Peter, who, in the following year, owed to
G.'s zeal and courage his signal triumph over the
conspirators against his throne and life. Nor was
this G.'s only great service to his imperial master.
In 1698, he crushed the revolt of the Strelitzes,

during the czar's absence from Russia. Peter was
not ungrateful, and G.'s last years were passed in

opulence and honour. He died at Moscow, in the
morning of the 29th November 1699. ' The czar,'

says his latest biographer, 'who had visited him
five times in his illness, and had been twice with
him during the night, stood weeping by his bed as

he drew his last breath ; and the eyes of him who
had left Scotland a poor unfriended wanderer, were
closed by the hands of an emperor.'

G. kept a journal for the last forty years of his

life. It seems to have filled eight or ten thick
quartos, of which only six are now known to exist.

An abridgment of them, rendered into German, under
the title of Tagebuch des Generals Patrick Gordon,
was published at Moscow and St Petersburg, in

3 vols. 8vo, in 1849—1851—1853, very carefully

edited by Dr Posselt. In 1859, Passagesfrom lite

Diary of General Patrick Gordon, in the original

English, edited by Mr Joseph Robertson, were
printed by the Spalding Club in 1 vol. 4to.

GORDON, Lord George, celebrated in connec-

tion with the London Protestant riots of ] 780, the
third son of the third Duke of Gordon, was born
September 19, 1750. At an early age he entered

the navy, and rose to the rank of lieutenant.



GORDON—GORGE.
nut quitted the service during the American «»r

nee "i a dispute with the Admiralty
relative to promotion. Elected in 1774 M.l'. for
Luggersball, one ol the pockel bo
franchised by the Keforra Kill of 1832, be Boon
rendered bimsrlf conspicuous l»y his opposition to
ministers, and the freedom with which be attacked

'"it though lentric, he displayed con-
! I. ti.ieney of wit

or argument A bill having, in 177 I,

legislature for the r, h.-i ,,! :;,.,,,,,

1
tlties and diaabilities, the Protestant
of London was, ai ig other societies,

formed lor the purpose of procuring its repeal, and
in November 1779, G. was elected its president.

?80, he headed a vast and excited mob,
oi about 100,000 persons, whioh went in procession

se of ('.mini, .us, to present a petition
against the measure, when he addressed thein

1 calculated to inflame their passions
and bigotry. Dreadful riots ensued in the metro-

ing for several .lavs, in the course of
which many Catholic chapel's and private dwell-
ing-houses, Newgate prison, and the mansion of
the chiet-ju-i ii,-l,l, were destroved.
G. was arrested, and tried for high treason ; but

being adduced of treasonable design, he
ted His subsequent conduct b temed

that of a person of unsound mind, Having, in

1786, refused to come forward as a witness in a
court of law. he was excommunicated hy the Arch-

' antcrbury f.,r contempt In 1787, he
was convicted, on two official informations, for a
pamphlet reflecting on the laws and criminal justice
of the country, and for publishing a libel on the
queen of France (.Marie Antoinette) and the French

in London. To evade sentence, he
retired to Holland, but was sent hack to England,
and apprehended at I'.irminghaiu. Sentenced to

he died in Newgate, of fever, Novem-
ber 1, 17113. He had latterly Become a proselyte to
Judaism.

GORDON, Sir John Watson, President of the
.11 of a captain in the

navy, was horn at Edinburgh about 17!» 1. He
studied for four years under John Graham,
din. L.,r of the Academy of the Trustees for the

... ut of Manufacture, where he shewed
the usual desire of young artists to become an
historical painter, but" ultimately turned his atten-
tion to portraiture, in which iie has achieved a

. reputation. <i. has always resided
tive city. He first exhibited in the

Royal Scottish Academy in 1827, was elected in

1841 an Associate, in 1850 an Academician of the
London Royal Academy; and on the death of
Mr \\ .Hum Allan, President of the Royal Scottish
Academy, when the honour ..1 knights 1 was

on him. G is as national in his art

able for a portrait-painter to be—that
b exi els in transf

aents of character
> I'll.- shrewd, cautious,

'1 Ml tell. 111 .- o! the 1 'ah .1. .111.111 h.is 1,,-v. r

ppily rendered Nearly every man of

not.- in Scotland, and not a few in England, have
sat t..r their portrait to this artist. Among his

best-known works may be mentioned, 'Sir Walter
Seott. ' iK'Sl). •!>. Chalmers' (1S.S7), ' Duke of

(1842), • l.-.i-d Cockburn' (1812),

De Quincey' (1843), ' Lord

(1846), 'Principal Lee 1

(1847), 'Professor Wilson'
(1851 ,

' Earl oi Aberdeen' (1862), and -the Provost
id

1

(1853). The last picture, which is

the property of the Merchant Maiden Hospital,
Ediuburgh, gained for G. the gold medal at the

in Heraldry, a charge ^^_^
of one-third of the shield

Gore.

French Exposition of 1855, and maybe reckoned as
among the happiest examples of portraiture in esist-
euee In any country, lie died in 1864.

GORDO'NIA, a genus of trees and shrubs of the
natural order rrriixti<riii!fimr, having live styles

combined into on.-, which is crowned with live

stigmas, a 5-celled capsule, and winged seeds.
Several speoiea are natives of America, of which
the most important is the Loblolly I'.av (G.
Lasianthus), whioh is found in swamps near the
Bea-coast of the Gulf of Mexico. Moist tracts of
considerable extent are often covered with this tree
alone. It attains a height of 50 or 60 feet, has
oblong, leathery, evergreen leaves, and beautiful,
white, sweet-scented Mowers, more than an inch in
diameter. The bark is much used for tannin;,'. In
England, it is cultivated with some dilliculty, and
generally appears as a mere bush.

GORE,
consisting .

cut off by two arched
drawn from the dexter or sinister
chief, and the other from the bottom
of the eseiiteheou, meeting in the
fess point. A Gore .Sinister is

enumerated by heralds as on,e of
the abatements or marks of dis-
honour borne for unknightly con-
duct. Sec Gusset.

GORE, Mrs. Catherine Grace, an English
novelist, was born at East Retford, Nottingham-
shire, in 1799. Her father, Mr. Moody, was a wine-
merchant in moderate circumstances. In 1S23, she
was married to Captain Charles Arthur Gore, with
whom she resided for many years on the continent,
supporting her family by her literary labours.
These were varied and voluminous to an extraor-
dinary degree, amounting in all to seventy works.
She died at Lynwood, Hants, January 27, 18G1.
Her first published work was Theresa Marclimont,
or the Maid of Honour, published in 1823, Some
of her early novels, as the Lettre de Cachet, and the
Tuileries, were vivid descriptions of the French
Revolution ; but her greatest successes were her
novels of English fashionable life, conspicuous
among which were—Cectt, or the Adventure* of a
Coxcomb, and Cecil, a Peer, The Ambassador's Wjfe,
The Banker's Wife, &c. She also wrote a prize
comedy, entitled Tin- School for Coquettes; Lord
Dacrt of the South, a tragedy ; IStmd, a dramatic
poem ; and other poetical and descriptive works.

GORETE, a very small island, belonging to the
French, is situated immediately south-east of Cape
Vor.l, on the western cast of Africa. It is only
about three miles in circumference, contains a town

fended by a fort, and covering two-thirds of the
entire surface of the islam!. It is considered by the
French as an important commercial entrepot; its
exports are (.'old dust, ivorv, wax, etc. Population in

1861, 4100, of wl 109 were Europeans.

GO'REY, a small municipal borough and market-
town of Ireland, in the county of Wexford, is situated
about 24 miles north-north-east of the town ,,l that
name, and S miles inland from the coast of St.

•

1

ge's Channel. It is an old town, having received
its charter of incorporation from James I., and con-
ists mainly of one street of nearly a mile in length.
'•• Hi.'- the national mIio.,1 anil the -in ii i

- haul,,
I
lie

i »n Catholic chapel, with nunnery attached, buill

ecentlj in the pointed style, may he mentioned. G.
nines on a eonsiileriible trade in agricultural produce,
'opuhition about 2700.

GORGE dial, yorga, throat), the rem oponing
into anv work in fortilication, consists ol the space

11



GORGED—GORGO.

between the extremities of the two sides, as between
the faojs of a ravelin, or between the Hanks of a

bastion. The demi-gorges of a bastion are lines in

continuation of the curtains on each side, extending

from the extremities of the flanks to the point of

intersection of the lines. See also Fortification.

GORGED. When a lion or other animal has a

crown by way of collar round its neck, it is said

heraldically to be gorged.

GORGEI, Arthur, general commanding-in-chief

of the Hungarian army during 1848— 1849, was born
at Toporcz, in the county of Szepes (Zips), February
5, ISIS, and after a thorough military education,

got a commission as lieutenant iD the regiment
of Palatine Hussars. Finding garrison-life too

monotonous, and promotion slow, G. took leave

of it, and turned a zealous student of chemistry

at Prague. At the outbreak of the revolution, G.

hastened to the seat of the first independent Hun-
garian ministry, offering his services, and was sent

to Belgium, where he effected a purchase of arms
for the new levies of Honveds. He first exhi-

bited his great military capacity after the rout of

the Hungarian army near Schwechat, when he was
made a general, and conducted the retreat that had
to be effected with consummate skill and courage.

His raw levies had to be kept together and drilled

under the roaring cannon of the enemy ; the dis-

affected officers, many of them foreigners, and
addicted to monarchy, to be retained under th;

revolutionary flag ; a commissariat to be organised

during fatiguing marches and constant fighting.

Perezel's corps was totally dispersed at. Moor ; govern-

ment and diet were fleeing towards the Transyl-
vanian frontier, and the dreary wilderness of the

Carpathians threatened to become the tonib of all,

in the midst of a winter little less severe than that

which- destroyed the Grand Army of Napoleon I.

At the end of December 1S4S, Hungary seemed to

be lost ; at the beginning of March 1S49, G. was
concerting a plan for driving the enemy out of the

country. After Dembinski's failure as general-in-

chief, G. was declared the head of the united army
corps of the north (hitherto his own), of the Upper
Theiss, under Klapka, and of Szoluok. under Dam-
janich. Forty thousand men, the finest army Huu-
gary ever saw, broke forth from behind the Theiss,

and drove the Austrians, with bloody losses, from
one position to another. The battles of Hatvau,
Bitske, Isaszeg, Godollii, Vacz, Nagy-Sarlo, were a

succession of triumphs. Pesth was evacuated by
the enemy, the siege of Komorn was raised, and
before the month of April was over, nothing was
left in the enemy's hands except a small strip on
the western frontier, and the impregnable fastnesses

which surround Tittel on the Lower Theiss. Buda,
the ancient capital of the realm, well fortified and
garrisoned, was to be stormed, and for this the vic-

torious campaign had to be interrupted. The delay

was fatal. i;ussi;m anuiL\> hastened to the rescue of

Avstria, and regiments of veterans were despatched

bj Radetzky, the war in Italy being nearly over.

The fortress of Buda was carried on the 21st of May,
but the flower of the Hungarian infantry was buried

among its ruins. In the latter part of June, the

Austro-Russian army, under Haynan and Panjutine,

beat G. near Zsigard ; and the affair at Gyor
(Kaab) resulted in the retreat of the Hungarians
close to the walls of the fortress of Komorn. On
the 2d of July, a bloody battle was fought near

Szbny, where G. gave proofs of indomitable courage.

On the 16th of July, a desperate fight took place

in and near Viiez between Russians and Hungarians.

G., after some weeks, arrived in the neighbourhood
cf Arad with an army decimated by continual

fighting, by heavy marches, and by dysentery. At
Debreczin the corps of Nagy-Siindor was sacrificed

in order to allow an agonising march of a few days.

On the 9th of August, the lower army, under Dem-
binski, was annihilated in the battle of TemesvSr,
and on the 10th, G. was declared dictator by a
council held in the fortress of Arad, under the

presidency of Kossuth. But further resistance on
the part of the Hungarians was now hopeless,

and on the 13th G.'s army surrendered at Vilagos

to Prince Paskiewitch, commander-in-chief of the
Russian forces. This surrender has been often

imputed as treachery to Gbrgei. Whether such an
imputation is excusable, may be best judged from
the circumstance, that on the day of surrendering

G. had 24,000 men with 140 cannon, and that five

armies, with more than 200,000 men and 1000
cannon, were closing upon him from different direc-

tions. G. was confined to Klagenfurt, where he is

still alive, engaged, as is rumoured, in chemical
studies. In 1852, a work was published at Leipsic

(a translation of which appeared at London in the
same year), under the title, Mein Leben und Wirken
in Ungarn in dan Jnhren 1S4S und 1S49. How far

that work is really G.'s, it is impossible to state.

GO'RGET (ItaL gorgietta, from gorga, a throat),

that part of ancient armour which defended the
neck.—Also a crescent-shaped ornament formerly
worn by military officers on the breast.

GORGET (Fr. gorgeret, from gorge, the throat),

a surgical instrument, or rather a series of surgical

instruments, devised to facilitate the operation of

Lithotomy (q. v.). They are now almost entirely

out of use.

GO'RGIAS, a celebrated Greek rhetorician, of

the time of Socrates, was' born at Leontini, in Sicily,

and settled in Greece, residing for the most part at

Athens, and at Larissa in Thessaly. He died at

the age of 105 or 109. G. has been immortalised by
Plato in a Dialogue which bears his name. Two
works attributed to him are extant, Tlie Apology of
Pala-medes, and the Eifunt'nnn on Jl'leua, but their

genuineness has been disputed by several critics.

G. displayed little aptitude for theorising on the
art which he professed to teach, and "was not
remarkable for speculative acumen generally, but
he would appear to have been a quick and j udicious

observer. He avoided, according to Plato, general
definitions of virtue and morality, but, on the other
hand, Aristotle notices that he had a true apprecia-

tion of the facts of morality, as they are manifested
in life and character, and the pii.tr.re given of him by
Plato is in harmony with this remark. He did uot
wish to be thought a sophist, but only a rhetorician,

and the ancients were in fact at a loss whether to

consider him the latter or both.

GO'RGO, or GORGON, according to Homer, a
frightful monster inhabiting the infernal regions,

the head of which was peculiarly appalling. Hcmur
and Euripides make mention of only one G., the
daughter of Terra, who was slaiu by Minerva,
while Hesiod mentions three Gorgones—Stheuo,
Eurj'ale, and Medusa, the daughters of Phorcys ami
Ceto, for which reason they are called likewise the
Phorcides. Their habitation, according to the same
author, was in the Western Ocean, in the neighbour-
hood of Night and the Hesperides ; while Herodotus
and other later writers place it in Libya. They
are represented as girded with serpents with heads
erect, vibrating their tongues, and gnashing their

teeth. iEschylus describes them as winged virgins

with brazen claws, and enormous teeth, having two
serpents round their bodies by way of girdle. The
name G. was given more especially to Medusa.
According to later legends, Medusa was originally a
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very beantifnl maiden, and the only one of the three

was mortal. But slie having become a
mother by Neptune in one of Minerva's temples,
that virgin goddess was so affronted, that slie changed
Medusa's hair into serpents, which gave her so

fearful an appearance that whoever looked on her
WRS turned into stone. Medusa was killed by
Perseus (q. v.), and her head was afterwards placed

: i>i Minerva. Various explan

been given of the myth both by the ancients and
the moderns, hut no one in particular can he said
to he satisfactory.— Compare Levezow, Ueher die

ElllU-irb Inn ,
/',.,.«',' )im/

Kuntt ,lrr Alien (Berlin, 1883).

C.OUGO'XIA, a genus of zoophytes [Anthozoa),
i iq. v.). The whole structure

(polype-mass) is rooted and branching, consisting of

a horny central avis with a polypiforous tle-h,

which when dried becomes a friable crust full of

spicules. The hard stem is composed
layers, probably formed in succession

by consolidation of the fleshy substance. The stem
is usually brown or black, whilst the flesh, or

even the dried crust, often exhibits colours of

great brilliancy. The polypes have eight tentacles.

Several species of (r. are rare British zoophytes;
but the species most generally known is O. Jlabellum,

Gorgnnia (Oorr/nnia Jlabellum).

or the Flnhilhim Veneris, also called the Sea- fan, a
11 brought home as a curiosity

from the West Indies, which exhibits in a striking

manner the fiat shape, more or less characteristic of

thi^ genus, and of the family Gonjoniadie.

GO'KHAM CONTROVERSY. The Gorham
controversy arose out of the refusal of Henry Phil-

ip of Exeter, to institute the Rev. Corne-
lius Gorham, formerly fellow of Queen's College,

and then vicar of St .Just-in-Penrith, to

I .

;

I Spi ke, on his presenta-

by the Lord Chancellor. The alleged
ground of this refusal was, that after examination

found Mr i lorham I and doc
trine .is to the eltieaey ol the Sacrament of Baptism,
i Id that spiritual regeneration is

rred in that sacramenl in parti

m ide therein ' members
of Christ and the children of Cod,' as the catechism

be church declare them to be.

: . iit before the \

of Canterbury, which decided (1849) that bap-

tismal regeneration is the doctrine of the Church

of England, and that Mr Gorham maintained
doctrines on the point opposed to those of the
church, and that consequently the bishop had
shewn suHicicut cause for his refusal to institute,

and that the appeal must be dismissed with
costs. Krom this decision, Mr Gorham an]

to the judicial committee of Privy Council. The
committee complained that the bishop's questions
were intricate and entangling, and that the answers
were not given plainly and directly. Their deci-

sion was in substance as follows; and it must be
Doted what points they undertook to decide, and
what not. The court declared that it had no juris-

j

diction to settle matters of faith, or to determine
what ought, in any particular, to be the doctrine of

the Church of England, its duty being only to con-
sider w hut is by law established to be her doctrine
upon the legal construction of her articles and
formularies. It appeared that very different opinions
as to the sacrament of baptism were held by the
promoters of the Reformation; that differences of

opinion on various points left open were always
thought consistent with subscription to the articles

;

and also, that opinions in no important particular to

be distinguished from Mr Gorham's had been main-
tained without censure by many eminent prelates

and divines. Without expressing any opinion as to
the theological accuracy of Mr Gorham's opinions,

the court decided that the judgment of the Arches
Court should be reversed. Mr Gorham was accord-

ingly instituted to Erampford Speke. During the
two years that the suit was pending, the theological

question was discussed with all degrees of ability

and acrimony in sermons and pamphlets ; and it was
expected that if the judgment had gone the other
way, a large body of the evangelical cle-gy, who for

the most part hold views more or less in accordance
With those of Mr Gorham, would have seceded from
the church,

GOKI'LLA (Troglodyte* Gorilla), a great African
ape, generally referred by naturalists to the same
genus with the chimpanzee, although Professor

Isidore Geoffrey St llilaire has attempted to estab-

lish for it a separate genus. It has received the
name by which it is now known in consequence of

its being supposed to be the same animal which is

mentioned in the Peripbu of Hanno the Cartha-
ginian navigator, who visited the tropical parts of

the west coast of Africa about the year 350 B.C.,

although it is by no means certain that the G. of

Hanno is not the chimpanzee. Vague accounts of

apes of great size, and of which very wonderful
stories were told, were from time to time brought
from Western Africa; but it was not till 1847 that
the (.;. became really known to naturalists, when
a skull was sent to Dr Savage of Boston by Dt
Wilson, an American missionary on the Gaboon
river. Since that time, not only have skeletons

and skins been obtained in sufficient number for

scientific examination, but information has also been
procured concerning the habits of the animal in

its native haunts. The accounts of the G. given

m 1 in I haillu's Esplttrntiinis ami Adventures in

E/na/iirhd Africa (Loud. 1861), are regarded by
the highest scientific authorities, and particularly by
Owen, as in the main trustworthy, notwithstanding

all the doubt that has been cast over that traveller's

narrative of his adventures ; and there is little

doubt that they are in accordance with all that we
have learned from other sources, and with the

inferences to be deduced from the dentition and

osteology of the animal.
I he < h differs from the chimpanzee in its greater

size ; the height of an adult male in an erect posture

being commonly about live feet six inches or five feet

eight inches, although there is reason to think that
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it sometimes exceeds six feet. Its strength appears
also to be greater in proportion to its size, and even
its skeleton indicates very great muscular power
both in the jaws and limbs. The bony ridges m the
skull above the eyes are extremely prominent ; and
the skull of the male also exhibits a large occipital

ridge on the top of the head. The brain is small.

The nasal bones project more than in the chim-
panzee, thus producing an approximation to the
human face, in a somewhat prominent nose. The
lower part of the face, however, projects very
much ; and besides that the teeth do not form a
perfectly uninterrupted series as in man, the canine
teeth are very large, particularly in the male,
projecting considerably more than an inch from
the upper jaw, much larger in proportion than in

the chimpanzee ; although, on the other hand, the
molars bear a greater proportion to the incisors,

and thus approach more to the human character.

The breadth at the shoulders is great. There are
thirteen pair of ribs. The pelvis approaches the
human form more than in any other ape. The
arms are not so long as in the chimpanzee, but
reach nearly to the knee in the erect position. The
lower limbs, although shorter in proportion than in
man, are longer than in the chimpanzee. The foot is

less turned inward than in the chimpanzee, and is

better fitted for walking on the ground ; the great
toe is a true thumb, as In the chimpanzee, standing
out from the foot at an angle of about 60°, and is

remarkably large and strong. The hands or paws
of the fore limbs are also remarkable for their great
«ize, their thickness, and their strength. The fingers
are short, but the circumference of the middle finger
at the first joint is sometimes more than six inches.
—The G. has a black skin, covered with short
dark-gray hair, reddish brown on the head; the
hair on the arms longer, that on the arm from the
shoulder to the elbow pointing downwards, and that
on the fore-arm pointing upwards to the elbow,
where a tuft is formed. The face is covered with
hair, but the chest is bare. There is scarcely any
appearance of neck. The mouth is wide, and no
red appears on the lips. The eyes are deeply sunk
beneath the projecting ridge of the skull, giving

to the countenance a savage scowl, the aspect of

ferocity being aggravated by the frequent exhibition
of the teeth. The belly is very large and prominent

;

Skeleton of Gorilla.

in accordance with which character, the G. is repre-
sented as a most voracious feeder, its food being
exclusively vegetable—partly obtained by climbiug
trees, and partly on the ground. It is very foud of
fruits and of some leaves, as the fleshy parts of the
leaves of the pine-apple ; and employs its great
strength of jaws and teeth in tearing vegetable
substances and cracking nuts which would reqnim
a heavy blow of a hammer. It is not gregarious in
its habits. It spends most of its time on the
ground, although often climbing trees. It is capable
of defending itself against almost any beast of prey.
It has a kind of harking voice, varying when it is

enraged to a terrific roar. It inhabits exclusively
the densest parts of tropical forests, and is only
found in regions where fresh water is abundant.
It is much dreaded by the people of the countries
in which it is found, although by some of the
tribes its flesh is sought after for food. Many
strange stories are current among them about its

habits, which seem entitled to little regard—as, for
example, of its carrying away men and women, and
detaining them for some time in the woods —of its

lying in wait on the branch of a tree till a man
passes beneath, furtively stretching down one of its

hinder legs to catch him, and holding him in the
grasp of its foot, or rather hand, till he "is strangled

;

and the like.—The G. has not been hitherto
tamed, and in an adult state at least, seems very
incapable of it. The stories of gorillas tamed by
the inhabitants of Western Africa, and made to
work for them, are worthy of no credit. The name
given to this animal in it's native country is Ngina,
or Inr/eena.

Du Chaillu has described, as discovered by
himself, two other species of Troglodytes, the Koolo-
kamba (T. Koolo-kumba) and the Nshiego-Mbouve
(T. calmis), smaller than the G. ; the latter remark-
able for making an umbrella-like shelter of leaves
placed against a branch to protect itself from the

GO'RKHA, a town of Nepaul, stands in lat.

27° 52' N., and in long. 84° 28' E. Originally the
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ee.it of the reigning dynasty of the country, it gives

name to the dominant race -a race noted alike for

fidelity and valour during the mutiny of 1887. G.

is 53 miles to the west of Khatmandu, the capital

of the state.

GO'RKUM (Dutch, Gorhicliem), a town and
fortress of the Netherlands, in the province ol South
Holland, is situated on the right hank of the

Iferwade, at the junction of the Linge with that

river. 22 miles east-south-east of Rotterdam. It is '

well built, has a town-house, several military estab-
|

lishinents. and a great transit trade in agricultural

produce and fish, especially salmon. Pop. 9000.

GO'RLITZ, a fortified town of Prussia, in the
province of Silesia, is a principal station on the rail-

way from Dresden to Brcslau, and is situated mi a

declivity on the left hank of the Xeisse, 52 miles

west of l.icgnitz. It is well built, is surrounded

fan old wads, and flanked with towers, the chief of

which is the Kaisertrut/, now the guard-house and
armour; "f the town. Among the many beautiful

Gothic 'churches, the most interesting is that of

St Peter and St Paul, built 1423—1497, and
having live naves, a magnificent organ, and a bell

12) tons in weight. In the north-west of the

town is the Kreu/kaj-elle (Chapel of the Cross), an
imitation of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. G.
has also a gymnasium with an excellent library,

numerous educational and benevolent institutions,

and a theatre. A viaduct upwards of 1500 feet in

length, and 1 15 feet high, one of the grandest in the

north of (Jcrmaiiy, here crosses the valley of Neisse.

G. has manufactures of cloth, pens, leather, glass,

and tobacco; has extensive weaving and bleaching,

and a lively transit trade. In eight cloth factories,

driven by water and steam power, 1590 workers

I
n-liice IS. H8 pieces of cloth annually. Population

in 1861. 27.983; in 18(57. 36,689.

GORLITZ PROCESS is the name of a cele-

brated trial which took place in Germany in 1S50.

It was occasioned in this way : On the 13th of

June 1847, the Countess of Giirlitz was strangled

by a sen-ant of her own named Johann Staull",

whom she had caught stealing some valuables from
an open desk in her sitting-room, and her corpse
was found a few hours after burned by a combus-
tible stuff heaped ujvon her. After more thau two
years 8]>ent in preliminary investigation, the case

was tried before the assizes at Darmstadt, 11th of

March 1850, and occupied a whole month. The
murderer, who obstinately denied having committed
the crime imputed to him, was condemned to

imprisonment for life. But the scientific interest of

the case arose from its having led to a discussion on
the possibility of the spontaneous combustion of the

human body. While the physician, Von Siebold,

declared in favour of the possibility, the chemists
l!i-oh..!l" 0[. v.) and Liebig (q. v.) sought to demon-
strate the opposite opinion, which is generally held

men. See Spontaneoi-s Co.mul'stios.

GORBES, Jakob Joseph von, a distinguished
German author, was born at Coblenz, January
25. 17711. In common with most of the ardent
youth of the time, G. threw himself eagerly into

the movement of the French Revolution; became
an active member of the clubs and debating

OOetieS winch sprung up in all the towns upon
the Fiench border, and established a newspaper,

entitled the Bed Journal, which was the exponent
of the most extreme opinions of the time. In

the year 1799, he went to Paris as the chief of a
deputation to negotiate the annexation of the Rhine-
land to the French Republic, but the revolution

ol the isth Brumaire put an end to this and all

similar dreams. G. returned to Germany, disgusted

with politics, ipiietly settled down in a professorstip
in his native town, and devoted himself exclusively
to literature for several years. His works on art,

on phi iology, on the laws of organism, and on
the relations of faith and science, attracted much
attention. In ISoC, he published the first part

of his well-known collection of German Pu/mlar
Legend* ; and in lSOS, his work on the mythology
of the Asiatic nations, and a further contribution

to the legendary literature of Germany. From
these studies, however, in common with the great
body of the German nation, he was aroused to the

hope of liberation from French tyranny, by the
reverses of the French arms in the Russian expe-
dition. G. was not slow to appeal to the national

sentiment of his countrymen in the Hheiiish Mi reurit

one of the most spirit-stirring journals which
Germany had ever possessed ; he became, in truth,

the literary centre of the national movement. After
the re-establishment of German independence, G.
continued the career of a journalist, and addressed
himself against the encroachments of domestic
absolutism with the same energy with which he
had denounced the tyranny of foreign occupation:
until, having drawn upon himself the displeasure of

the government, he was obliged to Hee to France,

and afterwards to Switzerland. In 1827, he gladly

accepted the professorship of the History of Liter-

ature in the new university just then founded at

Munich by the liberal King Ludvvig of Bavaria.

From this date, G. made Munich his home, and his

late years were devoted to literature, and in part

also to the animated religious cuntrovci . o.-.-i

sioned in Germany by the contests between the
Archbishop of Cologne and the Prussian govern-

ment on the subject of mixed marriages and
Hermesiauism. See Hermes. In all these con-

troversies, G., who was an ardent Roman Catholic,

took an active and influential part. He was, if

not the originator, at least the main supporter
of the well-known Roman Catholic journal, the
Higtoriicli-Pulitixche Blatter. His last work of

importance was his Cltristliche Mi/silk (Ratisbon,

1836—1842). He died January 27, 1848. See
the Ilixturisch-PuVitische Blatter, 184S, and Wetser's
Kinlur Lexicon, vol. iv.

GORT, a small but thriving town of Ireland, in

the province of Connaught, is prettily situated on a

small stream in the county of Galway, and close

to its southern boundary, 17 miles north-north-east

ot the town of Kmiis, Its trade is chiefly in retail.

Pop. about 2500.

GO'RTSCHAKOFF, a Russian family, traces its

ancestry through St Michael of Tschernigoff (born

1246) to Rurik and Vladimir the Great.—Princb
Peter G., governor of Smolensk, defended that

town two years (1609—1011) against Sigismund of

Poland, when it was taken by storm.— Prince
Dimitbi G., born 1756, was a celebrated Russian

poet, and wrote odes, satires, and epistles. lie died

1824.—Princk Alexander G. born 1764, served

under his uncle Suwarotl' in Turkey and Poland,

displayed great courage at the capture of 1'iaga

(a suburb of Warsaw), and was made lieutenant-

general in 1798. In the campaign of 1799, ho

commanded under Korsakoff at Zurich, was subse-

quently made military governor of Viborg, repulsed

Kfarshal Lannes at Qeusburg, and commanded the

right wing at the battle of Friedland. Ap|«iinted

minister of war in 1812, he filled tins post to the

end of the war, when he was mad.: general of

infantry, and member of the imperial council lie

died in 1825. Puinck Anukkas G. served in 1799

ns major-general under Suwaroff in Italy; and

commanded a division of arenadiars al B lino, in
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1812, where he was wounded. In the campaign of

1813— 1S14. he commanded the 1st corps of Russian
infantry, and distinguished himself at Leipsic and
Paris. He was made general of infantry in 1819,
and in 1S2S retired from active service.

—

Prince
Peter G. was born in 1790. Having made the
campaigns of 1S13 and 1S14, he served in Caucasia
under General Yermoloff. As chief of the general
etaff of Wittgenstein in 1S26, he was one of the
signers of the Treaty of Adrianople. In 1839, he
was appointed governor-general of Eastern Siberia,

and occupied that important post until, in 1851, he
retired from active life. On the outbreak of the
Crimean war, however, he offered his services, which
were accepted ; and at the battle of the Alma he
commanded the left wing of the Russian troops.

He also took part in the battle of Inkermann.

GORTSCHAKOFF, Prince Mikail, brother
of the preceding, was born in 1795, commenced his

military career as an officer of artillery, and dis-

tinguished himself in 1828 at the sieges of Silistria

and Schumla. Chief of the staff of Count Pahlen in

1831, he gave proofs of extraordinary valour in the
battle of Ostrolenka and at the taking of Warsaw.
He was wounded at Grohow, and made general

;

succeeded Count Toll as chief of the staff of the
whole army, was appointed general of artillery in

1843, and military governor of Warsaw in 1846.

In 1853, he commanded the Russian forces in

the Danubian provinces, crossed the Danube, at

Braila, March 23, 1854, occupied the frontiers of

Bessarabia, and in March 1S55 directed the
defences of Sebastopol, attacked by the armies of

Great Britain and France. The ability he displayed
in this defence, his courtesy to the enemy, and his

humanity to the wounded and prisoners, have given
him an exalted reputation. As a reward for his ser-

vices in this unsuccessful but still brilliant defence,

Prince G. was appointed by the Emperor Alexander
II. lieutenant-general of the kingdom of Poland,
and was for several years a wise and conciliatory

representative of his youthful emperor at Warsaw.
He died May 30, 1S6L—Prince Alexander G,
Russian diplomatist, brother of the preceding, was
born in 1800. He was secretary of the Russian
embassy in London in 1824, charge d'affaires at

Florence in 1S30, counsellor of the embassy at

Vienna in 1832, and envoy extraordinary to Stutt-

gart in 1841. In 1854, he was charged by the
Emperor Nicolas with the interests of Russia in

the Vienna conferences ; and in 1S56 he succeeded
Count Nesselrode as Minister of Foreign Affairs.

GORUCKPO'RE, a city of Hindustan, in the
sub-presidency of the North-West Provinces, and
capital of a district of the same name, stands on
the left bank of the Rapti, which joins, 85 miles

further down, the Ghagra from the left, the whole
of the intermediate course being navigable. It is in

'at. 26° 42' N. and long. 83° 23
P
E., being 430 miles

to the north-west of Calcutta ; and it contains

about 50,000 inhabitants.—The district of G. has
an area of 7346 square miles, and a population of

2,376,000.

GORY DEW, a dark red slimy film not unfre-

quently to be seen on damp walls and in shady
places ; often on the whitewashed walls of damp
cellars, where its appearance is apt to occasion

alarm from its resemblance to blood. It is one of

the lowest forms of vegetable life, one of the algce

of the group Palmellacece (included in Confervacece),

and nearly allied to the plant to which the pheno-
menon of Red Snow (q. v.) appears to be chiefly

owing. Its botanical name is Palmetto, omenta. It

sometimes extends over a considerable surface, and
becomes a tough gelatinous mass. The structure

and mode of growth of this and allied plants will be
noticed under the head Palmellace.*:. Its charac-
teristic red colour appears also in Htzmatococcua
sanguineus, a nearly allied plant, found in similar
situations, but which seems to extend more as an
aggregation of cells, not soon melting down into an
indefinite slirae like the cells of the Palmella. The
prevalent colour of the group, however, is green.

GORZ, or GO'RITZ, an important town of

Austria, in the crown-land of the Kustcnland
(Coast Districts), (q. v.), and capital of a district of

the same name, is charmingly situated in a fruitful

plain on the left bank of the Isonzo, about 25 miles

north-north-west from Trieste. Among its principal

buildings are the old castle of the former Counts
of Giirz, now used as a prison ; and the cathedral,

with a beautiful sacrarium. G. has extensive sugar-

refining, and manufactures of rosoglio, silks, linen,

cotton, and leather ; it has also a thriving trade in

its manufactures and in dried fruits. Charles X. of

France died here, November 6, 1837. Pop. 14,000.

GO'SHAWK (Astur), a genus of Falconulce (q. v.),

distingiushed from the true falcons by a lobe or

festoon, instead of a sharp tooth, on the edge of the

J
Goshawk (Astur palumbarius)

(Copied from Falconry in the British Isles).

upper mandible, and by the shortness of the wing,
which reaches only to the middle of the tail. It is

more nearly allied to the sparrow-hawks, from which
it is distinguished by its more robust form, by its

shorter legs, and by the middle toe not being elon-

gated, as in that genus. The species to which the

name G. originally and strictly belongs (A. palum-
barius), is very widely diffused over Europe, Asia,

the north of Africa, and North America, chiefly

inhabiting hilly and wooded regions. It is now
very rare in Britain, particularly in England.
Although one of those that were called ignoble birds

of prey, it was much used for falconry, being easily

trained, and very successful in catching such game
as is either confined to the ground, or does not rise

far from it, or such as is to be found in woods,
through the branches of which the G. readily

threads. its way in pursuit. The G. was thus flown

at hares, rabbits, pheasants, partridges, &c. It

ordinarily seeks its prey by flying near the ground,

and can remain a very long time on the wing. It

follows its prey in a straight line, not rising in the

air to descend upon it, like the falcons ; and when
baffled by the object of pursuit entering a wood
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ami hiding its. If in some covert, will perch on .1

iwait its reappearance with wonderful
< many hours. Its Hi lit is very rapid,

I'll.- G. builds in trees. Its neat is rery large.

. which is much larger than the male, is

about two feet in entire length. Both sexes iire

of a dark grayish-brown colour, the upper surface

of the tail-feathers barred with darker brown

;

there is a broad white streak above each >y the

under parte are also whitish, with brown ban and
ither speoies are found in India, South

Mr., i. Australia, <fcc.

GO'SHEN, the name of that part of ancient
Igypt which Pharaoh made a present of to the

kindred of Joseph when they came to sojourn in

that country. It appears to have lain between tin-

eas! .ii delta of the Nile and the frontier of Pales
tine, ami to have been suited mainly for a pastoral

people, which the Hebrews were. Rameses, the

ty of the land, was the starting-point

of the Exodus of the chosen people, who reached
the Red Sea in three days. From tlm and other
circumstances, it has been concluded that the
Wude-t-TumeiiMt (the valley through which lormorly
passed the canal of the Red Sea, and at the western
extremity of which Rameses was situated) is prob-

ably the"G. of the Old Testament
GO'SI.AR, a small but ancient and interesting

town of Hanover, is situated on the border 01

Brunswick, on the Gose, from which the town
derives its name, 26 miles south-east of Hildesheim.
It was at one time a free imperial city, and the
residence of the emperor. Of all the fortifications

of which it once boasted, the vails and "in- tower
— the Z winger, the walls of which are 21 feet thick
—alone remain. Of the venerable cathedral, the

porch ( Vorhallc, date 1 150) is the sole relic ; the
corn-magazine is a portion of an old imperial palace ;

the Gothic church in the market-place dates from
1~>21

; the hotel called the Kt>i.*rru-nrtli has eight

portraits of German emperors. G. was founded by
Hcinrich I. about 920 ; and under Otto I. the mines,
for which G. has ever since been celebrated, were
opened in !KSG. The manufactures of G. are unim-
portant ; ami the mines of gold, silver, copper, lead,

tre nearly exhausted. Pop. sunn.

G08PEL BIDE OF THE ALTAR, the right
altar or communion table, looking from

it, at which, in the English Church service, the gospel

appointed for the day is read. It is o! higher
distinction than the epistle side, and is occupied by
the clergyman of highest ecclesiastical rank who
happens to be present. In some cathedrals, one of

the clergy has this special duty to perforin, and is

designated the Gospeller.

GOSPELS. The expression is derived from the.

Anglo-Saxon, and means literally g<i«d news. The
1 cut. or the doctrine of Christianity,

was called the Gospel' {to euaggelion) ; and the
inspired records by which this message or doc-
trine have been transmitted to the church in

ages, have received the name of the
Gospels (ta euaggeBa). When this name was first

distinctly applied to these records, is uncertain.

The use of it in Justin Martyr, about the middle
of the 2d c, is a subject of dispute. It appears

to have been in common use in the course of the
third century.

/<•**.— The primary and most interest-

ing inquiry concerning the Gospels is as to their

genuineness. They profess to be the inspired

records of our Lord's life— of his sayings and
doingl proceeding in two cases from men who
were his apostles and companions (Matthew and
John); and in the two other cases froui men who,

210

although not themselves apostles, were apostolic
in their position and character, the immediate
companions and fellow-labourers of the apostles
(Mark ami Luke.) According to thei

they were ail composed during the latter half d
the 1st c ; the three Sinioptir Gospels, as they are
called, probably during the decade preceding the
destruction of "Jerusalem by Titus (CO— 7(1). and
the fourth Gospel of St John near the close of the
century. The question as to thei] genuineness is

in the main the question as to the fact of their

existence at this early period ; the special nutlioislnp
it Gospel is a comparatively less important

question.

It is obvious that the existence of the Gospels
within the 1st c. is a point which can only be
settled by the ordinary rides of historical evidence.

What traces have we of their existence at this

early period ? As I'aley illustrates the matter,
we can tell of the existence of Lord Clarendon's
History of the Rebellion at a period antecedent
to Bishop Burnet's History of his Own Times,
by the fact that Burnet quotes Clarendon. If

the Gospels existed in the 1st c, therefore, we
shall expect, to find similar evidences of their

existence in the Christian writings of the 2d and .'id

centuries. We do find such evidence in abundance
during the 3d century. In such writers as Origen
ami Cyprian, we not only find quotations from
the Gospels, but we find the Gospels themselves
mentioned by name as books of authority amongst
Christians. From the writings of Origen alone, if

they had survived, we might have collected, it has
been said, the whole text not only of the Gospels,

but of the ( >ld and New Testaments. At this point,

then, there is no question. No one can dispute the
existence of the Gospels in the age of Origen, or

that immediately preceding—that is to say, in the
beginning of the 3d century. But we can i ad

with an almost equally clear light of ei idi nee to

the time of Irenanis, or the last quarter of the 2d
century. The passage in which tremens speaks of

the Gospels is so significant and important that it

deserves to ho extracted. 'We,' he says (C 'onlra Iltvres.

lib. iii. c. 1), 'have not received the knowledge of

the way of our salvation by any others than those

through whom the Gospel has come down to us;
which Gospel they first preached, and afterwards,
by the will of God, transmitted to us in writing,

that it might be the foundation and pillar of our

faith.' ' For after our Lord had risen from the
dead, and they (the apostles) were clothed with the

power of the Holy Spirit descending upon them
tiom on high, were idled with all gifts, and possessed

perfect knowledge, they went forth to the ends of

the earth, spreading the glad tidings of those bless-

mgs which God Ins c erred upon us. tfatt/iew

j/mong the Hebrews publ ihed a Gospel in (heir own
language, while Peter and Ps -I were preaching tb«

Go pel i! Ro md Eo ng eh irch there. And
alter their depaitui-e id. ath,. Mark the ,/,„-,/./,- „„./

interpreter of Peter himself delivered in writing wliat

Peter had preached; and Luke, the companion of
Paul, recorded the Gospel preached by him, After-

wards, John, thi disapli of the Lord, who I aned upon
hit breast, likewise published a Gospel wh
at Ephteut in Asia.' These words an- vet

and to the ] t ; and elsewhere, Inn
still more particularly of the several Go-p.-ls. and
endeavours to them in a somewhat
fanciful way, which, if it docs not prove his own
judgment, at least proves the kind ol

with winch the Gospels were regarded in his time.

It is equally beyond question, then, that the

Gospels w-.-ic in existence in the end of the 2.1

c, and that they were attributed to the authors



whose names they bear. ' It is allowed by those

who have reduced the genuine apostolic works to the

narrowest limits, that, from the time of Ircnreus,

the New Testament was composed essentially of the

same books as we receive at present ; and that they
were regarded with the same reverence as is now
shewn to them.'—Westcott, History of Canon. The
evidence upon which we accept as undoubtedly
genuine the productions of many classic authors, is

not to be compared in clearness and fulness to the
evidence for the genuineness of the Gospels at this

stage. Any difficulties that the subject involves

begin at a point higher up than this.

The age of Irenams is the fifth generation from
the beginning of the- apostolic era—the third, from
the termination of it. The ascending generations

may be characterised as those (4) of Justin Martyr,
and (3) of Ignatius and Papias ; and (2) of St
John, or the later apostolic age. It is within these

three generations, and especially within the third

and fourth, that the subject of the genuineness

Such writers as Justin Martyr and Ignatius

nowhere quote the Gospels by name. In a fragment
of Papias preserved by Eusebius, there is mention
of Matthew and Mark having written accounts of

the actions and discourses of our Lord ; but with
this exception, there is no mention of tbe Gospels,

or of their authors by name, in these earlier Chris-

tian writers. Not only so, but Justin Martyr
appeals constantly to sources of information which
he styles not 'Gospels' of St Matthew, St Luke,
or St John, but Memoirs of the Apostles (apomnc-
moneumata ton apostolon). The phrase a kaleitai

eiiarff/elia (which are called gospels), which follows

the former in the common versions of Justin's

text, is supposed by many to be an interpolation.

This has given rise to a good deal of discussion as

to the effect of Justin Martyr's evidence on this

subject. The discussion has been of this nature.

Were these Memoirs of the Apostles our Gospels, or

were they some other books of information as to

Christ's sayings and doings to which he had access ?

Many German critics have been confident they
were not our Gospels ; and Bishop Marsh has gone
the length of saying, that Justin did not quote our
Gospels. The question, therefore, as to whether
Justin Martyr quotes our Gospels, may be said

to be the turning-point in the evidence for their

genuineness. Although not altogether free from
difficulty, it appears to us that no reasonable

doubt can be entertained that the Memoirs of the

Apostles to which Justin constantly refers were
no other than our Gospels. This appears conclu-

sively established by the three following con-

siderations: (1) The degree of coincidence which
exists between the numerous passages which Justin

quotes from his Memoirs, and the corresponding

passages in the Gospels.—The verbal coincidence

with the text of the Gospels is sometimes exact, and

,
sometimes so nearly so as to appear exact in a

translation. The want of entire verbal coincidence

is just what might be expected in a writer like

Justin, who quotes tbe Old Testament in the same
general manner, and is the very same as we find in

other writers both before and after him. Further,

the account which he gives of the origin of the
Memoirs corresponds with the origin of the Gospels

—viz., that two were written by apostles, and two
by companions of the apostles. (2) The extreme
improbability that there could have been other

books besides the Gospels of the same apparently

authoritative character, all trace of which have
disappeared, and of which, in fact, we find no indi-

cation save in Justin Martyr.—Everything seems

against such a supposition. The books of which
Justin speaks were read in the assemblies of the
Christians on Sundays ; they were regarded with
respect and veneration ; they were evidently looked
upon as authoritative. It is wholly inconceivable,

that if there were such books other than the Gos-
pels, they should not have been mentioned by other
writers as well as Justin ; or that they should have
utterly perished. (3) The certainty, from the state-

ments of such writers as Irenasus in the gener-

ation immediately following him, that Justin must
have known our Gospels.—In this later generation

we find the Gospels everywhere diffused: received

and reverenced alike at Alexandria, Lyons, and
Carthage ; by Clemens Alexandrinus, Iremeus, and
Tertullian. They could not all at once have attained

this wide diffusion, or started into this position of

authority. The manner in which Irenajus speaks
of them can only be accounted for by the fact, that
he had received them from his teachers ; that they
had been handed down to him as inspired authorities

from the first ages. We must take tbe light of

such a statement with us in ascending to the age of

Justin Martyr ; and in this light it is unintelligible

that the Gospels should not have been known to

Justin, and consulted by him. The mere fact of

his calling his authorities by the peculiar name of

Memoirs cannot be set against all this evidence.

The name of Mfmoirx, indeed, rather than Gospels,

was only a natural one for this writer to use, with
his classical predilections and philosophical training,

and considering that he was addressing a heathen
emperor, and through him the Gentile world at large.

When we ascend beyond the age of Justin to

Ignatius and Papias, we find in a fragment of the
latter, as has been already stated, mention of Mat-
thew and Mark having written accounts of the life

of the Lord ; while in the letters of the former, as in

the still earlier Epistle of Clemens Romanus and the
so-called Epistle of Barnabas—both of which belong

to the 1st c, and consequently reach the apostolic

age itself—we find various quotations that seem to

be made from the Gospels. The quotations from St
Matthew are the most numerous. If these quota-
tions stood by themselves, it might be doubtful how
far they constituted evidence of the existence of

the Gospels at this early period. They might pos-

sibly indicate merely a uniformity of oral tradition

as to the sayings of our Lord ; but when we regard
them in connection with the position of the writers,

and the whole train of thought and association in

which they occur, they seem to bear out the widest
conclusion we coidd wish to found on them. The
existence and character of such men as Ignatius and
Clemens are unintelligible save in the light of the
Gospel history.

In addition to this chain of direct Catholic
evidence for the genuineness of the Gospels, the
fragments which have been preserved of heretical

writers furnish important, and in some respects

singularly conclusive evidence. The Gnostic Basi-

lides quotes the Gospels of St John and St Luke
about the year 120. The heretics appealed to them
as well as the Catholic writers, and in this fact

there is a strong guarantee that no fictions or
inventions could have been palmed off upon the
church in the 2d c, as the most renowned German
theory as to the origin of the Gospels virtually sup-

poses. Upon a review of all the evidence from the

apostolic Fathers down to the council of Laodicea,
wdien the four Gospels are reckoned as part of the

canon of Scripture, ' there can hardly be room for

any candid person to doubt,' it has been said, ' that

from the beginning the four Gospels were recognised

as genuiue and inspired—that a line of distinc-

tion was drawn between them and the so-called



apocryphal Gospels.1 Aa mere questioi

history, the genuineness of the Gospels certainly

In •.her evidence than thai mi which we
receive, without hesitation, many ancient writings.

'2. Internal Character and Contrast

-I till' I o-| . K the Iloxt point "f II J
1

1 >. >lt

-

: thi in is the relation whirh they hear

ho one another in respect off their contents and
arrangement the coincidences and discrepancies

with one another which they present. The most
obvious distinction anion.: tin- Gospels as a whole is

between the Gospel off St John and the three Synop-
tical Gospels, as tlu-y arc called. Matthew, Mark,
ami Luke, in narrating the ministry, discourses, and
i nr Lord, confine themselves exclusively

to what took place in (Jalilee until the last journey
to Jerusalem. We should not knowfrom them of the

-iimcys that our Lord made to Jerusalem.
John, on the central')', brings into view prominently
his relation toJudea; and of the discourses delivered

in Galilee, he only records one, that, namely, in the
6th chapter. It is obvious, on a superficial glance,

that John had a special object in writing his Gospel,

I] seme respects more i/j>
:
i,untir,,l than

historical ; and it is probable that, having seen the
'•pels, he purposely abstained from

writing what they had already recorded, and sou-ht

to supply such deficiencies as appeared to exist in

their records. When we have no knowledge off

the subject, this at least seems as probable a suppo-

sition as any other. A comparison off the three

Synoptical Gospels reveals some interesting results.

It we suppose them respectively divided into 1110

sections, we shall find that they coincide in about

63 of them ; that Matthew and Luke further

coincide in 21 ; Matthew and Mark in 20 ; and
Mark and Luke in 0. This, of course, applies to

the substantial coincidence of fact and narrative

in each ease. The relative verbal coincidence is

ly no means so marked; it is, however, very con-

siderable, and presents some interesting features,

which Professor Andrew Norton has set forth

clearly in his admirable work on the Genuineness

<tf the Gospels,

It it not desirable to go into further details in this

place ; but the result of the extremely oil cal and
minute scrutiny tn which the text of the dispels has

been subjected may be stated as follows, There
is a s, molar coincidence in substance in the three

Synoptic Gospels. 'Substantial unity with eir-

cumstantial variety,' is a saying strictly true of

them—more true of them than of any authors
•

i narrate the same circumstances. The
coincidence is greatly more apparent in the dis-

courses than in the narrative parts of the Gospels,

most of all apparent in the spoken words of our
Lord. At the same time, there are certain por-

tions of narrative of great importance, that anew
in the several evangelists almost a verbal coiuci-

: the call of the first four disciples and
its of the Transfiguration, 'The.agree-

ment in the narrative portions of the Gospels begins
wuli tue baptism ol John, and reaches its highest

point in the account of the passion off our Lord, and
the facts that preceded it ; so that a direct ratio

I nd between the amount of agreement
and the nearness of the facts related to the Passion.

After this event, in the account of his burial and
resurrection, the coincidences are few.' There are no

puts thai (ornish more difficulty in thi

BJ than the nai'r.n

The language of nil the Gospels is well known
tn he Greek, with Hebrew idioms, or what has been

called Hellenistic Greek. The tradition, however,

jf a Hebrew original of St. Matthew's gospel is

uniform. In the irnginenl off Papias, and in the

statement of Iremeus— the earliest sources in "huh
we have any distinct mention off the Gospels it

is plainly asserted that Matthew wrote his Gospel
in the Hebrew . 1 1 . 1 1 . c t . The fact is lll.'li (.- a mink
of distinction between bis Gospel and
Hie s.inie linn, .in nt x of tradition aserib.

off st Mark to the teaching off 8t Peter. The Gospel

off St Mark is the most summary off the three

ill seine respects, it IE s tlUll] 'ill Willi B special

individuality and originality. It describes scenes

and acts off our Lord and others with a minutely
raphii detail, throwing in particulars omul'.

I In

others, and revealing throughout the obseivunt

eye-witness and indent ad nt historian.

3, Origin oj tin < This is a separate

inquiry from their genuineness, althoiig intimately

connected with it, and springs immediately out off

those facts as to the internal agreement and dis-

aj reemenl ol I he I rospels ol « Inch we have been

speaking. The inquiry has been treated in an
extremely technical manner by many critics, and
it would imt suit our purpose to enumerate and
examine the various theories which have been

pro] nihd on the subject. We may only state

generally, that the object of these theories has been

to find a common original for the Gospels. Some
proffe - to find such an original in one off the three

Gospels, from which the others have been ,

I, and each off them in turn has been

taken as the basis of the other two. The more
elaborate theories of Eichhorn and Bishop Mai h,

however, presume an original document, differing

from any of the existing Gospels, and ulinli is

supposed to pa> - tliroiij.li x in ions nioilitieat ions, into

the threefold form which it now bears in them. It

appeared to Ka'liholli that the portions which are

Common to all the three Gospels were contained ill

a certain common document from which tiny all

drew. It had been already assumed that copies of

such a document had jot into circulation, and had
been altered and annotated by different hands.

But Eichhorn works out an elaborate hypothesis

on such a presumption. He requires for his purpose
no fewer than live .supposititious documents. The
conditions of the problem cannot be met otherwise.

These are in order: 1. An original document;
2. An alt'l'eil copy which St Matthew used; .'!. An
alt. led copy which St Luke used ; 4. A third copy
made from the two preceding, used by St Mark

;

.">. A fourth altered copy used by St Matthew and

St Luke in common. Bishop Marsh, in following

out the same process of construction, finds it

necessary to increase the supposititious documents
to eight, which we need not describe. There is not

the slightest external evidence of the existence of

i ate ; and theories of this kind, which,

in order to explain difficulties, call into existence at

hi imaginary solution, do not require
sci urns refutation.

Another and more probable supposition is,

th.it the Gospels sprang out of a common oral

tradition. The preaching of the apostles was
necessarily, to a great extent, a preaching ol tacts ;

and so zealously did they give themselvi to the

task off promulgating the wondrous life and death

of Christ, that they early divested thi

the labour of ministering to any of the lover
wants nt the congregations of di-ciples that tin v

gradually gathered round them. It is obvious thai.

Off their active 'ministry of the word,'

the facts of our Lord's life and death, off which they
had been i ye -witnesses, would gradually assume

a regular outline. What the n

is to us, the preaching of the apostles would be
very much to the early Christians. The sermon of
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Peter at Casarea (Acta x. 34) may give some
imperfect idea of the character of this preaching.
The facts thus briefly indicated would expand
in frequent communication to something of the
more detached and living form which they exhibit
in the Gospels, or rather in what we may suppose
to have heeii the common substratum or ground-
work of the Gospels. It is to be remembered that
t lie apostles were promised that the Holy Spirit

w..uld ' bring all things to their remembrance,
whatsoever the Lord had said unto them.' And
this constant guidance and superintendence of the
Divine Spirit would sufficiently account for the
uniformity and consistency of their oral instruc-

tion, even although not reduced to writing for a
considerable number of years. Allowing for the
widest space of years it may be necessary to assume
before the writing of the first Gospel, the chief

apostles themselves are yet living at the end of

this space. It is not a mere tradition of their
teaching that survives, but it is their own living

witness that is circulated from church to church,
as they pass to and fro in their evangelistic labours.

It is impossible to say whether this hypothesis of

the origin of the Gospels be really the correct one
or not; all we need to say is, that it seems to

possess more probability in itself than any hypo-
thesis of a common written source, from which
they were res] lectively borrowed, and which has
disappeared. It fits, moreover, into the facts of

the case.—Westcott, Introduction to the Study of
the Gospels, p. 1S9.

According to this view of the> origin of the
Gospels, that of St Mark, if not the oldest in

composition, is yet probably the most direct and
primitive in form. In its lifelike simplicity and
comparative unconsciousness of aim, it represents
most immediately the apostolic preachi;

the testimony delivered by St Pe
little adaptation. Historical evidence, as we hav

ag; it

iilily wwith

already said, is uniform as to the association of Mark
and Peter: Mark is everywhere interpres Petri.

The Gospels of St Matthew aud St Luke, again,
' represent the two great types of recension to which
it may be supposed that the simple narrative was
subjected. St Luke represents the Hellenic, and
St Matthew the later Hebraic form of the tradition,

and in its present shape the latter seems to give
the last authentic record of the primitive Gospel.'

A common oral Gospel seems also to present the
most natural explanation of the accordances and
variations of the three Synoptic Gospels. The words
of the Lord, which present in all such a marked
uniformity, would necessarily assume a more fixed

character in such an oral tradition, while the narra-

tive surrounding them would remain comparatively
free. Single phrases of a peculiar and important
character woidd be closely retained ; there would
be, exactly as we find, a uniform strain of hallowed
language mingling with variations in detail—

a

unity of tone, and even of speech, with variety of

modulation and emphasis.

This theory of a common oral origin of the
Gospels is of course widely separated from the well-

known Tubingen theory, which carries the period

of tradition down to the middle of the 2d c, and sup-

poses the Gospels to have been then called forth by
the influence of opposing teachers. The facts of the

which we have already quoted, are wholly opposed
to such a supposition, for in this case the representa-

tion of the Gospels would be wholly ideal. There
might be a ground of fact in the mere existence of

Jesus of Nazareth, but the picture of His life and
death would be merely the imaginative dream of men
intoxicated by religious enthusiasm. And this is

the Tubingen explanation of the rise of Christianity !

It may be surely said that there never was a mort-
iuadequate explanation of a wonderful historical

phenomenon ; for how was the Jewish mind, in its

feebleness and decay, capable of conceiving such an
ideal as the life and character of Christ ? Their
inspired origin in the 1st c, and as the records
of a life and death witnessed by the apostles, is

—whatever difficulties it may present—the conclu-
sion alike sanctioned by orthodox)', and approved
by impartial historical inquiry.—The reader who
desires further information on the subject may
consult Professor Norton's work on the Genuineness

of die Gospels, and Westeott's Introduction to tlie

Study of the Gospels.

GO'SPORT ('God's port'), a market-town and
seaport of England, in the county of Hants, stands
on the western shore of Portsmouth Harbour, and
directly opposite Portsmouth, with which it is

connected by a floating bridge. It is 14 miles
south-east of Southampton, and SO miles south-west
of London by the London and South-Western Rail-
way. It is enclosed within ramparts, which seem
a portion of those which also surround Portsmouth
and Portsea. The Haslar Gun-boat Ship-yard,
connected with the town, is used for hauling up and
keeping in repair all the gun-boats belonging to
this port. An extensive iron foundry for the
manufacture of anchors and chain-cables, and con-
siderable coasting-trade are here carried on. The
main feature of 6., however, is the Royal Clarence
Victualling Yard, which contains a brewery, a
biscuit-baking establishment worked entirely by
steam, and numerous storehouses. The bakery can
turn out ten tons of biscuit in one hour. In the
immediate vicinity is Haslar Hospital, erected in

1762, the chief establishment in Great Britain for
invalid sailors, of whom 2000 can be accommo-
dated anil supplied with medical attendance. Pop.
including Alverstoke (1871) 22,638.

GOSSAMER, a light filamentous subst.-nce,
which often fills the atmosphere to a remni Kable
degree during fine weather in the latter part of

autumn, or is spread over the whole face of the
ground, stretching from leaf to leaf, and from plant
to plant, loaded with entangled dew-drops, which
glisten and sparkle in the sunshine. Various
opinions were formerly entertained concerning the
nature and origin of gossamer, but it is now suffi-

ciently ascertained to be produced by small spiders,
not, however, by any single species, but by several, not
improbably many species ; whilst it is also said to
be produced by young, and not by mature spiders, a
circumstance which, if placed beyond doubt, would
help to account for its appearance at a particular
season of the year. The production of gossamer by
spiders was first demonstrated by the observations
of Dr Hulse and Dr Lister in the 17th c., but these
observations did not for a long time meet with due
regard and credit, particularly amongst the natur-
alists of continental Europe. It is not yet well
known if the gossamer spread over the surface of the
earth is produced by the same species of spider which
produce that seen floating in the air, or fallinc as
if from the clouds. Why irossumcr threads or webs
are produced by the spiders at all, is also a ques-
tion not very easily answered. That they are meant
merely for entangling insect prey, does not seem
probable ; the extreme eagerness which some of the
small spiders known to produce them shew for
water to drink, has led to the supposition, that the
dew-drops which collect on them may be one cf the
objects of the formation of those on the surface of
the- ground, whilst it has been also supposed that
they may afford a more rapid and convenient mode
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of transit from place to place than the employment
ol the animal. A

i loss. They
, not accidentally wafted up from the

ground, BS might lie supposed ; the spiders which
produce them are wafted up along with them; but

the mere enjoyment of an aerial excur-
sion, or in order to linii insect prey in the air, is

HI l"llgll til'" l.itt.r Mlpplisil IOTI is, on tlie

> nest, probable. The threads oi ^wmiimt
ite that a sineli' one cannot l.e s.™ unless

the sun shines on it; hut being driven alumt by
the wind, they often Income beaten together into

thicker threads ail (lakes. They are often to lie

felt on the face when they are scarcely visible. The
spiders which produce these threads shoot them
nut Ironi their spinnerets, a viscid lluid heme ejected

force, which presently liecomes a thread
;

sometimes several such threads are produced at

once in a radiating form, and these l.eiiiLI caught hy
the as.cuding current of heated air. are borne up,

and the spider along with them. It would seem
lider has even some power of guiding in

the air the web hy which it is wafted up.

GOSSYPIUM. See Cotton.

GOTHA, a town of Germany, capital of the
duchy of Sa\e-( ohurg-Cotha. is situated on an

i "ii the right hank of

. miles west of Erfurt, by the Thuringian
Railway. It is a handsome, well huilt town, is

quadrilateral in form, and was formerly surrounded
by walls, which, however, have been thrown down,
and public walks laid out in their place. The
principal public building is the large ducal palace

. te;n, with two large side-wings, and

tain

i Ken. hiau.lt are n pn lented
;

i , Ernst the l'ious in li'.ln,

of 160,000 volumes and limiil manuscripts, among
which are 2000 Arabic, and from 300 to 400
Persian and Turkish; a collection ol

13,000 medals, one oi the tine I collec-

tions in Europe ; and a Japanese and Chinese

Iso an arsenal, a new and old

town-hall, and numerous educational and benevo-
lent institutions. The principal manufa tures are

il ..us. pen el uu, coloured |>aper, i loth,

; mrgicaJ truments,
,\.'. Colli. i saiis.i". s have a wiie.pic.id e. 1,1.nt y.

Several hundreds of designers, eugraviis, printers,

.
;i. re in .Justus

r_,- geographical establishment Pop.

15,700.

BOTHA, Almanacs de, a universal political

.. i lilishe.l annually at (h.tha (q. v.). The
publication ol this almanac commene. din 1764, in the

i uage, in which it was continued until

niperor, when it was changed to

. Ml Which it lllLS he .ill.

to the present time. The almanac is a -mall pocket
volume, containing at present inure than one thousand
page, ol Binall tipe, and recording the so\ ercigiis

m!i.-, "i n cry en ih ...,| country, with
the civil, diplomatic, military, and naval ollieers, a
great amount of stati.tie.il tiiiorin.iliou, a compact,

summary of historical events, obituary notices ol

•a . and other matters

interest No book ever printed contains
led and statistical information in so

email a compass. The boundaries of states are

the latest treaties, with their

extent, population, and revenues. The amuain
ili/'toiifiii'/ii. contains the nun.- of every diplomatic

tchi of Europe and America,
"verniiioht:,, national expen-

1 dehts, with the interest, the i ill, r of

ives, under representative governments

brought down to the end of the year, the date of

publication is stated, and in some nist.a s a date
ii to each page, as completed, to Bhew

that the editor is not answerable for subsequent
changes. When the Aimanacfi de n. was i-

menced, there was but one republic in existence—
i erland. It was then little more than a

register Ol the crowned heads and royal families of

Europe. It has been slow to recognise political

changes, and for years after the French Revolution,

print, under the head of 'France,'
Louis XVII. as the reigning monarch. It was not
until Napol i became emperor that his name found
a place in its pages, and then his whole family
was given, as with the other royal houses. It was
at this period that the language was changed to

French, which, being the recognised language of

courts, is found the most convenient, and has been
ever since retained. Muring the Empire, Napoleon
I. considered this little publication so important,
that he exercised over it a rigid .supervision, and in

ISMS, an entire edition, which had just been worked
off, was seized by a body of Fn och gendarmes. The
editor hurried to Paris, and I i that his error

was in his alphabetical arrangement, by which
Anhalt, of the Ernestinian 1 1 Saxon princes,

took preceden f Napoleon, who claimed the right

to be pla.ed at. the head of the nobility of the Rhine.

To secure this rearrangement of the alphabet, the
edition of that year was printed at Paris. It is

probable that a similar supervision of the press kept
out of the historic pages the successes of the allies

against the Empire in the succeeding numbers, in

n inch i here was no mention of the campaigns of the

Peninsula and the victory of Trafalgar. Uu the
restoration of the Bourbons, however, these events

were recorded in a rasumf, which made up for the
previous omissions.

GOTHA, Duchy OF. See Saxe-Coburq-Gotha.

GOTHARD, Sr, a mountain group in the
Helvetian Alps, reaches in its highest peaks the

height oi 12, feet See Alps. St G., however, is

chief Eamoui for the pass over the Alps, which at
:- mmil rise to the height of 6800 feet By
mean, "f this pass, the high-road from Fluclcu,

on Lake Lucerne, is carried without interruption

iu a south-south-east direction to Lagn Maggiore, in

the north of Italy. The construction of the load
was commenced n. 1820, and opened in 1832 In

1834, nearly one third of the road, with numerous
bridges and terraces, was swept may by the violence
of a m. .-i t. ,i i t"i in which bur.-t on the summit

i
i I- ; and iii 1839 a similar occurrence look

place. Since that time, however, the road has been
in a good state of repair. It is one of the bl st and
on -i convenient of the Alpine earn.

free Erom snow for four or five months of the year,

beginning with June, and is equal, if not superior,

to any other in the interest and grandeur of iUi

scenery.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. Under this title

are comprised the v.ri.cis styles of architecture
which prevailed ... Western Em > from the middle
of the l'-'tl. e. to the , rvival ol clai io architecture
in the Ifltb century I u as at Inst,

l.e-tom-d by the K.-nals-anee architects on the

medieval styles as a term of reproach. This epithet

they applied to every kind ..t medieval art which
had existed from the decline of the classio Styles

91
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till their revival, all else being l>y them considered

us barbarous and Gothic. The name has now, how-

ever, become generally adopted, and has outlived

the reproach at 1irst implied in it. It has also

become limited and defined in its application. Dur-

ing the present century, the arts of the middle ages

have been attentively studied, aud their origin and

history carefully traced ; and as the knowledge^ of

these styles has increased, a feeling of admiration

has succeeded to that of coutempt, and Gothic now
ranks as one of the noblest and completest styles

of architecture ever invented.

Origin.—The origin of Gothic architecture has

given rise to many very ingenious speculations. It

has been said that the style was copied directly

from nature; that the pointed arches aud groins

of the vaults were imitated from the overarching

branches of trees ; and that the stems of an avenue

were the originals of the pillars of the Gothic aisles.

Others have strenuously maintained that the inven-

tion if the pointed arch was a mere accident, arising

from iais form having been observed in the inter-

lacing L'f the circular arches of a Norman arcade.

It has also been stated that the style was imported

from the East during the Crusades, aud that the

medieval architects had but little to do with its

More careful study of the Gothic buildings which

remain to us, has dispelled these fanciful ideas,

and settled the origin and progress of the art on

historical as well as internal evidence.

To trace Gothic up to its primary elements, we
should have to go far back in the world's history.

Some maintain that there are only two styles of

architecture of which we have any knowledge—
viz., Greek architecture and Gothic architecture ;

that these are the two typical styles, and that in

them are contained all the elements of which all

other styles are composed.

This is no doubt to some extent true, just as it is

also true that all things in nature are derived from

a few primary elements. But as there are many
varieties in nature, so there are many developments

of the two typical forms of architecture, all of which

deserve to be classed as styles.

Greek architecture is the type of the trabeatecl

style—i. e., the style whose principal feature is the

straight lintel ; Gothic is the type of arcuated archi-

tecture, in which the voids are spanned by arches.

Of these typical forms there are many varieties.

Roman Architecture (q. v.) is the transition form

between them. The Romans adopted the Greek

form of decoration and the Gothic form of construc-

tion; they decorated their exteriors with columns

crowned by straight architraves and cornices, ami

inside these they formed the real construction with

arches and vaults. The use of the latter gradually

extended, especially in the construction of interiors,

and by means of vaults the Romans were able to

roof in large areas without encumbering the floor

with pillars. This was found to be a very advantage-

ous system of construction, and was carried out in

many important examples, as, for instance, in the

baths of Caracalla and Diocletian (see Baths), the

Ba-jdica of Constautine, &c. In their works of

public utility, where use, not decoration, was the

chief object, the P.omans always adopted the arch

as the fittest mode oE construction— as in their

aqueducts (q. v.), bridges, &c. The arch thus came

gradually more and more into use; and about

the time wheu the barbarians tirst overran the

provinces, the arcuated form of construction was

universal, and some attempts had been made to

conform the Creek decoration to the circular arches

by bending the entablature round the curve—as in

the palace°of Diocletian at Spalato, in Dalmatia.

To the Romans, therefore, is due the introduction

of an arcuated construction with a well developed

internal, aud a partially developed external decora-

tion. The early Christians adopted their forms of

construction and decoration from the Romans. They
were also indebted to them for the plans of the

buildings, which became the types of the Christian

sacred edifices during the middle ages. The Basilica

(q.v.), or Roman court-house and market-place, was

found to be admirably adapted for early Christian

worship, aud the circular temples were the proto-

types of the Christian Baptisteries (q.v.) which

usually accompanied the basilicas. In erecting their

buddings, the Christians not only adopted the

plans and mode of construction, but used the actual

materials of the buildings of the Romans, many of

which had been destroyed by the barbarians. Where
such materials were abundant—as in Rome and

Central Italy—the early Christian architecture very

closely resembled that of the Roman buildings

which had preceded it. But in more remote dis-

tricts the builders, finding no ready-made materials

at hand, had to design aud prepare new ones. In

doing so they followed as closely as they coidd the

Roman originals, but their buildings partook more

of the constructional than the decorative elements

of Roman architecture. The Roman ornament thus

dropped out of use; and when, in process of time,

decoration was desired, each new people followed

its own ideas. The traditional I toman decoration

thus became to a great extent lost, and new
styles introduced. These new styles each retained

some of the original Roman forms and modes of

constriction ; aud each style depended for its

peculiar character on the particidar Roman forms

it retained and developed. Thus Constautine, and

the architects of the East, seized upon the dome
as the distinguishing feature of their style, and the

architects of Lombardy adopted the plain tunnel-

vault. The former style is called Byzantine (q. v.),

and has been the type of all Eastern medieval

architecture; and the latter Romanesque (q. v.), and

has been the origin of all the western architecture

of medieval Europe.

History.—From Lombardy—iu those ages part of

the German empire—the Romanesque style readily

passed into Germany and Switzerland, and was also

most naturally adopted in the south of France,

where examples of Roman architecture abounded.

This architecture was carried out with various

modifications in these different countries, all of

which may have contributed to the general progress

of the art ; but as might be expected, it is to the

banks of the Rhine where the successors of Char-

lemagne chiefly dwelt, that we must look for the

first step in the development of Gothic architecture.

The following short sketch of the development of

vaulting will shew how this occurred.

The Roman basilicas, and, like them, the early

Christian churches (fig. 1), were divided into a central

nave with two side-aisles, the former separated from

the latter 1 ly a row of columns on each side. These
columns carried arches on which rested the side

walls of the nave, which were carried sufficiently

high to clear the roofs of the side-aisles, aud admit
windows to light the central nave. This row of

windows afterwards became the Gothic Clerestory

(q. v.). The apse at the end of the nave was
semicircular on plan, and was usually roofed with

a vault in the form of a semi-dome. This feature

was also afterwards more fully developed in the

chapels of Gothic churches. The nave and side-

aisles were originally roofed with wood, but, owing
to their frequent destruction by fire, it became
necessaiy to cover the churches with a mora
euduring kind of construction. Vaulting wa3 then
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introduced, the Roman forms, of which 1

existed, being at lir.it closely follow.

the procreaa oi vaulting from the simple tunnel-
vault ot the Romans to the fully developed and
magnificent groins of Gothic cathedrals, is a most
interesting inquiry ; anil, indeed] includes the history

Fig. 1.

of the development of Gotliic architecture. There
is one consideration which will help to explain
how the Roman arches were abandoned and new
forms Bought out. To the Roman emperors who
built the splendid vaults of the baths, and who had
a subdued world at command, materitih and litliour

wire a small consideration. They could, therefore,
afford to build in a style which required perfect
materials and workmanship. But medieval princes
and bishops could obtain neither, except with great
Cost and trouble ; to economise these, therefore,
greU skill and attention were required. It was

study to avoid those large and expen-
sive materials of which the Romans were so lavish,

and to adopt the simplest and easiest forms of

con-aruction.

The first vaults tried were simple semicircular
tunnel-vaults. It was found that these, besides
being very gloomy, required very massive walls to
resist their thrust An attempt was then made to
relieve this thrust by traiusent arches (</, a, fig,

1) thrown across- at intervals—under the tunnel-
vault, to act as strengthening arches. Buttresses
with a slight projection were applied outside to

Support these, and a beam of wood was sometimes

formed hy two intciscctiu

FiS. a

intersecting groins AD and CO must be elliptical

This was a difficult form of construction; the

medieval builders found it easier to construct semi-

circular groin arches with radius EA (rig. 4), and to

till in the triangular spaces ABK, ere, with slightly

domed vaults. Here, then, wc have the origin of
the groin-rih, the development of which played

so important a part in Gothic vaulting. When the

space to lie covered was square, this form of vault

was found to answer, and usually included two hays

of the side-aisles. lint this arrangement looked

awkward externally, the windows of the cleres-

tory not grouping well with those of the side-

aisles. A transverse arch («, a, fig, 4) was then

bnttre
vault.

at the wall-head from buttress to

a to assist in opposing the thrust of the

This w:is the first attempt to throw the weight of

the vaull on single points. In the side-aisles, where
rue span was small, the Roman intersecting vaults
l\ b, fig 2) were used ; and as the roofs with

Fig. 2.

lunnel-vaulting were found very gloomy and ill-

Uglited, it was desirable that similar intersecting

vaults should be used to cover the main roof, in

i nit windows raiseil to light the vault-

ing. But how was this to be managed with the
small materials at command'.' If the transverse

Fig. 4.

introduced, earning up the design from the navo
piers to the vaulting. This form of vault, is called

hexiipnrlitc. All the above forms of vaulting were
fully developed in the round arched Btyles of the

Rhine.
In [Trance these forms were also tried, but it was

found that the semicircle is not a good form of

arch unless loaded on the haunches, many of the

churches which were vaulted in this manner during

the llth c. having to he buttressed or rebuilt in the

Fig. 6.

12th and 13th centuries. Ir

(where the Byzantine influei

the south of France
•e. had been Btmilgly
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felt, through the Mediterranean commerce), the
pointed tunnel-vault (rig. 5) had been long in use
and had superseded the semicircular tunnel-vault
probably as early as the 9th or Kith century. This
form of arch was thus probably suggested to the
architects of the north of France, who at once
saw how well it would overcome the difficulty of
the yielding of the haunches in the semicircular
arch. They were thus led to the adoption of the
pointed form for their transverse arches as a struc-
tural expedient, and still retained the semicircular
form in the groins. The next question which
engaged attention, and the solution of which led to
the further use of the pointed arch, was the vault-
ing of oblong spaces. This had been tried with
semicircular arches, but it was found that in this
way the vault would require to be very much
domed—the diameter of the arches (e, c, fig. 2) being
so much smaller than that of a a—whereas by
using pointed arches, of different radii, for the
transverse and side arches all micdit be kept to
about the same height (rigs. 6 and 7). This is more

fully explained by fig. 6. If AB be the diameter
or the transverse arch 'arch (aa), and AC tnat of the
side arches (cc), it is clear that the semicircular
Bide arch ADC canuot reach the height of the
transverse arch AEB, even when stilted as at D'
But in the pointed arch. ( 'Eli, the same diameter rises
to very nearly the height of the transverse arch.
I he pointed arches ACB and A'CB' (fi

how easily arches of this form
diameter, can be built of the sam
introduction of this

7) shew
whatever their
height. By the

form of arch the vault-
ing was strengthened, and the thrust brought
to bear steadily on single points. We have thus
traced the history of vaulting from the time of
the Romans to the 12th a, when the principles
ot (.TOthic pointed vaulting were fully developed •

and we have dwelt particularly on this subject'
because it includes the principles which regulated
the whole of the Gothic style. Gothic was not
the invention of an individual, but a necessary
growth—a gradual development from structural
requirement. This is clearly the case with regard
to the vaulting, as we have traced it above, "and
the same might be proved re-arding every member
of the style. Thus it might be "shewn how the ribs
became gradually more decided, expressing the part
they bore in the support of the roof ; how the Nave
Piers (q.v.) were gradually subdivided into parts

shaft bearing on a separate cap a separate

Fig. 8.

transverse arches, and to strengthen these, flying
buttresses are introduced, which timidly shew them-
selves above the roof. The galleries were, in later
examples, dispensed with to admit of larger cleres-
tory windows, and the flying-buttresses were left
standing free. The architects finding them indis-
pensable, then turned their attention to render them
ornamental. Pinnacles may also be shewn to owe
their origin to their use: they acted as weights to
steady the buttresses and piers. We shall, under
their separate heads, point out how each element
of Gothic architecture was in the strictest sense
constructional, the decoration being in harmony
with its actual use, or as Pugin has said, ' decorated
construction not constructed decoration.'
The full development of Gothic vaulting which

was the forerunner of the whole style, was first
carried out in the royal domain in France about the
nnddle of the 12th century. The Normans had
settled in the north of France more than a century
before this, and had applied their talents and the
fruit of their conquests to the building of splendid

ng
portion of the vaulting ; how the buttresses' wer.
developed as they were required to resist the thrust
ot the groins concentrated on points ; and how
the Hying buttresses were forced upon the Gothic
architects much against their will, as a mode of
supporting the arches of the roof.
The history of the latter is very curious. The

thrust of the tunnel-vault was sometimes resisted
by half tunnel-vaults over the side-aisles (see fie 5).
lhese, therefore, required to be high, and a gallery
was usually introduced. In the Narthex at
Vezelay (fig. 8) we have this gallery with the
-aultiiig used as a counterpoise to that of the

so, they followed out the round-arched style, anS
brought it forward by a great stride towards true
Gothic. See Norman Architecture.
South of the royal domain, in Burgundy, there

had existed for centuries great establishments of
monks, famous for their architecture. The Abbey
of Cluny was their central seat, whence they sent
out colonies, and built abbeys after the model of
the parent one. The style in which they worked
was also an advanced Romanesque, but different
from that of the Normans.
Between these two provinces lay the royal domain.

Owing to the weak state of the kingdom, archi-
tecture had hitherto made little progress in the Isle
of France. About the beginning of the 12th c. the
monarchy revived, and for the next two centuries
was governed by wise and powerful monarchs, who
succeeded m re-establishing the royal supremacy.
A new impulse was thus given to the literature and
arts of the country, by which architecture profited
largely. From the state of ruin into which the
kingdom had fallen, there were almost no churches
existing worthy of the new state of things. New—'

' great designs were formed: hitherto, almost

rhiip^-^^^^i^r^^LS Zrets^"i.^-^- FranCe ^"

"

now, under the royal patronage, cathedrals
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were to lie built. The liishops, envious of the

power of the monks, lent their powerful aid, and
the whole of the laity joined heartily in the work.

With rach .1 universal impulse, do wonder that

architecture t..ok a great striae, and new forma were

introduced. It is to this period and people that we
owe the development of the true or pointed Gothic

style.

We have already seen at Vezelay how nearly the

Borgundian monks had approached to Gothic. To
complete the development, it only required the side-

walls and vaulting of the nave to be raised, so as

to admit of windows over the roofs of the ride-

ind the flying buttresses to be raised

with them, so as to receive the thrust of the vault

—the latter being constructed with pointed groin

ribs, and the side and transverse arches Carried to

the height of the groins. The laic architects of

the royal domain soon accomplished tlcis step, and
the new style sprung up and progresseil with the

iniahing rapidity.

The earliest example we have of the fully

developed Gothic style is the Cathedral of St

Denis, in which are deposited the remains of the

kiiu-s of France. It was founded by the Abbe
Soger in 11+t. The Cathedral of Notre Dame of

Paris soon followed, and almost contemporary with

it arose the magnificent cathedrals of Chartres,

Kheims, Amiens, Beauvais, Bourges, and a host of

others.

Another cause which tended much to hasten

of the style, was the invention about

the same time of painted glass. The ItomauescjUe

architects hail been in the habit of decorating their

churches with frescoes and other paintings ; but

this new mode of introducing the most brilliant

colours into their designs w-as at once seized upon

orthern architects. The small circular-

arched windows, which were still iu many instances

long after the pointed-arch had become
usual in the vaulting, no lunger sufficed to light the

churches when tilled with stained glass. They
ope enlarged, two or even three were

thrown into one, divided only by mullions ; this

Compound window was again increased until the

compartment of the clerestory became almost wholly

absorbed. The architects were then forced

eonionu the arches of their windows to the |H>iut

outline ol the sidi -arches of the vault. ng. This des

for more and more space for stained glass was
the origin of the window-tracery, which forms

so beautiful a feature of the style. It is the

last attenuated remains of the wall space of the
clerestory, which was at last entirely absorbed.

Fig. 9, from Notre Dame, is a good illustration

ol thi progress of French Gothic The left-hand

portion of the elevation shews the mode of fenes-

tration adopted. The clerestory windows are small ;

and, in order to give more light, the vault of the

gallery next the window is kept very high.

This was the original design ; but during the

construction of the cathedral, the importance of

stained glass had become so great, that

was altered to give larger windows for its display,

as slaw u on the right-hand portion of the eleva-

tion. Th.se windows also shew the simple early

forms of tracery ; that iu the aisle windows being

later and more advanced. F^ig. 1(1 shews two bays

Loin Touruay Cathedral, and is a good specimen

Fig. 11.—Salisbury Cathedral.

of the mode in which the whole space of the side-

walls was made available for window i

stained glass.

The farther history of Gothic architecture in

France is simply the following out, to their

furthest limits, o! the principles above indicated, on
which the early architects had mu oiisciously been
working when they originated the st}lu So long
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us llie Gothic

they advancei

Wlien, howevc
oped and

worked on these principles,

nproved their architecture.

tie had become fully devel-

(about 1300 A. D.), the spirit of

progress died. No new features were developed.

The architects seemed to think that in its main
elements their style was complete, and contented

themselves with continuing the traditional style of

their forerunners, pushing to their- extremest limits

the principles handed down to them. Thus, the

height of the cathedrals was extended till, at

Beluvais, it exceeded the power of the architects

to prop up the vaulting. The system of buttresses

ami pinnacles was developed with the utmost skill,

till at last the original simplicity and repose of the

designs were lost, and the exteriors presented an
elaborate system of scaffolding and proppiug-up in

si me. The beautiful forms of the early tracery

became distorted into all manner of flowing curves,

graceful but unmeaning, of the Flamboyant period

(q. v.) ; and, in short, the art became lost in

mere cleverness of design and dexterity of execu-

tion, and the architect's place was usurped by the

freemason.
It is in the cathedrals of the 12th and 13th

centuries, above referred to, that we find the noblest

development of the Gothic style. Everything tended
to make them so. The nation was united in the

effort—all the science, all the arts, all the learn-

ing of the times were centred in the church. In

it, and that almost exclusively, the sculptor, the

painter, the historian, the moralist, and the divine,

all found scope for the expression of their ideas

on the sculptured walls, porches, and niches, or the

painted windows of the cathedrals—the churches

of the people.

The progress of this style in other countries is no
less remarkable. At no time in the world's history

did any style of architecture ever spread so wide, or

give rise, in so short a time, to so many splendid

buildings. No sooner had the style been invented

in the central provinces of France, than it imme-
diately spread over the whole of the west of Europe,
superseding all other styles, and producing similar

splendid buildings wherever it went.

We wall note shortly a few of the peculiarities

of the style in England, Germany, and Italy. It

spread also over the south of France and Spain ;

but the latter countries have not yet been fully

illustrated.

English Gothic—The Normans introduced their

round-arched style at the Conquest in 10G6, and
there are some fine specimens of this style both
in England and Scotland—St Cross, Hampshire

;

Durham Cathedral ; Kelso and Jedburgh Abbeys,
&c. But these buildings are not copies of those of

Normandy. The English have always, in adopting
styles, given them a national impress. As it was
with the Norman, so it was to a still greater

degree with the pointed Gothic. This was intro-

duced into England about 1174, by William of

Sens, who superintended the rebuilding of Canter-
bury Cathedral. The English architects soon began
to follow out a pointed style of their own. They
borrowed much from France, and worked it out in

their own way, forming what is now called the Early
English style. The differences between the early

Gothic of France and England extend to abnost
every detail. The mouldings, bases, caps, pinnacles,

buttresses, and foliage of the latter are all impressed
with the early English feeling. In France, the
feeling of the early Gothic is one of unrest—a con-

stant struggle forward. In England, the effort for

progress is not so marked—that of carefulness and
completeness prevails. In the j>!<ins of the cathedrals

the differences are marked (see figs. 11, 12), as the

cathedral or church is invariably circular ended oi

apsidal—a form derived from the circular tomb-

house or baptistery, which in early Christian times

was built separately, and afterwards taken ir.to the

I cathedral. The English cathedral, on the contrary,

.

I is almost always square ended. The French tran-

]

septs have almost no projection ; the English ones
I have great projections—Salisbury aud Canterbury
having two transepts. The French cathedrals are

short and very lofty ; the English, long and com-
paratively low. The French buildings are perhaps

' the grandest and most aspiring, the English the

I most finished and picturesque.

j

The exterior of the chevet was a difficulty with

the French and Germans, and, as at Beauvais and
Cologne, resembles an intricate and confused mass
of scaffolding. This difficulty was avoided by the

English square ends, which afforded scope for the

j

very English arrangement of the ' Five Sisters'

|

at York, or for a large field of stained glass in a

single window.
The western portals of the French cathedrals,

! such as Rheims and Amiens, are among the boldest
1 and most magnificent features of their architecture.

! In these the English were not far behind, as the

western portals of Peterborough and York shew.

I
The outlines of the Euglish cathedrals are usually
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very pieturesque anil well balanced, tin- western

towers irroiipiiii: harmoniously with the central, anil

in this respect the English hare the advantage.

In the application ol vaulting, the English e.irrieil

nut tlieir own ideas. They were always fond of

woollen roofs, and probably tliis may have led to

the invention of the many beautiful kinds of vaults

which form so line a feature of English Gothic

(see Vaulting, Fan-tkackry). Fn England the

stylo Listed longer than on the continent
urns were nearly a century in adopting

the j, lioted style after its invention in France ; and
when it was iiitrodueed, it retained the appearance

of a loreigu importation. It never was bo completely

natnralised as in England. The so-called beauties

of the German Gothic are. for the most part, to be

regarded rather as excellent spe miens of masonry
than as artistic developments of the style. The
open-work spires, for example, are fine pieces of

c.ui trillion, and have a striking effort ; hut from

the first there is a tendencv t nunit the work
to masons, who rejoice in displaying their manual

dexterity. The later Gothic in Germany is the

most splendid development of the stone-cutter's art

Fig. 13.

and the draughtsman's ingenuity, these run riot.

while tin- artist is entirely awanting. The distor-

I 1 3 may serve as an example.

The (Jot!.. way also into classic

Italy, but there it was never understood nor prac-

tised in its true spirit. It was evidently an imita-

tion from the beginning. The Italian architects

tried to vie with those of the north in the size of

their buildings, some of which, as San Petnmio at

liolo.'na. and M. Inn Cathedral, are enormous. The
former illustrates the defei ol Italian Gothic.

I
ne very wide, and theif are few piers.

There is therefore a bar.- and naked effect, which
Oil- by mi; richness, of sculpture

Or colour. lie re ig a waul ol scale about Italian

tiotliic buildings, as there is alien those of Italian

classic architecture, both ancient and modern. Size

alone i; depended on lor pro in ,ic grandeur ol

re is no attempt male to in. irk the size,

and give a scale by which to judge of the dimensions

of the buildings in those styles. A large classic

temple is simply a small one magnified. In true

nt. Not only

mnejiiiicd in a large

edifice, but also the parts are multiplied. The
columns and shafts remain ol tic- same size, but

then- numb i

in proportion to the general dimensions, but the

i email of the same
size as in a smaller building, and thu

greater size of the arch. A true Gothic building of

large dimensions thus tells its own greatness, but

In a classic or Italian Gothic edifice tuc size has to

he fount) out. Slained "Ja:.- was little used in Italy.

It iniii have been intended to decorate the "alls

with frescoes a-, indeed, i- the case in few

examples. The Church of St Francis, at Assisi, is

the most remarkable building of this kind, and is

a most interesting example of froc. -decoration.

I he Iiibiu of Italy, being early enfranchised,

have many municipal buildings in tic Gothic style.

These will be treated along with those of Belgium

hereafter. Sec Mi'Nirii'Ai, AnnulBCTtma
We might, in the same manner, trace the Gothic

style in all the other countries of Western Europe :

lit its history is similar in all. It is in England

and France that the true spirit of the style was
most felt, and the finest examples remain. Our

spa o has not permitted us to enter minutely into

the various styles of Gothic in each country. The
more important of these will be treated separately.

See Early English, Dbcoratrd, Perpbndiculab,
Flamboyant.
We may. h iwever, state generally, that both in

France and Finland the style had a complete exist-

ence—it was born, arrived at maturity, and died.

When the spirit of the early architects had pushed
in its utmost limits, they rested from

their labours, well satisfied with their splendid

achievements. Their successors occupied themselves

with tonus and details, and with the perfecting of

every minute part. The art finally passed away,

and leit architecture in the hands of trade cor-

porations—masons, carpenters, plumbers, 4c.—who
monopolised the whole work, and acted independ-

ently to the exclusion of one directing mind. The
result was as we have seen : architecture be, •

masonic skill, and Gothic was finally superseded

by the revival of classic architecture in the 10th

century.

GOTHLAND (Swcd. Gottland), an island in the

Baltic, lying between 57°—58° N. hit, and 1S°—

l'J° 30' E. long., which, with Faroe, (b.tska, Sandoe,

and other smaller islands, constitutes the Swedish

l.eu or province of Gottland and Wisby. Pop.

nearly 50,000; and the superficial area about 1°.II0

square miles. Chief town, Wisby (q. v.). K. con-

sists mainly of terrace-like slopes of limestone

Formation, encircled by cliffs which are broken by

numerous deep fiords, more especially on the west

coasts of the island, the eastern (arts of which

are Hat. The surface is in many parts hilly and
well wooded, and the soil is fruitful and well

cultivated. The climate is sufficiently mild to

allow of the grape and mulberry ripening in

favourable situations in the open air. The land

is divided among many small proprietors, who
live in separate and detached homesteads. The
island of I J. was for ten years (from 143l(_to 144'J)

the Self. elected pi if balusllinellt of Kill'.' EriO

X., who, ader bum-continued dissensions with his

Swedish and Danish subjects, retired to Wisby,

where he shut himself up in the castle with

his favourite mistress and a band of followers.

Having ret us d to resume his duties he was declared

to hive forfeited the crowns of Sweden and lien-

mark, and thenceforward he subsisted by pillaging

the ships and infesting the coasts of the lauds ne

had formerly governed. The
churches and monasteries in every part, ol the island,

but more especially in and around Wisby, attest

its former wealth, and afford many noble specimens

,,1 the I.,, tin, ., .i , I the 1 I tli and 12th

centuries. The chief export of G. are wood,
marble, lime, and leather.

GOTHS il.at. Qotiu, QoA '.'» ie», Quta,

tc.; Or. Qotthoi, Qottoi, QouWtoi, OvthSmi; Gothic,

Outthiiuta), the name of a powerful nation ol



antiquity, belonging to the Germanic race. By some
writers they are thought to have had a Scandi-
navian origin, which was the belief of their owu
historian, Jornandes. Indeed, Joruandes, Prncopins,
Capitolinus, and Trebellius Pollio identiiied them
with the Oeta?, a branch of the Thracian group of
nations ; but later researches, especially those of
Dr Latham, leave it almost without a doubt that
the G. were originally Germans. The earliest
notice of them extaut among the writers of antiquity
is that of Pytheas of Marseille, who lived about
the time of Alexander the Great, and wrote a book
of travels, some fragments of which have been
preserved in the works of other writers. In one of
these fragments, we find mention made of a tribe of
Gutlonee bordering upon the Germans, and who
lived round a gulf of the sea called Mentonomon,
a day's sail from the island of Abalus, where
they used to gather amber, and sell it to the
neighbouring Teutoni. This gulf, there is every
reason to believe, was the Friec/ie Hnff] situated on
the Prussian shore of the Baltic. Tile next notice
that occurs of the G. is in the Germania of Tacitus,
in which they are called Gothones, and are repre-
sented as dwelling beyond the Lygii ; in the same
direction, that is, as the one pointed out by Pytheas,
though not on the sea-coast. Tacitus also distin-
guishes them from the Gothini, a tribe east of the
Quadi and Marcomanni, and who are represented
by him as using the Gallicau tongue. The Gothones,
according to this historian, were under regal govern-
ment, and on that account not quite so free as the
other tribes of Germany, but still they enjoyed a
considerable amount of liberty. The tribes next
beyond them, and dwelling immediately on the
sea-coast, were the Rugii and Lemovii, whose form
of government was also monarchical, and their
weapons, like those of the Gothones, round shields
and short swords.
We next hear of the G. as settled on the coast

of the Black Sea, about the mouths of the Danube,
early in the 3d century. But at what time, or
under what circumstances, their migration from
the Baltic to the Euxine took place, it is impossible
to ascertain. 'Either a pestilence or a famine,'
says Gibbon, 'a victory or a defeat, an oracle of
the gods or the eloquence of a daring leader,
were sufficient to impel the Gothic arms on the
milder climate of the south.' In their new home,
which was also the country of the Geta3 (whence,
perhaps, the error that confounded them with
that people), the G. increased both in numbers
and strength, so that, as early as the reign of
Alexander Severus (222—235 A. D.), they made" some
formidable inroads upon the Roman province of
Dacia. In the reign of Philip (244—249 A.D.), they
ravaged that province, and even advanced to the
Biege of Marcianopoli3 in Mania Secunda. The
inhabitants ransomed their lives and property by a
large sum of money, and the invaders withdrew for
a time to their own country. Under Decius, however,
Shcy again entered Mcesia to the number of about
70,000, led by a king named Cuiva. Decius himself
advanced to meet them, and found them engaged
before Nicopolis. On his approach, they raised
the siege, and marched away to Philippopolis, a
city of Thrace, near the foot of Mount Hajinus.
Decius pursued them by forced marches ; but at a
convenient opportunity, the G. turned with unex-
ampled fury upon the Roman legions, and utterly
defeated them. Philippopolis next fell before them
by storm, after a long resistance, during which, and
the massacre that followed, 1(10,(100 of its inhabitants
are reported to have been slain. This was in 250
a. D. In the following year, another tremendous
battle took place near an obscure town called Fonim

Trebouii, in Mcesia, in which the Romans were again
defeated witli great slaughter, the Emperor Decius
and his son being in the number of the slain. The
succeeding emperor, Gallus, purchased their retreat
by an immediate present of a large sum of money,
aud the promise of an annual tribute for the future.
The G. now set themselves to the acquisition of
a fleet, and with this, in 253, advanced to the con-
quest of Pityus, a Greek town on the north- east era
coast of the Black Sea, which they completely
destroyed. In 25S, they besieged and took Trebi-
zond, when a great fleet of ships that were in the
port fell into their hands. In these, they deposits 1

the booty of the city, which was of immense value;
chained the robust youth of the sea-coast to their
oars ; and returned in triumph to the kingdom of
Bosporus. In the following year, with a still more
powerful force of men aud ships, they took Ohalce-
dou, Nicomedia, Nice, Prusa, Apaurrea, and Cius.
In a third expedition, which numbered as many as
500 vessels, they took Cyzieus, then sailed down
the ^Egean, ravaged the coast of Attica, and in
262 anchored at the Piraus. Athens was now
taken and plundered, aud many other renowned
places in Greece were either partially or wholly
destroyed. Even Italy was threatened ; but, says
Gibbon, 'the ap]iroach of such imminent danger
awakened the indolent Gallienus from his dream
of pleasure.' The emperor appeared in arms ; and
his presence seems to have checked the ardour,
and to have divided the strength of the enemy. A
portion of the G. now returned to their own
country. But in 269 they again started on a mari-
time expedition in far greater numbers than ever.
After ravaging the coasts both of Europe and Asia,
the main armament at length anchored before
Thessalonica. In Claudius, the successor of Galli-
enus, however, the G. found a far abler genera]
than any they had yet contended with. This
emperor defeated their immense host, said to num-
ber as many as 320,000 men, in three successive
battles, taking or sinking their fleet, and after an
immense slaughter of their troops, pursuing such as
escaped until they were hemmed in by the passes of
Mount Hffimus, where they perished for the most
part by famine. This, however, was only a single
reverse. Aurelian, the successor of Claudius, was
obliged to cede to them, in 272 the large pro-
vince of Dacia, after which there was compara-
tive peace between the combatants for about fifty
years. In the reign of Constantiue, their king,
Araric, again provoked hostility, but was obliged
eventually to sue for peace with the master of the
Roman empire. Under Valens, they once more
encountered the Roman legions, with whom they
carried on a war for about three years (367—369)
with tolerable success. They now began to be
distinguished by the appellations of Ostro^Goths and
Visi-Coths, or the G. of the East and West; the
former inhabiting the shores of the Black Sea, and
the latter, the Dacian province and the banks of
the Danube. On the irruption of the Huns, the
Visigoths sought the protection of Valens against
those barbarians, and in 375 were allowed by
him to pass into Mcesia, to the number of about
200,000. Great numbers of them also now took
service in the Roman army ; but a dispute soon
arose between the G. and their new allies, which
led to a decisive battle, in 378, near Adrianople,
in which the emperor Valens lost his life. The (}.

now threatened Constantinople, but were not able
to take it ; and during the reign of Theodosius,
there was again a period of comparative peace.

Henceforward, the history of the Visigoths and
Ostrogoths flows in two rather divergent streams.
Before tracing either of these, however, it should
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be mention i thai I part, became
converts b> Christianity about the middle of the

4th c. adopting the Arum form of belief, in accord-

ance with tin- instructions of their renowned teacher
anil apostle, Bishop Clfilas. Here, also, it may be

stated that the term Mceso-Goths was applied to

certain of the Western <;.. who having settled in

Mania, there devoted themselves to agricultural pur-

suits, trader the protection of the Roman emperors.

Visigoth*.—Upon the death of Theodoaina the

Great in 306, and the partition of the empire
between Honoring ami Arcadroa, the renowned
Alaric, king of the Visigoths, Bonght the command
of the armies of the eastern empire, and upon being

refused, invaded Greece with an army of his coun-
try i About 400, he invaded Italy, took and
pillaged Home (410), and was preparing to carry his

arms into Sicily and Africa, when his career was
arrested by .hath. See Auuuc. Alaric was suc-

ceeded in the sovereignty by Athaulf (410—415),

who, having married l'laeidia, the sister of Hon-
oi ins, withdrew from Italy into the south of Gaul,
anil about 412 crossed the Pyrenees into Spain.

Athaulf was assassinated at Barcelona, and his

successor, Sigeric, living the same year, the choice of

the G. now till on VVallia (416—418), who extended
his power over a great part of Southern Caul and
Spain, and made Toulouse his capital. The G., under
this monarch, greatly assisted the Romans in their

contests with the Vandals and the Alaui. Wallia
was succeeded by Theodoric I. (418—451), son of

the great Alaric He lost his life in the bloody

engagement of Chalons-snr-Marne, leaving the
throne to his son Thorismuud (451—152), w ho, how-
ever, was assassinated by his 'brother Theodoric II.

(452—460), who reigned for some years, but was
at length himself assassinated by his brother Euric

(406—483), whose reign was unusually brilliant and
successful. He extended the sovereignty of the
Visigoths considerably both in France and Spain,

bhe nits of civilisation among his sub.

jects, and drew til) for their use a code of laws, in

which were embodied many sound principles of

jurisprudence. Under liis successors, Alaric II.

(483— 506) and Amalario (506 631), however, the

kingdom of the Visigoths declined before that of

the Pranks. The former fell by the hand of Clovis
in battle in 507, and the latter was killed either in

battle or by the hand of an assassin in the year 531.

Under his successor Theudes, the rule of the Visi-

goths was coniined exclusively to Spain. Theudes
was in his turn assassinated in his palace at Barce-
lona in the year 548. It will not be necessary

to trace the long line of Visigotliic kings that

rahseqnently ruled in Spain from this period

down to the year 711. The Visigotliic power was
completely broken, and their last king, llodrigo or

the Saracen invaders on the

lol Seres de la Frontera.

Ostrogoth*.—At the time when the Visigoths were
admitted by Valcna within the boundaries of the

"ire, the same favour was solicited by
th_> Ostrogoths, but was refused them by that
emp.ror. They revenged themselves for this slight

or injury by making frequent incursions into the

imethnes on their own account,
mics as the allies of the Visigoths. In

386, the Ostrogoths sustained a severe defeat
under their king or general, AlatheuS, in attempt-

i
I mnbe, when many thousands

of them perished, eith i the Romans,
' the river. After this, they
tit in Phrygia and Lydia, but

were ever* ready to aid any fresh band of barbarians

that prepared to assault the empire. Thus, they

joined AUila in his renowned expedition against

153), Olid fell l.v thousand

swords of their kin-men, the Visigoth*, nt the battle

of Chalons-sur-Marne. After 1 1 is-, they obtained a

settlement in Pannonia, whence they pressed upon
the eastern empire with such i -licet, that tin- sove

instantinople were glad to purchase their

Forbearance bj large presents of money. In -i7-">

! ..t tin- i i-tro.oth sovereigns,

- tljj- throne upon the death ol his

father Theodcmir. lie directed his anus almost
immediately against the eastern emperor Zeno

;

and having gained considerable advantages over
him, obtai 1 a giant of some of the richest pro-

vinces in the empire. Eventually, he was named
chief of the imperial guard, and indeed consul for

the year 4N4. In 488, with the consent and advice

of Zeno, he planned an immense BXpedrl

Odoacer, king of Italy, who had held that title

since 470, when he "dethroned Augustulus, the
last of the western emnerora. Theodoric utterly

defeated Odoacer, slew him, it is said, with his

own hand, and reigned undisturbed sovereign of

Italy until his death in 526. The seat of his empire
was at Ravenna, which he sumetimeB exchange. 1 i. r

Verona, and once- i.e., in 5!!0—he visited Pome,
when he convened a meeting of the senate, and
declared that it was his intention to rule the people
committed to his charge with even-handed justice.

To a great extent, he fulfilled this promise, and
governed his subjects upon the whole wisely and
to their advantage. The glory of his reign was,

however, sullied by the execution of two of the

most distinguished; men of that age, Boethius
and Syiiiniachns, upon the plea that they were
engaged in a conspiracy against him. During his

reign, the Ostrogoth kingdom included, besides

Italy, all the adjoining countries within the Phone
and the Danube; also the modern Bosnia, Servia,

Transylvania, and Wallachia. In the disorders

consequent upon the death of Theodoric, the Emperor
Justinian sought to win back Italy to the alle-

giance of the emperors of Constantinople; and for

this purpose he despatched Belisarius at the head
of an army into that country. In 536, Belisarius

entered Rome, which he held for his master,

although invited by the G. to become himself

their king; but all his and his successor's efforts

to subdue the (i. were at that time utterly fruitless.

Totila (541—552). a noble Goth, was elected as

successor to Vitiges, the antagonist of Belisarius,

but was conquered in the battle of Tagina. by the

imperial general, Xarses, in the year 552. In that

battle, Totila received his death-wound, and was
succeeded by Teias, who did all that a brave man
could to repair the misfortunes of his countrymen.
It was to no effect, however, for he also was killed

in battle in the following year, when
says Gibbon, 'exalted on a spear, proclaimed to

the nations that the Cothic kingdom was no more'

The Ostrogoths, broken and dispersed by their

henceforward disappear froi

as a distinct nation, their throne in Italy being

tilled by the exarchs of Ravenna; while the nation

generally became absorbed in the indiscriminate

mass of Alani, Huns, Vandals, Burguudians. and
Franks, who had from time to time established

themselves in the dominions of the old Roman
empire.

GOTLAND (coT-U.AND, or QOTARIKE).
the most southern of the three old provinces or

main divisions ol Sweden (q. v.). O. is do

into 12 Inns or departments ; it has :

nrea of about .'iT.onn square mil, -, or one-fifth that of
all Sweden, iiinl a population, in 1868, of 2,445,876.
The greater part of the region, more especially in the

north and in the interior, IS covered with mountains,
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forests, and lakes, but its southern districts

contain some of the most fertile land in Sweden.
The principal lakes are the Wener (q. v.) and the

Wetter (q. v.). The river Giita, which was unfit

for navigation on account of its cataracts, the most
picturesque of which is Trollhiittan, has been
rendered navigable by the construction of numerous
locks and canals, and it is now open to vessels of

considerable burden from Gottenborg, on the C'atte-

gat, to Lake Wener, from whence' the Giita Canal
extends the line (of 260 miles) of internal communi-
cation across the kingdom to its eastern shores.

G. comprehends a large portion of the mining
districts, and is especially rich in iron and alum, and
yields good copper, nickel, coal, &c. The peasantry

are superstitious, attached to their old traditional

usages and their national costume, but are honest

ana industrious, hospitable and contented.

GOTTENBORG (Swed. Gotaborg), next to

Stockholm, the most important city of Sweden,
in lat. 57° 41' N., long. 1 1° 5S' E., and the principal

town of the lain of Gotteuhorg. The population

in 1868 was 5.3,448, including its extensive envi-

rons. Gotten liorg, which was founded by Gustavus
Adolphus in 1618, is situated on the river Gb'ta,

a few miles from the C'attegat, and consists of a

lower and upper town ; the former intersected by
numerous canals, which are bordered by allies of

fine trees, and spanned by numerous bridges ; and
the latter picturesquely scattered over the adjacent

rocky heights. Its admirable harbour, which is

protected by three forts, affords safe anchorage to

ships of heavy burden, and has long been noted
for its extensive foreign commerce. The upper
parts of the town have wide and regular streets

and good stone houses ; but there are few buildings

deserving of special notice excepting the new
church, the Exchange, the Cathedral, the Town-
hall, and Arsenal. G. is the see of a bishop, and
the seat of the government of the district. It has
good schools, one of them founded by Oscar I., the

late king, for the children of soldiers ; a public

library ; and an academy of science and literature,

which was incorporated in 1775 ; besides various

educational, literary, and benevolent institutions

of merit. The completion, in 1832, of the Gota Canal,

which connects the German Ocean and the Baltic, and
of the S. and G. Railway in 1868, have influenced

the commercial relations of G, by bringing it into

direct communication with Stockholm and a great

portion of the interior of the kingdom, which it

supplies with the products of foreign commerce
and its own home-industry. The latter has of

late years attained considerable importance, and
now, besides ship -building, includes extensive

manufactories of woollen and cotton goods, sail-

cloths, tobacco, snuff, glass, paper, sugar, and
porter. In 1866, .38.32 vessels, of 770,071 tons, en-

tered and cleared the port. The exports are iron,

copper, deals, tar and pitch, alum, fish, etc., and the

imports, salt, cereals, wine, and the ordinary articles

of colonial trade.

GOTTFRIED VON STRASBTJRG, or GOD-
FREY OF STRASBURG, so called, it is believed,

either from having been born, or from having resided

in the town of Strasburg in Alsace, was one of the

most eminent poets or minnesingers of the Middle
Hijh German period. He nourished during the latter

\

half of the 12th century. His chief work, Tristan,

in the composition of which he was employed at his

death, and which extends to about 20,000 stanzas,

was written about the year 1207, during the lifetime
'

of Hartmann of Aue, whom he celebrates as the

first of German narrators, and after the publication

of the first portion of Wolfram von Eschenbach's

Parcival, to the prologue to which lie alludes
Eilhart of Oberge had worked up the story ol

Tristan from a French poem. G. founds his story

on another French poem (of which considerable

fragments are still extant), ami names as the author
Thomas of Brittany, who, however, is not to he
confounded with the half or wholly fabulous Thomas
of Ercildoune, referred to in the old English story

of Tristan, published by Sir Walter Scott. Besides
Tristan, some lyric poems by G. are still extant.

G.'s works, with Ulrich von Tiirheim's and Heinrich
von Freiberg's continuations of Tristan, were pub-
lished by Fr. H. von der Hagen (Breslau, 1823). An
edition worthy of the poet is still a desideratum.
A translation of Tristan into modern German
with an original conclusion, has been published

by H. Kurtz (Stuttgart, 1844).

GO'TTINGEN, a town in the province of
Hanover, in lat. 51° 31' N., long. 9" 56' E., and one
of the pleasantest in the whole of Lower Germany,
is situated in a fruitful valley on both banks of

an artificial arm of the Leine, called the New
Leine, about 60 miles south of Hanover. It is in

general well built, but is almost destitute of fine

edifices, and has an air of solitude, which even
the number of students cannot dissipate. The
JRathhaiis, an old castellated and picturesque edifice ;

the educational institutions, of which there are

many ; the hospital, and the university, are the
only buildings of any note. The university, insti-

tuted by George II., king of England, and Elector
of Hanover, in 1734, and opened 17th September
1737, is regarded as the great national school of

Brunswick, Mecklenburg, and Nassau, as well as

of Hanover. Connected with it are the library,

containing 360,000 vols, and 3000 manuscripts

;

the observatory ; -the art museum, with collec-

tions of old oil-paintings, of engravings, of coins

and models of all sorts, and some casts from the
antique ; the lying-in-hospital, the chemical labora-

tory, and the botanic gardens (laid out under
Haller's superintendence in 1739), one of the chief

ornaments of the town. From 1822 to 1826, the
number of students attending the university of

G. averaged 1481 annually ; but in consequence of

the troubles of 1831, the number in 1S34 had fallen

to 860. The university could, however, still boast
a rare assemblage of distinguished teachers, such
as Blumenbach, Dahlmann, Ewald, Gauss, Gervinns,

Gieseler, Herbart, Liieke, Otfr. Miiller, the brothers

Grimm, &c. ; but the expulsion in 1S37 of the
'seven profes ors,' Albrecht, Dahlmann, Ewald,
Gervinns, the two Grimms, and W. Weber, for

political reasons, inflicted a h'ow upon the univer-

sity from which it has never recovered. In 1855,

it had 107 professors and 713 students, of whom
125 pursued theology, 231 law, 201 medicine, and
156 philosophy ; besides 337 students from foreign

countries. The chief manufactures of the town are

hosiery, leather, and musical and scientific instru-

ments, but the only flourishing trade of G. consists

in the sale of tobacco and tobacco-pipes, books, and
sausages. Pop. in 1871, 14,534.

GOTTSCHED, Johann Chkistoph, a once

popular German writer, was born at Juditenkirch,

near Konigsberg, in Prussia, February 2, 1700, and
at the age of 14 entered the university of Koiiigs-

berg with the intention of studying for the church,

but he soon turned his attention to philosophy,

the fine arts, and languages. In 1724, he removed
to Leipsic, where in 1730 he became extraordinary

professor of philosophy and poetry, and in 1734

professor of logic and metaphysics. He died 12th

December 1766. G.'s great mo-'t lay in his

endeavouring to make the German languag" thr
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vehicle nf i 1
1 -t «-ii«-t ii -ii t< ;• Ins countrymen in litera-

ture and science. In other respects, he was essen-

tially French j and hie clear, calm, and 'correct'

understanding naturally led liim to admire writers

like Racine and Boileau, and to value elegance,

precision, and purity of style more highly than
all other merits, G. executed a multitude of poems,
ci-iti.-.i 1 and philosophical works, translations, ftc.

ll.s tragedy, />•/ Sterbtndt Calo ('The Dying
Cato'), which, in the days ol its popularity, went
through not less than ten editions, is now regarded

by liis countrymen as a frightful specimen of

'correct' and watery v.rsc.

GOtTDA (Dutch, Ter Gouwe), a town of Holland,
in (he province of South Holland, is situated on the
right bank of the Vssel, at the junction of the

Gouwe with that river, 11 miles north-cast of

Rotterdam. It has the largest market-place in

Holland, consisting of a spacious square, which
contains the town-house and the church of 8t John.
The latter building has ,'il magnificent stained

glass windows, most of them SO feet high, and
two of them nearly twice that height, These
windows were executed between I860 and 1603 by
the brothers Graboth, and are among the finest in

Europe. G. is said to have had, in 1751, 374
day-pipe works; it has now only 10. The clay

used m this manufacture is brought from Coblenz
and Nanii r. It has also num. ions potteries, exten-
sive brie) and tile works; the bricks are called

Clinkers, or Dutch clinkers, and are much used
in building and in paving. G. also manufactures
BOtton, woollen, and sail cloths, has rope-walks,

gin-distilleries, breweries, and a famous cheese-
market, at which G. cheese, made from new milk,

and esteemed the best in Holland, is extensively

sold. Pop. 15,205.

GOU'KEKA, GOTCHA, or SEVANG, Lake of,

a deep inland lake of Kussian Armenia, in lat. 40°

8' -40* 35' N., and long. 44" 45'—45° 35' E., 30 miles

north-east of the town of Eriwan. It is 47 miles in

length from north-west to south-east, is 15 miles in

"1th, and is situated in a mountainous
district at an elevation of 5:100 feet above sea-

level. The principal facts known about this lake

are, that it is very deep, ami yields good fish
;

that its banks abound in volcanic products ; ami
that, without having any considerable outlet, it

receives the waters of several unimportant streams.

GOURA [Lophynu roronaliis or Columha
eoronata), by far the largest of the pi:: i family

[Oolumbida), a native of Java, New Guinea, and
i of the Indian Archipelago. It is two

feet four inches in length fiom the tip of the bill

to the extremity of the tail It is a very beautiful

bird, of a grayish-blue colour, parts of the back
and wings black and purplish-brown, a broad white

the wings. The head is adorned with

Brest of narrow straight silky

feathers, always carried erect. The G i in the
m for the table, and might probably

he domesticated with great advantage in tropical

Countries; but attempts Which have been mad- to

introduce it into the poultry y.ir I- of Holland have
completely failed, Owing to the climate.

GOURD [Oueurbila), l genus of plants of the

natural ordi -

i i arly allii d to the
cucumlier ; having male and female (lowers on the

same plant, the flowers large and yellow. The
species are annual plants of very rapid growth

;

tic ir leaves and stems rough; their leaves broad
and lolicd ; their stems often very long and trail-

ing ; natives of warm climates, although the native

region of the kinds chiefly cultivated is very

uncertain, and they hive probably been greatlv
modified by long full i ' so I hat peril ipe all

oi them 1 1 1
• > be forms of one original species, a

native of some ,,f the warmer parte of Asia. The
Common G. or Pi mi-mn [C. pepo), v

globose or pear-shapd fruit, varying from the size
of a large apple to fifty or seventy pounds in weight,
is much cultivated both in gardens and fields in

almost all parts of the world of which the climate
is warm enough for it; and the fruit is not only a
very important article of human food, but is also

used along with the superabundant shoots for

feeding cattle. In many countries, pumpkins are
a principal part of the ordinary food of the poorer
classes, and are much used even by the wealthy;
they are not eaten raw, but die sod in a great
variety of ways - as in pics, with apples, sugar, spice,

&c., or sliced and fried with oil or butter, or made
into soups, &C Pumpkins are much cultivated in

North America. In England, they are also culti-

vated, but not to a great extent, and never ag
food for cattle. It is not unusual for English
cottagers to plant them on dunghills, and to train

the shoots along the neighbouring gras<. The
Vegetable Mabbow (C. ovtfera or 0, euccada)
appears to be a mere variety of the pumpkin. It

was introduced into Europe' from Persia since the
beginning of the 19th c., but is now 00

ally cultivated in Britain than any other kind of
(i., being one of the most hardy, and its fruit of
excellent quality and useful for culinary purposes at

almost every stage of its growth. When full grown,
the fruit is elliptic, very smooth, generally about
nine inches long, and four inches in diameter; but
these dimensions are occasionally much exceeded.
-One of the most valuable gourds for culinary
purposes is the Gueat G. (C. mas hurt) ; of which
the Spanish G. is a green-fruited variety ; and the
Great Yellow G., the largest of all, has yellow
fruit, with firm tlesh of a 'deep yellow colour. It

is sometimes fully 200 lbs. in weight, and eight
feet in circumference. The form of the fruit is a
somewhat llattcned globe ; when boiled, it is a very
pleasant and wholesome article of food. It is much
cultivated in the south of Europe.—The SQUASH
[C. melopepo) differs from all these in gem, ally

forming a bush, instead of sending out long trailing

shoots; also in the extremely llattcned fruit, the
outline of which is generally irregular, and its whole
form often so like some kinds of cap, that in

Germany one variety is commonly known as the

Elector's It"t, and the name Turk's Cap is bestowed
on another. The Squash is regarded as one of the
best gourds, and is much eulthated in some parts of

Europe and in North America.—The W.u.iu. G.

{('. verrucosa), which has a very hard-skinned fruit

covered with large warts, and the Mean Ii. {('.

mosclmta), distinguished by its musky smell, arc
less hardy than the kinds already named. From 0.

ppOSetl to have conic from the Indians of

Nantucket, etc., the American field pumpkins may
have originated. To this section of gourds belong
the Valparaiso squash, and also the ifarrow, or

Autumn Marrow squash, which can be kept for winter
use. (II the latter, one of the most valuable varieties

is the Hubbard squash. The BOTTLE G. [d, lagsna-
lines, on drying, as hard as w I, and serves

the purpose of a belli- or dipper. The Ol;AV;i: G.
niraiilifi), Mock Orange, i- sometimes culii vatcd.

loped in it. In England, il has be<

it railway banks might be made
i

great quantity oi tinman food tq plantinj

gourds. Ripe gourds may be kepi for

in a cool, well-ventilated place, nor
jurcd by cutting off portions for use

sled



The name G. is often extended to many other Cucur-
bitacew.

GOUT (Fr. goutte, from Lat. gutta, a drop), a
medieval term of uncertain date, derived from the
humoral pathology (see Rheumatism), indicating
a well-known form of disease, which occurs for
the most part in persons of more or less luxurious
habits, and past the middle period of life. The
acute attack of gout begins most commonly by
a painful swelling of the'ball of the great toe or
of the instep, sometimes of the aukle or knee

;

much more rarely, it attacks both lower limbs
at once ; and more rarely still, it seizes first

upon some other part of the body, the foot being
either not attacked at all, or becoming invulvod
at a later period. In the great majority of
cases, the foot is not only the first part attacked,
but the principal seat of the disease through-
out ; according to Scudamore, indeed, this is the
order of events in not much less than four-tifths
of the cases. In exceptional instances, the ankle,
knee, hand, elbow. &c, are attacked at first ; now
and then, the disease smoulders in the system in
the form of disorders of the digestive or nervous
functions, or oppression of the circulation for
some considerable time before it takes the form
of 'regular' gout—that is, of an acute attack, or
fit, of gout in the foot. The name podagra (Gr.
pod, foot, and agra, seizure) indicates the" leading
character of the disease as apprehended by all

antiquity ; and the very numerous references to the
disorder so called, not only in the medical writings
of Hippocrates, Galen, Aretams, Crelius Aurelianus,
and the later Greek physicians, but in such purely
literary works as those of Lucian, Seneca, Ovid,
and Plin}', shew not only the frequency, but the
notoriety of the disease. The allusions, indeed, are
of a kind which give ample proof that the essential
characters of gout have not been changed by the
lapse of centuries

; it is caricatured by Lucian in his
burlesque of Tragopodagra in language quite appli-
cable to the disease as now observed ; while the con-
nection of it with the advance of luxury in Rome
is recognised by Seneca (Epi.it. 95) in the remark
that in his day even the women bad become gouty,
thus setting at naught the authority of physicians,
which had asserted the little liability of women to
gout. Pliny likewise (book 26, chap. 10) remarks
upon the increase of gout, even within his own
time, not to go back to that of their fathers and
grandfathers ; he is of opinion, further, that the
disease must have been imported; for if it had been
native in Italy, it would surely have had a Latin
name. Ovid and Lucian represent gout as mostly
incurable by medicine ; from this view of it, Pliny
dissents. The list of quack remedies given by
Lucian is one of the most curious relics of antiquity.

In the present day, gout is observed to prevail
wherever there is an upper class having abundant
means of self-indulgence, and bring without regard
to the primeval law of humanity, 'in the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread.' The directness,
however, with which gout can be traced, in particu-
lar cases, to its predisposing causes is very various

;

and in many iustances, a well-marked hereditary
tendency to the disease may be observed, which
even a very active and temperate life can scarcely
overcome; while, on the other hand, the most gross
forms of excess may be practised for a whole' life-

time without incurring the gouty penalty. It is

difficult to explain these variations ; but they leave
unaffected the general principle, that gout is a
disease especially of the wealthy, and most of all of
those who have little physical exertion, and give
great scope to the bodily appetites. The preven-
tion and cure, accordingly, have been at all times

recognised as being mainly founded on temperance,
combined with the cidtivation of active and regular
habits as to exercise. Many amusing stories are
told having this moral, and shewing how gout has
been cured by the opportune occurrence of calamities
which have created the necessity for labour, and
removed the means of self-indulgence. With a few
special exceptions, indeed, it may be said that the
labouring class, and especially those that labour in
the open air, are almost, if not altogether free from
this disease. Those, again, that labour much with
the mind, not being subject either to great priva-
tions, or to the restraint of unusually abstemious
habits of life, are remarkably subject to gout ; the
more so if their bodily aud mental constitution has
been originally robust, and fitted by nature for a
degree of activity which the artificial necessities
of fashion or of occupation have kept within too
narrow limits. Hence, the well-known saying of
Sydenham, that gout is almost the only disease of
which it can be said that it ' destroys more rich
men than poor, more wise men than simple.' And
in this manner accordingly (he adds), there have
lived and died ' great kings, princes, generals,
admirals, philosophers, and others like these not a
few.' Gout is, therefore, the counterpoise in the
scales of fortune to many worldly advantages ; the
poor and needy have it not, but suffer from their
own peculiar calamities ; the favourites of fortune

mpt from many privations, but this very
exemption paves the way for the gout ; whereby
even in this world Dives suffers as well as Lazarus,
and sometimes, it may be, learns the lesson of his
suffering. Such is the sense, though not the exact
words, in which, nearly two hundred years a^o,
Sydenham expressed the convictions of a lifetime
on this subject.

Sydenham's treatise on gout is interesting not
only as containing the well-considered views of a
master in the medical art, but also as the faithful
description of the disease by one of the victinis of it
His account of the paroxysm of regular gout may
be given here with some abbreviation. After some
weeks of previous iudigestion, attended with flatu-
lent swelling aud a feeling of weight, rising to a
climax in spasms of the thighs, the patient goes
to bed free from pain, and having had rather an
unnaturally strong appetite the day before. In the
middle of the night, he is awakened by a pain in
the great toe, or sometimes in the heel, the ankle,
or the calf of the leg. The pain resembles that of
a dislocated bone, and is accompanied by a sense
as if water not perfectly cold were poured over
the all'eeted limb; to this succeeds chilliness, with
shivering, and a trace of feverishness, these last
symptoms diminishing as the pain increases. From
hour to hour, until the next evening, the patiect
suffers every variety of torture in every separate
joint of the affected limb ; the pain being of a
tearing, or crushing, or gnawing character, the
tenderness such that even the weight of the bed-
clothes, or the shaking of the room from a person's

-Iking about hi it, is unbearable. The next night
one of tossing and turning, the uneasy limb being

constantly moved about to find a better position
;

till towards morning the victim feels sudden relief,
and falls over into a sleep, from which he wakes
refreshed, to find the limb swollen; the venous
distention usually present in the early stage having
been succeeded by a more general form of swelling!
"tt'ii with itching between the toes, and a peeling-
off of the cuticle. This individual attack may fe
repeated many times, in the course of what is termpd
' a fit of the gout,' which commonly extends over a
period of weeks, or even months, before the patient
is completely relieved ; or the attacks may occur in



both limbs, or in several other parts of the body in

succession, the real termination of the ' lit ' being at

last indicated by an apparently compli b

of health, and even, m s.nie cases, by a period of

improved condition and capacity for exertion, as
compared with the state of the patii

attack.

Such are the principal features of the ' regular
gout.' In this form, it might almost he called a
1

,
although the eoimection of the attacks

tarn, or with a variety of other
minor ailments too complex to he described here,

and the obvious relief obtained throw
from the symptoms of constitutional suffering,
iioint to a cause of the disease open
larger range of functions than those included in

! infest 1
1
ions at this period.

Regular gout, accordingly, forms only part of a
[i cture, in which the Bo-called irregular,

atonic, metastatic-, or retrorodcnt forms bare to be
included before it can be said to he at all complete.

<!. form almost all the darker shadows
of the picture; for regular gout, though a very
painful disorder, can hardly he said to be dangerous
to life, or even to the limb affected, at [east until
after many attacks.

'iid. uey, however, of gout, when recur-

ring often, to fall into irregular forms, and herein
lies its danger. One source of local aggravation
is, indeed, soon apparent, and it leads rapidly to

Other evils. The joints which have been repeatedly
the regular paroxysm, become, more or

less permanently, crippled and distorted. A white,
friable, chalkdike material is gradually deposited
around the cartilages and ligaments, and sometimes
in the cellular tissue and under the skin. Sometimes
this material is discharged externally by ulceration,

and then usually with relief. At other times, it

accumulates into irregular masses, or 'nodosities,'

which entirely destroy, or at least greatly impair.

the movement of the limb. The patient is laid up
more or less permanently in his arm-chair; and
exercise, the great natural specific remedy of the
gouty, is denied by the very conditions of the

• te itself.

Then follow aggravations of all the constitutional

sufferings : the more so, perhaps, in proportion as
the local attacks in the foot become obscurely
marked. Indigestion continues, or becomes con-

lining the form chiefly of aridity after

meals ; the liver becomes tumid, the abdomen
corpulent, the bowels disposed to eostiveness ; the

action, and not unfre-

nuentjy there IS a tendency to gravel and Calculus
(4. v.i ; the heart is affected with palpitations,
or fainting-fits- occur, sometimes with spasmodic
attacks ol pain ; the arteries become the seat of

• posits, and the veins are varicose in

the limlis and in the neighbourhood of the lower
PILES) ; the temper is singularly irritable,

iroee ; then, sooner or later, the appetite
fails, or is only kept up by very stimulating and

1 diet, with an excess of wine or of

alcoholic liquors; in the end. the body emaciates,
the energy of all the function

"lit falls a prey to diarrlnea, or to some
:

. of incidental ilis

'i. as by apoplexy or structural disease

of the Inart ; sometimes, on the other hand, it

occurs in the midst oi ,. f those 1 ol

which have popularly acquired the nami 1

the stomach ;' the true character of tin

however, being by no means well and 1

1 here given of the leading external
phenomena of gout is very incomplete, as every
popular description, to be at all intelligible, must

•ill

necessarily be. But the reader will not fail to see
of a disease occurring under a number

of remarkably varied forms, ami Inn
Constitution, at times, under the most strangely
anomalous disguises, or even under the genera]
aspect of robust or rude health. It has been an
object, accordingly, with physicians to trace out
the gouty predisposition under the name of a habit
of body, or dint/n*;*, cognisable previously to any of
the lo.-al manifestations. At this point, however,
the ideas of authorities usually become hazy, and

riptions correspondingly ill denned or
contradictory. The anomalous forms of the disease
itself are also exceedingly difficult to describe
accurately, and must on this account be left out

nt summary of the characters of the
more usual aspects of gout, as it presents itself

to physician and patient. The causes of the
i- been sufficiently indicated above.

One fact in regard to gout has relation to its

intimate eheuii'-al and structural pathology, not less
than lo its outward characters; and forms, in fact,

the pathological connection of a great number ot its

phenomena. The concretions found in the joints
in all cases of well-marked and highly developed
gout have nearly a uniform composition, into which
the urate of soda (see Uric Acid) enters as a
considerable proportion. Uric acid has long beeD
known as one of the constant organic elements of
the urine, through which it seems to be habitually
expelled from the system. In certain circum-
stances, uric acid is deposited also in the form of
urinary gravel or Calculus (q. v.) • and it is this
particular kind of gravel to which the gouty are
especially subject, as we have indicated above. A
conjunction of facts so striking as these could not
but arrest the attention of pathologists ; and it is

long since Sir Henry Holland and others threw out
the hypothesis, that uric acid was to be regarded as
the very muterirx murlii of gout, of which ancients
and moderns had been so long m search. It would be
out of place to enter on the discussion of this subject
here

; but it must be indicated as a fact of recent
liscovery, that uric acid in a certain excess has

Or Garrod to be characteristic of
gouty, although a minute amount

of this substance is probably present even in perfect
health. The most recent speculations, accord,
ingly, tend to connect the gouty predisposition
either with an excessive formation, or a checked
excretion, of this important nitrogenous organic
acid, the product, as physiology teaches, of the

disintegration of the flesh "and of the food,
after these have subserved the daily wants of the
system. At this point, the inquiry rests for the
present.

The cure of gout, in the highest sense of the
word, demands the careful consideration of all its

nli posing e-uises in the individual, and the strict

cgulation of the whole life and habits .-,,

from the earliest possible period. It is the difficulty

of accomplishing this which makes gout a disease
proverbially intractable

; for the regular attacks of
the disease seldom occur till pretty late in life, long
after the habits have been fully formed which are
most adverse to the cure. Rigid temperance in
eating and drinking, with daily exercise propor-
tionate to the strength and condition of the indi-

vidual, in reality constitute the only radical cure of

Hit, the leSSOn Of a as read to
the goaty by the light "f science. But
is not learned, or onlj learned when too late. It

should never be forgotten that a man of gouty
family, or individually much exposed to tin

"i oniy hope t.. escape it in bis old
age by habits of life formed at an early period, and



rJOUT-WEED-GOVERXMEXT.

by .1 careful avoidance of most of the

pinions of youth. That the disease may be warded
oft' in this way, there is ample evidence ; and it is

not less certain that there is no other way of living

secure from gout. The treatment of the fit, in so

far as it does not resolve itself into the celebrated

prescription of 'patience and flannel,' must be a

subject of medical proscription. The well-known
virtues of Colchicum (q. v.) are perhaps somewhat
overrated by the public ; and its clangers are not

less striking than its virtues. It is certain, how-
ever, that in, cautious medical hands colchicum is a

remedy of great value in the gouty paroxysm ; and
of equal value perhaps are certain natural mineral

waters, as those of Vichy and Carlsbad. Alkalies

and their salts, especially potash and lithia waters,

as prepared artificially, with minute doses of iodine

ami bromiue, have likewise been much recom- I

mended for the cure of gouty deposits. For the

distinctions of gout and rheumatism, and the pre-

sumed relation between them in some cases, see
i

Rheumatism.

GOUT-WEED, or BISHOP-WEED [JEgopo-
\

(liinii po'htijrnrhi), a perennial umbelliferous plant,

with coarse twice ternate leaves, ovate unequally

serrate leaflets, stems from one to three feet high,

and compound umbels; now a very common weed
in gardens and waste grounds in Britain, although

believed to have been originally introduced by the

monks from the continent of Europe, on account of

the virtue ascribed to it of allaying the pain of

gout and piles. It is a troublesome weed, very
difficult of eradication. Its medicinal virtue is now
discredited. Its smell is not agreeable, but its

yoimg leaves are used in Sweden in early spring as

a pot-herb. Another English name is Herb Gerard.

GO'VAN, a thriving village or small town of

Scotland, in the county of Lanark, is pleasantly

situated two miles west of Glasgow, with which i't

is connected by an elegant bine of villas, on the

left bank of the Clyde. The prosperity of G. is

chiefly dependent upon Glasgow, into which indeed

it has become almost absorbed. It now contains

several ship-building yards, which are carried on by
Glasgow firms. There are also at G. a dye-work
and a factory for throwing silk. Pop. about 8000.

In the 16th c, this ancient village was considered

one of the largest in Scotland, and even down to

the middle of the 17th c, it received the name of

'Meikle Govane.'

GO'VERXMENT, in its political signification,

may be considered as including the power by which
communities are ruled, and the means by which,

and the form and manner in which, this power is

exercised. In treating of the subject, we shall first

indicate those characteristics that seem essential to

the existence of government altogether, and then
proceed to mention the various forms which its

machinery has assumed, or is capable of assuming.

1. It is of the essence of every government
that it shall represent the supreme power or

Boveieignty of the state, and that it shall thus be
capable of subjecting every other will in the com-
munity, whether it be that of an individual, or of

a body of individuals, to its own. There is and
can be no constitutional or fundamental law, not
self-imposed, which is binding on a government in

this, its highest sense. Whatever be the restraints

which humanity, Christianity, or prudence may-

impose upon governments as on individuals, it is

implied in the idea of a government that it should

be politically responsible to no human power, at

least for its internal arrangements, or in the
language of politics, that it should be autonomous.
The governments of states which are members

of a confederation—as, for example, the states of

the American republic, or the Swiss cantons—do
not, it is true, possess this independent character.

But in so far as they fall short of it, they are
deficient in the characteristics of a government in the
absolute sense, just as the states are states, not in

the highest, but only in a subsidiary sense. The
sovereign power with which government is thus
armed may be an expression either of the general
will of the community itself, as in free states, or

of the will of a conqueror, and of the army which
supports him, as in subject states. In the former
case, the power of government over the individual

citizen is as absolute as in the latter ; but there is

this very important difference between them, that

in the former case he himself voluntarily contri-

butes a portion of the absolute power to whi< h
he submits, whereas in the latter it is entirely

independent of his volition. In the power wliich

government possesses of controlling every other will,

is implied the power of protecting every separate

will from being needlessly or wrongfully controlled

by any other will, or number of wills, the will of

the government always excepted. With- a view
to the exercise of this latter power, government
possesses a right, which politically is also unlimited
—the right, namely, of inquiry into the relations

between citizen and citizen. It is of its essence that
its scrutiny should be as irresistible as the execu-

tion of its decrees. 2. Every government, whatever
be its form, seeks the realisation of what we have
described as its necessary character, by the exercise

of three distinct functions, which are known as its

legislative, judicial, and executive functions. The
first, or legislative function of government, consists

in expressing its sovereign will with reference to a

particular matter, irrespective altogether of the
effect which it may have on the interests of indivi-

duals ; the second, or judicial, consists in applying
the general rule, thus enunciated, to individual

cases in which disputes as to its application have
arisen ; whilst the third, or executive function,

consists in carrying into effect the determinations of

the sovereign will, whether these determinations be
expressed hi the exercise of its legislative or its

judicial functions.

Iu large communities, which are at the same time
free—that is to say, in which the general will of

the people is sovereign—the performance of the
legislative functions of government almost neces-

sarily implies the existence of a general council,

parliament, or as it is often called, a legislature;

whilst the performance of its judicial functions

implies the existence of judges and courts of justice,

and of its executive that of a police and an army.
But all of these, like the existence of councils

of ministers, or servants of the sovereign will

—

governments iu the narrower sense—and the rules

by which their appointment, resignation, &c, are

regulated, are practical necessities of government
in certain circumstances, not theoretical necessities

of government in the abstract.

The forms in which communities have sought to

realise the idea of government, as thus explained,

have been divided, from very early times, into

three classes : 1st, monarchy, or that form in which
the sovereignty of the state is placed in the hands
of a single individual; 2d, aristocracy, or that in

which it is confided to a select class, supposed to

be possessed of peculiar aptitude for its exercise;

and, 3d, democracy, or that iu which it is retained

by the community itself, and exercised either

directly, as iu the small republics of ancient Greece,

or indirectly, by means of representative institu-

tions, as in the constitutional states of modern
times. Each of these forms of political organization.



GOVERNMENT.

if ealled into existence by an expression oi the
general will of the community, inaint lined by its

consent, and employed for its benefit, is said to be

government (Aristot Politic, lib. iii.

c. ."> th.it is to say. .1 government which vindi-

cates the interests of the collective bod] oi the
jieople without needless! v encroaching on iiuliviilual

freedom of action. I'.ut each of these legitimate

[anna was said by the ancient publicists (Aristot,

nt ..»/.. and iii. 4, 71 to have a particular degenerate
fonn to which it was prone. Monarchy tended in

i an of tyranny, or a government for the

exclusive benefit of the single ruler; aristocracy to

oligarchy, or a government for the exclusive benefit

ng class; and democracy to ochlocracy,

or mob-government—a government in which the
majority, who were necessarily the rudest and most

"
I
'on of th mmunity, • uercised s

tyranny over the more refined and cultivated few.

Throng]] these various forms, in the order in which
we have enumerated them, each legitimate form
being followed by its corresponding degenerate or

perverted form, government was supposed to run
in a perpetual cycle; the last form, ochlocracy,

being followed bj anarchy, or no government at ail.

which formed a species ,,i interregnum so abhorrent
to the social and political instincts of mankind as to

induce them speedily to revert to monarchy, at the
expense of subjecting themselves to a repetition of

the mi-fortunes which they had already experienced.

As a refuge from these evils, the so-called mixed
government, or government which should combine
the elements of order and permanence of two, at

least, if not of all the three pure forms of govern-
ment, whilst rejecting their tendencies to derange-

ment and degeneracy, is supposed to have been
devised. A union of aristocracy and democracy
was the form in which Aristotle conceived the

'iiiucnt, and spoke of it under the title

of the politeia. But the tripartite government was
not unknown to speculator- of even an earlier date.

I liadowed it forth in his laws, and
imseli tells us that it had been treated

of by other writers [Politic ii. c :-!>. Who these
writer- really were has been a subject of much

. of there is reason to believe that their

w..iks conta oed mere hints of the principle, and the
first writer with whom we are acquainted to whose
mind its practical importance was fully present is

l'olybius, who, with Cicero, by whom he was very

closely followed in 'the llcpublic.' holds it to have
been realised in the Roman constitution. The most
famous example of the mixed government, however,

is sup|«,s,d to be exhibited in that balance of

powers which has been so often said to form tin-

essence of the Knglish constitution. But in addition

to the fact that these are not separate powers, but
only separate organs of the one power 01

is of necessity centered in the
general will (see CoNUl-mmon), it is extreme!]
doubtful whether any period could be pointed out,

either in our own history or in the history of any
a. in w Inch the -over. igutv did not find

express! I.vanish' either through the one, the

few, or the many ; or whether such a period, if it did

riod ol struggle and transi-

tion.

The question as to how far forms of government
are a matter of choice on the part of a tree people,

or are dictated to them by influences which are

lievond their volition, has been discussed in a very

interesting manner by Mr. Mill in his important

work on Representative Government. Hie oonclnsion

nl which lie arrives is, that 'men did DOl wake
on a summer morning and find them sprung U|>;

neither Uo the] resemble trees, which, 01

are aye growing 1 while men 'are sleeping;' but
that 'in every stage of their existence they are
mule what the] an- by human voluntary agency
(p. 4). This absolute power of human choice, how-
i'ver, is limited by three conditions w nil h Mr M,b
states thus :

' The people for whom tin

is intended must be willing to accept it, or at least

not so unwilling as to oppose an insurmountable
obstacle to its establishment; they must be willing

and able to do what is necessary to keep it stand-
ing; and they must be willing and able to do what
it requires of them to enable it to fulfil its pur-

poses. . . . The failure of any of these conditions
renders a form of government, whatever favourable

promise it may otherwise hold out, unsuitable to

the particular ease' (p. 5). But there are still more
important conditions, not here enumerated by .Mr

Mill, but one of which at least is fully recognised
in tin- sequel of his work, which, if not complied
with, render forms "f government unsuitable not
only to one case, or stage of social development, but
to all cases and all stages of development. These
conditions may be broadly stated as falling under
a single category—viz.. that forms of government
must conform to the constitution of human nanir-
and n cognise those arrangements of Providence
which are beyond the reach of human control.

This condition seems so obvious, that one would
suppose it could scarcely be overlooked in fixing oi,

a particular form of government, and yet. there is

none which has been overlooked more frequently.

The most prominent example—to which Mr Mill
and all speculative politicians of note have begun
to attach much importance of late years— is that in

which a form of government is constructed on the
assumption that 'all men are equal,' the fact

nature being the very opposite. Such a form of

government, being founded on a false assumption,
can be made to work only by the direct results of

its action being counteracted by indirect means,
i has been the case in all the so-called pure
democracies that have had any permanent existence.

The state in these cases is governed not in accord-

ance with, but in spite of the form of government.
The famous discussion as to what is absolutely

and in itself the best form of government, which has
occupied so large a portion of human time and
ingenuity, is one which we must here dismiss with
the observation, that it rests on another question
which has been not less keenly and perhaps scarcely

less futilely discussed. The second question is,

What is tin- end of government? for it is clear that
could thcend-iii-itself (the telu.i-ti-lrit>ii) be discovered,

we might limit the discussion as to the best form of

government to an inquiry into the means which led

most directly to the attainment of this end. Now
there are, and have always been, two
speculators, who assign what appear to be dill, rent,

and what by many are believed to be irreconcilable

ends or objects to government, and indeed to human
iii' as well as aggregate. By the one,

the end of government is said to be ' the greatest
the greatest number,' or the greatest

amount of human happiness absolutely considered ;

by the other class, it is said to be the realisation

of the idea of humanity- that is to say, of the
divine conception of human nature, through the

instrumentality of society. The manner in which
the first or Utilitarian creed has recently been
expounded by its most important adherents, h,-«

had the effect of shewing that the two ends are

in reality coincident. If happiness be so defined

a- to render it identical with moral, intellectual,

and physical perfection, the advocate ol tie idl ii

end a. know ledges that its attainment would involve,

oi necessity, the realisation of his own aspirations.
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A difference of opinion as to the objeots of GOWRIE, Carse op. See Perthshire and
government scarcely more real, though attended Carse.
with far more fatal consequences than that which I GOWRIE CONSPIRACY, one of the most
has divided speculative politicians, has ranged those singular events in the history of Scotland, took
who have dealt with government as a practical art place in August 1G0O. On the 5th of that month,
m two opposite schools. By the one school, its object a8 King James VI., then residing at Falkland Palace,
is said to be order

; by the other, liberty ;
and each m Fjfe , was going out to hunt, Alexander Ruthven,

of these objects has been supposed to be attainable brother of the Earl of Gowrie, whose father had
only to an extent proportioned to that to which the been executed for treason in 1584, came to his
other was sacrificed. A truer insight into the laws majesty, and informed him that, on the previous
of society has led a more enlightened school than evening, he had seized a person of a suspicious
either entirely to reverse this latter opinion

;
and— appearance, and evidently disguised, with a pot full

whilst holding the two objects referred to, to be in f foreign gold hid under his cloak, and had con-
truth the proximate objects of all government—to Hned him in his brother's house at Perth. Conceiving
perceive that they are not only reconcilable, but him to be an agent of the pope or the king of Spain,
that each is attainable only iu and through the the king agreed to examine the man himself, and,
other, and that the perfection with which either is without waiting to change his horse, set out for
realised in any particular instance will be, not in perth, attended only by the Duke of Lennox, the
inverse but in direct proportion to that to which Earl of Mar, and about 20 others. Soon after his
the other is so. Order, so far from being the arrival, while his retinue were at dinner, Ruthven
opposite of liberty, is thus the principle by which conducted the king up a winding staircase and
conflicting claims to liberty are reconciled. The through several apartments, the doors of which he
principle which is really opposed to liberty is locked behind him, and brought him at last to a
licence, m virtue of which the sphere of the liberty sraa]l stl„ly, where stood a man in armour, with a
of one individual is endeavoured to be earned into SWord and danger by his side. Snatching the dagger
that of another. To the extent to which this takes Irom the man's girdle, Ruthven held it to the king's
place, the liberty of both is sacrificed, for the tern-

i breast, and said :
' Who murdered my father? Is

tory in dispute is free to neither of the claimants; not thy conscience burdened by his innocent blood'
whereas order, by preserving the boundary between Thou art now my prisoner, and must be content to
them, assigns to each the portion which is his due, follow our will, and to be used as we list. Seek not
and prevents the waste of liberty which is neces- to escape ; utter but a cry, make but a motion
sarily involved in the gratification of licence, and to open the window, and this dagger is in thv
the consequent existence of anarchy. The reasons heart.' The king expostulated with Ruthven, who
which have le.l men to believe that the union s0 far relented that he went to consult his brother,
between the principles of order and liberty, which leaving the king in charge of the man in armour,
it is thus then- mutual interest to effect, can, in ln the meantime, one of Cowrie's servants hastily
large states, be effected by means of represeu-

; entered the apartment where the king's retinue
tative institutions better than by any other poll- Were, and announced that the king had just ridden
tical expedient that has yet been devised, will be off towards Falkland. All hurried into the street,
explained under Representative Government. and the earl, with the utmost eagerness, called
See also Constitution, Monarchy, Democracy, for their horses. On Alexander Ruthven's return
Liberty Equality and Fraternity. i to the king, he declared that there was now no
GOWER, John, the date of whose birth is ' remedy, but that he must die, and proceeded to

unknown (probably about 1320), is supposed, by bind his hands with a garter. The king grappled
his latest biographer, to have belonged to the county with him, and a fierce struggle ensued. Dragging
of Kent. His history is enveloped in almost total Ruthven towards a window looking into the
obscurity, but he seems to have been one of the street, which the man in armour had opened, the
most accomplished gentlemen of his time, and to king cried aloud for help. His attendants knew
have been in possession of considerable landed his voice, and hastened to his assistance. Lennox
property. He was a personal friend of Chaucer's, and Mar, with the greater number of the royal

who addresses him as 'a moral Gower ' in dedi- train, ran up the principal staircase, but found
eating to him his Troilus and Cressida—an epithet all the doors shut. Sir John Ramsay, of the
which has indissolubly linked itself to his name. Dalhousie family, one of the royal pages, ascending

He did not long survive his great contemporary, by a back stair, entered the study, the door of

having died in the autumn of 1408. G. was
|

which was open, and seizing Ruthven, stabbed
a voluminous writer, and produced the Speculum him twice with his dagger, and thrust him down
Medi'.antis (a poetical discourse on the duties of

|

the stair, where he was killed by Sir Thomas
married life). It consisted of ten books, written in

;

Erskine and Sir Hugh Herries. On the death of his

French verse, but is supposed to have perished ; I
brother, Gowrie rushed into the room, with a drawn

the Vox Clamantis, in Latin (of -which there are
j

sword in each hand, followed by seven retainers,

manuscript copies in the Cottonian and Bodleian
.
well armed, and was instantly attacked. Pierced

libraries); and the C'onfc-*xin Aiitaittis, by which ! through the heart by Sir John Ramsay, he fell dead
he is best known, in English. This latter work, 1 without uttering a word. The inhabitants of Perth,

^tending to the portentous length of 30,000 verses,

was first" printed by Berthelet in 1573. An excel-

lent edition of the works of G. was published in

1857, under the editorial eare of Dr Reinhold
Pauli, with a memoir and critical dissertation.

G. is almost uniformly heavy and prosaic. Writing
much in French, his English poem is full of Norman-
French words, and in his native tongue he never
attained Chaucer's ease and mastery. Apart from
iiterary merit or demerit, his poem is interesting to

the scholar and the antiquary, because therein the

elements which form our modern English are found
side by side, or but indifferently fused together.

Gowrie, who was their provost, was much
beloved, hearing of his fate, ran to arms, and,
surrounding the house, threatened revenge. The
king addressed them from a window, and admitted
the magistrates, to whom he fully related all the
circumstances, on which they dispersed, and he
returned to Falkland. Three of the earl's servants

were executed at Perth. The man in armour,
Andrew Henderson, the earl's steward, was par-

doned. All who were examined were totally

ignorant of the motives which had prompted the
brothers Ruthven to such a deed, and they still

remain in some degree of mystery, although recent
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discoveries have led to a pretty general belief tli.it

the object of the conspirators was to-w
elves oi the king's person, to oonvey aim by water

I le, and either to give him up to Eng-

land, or to administer the government in his name
rest of that country an.l of the Presby-

rs at home. Must of the documents
relating to the plot are print. -.1.

GOYA Y LtTCIBNTES, Francisco, the most
I painter of the new Spanish school,

was barn at Entente de Todos, in Aragon, 31st

March 1 7 Hi, and received his first education in

art in the academy at San Luis, Saragossa, On
his return from a visit to Rome, the talent and
8[><->-il with which he executed sunn- paintings for

; iptstry manufactory gained the appro-

bation of the celebrated Mengs, who superintended

that work. His scenes from the common life

i special admiration
;

but all the productions of his easel during this

.arlv period, to which belong the altar-piece and
the crueitix at the entrance to the choir of the
chnreh of San Francisco al Crando in Madrid, are

marked by simplicity of com position, charming truth-

fulness, and a natural ami otlcctive chiar-oscuro.

In 1780, he was elected member of the academy of

San Fernanda Prom this time, the influence of

Velasquez and Rembrandt is observable ill his

paintings. Among the most celebrated of those

is his portrait ol Charles IV., for which he was
made court-painter. In general, his portraits were

iii great felicity and ease. In 1N-J4, he
wi nt i . l'aus fur his health, ami continued to reside

in Prance till his death, which took place at

Bordeaux, 16th April 1828. Besides his works in

Oil-colour, G. is celebrated for his essays in fresco-

puintiug, etching, lithography, and iu almost every
department of his art.

GoYA'XXA, a city of Brazil, in the province of

Pernambuco, is situated on a river of the same name,
85 miles north-west of Olinda. It has numerous
factories and an active trade. Pop. 6000.

GOYA'Z, a city of Brazil, is situated on the

Iho, in lat, 16° 21' S., long. 50° 35' W.,
nearly in the middle of the empire, being the

capital of the central province, which bears its

name. The city contains about 7000 inhabitants;

0' e, with an area of 313,000 square
to the L'oVernmelit returns

1856,
pines,

and cattle.

GO'ZZO (called by the Romans Cantos), an island

in the Mediterranean, 1 .i-lmi-riui; to Britain, is about
length, and about live miles in breadth;
..i ::t; -cpiare miles, and a population of

16,000. It oly diversified, and it

1 i.'i •

.

..;! It appears to have been

formerly connected with Malta, from which it is

! lour miles iii width.

ant, and b te natural productions,
• rest to the naturalist,

Cyclopean walls of the 'Giant's Tower'
monuments nl a later period excite the

the antiquary. The island abounds in

tame, and is much frcpicnte.l by sportsmen. It

in and .'nl ton, and I

for cattle and for a breed of large asses.

From the in liavii

it is likewi i importance in a

nautical point of view. The chief town
situated neai md 'I'" la iti. h

governor reside, m the Caste! del Gozzo.

GOZZOLI, Bskozzi, a

was born at •"orenoe about the beginning ol the

population of only 180,000, mostly abori-

The cliief productions are cotton, timber,

loth c., and studied under Fra Angelico, whose
excellence as a painter of sacred subjects he fully

equalled, if not surpassed. A vlmi ol rej life

seems infused into all li.'s productions. His chiei

wmks l.eaiing traces of his master's influence are
frescoes in the churches of Orvieto and Koine; Lis

own style being visible in the paintings he executed
i\ command of Pietro d<' Medici, in a chapei ot

the Mi n i, now Ricardi Palace, al Florence. The
great work, however, on which (J.'s fain.- i. i is

edited on the north wall of

the famous cemetery, or Campo Santo of l'isa. 'J'his

wonderful series of paintings, not inaptly term. .1 I
-,

Vasari una terribUitutima opera ('a terrific work'),
was undertaken by the artist at the age of sixty,

and act plished in sixteen years. I i

which are all scriptural, are •_'! in number, and are

still in excellent preset i ation G. dad in 1485.

GRAAF, ReONTEB OK, a celebrated Dutch
physician, was born at Schoonhove in Kill, and dad
at Delft in KiT-'i. He studied at the university of

Leyden under Dubois (De le Bofi), who is better

known under his Latinised name of Sylvius; and on
the .hath of the latter, in KIT'-', would have been
unanimously elected to the vacant chair, if his religion

(le was a Catholic) had not proved an insuperable

obstacle to his appointment. In llili-i, when only
twenty three years of age, he published his Die-

pulutio Medka de Xatimi et Utu Sued Pancrealid,
which, although containing several errors— as, for

Hutu
, that the pancreatic juice is acid, aud

that many diseases, and especially intermittent
fevers, ait) due to a morbid condition of this fluid

—gained him a great reputation. After a short

residence in France, where he took his doctor's degree

at Angers in 1665, he returned to Holland, "and

settled at Delft, where his success in practice gained

him much envy. He rendered great Bervice to

anatomy in being the inventor of those injections

of the blood-ves-els which Swammerdam and Kuysch
brought to a state of comparative excellence, and
which are at the present day the basis of our sound
knowledge of most of the tissues of the body.
He published several dissertations on the organs of

generation in both sexes, which involved him in a

by an attack of jaundice, brought on by the excite-

ment of this controversy, but we do not know
Haller's authority for this assertion. All his works
WI re Collected in one octavo volume, and published
under the title of D/wra Uiuiiki in 1077, and they
were republished in 107S and in 1705.

CRAAFFREI'NET, the chief town of the

division of its own name, is one of the most important
and prosperous towns in Cape Colony. Previously
to 1857, d numbered -1111111 inhabitants. Dunne the

ten years iu.n , ., pre.., hue, it had risen f.-,,m

.hi ml mi! villain t be a great centre of commerce,
having its public library, its agricultural society, its

banks, and its newspaper. It owes its advancement
partly to its position on the high-road between
I'. nt Elizabeth and the northern boundary. It is

situ ted on the Sunday, which enters Algoa Bay,
near Port Blizabi th.

GRAAFIAN VESICLES. See Ovary.

GH \ \K. GRAL, or CKFAl, (a word derived

probably from t) Id French, 1

Provencal, "razed, medieval I ,ut m. ./,.;./../;, 1, si jn ties

a kind of dish. In the legends and poetry ol the

middle ages, we find accounts of the HolyGraal
real a miraculous chatici , mad a single

precious stone. S'UUotl s said to be an i in. nM.
which possessed the power of preH-i'vi 1 1 g chastity,

prolonging life, and other wonderful properties.
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Tins chalice was believed to have been first drought
from heaven by angels, and was the one from which
Christ drank at the Last Supper. It was preserved
by Joseph of Arimathea, and in it were caught
the last drops of the blood of Christ as he was
taken from the cross. This holy chalice, thus
trebly sanctified, was guarded by angels, and then
by the Templises, a society of knights, chosen for

thur chastity and devotion, who watched over it

in a temple-like castle on the inaccessible mountain
Montsalvage. The legend, as it grew, appears to have
combined Arabian, Jewish, and Christian elements,

and it became the favourite subject of the poets and
romancers of the middle ages. The eight centuries

of warfare between the Christians and Moors in Spain,

and the foundation of the order of Knight Templars,
aided ill its development. The stories and poems
of Arthur and the Round Table were connected
with this legend. About 1170, Chretien of Troyes,
and after him other troubadours, sang of the search
for the holy graal by the Knights of the Round
Table, in which they met with many extraordinary
adventures. Some have supposed that the story of

the connection of the miraculous chalice with the
Last Supper and the blood of Christ arose from a
wrong division of the words san grScd, holy vessel,

which were written san;/ n'al, royal blood, blood of

the Lord ; but although the coincidence is curious,

there is no good reason to suppose that a pun could
have been the foundation of a superstition which
spread over Europe. The legend of the graal was
introduced into German poetry in the 13th c. by
Wolfram von Esehenbaeh, who took Guiot's tales of

Parcival and Titurel as the foundation of his poem,
but tilled it with deep allegorical meanings. It is

more elaborately treated by the author of Titurel

the Younger; and much curious information may be
found in a work. On the Dexcriji/imi of the Temple of
the Holy Graal, by Boisseree (' Ueber die Beschrei-
buug des Tempels dea Heiligen Graal,' Munich,
1834).

GRABS, vessels of from 150 to 300 tons, employed
on the Malabar coast. They are broad armed ships,

with two or three masts, and unsuited for very
heavy weather.'

GRA'CCHUS is the name of a Roman family,

of the gens Sempronia, which contributed several

famous citizens to the state. First we have Tiberius

Sempronius, who was consid in 23S B. c, and
conducted some warlike operations in Corsica and
Sardinia. Another Tib. Sempronius distinguished

himself in the second Punic war, and for his success

in opposing Hannibal, was honoured with the
consulship in 215 B. c, and again in 213 B. c. In
those days of despondency, he did much to revive

the spirit of the senate and people ; with the allies,

and 800(1 volone.% or volunteer slaves (who after-

wards gained their liberty as a reward for their

. bravery), he withstood the Carthaginians hi South
Italy, defeated Hanno, and checkmated Hannibal
himself ; but after many victories, be at length lost

his lite, either in battle with Magn, or, according to

others by treachery. Hannibal honoured him with
a splendid funeral. Passing by some Gracchi of

minor note at the augur of 203 B. c. the tribune

of 1S9 B. c, and others, we come to Tiberius Sem-
pronius the father of those two reformers and
friends of the people whose fame has overshadowed
all the others. He was bom about 210 B. c, and
for many years occupied a foremost position in the

state. He was successively tribune, aedile, praetor,

consul (twice), and censor, and distinguished himself

in several wars. He introduced some important
constitutional changes, and was often employed
on foreign embassies, in which his judgment and

conciliatory spirit were of great service to the state

He married Cornelia, the youngest daughter of P.

Scipio Africanus, by whom he had twelve children.

Nine of these died in youth ; a daughter, Cornelia,

married Scipio Africanus the younger. The history

of his two sons follows :

1. Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus was born
about 168 B. C, and was educated with great care

by his excellent mother (his father having died

while he was yet very young). He first saw military

service under his brother-in-law, Scipio Africanus

the younger, whom he accompanied to Africa. He
was present at the capture of Carthage, and is said

to have been the first of the Romans to scale the
walls. In 137 B.C., he acted as quaestor to the
army of the consul Mancinus in Spain, where the
remembrance of his father's good faith and clemency
was so fresh after forty years' interval, that the

Numantines would treat with no other Roman but
the son of their former benefactor. He was thus
enabled to save from utter destruction an army of

20,000 Romans, who had been defeated, and were
at the mercy of the Numantines. But the peace
was considered by the aristocratic party at Rome
as disgraceful to the national honour, and was
repudiated, Mancinus being stripped naked, and
sent back to the Numantines, that the treaty
might thus be rendered void. Disgust and disap-

pointment at this reside are said by some, though
without good reason, to have determined G. to

espouse the cause of the people against the nobles;
but a much more feasible ground for his con-

duct is to be found in the oppressed state of the
commons at the time. Being elected tribune, he
endeavoured to reimpose fbe Agrarian Law of

Licinius Stolo, and after violent opposition on the
part of the aristocratic

2
)arty, who had bribed

his colleague M. Octavius C;ecina, he succeeded
in passing a bill to that effect. (For a detailed

account of the measure, see Agrarian Law.)
Tiberius G., his brother Caius, and his father-

in-law Ap. Claudius, were appointed triumvirs to

enforce its provisions. Meantime, Attains, king of

Pergarnus, died, aud bequeathed all his wealth to
the Roman people. G. therefore proposed that this

should be divided among the poor, to enable them
to procure agricultural implements, and to stock
their newly acquired farms. It is said that he also

intended to extend the franchise, and to receive

Italian allies as Roman citizens. He also diminished
the time which citizens were required to serve in

the army. But fortune turned against the good
tribune. He was accused of having violated the
sacred character of the tribuneship by the depo-
sition of Caacina, and the fickle people in large

numbers deserted their champion and benefactor.

At the next election for .the tribuneship, his
enemies used all their efforts to oust him ; and a
violent scuffle having arisen between the opposing
factions, G. was slain, along with upwards of 300
others. His surviving friends were imprisoned,
exiled, or put to death.

2. Caius Sempronius Gracchus, who was nine
years younger than his brother, was possessed of

much greater natural powers, and of more com-
prehensive views. His brother's death, which
occurred while he Was serving in Spain under Scipio

Africanus, deterred him for some years from enter-

ing into public life ; and the nobles seeing his great
abilities, and fearing his influence with the people,

endeavoured to keep him as long as possible on
foreign service in Sardinia and elsewhere. But at

length he unexpectedly returned to Rome, being
urged by his brother's shade, as was said, to enter

on his great mission. Goaded by the persecution

and groundless accusations of his enemies, he stood
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for the tribnneship, and was elected in 123 B.&
After bringing forward some measures to take
vengeance on his brother's murderers, he Bet himself

so carry out the agrarian law, which, though
not repealed, had 1 <y the machinations of tin 1

1 . i
.

I
.

-.-i

been kept in abeyance. The two great aims of

liis legislation—viz., to improve the condition of

the poor, and to curtail the power of the senate
and nobles - were now prosecuted with the utmost
vigour, anil with unflinching steadiness of purpose.
'1

j di v, lop the resources of Italy, and at the same
time to employ the poor, he made new roads through-

out all parts of the country, repaired old ones,

and erected milestones. By his zeal, and liy his

unwearied industry in personally carrying out his

own measures, even to superintending I
.,

of the public works, and liy his affability and kindly
good natiiie, he gained the esteem and approbation
of all men with whom he came in contact. With

ind the poorer classes, he was in S[iecial

favour. But he at length fell, as his brother had
done, by the intrigues of the nobles. One of his

colleagues, M. Livius Drusus, was bribed by the

opposite faction, and soon succeeded in undermining
the influence of Cains by far surpassing him in the

liberality of his public measures, and by his benefits

to the commons. G. having stood for the tribune-

ship a third time, was rejected. 1'lln.

series of moves, the history of which is too long

for our space, violence was employed against Cains
and los party—a fearful struggle took place in the
streets of Rome, in which 301)0 men are said to
hive perished. Many others were imprisoned, and
afterwards executed. Cains held aloof from the
light, but was at length compelled to seek safety

in Bight, He escaped to the grove of the Furies

With a single slave, who first slew his master, and
then himself. The people saw, when too late, the
folly of which they had been guilty in abandoning
their best friend in the hour of need, and endeav-
oured to atone for their crime by erecting statues

to the brothers li„ by declaring sacred the spots

i'l I had been shed, and by ottering

sacrifices to them as to deities. Caius left a son,

whose after-fate is unknown.
(it; Vi 'i: is an expression frequently used in Scrip-

ture and in theolo-ical discussion. Its distinctive

meaning is ; and unmerited favour,
i o Aristotle, this is the proper meaning

of cliarU ((Jr. grace), even when applied to man.
It is a benetit springing oat of the liberality and
freeheartedness of the giver, and bestowed without
any hope or expectation of reward. Applied to

God in the New Testament and in theology, it

denotes the free outeouiing of bis love to man;
and when man. on the otiiet hand, is said to be in

draws a sharp contrast (Horn, xi.) between charit

Gr. works), as mutually excluding one
\nd if by grace, then is it no more of

works: otherwise grace is no more grace. But if

it be of works, then is it no more grace : otherwise
work is no more work.'

oil have distinguish

or general, and ipeeial or particular. Co
is supposed to denote the love wdiich God has to

ill II,- creatures, and the light of nature and of

consci. nee which tie, ./ grace is the
which Qod has for Ills elect people, and bj

rhicfa lb- saves them froi s s/n;;

I divided in various

ng, justifying, sancti-

il man, as imputed or

ace, that is to say, ol I 'bust's

righteousness imputed or reckoned to the account

ol those thai believe ell Him, lllnl tile _:

and pioii- di-po-uioris wrought in the heart 1,\ ll,e

i Grace is also .spoken .

and irresistible, and the relation in whiol
or believing people stand to lied is represented as
a covenant of [true,, in contrast with the primitive
relation which Adam bore to his Maker before the
fall, which is called a ron-iiunt of irork.i.

All these theological distinctions have arisen in

the course of extended argument and discussion on
divine truth. They are not to be found at least in

their more technical sense in the New Testament.
The charts of St Paul is not a logical distinction,

but a spiritual fact. It is the loving aspect of God
towards the sinner - towards all sinners, whereby
all who confess their sins have free access into liis

favour, and receive the 'adoption of sous.' The
technical distinctions of theology, however, are not
without their value when rightly apprehended and
interpreted. They mark the course of past contro-

versy—they give precision to theological thought
-and when not allowed to deface the simpler
proportions of divine truth, they may teach needful
and important lessons.

GRACE, Days op. See Bnj.

GRACES, the goddesses of grace, favour, and
gentleness, the sources of all grace and beauty,
appear in Homer in indefinite numbers as the
attendants of Cyth.-rea (Venus', whom it is their

office to bathe and anoint. Heaiod and most
other poets mention three G.—Aglaia, Thalia, ami
Eiiphrosyne, the .laughters of Zeus and Eury-
nonie. Their worship is said to have been first

introduced into Greece at Orchomenos, in Bceotia,

by Eteoelcs. The Lacedemonians and Athenians
originally recognised only two Graces, called, by
the former, Phaenna and Kleta ; by the latter,

Hegemouc and Anxo. In the early ages, the G.
were represented in elegant drapery; at a later

period, slightly draped, or entirely nude. They
appear holding each other by the hand, or locked
in each other's embrace.

GEACIO'SA, one of the Azores Islands (q. v.),

and the seventh of that group in population and
importance.

GRA'DIENT. A tortoise walking is said, in

Heraldry, to be gradient.

GRADIENT, a term used chiefly in connection

with railways, to signify a departure of the line

from a perfect level.

GR.VDUAL-, in the Liturgy of the Roman and
other Western churches, means that portion of the

mass which intervenes between the epistle and
gospel, and consists of a few verses of the Holy
Scriptures, generally taken from the Psalms, It

was originally called the ' Responsum,' or ' C'antus

Kespousorius
;

' but, probably for the sake of dis-

tinguishing it from other portions of the service

called by the same name, its present appellation has
been substituted. The name 'gradual' is derived

from the place at which this response was chanted,
and which was either the audio, or chanting pulpit,

which is approached by 'steps' \grad\

'steps' themselves, whether of the ambo or of the

altar. Originally, as we find from St Augustine,
the gradual response consisted ol an . .

and in the mass of the lirst Sunday of Lent the

entire of the 01st (90th in 1h.

chanted. In the Aiubiosian l,iturg\, i

is partly from the Old and partly from the New
Testament. 'l'\"' gradual, in the Rom
is always followed by the 'alleluia.' except hi

1
..lilt, in l, 'I 1 line, w hi .. a slow .ie.l mom .

. ill. d the ' lia t,' is substituted.
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GRADUAL PSALMS, or 'PSALMS OF THE
STEPS,' or 'SONGS OF DEGREES,' a name given
both by the Hebrews and iu the Christian service-

books to the fifteen psalms, 120— 134 (119—133 in

the Vulgate). The origin of this name is uncer-

tain. The rabbins trace it to a fabulous incident

connected with the building of the second temple
;

others explain it as an allusion to the fifteen steps

by which (Ezekiel xl 22—26) the temple was
reached ; others, again, regard these psalms as

containing a prophetic allusion to the return from
captivity, which, in the language of the Jews,
was 'a going up,' the 134th psalm being the full

outburstof exultation at the accomplishment of that

great object of hope and longing. These psalms, in

the Romish Church, form part of the office of each
Wednesday during the Lent.

GRADUALE, the name given to the music of

the above described portion of the Roman Liturgy.

Ft is performed during mass after the epistle is read.

It is said to have been used from the earliest times

to allow the officiating priest time, during its

performance, to take his place on the steps of the

reading-desk, or on the steps of the gospel side of

the altar. The music is according to the character

of the words, and may be either an aria, duet, or

chorus. The composition must not be long, as the

priest has little ceremony to go through during its

performance. The best specimens of the graduale

are Haydn's /nuance et Vance Curaz ; Salve Regina ;

or Mozart's Misericordias Domini; Sancta Maria;
De Profundus, &c

GRADUATION, the art of dividing mathe-
matical, astronomical, and other instruments. The
simplest problem in graduation is the dividing of

a straight line, such as an ordinary scale or rule.

This is commonly done by copying from a standard

scale, for which purpose a dividing square and a

suitable knife for cutting the divisions are used.

The dividing square is a hard steel straight-edge,

with a shoulder at right angles like a carpenter's

square. This is made to slide along the standard

scale, and halt at each required division, when a

corresponding one is cut upon the rule, &c, by
using the steel straight-edge as a guide to the

knife. The original graduation of a straight line

into equal divisions, as in making a first standard

Bcale, &c, is performed either on the principle of

bisection or stepping. In bisecting, the points of a

beam-compass (see Compass) are adjusted to nearly

half the length of the line to be divided ; one point

is then placed at one end of the line, and a faint arc

struck towards the middle : this is repeated at the

other end ; the small distance between these arcs is

then carefully bisected with the aid of a fine pointer

and magnifier, which gives an accurate half of the

line. The half thus obtained is again bisected in

like manner, and these quarters bisected again,

and so on until the required subdivision is attained.

Stepping is performed with delicately pointed

spring-dividers, which are set at once as nearly

is possible to the opening of the small division

required ; then the points are made to step on,

leaving at each step a very fine dot ; and when
it is found that the last dot either falls short of

or overpasses the end of the line, the opening is

adjusted accordingly, until perfect accuracy is

obtained. Thus, if a line were divided into a

thousand parts, and each division were -nfVirtl1 too

loug or too short, the error would aiuouut to a

whole division at the end of a thousand steps. The
method of bisection is practically the most accurate,

and has been adopted by Graham, Bird, Ramsden,
Troughton, and other eminent artists in original

graduation. Curved lines are divided on this

principle. The chord of an arc of 60 is equal to the
radius ; therefore, the opening of the compasses
required for striking the circle gives this are at
once to start with. An arc 90°, or a quadrant, ib

obtained by bisecting 60°, and adding the half.

By continual bisection of 60°, the finer graduations
are produced. The amount of care, patience, skill,

and delicacy of touch required in the original

graduation of important astronomical instruments, is

such, that not above oue or two men in a generation
have been found competent to the task, and these
have become almost as famous as the astronomers
who have successfully used the instruments. It

would be out of place here to point out in detail

the minute precautions and methods of correction

that are adopted in tins mu.st delicate manipulation
;

but, as an example, we may mention the fact, that
Graham, when dividing the mural quadrant for the
Greenwich Observatory, measured his larger chords

and quadrant to stand for a whole night,

order to acquire exactly the same temperature,
and that neglect of this precaution would have
involved a notable amount of error. The necessity

of such extreme accuracy will be understood when
we consider the application that is made of these
divisions. When, for example, the mariner deter-

mines his latitude by taking the meridian altitude

of the sun, the graduated arc of the limb of the
sextant or quadrant he uses represents, practically,

the curved surface of the globe, and the error is

magnified just to the same extent as the radius of

the earth exceeds that of the divided arc of the
instrument. Supposing this arc to be part of a
circle of 60 inches' circumference, each degree will

occupy ^th of an inch. An error of T-J-j-th of an
inch in the division would thus mislead the mariner
to an exteut of more than four statute miles as
regards his position on the waters. But such a
ship's quadrant is but a coarse and rude instru-

ment compared with astronomical instruments for

measuring celestial angular distances by means of

a divided arc ; in these, an error of a thousandth
part of an inch would be regarded as one of serious
magnitude.
The methods of original graduation above described

are not practically adopted except for the largest

and most important astronomical or geodesical
instruments. Ordinary instruments are graduated
by dividing plates or engines which copy and adapt
a set of already existing divisions. The dividing-
plate which is used for common purposes, such as
dividing compass rings, &c, is a divided circle with
a steel straight-edge, made movable on the axis or
arbor of the plate in such a manner that its edge
during every part of its revolution shall fall in the
exact line from centre to circumference. The ring,

protractor, or other instrument to be divided, is

clamped upon the plate with its centre exactly coin-
ciding with that of the plate, and the straight-edge
is moved round, and made to halt at the required
divisions on the circumference of the dividing-
plate, and by using the steel straight-edge as a
guide, corresponding divisions are marked off upon
the concentric arc of the instrument to be divided.
The dividing-engine is a very complex machine,
requiring the greatest accuracy and care in its

construction ; so much so, that the possession of

a good one affords the means of obtaining a very
good income, with a moderate amount of labour
in using it. Such was the case with the instrument

of Mr. Parsons, of London, who for many years

divided a large proportion of the best theodolites,

sextants, etc., that were made in this country.

Among the most celebrated dividing-engines may
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.> ini'iitionetl those of Ramsden, Troiighton, Siunns,

sad Row. A detailed account of the construe

lion of these would far exceed our limits. Their
principal parts consist of a large circle divided

with extreme care by original graduation. This
. nuked on its edge with teeth as equal am'

ae.-ur.itc as the divisions ; a very carefully con

lien screw works in these teeth, and
is moved through any given number of revolutions,

tared fraction of a revolution, by means
of a beadle or other suitable power, thus male'

the requisite steps for eaeh division; another part

of the machine cutting a fine line at the moment
of the halt of each step.

The-.' divisions .ire cut upon an arc of silver, gold,

or platinum, which is soldered or inlaid upon the

limb of the instrument, the precious metals being

need, on a rant of the oxidation to which common
1

1 liable.

GR.ECIA, Magna. See Magna Gr,£CIA.

GRAF, the German equivalent for Count (q. v.),

Uomle, Comes, and for our Earl (q. v.). The
of the word is disputed, but the most

to be that it springs

from the same root with the modern German rajfen

and the Angl .Saxon ren/an, to snatch or carry off

hastily; and also with our words reiv, i/ivre, and the

last syllable of sheriff. If this view be correct,

the ".rat. in all probability, was originally a fiscal

officer, whose duty it was to collect the revenue
of a district. The title first appears in the h-j-

mlica (compiled in the 5th c), under the Latinised

form of Orafio ; at a later period, the office is

often designated by the Latin equivalent of Comes.

Charlemagne divided his whole kingdom into

grafel districts ['Jnifnhj,iin) or counties, each of

which was presided over by a graf. The people

were in the habit of appointing a representative

called the Ceiil-ijriif to attend to their interests

1 1 necessary, to appeal

from his decisions to tie- central government. Then
there was the Stall-urn/, or stable-graf; the Comt'S

Stabvli, or constable of later times ; the Pfak-grq/
[Comes Palata), who presided in the domestic
court of the monarch, which as such was the

highest court in the realm ; the Send-grqf, who
an extraordinary deputy of the king

to control the ordinary ;/""-;//•<;/'« ; and lastly, the

Harlc-graf, or marquis, on whom the important
duty "1 defending the buid. r- lands devolved. When
feudal offices became hereditary, and the power
of the princes of the empire, secular and ecclesi-

astical, developed itself, the graf gradually ceased

to be an officer possessed of real power, and became
merely a titled noble. In Germany, in modern times,

there are two classes of grafs : those who are

representatives of the old grafel families, who held

sovereign jurisdiction immediately under the crown
'

, and who still belong to the higher
nobility, their chief taking the title Erlnucld

(Illustrious) ; and those who form the highest class

r nobility. The former is a very small,

the latter, an extremely numerous class of persons.

ClIAKEXIiElUl, a little village in Austrian

Silesia, is an extension of the town of Freiwaldau
towards the north, and is celebrated as the spot

where the water-cure (see HYDROPATHY) was intro-

iuced about the year 1828 by Priessnits, The
village is situated at an elevation of 1200 Beet above
the level of the Baltic Sea ; the climate is inclement,

and the vegetation scanty. It extends from the

valley, half way up the Grufenbcrgc. The lodgings

for visitors are partly in the buildings connected

with the baths, partly scattered on the declivity

of the lull, or lu Frciwaldau.

GRAFFITI (Ital. ijrajpto, a scratching), a class
of ancient inscriptions to which attention has
recently been called, and of which several collections

have been made, or are in progress. The graffito

is a rude scribbling or scratching with a stylus, or

other sharp instrument, on the plaster of a wall,

a pillar, or a door-post. Such scribblings are pretty
commonly found on the substructions of Roman
ruins, as in the Golden House of Nero, the palace i f

the Cfesars and the Palatine, and in m
numbers in Pompeii and in the Roman catacombs.
Their literary value, of course, is very slight ; but
as illustrating the character and habits of a certain

class of the ancient Romans, and what maybe called

the ' street-life ' of the classic period, they are
deserving of study. A small selection of Poinpciian
graffiti was published in 1837 by Dr Wordsworth;
but the most complete, or, at all events, the most
popular collection, is that of Padre Garrucei, a
Neapolitan Jesuit, which was published in Pans in

lSofi. Greek graffiti occasionally are found upon
Roman ruins, but they are commonly in Latin, and
in a few instances at Pompeii, in the ancient Oacan.
A few specimens may not be uninteresting.

Some of them are idle scribblings, such as we
may suppose some loiterer to indite at the present
day; thus, some lounger at the door of a wine-
shop at Pompeii amuses himself by scratching on
the door-post the tavern-keeper's name

—

Taberiia

Appii (' Appins's Tavern'), tig. 1. In other cases, we

TMFr7\/4 a^i' \i
Fig. L

meet with some scrap of rude pVasantry or scandal,
such as not anfrequently defaces the walls of our
own towns er villages; thus, .-!«;/'' nmat Arabrienum
('Auge is in love with Arabienus'), tig. 2. Many

AVCriMMMA&tfAAM

sketches also are found upon the walls, some
of them evidently caricatures, others seriously

it, and grotesque from the extreme rudeuess.

A great many of the subjects of those sketches are

gladiatorial. Here is a specimen (fig. 3)

:

Fig. 3.

By far the largest proportion of the graffiti are

from Pompeii, but many love also 1
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at Rome, and some of them are of a most interest-

ing character. One discovered by Father Garrucci
in 1856, in a subterranean chamber of the palace
of the Ca;sars, possesses a strange and truly awful
interest, as a memorial of the rude early conflicts

of paganism with the rising Christian creed.

It is no other than a pagan caricature of the
Christian worship of our Lord on the cross, and
contains a Greek inscription descriptive of one
Alexamenus as engaged in worshipping God. The
chamber in which it was found appears to have
been a waiting-room for slaves and others of inferior

frade.

The graffiti of the catacombs are almost all

sepulchral, and are full of interest as illustrating

early Christian life and doctrine.—See for the
;vhole subject the Edinburgh Review, vol. ex. pp. 411
—437.

GRAFTING, the uniting of a young shoot {scion)

of one kind of plant to a stem (.stock) of another kind,

so that the scion may receive nourishment from the
stock. Grafting has been practised from ancient
times, as may be seen from passages in the New
Testament, and in Virgil and other Latin classics

although it cannot be certainly traced to a mor
remote antiquity ; and its introduction among the
Chinese is ascribed to Roman Catholic

being cut over, is cleft down, and the graft, cut into
the shape of a wedge at its lower end by a sharp thin
knife, is inserted into the cleft. This mode of graft-
ing is particularly applicable to branches of large

It is a most important part of the art of gardening,

and is practised for various purposes, bnt chiefly

for the perpetuation and propagation of the finest

varieties of fruit-trees, which could not be accom-
plished by seed, and is accomplished by grafting

more rapidly and easily than by layers or cuttings.

Besides this, however, grafting is of great use in

hastening and increasing the fruitfulness of fruit-

trees ; the circulation of the sap being impeded
at the junction of the stock and scion—as by a
deep wound, removal of bark or the like—more
particularly when there is a considerable difference

between the stock and scion; and repeated graft-

ing (technically, working) is often resorted to by
gardeners to obtain flowers and fruit much sooner
than would naturally be the case. Grafting is also

employed to turn to account the vigour of a root

and stem of which the branches are exhausted
or otherwise unproductive, and large crops of fruit

may often be thus obtained in a garden, much sooner
than by any other means.

In grafting, it is particularly to be attended to

that the Alburnum (q. v.) of the scion is brought into

contact with that of the stock. The hard wood of

the one never unites with that of the other, remaining
separate and marking the place of the operation

even in the oldest trees. For scions or grafts,

pieces of about six to eight inches long are generaUy
taken from the shoots of the previous summer, with
several buds, but portions of shoots of two years old

are sometimes successfully employed. The time for

grafting is in spring, as soon as the sap begins to

appear. The scion should, if possible, be taken from
a healthy and fruitful tree, but scions from the
HXtreniities of lateral branches are more likely to

l.iecome speedily fruitful than those from the upper-

most branches, where growth is most vigorous. The
ncion should be kept for a few days before grafting,

flo that the stock may rather exceed it, not only in

vigour, but in the progress of its spring growth
;

and for this purpose may be placed in the ground,

in a rather dry soil, sheltered from the direct rays

of the sun. Scions may be kept for some time, and
easily carried to a distance, by sticking their lower

end into a potato. The end should always be

freshly cut off when the scion is to he used. There
are various nodes of grafting. Cleft-grafting (fig. 1)

is very commonly practised when the stock is very

considerably thicker than the scion. The stock

Fig. 1.—Cleft-grafting.

trees, when the introduction of a new variety of
fruit, or increased fruitfulness, is sought— Crown-
grafling is used for still thicker stocks, which are
cut across, and then cleft down by two clefts
crossing one another at right angles, two scions
being inserted close to the bark in each cleft ; oj
no cleft at all is made,
and any desired num-
ber of scions obliquely
cut away on one side
are simply inserted
between the bark and
wood of the stock, the
operation in this case
being deferred till the
bark readily parts from
the wood. In this kind
of grafting, a longi-

tudinal slit in the bark
of the stock, opposite
to each graft, is ad-
vantageous. — Tongue- Fig. 2.

grafting (fig. 2) is the . tongue ^r:i!l
, cleft graft.

(side-tongue-graftin
grafting) as practised

"in rutting uvur the head uf the

mode most commonly
practised for young
trees in nurseries. For
this, it is necessary
that the stock and the

i should be of not very different thickness. A
slit or a very narrow angular incision is made in the
centre of the stock downwards, and a similar one

the scion upwards, both having been first cut
obliquely, at corresponding angles, and the tongue
thus made in the scion being inserted into the
incision in the stock,

they are fastened very
closely and thoroughly
together.—In Saddle-
grafting, the end of the
stock is cut into the
form of a wedge, and
the scion is affixed to

it, the base of the scion

having been cut or slit

up for the purpose.

—

Shoulder-grafting (fig.

used chiefly for

ornamental trees, is

performed by cutting

obliquely, and then
cutting across a small
part at top of the stock, so as to form a shoulder,

the scion being cut to fit it.—Peg-grafting, not now

Fig. 3.—Shouider-grafth
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much in use, is accomplished by "»""» the end
nf tl»- scion into .1 peg, end boring the top of the

stock to receive it.

Whii hi \.r of these modes oi grafting is adopted,

the graft must be fastened in it* place i>y tying, for

which pur] > i matting is commonly
need. The aooesa of air is further prevented bj

means of clay, which lias been worked np with a

little chopped hay, horse or cow dung, and water,

and which is applied to the place of junction so as

to form a ball, tapering both upwards and down-
wards. An excellent grafting-wax is made nf 3 parts

of rosin, 3 of beeswax, and S of tallow. The ingre-

dients, after l>ciiig melted and mixed together, may lie

applied in different ways. ( i utta-percba, applied in a

soft state, lets al-o Ih-cii used, or even blotting-paper,

held fast by stripes c,f sticking-plaster. The pro-

grese of the buds shews the union of the graft

and stock, but it is not generally safe to remove
the clay in less than three months ; and the liga-

tures, although then loosened, ale allowed to remain
for some time longer. From some kinds of fruit-

trees, fruit is often obtained in the second year
it ting.

Budding (q. v.) is in principle the same as grafting;

and Flute-tjmjtiutj is a kind of budding in which
a ring of hark is used instead of a single bud, and
a stock of similar thickness having lieen cut over,

bark is removed, and the foreign one
- This is commonly performed in spring,

when the bark paits readily, ami is one of the surest

raiting —Inarching (q. v.), or grafting by

approach, in winch the scion is not cut off from its

i until it is united to the new stock, is

practised chiefly in the case of some valuable shrubs
kept in pots, in which success by the ordinary

methods is very doubtful
An effect is produced by the stock on the scion

which it nourishes analogous to that of a change
of Boil ; lunch of the vigour of a strong healthy

stock is also communicated to a scion taken even
jed tree. There is. moreover, in some
nfluence of the elaborated sap descending

from the scion on the stock which supports it. An
important part of the practical skill of the gardener
or nurseryman consists in the selection of the proper

ks for different species and varieties

of fruit-trees. The stock and scion, however, must
not be "i species extremely dissimilar. No credit

is due to the statements of ancient authors about
vine- grafted on fig-trees, apples on planes, tee., the

Semblance of which can only have been brought
about by simile delusive artifice ; for all attempts at

grafting" fail except among plants of the same genus,
i the same natural family.

i- plants with linn stems, as dahlias,

ed. Some kinds of pi inf -. rt

mall size, in pots, are placed in moist hothouses

or hotbeds, under bell-glasses, wluL-t the junction

of the scion and stock is going on. which in these

circumstance rery surely and very

expeditiously But an accumulation of too much
moisture unuer the bell-glass must be guarded
gainst
OKACNA'NO, a town of 11,948 inhabitants, in

the province of Naples, two miles south-east oi

Castellamare, is situated on the Bank of .Mount
'

i -.-.in b u is laid to have derived its

nam-. The origin of this town dates from the

great eruption ol Vesuvius in 79 A.D., when the

inhabitants of stahia, in .head of the vicinity of

the volcano. Bed from their dwellings, and sought

refuge on tlie in mntain of (Jauraiio. G. lies in

a beautiful « Ighbourhood, which
prodm ea ' Ei i lb lit wines, and has good
unufaotones.

GRAHAM, Family of. Sec MOHtBOSE.

GRAHAM, Slit James RobbST Geo
Knurr Honoubablb, of Metherby, Cumberland,
Statesman, eldest son of Sir .lames, the Hrst

bar It, by l.ady ('. Stewart, eldest daughter
of the seventh Karl of Galloway, was Uirn June
I, IT'.ci. The Grahams of Netheiiiv are a junior

branch of the iirahains of f'.sk, Viscounts of Pres-

ton, descended from the Kails of BtTS

Menteith. G. was educated at Westminster School,

whence he proceeded to ijucen's College, Cambridge.
lie afterwards became private secretary to Lord
Montgomerie, the British minister in Sicily, during
the most critical period of the war and the entire

management of the mission devolved upon him at
a most important momeut, in consequence of the
illness of his chief. On the arrival of Lord YV.

Bciitinck, he was continued in his post, and he
afterwards accepted a military situation attached
to the person of Kurd William, who was comniauder-
in-chief in the .Mediterranean. He was sent in this
capacity to .Murat, with whom at Naples, he nego-
tiated the armistice which separated that general
in. in Napol.i.n. In 1818, he was returned for Hull
on Whig principles; but at the next election, in
1820, lost his s+'at, and some years elapsed before
lie re-entered parliament. In 1824, he succeeded
to the baronetcy on the death of his father. In
1826, he was returned for Carlisle as a Whig, and
a warm supporter ..I Catholic emancipation. He
displayed so much ability in opposition, that Earl
Grey offered him, in 1830, the post of First Lord of
the Admiralty, with a seat in the cabinet. He was
also one of the Committee of the cabinet appointed
to discuss and settle the provisions of the hrst
Reform Bill. He was at this time very popular
with the extreme liberal party, and was supposed
to be, of all the members of the Grey cabinet, most
favourable to radical changes. In 1834, he seceded
from the government, with Mr Stanley, on the
appropriation clause of the Irish Church Tempor-
alities -Act. He refused to join the i'eel adminis-
tration in that year, but gradually in opposition
apj.roxi mated to the politics of that statesman ; and
iu 1S41 became Secretary of State for the Home
Department in the government of Sir Kobert Peel,
who on one occasion declared that G. was the
ablest administrator and the best man of business
he had ever known. In 1844, he issued a warrant
for opening the letters of Mazzini, and caused the
information thus obtained to be communicated to
the Austrian minister, an act by which the ministry,
and G. in particular, incurred great obloquy. He
also encountered great displeasure north "of the
Tweed by Ins high-handed method of dealing with
the Scottish Church during the troubles which
ended, contrary to his anticipation, in the Hi.-iup.
tioii. and the lormatiou of the Free Church. He
gave i'eel a warm support in carrying the Corn
Law Kepeal lull, and resigned office with his chief
as soon as that gnat measure was carried. On the
death of Peel iu 1850, he became leader of the
Peelite party in the Lower House, and led the
opposition to the Ecclesiastical Tubs Bill In
December 18.">2. he took office iu the Coalition
Ministry oi the Karl of Aberdeen, ami accepted his
old olhce of First Lord of the Admiralty. This
was a post much below his talents and pretensions,
but he held it uutil February bs."..

-

.. G. refused
to take office cither in the lirst or second admin-
lMiaiioi, oi Lord Palmereton, but he gave thai
minister a general support He died from disease
of the heart, October 2."i, bSlil. When the House
of Commons again met, it felt that it had lost
one who stood in tlie lirst rank of statesmen. Hii
commanding stature, hue persoual presence, has
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calm anil impressive delivery, Ills ripe and gentle

wisdom, poured forth in a stream of quiet yet
winning and persuasive eloquence, made him the
Nestor of the House of Commons. Yet his changes
of opinion, from the Whig-ism of his youth to the
vehement Conservatism of his manhood, and the
Radicalism of his old age, exposed him to incessant
and well-founded charges of political inconsistency.

GRAHAM, John, Viscount Dundee, was the
eldest son of Sir William Graham of Claverhouse,
head of a branch of the noble family of M(>ntrnse!

in Forfarshire. He was born in 1643, entered St
Andrews university in 1605, served in the French
army from 1668 till 1672, next entered the Dutch
service as cornet in the Prince of Orange's horse
guards, and is reported (but on no good authority)
to have saved the life of the prince at the battle
of Seneffe in 1674. Returning to Scotland, he
obtained (February 1678) an appointment as lieu
tenant in a troop of horse commanded by his cousin,
the third Marquis of Montrose. At this time, the
government of Charles II. was engaged in its insane
attempt to force Episcopacy upon the people of
Scotland. A system of fines and military coercion
had been carried on for years against all Noncon-
formists ; conventicles and field-preachings were
prohibited, penalties were inflicted on all who
even harboured the recusants, and the nation lay
at the mercy of informers. Maddened by oppres-
sion, and fired by a fierce zeal for the Covenant,
the people flew to arms ; but their efforts were
irregular and detached, and each successive failure

only aggravated their sufferings. Many were exe-
cuted, the jails were filled with captives, and those
who fled were outlawed, and their property seized.

In this miserable service, G. now engaged. He
encountered an armed body of Covenanters at
Drumclog, June 1, 1679, but was defeated, about
forty of his troopers being slain, and himself forced
to flee from the field. Three weeks afterwards
(June 22), he commanded the cavalry at Bothwell
Bridge, where the royal forces, under the Duke of

Monmouth, achieved an easy victory over the Cove-
nanters. In this battle, three or four were killed
while defending the bridge, but in the pursuit,
400 were cut down (chiefly by G.'s dragoons), and
1200 surrendered unconditionally, to be afterwards
treated with atrocious inhumanity. These affairs

at Drumclog and Bothwell are the only contests
that can even by courtesy be called battles in

which G. was engaged in Scotland previous to the
abdication of James II. They gave no scope for
valour, and displayed no generalship. In his other
duties—pursuing, detecting, and hunting down
unyielding Covenanters —G. evinced the utmost
zeal. He rose to the rank of major-general, was
sworn a privy councillor, had a gift from the crown
of the estate of Dudhope, and was made constable of

Dundee. In 16S8, on the eve of the Revolution, he
was raised to the peerage by James II. as Viscount
Dundee and Lord Graham of Claverhouse. When
the bigotry of James had driven him from the
throne, Dundee remained faithful to the interests of

the fallen monarch. He was joined by the Jacobite
Highland clans and by auxiliaries from Ireland,

and raised the standard of rebellion against the
govurnment of William and Mary. After various
movements in the north, he advanced upon Blair

in Athol, and General Mackay, commanding the
government forces, hastened to meet him. The
two armies confronted each other at the Pass of

Killiecrankie, July 27, 1689. Mackay's force was
about 4000 men ; Dundee's, 2500 foot, with one
troop of horse. A few minutes decided the contest.

After both armies had exchanged fire, the High-
landers rushed on with their swords, and the enemy

instantly scattered and gave way. Mackay lost

by death and capture 20U0 men ; the victors, 900.
Dundee fell by a musket-shot while waving on one
of his battalions to advance. He was carried off the
field to Urrard House, or Blair Castle, and there
expired. In the Bodleian Library, Oxford, is pre-
served the letter-book of Nairne, private secretary
to James II., and in this book is the copy of a letter
purporting to be written by Dundee after he had
received his death-wound, .giving James a short
account of the victory. The letter was first pub-
lished in Macpherson's Original Papers, 1775, and
has been treated as a forgery ; but Nairw soald
have had no conceivable motive for forging ra ",h a
document, which remained uuprinted above eighty
years.

The character and services of Dundee have been
greatly exaggerated and blackened by party spirit.

With the Jacobites, he was the brave and handsome
cavalier, the last of the great Scots and gallant
Grahams. With the Covenanters, he was ' bloody
Claverse,' the most cruel and rapacious of all the
mercenary soldiers of that age. He was neither the
best nor the worst of his class. As a military com-
mander, he had no opportunities for display. He
was the hero of only one important battle, and in
that his skill was shewn chiefly in his choice of
position. As a persecutor, he did not, like Dalyell,
introduce the thumb-screw, nor, like Grierson of
Lagg, drown helpless women at stakes on the sea-
sands. ' In any service I have been in,' he said, ' I
never inquired further in the laws than the orders
of my superior officers;' and in Scotland he had
very bad superior officers—low-minded, cruel, relent-
less taskmasters. It was fortunate for his repu-
tation that he died after a great victory, fighting for
an exiled and deserted monarch. This last enter-
prise has given a certain romantic interest to his
name and memory.

GRAHAM, Thomas, a celebrated British chemist,
was born in Glasgow in 1805. Having studied at

Glasgow and Edinburgh, he became, in 1830, Pro-
fessor of Chemistry at the Andersonian University,
and continued in that office till 1S37, when he suc-
ceeded Dr Turner in the chemical chair of University
College, London. In 1S55, he was appointed Master
of the Mint, and resigned his professorship. From
the year 1831, in which his memoir, ' On the Forma-
tion of Alooates, Definite Compounds of Salts and
Alcohol,' appeared in the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, to the time of his death he
was constantly publishing important contributions
to chemistry. Amongst the most important of
his memoirs we may mention the following :

' On
the Law of Diffusion of Gases' (TV. R. Soc. Edin.
1834) ;

' Researches on the Arseniates, Phosphates,
and Modifications of Phosphoric Acid' {Phil. Tr.
1S33) ;

' On the Motion of Gases, their Effusion
and Transpiration' ([hid. 1846 and 1849); 'On
the Diffusion of Liquids' (Ibid. 1850 and 1851);
' On Osmotic Force ' (Ibid. 1S54) ;

' Liquid Diffusion
Applied to Analysis,' and 'On Liquid Transpira-
tion in Relation to Chemical Composition ' (Ibid,.

1861). In addition to these memoirs he also brought
out an excellent treatise on Chemistry, which has
passed through two editions. G. was one of the
founders and first president of the Chemical and

_
Cavendish Societies, a Fellow of the Royal

Society, and has more than once been appointed one
of its vice-presidents. He was likewise frequently
placed by government on important scientific com-

issions. He died at Loudon, Sept. 17, 1869.

GRAHAME, James, a Scottish poet, son of
legal practitioner, was born in Glasgow, April
, 1765, and was educated at the University of
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that city. He removed to Edinburgh in 17S4,

where he commenced the study of law under the
tuition of a relative, an.l was admitted a member
of the Society of Writers to the Signet in 1701,

an<l in 1795, of the Faculty of Advocates. Finding
the lejj.il profession unsuitcd to his tastes, anil

having a sufficiency of worldly means, he withdrew
-ional practice, and devoted himself to

»n of his muse. He had long regarded
the life and duties of a country clergyman with
a wistful eye, ami an opportunity offering, he took
oiders in the Church of England, heinjj ordained
by the Bishop of Norwich On Trinity Sunday, the

2Sth May 180't. He was successively curate of

Shiptoii in Gloucestershire, and of Sedgefield in

the county of Durham. Ill health compelled bim
tci abandon his sacred duties, and he returned to

Scotland ; spending a few .lays in Edinburgh, he

proceeded to Glasgow, and died at Ins brother's
residence, near that city, on the 14th September
1811, in the forty-seventh year of his age.

G. has left behind several poetical works, the
chief of which are—Muni ','./,

. u ../' .s.-.^s, a dramatic
poem; The SaVnth ; The Birds of Scotland; and
The British Geortjics. It is on the Sabbath that
his fame rests. He was a retiring, amiable, and
affectionate man, and possessed a deep love for

nature, and those passages in his poems are the best

that give utterance to that love. There was nothing
hold or mounting in his genius, but he had a
plenteous command of musical verse and rural

imagery.

GRAHAMB'S or HOTHAM'S ISLAND. A
mass of dust, sand, and scoria? thrown out of a
submarine volcano in the Mediterranean, and which
remained for some time above the surface of the
water, received these names. It made its appearance
about thirty miles off the coast of Sicily, opposite to
Sciacca, in July 1831. In the beginning of August,
when the action of the volcano had ceased, it had a
circumference of about a mile and a quarter, the

highest point was estimated at 170 feet above the
sea, and the inner diameter of the crater about 4110

yards. As soon as the eruption ceased, the action
of the waves began to reduce the island, and before
many months transpired, the whole mass of scoria;

and sand disappeared, being scattered as a stratum
of volcanic cinder in that portion of the bed of

the Mediterranean.

GRAHAMS LAND, an island of the Antarctic
Ocean, discovered by Biscoe in February 1S32, lies

in lat. 6-1 45 S.. and long. 63° 51' W., being nearly
on the meridian of the east extremity of Tierra del
Fnego, and within a comparatively short distance of

the polar circle. The position, as above detined, is

precisely that of Mount William, the highest spot
seen. In front, towards the north, are a number
of islets, called P.iseue's Kange. No living thing,

excepting a few birds, appears to exist

GRAHAM'S TOWN, the capital of the eastern
province of the Cape Colony, stands near the centre
of the maritime division of Albany. It is about 25
miles from the sea, in lat. 3.T 1!» S.. ami long. 2G°
31' E. ; and it contains about 6000 inhabitants,

jlish. 6. T. a the see of two bishops
' iaireli of England, and another of the

(Muni. ..i Home. It has also several Wealeyan
oi the I hatch Reformed

Church. Among the other institutions of the place

are its banks, insurance offices, a botanic garden, a
pul.be library, a general hospital, and

QRAIN (Lat, grattum, any small bard seed or

. term often used as equivalent to cum,
denoting the BQods of the CaftaUa,

GRAIN COAST. See Guinea.

<: HAINES D'AVIGNON. See Fkbjujh Berries.

CI; \1\I\<; (/.om'*'»« Lai,cuMr\eiisis), a tish of
the family Cii/uiniil-i:, of the same genus with the
Dace (q. v.), which it much resembles. It was (irst

pointed out as a different species by Pennant, who

Graining {lieucitcut LancaMriewis).

found it in the Mersey. It occurs in a few Engl sh
streams, and in some of the lakes of Switzerland.

It is rather more slender than the daee. In its

habits and food it resembles the trout, rises readily

at the artificial By, and affords good sport to the

angler.

C.RAINS OF PARADISE, or MELEGUETTA
PEPPER, an aromatic and extremely hot and
pungent seed, imported from Guinea. It is the pro-

duce of A mum ii,a Me/r,j„itiit, or .1. Grtimi /'o/vi. /.*/', a
plant of the natural order Scitn m'meie or Zimjiheriirrir,

with lanceolate leaves, one- flowered scapes (leafless

stems), about three feet high, and ovate or elliptic-

oblong capsules containing many seeds. By the
natives .if Africa, these seeds are used as a spice or
condiment to season their food; in Europe, they
.in chief!] employed as a medicine in veterinary
practice, and fraudulently to increase the pungency
of fermented and spirituous liquors. By 56 Geo.
111. c. 5S, brewers and dealers in beer in England
are prohibited, under a heavy penalty, from even
having grains of paradise in their possession. This

drug is much used to give apparent strength to

bad gin. The name Meleguetta Pepper, or Guinea
Pepper (q. v.), is also given to other pungent seeds

from the west of Africa.

GRAKLE, the common name of many birds of

the Stalling family (Stiiriiidie), all tropical or sub-

tropical They have very much the habits of

starlings, and sonic of them even excel starlings in

their imitative powers, and particularly in the
imitation of human speech. This is remarkably the

case with the Mina Birds (q. V.) of the East Indies,

which may be regarded as grakles. Numerous
species inhabit Africa. Some of them are buds of

splendid plumage. The Paradise G. [QraaUa yryU
fawra) of India has acquired a peculiar eclehrin as a
destroyer of locusts and caterpillars. It is about the

size of a blackbird. Bufibn tells ns, that in order

t.. stop the devastations of locusts in tb

Bourbon, this bird was introduced from India by
the government. The grakles, however, beginning
to examine the newly-sown fields, i

alarm oi tin- planters, and were exterminated; but
it was found necessary, alter a few veal

introduce them, and they are now very numerous,
although they do not confine themselves to in ect

i I, bn't in default of it are ready to bet

selves to seels and fruits. They norm
pigeon-houses and I.-...1 ,m tin

m-.l young. When tamed, t In j bee

I familiar, and exhibit a great aptitude
for" imitating the voices of animals. A G. o.

U
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this sppcies, kept in a farmyard, has been known
to imitate most of its ordinary sounds, as those of

dogs, sheep, pigs, and poultry.—Some of the grakles

are known as summer birds of passage in the
northern parts of America,

GRA'LLyE, or GEALLATOEES (Lat. stilt-

walkers), an order of birds, generally characterised

by very lung legs, the larnwi (shank) in particular

being much elongated, and by the nakedness of the
lower part of the tibia, adapting them for wading in

water without wetting their feathers. They have
also generally long necks and long bills. The form
of the bill, however, is various ; and in its size,

strength, and hardness, it is adapted to the kind of

food ; some, as snipes, which feed chiefly on worms
and other soft animals, haying a very soft weak bill,

whilst others, which feed on larger and stronger

animals, have the bill proportionately large and
Btrong. The form of the body is generally slender.

The greater number of the G. are inhabitants of the
sea-coast or of marshy districts. Many are birds of

passage. Even those which are not aquatic are
generally driven from the districts which they
frequent either by frost or (brought. Cuvier divided
this order into Brr-vipennes (q. v.), (Ostrich, Casso-
wary, Emu, &e.) ; PrwYW/v.s (Bustards, Plovers,

Lapwings, &e.) ; CvJiriroatres (Cranes, Herons,
Storks, Adjutants, Spoonbills, &c.) ; Longirostres

(Snipes, Curlews, Godwits, Sandpipers, &c.) ; and
MacrodactyU (Eails, Crakes, Coots, &c.). The
Brevipennes are constituted by some into a distinct

order, Cursores, and differ very widely in many
respects from the true Grallae.

GRAM. See Chick Pea.

GRAMI'NE^S. See Grasses.

GRAMMAR, in its usual sense, and as applied
to a particular language, investigates and system-
atises the facts of that language, as exhibited in

the most approved writers and speakers ; the main
divisions or heads being: (1) the way in which the
sounds or spoken words are represented by letters

(Orthography)
; (2) the division of words into

classes, or 'parts of speech,' the changes or inflec-

tions they undergo, their derivation and composition
(Etymology) ; and (3) the way in which they are
joined together to form sentences (Syntax). A book
embodying the results of such investigations, with a
view to enable learners to understand a language,

and to use it properly, is a grammar of that
language.

Languages were not originally constructed accord-
ing to rules of grammar previously laid down

;

but grammar rules were deduced from languages
already in existence. In the days of Plato, perhaps
the greatest master of language that ever wrote, the
division of words into classes or parts of speech
had not yet been made. Plato himself, according
to Max Muller, took the first step in formal grammar
by making the distinction of noun and verb, or

rather of subject and predicate; for it was a dis-

tinction in the ideas or elements of a proposition

lie was making, rather than in the words themselves.

Aristotle and the Stoic philosophers made further

advances in the analysis of language, but they
attended little to the forms of words, their object
being logical rather than grammatical (see Genitive).
It was the Alexandrian scholars, engaged in prepar-

ing critical editions of Horner and the other Greek
who first analysed, classified, and named

I called Lileralores) at Eome, that published the first

practical systematic Greek grammar for the use of

his Eoman pupils (about SO B. a). This work, which
stdl exists, though much interpolated, became the
basis of all subsequent grammars, both Greek and
Latin ; and when grammars of the modern European
tongues came to be written, they naturally followed
the classical models. The chief matters treated of

in grammar are considered under such heads as

Adjective, Conjunction, Declension, k'j.

In quite recent times, the study of language has
advanced beyond this empirical stage, in which its

object was confined to the explaining and teaching
individual languages ; and, under the name of
' Comparative Grammar,' has brought to light the
resemblances and differences of the various lan-

guages of the world, so as to classify them, after the
manner of natural history, into families anil minor
groups, according to their greater or less affinities.

Still higher questions, entering into the origin and
growth of speech, and seeking to give a scientific

account of its phenomena, now occupy the more
advanced students of this subject. See Language,
Inflection.

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS received their name at
a time when the grammar of the English language
was not written, and when all knowledge of the
principles of language could lie obtained only through
a study of the grammar of the ancient tongues,
particularly Latin. The idea which lay at the
basis of these institutions still pervades them, and
the ancient languages are the principal subjects
of instruction. History, geography, and modern
languages have of late years been admitted into the
curriculum of the great majority of these schools ;

but these subjects still hold a subordinate place,

and distinction in Latin and Greek gives pre-

eminence, and is the great object of ambition both
to masters and pupils. Nor can it be otherwise
so long as the universities recognise the ancient
tongues as the only sound basis of a liberal

education. For a further notice of the grammar
schools of Great Britain, see Public Schools,
National Education.

GRAMME is the standard unit of French
measures of weight, and is the weight of a cubic
centimetre of distilled water at 0° Centigrade
(corresponding to 32° Fah.) ; the other weights
have received names corresponding to the number
of grammes they contain, or the number of times
they are contained in a gramme: in the former
case, the Greek numerals deca, hecto, kilo, miria,

expressing weights of 10 grammes, 100 grammes,
1000 grammes, 10,00(1 grammes ; in the latter case,

the Roman numerals deci, centi, are prefixed, to

express tenths, hundredths of a gramme. Starting

from the relation between the English yard and
the French metre, we are enabled to compare the
units of weight, and it is found that a gramme =
15-43248 grains Troy, from which the equivalents

in English measure for the other weights can easily

be found : thus—

the iihern. of Ian:guage lanmiage; and it

was one Dionysius Thrax, who had been trained

in the Alexandrian school, and became a teacher of

Greek (Orammatictu, from Gr. rjram-ma, a letter
;

as those who taught boys their Roman letters were

= 154:i;48- . ;;,,.,

GRAMMONT, a small town of Belgium, in the
province of East Flanders, is situated on both banks
of the Dender, 20 miles south-south-east of Ghent.
It has manufactures of lace, tine linen, and damask
and woollen fabrics ; and carries on cotton-spinning
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dyeing, bleaching, tinning, distilling, and b

Pop, about 760a

GRAMMONT, or OBAMONT, Pmuunssr,
Count ok, a celebrated French coortier, Mm ol

Anthony, Duke oi Gremmont, «u born about 1621,

While still very young, he wired m volunteer
I Turenne, and distinguished him-

elf by the most chivalric bravery. At :

of Looie .X 1 V., with this reputation added to hit

loble birth, t handaome pereon, Bne talents
.'i]|.!isliniciits, a lively wit, and

rtune at play, at which he wot
amounts ,. to support '•, en his

: is no wonder thai be became a favourite.
distinguished I'm

ha.l the audacity to aspire to be the rival of the
km.; in the affections of one ol bis favourites.

led him to be banished from France; and
he found a pleasant refuse and congenial societv

in the gay and licentious court of < barles II. of

England. Here, after many adventures, he engaged
to marry Eliza Hamilton, sister ol Anthony, B
Hamilt but slipped out of London without
FnlfilUng bis promise. Two of the lady's brothers
set off in pursuit of the !i.i-_" tt'nl Frenchman,
ami coming up with him a1 I to\ •

'if he had not forgotten something.' '
< Hi. to In-

sure.' replied < ...
'

1 i to mat ry your
sister;' and returned to Loudon to complete his

lie then Went tO France, win re In-

wife became one of the ladies of the court of

Maria Theresa of Austria. By thi- D

had two daughters, of whom ws
Henry Howard, Manpiis of Stratford, and tl tier

leas of Poussay, in Lorraine. He died
in 17 ! >7. "- "
hv hi- hrother-in law, Anthony, I 'mint Hamilton
(edited by Sir Walter Scott in" 181 I

;

Bohu's 'extra volumes').

(lit A'M I' I A X S, the name of the principal
r id The system runs
from north-east to south-west, formio
known high grounds of AL. io

- shire, and Perthshire. 1

elevation oi this main range is from
-

is that of le n Nevi 1 106

extremity. An outlying hraneh of tin

northward from near the head ol the

Dee, ami comprises among its chief summits Hen
Muicdhui (42

.Southward of the western extremity
situated numerous groups and
less extent. Among these tl

Ken ('rue K „ \... nd (3191 feet),

1818 feet), Ben La
... (3514 feet).

GRAMPIANS, mountains in Australia, run
north and south in tie- west pari of Victoria,

stretching in S. lat. fro,,, :«;- r,-i t.. :>7 38', and in i;

"_' 25 t.. 142" 47'. Prom I

GRAMPUS [probably from the French, Grand
t Ban), n name spplied to several spa iea

animals, found In all seas, < Ins ol these
sous griutit, bot most of them belong to

a gladiator, ol the Atlantic, is

Irtlltie, and ' and II. tl'. I

from the Ps
ruihlimee lo the liluek-li-li. '1'he Killer

secure on the American and European coasts, (l

is the largest of the Dtlphtnida often more than

twenty fe,t in hngth ; its form spindle-shaped,
but thicker in proportion than the porpoise, from
which it also dim rs in the much greater height of

Grampus [Orea gladiator).

it< dorsal fin, In the upper jaw projecting n little

over the lower, and in the smaller number of deth.
which arc about eleven on each si, p. ,,,

The tail is powerful ; in a specimen twi n

long', it was found to be sevi d feet
I

0. is generally seen in small herds. ft is very
voracious, and pursues salmon up the mouths of

rivers as far as the tide reaches. .Man. 1

are told of attacks which it makes on tie- whale,
and of its tearing out and devouring the whale's
tongue, and nil the species of Orca are noted for their
ferocity. The (i. possesses great strength and ac-

tivity.

( : I: A \ i Mag /'. ' i-<l<t,it\. a ton ii ol I

finely situated on an elevation on she
ol thi D inub . 25 n

nd is rich in line huiMn, Pop ,

12,700. (i.. whid
' I" ol,|, 1 low i,.s ol I ... ,, |

Stephen, the first king of Hungary, was horn in

979, and converted to Christianity in 1000. It was
formerly fortified, and has undergone assaults and
-ieg.s almost without number.

GRAM BASSO DTTALIA ('Great Rock of

ailed Monte Cobho, from the resem<
born which it presents on

oi of the Apennines, having
of 10,206 feet. It IS

of the Ahrnzzi, between '.'

Aipiila. It owes its name partly to its height,
and partly to it< h. ing fol mi d

earth from its mil

It is seen to great advantage from the ids of

Teramo, where it is broken into tremendous
i be Bummrl i • coven d " ith perpetual

snow. Wolves, hears, and chamoi- abound on the
mountain the last of these animals being found
in no other part of the Ape,.,

character of the scenery is more Alpine than
Apennine, and in wild grandeur and variety it

is not surpassed by any land

the painter, geologist, and botanist it sfl

HUT respective pure
ol I. Caldane.

GRANA DA, an ancient kingdom, and one ,f the
in the south of Spun, WSJ hounded

OH the W. by Andalusia, on the E hv Murcia, sod
ud S.K. by the ' Ua
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greatest length from north-east to south-west was

about 210 miles, ami its greatest breadth about 80
1

miles. It is now divided into the three modern
provinces of Granada, Almeria, and Malaga, the

united areas of which amount to I1,0G3 square miles,

and the united population, in 1864, to 1,279.798. The
surface of this ancient province is mountainous and
picturesque in a high degree. The mountain-ranges

—the thief of which are the Sierra Nevada, the

Sierra de Ronda, and the Alpujarras—as a general

rule, run parallel ivith the coast. The principal

rivers are the Almanzora, Almeria, Jenil, Guodal-

horee, ami Guadiaro, all of which, save the Jenil, an
affluent of the Guadalquiver, flow into the Mediter-

ranean. The province of G. is, on the whole, fruit-

ful and highly cultivated. The mountains are rich

in silver, copper, lead, and iron ; and many of the
j

inhabitants are engaged in mining and smelting.

Saline and mineral springs abound.

In the time of the Romans, G. was a portion of '

the province of Boetica ; but after the Arab invasion

it formed an independent Moorish kingdom. For a

time it was exceedingly wealthy, having developed

great agricultural and commercial resources. From
the year 1248 the Moorish kings of G. were obliged

to recognise the supremacy of the kings of Castile.

A quarrel, however, which arose between the vassal

king of G. and Ferdinand and Isabella in the loth
!

c, resulted in a war of eleven years' duration, the

consequence of which was the complete conquest of

G. by the Spaniards in 1492, and the total destruction

of Moorish authority in Spain.

GRANADA (Spanish, Granata, Arab. Garna-
\

thah, said to be a corruption of Karndltah, the
j

ancient fortress of Phoenician origin), a famous

city of Spain, formerly capital of the kingdom of

Granada, and now chief town of the modern pro-
|

vince of the same name, is built on a northern

branch of the Sierra Nevada, at an elevation of i

2445 feet above sea-level, in lat. 37° 15' N., long.
J

3° 45' W., and is about 140 miles east-south-east

of Seville. It stands on the right bank of the

Jenil, overlooking the fertile and extensive Vega
or jilain of G., and is watered also by the Darro,

a rapid mountain-stream, which joins the Jenil

aboiit a mile below the town. Though now sadly

decayed, it is still one of the greatest towns of

Spain, is the seat of an archbishop, and has a

university, attended, it is said, by about SOO students.

One of the two hills on which the town is mainly

built is surmounted by the Alhambra (q. v.) ; the

other hill is occupied by the suburb called the

Albayziu, the oldest part of the town, and now
inhabited almost entirely by gipsies. The city of

G. proper, namely, that portion of it that contains

the Alhambra, is surrounded by high but ruinous

walls, and by strong towers. The streets are

narrow, crooked, and uneven; the houses, which

ior the most part are well built, are heavy and
gloomy in outward appearance, having the flat

roofs and projecting balconies of the Moorish style

of architecture; the interiors, however, are con-

venient and suitable to the climate. G. has several

charming public squares. The cathedral, a splendid

structure, profusely decorated with jaspers and

coloured marbles, and having a high-altar placed

under a dome, supported by 22 pillars, contains the

monuments of Ferdinand and Isabella, and of Philip I.

and his consort Juana. The industry and trade of

the town are quite inconsiderable. Pop. 67,326.

The modern city of G. was founded by the Moors
in the Sth c, and for some time remained subject

to the califs of Cordova ; but in 1235 it became
capital of the kingdom of Granada, and rapidly rose

to distinction as a wealthy trading city and as the

seat of arts and architecture. Under the Moors, it

attained the highest pitch of its prosperity. Toward
the close of the 15th c, it is said to have had
400,000 inhabitants, and to have been surrounded
by a wall fortified with 1030 towers. The Vega
of G., in front of the city, was celebrated for two
hundred years as the scene of contest between the
Moors and the chivalry of Christendom—a contest

which was brought to a termination only by the

capture and complete subjection of G. by Ferdinand
and Isabella in 1492, after a siege of twelve months.

GRANADA, a city of Nicaragua in Central

America, stands on the north-west side of the lake

which bears the name of the state. In 1854,

including the suburbs and municipality of Jaltava,

it had a population of from 12,000 to 15,000, con-

tained seven churches, au hospital, and nominally

a university, and was the thriving seat of many
; commercial establishments. It suffered greatly,

j

however, from the civil war that broke out in the
republic during that year, and was under siege from
May 1S54 to February 1855 ; but was bravely and
successfully defended 1>3

T Don Fruto Chamorro, the

leader of the conservative party. In 1S56, Chamorro
having in the meantime died, G. was surprised

and taken by the democrats, but was retaken and

j

almost wholly destroyed iu the following year.

!
After the conclusion of peace, efforts were made

j

toward the restoration of the city. It has not

yet, however, regained its former prosperity and
importance.

I GRANADI'LLA, the edible fruit of certain

species of Passion-flower (q. v.). The name, origin-

ally bestowed by Spanish settlers in the West
Indies and warm parts of America, is a diminutive

! of granada, a pomegranate. The Common G.
(Pussijlvrri ijnmlrniigidarU) is extensively diffused

over these regions, and much cultivated. The plant

is a luxuriant and very ornamental climber, often

I employed to form arbours and covered walks ; it

has large, beautiful, and fragrant flowers ; oblong

I

fruit, often six inches in diameter, of an agreeable

fragrance, and a sweet and slightly acid pulp, very
gratefully cooling. It is often eaten with wine and

j

sugar.—The Apple-fruited G., or Sweet Cala-
bash (P. maliformis), is plentiful in the woods of

Jamaica, where it forms a principal part of the food

of wdd swine. It is, however, a very agreeable

friut, about two inches in diameter, its pulp gela

tiuous, the rind so hard as to be sometimes made
into snuff-boxes and toys. The Laurel-leaved G.
(P. laur'i/nlin, soiiK'times called water-lemon in the
West Indies, is a fruit about the size of a hen's

egg ; the plant has red and violet fragrant flowers,

and very long tendrds. The fruit has a whitish

pulp, is watery, and of delicious flavour, with a slight

acidity. P. latcn is found from Pennsylvania to Illi-

nois southwards, and P. incarnata on the dry soils of

Virginia and Kentucky, and the more southern states.

The fruit of the latter, known as Maypops, is of the

size and shape of a hen's egg.

|
GRANARY WEEVIL, another name of the

I

Corn Weevil (q. v.).

I GRANBY, John Manners, Marquis of, an
English general, the eldest sou of the third Duke
of Rutland, was born January 2, 1721. Educated
at Eton and Cambridge, he was at an early age

elected M.P. for Grantham. In the rebellion of

1745, he raised a regiment of infantry, and accom-
1 panied the Duke of Cumberland into Scotland.

Appointed colonel of the Horse Guards in 1755, in

February 1759, he received the rank of lieutenant-

general, and soon after was sent to Germany,

I

as second in command, under Lord George Sack-

ville, of the British troops, co-operating with the

king of Prussia. After the battle of Mind en. for
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his e luct in which ho received the thanks of

Prinot Ferdinand of Brunswick, to thi

ment of Ins soperiar officer, who resigned, and
was afterwards i-:isl, i. r.-. 1, lie wu a|ipointed I

-

nander-in-chief of the British troops, and held that
iu>st daring the remainder of the Seven Years'

War. He particularly distinguished lnnis.-li at t !.•

battles of Warburg in 1780, of Kirchdenkern in

I7UI, and of (incbcnstein and Etombnrg in 1762.

In 1760, during his absence with tin' army, he was
k\<\h inted a member of the privy council After the
peace i f IT'i !. In 1 was constituted mast, r _'. ii.-i.il of

the ordnance, and in 1766 commander-in-chief of

the army. Be died October 20, 1770, in his 60th
year. Though very popular in Ins tun.-, as evidenced

i i.'iu-y with which his portrait was used

as a Bign to public-houses, he was the sul I oi

aonif oi ih,. most terrible invectives of Junius; and
his military totalities appear to have been iniieh

overrated by ins contemporaries.

GRAND, in Music, is a word synonymous with
great—siteh as grand sonata, grand symphony,
overture, or .horns, signifying th.it the composition
is full, anil not simple or easy.

GB ^M> GAPS, in English Law, the name of

the writ wlterelty in an action of 'lower, on the
failure of the defendant to appear to answer to the
Bumnioiis, a third part of his lands are attached to

await the decision of the court. The writ contains
an order for the defendant to appear on a day
specified. If the defendant do not appear on the
return of the writ of errand cape, judgment is given

in favour of the widow, who is thereupon entitled
-ion of the lauds in satisfaction of her

dower.

GRANS COUTUMIER OF NORMANDY
is a collection of the ancient laws of Normandy,
anil is said to have been compiled in the third year
of Henry III. It contains the laws and customs
which were in use in England during the reigns of

Henry II., Richard I., and John, and such also as

were in force in Normandy alter the separation of

that duchy from England. It is therefore a collec-

tion of the laws of Normandy as they stood subse-
quent to the onion with England. The customs
of Normandy were to a great extent
England after the Conquest ; and the laws of this

country, particularly during the reigns of the
No - man >.iv.i .-i_-ii~, present a L'lvat similarity to

tbt.-e of Normandy. Sir M. Hale, jealous for the

honour of England, contends that this similarity

arose from the introduction of English cu-toiiis into

Normandy. In the rules of descent, of writs, of

process, and of trial, the laws of England and Nor-
mandy w.-re at first almost identical. It appears

: mil Coutumier, that though the verdict

of twelve men was always required on a trial by
jury, yet in case of a difference of opinion among
the original jurors, the minority were set aside
and bean jurors chosen, until twelve n could he

founl to agree in a verdict. By the custom of

Nomar.lv, where a married woman died possessed

of Is td, her husband was entitled to hold the lands,

but only while he remained a widower. By the

courtly of England, on tl ther hand, the u idower
held tin- lands for his life. Lands held by Kui dits'

Service (i|. v.) and Grand Serjeanfy (q. v.) descended,

lands held on an inferior tenure were divided among
the sons. And where a man had cohabited before
marriage with the woman who afterwards became
his wife, a son horn before marriage inherited the

land to the exclusion of children horn in we.ll.K-k.

B«e H il-s History erf (he Common haa. The islands

., Jersey, Alderney, and Sark were

originally part of the duchy of Noruiau.lv. and were
united to the crown of England hy the hist princes

of tin- Noiniin line. Though still attached to Eng-
land, they are governed hy the old feudal laws, t r

coutumier of Normandy. They have their own
independent courts; and a writ from the com t - ii

W sett ah r does n..t run in these islands. A royal

commission under the great seal of course has force,

• .'Uimissiouers must judge according to the
law of the islands. All caus.-s are originally deter-

mined by their own officers, the bailiffs and jurats
of the island, who administer a cub- of laws based
upon the Grand Coutumier. From their decision,

an appeal lies to the privy council. Acts of the
British parliament are not in force in these islautls

unless they arc specially named.

(JRAND DAYS were those days in every term
solemnly kept in the Inns of Court and chancery
- viz. in Easter term, Ascension day ; in Trinity
term, St John the Baptist's Day ; in Michaelmas
term, All Saints' Day (and of late. All Souls' Day)

;

and in Hilary term, the festival of the Purification

of our Lady, commonly called Candlemas Day;
and these are dies mm jwridici, no days in court.—Cotoet. On these days wvre formerly held the

Revels for which the Inns of Court were famous.
The last revel held in the Inner Temple was on
I 'an. II. -mas Day lTM.'f. on the occasion of Mr Talbot's
elevation to the woolsack. At this feast, fourteen
students of the Inn waited at the benchers' table.

After dinner, a play was performed by actors, who
came full dressed from the Havinvrket in chairs,

and it is said, refused to receive payment for

the honour of the occasion. After dinner, judges,

Serjeants, and benchers, funned a ring round the
Stove in the centre of the hall, and danced, or rather

walked about the coat fire, according to the old

ceremony, tltref. limes, and all the tune the ancient *
gong was sung by one Toby Aston, dressed in a
bar-gown. The Prince of Wales, Frederick, father

oi George 111., witnessed tins part of the ceremony
incog, the room was then prepared for dancing,

which was kept up, with the pleasing interlude of a

splendid supper, until morning. See Pearce's Inns
„/< '„n rl ,iii,I t 'hum ;;,/. I hand days continue to be

observed, but they have no longer the solemn char-

acter formerly attached to them. Nor are they held
on the same days as formerly ; for by the alteration

in the law terms made by II Geo. [V. and 1 Will IV.

c. 70, those days no longer fall within the term.

Grand days are now tixed at the pleasure of the
benchers. On these days an entertainment is given

in hall to the judges who had formerly been
members of the Inn, and on this occasion an addi-

tional bottle of wine is supplied to every mess of

four men among the barristers and students. On
circuits, also, the circuit bar appoints a special day
for the grand day, on which, after dinner, the
various matters of social interest affecting the
circuit are discussed and settled.

GRAND HAVEN, a small but rapidly

increasing town in the state of Michigan, V. S„ is

situated on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, at

the month oi Grand River, and forms the western
terminus of the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad,

which has here a most extensive depot and a pier

,i I feet, long extending into the lake. It has n

- [lent harbour, with a depth of

ir 30 to 60 f.et. It exports timber, fish, li atb r,

gypsum. stUCCO lime, and flour. The exports have

already, in some veins, exceeded one million dollars

in value. Pop, i 1870) 8079.

GRAND JURY is the assembly of good anil

sufficient men, summoned by order of the sheriff

to attend every us of the peace and
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of oyer and terminer and general jail

delivery in England, for the purpose of inquiring
into tbe charges for offences, and of returning to the
court their d-livery thereon. The institution of the
grand jury dates back to the earliest period of
English history, having been in use among the
Saxons. By a law of Ethelred it is enacted. Exeant
seniores duodecim thani, et praefeetus cum eis, et

jurent super sanctuarium quod eis in manuB datur,
quod nolint ullom innocentem accusare, nee aliquem
roxium caviare.'—Wflkins, Legta Ang. Sax. 117.

From this enactment, it appears that the numl>er
of the grand jury was originally twelve ; but we
leam from Bracton that, in the time of Henry ILL,
it was the practice to return four knights for every
hundred, who elected twelve other knights, or else

twelve libera* et let/alts homines, to take part with
them in the inquest Towards the latter part of the
reign of Edward ILL, in addition to the inquest for
the hundred, the sheriff was required to return a
pannel of knights for the whole county. This jury
was called fe grataule inquest, and made inquiry for

the county, while the jury for the hundred inquired
for its own district only. After the estaldisbment
of the graunde inr/u'M, the practice of summoning
a jury of the hundred gradually went out of use

;

but until 6 Geo. IV. c. 50, it was deemed necessary
that some of the grand jury should be summoned
for every hundred. In the present day, the grand
jury must consist of not less than twelve, or more
than twenty-three members. A grand jury is sum-
moned for every assize, and for the quarter-sessions

in counties and burghs. It is not necessary that
grand jurors should be freeholders, and for grand
jurors at assizes, no qualification by estate is neces-
sary. At sessions, the I grand jurors
is fixed by 6 Geo. IV. c. 50, and is the same as that

• of the petit jury. See JtTEV. Town-councillors of
* a burgh are exempt from serving on juries within

the burgh. An Irish peer, who is a member of
parliament, is liable to serve on the grand jury at
assizes. An alien cannot serve on the grand jury
unless on an inquest de rnedielate lingua?. In
Middlesex, two grand juries are summoned every
term, and are sworn before the senior puisne judge
of the Queen's Bench. After having the oath
administered, and receiving a charge from the judge,
they retire to their room, and the various indict-

m-r:s. which are called bills, are laid before them.
The duty of the grand jury is simply to inquire
whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant
the proceeding with the charge. For this purpose
they may require the same evidence, written and
paroL as may be necessary to support the indict-

ment at the tnaL But in practice, having ascer-

tained that the crown has a sufficient prima
facie case, they return a true bin, the prisoner's

evidence being reserved for the trial. Witnesses are

sworn on their examination before the grand jury
by an officer appointed by the court When the
jury have come to a conclusion, the clerk indorses

on the indictment a true bill, in case the jury, or

a majority of twelve, are satisfied that the case is

sufficiently proved. In case they are not satisfied,

the indictment is indorsed not a true l,iU. The
foremap, accompanied by one or more of the jurors,

then carries the indictments into court, and pre-

sents them to the clerk, who states to the court the
nature of the charge and the indorsement of the
jury. A bill having been thrown out by the grand
jury, it cannot be preferred to the same grand jury
during the same assizes or sessions. The grand jury
usually serve for the whole session to which they
are summoned ; but in an emergency, as where a
serious crime has been committed! and the prisoner

brought in after the jury has been discharged, it is

competent to swear a new jury. In England, the
grand jury is little better than a sham. (See ADVO-
CATE, Lord.)
By the Constitution of the United States, all ordi-

nary criminal prosecutions must l<e by presentment or
indictment of the grand jury. Throughout tbe L'nion
the institution is well known and highly appreciated,
and, though borrowed from tbe commoner law, is here
regulated by statute. The grand jury in the United
Si I - .- an important body of men in the administra-

' tion of justice, who frequently influence, b, their
opinions and presentments, the government itself, lie-

cause of en better informed than others respecting the
conduct of public business in their respective counties.
They frequently take cognizance of the condition of
public buildings and highways, and it is their especial
duty to visit the county jail and report its condition,
and to present any public officer found in neglect of
his official duties.

GRAND MASTER (Lat. magnw magvster ; Gtr.
Hodimeistar), the title of the head of tile military

j

orders, the Hospitallers, the Templars, and the
Teutonic knights ; see these articles. The title

originally home by the superior of the Hospitallers
was simply 'master' [maguter] ; but in 1268 Hugh
de Eeval took that by which they are since known—grand master, magnus moy/Uter. In the Teutonic
order, the title ' master,' with different modifi-
cations, was applied to the several superiors of the
order in the various countries. Thus, the superior
of Germany was styled Teu.isd<-nvixter, 'German
master.' The superior of Livonia was called Heer-
master, ' military master.' In all these orders the
office of grand master was held for life. The
name was also used in the Dominican order.

GRAND PENSIONARY. Formerly the syndic
of each of the important towns of Holland was
termed a Pensionary, and the state-secretary for
the province of Holland, a Grand Pensionary. Until
the time of Olden Barneveldt (q. v.), the Grand
Pensioner was also advocate-general for the same
province. He had no vote in the assembly of the
states, and could only bring forward the subjects
of discussion. He, however, collected the votes,
wrote the decrees, read the letters addressed to
the states, conducted negotiations with foreign
ambassadors and ministers, aud took charge of the
revenues of the province, of its rights and privileges,
and whatever else pertained to its welfare. He was

of the first of tiie United Provinces, he acquired
immense influence over all Holland, and may be
considered premier of the Dutch parliament. The
Grand Pensionary held his office for five years,
but was in most cases re-elected. The office was
abolished in 1795, after the conquest of Holland by
the French revolutionists.

GRAND RAPIDS, a prosperous manufac-
turing city, in the state of Michigan, United States,
is situated in a pleasant and healthy district on
both banks of the Grand River, about 33 miles
from Lake Michigan, and 60 miles north-west of
Lansing. The river is here about 900 feet wide,
and descends IS feet in the course of one mile,
producing abundant water-power. The G. R. is

handsomely built, commands a fine view, and is one
of the most important trailing and manufacturing
cities in the state. The vicinity is rich in salt and gyp-
som, and in limestone, pine-lumber, and other bnilding
materials. The city was first settled in 1 633. and incor^
pnrated in 1850. Pop. in 1860, 8085; in 1870. 16,507.

GRAND RIVER, a river of North America,
rises and flows throughout its entire course withk)
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the state of Michigan, and falls into the lake of

tli.it name at the town of Grand 1

1

ItS S'lUl'T H IN till" Sollth-O 1st of till- St.lt.', IM tWO
branches which unite near the town "i Jackson.
G. 1(. is navigable t"i to the rapids,

which are tit miles from the tth of the river,

and for smaller boats for 60 miles further- its

270 miles.

i.KiMi si'. RJEANTY (magna terjeanHa, or
. rvitiu n, great service), was the most

honourable of the ancient feudal tenure-. According
to Lyttleton, tenure by grand Berjeauty is where
a man holds his lands or tenements of our sovereign

lord the king by such services as l i^ht to do in

his proper person t" the king, as to cat

of the king, or his lance, or to lead hi

be his marshal, or to carry his sword before aim
>n ition, or his carver, or bis butler, or to

be one of his chamberlains of the receipt of his

exchequer, or to do other like services. This tenure
must hive I n held of tlie kin,-. Where lands
were held of a subject, on condit ol

i

of services identical with those which were rendered

to the king, the tenure was not grand serjeanty, but
. ice. Thus, lauds on tlie S.

held of the kim_' by coniH'.'e i. e., on condition of

winding a born to give notice when the Scots had
order—were held in grand serjeanty;

but lands held of a subject for the same service

were held in knight's service. Tenants holding
by grand serjeanty were free from cscuage, which
u-u ally ap]iertaini'.i to knight's service, and in general
could only be called upon to perform their services

infra quatuor nuiria, within the kingdom. The
services in grand serjeanty were to be performed
b] tie b iiant in person, where he was able to do
so. II line of attendance on the sovereign's

person was esteemed bo honourable, that no one
below the dignity of a knight could perform it.

Hence, where lands held by grand serjeanty were
-sion of a citizen, he was permitted to

perform bis service by deputy. This tenure by
grand serjeanty was by 12 Charles ||. ,. 24, in

common with other military tenures, reduced to

t so far as regards the
honorary services, which continue to be ohserved

to this day. Thus, the Duke of Wellington holds

of tie- er.iwn his estate of Strathfieldsaye on con-

dition ol presenting to the sovereign a dag bearing
the national colours on each succeeding anniversary
of the battle of Waterloo. The manor of Wood-
stock, with the demesne, in which is situated Blen-
heim Park, is held by the Duke of Marlborough
by grand serjeanty, on condition of presenting to

and her heirs, at the castle of Windsor,
a standard of France, on the 13th August yearly,

being the anniversary of the day on which the

battle of Hochstet was fought, near the village

of Blenheim, on the banks of the Danube, Cne
tenure of grand serjeanty was observed throughout

I of Europe. 'The freeborn Franks,'

eays Mr Hallam, Mhl Aget, 'saw nothing menial in

the titles of cupbearer, steward, marshal, or master
of the horse, which are still borne by the noblest
families in .very country in Europe, and by sove-

reign princes in the empire. The Count of Anjon,
VI., claimed the office of great senes-

chal of France—i. e., to carry dishes to the king's

table on state-days. Thus, the feudal notions of

grand serjeanty prepared the way for the restoration

of royal supremacy, as the military tenures had
impaired it.'

In Scotland, grand serjeanty was not known as

that is to say, lands held on
condition of honorary services rend. -red to the

sovereign were not attended with any privileges

other than those attaching to lands held in a similar

manlier of a subject superior. In that country, a

tenure by honorary service was known as a Blanch
11 DIG.

GRANDEE'S (Span, grandes), the name by
which the most highly privileged class of the
nihility of the kingdom of Castile has been known
sn the 13th century. To this class belonged the
whole of that very powerful portion of the nobility
who, from their wealth, were called the h'irai

Jloinbrts by pre-eminence; and to whom, more-
over, the crown had granted the right of beat in)!

a banner, and of gathering mercenaries around it

on their own account The members of the royal

family wen- not included amongst the grandees,

The honours of the grandees were hereditary ; they
held lands from the crown"on the tenure of militaiv

i el to prod a it.un number < f

lances, each lance being represented by a knight
with four or five men-at-arms. The gi i

exi mpted from taxation, and could not be sum-
moned before any civil or criminal judge without

of a foreign prince at war with Uastile without
incurring the penalties of treason. Besides these

privileges, which were common to them with the
rest of the higher nobility, the grandees possessed
several which were peculiar to themselves, or which
they shared only with the so-called ' Titulados '

—

the counts and dukes. Of these must especially be
mentioned the right in all public transactions of

being covered in the presence of the king. The
king addressed a grandee as mi primo, 'my cousin-

gernian;' whereas any other member of the higher

nobility he called only mi parienle, 'my relative,'

In the national assemblies, the grandees sat imme-
diately after the pre'atcs and before the titled

nobility (titulados). They had free entrance into

tin- palace, and into the private chambers of the
monarch ; and on the occasion of religious solemnities,

they had their place in the chapel royal next to the

altar. Their wives shared their dignities, the queeu
rising from her seat to greet them. Under Ferdi-

nand and Isabella, Cardinal Ximenes succeeded iu

breaking the power of the feudal nobility so eon,,

plctely, that by the end of the 15th c. the privileges

both of the grandees and of the rest of the higher

nobility were almost wholly abolished. Ferdi-

nand s successor, Charles V„ who considered it still

necessary to bind to his party some of the nobles,

and to reward others for the important sen-ices

which they bad rendered him, contrived out of an
independent feudal nobility to construct a depen-

dent court nobility. Gradually three classes of

grandees arose out of this merely nominal nobility.

It was the privilege of the brst class to be com-
manded by the monarch tq be covered before they

had begun to address him ; the second class

command as soon as they had finished

-, and heard the king's reply with
covered head ; but to the third class it was
addressed only after they had already listened

uncovered to the royal reply. All grand)
<:, and sentries were bound to present

arms to them. By the revolution and under the
government of Joseph Bonaparte, the dignities and
irivileges of the grandees were entirely abolished;

nit they were partially restored at the rabsequent

were bestowed on them. By the constitutnu

1831, the tirst place in the chamber of peer

snnignfld to the grandees.

GRANDFATHER. A grandfather is

liable at common law in England to
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if th<

relieved by t he parish, the parish may, under the

statute 43' Eliz. e. >, call upou him, if ahle, to con-

tribute to their support. In Scotland, the liability

exists at common law, and is enforceable without
the aid of a statute if the father, who is primarily

liable, is unable to maintain the children.

GR A.NDVILLE, Jean Ignace Isidore Gerard,
si French artist and caricaturist, was born at

Nancy, 3d September 1803. In the year 182S, he
published the first of a series of humorous sketches,

entitled Les Metamorphoses du Join; which were
highly thought of ; and soon afterwards another
series, entitled Les. Animaux Parlants. After the
July revolution, G., with Decamps and Daumier,
became the moving spirit of the ' Caricatures,'

perfect collections of which are now in great request.

His Convoi de la Liberie", his Basse Com; Mat de

Cocatjne, &c, as pictures of the politics and man-
ners of the times, are of great and lasting value.

When the law of September put an end to political

caricature, G. used his pencil to satirise the less

important follies and vices of mankind. He
also contributed illustrations to new and splendid

editions of the Fables of Lafontaine and Florian, the

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, Girfliver's Travels,

Abel Hugo's Vie de Napoleon, Raybaud's Jerome
Paturot, &c. G. is remarkable for depth and deli-

cacy of observation and criticism, for his ingenious

turn of thought, and accuracy in portraiture.

His drawing is correct, his anatomy accurate, his

foreshortening carefully studied ; the whole is

occasionally hard and cold, the idea complicated, but
always united with rare delicacy of allusion and
affluence of svmbolieal details. G. died at Paris,

17th March 1847.

GRANE, GRAN, or QTJADE, a town and
seaport of Arabia, is situated on a bay of the same
name at the north-western extremity of the Gidf of

Persia, in lat. 29° 26' N., long, about 48° E. Its

trade is of some importance. Pop. estimated at

about S000.

GRANrCTTS, the ancient name of a small river

in the north-west of Asia Minor, flowing from the
northern side of Mount Ida to the Propontis, and
now known as the Kodsha-su. The G. is cele-

brated as the scene of the first victory gained by
Alexander the Great over the Persians after he
crossed the Hellespont, 334 B.C.

GRANITE, a well known igneous rock, composed
of the three minerals, quartz, felspar, and mica,

united in a confuted crystallisation ; that is, without
a regular arrangement of the crystals. The felspar

is the most almndant ingredient, and the proportion

of quartz is greater than that of mica. The name
has been given to it on account of its granular

structure.

Granite differs from greenstone and the later

igneous rocks, in the large quantity of quartz that

enters into its composition. In the trappean and
other igneous rocks, the silica or silicic acid was only

sufficient for union with the bases to form felspar

and hornblende, the constituents of these rocks,

none remained free to crystallise as pure quartz

;

while in granite, so great was the excess of silex,

that in its pure state, as quartz, it forms a consider-

able bulk of the rock. Granite is always a compact
rock, it never passes into or alternates with tuffs

ur breccias. Tins peculiarity, associated with the
crystalline structure of the rock, and the absence of

cellular cavities, such as are produced in trappean
and volcanic rocks by the expansion of the con-

tained gases, have led to the belief that granite has

been formed at considerable depths in the earth,

and has crystallised slowly under great pressure

either from superimposed strata >r deep seas. On
this account the granitic rocks have been called
' Plutonic rocks;' and Lyell has applied to them the
term ' hypogene,' from itpo, under, and t/inomai, to

be born. It was formerly supposed that all granitic

rocks were formed before the deposition of any of

the sedimentary strata, and hence they were named
' Primitive rocks.' But it having been found that
granite is associated with formations of various

ages, and that even since the beginning of the Ter-
tiary epoch its intrusion among the Eocene strata of

Central Europe has raised the Alps more than 10,000
feet above the level of the sea, this name has been
entirely dropped. Although granite is not absent
from the Secondary and Tertiary strata, it is more
frequently associated with the 1 'a Uvozoic formations;
indeed, it appears to be the fundamental rock of the
earth's crust. Wherever we reach the base of the
stratified rocks, we And them resting upon granite ;

aud whatever the age of the strata thus lying on
the granite, whether Chalk, Silurian, or whatever
else, we have no reason to suppose that below the
granite there occur beds of older date ; for, although
granite penetrates the stratilied rocks, it has not
been noticed to spread over them like greenstone,

so that wherever it presents itself in a large mass,
it is believed that no other rock is beneath it

Were we at any point to penetrate through the
stratified rocks that form the upper portion of

the earth's crust, we would reach at their base a
granitic reck; and in our progress still downwards,
the only change we would encounter would not
be one of materials, but only of the condition of

these materials from the influence of heat. There
are. appearances, however, which seem to indicate

that some granites are true, though highly altered,

sedimentary rocks.

Large extents of the earth's surface are covered
with granites ; occasionally, it is the superficial rock
in flat undulating plains, but it most frequently
makes its appearance in mountainous regions,

perhaps forming the axis of the mouutain-range,
and thus being the cause of its elevation. It seems
probable that in some cases granite has been
raised from below as a solid indurated rock ; it

has, however, generally been in a fluid condition,

as is evidenced by the number of veins which are

protruded from it into the adjacent rocks.

The varieties of granite depend upon the number
and quantity of its mineral constituents, and upon
the state of aggregation of these materials. Ordi-

nary granite is composed of felspar, mica, and
quartz. The felspar may be either the flesh-

coloured potash variety, orthoclase, or the pure
white soda variety, albite, or both potash and soda
may enter into its composition. The mica varies in

colour from a pure silvery white, through the more
common brown, into black. The quartz is geuerally

white, seldom dark-gray or brown. The predom-
inance of one or other of the ingredients, or of a

particular variety, gives the peculiar colour to the

mass, which is generally either red, gray, or white.

The red is produced from the predominance of

orthoclase ; the white, of albite; and the intervening

gray from the mica, or sometimes from the quartz.

The felspar forms generally a half, and sometimes
even more of the bulk of the rock ; the mica in one
variety, and the quartz in another, are so minute
as to be scarcely visible. Sometimes the felspar

separates into large and distinct crystals fomiing a
poqihyritie granite. The substitution of hornblende
for mica produces that variety called Syenite (q. v.)

;

and if talc takes the place of the mi:a, the rock

is called Protigine (q. v.). When the ingredients

exist in a compact and finely granular condition, the

compound is known as Eurite. Sometimes, especially
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an imperfect laminar structure,

which, when broken at right angles to the lamina),
1 oken and angular lines that

have a faint resemblance to Hebrew characters,
is called Graphic Granite.

Granite is largely need as a building material in
i engineering-works, and also in public

b .;v en work-
ing it makes it expensive, but this is inter-

balanced by its great durability, h . an net be
cut, like the majority of building-stones, with Baws,
but is worked first with large hammi
witl. pointed uc ess with whirl, the
Egyptians operated upon this refract

ordinary. They worked and polished ii

in a way which we cannot excel, il

!' to it, with all the appliances oi tnodei a

with polishing, thej
ii of the bio ks w ith the most delioati

and sharply eat hieroglyphics !

The granites bust known fin- ornamental purposes
In the I Uitl'il Simi.- uru obtained t'ri.in lb. 11. .wi -II,

Maine, and from Full River and Qnincy, Mass. Of
this last-mentioned laru-ty, hatuU |>olished col-

umns for public halls have been constructed.
The soil produced by the wcathcini

rocks should be fertile, as their chemical compo-
h-lilellts. The Vlrat

; the rock, and its resistance to atmos-
;
heric influences, prevent a Boil of any thickness

be ii_' formed ; and even where it exist
cur temperate re-ions, it is gcnerall -.

BX] I. that it is unfavourable to

wanner climates, such soils are frequently very
fertile.

GRANT, in English law, the conveyance of real
property by deed. ( Irumallv. the t.-i in a," v. i

confined to the conveyance of incorporeal heredita-
estates ill reversion; aeeonlm:,' to tie-

maxim that incorporeal property lay in "rant. an.

I

impossible to

>1 that which had do tangible
was not in the possession of the granter.

et a reversion

t by grant, it was necessary that the
tenant of the particular estate shoiil.l acknowledge
the grantee by attormn. nt. 'I h

in.nt was abolished 4 and 5 Anne, c. 16, s. 9. By
8 and 9 Viet, c 100, it is enacted that .states.

corporeal as well as incorporeal, may 1.

grant.

GRA'NTHAM, a municipal and parliamentary
borough and market-town of England, in the canity

l- situated on the left bank of the
Witham, 23 miles south-south-west of the city of

Lincoln, and about IK) miles north-north-west of

London. <o has a free grammar school, with an
income from endowment of £800 •

pari li church, a beautiful structure of the 13th e.,

has a line spire 07.-; f,-vt high. Here Newton was
hi olassica bee.,

iwn with the

rirei front The trade is chiefly in malt, com,
ami coal. G. returns two iiiciub. rs to the imperial
parliament. Top. in 1871, ol parliamentary borough,

18.248.

GRAKULA'TIONS, the mat rials of new
texture as first formed in a wound or on an
iil.rrate.l snrfuce. See INFLAMMATION, ClCATHIZA-
TH'N. W.'i NP, I 1

GRANVILLE, a fortified town an. I seaport of

France, in the ilepartineul ••! La Mauche, is sitnated

on 11 pr nton surmounted by a fort, 23 miles

north-east of St. Malo. It is a badly built, ilirty

oteresting town
; the extensive new pier,

bu.it in a sufficient l> Strong manner to a. met ,,1

. mounted with cannon, and the old
chmch ol gray granite, built in the flamboyant
style, b. only notewoithj 1.

Its haibeur. though Well-sh'ehcie.l aiid'capabll ,.|

a. V..111111.,. kiting till ships, is always ilrv at lew-

water. The principal trade of li. is in the whale, cod,
au.l oyster fisheries. Top. 17,180.

GRAPE-SHOT, called ist of

bullets. balls piled rounil iron p 11,

holding together a s, r.cs ol parallel lion plat. :- ,, a. I

c of the cannon used), between which
it, kept in their daces by holes in thu

plates. Small 34-inch or -(-inch shells are also

b 1
Lie jrapi for firing from mortars

at short ranee, as, for example, in clearing the
covert way of a fortress from the third parallel
In either case, the explosion of the charge bursts

I- '
1
be bin, liny, ami the shot [or

to s,-. inn- directly on leaving the mu
„ are very formidable again 1 di use
oops ; but, of curse, only at com-

paratively short ranges. The shot employed .liller

in weight from ti oz. to 4 lbs., according to the
calibre of the gun from which they arc fired

GRAPE-SUGAR See Sugar.

GRA'PHITE. See Black Lkad.

GRA'PPLING-IRON, or GRAPNEL, a sort of
small anchor, having several pointed claws, used
generally in making fast boats an.l other small
vessels. A similar instrument of more formidable
iliuieiisious is employed during action for grappling

md yards of a hostile ship preparatory
t., boarding.

GRAPTOLITES, a group of fossil soophytes,
apparently nearly related to the recent SertiUaria.
They had simple or branched polypi. buns, formed of
a horny substance. The cells iii which the polype
lived were arranged in a single Bene ,,., ,1

the rachis. or in a double series on both sides
; the

r.ichis was generally prolonged beyond the cells at
the growing end of the pnlvpi.loni. I

I
•''

I 11 oh en ,-,l att.-i.-he.l to the poly pidom,
exhibiting a method of reproduction similar to that
in the hydroid zoophytes. The generic division of

the graptolites has been based on the arrangement
Of the cells.

Nearly eighty species of graptolites have been
described. Tin y are confined to the Silu

and are most abundant in the hard slaty shales,
which were tie- tine mud of the S Inn.,

GRA'SLITZ. a small town of Bohemia, is situ-
ated on the bord.-r of Saxony, I'll miles ,,

,-ast of the town of Eger. It has manufactures
of ctton g is, paper, looking-glasses, inus.cal and
mathematical instruments, and machinery. Top
5900.

GRA'SMERE, the name of a village and lake
in Westmoreland, about three miles DOl

Ambleside. The village, which is beautifully situated
at the head ,n ancient church,
containing Wordsworth's crave, which is marked
by a plain and modestly fa hioned slab. The lake
is upwards ol a mile long, and about half a
nib,- broad, is oval in form, and encloses a small
island. It is girdled 1 til by huh mountains,
and forms one of the most beautiful scenes iu

England.

GRABS (in Law),
the person eutitc

his death goes to the heir, and not to

The period of entry as to grass farms in Scotland

! .leW I
e (,n |a ,,J

il. and at
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Whitsunday. Where the cattle of strangers are put

into the fields of a tenant in Scotland to graze, the

landlord cannot sequestrate the cattle for his rent;

whereas, in England, he may distrain the cattle, and

pay himself the rent.

GRASS CLOTH, a name often, although

erroneously, given to certain beautiful fabrics

manufactured in the East from different kinds of

fibres, none of which are produced by grasses. One
of these fabrics is made from the fibre of Btehmrriu

nhm, popularly called China-grass ; another, also

known as Pina Muslin, from the fibre of Bromdia
pigna. >jie Bcshmeria and Bromeliace^;.—The
'imds of cloth really made from the fibre of grasses

are extremely coarse.

GRASS OF I'ARNA'SSUS (Parnassia), a genus
of plants, generally regarded as belonging to the

natural order Droseracew, but referred by Lindley

to h'-.yei-icacem. The calyx is deeply 5-cleft, there

are 5 etals, 5 stamens, and 5 scales fringed with
globidar-headed threads alternate with the stamens,

which are regarded by Lindley as bundles of altered

stamens ; there are four stigmas, and the fruit is

a 1 -celled, 4-valved capsule with many seeds. The
geuus consists of a few small herbaceous plants,

with flowers of considerable beauty, growing in wet
situations in the colder northern parts of the world.

Some of them are found within the arctic circle, and
to the snow-line of the Alps, Himalaya, and other

mountains. The common Grass of Parnassus (P.

palustris) is an ornament of bogs and wet places

in Britain and other parts of Europe, with heart-

shaped leaves, mostly radical and on long foot-

stalks, and one sessile leaf on the stem, which is

about eight or teu inches high, and bears a solitary

yellowish-white llower. P. palustris is found on the

shores of Lake Superior, P. Caroliniana and P. usari-

folia in the middle states and southwards.

GRASS OIL, a fragrant volatile oil obtained

from the leaves and stems of certain grasses of the

genus Andropoi/im (see Lemon Grass), natives of

India. The kind known as Grass-oil of Nemaur is

produced at the foot of the Vindhya Hills, and is

exported from Bombay. It has been ascribed to

the grass called Vittievayr or discus (A. muricalus)
;

to another species, which Dr Eoyle supposes to be
the Calamus Aromaticus of the ancients ; and to a

third, also like these, a very fragrant grass (A.

Iwarancusa). It is not improbable that it may be

obtained from more than one species. It is obtained

by distillation ; the grass, being cut when it begins

to flower, is bound in small bundles, which are

thrown into a boiler with water, and the oil, as it

distils over, is received in cold water, from which
it is afterwards skimmed. It is of a light straw

colour, has a peculiar rich agreeable odour, aud is

food. It has a balsamic taste ; and all the species

abound in a resiuous juice, which, on exposure to the

air, hardens into a reddish yellow inodorous sub-

'uble m alcohol,

pimge st imul.-iti: It is employ

ic. but
ed in

frequently as a liniment in chronic rheumatism. Its

chief use, however, is in perfumery. It is sometimes

called Ginger-grass Oil, but is commonly called Oil

i/ ( rranium by perfumers, anil by druggists Oil

of Syikenard.—Similar to this, but different, and

»bt iin-2d from other species of the same genus, is

thr oil known as Oil of Lemon Grass (q. v.).

GRASS TREE (Xnnthoi-rhaxi), a genus of plants

of the natural order Lilimva', natives of Australia,

and constituting a very peculiar feature in the vege-

tation i f that part of the world. They have shrubby

stems, with tufts of long wiry foliage at the summit,

somewhat resembling small palms ; a long cylindrical

spike of densely aggregated flowers shooting np
from the centre of the tuft of leaves. The base of the

inner leaves of some species is eatable, and forms,

particularly when roasted, an agreeable article of

Grass Tree (X.tnlh.,-,- ; hastilis).

and useful as a tonic in dysentery, diarrhoea, and
other intestinal maladies ; used also by the natives

of Australia for uniting the edges of wounds, and
with an aluminous earth for caulking their canoes,

and as a cement for various purposes. The common
grass tree (X. hastilis) has a stem about four feet

high, but sometimes a foot in diameter. It is of

Several species are found in Eastern Australia,

where their leaves are used as fodder for all kinds

of cattle.

GRASSE, a manufacturing town of France, in

the department of Var, is pleasantly situated in

the midst of flower-gardens, on the southern slope

of a hill, 23 mUes east-north-east of Draguignan.

The streets are steep, narrow, and csooked, but

the houses are well built The principal buildings

are the college, hospital, and ecclesiastical school.

G. is second only to Paris in its manufactures of

essences and perfumes, made from the roses, orange-

flowers, heliotropes, mint, &c, which, from the

mildness of the climate, are most successfully grown
in the vicinity. It has also manufactures of woollen

goods, soap, leather, and olive oil ; several sdk-

spinning factories and tanneries ; and a consider-

able trade in oranges, citrons, wax, aud honey. Popu-
lation, 12,015.

GRASSES (Graminece or Oraminaceai), a natural

order of endogenous plants, containing almost 41)00

known species, about one-twentieth of all known
phanerogamous plants ; whilst the social habit of

many of them, and the vast number of individual

plants within even a limited tract, give them a still

greater proportion to the whole phanerogamous
vegetation of the earth. They are distributed over

all parts of the world ; some are characteristic of

the warmest tropical regions, and some of the

vicinity of perpetual snow , but they abound most
of all, and particularly in their social character,

clothing the ground with verdure, aud forming the

chief vegetation of meadows and pastures, in the

northern temperate zone. There is no kind of soil

which is not suitable to some or other of the grasses

;

and whilst some are peculiar to dry and sterile

soils, others are only found on rich soils with



aluuitlant moisture ; some grow in marshes, Stagnant
waters, or slow streams, some only on the sea-coast

;

none are truly marine. Some grasses are annual,

ami senile perennial ; they have tibrotlS roots; the

root-stock often throws out runnels; the stems
i und. jointed, generally hollow, except

at the joints, ran-ly lille.l with |nth. generally annual,

and of humble growth, but sometimes perennial ami
weoily, occasionally-- as in bamboos - attaining the

height and magnitude of trees. The leaves are long
ami narrow, alternate, and at the base sheath the

culm; the sheath is split on the side opposite to

that from which the blade springs ; and at the
junction of the blade and sheath, there is often a

short membranous prolungati f the epidermis of

the sheath, called the liffuU. The Bowers are gene-

rally hermaphrodite, but Bometimes unisexual, and
more frequently so in the grasses of tropical than in

HlOSS of colder climates ; they are disposed in -ydiv-

kiM. and these again generally in spikes, racemes,

. i ley have no proper calyx nor corolla,

but consist of the parts of truetiticatioii enclosed

in two series of suiaII bracts, some or all of which
awned. See Awn. The two outer

Fig. 1.

-pikelet with ore floroi ; two wither*: b, «pil

lurrU, uhewn detach."! trim tin- glume*; III

bracts of each spikelet are called plumes. In some
grasses, only one glume is properly developed for

each spikelet. Within the glumes are the Jlorrtt

forming the spikelet, sometimes only one, but often

a larger number, each floret hiving generally two
small bracts called palea or tjhtmdlte, the immediate
covering of the parts of fructification. The glumes
were called the calyx by the older botanists, and
the pales the corolla, but inaccurately. The stamens
are bypogynOUS, sometimes only one, sometimes six

or more, but very geni i

ally three, the anthers
attached to the filaments

by the middle of their

back, and easily moved
by the slightest breeze.

The ovary is simple, one-
celled; the styles two or

three, sometimes united ;

the stigmas feathery or

hairy. The fruit is a

caryoptis, the
being in -porated with

the seed ; the seed con-
rV. 2. -Smkelct with One „ist3 ()f a smaU cm i, rv0?

ree Anthers: , .

i( ,,„. Ut<< . ^'^
the outside of a large

farina is albumen, from
which arises m great part

the extreme importance of this order of plants

•allien; /, si i

to mini; the farinaceons seeds oi some of nm
gras-es being the eon, or grain which forms a chief

part of huiimn food. The grn-srs cultivated on tins

account are noticed in the article Ceueai.ia nnd in

separate articles. Starch is the principal -ul.-t.mee

entering into the eon :

seeds, and is otten , shaded 1,0m them, either to lw
used by itaeli as an article of food, or for other

to i he kmd. Besides
starch, they contain, in : i,.i|,i i,i le-s prop, n t ions,

gluten and othei similar sub t s. on which not
a little of their nutritive value depends. 'The pecu-
liarities oi, composition of the most important grains

are noticed in the article Meal, or under their

Beparate beads, When, by the process ot „„</ in,/

(see .Ma III. great part of the starch ol lie grain has
been converted into su_ar, a fermented liquor is

made from it, of which Beer or Axe made Er

barley is the st familiar example ; aud from this,

again, a spirituous liquor as whisky— is obtained
by distillation. Fermented and spirituous liquors

arc commonly made from different kinds of gram in

different parts of the world, particularly barley,
in ii. c.

i ice, and millet. - Siiiar is another important
product of grasses, existing in large quantity in the

stems of many species, and particularly abounding
in the soft internal part of some, as Sugar-cane,
Maize, and Shal r Sugar-grass (SiinjIiHin mn-linr-

alum, sec l>ri:t;A), from which it is extracted for

use. The sugar-cane yields far more sugar than all

the other plants cultivated on that account in the
world. Hum—obtained by fermentation and distil-

lation from sugar— is another well-known product of

the sugar-cane, and similar liquors may be obtained
from the other sugar-producing grasses.—Besides
these uses, glasses are also of great importance as

affording pasture and fodder [fiay and sinuri for

cattle. Sec Fodder.—The woody stems of the

larger grasses are applied to a great variety of

economical purposes. See Bamboo. Those of some
of the smaller grasses are much used for thatch, and
are also made by plaiting into straw-hats, ladies'

bonnets, &c. See SruAW-fi.AiitMi. The under-

ground runners of some species, as the Marrum
Grass and Sea Lyme-grass, make them particularly

usefid for binding and fixing loose sauds.—The
stems and leaves of many grasses have fibres of

such length and strength that they are twisted into

coarse ropes for many purposes in which no great
durability is required. Thus, hay and straw ropes
are commonly used on every farm in Britain, and
different grasses are used in the same wax- in many
parts of the world. Some grasses, as the Moonja
[Shiv/hh-iiiii Mmiju) of India, are not simply twisted

into ropes, but their fibres are first separated by
moistening and beating; and the fibres of some, as

the Ksparto |q. v.) of Spain, are made not mi; into

ropes, hut into mats, sacks, and other very coarse'

fabrics. I In- Chinese make paper from the young
shoots of bamboo; paper is also made from the
straw of rye. wheat, barley, and oats I m ghl

be made from that of many grasses. Se< Papeb
The perennial roots and runners of some gi isses

contain
|

nliar substances, on account
they are used medicinally, as those of couch-grass.

The stems and leaves of some contain Coumaria
(q. v.), and have a very agreeable fragrance when
dried, as in the ease of the Sweet so ntol Vernal

.. iitihti in iiilitriiliim i ill Britain. A f< w,

chiefly East Indian species, eon! the) iromatio

and fragrant substances In the stem ami root, par-

ticularly Lemon (irass, Vitt;cva\r, and
of Andropogon, winch yield (irass oil (q. v.).— It

has been alleged that the s ! s of a I

a -, but this iii evei

lirmatiou, although Darnel (q.V.) U parti. -ah. his
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ft l»ul reputation. The stems, leaves, and glumes of

grasses contain n large proportion of silica, particu-

larly the epidermis, so that when large quantities of

them are burned, a sort of glass is formed; a fact

which requires atteutiou in questions relative to the

manures proper for particular crop?, and the most
profitable alternation of crops in husbandry. The
following are the tribes into which botanists have
divided the natural order of Grasses, with the names
of soioe of the most important, as examples :

Ory-ece. Rice.

Phalarece. Maize; Job's Tears (Comj); Canary
Grass; Foxtail Grass; Soft Grass;
Timothy Grass.

Panicece. Millet (of various kinds) ; Fundi

;

Guinea Grass.

tltipeoe. Feather Grass ; Esparto.

Agrostew. Bent Grass.

Arundece. Heeds ; Marruni Grass ; Pampas Grass.

Puppnpkoreas.
Chlorece. Cord Grass (Spartina) ; Cynodon ;

Eleusine.

Avenece. Oats; Vernal Grass ; Aira.
Festuceie. Fescue; Meadow Grass; Manna Grass;

Teff; Cock's-foot Grass ; Tussac
Grass ; Dog's-tail Grass.

Sub-tribe Bambusidte—Bamboos.
Bordece. Wheat; Barley; Bye; Spelt; Rye-

grass ; Lyine Grass.

Fottboellcce. Gama Grass.

Andropogoneie. Sugar-cane ; Shaloo or Sugar Grass

;

Durra ; Lemon Grass ; Vittievayr.

The word Grass is probably from the same root as

Lat. cre.sco, Eng. grow.
Among farmers, the term grasses is extended to

include, "along with the true grasses, other plants

cultivated for fodder and forage, such as clover,

&c, and these are distinguished by the term
A rtificial Grasses, whilst the true grasses are called

Natural Grasses.

GRA'SSHOPPER, the English name of many
species of insects, forming a family of the order

Ortltoptera, section Saltatoria, called Gryllidai by
some (chiefly English) entomologists, and Locustidai

by others—those who adopt the former name desig-

nating the Crickets (q. v.) AcltetidiB. Locusts (q. v.),

however, do not belong to this family, although very
closely allied, but are distinguished from it by
greater robustness of frame, shorter legs, and shorter

antennae. The antenna? of the grasshoppers are long

aud threadlike, as in the crickets. The wings of

grasshoppers, as of locusts, fold together like the

sides of a roof, whilst those of eriekets are horizontal

when at rest. Grasshoppers, like crickets and locusts,

Grasshopper, Female (O-ryllus viridissimus).

have the thighs of the hinder legs very large and
adapted for leaping. But grasshoppers do not leap

with so great energy as locusts, nor are they capable

of so sustained a flight. There are, indeed, some of

t..e lamily in which the wings are merely rudimental,

and the elytra? or wing-covers of small size. Most of

them, however, have well-developed wings ; and the
wing-covers of the males, as in crickets, fiave a spot
at the base of a talc-like appearance, by the rubbing
together of which that chirping sound is produced
which is probably connected with the sexual instincts

of the insects, but which we have learned to asso-

ciate with the brightest of green pastures and of

sunshiny clays. Grasshoppers arc herbivorous. Sev-
eral species of grasshoppers, or more properly locusts,

infest old cotton and grass fields in the United States

Some of them are large and possessed of gres t powers
of flight, and often do much harm to vegetation, espe
cially to the grass and cotton. In some of the north-

ern states they have been so numerous that farmers
have resorted to methods of wholesale destruction,

sweeping them, by means of sheets spread upon poles,

into bags suspended behind, and killing them in boil-

ing water. The hateful grasshopper (Valoptcnus
spreta), and the red-legged locust (0. femur rubrum)
are well known in the United States. The former
commits great ravages in the Western States, devour-

ing every green thing, as do the locusts of Arabia and
Northern Africa. See Hep. of Com. of Agriculture,

for 1867.

GRA'SSUM, in the Law of Scotland, is a lump
sum paid by persons who take a lease of landed
property. In the case of entailed estates, the heir

in possession is generally prohibited from taking

large sums in the form of a grassum. and letting

the property at a lower rent, because it.teuds to

prejudice those who succeed him in the property.

In England, the word is not used, but the word
premium in some cases, and fine in others, means
the same thing. Where a person is entire owner
or freeholder, he is entitled to let his land at any
rent he pleases, and to stipulate for a grassum as

large as he can get.

GRASSWRACK (Zostera), a genus of plants of

the natural order Xaiades. one of the few genera of

phanerogamous plants which grow amongst sea-

weeds at the bottom of the sea. The leaves are

narrow and grass-like ; and the flowers consist

s and pistils, without any peria

flat

thin linear spadix, with a leafy spat/ie. The pollen

is coufervoid.—The Common ( Jrasswrack [Z. marina)

is a perennial plant, which forms green meadows on
the sandy bottom of shallow parts of almost all the

European seas, and abounds in creeks and salt-water

ditches. It is found in great plenty on the British

shores. It becomes white by exposure to the air.

The rush-like coverings of Italian liquor-flasks are

made of it, and it is much used for packing glass

bottles and other brittle ware. It has been long

used in Holland, Gothland, and Iceland for stuffing

pillows and mattresses, and this use has of late

years very much extended, so that the plant has
become an article of commerce, under the name of

Alga marina, or more commonly, but incorrectlj.

Alva marina (Ger. See-gras).

GRATE, the iron cage which supports the coal

for a common fire. Considerable improvements have
been made of late years in the construction of

common domestic grates. Our forefathers simply

added an iron cage to the old form of fireplace built

originally for burning a pile of wood. This was a

large square-sided recess, with a very wide opening

for the chimney. Count Rumford pointed out the

disadvantages of this, and the principles upon which

they should be remedied. See Chimney. In the

modern grate, the tilling up of the square cavity

of lowering and nam
are usually effected

ifonl, and also

c throat of the .

plates forming
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equal it.i liness radiate nnil reflect Che beat into the
n "'in. anil thereby flfret a considerable saving of

dml, liesidea which the urate itself is brought for-

ward level with, or even pi-< iji-c-tiiiji beyond. tin 1 walls

of the room, whereby the radiation from t i
i. In iti-.l

coal is utilised to the utmost. One of the most
well as elegant forma of grate is that

Bash w
which is a hemispherical cavity with h..w.d I mis in

front, ami a trapped • »j »« ning into the chimney in the

upper part of this cavity."" When thi

draught, this form of grate gives a a 1 fire, and
, of fin 1 for an open

bich of course is always somewhat waste-

ed with a stove), the curved Burface

& ibove the lire radiates and rcllcets into

the i i from every part of its .surface, and the
plate Bush with the wall, which is heated by eon-

v be regarded as a part of the room, and
thus the main condition of -co

throwing as much as possible

room, and allowing as little as possible to go up
the chimney. A lining of firebrick or of fireclay,

moulded to the form of the hack of the grate, is

useful in retaining the heat which is a

uuliiistioii of coal; the firebrick, being a
bad Conductor and an excellent radiator, becomes
red-hot on its surface next to the coal, and this

heat is not carried away, but is radial

fire, and assists in burning the carbon oi the smoke.
The conditions for securing an effective draught
are treated under CHWNKY.

GKATIAN, the collector of the well-known
body of canon law which is commonly cited under
the title of Decretum GraUanx. It is singular,

however, that although few authorities have been
bo frequently cited, or have obtained so wide and
permanent acceptance as this celebrated collection,

hardly anything is known of the collector's own
lory. The sum of our knowledge

regarding him is, that he was a native of Chiuaa
in Tuscany, and that he became, in later fife, a

Benedictine monk of the monastery of St l-'dix in

.• date commonly as.-i_n.-d to I l.'s collec-

tion is 1141 or 1151; its title, however, Decretum,
a Ditcordant urn '

be of later origin. How far the collection is the
work of (.. himself, or how far he was indebted
for his materials, and even for their arrangement,
to the labours of earlier collectors, it is difficult

to determine. The work consists not only of the
decrees of councils and popes down to innocent
II. (including the spurious Isiuoiu an Dkciietals,

q. v.), but also of passages from the Scripture,

from the Fathers, and even from the Soman law.

It is divided into three parts. The Brst regards
the hierarchical constitution of the chinch, ami
chicly relates to doctrinal and moral subjects. It

is divided into 'distinctions.' The second treats of

external jurisdiction, under the head i.l 'can i and
The third regards the inner life of

d I be sacrament.. From
what lias been already said regarding his adoption

of the I nloiian decretals, it will be inferred that
iii point of criticism G.'s authority is of little

value, and. in general, it may be added that no
authority is given to any document beyond what
it intrinsic! u the fact "f its being
placed in <;.'a collection. For the other collectors

ol the canon law, see Canon Law. The date of

G.'s death is unknown.

OBATIA'RTJB, Aooosivs, eldest son if Valen-
tiniiuj I, by his iirst wue Seven, was born at

Sirmium in Pannonia, on the 19th of April 359
a. i>. While be was still nobiliimmut >

apparent), he was created consul, and in 367, was
elevated by bis father to the rank of Augustus at

Ambiani, or Amiens, la Gaul In tb

iianie.l bis father in his exped tion

against the Alemamii, in order thai

I to warfare. On the death nf Valeu-
tinian, the troops elevated (1. to tin- throne,
giving him at the same time as a oolleagi e 1 is

half-brother Valentiuiau II. Gaul, Spam, aid
Britain fell to G.'s share; and as bis brother was
only four years old, G. is supposed by manv
authorities to have been the monarch dt facto .1

the rest of the Western Empire, fixing h • resi-

dence at Treviri (now Treves). During il. <-.'.

part of his reign, a fierce warfare ws
against the tribes who possessed the Danubian pro-

vinces and IUyiicum ; and he was on the point of

inarching into Thrace, to assist his uncle Valena
against the Goths, when he was suddenly called

upon to defend his dominions against the I,cnticn«os,

a tribe of the Aleinanui. After the invaders bad
been defeated, G. advanced towards the Eastern
Empire, but while on the way, he learned that his

uncle Valens bad been defeated and killed by the
Goths near Adrianople (August 378). The sove-
rcigntv of the Eastern Empire then devolved upon

I oi ruling

the whole empire, he recalled Theodosius (q. v.)

G., but feeling his inadequacy to the task

from Spam, and appointed him his coll.

19th January .'iTH. 0. possessed some admirable
virtue.-. : he was pious, chaste, and temperate ; his

understanding was Well cultivated, although not

strong, and his eloquence attractive. But his

character was too yielding and pliant, and he was
consequently often led to the commission of gross acts

of cruelty and tyranny, utterly foreign to

...ii of the pagans, and afterwards of

here! i Chri bians, made him a great favourite with
orthodox ecclesiastics, but rather alienated the
affections of bis subjects generally, while his

fondness for frivolous ainu-cni nts, and unworthy
associates, excited the contempt of the army, so

that when itlaxilnus was proclaimed emperor by
the legions in Britain, crowds of the disaffected

Hocked to hi.s standard. (i. was .bleated by him
near Paris, and afterwards lied to Lynn, where he
was overtaken and killed by Andiagathius, whom
Maximus had scut in pursuit of him, on the 25th
August 383.

GRATl'OLA, a genus of plants of the natural

onbr .Sirtij'hulariiifit, having a o-partitc calyx, the

upper lip of the corolhi bifid, the lower trihd, only
two stamens Fertile, and the anthers pendulous.

is, sometimes called Hedge Hyssop, is

found in meadows and on the margins of ponds
and river-banks in most parts of Europe, but not in

Britain. It has sessile lanceolate serrulated leaves,

and axillary solitary Bowers. It is extremely Lifer,

acts violently as a purgative, diuretic, ;n.

and in overdoses is an acrid |

istered in eases of worms, jaundice, drop

mania, and \ , but repine! to be
used with cannon. It is said to ivn...

the Swiss meadows useless as pastures. It was
formerly so highly steeincd as a la-
the name of Gratitt Dei (Grace of Odd) was given
to it, and for the same reason it 18 known in

France as Herb atl Pauvre Hmnm [Poor Mau's
Herb). It is said to be the basis of the famous
gout medicine called Emi iiinlii-iiinli: I,'. .'.;«-

viana, a South Ami i

-
i somewhat

similar properties. Several species are found in the
I int. .1 State., generally inconspicuous inhabitants of
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GRATTAN, The Ricut Honourable Henry,
was born in Dublin, 3d July, 174G. His father was

recorder and M.P. for that city until his death in

1766. The year utter that event, having completed

his university studies with distinction at Trinity

College, Dublin, G. entered as a student of law
at the Middle Temple, London, where, however,
he neglected the pages of Blackstone, to listen to

the living oratory of parliament, and in particular

of Lord Chatham. In 1772, he was called to the

Irish bar, and in 1775 was returned to the Irish

parliament as representative for the borough of

Charlemont, for which he sat until 1700, when he
wa3 elected as one of the representatives of the city

of Dublin, to such an extent had his patriotism and
eloquence recommended him to the Irish people.

Mainly to him was owing, among other things;vthe

pkrtial abolition of the heavy restrictions on Irish

commerce. But his popularity ebbed as it had
flowed (and oftener than once) in the hearts and
huzzas of his impulsive and therefore inconstant

countrymen. In 1707, he declined to come forward
for Dublin, and went into temporary but undeserved
eclipse. In 1800, he was returned for the borough
of Wicklow, to oppose the Union, and that was
to tight for the people's idea of the constitution.

But the union was effected in spite of him, and in

1805 he was returned to the imperial parliament for

the borough of Malton, in Yorkshire. Next year, he
.was induced to stand for Dublin, and was re-elected.

He sat for it in successive parliaments till his

death, which happened on 4th June 1820, in London,
to which he had gone when in a weak state of

health, contrary to the advice of his physicians,

to advocate, as he had been wont, the cause of

Catholic emancipation.

G.'s public and private character was unimpeach-
able. For the vacillations of his popularity in

Ireland, his countrymen had reason to be ashamed,
and it is certain that he now holds a proper and
exalted place in the esteem of the people, for

whom he laboured with such sincerity, integrity,

and genius. The history of his life is in great

measure the history of the Irish constitution, and
entirely the history of the parliament of Ireland.

The history of his Life and Times, in four volumes,
has been published by his son.

As an orator, he stands in the first rank. His
style is full of point, rapidity, antithesis, and poetic

suggestiveness. His eulogy on Chatham, and his

invective against Bonaparte, are not surpassed in

British elocpience. Byron declares him to be an
orator—

"With all that Demosthenes wanted, endowed,
And his rival or master in all he possessed.

His speeches are collected and published (4 vols.

iS21) by his son and biographer.

GRATUITOUS DEED, in the Law of Scotland,

pieans a deed granted without any value received
If it is made in favour of a third party, in order to

defeat creditors, it is null and void, by stat. 1621
c. 18. There is this peculiarity, also, that when a
person is too generous, and contracts voluntarily

to give away property at a future period, if he
become destitute in the meantime, the court will, at

least where the deed was in favour of children or

grandchildren, retain sufficient for his own sub-
sistence. This is in imitation of the Roman law as

to beittftcium cow/H/rii/i'ir, but the Roman law weut
further. Such a provision is wholly unknown in

England In England, gratuitous deeds are usually

styled Gifts (q. v.) or Voluntary Conveyances (q. v.),

according to circumstances.

GRATZ, the capital of the crown-laud of Styria,

in Austria, is a picturesque old town, built on botb

sides of the Mm-, and encircled by fine gardens and
pleasure-grounds. It is 140 miles south-south-west
of Vienna, by the Vienna and Trieste Railway. The
population, including the garrison, is 63,176. The
inner town, which is connected with the suburb
on the western side of the river by two chain and
two wooden bridges, is surrounded by walls and
by a promenade (formerly the glacis) shaded with
trees, has narrow and crooked streets, and is not

remarkable for cleanliness. It is worthy of notice,

however, from the number of old buildings which
it contains, as the cathedral of St Agfdi, built

in the 14th c. ; the ancient castle of the Styrian

dukes, which possesses many curious relics of

antiquity ; the Landhaus, where the nobles of

the duchy held their meetings ; the university,

founded in 1585, with its library containing 50,000

volumes ; its museum, &c, the arsenal, and various

palaces belonging to the Styrian nobility. G. is

well provided with gymnasia and other public

educational establishments for the laity, and semi-

naries for the clergy. As the seat of government
for the circle, G. has special courts of law and
administration, and is a place of considerable im-

portance. It has important manufactures of steel

and iron wares, cotton, linen, and woollen fabrics,

leather, paper, saltpetre, &c. From its position on

the direct line of radway-communication between
Vienna and Trieste, it is favourably situated as an
intermediary station for the trade of the Austrian

capital and the Adriatic provinces ; and the general

amenities of G. have gamed for it from the witty

French the designation of 'la ville de Graces sur

la riviere de 1'Amour' (la ville de Griitz sur la

riviere de la Mur).

GRALT'DENZ, an old town and important
fortress of Prussia, in the province of West Prussia,

stands on the right bank of the Vistula, 60 miles

in direct line south of Danzig. A bridge of

boats, 2780 feet in length, here crosses the river.

G. contains numerous seminaries and educational

establishments. It carries on a trade in corn and
tobacco, and manufactures of woollens and cottons,

&c. The town is fortified by a wall ; and about
a mile north of it on a hill, and in a position that

commands the course of the Vistula, is the bomb-
proof fortress of Graudenz. Pop. 11,136, including

a garrison of 1888.

GRAU'WACKE. See Greywacke.
GRAVE ROBBING. The offence of taking

up dead bodies has often been attempted to be
declared felony by act of parliament ; but it is only

a misdemeanour, punishable by fine and imprison-

ment. If, however, the shroud, coffin, or any
property in the nature of a chattel is taken away
from the grave, the party may be indicted for

felony in stealing these. See Anatomy (in Law).

GRAVE STONES. The right to grant or

refuse permission to erect grave stones, tombs, or

monuments in the church or churchyard, in England,
is vested in the ordinary, who is generally the

bishop. In Scotland, a similar power is vested in

the heritors, L e., the proprietors of the lands in

the parish.

GRAVEL, the name given to aggregations

of water-worn and rounded fragments of rocks,

varying in size from a pea to a hen's egg. When the

fragments are smaller, the deposit is sand ; when
larger, it is called shingle. Beds of gravel occur

1
in formations of every age. While the materials

have been a long time in being prepared, and have

travelled perhaps a great distance from the niother-

rock, gravel deposits have been formed speedily, and

by the action of a strong current of water. They
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form very ircegulax and limited deposits, occurring south-west of the town of Bari. It contains 10,849

oka or nummooks in strata of Band, inhabitants, and occupies the s,te of ancient Bleru,

Unless ,„ the most r int depoaita, they almost one of the stations on the Via Appia, which passed

always form a bard rock called conglomerate 01 af I

1

gio Ondno, about a mile from the town. In

Iiuddingstone, 'li«' pebbles being compacted tog.Hut 'j'.t.'i. it sustained a memorable siege against the
mull, i , .1 current, w hi. h i. most 1 1

• [in-iit lv Saracens. It was a favourite hunting place of

iron, lime, or ailex Even so recent as the Glacial the Emperor Frederick II. The neighbourhood
gravels are sometimes formed into a compart possesses rich pastures, anil raises a celebrated

breed ol horses, in which the inhabitants do a large

rally loose. Mr I'r.stwich has divided the 1 "1« is- trade at their annual cattle-fair.

I a .wis into ' High Level' and • Low Level
,.i> 4V iT4 „ Tt v „ < „„ ,,„ ,,1 ; „;„

•

Th,- high level g.avcls ;„v the ,„o,..
'bAVlTA a, Hal an term used in music,

„„t; the; ha d aubeequently to »P"*J?ng *f % » to he penon.nd w,th an

ate formation of the preaent valleys, but apparently """';"< ""' '"" I -l-reaaion while the njove-

at a time when there' was ...... -I, .
«'.,<',, ... the [.-»' l"'^'-'* m a slow, marked, and solemn

valleys than there is now. The low level gravels

have boen produced by the present rivera.
|

GRAVITATION, GRAVITY. All bodies,

OB kVBX See Cm.i'I'i us. when raised into the air, and left unsupported, fall

OBAVBLINES, a small fortified town and sea- *", *•'';• ™ rt1 '
i", 1""^ I«rpeu.lieular to it. The force

aire, in t le- dep.irt nient of Nerd, issituate.1 " h "' h ™ ISI 'S tlltm tn
,<

l" s" l9 termed gravity, and,

Ihy locality at the l-J miles »'»v-rsal «,,.,,„, shews, acts towards the earths

south-westo. l.nnk.n,,,,. Although now a desolate-
'"'" ,1 "' "'"'v. strict lv, .t acts perpendicularly to the

.own. «,.l. grass growmg „, its streets,
»•''"'-." s .11 water. But . a body as ,

it ,s of unportane,. in a h.stoneal point of view. I'"
]"."J«te.l ohhqucl.y into the air, it .s made to

II. . ,. .'ou„t d'K.nn.mt ohta.ned a victory over <k's';"'-' :l ""ved 1" ''• »»™K a h..gbest point,

.eli ar.„v .......,l.-d In the Marcchal de yetex, or apogee
;
and when it meets the earth in

,„ l.V.S; a victory which compelled the
\

u ^.^. e..t its direction is not towards the centre,

French to a ,.t the severe con.bt.ous of the peace £'* '''lh "<" 1 to >' ilt '" ;'"-'^ " P-'W-n. See

of tateau-Cimlucsis. Ten .ear., later, it was taken Pk<«Ectilb. Observing this and hat the body, .f

by Louis XIV., who had '.t fort, tied by Vauban. »"t >"tcrn.ptcd by the earth s surface, would eon-

bit.-mts are employed ch.elly i„ {he herring t"" lu *" "•"« "» \ ™™? Wlth '* tangent always

and 1 hsheries. and the trade in liqueurs, timber, ^ r'"» *}* «;;"*?• ,'
,s

"'ft
«

>J"!
K tl 'at

.

,f

salt lish.etc. The harbour has now hecome useless
""t '"terrupted, it.m.ght circula e round tie

, , ,,
...

;
„,... as the ii u does round the earth. Next, know ing

iron, neglect. 1 op., w„h gamson, 642*. ^ ^^ rf ^ .

g ^.^ .^ ^ ^.^Q
.. i: \ VKSKNI), a market-town, municipal heights above the earth, the question arises -May

I.,....., h. a el river port ot Lngland, in the county
it n „ t ))e exerted ils far off as the moon? which

ot Kent, is Situated on the right bank of the W(. know t„ w ia |i VK.„ced by gome force winch
I

. .,., miles west-north-west of Canterbury, eontinually detlcets her from the tangent to her
and 24 miles ea t-aouth-east of London by the ,„.|, lti

.mi f mak ,.s her circulate round the earth.
North Kent llulway. It occupies a somewhat See Central Forces. Observing now the time of

, ,.hng posit,..,, on the lirst rising ground revolution of the moo,,, and calculating its ( 'cntri-

aft.r entering the river; and consists ot the old ,„,,al poroe (f] v ^ w liicb. we know must equal the
town, with narrow, inconvenient, and not too centripetal force, we put the question : Is this force
cleanly streets, and of the new town, west of the

t | 1(
. s;im( , as s , avity v The answer is, that it is a

no,,, with handsome streets, squares, and furce 3G(I0 tiim .s lesg energetic. If, then, grax-ity
G. is not lam, ms for its architecture.

| p(
.

t ] 1(
.

f,, rCe which really holds the moon to her
I

,ve market-gardens, great
1>:lt h, it must be explained why it acts upon her so

part ol the produce of which is sent to London. mlu .h m0M feebly than it would, were she a body
Many ol the inhabitants are employed in hshing.

0I1 the earth's surface. The explanation is given at
(i. forma the limit ol the port oi London. Here onee jf we suppose gravity to be a force whoae
pilots and custom house others are taken on board ,,„,,, v diniinishes with increase of distance, and is

up the river For centimes, the inV e'r;ely as the squares of the distances at which it

prosperity of the town has depended OB Its con-
i9 exerted; for the distance of the moon from the

ne.tiou With the metropolis. 1 he salubrious air earth's centre is just about GO times that of the
and bcantilul scene, y at Ii. render it a favourite earth's surface from its centre, and MOd : 1 :: 0(I'J : 1.

place with Londoners. It carries on some Wl . ,„,,.,. t(j
.u jt does so from the fact, that there is

sliipbuild.ng and a considerable trade m supplying n ,,thing inadmissible in such a diminution of ,-,„
, ,

ships' stores. Population innicipal borough with increase of distance-that, on the contrary,
(1871)21,188. there are many analogies for it, as in the emanations

(i. was originally a ,„//,-. or landing-place, and is of light and heat ; and in the argument drawn Iron,
mentioned as such in Domesday. Around this land-

t |, e m,ecssity of otherwise supposing some other

fed l»«« '"*"" "'•" "T i aftei the C piest. ,-,„,.,. than gravity to be employed in ddlecting the
ll " ' " ll "'' "' ll "' early voyages, as that of „ „, aud'the force of gravity to .ease at Borne
hbaatian Cabot in I.V,:(. and ol Martin Irolusher unklU)W11 level. On these views, and a general, sa-

in 15/0, used to assemble; and here the lord tion to be afterwards mentioned, Newton is u.i.ler-

Mcnnon, and city companies were wont to
8t„„a t„ haVe at lirst rested his law of universal

receive all atrangera of emmence, .„, I to conduct graTitation: 'Every particl i matter in the
them up Lhe nver in state, lorn,

, UI ,iverse attracts every other particle with a force
Which, s,y, the In-tor.an Iroud,,, were -,,„., tael.s

,i„.,.,. t | v p,„p„,t,o„ed "to the mass of the attract ,.,g

rivalled in gorgcousuess by the world- .article, and inversely to the square off liatauce
famous wi ddmga ol the Adriatic. between them '—a law, the truth of which, since it

GRAV1 N \, a commercial and industrious was first broached, has been put beyond all question

episcopal town in the south of Italy, in the province by the most complete body ol predictions, lull, lied

of Terra di Bari, is situated on a hill above the to the letter, that can be c.teil in support of any

left bank of a stream of the same name, 37 miles law of nature.
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Before, however, the argument on the extension GRAY, John Edward, a distinguished livii»
of terrestrial gravity to the sphere of the moon naturalist, who for more than thirty years has been
could have become pregnant with so .great a result, connected with the British Museum Profiting bymuch investigation had to take place in other the advantages which his position lias afforded him.
nelds; and, m fact, Newton had, previously to he has probably described and classified a larger
conceiving the law, explained the three great Rep- number of animals than any other naturalist' In
erian laws of order obtaining in the solar system 1S52. the date of the publication of the ]:,l,lh,.„ ,.,,/„,

by reference to an attractive force residing in the of Zoology and Geolof/i/, by the Bay .Society hi-
sun. These laws are— 1. That the planets revolve papers, memoirs, and 'books amouuted to 425,' and
round the sun m ellipses, having the sun for a we may now place them at about 500. Amongcommon focus: 2. That every planet moves in bis works on natural history generally, may bf
such a way that the line drawn from it to the sun noticed the Zoological M in'c, I/any (1835—1845)
sweeps over equal areas in equal times: 3. That the which includes descriptions of numerous animals -

squares of the times occupied by the several planets his Spiceleqia Znolonicn (1K2S- 1S3:|) his Simopsil
in their revolutions in their elliptic orbits, are pro- of the Contents ofthe British Museum (1840) and his
portional to the cubes of their mean distances from Glean'tngx from '//,<- Menagerie, and A chirn ,d Knausl, „
their common locus, the sun. From the law of equal

|

Hall (1846-1850). Amongst his contributions to
areas, Newton nm-rred that every planet is retained mammalian zoology, may be mentioned his cata-m its orbit by a force of attraction directed towards logues of the Ruminantia and Cetacea in the British
the centre of the sun; from the orbits being ellip-

I

Museum, and his 'Description of some New Genera
tical, he inferred that in each case this force varies and fifty unrecorded Species of Mammalia' pub-
in intensity according to the inverse square of the lished in the Annate and Magazine of Xaim-al
bodies' distance from the sun ; while from the third History. The mammals collected in Kiii-'s survey
law he inferred the homogeneity of the central of the coast of Australia, and in the voyages of the
force throughout the solar system. It was then, I Erebus and Terror, and of the Samarang were also
after being familiar with the notion of terrestrial described by him. In the list of his memoirs, &c,
gravity, and its action, through the researches of already referred to, upwards of 100 are devoted to
Galileo, Huyghens, and Hooke, and with the this class. His papers upon birds are comparatively
notion of a central force acting inversely as the few (twenty-nine) ; he seems to have left them to
square of the distance of its object, through his Bis brother, George Boeert Gray, who superin-
explanations of the laws of Kepler, that he put to tends this department of the Museum, and who is
himself the question: Is not the force with which !

well known as the author of The Genera ofBirds
the moon gravitates to the earth the same with !

and of various Museum catalogues of this class. His'
gravity ?—the force which causes a stone to fall on contributions to herpetology have been extensive
its surface. A question answered affirmatively on and very valuable, and upwards of 60 of bis papers
the supposition of gravity, like the sun's attraction,

;

are devoted to the classification of reptiles, to the
being a force diminishing with increase of distance,' I description of new species, or to the consideration
and according to the same law. The result was to ] of their structure and habits. On the mollusca, bia
bring the whole solar system, the planets and the

j

memoirs, in 1852, amounted to 119, and mauy have
sun, and satellites and their planets—the satellites since been added. In this department, he lias been
being observed to obey the same laws of order with !

admirably assisted by Mrs Gray; whose Figures oj
reference to their primaries that the latter obeyed Molluscous Animals for the Use of Students art
in reference to the sun—under the law of gravi-

j

accompanied by his descriptions. Upwards of 70
tation. And the imagination lifted up by the papers have been devoted to the Articulata (crusta-
grandeur of the conception, would refuse to limit ceans, insects, &c) and to the Jiudiata (star-fishes,
the operation of that law to our own system, were sea-eggs, &c). He has thus been an active contribute!
there no facts to entitle us to extend it beyond. ,

to almost every department of zoology.
The phenomena of double stars, however, of

j
GRAY, Thomas, an English poet, was born inthemselves justify the extension and the state- Loudon on the 20th December 171(3. His fatherment of the law as we have given it in universal Philip Gray, a money-scrivener, was of a dispo'

terms. It may be observed, in conclusion, that sition so violent, that his wife was obliged to
the Kcplenan laws, winch may be said to have separate from him; and it was mainly throm-h
been the basis of Newton s researches, are, owing her exertions that her sou was placed at'Eton and
to perturbations caused by the mutual action of afterwards at Cambridge. At Eton, he made the
the- planets, &c., only approximately correct; and

! acquaintance of Horace Walpole. the son of the
that these perturbations afford, when examined, prime minister; and when his college education
a further proof of the truth and universality of the was completed, he accompanied his friend on a tour
lawofgi-avitation. through Franee and Italy. After spending a yeartor a notice or speculations as to the nature of in the search of the picturesque and in tln-'explora-
the law of gravitation, see Force; see also Falling tiou of picture-caller.es. the friends unam-lled, and
Bodies, Projectiles, &c.

j

G. returned to England, and went to Cambridge to

GRAVITY, Specific. See Specific Gr-wity take his ^8°^ iu civil law
- At the university, the

' greater portion of his lite was „pcnt. breathing the
OriiAY, a small town of France, in the depart- - serene air of noble libraries, and corresponding with

ment of Haute-Saone, is situated on the slope :
friends, as only the men of that day could "corre-

al a hill overlooking a beautiful meadow, on the spond. In 1756, in consequence of a practical joke
lett bank of the Saune, 26 miles west-north-west he removed from St Peter's College to Pembi '

oi iVsaneon. It is commanded bv the r,-mn;,,= nf T-T.nl 1 Ho V,orl „ ,•„=<- ,..;„*:„.? „f *i.., _...esancon. It is commanded by the remains of i HalL He had a just appreciation of the natural
an ancient castle, the residence in former tim-s beauty of his native country, and rambled in Scot-
ot the Dukes of Burgundy, and has a pleasing land, Wales, and the English lake counties. He
appearance from a distance, although its streets made notes wherever he went, and wrote copious
are crooked, narrow, and steep. G. is an important descriptions of what he had seen to his literary
entrepot for goods from the north-eastern districts friends. He published his Ode to Eton College in
of 1< ranee, which are conveyed by the Saone to : 1747, and his Etegg icrillen. in a Co-mtrg Churcheard
the south. Its trade is chiefly in corn, flour, ' two years afterwards. His Pindaric Odes appeared
timber, wine, iron, and colonial produce. Pop. 61 £8. in 1757; but however much they mB'ht dazzle the
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imagination with brilliant Imagery, and charm the
ear with involved ami intricate harmony, tiny did

out touch the popular heai I 1

the death of Colley Cibber, he vn offered, but
lined, the post of poet-laureate. Shoi I

nt' '1 I' I M'"l' ni H
dioua'iD his tastes, fond of books

•M'l"

ease, indisposed t.. mingle in the LTeat world, but
delighting to comment upon it in letters to friends,

th a reputation peculiarly dear t<> a
tehnlar's heart, comparatively rich, his life glided "ii

imliittered but by one enemy—gout, Dining one
day in the college hall, lie was siv n

rnd after suffering a week, he died on the 30th July
1771. aged 55 years. Be was buried l>y the side of

his m..;lier at Stoke near Eton.

The poetry of G., with the exception of the

Megy -which everybody knows has never Income
popular

;
yet in its own sphere it is very perfect;

ii not richly imaginative, curiously

studded with imagery; exquisitely linished. like

painted on ivory. But his subjects

are often remote, and out of the track of ordinary
human I'

GRAY, in Heraldry, signifies a badger.

GRA'YLING [TfupnaUiu vulgari*), a fish of the
family Salmonida, and of a genus distinguished
from salmon, trout, Jfcc., by smaller mouth and
mncfa smaller teeth, and liy the greater size of the

dorsal tin. The scales are also much larger. The
G. is found in many streams in England, but is.

however, very local; and of two rivers in the
same neighl rhood, one often contains it, and the
oth.-r cloes not. A supposition that it was brought
to England by the monks, is unsupported by any
• - <i ii . It is found in the Eden and the Esk in

Cumberland, in the Clyde in Lanarkshire, and in

the Orkney Islands. It is plentiful in many parts

of Europe, and equally in Switzerland and in Lapland.
It nib. lints clear streams, with rocky or gravelly

bottoms, and -seems to require an alternation of

stream and pool.' it will live in clean newly made
ponds in hard soil, although it does not breed in

them, but will not live in those of muddy bottom.

Its food consists cliielly of (lies and aquatic larva-,

and it is taken by angling in the same- manner as

the trout. I

'

' ight of four

or five pounds. The back and sides are sUvery gray,

j^egsr^---^

Grayling (ThyuuMttl ruhjaric).

marked with numerous longitudinal dusky streaks ;

the dorsal Ii n is spotted, the spots arranged in lines

The abdominal Inn- is almost straight,

i. The ii. is

I for the table, but n
cooked when newly caught, when it has an odour
which has be.n compared to that of wild thyme.
It spawns in April or May, and is in the best
condition when trout are oat of season, m October
and November.—There are several otl

' One "i them.

T. tujiii/er, a very beautiful fish, inhabiting the

clear .-diluents of the Mackenzie Kiver, is called
or t In

Esquimaux. T. trim': r is (he on h -\- • ,e- 'a- \et ,li~

covered within, the limits of thi U. State II has
been found in the n-ilnit.n ». oi l \l

Tins beautiful lish is very local in its distribution,
and although hardly found in Scotland, is abund-
ant in most of the Scandinavian rivers. Angling
for grayling is excellent sport.

Hi- . a. those which are used for trout: it also
takes worms, maggots, and other small larvae and
insects. From July till the end of October are

the best months for grayling fishing, but in fine
open days they afford sport through the winter.

GRAY'S INK, one of the four Inns of Court
having the sole power of calling persons to the
degree of barrister-at-law. See l\.xs OF COURT.

GRAZALE'MA, a small town of Spain, in the

province of Cadiz, and situated about GO miles

east-north-east of the city of that name in a strong

position on a rocky hill approachable only by a
narrow and easily defended ledge, between the

Sierra de Honda on the east, and the Cerro de
s. Cristoval on the west. It was compared by
the French (a whole division of whom were here
repulsed by the inhabitants) to a land Gibraltar.

A great deal " i"l. it is suspected,

robbery, is carried on by the inhabitants. Top.

6600.

GRAZIO'S!), an Italian term in Music, meaning
with graceful expi i

-

GREASE, a term of general application to all

oily or fatty matters. l,ut generally to those having

of solidity, as tallow. It is more
specially applied to fatty matters which are so

deteriorated with dirt or other impuritvs as to be

unfit for candle-making and other manufactures
requiring some degree of purity in the material

Grease IS largely employed as a lubricant foi

machinery, and especially for the wheels of - ir-

riages. The grease employed for the axles of

carriages and .arts consists of the lie

kinds of . lease mixed with a little tar.

In commerce, the term Mares' Crease is now well

known. It is the fal of horses which tire killed in

large numbers at Buenos Ayres and Monte Video;
and tlnir products, consisting ol

and hair, are largely exported to this and other

countries. Owing to the practice of slaughtering

the mares chiefly, this particular kind of fat has

I ii designated Martii Greune. It is a very oily

fat. and so point! atmg, that l! is dillicillt to make
utly tight to prevent leakage, It is

used for lubricating macliincrv, for which it is well

adapted,
Railway GREASE is, in reality, a kind of soap,

a small portion Of soda being mingled with the

materials to cll'ect an imperfect saponification. The
object i- to prevenl the t apid melting of the

material, which, without this precaution, would be

excessively rapid, owing to tin- lu.it Call a by

the friction ol wheels revolving »
-

;

, ra

It is also made of very sue
consists generally of the vegetable

cocoa-nut oil and palm-nil; sometimes animal fat

is used. This composition is placed in small metal

boxes on the axles, with which they emu, ate

by a small I

surrounding parts, the greasi in th< boxes melts,

and run- through the little orifice on to the axle.

See Beak's Gi

GREAT BASIN, or FREMONT'S BASIN, n

ountrj in North America, Ij ing

mil, , I . : I I ,h I ei i
,:.', ',. in I,

w. by the Sierra de Nevada; and ou the E. by tlw
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Wahsatch Mountains. It is said to lie 500 miles in

extent from east to west, anil about 350 from north
to south

; it is girdled round on every side by high
mountains, while detached groups cross its whole
area ; and lies at an elevation of about 51)00 feet

above sea-level. The Humboldt River Mountains,
with an elevation of from 5000 to 7000 feet above
the surrounding country, traverse the plateau near
its centre. This basin contains many lake3 and
rivers whose waters never reach the ocean, but
are either taken up by evaporation, or are lost in

the more arid districts. The G. B. is essentially

a desert. Some portions of it are covered by a
yielding mass composed of sand, salt, and clay

;

others by a crust of alkaline and saline substance,

GREAT BRITAIN. Under this head are

noticed— 1. The Island of Great Britain—its geo-

logy and geography ; 2. The United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland—its general statistics,

&e. Historical sketches of England and Scotland
down to the union of the two kingdoms are given
under their respective names ; the history of Ireland
to its union with Great Britain is also given under
its own name, together with its geography.
The Island of Great Britain—so called to

distinguish it from Britannia Minor, or Little

Britain (see Bretagne) in Fiance—lies between
lat. 49° 57' 30" and 58° 40' 24" N., and between
long. 1° 46' E. and 6° 13' W., and is the largest

island in Europe. It is bounded on the N. by the
Atlantic, on the E. by the North Sea, on the S. by
the English Channel, and on the W. by the Atlantic,

the Irish Sea, and St George's Channel. The most
northerly point is Dunnet Head, in Caithness ; the
most southerly, Lizard Point, in Coruwall ; the
most easterly, Lowestoft Ness, in Norfolk ; and
the most westerly, Ardnamurchan Point, in Argyle-
shire. Its greatest length is about 60S miles, and
its greatest breadth (from Land's End to the east
coast of Kent) about 320 miles ; while its surface
contains about 89,600 square miles.

Geology.—The geology of G. B. is of peculiar

importance. The rocks of the earth's crust having
been first systematically studied and expounded
here, British geologists have given to the world the
names whereby the various strata are known, and
British rocks form the typical series of the earth's

strata. The whole recognised series of stratified

deposits occur in Britain, one or two only being
more fully developed < Isrwhore ; and it is only in

these singular cases that the foreign equivalents
are taken as the types. British geology is no less

important from the influence it has had in the
development of the country. The mineral wealth,
especially the coal and the iron, are the real sinews
and muscles of Britain's mighty power. No other
country has similar advantages in such an area.

We shall, in this sketch of the distribution of the
British rocks, follow the order of the strata, begin-

ning with the lowest and oldest. It may be said
that, in general, the mountainous regions of the
north and west are formed of the oldest sedimentary
rocks, and that, as we move south-eastwards, we
gradually pass over newer strata, until, in the
east of England, we come to the only extensive
Pleistocene deposits in the country.

The base rocks of the whole series occur in the
Outer Hebrides, in Tiree and Coll, and along the
R-estern shores of Sutherland and Ross. The true
position of these strata has been only recently
determined by Murchison and Geikie, who, noticing

that their strike was at right angles to the beds
resting above them, discovered that they were older

than the superimposed Cambrian rocks. They con-
sider them to be the equivalents of the Luurentian
system, described by Sir W. Logan in Canada. The
predominant rock is crystalline gneiss. A band of

limestone occurs on the north-east shore of Loch
Maree, but this has hitherto proved unfossiliferous.

Resting on the convoluted edges of this old gneiss,

on the mainland, and forming the basement rocks
in Cumberland, Anglesey, and North Wales, we
have the Cambrian series of deposits. In Scotland,
these rocks are brownish-red sandstones and con-
glomerates ; in England and Wales, they are com-
posed of sandstones, gritstones, and slates. A few
fossils, chiefly impressions of supposed fucoid plants,

annelid tracks, and zoophytes, have been found in

the slates.

The Silurian measures occupy a large portion
of the surface of the country. The tj pical rocks
occur in Wales, extending over the western portion
of the principality from Pemhroke to Denbigh,
and including the northern portions of Pembroke,
Caermarthen, and Brecknock, the whole of Radnor
and Montgomery, the south-west of Denbigh, and
the whole of the counties to the west. The oldest
or Lower Silurian beds are next the coast. The
series consists of an immense thickness of shales,

slates, and sandstones, with intercalated limestones
more or less pure. Immense tracts have hitherto
proved devoid of fossils ; in other districts, the
calcareous rocks are almost entirely composed of

the remains of marine invertebrate animals, while
the shales abound in zoophytes and Crustacea. The
high lands in the north of Lancashire and south of

Westmoreland are Silurian ; but it is in Scotland
where these strata are most extensively developed

;

indeed, almost the whole country consists of Silurian

strata, with the exception of a large trough in the
centre, occupied with newer rocks. A line drawn
from Dunbar to Girvan forms the northern limit of

these beds in the south of Scotland. Except the
lower half of the valley of the Tweed, the whole
region from this line to near the base of the Cheviots
is Silurian. The rocks are chiefly greywacke,
with scattered beds of impure limestone. The chief

fossils are graptolitos, Crustacea, and raollusca. The
lead-mines of Wanlockhead and Leadhills are in
this district. A line drawn from Stonehaven to
Helensburgh would mark the termination of the
Silurian strata, which compose the whole of the
north of Scotland, with the exception of the newer
beds on the north-east coast, and the Laurentian
and Cambrian series already described. All' the
series is greatly metamorphosed; the lower strata

are converted into quartzose flagstones and quartz
rock, the upper into chlorite and mica-slate, and
quartzose and gneissose rocks.

The Old tied Sandstone strata, consisting of

conglomerates, coarse and fine grained sandstones,
and dark-coloured schists, with the characteristic

fossils of ganoid and placoid fish, overlie the
Silurians in several districts in Scotland. Nearly all

Caithness and the seaward portions of Sutherland,
Ross, Cromarty, Inverness, Nairn, and Moray,
belong to these strata, A broad band, rising

on the east coast between Stonehaven and St
Andrews, stretches across the country to Helens-
burgh and Dumbarton on the west. The same
strata appear again in Haddington, Berwick, and
Roxburgh, in Lanark, and in Ayrshire. An exten-
sive tract of these strata occurs in South Wales
and the neighbouring English counties, extending
from the Silurian district to the Severn and the
Bristol Channel, and containing in a large basin

the South Wales coal-Held. The highly fossilifer-

ous strata of North Devon, and of South I>evun
and Cornwall, belong to this period. They consist
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of -labs, sandstones, anil limestones, and contain

num. rims corals and I hell-fink

Tlie strata of the Cnrlumi/t nai* period may lie

ll]iy a liroail tract extending from the

Bristol Channel to the base of the Cheviots. Ihey
are not continiioiis between these limits, hut are

broken up in some places by the appearance on
the surface of older strata, while in others they are

covered by newer deposits. The various detached
coal-tields arc;— (1) the Smith Wales, in Glamorgan
and Pembroke ; (2) the Bristol, and (3) the Forest
of I>ean, in (iloueester

; (41 the Forest of Wyre, in

Worcester; (5) Shrewsbury, and (ti) Colebrook
Hal.-, in Shropshire; (7) "North and (8) South
Staffordshire; (9) Warwickshire; (10) Leicester-

shire; (11) Flint and Denbigh; (12) Lancashire;

(13) York and Derby; (14) Cumberland; and (15)

Northumberland and Durham. In the northern

portion of this great tract of coal measures, when'
the millstone grit and carboniferous limestone are

largely developed, no seams of coal of any value

are contained. The limestone in Derby is rich

in metallic ores. The carboniferous strata of the

north of England extend beyond the Cheviots

into Scotland, forming a narrow band from the

Solway to the North Sea, in the counties of 1 lumfries,

Roxburgh, and Berwick. The only coal-field m
this district is one of small extent at Canonbie, in

Dumfriesshire. The carboniferous strata in Scot-

land, with the exception just stated, are confined

to the immense trough between the Silurian measures

on the south and the Old Bed Sandstone on the

north, which is completely occupied by them, except

where the Old Red Sandstone rises to the surface.

Considerable tracts of sandstone and limestone

without coal break up the true coal-bearing

measures into the following coal-tields: the Mid-

Lothian, the Fife, the Lanark and Stirling, and the

Old Cumnock, in Ayrshire. Besides coal, the whole

of the carboniferous series contain immense stores

of argillaceous carbonate of iron, the ore from which
is produced the great bulk of the iron used in the

country. The sandstones of this period form
beautiful and durable building-stones, the limestones

are of great commercial value, and many of the less

indurated shales are good fireclays.

I'eniiiiin strata, consisting of magnesian lime-

stone and sandstone coloured with oxide of iron,

occupy a considerable area in Durham, and border

the carboniferous rocks in Dumfries, Cumberland,

Westmoreland, Lancashire, Cheshire, Shropshire,

Stafford, Worcester, Warwick, Nottingham, and
York, and in Glamorgan. The sandstone is quarried

for building.

The typical triple series of the Triassir menhir..*

occur in Cerniany; the British representatives

consist of variously coloured sandstone- and mail

They occupy a considerable surface in Lancashire,

Cheshire. Shropshire, and Stafford, and extend as a

ribbon of varying breadth, from the mouth of the

ESxe, through Devon, Somerset, ( Iloueester, Wor<
eestcr, Warwick, Leicester, Nottingham, York, and
Durham, to the Coast at Hartle] 1. The only

deposits of rock-salt In Britain occur in the Triassic

rocks of Cheshire and Worcestershire.
The Lias consists of white sandstones, limestones,

shales, marls, and alum slates. They abound ill

fossils, especially in the remains of reptiles, fishes,

molluscs, and cncrinitos. the strata of this age

occupy a band between the Trias and the Oolite,

extruding from Lyme Regis to the mouth of the

Tecs. Two small tracts of Lias occur, the in

Olainorgaii, and the other in Shropshire. In Scot-

land, small patches exist at Brora in Sutherland,

and in the islands of sky, Eigg, and Mull.

The ti.AVf tetuuru are composed of an extensive

series of limestones, sandstones, and shales, which
occupy a belt of nearly .'id miles broad, from
Yorkshire to Dorsetshire, passing through Lincoln,

Northampton, Huntingdon, Bedford, Buckingham,
Oxford, and Wilts. The best building materials in

England are obtained from these strata. Oolite
strata occur in Scotland at Brora and in Skyc In

the I'.rora I Mite, a seam of coal :i!t feet in thickness

has been worked for upwards of a century. It is

the thickest bed of pure vegetable matter detected
in any Secondary formation in Britain.

The fresh-water Wealden series, with their abund-
ant remains of reptiles, fishes, shells, ami in-icts,

occur in Kent and Sussex, in the Isle of Wight, and
in the south of Devon.
The beds of the Cretaceous period, consisting

chiefly of chalk with intercalated sands and clays,

all very rich in fossil remains, occupy a broad tract

to the east of the Oolite strata, and parallel p. If, in.

Beginning a little north of Flamborougli Head,
they may l>e traced through York and l.i

across the Wash into Norfolk, Suffolk, Hertford,
Buckingham, Oxford, Berks, to Hampshire, where
they separate into three arms, the one extending

south-westward through Wilts and Dorset to the
south coast; another faking a south-east direction

to Beachy Head ; and the third stretches as a

narrow band in an easterly direction through Surrey

and North Kent, widening out as it mars the coast,

where it occupies the district between Kamsgate
and Folkstone.

Eocene strata, consisting of clays, sands, and
marls, abounding in fossils which apparently indi-

cate a sub-tropical climate, occupy the valley of

the Thames, from Hungerford to the sea, and
from Canterbury to Saxmundham, as well as a large

district in Dorset, Hants, and Sussex, from Salisbury

west to Dorchester, and east almost to Hastings.

Unless the beds in Mull, containing the numerous
impressions of leaves of exogenous plants, are

Miocene strata, there are no representatives of this

period in Britain.

The Pliocene deposits of ferruginous shelly sand
and marl known as red crag occur chiefly in

Suffolk. The still more recent Pleistocene deposit*

of fresh-water sand and gravel, and mamnialifcrous

crag, are found on the coasts of Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex, and Kent. The till and glacial beds ol the

same age are scattered as superficial deposits over
' large districts in Britain. Fossiliferuus beds of

this age occur in Caithness, in the valley of the

Clyde, and in Lancashire; they contain remains of

niollusca, many of which still live in the seas of

I
boreal America.

Mhi' nils Coal—There were 29301 collieries in

Britain in 1860; from these were raised 83,923,273

tons of coal. The greatly increasing consumption nt

coal has originated fears as to the possibility ol the

exhaustion of this mineral fuel. It appears that,

while in 1820 only 15,000,000 tons were raised, in

1840 the amount had reached 80,1 ,000, and in I860

it was nearly 84,1)00,01111. In 1868 there were L>!I22

collieries, which produced 103,141,157 tons valued at

£25,785,289, having increased during the last eight

years at the rate of about 'J* million tons per a n.

At this rate of increase, according to the estimate of

Sir W. Armstrong, goo Mars will lie sufficient I" ex-

haust the principal senilis; and if the production
should continue to increase as it is now doing, less than

one-half that period would measure their duration.

Iron.—Formerly, the only iron produced in the

country was ohtai 1 from the green-ami of the

south-east of England, and from the brown haina-

titc of the' Dean Forest. The ore was smelted

with charcoal. Hut the introduction of coke and

coal for smelting, and the discovery of numerous
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1 ami unthought-of deposits, especially in

n with coal-bearing strata, has immensely
the production of iron, and met the greatly
demands for this important metal. In

en charcoal alone was used for smelting,
than 25,0011 tons of iron were produced

;

1868, no less than 4,970,206 tons were
from 10,169,231 tons of ore. The market
the metal was £l2,381,2§0. The most

; ore is the ferruginous shale, or

cks

npure
sate or iron, which occurs in con-
coal field in Britain. The In-own

i

associated with the oldest Pabxc-
also a large amount of metallic

Tin is obtained from only two counties—Cornwall
and Devon. In 1S68, the 143 mines produced 9300
tons of metallic tin, worth .£'.101,400.

Copper is principally obtained from the same tw_
counties. There are about 160 different mines, which
produced, in 1868, 157,335 tons of ore, yielding 9S17
tons of metallic copper, worth £761,602. In the
year 1860, there was a yield of 13,789 tons of ore
producing 935 tons of metal, worth .t'loo.O'.H, din llv

from the counties of Lancaster, Uaermarthen, and
Anglesey, very small quantities being supplied from
mines in Cumberland, Chester, Canli-aii. and tie-

Isle of Man.
Lead and Silver are obtained from the same ore

from numerous mines in Palaeozoic districts all over
the country. The most productive English mines
are in Northumberland, Durham. Cumberland, York,
and Derby, in Shropshire, and in Cornwall and
Devon. Small quantities are obtained in Somerset,
Westmoreland, Stafford, and Chester. All the
Silurian counties of Wales contain mines. The Isle
of Man yields nearly 3000 tons of ore. In Scotland,
the most productive mines are at Wanlockhead and
Leadhills; but the counties of Argyle, Perth, and
Kirkcudbright also supply small quantities. The
total amount of ore raised in 1868 was 95,236 tons,
yielding 71,017 tons of metal, worth £1,378,404.'
From this there were separated 835,542 ounces of
silver, worth £229,773.

Zinc is obtained from Cornwall and Devon, Cardi-
gan and North Wales, Derby, Cumberland, and the
Isle of Man. The produce in 1868 was 12,781 tons
of ore, valued at £39,191. The metallic zinc
tained from this amounted to 3713 tons, valued

Sulphur Ores (iron pyrites) were raised in different
parts of G. Britain, chief! v in Cornwall, to the extent,
in 1868, of 76,484 tons, worth £.53,636.

Small quantities of the following minerals are al
raised in Cornwall, viz., arsenic, manganese, gossan,
nickel, silver-copper, fluor-spar, wolfram, and barytes.

Salt occurs ill Cheshire and Worcestershire
; no less

than 1,513,840 tons were produced in 1868.
It is estimated^ thnt the whole mineral produce of

G. Britain, including stones, and pottery, and brick-
clavs, amounted, in 1X68, to £4.3,525,524.

Plijimnit U, oi/rtijihi/.—The physical features of a
country are intimately connected with its geological
structure. The older Palaeozoic rocks produce moun-
tainous regions, intersected with deep and narrow
valleys. The newer strata seldom rise to a great
height. Their high lauds are rounded undula-
tions of the strata, except where igneous rocks are
intruded, and the valleys are broad and shallow. In
Scotland, wc have, consequently, two extensive moun-
tainous districts, occupied cliielly with rocks of
Silurian age, and an intervening valley filled up with
Old Bed Sandstone and Carboniferous measures.
The northern mountain region is intersected by the
Great (den, which is a fissured anticlinal axis in
the Silurian strata. It is difficult to group the

mountains in this district. The Grampians from
Aberdeen to Argyle shew the most marked linear
arrangement ; the greatest eminence in this range
is Ben Lawers (3945 feet). Between the Grampians
and the Great Clen a succession of great eminences
occur, the highest of which, and the culminating.
point of the whole British Isles, is Ben Nevis (440C
feet). To the north of the valley of the Caledonian
Canal, the region is a confused mass of mountains,
reaching in Ben Attow a height of 4000 feet
Caithness consists of plains of undulating sandstone,
covered with drift ; the headlands and sea-cliffs in
this county are bold and striking. The coast-line
of the Palaeozoic region of the north of Scotlaud is
repeatedly broken by numerous and large friths or
sea-lochs, and the interior abounds in picturesque
lakes. The Silurians of the south of Scotland form
an extensive mountain range crossing the island
from St Abb's Head to Stranraer. T°he rocks are
less indurated than in the north, and the scenery
is consequently not so wild. The mountains have
generally broad flattened forms, intersected by deep
pastoral glens, which widen out into broader valleys
and dales. The principal heights are Hartfell
(2790 feet) and Black Larg (2N!>0~ feet). The great
central valley of Scotland embraces the basins of
the Clyde, Forth, and Tay. It contains several
tracts of rich table-land, and is frequently broken
through by igneous rocks, chiefly trappean, which
project into bold and picturesque hills.

England and Wales, in the Cambrian and Silurian
districts, have the same mountainous character as
similar districts in Scotland; but as so much of
England is occupied with newer strata, it maj
be considered on the whole ao a level country,
traversed by ridges of varying elevation, which
form the water-sheds of the country. The range.
beginning with the Cheviot Hills, is continued
from the borders of Scotland southwards, as the
Pennine range, through Northumberland, Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and Yorkshire
to the middle of Derbyshire; it varies in height
from 1200 to 3000 feet, reaching its highest
summit m Crossfell, Cumberland, winch is 3383" feet
high. The band of Lias and Oolite, extending from
Yorkshire to Dorset, forms a tortuous range of
table-land, rising sometimes into hills to the height
of 1500 feet, and throughout its conrse presenting
generally a bold escarpment to the west, and having
a gentle slope to the east. To the west of this
range of table land are the valleys of the York-
shire Ouse, the Trent, and the Severn; on the
east, the Great Ouse and the_ rpper portion of the
ihames. Beyond these two rivers, the country
rises into a range of low chalk-hills, which follow
the cretaceous strata from Norfolk to Wilts,
dividing with the strata into three ranges, two of
which take an easterly direction through Sussex
and Surrey and Kent, bl.rdering the Wealden strata,
and forming the South and North Downs. Devon
,and Cornwall are mountainous, from the intrusion
of granite aud other igneous rocks through the
l'abeozoic strata.

The details of the physical geography are given
under the names of the several counties, lakes,
rivers, &e.

Climate.—The climate of G. B. derives its peculiar
character from the insular situation of the country,
taken in connection with the prevailing direction of
the winds. It is mild and equable in a remarkable
degree, the winters being considerably warmer, and
the summers colder than at places within the same
parallels of latitude. For at least three months,
the mean monthly temperature ranges between
50°-0 and 60°-0

; for other three months it continues
60°-0, or occasionally a little higher, seldom
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more than three degrees ; and for the remaining

mx months it ordinarily ranges between 36 and
48°-0. S'uce the Reports of the Rcgistrar-gem-ial

clearly pro\« that the temperature moat i ludve

to health is between 50°0 and 6ll°(), it follows that,

a fir a~ oonoi rna temperature, the climate of <i. B,

in i the healthiest in the world.

As appears from data furnished by the Reports of

ami Scottish Met l"i:i<-al Societies,

the mean teniperatnre of England is 49 5, and

of Scotland 47*4, The mean temperatures of the

following places, arranged according to the lati-

tude, have been deduced fnun the same sources:

Guernsey, 50*-2; Truro, BTNIj Ventnor, 61g,
6;

50**8; Aldershott, 49"*4; Greenwich,

4S"*>; Bedford, 49° 3; Derby, 48°8 ; Liverpool,

48'); Manchester, 48°0 ; Isle of Man, 17 s
;

Scarborough, 47**0; Milne-Graden (Berwick), 46**8;

Dalkeith, 46° 9 ; Rothesay, 47°S ;
(ireenoek, 47 9;

Arbroath, 4t'°ti; Cnlloden, 46" 8 ; Tongue, 46°*5;

Sandwick (Orkney), 4o '(5 ; and BressaytShetlan.il.

4.". -:;. There is thus a difference of fully six

degrees between Ventnor, in the [ale of Wight, and
\sthis ditb-reiice is elderly attributable

to the difference of their latitudes, it follows, that

it will become greater as the force of the sun's rays

increases : and hence,while the winter temperatures

are respectively 42 *2 and 3D '6, the summer tempera-

tures are 61°8 and 53° -4. A pretty regular decrease

of temperature, with an increase of latitude, will lie

observed, particularly if the places on the west

side of the island be regarded as a distinct series

by themselves. It will appear, on examination, that

the temperatures of places on the west are about

a decree in excess of those of places in the same

latitudes, but at some distance from the Atlantic.

In winter, the differences between the west and the

other ]>arts of the country are still greater. Thus,

whilst the winter temperature of Truro is 45°
-0 ;

Guernsey, 43° 8 ; Ventnor and Barnstaple, 42° 2 ;

Isle of Man. 41 S; Liverpool, 4(1° ; and (ireenoek,

and the whole of the west coast of Scotland as far

as Shetland. 39°"")—that of Greenwich is 37 '.I
;
Not-

tingham, 37 •'!; York, 37 1 ;
Scarborough, 38°'8

:

Dalkeith, 37**0 ; Arbroath, 37 1 ; and Cnlloden, 38 -2.

The south-west winds are the most prevalent

U the year, except in April and May,

when they give place to the north-east win. Is.

The notoriously dry and parching character of the

latter render them very deleterious to health. On
the other band, the south-west winds, coming from

the Atlantic, are moist and genial, and it is on their

greater frequency—being, as compared with the

north-east, in the proportion of two to one—that
the salubrity of the climate in a great measure

depends.
In those districts of England where hills do not

interfere, the annual rainfall is about 25 inches, and in

aiir:!i- rtrt cf Scotland about 2S inches; but these

amounts, waict may be considered as the minimum
falls, are variously increased by proximity to hills,

according as the place is situated in the east or west

of th» island, riswed in relation to the direction of

the wind which brings the rain, and by its lying to

the wind or lee side of these hills. Since it is the

south-west winds which bring the ram, the heaviest

falls take place among the hills in the west of the

country; and it may be here observed that, in the

west, where there are no hills lying to the north-

west, west, or southwest, the annual rainfall is

about the minimum. The annual rainfall in ',„,,

wall, Wales. Cumberland, and the West Highlands,

may be estimated at from 45 to 65 inches. In lomi

however, this amount is far c\ led. M
Seathwaitc, in Cumberland, for instance, the rainfall

is truly tropical, the mean annual amount l«mg 1-7

213

inches ; in 1861, it was 182 indies; and in the month

oi November of that year the enormous quantity ol

36 II mcl.es lell at tins station. At I

Perthshire, 134-5 inches fell in 1861; and at this

place, and among the Arrochar Sills, tl

rainfall is occasionally between 2<> and 3(1

Natural History.—The natural historj

corresponds generally with that of

Europe (q.v.). Very few species, sith

or annuals, are peculiar to Gnat Bri Che

lli.i.io, lli. creator part, of the island inosl marly

resembles that of Germany; but. in tl

England there is. as might be expected, a closer

correspondence with that of the north-west of

Prance; and some plants found in the Channel

Islands and on the French coast appear nowhere

in Britain but in the south-west of Englan I. I'h 6

mountains of Wales, Cumberland, and Scotland

have a vegetation resembling that of Si

more than that of the mountains of Central or

Southern Europe. The state of the case I h
the same as to the fauna. There are. however,

many remarkable instances both of plants and

animals, which, from these apparent relations to

Continental Europe, might be expected ill G. B., and

which are not indigenous to it. As examples, may
be mentioned, among plants, the Norway spruce,

and among animals, the lemming, both common in

Scandinavia. The progress of civilisation and of

cultivation has completely banished from G. B.

many of the animals which were once numerous, as

bears, wolves, &.c. But on the contrary, many plants

which were unquestionably introduced by man,

have bee, mic thoroughly naturalised.

Etlimil<"iii.—The present population of the island

of G. B. is the result of successive waves ,.f immi-

gration and conquest. When the Romans invaded

Britain (54 B.C. I, the inhabitants were Celtic; and

they continued to be essentially so until the 5th

and lith centuries, when—the Roman.-

vionslv retired the level part- of the country were

gradually overrun and subdued by German tribes

from the opposite coasts. Then followed invasions

of Danes and other Scandinavian nations, and

lastly the Norman Conquest As the Normans,

however, were originally from Scandinavia, they

cannot be considered as adding any new ethno-

logical clement; so that the inhabitants of England

(oxeet.tlll" Wales) and of the Lowlands of Scotland

1,1 1, the latter having predominated so as to

determine the language, institutions, and character

of the resulting race. Wales ami the Highlands

of S.otland are still inhabited by representatives

of the ancient Celtic tribes. See W
nr.v.iK am« UTBRATOBl ; SOOTLAHD, I'lrrs, and

Scots- Ireland; Celtic Nations; Britannia ;

Notwithstanding the union of the two kingdoms

int.. which the island was once divided, the distinc-

tion, for certain purposes, is still kept up

(including Wales), the larger and southern division,

extends as far north as the parall. I oi SS Iff, the

boundary-line running between Berwick-on-Tweed

and the Solwav Firth I
.-co bono u. Tin i

;
it-

greatest length is about 4(1(1, and its greatest breadth

about 321) miles. Area, about 68,300 |

England resembles to soi rtenl a

Shape, its southern shore forming the broad base,

and its east and west coasts gradually l]

until the apex is reached at Berwick-on-Tweed.

Scotland occupies the northern part of the island ;

length (from the Mull of Galloway

to Bonnet Head) is about 287 miles; its greatest
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breadth (from Peterhead to Ardnamurchan Point)

about 1 82 miles ; elsewhere, however, the breadth

is much less. Between Alloa, ou the Forth, and
Dumbarton, on the Clyde, it is only 33 miles ;

between the head of Loch Broom, on the west
coast, aud of Dornoch Firth, ou the east, only

26 miles ; and north of Inverness, the average
breadth does not exceed 70 miles. The entire area

is about 31,3(10 square miles. The greater part

of the surface of Scotland is irregularly distributed

into mountain and valley, a very small propor-

tion spreading into level plains. The eastern coast

forms a waving, continuous, and rarely broken
line ; but the western is extremely irregular, being

deeply indented with bays and arms of the sea,

and exhibiting steep promontories and mountainous
islands. The' whole country is physically divided

iuto Higldands and Lowlands—the former compre-
hendiug the north-west, west, and central portions

;

the latter, gem rally speaking, the east coast, and
the country south of the Forth and Clyde.

Islands.—The island of G. B. is surrounded by
the Isle of Man, Anglesey, the Scilly Isles, the

Isle of Wight, the outlying Channel Islands, the
Shetland Isles, the Orkneys, and the Hebrides,

each having generally a mainland encircled by
small islands and rocks, bare or scantily covered,

which sea-fowls inhabit, fishermen in their boats

visit, and shepherds sometimes dwell in during
summer. The coast against the North Sea has
few islands, except Thanet, Sheppey, and some
lowlands, which are isolated at I1i2.l1 water. Coquet,
Staples, Holy Island, May Island, Inchkeith, and
Ineheolm, are the only ones inhabited. The
Orkneys and the Shetlands he to the north. St

Michael, Looe, and the Isle of Wight, are the only

islands on the south coast, except those sometimes
connected with the land, and the Channel Islands

off the coast of Normandy. All the other islands

lie on the west coast, extending from the Scilly

Isles, through Anglesey and Man, to the Island of

Lewis. According to the census of 1S51, there were
about o00 of these islands and rucks, of which only

175 were inhabited ; but in 1861 a more careful

enumeration was made, when it was ascertained

that Scotland alone had 787, of which 186 were
inhabited. The returns for England have not yet

been published.

For administrative purposes, G. B., with its

surrounding islands (excepting the Channel Islands

and the Isle of Man, which are under peculiar

jurisdiction), is divided into 84 counties or shires.

The following tables exhibit their several areas and
populations

:

105.405

455.725

355.558

.584. .531

18- i;.-,]

.'.09.1118

'.031.236

230,308
407.222

.,886,576

Monmouth,
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Ireland is, since the anion of Ireland, the fall I oomposine the kingdom, O. B. possesses a multitude
oili.Kil designation <<i the country more general]; of dependencies, some of th d l
known as Great Britain, Britain, or the United scattered a\

It inclndea the two large islands of stiiuting ' an empire on which the sun m
Great Britain a..,! Ireland. an.I th.- a.lpieent smaller The following table exhibits the .-.•.

t,
taUnds, together with the Channel Islands and the Hon, &a, of the several constituent parts m' this
Isle of Man. Iu addition to the home-territories empire, according to the latest availal I.

I'SITH, KISCIuiM.
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Most of the subjects which would enter into a

complete account of the United Kingdom are treated

under separate heads. We can only afford space here

for the following l.rief indications of a general kind:

Agriculture.— By a report on agricultural statistics

for ISO!), it appears that the number of acres under
coin crops in the United Kingdom were 12 millions,

of which about 7 8-10 millions were in England, 1 4-10

in Scotland, 2 1-5 in Ireland, and \ million in Wales.

Of the 7 8-10 millions in England, 3 4-10 were in

wheat, nearly 2 in barley, li in oats and rye, and
nearly 1 in beans and peas. The total acreage under

green crops in 1869 was about 5 millions, of which

2 7-10 were in England, \\ in Ireland, nearly 7-10 in

Scotland, and J milliou in Wales. In the same year,

} of a million of acres were in potatoes in England,

and 1 million in Ireland. Nearly 2 millions were in

turnips, mangolds, and carrots in England, nearly i
million in Scotland, and less than k in Ireland. In

England 45 per cent., in Scotland 9, and in Ireland 13

per cent., of the corn acreage was devoted to wheat,

while the percentage given to potatoes stood, for the

same districts, at 13, 26, and 71 per cent, of the acre-

age of green crops respectively. In 1869,2,816,106

(irs. of wheat and 1,388,195 qrs. of barley were sold

in the market towns of England and Wales. The
average return of wheat per acre, in 1868, was about

30 bushels, and the total produce reached nearly to

100,000,000. Barley, oats, and rye produced about
40 bushels per acre, and yielded about 1 73,000,000.

Beans and peas, at 30 bushels per acre, produced 28,-

000,000 bushels; a total product of 301,000,000 bush-
els of different kinds of 'corn.' The annual value of

the product of potatoes, turnips, rape, clover, pastures

and meadow hay is enormous. By the estimates of

James Caird, the average yield of wheat per acre in

England is 28 bushels ; in Ireland, 24 ; in Austria,

Spain, and Holland, 23; in Belgium, 21; and in

France, 15-J bushels. In 1868, the number of acres

in corn crops in the United Kingdom was 11,659,000;
in green crops, 4,865,000 ; in clover and grasses,

5,690,000; and in permanent pasture, 22,164,000.

The proportion of pasture to the total acreage returned
was 48 per cent, in the United Kingdom—42 in Eng-
land, 56 in Wales, 23 in Scotland, and 64 in Ireland.

In the latter the prevalent moisture and warm air are

highly favourable to pasturage, and consequently to

dairy produce, and Ireland has hence become the pur-
veyor of the latter for the kingdom. In Scotland, the

rugged character of the country is highly unfavourable
to agriculture, although in no part of the kingdom has
the art been more scientifically pursued. The total

live stock of the United Kingdom in 1869 was: Cattle,

9,078,000; Sheep, 34,250,272; Pigs, 3,028,394.

Manufactures.—The following table exhibits the

condition of the textile manufactures:
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BaUway.—TUe total length of the 66 lines open for

traffic in tin- United Kingdom iii lM'.'.i was l:i,.'.ii'.i uiili-s.

During the vcar 1--67, 2.s7.sii7,'.iin i»:.--.n^.i ~ travelled

01 a. the rate of about 80,200 per mile.

The inn of traffic receipts Cor the year 1867 was

£39,479,999; the total working expenses were fl'.i,-

iving net inc • ol £19,931,047, or

rather lea than 50 per cent of the gross receipts,

1 h, total summit iini-sli'il in mil ways In l>i;7 was

E a i i 887, «ing al the rate of £35,250 per mile

. i for traffic al the game date, On 13

railways baring hniM.ni termini, the dividends de-

clared for the first six months of 1869 averaged but

Less than half tin- aggregate length al

tliu railways iiili.uit 62ii:i mil. -i est i:gso,ii7 s.j'.is,

equal to $1,400,391,490, while 48,860 miles ol railway

in tin' I nitt'il Stall's, though ncarlv eight, times thi-

ll ngth ..i the British, cost sj.-j lg,4 Ij.7 l'.'. I pon the

in (London) railways v than $50,000,-
un.1 han- been expended, some of which cost the

sum ..I *4. .-.00,0011 per mil.-!

-The following table

shows the revenue and expenditure of the United

Kingdom during the last 14 yean, also the surplus and
deficiency of revenue:

-

<ir.-si,:.i:i

;n.-Js:i,..;4

! i MM '--.I

7u, ;t. ;,4.1il

-

7..,t:u,-..2

TS..-.ss.i-,n;

l.s.lis.s-,!.

S4,tM ; B82
- -

7 -l.T-i -J .i-n

-

"

-l.iirt.Jli

74.'.i7l.sl6
" -

.

:i.i.vj.i.;s

i

.-

.

The deficits of l*6-i and 1869 were due entirely' to

the expenditure for the Abyssinian Expedition, which
am.Minf.l tu t'.i.iiiin.iiiiii, an. I ..tln-r services for which
i . were disbursed.

The income of the United Kingdom i- derived from
the various sources of customs, excise, stamps, taxes,

property, income tax, post-offices, crown hinds, etc.

The following are the gross sums received by the

Kxrhi-.iii.-r t..r the financial v.-ar ending March 31,

1870: customs, £21,529,000; excise, £21,768,000:
Btamps, £9,248,000; taxes, £4,500,000 ;

property and
income tax, £10,044,000; post office, £4,770,000;
crown lamls, f;i7.'i,iiiin ; i.ther miscellaneous receipts,

£3,205,252; a total gross revenue of £75,434,252.
The following were the gross items of expenditure far

the same term; interest on the national debt, £37,-

046,653; civil list an. I civil charges of all kinds,

including postal packet service, £12,254,700; army,
£13,565,400 (the Alwssinian war ...-i £9,300,000 in

1867-8-9); navy, £9,757,690; charges of collection

..i i. x .-ii ii.-, £t,'.i.s:i,,s(ii.'; total urns, expenditure,

£68,857,845,
National Debt.—At the end of the fin

ending March 31, 1870, the national debt of Great
Britain and Ireland amounted to £800,681,428, of
wliieli £74ll,7is9,548 was fmiiled and £6,761,500 was
unfunded. See Djbbt, National.
Army <md Navy.—See Hurrisn ABMT.and N \v\,

British.
/•'.,,-,„ ,./ /,',,, ., r„m ent.—The government of Great

Britain is of the kind known as a 'Constitutional

Monarchy,' in which the sovereign accepts of his dig-

nity under an express agreement to al.i.lr l.v certain

presi-rilieil conditions. See Coronation Oath. The
sovereignty is hereditary in the family of Brunswick,
now on the throne, ami in the person of either a male
or a female. The sovereign (king or queen) i- the

directing power in the executive of gincrnincnt, w hilt)

the legislative function is exercised by parliament.

Further information regarding the British < '..ii-tnii-

tion and Laws will lie found under the heads I'aiii.ia

.MllNT; MlNISTKY; COMMON LAW, ("1111- OF;

.h does, etc.

Money,- Weights, and Measure*.—See l'orsii
;

MINT; WEIGHTS and MEASURES.
Religion.—The United Kingdom is a Protestant

state, hut all religions not offensive to public or pri-

vate morals may he professed, and their different

forms of worship practiced, without interference from
any quarter whatever. There are two churches 'es-

tablished' l.v special acts of the legislature. In

England, the estahlished church is Fj.i.u,,/,,,/ in its

government, and until 1870 was united with that of
Ireland under the title of the ' United Church of Eng-
land and Ireland' (q, v.). In Scotland, the established
church is /',-. JiytThni. Si-,- Scotland, Chckch or.

The census of 1*61 did not include religious statistic-,

hut the number of churches, ministers, etc., from recent

authorities, and the estimated number in attendance,

from the census of 1851, may Ikj learned from the

following table:

OBKAT BEITAtN 1X0 UULAVD.
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The remainder of the professors of Christianity in

Great. Britain anil Ireland are divided among upwards
of fifty other seets, some of which are numerous. The
Greek Catholics have churches in London, Manchester,
anil Liverpool. A few Mohammedans are also found,

but without a mosque, and a Bengalee, Keshub Chun-
der Sen, a leader of the Indian 'Church of the One
God,' propounds his religious views hefore large and

respectable audiences. According to the census of

1851, there were 14,077 places of worship belonging

to the Established Church in England and Wales, pro-

vided with sittings for 5,317,915, while the estimated

number in attendance was but 3,773,474. The num-
ber of churches belonging to all other denominations

in the same year was 20,390, with sittings for 4,894,-

720 persons, hut accommodating a proltahle attendance

of but 3,487,558. The last census of religions statis-

tics (1S51) thus shows a grand total for England and
Wales of 34,407 places of worship, with sittings for

10,212,635 persons.

In Scotland, according to the census of 1851, there

were 1183 places of worship belonging to the Estab-

lished Church (Presbyterian), and 2212 to all other

denominations. In the former, 767,088 sittings pro-

vided for an estimated attendance of 713,567, and in

the latter, 1,067,717 sittings for a probable attendance

of 975,482, making a grand total in Scotland of 3395
churches, provided with sittings for 1,834,805 wor-
shippers.

The Kotnrni Catholic population in England has

increased, chiefly through the immigration of Irish

labourers, from 60,000 at the accession of George III.

to about 2,000,000 in 1870. Foremost among the

dissenters from the Chntrbes of England and Scotland

are the (1) Wesleyan body, or Methodists,.(2) the In-

dependents, (3) the Baptists, and (4) the Society of

Friends. The Wesleyan body has divided into the

New Connexion, the Primitive, Bible Christians, and
Methodist Free Church. Among the Independents,

or Congregutionalists, are numbered the Countess of

Huntingdon's Connexion and the Welsh Calvinistic

Methodists, who hold Congregational doctrines, and
have 700 ministers and 95,000 members. Among the

minor sects there is none more remarkable than the

Society of Friends, who, from 'a despised people,'

have, through their practical exhibition of a Christian

life, superior culture, and commercial sagacity, risen

to the front rank of the untitled aristocracy of Great
Britain and Ireland, while they have pioneered the

moral progress of nearly two centuries. See Friends,
Society op.

Education.—England.—In England, the chief insti-

tutions for education are the ancient national univer-

sities of Oxford and Cambridge ; the more recent

institutions of London, Durham, and Lampeter in

Wales ; the classical schools of Eton, Westminster,
Winchester, Harrow, Charter-house, and Rugby ; the

various military schools ; the colleges of the dissent-

ing denominations; schools by individual teachers;

the schools of design, etc. No system of public in-

struction has been established by authority of the

legislature, but schools are sustained in most par-

ishes, which, aided by the very large sums left for this

purpose by private individuals, supply gratuitous

instruction. The income from these funds would
amount, if properly managed, to about £400,000 per

annum. The grammar and endowed schools have
been principally intended for the middle classes, and
until recently no attempt was made to educate the

children of the poor, but during the present century
many schools have been founded having this object in

view. These consist principally of the National,

British and Foreign, and Sunday Schools. In 1868

—

1869 there were in England and" Wales 12,798 schools

receiving annual grants, and 1,284,778 pupils in at-

tendance, being an increase of 114,378 over that of

1867. £1,552,542 was expended on these schools, of

which £484,010 was provided by the government.

Scotland.—Scotland possesses four universities for

the higher branches of education, viz.., those of Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, St. Andrews, and Aberdeen, besides

a variety of minor colleges connected with the Epis-

copalian, Free Church, and other non-established

churches ; a complete system of parish schools (see

National Education)
;
grammar schools or acade-

mies in the chief towns, which serve as preparatory

gymnasia for the universities, and a large number of

'denominational schools.' By report of Commission
of Council of Education for 1808—69, the number of

schools receiving annual grants was 2130, showing an

increase of 148 over 1867. The number of pupils

present at inspection was 197,308, an increase of 18,-

301 over those of 1867. Many deficiencies exist in tho

schools of Scotland, one of which is the frequent ineffi-

ciency of the teachers, arising from their intemperate

habits. In 1861, 441,166 out of a pop. of 3,001,251,

or 1 pupil to 6 8-9 inhabitants, were attending school.

History.—On the 1st of May, 1707, during the

reign of Queen Anne, the union of England and
Scotland was formally accomplished. In the latter

of these countries, the terms at first excited tho

utmost dissatisfaction, and eveu indignation ; but
the progress of time has shewn it to be one of the

greatest blessings that either nation could have
experienced. The last years of Queen Anne's reign

were marked by the triumph of the Tory party,

headed by Harley and St John (Oxford and Boling-

broke), wdio kept up a constant intrigue with the

Pretender, for the purpose of procuring his restora-

tion. This treachery was defeated by the sudden
death of her majesty in 1713. According to the Act
of Settlement, she was succeeded by the Elector of

Hanover, who took the title of George I. The Whigs
now regained their ascendency, and, under the guid-

ance of Walpole (q. v.), now rising to eminence, at

once proceeded to impeach the more important of

the Tory leaders. Other severities drove the more
impatient of that party to attempt bringing in the

Pretender by force of arms. In 1715, the Earl of

Mar in Scotland, and the Earl of Derwentwater
in England, raised the standard of rebellion ; both

efforts, however, proved abortive, and were speedily

crushed. Five years later, occurred the frightful

catastrophe known as the South Sea Bubble, when
the nation was saved from anarchy mainly by
the exertions of Walpole. The latter now became
premier and chancellor of the exchequer, and under
him the commerce and manufactures of England
continued steadily to advance, though little improve-

ment was as yet perceptible either in Scotland or

Ireland. George I. died in 1727, and was succeeded

by his son, George II. An attempt was again made
by the Tories to oust the Whigs from power, but
was frustrated by Walpole, who still continued

the prime mover of public affairs. In 1739, after

a peace of extraordinary duration, he was forced

by popular clamour into a war with Spain, ou
account of so.ne efforts made by that country

to check an illicit trade carried on by British

merchants in ibs American colonies. This war was
feebly carried on, and inglofiously terminated;

but the attention of England was speedily drawn
towards the Austrian War of Succession, in which it

was involved through the anxiety of the king for

his Hanoverian possessi. >ns, and the strong antipathy

of the people to the French. Walpole, disapproving

of the war, was driven from office in 1743. George

II. appeared on the field of battln himself, and

at Dettingen proved himself a man cf courage and

spirit. But the success of the French at Fontenoy

in 1745 paralysed the efforts of England during the

rest of the campaign ; and in 174S, after nine years'
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fighting, s peacem eoDclnded at sjj

by which it was agreed that both nations should
mutually restore tli.ir oonqueste, and go back to

exactly ihe same oondition aa th.-y were in before
the war! Meanwhile, a second attempt had been
made '174.1 174tii by Prince Charles Edward
Stuart t< win bank tin' throne of in* ai store,

This attempt, known aa the Beoond rebellion, was
crushed at Cnlloden (April 16, 1746), and shortly
afU.% a variety of important measures were pas-ed

by the imperial parliament relating to Scotland
generally, and to the Highlands in particular, which
had the effect, on the whole, both of conciliating

tl.t inhabitants anil increasing their civilisation.

Now, after a long period of indolence and poverty,
Scotland began to make advances towards that
t'i|inility with England, in rc-pcct of comfort and
prosperity, which it has since attained.

In 1756 broke out the 'Seven Years' War.' in

which Britain took the side of Frederick the Great
against France, Austria, Russia, and Poland. It

achieved no triumphs in Europe ; on the contrary,

it Buffered a signal disgrace in the surrender of the

Duke of Cumberland, with 40,000 men, in Hanover;
but ill India, (.'live deprived the French of most of

their possessions, while Wolfe, in the New V7orld,

oonqnered their colony of Canada. In the midst of

this war, George II. died (17(>ll). and was succeeded
by his grandson, George III., whose reign proved
to be the longest and one of the most eventful
in the annals of British history. At this time, the
principal secretary of state was William Pitt, after-

wards the great Earl of Chatham; bnt the favour
which (! ge III. shewed to the Earl of Bute, a
feeble and narrow-minded Tory noUeman, rendered

\ for the former to retire from office.

Spain now joined France against Britain, as Pitt

had foreseen and foretold ; but fortune showered
her brightest smiles upon the arms of the latter,

and at the peace in lTfi.'i, she was allowed to

retain many of the most valuable colonial possessions

of both her antagonists. These wars, however,
largely increased the national debt

ill. now shewed himself anxious to

destroy the influence of the great Whig families

who bad lirought in the dynasty to which lie

belonged. The nation took the alarm, and for some
ugly disaffected towards its sovereign,

who was believed to be wholly under the influence

of his Seoteh premier, the Earl of Bute. Popular
Indignation at last forced the utter to resign in

lTO.'f. His successor, ( irenville, inaugurated his

advancement to office by the prosecution for libel

of Wilkes, the member for Aylesbury, who had
made himself conspicuous by his attacks both on
Bute and his royal master. The proceedings in this

cose lasted some years, and were attended with
tumults of a serious nature, and a vehemence if not
rancour of public feeling that indicated the magni-
tude of the discontent which prevailed. 1 luring the

I
in of (Jri-nville, to,,, tie- fire) attempt

vas made to tax the American colonies by the
I

i lift Stamp Act in 17ii">. Against this

the colonies protested, and the su. ung wing
ministry of Rockingham repealed it. This ministry,

however, w.i in and was replaced by
one formed by Pitt, now created Earl of Chatham.
1

'. for an increase of the fins

another attempt at American taxation, and an act.

for imposing dntiea on the importa of tea, glass, and
passed. This measure excited the most

determined opposition among the eolonists; and
finally, in 177-4, wur broke out between them and
the mother nntry which lasted eight years, and in

uiier -,ve:e supported by Prance, Spam,
and Holland. It reraised m the aeknowledg nt

of their independence, and in the formation ol tha

republic of the United states
1 1788). I reu

the whole of this unhappy content, till

Lord North directed the policy of the 001

it was only tie' success 01 a vote for tli

Of the war that forced them to resign early in 17si
It was followed by the st d Rockingham ministry,
and that s after by the Shelbtuma
reniaikable for the appearance in it of the ..inner

Pitt The lukewarm Whiggism of Lord Shelbome
gave offence to Fox ond other more advani ed poli-

tical thinkers ; the result was a coalition of tho
Foxites with the followers of Lord North. This
coalition, factious and unprincipled in the la--t

degree, triumphed, and under the name ol the I loali-

tion ministry, held the seals of officedm I

1783. Fox's India BUI, the purpose of which wsa
virtually to transfer the government and patronage
of India from the Fast India Company to the Hon,,'

of Commons, was the cause of its ruin. This bill

was considered by the king to aim at fixing the
ministry in power beyond tin Utrol ol both him-
self and the people, and having induced the House
of Lords to reject it, he compelled the ministry

to resign. Pitt was then appointed prime iiniiistel

and chancellor of the exchequer. See Tin. In

1786 commenced the trial of Warren Hastings
who was impeached by the Whig leaders, Fox.

Burke, and Sheridan, but was ultimately acquitted.

Meanwhile, the progress both of England and Scot-
land was unquestionable; manufactures increased,

agriculture improved, and—especially in Scotland—
an interest in the discussion of political and other
questions of importance spread through the com-
munity, as may lie seen very clearly in the poetry of

Robert Bums. 'The French Revolution [1789) at first

strengthened this interest, but the excesses of the

Reign of Terror produced a decided reaction; and
for many years all classes, at least all the so-called
'respectable classes,' wro fanatically aver-e to the

slightest innovation. In 179.1, the ministry of 1 "it t.

without any real cause, declared war
French republic, in spite of tl pposii

and Sheridan. This contest lasted till the peace

of Amiens in 1801, and was, on the whole, very

disastrous to G. 1!., except at sea, where the \ ictorieS

of Howe, off Brest, Jems, off Cape St Vincent,

Duncan, off Cainpcrdown, and Nelson in Aln.ukir

Bay, sei ved to sustain the spirit of the nation.

Other features of the time were the threatened

invasion of Britain by the French, which called

forth volunteer corps in every part of the island;

the Irish rebellion, which, though assisted by a
French force, proved a failure; and the trial

and condemnation at Edinburgh of the popular
reformers, Mure, Palmer, fte. Pitt, who had left

office just before the peaoe of Amiens, was succeeded

by Addingion, wh,. was compelled to renew the

war with Bonaparte in 1803, on account of the
way in which the latter evaded fulfilling tl uidi-

tions of that peace. Again, Bonaparte threatened

to invade thi nntry, and collected an immense
Until 1

, i at I'.oiilo n
i

Ily lor that purpose, in

ISO.'), but was conipletelv kept in check I \ Nelson.

The battle of Trafalgar' ill lsila nearly annihilated

the navy of France and Spain but on land, the

arms of Franc- were victorious; and th

Austerlit/. 11805) broke up most off

i oalition ol contini ntal powers again

which G. B had fostered and formed, The shock of

this disaster gave a deathblow to l'itt, who expired

in ihe beginning of 1806, and was followed to

in the autumn of the same year by
his rival, Fox. The overthrow of Prussia el Jena
and Allorstadt. and of l.'us.-ia at Friedl.ind. placed

G. B. in a most perilous predicament. Ml the
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nations of Europe were compelled by
exclude British merchandise from their ports, and
the island of G. B. itself was declared in a state of
blockade. Secure, however, in the protection of
her invincible navy, she bore up bravely against
her terrible isolation, increased her intercourse with
her own vast colonies, ruined the commerce of her
enemies, and never ceased her efforts to undermine
the influence of her great enemy on the continent.
The first people that shewed a tendency to revolt
against the arrogant tyranny of Bonaparte were
the Spaniards. G. B. at once offered to assist
them with arms and money ; and in 1808 a force
was landed in Portugal under the command of Sir
Arthur Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington.
The war which ensued (known as the ' Peninsular
War') lasted till 1814, and ended in the French
being driven back in disorder into their own
country at Toulouse, Meanwhile, ruin had overtaken
the French army in Russia ; Austria, Prussia, and
Russia had combined with G. B. against Bona-
parte ; and in 1814 the allies entered Paris, and the
French emperor was forced to abdicate, and retire
to Elba. His return in 1815, once more threw
Europe into disorder and agitation; but his power
was finally shattered at Waterloo by Welli

'

and Blucher, and peace restored to Europe.
contest had cost Britain (which had to sul
most of her allies) an enormous expense. See
Debt, National. Early in the same year, G. B.
closed an unsatisfactory war with America, which
had lasted two years and a half, and which had
originated in the assumption by G. B. of her right
to search for and impress British sailors on board
the commercial shipping of the United States.
Now that the long conflict between France and

Europe was over, the thoughts of the people were
again turned to the question of political reform.
Four years of extraordinary mercantile depression,
which followed the victory at Waterloo, partly
resulting from bad harvests, and partly from
G. B.'s having ceased to enjoy that monopoly of
commerce which she did during the war, had
made the people discontented, and the shame-
ful massacre of the Manchester operatives in St
Peter's Fields by the yeomanry in 1819—commonly
known as the Peterloo Massacre—excited strong
indignation

; but a horror of anything revolutionary
still possessed the upper and a large section of the
middle classes, and severe measures were passed,
with a view to the suppression of discontent among
the working-classes. In 1S20, George III. died, and
was succeeded by his eldest son, George IV. The
trial of his consort, Queen Caroline, which occurred
in the same year, shattered his popularity, which
was never very great. The commercial reforms of
Huskisson, supported by Canning, which marked the
next two years, added immensely to the prosperity
of G. B., and_ capital grew so abundant, that a vast
number of joint-stock companies were formed, as a
means of giving it a wider range. Many of then-
projects for traffic in remote countries were quite
visionary, and ended disastrously, involving in
ruin (between October 1825 and February 1826)
fifty-nine English provincial banks, and inflicting
the greatest misery upon the working-classes, who
were for some time on the brink of starvation.
About the same time, the Irish Catholics began
to clamour for emancipation from their civil dis-
abilities. The older and more inflexible Tories,
who were still dominant in parliament, opposed
it; but the intense determination of the Irish
people, and the powerful eloquence of their cham-
pion, Daniel O'Connell, at last prevailed, and in
1829, the ministry of Wellington, yielding to the
storm, itself proposed and carried the measure.

In 1830, George IV. died, and was succeeded by
his brother, William IV. The outburst of the
July revolution in France quickened the paces of
British reformers ; the demand of the nation for an
improvement in the parliamentary representation
became very strong ; and in November 1830, after
an exclusion from office of nearly half a century, the
Whigs once more ascended into power 'on the
breath of popular applause,' and the ministry of Earl
Grey immortalised itself by passing the 'Reform
Bill.' Another of its claims to the respect and grati-
tude of posterity was the abolition of slavery in the
British colonies (1834). The reform of the EngliaL
poor-law, and in the mode of electing municipal
authorities in Scotland, also deserves mention ; but
in 1834 the Whig ministry was dismissed by the
sovereign. Sir Robert Peel now became premier,
but the Whigs were still in a majority in the House,
and Peel was compelled to resign. The Melbourne
administration which followed carried several small
though beneficial measures of reform, but it failed
to secure the attachment of the people. The lower
classes were becoming Radical and Chartist, while
the middle classes, contented with the political
power which the Reform Bill had secured to them,
were growing apathetic, and in many cases, from
dread of the masses, were leaning towards Toryism.
In the midst of these perplexities, William IV. died
in 1837, and was succeeded by his niece, the Princess
\ ictoria, the present ruler of the united empire. In
1841, the Whig ministry succumbed to a vote of 'no
confidence,' and Sir Robert Peel once more assumed
the helm of state. The principles of free trade now
began to be actively advocated

; public opinion was
leavened by the platform addresses of Mr Cobden
and Mr Bright, until the prime minister himself
was finally converted, and in 1846 carried, what he
had long opposed, a measure for the abolition of the
Corn Laws. Three years before the abolition of
the corn-laws, a great religious schism took place in
the Established Church of Scotland, and led to the
formation of a body calling itself the ' Free Church
"1 Scotland' (q. v.). Other important incidents of
this period were the Chinese and Afghan wars ; the
Chartist agitation, which reached its climax in
the monster petition of 184S, got up by Feargua
O'Connor and his friends; the series of failures in
the potato-crop of Ireland, involving that country in
terrible misery, and inundating G.B. with paupers.
Sir Robert Peel was succeeded in the government
of the country by Lord John Russell, who did not
prove as popular a minister as was anticipated,
and in 1852 the old Tory party returned to power,
headed by the Earl of Derby and Mr Disraeli. It
was, however, beaten on its budget, and forced
to resign in less than a year, when its place was
taken by the coalition cabinet of Lord Aberdeen.
During the ministry of this nobleman, the Crimean
War began (1854). Three years later (May, 1857) the
Indian Mutiny broke out, and the energies of the gov-
ernment were taxed to the utmost to suppress it,*but
were eventually crowned with complete success. From
1S55, with the exception of a brief interval (1858
59, when Lord Derby returned to office), the govern-
ment of the country remained in the hands of Lord
Palnierston. The most important questions that
stirred the community during the Inst decade were
national education, cotton supply, 1861—62, the Ala-
bama controversy and claims for depredations on
American commerce, the Fenian invasion of Canada
and agitation in Ireland in 1866—67, the Abyssinian
war in 1867—68, the new reform bill of 1868, the
accession to power, in December, 1868, of the most
decidedly liberal ministry that has ever held the
reins of government in Great Britain, and the dis-
establishment and disendowment of the Church of
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belaid in 1869, to take place Jan. 1, 1870, when die
urtaand laws were to be abolished, and

tla- ln-li biabopa do longez peers of parliament,

GREAT BRITAIN, Royal Arms of. The arms
of the United Kingdom ol Great Britain and lie-

land are tuns borne by her Majesty Queen Victoria.

Royal Anna of Great Britain :

Brat ami lour th un.. three linns pass, sard, in

pal,-, nr. r..r England; »D I. i.r ., lion rampant within a

ounhle treasure dory oounlerflory no , f..r Scotland; third,
>7. a harp or, struixcd ar., t„r lu-lanU; all suimundeil by tlif

Garlor. •

Crest.— l*pnn the royal helmet, the imp, rial fr„v n proper,
thereon a Qon j-tatunt gardant or, Imperially crowned, als

.-„/./,„r/. rs — Dexter, a linn rampant gardant nr, crowned
-i i-ler, a unicorn ar., anncl, crim-d, ami n- ainli-il

r, KOrged with «»l cn,*-og patter and nciim-
Weeil lilt l„r<--i,a;>,

I over I In- back, ulfc, i

Motto.
•Iiield, witli tne Union row,

Anns have been ascribed by heralds to the Saxon
an.l Norman monarcha of England in the Kir.li and
11th centuries; but as heraldry was, in point of

fact, unknown till the middle of the 12th c, they
I I alt with as fabulous. However, at a

period almost before the earliest dawnings of here-

irmour, the sovereigns ol England, in

roininnn with various other monarcha
dom, adopted the lion as then- device. Richard
I, in his earliest seal, has two lions, which are
borne count,]'-rampant ; but in the latter part

after his return from the third crusade,
.

i Lion i

i,l
I

-ant gardant, us they
luifnnnlv ih'p.eti'd since. The
t une of which we are aware

of any variation in the numbi r is on a Beal of

the Carmelites at Oxford, in which Edwaid III.

is n preset] i hai ged with four
lion- in pale passant gardant, a proof of the
latitude which heralds occasionally allowed them-

"i the 14th

century. In 1340, Edward 111., in virtue of the
bis nml her, sasumi A

!

|

with tlnne ol England, giving to tie I, -i nt- i the

I'he neurs-de-lis were then generally

aomore; but iii the latter part of the

reign ol Henry IV. the] were reduced to three,

borne or on a field azure. No further change
t->-,k place) in the royal escutcheon until the time
ol .! ..in , I., except that Mary, on ,

Great Seal, made after her marriage with Philip If.

impaled the anus of Spain and England.
James VT of Scotland, on succeeding to the

throne of England, quartered the arms borne by

J

'receding sovereigns with those- ,,f Scotland and
reland, the first anil fourth quarters being France

and England quartered as before, the second quar-
ter the lion rampant of Scotland within the double
tresaurc (see SCOTLAND, ARMS OF), and the third
quarter the harp of Ireland is,,, inn am,, Aums oar).

The royal anus were similarly borne by all the
sovereigns of the House of Stuart till the reign of

i

t that William III. bore over all tb»
coat of Nassau (az. seme of billets, a lion rampai.t
or) on an escutcheon of pretence. In the reign of

Anne, the legislative union with Scotland brought
about a material change. England ani

impaled were placed in the lirst and fourth quarter,

France in the I id, and Inland in the third.

The acoessi f (binge I. displaced England and
France from the fourth quarter, to make way for

the arms of his majesty's German dominions.
These were gn. two lions passant gardant in pale

for Brunswick, impaled with or, seme of hearts
gu. a lion rampant az., for Lunching, having the
anus of anc'u ut Saxony— viz., gu. a horse courant
ar. elite en base, and in a shield surtout go. the
crown of Charlemagne proper, being the badge of

the arch-treasurer of the Holy Roman Empire. A
further alteration took place On the union with
Ireland, when George III. laid aside the titular

assumption of king of France, and abandoned the
French ensigns. The arms of England were now
made to OCCUpy
land the second,

German ensigns were relegated to an escutcheon
of pretence. These last were finally abandoned
,m the severance of Hanover from the crown of

Great Britain, which took place oil the accession
of Queen Victoria, and the royal escutcheon thus
sinned its present arrangement.
From the union of the crowns of England and

Scotland under James I., up to the union of the
kingdoms in 17<*7, the royal arms were somewhat
differently marshalled in Scotland, Scotland being
allowed in all Scottish seals, ensigns, and arms to

occupy the lirst and fourth quarter, and England
while the whole were ensigned with the

Crown Of Scotland
; but the Act of Uni f 1707

• royal ensigns but those of the United
Kingdom, which are to be 'such as her majesty
shall think lit;' and by 39, -HI Geo. Ill C, n7, on
the union with Ireland, it was enacted that the
armorial bearings of the United Kingdom 'shall

be such as his majesty by hi, royal proclamation
under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom
shall be pleased to appoint-' The practice, which
prevails to a certain extent in Scotland, of giving
thi precedence to the Scottish lion in the royal
shield, is incorrect, though the error has been
committed in several of the official seals of the
kingdom.

Th, lion passant as the ererf of 'ngiand rirs*

appears on the Great Seal of Edward III.

The nipporten borne in former times by the kings
of England varied much, particularly during the
early period when these appendages of the shield

I with more of a ,1c stive than a
tractor, and perhaps otteii left to the

When the inns nLa
i.v, i. i.us from Richard II. to Edward

i.nnn "i the engraver. When the urns oL any of

IV. are represented with supporters, the animal*
selected are almost indifferently llolis, ailtelo|H'S, or

white hart-, and i

-

1
,

1

1

. 1 1
1

y their place is supplied

Edward IV.'s shield is sometimes sup.

ported on one side by a black bull, and Richard
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III.'s in one instance—in a MS. in the British Mu-
seum—on Ixith sides bv white boars. During the
reigns of Henries VII. and VIII., Edward VI., Mary,
ami Elizabeth, the lion, red dragon, and greyhound
were the supporters most in vogue, and as the herald
or engraver had it not in his power to represent
all three at once, he seems to have been allowed
to select any two at pleasure. James I. for the
lirst time clearly defined the royal supporters, adopt-
ing the Hon of England and unicorn of Scotland as
they have ever since been borne, the unicorn hav-
ing been, up to 1707, allowed the precedence in

Scotland.

GREAT CIRCLE, or TANGENT SAILING.
In order to have a clear idea of the advantages of
great circle sailing, it is necessary to remember that
the shortest distance between the two places on the
earth's surface is along an arc of a great circle (see

Sphere) ; for instance, the shortest distance between
two places in the same latitude is not along the
parallel of latitude, but along an arc of a circle

whose plane would pass through the two places and
the centre of the earth. The object, then, of great

circle sailing is to determine what the course of a

ship must be in order that it may coincide with a

great circle of the earth, and thus render the

distance sailed over the least possible. This problem
may be solved in two ways, either by means of

an instrument called the ' spherograph,' or by the
computation of a spherical triangle. The first of

these methods will be explained under the head of

Spherograph (q. v.). The method by computation
will be understood from the accompanying diagram

:

nwse represents a meridian which passes through
the place 7), nxvs another meridian through the

place x, and p.rm a portion of a great circle ; let p
be the place sailed from, and x the place sailed to,

then px is the great circle track, and it is required

to determine the length of px (called the distance),

ami the angle xpe which it makes with the meridian
(called the course). To determine these two, we
have three thiugs given : nx, the co-latitude of x

;

nji, the co-latitude of p ; and the angle xnp, which,

measured along re, gives the difference of longitude.

The problem thus becomes a simple case of spherical

trigonometry, the way of solving which will be

found in any of the ordinary treatises on the

subjecttof Spherical Trigonometry.
From the theory of great circle sailing, the follow-

ing most prominent features are at once deduced:

A ship sailing on a great circle makes straight for
Vie port, and crosses the meridians at an angle which

is always varying, whereas, by other sailings, the

ship crosses all meridians at the same angle, or, in
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nautical phrase, her head is kept on the same point

of the compass, and she never steei-s for tlie port direct

till it is in sight. As Mercator's Chart (q. v.) is the
one used by navigators, and on it the course by the

ordinary sailings is laid down as a straight fine, it

follows, from the previous observations, that the
great circle track must be represented by a curve,

and a little consideration will shew that the latter

must always he in a higher latitude than the

former. If the track is in the northern hemi-
sphere, it lies nearer the north pole ; if in the
southern hemisphere, it is nearer the south pole.

This explains how a curve-line on the chart

represents a shorter track between two places

than a straight line does ; for the difference of lati-

tude is the same for both tracks, and the great

circle has the advantage of the shorter degrees

measured on the higher circles of latitude. Con-
sequently, the higher the latitude is, the more
do the tracks differ, especially if the two places are

nearly on the same parallel. The point of maximum
j

separation, as it is called, is that point in the
great circle which is furthest from the rhumb-line
on Mercator's chart. Since the errors of Dead-
Reckoning (q. v.) prevent a ship from being kept
for any length of time on a prescribed track, and
thus necessitate the calculation of a new path, in

practice, the accurate projection of a great circle

track on the chart would be a waste of time. In
general, it is sufficient to lay down three points

—

the place sailed from, the place sailed to, and the
point of maximum separation, and through these

points to draw an arc of a circle. As the rhumb-
line and great circle track between two places, one
in north latitude and the other in south latitude,

cross each other at the equator, in this case there

will be two points of maximum separation, and
the course and distance must be calculated for each

side of the equator separately. Many ignorantly

object to great circle sailing on the ground that,

on account of constant change of bearings, a ship

cannot be navigated on the correct course ; but,

in fact, all that is required of a navigator is to

sail as near to his great circle track as convenient

;

and each separate course, will be a tangent to his

track, and the shorter these tangents are made,
the more will the length of a voyage be diminished.
We may here mention that a chart constructed on
the Gnomonic Projection (q. v.) represents all great

circle tracks as straight lines. See Navigation.

GREAT FISH RIVER is the name of two
streams in opposite extremities of the British

empire.— 1. G. F. R. in Cape Colony rises in the
Snowy Mountains ; and, after a generally south-

eastern course of 230 miles, it euters the Indian

Ocean, in lat. 33° 25' S. and long. 27° E., having
at its mouth a bar, which renders it inaccessible

to any decked vessel.—2. G. F. R. of British North
America, known chiefly as the route of Back and
King, in search of Boss, enters an inlet of the
Arctic Ocean, in lat. 07° 8' N. and long. 94° 40' W.,
after a north-east course, the length of which, how-
ever, has not yet been ascertained. Its character

is as unfavourable as its position to navigation and
commerce.

GREAT KANAWHA, a considerable river of

North America, and an affluent of the Ohio, is

Carolina, between Blue Ridge and Iron Mountain.
It flows first north-east for upwards of 100 miles

between parallel mountain-ranges, then turning
north and north-west, it breaks through several
ridges of the Allcghanies, and continues to flow in
a north-west direction to its junction with the Ohio
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at I'.-iiit Pleasant, after a ooune of aba

About 100 miles from its mouth, on 1" in

tin- Qauley riw, it takes the name of the G. K.

;

ami two miles lower, its ooune ia marked by a

remarkably picturesque fall of about ."in feet I'p

to tin- ia 1, the river is navigable.

GREAT HARLOW, municipal and parlia-

mentary borough in Buckinghamshire, finely situ-

ated on the north bank ol the Thames, in lat

er :»' N . and long. 0* 40' W., :fl miles north-west

The Thames is here crossed bj a

suspension-bridge (constructed in ls:).">!. which has

a span ..I 22a feet. The pi ini -iiml iiiiiiiiifiietiircs arc

ilk, hue. anil paper, ti. M. returns two members
lo parliament Pop, in 1871, 6G19.

ORE VT SALT LAKE, a remarkable and exten-

si >e sheet of water in the north of Utah Territory,

North America, lias given name to the Salt Lake
i the Mormon m< tropolis, h bich is situ-

ated B its snntli-i'iisterii extremity. It lies in

one of the great valleys ,, r basins of the Rooky
U and is about 70 miles long and 30
mile- broad, yet its average depth is onlj Beven or

ind it nowhere exceeds a depth of '-V.i

feet. Its surface is 4200 feel above the level of

the sea. In the middle of the lake, several islands

rise as high a-s 3250 feel above the level of the
island is in lat. 41° 10' X.. and

lone. l|-_>" 2V \V. The islands are !l in nmnlier.

of them is 12 miles, and another 1(1 miles in length.

The water of the Like is so salt as to form one of

I ind most concentrated Inines known in

the world. It contains 22 per cent, of chloride of

L-htly mixed with other salts. This lake,

in whose waters no h> mud, receives

fr the south, by the Jordan, the waters of the

Utah lake, which are Eresh, and those of the Wear
river from the north : but it has no outlet. It has

been called the '-till innocent Dead Sea;' and
certainly in the quality of the water, and the wild,

I of the surrounding scenery, the lakes

h ntln r. The first mention of

ti. ' - I., was bj Baron La Hontan, in 1689,

who did not himself visit it, but who gathered
ins of it from the Indians west of the

'

I
It was first explored and described in

lS4.'i. by Colonel Fremont, A thorough survey was

n 19 1850 by Captain Howard Stansbury
tea army, wle.-e report was

printed in 1852, See Sam Lakk Crrc, and I ras

GREAT SEAL. By Act of Union between
England and Scotland l."i Anne, e. SI, one Gp it Sea]

.1 Kingdom ol ilreat Britain is used for

mon the parliament, tor treaties

ind all public "

:t Britain. The bolder of the Great

generally called the Lord * Ihancellor.

\ o kept in Scotland for sealing grants and
og private rights there. By the law of

i" Lord Chancellor has the custody of
1

ieh is a yim.«; judicial power
; but be has

I
hi this capacity in Scotland,

rh.re a similar authority is vested in I

Ireland, the Ad ol I "i in, 39
and II! Geo. III. c. 67, provided that various acts

a.* to summoning parliament. &0-, should be done
! of the United Kingdom ; but

in other respects, the Great Seal of Ireland is used
nic manner as before the union.

GREAT SLAVE LAKE, an i

t beet oi water in British North America,
i in lat. between 60 10 and 63* N.. and

. n in .:<<' and 1I7' 30 W. Its

breadth 60 miles. It is surround) '.

on the north, hy rugged nnd precipitous shores; it

contains ninny islands, some of them wooded, mid is

uholh fio,,ii over lor six months of every year. On
the north, it receives the surplus waters of Lake

Aylmer and Lake Artillery, and on the south those

of Lake Athabaska. Its own surplusage of water
i- carried off by the Mack.n/ie River to the Arctic

Ocean.

GREAT SLAVE RIVER, a river of British

North America, forms the outlet of Laki
into Great Slave Lake, and (lows in a north-west

direction from the former to the latter, [t is about
.'illil uiil.s in length ; its hanks in many parts are

well wooded ; and its course, which in the upper
rrupted by falls and rapids, lies through

an alluvial region in the lower p.-.rt.

GREAT WALL OF CHINA See Chines*
Emi-IRK.

GREAVES (Fr. drive), pieces of armour formerly
used as a defence for the legs (in thi

Burgundy, ;//.' re still signifies ' shin '). They wen;
ide of leather, quilted lini D

afterwards of steel, hollowed to lit the front of

the legs, and fastened with straps behind. The
Greeks b rmed them kntmidee (whence the frequent
expression m the lliml. • nhni in /Irs A'li'i i'.\, the

I Greeks'), and the Romans Oerem.

GREBE | Podieept), a genus of birds of the family
Coli/mhiilir, having the feet webbed not in the usual

manner, hut hy a separate membrane for each toe,

united only at the base. The tarsi (shanks) are so

much compressed as t>i be almost like blades. The
claws are large and
flat, The bill is about
as long as the head,
straight, and conical.

The wings are short.

There is no tail. The
legs are attached so

far back, that the
birds when on land
assume an erect posi-

tion, like penguins.
They walk with diffi-

culty, and all their

motions on land

are awkward. They
sometimes shullle

along on tie ir bellies

like seals. But in

water they are ex-

tremely agile ; they
swim rapidly, dive

with extreme quick-

ness if alarmed, and
pass to very considerable distances under water,

moving there hy means of their feet alone, and
threading their' way with w Ujrful

among the -talks and leaves of aquatic plants,

[hey feed on fishes, batracbians, crustaceans, ami
other aipiatic animals, partly also on vegetable f I.

I irv their young under
their win-s, and even to take them under water
h fch ih. 10 in diving to escape from enemies. The
geographical distribution of the genus is very wide,

jom it pi iea ai & o .
i

buted. I'oui species are British, tw ..huh are

only winter birds of passage; but the! If

O.
i

/'. (Tistatut), and the J liaor), also

called Dasohicb or I loii. hick, are resident all the

year. The Little G. is by fax the st common

i in winter,

a In in the number is increased by vis i

north. It is sometimes .ailed the Satui G„ tram
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the beautiful shining silvery feathers of the lower

parts of its body, on account of which it is in great

request, the skin being used to make muffs for ladies,

or cut iuto narrow strips for trimming their dresses.

G.-shooting is a favourite amusement on the Lake
of Geneva ; the G. is pursued by a boat, whilst it

seeks to escape by diving and swimming under
water. The males of some of the grebes have the

head finely ornamented with tufts. The plumage
of most of them varies much at different ages and
seasons.

GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE. The origin of

the architecture of Greece is, like the origin of every

art and science in that country, mixed up with
mythical aud fabulous history. It is divided iuto

three styles, and each of these has its mythical

origin. Thus, the Doric is said to have been copied

fn im the early wooden huts of the aborigines ; the

Ionic, which sprang up among the Greek colonists

in Asia Minor, to have been modelled on the grace-

ful proportions of the female figure, as the Doric

had been on the more robust form of a man

—

the volutes representing the curls of the hair, the

fluting the folds of the drapery, &c. The story of

the ongin of the Corinthian style is very pretty

:

a nurse had deposited in a basket on the grave of

a departed child the toys she had amused herself

with when alive. The basket was placed accident-

ally on the root of an acanthus, and in spring,

when the leaves grew, they curled gracefully round

the basket, and under a flat stone which was laid

on the top of it. Callimachus, the sculptor, seeing

it, caught the idea, and worked out at Corinth the

beautiful capital since called after that city.

Modern discoveries have, however, shewn that

Greece owed much to the earlier civilisation of the

countries which preceded it in history. To the

architecture of one or other of these, almost every

feature of Greek architecture can be traced. But
it is for the first idea only that the Greeks are

indebted to Egypt and Assyria ; whatever forms

they adopted, they so modified and improved as to

make them part of their own architecture.

Grecian architecture is divided into three styles

— the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian (see Column,
figs. 4, 5, 6). Of these the Doric is the oldest.

The earliest example, which remains is the temple

Kg. L

at Corinth, which was built about 650 B.C. The
remains of this temple shew the various members
of the style fidly developed, but they are all of a
massive and heavy description, strongly resembling
in this respect their prototype the architecture

of Egypt. There is now no doubt, although the
intermediate steps are lost, that the Doric style

took its origin from the rock-cut tombs of Beni-
Hassan (q. v.) in Egypt, of which fig. 1 is an existing

example. The pillars of one of these tombs appear

at first sight to be Doric ; it is only on close inspec-

tion that we find that the Echinus (q. v.) is wanting
under the capital. The echinus was, however, used
by the Egyptians. We here find ourselves in the
cradle of Greek art. This ia the spot where we
must seek for the first origin of the style, not in

Greece, where the earliest example is already com-
plete in all its parts. The earlier the example, the
more massive the form. This completely disproves

the theory, that the pillars were copies of stems of

trees used as posts. It seems more likely that the

first pillars were square piers of rubble or brick-

work, with a flat stone or tile laid on the top, to

form a good bed for the beams to rest on. These
formed the architrave, stretching from pier to pier,

on which rested the cross-beams supporting the
rafters of the roof, the ends of the latter suggesting

the dentils and modillious (mutules) of the cornice,

the former, the triglyphs (see Entablature). The
square form of the pier was afterwards modified
by cutting off the corners, and again cutting off

the remaining corners, until the polygon suggested
the fluted shaft. The same process was after-

wards gone through by the medieval architects in

developing the Piers (q. v.) of Gothic architecture.

After the temple at Corinth, the next remaining
example is the temple at ^Egina (q. v.), built about
a century later, or 550 B.C. There may have been
many temples of the same date, but none now exist

;

they were probably destroyed during the Persian
war, or removed to make way for finer buildings

during the great building epoch of Greece which
succeeded that war, and when she was at the
summit of her power. Of this epoch, we have many
remains. The temple of Theseus and the Parthenon
at Athens (438 B.C.), that of Jupiter at Olympia
(440 B.C.), Apollo Epicurius at Basste, Minerva at

Sunium, and all the best examples of the Doric
style of Greece, are of the age of Pericles. Besides

the Peloponnesus, there are the countries colonised

by the Greeks to which we can look for remains
of Greek architecture. The Dorian colonists of

Sicily and Magna Grsecia carried with them the
architecture of their native country, and furnish us
with many fine examples. In Selinus there are six

temples, the oldest being about the same age as

that at Corinth. At Agrigentum there are three
Doric temples, one of them founded by Theron
(480 B.C.) ; this is the largest Grecian temple of the
period, being 36IJ feet long by 1 73 feet broad. At
Syracuse, ^Egesta, and Passtum there still remain
many valuable examples.
As the Doric art progressed, the early massive

forms gave place to more elegant and slender pro-

portions. In the temple at Corinth the column ia

only 4-47 diameters in height ; in the Parthenon
(fig. 2), which is universally recognised as the finest

Fig. 2.

example of the style, the column is 6025 in height

;

and in later examples it becomes still taller aud
thinner, untd it runs into the opposite extreme
from which it started, and becomes so meagre and
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attenuated bi to loss entirely the boldneea and
vigour of design which are the chief characteristics
of the style.

One thins to be particularly admired in tlie Doric

style is the beauty of the sculpture with which it is

adorned, anil the appropriate manner in which the

sculpture is placed in the building ami the building
united !'>r the sculpture. It baa been shewn by
Mr Penrose that even- line was the subject oi the
deep i study mi tin- part of the architect, for

the purpose of correcting and allowing for all

[rations. The result is, that there is

hardly a single straight line m the building; all

the l.u.-s. which appear to he perfectly straight, are

drawn with accurate curves, so as to produce the

smoothest and most pleasing effect to the eye.

Every harsh angle is softened, and every disagree-
ah] inlination of lines avoided. For example, the

Columns have an Entasis [q. v. I or .slight .swelling

formed by a hyperbolic curve ; the architrave of the
front is curved upwards, so as to correct the Optical

illusion caused by the sloping lines of the pediment,
(Old the columns are sloped slightly inwards, so as

to give greater appearance ,,f solidity.

The Parthenon is built entirely of white marble,
and the whole of the masonry m this, as in other
Doric works of importance, is put together with
the most perfect workmanship.

ins to be no doubt that this and other
Greek temples were adorned externally with colour.

To what extent this decoration was earned, is not

srtained; but it is probable that the
exterior walls were covered with historical pictures,

which were sheltered from the effects of the «eather
by the portico surrounding the temple. The sculp-
ture was probably also relieved hy a flat colour on
the background, and the mouldings decorated with
painted or gilded ornaments.

fiiia style took its rise about 500 n. c,
and as we have seen that the earlier Doric was
imported from Egypt, so the Ionic seems to have
originated from the influence of Assyrian art,

The recent discoveries of Lay-mi and others have
hewn that many of the characteristic ornaments
of ili' style were in common use in Assyrian

The volutes of the capitals are par-
ticularly indicative of an Eastern origin, the sen. 11

being an ornament of very common use in all

Eastern art.

The finest examples of the Ionic style remaining
te the temples of the Wingless Victory
and the Erechtheum at Athens, budt

aboul i"io -;-"> ii. <-. In the Ionian and other colonies
of Asia Minor, also, many tine examples of this

style were erected. The celebrated temple of Diana
at Ephesus was of the Ionic order. It was the

tuple we km w of up to its time, being

ong by 220 feet wide. No trace of it

is a graceful and elegant style, hut not
so pure and sever'- as the I Line. The latter is dis-

king lished by simple and beautiful outline, enriched
with the most perfect sculpture; the former trusts

rather to ornamental carving for it~

love of ehthoi

merit is an indication

oi i lie Eastern inline

under which the style

and the

mouldings and many of

the ornami nl

ntical with
these of Assyrian archi-

tecture, only refined and simplified bj

i o commonly
used both in Assyrian ami Ionic architecture, is a

Fig. 3.

g 1 example of the improvement effected hy th«
Greeks en tic original type. In the Ionic as well
as in the Darin, ».• timl the most perfect execution
ami workmanship, the spirals, entasis, A,-., being
all drawn and cut with the greatest possible

Corinthian. - This style was the Litest introduced,
and Combines, to some- extent, the chain

both lie- pie.c Img. it unites and blends together

the Egyptian and Assyrian elements, the cap behlg
nved from the hell-shaped capitals of

the former country, ornamented with the carved
leaves and spirals of the Hast. This order was
first used about the time of Alexander the (Ireat,

tl arliest example extant being the Uhoragic
.Monument (i|. v. I of I.ysierates l.'l.'i.l B.C.). There
are also the Temple of the Winds and that of

Jupiter Olympius at Athens, the latter being i
•!<

of the largest and finest examples of the style.

The Corinthian is the most florid of the Greek
styles, and although invented by the Greeks, it

was not brought into use till after the power of

the republics, to which we owe the finest works of

Creek art, had begun to wane. This style, from
its richness and splendour, became afterwards the
l-i'i litest favourite with the Unmans, in whose
hands Greek art became spread over the whole
empire.

Caryatides.—Besides the above styles, which
constitute tlie Greek orders of classic writers, the
Cn-eks also used Cnrinitides (q. v.), or femalo
figures, in place of columns, as in the Erechtheum
and TelamoneK (<p v.), or giants, as at Agrigentum.
These were probably derived from the figures used
by the Egyptians in their architecture, but the

latter never used them as columns ; they always
placed them as statues in front of the columns.

Creek temples are technically classed

and designated by the mode in which
the columns of the porticos are

arranged. The cell, or temple proper
is a sipiare chamber contained withir

four walls; the simplest form of portico

is called distyle in antis (fig. 4), the

two side-walls being continued past the

end-wall, and terminated with ant;e, or

pilasters, with two columns between.

When the portico has four columns between the

ant<e, it is called tetrastyle.

The temples have generally the same arrange-

ment at both ends.

In front of both ends of the plan distijle in aniil

(fig. 6), there is frequently placed a

range of six columns, and from the

flank columns a row is continued
along both sides. Such an arrange-

ment is called peripteral, and the

temple is designated hexastyle and
peripteral This was a common

The Parthenon is an exception to

the general rule : it has a hexastyle

portico at each end of the cell, in

front of which is placed an octastyle

portico, and seventeen columns at

each side.

The great temple at Agrigentum
had seven columns at each end, and
fourteen at each side, and was peculiar in having
the -pace between the columns all round tilled up

with a wall. The reason probably was, that the

space between the columns was too great to be

spanned by architraves in single stones. The wall

l with windows.
Considerable doubt has existed as to the mode

adopted by the Greeks for lighting the interior oJ

Q
Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.
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their temples; that suggested hy Mr. Fergusson
seems the most probable, as being similar to the
plan used by the Egyptians and Assyrians. The
Ulterior had generally a double row of columns, one
over the other, dividing the width into three spans.
This arrangement still exists in the temple of
Neptune at Riestum. Mr. Fergusson supposes that
the light was introduced by counter-sinking a part
of the roof, so as to admit the light between
the pillars of the upper range, thus forming a kind
of clerestory, as shown on the annexed section of

Fig. a

the Parthenon (fig. 6). Windows, however, were
also used, as in the temple at Agrigentum and in

the Erechtheum.
The theatres of the Greeks formed another very

Important class of works ; they consisted of semi-
circular rows of seats cut in the rock, or partly
built. Remains of these structures are found in all

the countries inhabited by the Greeks, and were
frequently of great size—that at Dramyssus being
443 feet across. The proscenia were the parts on
which architectural design was chiefly displayed

;

but. these have unfortunately all perished.

None of the palaces or domestic edifices of

the Greeks remain to us ; we are thus totally
deprived of a very interesting chapter in the history
of domestic architecture, for it is highly probable
that the utreets and houses of Greece, although not
bo splendi 1 and enduring as the temples, were more
varied in style, and exhibited many picturesque and
beautiful fi rms, which are now entirely lost.

The atte.npt has been made in modern times to
revive Grejk architecture, and some ingenious
modifications and adaptations of it have been carried
out. But it was found that this style, so beautiful
and appropriate in the warm and genial climate of

Greece, was quite unsuited for our northern lati-

tudes. The porticos are useless in a climate where
external painVug cannot last, and where the sun-
Bhine is court'x'. rather than excluded ; the pitch of
the roof is not rJgh enough to throw off our snows

;

and windows of. sufficient size for our dark skies
are not admissible. Grecian architecture has there-
fore been abandoned ; and its place is now taken by
a style more appropriate to our climate, and more
suited to the feelings of the people.

GREECE. The name by which the ancient
Greeks delighted to call their native country was
Hellas (q. v.). The terms GrEecia and Grseci were
first used by the Romans, being derived probably
from a small tribe in Epirus, near Dodona, called
Oraikoi, with whom the Romans may be supposed
to have been, from proximity, best acquainted.

Extent, <L-c.—This country, so celebrated in the
history of freedom, of literature, of art, of phil-
osophy, and of civilisation generally, varied much
in size at different periods of its history. Hellas
at first was applied only to a small district in

Thessaly ; at a later period, it denoted not only
the Morea, and what is commonly called G. Proper,
but also Macedonia, Epirus, and the islands of the
^Egean.

Boundaries—(1) Ancient.—The northern limit of

ancient G. may be fixed about the 40th parallel of

N. lat., the south extremity being in 36° 23'. The
barrier separating G. from Illyricum and Mace-
donia on the north, was that range of mountains
which, starting from the Adriatic as the Ceraunian
range, merges into the Cambunian ridge in the
centre, and runs out into the sea on the east as
the far-famed Olympus. The ^Egean Sea washes
the country on the east, the Mediterranean on
the south, and the Ionian and Adriatic on the
west. The greatest length is about 250 English
miles, and the greatest breadth 180; the area "(not

including Epirus, but including Eubcea) is about
21,000 square miles—i. e., about two-thirds the
size of Scotland. The Cyclades are reckoned by
themselves, and amount to rather more than 1000
square miles. See Islands at eud of article.

(2) Modern. The extent of modern G. is much
more limited. Its north boundary was fixed in
1834 by a line drawn (in lat. 39° 8' N.) from the
Gulf of Arta (Amhracia) in the west to the Gulf of
Volo (Pagasae) in the east, thus excluding the
greater part of Thessaly and much of Acarnania,
with all Epirus. The greatest length of this terri-

tory is not more than 200 English, miles, and its

superficial area, including Eubcea, but not the
Cyclades, about 15,000 square miles, or half the size

of Scotland.

Physical Conformation.—G. is essentially a coun-
try of mountains, hills, and valleys. From' the ridge
which forms its northern frontier, there starts in
a southerly direction the Pindus chain, the back-
bone of G., dividing Thessaly from Epirus, and
giving origin to those numerous streams which
water the mainland. About lat. 39°, it sends
off two spurs to the east : Othrys (Gura), which
terminates at the Gulf of Volo—and a little further
south, OEta (Katavothra), at the extremity of which
is the famous pass of Thermopylae. Some ridges
of less note run westward. From this point, the
great central chain extends in a south-east diree
tion (though with many windings), as far as Mount
Cithferon, and even through Attica as far as Cape
Sunium, under the names of Parnassus, Helicon,
Cithseron, and Hymettus ; while in a south-west
course we find many ranges crossing the country
towards the Ionian Sea and the Gulf of Corinth
(Lepanto), in a direction parallel with, or slightly

inclined to, that of the central e'lain. The some-
what lateral range of Citlueron and Parnes, on the
borders of Attica, is extended through Megaria
into the Morea or Peloponnesus by a lower ridge,

which, passing across the isthmus of Corinth,
stretches even to the west coast. Of this range, the
two most conspicuous points are Mounts CylJene
and Erymanthus, from which two chains run south
on the east and west of Arcadia respectively, and
under the names Taygetus (Pentedactylou) and
Parnon (Malevo), terminate in the promontories
of Tamarus and Malea. Besides these, there are
many shorter chains and individual peaks, which it

would be tedious and out of place to detail. It

may be sufficient to state, that there is n'o country
of Europe, except Switzerland and the west parts

of Scotland, which can be compared to G. in the
extent, variety, and irregularity of its mountain
system, and the number and character of its valleys.

Of all the divisions of G., Arcadia is most like

Switzerland in its nigged nature and generally
elevated surface. Some of the mountain peaks of

G. rise to a great height ; thus, Olympus is 9700











English feet, ami is covered with snow; Guiona,
on tli.- frontier, 8240 feet ; Parnas>ns, JSI M ) 1 ; with

man; other* of 700% 6000, tad 6000. Helicon ia

4'Mv.i; Cithajron, 4<;:to
; Cyllene, 77 !.">

: while the
Acrocorinthus, or citadel of Corinth, is lHti'.l above

the level of the sea. The mountains of G. are more
remarkable for the suddenness of their rise than
for their greet elevation. So, too, there are many
nailer peak* end oonea notable for the abruptness

with winch the; spring from tlie plain, Bnoh as the

Acrocorinthua, the rock of [thotne, and the Meteora
cliffs of Theesaly near the Pencils. These last

arc huge maaeea "f rock standing out from the

plain to heights varying from 100 to 300 or 400 feet,

with sides |K-r|H'iulieular as a wall. They assume

the shapes of pillars, cones, and other figures more
or lees regular : they cover a space of nearly two

square miles, the recesses between the pinnacles

being tilled with trees and dense brushw I. 'I'lo-

summits are occupied by monasteries, the only

access to which is by baskets, nets, or ladders

swung in the air.

Mineral*.— Vi. is ncit rich in minerals: gold, silver,

copper, Lad. and iron, are found, but the mines

have never been worked with zeal. The most
famous mines in ancient times were those of

Laurium in Attica. Coal is found in Eulnea and
in some parts of the Peloponnesus ; salt is procured

iu many districts of G. and in the Ionian Islands
;

and marble of the purest kind, and of various

colours, mac be had in endless amount in almost

all parts of Greece. The most famed quarries

were in Paros, Carystus (in Eubn-a), Peutelicus,

and Ilynicttus. Marble and building-stone were

quarried by the old Greeks to a very large extent.

: many mineral springs, both cold and
warm, and many caverns still emit those mcphitie

which in bygone days quickened the

imagination of the poet, aud confirmed the supersti-

tion of the peasant.

Plaint ami 1 'allei/s.—The valleys of G. are very
num. roii-i, but owing to the great number and im-

- of the mountain-ranges, are very small.

The two great plains are those of Theesaly and
former being the largest and the most

fertile in all G. : that of Messenia is both extensive

and fertile.

—As Europe is pre-eminent among
continents for the great extent of its sea-coast, so is

(J. for a similar nature remarkable iiimii" the king-

doms of Europe. The bays are very numerous, and
many of them run far np into the land, so that no
part of the country is far from the sea—a circum-

stance which gives the inhabitants great facilities

for commerce, and which leads the modern Greeks,
as it did the amients, to occupy themselves in very

large numbers with maritime affairs.

Waier-aystem—(l) Hirem.—The rivers of G. neces-

snrily follow its valleys in character. None of them
are navigable, The most important stream is the

Aohcloas (Aspropotanio), winch rises in Mount
Pindus, Bows in s south direction through Epulis,

ill the Ionian Sea, at the motttfa

of t.h- Gull of Corinth, after a com ol il I 10

Bpercheua rises in the Pindus range,

and disembogues into the Main- Gulf, after travers-

ing for more than 60 miles the fertile vale which is

bounded on the th by Mount Othrys, and on the

south by Mount (Eta. Besii

North (';. th- Cephiasna, rising in Doris, near the

l,a I Mount Parnassus, and Bowing through the

fertile Bceotian plain into Lake Copais (logo di

Topo-lia, or Lake of Livadia); and in the south pari

of Beeotia, the Asopus (Voriemi), In Peloponnesus,

the principal streams nre the Borotas (Vaailipotamo)

and the AlphaOJ ihs-ilia;. Bjj the hanks of this

latter, the great Olympic games Mere celebrated.

The rivers of G. depend for their supplies mainly
an the atmosphere ; hence in summer the larger

streams are greatly reduced in size, and the
majority of the smaller ones are either almost or

altogether dry channels. Many of them are nothing
lieu. Ih an mountain torrents, or gulleys, which the
heavy rains of autumn and winter fill for a short
season.

(2) Lutes.—The many hill-encircled valleys of G.,
from which there is no outlet, afford the most
favourable opportunity for the formation of lakes;
heme the rams of autumn and winter stagnate in

many cases iu the valleys of the mountains, and
for at least a part of the year, form tiny lakes or
tarns. Some of these are permanent, though with
great difference in depth of water, according to

the season of the year, while others degenerate iu

summer into reed-grown marshes and pestilential

fens. S— li.KOTlA.

( 'UnuUe. The climate of G. varies very con-
siderably in different parts of the country. In the
highlands of the interior, the cold in winter is often

very severe, snow lying for several months. On
the plains, and in the lower districts near the coast,

snow is seldom seen ; but the north aud north-west
winds are frequently very trying, though there is

no intense cold. The summer heat is often exces-

sive; and the sirocco not unfrequently visits the
south and lower parts. In moisture, too, there is

much difference ; thus, while Attica is remarkable
for its pure air and beautifully bright sky, Bieotia

has been famed from ancient times for the moisture
of its climate and the fogginess of its atmosphere.

The swampy valleys of Lake Copais and other

marshy tracts, when acted ou by the scorching

heat of a summer's sun, produce those noxious

vapours which are found in so many parts of G..

breeding malaria and disease. This defect seems
to have increased since classical times, either from
the greater thinness of the population, and the

consequent diminution of tillage, or other causes

not easily reached. But drainage would be an easy

matter in a country whose rock-formation is of so

soft a character as that of Greece. Were its natural

advantages aided by drainage and irrigation, G.

might yet become one of the healthiest and one of

the most, fertile countries of Europe.

Productions.—The more common products of

Greek soil in ancient times were wheat, barley, and
other cereals ; flax, wine, and oil, with fruits of

various kinds. The tigs of Attica were and still are

l.iin-.l for the excellence of their flavour. Forests

once covered many of the hills, and supplied timber

for domestic purposes aud for ship-building : they are

still extensive in some parts. The most important
productions of modern (i. are those men! il

With maize, rice, millet, currants, and silk. Money
is produced in great quantity on Ilymettus and in

s e parts of the Peloponnesus. The mulberry-tree

is largely grown for the silkworm; and on the north

and south shores of tile (nil! of Corinth, as well as in

Arcadia, and the west coast of the Peloponnesus, the

Corinthian grape or currant is most

cultivated. Vines flourish in almost all parts, but
the island of Santorin possesses the most famous

vineyards, with the greatest variety of -rapes, and

furnishes a wine highly prized l.\ th

IW8 in a wild state over all parts ol Q.
' " yields an excellent fruit, wh'

'

ts pickle in very la

Ol food. The oil .

uh-u ingrafted, it yields an excellent fruit,'

the inhabitants pickle in very large quantity, as

supply light, and is used in cooking and lor food,

as weemplo} butter. Cotton, madder, tobacco, and

leguminous plants grow ill considerable quantity.

Fruit trees are Specially fertile ;
tigs and apricots are



plentiful and )f excellent quality; oranges, citrons,

lemons, pomegranates, almonds, water-melons,

gourds, and others of less note are widely spread,

largely produced, and of excellent quality.

Flora and Fauna.—The flora of G. resembles that

of other countries of South Europe. Among the
tame animals of ancient G. were the horse, mule,

ass, ox, sheep, goat, swine, dog. The swine sup-

plied the favourite flesh meat. Of wild animals,

we find the wolf, bear, boar, and even lions at an
early period. Sheep and goats are still very plen-

tiful, and in fact constitute one of the most import-

ant sources of wealth to the Greeks. Oxen are

much used for ploughing, but milch cows are little

prized, and scarce. At the present day, the wolf,

bear, lynx, wild-cat, boar, stag, roebuck, fox, jackal,

badger, marten, and many other wild animals are

found in the forests. Hares, snipes, wild-ducks, and
other game are very abundant ; while eagles, vul-

tures, hawks, owls, &c, are found in considerable

numbers. The tortoise is very common, but the
inhabitants have a great aversion to it

Agriculture.—The agricultural implements are still

as rude as in the days of the Peloponnesian war, or

even of Hesiod ; and this, added to the scarcity of

ploughing oxen, ruggedness of the country, general

thinness of soil, and difficulty of tillage and
irrigation, is enough to damp the ardour of even

a more energetic popidation. The houses of the

country-people are in most parts little better than
mere hovels, and a large proportion of the arable

land is untilled. The modes of tillage are of the

most primitive kind ; and thus, though nearly half

the male population of G. is employed in agricul-

tural labours, they make but slight impression on
the general aspect of the country, and influence

little the amount of exports ; in fact, they do not

produce as much grain as supplies the wants of the

population, and that, too, though a higher yield is

given in many parts of G. than in this country.

Much labour, however, is bestowed on the cultiva-

tion of the olive, vine, mulberry, and fruit trees. The
greater part of the land belongs to the state ; rent

is paid in kind, and in a certain proportion (one-

third) to the net produce. The proprietor is in very

many cases obliged to furnish the metayer, or tenant,

with seed to sow the ground, and with oxen to

plough and prepare it ; and as the metayer has an
interest in the farm for only one year, there is little

encouragement for either landlord or tenant to

expend largely in improvements—such as drainage,

fences, clearing of the soil, and comfortable farm-

steadings. The country, however, is better suited

for a pastoral than an agricultural people. Arcadia
is still the land of shepherds, as it was of old. The
flocks are driven to the valleys near the coast in

•winter, and in April to the hills.

Manufactures. —The manufactures are few and
unimportant. Cotton and woollen stuffs, and some
minor articles are made by the peasantry for

domestic use. Ship-building is carried on at most
of the seaports ; and silks, gauze-stuffs, cutlery,

hardware, earthenware, leather, saddlery, and such
articles are made in small quantities in some of the

principal towns, and more especially on the islands.

The Greeks have great skill in embroidering in

silk, gold, and sdver ; also in sculpture, and in

the cutting of marble. Carpets are made in the

island of Andro, and straw-hats at Lifanto. The
modern Greeks are not behind their great ancestors

in the art of dyeing in bright colours.

Commerce.—Every circumstance tends to make
the Greek a man of commerce. He is of a quick,

active, versatile, and practical turn of mind, and

Cossesses all those qualities which insure success in

usine38. The bays and gulfs of the sea-indented

shore allure him to the waters, while the strong
currents and frequent squalls on his iron-bound
coast soon render him an expert and fearless

seaman. The islanders are thrown into a sea-

faring life even more than the people of the main-
land. G. occupies a position in the Mediterranean,
which, for commercial advantages, cannot be sur-

passed. The exports of ancient times were of course
mainly the produce of the soil, the trees, and the
mines ; and the same do they remain at the present

day. Raw produce, as cotton, corn, currants, figs,

and other fruit, tobacco, olive-oil, honey, wax, gum,
valonia bark, silk, and sponge are the most comniou.
From Western Europe manufactured goods of all

kinds and the produce of our colonies are largely

imported ; while Turkey, from her provinces in

Europe and in Asia, supplies coffee, rice, timber,

drugs, and other articles of eastern growth. The
Greek merchants speculate largely in the grain

trade. The principal seaports are Syra, Pirseus, Patras,

and Nauplia, and the ports with which they trade
most are Constantinople, Leghorn, Trieste, Palermo,
and Smyrna. The mercantde navy of G. is very
large, amounting to nearly 5000 vessels, many of 500
or 600 tons, but the majority are small-craft, fitted

for short voyages from island to island, or to ports
near Greece. It is as agents and carriers that the
Greek ship-owners are specially engaged. They are,

in fact, the great commission-agents and carriers

of the Mediterranean. Greek merchants have now
established themselves in London, Liverpool, Man-
chester, Glasgow, and other towns of the British

empire, as well as in those of France and of Ger-
many ; and as they have greater facilities for collect-

ing articles of commerce from the inland parts of

their own and contiguous countries, besides, as

they despise no sort of commission or merchandise,
however small or insignificant, they now usurp
almost the entire traffic of the Ottoman empire, of

Persia, and of other eastern countries.

Internal Commerce.—But one great drawback to

the development of Grecian resources, and the
increase of a home-commerce, is the miserable
state of the internal communication. Withoiit a

navigable river, with not a single canal, and with
less than 100 miles of road fit for a donkey-cart in

the whole extent of its territory, it is little wonder
that the inland inhabitants are devoid of energy
and enterprise, and that they consume but little

of the imports from abroad. Mules, asses, horses,

and men carry on their backs over rugged paths,

and through mountain-passes, the scanty supplies

of foreign luxuries and necessaries for the Greek
peasant of the interior. In 1868, the first railway of

the kingdom, from Athens to the Piraeus, was opened.
Political Divisions.—In ancient times G. was

divided into a great number of petty states, each
consisting of at least a city and some portion of

surrounding territory. There was no king ruling

over the whole country, no federal union which
embraced all the states, no common council or

government. Amphictyonic leagues did exist at one
period, and in later times the Achaean and iEtolian

leagues were formed with patriotic and national

objects in view, but these applied only to a limited

area, and were of only local operation ; hence quarrels

were of constant occurrence, and G. wasted on
internal struggles those energies and means, which,

if properly husbanded, united, and directed, might
have raised her to the very pinnacle of fame
and of prosperity in every department of human
industry and human exertion. It was only when
some monster danger threatened universal destruc-

tion that all united for the common good, as in

the Persian invasions, and even then jealousies and
selfish interests caused many to join with those



t . ruin the fatherland. The diviaiona

of anci- nt G., u laid down on maps, afford a very

imperfect idea of the political condition of the

country, sin.lv nr relatively; but at th

so long known to the world under certain names, it

will In- best tn mention them as usually given.

Starting al the smith east, we have tl

in Boeotia on the
ii

i

. : .., .til. 1 I'ariu s, leeofia,

i -, /Etolia, Acarnauia, Epirus,

i
i

.1 Buboes ; and in Hie Peloponnese,
and Arcadia,

-. partly on the isthmus of Corinth.
- ni Is.vj. mniliTii i '. is divided

rovincea or noinarchics. which are again

Subdivided into forty-nine c]ian-hics. and these again

Of these ten, there

arc in Hellas, or Northern <;.. Attica and Boeotia,
i Phthiotia, A'-arnania and .-Etolia : in

the Peloponnesus, Argons ind Corinthia, Ach.ua
and Illis. Arcadia, Messenia, Lacuna : in the islands,

J i- A rni'A. BOSOO i \,

BnBOJ \. &C. ; and for I iyclades, Bee Bection ' Islands'

'.— In ancient G. each state managed
lira, and governments were of different

kinds. In Homeric i

o a considerable extent, but in later

years rc]>ul>:> nd oligarchies almost
entirely usurped the ruling power; factions were
rife, and in many ease-, their c tests led to a total

disruption of the hody-politic. (See

individual cities and Btatea.) The government of
llliHli-rn I 1. is ii constitutional in, man hv. The present

in the title ol King of the Hellenes,' is

George I., second son of the King of Denmark, lie

by the National Asseml.ly at Athens,

March 18, (80) 1868, and landed in Greece November
2, 1868. HehasacMI list of E50.178, to which the

- of G. Britain, France, ninl Russia con-

trihute. The executive is vested in the king and his

respousihle ministers, the head- ..!' -even departments,
in which there have been very frequent change* dur-

ing the past seven years, the average
administration huvin _• three months.
At the BidC of tile e\. entile council of ministers

stand- a deliberative coonci] of state, to which all hills

erred from the chamber of deputies, and
returned with observations or amendment within a

defined term. The council of state must consist of 15
to •:> members, lie named i.y the crown at the recom-
mendation of the ministers, and hold otlice for ten
year-. I he le-i-lni in i iii ii single
chnmlicr of deputies, called the liotile, elected bj uni-

versal -utl'i. ._ takes place

by ballot Each candidate has a ballot-box, and the

a hall into th.- box ot each candidate he
may approve, provided he ha- been put in nomination
by at lea-t one-thirtieth of tin- raters in an electoral

district. All Creek citi/.eiis are e.pial in the eye of
the law; civil and religious Liberty is guaranteed;
the press i- free; private property is held -acred ; the

education of the people is nndertaken at the public

coat ; offices of state ami positions of distinction are

open to all.

JuiHet. The supreme court
as in Athens of old, the

: there an
c nereial suit . In .'in

for civil au.l criminal counts, and 120

. with all the o

There is a

' [.ital punish-

ment is exigible for certain offei s,

instrument of execution,

numerous class of felons are brigands and assassins.

The Greek judges enjoy a well-earned reputation
for independence and stri.-t upi

Army "a. I Navy.— By a law
|

was reorganized ami increased numerically to :il,.1UC

men, \\/.., 14,800 regular and 17,00

; pnee sterling per da] , of wbicb l

)

pence arc retained fur pai iiu-ni

-I gencl'ariiieric, i-
j

brigandage, and foreign travellers nave
and laid for ransom and eventuall] murdered bj the

miscreants, who, it is believed, were tolerated by, if not
in league wit h,

consisted, in 1868, of a frigate of 50 guns; 2 corvettes
ol 2<\ and 22 gnus; one puddle-steamer, of I 10 hoi •-

power, with 6 guns; 5 screw-steamers, of '»'• horse-
power each, with all together 10 guns and g.'i -inaller

og the inhabitants of the
includes L371 men.

Honey, Weight*, and Miaxuret.—The unit of the
monetary system is the Drachma (<p v.), - B

lish; the unit of weight is the oke, = about S II'-.

II oz. avoirdupois; the common measure of length is

the pique, = 27 inches. A stremma of land is about
\ of an English acre.

The financial affairs of G. seem to he in
a state of hopeless hankriiptcy. The kin:

on borrowed capital, the three great poi •

land, lYainv, and Ku-sia having guaranteed a loan of

60 millions of francs
| £240,vi00), partly to indemnify

Turkey and other creditor-, of G., and partly to assist

agriculture and manufactures in their eurlj Btrnggles.
The revenue of the kin

estimates for 1870, is placed at £1,218,000, and the
expenditure at £1,210,000. The actual expenditure

red to haw- been much larger,
hui no official return of real inc e and expenses has
been published since 1859. The deht, funded and un-
funded, si,i"iuii- ti, more than ,;,ii,i n » 1,111)1! drachma,
or IT .t,2oii.iiini.

1 [Ancient Greece).—Of the earliest

inhabitants of ancient Greece we have no definite

The term tiiiliirhi/iniir* (sprung Iran

the sod itself earth-born), which the Greeks applied
-, means no more than this, that the

people had li.-eii there from time iinuiciiioii.il, and
that future generations had not the m
inclination to n any further hack.

At a very early period tic- population of C. was
largely, if not entirely, composed oi I'dasgians (see

PHLASGI). It. is most prohalih- that 1 h

were only a branch of this great Pi

ing more energy of ehai i

gradually spn
<k, and suppl t i tut s of

the Pelasgj by their own. Thus they became the

their name to the country. -

1 be poyuJ ition of m
a very mixed kind. In .lit. .ha. A.-ariiu

the greater part of Peloponnesus, and most of tin

the "Id Greeks an
still predominant; but a very large admixture "(

\ 1 i- \\ 1 \i prevails in At

.-. ith the islands

Salauiis, Hydra, and Andre. The t 1

1

bj his tall statin

; 1
1 1 1

1

Whisk.-rs

not considered .staid and respectable ; the

beard is worn only m mourning. Tin- Greeks are

uncommon]] I
ad drinking,

1 is principally vege-

table. The i- • Uy attached to their



fatherland, and their love of liberty and independ-
ence is not less strong than it was in the days of

Miltiades and Themistocles. Aristocracy is, in conse-

quence, at a discount ; and though they love and
are loyal to a good ruler, yet they are easily roused
into resistance by the infringement of their rights.

Commercial bargains are the delight of the Greeks,
and they often manage, it is said, to part with their

wares at twice their value. This deceit they
practise against the Turks especially. The Greek
women are very plain. Early marriages are common
in Greece. Greek matrons take great pride, like

Niobe of old, in a numerous and beautiful offspring.

But many of the children are cut off in infancy

by the fevers which prevail so commonly. Two
peculiar branches of the Greek race are—the
Mainotes (from a district called Maina) of the
Peloponnesus, and the Polikors of the north
highlands. The former, who boast to be the descend-
ants of the ancient Spartans, inhabit principally

the mountain fastnesses of Taygetus, where for

centuries they defied the power of the Turks. They
resemble in their sturdy independence, feudal
relations, robbing propensities, and other charac-

teristics, the Highlanders of Scotland 150 years

ago ; but in recent times, education, intermixture
with other races, and commerce, have to a great
extent removed their distinctive peculiarities. The
Palikars, that is, firaiw, originally belonged to the
northern parts of G. ; but when Thessaly and
other portions were by treaty left in the hands
of the Turks, these hardy mountaineers chose to

leave their ancient homes and settle in the new
kingdom, to establish which they had shed their

blood. The red cap, the white shirt, and the golden
jacket, mark them out even to the casual observer

. as a separate class. They go about armed, and
attended by armed followers ; their houses are

fortresses, and their servants form a little army.

The islanders are almost all seamen or traders;

they wear the red cap, a short jacket, and wide
Turkish trousers. The Albanians form about a

fourth of the population ; they are a strong, hardy

race, and engage in agricultural or other severe

labour. They are the hewers of wood and drawers

of water to the more wealthy classes. They speak
a language which is little allied to either Slavonic

or Greek. The Wallaehs are a nomad and pastoral

•race; they sleep on the hillsides with their flocks,

which are guarded by ferocious dogs. There are
large numbers of Maltese at Athens, and the
•Piranis especially. There are few settlers from
Western Europe. The Bavarians who swarmed into

'G. on the accession of King Otho have almost all

disappeared.

Religion.—See the articles Greek Religion
(Ancient), and Greek Chltrch.

Education (Ancient).—The education of the ancient
Greeks was more of a physical than of a mental
kind. The gymnasium was that of the athlete, not
that of the didaskalos or preceptor. Young children
were, till about their sixth year, trained at home
under females, but were then sent to the didaskaleia,

or schools under the charge of private tutors or

pa.dagogi. The duty of the paedagogus was rather
to keep his wards from outward injury and bad
companions, than to teach them the accomplish-
ments of grammar (including reading, writing, and
arithmetic), music, and gymnastics, the favourite

subjects of study in those days. In later times, the
more intelligent slaves were specially trained for

the duties of the psedagogus.

—

Modern.—Education
o? all kinds, from the humblest school to the uni-

versity, is free to all. Hence an unusual number
of Greeks press into the learned professions, and a
Urge educational machinery is necessary to supply

the demand for knowledge. There are about 370
communal or elementary schools, and 180 Hellenic
schools, in which, among other branches, ancient
Greek is taught. Besides these, there are—a mili-

tary school ; a polytechnic, for trades and profes-

sions ; a lyceurn ; a normal school ; an agricultural
school ; with seminaries for female education ; and
finally, there is the university of Athens, with four
faculties— theology, philosophy, law, and medicine.
All these institutions are well attended, and the
youth of all ages are most zealous in prosecuting
then- studies.

Language (Ancient).—The Greek lansnage is

a branch of that widespread family of"tongues,
usually called Indo-Germauic or Aryan. It pre-
vailed not only in the different parts of G., but
also in the numerous Greek colonies which fringed
the shores of the Euxine and the Mediterranean.
But it must not be supposed that it was of the
same type at all periods of Greek history, or in all

parts of G., even at the same time. The three
great branches of the Greek tongue were : 1. The
^Eolic, the oldest form, and that which presents the
greatest affinity to the Latin and other members
of the Indo-Germanic stock. 2. The Doric, a high-
land dialect, delighting in broad and rough sounds

;

it was spoken in the mountains of Thessaly, whence
it travelled southward, and on the migration of

the Dorians, took possession of the Peloponnesus.
3. The Ionic, a soft and vocal language, delighting
in vowel sounds, and avoiding the harsh combi-
nation of consonants ; it was spoken principally

by the people of Attica and the Ionian colonies
in Asia Minor. From it was made, by a series of

contractions and modifications, that most perfect
form of the Greek language, the Attic, which was
neither so harsh and broad as the Doric, nor so soft

and vocal as the Ionic. It was brought to the
height of perfection by the poets, the philosophers,
and the historians of G., whose writings still teach
the world, and command its admiration. By the
conquests of Alexander the Great, the Greek
language soon spread over a large part of the then
known world, but corruption at once set in—words
of other languages were adopted into the Greek,
foreign idioms were introduced, and the rigid syntax
of the great Athenian writers was neglected, so that,

in process of time, there arose a depraved form
of speech, called the Hellenistic, varying in many
essential points from its great parent. In this

last form, the books of the New Testament were
written. The process of deterioration still went
on till about the middle of last century ; when
at length the spirit of the Greek nation again
arose, and amidst other endeavours to revive the
ancient glory of their race, an attempt was made,
and is still being made, and that too with great
success, to restore the purity of the language. This
leads us to the Language of Modern Greece.—In
different parts of Greece, different languages are
spoken according to the element which predomi-
nates in the population. Thus Turkish prevails
in some districts, Albanian in others, Wallachian
in others, and Bulgarian in others ; but in the
greater part of Greece proper, the language is

Romaic Greek, or as it is now more usually and
more properly called, Neo-Hellenic. This language
bears a very close resemblance to the Hellenic, or
classical Greek ; and in fact does not differ more,
if so much, from the Attic, as the Attic differed

from the Doric. Information on this subject must
be sought in a grammar of the language. Great
efforts have been made in recent years to purge
the Neo-Hellenic of barbarisms and foreign terms,
and it is now written with euch purity, that
good scholars in ancient Greek will have little



difficult; in understanding Tricoupi'a history or

i . \t, naive, that we cannot ho]

any adequate view of it in our limited spa. i

who wish to study the matter further, ma
to a full treatise. Poeta

|

bean the earliest form of composition among the

Greeks, as indeed it must of necessity be in all

oalled the Motheroftiu Mutes. The earliest species

ems to have been hymns in honour of

to 1 1 !•--. succeeded solids
i

of heroes; but 1

of ami. ut turns winch lias come down to us is

the Iliad of Humrr, detailinc; the event

With the BiegS of Troy, anil the WBI

took part in that famous expedition. The Iliad

have been to,, long ami t,„, generally

known ami admired to need a won)
n. The remarkable popul

Homeric poems produced a host of imitators; ami

hence we find that a great many |»

voured to rival the fame of the 'blind old man,' by
narrating in vers,- the after-fate and vicissitiidi a ,,i

ho took part in the war of Troy, or by
treating of subjects allied to that of the Iliad, ami

. mm. s. The- were called the

Cyclic poets; they were posterior to Homer and
il'esioil ; their writings were put together in chron-

ological order by some Alexandrine grammarians
about 200 n. i'. The Homeric period is

the name of Hesiod. Homer is supposed to have

nourished about 900 B.C., and Hesiod about 850

B.0 II. i most celebrated writings are the

Theogony, the Slndd of Hercules, and the Works
ini.l Days, an agricultural poem. 01

only small fragments are preserved. Epic poetry

culminated in Homer, and with him ami Ins contem-

poraries it sets. Of lyric poetry, there were two
schools— the .-Kobe in Asia Minor and adjacent
islands, .-) iall\ Lesbos, and the l>,.,

ponnesus and Sicily. Of the AZoYic school, the

; alter him
came Archil, for his cutting satires,

written in iambic verse ; Tyrt.ons, and Sinnmides

of Amorgos, who contests with Archilochus the

honour of having invented iambic verse aJcanu
and Sappho (about 610 B.c.i represent the <Eolic

school in its perfection. Nor must v.

K,h,»,l-l,,,y's favourite, Anaere.m (about 520 B a),

to whom, however, are attributed many pieces

which are not considered L'onuine. Of the Doric" or

choral school, it may suffice to mention Alciuan,

An,, n. Snnonides, Uacchylihs, and

greatest "i all in every known variety of choral

poetry, Pindar (q. v.) the Tlieban ."--' n.

tireek lit, ,

,.1 .r.sehylus (born .".'.'o, died loll ll.c.l;

died 4Ho ii. c.) ; and Euripides

(bom 180, died 4(1(1 B.C.). The writers who endea-

voured to follow in the track of the-,

re ot lar inferior merit, ami with them

tragedy degenerated to the effeminacy ot lyrical

longs ami mere rhetorical bombast.

Comedy, like tragedy, took its origin from the

worship of ISaechus. The three great names of

the old Attn- comedy are (ratinus. Eupolis, and

Aristophanes (bom 402, died :SS0 Ii. 0.). In

ii, i, Ml in.-. ly. we have tin- names of Antiphases

and Alexis-, and in new comedy, Philemon ami

Maunder.
•he attention of the

Greeks till a comparatively late period, Passing

over the names oi Cadmus of Miletus, Pherecydea

tt , ataus, ami Charon ol I.

,er of History, or,

L The Homer of M
Out 4111 ; Thueyd'.i-'-,

I ut l.'lll
. ,u ,1

X.nophon, about 400. In later times, w<

bins (204 122 B.O.) ; Dionysius ol 1

1

who flourished about 20 B.C.; Diodorua Sfculna,

a contemporary of Julius and Augustus Ceesar;
Plutarch; Appian (in and Anto-
ninus I'm i

; Arn in and l)i,.n

< 'as.-ius. In L-eo^raphy, we have Stral.o and l'..u-a-

, re, the palm is .-.u i
.... .: I , ,u

(q. v.). In oratory, it may be sufficient to' mention
i

I
Antiphon (born 480 B a), Andoi idi i

(467 B.O.), I i

.

.!>, Imi, s, the treat rival of Den
B. c), Hypei idet . and last and t>

(385 B.C.). On the philosophers, see

Philosophy. .of modem
i its infancy. No work of importance

appraod previous to the revolution ; bu
establishment of the kingdom in ls-."i, ,,

into the men oi a literary bent. The
name- ot the brother- r.inaii, ,t is and Alexander
SoutBOB are Well known to many in England. They
have wr.tten dramas, lovo-sonus, novels, lyrics, and
a poem (by Alexander) in the style ..! Byron's
C/ttldi Harold, detailing the wanderings, sights,

ami adventures ot a Greek in Prance ami Italy

In i i ,,t ill,-,- there is much merit, though few

readers can folly appreciate the style ami handling.

mntic writers, Neroulos, Rangavis, and
'
'' ni 1. 1- hold a foremost place. 'I b

• /;,,;.. ,;.., ,;,/ /„/„,,„ il,. r ,>../•. ,,. .

from 1820 to 1829, by Pernevos, is a well written
'book. In grammar and lexicogi

(bnna.lios, Sen l.it'io Ily/antino, ami ol

dom ! service t,, the cause of learning, lint

,,l all th, Neo-HeUenic works yet published, the
Hi»t»rii or' ,'/.' ••» by Tricoupi is the

table not only for its statement

and faets, but also for the purity ami
i!- stylo. Many newspapers and other periodicals,

published at Athens, i lonstan-

tim.pl,'. London, ami elsewhere; but the expense
forts is in most cases borne by

wealthy Greek rchants, now so frequently met
with in the west of Europe. It will require man]
years of good government, of national industry and
prosperity, before G. can expect to assume that

position m tin- world of letters which the prestige

of her name entitles her to anticipate.

History (jj.nei«rt).—The early history of G. is

lost iii the mist of ages. The Legends of gods
and heroes, which , stitute her onI\ approach to

,,i that marvellous kind iu which a

Buperstitious and ignorant a<jo dehjhts. Hut how
much truth may u:,, I,

Cadmus, Ihinaus, Theseus. Heracles, and many
others, it is difficult to say; or to what extent tha

events of the Axgonautia expedition, i

hunt of the ('ahduiiian boar, ami ,,lh, i

. xploitB, may he real, historians can never hope to

discover. The heroic age is roughly estimated as

conti ig from I I'm to 1200 a o.; but all Greek
BeSS until the first Olympiad,

7 7 1 ; i..o (>i the migrations which t k place

early days, and of the numerous
ted bj ih" i (reeks, it is ana

speak in this l.ri.f sketch; nor can we do mora
than in. r.ly refer to the wars of the Spartans

against tie- Mcsscniaiis, which beginning in 743

B.C., did not ultimately terminate until Ithoine

was destroyed in the thud Messenian war. i.v, i. .-.

Meantime, wars ol leas magnitude are earned on

iu different parts ..i Greece; Solon Ii •



Atlii-ns .".94 B. c. ': l'i>istratns aM his sons enjoy

the ' tyrannis' at Alliens from 560 B. C. to 510 B. C.

;

Croesns, king of Lydia, and Cyrus the Great, his

conqneror, are brought into contact with the Asiatic

Greeks (560—542 b. c). And now, in 499 b.c. the

burning of Sardis by the Athenians and Ionians

leads to tbose three invasions of G. by the Persians

which end so gloriously for G, and so disastrously

for Persia, and with the particulars of which all

are so well acquainted. The tirst, under Mardonius,

in 49*2 B, c, is averted by the shipwreck of the

invading fleet off Mount Athos; the second, under
I'atis and Artaphernes, in 490 B.C., is hurled back
from Marathon; and the third, under Xerxes, 4S0
B.C.. is utterly shattered at Thermopylae, Salamis,

and Plataea. G. is now a mighty name, but the

Athenians become the ruling state, and their

supremacy continues till 404 B. c. Meantime, dis-

union at home succeeds the contests with foreign

enemies. The great Peloponnesian war begins in

431 B.C.. and wastes tLe energies of G. for 27 years,

until the subjugation and partial demolition of

Athens, in 404 B.C., put an end for a time to the

iratricidal struggle. It was in 415 B. c. the 17th of

this war, that the famous and unfortunate expedi-

tion to Sicily took place. Under Pericles, who was
the ruling spirit of Athens at the commencement
of the war, but who died of the great plague in

429 b.o., the Athenians reached the highest pitch

of excellence in sculpture and architecture ; then
were raised some of those wondrous buildings whose
rem rins still excite the admiration oi posterity at

a distance of more than 2000 years. In 401 B.C.,

the expedition of Cyrus the Younger to dethrone

his brother Artaxerxes, took place": the battle of

Cunaxa, in which Cyrus was slain, was fought

in the same year. Cyrus had employed Greek
mercenaries, and this brief war is specially famed
for the masterly retreat of the 10.000 Greeks under
Xenonhon the" Athenian in 401—400 B.C. The
next year (399 B. c.l, Socrates the philosopher,

the teacher of Plato and Xenophon. was put to

death. After the defeat of the Athenians in the

Peloponnesian war, the Spartan state became the

leading power in G, and was engaged in four

wars in succession—1st. the Elean (399—398B.C-);

2d, the Corinthian (395—3S7 E.c.i : 3d. the Olyn-

thian (380—379 B. c.) ; 4th. the Theban (378—362
B.c). The great Spartan hero of these troublous

times was Agesilaus. whose pane:n."ric has been
written by Xenophon with a friendly pen. During
these eventful years were fought the battles of

Coronea and of" Corinth (394 B.C.), Orchomenus
'375 B.C.), Leuctra (371 B.C.). Mantinea, in which
the Theban hem. Epaminondas. was slain, 362 B. C.

In 359 B.C., Philip ascends the throne of Mace-
donia, and a few years afterwards finds occasion

to intei meddle in the affairs of Greece. Some
the ailies of Athens renounce his supremacy, and

I • the S-eial war 1 357—355 E.c.i. in which

Athens loses many of her tributaries, and much
of her revenue. The Sacred war (355—346 B.c.)

onmediately follows, in which Philip takes part.

About this' time (352 B.C.), Demosthenes delivered

the first »f those powerful orations against Philip,

called Philippics. In the battle of Chaeroneia
- le Athenians and Thebans are utterly

defeated by Philip; and at the congress of Corinth,

iu the following year, he is appointed generalissimo

of the Greek forces against Persia. P.ut the hand
of the assassin cot him off at a man _

Macedonia; and after an unsuccessful

:

his son Alexander, the Creeks are compelled to

bestow upon the youthful hero the same high

military office with which they had intrusted his

lather." The events of Alexander's career are well

known. From this time G. becomes s

of the Macedonian kingdom, until Macedon is ni

turn overcome by the Romans. During the wars
which arose among the successors of Alexander,
G. was always the bone of contention ; she suffered

in consequence many hardships, and enjoyed but
few lulls of peace. The last struggle for Grecian
yberty was made by the Acha?an League (a con-

tederaey of cities at one time embracing all Pelo-
ponnesus, which had a common object, a common
council, and a common chief or gtrategus), but it

too fell before the conquering arms of Rome ; and
after the capture of Corinth in 146 B.C. by the
consul Mummius, the once mighty G. became a
province of the Poman empire.

Modern).—The history of G. for some
centuries" after the capture of Corinth belongs to
the history of her conqueror. The Roman "wars
with Antiochus. Mithridates, and others, involved
G. in countless hardships ; and the fierce struggles

of Caesar and Pompey, of Brutus and Cassias with
Antony and Octavianus, of Antony and Octavianus,
of which G. was often the theatre, entailed upon her
many calamities. For nearly two centuries after

the accession of Augustus, G. enjoyed compara-
tive tranquillity, during which Christianity spread
among her people, churches were founded, and many
devoted Greeks went abroad to strange lands and
perilled their lives in the propagation of the GospeL
But dark days again awaited her, and successive

inroads of Slavonians, Albanians, and other barbarous
hordes, overran the country from the wintry plains

of the north. When Constantine divided his empire,

G. was attached to the eastern portion ; but when,
in 1204 A.D., the Venetian fleet under Dandolo over-

powered the rickety throne of the Caesars, G. too
changed masters. The Osman Turks, who migrated
to Europe in 1355 A.D., and made themselves
masters of Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, and other

parts, captured Constantinople in 1453 A. D. ; and
from that time until recent years. G. was subject

to Mohammedan dominion. All the annoyances
that ignorance, brutality, tyranny, and greed could
suggest, were practised by the Turks on the much
enduring Greeks, but at length human nature
could no longer endure, and in 1S20 broke out that
rebellion against Turkish rule, which, by the bravery
and determination of the Greeks, and the friendly

countenance of Christian Europe, ended in the estab-

lishment of G. as an independent kingdom in 1S29.

Two unsuccessful attempts at rel>ellion had been
made in 1770 and 1790. Capo d'Istrias. the first

president of liberated G., was assassinated in 1S31

;

and after several candidates for the throne of the
infant kingdom had been proposed and rejected,

Otho, second son of the king of Bavaria, was at

length (1832) chosen by the three powers (Britain,

France, Russia) which had assisted G. in her noble
struggle. The reign of Otho has not been a
peaceful one, as may be gathered from some of the
preceding remarks, and he has had very serious

difficulties to contend with since he assumed the
-mment in 1S35. But his rule has not

been altogether devoid of fruit ; and law and order,

industry "and commerce, literature and notions of

self-government have made considerable strides

within the last thirty years. In 1862, Otho was ban-
ished, and Prince Alfred of England was chosen king.

But the terms of the agreement between the protecting

powers forbade his election, and the reigning sovereign,

George I., son of Christian IX. of Denmark, was
elected king of the Hellenes, March 18, (30) 1863.

Population.—The population of ancient G., at

any one time, it is qnite impossible to approach

;

conjectures of the most wild and opposite kind
have been hazarded, but it is useless to repeat them.
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1 "' I'-ni G. the inhabitants anmbered, in 1861, kingdom of Greece; and the Rnsso-Greek Church
l,'in>oli>, ,mi | including [In- 1< tiijiii Mnnds, l,.s.!2,.-,08. ni tli.- domil I In hist must form

The TttantU—The islands .,[ tin- .Kgean Sea mm the subject of a separate article, but it must also
be comprehended, aa in ancient times, under two be alluded to in treating of t !»

i 'vi-lmics ami tli<- S|»irii.li<. The former proper history of the Greek -

! the Greek
Delos when thai island was rendered >n ran i'..r schism, or rather From meat oi the
the birth of Diana and Apollo. Tin- latter rc'ci-m- <-il'orta on the part of thechiu •

their name from the circnmstance of their being i fur itself a dial m
in mi irregular manner room! the coasts a " independent headship in thi

of the adjoining; countries. The following lis! con- •'"• empire The ecclesiastical pre-ominenc Con-
tains tli..-,- hi-longing to i;.

: ii„. lii-^i j, i an- th.- staiii,i,..|ilr, it n, til hardly be said, followed upon
Qyclades proper, the remainder lie <>tV Eubcea. The the political distinction to whii
Italian niiiin-s an- in p„r,:,[li.-i~. The spunuies w ill

of the imperial residence, and the centre of th«

The Ionian islands, for- iperial >: ijually, H\zantium,r I i i:ki:v.

nerly a republican dependency of Great Britain, were Du* - l simple episcopal Bee, subject to

annexed to Greece in 1m;4. politan of Heraclea ; hut the rank of tin

with ELhenea (Dili); 2. Syros (Syra)

;

with the fortunes of the city ; and befi

3. Myconos (Mycono); -1. Tenoe (Tino); 5. Naxos oi the Ith ... a canon of thi

Indroa (Andre 7 < o (Zeal

;

stautinople, h. 1,1 n, :;si. .-.--,,

8. Cythnoa 9, Seriphoe
1

111. Siphi,

12. Uelos (Mil..); l.'i. l'h,,le u in.liMs (Poficandroj

14. Sicinos (Se in.,, .
!•" 1-- uVio); 16. Thera (San-

torin); 17. Auaphe (Naniiui ; Is \ --, >s ( Am. o _'.
,

t

;

1!'. Faros i'r i[>aroa (Anti-

paru) : 21. s.

23. Scopelos (Scopelo); 24. Icoa (Chiliodromia).

Besides these, there are many smaller islands and
barren rocks, which belong to G., but which from
their unimportance scarce deserve mention. These

ol tin- features which mark the
mainland : the climate is varied ; the soil is in one
fruitful, in another barren ; the productions are much
the same as in G., except that in Bonn

Santurin, the vine :n,\i. m greater variety and luxu-

riance ; the population is in. .re primitive, and less

mixed, and consequently r. tain mure pertinaciously

the customs of then- forefathers. The islanders are

generally more industrious and more happy than
the continentals- the sea is their highway, and they
can inure easily get a market for the 6

industry. The islanders are excellent seamen, and
a very large proportion of the males are employed
in navigation. Delos is now little more than a

barren rock; and scarce a v.-stm.- ,

temple of the Sun-god, or other memorial of its

[ mas and commercial pre-eminence.

illation about 16,000) is the principal

part of (J., and a creat centre of trade. The Medi-
i ill at it. Wine is almost the
only proilin tion ..t the island.

The people of Tenos are famed for the manufac-
ture ot marble tables, chimncy-pn ccs, ,vc, which
an- largely i tfolvaaian or

Malmsey wine is produced in the island. Of the

other islands, the must volcanic is Thera; it pro-
_.- quantity the wine called Vbin Smilo,

or Santorin, of which the Russians are specially

fond. Naxo, is the largest and must beautiful

Comprise an area of rather mi than 1000 -

iboui 230,000 souls.

.rally high and rocky in thi ir

Boasts, and all an; u[ a very similar aspect in this

ami other n

GBEEK CHURCH, The, taken in its widest.

ins follov. ing

first ^i-vn general c ini

ni the Roman pontiff, and thi

Western Charon. I

' the H"lv ( Irthodux I iithullc and Apo ;

and it includi

within the Ottoman empire, subject directly to the

pntriarcU of Constantinople ; the church in the

iitinople is the new Rome,'
di ace "l honour' next alter the ancii.-nt Home. This
canon, it is true, docs not recognisi

jurisdiction on the part of the see of

Constantinople, and, indeed, there are several early

within the
di ted which afterwards Lcainc the patriarchate of

Constantinople, nay, questions affecting the bishop
him- ll, and even in his relations to the other patri-

archs, were referred to the bishops of Rome But
the transition was not difficult, and was aided by the
eminent qualities of some of the bishop
cialh of St John I 'Irnsustoin. so that in the council

of rhalce.li.ii (451), a decree was passed, which
continued the precedence ali.-.i.h given, and not

.1 to Constantinople an extensile ran.e
of jurisdiction. hut also groundi d

\ as well as ill that of

the old Home, upon the political precedence to which
iM-ly had lis. n. The Kolnan legates

...list this canon, and the claim led to a
misunderstanding between the two churches, which
was widened and confirmed by the doctrinal differ-

ences which
|

I ut;,. -In in .plestieu,

in which the patriarchs ut I 'onstaiitin.iplc »:,v..

their support to the Henoticon, a heterodox or

equivocal formula put forth by the Emperor Zeno,
whi.-li was warmly resisted in the West. Th. pop.-,

in consequent e, in 184, excommun
togethi r with the pat nan lis ..1 I '"ll l:o,l

Alexandria; and thus the East and West were, th

facto, - parated for a pei iod of aeai Ij .

i p.. n w Inch i he , \, "ii cation was
withdrawn 1.. '

" involved a
.1 explicit acknowledgment of the

I ., tin i nd Of I ho

6th .-.. th.- Tiullaii Counoil (se

-n.s. Many
oircumstanoee ubined to hasten a rupture: the

rch ' claimed by the

patriarch John the (faster, and reprobated by
Gregory thi '

• -. I.) ; the contests

worship, in which the p

"

..i the iciio-

iiaiidoniueiit by the emperors
nbards ; the

if thi W !, I he p..

I

which with 1

1

involved an antagonism of the churches themselvi -.

Hence whl Ii,

ol Koine, tic- ,1, p..- .1 patriarch

I'll, .tins 802 .
ideiitilied his cans*

with that of the Eastern Church, he found a
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ready sympathy with his countrymen. The Latin
doctrine of the twofold procession of the Holy
Ghost, and the addition of 'Filioque' to the Latin
cited, the Latin practice of clerical celibacy, and
of denying to priests the power of administering

confirmation, supplied the grounds of quarrel ; and
although the schism fell with its author, and the

communion of the churches was restored, the recon-

ciliation was imperfect and far from cordial The
same causes of controversy, with others of a dis-

ciplinary nature, were renewed in the 11th c. ; and
in 1054 the pope Leo IX issued a formal sentence

of excommunication against the patriarch Michael
Cerularius, which was solemnly published in Con-
stantinople br the papal legates". Beyond the points

of difference alleged by Photius, the most important

of the new grounds of division was the use of

unleavened bread by the Latins in the eucharist

Since that time, the separation has been persever-

ingly maintained. More than one attempt was
made by the authorities upon either side to restore

the former relations of the two churches, but
in vain. The old antipathies of East and West
became more inveterate by the separation ; and
the occupation of Constantinople by the Latins

(1201), the outrages and atrocities by which it was
disgraced, the establishment of the Latin kingdom
at Constantinople, and the arbitrary tyranny by
which it was maintained, widened still more the :

ancient estrangement. Nor was the breach healed !

by the re-establishment of the Greek empire ( 1201 1.

The emperors, from political motives, pressed on all

sides by the fears of foreijn invasion and the

embarrassments of domestic discontent, proposed, as

the price of the assistance of the West in their

necessity, the restoration of the Eastern Church to

the obedience of Rome. Michael Paleologus (see

Michael Paleologus) by his ambassadors abjured

the schism at the council of Lyons in 1274 : and
endeavoured, by a synod held subsequently at

Constantinople, to obtain a ratification of the union
;

but he failed to gain the assent of the body of

bishops ; and in the succeeding pontificate, the

breach was even more seriously renewed, by two
synods held at Constantinople in 1283 and 12S5.

The necessities of John Paleologus compelled him
once again to resort to the same expedient ; and the

- for union were on this occasion con-

ducted with much more deliberation. Delegates of

the Greek Church, with the patriarch of Constanti-

no] de at their head, attended at the great Western
Council (1437) of Eerrara (better known, from the

place of its close, as that of Florence), and a pro-

tracted discussion took place, the chief points of

which were the procession of the Holy Ghost from
the Father and the Son. the addition of 'Filioque' to

the creed, the nature of the purgation of souls after

death, the use of unleavened bread in the eucharist,

and the supremacy, by divine right, of the Roman
pontiff. On all these points, the Greek delegates,

with the exception of Mark, Bishop of Ephesus, sub-

scribed the decree of the council ; but this union was
equahy short-lived. On the return of the delegates,

their proceedings were repudiated by the large

body of the Greeks and the downfall of the Greek
empire and capture -f Constantinople by the Turks
in 1453, obliterated rvery trace of the attempted
reconciliation. Since -bat time, some isolated bodies

of Christians of the Greek rite have joined the

church of Rome (see United Greek Church) ; but
every attempt at a general union on the part of

the Roman pontiffs has proved a failure. It has

been the same with the attempts which have been

understanding with the Greek Church. Very early

after the Reformation, a letter was addressed bv

Melancthon to the patriarch Joseph of Constanti-

nople through a deacon, Demetrius Mysus, who
visited Germany in the year 155S. Another Lutheran
embassy of a more formal character, headed by the
well-known Tubingen divines, Andrea and Crusius,

visited Constantinople during the patriarchate of

Jeremias (1576—15S1). But both missioi.s were
equally without result. In the following century.

the celebrated Cyril Lucaris (see Lucaris), who had
been educated in the West, and had carried home
with him a strong, though for a time carefully

concealed bias towards Protestantism, opened the

way for negotiations with the Calvinistic party.

Soon after his elevation to the patriarchate, he
issued a decidedly Calvinistical confession of faith

(1(529). But far from carrying his fellow-church-

men -with him in the movement, the innovations

which he attempted not only led to his own depo-

sition and disgrace, but called forth a doctrinal

declaration signed by the patriarchs of Constanti-

Alexandria, and Antioeh, and many metro-

ops,

decision of its definitions, draws the

n..p

pollitans and bishops, which, by the clearness and

markedly between the Greeks and reformers as to

shut out all possibility of accommodation in matters
of doctrine. This exposition was adopted by all

the churches ; and in a synod held in Jerusalem
1672. it was adopted as the creed of the Greek
Church, This declaration baring been originally

drawn up by Magilas, metropolitan of Kiew, it was
published in 1722, by order of Peter the Great,

as an authorised formulary of the Russian Church,

under the title of The Russian Catechism. With a

Church.
The Greek Church comprised within its ancient

limits, anterior to the Mohammedan conquest, Greece
properly so called, the Peloponnesus, Eastern LUy-

ricum. the Islands, and Asia Minor, as also Syria

and Palestine. Arabia. Egypt, and parts of Mesopo-
tamia and Persia. But with the first triumph of

the Koran, the church of Constantinople by degrees

lost almost all her territory in Asia and Africa;

and since the conquest of the Turks, it has sunk
into the condition of a weak and oppressed depen-

dant. By the separation of the Russian branch,

partiallv in the 17th. and finally in the beginning

of the lSth c, and by that of the new kingdom of

Greece, on occasion of the revolution, its importance

has been still more diminished. Each of the three

divisions into which it has separated possesses a
distinct organization ; but as the faith and practice

of all are substantially identical, we shall first give a
brief account of the doctrines of the Greek Church,
especially in their relations to the Christian com-
munions of the West, and to the controversies by
which they are separated from each other.

In general, it may be inferred from the fact that

the Greek Church receives the first seven councils,

that on all the controversies regarding the Trinity

and Incarnation the Greeks are agreed with the

Western Catholics, with the sole exception of the

double procession of the Holy Ghost, in which
they are at issue not only with Catholics, but
it may lie said with the entire body of Western
Trinitarians. While they reject the papal claim

to supremacy and doctrinal authority, they agree
with Catholics in accepting as the rule of faith

not alone the Bible, including the Deutcrocanonical

books (see Synod of Jerusalem in Harduin's Coll.

Condi., xi. col. 258), but also the traditions of

the church, that is, what are believed to be the

nnwritten revelations of our Lord and of the

apostles, preserved by the testimony of the Fathers,

among whom they regard with special veneration
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Basil, Gregory of Is'azian/.um, and Chrysnstoin. Pentecost
; al ordinary times, they Maud, i

They admit tlio seven sacraments as re. civ.d l>y being turned towards the east Tbi
'th Roman Church ris., Baptism, Confirmation, of the cross is habitual among them. The
Bocherist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Orders, institute has subsisted in the Greek Church from
au.l Matrimony; but in the rites used by them the earliest times, and n eroos convents of both
in the administration of tins.- sc.xc- uro dispersed over the east, which follow
are considerable discrepancies from the Latin inc. almost exclusively the rule ol St. Basil. The abbot
They administer baptism by a triple immersion; is called bTegumenos, the abbess, Hegni
continuation is administered in immediate eon- several convents be subject t.> a sii

motion wicn baptism, even in the case of infants, called Archimandrite. Both monks ami nuns are

and ii in administered by priests, ami n..t, a- .unoni: bound by vows of celibacy. With both, the duty
tin Latins, by bishops exclusively. As to ti f manual labour is a tan/ting observance; the

Imit the real presence of nuns, like their Western sisters, apply themselves to
n "i the sick, and to the education oi young

propitiatory sacrifice, and (although this has been 6

denied bj Protestants) the adoration of the beet As regards the separate i -titution of the three
(see Renaudot, Litunj. Culhrtto, i. pp. 22, 23). Bui the Greek Church, it will be enough
they differ from Catholics in the us.- of leavened to .-ay that the church in the Turkish empire has
bread, in administering the communion in both remained subject to the patriarch of Constantinople,
kinds, ami in a.imini.-tcrino it in this form even who from the beginning enjoyed a continued out

thechildren. In the sacrament of penance, they i g. pivcanous p.ote 1 1 .11 from the sultan, and
nise, like the Western Catholics, auricular conies, held, as regarded bis own Mock, a civil pre-eminence,
sinn, priestly absolution, and penitent,.,! work.,; ami with ti,. tank oi a ; bails.' But in

although they differ from the Latins as to the use return for this civil status, the Porte,

of indulgences, they admit the principle upon which exercised the right of appointing au.l also ol depos-
their use is founded, and even their applicability to ing the patriarch, a right which was habitually

the dead. .The peculiarities of the use of extrc \.ii- .1 as a matter of purchase and sale, and
(motion have l.e.n already detailed. .See Exikoie which led to the grossest simony, not only m the

Unction. In the sacrament of holy orders, they candidates for the patriarchate, but 1

have many peculiar observances. See Oklucus, Holy, ecclesiastical system, i'or a lone time the metro-

The most striking point oi difference regards clerical politan of Russia (afterwards patnaroh) was directly

celibacy. The < J reek Church recognises the excel- subject to the patriarch of Constantinople, as also

lence of virginity, and the fitness of its observance the bishop of the modern kingdom ot I
• but

by those engaged in the ministry, so far as to both churches arc now independent. The patriarch

prohibit marriage altogether to bishops (who are of Constantinople, Jeremias 11., in the year 1589,
always chosen, in consequence, from the monastic, consented to the creation of a separate but depen-
and not the secular clcr-y) ; to forbid priests or dent patriarch; and this dependence continued
deacons to contract marriage after ordination ; to until the time of Peter the Great, by whom the
forbid t.. all, without exception, a second marriaee, patriarchate v>as lir.-t suspended, and afterwards

or marriage with a widow ; and to require of abolished, the church being now governed by what
married priests that they shall live separate from is called the Holy Synod, an ecclesiastical coui-

their wives during the tune when they are actually mission a).pointed by the czar. The independence
engaged in church services. But they not only of the church of the kingdom of Greece dates from
permit married candidates to be advanced to deacon- the revolution. The 'organic law of Epidaurus,'

ship and priesthood, but even require, as a general of January lli'22, proclaimed the Oriental Orthodox
rule, that they shall be actually married before Church as the church of the state, and Boon after-

admitted to orders. While admitting wards measures were taken to Organise this church
be a sacrament, they hold it to be dis- in the new kingdom. K..r a time, the patriarch

soluble in case of adultery, and they regard fourth of Constantinople hoped to preserve his ancient

utterly unlawful. (In the. Iitioii of authority; but the president of the new state,

ol admit with Western Capo d'l.strias, firmly resisted, and, after many pre-

Catholics a purgatorial tire, but they admit the liminaries, the new church was formally organised

I

purgation, byadecreeol July 15 (27), 1833, on a plan in great
and of tin

1
1 for the dead. They part 1 ion owed from the constitution ol I

iion of saints, and the lawful- Church 1 ettledl The govern-

Bass of invoking them, espi 1 ii ill j the Holj Virgin ing_ body in the church of the kin-. I

Mary, and of honouring their shrines and relies, asm the Russian, the so-called ' Holy Synod,' which
They do not p ivnli consists of ii v. members, who are ordinarily arch-
t , 11 of that "I the eio-s; but they freely bishops or ludiop,, but 111 is al-o admit into their

receive and multiply pictures, which they hold number one or two pno.-is or monks. This synod
it high honour, and on which they lavish the most is the supi. n.

1
inl.uual, and in name

o M.y ornaments of "...id. jewels, and othei precious at least is independent in spirituals; but as its

tint ,'s. In their belief ,,t tie- merit of good works, members are all named by the crown, and hold
ii.-, th.y e,, even further than otlice but for a year, it is practically a -

Roman Cntin 1 four yearly fasts -the meat; moreover, two officials ol the crown ha.-e a

i| Lent, from Pea u_h without a vote, at all its

The synod elects bishops, but the
1 day, and the six weeks before Christ- crown has the right of confirming au.l ranting

Bias—they observe the Wednesdays and Fridays investiture. The struggle between the Danubiar.

Their liturgy shall be |
-

I at Constantinople

1 r it. 1 iniimled, in isiis, in the 1,' nl noeuit tlnir

it will be that in splendour of independence. 'In,- lb.lt S\ I of the B

ceremonial, th.y .are not 1'nf.nor to the Westerns. Chinch has circulated a new and improved version of

Instrumental musio, it is true, is forbidden in the the Gospel in Boss, which ha- met with extensive
, n a In laic. Kill the most important event in thl

public prayer, the kneeling posture 1- used only at torj ..1 the (.nek Church is the correspondence, in
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1 869, between the Archbishop of Canterbury ami the
1'atriareh, having for its object the union of the
Eastern ami Anglican Churches. In the same year,
the Russian government commenced a radical reform'
of the clergy by abolishing the hereditary character
of the Russo-Greek priesthood. The Russo-Greek
Church is estimated to uumbcr 55,000,000 orthodox.

AHE UNITED Gr.FiEK ClIC'IlCU Com]llvliei M ls those
Christians who, while they follow the Greek rite
observe the general discipline of the Greek Church'
and make use of the Greek liturgy, are yet united
with the Church of Rome, admitting the double
procession of the Spirit and the supremacy of the
Roman pontiff, and accepting all the doctrinal deci-
sions subsequent to the Greek schism which have
force as articles of faith in the Roman Church
The United Greeks are found chiefly in South.™
Italy, in the Austrian dominion, in Poland, and
in the Russian empire. In Italy, they are com-
puted at 80,000 ; in Austria, at about 4,000,000
and in Poland, about 250,000. In Russia, it is
difficidt to ascertain what their number is. As
regards nationalities in Austria, they are divided
into Romanians and IJuthcnians—the former beino-
settled in Wallachia, Transylvania, and Eastern
Hungary

; the latter, in Little Russia, Galieia, and
North-eastern Hungary. The union of the Greek
Christians of Wallachia and Transylvania dates from
the end of the 12th c. ; and although the Refor-
mation made some progress among them, they still
for the most part remain true to the union. The
union of the Galician Greeks or Ruthenians is of
much later date, about the close of the 17th century
ft is only necessary to add that the usage of the
United Greek Church as to the law of celibacy is
with the consent of the Roman pontiffs, the same as
among the other Greeks. They are also permitted

• *— -ommunion under both kinds.

people was earned to such an extent, that because
«e bad to thank them for much, many writers
thought we must be obliged to them for all.
Fortunately, we have handed down to us various
d'sx'Tti us and fragments ou music by o'd writers
"Inch, although they do not unfold to' us anvthin'^
like a satisfactory view of the ancient Greek music!
yet suffice to shew us that amont? the anment
Greeks the art of

that among the ancient
music was in a very imperfect

H.UU incomplete state, and that, in its elements
and groundwork, it was entirely a slave to poetey,
and can have been little else than a kind of intoned
declamation. We hear from ancient writers of the
magic influence of music ; but we must not forget
that they used the word music in a collective sense
tor the gift of the muses generally ; and when they
spoke ot^ the elevating and moral effects of music,

to administer c

GREEK-FIRE, a composition supposed to hat

.

been of nitre, sulphur, and naphtha as a principal
ingredient, with which the Greeks of the Byzantine
empire were wont to defend themselves against their
Saracen adversaries. The accounts of its effects
are so mingled with obvious fable, that it is diilh-ult
to arrive at any just conclusion as to its power ; but
the mixture appears to have been highly inflam-
mable, and to have possessed the power of burning
under water. It was projected either on blazing
tow, tied to arrows, or through a tube, the pre"
cursor of cannon. Wherever the combustible fell, it
made great havoc, from the inextinguishable nature
of the fire. The invention of this material has
usually been ascribed to Callinicus of Heliopolis, and
the year 668 A.D. ; but there seems to be reason to
believe that it was rather imported from India. At
Constantinople, the process of making Greek-fire was
kept a profound secret for. several centuries. The
knowledge, however, of its composition gradually
spread; and at the time of the discovery of gun-
powder, Greek-fire formed a recognised 'defensive
element in most wars from Western Europe to
Asia Minor. Subsisting for some time concurrently
with gunpowder, it gradually died out before the
advances of that still more effective competitor,
till now little vestige remains of Greek-fire beyond
a Norman corruption of its name in our firework
'cracker,' which, derived from 'Creyke' of the
middle ages, is but a corruption of ' Grecque.' See
also Firearms.

GREEK MUSIC. f\e existence of music as an
art or science among the ancient Greeks has for
hundreds of years been a subject of inquiry and
discussion among the learned. With the restoration
of the arts and sciences at the end of the middle
ages, the veneration for all that bel -nged to that

|

it is to be understood that they meant a General
harmonious cultivation of the arts and sciences.
Ihe system of music known to the ancient Greeks,
and as practised in their temples and theatres,
outtered essentially from our modern music, as their
scale, or succession of sounds, was not based on the
octave and its repetition, but on a fourth and its
repetition. Their scale consisted of five tetrachords
each containing four consecutive sounds; the last
sound of one tetrachord being always ihe first of
the next

; while two of their tetrachords had more
than one sound m common. In modern music the
ancient Greek scale would be as follows : B, C, D E •

E, F, G, A ; A, Bb, C, D, &c. This they called 'tho
oiatomc genus. They had also their chromatic genus
thus, B, C, D#, E; E, F, G#, A, &c. ; and their enhar-
monic genus, the tetrachords of which consisted of
two quarter-tones (which cannot be expressed inmod.™ music) and a major third. It is beyond a
doubt that the ancient Greeks neither possessed a
system of notation by which their music, such as it
was, might have been preserved, nor had they any
i. ha ot harmony in the modern sense of the word.
•Many believe it impossible that a people who have
left us specimens of their poetry and sculpture,
v, Inch, alter 2ooo years, are still admired as master-
works, could have been content with such an imper-
fect and clumsy system of music. Had it been
otherwise, it is scarcely possible to imagine that
Ihe knowledge of it would not have been handed
down to us. An ode by Pindar, and a hymn or two
sot in modern notation from an old Greek MS., is
the whole we possess of ancient Greek music, and
those are said by many to be spurious.

GREEK PHILOSOPHY. See Philosophy.

.

GREEK RELIGION (Ancient), the most poet-
leal and most humane of polytheisms, presents itselfm historical times as a plastic worship of nature
with its visible objects and its invisible powers-
"I abstract notions, sensations, propensities, and
actions: of tutelary Numina, household or family
gods

;
and ..f exalted men or heroes. Composed of

su.ii widely discordant elements, this great Hellenic
Pantheon offers yet a unity so harmonious and
consistent in its minutest parts, that its origin ia
ever, more difficult to trace than that of the people
itselt, which, from a conglomeration of hetero-
geneous races and tribes, was fused, in an incredibly
short space of time, into one great family of equal
propensities and of equal gifts. The question of
the origin ot the Greek religion has indeed been
a point at issue from the time of Herodotus to
our own. While he, together with many others
pronounced it to be almost completely an impor-
tation from Egypt, a strong autoehthonic school
heli

onistic i

more or

3 homesprung; and these two antaw-
—the East and Hellas—have, in a
modified form, found then- foremost
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representatives in modern flays, in Creuzcr on Tartarus ; while, on the other hand, only the most
the one aide, and Otfried Muller on the Other. c, after their death, endowed with
The new and all-important science of t'ompara- a lew body and enjoy the pleasu] -

tive Mythology, however, may be said to have lint these are v, t \

set this point at rest; for it proves almost to is dead,' says the shade oi Aiitiel.,, mi,, a

demonstration, that the fundamental ideas of the the bones are left to be consumed l.y the Ham. B, b ut
Greek religion are due to the regions north-west the sool passes away like a dream.'
of India, the cradle of the main Hellenic stock ' We cannot attempt here to enter minutely into
(see Auvin ElACB) ; while subsequent col sts this vast subject of Greek theology—to trace its

introdu ds from Rh.enicia, E-.-ypt, historical development from the days when the
and oth.r parts of the East. AM early Pelasgians invoked, like their Persian aud
host of personified fancies and ideals begotten by German kinsmen, the highest god without
the posts at home, were soon anialgamat. mil the minor d.iti :, Ones,'
one great system, Vet those foreign elements, the • Unknown Ones,' the * Merciful Ones,' without
so far from detracting from the originality of distinct name and shape to the time when .very
the Greeks, shsw in a Stall stronger tight what sound and every sight, every thought and
brilliancy of conception and power of imagination, deed, had a sublime significance, can
what harmony and plasticity, bad fallen to the as it was by a god ; when the prodigious Dumber of

the inhabitants of Hellas; a land which clearly delined, and individually a D

in itself, by the immense variety of glorious scenery ouslv worshipped gods formed one of the i

of sea and sky, wood and mountain, river and impulses to the development of the arte : IU

bay. rock and island, contributed not a little to that period down to the days when the po
quicken that immortal youthfulnees by which they prophecies of the speedy death of the gods int.. the
Were so aptly and strikingly called throughout mouths of their heroes"; when philosophers openly

ople of Yavan (Sauscr. Tuvan = declared 'these things to be fancies and dreams,'
H .- gods, from the moment and religions persecutions hastened the downfall of

they ton. bed these shores, from dead symbols a creed which had become adulterated by foreign
with all the qualities and elements no longer to be amalgamated—until Chris-

OS, aims and actions, of a living indivi- tiainty stepped in, aud not satisfied with deposing
duality, and that of the highest, most noble, and the gods of Greece, sent them, branded v

divine frame existing man. Anthropomorphism, names of 'evil powers,' or ' demons,' in the sense of
llief characteristic of Greek religion. East. -in 'Satans.'to perdition. .Much lis- ,

The brute creation -which to the East was some- attempt here a minute enumeration and description

thing to be exalted, aud to be adopted as the type of all the deities, their genesis and history, with
of divinity furnished the Greeks only with a lew the myths and legends, traditional or invented in

attributes for their humanly shaped gods. Rut man, historical times by poets and philosophers, or dwell
the ide d of creation, was deficient in one thing: on the immense influence of Greek religion on other
—the duration of his life was limited - and iu this religions, the Christian among them. It is only

differed from him : they were immortal, desirable' here to trace a faint outline of the divine
In all otl were like himself: they commonwealth, and the outward
loved and hated, they 'transgressed' and suffered, gious worship of the Greeks, in the so-called classical

ted with the Greeks, the period, Some account of the principal deities v. ill

first essentially ethi.al people though they are; be found in special articles,

consequently, their gods, when they could not attain Without entering into the principal division of
ts of their many and strong desires in a the gods into heavenly, terrestrial, and maritime,

orward manner, had unscrupulous recourse we will hrioiiy mention the supreme council of the
d cunning, and through their .pies- twelve national gods, who, together with a vast mala

tionabl' ! I.i ai I female retinue, dwelt ..n the heights of Mount
to v.ry undignified positions. And yet Olympus, around its highest peak. This, n

the influi I
t such unworthy conceptions of the into the sky (Ouranos), was inhabited by Zen Hi.

gods was not so detrimental to the believer as at son of Chronos, the highest, mightiest, and wisest

first sight might be supposed ; for the < Ireek deities being, king and father of gods and men: who watches
lor humanity: they were, over all human doings, principally over hospitality

through their mighty origin, their almost unbounded and the sa. -redness of oaths. Second in power is

powers, and their immortality, exempt from the his brother Poseidon, the shaker of the earth, the
ordinary laws which must rule the dealings in the ruler of the sea and all the Maters of the earth.

realth of low, weak, dying humanity. Tiny Next stands Apollo, the sou of Zeus and Selo
were a kind of exalted aristocracy, who could Dot (darkness); he is (as Rhoibos) the sun, and darts

be judged by a human stan. laid, much less be his rays or arrows as god oi the ohs

imitated by human beings; and, after all, even th.y destruction, as well as of beneficence, Bi n be it Dot

I only ot t he phj icaL bu1 aJ i he mental

The mortal, light; hence to hiin belongs the insighl

however. Was subject to tllolll 1 mil vidua 1 ly ; .Hid it events. Ill' is tliC god Of "1 M.'les, bllj, BS Sll.'ll,

id province to fulfil the duties of piei tical inspira-

aml modesty toward! beousnees and tion, leader of the Dm
ds his equals. On this condition alone, one of the subhnicst n aids, In his

the uudisturbed enjoyment of life with all its most love and in Ins hatred, be is always .

ts was his. Retribution for evil don: ignity and majesty, of which even the

followed, with rare exceptions, speedily and b

vocably. on the earth he trod, not at itrial fire, which in his person had i

period or in other realms. Thi . from heaven to earth, is Hepusastus, B
but it was a shadowy thing without life and blood, are volcanoes, where metals are forged and wrought

a miserable nether worl Only by him into artful forms; and as .

for very extraordinary crimes was there something best matures wine, to him \\

like a real, lYaiful. and everlasting punishment ot cupbearei

in store in the Hades, or the still more terrible Rattles, slaughter, rapine, and the doa
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lire his delight. Hermes—originally, perhaps, the

symbol o£ animal generation—appears as patron of

the herd3. He is we guardian of the roads and the

messenger of the gods ; he is, morever, the inventor

of the lyre and gymnasties. He is the presiding

genius of commerce, and, as such, a knave, even a

thief. With Zeus is coupled Hera, his sister and
wife—beautiful, majestic, but exacting and quarrel-

some. The foremost daughter of Zeus, and who
sprang from his head in full armour, is Athene, who
stands in a twofold relation to the light, physical as

well as mental—whence she becomes the goddess

of understanding and wisdom—and to the water
{Tritog*neia); hence also her rivalry with Poseidon.

The two elements, the warm and the moist, giving

rise to the fertility of the earth, she is the goddess

of the grain and of the crops ; she is likewise god-

dess of war, and presides over female handiwork.
Artemis, the twin-sister of Apollo, shares with him
the chase and the li°;ht : her attributes are a torch

and the moon. The Phoenician goddess Astarte
had risen from the foamy waves on the Greek
shores as Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of beauty,

of love, of voluptuousness. Her counterpart was
the chaste maiden-goddess Hestia, in whom was
personified the hearth as the centre of the house
and family. From the everlasting fire on her altar,

the colonists took the flame which was to accom-
pany them to their new settlements. The list of

the Olympians closes with Demeter or Gaia. She
is the goddess of agriculture, and, consequently, of

settled institutions and laws.

An indefinite number of other gods followed,

some of them little inferior in power and dignity

to the twelve, and who sometimes, like Dionysus,
the god of goat-herds and wine-growers, and others,

acted as the special deities of certain classes. We
may mention here Hades, Helios, Hecate, Leto,

Dione, Persephone, Themis, Eos ; the Charites,

the Muses, the Moeras, Proteus, the Nymphs, and
other daimons—partly primeval local deities, partly

deified powers of nature ; river, mountain, and
forest gods ; or personified abstract notions—such
as Tyche, Psyche, Hebe, Thauatos, Phobos, Hypnos,
Kratos, Bia, and the like conscious or unconscious

allegories. Besides these, there is a mob of deities,

or rather monsters, begotten by gods—the Harpies,

the Gorgons, Pegasus, Chinuera, Cerberus, Seylla

and Charybdis, the Centaurs, the Sphinx, &c.

A palpable link between gods and men is found
in the heroes or demigods—i. e., men deified after

death—a race sprung from the embraces of gods
and the beautiful daughters of man. They became
either, like Heracles (the Phoenician Melkarth),

founders of races, who were thus considered the

sons of gods, or patrons of special trades and pro-

fessions, like Dredalus, the heron of artificers and
others. The entire absence of that dark and terrible,

essentially Eastern, notion of an evil principle,

co-existent with the good, between which two rival

powers the world is divided ; the undaunted geni-

al ity of the Greek nature ; the tendency towards
humanising the whole universe and its gods, who,
again, had not disdained to ally themselves with
mankind ; and above all, the emancipation from an
all-ruling hierarchy such as swayed the East, made
the Greek religion dogmatically, as well as practi-

cally, one of the brightest and most joyous, no less

than the mildest and most tolerant, of ancient creeds.

The outward as weU as the inward worship of the

gods was with them purely a personal affair. No
mediator stood between the individual and the

deity ; every freeborn man, woman, and child had
the undisputed right to pray and to sacrifice when
and where the heart prompted. The only office of

the priests consisted in the care of certain sacred

property, in providing for the service of the temple,
in the performance of certain traditional rites, the
recitation of certain ancient formulas handed down
in the priestly families, and the expounding of the
Divine Wdl expressed by oracles. The Sacrifices

(q. v.), which in earlier days had consisted in the
votive offering of a lock, a garland, a tablet, or such
simple fruits as were yielded by the soil, gradually,

as hills and groves no longer sufficed, and temples,
stately and sumptuous, adorned with gorgeous
statues, had been erected, grew into splendid feasts,

of which the gods were invited to partake, together
with those who sacrificed. Of the periodical festi-

vals held in honour of special deities, the games
and sports, the scenic representations and musical
contests connected with them, and of their pecidiar

influence in raising the literature, arts, and phil-

osophy of the Greeks above that of all mankind,
we have spoken under Festivals, and we may
further refer for particulars to such articles as

Dionysia, Panatheneia, Thesmophopja, Eleo-
sinian Mysteries (where also the subject of the
Mysteries is touched upon), as also to the headings
Olympian, Pythian, Nemean, and other Games.
One of the most characteristic provinces of the

Greek cult was that belonging to the mantics or

diviners. The Greek, looking upon the gods as his

omnipresent friends, who were anxious to caution

him against threatening dangers, or, in other words,

firmly convinced by his own strong sympathy with
nature, that a derangement of his own affairs, how-
ever unknown to himself, must produce a corre-

sponding derangement in nature, could not but
give some credence to the foreboding significance

of natural or ' supernatural ' prodigies or signs. The
ether or space between heaven and earth, would be
the principal scene of these revelations ; the storms
that swept through it, the thunder that rolled around
it. and the birds that floated in the blue abyss, were
all so many divine omens. No less would the gods
speak in the offerings immediately addressed to them
—in the innermost entrails of the sacrificial animal—
in the flame that rose from their altar—in dreams of

the night, and strange sounds and poi-tents by day :

thus, if in the midst of the assembled people, an

suspected to have more than tolerated such practices,

much less could it be supposed that it ever sank to

the low level of grovelling imbecility, as was the case

in this matter of augury with the Etruscans (q. v.)

;

and Homer—though to the astonishment of Xeno-
phon—puts into the mouth of Hector the momentous
words: 'One omen only is significant—to fight for

one's country 1'

The growth of culture did indeed early free the

Greeks from the vague awe of everyday phenomena,
and the science of manticism fell accordingly into

the hands of the lowest jugglers and soothsayers,

believed in only by the herd. But in the same
degree, there rose into highest importance another

and exalted kind of prophecy—the Oracles (q. v.).

In this, the god Jupiter — afterwards principally

Apollo, his son, the partaker in his counsels

—

spoke himself : first, in the rustling of leaves, in the

clangour of brass basins, later, in distinct human
words. He chose the weakest vessels —women girls,

to whom the divine gift was a burden and a pain.

The Sibyl herself does not understand what the

god says through her mouth ; she is unconscious— in

a state of somnambulism—of mania. But here the

priests step in ; they act as interpreters, as prophets,

as 'Evangelides (the progeny of some Evatigelns),

'bringers of good tidings.' Their influence, socially

and politically, increased with that of the oracles

themselves, especially when these latter, by degrees,
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from being casual and unforeseen, became frequent

ami regular. The richest gifts poured in from all

grew matter ..t piety to have recourse

They thus rose into

an institution, the important f which, principally

for the unity and consequent rise ol I

political power, cannot well 1 vet-rated. Besides

oracle that of Jupiter at I

may mention, <'ut of the 260 which were counted

throughout I

Khune, Larisaa, T< nrra, ol Trophonins in a Bubter-

u au.l.it Amphiareus, near Oropus, in

Att c i. w here the answers were revealed in dreams.

But by Ear the most famous, and .if highest import

for the wh.>le nation aa such, "as that .a Delphi

(Q. v.), '.\ here the A tn jilnct vim i.- council was li.i.l;

wh.-re .very thin- coupe* ted with the public worship

throughout the country was settled; where the

eli was regulated ; where, in fact, fur a

very long time was to he found the real central

nece.— Its voice ceased in the days of

Julian, called the Apostate.

i. Hobace, American journalist, was

tnherat, New Hampshire, February S,

181 1. His father was a farmer ..t small means : atel

i r acquiring the rudiments ..t eduoation

at a common -• bool, entered a print ing-office as an

| }26, ai East Poultney, \ ermoot Oa
the completion Of his apprenticeship, he w. irked for

;- man printer at various places,

and in 1881 h.- went toNew fork, where he continued
his [ahoursasajourneyman untilJau. 1833. In 1834

he edited the Nieu Yorker, a political and literary

weekly paper, and in 1840 he edited The Lwj
Cabin, a weekly paper established lo promote the

election of Harrison to the Presidency. In 1811

he began the Neu York 7H4une, of which he has

been the leading editor. As the columns
of the Tribune have ever been open to a candid

of all topics of interest to the public, it

early became a favorite of the most able writers

of the various schools of reform, and Mr S. was

held to have adopted to some extent the social

theories of Fourier. Mr li was an

I that party, and in 1848 "as
i the districts of New

York, for the short term. In 1861 be visited Europe,

and was chairman of one of the committees of the

Qreal Exhibition. H ben thi

towards secession were taken by South Carolina,

Mm;. e\pi urable to a peaceful

separation in ea-e it Bhould clearly appear that an

actual majority of the eitizens of the Southern
Stale- «ere in tavor of seceding. But, those states

having, in violation of all law, seized the forts and
other property belonging Nil he federal government,

he has s| heeolnc a zealous and uni

advocate ofcoercion. In I860 hepublishedavolume
, i essays entitled Etnt* Totoardt Be/brmt.

Bnbsequently be issued Olaneet at Europe, and in

1856, a Bittory of th. Struggle for 81

tion; in 1864—66, The American Conflict, 9 vols.,

and in 181 of a Buoy Life.

GREEN i l.oTIi, Hoard of; a boan
with the royal household, d-ting ol the lord

steward and
i t ofl ndei - a ithin the vergi ol thi palaci

a servant of the pal for debt.

ORBED t iii.nl KS. Uthougl
green . an be produi i .1 both in oil and

.

mixing til various .
materials in

different proportions. The following are the green

paints in us.-

:

I . i seheele's eleell. I-

uf eopp. I, lii.e !e h\ ii a- add 111 I

solution of potash, and adding it to i

sulphate ol copper, A precipitate is formed, which
i,., i,, or .1/7 in green.

Bruneunch green. The lest is crude oxychloride

of copper, but the kind commonly sold is a mixture

of carbonate of copper and eh.dk. or ).ip.- clay, i hoe

shade of this mixture is sometimes called firemen

green.

Chrome green is a mixture of Prussian blue and

chrome yellow.

Copper green is sometimes a natural
[

rally manufactured; it is the oxide or

the carWmate of copper, and is sometimes called

green bice, or mountmn gren n.

iper, prepared

by a slightly different process to N.7...'

/'/•we or / le with sulphate of

copp.r ami sal ammoniac.
QeVarte or OeUert't green is a mixture of cobalt

blue, (lowers of zinc, and rltrm.n

8ap green—the juice of buckthorn-berries fer-

mented for seven or eight days, alter which a Utile

alum is added; and when evaporated to a tluek

consistency, it is pressed into bladders, and hung up
until entirely dry. It is chielly employed in water-

colours.
/.'.-< gret n is another form of the arsenite

of copper produced by dissolving separately equal

parts of acetate of copper and arsenious acid. The

the precipitate formed is the beautiful but highly

dangerous pigment. Its great beauty baa led to

its frequent employment in colouring wall-papers,

artificial flowers, and eveu in some eases, it is

!- .1. in colouring sugar-confections.

All of these colours, with the exception of sap

ianj. louslv poisonous.

Cri .ii, in dyeing, is always understood to be a

mixture Ol the l"o colours blue and yellow. The
materials are generally mixed first with blue, and
afterwards with yellow, proportioning the iuteusity

of each to the shade of colour required.

s vegetable green .-..lour called

/,,,, /:,.. or green indigo, but it is exce< di)

and is only obtainable in very small qui

GREEN EARTH, a mineral of a given colour

and earthy character, often found filling the cavities

of amygdaloid, or incrusting agates in that rock,

sometimes also massive or disseminated, chiefly in

ti.i| ks. It consists principally of siiiea, alumina,

ami piofoxi.le of iron, the siiiea .-.instituting about

mi. half [1 is used as a pigment by painters ill

vili i -.'nil! J, "ho lilloW It bj the 11. hi

. ,„ r,, , n For their use, it is mostly brought from

Mont.- Boldo, near Verona, and from Cyprus. In

\i -.-. Jei - ,g n earth, or green-sand marl, is used

as a manure, and has proved a valuable fertilizer.

GREEN EBONY, a dye* i imported in

,i s into Britain b

\, m i M , . it i., the wood ol the Jaearanda .""'-

atural ordeT Bignoniacea. It

..mi, and yellow colours. It is

length ;"it is a hard wo
and is sometimes used

and by turners. The
ll.l". I--.

GREENE, Nuiumh, an American general in

the wai ol the revolution, was born in the township
i land, in 1742, B

ii the Society of Friends or Quaker*

tor purposes of carpentry

tree has shOWy, pain, led
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Tt'. nng G.*s school duration was of the simplest and

hi. >t limited character; but by his own industry he

soon acquired a tolerable knowledge of the prin-

cipal branches of an English education, including

history and mathematics. He made some progress

in the study of law ; he also early evinced a decided
predilection for books treating on the art of war.
Ou the commencement of the troubles between the
colonies and Great Britain, he volunteered as a

private (1774) ; but the following year he was chosen,

by the Assembly of Rhode Island, general of the
contingent furnished by that colony to the army
near Boston. He was made major-general in the
continental army in 1776, and accompanied Wash-
ingtoa on his brilliant expedition into New Jersey
near the close of the same year. He performed a
promoient part in the disastrous battle of German-
town (1777), on which occasion his courage and skill

did n-uch towards retrieving the reputation of the
American arms. In 177S, he was appointed quarter-
master-general, and for more than two years he
fulfilled the duties of that position with faithful-

ness and ability. After the defeat of General
Gates (1780) at the battle of Camden, South
Carolina, G. was appointed to the command of the
southern army, which he found demoralised, and
in a state of utter destitution. His presence, how-
ever, soon restored the confidence of the troops.

Through his skilful strategy, even his reverses pro-
duced the fruits of victory. In March 1781, he was
defeated by Lord G'omwallis in the hard-fought
battle of Guilford Court-house, but the English
general derived no permanent advantages from his

triumph. Cornwallis having retreated into Virginia,

G. defeated, after a severe action (September 17S1),

the forces of Colonel Stewart at Eutaw Springs, and
thereby put an end to the British power in South
Carolina. This was the last battle iu which General
G. was engaged, although he held his command till

the end of the war. He died from the effect of a
sun-stroke, at Mulberry Grove on the Savannah
river, in 1786. He is admitted by universal con-
sent to have been, among the American generals,

second only to Washington in military talents and
in the important services which he rendered to his

country.

GREENE, Robert, an English poet and drama-
tist, was born at Norwich about 1560, or, as stated
by some of his biographers, in 1550. He was
placed at St John's College, Cambridge, and took
out his degree of A.B. there in 1578. He after-

wards travelled in Spain and Italy. On his return,

he re-entered the university, and took his degree of

AM. at Clare Hall iu 15S3. He also appears to

have studied at Oxford in 158S. On leaving Cam-
bridge, he proceeded to London, where he supported
himself by writing plays and romances. He poured
out plays, poems, and novels, ruffled about in silks,

wore long hair, and haunted taverns and places of

questionable resort with such wild and profane
geniuses as Marlowe and Peele. He died of the
consequences of a debauch, 3d September 1592, and
was buried next day in the New Churchyard, near
Bedlam. After his death appeared the singular
pamphlet entitled The Repentance of Robert Greene,
Matter of A rts, in which he lays bare the wicked-
ness of his former life. It is perhaps the most
valuable of his prose writings. G.'s poems possess
considerable grace and tenderness, but Ins plays have
almost perished from human memory. His Groat's
Worth of Wit bouqht with a Million of Repentance
contains one of the ' few authentic contemporary
allusions to Shakspeare ; and when his writings are
forgotten, he will be remembered for it, and for being
one of the knot of young men who came up to
London when the English drama was creating itself,

and who burned themselves out in fierce labour
and fiercer dissipation.

GREENFINCH {Coccothraustes cldww), a bird
of the family Fringittidce, common in most parts
of Britain, frequenting gardens, orchards, shrub-
beries, small plantations, tall hedges, and cultivated
lands. It is found even in Scandinavia, but is

more common in the south of Europe ; its ranga
extends throughout Asia to the Pacific Ocean,
and westward as far as Madeira. It is sometimes
called Green Grosbeak and Green Linnet (Scot. Green
Lintie). The bill is much thicker than that of
the true linnets, to which, however, it is nearly
allied. A prevailing green tint, mingling with grey
and brown, characterises the plumage, and gives
the bird its name. The whole length is little more
than six inches. The tail is a little forked. The
proper song of the G. is not very sweet, but in
confinement it readily imitates the song of other
birds, and in consequence of this and of its very
easy domestication, it is rather a favourite cage-
bird.

GREENGAGE, a variety of plum, of a green
colour and roundish shape, the Seine Claude of the
French, generally esteemed as one of the finest

varieties in cultivation, if not certainly superior
to all others. It is not of the largest size, but in

delicacy and richness of flavour it is unsurpassed.

GREENHEART, or BEBEERTJ (Nectandra
Rodian), a tree of the natural order Lauracece, a
native of Guiana, of great value as a timber-tree,

and also yielding a valuable medicinal bark. The
timber is commonly called Greenheart ; the bark
is better known as Bebeeru (otherwise Beebeeru,
Bibiru, Bibiri, &c, and Sipiri or Sipeira), and the
alkaloid to which it chiefly owes its properties is

called Bebeerine (q. v.). The tree grows chiefly in
British Guiana, and in the greatest perfection on
the low hills immediately behind the alluvial lands

;

it rises with an erect, slightly tapering trunk to a
height of 40 or 50 feet without a branch, attaining
a height of 80 or 90 feet in all, and a diameter
of 3 or even 4 feet. The wood is extremely strong
and hard, and is imported into Britain, to be used
chiefly by turners for the same purposes as lignum
vita3, which it much resembles. It takes a high
polish. It is so heavy as to sink in water. It is

remarkable for its durability, and for being almost
exempt from the attacks of the white ants on land,

and of the teredo in water. It is used in Guiana
for ship-building, and for all the most important
purposes for which timber is required.—The bark
is hard, heavy, and brittle, with a fracture resem-
bling that of sandstone, has a white epidermis,

and is of a bright cinnamon colour within. It has
a very bitter, somewhat astringent taste. Its tonio
and febrifugal properties resemble those of cinchona
bark. Iustead of the bark itself, the sulphate of

bebeerine is generally used in medicine.

South America produces a number of species of

Nectandra. N. Puchury yields the seeds called

Pitchurim Beans, which are astringent, are regarded
as febrifugal, and are prescribed in dysentery,
diarrhoea, &c, and the oil of which is used as a
substitute for chocolate.

GREEN-HOUSE, a building appropriated to the
cultivation of such exotic plants as do not require

much artificial heat, but cannot endure the open
air, at least in the colder part of the year. The
name is derived from the original use of such
buildings for the preservation of oranges, myrtles,
and other evergreens ; the cultivation of heaths,
pelargoniums, fuchsias, and the many other flowers

now familiar to everybody, not having been then
introduced. The first green-house of which there is
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any reoord ma erected about 1619. by Solomon De
('.ins at Heidelberg. t<> shelter otau

owever, are not unacquainted with
men-houses, and it is not known how long this

Eh been the oaae. The earlier green-houses were
gland only on the sides; glass roofs were intro-

duced in the beginning of the 18th c, ami the
aroned or cnrvilineai glass roof, still more favour-

pi-oper admission of the sun's rays, is

an improvement which dates from the early part
of the null. Meat was at first supplied, when
necessary, by hot embers put in a hole in the floor,

afterwards by furnaces in the green-house; flues,

steam, and hot-water pipes, fee., are more recent
SOTHOU8B Asa greenhouse does

ititicial In -at during summer, the roof

ipahle of heme then removed
;

more generally, many of the p]

. d garden. Air is freely .>

louse in fine weather, even in winter,

daring the warmest part of the day, care being
taken that the plants are not exposed to frost,

nor to ungenial and chilling winds. 1

mes appropriated chiefly to particular
genera of plants, under such names as 1 1 ,,tt!,, ,-,:,

ng to the present use
of the t. -tin, a lti en-house differs from •

only in the plants being in pots, which are very
generally placed on the shelves of sfmjex, having a

slope not very different from that of the roof.

GUI INI.AND, a region of unknown extent

stretches from its southern extremity,
1 Atlantic and Arctic

Oceans on the east, and Davis' Strait, Baffin's Bay,
and Smith's Sound on the west. For all our
recent knowledge of the western coast we arc

indebted chiefly to the late I'r Kane of the United
States of America. According to that distinguished

navigator, the western shore, properly so called,

t Cape Alexander, near lat. 78° 10' X.
degree more to the north, and about six

degrees to the east, an immense glacier, described
as the largest in thi i all further

exploration ; and it was only by means of a team
[1 i

.

iibordinatee reachi d

Cape Independence in lat. 81' 22 N. G., there-

fore, may fairly l.e presumed, but has not been
i distinct from
the land on the west side of Smith's Sound. ( i.

is said to have been tirst discovered about the close

by an Icelander named Ounbiorn, who
1 hi its snowy
hmdlandft it first obtained the nan

1 the Bed}, who led

hitler an expedition in OS.'i or !IS(i, and founded two
settlements on the w Oestre I

:

hi., the \\ 1 -tie Bygd was
destroyed by the pestih-n ailed the 'black

death,' combined with the attacks of 1 Be

bl G ' :

1\ by Frobisher, Davis, and
Baffin, the latter having adi
78° N. (the limit of the inhabited country). In our

own times Dr Kane baa extended Ins explora-

82 :;<>. or within 620 mile ol

appear to be so bi set w ith

a mi r was explored by
. as far as lat. 71' 80" N., and two

-
< mil and Davy's Sound, were

running far into the interior. This

i called bi the inhabitants of the other

district. D.st Greenland. Owing b

extent of land towards the pole, the climate of

G. is c.liicr than that of corresponding latitudes
further east —so much so that in Lapland, lat.

7--' -V, the temperature is as high as in (;., lat
80" N. Krom observations ma.le by I

>,- Kane
between Si April 1865, in lat.

78 37 V. long. 70" 401

W., the
peratnre throughout the year is — 3 <S2*; from
October to April inclusive, — 2843°

; b
September inclusive,

nt cold was —68" in February, and ' !

heat was -f 539° in .Inly, the only month in which
the average temperature was above the freezing-

point. During the short summer, which in f'.w

places exceeds four months (during two of which,
June and July, the sun is always above the
horizon), vegetation is very rapid, the plants being
for the most part the same as those indigenous to

the north of Scotland, but of a more dwarfish
character, the tallesl 1 ing 18 feet.

The inclemency of these regions does not affect the
animal kingdom (man excepted I. The walrus, seal,

pol >< beai arctic I and reind
and supply the inhabitants with almost all the
necessaries of life. Black cattle and sheep have
been introduced by -the missionaries. The sea
swarms with different species of eetacea, such as the

rorqual, mysticetus, narwhal, porpoise, &e., and of

fish, as the cod, salmon, and herring. Sea-low] are
also very abundant Airing the summer season, while
guillemots, sandpipers, plovers, and gr

found. The only mineral which has been found in

sufficient quantity for exportation is I Iryolite (q. v.),

which is found at Arksut, and is largely exported.
Near the same locality are found veins of tin

associated with ores of lead, copper, zinc, iron,

molybdenum, and with cryolite, fluor-spar, /ir 1,

and other minerals. Copper-ore is said to be abundant
in various parts, and gadnlinite, sodalite. tourmaline,
along with garnets, iolite, rock-crystal. &c.,are often

The most important incident in connection with
this bleak region is the settlement, in 1721, ol

ii|. v.), a Norwegian el

it lit" X.), and with him a colony ol

43 men. The colony was supported by the Danish
government till 1731, when the supplies were
stopped ; but a few years afterwards, a pension

of 2000 rix dollars a year was granted to the

mission. Since that time the Danes have estab-

lished thirteen different colonies or factories along

the west coast, seven in North <!. (north of lat.

67° N.i. and EBX 01 South (i.
; the total population

.11 th colonies being about 10,(1(10, inclusive of L'oO

Danes. The population depends chiefly "li tie-

same which have BO ton

so many vessels from Great Britain. The exports

are whale and seal oil, and cryolite; the skins of

the seal, reindeer, and fox ; and eider-down. The
car, tobacco,

ami firewood. In 1868, 7746 tons of cryolite, rained

at |102,806, and In 1869, '.'147 tons, value

800, "ere exported from Greenland to Philadelphia.

G. ha. always been monopoly in the

hauls ol the Danish (internment. Kadi settlement
1 nt, who are

paid by government The population in I860 was

9880.

QBE 1 : N .mount A I N s, a portion of the

Appalachian range. See Ari'Ai.AcniANs,

GKEEB RIVER, a river of North America, and
tributary of the Ohio, rises near the 01

1
lucky, and Bowl through it; tirst in

a westward direction for about 101

the Mammoth cave, then north-westward for (ho
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remainder of its course. It joins the Oliio 9 miles
nliove Evansville, in Indiana, and at its mouth is

about GOO feet in breadth. It is upwards of 300
miles in length, and is navigable for small steamers
for 200 miles. The lower course of the G. R.
abounds in coal.

GREEN VITRIOL, a popular name for sulphate
of iron. It sometimes occurs as an efflorescence
resulting from a chemical change in iron pyrites
or sidphuret of iron, but its quantity is generally
small. It crystallises in acute oblique rhombic
prisms.

GREE'NOCK, a parliamentary burgh, market-
town, and important seapoit of Scotland, in the
county of Kenfrew, is situated on the southern
bank of the Firth of Clyde, on a narrow strip of
shore, and on the slopes of the hills which form its

background, 22 miles west-north-west of Glasgow.
It extends upwards of two miles along the shore,
and at one place it climbs to a considerable eleva-
tion up the face of the hills, which here rapidly
attain an elevation of 800 feet ; while toward the
west, and all over the front of the hills, new and
elegant villas are continually being erected. From
the rising grounds behind the town, and from the
western shore, the view of the opposite coasts of
Argyle and Dumbartonshires, fringed with white
gleaming villages, and of the Eirth stretching away
into narrow lochs, and dotted over, especially in
summer, with every variety of craft, is exceedingly
picturesque and beautiful. The most important
buildings are the Custom-house, the Exchange, the
Watt Monument containing a statue of Watt by
C hantrey, a museum, a lecture-room, and a library,
the Mechanics' Institute, &e. The harbours of
G. have been constructed upon a large- scale, and
possess every accommodation for shipping, as dry-
docks, &c. A new west-end harbour, which will cost
£160,000, is now (August 1S62) in process of erec-
tion. Its quays can be approached by steamers, and
its harbours entered by vessels at any state of the
tide. The commerce of G. is chiefly with North
America, and the West and East Indies. The
trade of the town is mainly in sugar-refining, for
which it has 15 establishments (turning out refined
sugars to the value of upwards of £-1,000,000
annually) ; in ship-building (there are 16 iron ships
and two wooden ones at present on the stocks),
in the manufacture of steam-engines, chain-cables,
anchors, and other iron-work ; and in rope and sail

making. G. has almost constant intercourse with
Glasgow by river or railway, and is the general
starting-point for tourists en route for the Western
Highlands and isles. It sends one member to the
imperial parliament. The tonnage of vessels entered
and cleared at the port of Greenock, exclusive of
steamers and other river traffic, was—in 1830,
432.5S2 tons ; in 1850, S50,S06 tons ; and in 1860,
1,16S,493 tons. The sugar imported into Greenock
wan- in 1830, 18,357 tons ; in 1840, 22,872 tons

;

in 1S50, 45,815 tons ; and in 1S60, 74,289 tons. The
last return of customs revenue for the year ending
March 1862 shews—Greenock, £957,524, 9s. 3d.-
and Glasgow, £912,146, 12s. id. Pop. (1871) 57,138.

Originally consisting of only a few thatched
houses, G. was created a burgh of barony in 1635
(having then a population of less than 2000), and
a parliamentary burgh after the passing of the
Reform Act in 1832. The prosperity of the town
dates from the Union in 1707, when the opening up
of free commerce to America and the West Indies
gave an impetus to the trade of the Clyde.

GREENS, the common name of all those varieties
of kale or cabbage (Brasska oleracea) which do not I

boll, and of which the leaves are used for the table

as boiled vegetables ; some of which are also called
.
colewort, &c., whilst others, particularly those with
curled leaves, as German greens, have no other
name thau greens or kale. Young unboiled cab-
bages, and shoots from the stocks of cabbages, are
often also called greens, as well as turnip-tops, and
other leaves of plants used in the same manner.

—

The leaves of German Greens are very much
waved or curled. It is one of the best kinds of

,
open greens. It is either sown in spring, and planted

I

out soon after; or it is sown in autumn, and planted
out in spring.

GREE'NSAND, the name given to two divisions
of the Cretaceous Measures (q. v.). They are so
called from the occurrence in some of their beds of
numerous small green specks of silicate of iron,
sometimes so abundant as to give a green colour
to them. The term is, however, far from, being
descriptive of the various included strata; it must
be considered simply as a name. In some districts,
especially on the continent, the green particles are
entirely absent from the strata. On this account it

has been proposed that the Lower Greensand should
be called Neocomian, because strata of this period
are well-developed at Neufchatel (Neocomum), in
Switzerland. The mineral structure or lithological
character of the Upper Greensand is so like that of
the Lower, that it is scarcely possible to separate
them when the intermediate gault is absent, except
by their organic remains, which are very distinct

;

so much so, indeed, as to have caused the placing of
the one series in the Lower Cretaceous group, and
the other in the Upper. It should also be noticed
that the relative importance of the two divisions
is very different ; the Lower Greensand includes a
series of strata that are of a value nearly equal to
the whole Upper Cretaceous group, of which the
Upper Greensand is but a subordinate member.
The Upper Greensand consists of beds of sand,

generally of a green colour, with beds and concre-
tionary masses of calcareous grit, called firestone.

The strata on the cliffs of the Isle of Wight are
100 feet in thickness. This formation is supposed
to have beeu a littoral deposit on the shores of
the Cretaceous seas. While the chalk was being
deposited out at sea, these sands were being laid
down along the shore, contemporaneous with the
chalk, although they appear inferior to it. Their
position would necessarily result from the creta-
ceous sea widening its area, and as the shore sub-
merged, the greensand would be covered with the
chalk, and would appear as an older and under-
lying deposit. The beds of this period are rich
in fossils, abounding especially in the remains of
sponges, mollusca, and eehinodermata.
The Lower Greensand consists of a large series of

more or less indurated sandstones and clays, with
occasional calcareous beds. They attain a thickness
of 850 feet. The sands preponderate in the upper,
and the clays in the lower portion of the formation.
Some beds of clay of considerable thickness, some-
times as much as 60 feet, are used as fuller's earth.
The calcareous stone is a highly fossiliferous band
of limestone, locally called Kentish rasr, much used
for building in Kent and Sussex. The formation
was formerly known as the iron sand, because of the
sands being cemented together by an abundance of
oxide of iron ; this gives them a reddish colour.
The Lower Greensand contains numerous fossil

mollusca and other marine remains. It is a sea
sit resting on the fresh-water Wealden strata,

shewing that at this period the sea made
considerable encroachments on the dry land.

GREENSTONE, a variety of trap rock (q. v.),

composed of felspar and hornblende, and having
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generally a greenish colour, bsnoe its noma It

or lees compact strnoture—the com-
itali hi one specimen being scarcely

diaoernible with a pocket-lens, while in another
thry t". Tin .: u'l specimens exhibit-

in.: all the intermediate stages may lie found. In

basalt. It-i crystalline structure sepal

tame equally from the earthy tuffs and the glassy

prtchstonea, It may become porphyritio from
jMnti t the felspar forming into larger distinct

crystals. In weathering, the disintegrating green-

stone assnmea a dark-brown colour, an
round limited centres, giving the rock an appear-

ance as if it were composed of a number oi large

boulders.

GREEN WEED, a name given to certain half-

shrubby species of Genutn. See < 1

1

Rbooh. Droits' G. [O. tmetoria), a s]

one or two feet high, with laneeol.it.

terminal spiked racemes of pale-yellow flowers, is

frequent in woods, meadows, and hilly pastures In

most parts of Europe, and in the temperate parts of

Asia; and is common in many parts of England,

but rare in Scotland and Inland. Its branches,

leaves, and Bowers particularly the flov

a tine yellow dye, chiefly used for wool; its flowers

mixed with woad yield a fine green dye. It was
erly in great esteem as a dye-stuff, but others

have now almost entirely supplanted it. The leav

and seeds were also formerly used in medicine
;

the former as a diuretic, the latter as a mild
purgative. Hairy G. [0. piloea), a i a

Britain, but abundant in some parts of Europe, i«

Cultivated in some places, especially in France,
as food for sh.ep. which are vry fond of it. It is

parti, ul ally adapted for lii'ht and sandy soils. It

is a slender, branched, tortuous, and procumbent
plant, with small pale-yellow flowers.

GREENWICH, a parliamentary borough of

England, in the county of Kent, is situated on
the right hank of the Thames, at a

ith-east of L Ion. It stands partly

Livity, hut for the most part on low
marshy ground, portions of which are said to

he below the level of the Thames. The older

in general narrow and irregular, but
those more recently built are spacious and hand
some. By far the most interesting institution

in <;. is the hospital. See Gkkknwuii Hosmtal.
Among the other more important buildings are the
Norfolk College, which supports 22 poor inmates

and a warden, and of which the Meiers' Company
are the trustees; and the Royal Obeervatorj (see
i iBBSRi a rosin), situated in the midst of Greenwich
l'ark, a finely-kept extent of public -

prisine nearly 2<HI acres. <;. abounds in taverns,

and is always a favourite resort of Londoners, hut
oi the ' whitebait ' season—from Ipri]

Che town contains extensiv.

H.at yards, rope-works,

and several factories. <;., winch is also connected
with London by railway, i« touched at by all the

river steamers, Pop. (1871) 167,882.

GREENWICH HOSPITAL, a home for super-
ii lors, is a royal foundation, en-ted I.y

the munificence of William and Mary, under their
letters-pat. ut of 1694. For many generations a

royal palace had occupied the site, ami had always
Dcen a favtra reign. The
buildings were sufficiently completed bj 1708 (at

a cost oi £50,000) to admit 100 disabled seamen.
By tin- l-t July, 1708, 880 had been admitted;
and tin- income derived from lie.picst-,

coral grant, and from contributions made under

coercion by sailors, amounted to ill'-',nun a vear

half ot which was i

seamen, and the remainder in completi f the

building. In rge IL, the forfeited

estates of the Earl of I icrwentwater, who had
1 d attainted of high treason, were
the hospital, and were computed at xWkhi a year.

fjp t.. ls'M, a compulsory contribution of • '»/. a
month was exacted from all seamen, whether of the
navy or merchant service, towards the funda of the
hospital ; but in that \aar an annual grant of

£20,000 from the consolidated fund was substituted.
from all source" i-

I 190,000 a \ • ar, out oi » hi b the following officers

and pension. L: 1 governor, £1600
]ier annum; lieutenant coventor, £800; 4 captains,

4 commanders s lient-nauts, 2 masters, 2 chap-
t .Ii ..f naval medical officers

and nurses, and 1600 pensioners. The government
of the hospital is vested in live COl

appointed by the crown, and holding office during
pleasure, who are the Treasurer of the Navy, and
the lirst Commissioner of Woods and Forests,
ex-ollieio, with three other persons. The ex-officio

members receive no remuneration for their duty,
but tli-- others have each .£600 a year. The
commissioners have a secretary and clerks. The
nomination of pensioners rests with the commis-
sioners, who select them from the Royal Navy;
but the appointment of officers is made by the
Lords of the Admiralty. The pensioners arc lodged,

clothed, and fed at the expense of the hospital, and
in addition have the following pecuniary allowance
as toi.aco and i ket money: warrant-officers, 5a a
week; petty-otlicers, 4s. ; s. amen, 3*. The nurses
are usually the widows of sailors who have lost

their lives in the service.

Attached to the hospital is a school for the
gratuitous education of SIH) sons of seamen. This
establishment is under the superintend, nee of the
same commissioners as the hospital, and
to funds, is consolidated with it. The education
given is such as to lit the recipients for service

in the royal or merchant navy; and the period

during which boys are permitted to participate in

its advantages , v;,,,,^ t,, |,,.m three to four years.

In addition to the in-jieiisioncrs alluded to above,
about 12,000 old or disabled seamen are assisted in

their old age by the tjiwinrir/i out -pension, which
varies from 4.'.'! to £57 a year. These men are
distributed throughout the .

.

their pensions at the hands of the Staff-Officers

of Military Pensioners, who superintend their

respective .1,

The buildings of G. H. and schools occupy the
whole space, with the exception of a roadway,
between tie- Thames and Greenwich l'ark; and
taken together, they constitute a magnificent series

those composing the hospital bein^

kingdom.
: on has been frequently raised of late

years, whether this superb charity is not, after all,

a mistake, and whether the vast revenues would
not be bestowed to better advantage in ])ensions

to seamen, who might still find employment in aid

of their subsiste ,
and who would have the happi-

ness of passing the last days of their lives among
their descendants and relatives. I" nib r I

rules, the hospital is, so far as the pensi is are

concerned, a monastery in which hundreds ol man
r, without any of the soul-sustaining

indue. -lncntx of ucna-ticlsin. The "Id men are. on

the whole, painful objects to oontempl
from whom no further good of any description is

and to others, tie ir best occupation is K, recount.
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with the garrulity of age and the boastfulness of

self-absorption, the exploits of long ago. Mauy
would prefer to see them in happy country-homes,
kept by pensions from absolute want, teaching
their grandchildren to delight in the country's
glory, and spreading throughout the land, instead

of concentrating in one parish, a knowledge of

how England can provide in their old age for those
among her sons who serve her faithfully in their

prime.

GREENWICH OBSERVATORY. See Obser-
vatories.

GREGARI'NID^B. This term was applied by
Leon Dufour to designate a group of microscopic
organisms belonging to the sub-kingdom Protozoa,

which have been discovered as parasites in the
intestinal canal in various invertebrate animals,
especially insects, arachnidans and certain chaeto-

podous worms. They seem to have been first

observed by Cavolini in the last century, but the
earliest systematic notice of them is that of Dufour
in 1828, who gave them their name from the groups
in which they occurred.

The form of the body varies : it may be cylin-

drical, vate, fusiform, or threadlike. It is often
marked by indentations or strictures corresponding
to the spot where an internal septum divides the
organism into two or more segments. In some, a
process projects from one end of the body, or there
may be two lateral processes, and to these prolon-
gations minute hooks are attached (see d in fig.

1), by which it is supposed that these animals

cyst bursts, and the pseudo-navicuhe escape, and in

due time burst also ; and thus gives rise to bodies
closely resembling amoeba? (fig. 2), minute animals

c^L,

l?V

Fig. 1 (copied from Greene's Manual of Protozoa).

i, b, c, f/, various species of grcgarina ; *>, pseudo-naviculfe;

/, younger Slage ol a ; .7, various jjsorospermire.

attach themselves to the surfaces on which they
are generally found. AnatomicaUy, the G. consist

of an extensible transparent membrane enclosing

a granular mass, in which we observe a nucleus
surrounded by a clear space. See Cells. These
organisms are colourless ; their locomotive powers
Beem very limited ; and they have neither mouth
nor feet.

On carefully watching them under the micro-
scope, we observe two of them to come in contact.

The surfaces in contact become flattened, and a
cyst or capsule soon forms around them and
encloses them (see / and a in fig. 1). Numerous
globular vesicles are then produced in the interior,

and these become ultimately metamorphosed into

peculiar bodies, which are termed pseudo-naviculce

(a, e, in the fig.). The septum by which the two
G. were at first divided, finally disappears ; the

Fig. 2 (copied from Greene's Manual of Protozod).

a, young amoebse; h, older specimen ; c, a peculiar variety;

belonging to the Ehizopoda (q. v.), which at length
develop themselves into young gregarinidaa. The
coalescence or conjugation of the G. is not posi-

tively essential to the formation of pseudo-naviculas,

since they are sometimes seen to occur within the
bodios <>f sinok' animals.

We have followed, as we believe, the best autho-
rities in placing the G. as adult forms of the group
of the Protozoa. There is, however, considerable

difference of opinion regarding the position they
ought to occupy. Stein places them among the
infusoria, Leon Dufour, Leidig, Vogt, and others,

place them under various divisions of the worms,
while some have even held that they are vegetable
forms.

It is exceedingly probable that certain minute
parasitic organisms, occurring both on and within

the bodies of fishes, and to which the term pawros-

pennice ha3 been applied, are identical with the

pseudo-naviculas, which we have already described.

The forms of several of these psorospermire aro

shewn in g in the figure.

The G. have been divided into (1) the Mono-
cystidai, when the animals are solitary ; and (2) the

Zygocystidce, when two animals are conjoined.

Numerous memoirs have lately been written on
the Gregarinidse. We may especially refer to

Kblliker's memoir in the Z'-i/sclt. /. wissen. Zoologie

(184S), and the Lieberkuhn's memoir on their

development in the Memoir™ Coiinmin's des Savants
Strang., published by the Brussels Royal Academy
in 1855.

GREGOIRE, Henri, the most remarkable
among the so-called ' constitutional ' bishops of

France, was horn of poor parents at Vebo, near

Luneville, December 4, 1750. Having received his

education from the Jesuits at Nancy, he entered

into orders, and for some time held a professorship

at the Jesuit College of Pont-a-Moussou. A work
of his, published in 1778, on the Amelioration oj

the Condition of the Jews, attracted considerable

notice. It was translated into English, and crowned
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by the Royal Society of Mete. G., won after his GRKGO'RIAN CALENDAB am. FEAR. Bet

ordination, was appointed cure of Kmhcrnicsnil, Calendar
in Lorraine; and at the election for the States- GREGORIAN CHANT or TONES, the nnme
genera] in 1789, he was chosen one of the deputies given to certain chum] melodies introduced into the

of the clergy. An ardent democrat in all his views, service of the early Christian Church b) Pope
he att.i. Ii.-.i liinis. If I'niin tin- tir-t to the Tiexs-etat Gregory the Great, who nourished towards the end

party, and acted s prominent part in 1 1 1
» subsequent ,,| t | M

.'
gth century. The music of the 'lunch in

drama; he was one of the chief advisers of tin- ,., ir]iiT times was founded on the Greek Bystem, is
• the Tennis Court with f„ r u it could be nsed, which was improved from

the rest, and supported tin- ALU- Sio-.cs in the
t;m6 tl , t j llu ., ,i„,j| st. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan,

proposal for constituting the seoeders into the j„ the 4th e. invented the Ambrosian chant. See

National Assembly, of which he I aim- 01 f t h.- ami-.uhsian Chant. In .'i'J'.i, Pope Cn-gon began

secretaries. Prom thai time forward, G. pursued
,,, r ,.

t ,, IIM ,M „| improve the mnaic of the church at

his course wit] He was o f Rome, by discarding the Greek tetrachord, or scale,

the most enthusiastic on occasion <.f the t. m ,,„ the basis of a fourth, and in its place Bubsti-

session of the night of August 4, in the abolition tuting the scale of the octave, which some writers

and renunciation of the pnvde.jes i>l the nobles IN I,,- named by the letters of the alphabet, while

and clergy. G. carried into every department the others say he had a peculiar set of signs called nota

stern democracy to which he was devoted, and /,,„„/„, ,,' isistuig partly of words with points,

which he identified with the Christian brotherhood strokes, and other marks, which sutlicientK

of the gospel. Upon the fundamental doctrine of his purpose. To the authentic modes of Ambrosias,

the Revolution—the 'rights of man'— he sought to Gregory added the plagal, which began with the

ingraft his own early advocacy of the .lews and of fourth below, aud thus he completed the octave.

-os. Carrying the same views into questions ] le retained the four most useful modes of the

of church-polity, he was a zealous supporter of the Ambrosian chant, termed the Dorian, Phrygian,

civil constitution of the clergy, was the first of his /,,,<,/„«, and Mirolyilian, which are supposed to

take the oaths, and was elected the first have been obtained from the ancient Greeks, At
' constitutional bisho])' of the department of Loir ct- first Gregory's improvement was called the Romas
Cher. He was chosen for two places, bu< accepted chant, but later it got the name of cantum planum
this, although the old and legitimate bishop. Mon- „r Jinnum, as it was originally sung in unison, and
sol.,,, hi- de Themines, was still alive. When at in "notes all of the same length. At a later period,

the blasphemous Feast of Reason, the miserable the letters of the Roman, as well as of the Greek
(Jobi'l. constitutional Bishop of Paris, having publicly alphabet, were used to express tfce notes of the

renounced Christianity, a similar renunciation was Gregorian chant, but without any general fixed

d from (J. by the infuriated rabble, he tirmly order or rule. In the course of time, the system of

confronted the danger, and refused. Through the notation on lines and spaces came into use ; but at

later phases of the Revolution, under the Directory, first only four liucs were used, on which we find

i
: .tinned to tike a part in public affairs ; and to all the old examples of the Gregorian chant written

his interference are due many oi the measures eon- By the Gregorian tones, or modes (toni, nmli) ol

nected with the public organisation of literature and Gregory, must be understood a certain melodious

science, which still bear their fruits in the French formula, made out of the union of a perfect fifth

system of administration. After the 18th Brnmaire, and a perfect fourth, or their inversion, to give the

Dae a member of the Corps Legislatif. His church-song greater variety. All the old writers

extreme republicanism was ii.hK .u-ta-teful to agree as to the diatonic genus of the Gregorian

Bonaparte, and it was only after a third attempt tones, but they do not all agree as to the number of

that he was appointed member of the senate. On the tone,
;
some counting" fourteen, others twelve.

the conclusion of the concordat between Pins while in some old Roman choral-books we find

VII. and Bonaparte, he ceased to exerci e eccle- only eleven. The foundation of the system of the

siastical functions, as be could not be induced to (;,.,'.,_,, „-ian tones maybe explained thus: As there

give the retractations which tie church authorities are seven notes from a to g> there should be at

True to his old principles, be •
• ren different modes, or tone-systems, vary-

every step towards the establishment of the abso- i I1Lr from each other according to the positi f

lute authority of Napoleon; and, in 1814, he was one the semitones; but as the final or key-note of

of the first to pronounce against the Empire. On radi mode might be the tirst note, or m
the Restoration, he was one ol the most earnest in jn the middle, the same scale could therefore,

demanding from the kin- tl '< the con- as it were, be viewed from two sides, which gave

stitntion. During 'the Hundred Hays.' be attracted n3e to the fourteen system of tones. It was, how
no notice; bul Utei the return of the king, he was ever, found that two of those were at variance

excluded from the senate, and ceased thi aeeforth to with a fundamental rule of ohurch-song viz., that

l„,ld anv public pi i e. During this enforced retire- every mode or scale niii.t possess a perfect fifth

-el in the intervals ot leisure in Ins earlier ur perfect fourth; and that the modes contain

p i ,, hi,-, he published several works, literary, iug a false fifth from b natural to / natural, or

i,: is political, historical, ami polemical, the most a false fourth from ./' to b, could not be used, and

voluminous of which are a (Mntupu Religiaue, on account of the dissonant character ol these

in i. volutin s, and a ffistoirr ,/..«iN.ro </.'<//.</'''» «''». intervals, must be rejected, '"'is reduced the

also in ti volumes, but incomplete. When upon Dumber of the tones to twelve. It was further

Ins death-bed, an effort was made by the Arch- found, that as four of the twelve were merely trans-

bi hopof Pans to indue. • him to express his regret positions of some of the others, there Were really

for the micanonica] and schismatics] proceedings only eight, and that they wen- in every respect

uf bis early career; but he persistently declined suliicienl for all the purposes of church-song. The

anv retractation. In seipicme of his eight Gregorian tones, as they are handed down

refusal, the archbishop directed that the last rites of to us, ware in time fixed by a royal mandate f

the church should be withheld Notwithstanding Charles the Great oeto toni mi//i<> re mi. nlur. The

this prohibition, the la-t sacraments ware admin- foil, .wing example in modern Dotation in the Q
istored to <;. by the Abbe Guilloo, and he died ,i, f will shew the position of the eight Gregorian

Mai 23, 1831. ' tones:
'.'10
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There cannot be a doubt tbat Pope Gregory greatly I who had put a slight

improved the church-music at the time, and that
|
professors. In 1674, G.,

one of the St Andrews
. the meanwhile

the eight tones have always been ascribed to him.
|
married Mary, daughter of Mr George Jamieson,

That they are of great antiquity is certain, for we I a distinguished painter, was called to Edinburgh to
find them in a treatise on choral singing fill the mathematical chair, which he did for Tittle

by one Aurelian in the 9th century. The different
{

more than a year. In October 1675, when she\ ing
character of the Gregorian tones depends entirely ' the satellites of Jupiter to some of his pupils, he was
on the places of the semitones, which in the above ! struck with total blindness, and a few days after
example are marked with a ,—-. Several of the

j
died at the age of 36. For a particular list and

tones have varfcus endings, some as many as four, account of his works and discoveries, see Hutton's
while the second, fifth, and sixth tones have each ' Philosophical and Mathematical Dictionary. Dr
only one ending. For a full and interesting account : Hutton describes him as a man of very acute and
of the Gregorian church-music, see N. A Janssen's penetrating genius, possessing an inventive mathe-
Grundregeln des Gregorianschen Kirc/iengesanges,

j

matical genius of the first order ; somewhat irri-

published by Schott in Maiuz, 1846. table in temper ; but exhibiting one of the most
GREGORY, the name of a Scotch family remark- amiable characters of a true philosopher—that of

ably distinguished, like that of the Bern'ouillis, in being content with his fortune,

the history of science. Its history goes back to By his marriage with Mary Jamieson, James G.

the union in marriage of the Rev. John Gregory,
I

had a son of the same name, Ja'mks G, M.D., born

minister of Drumoak, Aberdeenshire, to a daughter m 1674, who became professor of medicine in King's

of a David Anderson, who is described by Dr Hutton College, Aberdeen, where he founded the School of

in his Philosophical and Mathematical Dictionary, as Medicine. This James G. had two sons, James G.,
' of Finzauu'h. a gentleman who possessed a singular

j

M.D. (the second), who succeeded his father in the

turn for mathematical and mechanical knowledge.' \
Aberdeen professorship ; and Joss G., M.D., who

The most distinguished offspring of this marriage
j

merits particular notice. He was born at Aber-
was

—

I

deen in 1724, where he received his early education;

James Gregory, born at Aberdeen in November
|

afterwards he studied medicine at Edinburgh,

163S or 1639. He studied at Marischal College, !
Leyden, and Paris. After filling in succession the

after leaving which, he betook himself to optical
[

chairs of philosophy and medicine at Aberdeen,

science, in which he made his first discoveries. At !

he was appointed, in 1766, professor of the practice

the age of 24, he invented the retlecting-telescope °f medicine in Edinburgh, where he long enjoyed

known by his name, and which he described in
j

high reputation as a teacher and practising physi-

a work, entitled Optica Promota. In 1664 or 1665, |

cian, alon" with the greatest personal popularity,

he went to London with a view to the construction He was the intimate friend of the most eminent

of his telescope ; but finding the artists he employed I

™en of Edinburgh in its most brilliant period. He
wanting in the skill necessary for grinding the |

died 9th February 1773. Among his works are

—

metal for the object-speculum, he passed on to the I

Elements of the Practice of Physic. 1772 ; A Com-
university of Padua, where he devoted himself to parative View of the State and Faculties of Man
study; and in the year 1667, produced his Vera with tn°se of the Animal World, 1765; and A
circuli el Hyperbola: Quadratura, followed, in 1668, |

Father's Legacy to his Daughters (published after his

by two other works, Geometric Pars Universalis, death), 1793. In 17SS his works were collected in 4

and Fxercitationes Geometrical. These works led him v°!s- 12mo, by Mr Tytler (Lord Wuodhouselee), who
into correspondence with the greatest mathematicians prefaced them by a life of the author. A Life of

of the age—Newton, Huygheus, Wallis, &c. He ' him was also written by Mr Smellie. His son,

was immediately on his return to London, elected ,

Dr James G. (the third), became distinguished as

a Fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1669 he
;

professor of the practice of medicine at Edinburgh,

obtained the professorship of mathematics at St :

and a leading man in his profession. He was the

Andrews, a chair which he filled for about six years. : author of Philosophical and Literary Essays, 2 vols.

Here, in 1672, he produced The Great and New Art 8vo, Edin. 1792. The son of this Dr James was
ofWei'ihinq Vanity, &c, which bore to be the work !

the late William G., professor, at one time, of

of M. Patrick Mathers, Archbedal to the University I

chemistry in King's College, Aberdeen, and who
of St Andrews, the object of which was to expose I

died April 1S58. as professor of chemistry in the

the ignorance of a Professor Sinclair of Glasgow, |

university of Edinburgh. William G. was well
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known by his. works on chemistry, and his edition

of the inorganic part of Tumor's Mlem
Chemulrg ; the organio part of which m edited

by Liebig, 1 1.- :ils.i translated, 1865, I

in ifii ofAgricultural Cht nietry. Amongst his con-

brlbntions to chemistry may be noticed Ins improved
umoeaeet for tin- preparation of hydrochloric acid,

muriate of morphia, and oxide of silver, and his

meraoirt on the preparation of sulphuric acid, on the

preparation of creatine, on the decomposition pro-

ducts of uric acid, on the spontaneous decomposition

of alloxan, on the purification of chloroform, &c.

We have now to rev. it to tin- original stock—the
family of the Bey. John G. and Jane Anderson.

Jamet G., inventor of the telescope, ami founder of

the line of distinguished men which we have just

followed, had an elder brother of the name of

David an markable man, skilled in medicine, phil-

osophy, and mathematics, and known as David li.

of Ki'nardie—the lirst man in Scotland who kept

a barometer, a circumstance which, according; to l>r

Hutton, nearly led to his being tried by presbytery

as a wizard.
' This David had three sons, named

respectively, David, James, and Charles. The first

of these became Savilian professor of astronomy,

Oxford. He was born at Aberdeen in 1661, and
there received the early part of his education, which

was completed at Edinburgh. He is supposed to

have been disposed to mathematical studies, by
having been appointed literary executor of his uncle

James—of the telescope—more likely it is that he

was so appointed because he had already manifested

an aptitude for such studies. With the executry,

at any rate, his uncle's mantle' descended upon

him. In his J.'id year he was appointed professor

of mathematics in the university of Edinburgh, and

by his lectures in this chair, he had the honour of

b'oingthe first to introduce the Newtonian philosophy

into the schools. In 1691, through the friendship

Of Newton and Flnmsteed, he obtained the vacant

Bavilian professorship of astronomy at Oxford, for

which the illustrious Halley was a competitor,

Halley, however, soon after obtained the professor-

ship of geometry in the same university, and became
i and fellow-worker of Gregory's. ]>r

David died at Maidenhead in 17 in, in his 4!lth year.

Among the works of Dr David Q. maj bi

mentioned, BxardUit- Dimension*

I din. 1684) ;
Cut,,/>irn;r >t J/i,,/,t,-i.;r

„i.,lt<l (Oxford, lo'.f.o, which contained

the substance of his Edinburgh lectures, and in

which, among other ingenious matters, Ilr Hutton

is an anticipation of Holland's Aohro-
,pe. A*triiiiiiitii<v l'hij<i<->' it tlmnn-tririr.

Oxford, 1702. An edition of Euclid

md Latin, which is highly valued. lTO.'S.

Towards the end of his life he worked with Dr
Hallov on an edition of the Conk* of ApoUonitU,

but did not live to see it finished. Be was the

lirst who considered tie I '.denary, on which he

left, a paper in MS., besides a short treatise

of the Nature and Arithmetic of Logarithm*; a

Practical Geometry, published in 1745

by Maclaurin; and inauy memoirs which were

published in the Phil. Tron*., vols, xviii.— xxv. Of
.,-, the eldest, David G., becami regins

modern history at Oxford, and Dean

Church. On Dr David U. rem iving

to Oxford, he was succeeded, in 1691, in the

Edinburgh chair by his brother James, who Riled

it tor a.) years, when he retired, and gave place,

in 172.',, 'to Mnclaurin. His brother Charles,

in 1 707, became professor of mathematics at St.

Andrews, an olliec which he bald for H years,

when he resigned if, and was succeeded by his son,

another David, who died 1768, The three son- ..1

David of Kinardie were thus, at the same time,

professors of mathematics in three universities,

while two oi them left sons who obtained profes-

sorships. Dr Thomas Keid of Glasgow, it may Ihj

mentioned, was a nephew, through his mother, of

these illustrious brothers. Altogether,

(Chalmers's BionraphuxU Dictionary, p. 289) that

no leas 1I1 111 10 members of this family have held

British professorships.— Mention must be made in

conclusion, of K. F. Qbbookv, late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge, author of Example* in Differ-

ential and Integral Calculus, and other valuable

works, who died before bearing the full fruits of

his genius, and wdio is understood to belong to t lie

family of the Scottish Gregories.

GREGORY, the name of sixteen popes, of

whom the most important, historically, are treated

in separate articles.

GREGORY I., THE (iREAT, a father and saint of

the Roman Catholic Church, was born in Koine

about the middle of the 6th c. of an illustrious

Roman family. His father, Gordianus, was a sena-

tor, and one of the earlier pontiffs; Felix III. had
belonged to the same family. At a comparatively

early age G. was named by the Emperor .lust in II.

to the important charge of pnetor of Rome; but

he voluntarily relinquished this ollice, and withdrew
altogether from the world into the monastery
which he had founded in Koine, under the title of

St Andrew's. This was but one of many such

acts of religious munificence. ' He founded and
endowed,' says Dean Milman, ' six monasteries in

Sicily.' Before entering the Roman convent, equally

founded by himself, which he chose for his own
retreat, 'he lavished on the poor all his costly

robes, his silk, his gold, his jewels, his furniture,

and not even assuming to himself the abbacy of

his convent, but beginning with the lowest monastic

duties, he devoted himself altogether to God.' This

was probably about ."-"i. He was elected abbot of

bis monastery, and it was while he was sti^l in tins

office that the well known incident befell of his

meeting the Anglo-Six. .11 youths in the slave-

market, and on being struck by their beauty, and

learning that they c nine from a pagan land, resolviug

to devote himself to the conversion of that land to

Christianity. He set forth on his journey, but the

clamour of the Romans at his loss led the pope

Benedict to compel his return, and eventually to

enrol him in the secular ministry by ordaining

him one of the seven Regionary Deacons of Rome.

Benedict's successor, I'el.i-nis II. , sent Ii. as nuncio

to Constantinople, to implore the emperor's aid

against the Lombards. He resided tin.

Constantinople, during winch time he commenced,

and perhaps completed, his great work, the Expo-

sition of Job. On his return to B he resumed

his place as abbot, and on the death of Pelagius, 111

a plague win. Ii la:d waste the city, G. was'urtani-

mously called by the clergy, the senate, and tin

,„.,,,, 1, to succeed him. He used every means, eveu

to a petition to the Emperor Maurice to withh.nl

Ins consent, to evade the dignity ; but hi

to yield, and was consecrated September .'i, 590.

have equalled, hardly one has sur-

passed, G. as the administrator of the multiplied

concerns of the vast charge thus assigned to him.
' Nothing,' SaVS Dean Mllm.,11. BOO

111.thing too insignificant for his earnest persona]

Solicitude ; from the most minute point in the

ritual, or regulations about the papal farms 111

Sicily, he passes to the conversion of Britain, the

1 simony among the oli 1

negotiations with the armed conquerors of Italy,

h rn Empire, the title
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of Universal Bishop usurjieil by John of Constan-

tinople' (Latin Christianity, i. 439). There is no
department of ecclesiastical administration in which
he has not left marks of his energy and his great-

ness. To him the Roman Church is indebted for

the complete and consistent organization of her

public services and the details of her ritual, for

the regulation and systematizution of her snered

chants. The mission to England, which he was not
permitted to undertake in person, was intrusted by
him, with all the zeal of a personal obligation, to

Augustine; and, under his auspices, Britain was
brought within the pale of Christian Europe. Under
him the Gothic kingdom of Spain, long Arian, was
united to the church. Nor was his zeal for the

reformation of the clergy, and in purifying of the
morality of the church, inferior to his ardour for

its diffusion. His letters, which are numerous
and most interesting, are full of evidences of the

universality of his vigilance. On occasion of the

threatened invasion of Rome by the Lombards,
G. is declared by Milman to have ' exercised the

power by performing

eign ; ' and in his gener;

have been ' in act and in influence, if not as yet in

avowed authority, a temporal sovereign.' Against
the memory of his administration of Rome a charge
was formerly made, that in his zeal against paganism
he destroyed the ancient temples and other buildings

of the pagan city ; but Gibbon confesses that the

evidence ' is recent and uncertain ; ' and, indeed,

the only authority to which Gibbon himself refers,

Platina, simply mentions the charge in order to

repudiate it. The same, according to Milnian, may be
said of 'the fa le of his having burned the Palatine

Library in his hatred of pagan literature, which is

now rejected.' As regards the general government
of the church, G. reprobates very strongly the

assumption by John, patriarch of Constantinople,

of the title of Ecumenical or Universal Bishop; the

more especially, as the object of John in assuming
this title was. to justify an exercise of jurisdiction

outside of the limits of his own patriarchate. In

his writings, too, the details of the whole dog-

matical system of the modern church are very
fully developed. His works rill four folio volumes.

His Letters, and, still more, his Dialogues, abound
with miraculous and legendary narratives, which,

however uncritical in their character, are most
interesting as illustrating the manners and habits

of thought of that age. G., with all his zeal for

the diffusion of Christianity, was most gentle in

his treatment of heathens and Jews, and he used
all his efforts to repress slave-dealing, and to

mitigate the severity of slavery. He died March
12, 604.

GREGORY II., by birth a Roman, was elected

bishop of that see in 715- His pontificate is

specially noticeable as forming an epoch in the pro-

gress of the. territorial pre-eminence of the Rflman
see in Italy. The Eastern emperors having almost

utterly abandoned the government, and, still more,

the defence of Italy, and the aggressions of the

Lombards becoming every year more formidable,

the imperial authority in the West sunk into little

more than a name ; and the tyrannical and barbarous

measures by which the Emperor Leo, the Isaurian,

attempted to enforce his decrees against image-wor-

ship, weakened still more the tie which bound Italy

to the Eastern emperors. The natural residt of the

diminution of the imperial authority in Italy was
the growth of that of the pope, to whom the deserted

Italian provinces looked, partly as their spiritual

counsellor and head, partly as their mediator
with the barbarous enemy, partly as the centre

of the political federation for self-defence which

their very isolation necessitated. G. convened a
council in Rome on the subject of the honour due
to images, and addressed a very energetic letter to
the emperor, protesting against the sacrilegious out-
rages of which he had been guilty, explaining and
defending the Catholic doctrine on image-worship,
and warning the emperor that the feelings of his

subjects were so completely alienated by his con-
duct, that it was only the pope's influence which
prevented them from throwing off all allegiance.

G. has been accused of himself fomenting this dis-

affection. The contrary, however, is attested, not
only by G.'s own letters, but also by Paul the
Deacon, in his History of the Lombards (book vi.

c. 39) ; and it is quite certain that the circumstances
themselves, and the well-known character of the
emperor, would sufficiently explain any degree of

discontent in Italy. At all events, the result of

the contest was a most notable aggrandisement of

the political authority and influence of the popes
in Italy. G. II. died in 731.

GREGORY III., a native of Syria, succeeded
Gregory II. in 731. The encroachments of the
Lombards in Italy during his pontificate became
so formidable, that as the Eastern emperors still

remained powerless or indifferent to the protection

of the Italian provinces, the Romans charged G.

to send a deputation to Charles Martel, soliciting

his succour against the enemy, and proposing, upon
that condition, to recognise him as their protector,

and to confer on him the title of consid and patri-

cian of Rome. This offer was made by the pope
' in virtue of a decree of the Roman primus,' and is

of great historical importance in the consideration

of the nature and origin of the papal power in

Italy. The embassy failed, owing to the pressure
of his war with the Saracens, to enlist the aid of

Charles ; but it was a step towards the consum-
mation of the independence of the West. G. III.

died in 741.

GREGORY VII., pre-eminently the historical

representative of the temporal claims of the mediae-

val papacy, was born, about 1020, at Saona, a village

in the southern border of Tuscany. Whether his

family belonged to the burgher or the noble class,

is disputed by his biographers. His family name,
Hildebrand, would imply a Teutonic descent ; but
by birth and education, at least, he was Italian.

His youth was passed at Rome, in the monastery
of St Mary on the Aventine, of which his uncle,

Laurence (afterwards Bishop of Amalri), was abbot
From Rome, he passed into France, where he entered
the celebrated monastery of Cluny, in the schools

of which he completed his education ; and from
the strict ascetic observances there practised by
him, he acquired those habits of austerity which
distinguished his entire life. He visited the
court of Henry III., and obtained by his preaching
the reputation of great eloquence. On his return to
Rome, he became the chaplain of Gregory VI., but
after the death of that pontiff, he again withdrew
to his former retreat at Cluny, from which he was
only recalled by the earnest appeal of the new
and zealous pope, Leo IX., whom he accompanied
to Rome in 1049. Under this active and devoted
pontiff, Hildebrand exercised great influence. He
now, for the first time, entered into holy orders,

and was eventually created cardinal. Besides
the important domestic employments which were
assigned to him, he was sent as legate to the
important council of Tours, in which the cause of
Berengar was examined. Under all the short but
important pontificates of the successors of Leo IX.,

who are known in history as the German popes
—Victor IL, Stephen IX.. Ber edict X.. and
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Alexander II. Hddebrand continued to exercise the

name influence, and by inspiring into I

aunt hi" ili.- church tin.- great principles t. > which his

life was rowed, he prepared the way Ear the full

development of his own theory of the papacy. He
was unanimously elected at Rome, without awaiting

the imperial authorisation, three days after the

death ol Alexander II. TheQennon bishops, who
|

. reforms of which hie

ante waa a pi "d to prevent the

Bmperor Henry IV. from assenting tn tin- election ;

but 1 1 .111 v -.ivi- lni approval, and tin- new pope
m.l. .Inly II), lDT.'J. From the date of his

•lection, the pontificate of G. waa life-Ions

struggle Cor the assertion of the principles with
win. Ii he believed the welfare of the church and
the regeneration of society itself to be inseparably

bound up. Regarding as the great evil of his time

tliu thoroughly secularised condition of the church
it of Europe, and especially in Germany

and Northern Italy, he directed against this all his

efforts. The position occupied by the higher clergy

as feudal proprietors, the right of investiture with

the temporalities of benefices claimed by the crown,

juent dependence of the clergy upon

the sovereign, and the temptation to simony (see

Simony) which it involved, were, in the mind of G.,

the cause of aU the evils under which Europe was
groaning ; and of all these he regarded investiture

iiiie) as the fountain and the source.

While, then lor.-, he laboured by every species of

enactment, by visitations, by encyclical letters, and
by personal exhortations, precepts, and censures,

to enforce the observance of all the details of dis-

cipline—celibacy, the residence of the clergy, the

instruction of the people—and to repress si iv and

it was against the fundamental abuse of

investiture that his main efforts were directed. In

the year after his election, he prohibited this prac-

tice, under pain of excommunication both for the

! the invested, and m the following year

he actually issued that sentence against several

bishops and councillors of the empire. The Emperor
Henry IV. (see Henry IV. ). disregarding these

1 taking the offending bishops uii.l.-r ins

0. cited him to Koine, to answer for his

conduct Henry's sole reply was B haughty defi-

ance ; and in a diet at Worms in 1070. he formally

declared G. deposed from the pontificate. G. was
not slow to retaliate by a sentence of excommuni-
cation; and in this sentence, unless revoked or

removed by absolution in twelve month-, by tin

law of the empire at the time, was involved the

forfeiture of all civil rights, and deposition from

every civil and political office. Henrys
jecte appealing to this law against him.

petted to yield, and, by a humiliating p.-nan.-e, to

which he submitted at Canoesa, in January 1077,

he obtained absolution from the pop

on, 1
- but l.igned ; and on

Ins tabsequeiit triumph over his rival, Rudolf of

Bwabia, Henry resumed hostilities with the pope,

and in losu ajam d.-. land loin deposed, and caused

lobe appoint., I in bit place the autipope Guibert,

archbishop ol Ravenna, under the name of Clement
III. After a protract, d iegi oi three years, Hi nry,

mi the year Him. took posses ion ol Rome. G.

..hut binueli np in tl atrtle of St Angela, Just,

however, as G. was on the point of falling into

his enemy's hands. B the Noun in

Duke of Apt t G. free, and

compelled Henry to return to German] ; bul the

wseti hi d condition I i «i hi b R mi

obliged G. to withdraw first to Monte Cassino, and
ultioiat.lv to Salerno, where be died. May 25, 1085.

Iliadyingwards are a deeply affecting, but yet astern

and unliending profession of the faith of his whole
life, and of the profound convictions under which
even his enemies acknowledge him t.. ban
h.iv.- loved justice and hat.-.l iniquity; therefore 1

die an exih-.' The character of G. VI I., and the

theory of oburch-polity which h>- represents, are

differently judged by the different religioi

but bis theory is confessed by all, even those who
most strongly reprobate it as an excess, to have been
grand in its conception, and unsellish in its object
'The theory of Augustine's city of I

Milmau, 'no doubt swain before his mind, on which
a new Home was to rise, and rule the world by
religion.' In his conception of the constitution f

i I v. the spiritual power n

lenient. It was to direct, I

the temporal, and, in a certain sense, to compel its

obedience; but as the theory is explained by Fenc-
Ion, by Irosselin, and other modern Catholics, the
arms which it was authorised to use for the purpose

of coercion were the arms of the spirit only. It

could upel by penalties, but these penalties were
only the censures of the church ; and if, in certain

circumstances, temporal forfeitures (as in the case of

Henry IV.) were annexed to these censures, this,

it is argued, was the result of the civil legislation

of the particular country, not of any general eccle-

siastical law. Thus, in the case of Henry, the impe-

rial crown was forfeited, according to the Swabian
code, by the mere fact of the emperor's remaining
for twelve mouths under excommunication without
obtaining absolution from the sentence. Moreover,
whatever may be said of the power iu itself, or of

the lengths to which it has at times extended, the

occasion and the object of its exercise iu the hands
of G. were always such as to comma
pathy of the philosophical student of the history of

the middle age. By his firm and unbending efforts

to suppress the unchristian vices which deformed
society, and to restrain the tyranny which oppress, d

as much as it enslaved the church, he
taught his age ' that there was a being on earth

I duty it was to defend the a

to succour tin- succoiirless, to afford a i.i

widow and orphan, and to be the guardian of the.

pooi.' Dean Milman sums up his history of G. as

of one who is to be contemplated not merely with
awe, but in some respects, and with some great

drawbacks, as a benefactor of mankind.—Sec Mil-

man's Latin Chrintiaiuly, vol. hi. ; Bowden'a Life

of Grtyory VII. (I840i ; Voigt's HUdil.ramU uU
Papa Gregor VII. undtein ZeUaUer.

GREGORY XIII., Hugh Buokcompaono, was
born at Bologna, .January 7, loll-. He u

in his native city, where be held the professorship
is. Having M-ttb .1 r I;

in l.l.'id. In- was distinguished b\ several itii|>..i t.-ii-t

- one of the theolo

council of Trent, on his return whence, he was
i al ill 1504. and sent as legate to Spain.

i Ii of Pius V., i;. was elected pope in

1572. Not on. i reformation pontiUs

has surpassed G. in zeal for the promotion and im-

provement oi education; a large proportion of the

colleges in Rome were wholly or in part endowed
by him; and his expenditure tor educational purposes

is said to have exceeded J.IHIII.IHIII loun.in enm:,.

The most interesting event of his pom
scientific point of view, is the correction of the

calendar is..- CaUNBAk), which was i he result of

long consideration, and was finally made public iu

1582, A grievous imputation re t- on the mi nnm
of G, from the faet ol his having "id, red a /'. Dam
in Rome on oa aaion of the ma oai re of Sf Bartholo-

BaBTI miwi. 'out in justice it must
be said, that this was done on tin report of the
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French ambassador which represented tliat bloody

event, not as a deliberate agression on the part of

the Catholics, but simply as the suppression of a

baffled Huguenot conspiracy. G. published a valuable

edition of the Decrctuin Gratiami with learned notes.

He died in 1585, in the 83d year of his age.

GREGORY NAZIANZEN—from his erudition in

sacred literature also called the THEOLOGIAN—was
born about 329, at Arianzum, a village near Nazian-

zus, in Cappadocia, not far from Ciesarea. His father,

whose name also was Gregory, and who had originally

belonged to the Heathen sect of Hypsistatics, i. e.,

Worshippers of the Most High, but also of the fire,

like the Persians, and keepers of the Jewish Sabbath
ar.d the law of the purity of meats, had, chiefly at

the instigation of his pious wife Nonna, become a
convert to Christianity about the time of the great

Nicjeau Council (325). and four years later was
raised to the dignity of Bishop of Nazianzus. Formed
to piety by domestic example. G. was at an early

age sent, for the purpose of finishing his education,

to Casarea, in Palestine, where the study of eloquence

then flourished. He then visited the schools of

Alexandria, and subsequently of Athens, where he
met Basil the Great, then also a young student,

and became his most intimate friend. At the

same time, there studied at Athens, Julian, later

emperor and apostate, and there is no doubt that

the three often met and had friendly discussions

on the subjects of their common studies ; although

G., even at that time, augured no good for Julian,

who exhibited signs of ' an unsettled and arrogant

mind.' G. having made brilliant progress in elo-

quence, philosophy, and sacred literature, returned

to Nazianzus, and here first received baptism at

the hands of his own father, consecrating to God,
at the same time, all ' his goods, his glory, his

health, his tongue, and his talents ; ' and, in order

to be still more able to pursue a life of austere

devotion, he retired into solitude, and took up
his abode with Basil in the desert near the river

Iris, in Pontus. Recalled by his father, G. was
ordained priest, and afterwards fled ; and being

recalled a second time, lie returned to Nazianzus,

assisted his father in the ministry, and preached to

the people. In 371 or 372, St Basil, who in the

meantime had become Bishop of Cresarea, prevailed

upon him to accept the see of Sasime, a small town
in Cappadocia. But he had scarcely taken posses-

sion of bis new dignity, when, overcome again by
his innate repugnance to public life, he retired, a

bishop without a bishopric, to Nazianzus, where he
stayed until the death of his father in 373. He
then went into a monastery at Seleucia, which, how-
ever, after the deatb of the Emperor Valens (378),

he was induced to leave, in order to undertake the

charge of a small Nicaean congregation in Constan-

tinople, where, until then, Arianism had held undis-

puted sway. G. was after a short time, when his

erudition and eloquence became conspicuous, elected

archbishop, upon which the Arians became so exaspe-

rated that his very life was in danger. G., although

ipheld by the Pope Damasus and the Emperor
f'heodosius. preferred resigning bis see voluntarily,
; in order to lay the storm, like another Jonah,

although he had not excited it.' He went back to

Nazianzus, and took up his solitary abode near

Arianzus, where, after some years of a most ascetic

life, he died in 389. His ashes were conveyed to

Constantinople, and thence, during the Crusades, to

Rome. His day is, with the Latins, the 9th of May.
His character and temper, ardent and enthusiastic,

but at the same time dreamy and melancholy, hard,

but also tender, ambitious and yet humble, all his

instability and vacillation between a life of contem-
plation and of action, are vividly depicted in his

lo-i

_ hold the integrity of the Nicaean orthodoxy
against the heresies of the Arians and Apollinarists.

The merits of his writings—which vividly portray
the instability and vacillation of his life— are very
unequal ; sometimes not inferior to the sublimest
flights of poetical genius, and withal of a classical

elegance and refinement, they at other times become
redundant, pedantic, and heavy with far-fetched

similes. Notwithstanding all this, G. may fairly le
pronounced one of the first orators, and most accom-
plished and thoughtful writers of all times. His
surviving works consist chiefly of about 53 orations,

242 letters, and 156 poems— meditations, descriptions,

acrostics, epigrams, &c— to which Tollius (Utrecht,

1696) has added 20 more, which he called Carmina
Cyr/nea. Muratori published (Padua, 1709) 228 other
unedited epigrams. The first edition of his complete
works appeared at Basel in 1550, folio. Another
edition appeared in Paris 1609—1611 (2 vols, folio),

by Morel, which was reprinted in Paris in 1630

;

Leipsic (or rather Cologne), 1690, and Venice, 1753
;

but none of these is sufficiently accurate. The last

edition, but little improved, under the auspices of

the Benedictines, appeared in 2 vols. (Paris, 1760—
1840). His separate works have frequently been
edited, and partly translated into different tongues.

GREGORY OF ARMENIA, commonly called

The Illuminator, was the apostle of Christianity

among the Armenians. Like the majority of the
bishops of the primitive church, little is known of

his early history. He is said to have been educated
at Cossarea, in Cappadocia, where, at the same time,

he was instructed in the Christian religion. He
afterwards entered into the service of Tiridates,

king of Armenia, by whom he was subjected to

severe persecution on account of his refusal to

worship idols. Some severe public calamity which
succeeded, being looked upon as a proof of divine

wrath, the king immediately put himself and his

subjects under G.'s instructions. The people were
converted in great numbers, and churches immedi-
ately erected throughout the country ; and G., after

receivingordinati.m at Casarea, returned as metro-
politan of Armenia, and baptised his converts.
This took place about the beginning of the 4th
century. Many authors have given in their works
discourses professedly by G., but now believed to

be spurious. The memory of G. is held in great

reverence in the Greek, Coptic, Abyssinian, and
Armenian churches, and he is one of the saints of

the Konian Calendar.

GREGORY OF NYSSA, Saint, a Greek
Church-father, and the younger brother of Basil the
Great, born about ,"S32 at Sebaste, devoted himself at

an early age to the study of sciences and philosophy,

and subsequently married a pious and honourable
lady. In consequence of a dream, however, he
separated from her, and abjuring the world, entered

upon the duties of an ecclesiastic. After a sboit

relapse into his old profane studies, he renounced this

'apostacy' for ever, and in 372 was made Bishop
of Nyssa, a city in Cappadocia, in Lesser Armenia,
much to the dismay of the Arians, who knew him to

be a zealous defender of the Nicene creed. They
at once commenced an opposition to him. G. was
deposed by the emperor, and compelled to flee. He
lived for some years in seclusion, until, at the death

of Valens (378), Gratianns restored him to his see.

In 379 he was charged by the council of Antioeh

to visit the churches in Arabia and Palestine in

order to restore them to their pristine orthodoxy

and peace, the many years of heresy and dissension

that had preceded having created a sad confusion

among the flock of the faithful. In 381 he was
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ghOM a by the council of Constantinople to be 0!

res
' of faith for the Catholic communion,,.,- faith for the Catholic oummumnii, to the see oj lours, and

e «r»^ter<rforthodffltyfarhiaandothcrc,.n,,, <;.!.-. Archbishop ol Bheiiw

^,',„„ ..rmcinallv in Potttua He further nssi te.l episcopacy wen- .. sc.im.ii ..I

Still vitv yoong, he

and Be ".'s consecrated to
'111,- Brat years of hta

the councils hcl.l ... that . ity in .W-" and ..s... ,...1

,,!;,,,', a prominent a part in both, that shortly

afterwards the honoural.l.' title of Metropolitan was

unanimously conferred upon him. Th.

G seems to have appeared publicly, was at tne

council at Constantinople in :«tl
;
and

have died shortly afterwards. The second Nica-an

conucil conferred upon him the preeminent title of

•l'at.T l'atrum.

Hi, writ in s are .xtreni.lv numerous. Although

not fraught with the glowmg eloquence and pene-

trating acumen of a Gregory Naz.anzen, or a

i
vlnl.it a greater depth ol poetical fad-

ing and philosophical thought, while, at the same

time, they abound in praetieal tea. lungs and wise

rv stage of life. The fanciful, often

nbtleties and conceits which occur no l.-s

frequently, are rather to be put to the account of

the times in which (J. lived, when sy.nbohsn. and

.. ,-, i n.,1 supreme. On the other hand, o.

I„, ,.,-,,-eI to,, highly for having been one of

the lirst who manfully stood out for the ancient

Greek- all, at heathen philosophy. His writings

are indeed folly imbued with Platonism and Ans-

totelianism. and he went as far as to borrow the

technical terms of these masters for his theological

ations. 'As the Israelites borrowed from

1
ptdans,' he said, 'bo Christianity must carry

with it all that is costly out of the paean

camp;' a saying which, however, has been attri-

greal perple

bute.1 to some other Fathers of the early church.

His orthodoxy has been questioned m later times ;

ehi.tlv on account of his strongly condemning as

heatl.'enish, the view that religion was mostly

dependent on the dogma : according to him. religion

was more a matter of the heart and oi feeling.
_

llie

conned .f Ephesus solemnly and moBt energetically

declared for the soundness of his teaching, refuting

the heretics out of his own writings. Of his Christ-

olo«y-in the main that of Origen—viz., that the

L„:",'m had penetrated all parts of the human nature,

and thus elevated it to himself, we will treat under

this lattr. The Latins celebrate the day of G.

on the 10th of January, the Greeks on the 9th of

M ,,,1, His most e, leb rated works are a catechol..-

treat.se; a dialogne of the Soul and Reaurractaon

r his sister (supposed to have

1„, „ !,. 1,1 at her death-bed) ; a treatl.se oil tin- //".../

I
,/„. Deity of tht Holy Ohoat, besides

a number of homilies. The li.st complete Latin

edition of bis writings, comprising dissertations on

the 1)1,1 and New Tcstancnt, dogmatical and con-

troversial treatises, .lisei.urs.-s, sermons, panegyrics,

,,e.„cd at Cologne m
"'-?' " l

"Jim The
(I.,.,-: and 1.-.T1), and I'ar.s (1:.,.1 and ll.".l). 1 he

li, st Creek and Latin editions by the Jesuit Cretier

appeared in Paris (1616-1618), in 2 vols., fob, and

was reprinted there in 163& Separate works of

v. Lav-- been edited repeatedly, but next to none

1 in any modern translation.

GREGORY OF TOURS, originally called

Ch.nuns I'loiitMiM's, born all at Auvcrgne,

in a fam.lv exalted by rank as well as by piety.

On the paternal side, he traced his descent Iroui

Wilms Epagatus, the martyr of l,\on; on the

.,, ... I.aligres .St

Callus, 1'., hop ol .'lennont, C s uncle, undertook

I
education, and, after his death, U. con-

tinned hi, studies under 8t Avtus. the successor

of Call.,- in the bishopric. Ordained . eaeon I..

left Auvcrgne. and went to the curt of Si-gl.cit,

i , owing

I,, the constant contentions oi the ftrsi Merovingian

l.in ;~ II nraee ...id li.n.ne-s, however, v. ,-r.l

equal to any of the sever,- testa to which tbey

were ex; -1, and by openly resisting even royal

authority on some occasions, lie drew upon him-

self the hatred of Queen Fredegunda, and the ire

of her husband. King Chilpe.i.h, who seems to

have been a mere tool in her hand-. G was

, ditious and other treasonable actions,

and siimi 1 before a council of bishops m 680.

Here, however, he defended himself with such clear-

ness aud vigour, that Chilperich himself, strange

to say, from that moment ceased to be his foe,

and becoming even his warm admirer and friend,

char.'.-d lni.i afterwards with many important poli-

tical missions. This royal partiality, howcvci does

not seem to have prevented G. from occasionally

calling the king a Herod and a Nero. No less

favoured by the king's successors, Contram and

Childebert II., G. did not fail to use all his influ-

ence with the court for the amelioration of the

losition of the church, aud the general condition

if his flock. His travels had, apart from their

...litical purposes, at the same time the object of

everywhere restoring peace and piety, so much

needed in those days in convents and churches,

amon- the el.-rgv and the laity. Of his jonrney

to Koine ill 590, the circumstances of which are

related with a minuteness of itself surprising ; of

the pope's wonder at finding in G., instead oi

the imposing man he had expected to behold, a

In.muncio, or manikin, and of his answer, that 'we

all are as Cod had made us,' we can only say,

that according to the lucid investigations of Dr

Kries (De Ore,,. Tur. Vita etBenpUs, p. 10), it never

can have taken place. His last journey seems to

have been to Orleans, whither lie accompanied the

kin.' in 593. He died shortly after, in 594 or 595,

at 'Fours, where be had been a bishop for twenty-

three years. His works comprise, in the first place,

his ten books of Fraukish history, (.'.*i, ''''.'"•"'''""

Franconm the first attempt at French niston-

ooraphy—and have earned for G. the name of

Father of Prankish History,' although its crudity

of style, and indiscriminate mixing up of every-

thing important and otherwise, make it partake

much more of the nature of a chronicle than

of a history properly so called. G.'s other works

are : A Bank ../' tin tlh.n.i of the

Miracles of St Julian (304); Ofth OhrvprMtraclet
Glory of the Martyr* : Of tht

,,•//„ < ;,„); .«..;».- "f tin Mim.-hK.fSf M.nlin ; and

a hook of the lives of the Fathers, consisting of

j:; hi,, -rapines of Fraukish ecclesiastics, and many

Other minor writings. Mud. more, however, is

generally attributed t.> G. than is in reality his.

,i ,,-itieal edition of Ins works, by Knmard,

appeared in Paris, 1699, fob ;
the latest, by Ouad.-t

J,,! Tannine. Pans, 18.16 and 18.17, with a French

translation. ( >i nioi.ographics on G., we may iiien-

tion De O ,;<,. Tur. Kpi*. Vita >' Scrtptu, by L. G.

K.-i.s and Liihell; Oregorvon Tout* und nine Zal

il.eip. is::.""., 8vo).

GREGORY THAUMATU'RCOS (Wonder.

worker) or.e.i.ally called TllKODOBOT, S.usi. horn

.. ,, i„ Pont. ,s, between 210 and 216.

Sprung from an illustrious and wealthy heathen

family? he was educated for a rhetorician or adv..-

,-at.-;' but an acquaintance which he formed with

Or,, -en at ( 'a - ''''. fd Inn. to tie-

red science. G. forgot Roman law, apply-

ing himself instead, under his new master, with zeal

: to the study of the Holy Scnntur-i
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and of profane philosophy. Several years hail
thus passed, when Muximin's persecutions forced
Origeu to leave Ciesarea. G. then went to Alex-
andria, and stayed there for three years (235—
238). Gordian having succeeded Max'iiuin, Origen
returned to Cajsarea, and G. went to join him there,
and to renew his former studies under him. Most
probably it was at that period also that he was
baptised, aud changed his heathen name of Theo-
dorus. Recalled to his family, G., instead of striving
for those posts of honour for which he had been
destined, retired into solitude ; but was so often
besought to return and labour for the church, that
he allowed himself to be consecrated about 240.
Installed as bishop at Neoeresarea, a wealthy and
populous, but utterly unchristian city, G. applied
himself to his holy work with the utmost zeal. He
wrought, according to ancient testimony, many
miracles, suoh as recalling devils, whom he had
frightened out of a heathen temple, at his will, and
thereby converting its chief functionary to Chris-
tianity ; moving a stone, staying a river, killing a
Jew by his mere wish, changing a lake—a matter
of contest between two brothers—into solid earth,
and thus contrived to change the unbelieving popu-
lation of his see into devout Christians.
During the persecution of Decius, which broke

out in 250, G. fled with a great part of his flock,
whom he would not see exposed to the dauger of
having either to change their faith, or to die the
death of martyrs, and during this flight, he, once
when hard pressed by his pursuers, transformed
himself and his deacon—the heathen priest whom
he had converted by recalling the devils—into trees.
In 251, the Emperor Decius died, and G. returned
to Neoca;sarea. He now instituted a general festival
for those Christians who had fallen during the
persecution, and permitted the faithful to celebrate
it with banquets and sports like those which accom-
panied heathen festivals—a proceeding by which he
intended to draw over the pagan multitude to
Christianity, but which has been severely blamed,
and which, indeed, was fraught with great mischief
for the church in later times.

In 264, we find him, together with his brother
Anthenodorus, at the Council of Antioch, which
had been convoked for the purpose of condemning
the heresies of Paul, Bishop of Samosata, their
signatures occurring first in the Acts of the Council.
Whether or not G. also took part in the second
council (269), necessitated by Paul's refusal to abdi-
cate, is very uncertain. Of his own extraordinary
piety, devotion, truthfulness, and modesty, of his
'prophetic and apostolic temper,' the best testimony
lies in the fact that St Basil, St Maximus, and other
great luminaries of the church, call him a second
Miws or Paid.

The only genuine works of G. are a panegyrical
discourse on Origen, which he delivered in public
before his return to bis native place ; the above-
mentioned creed ; a Metaphrasis on Ecclesiastes,
often and wrongly attributed to Gregory of Nazi-
anzus, in twelve chapters ; and a Canonical Epistle,

Betting forth the punishments and penances to be
undergone by such Christians as had bought booty
from pagan soldiers, a practice very common in

those times of constant invasions of Goths and
Scythians in Asia, principally in Pontus. All other
writings shewn under his name are spurious. The
first collected edition of his works was published
by Ger. Vossius at Mayence in 16114 ; a more com-
plete edition appeared in Paris, 1622, in folio.

GREI'FFENBERG, a small manufacturing town
of Prussia, in the province of Pomerania, is situated
Dn the left bank of the Rega, 41) miles north-east of

Stettin. It is surrounded by walls, has three gates,

its linen manufactures. Pop.and is famous for

5478.

GREI'FFENHAGEN, a town of Prussia, in the
province of Pomerania, is situated on the right bank
of the Reglitz, 13 miles south-south-west of Stettin.
It is partially walled, has two churches, and is the
seat of considerable industry. Pop. 5883.

GREI'FSWALD, a town of Prussia, in the pro-
vince of Pomerania, is situated on the Rick, about
3 miles from its mouth, and 20 miles south-east c f

Stralsund. It is regularly built, and is surrounded
by promenades, into which the former ramparte
have been converted. Among its houses are several
curious brick structures, dating from the 14th and
15th centuries. G. contains, besides other public
buildings and institutions, a gymnasium and a
university (founded in 1456), attended by about
200 students. The university library contains
about 60,000 volumes. Weaving, machine-makiug,
salt-works, and manufactures of paper, tobacco,
soap, leather, and oil are carried on, as well as
commerce, to some extent. Pop. 13,880.

G. was founded in the 13th c., before the close of
which it made one iu a Union of Wendish Hause-
towns, comprising Stralsund, Rostoek, Weimar, and
Lubeck. At the peace of Westphalia (164S), the
town came into the possession of Sweden ; but,
together with the whole of Swedish Pomerania,
it was conceded to Prussia in 1815.

GREIZ, a town of Central Germany, capital of
the principality of Reuss-Greiz, and seat of the
sovereign prince, is charmingly situated on the right
bank of the White Elster, 49 iniles south-south-west
of Leipsic. It is well built, is surrounded by walls,
and contains three castles, one for winter, another
for summer occupation, with beautiful gardens and
park ; the third, which is built on an isolated rock,
is used for public offices. The town-house, a hand-
some specimen of Gothic, was built in 1S41. Nearly
.'illlHI liaml-looms are here employed in the manufac-
ture of woollen and half-woollen goods ; one factory
contains 500 looms. Pop. 7000.

GRENADA, a maritime province of the kingdom
of Spain, and one of the subdivisions of the former
province of the same name, is bounded on the W.
by the proviuces of Cordova and Malaga, on the
N. by Jaen and Albacete, on the E. by Murcia and
Ahneria, and on the S. by the Mediterranean.
Its area is 4874 square miles, and its population
in 18ti0 amounted to 441,917. Its greatest length
from north-east to south-west is 12S miles, and
its greatest breadth about 70 miles. The surface is

mountainous and picturesque in a high degree. It
is traversed longitudinally by two principal ranges
of mountains, the Sierra Nevada, toward the
south of the province, rising in Mulahacen 11,669
feet in height ; and that of Las Alpujarras, which
stretches along the coast. The chief rivers are the
Jenil, the Barbata, the Guadix, and the Guadalfeo.
Of these, only the Guadalfeo finds its embouchure
in this province. The province of G. is for the most
part fruitful and well cultivated. The Alpujarras
Mountains contain veins of iron, copper, and lead.
Gold occurs here, and brimstone- pits are found;
there are also numerous saline and mineral springs,
ranging from 95° to 113° F.

The ancient territory of G., which, besides the
modern province of the same name, comprised also
those of Almeria and Malaga, formed, after the
Arab invasion, an independent Moorish kingdom.
For a time, this country was exceedingly wealthy,
having developed great agricultural and commercial
resources. From the year 1248 the kings of G.
were obliged to recognize the supremacy of the
kings of Castile. A quarrel, however, which arose
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between the vassal-king of G. and Ferdinand and
Isabella in the loth c resulted in war of eleven
years' duration, the eonseqnence of winch was. that

the kingdom of g. was annexed to the 8paniah ter-

ritories in 1492, and the Moorish dominion finally

abolished in Spain.

GRENADA, an island "f volcanic origin in tin-

British West Indies, is said tn be the ni"st beautiful

of the Caril)l»es. With an area (if 138 square
mile-, it "'in due. I, in I

sen;, -M.iui inhabitants, i lly

of African descent In 1851, the actual dui there

were -1 In whites, and 32,261 people of colour j and
onsiderahle importations of renin s have

taken place. On the coast are several good har-

bours ; while a central ridge of mountains, here and
there presi utiog an elevation of 3000 feet, po Besses
warn us extinct orators, some of them transformed

i il.li- lakes. The ' In- I tOH us are St

George, Si Mark, st Patrick, St Andrew, and Char-
liitte Town. The first of these, which is the seat

of L-oVernnient, stands in hit. 1-" '2 X., and in long.
1,1' 48 \V. The officio] returns for IS.IS furnish the
following information. Besides a grammar-school
anil a normal school, there were sixteen common
schools. The public revenue in 1868 amounted to

£31,740. The imports and exports were respec-

tively represented by £51,711 and £106,426; the
corresponding results in 1833, virtually the last

year of unmitigated slavery, having been A'73,.S4li

and 4288,68a The difference under both heads is

v.rv significant with reference to the condition of

(belabouring population.—The island was discovered
by Columbus on his third voyage in 1498, at which
time it was inhabited hy Carihs. who were subse-

quently exterminated hy the French, into whose
me about the middle of the 17th century.

It finally full into the possession of the British, in

1783.

GREXA'DK, a small shell, about three inches
in diameter, of iron or annealed glass, tilled with
powder, and thrown from the hand. Hurled among

of troops, as those asscmhled in the
ditch "I a fortress during an assault,

Jarticularry embarrassing, the splint

leep wounds and causing great confusion. The

effected by means of a small time fuze.

Grenades ar caaionaUy rolled over the parapet,

through wooden troughs, into the tn di h t> low

there is also a species of hand-gun fired from a

rest, called ' musk' ton,
1

from which grenades may
be projected to a short distance. I h
arc saiil to h I in the year 1594

OBJ B \l>IKl:, originally a soldier who was

employed in throwing hand-grenades, but in modern
parlance a member of the first compai
battalion of foot, in which the tallest and finest

men of the regiment are pla L This ipi BJ is

penally distinguished from the rest bj I

asps ; it holds the place of honour, viz., the right

when in line, and the front when in column ol

attack.

GRENADIER GUARDS, the lirst I

of Foot Guards in the British Household l.i

Guards, and generally considered the rinest corpa in

the army. It comprises 2G97 officers and men,
divided into three battalions. The officers

fashionable corps are usually from the families of the
nobility or more distinguished landed gentry. The
First Foot Guards, under which name the teginn nt
was originally known, was lirst raised in IGOd;
since then it has ever borne an honourable posita n

in all the wars of the country, and especially in t„e

Peninsula, at Waterloo, and in the Crimea.

GKENADI'NES, a chain of islets in the Wiif!

Indies, extending between Grenada, on which they
uf clnetly dependent, and St Vincent, from hit

12 30 to 13° X. They vary in size from about
7000 acres downwards. The largest is Can
Much inconvenience is caused hy their deficiency

in streams and springs, an evil which, of late

years, has been increasingly felt, from the inju-

dicious destruction of the timber.

GREXELLE, a suburb of Paris (q. v.).

GREXO'BLE (a corruption of the Lat. Qratiano-
polit, or City of Gratiau), an important town and
strong fortress of France, with double enclosures,

capital of the department of Iscre, is pleasantly
situated on both banks of the river of that name, in

a beautiful and fertile district, surrounded by high
mountains, and about 58 miles south-east of Lyon.
It is divided by the Iscre, which is here confined
within handsome quays, into two unequal portions :

tin , narrow and contracted, and consistini: of

only two streets, situated on the right bank of the
river at the foot of a hill, is called Saint Laurent

;

the other, a much more important quarter, con-

taining all the public buildings, and consisting of

spacious and well-lighted streets, on the left bank,
is called Bonne. Among the public buildings are

the Palais dc Justice, with a Gothic oriel, originally

the palace of the Dauphin, and the most hit

old building in the town ; the Academic I'niver-

sitaire; the town-hall; the public library, ci

big 60,000 volumes; and the picture-gallery. G.

has gained a reputation for its manufactures of

gloves, In/iii'iirn, perfumes, and silk goods. Pop.

(1861) of town with commune, 84,726; of town

in 1SJ7, 25,29ft. In the vicinity lies the village of

Chartreuse, from which the Carthusian monks
derive their name, and where they originated. See

Chnuipollion Figeiic. Ani'i'i'iiti'* <l< t;. iCrcn. lsn7i,

and Bitot, Histotre tie (,'. ei </<- sea Environ* (Gren.

1829).

GRESHAM, Sib Thomas, founder of the London
1 loyal F.xeh.-in-je, lie...-, udi-d from an ancii nt Norfolk

1

family, was the second son of Sir Richard <

an opulent merchant, elected in B"i37 I."id Mayor
of London. Born in 1519, he was Hist an] •

to his uncle. Sir John Grcshain, a wealthy l,i m'-on

in- TcT, and then scut to study at Gonvdle Hall,

now Cains ('..liege, Cambridge.' In 1543, he WGS
ed a member of the Mercers' Company. .'lis

father, who died in February 1548, had b

of Henry Vlll.'s domestic financial iim.-hi

in 1552, G. was sent to Antwerp, as kin-

there, in consequence of the mismanagement of the

person previously in charge. In two years, he paid

oil' a heavy loan, entirely restored the km.
and introduced a new system of finance, The

il duty of the royal agent was thl

tuition of foreign loans; and during the Ion:; period

he keid the office, he was successfully employed

in in ,ny most important and difficult money
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transactions. As he was a Protestant, Queen Mary,
on her accession, sent him his dismissal ; but on pre-

senting a memorial of his past services, he was soon
reinstated. By Queen Elizabeth, he was, in 1559,
knighted, and appointed, for a short time, English
amCassador at the court of the king of Spain's

regent at Brussels. The troubles in the Nether-
lands compelled him, in 15GS, to withdraw finally

from Antwerp, to which city he had made more
than forty journeys ou the service of the state, in

one of which, in 15G0, he was thrown from his

horse, and rendered lame for life. In 1569, by
bis advice, the plan of borrowing money from the
Loudon merchants, instead of from foreigners, was
adopted, to the great advantage of the mercantile
body. Having, in 1564, lost his only son, Richard,
he resolved upon devoting a portion of his great
wealth to the erection of a bourse or exchange, in

imitation of the one at Antwerp, for the London
merchants, who were wont to meet in the open air

—a project which had originated with his father.

It was formally opened, in 1570, by Queen Eliza-

beth in person, ou which occasion she dined with
the founder, and named it the Royal Exchange.
Renowned for his hospitality and liberality, he
fretpiently entertained foreign personages of dis-

tinction, and erected a magnificent man'sion at

Jsterly Park, near Brentford, where he was visited

by Queen Elizabeth. For the endowment of a
college in London, he directed by his will that his

town-mansion in Bishopsgate Street should be
converted into a residence and lecture-rooms for

teven professors, to be salaried out of the Royal
Exchange revenues. Gresham College was taken
lown in 1768, and the ground ou which it stood

—

jow occupied by the Excise Office—was transferred

to government. The lectures are now delivered in

a lecture-hall built at the corner of Basinghall and
Gresham Streets out of the accumulated fund.
The subjects of lecture are divinity, physic, astron-

omy, geometry, law, rhetoric, and music. G. also

provided for the erection and support of eight alms-

houses, and made many other charitable bequests.
He died suddenly, November 21, 1579.

GRETNA GREEN, originally the name of a
farmstead in the vicinity of the village of Spring-
field, in the parish of Graitney, in Dumfriesshire,
Scotland, but frequently applied to the village of

Springfield itself, which is situated about a mile
and a half north of the north-eastern extremity
of the Solway Firth. The village was long the
centre of extensive smuggling operations, and more
recently it became famous (or infamous) for its

irregular marriages. See next article.

GRETNA GREEN MARRIAGES, the name
given to marriages of English persons contracted

at Gretna Green. This spot being the first con-

venient halting-place for runaway couples from
England, gave the name to this kind of marriage,

originally an easy mode of evading the Eng-
lish Marriage Act, which required the consent of

parents and guardians, publication of banns, and
the presence of a priest— all of which involved
considerable publicity and an inconvenient delay,

but which were got rid of by the parties passing
the English border into Scottish ground. The rule

being, that a marriage is valid if contracted accord-

ing to the law of the place where the parties

enter into the contract, it was easy for English
couples to avail themselves of the mode of con-

tracting marriage allowed by the law of Scotland,

which required nothing but a mutual declaration of

marriage to be exchanged in presence of witnesses
— a ceremony which could be performed instantly

—and it was immaterial whether the parties were
ins

minors or not. This declaration generally took
place in presence of a blacksmith, who in reality

was no more necessary than any other witness, but
who gradually assumed an authority which imposed
on the credidity of the English strangers, and
thereby profited by the liberality usually dispensed
on such auspicious occasions for his trifling services.

The declaration of marriage being exchanged, the
parties could return at once to England, and their

marriage was held ever after to be valid there and
all the world over.

These marriages have received much discourage-
ment of late. Not only has the strictness of the
English law of marriage been dispensed with, by
allowing marriages to be contracted in England
in comparative secrecy before the superintendent
registrar, without going before a priest, but the
Scotch law has also been altered, with a view of

checking this evasion of English law. By 19 and
20 Vict. c. 96, no irregular marriage of that kind
in Scotland is now valid unless one of the parties

had at the date thereof his or her usual place of

residence there, or had lived in Scotland for 21
days next preceding such marriage. The effect of

this statute is, therefore, an obstacle to runaway
marriages from England so far, that one of the
parties must at least have resided in Scotland 21
days. In reality, therefore, the Gretna Green mar-
riages may yet be resorted to by English parties,

provided the intended husband comply with this

requisite, which may easily be done ; aud it is need-
less to observe, that if either party has been living

in Scotland, he or she will still have no dilficiUty

in eloping with the other party, for the recent
statute will be no obstacle in such cases.

GREY, Charles, Earl, E.G., head of the
government which carried the Reform Bill, was
born March 13, 1764, at Fallowden, near Alnwick.
The Greys are a Northumberland family of great
antiquity, celebrated for military achievements, and
first ennobled in the time of Edward IV. The first

earl was Sir C. Grey, K.B., a distinguished member
of the military profession, who held commands in

the first American war, and in the war against the
French republic. He assisted in the reduction of

the West India Islands, and was aide-de-camp to

Prince Ferdinand at the battle of Minden, where
he was wounded. Without the knowledge and
against the wish of his more celebrated son, he
accepted a peerage from Lord Addington's govern-
ment. His son was sent to Eton, and thence to

Cambridge. He then visited the continent ; and
in his 22d year entered the House of Commons
as M.P. for his native county. He became a
follower of Mr Fox, and his maiden speech was
in opposition to the address of thanks to the king
for negotiating the commercial treaty with France.

He soon obtained a leading position in the House
of Commons, and was one of the managers of the
impeachment of Warren Hastings. He assisted

Mr Fox in opening the charge respecting Cheyte
Sing, and took an active part in all the subsequent
proceedings. He was also one of the founders of

the Society of Friends of the People, the object of

which was to obtain a reform of the representation.

In 1793, he was selected to present a petition from
this society, in which the defects and abuses of the

representative system were forcibly exposed. He
supported the. prayer of the petitioners in an able
speech, in which he demanded a return to the old

constitutional system of ' representation ' as distin-

guished from the modern abuse of 'nomination.'

He was outvoted on this occasion, and again in

1797. In 1799, he opposed the proposal for the

Irish union, but recommended the abolition of forty

rotten boroughs in Ireland as a means of securing



the independence of Irish members. When the
Whig administration of Lord Grenville c.inie into

Office in 1806, G., DOW Lord Howick, became First

Lord of the Admiralty. Mr F..x died in September,
ad was succeeded by 0. u Secretary of state for

Foreign Affairs, and leader ot the House of I 'on is.

: was broken op in IS117, hut not before

it had earned tlie abolition Of the slave trade, and
the enlistment of soldiers for a limited period instead

H for lite. It was unfortunate, both for G. and tlie

> he was, by the decease of his father in

IS117, removed from the House of Commons, where
he mi: lit h ive led the opposition, to the Upper
H'nni', win re his advocacy of measures of progress

in 1 amendment found little response. G. and
\a rd Granville, as the leaders of the Whig oppo-

sition, were more than once desired by the Prince

of Wales, after he became Regent, to coalesce with
the Tory ministry, but these overtures were firmly

G, actively opposed the bill of Pains
and Penalties against Queen Caroline. During the
Ion,; period in which he remained in opposition,

from 1807 to I
s ::". he gave a strenuous support

to the abolition of religious tests, the removal of

Poman Catholic disabilities, and the amelioration

of the criminal code. The year 1830 was a period

of great political disorder and discontent. The
lution had familiarised the bolder and

more ardent spirits with the idea of resistance to

nt. Nightly conflagrations in the
agricultural districts alarmed the timid. When
parliament met in November, Q. gave warning of

the approaching hurricane, and again urged tie-

adoption of measures of temperate reform. It

was in answer to this speech that the Duke of

Wellington made his memorable declaration a_ain-t

reform, and expressed his admiration of the existing

system of representation. This was the death-blow
to the Duke's iroveri nt. Being outvoted on a
motion of Sir H. Parnell's on the Civil List, the

cabinet resigned, and William IV. sent for G., who
formed a Whig government, of which he was of

course premier. The Whigs set to work in good
.• irtK -t to clear away the gross abuses and nests of

corruption which had accumulated during nearly
seventy years of Toryism; above all. a great, com-

jirehensive, and searching measure of parliamentary
prepared by a sub-committee ol the

o-iiojoi I .
]

I -I Kussell. Lord Durham,
Lord Duncannoii, and Sir .1. (iraham. The bill

was brought into the House of Commons, March
I 1831, by Lord .1. Russell, and electrified the

nation. It was. however, fiercely opposed in both

Ho General Gascoyne carried a resolution

against reducing the number of M.I'.'s. G. there-

upon advised the king to dissolve parliament. 'The
bill, the whole bill, and nothing bat the bill,' was
the watchword at the elections

; and when the

new parliament met, the bill was carried through
the Lower House by large majorities. The second

nading was moved by G. in the Hon
October ,'i, 1881. Att'.r five nights, the bill was
thrown out b] 199 votes against 168 Thi reply ol

tin House ,,f Commons was an immediate vote- .it

confidence in minist >-. Tin- king prom- 1 pailia

ment, 111 order that, alter the shortest possible

.hi introduced. Riots

t....k plaeeat Nottingham, Derby, and Bristol. At
Birmingham, 150,000 men threatened to march u]kiu

London. The metropolis was in a fever of excite-

econd Reform Bill passed the Hou f

1 '..nun. .us which ah* ad rending in

tllC lb OlSe Ol LordS, the Tol'leS hoi II g dot C T\ 1 1 1 ll I tO

mutilate it m , uttea Lord Lyndhunt moved
ling clauses, a

I
to tue extreme

remedy of demanding from the king a new and
large creation of peers. The king refused his con-

sent, and (i. resigned. The popular excitement
increased. The kin.' sent for the Duke of Welling-

ton, bat Sir Robert Peel refusing to join the Duke
in the attempt to form a government, G. again

returned to office, armed with the power of creating

as many peers as might be necessary to secure the

safety of the bill. <m the 4th of June 1832, {he
Reform Bill passed the House of Lords, and (J.'s

friends crowded round him to congratulate him
on having crowned his long, honourable, and con-
sistent public on. er by a measure of such immense
advantage and importance. G. took office on the

peace, retrenchment, and reform. His
government, however, lost a good deal of its popu-
larity in England by 1 is deference to the hostility of

the I,, i .Is. and his attempt to conciliate his oppo-

nents by a division of patronage. In Ireland, Mr
Stanley's quarrels with -Mr O'Connell and the Irish

Repealers also tended to weaken the government.
Many important measures were, however, passed—
the measure for National Education in Ireland, the
Irish Church Temporalities Bill, and the bill for

abolishing slavery in the West Indies. In Decem-
ber 1834, the Grey ministry fell to pieceson the Irish

Coercion Act. G. retired from the post of First

Lord of the Treasury with the respect and esteem o!

the entire nation. A more honourable man never
existed. A moral dignity stamped his every action,

and over his truthfulness no cloud ever passed. He
passed the last ten years of his life in comparative
retirement, and died at his family mansion, Howick
House, Jul] 17,1845. His personal appearance was
stately and dignified, his gestures were animated,
and his tones lofty and sonorous. He left eight

sons and four daughters to lament the loss of a
most revered parent.

GBEY, LADY JAKE, an English lady of royal

birth and singular misfortunes, was the eldest

daughter of Henry Grey, Marquis of Dorset, after-

wards Duke of Suffolk, and Lady Frances Bran-
don. Lady Frances was the daughter of Charles
Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, and of Mary, sister

of Henry VIII., who had been married to Louis

XII. of France, but had become a widow. Lady
.lane ( I. was born at Broad gate, Leicestershire, in

lo.'i". Having discovered, at an early age. surprising

talents, she was furnished with an excellent tutor,

Aylmer, nit, r'.i u. Is 1.1*1, op ot London, and uuder
las. ne, made extraordinary progress in arts ami
sciences, and particularly in languages, being able to

speak and write Latin and Greek, as well as French
and Italian. We have the testimony 1.1 bog, r

Ascham, that he found her reading the Phodun of

Plato in Greek, while the rest of the family were
engaged ill hunting. She also sang and played
well, and was versed in other I.

ments.
In 1663, after the fall of Somerset, the Dukes

of Suffolk and Northumberland, now ruling in the

youthful King Edward VI., and lore-

seeing his speedy death, determined t'

o i he crown, and secure it t,, their on a

Camili I idy Jane G., now Hi years old, was there-

fore married to Lord (inilfoid Dudley, fourth sou of
• Northumberland, in May 1663. The

king, failing in body, and weak in mind, and sur-

rounded by sellish or fanatical advisers, was per-

sua. led to make a deed of settlement, set ting aside

the right ot sin-cession of his sisters Mary and Eliza-

beth, and Mary Queen of Scots, leaving the crown
i who wils innocent ol the

After the king's death, her ambitions relal

her as 'queen. 1 Lady .lane at hr-t shrunk from
honour so tn a. h. loiisly won, bul ultimately yielded
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to the force of their entreaties and commands,
and allowed herself to be proclaimed. The people

of England resented the ncscrupulous conduct of

Suffolk and Northumberland, and learned, brilliant,

and amiable as Lady Jane was, they rallied, with
Vhe true English instinct of loyalty, round Mary.
Northumberland was defeated, sent to the Tower,

and beheaded 22d August 1553 ; and in the follow-

ing November, Lady jane and her husband were
also condemned. For a while, Mary hesitated to

pronounce sentence of death against the young
couple, but at length she issued the fatal warrant

on the 8th of February, and, four days after,

both were executed. Lady Jane reigned only ten

days. She met her fate with remarkable firmness,
j

making a brief address, in which she confessed the :

justice of her sentence ; but said :
' I only consented

to the thing I was forced into.' Several epistles am!
other writings attributed to her are extant.

GREY, Sir George, K.C.B., governor and
commander-in-chief of New Zealand, was born at

Lisburu. Ireland, in 1S12. He was educated at the

Royal Military College at Sandhurst, and on attain-

ing" his captaincy, offered to explore the interior of

Australia, then but little known, and on receiving

the requisite permission from the Colonial Office,

started on his arduous mission in 1837. In Sep-

tember 1S38 he organised another expedition to

explore the Swan River district. He returned

to England in 1840, and began his Journal* of
Two Expedition* of Di*ruivry in Xorili-wealf.ru and
Western Australia dariny 1837-8-9. His enterprise

and ability obtained for him, unasked, in lS-tl, from

Lord J. Russell, then Colonial Secretary, the post

of governor of South Australia, in 1S46, he was
made governor of New Zealand. Both here and in

Australia, his first task was to acquire the lan-

guage of the natives, with whom he became more
popular than any preceding governor. His govern-

ment appeared to the authorities at home to be so

wise and conciliatory, that in 1848 he was made
K.C.B. (civil), and in 1S54 was appointed governor

and commander-in-chief of the Cape of Good Hope.

The task of allaying the asperities and irritation left

by the Kaffir war demanded high powers of states-

manship ; G. was, however, equal to the occasion.

Industry revived, and brighter days began to dawn
upon the colony. In 1858, however, the Colonial

Office interfered with the measures whicli he con-

sidered necessary for the pacification and progress

of the colony, and he threw up his post, and
came to England. Public opinion at the Cape was
so strongly' manifested in his favour, that he was
requested by the government to return to the colony

and resume his governorship. Ou the breaking nut

of the Indian mutiny, G. almost deuuded the Cape
of troops by despatching every man he could spare

to the assistance of the Indian government. He
received the acknowledgments of the British govern-

ment, and the thanks of parliament for the prompti-

tude and energy which he displayed at this critical

period. When' troubles broke out in New Zealand

in 1859, G. was thought of as the man to bring

about pacific relations with the Maories, and on

his arrival he was received with demonstrations "f

joy and veneration by the natives, who had not

forgotten his beneficent rule. He held the office of

administrator until November, 18C7. In addition to

his Australian journals, G. has written an ancient

traditional history of the New Zealand race, entitled

Polynesian Mythology.

GREY FRIARS. See Friar.

GREYHOUND, a kind of dog distinguished by

great slenderness of form, length of limbs, elonga-

tion of mui,zle. swiftness, and power of endurance in

ruuning. There are varieties differing in other less

important characters, but these are common to all.

They have also prominent eyes and very keen sight,

but their scent is not acute, and they pursue their

prey not by the scent, like the Hounds (q. v.) pro-

perly so called, but by keeping it in view. Some
varieties, however, as the .s'c <//.s/< <;r< i/lujund, prob-
ably from being crossed with the staghound or

some other of the hounds, combine superior powers
of scent with the ordinary qualities of the grey-

hound. Greyhounds have the parietal bones con-

vergent, not parallel as in the hounds. Ihe face

exhibits an almost straight line from between the
ears to the nose. The ears are small and sharp, half

pendulous in the varieties best known in Britain,

but quite erect in some of those of other countries.

The chest is deep ; the belly much contracted ; the
paws are small ; the hair is long and rough in some
varieties, short and smooth in others ; the tail is

long and slender, curved up at the tip, and in the

Greyhounds.

common smooth-haired greyhounds of Britain and
the west of Europe, is covered with hair similar to

that of the rest of the body ; but there are other

varieties with a bushy tail. It is probable that the

G. originally belonged to some of the wide plains

of Central Asia, or to the north of Africa ; it has

been very long employed by man as a hunting-dog ;

it is figured in the monuments of ancient Egypt,
and has been common from the earliest historic

times in India, Persia, and other countries of Asia,

as it has been also in Greece, and generally through-

out Europe. To the western parts of Europe,
however, there is every prul -ability of its having

been brought from the East ; and old records shew
that a very high value was set upon it. It was
long employed chiefly in the chase of deer; and on

one occasion Queen Elizabeth was entertained with

the pleasant spectacle of 'sixteen bucks, all having

fayre lawe, pulled down with greyhounds,' which
she viewed from a turret at Cowdrey Park, in

Sussex, the seat of Lord Montacute. The right to

possess greyhounds was a proof of gentility ; and the

effigy of this dog often appears at the feet of monu-
mental figures of knights in armour. The killing of

a G. in the good old times was a felony, punished as

severely as murder.
The smooth-haired variety of G., at present so

common in Britain, and used for hare-hunting or
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'coursing,' was imported from France, ami improved
by further importations from (in e, Italy, tin-

north of Africa, and India. The varieties previously

in ase were ronsh haired, and some of them larger

kad stronger. The Irish II. . now almost if not alto-

gether extinct, was large and powerful, so that whilst
xist.-.l ill Ireland, it was nsed to hunt them.

The Italian '.'. is a very small and delicate variety,

Of gentle manners, well known as a draw;!

pet Greyhounds do not, however, generally shew
the strong attachment to particular persons so com-
mon in other dogs; and although so long reduced
to tho service of man, are inferior to many other

dags in the degree of their domestication. Yet
the Grecian And Turkish greyhounds have 1 n
trained to stop if a stick is thrown among them
when in full pursuit of a doubling hare. A whole
pack will thus be stopped, and then one, singled
out. will pursue the

The Seetnees of the a. is well illustrated by an
anecdote related in Daniel's Rural Spurts, of a brace
of greyhounds in Lincolnshire running after a hare

of upwards of four miles in twelve
minutes—the increase of distance by turns not bring
reckoned —when tin- hare dropped dead.

Various etymologies of the name <!. have been
proposed, than winch none is more probable than
that which refers it to the prevalence of a grey
colour in the breeds once most common. Another
derivation is from Graiua, Grecian.—The gazehoxmd,
mentioned by old writers, is supposed to be the <>.,

the name being probably given when a pure breed,

hunting by sight alone, began to be introduced.

GREYWACKE (Ger. Orauwadx), a partially

translated German word, used as the name of an
indurated argillaceous n- k, common in, though not
confined to, Silurian and Cambrian strata. The
great bulk of the Silurian strata of the south of

Scotland is composed of this rock.

GRIUES, in Heraldry, are young wild boars.

GRIESBACH, Jokakh Jakob, author of the
first critical edition ot the New Testament, was born

Darmstadt, January 4, 174").

While 0, was still a child, his father was called
s Church, in Frankfurt-on-the-Maine,

where he was also made eonaistoriaJ msellor.
(;. accordingly received his first education at the
gymnasium of that city, and afterwards studied

theology at Tubingen, where the old dogmatic was
still predominant ; at Halle, where Sender influ-

enced his whole after-life; and at Lcipaic, when- he

became acquainted with Erneeti. Having resolved

to devote himself specially to the criticism of the

New Testament text, which had Income a favourite

study among theologians. C undertook a journey to

various libraries of Germany and Holland, to Lon-
don, Oxford, Cambridge, ami Paris. On his return,

he published his /> f,„r„ihu» l-li-iniijiliiirinn < hi-

prniOflU (1771), and commenced lecturing as Privat-

diKiut in Halle. In 177,'i, he was made extraordinary
professor; but ill 17711 w.is called as ordinary pro-

fersor to Jena, where he continued to teach with
great success, and in the enjoyment of many honours,

till his .hath ou 2Mb March 1812, The great work
with which his name is associated is Im critical

revision of the New Testament text. Besides pointing

out new sources for the discovery of the original

reading, attempting a history of the sacred text

(Curie in Umortam TUtut i.'/'/i. Paul, 1777), and
laying down more certain laws of criticism [8ym-
bold t'riti'r ml Sii/>/ih ii-l'tx if ' 'nrri'tniilnt Vnnn.i

lectimet S. TttL, 2 vols., 178.
r>— 17'J.i). <:. was the

first who dared t.. print the New Testament text, as

he had been enabled to determine it by his critical

-cieooe. The tir.st specimen of the revised text that

he published was tin- \i,«../.»w A'eanf/Wi'oTOir (2 vols
1771 1775; 2d ed. 1809). This was followed, in
177"> 1777, by an edition of the whole N- -w Testa
nieiit. which was published again in 17!Mi 1800
and of which a reissue was begun by D. Schulz in
ls-_>7, but has never been completed.
edition has 1 ii twice reprinted in I.

in 1809, and again in 1818; an American edition
was published at Boston in 1808. Be
editions, a splendid one in 4to was published by
(b.sehen.-it l.oipsi.-u, |so;; | si 17. C.'s other works,
ViipuUir, Dii./nuihl; il77'.i; 4th ed.. 1789), Commen-
Inriin r, ilmi.i in Ti.iiiiin X. lr.it. (2 vols., 17:1s

—1811), and the Oputeala Academica (2 vols., 1824
are now less known.

A very competent authority, viz., the
Marsh, has pronounced G. to be 'the mi
mate critic that ever undertook an edition of the
New Testament.' The L'lVlld feature of G.'s I

II: V.

system is his threefold divi-ion or classification i.i

the New Teste at Mss. These divisions he .-all. d
' recensions,' or ' codices.' They consisted of -1. The
Alexandrine recension; 2. The Latin or Western
recension; :!. The Byzantine or Eastern recension.

Or. endeavours to shew that the early Fathers,
according to their locality, made use of a parti-

cular set of MSS., exhibiting certain peculiarities

such as justify the above division. G. expressed his
decided preference for the Alexandrine recension,
both in regard to antiquity and purity ; the Byzan-
tine he considered the least trustworthy. Among
the most memorable of (J.'s triumphs as a critic is

his exposure of the interpolation of the well-known
passage in defence of the doctrine of the Trinity,

1 John v. 7. His life has been written by Kettle
(Jena, 1812), August! (Bel. 1S12), and by Eichstiidt

(Jena, 1815).

GRIFFIN (Fr. Griffon, I.at. and Gr. Gniju),
a chimerical creature, which the fancy of the
modern has adopted from that of the ancient world.
The G. is first mentioned by Aristeas, perhaps
about 660 B. C. (see Liddel and Scott's Or. JUr.),

though the accounts of Aristeas semi to be about
as fabulous as those of the Griffin. See Smith's
Die of Or. and Rom, A'i»:/. The origin of those
i istroiis conceptions iii general, of which the G.
is one, has already been considered under Dragon
(q. v.). The (J. is variously described an. I repre-

sented, but the shape in which it most frequently
appears is that of an animal generated '

lion and an eagle, having the body and legs oi the

former, with the beak and wings of thi

this form it appears on antique coins, and as an
ornament in classical architecture. Like all other
monsters, giitlins abound m the legendary tales of

the Teutonic nations, and the name in various forms,

slightly differing from each other [Oer. <•'<>'. Dan,

Onf, &c), is to be found in most Teutoni
Whether in the two cases both the name and
the notion might not Is- traceable to a common
source, or whether it was through barbarian or

classical channels that they found their way into
in DO Inure and the practice of heralds, are
subjects on which we do not venture an opinion.

Certain it is, however, that there are few fabulous

oonoeptions with which the science of heraldry is

more conversant than the griffin. Nor were they
regarded by the patriarchs of that toil I

ares ol the imagination. !,ir in.-n dihlc

as it may seem, we find Genu I
!

-

great reputation in the turn- of Elizabeth, talking

of them with entire sincerity as existing annuals.
' 1 think they are of L'reit hugeness,' he says, ' [oi /

i our o) i/irir /imr.1, which should shew
them to lie as big a.s two lions.' Si-e New ton's

UUlilny of lleruldry, p. 126. in the heraldic <}„
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Griffin.

the claws of the eagle are usually substituted for

the fore-paws of the lion, the creature being repre-

sented as in the accompanying wood-
cut. Gwillim blazons a G. in this

attitude ' rampant,' alleging that any
fierce animal may be so blazoned as

well as a lion. But the more appro-

priate and usual term is '.Sogreant'

(q. v.). In representing the G, the
ears ought not to be omitted, as they
indicate the attribute of watchful-

ness, which, along with strength and
swiftness, went to make up the classical conception

of his character. See Wivern.
The name Griffin, in Natural History, is some-

times appropriated, as by Cuvier, to the genus

Gypaetos, of which the Lammergeier (q. v.) is the

best known species; whilst in France it is gene-

rally bestowed, under the slightly modified form

Griffon, on the Tawny Vultctre
(
Vultur or Gyps

fulvus), also called the G. Vulture or Griffon

Vulture, a bird which inhabits most of the high
mountainous regions of Europe, as well as those of

Northern and Central Asia and of the north of

Africa. A specimen was caught in the south of

Ireland in 1843, the only one that is known to have
ever found its own way to the British Islands. The
G. Vulture is more than four feet in length ; it is of

a yellowish-brown colour, with darker quills and
tail ; the head and upper part of the neck covered
with short white down, the lower part of the neck
surrounded with a ruff of long slender white down.
Its habits are very much those common to vultures

in general.

GRILLPARZER, Franz, an Austrian dramatic
poet, was born at Vienna, 15th January 1790, and
first attracted the notice of the public in 1810 by a
tragedy, entitled Die Ahnfrau (The Grandmother).
In 1S19 appeared Sappho,'and. in 1822 Das Goldene
Vlhsz (The Golden Fleece), which, although they
had not much success on the stage, were highly

admired as literary productions. The most import-

ant of his subsequent works are Kbiiig Ottokai's

Glitch und Ende (King Ottokar's Fortune and
End, 1825), a tragedy regarded by some as in

many respects his most masterly piece; Melusina
(Vienna, 1833) ; Des Metres und der JJebe Wellen

(The Waves of Love and of the Sea, 1840), founded
on the story of Hero and Leander, and remarkable
not only for its particular beauties, but also for the

unusual delicacy and simplicity of spirit character-

ising it as a whole ; and Der Travm im Leben (The
Dream of Life, 1840), a richly poetical drama. He
has also written some comedies, and several very
beautiful lyric poems, which betray a half-suppressed

but genuine love of liberty.

GRILSE. See Salmon.

GRIMM, Jakob LrrowiG, German philologist and
antiquary, was born January 4, 17S5, at Hanau, in

Hesse Cassel. He was educated in classical and
legal studies at Marburg, and afterward visited

Paris, where he pursued a variety of studies, and
assiduously cultivated his taste for medieval litera-

ture. On his return to Germany, he was appointed
secretary to the minister of war at Hesse Cassel,

and became successively librarian of Wilhelmshbhe,
and auditor to the council of state. In 1S14, he
was secretary to the ambassador of the Elector
of Hesse, whom he attended at Paris, and at the
Congress of Vienna. In 1815, he was appointed a
commissioner by the Prussian government to claim
the restoration of valuable manuscripts, which had
been removed to Paris by the armies of Napo-
leon I. In 1S30 lie received the appniutment of

professor of German literature, and librarian of

the university of Gbttingen. In this position he
devoted seven years to the study of the language,
ancient laws, history, and literature of Germany.
He was one of seven professors who protested in

1S37 against the abolition of the constitution by
the kiug of Hanover, for which act he was out-
lawed, and obliged to retire to Cassel. In 1S41 he
was invited to Berlin, where, as member of the
Academy, he is entitled to give lectures. He sat as

a member of the Assembly of Frankfurt in 1848
Though holding at various times important public
offices, his life has been devoted to philological and
antiquarian studies and works, which are mines of

erudition, and the residts of a wonderful industry
combined with an excessive enthusiasm for every-
thing German. His German Grammar, in four
volumes, the first volume of which was published
in 1819, and the last in 1837, is perhaps the
greatest philological work of the age ; it may be
said to have laid the foundation of the historical

investigation of language. It traces the German
language through all its dialects. Some idea of

its thoroughness may be got from the fact that
the vowels and consonants alone occupy 600 pages.
His Deutsche Bedits-Allerthiimer (Antiquities of Ger-
man Law, published 1828), and Deutsche Mytliohgie
(German Mythology, 1835), are exhaustive works
upon the society of the middle ages in central
Europe, and the religious traditions and supersti-

tions from the earliest times. His Geschichte der
Deutschen Sprache (History of the German Lan-
guage), and Ueber den Ursprung der Sprache (On
the Origin of Language), are also works of great
importance. In company with his brother Wilhelm,

und Hmismarchen (Nursery and Fireside Stories).

The greatest joint undertaking of the two brothers
is the Deutsche* Wortcrbuch, began in 1852 and of

which two volumes appeared in 1859. He died in

1863.

GRIMM, 'Wilhelji Karl, brother of the pre-

ceding, was born at Hanau, February 24, 1786.

He was the companion of his elder brother at the
Lyceum of Cassel, and the university of Marburg.
In 1814, he was secretary of the librarian of

Cassel, and on removing to Gottingen, in 1830,
was appointed under-librarian and supernumerary
professor of philosophy. He joined his brother in

the protest against the king of Hanover, shared his

exile, and also his call to Berlin. They laboured
together, and were commonly known as the Brothers
Grimm. Wil. G. died December 1859. Among the
works of the younger Grimm are

—

Translations oj

Ancient Danish Heroic Poems of the Sixth Century;
German Hunk Characters; Heroic Legends oj

Germany, &c.

GRIMM, Friedrich Melchtor, Baron, an
emineut critic of last century, who, during his

long residence in Paris, was on terms of intimacy
with the most celebrated personages of the day,
was born at Regensburg, 25th December 1723.

Having completed his studies, he accompanied the
young Count de Schbnberg to the university at

Leipsic, and afterwards to Paris. Here he became
reader to the crown-prince oi Saxe-Gotha, but the
situation proved more honourable than remunerative,
and G. was in very straitened circumstances when
he became acquainted with Rousseau. The latter

introduced him to Diderot, Baron Holbach, Madame
d'Epinay, and other persons distinguished by birth

and talents, and he soon became a general favourite

His connection with the Encyclopaedists (q. v.), and
his multifarious acquirements and versatility of

mind, soon opened to him a brilliant career. He
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ba mi.- Secret iry to the Duke of Oilcans, and now
lie-.au to wntJ Ins literal] bulletin* for several

German princes, containing the ablest analysis .if

all tin- most important ranch works. In the

oompoaitioa of these notices, ho is believed to have
been ifflinfrml by the Abbe Baypal ami Diderot
In I77ii In- was raised by the Duke of Gotha to

the rank of haron, and appointed ministcr-plem-

potentiary at the Freneh court. On the breaking
out of tlie devolution, he withdrew to Gotha, and
iu 17'-l-"> the Empress of Russia appointed him her

minist. -r plenipotentiary at Hamburg, a poet which
he retained till ill-health obliged him to relinquish

u. He returned to Gotha, "where he died Hlth

December 1S"7. His Oorreipondanct Litttraire,
• el Critique, was published after his

death, in 10 vols. A supplement to this is the
I i„n,l ft /liJ, rot I I '.HI--,

1S29). It contains a complete history of French
literature from 1753 to 1790, and is remarkable for

its brilliant and piquant criticism.

GRI'MMA, a small town of Saxony, in the

Birelt oj Letpsic, and IS miles south-east of the

town of that name, is attractively situated in a

hollow •:- the left bank of the Molds, In the

middle ages, its importance as a trading town was
much greater than at present, and the flourishing

manufactures in cloth, tlannels, ho.-iery, cottons,

and linens, for which at an early period of its

history this town was noted, have now almost
'

entirely disappeared. Among the public buildings

are the royal castle, now used as a court-house,

and the ancient town-hall. Top. 6500, who support
themselves by manufactures and agriculture.

GRIMM'S LAW, the name—derived from the

discoverer, J. Grimm (q. v.)—given to the prin-

ciple which regulates the interchange of the mute
consonants in the corresponding words of the

il II'. -n lit Aryan languages. A historical survey of

this family of tongues shews the consonants to

go through a cycle of changes (Ger. Lautverschie-
\

. bung). What, for example, was a p in the original

form of a word, or, at least, in the oldest form
known, is found at a later stage transformed into

/, which next passes into 1/ ; and this again tends

me p. and go through the cycle anew. The I

following table exhibits the transitions that mani-
fest themselves in regard to the Greek, Gothic, and
Old H li Herman:

L»tUli. Drnlnli. Guttural,.

Greek (Latin. Sanscrit;, p b I 1 .1 ill k w en
Gothic, f p b th I d k p
Old High German, . b (ri I p d z t (t ch k

There are of course many exceptions, arising from

the influence of adjoining letters ami other accidental

causes. The following are examples of the law :

Ol.l lll.-l,

tanirrll Gr~k. Ulln. Cttilc Grnn.n.
pn.Ui-t pud-df | S !<-tll- IU..Z

Mm phero pro bairn ptru

It is in the High German dialect* that the action

of this principle is most marked. En the Teutonic

tongue* of the 'low' type, of which English is

one, the consonants have remained at the tame
stage of development they had attained in the

Gothic (e. g. Fug. fuller,' hint, Imir, thru-); the

(Hd High German exhibits third stage; and in

modern High German the principle seems still at

work, although its development is hindered by the
crystallising effect ol written language.

GRI'MSBY, Grbat, a parliamentary and muni-
cipal borough, seaport, and market-town of England,

in the c/.unty ol Lincoln, is situated

bunk of the Humbcr, 40 miles Dorth-eaal ..i the

town of Lincoln. It consists of two portion* the

older, comprising a number of streets irregularly

laid out, is at the head of the harbour; and the

newer part, called the ' Marsh,' extends along th'"

east side of the harbour, and is regular and spacious.

The parish church, a good specimen of the English
pointed style, is an elegant cruciform strut t lire,

with a tower containing eight bells rising from

the centre. Among its institutions (5. ha, a free

grammar-school, a national g. hool, and other

educational establishments ; a mechanics' institute

and a new town-hall. There are here an exten-

sive and commodious suite of docks, opened in

March 1852, and spacious enough to receive the

largest ships of war; several ship-building yards,
!

i tanyard and brewery. G., howover, i*

now chiefly famous for its immense fishing trade.

In 1SG1, 15-18 vessels of :-::!2,:i22 tons eiit.-r-.l ...,d

clear..! from the port. The commerce of <J. is

Benefited by its Icing the terminus of the Great
Northern, and of the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railways. It sends one member to

the House ol Commons. l'op. in 1871 of the

muiiieipiil boroogb, 20,238; of the parliamentary

borough, 26,496.
<i. was formerly a port of such importance that,

in tin- reign of Edward III., it sent eleven Bhips to

aid that m march in his expedition against Calais.

Rut the gradual silting up of the harbour reduced
it to comparative insignificance. Its present pros-

perity may be said to date from the beginning of

this century, when measures were first taken to

improve the harbour.

GRI'NDELWALD, one of the most beautiful of

the high Alpine valleys, at a distance of 35 miles

from the city of Bern, is about 12 miles long

and 4 miles broad. G. owes its celebrity as a

resort for travellers to two great glaciers, branches

or arms, as it were, of the immense ocean of ice

which covers the Bernese Oberland. The village

of G., consisting of a number of widely scattered

cottages, with about 2500 inhabitants, is about

3600 feet above sea level.

GRINDING, the operation of shaping any hard
substance by rubbing away its surface with a rough

stone or with a cutting powder. It is similar to

filing, and is used in cases where, from the hardness

of the material, or for other reasons, tiling is inap-

plicable. Thus cutting-tools and other steel instru-

in. tits may be tiled before hardeiiiiu: and temp, img
;

but after this, if further abrasion is required, they

must be ground. Glass lenses and metal specula

are ground to shape with emery-powder laid upon
a metal tool. Ornamental glass is ground into

facets or otherwise by means of stones and lap-

wheels. Diamonds and ..th.-r gems arc ground or cut

with diamond-dust imbedded in soft iron. When
large Bat surfaces are required, they are obi 1

by tirst working two pieces of the nubs' me*
nearly flat, and then laving one upon the other,

and grinding their surfaces together with sail 1,

emery, or otlu -uit-.M ntting powder. Ilit--

glass is flattened in this manner; also surfaces of

cast iron where accurate lifting is required, the

iron surface being other prepared with a planing

machine, or by turning in a latin-

lest. .Sockets and other hearings which require t.

be fitted --.
[| ,ll v finished

together. For brass and hell metal
lie is best a. llj :

purposes, ss emery is liable to imbed itself in the

m.tal, and give it a permanent cutting action npotl

the bearings.

Dry grinding is the term applied to the grinding
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of steel with dry grindstones. Its principal appli-
cations are in the grinding of the points of needlee
and forks, the surfaces of gun-barrels, and in finish-
ing steel-pens. This kind 'of work produces painful
irritation in the throat and nostrils of the men and
women who follow it ; and although the distressing
effects have been very much diminished of late by
the introduction of currents of air to carry away the
particles of steel, and mouth-] lieces of damp cloth,
the evil is not entirely obviated ; in some branches,
such as gun-barrel grinding, it is still very great.
Besides this evil, the stones used for gun-barrel
grinding are very large, and revolve with great
rapidity, and occasionally the stone breaks while
revolving, and large pieces are flung off, endan-
gering the lives of the men.
Another kind of grinding, quite distinct from the

above, is that of crushing and rubbing a substance
into a fine powder. This is effected by passing the
substance between rough stones, as in the common
flour-mill, or between rollers, either smooth or
toothed, according to the degree of fineness required,
or by a heavy stone or iron cylinder revolving'
upon a smooth plate. Colours are ground in small
quantities with a mutter and dab. The muller is a
heavy piece of stone of somewhat conical shape, and
which rests on its base upon the slab of stone, and
is grasped by the hands, and the colour is mixed to
a pasty consistence with the required medium of
oil or water, and rubbed between the two surfaces
until smooth and impalpable. On a larger scale,
iron or stone cylinders revolve on a slab in such a
manner that they shall not merely roll but shall
also rub upon the surface of the slab. A knife
or scoop follows one cylinder and precedes the
other, scooping the paste into the position required
to come fairly under the cylinder which follows
it. Chocolate, chicory, plumbago for pencils, and
a variety of other substances, are ground in this
manner.

GRINDSTONES. Flat circular stones made to
revolve upon an axis, and used for grinding steel,
glass, other stones, &c. They are made of sand-
stone, or sandstone grit, of various degrees of
coarseness, according to the purpose for which
they are to be used.

It has been found that a disc of soft iron, revolv-
ing with great rapidity, will easily cut the hardest
steel. In like manner, siliceous minerals, such as
agate, onyx, chalcedony, jasper, &c, may be rapidly
cut to any shape by means of large grindstones

'dly. This work "is carried outrevolving very rapid
very extensively about Oberstein, in the valley of
Nahe, near Mayence, from which most of the agates
for brooches, &c, are obtained. The edge of the
grindstone comes a short distance through the floor
of the workshop

; the workman lies face downwards
on a strong wooden saddle or bed, and by thrusting
his feet against a rest, presses the work with great
force against the grindstone, which revolves very
rapidly towards him.

GRIPING, or GRIPES, a popular name for all
painful affections of the bowels, whether attended
with Constipation (q. v.) or Diarrhoea (q. v.). When
pains of this kind are spasmodic, they are termed
Colic (q. v.). The action of purgative medicine is

often attended by more or less of griping pain,
which may be averted in certain cases by the
careful choice of the medicine, or by combination of
it with Carminatives (q. v.), or with a little opium.

GRIPPE, a French name for Influenza (q. v.).

GRI'QUAS, or BAASTAARDS, a South-African
race who have sprung from the intercourse of the
Dutch settlers with Hottentot and Bush women, me most x
and whose features bear the marks of their mixed Switzerland,

origin. They amount in all to about 15,000, and
are partly heathen and partly Christians, the latter
being, of course, much superior, both morally and
physically, to the former. The G. occupy part of
the right bank of the Orange River, west of the
Orange River Free-States, and possess a thriiing
settlement called Griqua Town, 530 miles north-
east of Cape Town, which is under the care of the
London Missionary Society. The heathen and
uncivilised G. wear little or no dress, but those
converted to Christianity are generally well-clad,
and some of them are successful agriculturists and
cattle-breeders.

GRISE'LDA, or GRISELDIS, is the heroine of
a celebrated medieval tale, which probably had its
rise in Italy. A poor girl, who was a charcoal-
burner, was raised to be the wife of the Marquis
of Saluzzo, who put her humility and obedience to
the severest tests. She, however, passed through
them all triumphantly, and a reconciliation took
place. In this legend, the endurance and self-
renunciation of the loving woman are represented
as carried to the highest pitch. We find the
tradition first worked up into a tale, said to be
founded on fact, in Boccaccio's Decameron Petrarch
translated it into Latin in 1373, under the title
De Obedienlia, et Fkle Uxoria ; and in the 14th c,
the story was well known throughout Germany!
In the year 1393, it was worked up into a ' mystery''
play in Paris

; in England, the drama of T/ie Patient.
Urlssel appeared in 1.500, and one on the same
subject Dy Hans Sachs in Germany in 1546.
Versions of the story are also found in the litera-
tures of Holland, Bohemia, Sweden, Iceland, &c.
The old German people's book, entitled Markgra)
Walther, has lately been reproduced with more or
less fidelity in Schwab's lhichder ,Sf/tOnsten Ges-
c/iic/itrii and Sat/en, Marbach's Voltsbiiclier, and
Simrock's Deidschen Vollvbiicher.

GRI'SI, GruxiA, a celebrated vocalist, was born
at Milan in 1810. From a very early period,
she evinced the most remarkable musical genius,
accompanied by a voice of the rarest promise!
At the age of 16, she first appeared in the opera
of Zelmira, at Bologna, and gathered her earliest
laurels by the inimitable quality, melodiousness,
and fidelity of her voice, as well as by her
pathetic and lifelike impersonation of the r61e.
Two years later, she appeared at Florence, and to
no artist was pre-eminence ever more unanimously
accorded. Her greatest triumph, however, was
obtained at La Scala, Milan, where she played
the part of Norma in the tragic opera of that
name. So thoroughly did she identify herself
with this character, that hardly any subsequent
singer has ventured on an original and inde-
pendent personation. G.'s de-kit at Paris in 1832
was equally successful, and overcame the pro-
verbial cynical apathy of the frequenters of the
Theatre Italien. London, howtver, was the scene
of her grandest performances, an i most appreciating
audiences. In 1835, G. became the wife of Mons.
Gerary de Melcy, a union which p.oved unhappy, and
was soon judicially dissolved. She died in 1869.

GRIS-NEZ, or GRINEZ, Cape, a headland of
France, in the department of Pas-de-Calais, oppo-
site Dover, is the point of land nearest to the
English shore, the distance being barely 21 miles.
Cape G. is about equally distant from Calais on
the north-east and Boulogne on the south. It io
surmounted with a light-house, the lat. of which is
50° 52' N., and the long. 1 35' E.

GRI'SONS (Ger. Graubimden), the largest and
the most thinly peopled of all the cantons of

bounded od the N. by St Glarus,
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; the Vorarlberg; on the K. by the

le 3. by Lombardy ; u I

by In and Ticino. uare miles;

its population (I860), 91,177, of whom 29,003 are
i rhe canton divides itself naturally into

, of which the first

.

Rhine, and stretches northward, occupying Dearly

itern portion of I

and the ace

extends north-east along the

The third >. til smaller

valleys whose streams run southward, ;

: the Ticino and the Adda.
canton is an assemblage of i Mountains i

narrow vail- very varied, in some

ter reigns for nearly eight months,

while some of the southern val

In the colder distri- ' barley and
I with difficulty ; while in I

valleys, wheat, maize, and also the vine, tig, and
nccessfully cultivated. P

large portion of the canton; and
icipal exports.

The rivers abound in salmon and trout, and the

are still the haunt of thi

lynx, and wild-cat.
" The country was anciently inhabited by the

IMuetii. who are by some conn.. ted with tin-

Etruscans (see Etrx-kia). It was conqui red by the

Roman emperor Constantius in the 4th c, and

his camp (Curia, C'/iur, or Coire, the name of the

present capital) was planted on the Rhine. Chur
Las been a bishopric since 4.">0 A. i>. In the 10th c.

the country of the G. was added to the German
empire, and remained till 1268 subject to the

Swahian dukes. With the decay of the imperial

authority it came to be oppressed by a numerous
nobility, the ruins of whose castles still crown the

\ _ainst them the
]

pie 1

«

end of the 14th c., to form leagues in the different

valleys. On . formed in 1424, was
called the gray lea in bttnd; in the

native lang i i
. Erom the pray hoine-

8)iuii worn by the uni the German
and French names of the canton- Grailbundten and

: ! 17J. these separate unions entered

into a general federation, which then formed an
allianc" with the Swiss cantons. It was not till

;

•

I was admitted inf >

ation as the loth canton. The
it.-d. and sutlers from t he want of cell-

; in. Of the inhabitants

di rived from Latin, The dial

valleys are a kind of [tali.

I
I
and tl Romani se differ greatly

from Italian, but are far from being Latin.

GRIT is a coarse- ,i . the particles

of which are more • id compacted

a hard siliceous cement.
1 KIT.

GROAT Dutch, groat, <or. .,,,..-./,..,, Pr. grot,

Ital. g\

a in the
- -I from

or tin i!

d on 1 he other.

in value at dill'--

and m different countries. The silver jr

ml (introdu 1 by Mem-'.
I

equal to four pel 1 • not the

name— has been revived in the modern fourpenny-

. are still current in the north

ua

of Germany. The silver pro.

oi Prussia and the Zollverein, is .'-tli ol a thaler,

and worth I'd. ; the gute groschen of Hanover =
.^tli thaler = Ud.

GROA rS i 1 .-ally 'jrif*, from the same root

i ul, to powdl r ; allied to I

ii used for

oats broken into small pieces
i oncoming the nutritive and other

GRCDNO, a government of I!' 1

i portion oi

l.ithu inia, is bound.. 1 on the N. by the government
oi Vilna, on the K by that of Minsk, on the 8. by

id on the W. by Poland and the pro-

riuceoi Bialystok. It 1ms an area of 14,582 square

miles, and pop. in 1864 of 894,194. The land is,

m general, tlat, and belongs in the south-wi st to the

basin of the Vistula, in the north to
I

Niemen, and in the smith-east to that of the Dnieper.
i, although

much marshy land has been already I vi rted into

ind by draining ; and in the north are

extensive forest-., chiefly of pii -

icept that of the river-valleyg, which

principal agricultural product.

yield l.eino estimated at °..o4(i.iKMI Knglish quarters.

Barley, llax. In in]', hops, and timber arc also exten-

sively raised. The bear, the lynx, and the buffalo

are found in the foi

are largely reared. The chief I

inifactures of cloth, hats,

leather, and the principal exjiorts are corn, cattle,

honey, and wax.

GRODNO, a town of Russia, capital of the

government of the al

elevation on the ri_'lit bank of the Niemen, 160 miles
','. ,M .c.-. Ii l-t- twelve churches and

convents, several synagogues and casth s, sonic rniu-

i.iiinii

ilaces, bel.uiL'ino formerly to old Lithuanian

a gymnasium ;
factures in cloth, -ilk.

and weapons; and a flourishing trad

almost wholly 111 the hands ,,f the .lews, who form

about three-fourths of the population. The modern
i here by Augustus III., i

rive and handsome edifice. The oth

b

nary, the i

,,. ted v. ith which are a libra

tioii in natural history, and a I.

,,, |.-,m;. Stenhan lla'tlioii did in bis Own castle;

and here, 25th Now mber, 1725, Stani

Polish crown. Pop. in 1863,26,187.

GROG, the name applied in the navy to the

mixture of rum and -.

I

!-. nt regulations, men \\ ho

money or tea in li' u potations of
- inn of on. pari rum to six

administered oca

way of punishment for dirtini

said to be

derived from a nioki v'ernon, who
111 bad weather, he

was in tie : in a roii-h

grogram oloak; the sailors thence called him Old

Orog, and then transferred the nunc to the drink

GROIN! D VA1 I.TIM-
big in which the vault is not a plain barrel-vault

• ud, bat where "in- vault 0HtS inl"

another. 'In
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called the groin. In Roman architecture, the groins

were generally left as a plain sharp edge ; in Gothic,

they were usually protected and strengthened with
ribs. See VAULTING.

GROMWELL (Lithospennum), a genus of plants

of the natural order Jlurmjinen; having a funnel-

shaped corolla, stamens shorter than the corolla,

and achenia of stony hardness. Probably, on account

of the last-mentioned character, extraordinary

virtues were formerly ascribed to them, particularly

to the Common G. (L. officinale), in the cure of

stone in the bladder, which, however, were wholly
imaginary. The Common G. is a native of dry
gravelly places in Em-ope, Asia, and North America.
It has an erect, much-branched stem, broadly lance-

olate leaves, and small greenish-yellow flowers.

—

Corn G. (L. arvense) with small white flowers, is

more plentiful in Britain, and is of equally wide
geographic distribution.—Two species, natives of the

south of Europe, L. tinctorium and L. ancfmisoides,

yield a dye-stuff similar to alkanet, and which
passes under that name.

GRO'NINGEN (ane. Cruoninija), the most north-

eastern province of the Netherlands, is bounded
on the N. by the North Sea, on the E. by Han-
over, on the S. by the province of Drenthe, and
on the W. by that of Friesland. It has an area
of 896 square miles, and in 1867 its population

amounted to 229,018. It is watered by the Hunse,
which is navig-ible for large vessels from the town
of Groningen to its mouth in the Lauwer Sea, by
other small streams, and by lakes and numerous
canals. Its surface is flat, and is protected against

the sea on the north by dykes. The soil, which
is principally alluvium, forms excellent arable land.

The north of the province contains the best soil,

and is one of the most densely peopled districts of

the kingdom. A considerable portion of the land
(towards the south-east) is marsh}', and lies in pas-

turage, which supports a fine breed of cattle, and

f-eat numbers of highly esteemed horses and sheep,

arming and grazing are the chief pursuits of the
people ; fishing, commerce, and trade are also carried

on. as well as manufactures to some extent. Ships
and butter are the two most valuable products of

the province. The people are almost entirely of

the Frisian race, and belong chiefly to the Reformed
Church.

GRONINGEN, an important fortified town
of the Netherlands, capital of the province of the
same name, is situated on the Hunse, at the con-

fluence of the Aa with that stream, 22 miles west
of Dollart Bay. It is nearly circular in form, is

surrounded by walls and a fosse, and is traversed

by canals crossed by 18 bridges. The Hunse
is here converted into a canal, and is navigable

for large vessels, about 600 of which visit the

town annually. The great market-place, said to

be the largest in Holland, is 662 feet long and
389 feet broad, and contains the beautiful Gothic
church of St Martin's, with a noble tower 343
feet high, the highest in Holland. The university,

founded in 1614, possesses a library, a botanic

garden, and a cabinet of natural history. The port

of G. is good ; it communicates by means of canals

with Doflart Bay on the east, with the Lauwer Sea
on the north-west, and with the entrance to the
Zuider Zee at Harlingen on the west. There are

sliip-lmilding yards and paper mills. Pop. (1868)

37,634.

GROO'TE EY'LANDT (English, Great Island)

lies off the western coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria,

in North Australia, and is the largest island in that

vast inlet, in lat. 14° S., and long. 136° 40' E. Its

extreme length and breadth are about 40 miles

each. The centre is mountainous, and the shores
are dry and barren.

GROS, Antoine Jean, Baron, a French histori-

cal painter, was born at Paris on 16th March 1771,
studied in the school of David, and first acquired
celebrity by his picture of Bonaparte as the victor of

Areola. The latter was so much pleased with the
work, that he appointed G. a member of the com-
mission charged with collecting the objects of art

which had been ceded to France by the treaty of

Tolentino. His first great achievement, however,
was the ' Pestiferes de Jaffa ' (The Plague-smitten
at Jaffa), which was executed at Versailles in 1804.

It excited prodigious enthusiasm, the author being
carried in triumph to the saloon of the Louvre,
where the picture was crowned in his presence.
Other important works executed by G. during the
Consulate and the Empire are :

' Bonaparte aux
Pyramides,' ' Le Combat d'Aboukir,' ' La Bataille

de Wagram,' ' Charles-Quint recti a Saint-Denis par
Francois I'i'.' After the return of the Bourbons, G.
painted, among other pictures, ' Le Depart Nocturne
de Louis XVIII. au 20 Mars 1815,' ' La Duchesse
d'AngcudSme s'embarquant a Pauillac,' and ' Charles
X. au Camp de Reims.' Besides these, he finished,

in 1824, an immense work for the cupola of the
church of Saint-Genevieve in Paris, begun in 1811,
to which, say his countrymen, ' there is nothing
comparable.' It is not a fresco, but a painting
executed in oil upon a peculiar kind of plaster,

representing the four great dynasties of France
doing homage to the tutelary genius of the nation.

Charles X. was so charmed with the work, that he
raised G. to the dignity of a baron, and doubled
the sum which the painter had originally stipulated
for. The rise of the romantic school bore away
from him the tide of popularity, and G. felt the
ebbing of his fame so acutely, that it is suspected
he committed suicide in a fit of profound chagrin.

At all events, his body was drawn out of the Seine
near Meudon, 26th Juue 1835. G.'s paintings are
all marked by strength of effect, and dramatic
movement in the scene ; they are, however, deficient

in delicacy and sentiment, and exhibit a very
ordinary power of imagination.

GRO'SBEAK (Coccothravstex), a genus of birds of

the family Frut'jil/n/ir, distinguished chiefly by the
great thickness of the bill, which has also a pro-

portionate strength, and notwithstanding the small

Grosbeak (Lnxia coccothravstcs).

size of the birds, is used for breaking the stones
of cherries, olives, etc. The Hawfinch (q. v.) and
Greenfinch (q. v.) are the British species, nor are

there any others in Europe ; but some are found in
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GROTESQUE-GROTIUS.

from political life in order to devote himself to

his History of Greece. G. proposed, in his own
words, to 'exhaust the free life of collective Hellas,'

and lie is allowed on all hands to have nobly
accomplished his task. The compliment which
he pays to others may safely be applied to himself,

and it may be said of his History of Greece (12

vols. Lond. 1846—1S56), that ' the poets, historians,

orators, and philosophers of Greece have been all

rendered both more intelligible and more instruc-

tive to the student ; and the general picture of the

Grecian world may now be conceived with a degree

of fidelity which, considering our imperfect mate-
rials, it is curious to contemplate.' His views
of Greek, and especially of Athenian politics, aire by
some supposed to be unduly tinged by his English

notions and feelings, and many will think him less

eminent as a political or historical philosopher than

as an historian. The style is sometimes complained

of as dry and unattractive; but his History, with
all its defects, is a noble monument of erudition and
genius, and beyond all question the best History

ot Greece extant. He has also published Plato and
tin: other Companions af .Socrates, ;i vols., 1865, and An
Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy, 1868.

GROTE'SQUE, a style of classical ornament, so

called, in the 13th c, from its having been redis-

covered in the excavations made in the baths of

Titus and other ancient Roman buildings, the

Italian word r/rotto applying to any subterranean

chamber. This light, fantastic style was much in

favour during the Renaissance. It abounds in

all kinds of transformations, from the animal to

the vegetable, and mingles all the natural kingdoms
in the most fanciful and picturesque confusion.

Tie name grotesque thus came by degrees to mean

Grotesque.

a fanciful combination of natural ideas as applied

to ornament. Thus, all the picturesque animal

and vegetable inventions of the medieval artists are

grotesques. Some of these are very beautiful, and
others very picturesque, and, generally, an idea of

some value, such as boldness, fierceness, dignity,

&c, is expressed. In this mode of application, the

grotesque is a valuable quality in art; it is only

when it becomes debased, as in the monstrosities

of the Renaissance, that its value is lost.

GRO'TIXJS, Hugo, or De Gboot, was born at

Delft, 10th April 158.3. His father, Jan de Groot,

was burgomaster of the town, and also curator of

the university of Leyden. In his 11th year he

entered the university of Leyden, where he enjoyed

the advantage of studying under Joseph Sealiger.

In his 15th year he took his degree. In the

following year he accompanied olden Barneveldt,

the grand-pensionary, on his embassy to France,

where, notwithstanding his extreme youth, his

talents and conduct gained him the favour of

Henry IV. On his return, he began to practise as

a lawyer ; and in 1607 was appointed fiscal-general,

and in 16)3 council-pensionary at Rotterdam. But
the disputes between the Remonstrants and their

opponents were now at their height in Holland
;

Olden Barneveldt had the misfortune to be the

protector of the former, and G. also supported

them by his writings and favour. These reli-

gious, or rather theological strifes had, however,

a political significance also ; and the consequence
was, that both Olden Barneveldt and G. were
arrested, tried, and condemned by the dominant
party under Prince Maurice (see Bakneveldt).
Olden Barneveldt was beheaded in 1619, and G.
sentenced to imprisonment for life in the castle of

Lovenstein. He escaped, however, by the contriv-

ance of his wife, who managed to have him carried

out of the castle in a chest used for the conveyance
of books and linen, while she remained in prison

in his stead. Her devotion was applauded even by
his stern masters, and she was set at liberty.

For some time, G. wandered about in the Catholic

portion of the Netherlands, and finally escaped to

France, where Louis XIII. bestowed upon him a

pension of 3000 livres ; but not paying sufficient

court to Richelieu, he lost the king's favour, and
in 1631 his pension was withdrawn. A friendly

letter from Prince Frederick of Orange induced
him to return to his native country ; but by the
intrigues of his enemies, sentence of perpetual exile

was soon passed upon him. He now removed to

Hamburg, and, while there, he received invitations

from the kings of Denmark, Poland, and Spain ;

but the protection promised him by the Chancellor
Oxenstiern, and Queen Christina's taste for litera-

ture, induced him to enter the Swedish service

in 1634. As ambassador at the French court (1635
— 1645), he gained universal respect. On his return
to Sweden, he passed through his native country,

and was received in Amsterdam with the most
distinguished honour. Equally flattering was his

reception by the Swedish queen ; but the literary

dilettantism of Christina's court did not suit so

serious and solid a scholar, whose thoughts were
always of the broadest and most forecasting nature.

Besides, the climate of Sweden did not agree with
him, and he was probably anxious to spend the
evening of his life in his native land. In conse-

quence, he sent in his resignation of office to the
queen, , who, when she foimd that nothing could
induce him to stay, presented him with a sum of

10,000 crowns and some costly plate, besides

placing at his disposal a vessel to conduct him
down the Baltic to Liibeck. A storm compelled
him to land on the coast of Pomerania. While
proceeding towards Liibeck, he was seized with a
fatal illness, and died at Rostock, 28th August
1645. To the talents of a most able statesman, G.
united deep and extensive learning. He was a
profound and enlightened theologian—perhaps the
best exegete of his day, a distinguished scholar,

an acute philosopher, a judicious historian, and a
splendid jurist. Altogether, he was what Menage
called him, ' a monster of erudition.' His metrical
translations from the Greek authors also display
superior poetical powers ; he was one of the best

modern writers of Latin verse, and likewise com-
posed poems in the Dutch language. In spite of

his broken, wandering, and checkered career, G.
found time to write a great variety of works. The
first was the Mare Liherum, in which he defended
the freedom of the Dutch East India trade. His
chief work, however, is that entitled De Jure Belli

el Pads, which has been translated into all the
languages of Europe. It may be considered as

the basis of international law, and has long been
used as a text-book on the subject in many univer-

sities. Among his other works we may mention
Annates el Historic <b- J!<hux lichjkis (Amsterdam,
1657), written in a style that equals Tacitus for

concise and pointed power; Annotationes in Vetus

Testamentum (Paris, 1644) ; Annotationes in Novum
Teslariientvin (Paris, 16141; /J>:^'alisi'actione Christi

;

and De Veritate Pelh/ioiiis Christiana (Leydeu,

1627), translated even into several Oriental
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it at any tune the tenant
the ground-landlord tlie

e duty of his own land-

B may deduct such sum
ays, or, as it is called,

own landlord or not; but

has been obliged to pay
ground-rent, which it is ti

lord in general to pay, 1

from the next rent he
i

may set off the one against the other so far
will go. Strictly speaking, there are thus two
landlords. The ground-landlord is the over-land-
lord, and has the paramount security; the other

landlord is landlord to the tenant who actually

occupies, but is himself tenant to the ground-land-
lord, for he merely holds a lease. He is what is

called a mesne landlord. At the end of the 99 years,

or whatever other term is fixed upon, the whole of

the building becomes the property of the ground-
landlord, for the interest of the builder or his

assignees then expires by effluxion of time ; and
as the building is a fixture, and cannot be
carried away, it thus falls in to the landlord,

and often thereby creates a great accession of

wealth.
Ground-rent corresponds to feu in Scotland, with

this difference, that the feu-rent in the latter case

lasts for ever, there being no definite term fixed for

its ceasing.

GROUND SQUIRREL (Tamias), a genns of

rodent quadrupeds of the Squirrel family, differing

from the true squirrels in the possession of cheek-
pouches, in having a more slender body and shorter
legs, and in other less important particulars ; but
most of all in their habits, residing chiefly on the
ground, and seldom ascending trees to any consi-

derable height. They are of small size, are all

longitudinally striped on the back and sides, are
extremely active and restless, and emit a peculiar

\\S
i <&£

Ground Squirrel.

'chipping clucking sound, very widely differing

from the quacking, chattering cry of the squirrels.'

A well-known species is the Hackee or Chip-
ping SQUIRKEL {T. striata) of North America, of

a brownish-gray colour, striped with black and

yellowish white, the belly white. It is mxich per-

secuted by boys, with whom the hunting of it is

a favourite sport. The fur is used for muffs,

tippets, &c. Other species of G. S. are found in

America, Asia, and Africa.

GROUNDLING {Botia lamia), a small fish of

the famdy Cifprinidm, found in some of the rivers of

England. It is never more than tlrree or four inches

long. It receives its name from habitually keeping
close to the bottom. It is probably often mistaken
for the Loach (q. v.). which it much resembles ; but,

besides its smaller size, it is of a much more com-
pressed form, and is particularly distinguished by a

forked spine beneath each eye. These have been
lis

made generic distinctions. Several species having
these characters are found in the Ganges.

GROU'NDSEL, the common name of those
species of Sene.cio (q. v.) which have small heads of

flowers either destitute of ray or with the ray rolled

back. The Common G. (S. vulijarts), one of the most
plentiful of weeds in waste and cultivated grounds
in Britain and most parts of Europe, is usually
destitute of ray. It is a coarse-looking annual,
of rapid growth, about a foot high, branched, with
pinnatifid leaves, and small yellow heads of flowers

;

flowering at all seasons, even in winter, when the
weather is mild ; and its seeds, like those of other
Componitce, are widely diffused by means of their
hairy pappus, being wafted about by the wind. It

has a rather disagreeaMe smell ; but birds are very
fond of the young buds and leaves, and cage-birds
are fed on them. It has a saltish taste, whence its

name. Its leaves, beaten into a coarse pulp, and
externally applied to the stomach, cause vomiting
some hours after then- application ; it also makes
a good poidtice for bods and sprains.—The other
British species are weeds of very similar appearance,
but are stronger, have a more disagreeable odour,
and are viscid to the touch.—Like other annual
weeds, the groundsels are to be hoed down or pulled
as they appear, when the ground is in crop.

GROUP, the combining of several bodies so as
to form an agreeable whole. In drawing, one or
more groups compose the picture. A huuch of

grapes, a cone, or a pyramid have been taken by
different artists as the model form of a group.

GROUSE (Tetrao), a genus of gallinaceous birds,

which, as defined by Linnaeus, included partridges,

quails, and all the birds now forming the family
Tetraonidce, and divided into many genera. The
Tetraonidai have a very short bill, rather thick,

sharp, and a little curved, and very generally a
naked red patch over or behind the eye. They
have three toes before, and generally one hind toe,

placed high on the tarsus, but the hind toe is often
very short, and sometimes wanting. Those to which
the name G. is popularly given have the legs

feathered to the feet, but in the genus Tetrao, as
now restricted by ornithologists, the toes are not
feathered; in moorfowl and ptarmigan, they are com-
pletely so, and these have therefore been separated
into a distinct genus, Lagopus. Partridges, quails,

&c, which have not the tarsi feathered, are regarded
as connecting the families Tetraonidai and Phasi-
anidce, and are sometimes referred to the latter,

although their intimate connection with the former
is generally recognised. Some of the Tetraonidoz

are polygamous, and this is the case with all, or

almost all. the species of the genus Tetrao, whilst
those of Laaojms, so nearly allied to them, pair.—
The genus Tetrao contains the largest birds of the
family, exceeded in this respect byalmost no other
gallinaceous birds. They have a full figure, with
much muscular power, the tail is longer than in
most of the family, is composed of broad feathers,

and generally rounded. The females differ very
considerably in plumage from the males, which are

often resplendent in black, brown, green, and blue.

The species are natives of the northern and tem-
perate parts of Europe, Asia, and America, the
regions in which the Tetraonidai in general are most
abundant, although some of the family are found in

•wanner and more southern countries.- -The largest

species of Tetrao is the Capercailzie (q. v.), Wood
G., or Cock of the Woods (T. urogaUus) ; and next
to it, among European species, ranks the Black-
cock (q. v.), (T. tetrix), the only other European
species indeed, if the somewhat rare T. hybridus of

continental Europe, the Racldehahn of the Swedes
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hi. .a- wrinkled il the

sides nf the iii-i-k !'<>r tw.. third

of inflation with air, and when inflate

in l.iJk. col.

of G chiefly inhabits dry open dis-

tricts, studded with t ..i limshwooil.

one time common in New Jersey ami

iltivated and populous, notwithstanding laws in

It has almost
ii.. in tin' state ..i Kentucky, where it

•. mrlv abundant, that children
were constantly employed t.. prevent its depre-

dations iu the cultivated fields, and multitudes
were shot and trapped mereli to be thrown away.
In the north-eastern parts of the United States it

exists, but is not abundant. It cot

flocks in winter, which break up into smaller parties

in spring. The liialis have many combats at the

approach of the breeding season. Their voice is

described as a how tooting or booming. They strut,

after the manner of turkey-cocks, with wings let

down t.. the ground, and neck-fe.it u

Certain spots, known in the western parts of

America as their ..in to lie

specially appropriated for their displays and
OOmbats. and there considerable numbers often meet
•bout daybreak, dispersing again after the sun is

up. Main - i-i.Mis. The food of
•

. .Is. berries, the buds
bushes, insects, &c It is highly prized

parts ol America where it is

be blackcock -

d i ;.. or i
' iv LDi ln <;. . P.

is smaller than the Pinnated G-., about equal t.. the

Bcottish moorfowl. It inhabits the northern parts

of America, and is plentiful near Hudson's Bay. It

is chiefly found in forests of pine or

much in winter on the leaves and b

is well as on their Beeda, whence it is

puree a strong and peculiar flavour in

winter, 'lb its is mostly
i k, tiansvers.lv bailed v. itli brownish-

gray ; in sole- i. ate varying to a rusty orange. The
tail" is rounded. - Thi

cf the shady forests of the Hooky Mountains and
the banks of the Columbia. The general colour is

blackish-brown, tie- win. s lighter, Thi

and rounded. —Tin- MoOEPOWX (q. v. I, or 111 O. of

Britain, 18 allied to tin- ptarmigans rather than to

; 1 is called Red Ptarmigan by
matic writers, although it i

to which, in popular language, the

almo-t exclusiv.lv appropriated in Britain. Other
'i popularly called (1., are noticed in

i I..-. \-ia, Cock of the PluBB, GUSTOA,
SrmtiiAi i

GROVES have, among almost all nations, I u

chosen as

suitable places for them, or even plant.. I in ord r

to this us. - may have

had something to do with this, but probably far less

,i meats of awe and solemnity natur-

ally excited by the gloom of 1

1

became so intininlcU associated with the idea ol

sacriiice ami other religions rites, that the planting
i "I religion, like the

ire. lion of an altar or the I

Thus, ' Abraham planted a grove in Beersheba, and
called there on the name ol the Lord, thi

God' (Gen, wi. 83). Afterwards, however, the .lews

were forbidden to plant groves near the altar of the
Lord 1 1 lent. xvi. 21, 22 r association

with idolatry, and with the cruel and
rites of the nation! of i lanaan, and ..it 1

of the -I. ms.

GROWING CORN on a fat

to a t. 'i. hi 1
,

in:.;, be .Ii -train. .1 in I liigland by the
landlord for rent which is already due and
that is. the landlord may s. i/.e and sell the •• in to

pay his rent. I n .-Scotland, .jr. .w m_ corn 1

s. aueatrated by the Ian

thingl ; but this .an be done only for the rent w Inch
is current, and which will 1 ne due Ei

year to w Inch the orop belon
landlord can distrain i

time.

GROWLER (Grwstoa tahnoidet), a lish of the
Perch family, abundant in many of il

North America, as ill the lei. Ill .oui ll 1 ..I New
York. It attains a length of two Let. It is of an
..in . el '. dark on the up]., i

grayish-w lute helical Ii

for the table. It affords good spirt to anglers,

its name from a sound which it emits.
... .11 I and only tine

cardliki teeth. Another species is found in the

Etrt . r, in New Holland.

GRUB, the nam.' commonly riven to the larvae

of coleopterous insects. See Coleoftbra. Some
grubs are too well known to tarn., rs and gardeners

for the injury they do to the roots of plants, and
thus we hear of crops suffering

different species are destructive to differeni kinds

of plants. The most important are noticed under
th.ir proper names, and reference is made from the

more important cultivated plants to those grubs
most hurtful to tie hi.

GRUBBER an agricultural implement which
has recently general use, and of

which there" are many forms or varieties, all. lew-

illy the same in their principle as well

as in their uses. Some of the forms -,,,

then- inv.ni." '

ifiera. The
grubber consists of a framework of cast or wrought

iron, in which are fixed tines nr teeth, somewhat

like those of a harrow, but curved, and so placed

the ground somewhat obliquely when
the implement moves forward; the whole moving

on i'. I" . I- bj which the depth to n hi<

it is provided With

v.ui. .us me haiii.il adaptations, enablin

man somewhat to vary the depth, or to lift the

teeth out of tin- ground partialh 01 altogether, w lo-li

it may be n.

clods or accumulations of weeds, to turn

from the field. The
teal in- up clover-

tields and stubbll s before the plough

nunc generally in land already plough.

> clear it ol weds, to l g clods t" the

surface, that they may be broken, Ao. A grubber

with five teeth
|

w - work for two -non.- homes,

GR1 GRU, the grub or larva of OoJandra
!

mi and other tropical

i is an inch

and a hall long. The grub u) an ugly inactive
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creature of a whitish cream colour, as long and as

thick as a man's thumb, and lives in the soft and
spongy central part of the Cabbage Palm (Euterpe

oleracea), on which it feeds. It is extremely fat

and oily, and is esteemed a great delicacy, not only

by the Indians, but by many of the European
colonists and their descendants, particularly the

Dutch. It is cooked by roasting, and eaten with

bread and butter, after being sprinkled with cayenne

pepper. The fragrance of roasted grugru is said to

be most tempting to epicures. A cabbage palm
which has been cut dowu often becomes in a short

time almost filled with grugrus ; bnt they are

usually obtained from the upper part of the stem
of growing palms near the crowu. A negro is often

sent up with a cutlass, to cut them out of the wood.

GRU'NBERG, a town of Prussia, in the province

of Silesia, is situated near the northern boundary of

the province, on the Golden Lunse, 59 miles north-

north-west of the town of Liegnitz. It consists of

the town proper, surrounded by a wall, pierced by
three gates, and of four important suburbs, and
is seated amid vine-clad mountains. G. is chiefly

known for the wine which is produced in the

vicinity. The 700th year of its trade in this com-
modity was celebrated here in October 1850. In

1858, 50,000 eimers (755,500 gallons) of wine -were
produced. G. has also an active trade in the

manufacture of woollen cloths and tobacco, and
in silk-spinning and dyeing. Pop. 10,751.

GRTJS and GRUID^E. See Crane.

GRUYERES, a small decayed town of Switzer-

land, in the canton of Freiburg, and 16 miles south-

south-west of the town of that name, is situated

about a mile froni the left bank of the Saane or

Sarine. The town is known chiefly from its giving

name to the famous Gruyeres cheese, which is made
in great quantities in the surrounding district. Pop-
ulation 952 in 1860.

GRY'LLUS, a Linnsean genus of insects of the

order Ortlioptera, answering to the section Saltatoria

(Lat. leapers) of later entomologists, and containing

crickets, grasshoppers, locusts, &c. The genus has

been subdivided into many genera, which have been

grouped into families ; but great confusion exists in

the nomenclature, the crickets and their allies being

the genus GryUus, and family Gryllidce of some
authors, Acheta and Achelidce of others

;
grasshoppers

being GryUus and Gryllidce of some, Locusta and
Locustidce of others ; and locusts, in like manner,
being Locusta and Locust Ida?, or Acrydhnn and Acry-

dklce. See Cricket, Grasshopper, and Locust. The
three groups are very closely allied. They are all

characterised by the large thighs of the last pair of

legs, and great power of leaping. The stridulous

soimds which they emit are produced in some

—

crickets and grasshoppers—by rubbing together the

bases of the elytra? ; in others—locusts—by rubbing

the thighs against the elytra. The females generally

lay their eggs in the ground.

GRYS-BOC (Antilope melanolis or Calotragus

melanotis), an animal of the antelope family, a

native of South Africa, and common in most parts of

Cape Colony. It is about three feet in length, and
about a foot and a half in height at the shoulder.

The grys-boc lives in pairs on the plains. It is not

very swift, is easily captured, and its flesh is much
esteemed.

GUA'CHARO (Steatornis Caripensis), a remark-

able South American bird, of the order Imessores,

and tribe Fissirostres, generally referred to the

family Caprimuhjidm, but widely differing from the

goatsuckers and most of that family, and indeed

from the Jnsessores generally, in having a strong

bill, and being frugivorous. The food of the G.

consists of hard and dry fruits. It is about the

size of a common fowl ; the plumage brownish gray,

with small black streaks and dots. The G. is a

nocturnal bird, a circumstance very singular among

Guacharo (Steatornis Caripensis).

frugivorous birds. It spends the day in deep and
dark caverns, where great numbers congregate and
make their nests. Humboldt gives a most "interest-

ing account, in his Personal Narrative, of a visit to
the great Guacharo cavern in the valley of Caripe,
near Cumana. This cavern is visited once a year for

the sake of the fat of the young birds, which are
slaughtered in great numbers, and their fat melted
and stored for use as butter or oil. The clarified

fat is half liquid, transparent, inodorous, and will

keep for a year without becoming rancid.

GTJACHINA'NGO, a small town of Mexico, in

the north of the state of Puebla, and 103 miles
north-east of the city of Mexico, has a population of

6000, and is noted for the great epiantity of excel-

lent vanilla raised in the vicinity.

GUA'CHOS, the name given to the country-
people who inhabit the Pampas in the states of La
Plata, and are engaged in rearing cattle. Although
they pride themselves on being whites, they belong
chiefly to the Mestizo class, and by their intercourse
M-ith Indian women, contribute to approximate the
population of the inland provinces to the type
of the aboriginal inhabitants, wdiom they likewise
greatly resemble both in their manners and turn
of mind.

GTJADALAJA'RA, or GUADALAXARA, one
of the handsomest towns in Mexico, is the capital

of the state of Xalisco, in the Mexican Confedera-
tion. It stands ou the Rio Grande de Santiago,
which, after passing through Lake Chapala, enters
the Pacific at San Bias. The population in 1864 was
62,350. As the houses are mostly of one story, the

place covers a wide extent of surface. It contains

the buildings for the government, a cathedral, a mint,

an episcopal palace, an opera, large barracks, a college,

and many inferior seminaries. It has well-supplied

markets, and extensive manufactures of cotton and
earthenware.

GUADALAJARA (anc. Arriaca), a decayed
town of Spain, capital of the province of the same
name, is situated on the left bank of the Henarea,
35 miles north-east of Madrid. It is a large but
ill-budt town, and contains many buildings of

interest, which, however, are for the most part
falling to ruin from neglect. The chief of these
are the palace of the Mendozas, the feudal lords

of G. ; the Panteon. in which they are buried : and
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the ohurches of San Francesco and 9

G. is tin' chief town df tin- fine pastoral and
wheat district of the Alcarria, Pop

c;r \n vi. \.i w: \

most north-eastern of tin- five modern provinces
into which .'• been divided. See
Camii i-

GUAD \I. WIA'IJ. or TURIA, a .

that of the Tagus, u

'in, anil after a ii
.lis into ill.'

Mediterram He ami a half east of

h iln- beautiful

purposes of

Its month is much
silted up.

CIADAI.QUIVI'R (Aral.. ]V,id.al-Ktbir, the

mportant river
1 1 it conveys

f its natural navi-

:i in the Sierra .1. I

< inoe of Jaen; flows in

h-w. st direction through the provinces

of Jaen, Cordova, Sevilla; ami forming the boundary
for aliimt tin miles between the provinces ol Huelva
ami Cadiz, falls into the Atlantic

da, after a course of about 260 miles.

The principal towns upon its hanks are Montoro,
Cordova, and s t-villa, to the last oi which, about 80
miles above its mouth, the river is na\ i_ .i!.l .-. I'.oh.w

Seville it twice divides itself into i

forming two islands—the Isla Menor and the lsla

Mayor. Its chief affluents u
on the left, and the Guadalhnar and the

1

-I eats its way
tlluvial level given up to hi

-

'.
: I l,. ii- are no villages in this

district, which, though favourable t.> animal and

great trade on the G. ; foreign

Meimr, .iii.l their -

Ilia by means of h.

GTJAD M.'.'l'K, a river of North Ai

in the southern section of the Btate of Texas, and
flows iii a south -. mptying its

i course esti-

ln.it- .1 at about 250 i . i.aphy uf this

stream and i not yet well known,

GUADALUPEY-CALVO, a town ,,t \l.-xi. ..,

in the stuii- .it ( liiliii.ilni.i.

south-west of the t..u d oi that nam
in a mmiiit

ilver null. -:, Pop. 10,000.

cr IDBXOU'PB, one of thi I. er v 1. 1 .1 1

•
- in

the W. -t Indies, and the m -

16 N. and
long, II IF> \v.. ,,n.i .-..iitiiii

nl.iini 151,594 inhabitants, of whom three-fourths

Ii i- .!h ided into i Irande Tern- on

tin; oast, I'
I

• loupe Proper

01

width, " in. b, l.-r t be name of Sa
l in- in. in. ii-

of place, i Terre is the loftier,

una Grande Terre is the smaller. Grande Terre,

generally low, is of coral formation; B

en th ntiiii-v. is traversed by vol
tains, which .iiliiiin.it.- in I. a S.iiiin. r.

m the height oi 6106

range shews no regular erat--r, yet it emits, by

several orifices, columns of smoke, and •

of lire. In addition to these symptoms of sub-
terraneous action, may 1.- mentioned a Imiling

spring- and Frequent earthquakes. l-

on the island of its own name, is th

having an indifferent harbour. Com
dencies, are the neighbouring islets of

Desirado. Marie (Jalaut.-, Lea Saintes, and the
north part of St Martin. In 1867 thi

the mil... il- r.-|.i-.iiii-h itmoiinted I" £ 1

to £51 i- ; In 164! . n was abolished by a

b republic. The island was
discovered by < lolumbus in 1493 ; but -

before 1635 I

:

I

length perman.iitlv ceded t.. the latteil

181(1.

GUADIA'NA (anc. -I nos), one of thi

time the narrowest and
volume of the l i v. .-n.t Spanish rivei

town of Alcaraz. l-'nuii il

Hows north-west for about 30 miles, after which
it disappears am -n _' swamps ; Hows ill -

a westward direction for nearly 30 miles . and rises

again at Daymnl, after throwing up in

raneoua course numerous laki - -

eyes) de In Ouadiana. From Daymiel it pursues

B westward course through La Mancha and the

province of Betremadura, until

of Badajoz, it bends southward, and flows in that
direction, forming, for about 35 miles, the boundary

Near the town of

b the eastern district ..f the]
Aleintejo. Finally, tm
forming the international boundary for about 30
miles, it enters the Atlantic b>

Ayamonte. It is abmit 4-<> miles in length, and is

GUA'DTJAS, a city of New Granada, is. situated

of the republic » bich belongs to

South America. It stands near the east or right

l.ank of the Magdalelia. high a llg the Andes, and
is one of the most elevated towns on the globe,

being N7U0 feet al.ove the level of th

contains about 400(1 inhabit

GUAIA'CUM, a genus of trees of I

order Ztl'l<;>/,

Am. -riea. having abmiptly pinnate h-a\ .-,. and axil-

lary flowers on one ii--

clusters. Tin- flowei'S have a .".

petals, t.-ii -i

capsu

abortion fewi r, seed in each - - II i

this genus are rei

ii as I.Ujunin

I
',1,1

,
I, in ,.,., ' and -olile-

times as Brazil Wood : as well as for I

;

n bich the

the \\ .
i India islands, and of some of the eonli-

; \m. riea
; a tree so

i t« • thr.e pain oi ovate, obtuse,

-ii th leaflets, pah- bl

furrowed bark, and generally a crooked stem and
'

.is well as this, Supply
<;. u I and
are obtained chiefly from Cuba, Jam
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Domingo.
three feet



GUANAR* GUANO

i:r\\\i:i:, a river d Venezuela, in South
i- an affluent oi the r

Q\ r.inw. On us banks are two town* both of

which derive their names from it: Guanarito, an
nuonsideraUe place; ami (iu.in.in-, a citj

inhabitants.

i.i LNC w:i:i.i CA. 8 B . . ivbuca,

GUA'NINE is a yellowish-white, amorphous
substance, which derives its oat

i i. ut of guano ; »

:
.

and attached to the scali

bleak) for ei unple and seems to be a aoi mal
in. i

I hat class ut' linilii

Ued bases, but whi co iibining

at - i iii
i d

By oxidation with permanganate of potash, it is

(.mine, a

it yet sutliei, nth
With regard to no, as it

ll ell I.. 1111.1 in tie

birds, tli 'ii to believe that it is

formed by slow oxidation (from atmospheric action)

of the uric acid, much as uric acid can lie made to

yield urea and oxalic acid. And in th.
;

and liver it probably represents one of those tran-

sitory stages of disintegrated nitrogenous tissue

which arc linally excreted b\ the kidneys iu the

more highly ..\i'ii- d t'orm of urea.

<•! \ N" i rive m the Peruvian word huano,

dung) i- the • icrementitious deposit of certain sea-

fowl, which occurs in imm ) certain

coasts .iikI islands where the climate is dry and free

from rain. Althon I manure
is comparatively recent in this country and in

Europe its value in agriculture was well known to

the Peruvians long before tlu-\ Were vi-it.d by the

Spaniard-. We learn from the Memorialed Reales

lishedin 1609, that in

the tunes of tin 1, under
pain of death, to visit thi during the

breeding n aeon, or, nndi r any
kill the birds which yield this substance; and that

were appointed by the government to take

i to i ach

claimant his due share of the precious material.

Alexander v..n Huml.oldt first brought specimens of

piano to Europe in 1 S04. and sent them to Foiircroy,

\ ii. and Klaproth, the best analytical chemists

of the day,
Mr N. -oit, in a useful little pamphlet entitled

7'/,. // ! , i /«•'».<

ut Natural Quano, remarks that the quality and
value ..f these manures, commercially, depend
wholly upon the amount to which
th.-y fa ui of the

!
. 111 irter ot the lish-.-atillg

birds, which, by its long aeeiimulatioii, I

and phosphatic compounds, the former hem
am ui i salts derived from the d. eomp
the urii acid and urates which oust in the fresh

sxcrementsof these birds. The si

of these dcpo-.il>, inn I some nl llie phosphates, are

tolerably soluble in water, and
I

away by rain. The late Professor Johnston remarked,
that *a single day of English i

of one of the largest acum
single year .

i

of them entir

Bolivia and Peru, on the we
j little from

and retains nearly

the whole of its solul.'

compounds. I

regions where rain falls freely, lose a great part
of their Borable constituents, but remain rich in

. illilc . ..n.-t nil. ill

magnesia. Mr N.sl.it divides guanos

Iii ti nave luff red little by atmos-
pheric action, and which retain marly the whole

lib as th.- Auganios
and Peruvian guanos. i Those which haw lost

a considerable portion of their

such as the Ichaboe, Bolivian, and Chili

:i. Those which have lo>t nearly all their ammonia,
and contain but little more than the earthy phos-

phates of the animal deposit, Many of these are

largely contaminated with sand. In this class

we place the various African guanos (excepting

that from Ichaboe), West Indian guano. Kooria
Mooria (islands off the coast of Arabia) guano,

a tno, Patagonian guano, Shark's Bay
guano (from Australia), ifcc.

''(

i

' ii

from the I'hin. ha Islands, which are three ill uuffl-

l.er, and are situated about VI miles oil

Peru, between 13 and 14 degrees S. Ut Each of

these islands is from .5 to miles in circumfer-
.,,n'. cover '

.

some places to a height of 2WI feet, in

horizontal strata, varying in thickness from three

inches to a foot, and iu colour from a light to

a dark l.r..wn. Sometimes, however, we come
on a vertical surface of upwards of 100 feet of

a perfectly uniform appearance If Humboldt's
statement is correct, that 'during :{00 years the

ooast-birda have deposited guan dy a few lines

in thickness.' the extreme age of the lower strata

,1 once obvious.

The following table represents the mean of 78

samples of Peruvian guanos, analysed by Mr Way :

Organic neuter

,i

1
:;•

52 05

Ammonia, prr cent., . . . It; 01

Tin- following, from Muspi itt's i

malyses of the inferior kinds of

I
,i .,,.,. t ae in -a four Ix Eon ring to Nesh

class, and the remaining three to his third class :



The nitrogen in these analyses is calculated as

ammonia for the purpose of comparison. In reality,

it exists in various forms of combination—viz., as

uric acid, urea occasionally, urate, oxalate, hydro-
chlorate, phosphate, &c, of ammonia, other urates,

guanine (q. v.), and undefined nitrogenous com-
pounds. Hence, as may be inferred, a complete
analysis of guano is a work of very considerable

labour ; but as its agricultural value depends mainly
on the quantities of ammonia, soluble and insoluble

phosphates, and alkaline salts, "which it contains,

such analyses as those we have given are sufficient

for practical purposes, and they are easily made.
As good Peruvian guano commands a large price

per ton, there is a strong inducement to adulterate it.

Umber, powdered stones, various earths, partially

decomposed saw-dust, and other substances, are used
for this purpose, and specimens have been sold con-

taining mere traces of the genuine article. Hence it

is expedient that large purchasers should either send
a sample to a good chemist for analysis, or should

cork up and retain a small quantity in a bottle for

analysis, provided the crops to which he has applied

his guano do not answer reasonable expectation. A
chemist is attached to most agricultural societies

and clubs, who performs such analyses for a moderate
fee. The numerous analyses of Professor Anderson,
the chemist to the Highland Society, and of other

chemists, have had a very material effect in checking
the sale of adulterated' guano in Scotland. The
farmer can, however, readily apply the following

simple tests, which are sufficient not only for the
detection of any considerable amount of adulteration,

but will likewise serve to distinguish the naturally

good from the naturally inferior guanos.

1. Test by Drying.—If the guano, as is generally

the case with the Peruvian and Chili varieties, is a

uniform powder, weigh out two ounces, spread it

on paper, and let it fie for two days in a dry and
moderately warm room, "What it may then have
lost in weight must be esteemed superfluous water.

Many sorts of guano are so moist as to lose 20 or

25 per cent, of their weight by this gentle drying.

If we wish to determine the water with greater

accuracy, a smaller quantity of guano should be
placed in a shallow platinum capsule, and moistened
with a few drops of hydrochloric acid. A heat of

212° may then be applied without loss of ammonia.
2. Test by Combustion.—Pour half an ounce of the

guano into an iron ladle, such as is used for casting

bullets, and place it upon red-hot coals, until nothing

but a white or grayish ash is left, which must be
weighed after cooling. The best sorts of Peruvian

guano do not yield more than 30 or 33 per cent, of

ash, while inferior varieties, such as Patagonian,

Chili, and African guano, leave a residue of 60, or

even 80 per cent.; and those which are inten-

tionally adulterated, may leave a still larger residue.

Genuine guano of all kinds yields a white or

gray ash ; and a yellow or reddish ash indicates the

adulteration with earthy matter, sand, &c.

This test is based upon the fact, that the

most important ingredients, viz., the nitrogenous

compounds, become volatilised, and escape, when
subjected to a sufficient amount of heat. The
difference of odour of the vapours evolved in the

process, according as we are working with first

or third rate guauo, must also be noticed. The
vapours from the better kinds have a pungent smell

like spirits of hartshorn, with a peculiar piquancy
somewhat resembling that of rich old decayed cheese

;

while those rising from inferior varieties smell like

singed horn-shavings or hair.

3. The Lime test affords a ready means of roughly

determining the relative quantities of ammonia in

different specimens of guano. Put a teaspounful
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of each kind of guano, and an equal quantity of

slaked lime, into a wine-glass; then add two or

three teaspoonfid of water, and mix the substances
together with a glass rod. Lime being a stronger
base than ammonia, liberates the latter from the
ammonia salts contained in the guano ; and the
better the guano is, the stronger will be the pungent
ammoniacal odour whieh escapes from the mixture.

The slaked lime should be preserved in a dry and
well-corked bottle, so as to exclude the air.

4. The Hot-water test affords a simple means of

determining the goodness of guano. We may either

boil half an ounce of dried guano in five or six

ounces of water, and filter the solution while hot, or

we may place the guano on a filter, and continue to

pour boiling water over it, until the drops that
come through the filter cease to yield any residue

when heatect to dryness on a glass slip held over the
spirit-lamp. As a general rule, the larger the
quantity of guano that is dissolved in hot water,

the more ammonia salts does it contain, and the
better it is. In the best or Peruvian guano, the
insoluble residue ranges from 50 to 55 per cent.,

while in the inferior varieties it may amount to 80
or 90 per cent.

5. The Acid test serves to detect the chalk which
occurs in the Kooria Mooria guano, and is used as an
adulteration for other varieties. Mix the powdered
guano with a little water, and add a little hydro-
chloric acid or strong vinegar. If chalk is present,

effervescence from the liberation of carbonic acid

occurs.

6. The Weight affords the easiest test for the
purity of guano. According to Professor Anderson,
a bushel of pure Peruvian guano should not weigh
more than from 56 to 60 lbs. ; but according to most
authorities it should weigh almost exactly 70 lbs.

If heavier than 73 lbs., it is adulterated with clay,

marl, sand, or some other impurity.

There has been much discussion regarding the

relative values of the fertilising ingredients of

guano. Professor Anderson, at a meeting of the

Highland Society, gave the following figures as

indicating, according to the authorities named, the

value, per ton, of the most important ingredients in

guano

:

Suhibl.'plioe.ph.itenninn-.

Potash, .

Alkaline salts, .

Organic matters lex- 1

Wnj. Hodges. NcBbii

10 I

From these tables we can calculate the money-value
of any guano that has been analysed in reference

to the above constituents. We give the following

example (using Nesbit's numbers) of the mode ol

valuing an average sample of Peruvian guano :
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The introduction of guano into Great Britain as a
manure is comparatively recent. In 1840, Only 20
casks of it wore imported. In 1841, the Earl of

Derby—then Lord Stanley—spoke strongly in its

recoinmi'iiilatioii at the Liverpool m
ultui il Society "I 1

" 1

1

l_ 1 . 1 1 1
. 1 ; ami from

that time it has come rapidly into use, as may be
seen by the following table of imports:
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GUARDAFUI-GUARDS.

making representations as to the character, ability,

or dealings of another, with intent that the latter

may obtain credit. In order to bind the surety,
there must also be no deceit or misrepresentation
used as to the nature of the risk or as to the state of

the accounts. If a guaranty is given to a firm, it is

not binding after a change in the firm, unless the
parties expressly stipulate to the contrary. If the
creditor discharge the principal, or even give time,

by way of indulgence to him, the surety is released,

for he is thereby put to a disadvantage. In general,

the creditor can sue either the principal or the surety
for the debt at his option. If the surety is obliged
to pay the debt of his principal, he can sue the prin-

cipal for the money so paid, and is entitled to have
all the securities assigned to him, so as to enable
him to do so more effectually.

In Scotland, the law is substantially the same as
regards principal and surety, or, as they are there
called, principal and cautioner; but there are some
minor differences, though many of the differences

which formerly existed between the laws of the two
countries were swept away by the statutes 19 and
20 Vict. c. 97, and 19 and 20 Vict, c, GO. The chief
differences now are, that in Scotland it is not neces-
Bary to prove any consideration for the contract,
though the contract is not by deed ; that liability

of the surety continues seven years, whereas in

England it continues generally only six years—and
that the discharge of the surety can be proved only
by the writ or oath of the creditor, whereas in

England it can be proved by oral evidence. See
Paterson's Comp. of E. and 8. Law.

GUARDAFUI', Cape (anc. Aromahim Promon-
torium), the most eastern point of the African conti-

nent, and the extremity of an immense promontory
stretching seaward in an east-north-east direction,

and washed on the norih-west by the Gulf of Aden
and on the south-east by the Indian Ocean. The
cape is in lat. 11° 50' N., long. 51° 20' E.

GUA'RDIA-GRE'LE, a small and unimportant
town of Naples in the delegazion of Abruzzo Citeriori,

12 miles south-south-east of Chieti. Pop. 6190.

GUARDIAN, in English Law, is the legal

representative and custodier of infants, i. e., persons
under the age of 21, and various species are distin-

guished. Guardian by nature is rather a popular
than a legal term, especially when used in refer-

ence to a father or mother, who are often called
guardians by nature. In its technical sense, it is

confined to an ancestor who is said to be guardian
of his heir-apparent. Guardian for nurture is the
name given to a father, or, after his death, to the
mother, who, as such, has the custody and control
of children until the age of 14. Guardian in socaye
is the term anciently given to the next of blood
who had the legal custody of the person as well as
estate of the heir to lands which descend in socage
or freehold, until the heir attains the age of 14. A
father may, by deed or will, appoint a guardian to
his child. If he do not. the lord chancellor will

do so ; but practically, this is only done when the
child is entitled to property. When a guardian
is appointed by the Court of Chancery, the infant
is called a ward of court, and requires the sanction
of the guardian for most purposes, and requires the
permission of the Court of Chancery to marry, or
rather, if the infant marries without such permission,
those who were privy to such a contempt of court
may be punished. A guardian ad litem is a person
(usually the father, if alive) appointed by the Court
of Chancery for the purpose of carrying on a suit in

the name of an infant. In general, the power of a
guardian extends to the person as well as the
property of the infant ; but in the case of guardians

The guardian of a Lunatic (q. v.) is usually called

a committee. In Scotland, the word 'guardian'
is sometimes used in reference to lunatics, but
seldom applied, except in a popular sense, to those
who have the custody and care of children. In
corresponding cases in Scotland, the custody of a
child under 12, if female, or 14, if male, belongs to

her or his Tutor (q. v.) ; and from those ages to
21, the child has no legal guardian, being sui juris,

but the care of the child's property belongs to a
Curator (q. v.).

Guardian of tlie poor, is in English parochial law
an important functionary, being a person elected by
a parish or union of parishes to manage the affairs

of the poor. The ancient officers of the parish who
attended to the affairs of the poor were called over-

seers ; but by statutes, most of which are recent, it

has been thought better to have a larger body of

persons elected by the ratepayers of the parish to

discharge most of these dnties. Hence, many of the
larger parishes are, either by a special statute or by
order of the Poor-law Board, put under a board of

guardians, and all poor-law unions are managed by
guardians also. The ratepayers, in voting, have one
vote for each £50 of rent they pay, but in no case
are allowed more than six votes. The guardians
have the management of the workhouse, and the
maintenance, clothing, and relief of the poor, and in

the regulations must comply with the orders of the
Poor-law Board, a central authority, whose head is

a member of parliament. Their dnties are entirely

regulated by these orders and by statutes. The
office of guardian is compulsory, but may be refused,
if notice is given during the election.

In Scotland, the corresponding duties are dis-

charged by the Parochial Board (q. v.), which is

subject to the general Board of Supervision. See
also Poor.

GUARDS are in all armies the elite of the
troops, and usually those most heavily armed. In
the British service, the Guards constitute, in time

Royal Horse Guardsman (1742).

of peace, the garrison of London, and the guard of
the sovereign at Windsor. The Guards compose
what is called the Household Brigade, and include
in cavalry the 1st and 2d Life Guards, and tho
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GUAVA—GUBBIO.

18GS, the imports and exports respectively amounted,
in dollars, to 956,109 iiud 956,085. The- trade with
Great Britain, partly direct and partly through Belize,

comprised, iii 1S58, two-thirds of the former, and
nearly three-fourths of the latter, while taken in

order of value, the articles imported were cottons,
silks, woollens, hardware, ironmongery, linens, and
jewellery; and the articles exported were cochineal,
indigo, sugar, hides, country manufactures, sarsapa-
rilla, and mahogany. The exportation of cochineal
in 1858 was 2,012,425 lbs, in quantity, while in esti-

mated worth it far more than doubled all the other
productions.

GUA'VA (Puidium), a genus of trees and shrubs
of the natural order Myrtacea, mostly natives of

tropical America, and some of them yielding fine and
much valued fruits. They have opposite entire, or
almost entire leaves, a 3—5-lobed calyx, i petals,

and a 1—5-eelled berry with many-seeded cells.

—

White G. (P. pyriferum) is aThe Common G.

%\\
Guava [Psirlhim purift rum) :

low tree of 7—20 feet, -with numerous branches,

obtuse smooth leaves 2—3 inches long, and fragrant

white flowers on solitary axillary stalks. It is said

to be a native both of the East and West Indies,

and is now much cultivated in both. It is not
improbable, however, that it was introduced into

the East Indies from America, but it has now
become fully naturalised. Sir James E. Tennent
says, it is to be seen in the jungle around every
cottage in Ceylon. It has long been occasionally

grown as a stove-plant iu Britain. The fruit is

larger than a hen's egg, roundish or oblong, smooth,
yellow; the -rind thin and brittle; the pulp firm,

full of bony seeds, flesh-coloured, aromatic, and
sweet. The jelly or preserve made from it is highly
esteemed, and is now regularly imported into

Britain from the West Indies and South America.
The rind is stewed with milk, and is also made into

marmalade. This fruit is rather astringent than
laxative. G. buds, boiled with barley and bquorice,

make a useful astringent drink in diarrhoea.—The
Bed G. (P. pomiferum), also now common in the

East as well as in the West Indies, produces a
beautiful fruit, with red flesh, but not nearly so

agreeable as the white guava. It is very acid.

—

The China G. [P. Cattleyanum), a native of China,

produces fruit readily in vineries in Britain. It is

a larger tree than the white guava. The fruit is

round, al pout the size of a walnut, of a fine claret

colour, growing in the axils of the leaves; the pulp
purplish red next the skin, becoming paler towards
the centre, aud there white, soft, subacid, and of

a very agreeable flavour. It makes an excellent
preserve. It succeeds in the open air in the south
of France.— On some of the mountains of Brazil
grows a dwarf species of G, called Marangaba
(P. pygmceum), a shrub 1—2 feet high, with fruit

about the size of a gooseberry, much sought after

on account of its delicious flavour, resembling that
of the strawberry.—The Bastard G. of the West
Indies is a species of Eugenia (q. v.).

GTJAXA'CO. See Oajaco.

GUAYAQUI'L, a term of various application in
Ecuador, South America, indicates at once a river,

a bay, a department, and a city.—1. The river is the
only stream on the western coast of South America
which can, without qualification, be said to be
navigable for sea-going vessels. It is navigable
for about 110 miles to Caracol, and is known hi

its upper course successively as the Caracol and
Babahoj'o.—2. The bay which receives the river,

stretches in S. lat. between 2° and 4°, and iu W. long,

between S0° and 81°. It receives also the Daule
and the Tumbez.—3. The department extends from
the Pacific on the west to the departments of Quito
and Assuay on the east, comprisiug a much wider
belt of low and level land than is generally found
further to the south, between the Andes and the
sea.—4. The city, the capital of the department,
stands on the right bank of the river, at the distance
of 40 miles from its mouth. It is divided into two
parts, the old and the new. The houses are mostly
of wood ; the principal are the cathedral, the two
hospitals, aud the two colleges, the last of which
have faculties of theology, philosophy, and law.
G. possesses the best, perhaps the only really good
harbour on the Pacific shores of South America, the
naturally deep channel being aided by a tide which
sometimes rises and falls 24 feet. Occupying such
a position, and being in lat. 2° 11' S., the place ia

necessarily unhealthy. The population is estimated at

25,000, who carry on an extensive trade. In 1864,
203 vessels, of 51,724 tons, entered the port, with car-

goes valued at £582,900, while 203, of 53,047 tons,

cleared, with cargoes valued at £656,277. The ex-
ports in 1866 amounted to £669,420, of which £120,-
889 were intended for Great Britain. The imports
amounted to £430,000. In 1868, the exports to the

United States were valued at §152,762, and consisted

principally of cocoa, $92,350
;
india rubber, $26,504

;

and bark, $21,105. The principal articles of import
are British manufactured cottons, woollens, and hard-
ware, silks, wine, and flour.

GUAY'RA, La, the principal seaport of Venezuela,
in South America, stands on an open roadstead of the
Caribbean Sea, in lat. 10° 36' N., and long. 67° W. It

has a population of 6000. In 1S68, the arrivals and
clearances amounted to 186 vessels, of 48,400 tous,

The value of the imports was $3,i<66,445, and of the
exports, $4,574,176. Of the former $633,S79, and of

the latter $579,761, belonged to the U. States. The
exports were—coffee, 25,899,558 lbs.; cotton, 1,792,-

011 Tbs.; cocoa, 4,984,896 Bbs.; indigo, 71,321 Ibs.-

24,383 hides, and 45,769 deer skins, etc. The imports
were wheat, flour, petroleum, provisions, machinery,
cotton goods, etc., from the U. States, and calicoes,

woollens, cutlery, china ware, guns, etc., from Great
Britain, and wines, etc., from France and Germany.

GU'BBIO (anc. Iguvium), the chief town of a
district of the same name in Central Italy, is beauti-

fully situated on the south-western declivity of the

Apennines, in the province of Fesaro Urbino, and
about 27 miles south of the city of Urbino. Pop.

21,772. It contains several fine public edifices of
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GTJE'BRES.GHEBRES.GABRES.GB \\ ill's

. i. t he followers of th- ancient
l'ersian religion as reformed and consolidated Ly
Zerdusht (Zoroaster). This name, Gucbres, which is

commonly, but against all linguistic laws, derived
ii -in th- \rahic K'lt'ir (a word applied to all non-

is, and supposed to have been lir.-t

bestowed upon this s— t by their Aral-.

is evidently nothing but an ancient
taken from some pro emu

locality, £ theTalrnud(Jcbam.i;:!h.,(;itt. I7a..tc.)

already knows them only by this name (( 'hebcri
;

."•I Origen [Contra Cels. vi 291 1 jpeaa Kabirs
'

"itiii- that Christianity has adopted
ii them. They are also called AUeh

Pel I
'" fire-WOrshippers; /'neves', or people of 1'ars

or Fars— i. e., Persia; Madjooi, from their priests

the Magi; and by themselves Beh-Din, 'Those of

litatnan, worshippers
of Ormtizd. For the origin, nature, and
t.nv nt thin religion, see Zoisuastkk, /

- Winn the l'ersian empire became
Bubjeel to the Mohammedan rule, the great mass
of th- inhabitants were the religion

of Islam. A very small number still clinging to

the ancient religion, tied into the wilderness of
Khorassan, or the island of Eormuz; but even
this remnant was for many centuries the victim
of constant oppression. Mahmoud the Gbiznevide,
Shah A l.l. is, and others, are conspicuous by their

ntioii of them ; and the m inner iii

which they were held up to general detestation
- I-.- the position assigned them in

most popular Mohammedan talcs as sorcerers and
criminals. At this present moment, then
a— ..r.ling to I

about still i Guebres scattered over the vast

dominions of their ancestors, chiclly in Yezd and
iirioninling vilhig

.
I

. ' [spahan at Shiraz, and some
at Baku, near the great naphtha mountain, but all

.
i." ,1-pths of ignor

, and, » ith vi ry

I!- nave a high
ii I ir, probity, oh idii ace t i the
. and cndiirme.

i, written by I'.ebram (1590
a. D.)—reached India, where they are now settled

under the nam- ol Par sea, chiefly in Bombay,
hey ii'iiii':'.

110,544, or 20 percent of the whole
population. 8 - I '

GUELDER ROSE, or GOELDRES ROSE,
cultivated variety of the Water Kid. i

\ .in km Mi, in which the llowers an
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forming Bat (.'vines, as in

in much larger globose corymbs,
ed the Snow-bam. Tjbee. When
rs it is a very ornamental shrnb,

all barren, and instead

the wild plant, form i

It is sometimes railed t

abounding
and is therefore very often plant

GUE'LDERLAND. Sec G
GUE'LPHIC ORDER, an order of knighthood

for Hanover, instituted l>y George IV., when Prince
Regent, on the 12th August 1815. It is both a mili-

tary and civil order, unlimited in number, and con-

sisted originally of three classes—Knights Grand
Cross, Commanders, and Knights -to which the
revised statutes of 1S41 have added another class of

simple members. The Grand Mastership was vested

in the crown of Hanover. The badge of the order is

a gold cross, surmounted by the Hanoverian crown
—-between each division of the cross is a lion passant
gardant. In the centre is the horse eourant of

Hanover, surrounded by a blue circle, and the motto,

Nee aspera terrent.

GTJELPHS and GHIBELLINES, the names
of two great parties, the conflict of which may
almost be said to make up the history of Italy and
Germauy from the 11th till the 14th century. The
origin of these names was formerly the subject of

much speculation; but antiquarians are now agreed
in tracing them respectively to the two families,

Waiblinger and Welf, which, in the 12th c, were
at the head of two rival parties in the German
empire, and whose feuds came to be identified

historically with the respective principles for which
these parties contended. The actual origin of the
assumption of the names is commonly fixed at the

great battle of Weinsberg, in Suabia, 1140 A. D., in

which the two rival claimants for the empire,

Conrad of Hohenstaufen, Duke of Franconia, and
Henry the Lion, of the House of Welf, Duke of

Saxony, rallied their followers by the respective

war-cries, ' Hie Waiblingen !

' 'Hie Welf !

' but it

is certain that the names were in use from an earlier

date, although, probably, rather as representing the
family feud, than the political principles which the
two families afterwards severally supported. As
the chief theatre of the conflict of these parties was
Italy, the original names took the Italian form of

Ghibeltini and Guelfi, The former may, in general,

be described as the supporters of the imperial

authority in Italy, the latter, as the opponents of

the emperors ; and as the opposition to imperial

authority in Italy arose from two distinct parties,

which, for the most part, made common cause with
each other—from the church, which asserted its

own spiritual independence, and from th'e minor
principalities and free cities, which maintained their

provincial or municipal rights and liberties—the

.history of the struggle is involved in much con-

fusion, and is variously related, and its merits

variously appreciated, according to the point of view
from which it is regarded. To the churchman, it is

the struggle of the church against the state ; to

the friend of popular principles, it is the conflict of

liberty against absolutism and centralisation. The
same individual—as, for example, the poet Dante
—is found to change sides in the struggle. For
the most part, however, the interests of tile church
in these medieval contests, although regarded by
Protestants as excessive in degree, must be con-

fessed to have fallen in with the claims of political

and personal freedom. Five great crises in the

strife of the Guelph and Ghibelline parties are

commonly noted- by historians: under Henry IV.,

in 1055; under Henry the Proud, in 1127; under

Henry the Lion, in 1140; under Frederic Barbar-

ossa, in 1159; and in the pontificate of the great

champion of churchmanship, Innocent IIL The
130

cities of Northern Italy were divided between the two
parties—Florence, I'.ologna, Milan, and other cities,

as a general rule, taking the side of the Guelphs ;

while Pisa, Verona, and Arezzo, were Ghibelline. The
great Italian families, in like manner, took opposite
sides ; but the policy of each family frequently
varied from one generation to another. In general,

it may be said that the nobles of the more northern
provinces of Italy inclined to the Ghibelline side,

while those of the central and southern provinces
were Guelph. By degrees, however, especially after

the downfall of the preponderance of the German
emperors in Italy, the contest ceased to be a strife

of principles, and degenerated into a mere struggle
of rival factions, availing themselves of the prestige

of ancient names and traditional or hereditary

prejudices. Even in 1272, Gregory X. could with
truth reproach the Italians with their sanguinary
animosities for the sake of what were but names,
the meaning of which few of them coidd understand
or explain ; and, in the following century, in loo4,

Benedict XII. practically disallows altogether the
reality of the grounds of division between the
parties, by prescribing, under pain of the censures
of the church, the further use of those once-stirring

names, which had long been the rallying words of

a sanguinary warfare. From the 14th c. we read
little more of Guelphs or Ghibellines, as actually
existing parties ; but in the sense already explained,
the conflict of principles which they represent is

found in even- period of political history.

GTTERA'RA, or GEREAKA, a town of Algeria,

in the district of the Beni-M'zab, stands on the left

bank of a river called the Zigrhir or Zegerin, in lat.

32° 45' N., long. 5
=

E., and about 40 miles north-east
of Ghardaia. It is a walled town, has three gates,

and is a favourite commercial rendezvous for all the
neighbouring tribes, who frequent this place for the
purchase or disposal of horses, asses, sheep, ivory,

gold-dust, ostrich feathers, cotton, silk, cutlery, &c
The market of G. is supplied chiefly from Tunis
and Algiers. The pop. is about 12,000.

GUERCINO, 'the squint-eyed,' properly Gian-
Francesco Barbieki, a celebrated master of the
Bolognese school of painting, was born in 1590
at Cento, a pretty town not far from Bologna.
G. gave early proof of his intuitive love of art,

by sketching with the roughest materials on the
house-door a Virgin so full of artistic promise, that
his father, in spite of the straitened circumstances
of the family, took immediate measures for training

the boy's talents, by securing for him the best
tuition in drawing which the place afforded. Iu
1616 he opened an academy at Cento, to which
pupils flocked from all quarters. From 1619 to

1623 he visited different cities of Italy, particularly

Rome and Veuice, to improve himself by the study
of the works of other eminent painters. In 1642
he went to live at Bologna, where he died in 1666.

Some of the early paintings of G. bear perceptible
traces of his achni ration of Caravaggio's style, both
in their powerful oltects of deep colouring and strong
fidelity to nature, while they much surpass those
of the great realist in dignity and refinement of tone.

They are deficient, however, in accuracy of design.

His works, wdiich are too numerous for notice, are
to be found in the galleries of Koine, Bologna, Parma,
Modeua, Perugia, and Paris. His master-pieces are
considered to be the fresco of ' Aurora,' which decor-

ates the ceiling of one of the casinos of the Roman
villa Ludovisi ; the famous ' Per sian Sibyl,' and
'Saint Petronilla,' both in the Capitoline Gallery

at Rome. At Cento, the artist's house, Casa di

Ouercino,is carefully preserved, with its fine paint-

ings and fresco decorations, and is the chief object
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1686.
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\//i. F. I>.. a patriotic ft

man and brilliant writer, was born '

i edu ate.l for the legal pr >1

men by his

nn immense inflneoea on contemporary Italian

events bj their exalted strain of patriotic entbn-

m;i-iii and abhorrence of despotism. G.'s own words
me, 'be wrote a i««'k when impotent to liuht a

battle.' (In the eve of the ilelinite breach between

i be | pie and the Grand Drrkeof Tuscany, in 1849,

U. was in. lined to accept office in tin- ministry,

On the flight of the Grand Duke, lie was proclaimed
member of tin- p ei. nt, unci subse-

quently dictator. During this crisis of the

tution of republicanism for monarchy;' discouraged
the annexation of Tuscany to any
in fact, preserved its strict aut momy until the

return of the Grand Ducal rule, when be »

diately seized and imprisoned on the groc
having neglected due measures of repression when

i.'th during his

ministry. I!

il ion of the
Ii. (in erraz/.i,' is a master-

pieee. After an im]irisoninent of tin •

was condemned for life to the [.'alleys, l>e

of his perpetual bani-hnu -nl

tion.

downfall of the republic of

Florence; La
exquisite expression and beam

various other writings, which have run through
innumerable editions and translations.

GUERRI'LLAS (diminutive of Sp. gv
literally 'petty' or 'partisan wars.' or 'partisan

warriors'), the name given in Spain to the armed
bands, composed of peasants and shepherds, who,

of foreign invasion or civil <

r warfare on their own account. From
Isns to 1814 they were regularly organised against

the French, and bein_' favoured by Hi

of the country, were successful on man;
especially at the b,i war. under

and other

leaders. The country itself

guerrillas, w 1

picion of it, by fearful di

Many of them, particularly Mina's band, joined
Wellington, and after having undergone a course

troops. In the recent civil wars of Spain, the
guerrillas, especially those of the Basque provinces,

acted a prominent part on the Carlist side.
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ble of France, the most eminent Krcnch
general of the 14th a, was born of an am

time between 1314

and 1320. \ n markably dull, and
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exhibited a i
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After King John h

i

-I towns, freed the Seine from the

English, and on Charles's accession to I

ii. In May
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and was r. •«
i

i ol 1 nie-

ville and Marshal of Normandy. On the 29th
September be »e defeated and taken prisoner

by the English, under Sir John Chandoe, at the

battle ot Auray, but liberated on payment of a
ransom of 100,000 livr.-s. paid by the king, the

Henry, Count of Ti I Pedro the
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Cruel, king of Castile, but was defeated and taken
prisoner by the Black Prince. Being again ran-
somed on payment of a large sum, to which even
the enemy contributed from feelings of respect, G.
renewed the contest, and in 1309 defeated and slew
Pedro, and placed the crown of Castile on the head
of Henry of Trastamare. As an acknowledgment of
his services, Henry created G. Count of Burgoa,
Duke of Molina, and Constable of Castile. He was,
however, soon recalled by Charles V. of France, at
that time hard pressed by the English, and raised by
that monarch to the dignity of Constable of France.
Ill the year 1370, G. opened his campaigns against
the English, and in a short time the whole of their
possessions were in the hands of the French, with
the exception of a few fortified towns. While
assisting his friend Sancerre in the siege of CMteau-
neuf de Randon, in Languedoo, G. was taken ill.

and died July 3, 1380. Charles V. caused him to
be interred with great pomp beside his own burial-
vault at St Denys.—Compare Guyard de Berville,
Bistoire de Bertnuid da Uurselin (2 vols., Paris
1767).

GTJGLIELMI, Pietko, a celebrated musician
and composer, was born at Massa di Carrara in
1727. From his father, who was Maestro di Cafp.-Ha
in the ducal chapel of Modena, he acquired the
elements of music. His first opera, composed at the
age of 28, was performed at Turin, and was greeted
with enthusiasm. Previous to setting out on a con-
tinental tour he visited the chief cities of Italy, and
was everywhere successful. After a residence of
some months at Dresden, Vienna, and various other
towns, G. passed over to London, where he remained
five years, assiduously engaged in composition. At
the age of 50 he returned to Naples with the
double prestige of great fame and wealth. lit 1 793,
Pope Pius VI. appointed him Maestro di Oappella
at St Peter's, and from that time his official duties
seem completely to have engrossed him. He died
at Pome in 1S04. The characteristics of his style
are pre-eminently simplicity, purity, and precision,
and these qualities he inexorably 'demanded from
the exponents of his inspiration—' Sing my i

and not yours!'1 His best known operas are—La
Clemenza di Tito; Artaserse; La Didone; Enea e
Lavinia ; La Morte di Oloferne; Debora e Sisera;
and the comic operas La Virtuoso, di Mergdlina; I
due Gemdle; La Serva Innamorala ; La Pastorella
Nobile; La Bella Pescatrice.

GUIA'NA, British (Fr. Guyane, Sp. Guayana,
Port. Guianna), a section of the extensive tract
forming the north-easteru portion of South America,
lying between 8° 40' N. and 0° 05' N., and between
the meridians of 56° 20' and 66° W. The greatest
length of this tract, from Cape North to the con-
fluence of the river Xie with the river Negro,
is calculated at 1090 miles; its greatest breadth'
between Punta Barima, at the embouchure of the
river Orinoco, and the confluence of the river
Negro with the river Amazon, at 710 miles. It
is at present politically divided into Venezuelan,
British, Dutch, French, and Brazilian Guiana. The
name G. is usually supposed to have been applied
by the Dutch to the whole country from the name
of a small river Wai-ini, a tributary of the Orinoco,
on which stands a small town, called Guayana
Vicija.

The limits of the British possessions have never
yet been accurately determined. If we adopt the
idea of Sir Robert Schomburgk, the latest authority
upon the subject, and assume the natural indications
to be the proper guide to the geographical bound-
aries, we shall include all the regions drained by
.the waters falling into the river Essequibo; and

taking the river Corentyn as the acknowledged line
of demarcation between British and Dutch' G., we
arrive at an area of 76,000 square miles, a territory
much larger than England and Wales. If. on the
other hand, the claims of the Venezuelan and Bra-
zilian governments respectively are to be admitted,
the British portion will be reduced to something

,
and become the smallest of theabove 12.000 miles,

European colonies in this region.

The coast-lme of the British territory consists of
an alluvial flat, composed of a blue clay impregnated
with marine salts, and mixed with decayed'veget-
able matter, which, in its decomposed state, forms a
rich and highly productive soil. The inland depth
of this fertile coast varies from ten to forty miles,
where it is bounded by a range of sand-hills, varyina
in height from 30 to 120 feet. In the fifth parallel
N. lat. occurs .a chain of mountains composed of
granite, gneiss, and trappean rocks, with their various
modifications, and it has been conjectured that it
was the ancient bouudary of the Atlantic Ocean.
A peculiar feature of the interior is the savannas
extending between the rivers Demerara and Cor-
entyn, and at the river Berbice closely approach-
ing the sea-shore. There is another series of such
savannas further inland, and the geological struc-
ture of the region indicates that it was once the bed
of an inland lake, which, by some great elemental
disturbance, burst its barriers, and forced fcr its
waters a passage to the Atlantic. This supposition
may throw light upon the origin of the tradition of
the White Sea and the city of the gold-besprinkled
Manoa, which inflamed the ardour of the chivalrio
Raleigh, and led him to the pursuit of those dis-
coveries by which his name has been immortalised.
The fluvial system of British G. consists mainly

of four great and seven smaller streams, the whole
of the first named and six of the latter pouring
their waters directly into the Atlantic. The four
great rivers are the Essequibo (q. v.), the Demerara
(q. v.), the Berbice (q. v.), and the Corentyn (q. v.).
The smaller streams are the Pomeroon, the Monica,
and the Wai-ini, between the Orinoco and the
Essequibo ; the Mahaica, the Mahaicony, and the
Abany, between the Demerara and the Berbice;
and the Canje, which joins the latter immediately
before it falls into the ocean. In addition to the
foregoing, there are numerous creeks of considerable
size, formed by the surplus waters of the savannas
behind the sea-coast.

All these streams are continually bringing down
quantities of detritus; the coast outline is conse-
quently undergoing perpetual changes: in one place,
the drainage of the estates is blocked up by banks
of drift mud ; in another, incessant exertion is
required to repel the encroachments of the sea.

Climate.—The climate of G. is genial and equable,
and for a tropical country comparatively healthy.'
The thermometer ranges from 00° to 75° F, the
mean temperature being SP-220. The barometric
pressure—highest, 30'05 inches ; lowest, 2974-
mean, 29-916.

History.—Whether Christopher Columbus himself
ever actually landed on the shores of G. seems not
to be positively ascertained. It is, however, certain
that the Spaniards must have settled in the neigh-
bouring countries early in the 16th c, as in 1580,
when the Dutch began to establish themselves on
the banks of the Pomeroon and other rivers, they
were speedily driven out by the Spaniards, nor
was it until 1002 that they succeeded in obtaining
a looting on the river Essequibo. During the
I, Hi and the early part of the 18th centuries, the
Dutch were frequently harassed by incursions of
the French, and by internal insurrections: three
distinct colonies were constituted, until, in 1789.
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to the Church of Scotland, ami eight exclusively

to the Church of England, while the two in which

the towns are situated, have a minister ot each

church appointed to them. The ministers of both
churches, with those of the Roman Catholic Church
and the Wesleyan Church, are maintained by
salaries from the public chest, secured by law for

a term of years. There are also independent
missionaries scattered throughout the colony, who
are supported exclusively by the voluntary contri-

butions of their flocks. The expenditure for the
maintenance of school-houses, salaries of teachers,

and of an inspector, and incidental expenses, may
be quoted for 1S61, at £12,000 sterling.

The actual position of this important dependency,
as contrasted with what it was twelve years ago,

may be described as one of advancing prosperity
;

but until a still more ample supply of available

labour induces a greater inline of capital, it cannot
be asserted that its condition is positively safe

and satisfactory. Like the other sugar-producing

colonies of Great Britain, it has had to struggle

against great difficulties—partly, at least, arising

fn 'm imperial legislation ; it has still to contend
with fiscal burdens in the shape of a scale of duties

increasing in amount in proportion to the superior

quality of the article manufactured, thus operating

as a discouragement to its production, and with an
expensive system of recruiting the deficient labour-

market from distant regions.
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reputation of being tlie inventor of musical notation,

ami the regenerator of music. The circumstances
which led to G.'s invention are differently stated

;

but the most reliable account seems to be. that on one
occasion while chanting with the monastery choir
a hymn in honour of St John, he was struck with
the gradual and regularly ascending tones of the
opening syllabic sounds of each hemistich, in the
three first verses

:

Ut queant laxis re-sonare fibris

Afi'-ra gestorum /a-muli tuorum
Sol-ve polluti la-bii reatvun, &c.

With the intuitive foresight of genius, he instantly,

we are told, comprehended the fitness of these sounds
to form a new aud perfect system of solfeggio, and
forthwith proceeded to mature and systematise this
idea. On introducing his new theory into practice
among the youthful choristers of the monastery, the
experiment proved entirely successful The fame of

G.'s musical invention drew upon him the attention
of the pope (John XX.), who invited him to Pome.
G. repaired thither, and obtained a very gratifying
reception. The pope himself found pleasure in
becoming a student of the new system, under the
guidance of its founder and teacher. Ill health,
however, compelled G. to return to the pure and
bracing climate of his birthplace, and, re-entering
the monastery of Pomposa, he there tranquilly
ended liis days. G. has left some interesting
writings, explanatory of his musical doctrines, viz.,

the Jlicroloyus ; and the Argumentum Novi Cantus

GUIDO REST, a celebrated painter of the Bolog-
nese school, was born at Bologna in 1575, and at
first aimed at the sombre coarse strength of Cara-
vaggio's creations, but subsequently followed the
more refined and ideal school of the Caracci, previous
to finally striking out a style for himself. His works
are extremely numerous, and the majority reflect a
sentiment of fervent spiritualism, more character-
istic of the devotion of the early Bolognese school,
than of the later spirit infused by the Caracci,
the founders of the modern standard of Bolognese
art. G. was unhappily an infatuated gambler, and
with the view of replenishing his often-squandered
finances, produced with extreme rapidity many
inferior works undeserving his name. He died in
1642. Amongst his best productions are, ' The
Crucifixion of St Peter,' a magnificent work in the
Vatican Museum ; the ' Crucifixion,' in the church
of St Lorenzo, in Lucina, Rome; and the famous
' Portrait of Beatrice Cenci,' one of the most inter-
esting paintings in Pome. The ' Aurora ' of G., on

sidered the greatest of his works.

GUIDON—The standard borne by regiments of
light cavalry ; it is broad at one end, nearly
pointed at the other, and usually of silk.

GUIENNE, the name of one of the 32 provinces
into which France, previous to the Revolution, was
divided. It comprehended the territorv now formed
by the departments of Giroude, Lo't, Dordogne,

portions of Tarn-et-Garonne, and
L>t-ct-i •ith (q-
what was originally the country ot Aquita
which irai: '• is a corruption. Its earlier history

GUIGNES, Joseph de, born at Pontoise, 19th
OetoWr 1721. acquired a great reputation as an
(incnt'iii-r. at :i time when the acquisition of Eastern
languages was a matter of no small difficulty.

Chiefly on account of his thorough knowledge of
Chinese, ho was appointed interpreter for oriental

136

languages in the Bibliotheque du Roi. G. died at
Paris, 19th March 1800. His great work, V IHslmre
U.:,,-rab: des Hun--; Turc.% Jlor/oU, et aulns Ten-tares
occideniaux, avani et depute J. C. jusqu' cl present
(Paris. 1756—175S), is a rare specimen of human
industry and research, and of which his countrymen
are justly proud. De G. also contributed a history
of Tartary to the new edition of the Bibliotheque
Orientate of D'Herbelot (1777—1779).—His son
Chretien-Louis-Joseph, born at Paris, August 25,
1759, was also a very distinguished oriental scholar,
and published a Chinese Dictionary (Paris, 1813),
by the orders of Napoleon I. He died at Paris,
March 9, 1S45.

GUIJA'R, or GUIXAR, a lake of Central
America, in the north-west of the state of San
Salvador, is 60 miles in circumference, and encloses
a large island, which abounds in game, and contains
the ruins of what must formerlyliave been a large
town.

GUILANDI'NA, a genus of shrubs of the natural
order Lerjuminosa, sub-order Ctzsalpiniea, having
pinnate leaves, and remarkable for the stony hard-
ness of their seeds, the coating of which is so
silicious that they are said even to strike fire with
flint. The seeds are used for beads and for children's
marbles. G. Bonduc is the best known species, and
is of very wide geographic distribution, although,
like the rest of the species, growing only in the
warm parts of the world. It is called the Bonduc,
and the Nicker Tree, and its seeds, which are often
thrown ashore on the coasts of Scotland and Ireland,
are called Molucca Beans. The cotyledons are very
bitter, and are much used in India for the cure of
intermittent fevers.

GUI'LDFORD, a market-town, and parliament-
ary and municipal borough of England, capital of
the county of Surrey, is situated in a depression in
the Xorth Downs, on the navigable river Wey, 30
miles south-west of London. Here the Reading
and Reigate Branch of the South-Eastern Railway
crosses the Direct Portsmouth Hue. The town
consists mainly of one street, running along the
steep east side of the Wey, crossed here by an
old bridge of four arches, and is distinguished by
a remarkable air of order and cleanliness. Its
streets are rich in quaint old gables, overhanging
panelled fronts, and long latticed windows. The
chief buildings are the castle, a fine nun, in the
early Norman style ; Archbishop Abbot's hospital,
in which reside a master, 12 brothers, and 8 sisters ;

the church of the Holy Trinity, with several
memorable monuments ; St Mary's, an interesting
specimen of the Transition style, and one of the
oldest and most remarkable churches in the county

;

the Grammar School founded by Edward VI. ; the
town-hall; and the corn-market. G., at an early
period the seat of considerable cloth manufactures,
is now chiefly famous for its grain market, the
'Surrey wheats' being deservedly celebrated. It
has paper, powder, and corn-mills ; breweries, brick-
fields, coach-works, and two iron-foundries. G.
sends two members to the House of Commons.
Pop. (1861) 8032.

This ancient town is first mentioned by name in

the will of Alfred the Great, who bequeaths it to

Ethelwald, his nephew. In the time of the Confes-
sor, the town and manor were included among the

demesnes of the kings of England. Henry II., John,
and Henry III. frequently resided here.

GUILDHALL, an important public building in

London, which may be regarded as the town-hall,

nd is the place of assembly of several courts, as

the Court of Common Council, the Court of Alder-
the Chamberlain's Court, etc., and a police-
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court presided over by one of the aldermen. The
Guildhall of London was formerly situated in

iiy. 'I'll.- original buildill

rebuilt in its present form. The hail proper is 163
:. is in breadth, una 55 in height. It
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GUI'LLEMOT (Uria), a genus of web-footed
birds, of the group Bracliyptera (q.v.) or Divers,
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water. The entire length of the Common G. is

ibout 18 inches. The Common G. lays only one
;;™j, which lias a very thick shell, is pear-shaped,

'";.';.

Common Guillemot {Uria troile).

anil remarkably large, being more than three inches
long. If the egg is destroyed or taken away,
another is laid in its stead. The egg is esteemed a
delicacy, but the flesh of the bird is coarse. The
skin with the feathers is used for clothing in some
northern regions. Young birds and eggs are among
the objects in pursuit of which the rock-fowlers of

the northern coasts scale or descend the most
tremendous precipices. Great numbers of the eggs
are exported from the coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador.—The Black G. {U. gnjlle) is a smaller
species, about 14 inches long ; the plumage entirely

black in summer, except a large white patch on
each wing ; but in winter, the under parts are

white : the young are mottled or spotted. It is not
common on the southern coasts of Britain, but
breeds on many of the Scottish islands. It is plenti-

ful in the arctic regions, and is as common in

America as in the Old World. It has been called

the Greenland Dove. It lays three eggs, often on
the bare rock ; but if the situation is damp, it piles

up for them a curious nest

of pebbles.—Other species are

enumerated among British

birds, but are rare. Several
species are peculiar to the
northern parts of the Pacific

Ocean.

GUILLOCHE, an archi-

tectural ornament of Greek
Ij^r^Y^VVvAl) origin. It Consists of two

|2§f or more bands or ribbons,

Guilloche. another in a regularly repeat-

ing pattern. Some of these

are simple (see fig.), and some very complicated.

GUILLOTINE, the instrument of decapitation

introduced during the French Revolution by the

Convention, and named after its supposed inventor,

Josq.he Ignacc Guillotin, a physician (born 1738
—died May 20, 1314), who, however, it is ascer-

tained, was only the person who first proposed its

adoption. It is composed of two upright posts.

grooved on the inside, and connected at the top

by a cross beam. In these grooves, a sharp iron

blade, placed obliquely, descends by its owu weight
on the neck of the victim, who is bound to a board
laid below. The speed and certainty with which
this machine separates the head from the trunk,

gives it a great superiority over the axe or

sword. The inventior

ascribed to the Persia

c, it was the privileg

diath 1 v a marine o.

Mannaia. Conradin of

such a machine at Napli
resembling the guiUoti]

in Germany during the
17th, and till late in tli

the Maiden, which diffi

guillotine, was employee

of machines of this kind is

s. In Italy, from the )3th
of the nobles to be put to

this kind, which was called

f Swabia was executed by
cs, in 1263. An instrument

ne was likewise employed
s middle ages. During 'the

le 18th e., a machine called

but slightly from the
Scotland for the pur-

pose of decapitation. That such an apparatus was

The Maiden.

known and used in France at an earlier period, is

proved by the execution of the Due de Montmor-
ency, who is described as having been executed
by a falling axe at Toulouse, in 1632. The Dutch,
too, in the ISth c, employed a decapitating machine
in executing slaves in their colonies.

GUILTY is the form of verdict given by a jury
in criminal cases when the crime charged has been
found proved. In England, there are only two
verdicts which can be given in such cases—viz.,

guilty or not guilty ; but in Scotland there is an
intermediate verdict, called ' not proven,' which,
though in reality a verdict of 'not guilty ' (and it is

so entered in England), yet is allowed to be given by
juries when they are not satisfied that sufficient

legal evidence has been given, but nevertheless

consider there was some foundation for the charge,

or at least some ground for suspicion. It has been
objected to this verdict that it leaves a stigma on
the party ; nevertheless, it is thinly adopted in

the law and practice of Scotland.

GUIMARAES, one of the most ancient, pictur-

esque, memorable, and beautifully situated towns
of Portugal, in the province of lintre Douro e Minho,
stands within an amphitheatre of hills covered with
the most luxuriant foliage, between the D'Aye
and the Arezilla, 12 miies south-east of Braga.
Its narrow streets, its broad red balconies and
verandas, its walls, part of which are now in the
centre of the town, and are surmounted by pointed
parapets, and its remains of ancient architecture
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was known to the ancient Romans, by whom it was
called Meleatjris anil Guttata Xumidica. Its flesh

•was highly prized by them. In a wild state, the

G. F. is generally seen in large flocks. It is not so

polygamous as many of the gallinaceous birds, and
eveu in a state of domestication, exhibits the inclin-

ation to pair. It is now common in the poultry-yards

of most parts of Europe and America. It is more

Guinea Fowl [Numida McUagris).

adapted to warm than to cold climates, and in

Jamaica, has been completely naturalised, so as to

be destructive to crops, and to be shot like other

game. In Britain, the young are rather trouble-

some to rear, but the high price borne in the market
both by the birds and their eggs, compensates

those who keep guinea fowls for profit. The eggs

are small, and have a thick strong shell, but are

particularly esteemed. Guinea fowls, however, are

troublesome in a poultry-yard, from the disposition

of the males to attack and tyrannise over other

poultry. The G. F. has a peculiar harsh and
querulous cry, which it emits with great frequency.

There is a white variety of Guinea fowl.

GUINEA GRASS (Panicum maximum), a grass

of the same genus with Millet (q. v.), a native

of the west of Africa, but now naturalised, and
extensively cultivated in the West Indies and
southern states of America. It does not perish even

in the winters of Britain, but is not luxuriant and
productive, as in warmer climates. Its height, in

favourable moist situations, is from 5 to 10 feet ; in

dry grounds, it is smaller ; it has a much-branched
and spreading panicle, long flat leaves, and a some-

what creeping root. In countries favourable to

its growth, it is very valuable as food for cattle.

—Other species of the same genus are among the

most useful pasture and forage grasses of tropical

countries.

GUINEA PEPPER, a name which has been
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year of the Israelites' wanderings.' [0
vol. i. pp. 39
Our k 1 1

• • dura] history of this

worm is still = « I we arc .it present

The body of

this animal is slender, cylindrical, au<l somewhat
pack-thread,

DO ty, where it is some-
what attenuated. It is opaque, of a milk-white
colour; or, ,..".. h si.l. there is a longitudinal line;

and when examined by the miorosoop,

be marked with nun tn, i'. The
anterior extr tnd the mouth circular,

ii the number,
nature, arrangement, and even existence of these

of the worm varies from less than half

a foot CO time yards. < >u examining an adult
specimen, extracted by Malgaigno in Paris in 1854,

Robin found no trace of intestine, or of any organ
except a very thin sheath (a uterus or oviduct),

th young animals rolled up in

I I' i 'j animals, we
can trace the course of the intestinal canal, which
apparently lieeomes subsequently obliterated by 'the

velopment of the generative organs and

This worm is indigenous only in certain hot
id its geographical distribution is regu-

lated by laws into which we have no insight.

i. • r mentions the following places as

especially notorious for its occurrence: Senegal,

banks of the Ganges, Bombay, the
- India, Persia, Arabia l'otr.ea, the south

coast of thi

Egypt, Abyssinia, certain districts of

Nubia, and Guinea. It has I n introduced into

certain parts of America by negro slaves.

The disorder occasioned i,y the,,- .... -a in- frequently

ivy rain, and
especially in marshy districts. It app
1 nnected with the season, bi in

East ] is the rainy
season, and in Upper Egypt shortly after the

regular inundation ol t be Nile.

The m >d of production of this parasite in the
human body is not known with certainty. The
probability is, that the young annual., while still

very minute, penetrate the skin, although by what
mechanism • ment, we do
not know. Carter relates a case whi

supports this view. Fifty children in a school at

Bombay went to bathe- in a pond, and 21 of

tte-ked b\ the I
', u n i. a -w-orm ; some of

them having lour or live worms. Moreover, it

. a that negroes, who are in the habit

frequently thai the

:
-nerally have their feet naked, are far

more liabl- to be attacked than Europeans. The
part of the body in which the worm usually maui-
: ids with this vi,

il in 172 cases, it ocenrri I 124 times in

I m a in tin- legs, 11 times in the thighs,
twice ill tie hand,, and tv ice . Isew here.

i the body, the
Guinea w.e

developed, This period varies from two months
I i- ,ence of the

produces n • aim
-i it has been detected ; at other times,

ttly even death

I

- the vesicli

caused by the mil immatiou excited by the presence

of the w. n-iii open spontaneously in a few days,
and tw three in,!,, , ml ,,f tic

forth. This end i

ceiled round a little roll of ]

and this is hi t. aed o\ er t be •
ill ad
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GUINEGATK, Battle ok, or, n

pars, was fought at I

not far I'nim Tournai, in the province of Jlainault,

Belgium, 10th August 1313, between the English,
under Henry VIII., assisted bj a considerable
body of troops headed by tin- Emperor Maximilian,

and the French, under the Hue de LongUeville.
The latter were defeated. The battle received its

familiar designation from the circumstance of the
French knights having made better use of their

spurs than i 1" ii sword*.

GUINGAMP, a town of France, in the depart-

mint of L'otes-ilu-Nord, is situated in an extensive
plain, on the Trieux, in the midst of pleasing .scenery,

20 miles west-north-west of St Urieite. It was for-

merly the capital of the duchy of Pen .

was surrounded by walls, part of which still remain.

The site of the castle of the dukes of Penthievre
is now planted with trees, and a rves as a pro-

menade. <l. has a college, a thread factory, and sev-

eral tanneries. Pop. in 1861, T.'S'iO.

GUIPU'SCOA.the smallest, but the most densely
peopled of the Basque Provinces (q. v.).

OUISCARD, Robert, Duke ,,f Apuli -

bria, the sixth in order of seniority of the twelve
sons of Tarn-roil '''• Haiiteville, was born it, the
\eai- mi.",. Taneied's estates iii Lower Normandy
being insullieicnt to support such a numerous
family, his three eldest sons, William. Dagobert,
and Humphrey, determined t

>

in the wars of I til- B

and wiles, William gained possession of Apulia;
and Hubert, desirous of sharing his brothers' for-

tunes, follow,,! them to Italy with a

oi ndvi ntun re. Here he distingui ihi

highly in various battles, thai

,

Apulia. (I. next conquered Calabria, m

ii til

Will, and Humphrey, he was
[

I '-milt of

Of which he was continued l.\ Pope Nicholas

II., who, but a short tune before, bad
cated him on account of his i.

I J , 1

1

. mi motnes of gratitude, bound Ii n

an annual tribute to I The feudal
nil claimed by the papa] I vet

( '.. now despatched
brothi r tlogi r, at the head of .'i()0

warriors, to conquer Sicily, the | -s,ion of which
o him by the popi

llllill, t-iok Messina, and in tin

two brothers defeated the Sarae EuUB P-'g-r

eventually conquered the whole island, and became
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been e

of his

involve

of his

son am
Bobe.n

first Count of Sicily. Meanwhile, Robert gradually

gained possession of the towns that still remained
in the hands of the Saracens, among others, Salerno

and Bail and thus established what was till 1800
the kingdom of Naples. He wonld have carried his

idard in other directions, had he not
inicated by Gregory VII., on account

into Beneventum. Having become
le affairs of Greece by the marriage
er Eelena with Constantino Ducas,
f Michael VII., he despatched his son

undertake the conquest of Corfu,

while lie himself hastened to Durazzo, and before

the walls of that city gained a brilliant victory over

the Greek emperor, Alexius Comnenus. He now
marched through Epirus to Thessalonica, and had
nearly reached Constantinople, when he received

information that the Emperor Henry IV. had made
an inroad into Italy. He immediately hastened

back, after intrusting the chief command to Bohe-
niond, compelled Henry to retreat, and liberated the

pope, who was besieged in the castle of St Angelq.

He then returned to Epirus, defeated the Greeks
in several engagements, took possession of some
island? in the Archipelago, and was on the point of

advancing a second time to Constantinople, when
he died at Cephalonia, 17th July 1085. His remains
were buried at Venusa ; his sons Bohemond and
Roger inherited his possessions : the former received

Tarentum ; the latter, Apulia. G. was not only a

hero and a conqueror, but a patron of the arts

and sciences.—Compare Gualtier d'Arc, Histoire des

CanqyMes des Nonnands en Ilalie, en Sidle, et en

Grece (Paris, 1830).

GUISE, the name of a branch of the ducal family

of Lorraine, distinguished in the history of France
and Europe during two centuries. It derives its

name from the little town of Guise, in the depart-

ment of Aisne (situated on the Oise). The following

are its most remarkable members :

Claude of Lorraine, first Duke of Guise, Peer

of France, Grand Huntsman, Count d'Aumale, Mar-
quis of Mayenne and Elbeuf, Baron of Joinville,

&c, was the fifth son of Rene II., Duke of Lorraine,

and was born at the chateau of Conde, October 20,

1496. He left Lorraine on account of a quarrel

with his elder brother, accompanied Francis I. to

Italy, and received twenty-two wounds at the battle

of Marignan, 1515. Eight years later, he drove the

Germans from Champagne. In 1542 he fought in

Flanders under the Duke of Orleans. He was
favoured by the king, for his valour and talent.

He married Antoinette of Bourbon, by whom^he
had twelve children, of whom eight were sons.

His daughter Mary was the wife of James V. of

Scotland, and mother of Mary, Queen of Scots. He
is reported to have died of poison, April 1550.

Francois of Lorraine, second Duke of G.,

son of the preceding, was born February 17, 1519.

As a general, he acquired European renown. He
distinguished himself at Montmedy (1542), Land-
recies (1543), St Dizier (1544), Boulogne (1545), and
attracted the attention of France by his defence of

Metz, besieged for two months by Charles V., who,
after firing 11,001) balls, and losing 30,000 men, was
obliged to raise the siege (1553). He added to his

reputation at Renti (1554), and in 1556 took com-
mand of the expedition against Naples. This expe-

dition failed through treachery ; but the duke,

having been made lieutenant-general of France,

retrieved his reputation by taking Calais, Guines,

and Ham, which were in possession of the English,

and were considered impregnable. His military

successes were ended by the peace of 1559. His

niece, Mary Stuart, being the wife of Francis II., he

became the highest power in the state, and the head

of the Catholic party. The death of the king, and
a strong party against him, drove him from the
court, but he was soon recalled, to take the com-
mand against the Huguenots, who had taken several

important towns, and were committing great rava-

ges. He retook Rouen, and conquered at Dreux
(1562). The Marechal St Andre was killed, the
Prince of Conde and the Constable taken prisoners.

G., the greatest of his name, was assassinated before

( Means, February 24, 1563. He had a taste for

literature, and his memoirs, written by himself,

have much historic interest,

Henri I. of Lorraine, third Duke of G., was
born December 31, 1550. The death of his father

placed him at the head of the Catholic party.

Ambition and vengeance both stimulated him to

action. At the age of 16, he distinguished himself
in fighting against the Turks in Hungary. Three
years later, he fought with the Huguenots at Jarnac
(March 1569) and Moncontour (October 1569), and
in the same year forced Coligny to raise the siege

of Poitiers. He aspired to the hand of Marguerite
of Valois, but, to appease the anger of the king,

married Catherine of Cleves, 1570. Disgusted with
the favours granted to Protestants at the court,

he retired, but returned, and was engaged in the
massacre of St Bartholomew, August 24, 1572, in

which he saw the dead body of Coligny thrown
from a window into the courtyard at his feet. In
1575, fighting with the Huguenots, he was wounded
in the face, whence he received the name of

Balafre (scarred), a designation borne also by his

father from a similar circumstance. He formed
the famous League—ostensibly for the defence of

the church, really to raise himself to the throne
of Charlemagne. The king coquetted with both
parties. G. conquered Henri of Navarre, but
the king refused him entrance to Paris. The
people rose in his favour, and he might have
been king, but he negotiated. He was promised
all the powers which he demanded, but the king
caused him to be massacred in the palace, and is

said to have kicked his lifeless body. ' His brother
the cardinal was also killed. Their bodies were
burned, and the ashes scattered to the winds,
December 23, 15SS.

Henri II. of Lorraine, fifth Duke of G., was
born April 4, 1614. He was destined for the
church, and at the age of twelve possessed nine

abbeys ; at fifteen, he was Archbishop of Reims,
but on the death of his elder brother he quitted a

calling he detested, and succeeded to the dukedom.
Handsome, chivalric, brave, he was a true specimen
of the ancient paladin, and celebrated for his

numerous gallantries. Loved by Anne de Gonzague,
princess of Mantua, he capriciously abandoned
her, joined the party of the Comte de Soissons,

and married the widow of the Comte de Bossut.

Having joined the league against Richelieu, he was
condemned by the parliament of Paris to capital

punishment, but took refuge in Germany. On the

death of Louis XIII., he returned to France,
disgusted with his wife, whose fortune he had
spent, and proposed to marry Mademoiselle de
Pons, one of the queen's maids of honour. He
fought in the campaigns of 1644 and 1645 as a

volunteer, and then repaired to Rome to get a

divorce, but failed. Hearing of the revolt of

Naples against Spain, under Massaniello, he set

off for that city, in the true spirit of knight-

errantry, to conquer a kingdom with his sword
for the bride he still hoped to gain. Passing in

a felucca through the Spanish fleet, G. entered

Naples in December, 1647, and was received with

the utmost enthusiasm ; but his gallantries, the

envy of the nobles and jealousy of France, caused
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parties. After a short visit to Louis Philippe in

England in June 1S50, he came forward in Paris

as the main promoter of the fusion, and wrote
likewise in the Assembb'e Rationale. The coup
d'tlal of the 2d December 1851 put an end to

this career ; and G. returned to England. His
services iu the cause of literature and science are

acknowledged l>y all parties. By founding the

Conutis ulstorigues, by bringing about the publi-

cation of important historical documents, and by
his own writings and lectures, he has done much
to extend a taste for historical studies in France.

In 1S37 he was intrusted by the government of

the United States with the task of writing a

history of Washington. His work, published under
the title Vie, Corresppndance, et Ecrits de Wash-
ington (2 vols., Paris 1S39— 1S40), procured him the
honour of having his portrait placed in the Cham-
ber nf Representatives at Washington. Since the
February revolution. G. has published several poli-

tical treatises, more or less important, some of which
at least are very interesting to Englishmen, such
as Revolution d'Angleteire, and Monk, Chute de la

Republique. He has likewise written Meditations
et Eludes Moral' s snr hi Ih-lljion, I". Philosophie, &c.

(1S52); Corneille et son Temps (1852); Shakspeare
et son Temps (1852). In 1858—67 appeared a work
of great political interest and value entitled Memoires
pour seniir a VHisloire do man Temps, or Memoirs to

Illustrate the History of My Time, of which 4 or more
volumes have appeared, and have been translated into

English. In 1861, he published his L'Eglise et la So-

eicte, a defence of the temporal power of the pope,

and in 1869, Melanges Politique* el Hisloriques. G.
has been twice married. Both his wives were accomp-
lished women, and not unknown in literature. His son,

MAURICE Gl'ILLAUME, has shown by his Menandre,
Etude Hisloriqi" sur b<_ Conn die et In Soeiete Grecques

(1855), that he is not destitute of his father's genius.

GUIZOTIA. See Ram-til.

GUJERA'T, or GUZERAT, a walled town of the
Punjab, in lat. 32° 35' N. and long. 74° E., stands

on the right side of the Chenab, about 8 miles

from the stream. It is a place of some military

and political importance, being on the great route

between Attock and Lahore. Here, on 21st
February 1S49, a Sikh army of 60,000 men was
utterly defeated by a British force, decidedly
inferior in point of numbers.

GULDEN. See Florin.

GULES (Fr. gueules, the mouth and throat, hence
red. Other origins are given, such as the Persian

ghul, a rose or rose colour, which seems more prob-

able than the IMivw i/ulude, a piece of red cloth,

from which Mackenzie derives it ; it being scarcely

likely that it came from a Semitic source), the term
by which the colour red is known in herakUy. In

engraving, it is marked 1 iy perpendicular lines traced

from the top of the shield to the bottom. See
Heraldry. It is supposed to indicate valour,

magnanimity, and the like, and is regarded as the
most honourable heraldic colour.

GULF STREAM and OCEAN-CURRENTS.
The most important and best known of the great

ocean-currents derives its name from the Gulf of

Mexico, out of which it flows, between the coast of

Florida on the one side, and Cuba and the Bahama
Islands and shoals on the other. With a breadth of

about 50 miles in its narrowest portion, it has a velo-

city at times of five miles an hour, pouring along like

an immense torrent. This great ocean-river flows in

a north-easterly direction along the American coast,

gradually widening its current and diminishing in

velocity, until it reaches the island and Banks of

Newfoundland, when it sweeps across the Atlantic,

and divides into two portions, one of which turns
eastward toward the Azores and coast of Marocco,
while the other laves the shores of the British

Islands and Norway, and can be perceived on the
southern borders of Iceland and Spitzbergen.

The waters of the Gulf Stream are of a deep
indigo blue, with boundaries shrirjily defined against

the light green of the seas through which it passes

in its early course. It abounds with masses of

sea-weed, torn from the coral rocks of the strait

through which it passes when it has its greatest

power and velocity ; while in its warm current may
be seen myriads of fish and of animalcule. As
this great stream pours out of the Gulf of Mexico,
it has a warmth of 86

J

F., which is several degrees
higher than that of the ocean at the equator.

This heat it so far retains that it only falls to 75'

off the coast of Labrador ; while the British Islands

and north-western coasts of Europe, at a distance of

4U00 miles from the Gulf, are bathed with waters
heated under a tropical sun. In mid-winter, off

the inclement coasts of America, between Cape
Hatteras and Newfoundland, ships beaten back
from their harbours by tierce north-westers until

loaded down with ice and in danger of foundering,

turn their prows to the east, and seek relief and
comfort in the Gidf Stream. A bank of fog
rising like a wall, caused by the condensation of

warm vapours meeting a colder atmosphere, marks
the edge of the stream. The colour of the water
suddenly changes from green to blue, the climate

from winter to summer ; and this change is so

sudden, that when a ship is crossing the line, two
thermometers, dropped at the same instant from
her bow and stern, will shew a difference of 30 of

temperature.
The great differences of temperature between the

western shores of Europe and the eastern shores of

America have been attributed, too largely, perhaps,

to the influence of the Gulf Stream. There is no
doubt that such an immense bodj' of heated water
in the north-eastern Atlantic must raise the tem-
perature of the atmosphere, and that to this importa-
tion of tropical sunshine by sea is due, to a certain

extent, Ireland's perpetual green, the soft moist
climate of England and Scotland, and the fact that
the harbours of the western coast of Norway up
to 70' of latitude remain open, when the Baltic,

much further south, is a sheet of ice. England,
clothed iu perennial verdure, and Scotland, where
the grass grows during eleven months of the year,

are in the same latitude as the frozen and horrible

coast of Labrador. Norway is opposite Green-
land; and Lisbon, where frost is scarcely known,
is in the same latitude as Washington, where the
Potomac river, a mile in breadth, sometimes freezes

over in a single night. But the whole of this

difference is not to be ascribed to the Gulf Stream.
The Great Sahara is like an immense furnace,

from which hot winds sweep over Europe. All
Africa warms our southern breezes. The Medi-
terranean, exposed to no cold currents from the
arctic regions, bearing bergs and fields of ice, is

a constant receiver and distributer of heat, and
modifies the temperature of adjacent regions.

North America, on the contrary, is exposed along

its eastern shore to a great current from the
Polar. Seas, running inside and counter to the
Gulf Stream, and coming loaded with ice from
the northern regions ; and while the continent

narrows toward the tropics, it grows broad in the
polar regions, from which come the cold north-

westers, the prevailing winds during the wintry
season.

The effect of the Gulf Stream upon temperature
has been nowhere more strikingly observed than in
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All the phenomena of the Gulf Stream an.l of all

ocean -currents may be accounted for bj

causes—viz., the action of winds and evaporation.

The currents of the Bed Sea and the Mediterra-

nean may be accounted for ley evaporation. More

pour than is supplied by all the

great rivers of Europe and Africa emptying into

a. This waste is

current from the Atlantic through the Strait, of

(ii'oraltar. Hut the .vaporati. t'soi.in
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solution, and this water, of a high specific gravity,
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galea, blowing in the directi t its longest dia-

meter, and la-tnio several days. On these occa-

sion,, the water- liecome heaped up at the north-

eastern end of the lake, and BOmi ton.

feet in the harbour of Buffalo and the Niagara
river, while the vessels at Toledo, at the other

extremity of the lake, are left Lying in the mud,
from the water having run out of the harbour.
We ha\ e. then, only

I onfigurataon

of the western shores of the Atlantic Ocean, to

account for thi 1 he I rulf Stream and
its whole system of currents. We may even find

its source in tin- linii.ni i loean. Tie- trad

that ocean produce a gradually increasing current

. which strike the African i n» ill

car. The current di\ nh-s, and encloses

that island, and passing southward, in

the southern ca] t Africa, taking the name oi the

Agulhas Current, from the cape of that name, and
i In- Atlantic Ocean. At this point, it

has at certain periods of the nions

nearly as great as that of the Gulf Stream at the

Bahamas. This current, pressed northward by the

antarctic polar current, courses along the African

coast, is turned westward by the form of the eon.

tiiient, and is lost in the great equatorial current
produced liy the Atlantic trade- winds.

Tins equatorial current sweeps across the ocean

until it reaches the American coast, where it

divides on the eastern cape of Brazil, in G 8. lit.

Tin- greater portion bends to the north, carrying

with it along the coast, norlh-westcrl

j

cm nuts of the Amazon and Oronoco. This current

then passes through the Caribbean Sea into the
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of Florida, with a force which carries them to the
shores of Norway and the Azores, while counter-

currents, carrying down icebergs, are gliding from
the polar seas toward the equator.
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the ooeau with sharply defined boundaries, and a
peculiar colour, temperature, and inhabitants, like
a great river flowing between its banks, for thou-
sands of nvpes, and against the force of counter-
currents, which even cross its course, passing under
by their superior density, until it loses its momen-
tum on the shores of distant continents, or spreads
out its warm flood on the bosom of northern seas.

But a closer observation will satisfy us that
all this is in accordance with the laws of hydro-
statics. At the confluence of the clear waters of the
Mississippi with the turbid current of the Missouri,
the two rivers do not at once unite, but run side
by side with a sharply defined boundary between
them for many a league. So great rivers running
into the ocean, are rivers still, far out at sea.
The current of the ilio de la Plata, which drains
the southern portion of South America, can be
perceived 200 miles from land ; and the Amazon
sweeps far into the Atlantic, though gradually bent
northwardly by the great trade-wind current, and
then carried along the coast, to help, with the
Orinoco, to swell the waters of the Gulf of Mexico

;

so that the waters of the Amazon, the Orinoco, the
Rio Grande, and the Mississippi, all join to swell
the Gulf Stream ; and their waters flow with this
great ocean-river to the shores of Europe, and enter,
it may be, the Mediterranean Sea.
The channel of the Gulf Stream in its narrower

portion is of great depth. The probability of its

having hollowed out for itself a well-defined channel
like the bed of a river, is shewn by a sudden
of depth at its border, where deep-sea
have been made ; but so little can be known of the
effect of cm-rents upon a line of 20,000 feet in
length, and which requires several hours to run off
the reel, that we cannot place implicit reliance on
such observations.

More important observations on the courses and
influence of these currents have been lately under-
taken by dropping bottles containing the date,
latitude, and longitude, in all parts of the ocean.
These bottles, when found upon a coast thousands
of miles distant, give some indication of the
direction and velocity of the currents that have
brought them ; but such testimony is not infallible.

The bottle may be impeded by contrary winds,
blown into counter-currents, or whirled about for
months in eddies. A bottle thrown overboard in
the Indian Ocean might reach the island of Spitz-
bergen, vid the Gulf of Mexico ; but there are many
chances that it would be thrown out of the regular
current, and be picked up on the shores of New
Zealand or the coast of Peru. See Or Franklin's
Maritime Observations, Pownall's Hydraulic and
Nautical Observations, Humboldt's Atlas Geo-
graphiqve et Physique, Johnston's Physical Atlas,
and Maury's Physical Geography of the Seas, and
Wind and Current Charts.

GULFWEED (Sargassum), a genus of sea-weeds
(Alg/e) of the sub-order Fucacem, of which two
species (S. vulgare and S. bacciferum) are found
floating in immense quantities in some parts of the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. They are
tropical plants, although sometimes carried by winds
and currents to the British coasts. The frond is

very long, and is furnished with distinct, stalked,
nerved leaves, and simple axillary stalked air-

vessels. The receptacles are linear, in small axillary
clusters or racemes. The trivial name bacciferum
applied to one of the species, is derived from the
berry-like appearance of the air-vessels. The G.
has only been found floating, but there is reason to
think that it is at first attached to the bottom of
comparatively shallow parts of the sea. It floats
in large fields, or more frequently in long yellow

lines in the direction of the wind. In crossing the
Atlantic, its presence is regarded as a sure indica-
tion of the Gulf Stream, by which it is wafted
northward and eastward. Where the Gidf Stream
is deflected from the banks of Newfoundland east-
ward, and sends off its more southern branch
towards the Azores, is situated the Sargasso Sea,
'that great bank of weeds, which so vividly
occupied the imagination of Christopher Columbus,
and which Oviedo calls the sea-weed meadows'
(Humboldt). The quantity of floating sea-weed is
often such as to impede the progress of ships.
Multitudes of small marine animals accompany it,

with fishes ready to prey on them.—The G. is eaten
in China ; and in other parts of the East also, it is
used in salads and as a pickle.

GULIE'LMA, a genus of South American palms,
with pinnate leaves (entire in young plants), natives
of the lower mountain-ranges of Peru and New
Granada. One species, G. speciosa, is much planted

' " ,

'

Guliehna Speciosa.

by the Indians of the Amazon district and of
Guiana and Venezuela, near their villages, and
supplies them with food and other necessaries. It
is often 60 feet high, having an erect slender stem,
encircled with many rings of needle-like spines,
and numerous drooping leaves forming a nearly
spherical crown. It is variously called Papunlia.,
Paripou, &c, and sometimes Peach Palm.

GULL (Larus), a genus of web-footed birds, of
the family Laridm (q. v.), inhabitants of the sea-
coasts of all parts of the world. The formation
of the head and bill of several species is given
in the accompanying illustration. The feet have
three toes in front completely united by a web,
and a small hind-toe not included in the web, and
sometimes altogether wanting. The wings are long
and pointed. Gulls have great power ot wing, and
fly apparently with ease against a storm, during
the continuance of which they generally flv low
whether over sea or land, but in fine weather soai
higher in the air, in which they seem to delight ir
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Heads of Various Species of Gulls :

I, Groat Black-barked u '•<> '. Kitti-

wnke; 4, l.ca.er H];ick.b:u-kr.l ; 5, Herring tiull

herring and others of the same family, swim near
the surface. They are very voracious. Their food

consists of alnmst anything animal. Many of them
are wholly or partial!

regions than '

it in winter.

In general, they lay only twe i

are large for the size of the bird.

are frequent vi-itnrs of inland

districts, ascending rivers, and hovering over them
in quest of prey as over the sea. Son f them are

also often to be seen in meadows and ploughed
Dg for worms and

is a common
of gulls in inland districts betokens stormy weather.

But. in America, the migrations of some of the
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Mexico are
|
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coast, but bj I
.alleys of the

Ohio and the Mississippi, and a few occasionally

remain and b

flocks of a species of gull (/.. I

lakes of the high tal

Some at least of the larger gulls break the
shells of molluscs by taking them up to a sufficient

height in the air, and dropping them
This interesting fact is attested by Audubon, the

American ornithologist, as fa

• lion, and he mentions an instance in

which a gull, finding the shell not broken by the

fall, carried it up a second and a third time, and
each time higher than the •
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on man] northern i
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huge numbers.
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assumes rosy tint in the b

the lead of some becomes black. The differences

laon and sex.

. and have led to many errors

One of the most common British species is the
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. the wh.ile
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iur above, and white below, fully 13
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or L. rissa), rather
i

ate of hind-toe, is plentiful where the

coast is girt with rocky precipices, on the narrow
led-' s of which it makes its nest; its young and

hief objects of pursuit of the
rock-fowlers; the Lesser BlaCK-UAO

:
ii lies long, is prettj common,

at least in the north ; the Gi
Gull or Waiiet. (L. mnrinns), nearly 30 inches

long, is not rare; and the Glaucous GuiA or

(/,. glaucut), si

in Size, thotlji e c„ u[i|n ,-,.(! t" be idenfieal

Willi I'm Great i'.laek-backed species, of a pale

i white below, is a
it from the arctic regions. This species

seems to have acquired its name of Bi

which, in virtue of i1 I

strength, it assert- ever most of the I

of the northern seas, compelling them to relinquish

tpproach. Some of the British species

of gnii are also common in North
e Gnat Black-backed Gull,

iwake; but the Common Amkuicw
Gull (L. zOTiorhynckus) is not found on the eastern
shores of the Atlantic.

GULLET. See CEsornAOUS.

GUM, a general term applied to certain exu-
"ii trees and plants, which are very

different in their chemical characters and their

i neral properties. In its strictest sense, gum is a

substance which dissolves in water, forming a trans-

parent mucilage; it is insoluble in ether, alcohol,
i or volatile, and is convertible

into oxalic acid by the action of sulphuric acid.

b< longing to this class are :

h red from the stems

trees found in Northern Africa, and in

of Asia. It varies in colour from a light straw to

and is mere or less transparent : the

ilways the best. It is imported from
I Turkey.

Sum, a dark-coloured variety, also

in the Marocco coast.

ler it particularly valuable tr
mie ,,t lozenges, &c.

It is the produce of another species of

' la, an inferior quality of Barbary gum.
round tears,

generally larger than the finest Gum '

irker in colour, being a sherry brown,

drops or tears. It is found
generally in the tropical parts of the western const

of Africa, ami

It is much valued

1

n the E i t Indies, and is supposed
to yield, with other species, the following gums
known in i
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5. Gmn Gattie, which is imported very largely,

and is produced in the Deccan, Concan, and in

Gujerat.

6. Gum Babool, an inferior gum, imported from
Bengal.

7. East Indian Gum, a tolerably good variety,
imported from Bombay.

8. Gum Oomrawuttee, an inferior variety, from
the province of Oomrawuttee.

These East Indiau gums are all dark coloured,
and are much inferior to those produced in Africa

;

they are, however, extensively imported into the
ports of London and Liverpool ; over 200 tons are
annually received into those ports.

The gums above described principally consist of
a material which chemists have called Arabin, from
its being the chief constituent of Gum Arabic. We
now come to another class of gums, in which another
material, called JBassorin. from its being first noticed
in an analysis of Gum Bassoi-a, is more or less

present. These are

:

1. Gum Tragacanth, or Dragon, yielded by the
leguminous shrub Astragalus tragncantha ; it was
known to the ancient Greeks under the name of

tragakantha. The finest pieces are in flakes, from an
inch to an inch and a half in length, and from half

an inch to an inch in width. This gum is more or

less white, and nearly opaque, that which is whitest
and most opaque being the best. It is only partly
soluble in water, forming a white paste, instead of a
transparent solution ; with vinegar or dilute acetic

acid, it also forms a similar paste, and is a valuable
cement, holding light materials with great tenacity.

It is used as a stiffening material for various textile

fabrics, and is much valued for this purpose, where
it is not desired to give gloss to the material. We
receive it chiefly from Smyrna and Constantinople.

It is mostly produced in Northern Persia and Asia
Minor.

2. Gum Kuteera, yielded by Sterculia vren-s on
the Coromandel coast. It is now only an occasional

import, though formerly a considerable quantity
was brought to this country.

3. Gum Bassora.—This is imported from Bas-
sora ; hence its name ; but although long known
in commerce, it has not been satisfactorily deter-

mined what plaut produces it. Only a very small
quantity reaches this country from time to time.

4. African or Sierra Leone Tragacanth.—This is

occasionally imported in small quantities from
Western Africa, and is produced by Sterculia

tragacantha.

Besides the true .gums, there are the
Gum-resins, which are much more mixed in their

chemical constituents ; in general terms, however,
they may be said to consist of certain resins soluble

in alcohol, and of the true gum, so that it requires

both water and alcohol to dissolve them entirely.

They are chiefly used in medicine and perfumery,

and may be said to form a connecting-link between
the true gums and the true resins, commercially
speaking. The principal are :

1. Gum Asafcetida, See Asafcsteoa. 2. Gum
Benzoin or Benjamin. See Benzoin. 3. Gum Styrax
or Storax is another sweet-scented gum-resin, pro-

duced by St>/rax officinalis in Turkey in Asia. It

is usually liquid, of the consistence of treacle, and a
blackish or dark-gray colour. It is also used in

perfumery. 4. Gum Sagapenum, another medicinal

gum with unpleasant garlic-like odour, dark-brown
colour, and a soft consistency. It is not known
what plant produces it, but it is generally supposed
to be obtained from a Ferula. 5. Gum Galhanum.
See Galbanum. 6. Gum Opopanax is yielded by
the roots of another umbelliferous plant, Opopanax
chironium. It comes from the Levant in reddish-

yellow lumps of a disagreeable smell Its only
use is in medicine, chiefly for plasters. 7. Gum
Ammoniacum. See Ammonaicum. 8. Gum Myrrh
is a very sweet-smelling gum resin, which exudes
from the stems of an Abyssinian shrub, the Balsam-
odendron myrrha. Two distinct kinds are known
in commerce, the Turkish and the East Indian ; the
former is the better. They are both in irregular-

shaped small lumps, rarely exceeding the size of a
walnut, of a reddish-brown colour, rather lighter in
the Turkish sort. Considerable quantities are used
in medicine, and in perfumery for dentifrices, washes
for the teeth, &c, in consequence of its being sup-
posed to possess considerable antiseptic properties,

and for the agreeable odour it imparts to the
breath. From 15 to 20 tons are imported annually.
9. Gum Scammony.—This is obtained from incisions

made purposely in the crown of the great tap-root
of the Convolvulus senmmonia, which is bored for

the purpose. It is of a dark sap-green colour-, inclin-

ing to greenish-gray, in large and small cakes, and in

irregular fragments. Its use is extensive as a mild
and safe purgative for children, but scarcely any
drug has been so uncertain in its operation, owing
to the excessive adidteration practised upon it by
the Turks previous to its shipment. This has now
been obviated by importing the root itself, and
extracting the gum in this country.
There are many other gums known, but these

are the ones to be had in shops, and for which
uses are found in the arts, manufactures, and in

medicine. Many also of the true resins, as copal
animi, &c, are called gums, but they are strictly

resins. See Resins.
Gum-substitutes are manufactured from wheat-

starch, farina or potato-starch, sago-flour, and other
fecidas, by baking or roasting, so as to convert the
starch into Dextrine (q. v.). This is now an im-
portant manufacture, in which a large amount of

capital is engaged. They are made on a very exten-
sive scale by the Messrs Laing of Manchester and
others, and are largely employed in dressing calicoes

and other fabrics, also as a substitute for the more
expensive gums in gumming paper, as in the case of

postage and receipt stamps, which are made adhesive
by dextrine. For this and some other purposes, the
gum substitutes are superior to the real gums, as
they are easily dissolved, and can be spread more
equally over a smooth sm-face. Very large quan-
tities of the starch of potatoes, called farina or
potato-flour, are made in this country, and are also

imported from the continent to be used in this

manufacture.

GUMBI'NNElSr, a thriving town of Prussia, in
the province of East Prussia, is situated on both
banks of the Pissa, one of the affluents of the Pregel,

68 miles east-south-east of Konigsberg. It was first

regularly laid out in 1724, and owes its rise and
prosperity in great measure to the settlement here
of many Protestants, chiefly from Salzburg, who
were driven from their homes by religious perse-
cution. Among other institutions, the town has a
gymnasium, with 11 professors and 237 pupils (in

1850), and two hospitals. Woollen-cloth weaving,
brewing, and distilling are the branches of manufac-
ture. Pop. in 1861, SO 10.

GUM-BOIL, an Abscess (q. v.) near the root of a
tooth, and discharging itself towards the mucous

brane of the gum ; usually superficial, but some-
times more deeply seated in connection with the
bone, and causing considerable deformity, with risk

of Caries (q. v.) or Necrosis (q. v.). Gum-boil should
be treated, in the first instance, by simple protection

against cold and external injury; but as soon as the
presence of matter can be ascertained, it is usually
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GUN-CARRIAGE—GUN-COTTON.

by their fire being very etlicient. Some of tliese gun-
boats were also rams, whose wooden sides of 3 feet

thick were armed with three inches of iron, the wheel,
wheel-house, and roof being bomb-proof. The Tus-
cumhia, one of the largest of the western Heet, was 182
feet long, 70 feet beam, ~r{ feet draught, and a tonnage
of 9S0. The 'sides were plated with 3 inch and the
deek with 1 inch wrought iron, and over the batteries

from 4 to 6 inches thick. Her armament was three 1 1-

iuch Dahlgren guns forward and two 100-pouuder rilled

guns aft. In 1S61, there were built for the navy 23
steam gunboats of 500 tons, costing each about $100,-
000, which proved valuable aids in operations on the
sounds and rivers of the Atlantic coast.

GUN-CARRIAGE is a very important element
in the equipment of each piece of ordnance. It
requires to be of great strength, and at the same

time of considerable weight, in order that the whole
apparatus—gun and carnage together—may not be
driven backward by the recoil in firing. Field-gun
carriages have, besides, to bear an enormous strain
in passing at a rapid pace over broken, uneven, or
rocky ground. To provide for this severe wear and
tear, every part is lifted with the utmost precision,
made of well-seasoned material, and on strict

mechanical principles. A large department, fitted

with splendid machinery, iu the Royal Arsenal at
Woolwich, called the Royal Carriage Department,
is charged -with this branch of manufacture for the
British service. Carnages are of various kinds,
according to the service for which they may be
required; but the leading kinds—viz., those for
field-service, and those for garrison or ship duty—are represented in the following figures, in

Field Gun and its Carriage

:

block or trail; B, cheeks or brackets: C, axle-tree; D, o»ee ; K, trui

I, nave; K, tire or streak; L, rivets; a. eye or cap'quare bolts; 6,

tritnsum bnlts; e, ti-uiminii plates; /, p-irtfu'L- clipper; ;;, luckucr plate; h t

I, hundspike ling ; sit, elevating screw ; ; ( , handles uf elevuline; screw.

-holes; F, wheel ; G, felly;

b.imls
; d, heads of

which the names of the principal parts are also

given. When the field-gun is to be moved, the

trail-plate is hooked to the Limber (q. v.), which
converts the gun-carriage and limber into a four-

A, side or bracket

;

Ship, or Garrison Gun and Carriage

insom ; C, steps ; D
E, quoin.

wheeled vehicle, capable of conveying the gun, its

tools and ammunition, and several of its gunners.
Information relative to certain species of gun-
carriages will likewise be found under Swivel and
Platform Traversing.

GUN-COTTON, a detonating substance dis-

covered by Schbnbein in 1846, and obtained in the
following manner. One part of finely carded cotton
is immersed in 15 parts of a mixture of equal
measures of strong nitric acid (sp. gr. 1-5) and sul-

phuric acid (sp. gr. 1-845). The cotton must be
completely immersed in the mixture, otherwise it

becomes so hot as to undergo immediate decomposi-
tion. After a few minutes' immersion, it must be
plunged into a large volume of cold water, and
then washed till the moist mass ceases to shew any
acid reaction when placed on litmus paper. It is

then to be carefully dried at a temperature not
exceeding 170°.

Any substance containing cellulose, such as tow,

linen, saw-dust, paper, &c, may be employed instead

of cotton, and the change that takes place in the
formation of the explosive compound seems, from
the researches of Hadow, to be as foDows : the
composition of cellulose is represented by the for-

mula C6H10O5). In the formation of gun-cotton or

pyroxylin (derived from pyr, fire, and xylon, wood),
three equivalents of the hydrogen are replaced by an
equal number of equivalents of peroxide of nitrogen

(NO2), so that the formula for the new compound
is CeH73(N02)05. The fibre, in undergoing this

change increases more than 80' per cent, in weight,
and acquires perfectly new properties. Although
scarcely differing in appearance from unchanged
cotton, it may be distinguished from it by its harsh-

ness, by the crepitating sound which it yields when
pressed by the hand, by its having lost the property
of depolarisation which ordinary cotton possesses,

and by its electric condition. Iodine dissolved in a

solution of iodide of potassium affords a certain

means of distinguishing explosive from ordinary
cotton. If the former is moistened with this iodine

solution, and a little dilute sulphuric acid is subse-

quently added (one part of the acid to four of water),

a yellow colour is evolved ; while ordinary cotton

wool, when similarly treated, assumes a blue colour.

Its most remarkable property is, however, the

facility with which it takes fire, and its rapid and
complete combustion. In the open air it burns with
a flash, but without smoke or report; and a tem-

perature of somewhat less than 400° is sufficient to

ignite it, being nearly 200 J
less than that required

to ignite gunpowder. Authorities, however, differ

very much as to the required temperature, wliieh

seems to vary with the mode in which the gun-
cotton is prepared. Some specimens have exploded
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when being .In.-.] at a t.'iii].. -I-. it hi-.- of not more than
I.'.'-.'". When find in a eontined space, it produce)
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Lucts ot its decompo
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employed in mining operations, and if mixed with
nitrate of p I

is increased,

and it produces less fnme and noxious vapours than
gunpowder. There is much .lit], nine of opinion
regarding the relative explosive tones of gun-cotton
and gunpowder. "According to Manny, one part of

pun-cotton is equivalent to live parts of gunpowder
hard rocks, and equivalent to two puts

of powder in blasting soft limestone; while other
authorities regard one part of cotton as equivalent
to six, or even to eight parts, of blasting powder.
The main objections to its more general use in

rations are, the difficulty of obtaining a
product that -ii properties, ami the
danger of employing a material which in some cases
is nearly as safe and stable as gunpowder, and in

in the application of a very
ii-,-, if n-.t spontam

The results of Ha. low's investigations explain the
- relating to the properties of

this substance, He has shewn that it

varies with the Btrength of the acids employed in

its formation, and that in addition to tl

represented by the formula ('..II, '. NOj Os, whii b has

been assumed in this arti.-le to represent tin mpo-i-
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sented by the I i el. i II s
( XI lo( >,.-„ insoluble in

acetic acid, and ('i-II.mNi >
•'

is soluble in acetic mid ; a certain numl
UmtS Of II in the cellulose bring in curb case repliiccil

onding number of NOi That best fitted

for tin- preparati. i Collodion op v.) b n presented
hi CisHoSNOiOu. ii >- soluble in ether-alcohol, and
insoluble in glacial acetic acid, ami is produced when
the mix lures of nitric acid (ELNOi) and oil of vitriol

i II .M i,
i contains but 1 J atoms of water.

Li rORIBS, Roi
.: - at Woolwich and Klswi. k. m ar New -

.rmy and navy. I'..,

period there had been at Woolwich a small factory
for the manufacture of brass cannon, but guns of
cast iron were obtained from private foundries by
contract. At last it was determined that govern-
ment shouM become in part its own
and extenar ere erected in ls.",o

• roiiglit-iron

gun into gi i.

the further making of cast-iron guns, an
. expenditure in the erection of shops

and cstly machinery. At this time (1862), when
d mil work, the Arm-

long the most
remarkable sights in the kingdom. In i

incut, what
over again, till long parallel lines of similar mills are

•
i -ill fashioning a separate gun. lion at

red-heal is lir-i wound round
tenting the bore of the future gun) as tape might
be round a pencil; and then by the acti I suc-

cessive blows from a stoain-hummer, the Btrips are

welded into n c part 1 1 limier ..i wrought iron ol

extreme density. This ci limier, after undergoing
several heatings and poundings with the Bteaiu-

haiuincr, is en -oinpasscd with n rought-iron rings of

immense Btrength, ami then transmitted t" the

imparted to

it; in another department, the bore is rifled; in

ii is cairfully turned
;

and in y< another, the whole is polished and
bi.oi mil. A gun is several weeks in its passago
through these many processes, Bj tl

of .Sir William Armstrong, the superinti

Mr .John Anderson, his abb-

ot' the difficult manufacture has been reduced to a
question of machinery. About 2500 guns have to
this ti ben turned out complete, and less than
one p.-r cent, of the whole number made have been
linalii rejected on proof. The cost of the guns as
now- (1862) made is, on an average, as follows i 12-

poun.ler. tluu; iN-poundor. tloll; 4(l-pounder, £250;
70-pounder, £ 100 . I in pounder, £500. The royal

gun-factory at Woolwich is estimated to cost for

[862—1863 the sum ,.f en l.sv:. ,,i which £7525
are for management; £145,751 for th
-.'!-!» artificers and labourers ; A'tioT'i for buildings;
and 1 132,232 for stores to be consumed in the
manufacture of guns.

The establishment at Elsivick is more in the
untractor's foundry. It w

.

etory of Sir William (then Mr| Arm-
strong & Co., engineers and founders, and in it

was originally developed much ot the m
making \iiii-lrong gnus; it is now used as an
auxiliary and supplement to the gun-factory in

Woolwich arsenal, the guns being turn

contract price, payable after they ha

tion.

blMi.VMI' K. a Huston, claims
notice merely in connection with the fatal retreat

from Cabul in 1842. It was here that the Last

remnant of tl when within 'Js miles
of the shelter of .lellalabad, was massaen .1, to the

inn soldiers ami .'100 camp followers, only
one man effecting his escape.

GUNDU'K, a river of India, joins the Ganges
from the left OT north side, opposite to l'atna,

after a south-east course of about 400 miles. It

is Mippi.se.l to rise b,\ on.l the Himalaya, in lat.

29 lo- N
. and long 83 14' II. while its re test

source « it h n aid to be at the foot

ol I >hwaJ igii i \to i a rse of 200 miles, it

;

lei ible burden.
Near this point, the river touches the British t.-in-

i.liiig it for 15 miles from iS'cpaul.

ci'NM'UTScn, Iwax, the i t celebrated
<.ri.Mii p... t .! . i-

1
ei time-, u is the son of Francis

Gundulitscb the hi itorian, and was boa d

l.'.ss. iii the bO\l D Of ban a. After !

pleted his primary education and pbil..-,
(

.

i

21, to the science of jurisprudence, in n b

sii.ii rapid pite of bis youth, he

republic. He died ill 1638. < III the 20th Hm ember
ls::s. the bicentenary annh i

grand requiem was sung iii m. ry ..f the ] t.

mi., i 'km', ii of Agram
works, lyrical, dramatic, and

posed. He was the earliest dramatic writer "f the
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Slavic race, and the theatre of llagusa, on which his

pieces were performed, was the Hrst Slavic theatre.

His greatest and most celebrated work is an epic,

The Usmuuli, in 2D cantos, in which he sings the
deeds of Osman II., and the fame of the Poles and
their king, YVladislaw IV., in the campaign of 1621.

This work was first published at Ragusa in 1626;
the latest edition is that of Gaj (Agram, 1844). Of
nis dramas, may be mentioned Ariadne, The Rape
ofProserpina, Ualatea, Diana, Armida, The Sacrifice

of Love, Ceres, Cleopatra, Adonis, and The Coral;
of his other poems, Hymn on the Greatness of God,
ai.d Tlie Tears of the Afflicted Son. G. also made
several translations from the Italian poets.

GUNMAKING, GUN-TRADE. Although
gunnery and gun relate almost wholly to great

guns or cannon, the word gunmaking is always
applied to the manufacture of small-arms, comprising
muskets, rifles, pistols, and carbines. In England,
the great seat of this trade was formerly London,
whose workmen stood unrivalled throughout Europe
for the excellence of their production ; but of later

years the gunmakers of Birniingharn have succeeded,

from local advantages, in turning out barrels of

proved power at such a price as to defy competition.

Since then the London makers have confined them-
selves to 'finishing,' or putting together, an art

requiring the utmost nicety ; and even in this,

the skilled labour of Dublin and Edinburgh has now
nearly equalled them. There are, therefore, several

centres now in the United Kingdom whence first-

rate arms are to be obtained ; but, as a whole, the

manufactures in Great Britain bear off the palm
over all the world, though St Etieune, Liege, Vienna,
Suhl, and the United States bid fair to overtake

them in the race.

Machinery has been comparatively slow in being
applied to the manufacture of small-arms, but
during the last few years it has made giant

strides; and now the government manufactory at

Enfield, in which numerous ingenious machines
have been introduced from the United States, is

fitted with every mechanical appliance, and can
turn out many thousand arms per annum, each

of which so exactly corresponds to pattern, that

all the constituent pieces are interchangeable.

Barrels, instead of being forged by the hand-
hammer, are rolled at once with a uniform pres-

sure, and then welded at one heat. In the United
States, barrels are at present made of cast steel,

first formed in the solid, and then bored by a

succession of borers of increasing diameter. These
cast-steel barrels are rapidly .superseding all others

—at least for sporting purposes—in Great Britain,

France, and America. Another favourite modern
material for barrels is ' laminated steel.' See

Barrel. Barrels well constructed of laminated

steel, resist a bursting pressure of S2,000 lbs. on
the square inch one-eighth of an inch thick, whereas
common 'twist' barrels will only withstand about

34,000 lbs.

When the barrel is finished, however made, it is

proofed, under very heavy charges of powder. All

non-government barrels made in England must be
proofed at the proofing-houses of Loudon or Bir-

mingham
;
government arms are tested at Enfield.

The portions of the lock (q. v.) are made some
of iron and some of steel, either forged by hand,
or, as in the great manufactories, stamped out

by a powerful machine. The stock is turned by
machineiy from strong light wood. On all accounts

taken together, it is found that no wood is so

well adapted as walnut. The finisliing or putting

together of guns is an art in itself ; the utmost
attention having to be devoted to everything that

will secure solidity. lLhtncss, and the most minute

accuracy of fitting. Skilled artificers in the gun
trade command excellent wages ; rarely less than
30*., and often as much as £3 a week.

In fitting and finishing, Loudon is generally
admitted to stand unequalled ; Paris, however,
making a good and near second. For barrels,

Birmingham, St Etieune, and Liege have the most
repute. In all respects, Toledo, once famed for its

blades, holds a high character in regard to its

guns, both for sporting and military purposes. The
United States has a national armory at Springfield,

Mass., where the celebrated Springfield muskets were
made. Its operations are now confined to repairing

the guns used daring the war, and converting the
Springfield muskets into breech-loaders. The British

export trade in small arms is very great, the return

for the year I860, when peace reigned in America,
showing 260,921 stand of a declared value of £333,283.

GUNNEL (Gunnellus, or Mxir&noides), a genus
of fishes of the Blenny (q. v.) family, of more elon-

gated form than the true blennies. The species aro

Gunnel or Butterfish (Gunnellus vulgaris).

pretty numerous, but only one is British, the Com-
mon or Spotted G. or Butterfish (G. vulgaris),

often to be found in tide-pools on the sea-shore

;

seldom more than six or seven inches long ; of a
deep olive colour, with a row of dark spotson the
back, remarkable for the quantity and thickness of

the mucous secretion with which it is covered. It

is seldom used in Britain except for bait.

GUNNER, in the British army, is the private

soldier of the corps of artillery ; he receives Is. 3$d.

per diem, besides a penny a day for beer : his uni-

form is blue with red facings, and red stripes on the
trousers ; and his arms consist of a carbine and
sword-bayonet.

At the present time, when artillery is used with
the utmost skill and science, the training a gunner
must imdergo, to become thoroughly efficient, is long

and arduous. His eye must be sufficiently acute
to estimate distances instantly and proximately;
and withal, he must possess physical strength cap-

able of sustaining the exertions necessary for the
service of heavy guns and the removal of shot and
ponderous artillery stores.

Master-gunners are pensii >ncd sergeants of artillery,

who are placed in charge of the stores in small
towers or forts ; they are divided into three classes,

of which those in the first class receive 5s., in the

second, 3s. 6fZ., and in the third, 3s. a day. Master-
gunners are now borne in the Coast Brigade of

Royal Artillery, but the office has much degenerated

in importance since it was first created, at least as

early as the time of Henry VIII.

In the navy, the gunner ranks first among the

warrant-officers, and next in order to the second
master in regard to taking command of a ship. His

pay varies on sea-service from 6s. 7cl. to 4s. 9d. a

day, and on harbour-service, from 5s. Id. to 3s. 6r7. a

day. His uniform consists of a blue coat, blue cap,
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and officer's sword. A gunner rises fro

mast liy st

by the Admiralty thai he is iii all respects qualified.

B bly important: be lias charge
lei and artillery stores on board, and

is Imimid to see that the gnna are always fully

equipped for action. In exercising with the guns,
the gunner is instru I

, and, under
the captain, is responsible for their efficiency'. The

i. and stands

i . To be confirmed
in his rank, In' must pa -s an examination in gunnery

B M.S. Excellent, at Portsmouth. His
in (S3, 9a 94 a monl b

Seamen-gun saihu-s, who
are trained in gunnery and great-gun e

under him to perform the heavy part of working it.

miner, it in the 1st elass. n

bis
]

ii an, and UV/. a day if in

GUNNERY, Ignorance of the law

and of other physical circumstances affecting the
Sight of projectiles, prevented any correct theory

'rived at in the earliest ages of

the Bight of cannon-shot was
i Italian mathematician, who, in 1637,

lie had
acquaintance with his subject, but his

ihrewdand often marvellously near the
truth. Anion,' other things he ascertained thai no
portion of the track described bya ball is a right line,

and as a practical aid to artillerists, he devised the
i i .itaglia, many

philosophers, especially of Italy, theorised on the
question, and various tallies of ranges, elevations,

,
bad been published, all more or leas fal-

laeious. when a nearer approach toaccui
in Galileo's /''.;/ . ,,., .1/ ./,'.. », printed in Ki.vS.

The officers who had charge of artili

ted with scientific i

id up 1

Uobins, who wrote in \~,i'2, but four woi i

—CoUado, Browne, Eldred, and Aide,

; were Englishmen -have left treatises

of any -.a

Galileo, in his i tributions to physii

that cannon-shot, or any other projectiles, being

travel in the curve of a parabola, miles
i

|
ipher pointed

by which the di

it lined ; but
maters, with the e\e, ptuni i,f N-u tun

lli, till the tine- of Robins, chose to

assume that the aim.

nominal, and boldly

i

I

of the science, publish 1 his X a I

'.
I It of long and almost

lof the atmos-
pnpowder, of

i eight in pins,
i in any way i

to the motion of pi

of gunnery marly t i

I fished the law that
common shot

i

rly so; and
that tleir i

B dhstie Pendulum (q. v.), he
measured the sj .1 of balls at the very cannon's

mouth. Killer, in the latter part of the I

added mUCh !•' the I l... i bjCCl liv his

commentaries on the work of Robins; us did also the

mathematician Mutton.

The tin on ol gnnm ry, o far at it cat

from the universal laws of motion, witho
of the air, falls nndi rthem

head of Projectiles (•(. v.l. B
:

i from their low velocity arc not so
much altooted by tin , i.-, the mere

\ll th

From experi-
ment The following are a few ol

results thus arrived at.

is a certain li Hie greatest
velocity; the cause being,that with a lest

'

of the powder is disch i
I and with

a greater, the combustion is finished befo 1

leaves the muzzle, so that it has to contend with
the friction of the pun without receiving additional

ii hy propor-
t '"li ite in. t

.

. ,| velneitv
;

hut the greater velocity is only in proportion to the
cube root of the increased length.

The resistance of the air does not arise merely
from the proji ,.,• n bulk
of it as it advances

; for in the ease of a b
v, :; ii en ,11 \ -! .city. |

!,.- ,,r I.

front of it, while that behind is In
I

ed air behind does not return freely
to till up the vacuum, until the speed of the ball
is reduced to 1400 feet per second; the maximum
profitable velocity is calculated to In- 1600 feet, and
that, or any higher speed, is believed to be reduced
to 140IJ feet after a emus .

The resistance offered to bodies by the air is as
i cylindrical

l" ! of the diameters; whilst the
power of the bodies themselves to overcome resist-

ance is as their weights, or as the cubes of their
diameters. Of course halls of like size but different
density will produce widely different results. Hence

i s.lid as compared to hollow
shot. Solid shot tired with -

elevations, range as their weijiit, tin- lie.vicr
' nee latter than the

lighter. Shot of equal weight and diameter will
range according to their velocities ; but not in

direct proportion, for the retarding power varies

as the square of the velocrl V< a of shot
of equal diameter are as the square routs of the

The diminution in speed caused by atmospheric
i ni from the fo

table of the S] d of a 32-pounder at different
parts of its course; it being premised that a body

I move ad iutiiiitum,

without decrease of velocity :

Action and

acts with equal force upon the ball at

cannon from which it the former

its rec.nl. This recoil has to

as much as possible, either h\ t

itself, or hy . ponderous
at mil "t the recoil, being the

weight and the

readily calculated. The common eh
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24-pounder gun, being onc-tliinl the weight of the

shot, or eight pounds, the momentum of both shot and
gun will he 1600 (the initial velocity) X 24 = 38,400,
which, divided by 5G0O, or the gun's weight in pounds,
gives about seven i'eet as the velocity per second ; if

the gun is attached to a carriage, the weight of

the carriage must be added -to that of the gun for a

The following table exhibits the effects of varying
charge and elevation on different kinds of guns. It

will be readily understood by reference to the accom-
panying diagrams. The line of sight of a gun is an
imaginary line drawn through the back-sight on
the breech and the fore-sight, a notch in the muzzle
ring, or on the first re-inforce (see fig. 1, where

jgr
Fig. 1.

ABC is the line of sight). The fore-sight B is

immovable, but the back-sight A is so constructed

that the notch shall be at a greater or less height

above the axis of the gun. When the line ABC is

parallel to the axis and horizontal, the discharge is

' point-blank ; ' but when the back-sight is raised,

the direction of the axis of the gun will be to a point

more elevated than that to which the line of sight

is. directed, as in fig. 2, where the original impulse

ML
Eg. 2.

received by the shot is towards D. Consequently,

by raising the back-sight, a greater elevation, and,

ordinarily, a greater range, is given to the piece.

In regard to point-blank discharge. Tartaglia estab-

lished the fundamental proposition that the time

occupied by the ball in describing the whole trajec-

tory or path is the same as it would require to fall

by gravity from the muzzle to the ground.

18-poundev iron gun, .
\

, Sun, .
\

ounder iron gun.

UO-pouridcl Armstrong,

with a range of 1832 yards, that solid shot from
the 40-ponnder Armstrong penetrated into good
masonry from 47 to 05 inches, and from an S0-

pounder Armstrong 51 to 90 inches. For other

particulars relative to the art of gunnery, the reader

is referred to Loading, Projectiles, Windage, &c.

The important point of the rotation of a ball or bolt

will be considered under Rifled Firearms.

GUNNY BAGS are bags made of a coarse

kind of cloth or sacking, manufactured in India,

and chiefly in Bengal, from which they are largely

exported to other parts of the world. The fabre

of which the cloth is made is chiefly that of the
same species of Corchorus, which yield the jute

(q. v.) of commerce. The cotton of America is

mostly packed in gunny bags. In 1869, the gunny
cloth and bags imported into the United States

amounted to 5743 tons, valued at $347,000. Great
quantities are also exported to China, Australia,

and other countries. They are partly made up
into bags in Bengal, partly exported as Gunny chuta

or chuttees, pieces of size suitable for being imme-
diately made into bags. The manufacture of these

is the great domestic industry of all the populous
eastern districts of Lower Bengal. It pervades all

classes, and gives occupation to men, women, and
children. Boatmen employ themselves in it in

their spare moments, husbandmen, palanquin-carriers,

and domestic servants, being Hindus, for Moham-
medans spin cotton only. It ' forms the never-

failing resource of that most humble, patient, and
despised of created beings, the Hindu widow, saved
by law from the pile, but condemned by opinion

and custom for the remainder of her days, literally

to sackcloth and ashes, and the lowest domestic
drudgery in the very household where once, perhaps,

her will was law.' (Royle's Fibrous Plants ofIndia.)

Hence the very low prices at which gunny bags are

sold. There are few articles of commerce so widely
diffused over the globe as the Indian gunny bag.

GUNPOWDER, a well-known explosive mixture
composed of sulphur, nitre, and charcoal. Of use.

in several trades, its principal employment is in the
discharge, for war or sport, of projectiles from fire-

arms, and in the processes of blasting during mining
or quarrying. The history of gunpowder has been
already given under Firearms (q. v.), and it will

therefore be only necessary now to consider the

chemical action wdiich takes place when powder is

ignited, and then to proceed to a short description

of the manufacture.
Extreme care is requisite in securing the purity

of the ingredients entering into the composition of

gunpowder. The principal impurity of nitre or

saltpetre is chloride of sodium, or common salt,

which, in consequence of its tendency to absorb
moisture from the atmosphere, would have a very
injurious action on gunpowder by weakening its

power. The details of the process of purification

of the nitre would be out of place in this article.

The sulphur may be purified either by fusion (when
the heavier impurities sink, and the lighter ones

may be removed by skimming) or by distillation.

The preparation of the charcoal is a most import-

ant point. It should be light and porous, should

yield a very small amount of ash, especially of car-

bonate of potash and other deliquescent salts, and
should contain little moisture. The woods yielding

the best charcoal for gunpowder are black alder,

poplar, spindle-tree, willow, and dogwood, the last

named giving off the largest volume of gas when
ignited with a given weight of nitre, and being on

|
that account especially used for ritle powder.
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at different times, and by different nations, to

proportions of nitre, sulphur, and char-

coal best adapted for tin- production

powder : and upon the who
uniformity in the n-^iilt ^. as may be

the following table oi t]

oonrpoeition oi the powdi r oi different a

The chemical |iri«-.-— .
- »\ lii.-I ur in tin- ignition

,
1 1 ... 1 :h follow j, :

Winn the powder is ignited, the oxygen oi the

i !nr- m nli tin- I'liiiri-oul or carbon to form
carbonic acid, Che potassium combines with the

Bulphor to form sulphide (or aulphuret) oi potae-

i In- reaction wus

formerly shown bj the equation Ki>,\<>, , s + 3C =
, CS. i'owil i equiva-

and sulphur, and three equivalents

of carbon, would contain 7*V8 per cent oi nitre, 11-9

p
:. ..f sulphur, and 133 per cent, of carbon

or charcoal, which approximates very closely to the

Austrian powder in the above table. It is easily

shewn that one volume of such powder would yield

296 volumi i of mixed carbonic acid and

ter the ordinary reduction for temp
aud lire-sure, although from the intense heat devel-

oped at the moment of ex] bual dila-

tation amounts to at least l.'illO times the volume

of the powder employed. The only Bolid

supposing the above equation to represent the true

i u Iphide of potassium (KS), and Dart

of this is volatilised by the heat of the .

combustion, while

that is not burned gives the peculiar odour

I ol the gun-barrel
If a larger proportion of charcoal is added, more or

ill. Ill i-t n_ powder is SO I i.ni[»

i .i mixture

of earl i

ex pre 1 by the equation KNOa hS+ Ci K s • \
|

('ll, CO. A powder coin pose, 1 according to lliis

formula would contain D4A per cent, of nine, 20.4

t oi Bulphor, and 15.2 per cent of carbon
;

proportions actually eiuployeil are Go, 20, and
ivcly.

of Bunsen and Sohischkoff

Bd. 102, p. 321) v
Ear from

1

as those given in

i

lis ; the solid residue consisting m
com] ads of potassium (sulphate of pota

in greatest quantity), with portions of nitre and

:i of gunpowder must be distin-

guished The powder is

: this in granulated gunpowder
Communicatee from grain to grain with the

rapidity; but still, it is important to

..us. i lombusi ion

the final and total decomposition

grain separately, and the ion of its

component gases. In gnnpo
follow each . that, unless the

. appear
simultaneous. The heat ajiiuml around b

grain Jming its combustion sullies to ignite all

lins within a sphere of six timi a its ,,wn

i This serves to account for the almost

instautan.ous i ommunication of the Ham- through*
..bole quantity exposed. The granulation

of gunpowder has a great influence on the rapidity

ignition; the larger the grain, the more
rapid i

I

bustion. On the other hand, small grained powder
more slowly, and burns with greater speed.

\\ hen in. al< d ..r the l inpowder
is employed, it readily inflames, it the p

tits
J

but there i>

slowly,

and therefore the decomposii ion is pro] ii

retarded. It thus happens thai ,

exhibits less explosive power and less rapidity of

i. a tie a the closer it is pressed together, a cir-

cumstance taken into account in the manufacture
of fireworks.

In rilled guns and muskets, where it is desired

that the projectile should expand to the

the grooves, it is obviously best to have a powder
which, by very rapid ignition, creates the utmost

i, and which, by continued com-
bustion, maintains an increasing degree of heat,

which shall further augment the explosive force

of the gases evolved up to the period of time tit

which the projectile is driven from the muzzle of

the weal With this object, large-giained powder

is clearly the most suitable, although a contrary

view has been long accepted ; and that to so great

.in exfe ut, that some among the recent inventors

..f rifled arms have had to complain that the only

l.r they could obtain has been far too (jood

for their purposes.

-The three ingredients

t .! -ii i . ,. ,. ...lie mills, are reduced by
successive grindings to impalpable powder. The
several materials are then taken to the

house, where they are weighed out into their

i proportions. The charcoal is spread in

a trough, and the sulphur and nitre being sifted

upon it, the whole are incorporated, th.ieh imper-

fectly, by the hands. The next process is in the

l„,irj,r iii'11, where the mixture is ground I

millstones, and thoroughly incorporated in a wet
... dan-oroiis is this part of the manu-

facture, that makers tire forbidden to grind more
i luse tit one time : all the

1... nine- ,,f the machinery are of eopper, lest heat

should be generated by the friction. According to

the quality intended is the time during which this

trituration' is continued, from one hour to six being

that usually employed, and three hours the period

in the govt i inn. ut factory. The powder, completely

pulverised and caked by the moisture and the

. leaves the HI ill ill small In OB . I
ailed

m'lll "</.'•". This mill-cake is then spread between

ooppei plates in layers about •'! inches thick, and

is subjected to an immense pressure either by a

n or by a hydrauln
The next operation is -raining, a | I

as already explained, gunpowder owes it . .

of ignition, .and its consequent . \ploi\e power.

p. i
form .1 by forcing the mill-cal

minute holes in a circular parchment -

b ing k.pt by mechanism in rapid revo-

lution. The grains thus formed arc, however, of

- ; aud that the gunpowder should

)„ homogeneous, it is necessary that they should

. ..f a seres of sieves ol different

The la-t processes are drying, glazing, :n
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the aecond, by the friction of the grains together
a revolving cylinder; the third, by the centrifugal
action caused by the powder being twisted round
at great speed in a gauze cylinder, when the dust
(formed in the polishing) flies off through the gauze,
and the bright grains remain as finished gunpowder.

This is the modern system—a system involving
considerable personal risk at every stage ; for the
fine dust becomes so diffused through the atmos-
phere in the mills, that the slightest spark would
blow the whole into the air in a moment. The
early process of manufacture was, however, even
more dangerous. What with the stirring, and
pounding, and spirit (which our forefathers used
instead of water, in the idea that a strong fluid
would impart strength to the mixture), it was
probably to the impurity alone of the materials that
the operators were indebted for not being blown to
pieces.

The following are the chief properties of gun-
powder. Good powder should be perfectly uniform
in texture, and shoidd not present any light specks
or glittering points. The grains should be suffi-

ciently hard not to be easily crushed by the fingers,
or to soil them, or a piece of paper, by mere contact.
If inflamed on white paper, it should blacken it but
slightly, should on no account set fire to it, and
should leave only a very slight residue. The tem-
perature at which it explodes has been carefully
studied by Violette, who obtained the following
results

:

Angular Graini. Pulverised.

I. Blasting powder explodes at . . 51K" 509"

2 War powder explodes at 528°-5 510"'5

3. Sporting powder, line, explodes at . .536" 514"-8

4. Ho. extra line, explodes at 603° 518"

The most combustible of these powders was the
one containing the largest amount of sulphur, which
is the ingredient most ready to enter into ignition.

When gunpowder is exposed to a heat of 500°, the
whole of its moisture is expelled, and the nitre and
sulphur are reduced to the fluid form. On cooling,

such powder is found to be intensely black, and
the grain has become indurated, and is no longer
able to imbibe moisture. Powder is inflamed by any
burning substance, by red-hot metal, by the electric

spark, or by the violent concussion even of com-
paratively soft bodies, if it be sufficiently powerful.
For example, powder placed upon lead, or even on
wood, may be ignited by the shock of a leaden
bullet fired at it. Its specific gravity is about 1'8.

The nature of the residue which is left after the
ignition of the powder has been already explained.
The foulimj caused by this residue is avoided to
some extent by the lubrication of the barrel with a
little fatty matter. The adhesion of the ash is thus
prevented, and it is more or less expelled by the
escaping gases.

The manufacture of gunpowder is carried on to a
great extent in Great Britain and in the United States.
Prom tiie former, 17,609,296 lbs. were exported in

1866, chiefly to Italy, Western Africa, Australia, the
East Indies, and Brazil. In 1S60, gunpowder to the
value of $3,223,000 was made at 5S establishments in
the United States.

GUNPOWDER, Laws Relating to. In order
to guard against the frightful consequences to the
public likely to arise from carelessness in the pre-
paration, preservation, or conveyance of this most
dangerous article, the legislature have passed very
stringent rules upon the subject. By 12 Geo. III.

c. 61—au act which applies both, to Scotland and
England -it is provided that no gunpowder shall be
manufactured except at mills having a licence from
government, upon pain of forfeiting all the powder
made at the null. In consequence of the increased

danger attendant on the use of pestles in the
manufacture, it is enacted that pestles shall not be
used in any mills except in those specified in the act.

In no mill is more than 40 lbs. weight of powder
allowed to be made or dried at one time, and no
greater quantity of powder is allowed to be kept in

a drying-house than is necessary for the immediate
work that is being carried on. It is also required
that safe magazines for storing the powder shall
be erected at a distance from every mill ; and
that the powder, as soon as possible after manu-
facture, shall be conveyed to the magazine. No
dealer in gunpowder is allowed to keep more than
200 lbs. of powder upon his premises at one time,
and it is not permitted that more than 300 lbs.-

weight should be kept in store for mining pur-
poses. In transmitting gunpowder from place to
place, it is not allowed to carry more than 25
lbs. at once by land, or 200 lbs. by water ; and
any one smoking on board a ship which is laden
with powder, is liable to a fine of £5. In order
that no danger may accrue in the transmission, any
person delaying the loading or unloading is liable to
a fine of £10. For the special protection of the
docks and shipping in the Thames, it is enacted
that no vessel lying above Blaekwall shall carry
more than 25 Ibs.-weight of powder, and all vessels
going out of the river must take in their powder
below that point ; while vessels coming up must
land their powder before reaching Blaekwall, or
within 24 hours after they have come to au anchor.
By 9 and 10 Vict. c. 25, which is an act for pre-
venting injuries by explosive substances, any person
manufacturing powder for a purpose prohil ated by
the act may be imprisoned for two years. Justices
of the peace may issue warrants for searching in
the daytime any shop, cellar, yard, or other place
where gunpowder is suspected to be unlawfully
secreted. The legislature has also passed special

enactments as to the making and use of fireworks.
The exportation of gunpowder may at any time be
prohibited, by proclamation or by an order in council

;

16 and 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 45.

GUNPOWDER FACTORY, Royal, at Wal-
tham Abbey, an establishment in which much of

the gunpowder required for the British army and
navy is made. It is built on all the newest and
most approved principles to insure safety, economy,
and efficiency ; but even here accidents occasionally
happen in this dangerous manufacture, and roofs

and sides, purposely left loose so as to offer but little

resistance, are scattered to the winds. Between
the different mills mud-banks are raised, and groves
of trees thickly planted, to lessen the concussion,
and, as far as possible, limit the catastrophe when
one house is unfortunately exploded. A series of
raised canals, at the same time, is ready to flood the
whole place, or to afford a precarious shelter to the
men employed, if time be available to make use of
it. The charge for this factory for 1S62 -1863 is

£19,679, of which £12,349 go in management and
wages, £2586 for buildings, and £4744 for raw
material. The number of workmen employed is

156. When the gunpowder is made, it is despatched
by water-transport down the Lea navigation, to
be stored in the great magazines at Woolwich and
Purfleet.

GUNPOWDER PLOT, The, was a fanatical
project on the part of a few Roman Catholics to
destroy the King, Lords, and Commons on the
meeting of parliament on the 5th November 1605.
James I. had succeeded Elizabeth two years before,

and his government had exercised great severities

against the Roman Catholics, not merely denying
them religious toleration, but confiscating their
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pro]

(..in

;

A fe mined and
I

i have made him persevere after thia. But
idea together to orerthra

i iator of the plot was Robert Cateeby, a
man of fortune, which he had impaired by youth-
ful extrava^aii'-i-. ami w ins idea

to IIm.mas Winter, who was horrified at first,

but after a time bet-ran to approve and further
it. For tins . nitip the conspiracy

I kes, .1 Boldier of fortune, of eonsideralih

military experience, and the must determined and
d] rted other two,

by name V.

(u the Eirl of Northumberland. They hire.]

>ud garden contiguous to the parliament
-.1 commenced their nun.-, pari

rs slept, ami tii-

buried during night. One day they -

by a noise after they had with much labour
i uck. Fawkes learned

that this noise proceeded from a cellar undi r

unpoxviler were placed

in it. and stones and lull, t- of « 1 placed over
them, for the double purpose of cone

when the gunpowder
was fired. In the interval, a lir.ithel

and a brother of Winter had beer added to the
. wi re now Beven. But they
id to supply it. two others

were induced to enter this fanatical copartnery,
Digby of Gatehurst,

in Buckinghamshire, a young 'jeiitleui.m of hi,-,.

: i Francis Trc.sliam, a follower of Fssox.
;

nnenthusiastic man—not a man at all suitable
for conspiracy, except that he had two thousand

Attribute. Their plan was finally arranged
for the reassembling of parliament, .

take place on the 5th November. Guy Fawkes
was to tire the mine (if the gunpowder in the cellar

maybe so called), and then flee to I

ship provided with Treshain's money, and waiting
the Thames. All the Roman Catholic

hers whom it was expedient

prevented from going to the parliament

the day. Aft.r all was
was at supper at his country-house at

Hoxton, where he very seldom was. Ashe gat, a
e. a stranger,

to

your attendance at this parliament, for God and

did, though escape was still possible; and
il h, a little atb r midnight, ho

v
1 1 arre t, 3

a journey. Three matches were found on him,
a. lark lantern burning in a corner within, and a
hogshead and thirty-six bam la o

and tortur. .1. II.....

guilt, I. nt v.

ever, he and the chief of them were either killed

Tresham, who at first walked about opt

last was appr. h.ii. led, and died of a ua1 I

in the Tower, The memory of tins plo
hy much fiction, has survived in England; and it

was not in."

It was in it

was thrown over it. No muni
has been more detested than that of Guy Fawkes
(q.v.).

GUNROOM, in British line-of-battie ships, is

the common cabin of officers below the rank of
lieuti hum! (vi nil the e* pi ion oi I hi

its in the wardrot
smaller vessels, the gunroom is the common cabin

.

paymaster, marine officers, chaplain,
engineer ; the junior officers being in I

consigned to the cockpit.

GUNS (Magyar, KOszegh), a small town of Hun-
i on a river of the same name, about 57

miles .south-south east of Vienna. It is inhabited
almost wholly by Germans, who are thi

ants of Bavam- Prankish colonists that settled here
n : be 9th c, and « i .. > L i ,!, dect differing

from .any other Gorman dialect. Fruit and wine
I. I 'op. 5100. G. made itself

for ever famous by its nol
'

28 days
against the Turkish army under Solyman in l~l_.

This defence not only forced the Turks to retire,

but afforded time for the Emperor Charles V. to
i to oppose them.

GUNSHOT WOUNDS may vary in severity
from a simple bruise to the tearing awaj oi a
w hole In,.!.. Sin-Jo hall- produce a

.'-..in l.l. a e, nlnr. to tic- ai i their

velocity when they strike the hod}
. vary with the distance and power of the

gun ;
when close, the charge enters

...!..!
1 like a single

man hath concurred to punish the wickedness of hall. S
this time.' That this letter was written by or for

Tresham, who was Lord Mounteajde's brother-in-

law, there can he little doubt Thai
to gave him was certainly one reason for writing

that la-

years ago, it was commonly
that the ' wind of a largo shot' could
injuries; this belief may have arisen .

a heavy hall, v, hi
.-..me of its "

.in does not always give way. hut the

and that they might have escaped, but for the organs, as the liver, max I.. ..i,,|: . I
i

fanatical hop e wind of a shot could kill a man, it

also probable that Lord Mounteagle had been fully thai : have had ears, no
' shot oil', and yet have expei

l'\ tln.se slight injuries.

When a. l.i! '
1

d, round, regular, and
hal

b .m, and that

the supper in the country and the letter ware
au's treachery. When

the letter was formally communicated to the king,

! its meaning, and the most
simple way of acconn of divination
is t<> sup; i id Dlonnteagle, hi

t beforehand. On of the bo as t, p ,, more
. bo 1 he akin. Whi i

I

in a casual way, told Guy Fawkes, whom
and there, and who passed as

ha.l laid in plenty of

fuel. Only I the danger of the wound.
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wlio have been shot during the excitement of
battle, describe the sensation as resembling the
Sharp stroke of a cane; but in most instances tin

wounded man sunn begins to tremble, as if in ai

ague-lit, complains of cold, his face becomes pale,

his pulse scarcely perceptible, and he appears as if

about to die. This is the condition termed shock
and though death sometimes does ensue during this

state of prostration, it is not so serious as it appears,
and the patient will probably pass out of it in a

few hours with the help of stimulants and rest.

Although excessive bleeding is not so common after

gunshot as other kinds of wounds, it may occur
immediately to a fatal extent, if assistance be not
afforded. This assistance any one can give : it con-
sists simply in placing the fingers in the wound, and
if the vessel can be reached, pressing them upon it,

directed to the proper point by the warm gush of
blood. Should the wound be too small to admit the
finger, a handkerchief may be tied round the limb
above the wound, and twisted tightly with a
stick. It is well to examine the wound, to ascertain
the extent of the injury done, and whether there
are splinters of bone or portions of dress lying in
it, which should be removed. But neither the
examination nor the removal should be attempted
if they seem likely to aggravate the injury. The
treatment is similar to that of other wounds, and
consists in protecting the part during the healing
stages, moderating inflammation by cold-water
dressings or soothing poultices, and hastening the
last stages of cure by stimulating lotions. During
his illness, the general treatment of the wounded
man must depend upon so many different circum-
stances, that it would be out of place to enter upon
them here.

GUTTER, Edmund, an English mathematician,
was born in Hertfordshire, in the end of 1580 or
the beginning of 1581. He was educated at West-
minster School, and afterwards at Christchurch
College, Oxford. While at Oxford, he gave his
attention priucipaDy to the study of mathematics,
and in 1606 invented the sector, with the lines

known as Gunter's Scale. Subsequently, he took
orders, became a preacher, and took the degree
of B.D. But the bent of his mind being strongly
towards mathematical studies, he obtained the pro-
fessorship of astronomy in Gresham College on the
0th March 1619. He died 10th December 1626. The
principal works of G. are the two following : Canon
Triamjulorum (Lond. 1620), a table of logarithmic
sines, &c, to seven places of decimals, being the
first table published in accordance with Briggs's
system ; in this work, we find for the first time
the words ' cosine,' ' cotangent,' &c. ; Of the Sector,

Cross-staff, and other Instruments (1624). We also
owe to G. the invention of the surveying-chain
(see next article), and the first observation of the
variation of tire compass.

GUNTER'S CHAIN, GUNTER'S SCALE.
Gunter's chain, so named after its inventor, is that
commonly used by surveyors in measuring land. It

is 66 feet long, and its convenience in practice turns
on the fact, that ten square chains make one acre.

The chain is divided into 100 links, and thus 100,000
square links make an acre.

The name of Gunter's Scale, or Gunter's Lines, is

usually given to three lines to be seen on almost
any sector, and marked N, S, T, meaning the lines

of logarithmic numbers, of logarithmic ernes, and of

logarithmic tangents. To understand their construc-
tion and use requires a knowledge of logarithms

;

they are explained in every school-book of practical
mathematics. The distances of the divisions marked
1, 2, 3, &c. on the line of log. numbers, represent the
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logarithms of those numbers—viz., 0, -301, -477, &c—taken from a scale of equal parts. The other line*

are constructed on an analogous plan. Calling to
mind that multiplication of numbers is effected by
the addition of the logarithms, division by their
subtraction, involution by their multiplication, and
evolution by their division, we are able to perceive
with what ease many rough problems in areas,
heights, cubic contents, and other matters may be
performed through the agency of Gunter's Scale.

GUNTU'R, a town in the presidency of Madras,
stands about 18 miles to the south of the Kistna or
Krishna, and about 30 to the west of the Bay of
Bengal, in lat. 16° 20' N, and long. 80° 30' E. It
contains about 20,000 inhabitants ; and though
badly built and much overcrowded, it is yet under-
stood^ to be a healthy place. The district of G.
contains 4960 square miles, and 570,0S9 inhabitants.

GUNWALE, a term used on shipboard, rather
vaguely, to designate the upper portion of the side of

a ship or boat.

GURGAO'N, a district under the sub-presidency
of the North-west Provinces, stretches in N. lat.

from 27° 40' to 2S 30', and in E. long, from 76°
21' to 77° 35, containing 1942 square miles, and
460,326 inhabitants. Its chief town, which bears
the same name, stands at the height
of S17 feet above the sea. Its mi mt'hly
temperature ranges between 66° E.,

the average of December, and 104°,

the average of May.

GURGES, or GORGES, a charge
in Heraldry, meant to represent ' a
whirlpool. It takes up the whole
field, and when borne proper, is azure and argent.

GURGI'NA BALSAM, a name of the bal-
samic liquid, also called Wood Oil, obtained from
the Gurjun Tree (Dipterorarpus luridnatus). See
Dipteraceje and Wood Oil.

GURHWA'L, a protected state in India, lies

between the Dehra-Doon and South-west Tibet,
extending in N. lat. from 30° 2' to 31° 20', and
in E. long, from 77° 55' to 79° 20'. It contains
about 4500 square miles, and about 100,000 inha-
bitants. Being on the southern slope of the Hima-
laya, G. is little more than a mass of stupendous
mountains, whose elevation above the sea sometimes
reaches 23,000 feet. It may be regarded as the
cradle of both the Jumna and the Ganges, attract-
ing, in spite of the length and ruggedness of the
way, crowds of pilgrims to the peculiarly sacred
localities of Jumnotri, Devaprayaga, and Gangotri.

GU'RNARD (Trigla), a genus of acanthopterous
marine fishes of the family Sclerogenidce, contain-
ing a considerable number of species, some oi
which are common on the British coasts. The
head in the gurnards is angular, and wholly covered
with bony plates ; the body is elongated, nearly
round, and tapering ; there are two dorsal fins ; the
pectoral fins are large ; the teeth are small and
numerous. Many of the gurnards are distinguished
by beauty of colour. They are supposed to have
received the name G. from the sound which they
sometimes emit, particularly when newly taken out
of the water, and which has obtained for one or two
species the local name of Piper. A recent observer,
M. Dufossg, ascribes the sound to the vibration of

muscles connected with the air-bladder, and has
assigned to the notes produced by different species

of gurnards their particular places in the musical
scale. Most of the gurnards live generally near the

ttom, and are caught either by the trawl-net or
by hook and line, a shining piece of a sand-eel being
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GUKNEV, JOSEPH Jons', a philanthropic Quaker,
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of the Danes was corroborated by the testimony of

Beveral fugitives from Stockholm, when a reaction

followed, the national enthusiasm was roused, and
the men of Dalecarlia, having called together a

diet at Mora, proclaimed him head of their own
and other communes of Sweden.

This was the turning-point in his life, for the

peasantry now flocked around him from every aide
;

and before another year had passed, many of the

strongest posts of the enemy had fallen into his

hands, and he was able to enter upon the siege of

Stockholm, which terminated in 1523, when Chris-

tian II. was compelled by his enraged subjects to

resign the crown, and retire from Denmark. His
forcible abdication brought the Scandinavian union

to a sudden close, after it had existed for a period

of 126 years; for when Frederick I., the successor

of Christian, demanded his recognition in Sweden,
conformably to the Union of Calmar, the Swedes
declared at the diet of Strengnaes that they would
have no other king but Gustavus Ericsson. But
although G. was at once recognised as king, he
was not crowned till two years later, in consequence

of his unwillingness to receive the crown from the

hands of the Romish bishops. The king early

shewed his determination to favour the Lutheran
doctrines, and to cripple the power of the Romish
clergy, on whom he laid a large proportion of the

heavy imposts raised to meet the expenses of the

war; and although his opinions were for a long

time not favourably received by the people, he
finally succeeded in establishing the Reformation

in Sweden.
The disaffection of the peasantry, who threatened

to destroy the nobility, and the imprudence of the

Lutheran clergy, who tried to force the people to

adopt the reformed doctrines, combined to thwart
many of G.'s schemes for the improvement of the

country, while his latter years were disturbed and
imbittered by the jealousy and dissensions of his

sons, Eric and John. Yet, notwithstanding these

sources of disquietude, G. effected more than any
other Swedish monarch has ever done for the

welfare of the people. He had found Sweden a

wilderness, devoid of all cultivation, and a prey to

the turbulence of the people and the rapacity of

the nobles ; and after forty years' rule, he left it a

peaceful and civilised realm, with a full exchequer,

and a well-organised army of 15,000 men, and a

good fleet, which were both his creations. He
promoted trade at home and abroad. Every profes-

sion and trade received his attention and fostering

care, and schools and colleges owed their revival,

after the decay of the older Roman Catholic institu-

tidus, to him. He made commercial treaties with

foi eign nations, and established fairs for foreign

tnrlers. In his reign, roads and bridges -were

made in every part of the country, and canals

begun, one of which has only recently been brought

to completion. In his relations with his subjects,

G. was firm, and sometimes severe, but seldom

unjust, except in his dealings towards the Romish
clergy, whom he despoiled with something like

rapacity of all their lands and funds. He did

much, however, to promote the cause of Lutheranism,

although he took care that the reformed clergy

Bhould
=
be dependent on the own, and enjoy only

very moderate emoluments. To him the various

tribes of Lapps were indebted for the dilfusion

of Christianity among them by Lutheran mission-

aries ; while the Finns owed to bim the first works

of instruction, Bibles and hymn-books printed in

their own language. G. was methodical, just, moral,

and abstemious in his mode of life ; an able admin-

istrator ; and, with the exception of a tendency to

avarice, possessed few qualities that are unworthy of

esteem. He was three times married, and had ten
children. The name of Vasa, which has been sup-

posed to be an ancient patronymic in his family, but
erroneously, since surnames were not in use among
the Swedish nobility until a later date, was adopted
by him subsequently to his accession, and is conjec-

tured by the historian Gejer (q. v.) and others to

have been probably derived from his arms, which
bore originally a black fascine used in storming,

and afterwards drawn like a vase, but changed by
G. to yellow, from whence it came to be mistaken
for a sheaf. By an act of the diet of 1544, at

Westeraas, the crown was declared hereditary in

the male descendants of G. ; in conformity with
which, his eldest son Eric (q. v.) succeeded to the

throne on his death in 1560.

GUSTAVUS II. (ADOLPHUS) was born at

Stockholm, December 9, 1594, and died in 1632 on
the field of battle at Liitzen. He was the grandson
of Gustavus Vasa, by his youngest son, Charles IX.,

at whose death, in 1611, he succeeded to the throne

of Sweden. G. had been strictly brought up in the
Lutheran faith, and carefully trained in habits of busi-

ness, and was one of the most accomplished princes

of his age. He was acquainted with eight languages,

five of which he spoke and wrote fluently, was well

read in the classics and ancient history, a proficient

in music, and excelled in all warlike and manly exer-

cises. At his accession to power, he found the country

involved in wars abroad, and disorders at home,
arising from the disputed succession of his father,

who had been elected king on the exclusion of his

nephew, Sigismund, king erf Poland, the direct heir,

whose profession of the Roman Catholic religion

made him obnoxious to the Swedish people, and
virtually annulled his claims to the crown. • The
first act of G. was to secure the hearty co-opera-

tion of the nobles, whose privileges he confirmed,

and made dependent upon the performance of

military service to the crown, and thus laid the

foundation of an essentially feudal or military form

of government, in which the nobles held their lands

directly, and the peasantry indirectly, under the

crown. In addition to these two bodies, which had
formerly constituted the national diet, G. for the

first time admitted special delegates of the army
into the assembly as assessors to the nobles. Having
thus organised the internal government, and suc-

ceeded in levying heavy imposts and raising some
companies of efficient troops, he inaugurated his

military career by a war with Denmark, which at

that time occupied the Baltic districts of the Swedish
territories, and thus completely cut off the Swedes
from direct communication with the continent of

Eastern Europe. The war continued for a year, and
terminated in a peace between the two countries,

by which G. renounced his claims on the Lappish
districts and other disputed territory, and recovered

possession, under certain conditions, of Calmar,

Oeland, Elfsborg, and the province of Gottenborg.

Having thus gained an outlet on the Baltic,

secured a peaceful ally in the king of Denmark,
and concluded an alliance with the Netherlands,

G. turned his attention to the Russian war,

which, after fluctuating success, was concluded in

1617, by the treaty of Stolbova, by which Sweden
obtained supreme dominion over Ingermanland and
Karelia, and part of Liiland, while Russia recovered

Novogorod and all other conquests made by the

Swedes. The boundary of the Swedish territory,

which then included the site of the future St Peters-

burg, was marked, after the peace, by a stone which
bore the three crowns of Sweden above a Latin
inscription, recording that it marked the limits of

the dominions of G. A, king of Sweden. The disputes

with Poland still, however, remained undecided

;
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anil in li'rJI. war was openly declared

tii 1829, when it terminated in >i\

ttl 1 by a treaty that

secured re< ip I freedom of religion

to the natives • f hot

1'illau, ;in.l MemeL
Tin- pea.- • enabled tin: km.' to mature the plana

he bad long cherished in i

an

and availed himself of the short interval of peace
•

he remitted the charge ol >

his infant daiijit.-i- Christina to his

of 1630, with an army oi about 15,000 men, to

inst the Catholic League, which was

inia, and took

Stettin. Th
in return for Swedish aid, that ti-

should, after his death, be given up
.; the war were fully repaid :

whilst Prance, through hatred

i. with a subsidy of 400,000 rix dollars

a< lon_' as be maintained an army of 36,000 nun.

b id also retired from the

emperor. But while th • Swedes n

Spandau and KUstrin, the citj

had applied to c. for assi i..

1631 J, Tilly, whose troops

unfortunate inhabitants. Although I

ifter its fall indicted a
; ifeld, which

•
- atholics, who

i nated I

after allowing his army to i

bishoprics of Wurzburg and Bamberg,
.,

splendid court, surrounded by numeros
In the s [

i

n

i i •_ ill ll'i.i-'. i

esed the Danube, and
Ingolstadt, where Tilly

wounded. From thence the march to

ntinued triumph, and wherever
1

Bad to Vienna was now
open to him. ami the fate of the emperor would have

bad the Latter not recalled his general,

Wallenstein, who. h on his on b

i

. with whirl,

I

li. 1632, tl

G now made an
word above

bis head, he gave the wonl ,,i mimmml. ami with
,

mmanded i-

jniiitly by bimsell and Bernhard oi Saxe-Weimar.
Victory waa already on the aide ••< the Swedes,

<ii> iml of Pappenheim. I

mder this fresh

hastily forward, when, bavins corns
.1 m bis arm,

219

an. 1. as he was turnili.' aside, another ill the hack.

of the riderless animal spread disma
among the - they could advance

i party of Croats bad thrown them-
selves between the king and his anus

; ami it was
not till alter many hours' hard lighting, ami w lieu

the field was strewn with 1 1
I.I II III dead and wounded,

> I the body of the king, which
had been plundered, stripped

wounds. The artillery of the enemy
....

i ing fought « dli an imp I i

nothing could resist. A run r long pn
the shot in the bark which caused the kino to fall

was 'I the hand of Albert Duke of Sax.. Lauen-
burg, but it appears that there was no just ground

Although Gr. was eminently a warlike king, he
made many salutary changes in the int. .

istration of his country, and devoted his short

intervals of peace to the promotion o

ami manufactures. He was pre-eminently reli-

gious, and his success in battle is perhaps to he

ascribed not only to a better mod ''
I

i-.-ipliie which he enfOT 1. but also

still more to the moral influence which his deep-

seated piety and his [
.. i 1 . iioa.'ter inspired

among his soldiers. The spot where he fell on the

field of Liitzen was long marked I iy til

stein, or Swede's Stoic-, erect, d l.\

Jacob Erichsson. on the night after the hnttle. Its

.v been taken by a 11..I.I

erected to his memory by the German people on
i of the second centenary of the battle

held in 18.T2.

GUSTAVrs III., king of Sweden, ww born

at Stockholm in 174b, and JUCi

Adolphus V reili rick, in 1771, al a pe

country was distracted by the intrigues 1

political parties of Horn and Cylleiiborg, known as
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1 through the a., n
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the diet, and laid

newly framed constitution, to which th

was compelled to subscribe. A revolution

ell'ectcl without the .shedding of blood, and by .1

Btroke of the pen 1 !. r. .
..v.-n .1 all tin

1

tli.it had been gradually lost b;

I. tailed th. .

'

I Ids love oi

display, and In- v. i 1. I., emulate the kin

1 ipenditure, wh
be introduction of the

manners an. I a

Irritated the national party, while it undoubtedly

tended to di

.11 generally. In ITss in .

war with llllssia, al

t the Turks,
.

the breaking French Revolution, be

combined w ith 1

1

tl nar. lis a

and applied to the diet for funds t

ted applications having been

• nobles, an gat whom he

lemiea, took advantage of his general

unpopularity, and entered into a OOnSp
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him, the leaders of which were Ribbing, Horn,

anil Pechlin. On the 10th March 1792, G. was
mortally wounded by their agent, a Captain Ankar-

strom (q. v.), at a masked ball in the opera-house

which he had himself built. The pistol had been
loaded with brokeu shot, which rendered the wound
especially painful, and the king suffered the most
dreadful agony for thirteen days before his death.

G. was a man of varied learning, and the author

of several dramatic works and poems of consider-

able merit. His writings have been published

in a collective form both in Swedish and French.

In 17S8, G. deposited certain papers in the library

of Upsala, which excited much interest from the

fact that they were not to be opened for fifty

years after his death. Their publication, which
was confided in 1S42 to Gejer, disappointed the

general expectation, as they were found to consist

of historical notes and letters of little value.

GUSTAVUS IV., the son and successor of

Gustavus III., was born November 1, 1778, pro-

claimed king March 29, 1792, and died in 1S37.

His uncle, Duke of Sudermania, acted as regent

during his minority. The young king, on his acces-

sion to power, at once gave evidence of the high

estimate at which he held the kingly power, and his

first act was to join the third coalition against

France, contrary to the wishes of his people. Hatred
of Napoleon soon, however, became the guiding

influence of his life. The result of his decided line

of policy led to the occupation of Swedish Pomerania
by French troops under Marshal Brune, who took
Stralsund and Riga from the Swedes in 1807, and
thus deprived them of the last of their German
possessions. The king opened all his ports to English

vessels, and thereby involved himself in a war with
Russia. The scene of these hostilities was Finland,

which the Swedes were obliged to give up to Russia

at the close of 1S0S. Norway became next the scene

of war, the Swedes being assisted by an English sub-

sidy of 10,000 men, who, however, speeddy returned

to England when they found that G. intended to

send them to Finland. The uufortunate war with
Russia, which had been excited entirely through
the folly of the king, gave rise to so much discontent

in Sweden, that a conspiracy was set on foot by
several officers and nobles, the object of which was
to dethrone the unpopular monarch. The conspira-

tors took forcible possession of the' palace at Stock-

holm, and placed him under arrest ; and after an
ineffectual attempt at escape, he consented to abdicate

the throne, 29th March 1809. After wandering
for a time from place to place, he finally settled at

St Gall, where he died, forgotten and in poverty,

in 1837. His uncle, the Duke of Sudermania, after

acting as regent of the kingdom, was finally pro-

claimed king, under the title of (.'harlcs XIII., at the

diet which met in May 1809. By the consent of the

diet, Charles XIV. (Bernadotte) paid over the value

of the private estates of the family of Vasa for the

benefit of Gustavus and his children ; but as the

dethroned king refused to receive any of this money
directly, or to accept the pension which the Swedish
government had settled upon him, he was often in

pecuniary difficulties, from which he was clandes-

tinely relieved by his divorced queen and children,

who contrived, without his knowledge, to supply
his wants.

GU'STROW, a town of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
and long the residence of the princes, is situated

on the left bank of the Nebel, 27 miles south of

Rostock. Among the principal buildings are the

gymnasium, the old castle (now the workhouse), the

fine Gothic cathedral, and the town-house. The
former ramparts have been converted into pleasant

gardens. G. carries on distillation and beer-brewing,

and has several water-mills. Pop. 10,423.

GUT MANUFACTURE, an unpleasant though
rather important branch of manufacture, the opera-

tions of which consist in preparing the membranes
of animal intestines for various useful purposes.

The French call it boymiderie, from boyau, intes-

tine, and have placed it under stringent legal regu-

lations, on account of its offensive and pestiferous

character, especially when conducted in a populous
quarter of a town, as at the Rue de la Boyauderie,

in Paris. One branch of gut manufacture has been
described under Goldbeaters' Skin. Oat-gut, as it

is called, is made from the intestines of sheep, whieh
are first cleansed and freed from loose fat, then pre-

pared by soaking and partial putrefaction, to loosen

the different membranes of which the intestine is

composed. These are then separated by scraping,

then further soaked in clean water and scraped

separately. After this, they are treated with a

solution of potash, and drawn by women through a

sort of thimble, and sorted for twisting into threads.

They are then exposed to fumes of sulphurous acid,

given off from burning sulphur, whieh deodorises

them, and prevents subsequent putrefaction. The
small intestines are used for cat-gut, the large

intestines are simply scraped and salted, for the use

of sausage-makers and by confectioners, and for

tying over preserve and pickle jars, &c. The coarser

kinds of cat-gut strings are used for pulley and
lathe bands, strings for archery-bows, drill-bows,

hatters-bows, and other purposes where a strong

cord subject to friction is required ; the finer kinds
are twisted into whip-cord, and are used for fishing-

tackle and the strings of musical instruments. For
the latter purpose a very superior quality is required.

The best, called Tinman strings, are made chiefly at

Milan. Our manufacturers have never been able to

equal these, and this is attributed by some to the
fact, that the Italian sheep are much leaner than
ours, and the membranes of lean animals are tougher
than those which are highly fattened and rapidly

fed up to marketable size.

GUTENBERG, Johannes, or Henne, whose
proper name was Gensfleisch, or Gansfleisch,
and who is regarded by the Germans as the
inventor of the art of employing movable types in

printing, was born near the close of the 14th c. at

Mainz. He was sprung from a patrician family,

which took the name of Gutenberg, or Gensfleisch,

from two estates in its possession. Of G.'s early

life no particulars are known, but it seems probable
that he devoted himself at an early age to mechanical

arts. In the year 1424 he was living in Strasburg,

and there, in 1430, made a contract with Andrew
Dryzehn, or Dritzehn, and others, by whieh he
bound himself to instruct them in all his ' secret

and wonderful arts,' and to employ these for their

common advantage. This undertaking, which com-
prehended the first steps in the art of printing, was
frustrated by the death of Dryzehn, more particu-

larly as George Dryzehn, a brother of the deceased,

commenced a lawsuit with G., which was decided

against the former. When and where the first

attempts in the art of printing were made, can-

not with certainty be ascertained, as the works
printed by G. bear neither name nor date ; this

much is, however, certain—namely, that movable
wooden types were first employed by him about

the year *1438. In 1443, he returned from Stras-

burg to Mainz, where in 1449 or 1450 he entered

into partnership with Johannes Faust, or Fust,

a wealthy goldsmith. Faust furnished the money
required to set up a printing press, in which the
Latin Bible was printed for the first time. This
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of .1 few years, Faust bad made lai

wlii.1i ( ;. was now to refund,
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I
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ill Saxony, !>th '
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i d into the

curriculum of other German institutions. In 17!>3,

G. published ln^ Qymnastik /Bi
work on the Bub;.
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GU'TTA PE'RCHA (pronounced pertaha), a sub-

stance in many respects similarto caoutchouc, is the
dried milky juice of a tree, Ixamtndra Gutta, which is

found in the peninsula vi Malacca and the Malayan
Archipelago. The tree belongs to the natural order
Sapotacece. It is a very large tree, the trunk being
sometimes three feet in diameter, although it is of

little use as a timber tree, the wood being spongy.
The leaves are alternate, on long stalks, obovate-
oblong, entire, somewhat leathery, green above, and

Gutta Percha

:

1, a flower; -2, a pistil; 3, a branch with leaves and flowers;

4, transverse section of ovary ; 5, vertical section of ovury:
fi. transverse section of fruit ; 7, fruit, scarcely mature ;

8, anther.

of a golden colour beneath. The flowers are in little

tufts in the axils of the leaves, small, each on a dis-

tinct stalk ; the corolla having a short tube and six

elliptical segments ; they have twelve stamens and
one pistil.

""

The name Gutta Percha is Malayan,
nutta signifying the concrete juice of a plant, and
percha being the name of the particular tree from
which it is obtained. The present mode of obtain-

ing the gutta percha is a most destructive one. The
finest trees are selected and cut down, and the bark
stripped off; between the wood anil bark, a milky
juice is found, which is scraped up into little troughs

made of plantain leaves. This is the gutta percha,

which, as it hardens, is kneaded into cakes, and
exported. -

Gutta percha was known in Europe long before

its peculiar character and uses were made known.
It was from time to time brought home by voyagers,

in the form of drinking-bowls, which excited much
curiosity on account of the material of which they
were made. Some thought it a species of india-

rubber, others asserted it to be a kind of wood,
which they named mazer-wood, from its use in

making these drinking-cups. But we are chiefly

indebted to Dr William Montgomerie of the Indian

Medical Service, whose introduction of it in 1843
was rewarded by the gold medal of the Society of

Arts. He first noticed that the Malays used it

for making handles to their knives, &c. ; and it

immediately occurred to him that it might be of

great use in a variety of ways, especially in making
handles for surgical instruments. Since that time,

the importation of gutta percha lias increased amaz-
ingly; iu 1860, it exceeded 16,(100 cwts., but it has
rather declined since, as its durability is found to
be seriously affected by various causes, rendering

i

it much less valuable than it was supposed to be.

! It has been used for making a vast variety of orna-

mental and useful articles ; but its most important
application has been the coating of marine electric

telegraph wires. In this application, as in most
others, its inherent defect, arising from the readi-

1 ness with which it becomes oxidised and decom-
posed, is unfortunately manifesting itself seriously,

and a substitute having greater stability is anxiously
looked for.

Its great value arises from the ease with which it

can be worked, and its being so complete a non-con-
ductor of electricity. It softens in warm water, and
can be moulded into any form in that state ; as when
soft it is not sticky, and turns well out of moulds. It

will always be of great value as a material in which
to take casts, as it can in the soft state be made to
take the sharpest forms most faithfully, and as it

quickly becomes hard, and preserves its shape if not
too thin, the range of its utility in this respect is

very extensive.

It is imported in blocks and lumps of five to ten
pounds weight, in various forms, chiefly like large

cakes, or roundeil into gourd-like lumps. It has a,

very light reddish-brown, or almost a flesh colour,

is full of irregular pores elongated in the direction

in which the mass has been kneaded. It has a
cork-like appearance when cut, and a peculiar

cheese-like odour. Before it can be used, it has to
undergo some preparation. This consists in slicing

the lumps into thin shavings, which are placed in a
depiUinr/ or tearing machine revolving in a trough of

hot water. This reduces the shavings to exceedingly
small pieces, which, by the agitation of the tearing-

teeth, are washed free from many impurities, espe-

cially fragments of the bark of the tree, which, if

not separated, would interfere with the compactness
of its texture, which is one of its most important
qualities. The small fragments, when sufficiently

cleansed, are kneaded into masses which are rolled

several times between heated cylinders, which press

out any air or water, and render the mass uniform
in texture. It is then rolled between heated steel

rollers into sheets of various thickness for use, or is

formed into rods, pipes for water, or speaking-tubes,

and an endless number of other articles.

Gutta percha differs very materially from caout-

chouc or india-rubber in being non-elastic, or elastic

only in a very small degree. Notwithstanding this

very striking character, of caoutchouc, the two
articles are very often confounded in the public mind,
probably from the similarity of their applications.

It is most probable that india-rubber will eventually
displace gutta percha in some of its most important
applications, and especially in the coating of tele-

graph wires, to which purpose it has been success-

fully applied in America. There are two or three

kinds of gutta percha known in commerce, and it is

more than probable these are yielded by different

species : that from Singapore is esteemed the best,

and is distinguished by the Malay traders as Gutta
Taban or Tuban ; that of Borneo is of less value

—this is called Gutta Percha by the traders, and
has given the general name to all ; and another

kind goes by the name of Gutta Girek. The first

two are those generally known in our markets.
Gutta percha is turned by surgeons to various

uses, chiefly for splints and covering moist appli-

cations to retard evaporation. A splint of gutta
percha is made by taking a rigid board of the

substance cut to the desired shape, soaking it in hot

water, and then bandaging it to the lamb. In a
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few minutea the gutta percha is found hard, and
modelled to 1 parts. The cloth of

gutta peril .1 i instead of oiled silk,

tear, doi a not stand much hc.it, an. I i;

Gutta per
such a eolul

.-. hen the chlorofoi d

pen ha. It has also been

opping hollow teeth.

l to be treated chiefly b;

CI II A SERE XA, an old name for Amaurosis

(q. v.).

<:i i' i' r:, pendent ornaments attached to the

the Mutulea (q. v.), and tmder the tri-

glyphs of the Doric o

i . hi ill.' form oi the '

I

what their origin may have been, whel

ib -. the; represent drops

icicles, Alberti calls them nails; and it does seem
likely that as many other puts of Creek architec-

n shewn to he derived fron

ntft,

From C-rni.,' < 1 I'm ilii-nnn.

Conditions (see EUTABLATUBB), so these also should

owe their origin to a similar cause. They have most

probably been derived from the wooden pins or
'

s, which were no doubt much more commonly
than iron nails, and of which it is still common

in any large w len

of a bridge. W hat

I I'Y. from the Latin gutta, a

drop, is .said in heraldrj of a field, or an

charge on the Geld, covered with drops. W hen the

ire supposed to represent drops

of bl 1. and the 1 1. i'
,""' </.' sang.

|

. , in', or lalioiir, such as

fighting for the r very of the Holy Laud, is indi-

cated. Where they are blue, again, tb
tears, and the bearing is said I

they are called drops of Water, and the

but Nisbet is

of opinion that tens arc intended iii tl

'led u both.

cirri,: i for conveying water
ire ii". arj

their fa with a aimpl

gotten at the eaves of their buildings, hollowed

;..iie which formed th<

gutters discharged their contents on the ground at

intervals through small Gargoyles (q. v.), usually in

the shape ot lions' heads. The I; an.-, followed this

example, and also formed gutters with tiles laid in

In the middle ages the eavi been

left without -utters, until, ow in.; to the cisti. g being

cated, it was neo ssai

the room with
to the building. It was coll cted

the central roof, and l.y lie

gargoyles, thrown al rmed in the

iwn oil' through ear-

th, wab r be
in- the water

was blown back all over the l.nil >. which, iii case

This led to the use of lead pipes,

-round, and
dischai ed it into opet

roof to the roof of the sale chapel.-', whence it was
discharged by gargoyles. Pipes convej i

'. lie I" ..' the l.lllldllie Were first elnpluyid H|

England, where they seem to have com
during the ltth century. They were fi

in. I had ornamental cup

at top to receive the water from the month ot

de square in form, nol circular, a i the]

usually now arc The the former

section is. that ill case of the. water in the pipe

being frozen, there is room for the expanding ice

to swell out by slightly changing the form ot the

square.

Pipes for conducting rain-water have the gn t

they meet with n "i i
i water from

! le ; but the latter hai -

1< in peeled .11,.!

Whenever a gargoyle is choked, it slnv.

'cut liy its awkward sp..iilnij; I uf a Lad pipe

does

GUTTI'l-'KH J-:, or Cl.t'Sl At 'K.K :< icitc,
1

,,1(1.1- uf e\u'_enul|S plants, eon

secretin- an acrid yellow resinous juice. A few
:'.

, pipl |
ti . 'I I.- 1, avea are i ppo te, d I it lite

of stipules, leathery, and entire. I I

Ins order is allied to

contains about 150 known sp i i

..! them South American, al '

-
.

Secret ions

valuable, parti, in

« bich j ii Id I 1 imboge (q. > .)
and I ac u

See also < 'n si.\. a few Bpei

timber. See Calophylli h I he Boi

i. nit
| those of Mama fen i

in a dried slate in every l.a/.aur in India, and are

need aa n perfume. The fruit of son

bighl] esteemed; the Mangosteen i i. i

described ns the finest fruit in the world. The
Man c A;.;

I, rate, I hauls of this order.

GUTZLAFP, Km:i. a mi sionary, was born at

I
aposed a poem, in which h

i in 1821, present,,! it to the km- of

a ,'it I'.i I
' III. w
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missionary society at Rotterdam, and in August, 1826,
was sent to Sumatra. Being detained at Java, he
fixed bis residence at Batavia, where he devoted
himself to the study of Chinese. At the end of

two years, having ae.juired a considerable know-
ledge of the language, and familiarized himself

with the habits of the Chinese residents in Batavia,

be determined to give up his connection with the

Dutch society and devote himself to the con-

version of the Chinese. He joined Tomlin, the

English missionary, and, in the summer of 1S28,

accompanied him to Siani. They settled at Baukok,
the capital, partly for the purpose of preaching

the gospel, partly to render themselves thoroughly
acquainted with the Siamese language, and to

perfect themselves in Chinese. For the sake of his

health, he now, by the advice of a Chinese friend,

undertook a voyage to China ; and from this time,

Macao became bis principal station, and here he
formed an intimate friendship with Robert Morri-

son. In conjunction with Medhurst and two other

friends, G. began a new translation of the Bible

into Chinese. With the assistance of Morrison;

he founded a society for the diffusion of useful

knowledge in China, published a Chinese monthly
magazine, and preached at Macao and elsewhere.

Compare his Journal of Three Voyages along the

Coast of China in 1831, 1832, and 1833, with

Notice of Siam, Corea, and the Loo-choo Islands.

After the death of the elder Morrison, G. was
appointed chief interpreter to the British super-

visional government in China, with a salary of £SO0.

In this capacity, he attempted, in May 1835, to

penetrate into the interior of the province of Fo-kien,

but without success. At the same time, the printing

of Christian books in the Chinese language, and
even the distribution of Christian writings among
the inhabitants of Canton, were prohibited. Thus
restricted in his missionary career, G. joined the

British during the war with the Chinese, and his

thorough acquaintance with the Chinese rendered

his services of great value. He likewise contri-

buted to bring about the peace in 1S42. Finally, in

1844, he founded a Chinese society, for the purpose

of diffusing the gospel, by means of native Chris-

tians, in the interior of the country. To promote
the objects of the mission, he, in 1849, returned to

Europe, and visited England, Germany, and other

countries. He returned to China, lauding at Hong-
kong in January 1851, but died there, 9th August
of the same year. G. published various works, in

different languages, some of which are extremely
valuable; the principal are Gescliichte des Chines.

Reichs (Stuttg. 1847), and The Life of Taokuang
(Lond. 1851).

GUY, Thomas, founder of Guy's Hospital, South-
wark, London, was born at Horseleydown in 1644.

He began business as a bookseller with a stock of

about £200, dealing extensively in the importa-

tion of English Bibles from Holland (those printed

at home being executed very badly) ; and, on this

being stopped, contracted with the university of

Oxford for the privilege of printing Bibles, which
he continued to do for many years. His principal

gains, however, arose from the not very creditable

practice of purchasing, dining Queen Anne's wars,

the prize-tickets of seamen at a large discount, and
subsequently investing them in South Sea Com-
pany's stock, by which means he amassed a fortune

of nearly half a million sterling. In 1707, he built

and furnished three wards of St Thomas's Hospital.

In building and endowing the hospital in South-

wark which bears his name, he set apart £23S,295,

16s. He was also a liberal benefactor to the

Stationers' Company, and built and endowed alms-

houses and a library at Tamworth. Besides making
106

bequests to Christ's Hospital, and various other
charities, he left £80,000 to be divided among those
who could prove any degree of relationship to

him. He was of mean appearance, with a melan-
choly expression of countenance, and during his

whole lifetime had no other reputation than that

of an intensely sellish and avaricious man. He died
December 27, 1724, aged 80.

GUY'S HOSPITAL, founded by the preceding.

In his 76th year, Thomas Guy leased from the pre-

sident and governors of St Thomas's Hospital, South-
wark, a large piece of' ground, then occupied by a

number of old houses, for a term of 999 years, at a

ground-rent of £30 a year. The space being cleared,

the first stone of the building was laid in 1722, and
the hospital admitted its first patient, January 6,

1725, a few days after the death of its founder.

The whole expense of erecting and furnishing the

hospital was £ls.7D6. 16s.. great part of which Guy
expended in his lifetime, and he bequeathed £219,499
to endow it ; total, £23S,295. 16s.—a larger sum than
was ever before given by any single persou for

charitable purposes. Soon after his death, his execu-
tors, pursuant to the directions of his will, procured
an act of parliament for incorporating themselves
and 51 other gentlemen, nominated by the testator,

as president and governors of the hospital. The
number of patients at first amounted to 402 ; the
present yearly average is 3(1110 ; out-patients relieved,

upwards of 50,000.
" In 1S29, Mr Hunt, Petersham,

bequeathed to the hospital A'196,115, for accommo-
dation for 100 additional inmates. About £10,000
has also been received from other benefactors.

Annual income, between £25.(11)11 and £30,000, chiefly

from estates in the counties of Essex, Hereford,

and Lincoln. The usual number of governors is 60,

who are self-elective. The building consists of two
quadrangles, besides two wings extending from the
front to the street—west wing budt with elegance

and uniformity, and whole edifice handsome and
regular. In the chapel is a fine marble statue of

Guy by Bacon, which cost £1000.

GUYON, PacHAED Deeaufre, a general in the

Hungarian army during 1S4S— 1849, was born at

Walcott, near Bath, in England in 1813. After
having fought against Dom Miguel in Portugal, G.
entered the Austrian service in 1832 ; and on being

attached as aide-de-camp to Baron Splenyi, married
the daughter of that general in 1S3S. From that

time till the outbreak of the revolution, G. led the
life of a country gentleman on his estates near
Coniorn, but was one among the first to offer his

services to the national government, and acted a

prominent part in the struggle for independence.

During the retreat of Gorgei's army, G. carried the

mountain-pass of Branyiszko, and by that daring
feat of his re-established the communication with the
government at Debreczin, as also with the several

other Hungarian army corps. When, in April 1S49,

the garrison of the besieged fortress Comorn was
to be apprised of the victorious approach of the
national army, G., with a detachment of hussars,

cut his way through the enemy's lines, and an-

nounced the approaching relief. The bloody affair

of Szoreg allowed Dembinski, protected by the
self-sacrificing ten battalions of G, to retire to

Temesvar, where the last battle of the Hungarians
was fought and lost on the 9th of August. G.
escaped to Turkey, and entered the service of the
sultan, without being obliged to turn Mohammedan.
Under the name of Kourshid Pasha, he, as a general

of division, was governor of Damascus, and at the
beginning of the Crimean war, did much to organise

the army of Kars. He died at Constantinople in

1S56. Indomitable courage, and an incessant care
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for the ooi - under his command,
lO.t charai ter.

QUTON, Ji ls n Boi i n i db i
\ M t. wi 11

known in oonnection with the Quietist controversy,
ii

LSth April 164a She had destined b
i

elowter, bul ilicitation oi her family

the age of 14. M. Guyon, the bod of a

tor "I public works. Being left a widow
at -•">. ami -till r. taiiun_' In -r early re!

tiling m tli. in almost all ner property.

Being thus entirely withdrawn from secular affairs,

i much notice by the high tone of

spirituality which her conversation j

iy M. d'Arentbon, Bishop of Geneva,
I

acquaintance of a Ham d-it. . I'i re 1

in much repute as a director ol I

mystic doctrines which she learned from this eccle-

,
.-. hich involvi .1 such a di

abnegation as to suppose that the b
[different not only to life and

death, but even to its own salvation or p.-i-.liti

having com.- t.. the knowledge of the bishop, he
withdrew his protection from Madame Guyon. In

l>y Pere Laeombe, went to various ,

and France, and eventually to Paris, where they
drew about them a number of followers. The
reputed extravagances of Madame Ii. k-d to her

rder in the convent of

the Visitation, from which, howevei
. Madame de Maintenon, and

; '.nice into the highest

she Conned i Ion, who was
completely won by h.-r evidently sincere piety, and
captivated I", and lofty spirituality

which the\ involvd; and the confiding zeal with
which he .i- it the misre-

lie 1, hut even

against the too well founded imputations which her

his unhappy rupture with Boesuet See Fenelon.
Madame <;. having submitted her writings to

of a royal commission,
.:l articles which were drawn up by

them, and promised to abstain from all further

peculation on these subjects. Bui she failed to

keep her promise, and not only drew again upon
"stility of the court, hut aKo became

the object of much scandal on account of her
intimacy with Pere Laeombe. That the latter

imputation was a calumny, it is impo sible to

doubt ; but
'

under arrest,

and unprisoi

and ultimately in the P.astile. She was liberated
in 1702, ind henceforward lived in c parative
privacy till her death, which I

1717. she ia the author of several works, the chief
of which an

lytUque, together with an Auto-
biography an i ii ual poetry.

GUZ1 i. HISS \i: See Au.in.

(.1 zi-:i: \ i a
i on ol India.

stretches in fco'24 Iff, and in E.

long from '. mtainino about 4->,00il

I

iii'-sf impott

into the Arabian Sea

between tiie Gulf of Dutch on the nortl

the Gulf of ( ambay on the south-east, Of the

mainland, a consi.leral.h- portion i- shut ool from
the sea by the l!i in-h di-inci-

peniusiila c prises nearly the whole of

the coast line and most ..i the available harbours.
With regard, however, t.. internal < imunications,

the mainland baa the advantage of the peninsula,

being traversi ol streams ol inferior

magnitude, by the Nerbudda and the Tapti. To
the last-mentioned rivi i

,

the north, i n extn mity of the Westei
the country belongs chiefly to the

I lilicowar. a
i

wheat, 'o.ui. oil, maize,
|

banian-tree, -i and in the Nerbudda,
covcrino, lucludino its secondary trunks, a thickly
shaded ares ol ai vi ral acn -.

GWAXIOB, the capita] of the Btate of the same
name in Central India, stands on a tributary of

the Chumbul, t.iv. irds the north east o
larly str.._- Jin,- territory, in lit, 36 13" N., and
long 7s I

"• b- It- mull mi-
rock of about 300 i

eith.-r naturally or artificially, on all

it measures 14 mile by 300 yards, it

i rieou of 15,000 men. It is thus virtu-

al!-, impregnable against anj oatri !

spot 1- onderst 1 to have been occupied as a

stronehoM for more than a tl

summit has been provided, from timet
several spacious tanks. Along the
of this eminence lies the town ol •!., containing
little worthy of notice but a beautiful mausoleum
of white sandstone; and to the south-west there

extends for several miles the l.a-hkai. ..r camp of

the Maharajah's own army, while to the north-
east 1- the Moorar. or cantonment of the pi-..t.-ctino

i-outin.eiit. During the troubles of Is

the place attained all iilicin ial.le 11 tu

. - rit 1
.

oi rebellion, havim:, notwithstanding the
1. Maharajah himself, been, for rather

1 of the insurgents.

GWALIOR. the state above mentioned, with a

remarkably irregular outline, and an 11

:;:>.ll!l sijuaiv miles, .stretches in N, lat. from
L'l V to -Jb oil. and in K. lone, from 71 4.Y to

79 21'. Lying partly in the basin of the Jumna and
partly in the La n- ot th.- \, , Lu.l.la

it divides its drainage between th. Ii

and the Arabian Sex It ha- been 1

mated to contain about 3\ millions ..f inhabitants.
Though I .. 1- a Maliratta prmeipalit \ . L

the principal mpii-e of the
l'eisliwa. yet it is only to the south ot I

that the Maliratta- form any si.l. Table proportion
oi 1 ].. pi 1

-L -. 1 ndi r Bucb circe

by force alone. Since 1803, tbe country has been
under I'.ritish prop 1 tn.ii. T'n. . \i-t i

the two parties, how. -

,, |s| t. In

1843, the death oi the sov.-r.-iirn. L\ pio.lucino
I- In . I.-.I to the 1,.1-cible interposition

the followine January, in addition to a large 00U-

. the native govern-
ment was p.-iiiiitt. .1 to have '.1000 troop

During the troubles • •! 1867, the new Maharajah,
not more thiiu 2'J ye.ai iihful to the
Ku_'li.sh, notwithstanding the almost • nt

of both division- ol the militai

GWY'HTAD (Coreoomu PenaanK), 01 f the
British species of < 'oregonut (q v.) which, from their

form, th.- |ai 1 heir silvery
i Fmkwater Herring,
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ami are vulgarly identified with the herring. The
general similarity is in this case very great. The
G., whan full grown, is about ten or twelve inches

in length; the first dorsal fin is high; the snout
is a little produced ; the mouth is small, the jaws
without teeth, a few minute teeth on the tongue

Gwyniad {Corcgonus Pennanti).

only. It is found in some of the lakes of Wales and
Cumberland. G. is a Welsh name. At UUswater,

the fish is called Schelly. It occurs in that lake in

great shoals, so that many hundreds are sometimes

taken at a single draught of the net. It is rather

an insipid fish, and cannot be kept long after being

taken out of the water, unless salted, which it often

s by the poor. The Freshwater Herring of Loch
Lomond is not the G., but the Pow^an. Many of the

species of this genus, however, very nearly resemble

each other, and are not easily distinguished by mere
descriptiou.

GYBING, or GIBING, in saUing -with fore-and-

aft sads, the act of going about, when the wind is

astern or at any point aft the beam, so that the

wind may be brought to bear on the sail on the

reverse side of the vessel to that in which it was
felt previously to the operation. Gybing is the

opposite to tacking, which can only be performed

when the wind is before the beam.

GY'GES, a Lydian, about whose early life little is

known. Nyssia, wife of Candaules, king of Lydia,

having been grievously affronted by her husband
in presence of G., ordered the latter, who was in

high favour with his sovereign, either to slay Can-

daules or to prepare for his own fate. (Compare

the history of Rosamund, wife of Alboin, king of the

Lombards ; Gibbon, vol. v. p. 339, Murray's ed.) G.

accordingly put his master to death, married Nyssia,

and assumed, the supreme power, about 710 B. c.

The Lydians, however, refused to acknowledge his

authority, until the oracle of Delphi declared in his

favour. In return for this service, he made immense
presents to the sacred shrine. He is said to have

reigned 38 years, and to have amassed enormous

wealth, so as to give origin to the proverb, 'the

riches of Gyges.' The successors of G. were Ardys,

Sadyattes, Alvattes, and Crresus, who was defeated

by Cyrus the Great in 546 B.C. (or 54S). The
Lydian empire was thus overthrown. Plato has

a fable, in which G. is represented as a shepherd

of Candaules ; but having miraculously obtained

possession of a golden ring of great virtue, he was
enabled by means of it to make himself invisible

when he chose, and thus took occasion to murder
his sovereign, and usurp the supreme power.

_
The

riug of G.is frequently mentioned in the middle

ages.—Gyges is also the name of the hundred-

handed giant, son of Ccelus and Terra, who with

his brothers made war on the gods, and after his

overthrow, was subjected to everlasting punishment

in Tartarus.

GYMNA'SITTM. This word (from gymmos,

naked) was applied to those public places or

buildings where the Greek youths exercised them-
selves. In Athens alone there were seven resorts of

this kind. Philosophers also gave instruction in

these gymnasia, hence the transference of the name
to public buildings erected for the mental dis-

ciplining and instruction of youth. The German
gymnasium corresponds roughly to the grammar
and public schools of England, and the grammar
and high schools of Scotland. All three had their

origiu in the cathedral and monastery schools of

the pre-reformation period. The widening circle

of human knowledge in the 17th and ISth

ceuturies made itself felt in these educational

seminaries, as in the universities. Their curriculum

became gradually extended, and with the further

increase and development of universities, their aims
became higher. In Germany, as in this country,

the classical tongues formed and continue to form
the great instrument of mental discipline in schools

of this higher class, though other subjects have
been added from time to time. The subjects of

instruction which were first added to the classical

tongues were geography and history. The natural

sciences and mathematics, the pursuit of which
has formed a characteristic feature of this cen-

tury, gradually found a place in the schoolroom

;

and the study of the mother-tongue and of modern
languages was also admitted. For a time, these

subjects held a co-ordinate place with Latin and
Greek. Departmental studies were taught with
ardour, and educators were sanguine of the results

which would flow from early initiation into the

residts and processes of the various sciences. These
anticipations having been somewhat disappointed,

there has for some time been a steady movement
towards the restoration of classical or humanistic

studies to be the main instrument of education,

while retaining other subjects as a subordinate

portion of the curriculum. The idea, however, of

the gymnasium as specially a preparatory school

for the university, and therefore not suited to all

classes indiscriminately, has been more steadily

kept in view in Germany than in Great Britain,

and the consequence has been the breaking up of

the middle school or gymnasium into two—the

gymnasium proper, where those are taught wTho
propose to enter the universities, or who desire a

partial classical training ; and real-schools, where
elementary science, foreign languages, and mathe-
matics form the principal subjects of instruction.

In this respect, the middle-school education of

Germany affords a favourable contrast to that of

England. It is not to be supposed, however, that

in England the grammar and public schools are less

efficient in their classical training ; the contrary is

probably the fact, so far as our principal schools,

such as Eton, Harrow, and Rugby, are concerned;

but the methodised system of examinations, and the

more rigorous methods of Germany, seem to turn

out a larger proportion of well-instructed boys from
each school, while the influence of central authority

secures greater uniformity of processes and results

throughout the country. The boys attend, as in

England, till they reach the age of IS, when, after

a special examination (the abiturient or maturity

examination), they are transferred to the university.

The German gymnasiums differ from English public

schools for tlic middle and higher classes in being

day-schools, and not the centre of great boarding

establishments. In this respect they resemble the

Scotch grammar and high schools.

GTMNA'STTCS (see Gymnasium), a term, in its

more restricted ami proper sense, applied to those

exercises, not amounting in intricacy to games, by
which particular Limbs, either singly or in com-
bination, are rendered more pliant or stronger;
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these exercises are arranged in a dm
and the en) no under the

I nit in this

primary and direct aim is muscular development

and health.

Gymnastic caines are so old as to bi

I
, i to in the 2d and 23d b

i : (erases were
id gymnasia,

t be carried

and subsequently at

i mii a ma*
Many nt" then

extensive baths ati ich' d, were knoii n

in the gymnasia consisted of running,

leaping, dancing, wrestling. 1 , <

.

x

;

1 1
_'

. hurling, &c;
and in those days, when all men ben

when, in close combat, victory went generally

with the strongest man, these games were doubtless
i ages of knightly

rcises were probably practised,

publicly; but with the introduction

of gunpowder, and through its means, the gradual

substitution of fighting at a distance -in which

-kill were the mam requisites—for

personal encounters where strength and muscle

carry the day, the attention paid to

decreased, and finally vat

gether. To make infantry soldiers perfect in the

drilled tii"' cavalry good boi e-

men and fair swordsmen, and to have ji

in accurate aim, became the utmost

sought by the possessors of great armies; while

the science of gj mnastics, having gone out of repute

civil life. It is only from the earner po
nee has at all revived.

i leoced in Prussia, where, about
r,],elie,l hy I'.a . .

niann, that of the latter b. ang under tin

ence of the celehr.ited gymnastic p

Muths (q. v.i; .l.ihn followed iii the same line, and

rendi red thi ml ir, thai it sp edilj

.f the youth throughout the

l to the training thus obtained must be

attributed, th. \ iginir which

ceeded in driving out the French armj oi the firs!

empire. Sweden soon imitated Prns

,, nasties has f,„ mi .I a |.i.iimn. a, I feature

. ,!:ieat l. hi. In I'l '. la.

. of political

too liberal in I

sexni-militai

d. The troops were, howe, er, continued

d o cli arly the
,.. training the, .

abonl 1844, Lo d and improved
a army Prom that time,

I all

the civil population. England, last ordinarily in

public improvi :

I moving in the

diing instruction in the science at

nt and other camps; in private lite, how-

long been many excellent gymnasia.

rent instructors adept \ a

„i. The course passed through in the

French army i-, however, one among the best, as

its fruits evince, in the remarkable activity and

displayed by the soldiers

who have undergone it. The equip

lelt, to he strapped tightly round the waist

be hips, as a support to the body in the

arduous motions to ensm
;. The implements most commonly required

an- an iron ball in a rope-sling, with a loop for the

hand to pass through ; wia i

ol two wooden bars, each about 18 inches long
i
in. cordage ; a club ; li aping Lars,

to be leaped over; and leap ith to

leap.

The system of instruction is divided into a

with elemental-} i ith a

fievi to render everj part of the Im.U supple, and

op the somt.i1 muscles ni

land over all t b

suspension, standing and walking

ing on suit-, , , vaulting, &c.

mnastics).

The theory of the advantage derivable from
1CS is simple en. ai b le law of

provides that—within certain limits
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I
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by the exercise, acquires .
I bl 1

I., ing dnven with unwonted 1. all parts

of the system, every function is carried on with
! activity; an improvement in the general

health becomes soon manifest, and the mind— if
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in power and endurance.

Gymnastic exercises require, however, to he
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ion and due regal

individual. The whole benefit ina\ 1 11. i-.i.-t. d
s

; the muscles may be 1

danger of such evils from
perhaps been exaggerated, and it has no doubt
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I l I1.1t hardihood
..111 111 no way he obtained without risk; for
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..led with at least as in
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orks on
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. I;.

J. Trail; A'."' Qymnasticg, 1862, bj i
1

1 Lewis; and
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GYMS KM \. See Cow Plant.

GYMNETRUS, a genus of

,,f the Ribboi ilj , havmg the body

d. Hie dorsal tin extending the whole
length of the hack, the ventral lins cm
of a single long ray, often dilate.! at the end; the

nth small. The fishes of 1 !

rely taken or thrown
ashore. (,'. r. micepS is a nati

: of I'.ritain •



GYMNOCLADUS- GYPSIES.

other species are tropical. It has been supposed

that large fishes of this genus may have given rise

to some of the stories of the Great Sea Serpent.

One was lately captured at the Bermudas, apparently

an immature fish, bat more than 16 feet in length,

and with a row of lung flexile filaments ou the back

of the head and anterior part of the hack, which
might well represent the mane often ascribed to the

Sea Serpent. A specimen of 67. tfawkeuii, caught

Gynanetrus Hawkenii.

on the coast of Northumberland, was exhibited in

London at the time when the subject of the Great
Sea Serpent excited greatest interest, and was by-

many supposed to explain the accounts of it.

GYMNO'CLADUS, a genns of trees of the natural
order Leguminosa; sub-order Cirsal'pi niece.— 67. Cana-
densis is a North American tree, found both in

Canada and over a great part of the United States,

attaining a height of 50—60 feet, with branches
remarkable for their upright direction, and an exceed-
ingly rough bark which comes off in slips. The
leaves of young trees are very large, three feet long,

bipinuate. The flowers are white in short spikes.

The pods are five inches long by two broad. The
tree is called Chicot in Canada, and sometimes Stump
Tree, from its dead appearance in winter, and the
absence of conspicuous buds. It is also called the
Kentucky Coffee Tree, because the. seeds were formerly
roasted and ground as coffee in Kentucky. It grows
well in Britain. The wood is used both by cabinet-

makers aud by carpenters. It has very little sap-

wood The pods, preserved like those of the
tamarind, are said to be wholesome and slightly

aperient.

GY'MNOGENS, in the botanical system of

Lindley, are th<>s.' plants with exogenous stems and
perfectly naked seeds. He forms of them a separate
class, of which Gorviferm, Taxacece, Cycadacece, and
Gnelacece are the orders. They are remarkable for

the large apparent perforations or disks in the
vessels of the wood, but they have concentric zones,

spiral vessels, and a central pith, like other exogenous
plants. Their great peculiarities, however, are the
total absence of a pericarp, and that fertilisation

takes place directly through the foramen of the
ovule, without the intervention of style or stigma.

GYMNOSO'MATA (Gr. naked-bodied), an order
of Pteropodous (q. v.) molluscs, destitute of shell,

having a distinct head, and swimming by tins

attached to the sides of the neck. They are all

marine. The Clio borealis of the arctic seas (see

Clio) is the best known and most interesting

example.

GYMNO'SOPHISTS (i.e., 'naked sages'), the
name given by the Greeks to tliose ancient Hindu
philosophers who lived solitarily in the woods, wore
little or no clothing, and addicted themselves to

mystical contemplation and the practice of the most
rigorous asceticism. Strabo divides them into Brah-
mans and Samans, the former of whom adhered
to the strictest principles of caste, while the latter
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admitted any one into their number regarding
whose character and kindred they were satisfied.

GYMNO'TUS, a genus of malacopterous fishes,

of which only one species is known, the celebrated

G. electricus, or Electrical Eel. This genus gives

its name to a family, Gymnotidce, of which, however,
no other known species has any electrical powers.

The Gymnotidce are mostly South American, inhabit-

ing the fresh waters of the tropical regions. They
are eel-like in form, and hke eels are destitute of

ventral fins (apodal), but they are furnished with
complete jaws and with ribs, and their tin-rays are

jointed or branched. They have pectoral fins, but
no dorsal ; the anal fin is largely developed, extend-

ing either to the point of the tad, as in the electrical

eel, or leaving it free. The electrical eel has the

skin entirely soft, aud destitute of scales. It is very
widely diffused over the warm parts of America,
and is found both in streams and pools. Its elec-

trical apparatus and powers are described in the

article Electricity, Animal. It is capable of being

tamed, and when familiar, will allow itself to be
handled without giving a shock, but employs its

electrical powers both in order to kill prey and to

Electrical Eel (Gymnotus electricus).

defend itself from assailants, most frequently,

perhaps, alligators. All the Gymnotidce are remark-
able for the position of the anus, which is so very
far forward as in the electrical eel to be before the
gill-openings, whilst in some of the other fishes of

this family it is even before the eyes. Some fishes

of this family have an elongated snout. The elec-

trical eel, however, has a rounder and more obtuse
nose than the common eel.

GYNE'RIUM. See Pampas Grass.

GYONGYOS, a town of Hungary, in the county
of Heves, is situated at the southern base of the
Matra Mountains, about 50 miles north-east of

Pesth. The last declivities of the Matra Moun-
tains produce an excellent red wine called by the
Germans Erlauer, and very like Burgundy, for which,
indeed, it is often mistaken. G. has a gymnasium,
manufactures woollen fabrics, and carries on trade
in wiue and fruit. Pop. 15,000.

GYPAE'TOS. See Lammergeier.
GYPSIES (Egyptians), [Fr. Bohemiens ; Germ.

Zii/euner ; Dutch, Heutlifns ; Dan. and Swed. Tatars;
Ital. Zingani; Span. Gitanos, Zincali; Hung. Czi-

jduyo/c, Pharaonepek ; Pers. Sisech; Hindu, Kara-
cliee ; Arab. Harami ; Gyps. Rom (man), Sinte (from
Ind), C'alo (black) ; nicknamed in Fr. Cagoux, Geux ;

Germ. Zieh-Gauner, etc.], a mysterious vagabond
race, scattered over the whole of Europe and parts

of Asia and Africa. Whence they originally came,
and what were the motives which drove them from
their native soil, are questions which, after having
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be hanged forthwith. Iu England, the most bar-
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C'ilicians, Mesopotaminns, Assyrians, Ethiopians,
Moors, Armenians, Manichseans, Banditti, and Ger-
man Jews. iMmv recently, they were, on account of

the name of Zingari or Zingani—probably a corrup-

tion from their own name Siute (from Ind), by which
they are known in many countries of Europe

—

brought in connection with the SigynnaiJ a people
of Median origin, settled on the Danube, mentioned
by Herodotus ; witli the Sigyuni of Strabo, in the
Caucasus ; with the Usbecks, and a host of other
tribes known aud unknown. Again, their name has
been derived from one Zinganeus, who, in 1517,
when they had long been known as Zingani, tied

with his followers to escape the vengeance of

Seliin. The now recognised theory of their Indian
origin, proved incontestably by their language, was
first positively advanced by Riidiger in 17S2 ; and
in his track followed, with more or less success

—

collecting, comparing, or arranging new and old
linguistic materials—Grellmaun, Alter, Seetzen,
Pottinger, Hoyland, Puchmayer, Ouseley, Danilo-
wicz, Bisehoff, Domeny de Rienzi, Graffunder,
Borrow, Richardson, Bishop Heber, and many others.

But the facile princeps of all Gypsologists" is Pro-
fessor Pott of Halle, whose Zigeunersprache (1S44—18-15) is the most wonderfully thorough and
exhaustive book ever written on this subject of

gypsies and their language.

This their language, then— a daughter of the old
Sanscrit—has, besides giving the only real clue to

their origin, also shed some rays over the dark
period between their first emigration aud then-
appearance in Europe. Originally the distinct mode
of speech of a single and special border tribe of

Northern India, it has, during the many wander-
ings of the race, appropriated words from every
country through which they passed ; while, on the
other hand, it lost many of its own words, and still

more of its own inherent power and elegance, and
much also of its resemblance to its mother and
sisters. These adopted foreign words, their respec-

tive number, and their more or less corrupted state,

point plainly to the gypsies having passed first

into Persia, to their having remained there for a
considerable time, to their having then wended
their way to some Greek country, perhaps Asia
Minor (the designations for 7, S, and 9 being still

Greek), and to their descent thence into Hungary,
Cyprus, &c.

But their language also (Romany Tschib), though
split into different dialects, has also remained almost
the only tie which binds the widely-scattered nomad
members together. Those of their branches who
for centuries have had no intercourse with each
other, would, although the strange elements in the
other's speech would be incomprehensible to them,
yet recognise each other at once by certain words
and formulas indelibly written in the memory of the
whole race. The outward appearance of the gypsies,

who have been pronounced by competent writers
to be one of the handsomest races of humanity,
varies in some degree according to the climate under
which they are bora and in which they roam.
Their chief characteristics, however, remain every-
where the same : tawniness of skin ; slightly pro-

jecting, but agreeably formed cheek-bones ; long
hair, of the colour and lustre of coal ; large black
eyes, exquisitely shaped mouths, ruddy lips, teeth

of a dazzling whiteness, slenderness and agility

of limb, expressive features, and well-proportioned,

often elegant build. Their women are, indeed,

exquisitely beautiful when young, but they lose

their good-looks at a very early period, partly on
account of the squalor of their habits, and partly

from their unsettled and precarious life. Like
children, they are fond of showy colours in dress,

and do not disdain to adorn themselves with
even dubious trinkets and fine garments in a
forward state of decay ; but they always arrange
their clothes, however poor, with great taste. Of
their other qualities, their manners and customs,
we cau only say that they were, and still are,

supposed to be cowardly, revengeful, and treacher-

ous ; that they allow themselves to be used as spies,

are the associates of robbers and thieves, and
that their women, chaste themselves, ply all sorts

of questionable trades, chiefly selling poisons, and
acting as go-betweens. It is further said that
their language has no word for God, immortality,

soul—that, in fact, they have no religion what-
ever ; that their marriages, contracted very early,

are not binding ; that they were, or are, wont
to eat their parents ; and that they are altogether

a very criminal race. How much of all these

charges is more founded on fact than their inter-

course with demons, for which they have been so

dastardly slaughtered in former days, we are not
able to decide ; certain it is, however, that their

ethical code differs most essentially from that of

other people (Gorgio), whom they despise on account

of their childish credulity and brutal cruelty. They
have proved themselves, on several occasions, bold

and courageous as lions, but they prefer running
away to fighting the battles of the foreigners

;

and it is also agreed on all hands, that they
are passionately attached to their relations ; that

they are fatalists, and have a sort of fetichism

or pantheism, though its peculiar form has never

been revealed by them to any inquisitive tourist.

At the same time, they belong outwardly to the

religion of every country which they happen to

inhabit, and repeat the process of baptism as

often as they can, with a view, as some have it, to

the presents of godfathers and godmothers. They
believe in a metempsychosis or transmigration of

souls, aud refrain for that reason from eating certain

animals (eels, &c), although, gem-rally, they are

anything but choice in their food. They are dirty,

lazy, fond of drinking and smoking. Their talent

for music is remarkable in the extreme ; their ears

seize, and their instruments reproduce, after the

first hearing, the most difficult and complicated

pieces, even entire symphonies. Many famous
artists (Kecskemecz, Bunks, &c.) have issued from
their ranks ; and their own melodies sounding
over the wide Hungarian pushtas, the steppes of

Russia, or through the streets of Jassy, are not

easily forgotten. Some of them have indeed become
the much-valued property of other nations, or are

embodied in some of our favourite operas. No less

wonderfid is the grace and charm of their wild

dances. Altogether, the gypsies are one of the

most gifted races, the lost geniuses, so to say, of

humanity. The real truth about them, their

traditions, and religion, will, we fear, be ever kept
a secret. The statement of Borrow, who has lived

so long among them, that their entire catechism

is summed up in the three precepts :
' Be true to

your people—be faithful to your husbands—and
never pay any debts except those owing to your
own kiudred,' must, we fear, be received with the

same degree of caution whi'h, we are sorry to say,

has to be applied to many other statements about
their manners and cubtoms contained in his other-

wise useful Gypsien in Spain. The incredibly absurd
descriptions of the Jewish marriage-ceremonies,
about which we do possess the fullest and most au-
thoritative information, given there as a counterpart
to those of the gypsies, show plainly how easily and
abundantly his good natiircci credulity must have been
worked upon.

The increase of population, and the growth of
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GYPSUM, a mineral consisting essentially of

Bulphate of lime and water, the proportions of

its constituents being lime, .'i'J ."!'i ; -nli.liuric acid,

46-61 ; wal . 20-Oa It is very widely
occurs in great abundance in many parts of the
world. I .logically

- in transition rocks, in

and in 1 .-. It often occurs in nests
or kidney shaped masses in clay or marl. It is
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in I" .Is many
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America, it is reduced to a fine powder by
mills, in order to be used as a manure, for much of

its value depends on the fineness ol trituratioi I

clover crops, the application of <;. is particularly

. and although it does not produce much
benefit in -. y t in

an alternation of wheat and clover, thi crop of

liuglaii.l, where the subsoil . -outlining it

n rashly brought up by
the plough.—*!., deprived of its water by burning,

need to powder, forms a paste which
' «/.<, or becomes linn and solid,

when mixed with its own bulk of water; hence the

great use of Platter of Paris for making ea-ts and
Hut if the G. is bum. d

heat, it refuses to set, and the powder of the mineral

called Aiilir/<lril<\ which is an anhydrous sulphate of

lime, has not the property ol setting. One of the

finest varieties of uncrystalliaed and untransparent

G. is Alabaster lip v.).

—

Satin Spar is a beautiful

fibrous variety ol G., exhibiting a line play of light,

and employed for necklaces, iidaid-woi I., and other

ornament. ii purposes, but having the disadvantage
.-i l\ scratched.

GYRA'TION, iK.NTKK of. See Centre of
Gyration.

GYR-FALCOX, or JER-FALCON [Falco gyr-

falco or F. Jslandicus), a species of Falcon (q. v.)

of luge size, the female, which is the largest,

Gyr-falcon {Falco Tslandinu).

being about two feet in entire length ; the plumage
almost brown when the bird is M.iiug. but gndu-

- I., white as it

,
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brown centre, until aged birds are almost pure white.

It is rarely seen in Britain, and very rarely in

the southern parts of the island, but inhabits all

the very cold northern parts of the world. It was
formerly in hiyh esteem for falconry, and was pro-

cured at great expense from Iceland and Norway.
It is sometimes called Iceland Falcon, and some-
times Greenland Falcon.

GYRI'NUS, a Linna^an genus of coleopterous

insects, now constituting a family, Gyrinidce, closely

allied to DytiscitliT, or Water Bee'tles (see Dytiscus),
but differing in having the antennae very short,

the two fore-legs long and stretching forward like

Gyrinus natator.

arms, the other legs very short and comparatively
broad. The eyes are divided by horny processes,

so that each of them almost becomes two. The
body is oval, as in the Dytiscidm. The Gyrinidce

are very generally characterised by metallic bril-

liancy of colour. They are mostly small insects.

They fly well, swim and dive well, spend the winter

in the mud at the bottom of ponds, and in spring

and summer may be seen swimming very actively

on the surface of the water, ready to dive on the
slightest alarm. In diving, they carry down with
them a bright bubble of air. They generally swim
in little parties, seeming to chase each other in

circles, whence their French name, Tourniquets, and

their English name, Whirligigs. They feed on
smaller aquatic animals, which they seize in their

gyrations. They deposit their eggs on the leaves
of aquatic plants. Their larva? are aquatic, having
their bodies composed of thirteen deeply divided
rings, of which three bear the feet, and the rest bear
filaments probably serving as organs of respiration.

The most common British species is Gyrinus natator,

a smooth shining blackish iusect, three lines long.

GY'ROMANCY (gyros, a circle, and mantela,
prophecy) was a method of divination by means of a
circle, and was generally performed in the following
manner : the soothsayer described a circle, and
marked it all round with letters ; then he com-
menced to walk round the oirele, repeating his

incantations, and at the places where he stopped
the letters were carefully noted, and by the inter-

pretation put upon these letters, the answer of the
god'was obtained.

GYRO'PHORA. See Tkepe de Roche.

GY'ROSCOPE, an instrument invented by M.
Foucault to render palpable to the eye the earth's

rotation. Its success depends on the principle,

that if a mass be set in rotation freely in space,

it will, unless disturbed or constrained, preserve
absolutely the plane of its rotation, and will, to
effect this, even overcome slight obstacles. In the
gyroscope, a heavy ring of metal is almost freely

suspended by mechanical contrivances, after having
communicated to it, before being set in its frame, a
very rapid motion ; and to maintain itself in the
plane of its rotation, while the earth in revolving
on its axis turns round the whole mechanism, it

causes a graduated slip to move round under a
telescope placed in position, and so renders the
earth's motion palpable to the eye.

GYU'LA, a town of Hungary, in the county of

Bekes-Csanad, is situated on the White Koros,
which divides it into the German and Hungarian
quarters, 30 miles north of the town of Arnd. The
trade is chiefly in cattle. Fop. 15,350.
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'~\ THE eighth letter in the English
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l 1 . . t , belongs to the order of

lound indicated by
'

' il . t in . k • and tlir (ii iiii.-m (and

Milling In I" i-nlii.

I; -t. disappear, is strikingly
.

. d iii inn ing the history of the letter A.

i the character corresponds
Il brew rh, ih i -i and

v -* tin- ilivck i in (!i, probably at one time pro-

elf. The Greeks dropped the guttural part of the

sound, ami :• 'I" mark the vowel c,

while in the Litm alphabet n v. .i r , I . n fr. m..il,

'I'll it the sound of h

in Latin must have been faint, is pro

many words were written indifferently

with or without an h\ as homistus or onuntue;
. In the languages del h ed fr

the Latin, the force of h has almost disappeared.

d in French as a character, but is

i ii. hi. Tin- Italian lan-

ther ignores the character. In Spanish,

ny cases of the Latin

f, as liijn = Lat. JiVni.1, a s.m; humoao =fumosut,
smoky.

In th" languages of the Gothic stock, h often

the liar.l guttural sound of tore. See

letter C This substitution, and the subsequent
disapiieariiig of /,. especially before r ami '. have

completely •lis_uise,l tin- relationship oi

which are root: e, g., I'm,', raw

:

Ang.-Sax, hreaw : Lat. eru-or, bl Lcru-dus, bl ly,

raw.
; ney in Km-di-h, as in other

fcOl 1 of A ami alto.

linate it. This tendency is strongest

lliterate, who are unrestrained by the
i icter ; and accordingly

'to drop one's Va' (e.g., am for ham) is a sign of

tin- want of education and oi vulgarity. The per-

versity of putting li where it ought not to be
e.'l l\ : Hinted for.

; he li tter H, in their musical
li ite « Inch we call K. 11 llile

I; Bat simply l'i
; p. i iMy l - .il. the I'at

lated to C, as a funda-

mental note, ti in B oatural the sharp seventh is.

« huh 1

1

i I. Thus,

II \ L'RLEM, the chief town oi a district of the
i North Holland, is a

clean, well-built city, lying on the !

Spaam, 12 miles wesi "i Amsterdam, and inter-

Dutch towns, with canals and

avenues of trees. Top. (in I860) SO.OOn. H. iB the
eal "i government for the province, and the see
.i .i iii in. in- in Im. p. Among it- 13 churches, the
principal is that known as De Groote or St Bavo's
Kerk, which was built in bhe L5th c, is the largest

dally noted for its loftj tower
anil its famous organ, cotistructeil by Miiller of

Aii.-tci. lam. which, till recently, was li

its kind, Iiavimj .'.nun pip. -. do t..| s, and 4 rows of
keys. Before the church stands the marble statue
"t L: us i tester (q. v.), to wi om hi countrj men
ascribe the invention of printing. Among the
buildings worthy of note, we may instance the

it th.

town-hall, with its line can n
:

de "i bhe I ounl i of Holla:

Bta . i al ; the prison ; ami t Teyler Institu-

tion, which is endowed with ample
poor, and has numerous so. n

collections. H. has a good gymnasium, numerous
academical, scientific, and benevolent institutions,

ami is al.-o the Ilea. I
i[ll, e Society of

National Education, which has here its school for

teachers. Although H. is m. longer celebrated,
- in :. .iiii.r times, for its nourishing trade, it

still possesses extensive refineries of salt, tanneries,

foundries for type of iii-.-. k and Hebrew, and
various manufactories of silk, linen, and thread,

and carries on an . Hi Wi rs and
seeds, Bending its tulips, hyacinths, and other bulbs

t of Europe. II. via- a nourishing
town is early as the 12th c. when it fr ok an
imp.. riant part in the wars between the Hol-
landers and West Frisians. At the close of the

loth C, it lost all its privileges, and sull'cred severely

and in the
itiiry, during the war of independence,

it sided with the allies, and underwent a -even

months' siege in 1 ">7- l"i"i>, which is unparalleled

in tie annals of history for the heroism evinced

by the citizens, and for the atrocities which, in

violation of their faith, the Spaniards perpetrated

after the suri.cii.li c ol lie- city,

HAARLEM LAKE, win. li

between the towns of Haarlem, Ley.l.n, and Amster-
dam, and communicated with the Zuidcr Zee. by a

narrow strait called ' Het Y.' Before its thorough
drainage

( I N.'S'.l 1S.VJ), it embraced the four ponds
I lie, which,

in conseqne of an irruption of the sea in the

10th C, when several villa es " re destroyed,

into one vast sheet of water, and
iii the course ..I" time encroached so far upon the

adj: nt land as ultimately bo ever an area of

1,000 acres. The depth did not exceed

16 feet, more than half of « hn-li w .

of mud and day. from which the hutch prepared,

masses known as ' klmkers,'
in . I he

wat.is of the lake frequently r..e during storms

to an alarming height, neoei

annual outlay m keeping the .1 s and sluices in

repair. In consequence of the damage den. bo bhe
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cities of Amsterdam and Leyden by an overflow of the

hike in lS.'Sf,, the government entered into a compact

ials which luid

.,/ r, ofAgricuttu

illnge or pasiiirage

the circum-

e means the

innel for the

than 44,000

it a cost of

divided into

See Report

HABA'KKUK (Greek forms, Ambahoum, Aba-
cum, &c. ; Latin, Ambacum, Am'acuc, and Abacuc),

the eighth of the twelve minor prophets. No account
whatever is contained in the book itself either of

the events of his life, or even the date when he
lived; and the numberless conjectures that have
been made respecting him are unworthy of notice.

In turning to the book itself, we find him, first of

all, bewailing the general corruption of his people,

and prophesying the speedy vengeance of God by
the hand of the Chaldeans. These, however, shall,

when they have fulfilled the divine wrath, perish

suddenly themselves, because of their own iniquities

;

and the prophet winds up with thanks for this

just retribution. It is evident from this that H.
must have lived at a late period, about the time of

Nebuchadnezzar's invasion; but whether he wrote,

as the rabbinical traditions suppose—at the time of

Manasseh, or as others (Keil, Davidson, Delitzsch)

assume, at the early time of Josiah, or, finally, in

the days of Jehoiakim, according to Ewald, Rosen-
miiller, Knobel, Meyer, De Wette, Hitzig, Stithelin,

are points upon which we cannot enter. We
must not omit to mention here, that the various

chapters have also been supposed to have been
written under different successive kings (Rosen-

muller, Kalminsky, &c.) ; but the unity of the

whole book is so obvious, that this notion has been
almost unanimously rejected.

Critics have, in all times, been unanimous in their

praise of the style of this prophetic composition.

It ranks, indeed, for grandeur and sublimity of

conception, for vigour and fervour of expression,

for gorgeousness of imagery, for melody of language,

among the very lirst productions of sacred literature.

It is "more especially the peculiar strophic arrange-

ment of the second chapter, with its awful four

'woes' denounced against the Chaldeans, and above
all, that matchless ^Pindaric Ode,' as Ewald calls

the third chapter, which have challenged universal

attention and admiration.

HA'BEAS CO'RPUS, Writ of, a writ directed

by courts of law or equity to produce the body of

a'person illegally detained, and to state the reasons

of such detention, so that the court may judge of

their sufficiency. This writ is one of the chief

guards of English liberty, and the envy of foreign

nations, being one of the best securities against

tyranny ever "devised. It is often erroneously sup-

posed that this efficacious protection of personal

freedom was first bestowed by the statute of 31 Ch.

II. c. 2, called the Habeas Corpus Act. But the true

foundation of that act, as well as of many other

cardinal principles of the English constitution, is to

be found in the Great Charter, or Magna Charta, of

which Hallam (1 Const. Hist, 16) observes: 'No
freeman could be detained in prison except upon a

criminal charge on conviction, or for a civil debt.

In the former case, it was always in his power to

demand of the Court of King's Bench a writ of

habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, directed to the
176

person detaining him in custody, by which he was
enjoined to bring up the body of the prisoner, with
the warrant of commitment, that the court might
judge of its sufficiency, and remand the party, admit
him to bail, or discharge him, according to the

nature of the charge. This writ issued of right, and
could not be refused by the court.' The Great
Charter, as Professor Creasy sums up this part of

its substance, ' contained two great principles. First,

that no man shall be imprisoned on mere general

grounds of suspicion, or for an indefinite period, at

the discretion or caprice of the executive power ; but
that imprisonment shall be only inflicted as the

residt of a legal trial and sentence, or for the pur-

pose of keeping in sale custody, when necessary, an
accused person on a definite charge, until he can be

tried on that charge. Secondly, that, as a general

rule, every person accused of a criminal offence shall

have the question of his guilt or innocence deter-

mined by a free jury of his fellow-countrymen, and
not by any nominee of the government.' And Black-

stone, with great spirit, thus discourses on the social

and political effects of this feature of the British

constitution (1 Bl. Com. 135) :
' Of great importance

to the public is the preservation of this personal

liberty, for if once it were left in the power of

any, the highest, magistrate to imprison arbitrarily

whomever he or his officers thought proper, there

would soon be an end of all other rights and immu-
nities. Some have thought that unjust attacks,

even upon life or property, at the arbitrary will of

the magistrate are less dangerous to the common-
wealth, than such as are made upon the personal

liberty of the subject. To bereave a man of life, or

by violence to confiscate his estate without accusa-

tion or trial, would be so gross and notorious an act

of despotism, as must at once convey the alarm of

tyranny throughout the kingdom; but confinement
of the person by secretly hurrying him to jail, where
his sufferings are unknown or forgotten, is a less

public, a less striking, and therefore a more dan-

gerous engine of arbitrary government. And yet,

sometimes, when the state is in real danger, even
this may be a necessary measure. But the happi-

ness of our constitution is, that it is not left to the
executive power to determine when the danger of

the state is so great as to render this measure expe-

dient, for it is the parliament only or legislative

power that, whenever it sees proper, can authorise

the crown, by suspending the Habeas Corpus Act
for a short and limited time, to imprison suspected
persons, without giving any reason for so doing.'

The Habeas Corpus Act, which was passed in

31 Ch. II. c. 2, therefore did not introduce any new
principle, but merely defined with greater precision

and detail the appropriate remedies, in consequence
of the frivolous objections made by the judges in

the preceding reign. The substance of these details

is as follows : Where any person is committed and
charged with crime, the lord chancellor or any of

the judges may, unless there has been great delay
in application, issue the writ, and order the person

to be brought up and discharged with or without
bail. The writ is to be obeyed more or less promptly
according to the distance, but in no case must the delay

exceed twenty days. Any officer or keeper neglect-

ing to deliver a copy of the wan-ant of commitment,
or shifting the prisoner to another custody without

cause, shall forfeit £100, and for the second offence

£200, and be disabled to hold office. No person once

delivered by habeas corpus shall be recommitted for

the same offeuce under a penalty of £500. Every
person committed for treason or felony may insist

on being tried at the next assizes, or admitted to

bail, unless the crown witnesses cannot be ready in

that time ; and if not tried at the second assizes or
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sessions, he shall be discharged from the imprison-
ment. The I'M- ir may apply eithi i

Bench, Com-
mon Pleas, or Exchequer, and any judge denying
such writ is liable to a tin '

I

be applied I l
any part of

England, or J

recently held, in the case ot Anders..

slave, that this writ could !*•

confined in Canada or any other of the colonies,

even though there iliahed there
which had previous!} been applied to, and had the

the writ, but i

judges of i

. on examining
authorities, held that this prerogative |..i\\er had

a inherent in the tCnglish court in favour
of British subjects wherever impris

untry. and had a

luiiies, w ben-
ever local courts exist by whii

on of the common law. w hi

which . .!. nded the writ to other cases. Under
this last act, any pen lonfined or restrained of
his liberty (otherwise than for criminal matters,
and except

|

common law
, on shevi ing

by affidavit that thi i and probable
ground for complaint.

; cor where a
i her man, woman

confined in England, tie- remedy is i.

to apply for'

applicant : and
to make a proper return that

' whit is done hi

contempt. If the party i- confined undi
authority, as a child by a pal

It the party is confined under some
legal authority, then the warrant ol
'

uii the subject matt

dity of the impi i

I of.

. 'ud to Scot
land, hut in i

Ad 1701, c ii q |, « fa - h

of several ot h law of a
kindred nature to tl 1, and which

lied the writ ot /

i oed by a common law court to bring op
iiiui with a writ in another

action. So a habea
similar writ to take the prisoner m i

another cause ot ai tion. //

up by tie- jailer t" give eviden
lie. 2, called
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i iie law in relation to proceedings under
ins is irerj similar in cases under juris-

diction of |!i
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English Law. is the nan f the writ which issues
i judgment

I
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sheriff, by thi- writ, to put him
utes it by
and then

iie plaintiff.

i writ, now

II \ Bl RG ESI i.v. a sh.nt coat

i u-iii.nl
;

I. ut in the
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Sei 11 vi in i k.

II \ BIT. 'In- Familiar word applies I

portion of onr acquired powers or aptitinles. Com-
in. the kind

mled by it. Habits
may he eithi We sneak
of a habit of talkin

-I trathfulnesa The
In' hum. in o, ,i,si it ut n which the

be called tin- po

and all the
other intellectual facull

Ideas. Education of every kind must proceed
upon this property, and should he conducted in

conformity with its exact nature and laws. The
maxima that govern the formation of habits are

1 1" principles ot mental acquiremi nt
in every shape. Some of the most in

these may he indicated here.

1. It Should
persons are not alike susceptih]

amount of practice is

ill another; iteration being the mode of supplying
Mil.

•J. However common the remark, that youth is

we "em-rally appreciate to the lull degree the
superior plasticity of early years, and the gradual

i lie property as lifi

d state of the infant mil
taken int.. account along with the verj

a tirmii.-s

and security of hold to early impressions beyond
mi is communicated in later life.

' We
he impossibility ol

if after one has grown to maturity; so

youth

life.

In acquiring ha!. its, the favourahli

• rtance. Liking,
taste, or prcdih - ,,..., ,,11

in upon the work, and
favours to tie utmost tl

iiiii.d liking will often compensate for want
of natural aptitude, by making the most oi what

4. In the default of natural liking for the subject,
il maj be secured to a o nun extent by

"i in the parti-
cular case. 'I'll,' education
conduct.,! wholly on the principle of fascination:
hut if pain has to h.. frequently or systematically
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resorted to. no considerable uv-noi'al progress need be

looked for.

5. Health, freshness, and vigour in the bodily

system are conditions of the growth of habit. The
brain may be powerful in a feeble body, but a

certain co-operatiou of the other organs is necessary
to the integrity of its functions ; and when the

stage of nervous exhaustion lias been reached, there

is nothing gained by continuing the exercise. After
adequate rest and refreshment, the plastic property
is at its height ; there is a limit to what it can
perform, which is marked by the approaching sense

of fatigue ; and at this point, the efforts in the
way of learning should cease. The prevailing error

hitherto has been to overrate this limit, and to

keep up school exercises too long at one time. A
short intermission enables the work to be resumed.

6. These observations apply to mental acqui-

sitions generally. In the peculiar ease of moral
acquisitions—such as habits of fortitude, courage,

contentment, honest dealing, obedience—some
special considerations are applicable. In the first

place, there must be a powerful initiative, or some
influence strong enough to make a decided com-
mencement and to keep up the desired conduct for

a certain length of time. Either the coercion of some
authority, or a powerful example, or an energetic

resolution of the individual will, should induce the
person to enter on the course prescribed, and to

persevere until the plastic process, in other words,
the power of habit, lias hail time to ojjerate. The
commencing stimulus may then be gradually with-

drawn in favour of the self-sustaining force that
iteration has engendered.

HABIT AND REPUTE, a phrase used in

Scotch Law to denote something so notorious

that it is taken without further proof to be true.

The best known example of this is where a man
and woman cohabit as husband and wife, and are

reputed by the neighbours to be married, in which
case the law of Scotland, with great liberality,

assumes, as a positive and incontrovertible fact,

that a previous marriage had taken place, and
no evidence to contradict such a presumption, or

legal fiction, is even allowed. . In England, no such
doctrine prevails, and the marriage would have to

be proved in the usual way, if called in question,

by a suit which directly raises such question

though the parties had all their lives lived together
as man and wife.—There is also, in Scotland, an
application of the doctrine of habit and repute

to persons when convicted of stealing ; for if the

individual is a habit and repute thief—i. e., a
notorious thief— his offence is greater, and liable

to a more severe punishment. In England, a some-
what similar effect is produced more cireuitously,

by proving after the trial that the thief had been
several times previously convicted, in which case

he is generally punished by a severer sentence.

HABITATION, in the Roman Law, meant a

servitude by which a person could only use a

house as a habitation or dwelling-house, and for no
other purpose. In England ami Scotland, such a

restriction can only be produced by the operation

of express covenants or stipulations in the lease.

HA'CKBERRY. See Nettle Tkee.

HACKLANDER, Feted. Wilh., a popular
<Terman poet, was born at Burtscheid, near Aix-
la-chapelle, 1st November 1S16. After several

vicissitudes, he proceeded to Stuttgart, where he
oummenced his literary career with Bilder aus dem
Soldatenleben im Frieaen, which appeared in the

Morgenblatt, and has since been translated into

several languages. The truth and pleasant humour
of this little book attracted the attention of Baron

von Taubenheim, who invited H. to accompany
him on his travels to the East.- The literary fruits

of this journey were Dagucrrenttipm, aufgenommen
au/Einer Reise in den Orient (2 vols. Stuttg. 1&42 ;

2d edit. 1S4C), and the Pilgerzug nach Mekha, a
collection of Oriental talcs and legends. At a later

period, he published ]Ya,-lilstuben-abentmer (a con-

tinuation of the Soldatenleben), Miirehen, and a
variety of smaller works. In March 1849, he went
to Italy, was present in the campaign in Pied-
mont, and afterwards published his Soldatenleben im
Kriege (2 vols. 1849—1850). In 1S49 he married,
and settled near Stuttgart, where he has since

published several humorous romances : Handel und
Wandel (2 vols. 1S50), Eugrn .Still/ri.d (3 vols. 1852),

Namenlose Geschichten (3 vols. 1851), &c. On account
of his powers of observation, his admirable painting
of detafls, his kindly disposition, and pleasant
humour, H. has been styled the German Dickens.
His comedy entitled the Geheimer Agent has been
performed on all the stages of Germany, and has
been translated into Hungarian, Polish, and English.
Not less successfid was his Magnetische Curen.
Later works are his Bin Winter in Spanien (1S55),

and Der neue Don Quixote (1858).

HA'CKMATACK. See Lahch.

HACKNEY, the name of a parish of England,
in the county of Middlesex, which now forms a
subm-b of London, and is three miles north-north-
east of St Paid's. It was at one time a favourite
suburban residence of the London citizens, but the
current of fashion having for many years been
setting to the west, H. no longer holds the rank it

formerly did. In its earlier and fashionable days,
it is said to have given its name to hackney-coaches.

HACKNEY-COACHMEN differ in no respect
from other carriers, except that in addition they are
generally put under police regulations in all the towns
and cities of the United Kingdom, and a tariff of

fares imposed upon them. They require a licence

from the town-council or other similar body, and
must conform to the regulations imposed by this

authority. In London, acts of parliament have been
passed to define these regulations, and the legal fare
is fixed at 6d. per mile, or part of a mile. In other
cities and towns, the legal fare is higher.

HADDINGTON, a market town and royal and
parliamentary borough of Scotland, capital of the
county of the same nam's, is situated at the foot of

the Garletou Hills, on both sides of the river Tyne,
about 16 miles east of Edinburgh. The old Abbey
Church, a fine Gothic structure, in partial ruin, and
situated close to the banks of the river, is the most
interesting object in the town. John Knox and
George Wishart preached in this church. Among
the other principal buildings may be mentioned
the Corn Exchange, necessarily a very commodious
building, H. being one of the largest grain-markets
in Scotland. The inhabitants are chiefly dependent
upon agriculture, but there are nurseries, corn-mills,

breweries, tanneries, &c, in the town and vicinity.

H. unites with North Berwick, Dunbar, Jedburgh,
and Lauder in sending a member to parliament.
Pop. (1S61) 3897.

HADDINGTONSHIRE, or EAST LOTHIAN,
a maritime county in Scotland, lying between N.
lat. 55° 4' and 56° 5', and W. long. 2° 25' and 3° 2', is

bounded on the N. and E. by the Firth of Forth
and the German Ocean. S. and S. E. by Berwick-
shire, and on the W. by Midlothian. The extreme
length is about 25 miles, and breadth about 17 ;

area, 179,142 acres, or 280 square miles. In the
south of the county are the Lammermuir Hills,

rising to the height of 1732 feet. In the north and
north-east is a strip of level ground of unequal
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breadth, oompoeed "f clay and loam, and mostly plentiful in the northern parts of the Atlantic
i kinds of crops. The climate Ocean, both on the European ami the American

11 the lower grounds, and the rainfall

imieh mil there are few streams of

. i he prin ipal being the Tyne,

which flows north-east across tin- county into the

b coasts, it is abundant almost

everywhere, appearing in peat shoals at particular

seasons, but in suse ami quality the haddocks taken
at one part of the coast differ much from those of

at
.
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tlu-a-hing-in aehine was tirst introduced, in 1786, by well known, particularly in the Scottish markets.

anative,Ai .the HA'DERSLEBEN, or BCADERSLEV, an old

.i-k. in the north of the duchy of

Slesvig, on the Haderslel.cn Fiord, a narrow armi.tn this enmity l>y Mi

g Phe well know d

wheat, Bui Fenton, and 8hirreffs
of the sea, stretching inland westward from the

Little Belt, 33 miles "north of I'lcn.-l.. n _. It li.s

several churches, one of which, the church of St

Mary, is a large and handsome edilicc ; a port for

small wss. Is ; and a gymnasium. Pop. 7 '77.

i its town-rights 1'nun \\ :

in 1°!>2; and here, in 144N, Couni I

Oldenburg was elected king of Denmark, and began

tlu' present dynasty.

HA'DES, in Greek Mythology, v.

the lower world, more coinnionly spoken of as Pluto

(q. v.); the name was also applied to hi

the abode of the departed spirits or shades. See
( ,.

i
i b B i ' i. no ., also llrivtN and Hell.

HADITH (something new, a si.

. mphatically, Hadith Ar-l!nssul). the traditions

that 'of any other county, and only on about Mohammed tlie Prophet

return ental, which, as a complementary to the !-.

£264^475. Old valuation, £14,072. Coal and lime together with it, the supreme authority for all

i! former was wrought religious and legal ip. i.h.iinmedaus.

bearded, all originated in Haddingtonshire.

to the agricultural statistics taken iu

1 number of acres under rotation of

crops was 102,445}, . i nants. The
average produce [ht acre was—wheat, 26 bushels,

ihels, H pecks; oats,

1 !- pecks : turnips, 15 tons, 4 cwts.;
., :s. There were 4699 draught

and other i

swine. Total stock, 112.(j-20. In comparing the

produce o

land, it will be found

l of turnips, and 27 i

i led ill Sent

.

member to parliament. Pop. 1861 37,623.

Historic J t entirely to

the battle-field of Dunbar, wi

Originally, it was not allowed to commit them to

writing (like the Mishuah, q. v.), but the danger
of their being entirely forgotten in tli

time, led to their being written down in the first

centuries after Mohammed. Those who, notwith-

ting army iu 1650; and i'rcstonpaiis, standing, know them well by heart are honoured
i the loyal troop, in with the title of Hatiz (retainer, keeper). The six

i; i i - ! moves tor these tradition-
.

, i
.

i intallon, Dirleton. Luiln..--. alter tin- death of Chadija, the

.
I [nnervi ick. The p. incip .1 tov,

on, Dunbar, and North Berwick

II U OK !'.'• (us or Bforrhua /Eglefimu), a

fish of the same genus with the cod, and much
I mbei oi

1 cod, thi re being three
.. n b

r jaw. The
H. is brovi a on thi bi Uj

;

is a black
I each

A ridicul
-

i h from thi' month of "Inch he took

the tribute money, 'the inventors of the legend

.itiiig to the iinprol.ahility of a marine (by krebl, m l.ey

I

in the fresh-water lake oi Gennesaret' a
!. .,|, i- not even found in the Mi .liter

ranean. Nor doc, it enter the Baltic, althougl

I.- : \ i.ii llinvira. >. .... 1111. .11 and

servant; Alidallah 11. ll Ahlias; Ahdall.-di I.e.. n

i : and Ana
1). Malik. The prinei]ial and most atll

Of traditions are those of I'.oehari.

Malik. Aim Dhaud. Tarmesi, Nis-ai. Moslem, and
Sojnti. Of these, again, the most imp. n i ant le is

the Sal, !h of linehari. who, it i

years of his life m travelling through
ami bread! h oi the land for the

|

. . and who singled out. from a nuni-

g so as to in.et on the hack, ber of 60,000, about 7-7n as y This

me « ith

mentaries (Di Ihi, 1848 I J54, ol whii b only thre.

to be found in Kurope—one is at pre-

sent in the British Museum) ; and ani

i) is now in the OOUTSeof prepa-

Mnii vu.mich. Moii oni D

HADJI K 1 1 \ 1 , 1 1 \ M . thi

i u v i.i .Ai-.ihi.i_mi, a celebrated Turkish historian,
139
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who was horn at Constantinople about the end of the
16th c., and died in September, 165S. From Hrj- till

163.'! he was employed in the Turkish army, and had
an excellent opportunity of Requiring information re-

garding matters of history, geography, etc., of which

H.'s works are written in Turkish, Arabic, and
Persian. Besides a number of smaller works on
geography and history, we have the celebrated
Asam al-kotoub ve al-fonoum (Names of Books and
Sciences), written in Arabic, aud of which Fliigel

has given a translation with the text under the
title Lexicon Bi'ilio'/rap/ik-itm ct Bnci/chpcedicuvi a
Mustafa-ben-Abdallah (Leip. 1835—1858, 7 vols.).

There is also a French translation, by Petis de la

Croix (1694— 1705), which is to be seen in MS. in

the Imperial Library. In this work, H. gives a
definition of each science and the principal writers
on each ; specifies the titles, contents, language,
dates of composition, and translations of more
than 25,000 works ; also the names of the authors
and dates of their death. It is the most complete
catalogue in existence of works written in Arabic,
Persian, and Turkish; Tarikh Kebir (Great His-
tory), a history of the world from the creation of

Adam to 1655, containing notices of 150 dynasties,
principally Asiatic ; also a history of the Ottoman
empire from 1591 to 165S ; and a history of the
maritime wars of the Turks, which has been
translated into English (Lond. 1831).

HADLEY, John, an English mathematician, the
intimate friend of Newton, from whom, as is now
generally supposed, he borrowed the idea of the
instrument called Hadley's Quadrant (see Sex-
tant). In 1717, he became a member of the Royal
Society, before which he read some useful papers,
which were afterwards published in their Transac-
tions. The honour of having invented the sextant

is claimed by their supporters for H., Godfrey, aud
Newton ; for H., because he was the first to con-

struct the instrument, and give a description of

it, which he did in 1731. before the Eoyal Society;
for Godfrey, because, in 1730, he presented a gentle-

man in Philadelphia, United .States, with a descrip-

tion of the instrument almost coinciding with H.'s,

which description was transmitted to the Royal
Society in 1732 ; and for Newton, because he, in

1727, gave a description of the instrument to his

friend'Halley, who, for some reason unknown, sup-

pressed it, and it was not till after his death in 17-12

that it was discovered. The Royal Society decided
that Godfrey and H. were both entitled to the honour
of the invention, and aeeordin-dv each received a
reward of £200. H. died 15th February 1744.

HADRIA'NUS, P. -iEltc/s, a Roman emperor
•117— 138 A. D.), was born at Rome, 24th January
76 A. d. During the reign of Trajan, who was his

guardian, and with whom he was connected by
marriage (his father, who was a Roman senator,

having married the aunt of Trajan), he filled several

high offices in the state. He accompanied the

emperor in his wars against Decebalus, where he
distinguished himself by his braver}'; and in 117,

when Trajan set out on his return to Italy, he
was left behind with the army as governor of the
province of Syria. When the intelligence reached
Antioch that Trajan had died in Cilicia on his jour-

ney home, H. was proclaimed emperor by the army,
August 11, 117 A. D. The state of the empire at

the time was extremely critical. Insurrections had
broken out in Egypt, Palestine, and Syria ; Mcesia
in the East, and Mauritania in the West, were both
invaded by barbarian hordes ; while the Parthians

had once more asserted their independence, and
won several successes over the imperial forces. H.,

perceiving the advantage of a peaceful policy, wisely
resolved to limit the boundaries of the' Roman
dominion in the East, and concluded a peace with
the Parthians, surrendering to them all the country
beyond the Euphrates. In US, he repaired to Rome
(where he had been acknowledged by the senate),
established his authority by liberality towards the
people, and suppressed with great severity a patri-

cian conspiracy against his life. The Roxolani
(modern Russians), who had made an inroad into
Mcesia, were induced to retire by large gifts. In the
Vc:ir 1 19. for the pu,'| - of b, ivi,:i:,.

: :
.,-,p, i],ird

with the state of the provinces, he commenced his

celebrated journey, which he is said to have per-
formed chiefly on" foot. He visited Gaul, Germany,
Britain (where be built the famous wall extending
from the Solway to the Tyne), Spain, Mauritania,
Egypt, Asia Minor, and Greece, whence he returned
to Rome, 126 or 127 A. D., aud received the title of

Pater Patrice. H. spent the years 132 and 133 in
Athens, for which city he had a great predilection.
After once more visiting Syria. hcV-turned to Italy,

and spent the last years of his life at Rome and
Tibur. During the severe illness which carried
him off, July 10, 13S, at Baias, he was subject to
violent outbursts of cruelty, to which, as well as
to jealousy and pleasure, he was naturally addicted.
After the death of Lucius Ceiouius Commodus,
whom lie had adopted under the name of Lucius
^Elius Verus, he appointed Titus Aurelius (after-

wards the emperor Antoninus Pius) his successor.
During his reign the army was vigorously disci-

plined and reorganised, so that the barbarians were
not likely to attribute H.'s conciliating and peacefid
policy to fear or weakness. As a civil ruler, he
merits high praise, particularly for the just and
comprehensive view he appears to have taken of
his duties as a sovereign. Hence to him is attri-

buted, more than to any"" other, the consolidation of
the monarchical system of Rome. H. also divided
Italy into four parts under four consids, to whom
was intrusted the administration of justice. H.
erected numerous splendid edifices, the chief of
which were—the mausoleum called the Moles Had-
riani, in Rome (the groundwork of the modern
castle of St Angelo), the ^Elian bridge leading to
it, and the magnificent villa at Tibur. He like-

wise laid the foundation of several cities, the most
important of which was Adrianopolis. H. was a
lover of the fine arts (in the history of which,
as well as of jurisprudence, his reign forms an
important era), of poetry, philosophy, and rhetoric,

all of which he attempted. He set a high value
on Greek literature, and likewise on the cultus of

Greece, and caused himself to be initiated into the
Eleusiniau mysteries.

HADROSAURUS, the name of a genus of Dino-
sauria, found in the Cretaceous strata of N. America,
which resembled Ignanodon in its herbivorous food

known, of which II. fntdkei, from Haddonfield, New-
Jersey, measured 28 feet in length, and stood 12 f?et

high ; and H. tripos, of N. Carolina, had an elevation
of at least IS ft. when resting on the hind legs and tail.

HvEMADYXAMO'METER (derived from the
Greek words 7uema, Mood, dynamis, force, and metron,
a measure) is the name of an instrument devised about
thirty years ago, by Poisscville, for determining the
pressure of the blood in the arteries and veins of the
living body. The pressure of the blood is measured,
as in the barometer, by the column of mercury that it

balances.

H^EMASTA'TICS and HiEMADYNA'MICS, the
Statics (q. v.) and Dynamics (q. v.) of the blood (Gr.
haima). See Blood, Circulation of the Bloou.
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one of the Neinntoidea, and often more than an inch
in length. It is old horses that arc chiefly affected

;

indeed they scarcely ever seem to escape, for Rayer
found these tumors 48 times in the examination of

50 worn-out horses. For much very interesting- infor-

mation on this curious subject, the reader is referred

to Raver's Memoir in theArehiv.de Medecine com-
parce for 1842.

In the dog, H. sufficiently large to be visible to

the naked eye are rare. Thirteen such cases are

collected by Davaine in his Traile des Entu:ouin%
1SI50, the worm generally being a filaria. The
microscopic larvae of anematoid worm are sometimes
found in enormous quantities circulating in the blood !

of this animal. From the examination of the blood
of 4S0 dogs, Gruby and Delafond believe that 1 in I

every 20 of these animals presents this peculiarity. |

In none of the above cases does the presence of

these entozoa appear to affect the general health of
,

the individual in whom they reside, whether lie be
man, horse, or dog.—For further information on this

subject, the reader may be referred to Davaine, op. I

cit. pp. 30S— 342, andVogel's Patliological Anatomy,
p. 442, &c.

HiEMATTJ'RIA (Gr. haima, blood, and ouron,
!

mine), the discharge of blood with the mine, usually
from disease of the kidneys or bladder. It is rather
a symptom than a disease, and takes its character
from the associated morbid conditions of the parts

concerned. It is a symptom always of some gravity,

but not very often directly fatal. Perhaps the best

general remedy is the tincture of the muriate of

iron, given in water in doses of twenty drops.

H^EMODORA'CEyE, a natural order of endo- !

genous plants, consisting of herbaceous plants with
fibrous roots, and sword-shaped leaves; differing

from Iridaceai in habit, and in having the stamens
six in number, or if only three, opposite to the
petals. There are about fifty known species, chiefly

natives of North and South America. South Africa,

the Mascarene Islands, and New Holland. Some of

them have beautiful flowers. A red colour exists in

the roots of some ; hence the name Blood-boot has
been given to them. In this order are ranked the
Ydhr.ias or Tree Lilies.

HyEMO'PTYSIS (Gr. ptysis, spitting), expector-

ation of blood, a very significant and often danger-
ous symptom of disease of the lungs or heart, in

all cases of great importance, and requiring imme-
diate attention, but apt to be viewed popularly
with a somewhat exaggerated alarm. It is seldom
directly fatal. It is rather as an indication of

dangerous disease, than from its immediate danger,
that it requires such careful attention ; but unques-
tionably, it is a matter of common prudence to

seek medical advice on the appearance of even the
slightest tinge of blood in the expectoration from
the lungs. The gravity of this symptom depends
very much on its cause. The treatment can scarcely

be undertaken without a medical examination ; but
in case of extremity, it may be desirable to know
that repeated doses of Ipecacuanha (q. v.), earned
even up to the emetic effect, have often been found
serviceable.

HEMORRHAGE (Gr. a bursting forth of

blood), a flux of blood from ruptured arteries,

veins, or capillaries. See Bleeding.

HEMORRHOIDS (Gr. flowing of blood). See
Piles, for which disease haemorrhoids is a technical

synonym.

HyEMTJS, Mount. See Balkan.

H/ERE'DITAS JA'CENS, in Scotch Law, means
the heritable estate which a deceased person has

left, as it remains before the heir has made up a

title to it, and when therefore the property lies to a

certain extent in abeyance. "When a creditor of the
deceased wants to recover his debt, he was formerly
compelled by a circuitous process first to compel the

heir to complete his title, or declare his refusal to

do so ; but now, by the statutes 10 and 11 Vict. o.

48, s. 16, and 21 and 22 Vict. c. 76, s. 27, he merely
raises an action in the usual way, and obtains a

decree of adjudication, under which he can help him-
self to the property. The expression of haereditas

jacens is not used in England, where similar niceties

of feudal conveyancing have long been extinct.

H/ERE'TICO COMBTJRE'NDO, an old writ in

English ecclesiastical law for burning a heretic, now
abolished by 29 Char. II. c. 9.

HAFF, a word now obsolete in ordinary speech,

signifies, in the Danish language, the sea, or a con-

siderable portion of the sea. In German, it occurs

oidy as the proper name of three estuaries of peculiar

form on the southern coast of the Baltic—viz., the
Stettin Haff (q. v.), the Frisches Haff (q. v.), and the
Kurisches Haff (q. v.). Haff-fishing is a term used
by the inhabitants of Shetland to signify sea-fishing.

HAFIZ (one who knows the Koran and the
Traditions by heart), Mohammed, Shams-ad-Din
(Sun of Religion), also called Lishan-al-Ghaid
(Voice of Mystery), an eminent Persian divine,

philosopher, and grammarian, and one of the greatest

poetical geniuses of all times. He was born in the
beginning of the 14th e. at Shiraz, and early applied

himself to the pursuit of science and learning. His
proficiency in various branches of knowledge brought
him under the notice of the then reigning House of

Muzaffer, and he was not only appointed teacher in

the royal family, but a special college was founded
for him. His spirit of independence, however, stood

in the way of his worldly advancement, and not-

withstanding many offers of princely favour, he
remained during his whole life in the humble
condition of a dervish. The burden of his poetical

compositions is for the most part wine, love,

nightingales, flowers—in fact, beauty in every form';

occasionally also the praise of Allah and the Prophet,

and reflections upon the instability of life and its

joys ; through all of them there runs, however, a
withering contempt of all professional piety, mock-
humility, and sanctified abhorrence of the good
things of this world. These poems are of such
exquisite sweetness, that the poet has also received

the name of T.^-/i,:r/erl,_h (Sugarlip) ; and his con-

temporaries speak of his having drunk from the
fountain of life, a draught of which was brought to

him, in reward for his untiring perseverance in

study, and his power of self-abnegation, by Zikhr
(the Mohammedan Elijah) himself. No less remark-
able are the sudden and striking transitions in his

writings, and the readiness of wit which he dis-

played on several noticeable occasions during his

lifetime.

Hafiz was married, and appears to have reached a

happy old age. The time of his death is uncertain,

the dates being variously given between the years

791 H. (1388 A.D., the date on his tombstone), and
797 H. (1394 a.d.). The enmity, however, which
had been provoked in the breasts of the zealous

defenders of religion by the freedom of his manners,
and his more than Sufistic contempt for the outward
forms of godliness, broke out undisguisedly at his

death. The ministers of religion refused to repeat

the usual prayers over the dead body, and after

long altercations between the members of his family

and his enemies, it was agreed that the question,

according to the usual custom of the East, should 1 >e

decided by lot. The result was favourable ; where-
upon he was buried with great honour His tomb,
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BAGAB ilAX. Agar), Gen. ivi E, an Egyp-
ir di. 'I In- hi r Set

i is unknown) has bei a derived from
. .iii.l has been ti—'slender,' ' st ranger.' and 'flight' (ill allusion

to her after-life). Sarah ha\ in

advanced a e, at last gave II to

"I 'anaan, as

a concubine—according to the Eastern custom in
I, inn •edirieil through hi i

lishing a family of her own. II. bore Abraham a

9 whom he called Ishmael (God has beard), and
tor a time saw the future father of the

progeny promised him. But sixteen years later,

and when Abraham was (we an told) a hundred
yen's i. Ill, Sarah herself bore Isaae ; and we liud

"
'

I ' ''Ill • HI I

(Gen. x\i. 2—9) that Abraham and Sarah were
his parents— in repudiation, according to raliliiuioal

authorities, ol certain rumours al t I

tiniaey. spread by Hagar. At last the domestic
that naturally arose led Abraham,

though reluctantly, to cast out II. together with
Ishmael. How the two fugitives lost their way

of Beersheba; how the water in the

she might not see his death ; how her weeping
and the loud voice of the boy were answered by an
angel, who pointed out a well (Temzem. m the

Mi.-eea)—all tin- forms one of the most
I well-known narratives of the Bible.

In ii. New Testament, H. i

ally as M it Sinai or 'the Jerusalem which now
is' (Gal iv. •i'J). Sumo rabbinical tradition* (Her.

I: UT o "Ii utify her with Kit in all, i In

of Abraham, mentioned Gen. Btv, 1: oilers (Ber.

R. nl d.i make her the daughter of Pharaoh, who,
miraculous interference on behalf of

nd :
• Better that m

should be the slave of this man than t)

any other.' The Mohammedans look ii] II as

the legal wife of Abraham, aud she is SU

be boned in Mi oca

HAGBEBRY. See Bird-ciierkv and Nettle

II \i:::\. a small town of Prussia, in v.

oi Ami*.

liero. It I'ontaius s.v.'i'al eliui'i lies, and has a popu-

lalioii of 8920, H'l any oil a

II VI. N BAOH, KAItL Bill. i I. Ql mi 01 Hno-
'"in, I'll May 1801, at Basel, where

his lather, Karl Fnedrl. Ii Hi ... ,il,,,, ii

i botany. While at the universities

in.- acquainted with

by Selilrierma. her

;

and on lu^ r, I urn 1 J !i"in US
intercourse with De Wettc, a fresh impulse to the



HAGERSTOWN-HAGGAI.
development of his theological opinions. Appointed
soon to an extraordinary professorship, he Mas raised
in ib-Zb to the position of ordinary professor He
delivered to public audiences beyond the university,
and has since published through the press, several
courses ot lectures ou the .Nature and liistorv of the
helormatiou

(
il'esen u. Geseh. d. Informal

i

w >~,
(i V,,b-

S.34-1S43; 3te Aufl., 1851— 1S50), on the Early
History of the (Jliureh (Aellere Kirc/,,:,,,,,^,-/,., 2 tide.
1S.m-1S.j7). and on the Church History of the lsih
and 19th Centuries [KUxhengesch. d. Is,' u. 10 Jo/,,-/,.,

2 Bde., 2te Aufl., 1S4S-1S40). His tabular view of
the History of Dogmas, published in 1S2S. is hhdilv
praised. an,l his eompend of the same department
of historical theology (Le/,,-1,,,,/,. ,!. D,,,,,,,*,,;,-*,-/,., 2
Bde. 1840-1841; 4te Aufl.. JSoS. has been trans.
lated into English. His E„,-,il,-/,J/„idU „. M,,l„„/-
,,!„!/,e d. r/„o/o,,;,rl,ai ]Yis.<,:„x,:l„,ften is one of the
most useful manuals for the student of German
theology, and its popularity in the author's own
country has already called for five editions. A
History of Evangelical Protestantism, several volumes
of Sermons, a Memorial of De Wette, and a work
on Religious Education in the Gymnasia, have also
come from his peu ; and he has given proof of
his poetical talents in two small volumes of poetry
and m a collection of poems entitled Luther u. Seine
Zeit.—Oi H.'s brothers, Joha_\n Jakob has gained
distinction as an entomologist, and EDr/AED as a
physiologist.

until Zunz, in his Die OoUesdienMl. Vortratje der
Juden (Berlin, 1S32), not only proved its existence
by evidence, but even restored it out of these
fragments and parallel passages; and about the
same time, the old MS., which agreed with Zunz's
statements to the minutest details, was found by
Steinschneider at Oxford.
For the general form of Haggada, its language, its

sources, and its development, no less than its vast
influence on Christianity and Mohammedanism, and
its immense usefulness for historical and theological
investigations, we refer the reader to the articles
Mimlvsh and Talmud.

s/id Pesach

HA GERSTOWN, a town in Maryland, United
States, America, 66 miles west-north-west from
Baltimore. It is a well-built town, with nine
churches, two academies, seven newspaper-offices,
court-house, town-hall, almshouse, and jaii Pop.'

HA'GGADA (Heb. from nagad, /lagged, to say,
relate) is the free, rabbinical interpretation of
Scripture, chiefly for homiletical purposes. As its
name signifies, Haggada was something 'said' (not
'received,' like the authoritative Halaeha) (q. v.):
legend, saga, tale, gnome, parable, allegory ; in fact,
poetry springing up from the sacred soil, wildi
luxuriant, and entangled like a primeval forest.'
On its three principal directions—the Peshat or
hermeneutical investigation, Derttsh or practical
application, and Lod or mystical illustrations—we
cannot dwell here, nor can we follow Zunz's minute
divisions of Haggada into : 1. Targiunim ; 2. Haf»a-
distic elements in Halaeha; 3. Ethical Haggada;
4. Historical Haggada ; 5. Secret esoteric doctrine

;

6. Special Haggada. It flowed in an uninterrupted
stream for more than a thousand years—from the
Babylonian exile to the 10th c. A.D.—and its
innumerable authors are either entirely anonymous
or at best pseudonymous. It grew into immense
dimensions, as, although orally delivered, parts of
it were gradually added in the shape of marginal
notes or glosses to Bible MSS., or were committed
to writing in the shape of independent collec-
tions. These either followed the order of the
Scripture, and were called after the special biblical
book around which they had woven their fabric,
or they were arranged and called after the Sab-
batical and festive pericopes on which they treated.
The most extensive collections, originally composed
of single fragments, which have survived are
Midrash Rabboth (commenced about 700 A. D.,
concluded about 1100 a.d.), comprising the Penta-
teuch and the five Megilloth, and the Pesikta
(about 700 a.d.), which contains the most complete
cycle of pericopes. Strangely enough, this latter
itself had, through the many extracts made from
it at an early period (Jalkut, Pesikta, Rabbathi,
Sutarta, &c), fallen into oblivion since the 15th c,

the name of a ritual,
partly m Hebrew, partly in Chaldee, used on the
two first evenings of the Passover, which contains,
besides a brief description of the exodus, extracts
from the Scripture, the Mishna, Tosephta, Mechdtha,
Siin, and the two Talmuds, and some liturgical
pieces. Originally within a very small compass,
it has been extended to its present larger size by
subsequent centuries. Two 'Piutim,' or religious
poems, were added in the 11th c, and four more
Hebrew and Chaldee songs (the last originally a
German VolksUed) as late as the 14th century.
HA'GGAI (Aggarns, Maggceus), the tenth of the

twelve minor prophets, and the first of those
who prophesied m Palestine after the Babylonian
captivity. Of his own history, nothing positive is
known. It is related that he was born in Babylon,
of priestly lineage, and eame to Jerusalem at a very
early age. The Church Fathers suppose him to
have been one of the exiles who had returned with
Zerubbabel and Joshua ; and Ewald infers from ii 3
that he was one of the few who had seen the first
temple, m which case he must have been a very old
man when he composed his book. The time of
his prophecies, however, is known with accuracy
to fall in the 6th, 7th, or Sth month of the second
year of Darius Hystaspis (of. Ezra, v. 1; vi. 14-
Haggai. iv. 24) = 520 B.C. Fifteen years had then
elaps.d since the foundations of the new temple
had been laid; but during the reign of Cambyses
and Pseudo-Smerdis, the work had"been neglected,
and even the most zealous men began to think that
the time of the re-establishment of the sanctuary
was not yet at hand. Suddenly, H. presented
himself before Zerubbabel and Joshua the high-
priest, and strongly urged the re-establishment of
the sanctuary, pointing at the same time to the
famine m the laud, as the divine punishment for
the culpable neglect of the people, who only thought
of their own houses, and not of that of God. His
words made a deep impression, and the building
was recommenced (i.). The second discourse of the
]
„•,

,]
iliet—about a month later—predicts a still greater

glory to the new temple than had belonged to the
i< uiner (ii. 3_9). Two months afterwards, he had to
renew his reproaches against their inertness, and his
promises of a blessed future (ii. 10—19). The fourth
prophecy (ii. 20—23). delivered on the same day, is
directed to Zerubbabel, and foretells great revo-
lutions and political changes; but he, Zerubbabel,
shall remain a ' signet ' in the hands of God—i. e.,
the Jews and their princely leaders would not be
harmed.
The style of H. is prosaic, and labours under an

uncommon tameness and poverty of expression,
principally apparent in the frequent repetition, within
the short space of two chapters, of certain words and
phrases which could not well have been purposely
retained for the sake of. ornamentation (Ei"hh
Einl., s. 599). There is hardly any parallelism ;°bat
the prophet has endeavoured to impart a certain
vivacity to his writing by means of interrogation.
The diction itself is, generally speaking, pure and



HAGHB- ii \iim:m an v.

clear. H.'s name appears joined to that of
Zechariah in some of tin- inscriptions of 1 1

.

(127 and 146 lis in bac., 125, 126, 145 Ms io

111 and 145 io '

w In. h must point i" the - Id tradi-

it tli. le proph
-hiiii-nt of the ra

sonic larger

i-ly not gained in -

compression, as must well have 1 n presumed.

Hai.iii:. Louis, a well-known
paint, i- of the present day. was born in Belgium in

1802, but settled in Londi
first acquired a reputation as a lith

' Sketches ii

I old Flemish
interiors. Subseipiontly, he

painting in v.

of the assoei pj t,- this branch
of art: and in the exhibitions of this Society, his

productions have ahi
attractive. H. displays a divided preilih.vti.'ii tor

i
I md. Among

his pictures may ho mi ntioned the ' 1'alace of Cour-
tray,' and the ' Audience ' lhamber at Brugi -,' which
are remarkahle for their harmony of colour, fidelity

in detail, and richnet

la] at the Paris Exhibition of 1855.

HAGIo'tl: \l'll \ See BnaB.

11 AGUE, otThi HA.G1 E (D itch l

the capital of the Netherland
the kin."-, is a pleasantly situated, well-built t,,un in

South Holland. Population (in 1868) I

• iH "i
,

,..,, i., canals, and shad]
avenues of linden -ti Is in palaces,

public buildings, and stately houses. It has a
good pulJie library, containing 100,1)011 volumes, and
noble gallon est of which,

i school, is in the palace of the present

king. The town . 01

notable of which is I . founded in

1308, and distinguished for it-

with a peal of 38 !

ol which are

ed bj the republic in and i

nients of the country for 100 j eai -.
I

blllldill. el

the H. are the (levangon] i1

house, in which < lld.nKai nevelt. tin-

Witt, and many otii. i i, the history

: have at dilierent p. rioda been con
fined; the Binnenhof, in which the former of these
patriots was executed, and which, i

the Buitenhof, forms an irregular mass of public

the various
palaces wit hi]

t0 the le-i

family, or i <

the Mauritz llm
.

e.„it mine a spl. id

by the Dutch in. i I. is, th. palace

known as 't Huis in 't Bosch lie II

Wood), which li.s on the outskirts of the town, in

the midst of a noble w 1. is specially worthy of

notice for the frescoes and other paintings which it

contains by Rubens, who, in conjunction with several

of his most distinguished pupils, painted the ceiling
and walls ,.f several of tl

lnon and diplomacy, and
tor its prosperity almost BOlel

and nobility, having no trade, and few man
-n.l sonic foundries of little import-

ili hand-
some country

I (here in l(i!»7, and -

town, with which it is connected fay a b
v...\

. p] .lit- .i v. nil row i ol trei The o

i k as L250, William,

residence ot his predecessors. In the H'.ili c.. it was
eueral

; and
in the in xt eeritni-y, it I., came the I

i

...I. ,. I'n II

and ami d I „ I,..-,, of William III „|

n bile, a- the residence of the Btadthol
naturally the centre of the nutneroii

negotiations of European dip] acy,

railway with Amsterdam, 36
Rotterdam, 13 miles south.

11 \<;ri:vu", a pleasant French town, in the
department of BtjS-Bhin, and formerly
in (leiiiiany and a strong fortress, is situated on the
Model-. |S Hides lioltll-llOltll-e.lst ot Sle i ;

was founded in 1164 by Frederick Karbarossa, and.
as it was intended for the r.ccpi
insignia, it was strongly fortilied. |(

the Thirty
Years' War

; but on n- ..,., .,',
i

,,.,

the iinpi-rialists. its fm n

On the 17th Ot* ber and the _'-_\l |i,

bloody battles took place here liefw,

and Austrians, in which the former wen
II. is a place of considerable manufacturing industry.

Population 1 1,071.

II \ii\i:\ian\. Samuel, a celebrated German
physician, was born in April 1755, at Mciss. n. a small

Saxony, His father— a paint.

china—intended his son to follow his

ton, but the boy displayed so anient a
love of l.tter, lien the be id master ol the colli ge

of Mi -sen afforded him
id

'
I" ol.

.
in. i .i l l,at institution. an.! I

at it till he was 20 years oi

Meissen, with 20 'i, -.-. ,.,i , and
1

tin", works
out of Latin, Fiaii, h. and Knghsh int.. i

his industry and ti una'

. to \ :-ii Vil iin.i. w h. re, under the

. lassitudes of fortui

Saxony, and ear 1784
'., red a new" sail

and still ,.,

- -

'

'
i i.iph upon

to bl quoted with ap|.i.
, and other

modern l.,\i

Dresden, where be had for a tune the din
large hospital, ha returned in the year 1789 to
l.eipsi,. In the follow Hi!,- year, while translating
CuHen s .l/o(. ria Medxca out ••! RngH«h into German,



HAHN-HAHN-HAIL, HAILSTORM.

Ptarttaa advanced i„ that work Tt^L^T^^^^ °f her own; but ^~^
ague by ,im ., UlTIIl |,„,k . JJv ,„„. of (

! '„ ^
P™'"* "nlumpy, was dissdved in 1820. The"ad?took a lar; ,.e (lose of t , suIlstim

c
• s"i.,lit eo„s„ :, tl„„ ,„

,
t .,„,, t

«?
-ebon on the health,- ,. ft, the \v,u.-." \t "f . ^ ^''^ 'V"'-- /*%, Spain, France? Sweden^days he experienced the symptoms „t „,.,u .. ,",

i
.

3 ' J
'na '"" 1 tUe East - *» IS.K), si( .k „

then occurred to him that
, *,,« ,/„ ",,;„»•//» 1 ''* %3 alld ""satisfactory mode of life she«»cW cure, ague is l,r,-„J „ /,„',C^Z '.

^ ""lle^tT
Cfhol«T\™d *™ .Ve-s laterduce symptoms in a limit!,,, ,,,,:„„ .,,„,;/„, ,„ ,/,„, ,

,
' '

, 1 i

fotber-house of the Order of the Good
ague. To ascertain the trull, „f this CM„j,., t , r le nt™ 1 ^f^ Her witinSs - consisting
ransacked the records of n,ed,oi„ e „,„,'

I- ,,'i , '.oi 't"

1
",

1

Y

'

ya'CS '
are Ominous, a.cfare

cures ettectcdl.y single remedies; and tin i

,

'

u ffi ^to^H^" •

by
if

or,,id s™t™"»tai,ty anddent evidence of this fact. 1„. advanced a step further a
•

','" ^
''v

|udl " e
- S"e » sometimes clever, andand proposed in an article publish,,! i„ //,„;/, „,,/.: n v , 1 i

'
,u * al ""'!>

" «"r<'i-iicial. Several of her

f««™«,
. mthe year 1707. t.,a P1 ,Iv tins, „.„,;„, ± n

°I
e's La™ been translated into English,

to^the discovery ofdhe proper medicines for ev ry Pn
H

,

A
f
1

'! HAILSTORM. The word hail inform of disease. Soon afterwards, he published a
E"- 1 '* 11

:
IS ""fortunately used to denote two ,',,,,

case to illustrate his method. It was ,„I „ a - ry T'1^ "PP^tly different origin. In ft "
«™TO itftoi. Eeiore tins substance -ave relief to ,

' l'"l" T ; the latter denotes the li, ramsthe patient, it excited a severe „„,,,„„ ,
',

hl« -"''1 shot, which often fall i„ untcr muchsynuptoms. This induced H.. instead of d," ps a
m"re rarely * »™r, and generally pr c de nowgrains, to .give the fraction of a drop or grain and P'

6
.

cause °f t^e latter seems to be shnply tbehe thus .urrodueed „„,„„„„,, dose's. Sfme™^ of rain-drops as they pass in tie
later, he applied his new principle in the treatment ''!' '' mU

?
r reS10n of ajr than that where thevof scarlet tevcr; and finding that belladonna e,„,

™'#™te± We know by balloon asce.it Tand«ie pecubar type of that dis, ,ls .

.
which then pre™ ed ?,""

l^
m?*od, of observation, that even in™ ,1;,l >"' lu

'
Imposed to g.ve this medicine as a if™

«e"thcr d,l eivnt strata of the atmosphere

Cffifj.
°r Preventive against scarlet feve ?!^^^ **«»* .temperatures, a stratumfJiom that time it hrts been extensively employed f,-,r \\ Under the freezing-point being often observed

this purpose. In the year 1810, he^ffid Hs ^f^^1
? ^ParativelyiaSn

™d
great work ,„t,tled o,;,,,,,,,-,,, ,,,• j/,, /;,.;,'„, wl|lpl| ,,. ,

s But that true hail, though the process of itsbeen translated into all ]:„, „pean languages, as wS !°™f
10n ls u .* yet Perfectly miderstood depen sas mto Arabic. In this 1 k he fully expounded

n"Unl3
l
U]
fU the meetiuS «* two nearly oppositehis new system, winch he called Hon„eW ,,t lv. See T^ °f ai1'-™? hot and saturated wVvapo^HoMo-oi-ATuy. H,s ncxtpublieation ,vas a M„l,rit ^ other very cold-is rendered pretty „,(,,,

,l/<^:v, cous.st.ng of a description of the effects of
s"ch facts as the following. A hailstorm is inermedicines upon persons in health. These works
al v

,

a
"!',' elv 1,J

.

eal I'^ononK-non, or at most,
were pubhshed between the years 1810 and 1821 ff

""'
,"' ,"" L1Vat , ' r«" lth

. toongh it may°beat Leipsic where he founded a school, and was
°f c°n

f
tlera >Ie ^ngth. Hailstorms occur ft thesurrounded by disciples. As his system involved T * Perfectlon in the warmest season and atthe administration of medicines, eaej, sep al ,,telv l,y

tll,i ™™^ }™»* ^ the day. and genei'aSy are
tself, and m doses infinitely minute, there was no Tf -f

Vere m
„
the most tropical climates. A falllonger any need of the apothecary's interventa,, f^ f"erally ;,ree«7e,, sometimes accompaniesbetween the physician and the patient. In ™J '"" 1 r;u'

el^ "over, follows a thunder-shower 1'
quenceof this, the Apothecaries' Company brou'l.t

C" :,""
1

"U 1<lea
>

;

vWch has f°"nd its way, as many

bs,t
ear

t?
" H -

aQ ^ forbidding 'physicians to
'"'l;" ilr Prejudices continually do, into' scientificdispense their own medicines, and with such effect r l'*^ T '-'" elect«e.ty as the origin of hail

n± YTi 0h
u%'

lJ° leaVe Lei
l
1slc

- The Grand Su* "5 ^rvataon, rightly interpreted, seems toDuke ot Anhal -Kotben appointed !,„-,, his p!, V si-
h

,

eW that eleetncity and hail are results of thecian, and invited him to live at Kiithen Thither -v'"'

'-'""'""^t'on of causes.
accordingly he removed in the year 1S21, and there' + , '"i

''

f "'f
S

';
f a"'' satoated with vapour, riseshe prepared various new edition., of his u fn ,wnn

to
,

a ll,,- ll

f ^el, meets a cold one, tliere is, ofand newvoumes of his Mat,,-:,, M„li,r, for publ,- .

L
j'
m^ ,

mfant condensation of vapour into ice bycation In 183o, he married a second tune; his wife
C

',,
to (

'xl«nsio„
; at the same time therewas a French lady of considerable position

; and in
ls

ff
«<

;
nerally .\ rapid production of electricity, thethe same year he left Kotben, and settled in Paris f"*
° f w]™h "l1"" such light masses as smallwhere he enjoy,! a great reputation till his death f^tones is to give them in general rapid motionwhich took place in the year 1843. On the

"r,o„s dnvctious successively. These motions
centenary of his birth-year, in 1855, a statue was f6

"j ration .to the vortex motions or eddies
erected to his honour at Leipsic, at the expense '

a
",
scd ln ^ ^ by the meeting of the risiS

Of his dlSCiples in fJormar.-,, I? •u__i._ J
l

, and deSCendlllrr ramwt= TI,„ „°..ll ....

other counti-„,
autlionties. who supplied the site

honour at Leipsic. at the expense
, , i

'" '" '"'' y tUe 1,le^ting of the rism^m Germany, France, England, and T d"S0™':lm
.S e»n'ent3

- The small ice-ma.,e,
with the concurrence of the local

'J"

1 lnovl"? m all directions imjanee upon each
», supplied the site in one of the ,1 s">n-t.m P.s with gi-eat force, prod,,,',,,,, that

-

Dmetown. P^j" rattling scmml wllich aI]j

'

ii(st illv ;H
...

tM
ledged to have displayed: f" "in

3 " sh "wor
-

At the saDle time, by
enuhtion. Jean haul ?„

u "U
:

k»""'» property of ice (Regelation), thi
igy of philosophy and ""l" 1^"^ masses arc frozen together ; and this pro

-

f unblemished ,„ritv of '"^ ' tmucs until the weight of the accumulated

..^^„.ui.o uujiiujc UJ o .11 eacll
_„,

. — o.H.|."™ tue sue in one ot the „,„ "
—
Ijk™ "'"" great force, producing that

public places „i their handsome town. Pecull
,

ar rattling sound which almost invariablyHis universally acknowledged to have displayed
i ff^l a hall 'sll0Wfr

- At the same time, by
great genius, industry, and erudition. Jean haul

w "1K>nown property of ice (Regelation)
Richter calls him 'a prodigy of philosophy and

lml'"^>'? masses are frozen together ; and this ,.„.
learning.' He was a man of unble, 'ished purity of !

CeSS ««ta«««*l the weight of the accumulated
morals and his life, as well as his writ,,,- was

'n
:

,ss,™;' bl'^it to overcome the vortices and the elec-
cliaract-aased by strong natural piety. He" left a ,''?! attractions, when it falls as a larger or smaller
numerous family of sons and daughters.

hailstone. On examining such hailstones which.^^W, Ida, Couxtess, daughter of wlutTr eT
SiZe fl"°m that °f a

'
,ea to that oi a

Karl Fnednch, Count von Hdin a we|l-l-„ow,
' an orange, we at once recognize the

authoress, was born at Tressow, in Me^Wenbu^ sudiTmodf^r "^ '"^ ta "^ foom
Schwenn, 22d June 1805. At the a ,t -ft she

"'- '

'' "" • ,

.

1
'"

1 aggregation. Hailstones are reported
186

I

t0 flave ±allen rn tropical countries sometimes us
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large as a sheep, sometimes as larL''

even an el. pliant ! I'.ut it

lama miwim a had in

ha the true explanation or do,

British India, at tie' warmest 91

remained of considerable size for many days after

their fall. I tall of large

hail, or rather ice-masses, occurred on
i .lanuan I860. Here

We mav ecinelitili

M
most disastrous hail

happily the greater part of what we bavi ua

over parts of Holland ami Erance in • 1 1 1 1 \ 1788.

It travelled

th mi from
half a lcani i irnm

only by heavy ram: its breadth varied from three

to five and a half leagues. At the outer holder
-., hoa\y rain. lm

told how far it extruded. li
i ral direction

of the met was from somli-w-t
. isl a hundred

from other reports, it may be gathered thai it

really exb n red. It bi ema
1 rnd to have

travelled at a mean rate of about 9J

per hour towards the B
The had only fell for about

i half minutes at any on. place The
rally of irn gular form, the

-ii sight EVench ounces. Tins
storm ilevastate.l In I latiee alone,

and an official inquiry fixed the dan
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M \ I l : . including bristles, wool, fur, &<•., is a
i of the Epidermis (q, v.),

essentially - in ordinary

hair consists of a thqfl and I fruft. The shaft
id projects

beyond the surface. If we trace it to the skin,



we find it rooted in a follicle in the cutis or true

skin, or even in the connective or cellular tissue

beneath it. This follicle is bullions at its deepest,

part, like the hair which it contains, and its sides

are lined with a layer of cells continuous with the
epidermis. The layer (b) in fig. 1, according to Todd
and Bowman (Wii/sioloyicul Anatumii, vol. i. p. 417),
' resembles the cuticle in the rounded form of its

Magnified section of bulb of a small black human hair.

a basement membrane of the follicle ; b, layer of epidermic
cells resting upon it; e, layer of imbricated cells, forming
the outer lamina, or vorU-x, of tin hair; d, more bulky cells

containing pigment; e, a mass of cells in the axis of the hair,

loaded with pigment.

deep cells, and the scaly character of the more
superficial ones, which are here in contact with the
outside of the hair (c). The hair grows from the
bottom of the follicle, and the cells of the deepest
stratum gradually enlarge as they mount in the soft

bulb of the hair, which owes its size to this circum-
stance. If the hair is to be coloured, the pigment
cells are also here developed. It frequently happens
that the cells in the axis of the bulb become loaded
with pigment at one period, and not at another, so

that, as they pass upwards in the shaft, a dark
central tract is produced, of greater or less length,

and the hair appears here and there to be tubular (e).

The shaft is much narrower than the bulb, and is

produced by the rather abrupt condensation and
elongation into hard fibres of the cells, both of those
which contain pigments and those which do not.'

If the tissue is softened by acetic acid, these fibres

may he readily seen under the
roscope ; they seem to be united

into a solid rod by a material

ar to that which cements the
scales of the cuticle. The central

cells, when filled with pigment, have
less tendency to become fibrous

than those lying more externally

;

and hence some writers have de-

scribed the centre as a medulla, in

distinction from the more fibrous

part of the shaft, which they term the cortex. (This

tubular character is constant in the hair of many
animals, but is very variable in human hair, and
even in the same hair at different parts of its

length.) The term cortex or bark is more cor-

rectly applied to the single outermost layer of cells

which overlap one another, and cause the sinuous

Kg. 2.

Surface of hum;
bair, magnified

transverse lines which are seen on examining a hair
under the microscope.

In some hairs, especially those which act as tactile

organs in some of the lower animals (as, for instance,

in the whiskers of the various cats), a true papilla,

furnished with nerves and capillaries, projects into

the hair-bulb, and an approach to this papillary
projection may often be seen in human hairs.

The hairs, like epidermis, are thus seen to be
organised, and to maintain a vital, although not
usually a vascular connection with the body. The
colour of hair seems to depend on the presence of a
peculiar oil, which is of a sepia tiut in dark hair,

blood-red in red hair, and yellowish in fair hair.

This oil may be extracted by alcohol or ether, and
the hair is then left of a grayish yellow tint. The
chemical composition of hair closely resembles that
of horu, and will be described in the article Horny
Tissues.

Hair is extremely strong and elastic, and hence its

uses for the construction of fishing-lines, the stuffing

of cushions, balls, &c. Amongst its other physical

properties, we may mention that, when dry and
warm, it is easily rendered electrical, and that it is

extremely hygroseopical ; readily attracting moisture
from the atmosphere, and no doubt from the body
also, and yielding it again by evaporation when the
air is dry. Hairs elongate very considerably when
moist—a property of which Saussure availed him-
self in the construction of his hygrometer, in which
a human hair, by its elongation and contraction,

according as the atmosphere is moist or dry, is made
to turn a delicate index.

Hairs are found on all parts of the surface of the
human body, except the palms of the hands and the
soles of the feet ; they differ, however, extremely in

length, thickness, shape, and colour, according to

situation, age, sex, or race. The differences depend-
ent on situation, age, and sex, are so obvious that

we shall pass them over without notice, and proceed
to the most important differences dependent on race.

With respect to the quantity of hair that grows
on the human body, there are great differences in

different races. The Mongols, and other northern
Asiatics who are similar to them, are noted for the
deficiency of their hair and for scanty beards, and
the same character is ascribed to all the American
nations ; while, on the other hand, among the Ainos,

or in the Kurilian race, there are individuals who
have the hair growing down the back, and covering

nearly the whole body. The northern Asiatics and
the Americans have generally straight lank hair,

while Europeans have it sometimes straight and
flowing, and occasionally curled and crisped. Negroes
present every possible gradation, from a completely

crisp, or' what is termed wooDy hair, to merely
curled, and even to flowing hair ; and a similar

observation holds regarding the natives of the islands

in the great Southern Ocean. As there is a gener-

ally diffused opinion that the head of the African is

covered with a species of wool instead of with true

hair, we may mention that all true wools which have
been examined microscopically (as merino wool, the

wool of the tiger, rabbit, bear, seal, and wolf-dog,

which were investigated by the late Mr Youatt),

present a more or less sharply serrated or jagged

surface, while hairs present merely an imbricated
appearance. This characteristic of wool is shewn in

fig. 3, where a represents a fibre of merino wool,

viewed as a transparent, and b as an opaque object.
' Hairs of a negro, of a mulatto, of Europeans, and
of some Abyssinians, sent to me (says Dr Prichard)
by M. d'Abbadie, the celebrated traveller, were,

together with the wool of a southdown sheep, viewed
both as transparent and opaque bodies. The fila-

ment of wool had a very rough and irregular surface.
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HAIR DYES-HAIR MANUFACTUP.KS.

balls, ladies' hair had to be dressed one or two days
in advance; and to keep the head-dress uninjured,
the lady sat iu a chair perhaps two nights, instead
of going to bed. The writer of this has conversed
with a lady who in this manner sat up one night
for the sake of her finely powdered and frizzed-up
hair. A taxation on hair-powder, along with the
simplification of fashions consequent on the French
revolution, not only expelled hair-powder and per-
ruques, but brought the profession of hair-dresser
within reasonable bounds. As regards ladies' hair,
fashion now seems to alternate between braids and
curls, though on this, as on various other points, it

would be well that each lady studied that which
would be most becoming to her person and com-
plexion. With respect to men's hair, short cutting
is now universal, aud any indulgence in long hair
behind is thought to mark a degree of slovenliness

or whimsicality of fancy. Pursued as an ordinary
business in England and continental countries, hair-

dressing in the United States is entirely resigned
to men of colour, aud in connection with many of

the hotels they are provided with workrooms.
Innumerable are the oils, essences, aud pomades

which are vended for the hair, on the assumption
that they improve and nourish it. According to the
experience of the best perruquiers, all such appli-

cations, any unguent in particular, and however
sanctioned by tradition, are injurious. In ordinary
circumstances, regular but not violent brushing is

preferable for maintaining cleanliness and glossiness.

vVhen the head becomes affected with scurf which
the brush does not remove, let the following effica-

cious and simple, method of purification be adopted.
Beat up an egg, aud rub it well in all over the head;
then pour over it warm water, which, while removing
the egg, will likewise carry away all the scurf ; lastly,

dry thoroughly with a cloth. The head may be hung
over a small tub during the process. After this, the
hair will be very clean, and will take on a fine gloss

with a brash. On no account use sharp combs to

clean the head, for they are apt to irritate the roots

of the hair, and after all fad in the desired object.

HAIR DYES. Various means have been adopted
for changing the natural colour of the hair to a
more favoured one, and for hiding the approaches of

a^e, as indicated by the presence of gray hairs.

These usually consist in washing the hair with a

solution of some metallic salt known to have the
effect of darkening its colour. These are the salts

or oxides of sdver, mercury, lead, and bismuth. The
most perfect mode of dyeing the hair, however, is

that of previously preparing it by a complete soak-

ing with a solution of sxdphide of potassium ; the
strength of this solution must depend on the depth
of tint intended to be given ; the stronger the solu-

tion, the darker the colour will be. Wheu thoroughly
wetted, the hair is allowed to dry partially ; and
whilst still damp, it is to be again thoroughly
wetted with -a solution of nitrate of silver, also pro-

portioned in strength by the same rule as in the case

of the solution first applied. This makes a very
permanent dye, which only requires renewing as

the new growth of hair becomes conspicuous. The
fashion of dyeinu tin* hair is very ancient, and belongs

as much to savage as to civilised nations ; but in

the case of the former, vegetable dyes have been
chiefly used ; and the ladies of China and other

eastern countries also resort to the same : the juice

of the petals of Hibiscus Trionirm, the Bladder-

Ketmia, and probably other species of Hibiscus, is

in general use with them.
The detection of stained hair is sometimes an

object of medico-legal investigation. Lead maybe
detected by boding the hair in ddute nitric acid, and
then applying the tests for Lead (q. v.) to the acid

solution ; while the presence of sdver may be shewn
by digesting the hair in dilute hydrochloric acid or
chlorine water, when the resulting chloride of silver
may be dissolved out with a solution of ammonia,
and submitted to the ordinary tests for Silver (q. v.)

HAIR GRASS (Aira), a genus of grasses,,
having loosely panicled flowers, and two unequal
glumes containing two perfect florets, each with
two thin membranous palese, of which the outer is

generally awued near the base. The species are
natives of temperate and cold climates. A number
of them are natives of Britain, some of which are
of very humble growth, and are chiefly found in
moors, sandy pastures, and other situations where
the soil is unfertile. The Tutted H, or Turfy
H. (A. ccespitosa), common in better pastures and
meadows, is a beautiful grass when in flower, but
forcns coarse tufts ; has very rough leaves, which,
if drawn roughly across the hand, inflict consider-
able wounds. whence the plant sometimes receives
the name of 'Cutting Grass.' It is rejected by
cattle, if other herbage is within their reach. It
attains a height of 2—4 feet, and is sometimes used
for thatching ricks of hay or corn, and in some
places for making mats. It grows luxuriantly in
moist situations, and indicates a soil in want of
draining. It is sometimes tolerated, in order to add
to the bulk of Bog Hay in moorish grounds, but is

carefidly extirpated wherever agricultural improve-
ment takes place. For its extirpation, drainage is

requisite above all things ; but the digging out of
the tufts is also practised, aud other grasses are
sown instead. This grass is, however, sometimes
sown to form coveT for game, particularly hares ;

and in marshy situations, for snipes and wdd fowl.

It is the windlestrae of the Scotch.—Allied to the
genus Aira is Catabrosa (q. v.).

HAIR MANUFACTURES. These consist of

fabrics woven or felted of various kinds of hair

;

brushes made of particular kinds of hair; and
ornamental hair-work.

Woven Fabrics.—The most important in this

country is the horse-hair cloth so extensively used
for covering the seats of chairs, couches, and other
articles of fumiture ; this is made of the long hair

of horses' tails. As the hair is of such various
colours, it is necessary to dye all the darker shades
so as to produce a uniform glossy black ; this is

done by logwood and sulphate of iron (copperas)

iu the following manner. The hair must first be
cleansed and deprived of its grease by soaking it in

lime-water for a day ; it is then transferred to the
dye-vat, which is thus prepared for a hundredweight
of hair. Sufficient water to fill a boiler large enough
to receive the hair, is boiled with 60 lbs. of cut
logwood for three hours, after which it is suffered to

cool, when 2 lbs. of copperas are added. This con-
stitutes the bath, as it is called ; and the hair, after

being removed from the lime-water, and well washed
in soft-water, either rain or river, is immersed in it

for 24 hours ; it is then removed, and again washed,
to free it from the supi-rltuous dye, dried, and shaken
out ready for use. Perfectly white horse-hair can
be dyed various colours, and is well adapted to

receive the brighter ones, hence it has been much
used of late years to produce ornamental hair-cloths,

which are in great request abroad, especially in

South America. The weaving of horse-hair cloth

is different from that of other tissues, in conse-
quence of the shortness of the hair, which, for the

same reason, can only be used for the weft, except

in the open or sieve cloth, which is only made
in small squares for the sieve-makers. Each hair

has to be worked singly, and the loom requires

two persons to work it. The warp used is cither
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is received through French dealers, who collect it

from Holland and Germany, as well as from the
various departments of their own country. The
light colours are usually obtained from the former
countries, and the dark shades from Brittany. This
does not arise from the circumstance that these
countries yield the finest heads of hair, but because
the poverty of the people causes its sale to be a
matter of importance, and the peculiar fashions of
the country head-dresses render its loss

consequence.
The wholesale price of long hair is from 30s. to

60s. per Hi., and the peasants of France alone supply
20,000 lbs., of the value of £40,000. The average
imports, during the last four years from France,
has been 14,000 lbs., of the value of £28,000.
Besides the imports from France, which chiefly com-
prise the darker colours, a considerable quantity
comes from Germany, usually of light shades.

HAIR-POWDER, a pure white powder, made
from pulverised starch, scented with violet or some
other perfume, and at one time largely used for
powdering over the head. The strange fashion of
using hair-powder is said to have originated from
some of the ballad-singers at the fair of St Germain,
in France, whitening their heads, to render them-
selves more attractive. Introduced into Great
Britain, the fashion became universal among the
higher and middle classes, and by ladies as well as
gentlemen. To make the powder hold, the hair
was usually greased with pomade, and acenrdingly
the fashion was extremely troublesome. An act of
parliament fixed that the fine dust of w-hieh the
powder was composed should be made from starch
alone; and we learn from the Gentleman'* Muijiizhie,

that on November 20, 1746, fifty-one barbers were
convicted before the Commissioners of Excise at
London, and fined £20 each, for having in their keep-
ing hair-powder not made of starch, contrary to act
of parliament ; and on the 27th of the same month,
forty-nine others were fined, for the like offence, in
the same penalty. In 1795, a tax was first put on
the use of hair-powder, and at one time yielded
£20,000 per annum, but it had the effect of causing
hair-powder to fall into general disuse. The French
revolution, which overturned so many institutions,

contributed also to the people of Em-ope return-
ing to natural and unpowdered hair. When
gentlemen first left off hair-powder with queues,
they were considered very unfashionable ; and the
custom of having the hair cut short, or cropped
above the ears, which is quite universal at present,
was then deemed vulgar. Hair-powdering for
many years has been indulged in only by a few
old gentlemen, and even these adherents of the once
prevailing fashion have almost disappeared. It is

continued by some of the footmen of the nobility
and higher ranks as part of their livery ; and occa-
sionally, at public or private bals costumes, ladies

and gentlemen still appear with their heads powdered.
The tax on hair-powder is £1, 3s. 6d., which in 1S61
was assessed on 972 persons in England and Scot-
land, Ireland being exempt from the tax.

HAIR-SPRING. See Balance-Spring.

HAIR-TAIL (Trichiurus), a genus of acanthop-
terons fishes, which, on account of their compressed
and very elongated form, have been classed in the
Ribbon-fish family, but are otherwise allied to the
mackerel, tunny, &c., and are therefore, in recent
systematic works, referred to the family Scombendas.
The dorsal fin extends along the whole back, and
is spiny throughout ; there are no ventral fins,

no anal fin, and no tail fin, the tail ending in a
single elongated filament. One species, the Silvery
H [T. lepturus), sometimes called the Blade-fish, is
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found in the Atlantic Oceau, and has been cast on
the shores of Britain, but is more common in warmer
regions. It is called Sabre-fish in Cuba. It some-
times attains a length of twelve feet. Its flesh is

good.—An East Indian species, the Savala (T.
iiabala), is much esteeVned for food, and commonly
sold in the markets of India.

HAIRS, in Botany, are very different from the
hair of animals, although there is sometimes a con-
siderable general resemblance, and the same purpose

Fig. 1.

(Copied from th

, hair of Delphinium Pi:

-. hair of Anchnsa Cv\.

-Hairs of Plants.

Micrographic Bictiimai

latinclum-rrmsmincdaii

Fig. 2.—Hairs of Plants.

1, branched hair of

raiment of a branoh-2011 diameter*; 13

•olla of Antirrhinum Majlis—50 diameters
• from epidermis of Sisymbrium Sophia— 5(

•shaped hair of garden Chrysanthemum— 61

piral fibrous hairs from seed of Collomie

j; a and 6, fragment*
shewing the cell wall ;lik! five

of protection from cold and from various atmospheric
influences seems also to be sometimes served by
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them. They an produced by no special organ
i . the bulbs from which the bain of

w, imt arc oompoaed of oellular tissue,

arise fpun t nd are covered with

extensions of the cuticle, Some hail •

ingle elongated cell ; tome ol

end to end. The gradations are qiril

between the most elongated bain and the mere
winch often appear on the

i urs para into

i or thorns arc

i of the Btem
unacted with

!, are cells or clusters oi cells, pro-

fil hens ; hairs often arise frmn gl in. Is,

and then generally serve as ducts through winch
I Often hear

glands at their apex. Stingm

ill]' ts, w it h \elleln ,s,

iiv.MUK (in ancient Latin documents, //"/

dona) is the name f.ir the population of a free

! Hajdu Keiiilet. iii the eastern part

of Hungary. The H. are direct descendants of

these warriors, who. during the long and bloody

b tv.e: ,, the House of Hapshnrg and the

Hungary, formed the

nucleus of I'rincc Stephen liocskay's valiant armies.

The II. enjoyed privileges of nobility, and immu-
nities from taxation ever since 1605, m which year

the whole tract of land they are in possession of

to the present day was <_'iven t ii, in hy the above-

ininitiecnt prince. Notwithstanding repeated ,

itrian government against

their privile_es, the II. retained the peculiar or 'an

isation of their district, until after the disastrous

tiuggle in IMS ispl, when they
Were 1 u.e level with the

hereditary provinces of the empire. At the dawn of

the Reformation, the H. were among the lirst to

adopt Calvin's doctrines (designated during a to) ;

Emod 'the Hungarian Faith,' in opposition to

other, biefly among the
Slaves of Upper Hungary). The Jl. are almost
exclusively addicted to agriculture, and with the

simplicity of manners unite all the qualities which

distinguished their ancestors. Their total number
amount ' political

chief of tie- district hears the title of Captain,

HAJILIJ.or BIT( l-TREE BalanUi iJSgypHaea),
ti f the natural order Amyridaeea, a native

of Egypt ami of Central Africa, cultivated for its

fruit, a drupe, which is edible, and from thi

of which a lixed oil is expressed, called Znfhlin.

So much is this t- a, that

there is a eon i men proverb to the eli'c! (hat a milch

cow and a i' Barth' i Tram Is.)

HAJ.J (HA.II, HAGGE), (lb I'. Bag, one of
. I to the .lews for the

purpose of pi] Lrab. pilgrim-
i.

' iha (q, v.) or

I

or female, v

to perforin, once at least in his h:

'he or she might as well die a J™
tun,' Mohammed, after ma"

tic r the old on

SVen in modern times, and perhaps arising from an
I . , but is not

unfrequentl;.

Ihd filially to confirm it, only taking
tare t0 annul its idolatrous n:

great number of aucient idols around

Hajjeh, is the time fixed for the celebration of the
solemnities, and the pilgrims have to set out for

their journey one or two months before (in Shawal
or DhuJkada), according to the respective distances

they have to traverse, They first assemble at
certain variously appointed places near Mecca, in

the beginning of the holy month, and the com-
mencement ofthe rites is made by the w
here first putting on the Ihrfun or sacred habit,

i of two woollen u rapper

their middle, the other around their shoulders;
their head remains bare, ami their I

neither cover the heel nor the instep, it
i enj '1

thai the pilgrims, while they wear this dress, should
be particularly careful to bring then

thoughts into' harmony with tiie sanctity of the
territory they DOW tread, a territory in which even
the life of animals is to be held sacred tn,m any
attack. Arrived at Mecca, the pd | I ,i,

once to the temple, and begin the holy rites there
by walking first quickly, then slowly, seveu times
round the Kaaba, starting from tl n a ilier, the
black stone is lixed (Tawaf). This ceremony is fol-

lowed by the Sai. or running, likewise j

slowly, then quickly, between the two mounts Safa
and Merwa. where, lieaev Mohan I', h the

two idols Asaf and Nayelah had been worshipped.
The next rite takes place on the ninth of the Dhlll-

hajja, and eousists in the Wukuf or standing in

prayer on the mountain of Arafat, Dear Mecca,
till sunset. The whole of the succeeding night is

spent in holy devotions at Mogdalifa, between
Arafat and Mina. The next morning. 1

the pilgrims visit the Masher-al- Haram, the sacred
monument (a place where the Prophet, st 1 so long

in prayer that his face began to shine), and then

I
a BO " the valley of Mirra, where they throw

seven (or seventy) st s at three pilars, [or the
purpose of putting the devil to flight. The pilgrim-

age ia completed with the slaughtering , ,t tlw)

Sacrifices on the same day and in the SI pi. i' '

The sacrifice over, they shave their In,

their nails, burying the latter on the same spot.

'I'll, \ then take leave of the Kaaba, and, taking
with them some sacred souvenirs, such as dust from
tic Prophet's tomb, water liom the well Zcnizem,
,\e. thej proceed to their homes. The return of

the hoi j caravans is watched everywhere with the
most inteuse anxiety, and is celebrated with great
pomp and rejniciu ; s. Henceforth, the pilgrim never

i i x. the proud name of Hajji to bis

'
. [1 is permitted that those who, through

bodily infirmity, are incapacitated from performing
the holy join Di may send .. substitute,

who acts as their representative in almost, every
re pact, but this substitute has no share whatever
iu the merits and rewards belonging to the Hajj

HAKE [Merhtdus), a genus of tidies of the cod
family (Ondida), having a flattened head, an
elongated body, two dorsal fins, of which the first

n«ko {Merlurius vulgaris).

is short, and the second very long, one very long
anal tin, and the i'

I, is found in

. in those of the north of Europe,
in ii' Mediterranean. It is somctn
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or four fest in length ; and is of a whitish colour,

grayish on the back. It is a very voracious fish,

devouring great numbers of herrings and pilchards
;

hence it is frequently called the Herring Hake.
It is a coarse iish ; its flesh white and flaky

;

but it is important as an article of human food and
of commerce ; being salted and dried in the same
manner as cod and ling, in common with which it

receives in this state the name of stock-fish. It is

generally taken by lines, like cod and liug. In the
spawning season, when it keeps near the bottom, it

is sometimes caught by trawl-nets.— Other species

of H. are found in high southern latitudes.

HAKIM BEN ALLAH, or BEN HASHEM,
called Mokanna (the Veiled), or Sagende Nah
(Moon-maker), the founder of an Arabic sect who
first appeared in the Sth c, during the reign of

Mahadi, the third Abassidian calif, at Neksheb,
or Meru in Kiorassan. H. is said to have com-
menced his extraordinary career as a common
soldier, but to have soon been promoted to a

captaincy, and finally to have put himself at the

head of a band of his own. In a fight, an arrow
pierced one of his eyes, and in order to hide this

deformity, he henceforth constantly wore a veil, a
habit attributed by other writers (Rhondemir, &c.)

to a desire to conceal his extraordinary ugliness

—

by his own followers, however, to the necessity of

shrouding the dazzling rays which issued from his

divine countenance from the eye of the beholder.

H. set himself up as God. He had first, he said,

assumed the body of Adam, then that of Noah, and
subsequently of many other wise and great men.
The last human form he pretended to have adopted'

was that of Abu Moslem, a prince of Khorassan.
Thabari sees in this idea of metempsychosis the
Jewish notion of the Shekinah—the divinity

resting on some one chosen person or place—and
concludes that H. may have been a Jew. He
appears to have been well versed in the art of

legerdemain and 'natural magic,' principally as

regards producing startling effects of light and
colour. Among other miracles, he for a whole
week, to the great delight and bewilderment of his

soldiers, caused a moon or moons to issue from a
deep well ; and so brilliant was the appearance of

these luminaries, that the real moon quite dis-

appeared by their side. H. found many adherents
;

and his little band increased so rapidly, that ere

long he was able to seize upon several fortified

places near the cities of Neksheb and Kesh.
Sultan Mahadi marched against him, and after a
long siege took the last stronghold in which he
had fortified himself, together with the remnant
of his army. H., however, having first poisoned
his soldiers with the wine of a banquet, threw
himself into a vessel filled with a burning acid of

such a nature that his body was entirely dissolved,

and nothing -remained but a few hairs : in order
that the faithful might believe him to have ascended
to heaven alive. Some remnants of his sect still

exist, and their outward distinguishing badge is the

white garb, which they wear in memoi-y of the white
garb worn by their divinity, as a standing token
of opposition to the black colour adopted by the
Abassidian califs. H. has furnished the subject of

many romances, of which the one contained in Moore's
Latin Booth is the most brilliant and best known.

HAKLTJYT, or HACKLUYT, Richard, an
English author, was born in 1553. While at West-
minster School he eagerly perused narratives of

voyages and travels, and continued this course at

Christ-church, Oxford, whither he proceeded in

1575. Being appointed lecturer on geography or

cosmography in that university, he introduced the

use of globes and other geographical appliances
into English schools. Private individuals, as well
as commercial companies and towns, consulted him
respecting nautical enterprises. In the year 1584,
he went as chaplain to the English embassy to
Paris, where he had Laudonniere's manuscript
narrative of the discovery of Florida printed, first

in French and afterwards in English, at his own
expense. On his return to England, with the assist-

ance of Sir Walter Raleigh, lie began to collect

materials for the history of the discoveries made
by his countrymen. He published the fruits of his

researches, in notices of more than 200 voyages,
under the title Principal Navigations, Voyages,

Traffiques, and Discoveries of the English Nation,
(Loud. 1589; new edit., 5 vols. Lond. 1S09—
1812). Government rewarded him by bestowing
upon him a prebend in Westminster Abbey, and a
living in Suffolk. A work entitled A Selection of
Curious, Rare, and Early Voyages and Histories of
Interesting Discoveries, &c, chiefly published by
•H, or at his suggestion, but not included in his

celebrated compilation (4to, Lond. 1S12), forms a
supplement to the above works. He died in 1616,
and was buried in Westminster' Abbey. H.'s
unpublished manuscripts were made use of by
Purchas in his Pilgrims. An island in Baffin's Bay
was named after him by Bylot, and a promontory
in Spitzbergen by Hudson. The Halduyt Society,

instituted in 1S46, likewise took its name from him.
Its object is the publication of all the histories of

the earlier voyages and travels.

HAKODA'DI, the most northern of the opened
ports of Japan, situated in 41° 40' N. lat., and 141°

15' E. long. The town stretches three rndes along
the base of a lofty promontory, which juts out into

the strait of T'zagar, from the southern extremity
of the island of Yesso. It is connected with the-

mainland by a low alluvial isthmus, and separated
from the mountainous region to the north by a
plain bordered by an amphitheatre of hills. The
adjacent scenery is striking and picturesque, closely

resembling that of Gibraltar. H. was ceded to the
Tycoon by the Prince of Matsumai in 1854. It

was then a poor fishing-village, but is likely to

become a place of much political and commercial
importance. It is at present a small town with
about 1000 houses of a single story, fragile wooden
buildings with single roofs, which are retained in

their places by cobble stmes. Each house has on
its roof a tub filled with water for xise in case of

fire. The streets are between 30 and 40 feet wide,
clean, well drained, and macadamised. Considering
the latitude of H, its climate is severe, and during
its winter season the thermometer has been found to

indicate 1S° below zero. The observations of 1S59
make its summer very nearly correspond to that
of Edinburgh. The snow disappears about the
beginning of April (though it often lies on the
mountains until mid-summer) ; and torrents of rain,

brought up from the Pacific by the south-east wind,
quickly deluge the recently snow-denuded ground.
H. is said not to be healthy, and yet longevity is

frequent. The harbour is one of the finest and
largest in the world, but difficult of access. It is

divided into an outer and an inner harbour. D.ried

fish and sea-weed are largely exported. H. main-
tains commercial intercourse with all the large ports

of Japan, and more than 1000 junks may some-
times be seen in the harbour. The imports and ex-

ports amounted, in lSfitf, to $214,0.35 and $431,152
respectively. The whalemen, who (ind in the neigh-

bouring seas a rich field for the pursuit of their calling,

here obtain, at a cheap rate, supplies of potatoes, this

important esculent having, as Or. Macgowan states,

been recently cultivated with great success by the
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i:. article three of the Treaty of Yedo
[Angus' 26, 1858), II. was, together with Kana-
L'owa an.l n n commerce
bom the let July, 1859. In 1868 69, Japan pa I

i it political revoluti by which the office

i- alKili>licil. In .him-, l.ic.'.t, the Mikado's

Forces attacked lluko.ladi, which was occupied bj the

rebels, and a s^rvut pari of the city "as laid in ashes,

II \I. veil A [Ru] I
t.Tm for the

: law. which runs
J

..» i
.

1 1 1
. 1 with the

written law contained in the Bible, and ia supposed
tc. he like this, ni' (In in I

ii Lit urn to the

i is that .if an

amplified code to the fundam
such as the changes wrought by time

i nf a rapidly inoreas-

1 landed

down throu of highest authorities

:i ion, Mil- s. .l.i-hu.i, Kldcrs, (ire. it

[Ezra], &c), it could onlj

.I. reloped by the Eoremosl

in learning belonged to a Id

mind [Chaehalilim, Wise Men), towcriu

multitude (Hediotim, i.lmt- .
Tin -ii ilnisii.n ..n all

involved in contradictory traditions was
final. Ill-cans.- it Mas believed to -pi in.; from a deeper

apprehension of Scripture. Often, indeed, they had
recourse, in order to give their opinion a greater

Weight, to certain special litters, words, and even
scripture, which, seemingly superfluous

where they st 1. were supposed to j.

injunction under discussion. Halacha embraces the

ol juridico-pnlitieal, r. Ii-n.us, and prac-

tical life, down to it, in... I minute and ilisi'jnitioant

Originally, as we said, the Oral Lay bj

way of eminence, it began to be written down
when the sufferings, to which the .lews were almost
Uninterruptedly subjected from

wards, had mad.- many portions of it already very

uncertain and fluctuating, and threatened finally

to obliterate it altogether from nmn
collection of laws was instituted by Hdh-1. Akil.a,

and Sin
tin- general code, Mishna (q.v.), is due to Jehuda

20 A. d. Later additions

are formed l.y the l'.-n

earlier date with respect to their CO

committed to writing in later tunes, .,,,- the three

books (Midi i

I horath Kohanim (an

amplification of I a Numbers
anil 1 lent, ronomy l, and Ml i h

l, are the Thanaiiu

iraim. who, by discussing and further

that of Palestine and of Babylon. The Halacha

I

s of each
. I'll Ml II.

II \ I, Sl'B, i tOV. n Of H mi. ,:i I .in

i

I

12,760 inhabitants, who are employed chiefly m

II ILBERD, ... II u.P.Pi: l*. a »•-

i i the 18th c, by all sergeants of foot,

artillery, and maun . I of balber-

. insisted of a

about t; feet in length, sur-

mounted by an instrument much re-, a

hook, constructed .-dike for cutting and thrusting,
. for the pill

turned down as a hook, for use in tearing down
ii attack is made. Thenononr

of inventing the halberd is contested by the Swiss
and Danes, but probably each produced something
resembling it. Its name appears to be derived

Halbert Heads of the reign of Henry VII.

from the Teutonic hild, battle, and hard, axe. The
halberd appears first in England about the time
ol Henri \ ill., and maintained its position for

upwards of two centuries. Now, it is rarely Been
; i am ceremonial occasions.

HA'LBERSTADT, an ancient and quiet town
of Prussian Saxony, in the government oi \I ,!,

burg, and .'ill miles south-west of the city of that
name, is situated amid fruitful plain

Holzemme, a tributary of the Saal. It is well

built; its streets are for the most part long broad,
and toleral.lv straight ; and amour; its must notable

buildings are the Church of Our Lady 11(1(15—1284),

in the Byzantine style, and the cathedral, an
. I. . niliy proportioned' (Jiithie edifice, hemm in the

middle of the 13th c. and dedicated t.. St Stephen.

II. has two g 1 libraries, and num.
tmns of paintings, coins, and antiquities, which,
to.-ether with the Poetical Society I hielit.-rvi rein ,

Foi bj tin- poel lileim, have had the effect of

maintaining here a lively appn-eiat

The manufactures are woollen and
a, leather, soap, gloves, tol -I

cigars; brewing and oil-refining are al

Pop. in 1861, 22,810.

II \ l.( Y< in OAVs, a name given b-, ,

to thi seven daj - « bich preced

n di,
i,

' iilov the shortest da;

t

1

ii during this time, while the halcyon bud or

I

I

: ranquillity.

II LLC1 i )'M U.K. s, ,

II IlLE, 3lB \I\iiiiiw. a distinguished lawyer,

born in I60!l at Aldcrlcy, Gloucestershire. In his

5th year, he lost his parents, and was brought up by
1

-

i
ran principles, and intendi .1

for the church. II. was sent to

versity at 16, and was of studio

company of -. 'sited that s.at of

learning, win n the lot OUS of youth
. nt company
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hi' gave way to a good oeal of dissipation, and at

last was about to enter the army. But just at

that time he became involved in a litigation about

his patrimonial estate, and paid a visit to London to

see Serjeant Glanvil, then a leading lawyer, on that

subject. The Serjeant turned young H.'s ambition

into a new direction ; and ultimately, in 1629, the
latter entered the Society of Lincoln's Inn, and
was in due course called to the bar. He had by that

time renounced gay company, and became a great

student, and soon " acquired " considerable practice.

When the Long Parliament began to meet, he was
of considerable "reputation; and having cautiously

refrained from committing himself to either of the

great parties, both sought to enlist him in their

service. But he declared for neutrality—conduct
which Lord Campbell pronounces cowardly and
selfish. When, however, the parliament triumphed,

H. signed the Solemn League and Covenant, and
sat inthe Assembly of Divines at Westminster, tried

to bring about a settlement between the king and
parliament, and ultimately took his engagement to

the Commonwealth, and was made a judge under
Cromwell in 1653, having overcome his natural

scruples about serving a usurper, on the plea of

necessity. He acted as a puisne judge of the

Common Pleas till Cromwell's death, but refused to

have his commission renewed by Richard Cromwell,
;i: .].. |

,...-.' : !

: . . n
'.

I >1, I '
i .. K .;..'-

ation,.he was made Chief Baron of the Court of

Exchequer ; and after eleven years, was transferred

to the Chief-justiceship of the Court of Queen's
Bench. He was reckoned the best judge of his time,

being acute, learned, and sensible, and set his face

against bribery, one of the vices of the age. John
Bunyan was brought before him, and convicted of

frequenting conventicles ; and when Bunyan's wife

afterwards moved for her husband's discharge, she

was politely dismissed without redress. H. also

sentenced some women, convicted of witchcraft, to

be executed, avowing his full faitli in the delusion

of that age, that this was a grave and dangerous

offence. During his career as a judge, H. led an
austere and scholarly life, leaning to the side of the

Puritans. He made a friend of Bichard Baxter,

and has left a great reputation for piety. He wrote
some legal works, which are still of the highest

authority, and he bequeathed several valuable legal

MSS. to Lincoln's Inn, which are still treasured

there. He resigned his office from ill health in

1676, and died ten months aft>,r, on Christmas-day
of that year.

HALES, Stet/hen, an English natural philosopher,

was born at Beckesbourn, in Kent, in 1677. and died

at Teddington, in Middlesex, in 1761. He entered

Bene't (now known as Corpus C'hristi) College,

Cambridge, in 1696, was elected Fellow in 17"-.

and having taken holy orders, was presented about

1710 to the perpetual curacy of Teddington, where
the remainder of his life seems to have been spent.

His first important publication was IV/. tahle

Statich, or an Account of some Statical Experiments

on the Sap of Vegetables (1727), which rapidly

acquired so high a reputation as to be translated

into French, German, Dutch, and Italian, and which
may be considered the starting-point of our true

knowledge of vegetable physiology. A second part

of this work, under the title ITa-mastotl-ks, and treat-

ing of the circulation of the blood, appeared in 1733.

Besides other independent works, he contributed

numerous memoira to the Philosophical Tran*o'-ih:,ns

on Ventilation, on the Methods of keeping Water
Fresh, on Electricity, on the Analysis of the Air, &c.

His ventilating machines were introduced into the

London prisons, and were found most efficacious

in diminishing mortality among the prisoners. His

system was also adopted in France with similar

good result.s.

His improvements in the mode of collecting gases

did much to facilitate the subsequent labours of

Black, Priestley, and Lavoisier.

HALEVY, Jacques Francois Fromental, a
French composer, was born at Paris, of Jewish
parentage, May 27, 1799. He studied under
Berton and Cherubiui, and afterwards at Rome,
The first work of H.'s that brought him any con-

siderable reputation was La Juive, produced at the

Grand Opera in 1S35. The most important of his

subsequent pieces (of a serious character) were

—

La Heine de Chypre, Charles VI., Le Juif Errant,

and La ilaakie.nne. Those executed for the Opera
Comique are regarded as his most successful; the

principal are

—

Les Mousquetaires (probably his

master-piece), VEclair, and Le Vol oVAndorre. He
was a great favourite with his countrymen ; but his

style was so purely national, that, in spite of his

great dramatic power, he did not enjoy a great

celebrity out of France. H. died in March 1S62.

HALF-BLOOD, i. e., persons related through

one parent only. When two persons have the same
father, but not the same mother, they are called

br. ithers or brother and sister consanguinean ; when
they have the same mother only, they are called

brothers, &c. uterine. In the succession to real or

landed property in England, the half-blood relations

by the father's side succeed after the full-blood

relations ; and next, but at a considerable interval,

the half-blood relations by the mother's side. In
Scotland, also, the half-blood consanguinean succeed

to heritable estate in the same way, though not

in identically the same order ; but the half-blood

uterine never succeed in any event. In England, as

regards personal estate, the half-blood on both sides

succeed indiscriminately, and share equally with the

full-blood. But in Scotland, the half-blood only

succeed to movable estate after all the full-blood

and their descendants are exhausted, and then the

half-blood by the father's side succeed in exclusion

of the half-Mood by the mother's side, who do not

come in until the succession reaches a distant point,

viz., where the nearest relations are uncles and
aunts paternal, or their descendants, in which case

only the half-blood uterine after the mother's death

take half the property, and the paternal relatives

the other half. See Paterson's Comp. of E. and
S. Law.

HALF-PAY, an allowance given in the British

army and navy to commissioned officers not actively

employed in the rank to which the half-pay has

reference. It corresponds to the French dent, -snide,

I or pay of non-activile. It has long been a disputed

poiut whether half-pay is given to officers as a retain-

ing fee, to keep them at hand for the time when
their services may be again required, or an award on
account of services already rendered ; but whatever

' the terms of the original grant, there can be little

! doubt that, under the present regulations, half-pay,

I except when distinctly named retired, half-pay, is

in the nature of a retaining fee. This allowance is

on quite a different footing in the navy and army.

I In the royal navy of Great Britain, officers are
' merely appointed to serve during the period a
1 certain ship is in commission ; when this expires,
1

their employment ceases, and they revert to a state

|

of non-activity. As there are always many more
naval officers than appointments for them to fill,

]

a considerable number are at all times on the non-

effective list. These are placed on half-pay until

]

again called upon to serve ; the amount of such
half-pay being usually about 60 per cent, of the

full pay of each grade. Half-piy is thus in the
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navy a reoognised condition for all officers not

Ij wanted afloat,

In the British ai m oily different

ther . in officer on joining, is posb-d to a particular

regiment, with which, in theory, he is supposed t.i

serve, nnti] removed from it on attaii

Consequently, no fond, like the naval

b n - i i

:

Beers attain, by long service, retired

full pay, and half-pay is only granted temporarily,

I brown out of employment by
w ith \\ huh they are

.. ,
.

moval to the
from any other than these causes, unless
ii doing so by inducing

d

i the probabilities of life oJ

half-pay, it is custo-

ive from the officer return
value between a full and half-

ion. Notwithstanding. however, those

on the part of the milit ai
!

.

inr halt-pay fur the army, thou _di every
i- still enormous, the sum of upwards
being required for 1862. Half-pay
a to live Ion:;, for a large proportion

nts are officers who were placed upon
the list on the great reductions after the [>eace of

Bret grant of army half-pay was made
in 1698 by William III. I'n receiving a superior

on the staff, a regimental officer is

mi temporary half-pay.

ttALIBUBTOH, Thomas Chakdleb, ex-colonial

judge, author, ami politician, was horn at Windsor,
in Nova Scotia, in 1 T;*<>. His father, the Hon.
Mr Justice Haliburton, of Nova Scotia, was

Erom an ancient Scottish family. H.
hi at Kind's ( lollege in Nova

Scotia, afterwards practised as a barrister, and
: the House of A- B
nch of the 1 'oiiiui

the Colony in |vj;>, and in 1S4II In/came judge of

i lourt In I860, he retail

bench, and t.>ok up his residence in England, which
lie had always regarded as his mother-country.
In ls.~,S, he received the decree of lUJ.L. from the

of i ixford, and in 1 ..">'J t

lave l» aches of the II in

ears. II. is best known a

'.. the name of a Yankee elockmaker
and pedler. a sort of American Sam Welhr, whose
quaint drollery, unsophisticated wit, knowledge of

ire, and aptitude in the use of what he

i ii
. the author

-dick to England as an attache of the
ii. and is thus enabled to "Her

ially in regard to the
! and their pamp

I the United
'. t ravagances are keenly relished.

It has enjoyed a wide popularity in I

has also been translated into many
1

1

Iso thi author at the Letter-bag

aat /:,. i Modern In-

bblet of Can-

Mi dud in I 965.

II .1.11.1 I'm ll'U.ir.l I

the largest kinds ,,f flat-flab

In form more elongated than Hie flounder or the

burbot, the eyes on the right side, the upper -mime

smooth, and covered with small soft oval scales, the
colour brown, of different shades, the under surface

mooth and white. The EL, although
esteemed for the table, is not to he compared in

quality with turbot; its flesh is white and lirm, hut
dry, and has little flavour. It is common on tho

•

. but more abundant in the north than
in the south

i
and great numbers are taken by the

Orkney Fishermen. It is not found in the Baltic,

hut is plentiful on th at- oi Norway, Iceland,

and Greenland, and l taken on
the northern parts of the Am

i irieat value to the ( Irecnlanders, who
preserve it for winter use by cutting it into long

slips and drying it in the air. Oil is obtained from
aide abundance. It attains a great

si/e ; specimens have been caught weighing nearly

five hundred pounds. Other species of the same
genus occur in the seas of other parts of the
world.

HALICAKNA'ssrs [originally called Zepkyria)
was one of the ( in I. nor, situated

on the Ceramic Gulf. It was founded by a colony
from Trcezene, and was one of the cities of the

so-called Doric Hexapolis, from which confederacy,
however, it was eventually excluded. H. was the
largest and most powerful of the cities of Caria, and
by its situation and the inaccessible position of its

citadel, was reputed a place of great strength; but
the people, owing to the enervating influence of the
climate, were of a weak and effeminate character;
and during the Persian conquests, readily yielded
to the dominion of the conquerors. During this

period (about 500 B.i'.J, however, a done
Lygdamis, rose to supreme power, as a vassal of

Persia ; and under his descendants the city, without
forfeiting the Greek character, or ceai D

ek literature and arts, remain
to the Persian iuterest. Artemisia, the dauehter
and successor of Lygdamis, actually commanded a
naval squadron in the fleet of Xerxes, at the battle

ofSalamis. Alexander the Great, provoked faj the
obstinacy with which the city held out against him,
commanded that it should be destroyed by tire ; but
the inhabitants took refuge in the citadel, which
successfully resisted his arms. The city was after-

wards rebuilt, but it never recovered its ancient
importance or prosperity. In the days of the Roman
empire, it had sunk into comparative political

insignificance, its only title to consideration at that
time being the celebrated Mausoleum,
memory of one of the rulers, named Mausolus, by
his sister (who had also been his wife and successor)

Artemisia. H. was the birthplace of two of the
most eminent of the Greek historians. II lotus

and Dionysius. The site of the city is occupied by
the modern Boudroum. For an account of the dis-

covery of the ancient remains of the city, and of the

disentombment of the Mausoleum, see Mausoleum.

HALICOltE. See Dugo.no.

HA'LICZ, a town of Austria, in the crownland of

tuated on the Dniester, in a fruitful

district in the administrative division of Stanislawow,
about 14 miles north of the town of that name.

• a convent of the Minorites ; a com-
.'. s of the sect of the Cai

i

eir industry and oprightni
the ridge of a hill in the vicinity, the ruins of the
once strongly fortified castle of Helios' which has

frequently been the witness of hi K .

II., from which Galicia has derived its nam.', is the
oldest town in that crownland. It was built m
the 12th c. and its castle was the residence of the
rulers of what was formerly the grand principality
and kingdom of Halicz. Pop. ogoo.

U7
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11.VL1DON HILL, situated about a mile to the

aortli-west of the town of Berwick, in the fork

formed by the Whitadder and the Tweed, was the

scene of a bloody conllict between the English and
Scots, 19th July," 1333. Edward III., having deter-

mined to support the claims of Edward Baliol to the

crown of Scotland, advanced to the borders with a
large army, and laid siege to Berwick, the governor
of which promised to surrender on the 20th of July,

if not previously relieved. On the 19th, the acting

regent of Scotland, Archibald Douglas, Lord of

Galloway, sumamed ' the Tyneinan,' with a large

force, came in sight of Berwick, and found the

English drawn up on the north side of Halidon
Hill. Regardless of fatigue, the Scots immediately
advanced to the attack, but while crossing the
morass which skirts the base of the Ml, suffered

severely from the English archers. They never-

theless struggled onwards, and mounted the hill,

when the English, charging in a compact body,

threw them into irretrievable confusion. A total

rout was the immediate result, and the English
cavalry and Irish auxiliaries committed a prodigious

slaughter among the fugitives ; upwards of 10,000

Scots (according to some authorities, 14,000)

left the field. whom were Douglas the
regent, three of the Stuart family, the Earls of

Ross, Sutherland, Meuteith, Lennox, and Athole,

and many others of the nobility. The English loss

was comparatively small. The town of Berwick
immediately surrendered, and Edward Baliol

again for a short time kept possession of the

throne.

HALIFAX, the capital of Nova Scotia, stands

on the south-east or outer coast of the peninsula,

in lat. 44° 39' X., and long. 63° 37' W. Though it

was founded only in 1749, yet so favourably was it

situated, that in 1750 it supplanted Annapolis as

the seat of government. The harbour of H. is

one of the finest in the world. It is entered from
the south, extends northwards about 16 miles, and
terminates in a magnificent sheet of water called

Bedford Basin, is spacious enough for the entire

navy of England, and offers all the year round
easy access and safe anchorage to vessels of any
magnitude. The harbour has two entrances, made
by'M'Nab's Island, of which the western only is

navigable for vessels of large tonnage. H, with its

suburbs, extends along the slope of a hill, and is

over two miles in length and barely half a mile in

width. The streets are well laid out, and at right

angles; the houses, which formerly were built of

wood, are being gradually superseded by elegant

stone and brick structures. The dock-yard, cover-

ing 14 acres, is among the finest in the British

colonics. The principal edifices are the Province

Building (which contains the government offices),

Dalhousie College, military hospital, lunatic asylum,

provincial penitentiary, &c. H. also contains 16

places of worship, of which 4 belong to Episco-

palians, 2 to the Church of Scotland, 2 to the

Roman Catholics, 3 to the Wesleyan Methodists,

&e. H. is an important military post, being the

head-quarters of the Lower Provinces and the prin-

cipal naval station for British North America, and,

in consequence, is defended by strong forts and
batteries, one of which, called the Citadel, stands on

the summit of the hill on which H. is built, and is

said to be, after Quebec, the strongest fortification

in America. H.. besides presenting to the Cunard
packets a halting-place between Boston and Liver-

pool, promises, in the event of the construction of

an intercolonial railway, to supersede Portland in

Maine as the outpost during winter of the vast

regions of the west. Railway communication has

now been opened between H. aud Windsor and

Truro. In connection with its various advantages,
the port engrosses nearly the whole of the foreign

trade of the colony. The population, exclusive of

army and navy, in 1SG0, was 21,980.

HALIFAX, a thriving market-town, municipal
and parliamentary borough of England, in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, is situated principally on the

right bank of the river Hebble, a feeder of the

Calder, on the slope of an eminence rising above
the river, and is almost wholly surrounded by
hills. It is 43 miles south-west of York, and 217
miles north-north-west of London. Its situation

is pleasing, and its general appearance handsome

;

while its ample supply of water-power and of

coal, its facilities for transport both by water and
by leading lines of railway, and its position in

proximity to many of the great towns of the

north of England, contribute materially to its manu
facturing and commercial importance. Among its

most notable buildings are the parish and Trinity

churches : the magnificent Gothic church by Scott,

erected by Edward Akroyd : the Piece Hall, a
large quadrangular stone building, erected in 1779,

at a cost of £12,000, and comprising 315 apartments
or warehouses for the reception and sale of manu-
factured goods ; and the assembly rooms, Mechanics'
Institute, and theatre. Among the numerous public

and private educate mal institutions of H. are the

Heath Grammar School—founded in I5S5, with an
endowment of £270 a year—and the Blue Coat
School. In 1857, Mr F. Crossley, M.P. for the West
Riding, presented a magnificent park to the town.

A town-hall is now (August 1802) nearly completed,

at a cost of about £40,000, from designs by the

late Sir C. Barry, R.A. H. has also literary aud
scientific institutions, with libraries and reading-

rooms. As a seat of the woollen and worsted manu-
factures, H. may be said to rank next to Leeds and
Bradford. It contains the largest earpet-worka

in the world—those of Messrs John Crossley & Sons.

The manufactured goods, besides carpets, are chiefly

shalloons, tammies, calamancoes, duroys, everlast-

ings, moreens, shags, serges, merinoes, as well as

baises, narrow and broad cloths, kerseymeres, and
bomliasins. Cotton fabrics, wool-cards, and paper
are manufactured. There is also some trade in corn,

in the construction of mill-machinery, and in raising

coal, slate, and freestone. Pop. (1861) 37,015.

A strange old local law, known as the Halifax

Gibbet Law, was enacted here at an early period of

the woollen manufacture, for the protection of the

manufacturers against the thievish propensities of

their hands, who were in the habit of robbing then-

employers, by keeping to themselves a portion of

the material which ought to have gone into the

cloth, so that when manufactured, the fabric was
discovered to be of inferior weight aud body. The
Gibbet Law provided that all persons within a

certain circuit, who had stolen property of or above

the value of 13UL, were to be tried by the frith-

burghers within the liberty, and if found guilty,

were handed over to the magistrates for punish-

ment, and were executed on the first market-day
following by means of an instrument similar to the

guillotine. The stage or platform ou which the

executions took place is still to be seen, and the

axe is preserved in the old jail in Jail Lane.

HALIFAX, Charles Montague, Earl of, poet

and statesman, grandson of Henry, first Earl of

Manchester, and nephew of the famous Parliamen-

tary general, was born at Horton, in Northampton-
shire, 16th April, 1661. He was educated at West-
minster School and Trinity College, Cambridge. A
laudatory poem ou Charles II. first brought Mon-
tague into public notice. Two years later, appeared
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the parody on Dryden'a Hind and Pa>

hioh be «as
joint author with Matthew Prior; bat li i

-» poetry
woul.l hardly have made his name remembered in

itury. He almost disappeared from the

field of lit. rature after the :i| ;
save as the patron of Add] on

church, as it

il.ir income, bul
'

i 'ominous, he 1.cranio

member foi

had abdicated, and that the throne
i hia Beat in Willi u

parliament, and was appointed in 1692
aioner of the Treasury. <>n the 15th December of

this year he proposed, in the Souse of Commons,
iling liy way of loan. William

required money for his wars—the moneyed classed

ifely, and the land.

heavy taxation ; so the Natioi I

i

lished. In the spring of 169 ;

I

This nine, he did so by originating a national bank.
: which had been laid b

ment by William Pal - before. The
'.. be 'J I. -00.1 II II I. and til

and ( 'ompany of the
Bank of England. The bill for this was ultimately
passed ; the result was immensely successful, and

lieipier. His
next work was the recoinage of 1695, which he
carried out successfully, appointing Newton warden
of the Mint, and raising a tax on windows to pay
the expense, instead of the obnoxious impost called

v. The interval between the lasi day
on which the old money was receivable in payment

•no of the new com
ice of a circulating medium, likely to

a : but he obviated this* by
establishing

and ranging in amount DO. On Godol-
.tion in 1697, he became premier, but

unpopular, was
en the auditorahin

hia withdrawal from the Commons, and he became
x. adopting a title which had just

net H. 'A - imp .. led b. lore the

of trust in 1701, and
again in 17H.'!. but the proceedings fell to the
ground. During the whole of Ami

in promoting
the union with Scotland and the Hanoverian suc-
cession. )u the . v.as naturally

terminated by death on the 19th Ma> 1715. 11.,

though an arrogant and mean man. and fond of

ician, and i of the
greatest financiers of his time.
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ord-r Srutihriinrliinta, and ha

hell, with a very low spil

if hobs not iar from the opposite in •

i the water
il cavity. The hoi

as the animal -rows, and oew a funned, which
first appear as notches along
shell. The animal, in a I

It adheres t..

kfter the maimer ol limpi ts. I Ine

speeiea, //. tuberculoid, is not uncommon

Bouthern European i.|ia»t«, ami is found on those of

the Channel Islands. It is osed Eorfood; the shell

qI after tor an ornament, and for tin

Haliotis (tuberculata).

hieh is much used for mother-of-pearl ornaments,
and particularly for ornamenting papier-mache*
articles. The shells of this genus are called /.'»/--

shells or Sea Ears. They are the Ormers of the
French. The species arc very numerous; the most
splendid are natives of warm climates.

HALL, Basil, Cai-tain', K.X., a distinguished
traveller, a younger son of Sir Jam
I lunulas*, was born in IM in burgh in 1788, and died
at Portsmouth in 1844. He entered the navy in

180g, and became post-captain in 1817. When
Lord \mli.ist was sent on a mission to the court
of I'ekin in 1816, H. commanded the Lyra, a small
gun-brig, which accompanied the e\p.

took the opportunity of visiting some of the places

along the coast of the Corea, which were little known
to Europeans. Hi.- chief results of this exploration
were published in a 1 k, entil

!

f,i;r>i to tin- Wtxt-ni •
• nd (he Great

/..... i h .,, /,'./,/./ ',,. tin- Japan Sin (bond. ISIS),

which excited much interest, and passed through
at least three editions. Amongst hi? oth. r \\..iks,

.../. Jl'.llll ,1 ./ol,

the Coast of i, in 1820
sg'J (which forms two of the earlii i

Constable's MUcellany) ; Trunk in Horih America,
m three volumes (a work that was violently assailed

by the American press); Fragments of Voyage*

very popular); and I'ntilunirk; in three volumes,
published in 1841. He was a Fellow of the Royal

. ol I Ion and Edinburgh, and a member
of the Astronomical Society of London. II. was

journals of the day, and in the /

1

his life ho suffered from mental alienation, induced

in the Royal Hospital, Haslar, where hi

till his death.

II \i.i.. Joseph, an English
for his lean

in l.">7 t at '.

mbridge, of

which he became a Fellow. Entering the church,

of the English deputies to the synod



was consecrated Bishop of Exeter in 1627, and
in 1641 wad translated to Norwich. The latter
years of his life were saddened by persecution.
He was accused of Puritanism, though he zeal-
ously defended the Episcopacy. By attacking the
Armmianism of Archbishop "Laud, he is satd to
have ' exposed himself to the malignant and wanton
attacks of that primate and his crew.' In 1641
having joined the prelates who protested against
the validity of all laws passed during their forced
absence tn.m parliament, he was committed to the
Tower, and threatened with a prosecution for hi<m
treason, but was set at liberty, at the end of seven
months, on finding bail for £5000. On his return to
Norwich, he found his revenues sequestrated and Lis
property pillaged He rented a small farm at Hiham
near Norwich, to which he retired, 1647, and died
m 16o6, aged S2 years. His works, mostly of a
controversial character, have been published in fobo,
quarto, and octavo. A new edition, with autobio-
graphy, notes, &c, was published by the Rev. Josiah
Pratt (Lond. 10 vols. 180S) ; a later edition by the
Rev. Peter Hall, a descendant of Joseph (Oxford
12 vols. 1S37— 1839). His writings most interest-
ing at the present time are poetical Satires, written
at college, which Pope, no mean judge of "that
species of composition, affirms to be ' the best poetry
and the truest satire in the English language.'
Hallam, however (Lit. Hist, of Europe), accuses
him of being ' harsh and rugged,' and asserts that
'his lines frequently bear no visible connection in
sense or grammar with their neighbours.' Amon»
his other works are Contemplations, Art of Divine
MeditaUon, and L'm^hismus, or Tnatise on the Mode
of Walking with God.

independence of sensation,
g them together under one generalisation, to
sh with precision the laws of their produc-

HALL, Marshall, an eminent physiologist and
physician, was born at Basford, Nottinghamshire,
m 1790, and died at Brighton in 1857. At the
age of 20 (having been previously apprenticed to a
chemist) he entered on the study "of medicine at the
university of Edinburgh, where, in 1S12, he took
his degree of M.D. After three years' subsequent
attendance at the leading schools of medicine on
the continent, he commenced practice in Nottingham
in 1815, and rapidly obtained a high provincial repu-
tation. In 1826, he removed to London, where his
career as a physician was so successful, that he was
enabled at the age of 60 to release himself from
strictly professional labour. Among his contributions
to physiology must be mentioned his Essay on the
Circulation of the Blood, published in 1S31, in which
he made known his discovery of the remarkable
caudal heart' connected with the vessels in the tail

of the eel
; his paper ' On the Inverse Ratio which

subsists between the Respiration and Irritability in
the Animal Kingdom,' in the Philosophical Transac-
tions for 1S32 ; and the articles ' Hybernation ' and
'Irritability ' in Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and
Physiology. But his name is best known in con-
nection with the doctrine of the Reflex Function of
the Nervous System, which was his most engrossing
subject of pursuit for the last twenty-five years of
his life. In the Philosophical Transactions for 1S33
appeared his 'Memoir on the Reflex Fimction of
the Medulla Oblongata and Medulla Spinalis.' His
views on the subject of this memoir were extended
and corrected in various publications, amongst which
may be especially mentioned his Lectures on the
Nervous System and its Diseases (1S36), Memoirs
on the Nervous Sysi.,,, (1837), New Memoir on the
Nervous System (1S43), and Synopsis of the DiastaUic
Nervous System (1850). There has been much discus-
sion as to H.'s claims to be considered the discoverer
of Reflex Action. He admitted that the pheno-
mena of which he treated had been long known to
physiologists, but he believed himself to have been

the first to shew th
to brin

establi

tion, to assign them their just rank in physiology
and to apply the doctrine to the elucidation "of
disease. His more strictly professional writings are
many and valuable

; they appeared partly as inde-
pendent publications, and partly in the medical
journals. His last bequest to the science of medi-
cine and the cause of humanity, was the description
of a simple and easily applied method of restoring
suspended respiration, which has already been the
means of saving many from untimely death, and is
known as The Marshall Hall Method. It ia
briefly described in the article Asphyxia. His
memoirs, with a large collection of his letters, have
been published by his widow.

HALL, Rev. Robert, a celebrated English dis-
senting preacher and writer, was born at Arnsby
near Leicester, May 2, 1764. He was the son of a
Bapt,.-t minister of some note as a preacher and
author of religious works, and was the youngest
of fourteen children. He was feeble in body and
precocious in intellect, learning to read almost as
soon as he could speak, from the tombstones of
the churchyard, his playground. At the age of

sent to a Baptist academy at Bristol,he
when he gave promise of his future fame as
orator, but, from his nervous organisation, broke
down m his first public efforts. In 17S1, he entered
King's College, Aberdeen, where he remained four
years. An intimate companionship with Mackin-
tosh, in which they read and discussed together
philosophy and theology, was of great service to
him. Graduating in 1785, he became, at the a<*e
of 21, assistant Baptist minister and tutor in
the academy at Bristol. He was a fluent, rapid,
and impressive speaker, and was liberal, but not
heterodox in his religious views. In consequence of
a disagreement with his colleague, he went in 1790
to Cambridge, where, by his elaborate composition
and vivid eloquence, he rose to the highest rank of
British orators. He is not less distinguished for his
writings and published discourses, than as a pulpit
orator. His Apology for the Freedom of the Press,
1793, and sermon on Modi.ni Infidelity, extended
his reputation. In 1S06, he settled in Leicester

-

married m 1808, after a whimsical courtship-
returned to Bristol m 1S25, and died February 21,
1831. He was an indefatigable student, learning
Italian at 00, that he might enjoy Dante, and full of
wit fun, and a spontaneous eloquence, so that the
style of his improvisations was superior to that of
his writings. Nearly all his life he suffered the
tortures of an obscure disease of the spine; he
had at times attacks of insanity, and his death was
preceded by great agony, caused by a large calculusm one of his kidneys; yet few men have per-
formed more intellectual labour. A complete edition
of his works, with a memoir by Br 0. Gregory, and
Observations on his Character as a Preacher by
John Forster, was published at London, in 6 vols
1831—1833; 11th edition, 1853.

'

HALL, Mrs Anna Maria, an eminent novelist,
the d >nghter of a gentleman named Fielding, who
died when she was very young, was born in Dublinm 1802. In her 15th year she left Ireland with her
mother, and went to reside in London, where her
edncat

, m was completed. In 1S24 she married Mr
b. (.. Hall, a gentleman well known for his works
connected with the fine arts, and was thus led to
k-come an authoress. Her first work, Sketches of
Ins/, U,ara,:t,:r, published in 1828, at once estab-- reputation. In 1832 she brought out

The Bucaneer, a story of the
her first novel,



Commonwealth, in which Cromwell e

character i^ vindicated. Her other works 1 n| <i< il

%

followed -Tola of fVbman't ZVfcris, in I834i //,.

Outlaw, a novel of the reign of .1

a drama, which in

LS86 «.i~ acted for •boot fifty nights at the St
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lanjh Journal, and were ifterwaj

;i graceful I of love, if dmanmar Id-,-,

• Do the 1 1 1 •' iitrnai, and of a

[u brated series oi d

nb . quentbj

:
.irately uud< r the tltli "I Pilyrimagi I

I'ii.- last two, with some others

of her writings, lia\.- 1 »-.-n transited int'
i

I ienuan.

I .;iug her husl.and in liis illustrated

has furnished ou
. and written

i'ii the young. Of thi *

M
II U.K. the large principal apartment of the

castles and dwelling-houses of the middle ages.

I'ho lull is of very ancient origin. The earliest

Saxon buildings we have any record of are the

the kings, aim these seem to have

consisted "f one large hall, m which ;

courtiers or 'hearth-men,' and all his retainers

dwelt together, eatin
:

. and sitting

me tire ; and one other chamber, in

which the lung and his hearth nun slept, while

slept in the hall. The Normans limit

mi.- N'l i .|. .. i "i •

-' The same
prevailed, with slight modifications,

l£tfa and 13th centuries. In the 11th

Mimes, when the country was more
settled and p

lus apartments became oei u Che

i
-. still r.-taiued its place B

apartment In it the I d the manor
gave audience, administered justice, receivi

entertained his retainers and guests, and performed
all the public acts of feudal life.

At one end of the hall was a raised platan m or

dais, cm which the table of thi

was plac d, and where his mon honoured guests

sat along with him. The retainers sa!

which ran along the lower part of the hall This

part was not always in the cleanest and sweetest

condition, and hence it received the name of 'the

marsh.'

iir

The Great Hall of Eltham

The ball partook of the style oi i d, being 300 feet long and
prevailing at the time when it was built, and being 100 feet hi "ad. The great hall at Eltham, as shewn

anil important apartment, was generally in the above cut, is another fine example,

ornamental in its character, 'lie dly a part of feudal

rj carefully and i hire. When that system gave way, the

inula Bt.il! remaining show. Tile hall of the king's lug Million halls were al .anil. lied. Many old

now ealie.l 'Westminster Hull,' built by ones, however, still remain, but their use is

William Rnfus, and restored by Richard 11., is the; changed.
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HALL, HALLE, and HALLEIN, are the
names of various places in Southern and Middle
Germany possessing salt works. Ball is also a
general name for a salt manufacture. The Welsh
and Arniorienn word for salt is luil, UaUn ; hence
it is Inferred that these names were bestowed by
Celtic tribes of the Cymric division (to which the
ancient Gauls belonged). The Gaelic for salt is

sal-ann, agreeing thus with the Lat. sal, and the
Ger. salz. The Greek hols {£?.;) agrees with the
Cymric. The names Salza, Salzburg, are clearly of
Teutonic origin.

HALL, a small and very old town of Austria, in

the Tyrol, is situated on the left bank of the Inn,
which is here navigable, six miles east of Innsbruck.
Its parish church, built in 1271, with a monument
that marks the grave of Speohbacher, the bravest
and most skilful leader of the Tyrolese in their
struggle for independence ; its gymnasium, its

Franciscan convent, aud its Mi'mzthurm, are the chief

buildings. About nine miles north of the town is

the Salzberg, with salt-mines, from which salt in the
form of brine is conveyed to the pans of H. in
wooden pipes. Although the demand is not so great
as formerly, upwards of 300,000 cwts. of salt are

still produced here. H. has also manufactures of
J

sal-ammoniac and chemicals. Pop. 4969.

HALL, or SWABISCH-HALL, an old and
picturesque town in the kingdom of Wurtemberg,
is very beautifully situated in the deep valley of

the Kocher, 35 miles north-east of Stuttgart. It is
j

surrounded by a ditch and by high walls surmounted i

with towers. Like other places in whose names the
word Hall or Salz occurs, H. has considerable salt- ,

works, which, together with those of Wilhelnisgluck,

produce annually nearly 80,000 cwts. There are I

also tan-works, soap-works, and manufactures of
;

cotton goods and bijouterie. Pop. 6766.

H. at a very early period was the seat of a mint,

and the coins first struck here were called Heller
(H'aller). The town belonged first to the Counts of

Westheim, then later to the Knights Templar. In
the 13th c. it became a free imperial town, and such
it remained till 1802, when, with its territory of 126
square miles (pop. 16,000), it was added to the
kingdom of Wurtemberg.

HA'LLA, or HALA, a town of Hindustan, in

the country of Scinde, is situated ou the left bank of

the Lower Indus, 35 miles north of Hyderabad.
Manufactures of caps, superior coloured earthen-

wares, and lacquered work, are extensively carried

on here. Pop. 11,000, the most of whom are manu-
facturers. H. is said to be the most ancient city of

Scinde.

HALLAM, Hexry, philosophic historian and
critic, son of the Dean of Bristol, was born at

Windsor in 1777, and educated at Eton and Christ-

church, Oxford, where he took his degree of M.A.
He was first known by his writings in periodicals,

especially by contributing to the Edinburgh Review
during its early years ; afterwards, he was distin-

guished among the literary men of Europe for his

extensive and profound learning, powers of gene-

ralisation, taste, judgment, and conscientiousness,

exhibited in a succession of great works : View of
t/ie State of Europe during tit- .V id, lie Ages (2 vols.

4to, 1818); The Cons'il'iiitmal Hiitnry of England
from the Accession of Henry VII. to the Death of
George II. (2 >ols. 4to, 1827) ; and Introduction to

the Literature -f Europe in the \5th, \Gth, and Ylth

Centuries (4 volt. 8vo, 1837—1839), and a volume of

supplementary notes to his History of the Middle
Ages (1848). All these works have gone through
several editions, and been translated into the lan-

guages of the leading European nations. They have
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procured for their author the enviable reputation of
having opened up a new and great field of author-
ship, aud laboured in it with a success that as yet
has not been equalled by another. Their wonderful
impartiality and veracity are a rebuke to ordinary
historians ; and it provokes a smile to read, at this
distance of tune, the strictures of Southey on the
acrimony, the arrogance, the injustice, and the ill-

temper of their author ; for England never produced
a man who loved truth more disinterestedly than
Hallam. H., while yet a young man, was held in
the highest estimation among the literary men of
his time, both in London and Edinburgh. During
the greater portion of his long life, however, he lived
in London in privacy, devoting himself to linguistic
and historical studies. In politics, he was a Whig ;

but for the conflicts of parties he was unsuited by
his candour and general temperament, and took no
part in them, but he displayed a genuine interest
in all questions of social improvement, and acted
with the Wilberforce party for the abolition of
slavery, as well as in other humane schemes, and
was one of the original promoters of the Society for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. H. had two
sons, both of great promise, and both prematurely
cut off; the elder, Arthur Henry, who died in
1833, was the friend of Alfred Tennyson the
laureate, and is the subject of In Memoriam. Of
this son, H. has written a touching memoir. H.
died January 1859. He was a Fellow of the
Royal and many other societies, and a trustee of
the British Museum.

HALLAMSHIRE, a district in the West Riding
of Yorkshire (q. v.).

HA'LLE, or HALLEIN, a town of Austria, in
the duchy of Salzburg, and 10 miles south of the
town of that name, is situated on the right bank
of the river Salza, and is noted for its extensive
salt-works and saline baths. Pop. 4000. It has
also important cotton and needle and button fac-

tories. The Durrenberg, a mountain 2388 feet

above the level of the sea, from which the brine is

obtained, has 34 shafts or rooms, from which the
salt is conveyed in large wooden troughs to the
works within the town. The annual produce
amounts to about 400,000 cwts. Good rock-salt is

also obtained from Durrenberg.

HALLE, a city of Prussian Saxony, in the
district of Merseburg, known as H. an der Saale, to
distinguish it from other places of the same name,
is situated on the right bank of the Saale, and on
several small islands of the river, 10 miles north
of the city of Meresburg, and consists of H. proper,
with its five suburbs, and the governmental town-
ships of Glaucha and Neumarkt. It is chiefly cele-

brated for its university, which was founded in 1694
by Frederick I., king of Prussia ; and after having
been suppressed by Napoleon when it had attained
the summit of its fame, was re-established in 1815,
and incorporated with the university of Wittenberg,
which had been dissolved during the war. From
its earliest foundation, this institution has been
regarded as the chief seat of the pietistic school of
theology. The roll of its professors shews, how-
ever, a long array of names distinguished in every
faculty ; and, in addition to its theological seminary,
it has an academy of the physical sciences, an
observatory, a medical school supplied with surgical

wards, an anatomical theatre, and botanical garden,
and a library containing GOyidij volumes, and various
scientific collections. The endowments for the pro-
fessors and other teachers are liberal, but the attend-
ance has declined of late years, and now only amounts
to about seven hundred students. The Fraiicke Insti-

tution is one of the most important establishments
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of the place. See ITtiNVKE. The roil toi

the market pla-... the town-hall, and the

of the Montzburg, the ancient residence of tin-

archbishops of M ig.lchurg. .-in- all interesting to

the antiquary. II. 13 amply provided with bene-

volent and educational establishments for the 1 r,

ami lias a well-conducted institutii

deaf and dumb, and insane, with free echo
lioth six.-- ; and

of jurisdiction. I
woolli n

sn«l linen fabrics, gloves, buttons, hardware, and
starch ; but its most important industrial product

obtained from the brine-springe within and
near the town, which have hen worked from a

irly period, and still yield between 200,000
and 300,000 .wis. annually. Those within the

town are worked by 1 private company, v

suburban works are held 1.

employed at th ml known as the
' Hallo . by so. ne

bo be of Wendish, and by others 0) Celtic descent,
who retain the | iliar habits ol their forefathers.

Population, 41,507.

The origin of H. dates back to tl:

of the Archh Ichurg, against whom
- frequently waged successful war in the

middle ages, during which [>criod the city was at

the height of its prosperity. As the point of union

rious important lines of railway, and in

consequence of the unproved means of water-com-
munication between the Saale and Elbe, ft. has of

late years ben making rapid advance in commerce
and home industry.

II A 1.1.1:1 is. iIim:, Waobb, an American
general, born in 1 ince la oo., N.T., the 16th oi Janu-
ary, 1814. Having entered the military academy at

Weal Point in 1885, be graduated is 188!

wards acted as assistant professor Ol

in that institution. He was brevetted captain for

gallant conduct in the Mexican war, Nov. Is 17, and
was subsequently secretary of Btate o

during its military government, from 1847 to 1849.

He was member of the convention t,. form, and
of the committee to draft, the state constitution of
California. For several years be practised law in

Besides a work cn-

has publish. ••

a work on International Law (San Francisco, 1861).
In August, 1861, he was appointed major-general,

and commanded in person ul the battle of Corinth,
ISHi. lb- »:„ -.-neral-in chief from July 11, 1802,
till March, J864, hie renin,..- being at Washington,

'
. ncral ( o.inl,

and was appointed chief ol Btaffof the United Mate-
Army.

HALLELUIAH (Heb, Praise «• tht Lord}, one

del ivd tr .to the I >ld Testament, and rel I. even
!. and Latin liturgies, in

I

Hebrew. The rringin m this h.i

m

trchee and at

different pel tl ing it. In

general it may be sa

a canticle of gladness and trim

rrow or humiliation. In the
tun.' of St Augustine, the African < Ihurch need the
Halleluiah only from the fen

In other churches, it

most of the ml the year, with the

exception of the seasons of Lent and Advent and

both into the mass and into the several hours.

of the public office, but it is discontinued from
Sunday until Easter ; and on the

contrary, during the interval b

tly into the

i
- solemnity.

It is always omitted in the services for the dead,
\ s, at the quart.

I

on the principal vi-ils. In th.

r-book of Edward VI. r

Halleluiah in the original Hebrew. In

Prayer-book, although retained, it is found not in

the Hebrew, but in its English equivalent, Praise

See l'.iutcrun's Denkurtirdi

ChrUt-KaOiol. Kirche.

11 \ I.I.F.l!. AxBRECHT VOW,
ologist, was l.orn at Bern. October 17i>s. and died
in that city. December 1777. In earh
feeble and delicate. I

disease which is not unfrequently accompanied with
considerable intellectual precocity. His father,

imanuel von Ilallcr, who was an advo-
cate, and had the reputation of beil •

lawyer, intended him for the church ; bl

inclinations being in favour of medicine, he pro-

ceeded in 1723 (two years after his father's death)
to the university of Tiil.ingcu, where he became
the pupil of the well-known anatomist lluvcrnoy.
In 17-o, he removed to Lcydcn. where he attended
with niu. li advantage the lector. - of I',... ih.i v.- and
of Albums, and obtained the .!... ,1 t . I

Medicine in 17-7. He then visit..! London, where
he made the acquaintance of SI 1 >. n-l.is, ..,„,!

Cheselden; whence he pro.-.-cded to Oxford, and
afterwards to Pans, where for six months he studied
anatomy and botany under Winslow ami
but on.- of his neighbours, who was
his dissections, having threaten..! to denounce him
to the police, he made a rap

where he became the pupil of John Bernoulli, the
celebrated mathematician. Alter seven years' study
in tins.- dill, rent seats of learning, he return id, in

his 22d year, to his native city, am!

physician. The prof, ss.i .

ideig, having fallen ill, H. undertook the duties
. he likewise devoted much ol Irs

time about this period to the botany oi the Alps;
and also published a eelel.rat. .1 .1. -..

entitled Hie Alpen (The Alps). In 1736, be wis
appointed physician to the hospital, and shortly
afterwards, principal librarian and curator of the
cabinet of medals ; but these oltic s In •
long, for in 17.'il>, George II. wishing i

a university at CWttdnocn, oll'ored him the profes-

sorship of medicine, anatomy, botany, and surgery,
which, after some hesitation, he acci pted. It . in

tins tunc, he j.ive up the practice ,,i his profession,

and for the next Is yea is , lev. .ted hiinselt wholly to

teaching and to original research. He to

part in the formation of the K..\al

S. n iic s,.f liottingen; and the memoirs.. t the society,

which appeared under the title of I

I luring the p i

\ i/.. from 17-.'t'.

Kwed ind published 86 works on medical
and botany ; and it

.t he contributed upw Bl

•in, a monthly periodical work, of

In I7.i3, in coi

disputes with ; nil probably in part

from the delicate state of his health.
I
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his chair, and returned to his native town, where
he subsequently held several important and honour-

able offices. He still, however, retained his position

as president of the Royal Academy of Sciences,

and other more substantial distinctions, such as a
retiring allowance, &c. It was after his retirement

from Gottingen that some of his most important

writings were published, amongst which must be

especially mentioned his Elemmta Physioloirioz Cor-

poris Humani (Lausanne, S vols. 4to, 1757—1766)

—by far the most important of his works—and
his four BibllotJiecoz, or critical catalogues of works
on botany, surgery, anatomy, and medicine. The
increasing maladies of his later days did not distract

his mind" from the study of his favourite subjects.

He recorded all the symptoms of his last illness—

a

combination of gout aud disease of the bladder

—

and the gradual cessation of his vital functions ; and
his last words, addressed to his physician, were

:

' My friend, the pulse has ceased to beat.'

H.'s eminence as a man of science was duly
recognised even in his own lifetime. In 1739, he was
appointed physician to the king of Great Britain : he
was ennobled by the emperor of Germany in 1748

;

the universities of Berlin, Oxford, and Utrecht in

vain endeavoured to obtain him as their professor

;

and he was an honorary member of all the scien-

tific societies of Europe. His name is especially

connected with the doctrine of muscular irrit-

ability, which is noticed in the article Muscle
and Muscular Tissue ; and if he made but few
positive additions to our knowledge, his teaching

and writings impressed a new aspect on physiology

—a science of which he has deservedly been termed
'The Father." But, while his name is indelibly

recorded in the annals of science, his reputation in

his own country as a poet probably exceeds his

fame as an anatomist and physiologist. Die Elegisclie

Geilichte (Elegiac Poems), &c. being still frequently

republished in Germany.

HALLEY, Edmund, a celebrated astronomer and
mathematician, son of a London soap-boiler, born at

Haggerston, near London, in 1656, educated at St

Paul's School, and afterwards at Queen's College,

Oxford, which he entered in 1673. He early became
an experimenter in physics—before leaviug school,

he had made observations on the variation of the

needle. In 1676, he published a paper {Philo-

sophical Transactions) on the orbits of the prin-

cipal planets ; also observations on a spot on the

sun, from which he inferred its rotation round its

axis. In November of the same year he went to St

Helena, where for two years he applied himself to

the formation of a catalogue of the stars in the

southern hemisphere, which he published in 1C79
(Catalogue Stellarum Auslralium). On his return,

he was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society, and
deputed by that body to go to Danzig to settle a
controversy between Hooke and Helvetius respect-

ing the proper glasses for astronomical observations.

In 16S0, he made the tour of Europe, during which
he made observations with Cassini at Paris on the

great comet which goes by his name, and the return

of which he predicted. His observations on this

comet formed part of the foundation of Newton's
calculation of a comet's orbit. H. returned to Eng-
land in 16S1, and in 16S3 published (Phil. Trans.)

bis theory of the Variation of the Magnet The
next year, he made the acquaintance of Newton
—the occasion being his desire for a test of a con-

jecture which he had made that the centripetal force

in the solar system was one varying inversely as

the square of the distance. He found that Newton
had anticipated him, both in conjecturing and in

demonstrating this fact. For an account of H.'s

connection with the publication of the Principia,

see Newton. In 16S6, H. published an account of

the trade-winds and monsoons on seas near and
between the tropics, which he followed by some
other chemico-meteorological papers. In 1692, he
published his hypothesis relative to the change in
the Variations of the Needle, to test the truth of

which, by obtainiug measures of the variations in

different parts of the world, he was sent in 169S in

command of a ship to the western ocean ; but his

crew mutinied, and he was obliged to return. The
next year, however, he sailed "again on the same
expedition, and the result of his observations was
given to the world in a general chart, for which he
was rewarded by the rank of captain in the navy with
half-pay for life. Soon after, he made a chart of the
tides in the Channel, and surveyed the coast of

Dalmatia for the emperor of Austria. On the death
of Dr Walks in 1703, he was appointed Savillian

professor of geometry at Oxford. In 1705 he
published his researches on the orbits of the comets.

In 1713, on the death of Sir Hans Sloane, he became
secretary of the Royal Society ; in 1716 he made
valuable experiments with the diving-bell, which
were afterwards published; and in 1720, after the
death of Flamsteed, he became astronomer-royal, and
continued without assistance to conduct the opera-

tions at the Observatory with unremitting energy.

In this office, and engaged especially in studying
the moon's motions, he passed the rest of his life.

In 1729 he was chosen a foreign member of the

Academy of Sciences. Paris. He died at Greenwich,
14th January 1742, S6 years old. H had married,

in 1686, a daughter of Mr Tooke, auditor of Ex-
chequer, by whom he had several children. Besides

the writings mentioned, H wrote many others.

His Tabula Astronomical did not appear till 1749.

Among his principal discoveries may be mentioned
that of the long inequality of Jupiter and Saturn,

and that of the slow acceleration of the moon's meaD
motion. He has the honour of baring been the first

who predicted the return of a comet, and also of

having recommended the observation of the transits

of Venus with a new to determining the sun's

parallax—a method of ascertaining the parallax

first suggested by James Gregory.

HALLEY'S COMET. See Comet.

HA'LLOWELL, a city in the township of Kenne-
bec, Maine, on the Kennebec river, 2 miles south of

Augusta. It contains a town hall, 7 churches, 3 banks,

1 newspaper office, a large cotton factory, etc. It

is best known abroad from the fine quality of granite

obtained in the vicinity, and exported in large quanti-

Ities. Pop. in 1861,2435.

HALLOW-EVEN, or HALLOWEEN, the name
popularly given to the eve or vigil of All Hallows,

or festival of All Saints, which being the 1st of

November, Halloween is the evening of the 31st of

October. In England, it was long customary to

crack nuts, duck for apples in a tub of water, and
perform other harmless fireside revelries. While
the same thing cau be said of Scotland, the Hal-

loween ceremonies of that country partook more of

a superstitious character ; taking, among rustics,

the form of a charm to discover who should be his

or her partner for life. Of these now almost ex-

ploded customs, the best summary is that contained

in Burns's well-known poem Halloween. We refer

to Brand's Popular Antiquities for some notice of

old Hallow-even practices.

HALLUCINATIONS are morbid conditions

of mind in which perception takes place where no
impression has been made upon the external organs

of the special senses, and where the object is believed

to be real and existing. A picture is presented to

the imagination when no ray of light has fallen
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np>n tlic eye ; a voice ia heard when all around
i pleasant smell fills the nostril when

neither flowers nor feast give forth their fragrance.

0D tl ther hand, originate at the cither

• the chain of consciousness in the iniiicl

its.lt, and consist in erroneous interpi

real sensations. A Conn passes across the vision,

and it i-< regarded as a phantom, or

what is ncit ami cannot be; a mice :

the listener in accents of tenderness and friendship,

wluch before they reach the mind
- ml calumnies ; and the En sh

in. ti. nis ,.f poison and
pollution. But hallucinations may invol

is well as the reports from the outer
world; nor is it invariably possible 01 i

distinguish ballncinations from delusions. There
rnal impres-

inary, and the. im
on, bad it been real, is erroi ns. A

Block is heard by a patient to strike

a sound is audible by others, and I

held to lie the announcement of the crai k of

doom. In all thee. osorium itself

must he held b, whether the. nerves
of seeing, hearing, Jfca, be structural]
not. These phenomena are observed n

with all the senses, but in different proportions ; the
frequency being perhaps in relation t.. tin- number
Of healthy sensations of which the

natural channel, and to the .1 gree of excitement
and cultivation to which it is ordinarily subjected.

According to one authority, hallucination- ..I lie .r-

ne two-thirds or' the whole observed;
but. upon a more careful analysis, the following
tabular expression of frequency appears to be

of vision, 4S;
of taste, 8 ; of touch, 3; of smell. 1. These condi-

ases ; but the
proportion ( bo 11"' form and the
i nation. All are more Erequi at

in mania than in monomania and fatui!-.

of vision are more numerous I

in mania. Lord Brougham at one time held that

hould b elect .1 into

a crucial test of the existeni f insanity. Practical

men, however, demonstrate that den
rily enjoined with such a symptom.

Bsquirol held that of 100 lunatics, four-fifths would
as, Ut Ho in.livi-

radry found that ; '
!

hallucinate.!

There and Aubanel
122 affected out of 44.'i m

Briere de Boismont, D

us, 1848).

Ic • by other

signs, or to conditions of the m
impair or pervert without overthrowin

or positive

' i M in the 08 ! Nieolai, which
ei the functions oi

which cannot be included under any of these

rear ; Voices tempt,

othe, or where
arc rec.iv.d by the mind, without, any corresponding
sensation; where the system is perfectly healthy,

and where the individual affected is conscious that

what he sc.s or bears is ann J

i t.. shew that under
nerve, or some orgau connected with

the development of special sensation, or the brain
itself, is in an ahnormal or excited condition, which
falls -hurt of disease, not interfering with the regular
discharge of the ordinary functions of these parts

of the economy, and not being detectable in any
other way, an.i which is sometimes compatible with
great intelligence, and even genius. As illustrative

of the latter proposition, and of the least morbid
aspect of such phantasmata, it may be mentioned
that the late Ban Greywas haunted by a gorj head,

which he could exorcise at will. Swedenborg, while
ai i be head of the

i of the
heavenly hierarchy seated among the mini
the council board, and bowed reverentially to them.
I'.crna. lotto encountered a woman in a r.-d cloak in

I I. - : and a patient has been described who was
followed tirst by a cat, then by a tatterdemalion
beggar, and then by a skeleton which never left

him, walked side by side', joined his f.imiU circle,

and pel red through his curtains at night, Yet
Swedenborg knew that it was not

realities he acknowledged ; the king shrunk from,
but repudiated the red cloak; and the patient dis-
believed the skeleton, and detected its true nature
and origin.

HALMALILLE {Berrya amoniUa), a tree of the
natural order Til'wcea, closely allied to the- lame or
Linden tree of Europe, and much resembling it, but
larger; a native of Ceylon, much valued for its

timber, which is a favourite house-building w 1 in

that island, and is employed also for carts, casks,
and all household purposes, and also for boat-
building, as it is believed to resist the attacks of
marine worms, and in virtue of a certain uncttt-
osity, to preserve the ironwork from rust. It is

exported to Madras— where, from the principal port
of exportation, it is known as Trincomali Wood—
and the Masula boats, which brave the formidable
surf there, are made of it. It is a light wood.

HA'LOGENS. This term, which is equivalent
to ' salt-producers,' is derived from the Greek weird
liul.i, salt, and includes a very distinct anel well-

i-ised group of non-metallic elements—viz.,
chlorine, bromine, iodine, and fluorine, which form
with metals compounds analogous to sea-salt,

The following are their most important charac-
teristics :

1. They combine directly and at an ordinary tem-
perature with the metals, for which they exhibit a
very strong affinity; and their combinations with
the metals present those properties which p

t.. Salts |q. v.). No elements excepting tl.

ly of entering into duo t ounbin-
ation with metals, and of thus forming salt-like

compounds. When united with the' same metal, the
sails winch the diliciciit halogens form are iso-

morphous; thus, for example, the chloride, iodide,

and fluoride of potassium all crysi

2. They all have a very energetic affinity for
hydrogen, with which they all unite in one i

proportion—viz., 2 volume's of the gas or van
the halogen with 2 volumes of hydrogen, the union

of bulk, that l

pre sented by I volumes, and the i

ml being intense I;,

soluble in water. The acids thus formed am hydro-
chloric, hydrobromio, hydriodio, and hydrofluoric

Moreover, all these hale

Buorine) form powerful acids with five at. mis of
. i/.. chloric, bromic, and iodic acids; nncl

the il Salt U peeillts of rcsclll'

11 \ LOIS SALTS. These are the compounds
formed by the union of one ..t the Halogens (a. v.)

with » metal. We may mention chloride ol sodium
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(NaCI), bromide of silver (AgBr), fluoride of calcium
(CaF), and iodide of potassium (KI), as examples.

HALORAGIA'CE.E, or HALORA'GE^E, a
natural order of exogenous plants, closely allied to

Onayraceo? (q. v.).—There are about seventy known
species, herbaceous or half-shrubby

;
pretty much

scattered over the world, but almost all aquatic, or

growing in wet places. The stems and leaves often
nave large air-cavities. The flowers are generally

small, and the plants insignificant in appearance.

Nor have any of them any important uses, except
those of the genus Trapa (q. v.). The only British

species are the Mare's Tail (Sippuris vulgaris) and
the Watermilfoils (MyriophyUv/m).

HA'LOS, PARHE'LIA, CORONA, &c. It

would not be easy even to enumerate the various

distinct phenomena which belong to the above
classes ; we must, therefore, be content to consider

a few only of the principal varieties ; and, in fact,

if the causes of these be thoroughly understood,
those of the others present no further difficulties,'

except such as are of a purely mathematical nature.

The first class we have to consider is very com-
mon. When the sun or moon is partially obscured
by a mist or cloud, the latter not being of the

species called cirrus (see Cloud), it is almost
invariably surrounded by coloured rings of a few
degrees only in diameter, called Corona (crowns).

Those surrounding the sun cannot always be seen

directly ; but by reflection at the surface of stdl

water, or of a glass-plate blackened at the back,

the glare of the sun-light is sufficiently diminished
to permit the corona to be seen. This meteor
depends on the Diffraction (q. v.) of light, caused
by the small spheres or vesicles of water which
compose the cloud, and can easily be imitated

by looking at a bright object through a piece of

glass which has been breathed upon, or dusted
with Lycopodium seed. If the diffracting particles

be all of the same size, the rings are very well

marked ; but since they become smaller as the

particles increase in size, ordinary fogs and clouds,

which generally contain particles of'very different

dimensions, give a composite effect, which spoils the

distinctness, and greatly limits the number of the

rings. Thus, no general rule can be given for the

number or colours of the corona?, but it may be
observed that their diminution in diameter is a
Bign of the increase in size of the watery spheres

which cause them, and therefore in general betokens
approaching rain, which comes when the particles

are no longer able, on account of their size, to float

in the air without sensibly falling. As before men-
tioned, this appearance is very common, and, in fact,

we scarcely see a fragment of a cloud near the sun
which does not give traces of colour, depending on
the average size of the particles of which it con-

sists, and its angular distance from the sun.

A different form of corona is sometimes seen to

surround the shadow of the spectator's head, when
cast by the sun on a bank of fog—in this case it is

sometimes called a glory. To this class belong the

colours generally seen about the famous ' Spectre

of the Brocken.' See Beocken. The same appear-

ances are very frequently seen round the shadow
ot the spectator when thrown on muddy water, or

water carrying numerous small particles of sand.

The optical explanation, founded mainly upon reflec-

tion and interference, is complete, but not suited

to our pages.

So far the phenomena depend merely on the

cloud or fog consisting of small particles; nothing

has yet been said about the shape of the particles.

Spherical drops of water produce Rainbows (q. v.),

and unon the vesicular forcn that moisture often

assumes in the air, probably depend the blue of the
sky and the gorgeous tints of sunrise and sunset.

1 But halos (Gr.) and parhelia (Gr. false or mock
suns) depend upon the presence in the air of innu-
merable crystals of ice, generally forming a light

cirrus cloud. We cannot enter upon a complete
explanation of these phenomena, but we shall give
a general idea of their origin, referring the student

,
who wishes a thorough knowledge of the subject
to a memoir by Bravais (Journal de VEcole Polytecti-

j

nique, xviii.), who has himself repeatedly witnessed
and carefully measured the various appearances in

question.

The theory of halos was first roughly attempted

|

by Huyghens ; but although his explanations are in

the main correct (at all events, as regards the very
simplest of the appearances), they are based on the
utterly inadmissible supposition, that the halo-pro-

ducing clouds are formed of cylinders of water, each
having an opaque, frozen nucleus. It will be seen

j

that the results of this supposition agree with those
1 of the correct one in a few cases only. Further

]

progress was impossible until the crystalline form
and the refractive index of ice were observed. Both
of these observations are of great difficulty ; but
they have been carried out by Wollaston and others
with considerable accuracy. After Huyghens,
jUariotte, admitting the crystalline form of ice-

particles, made some great steps in advance, and
much of what he left unexplained was successfully
supplied by Young, and after him by Kaemtz.
The most complete and systematic explanation of

the whole subject, however, is that of Bravais,

already referred to. There, references are given to

nearly all the accurately recorded observations of

halos and parhelia—the great mass of which, of

course, are due to arctic voyagers, especially Scoresby
and Parry.

Water crystallises in the form of regular hexa-
gonal prisms, sometimes with plane ends perpen-
dicular to the sides (as in fig. 1), sometimes with
hexagonal pyramids as terminals (fig. 2). There is

also an immense variety of much more complex
forms ; but upon the simpler and more common
ones already mentioned,
depend the ordinary cases

of the phenomena we are

about to describe. Now,
if we consider any two
non-parallel faces of one
of the above crystals, it

is clear that their com-
bination must act as

a prism, decomposing
white light, which passes

through them, into its

constituent colours. Every such crystal, then,

placed somewhere near the line joining the eye
and sun, must in general send to the former some
definitely coloured ray from each effective pair of

surfaces. The refractive index, however, of ice is

such that no ray can pass through a prism of it

whose angle is greater than about 99 -

5 ; and we
are therefore limited to pairs of faces whose inclina-

tion is not superior to this. The most important
pairs are two alternate faces of the prism (fig. 1),

where the inclination is 60°, and a face with a
terminal plane (fig. 1), the angle being 90°.

Halo of 22° Radius.—We may now suppose
prisms of ice, with refracting angles of 60°, to be
distributed (with every possible position of their

axes) nearly between the sun and the spectator, and
it is evident that the appearances produced must
be symmetrical with regard to the line joiuing the
eye and sun, and must therefore consist of coloured

circles with the sun as centre. To attain a more
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There are also sometimes seen brightly coloured
arcs touching one on each side the lower half of the

halo of 46u. They are explained by the right

angles of prisms whose axes are horizontal. Again,
a parhelion, being itself a source of light, sometimes
very intense, may have its surrounding halos of 22",

&e. All phenomena of the latter class are termed
secondary. They are in general, as might be expected,
much fainter than the primary ones, but in favour-
able circumstances have been distinctly ohserved.
In addition to our very imperfect sketch of the

results of the prisms of 60° and 90°, we might con-
sider shortly those due to various combinations of

planes of the hexagonal pyramid (fig. 2) with each
other, or with planes of the prism ; but the pheno-
mena depending on these, though easily enough
predicted mathematically, are not well suited for

verbal explanation.

We conclude with a rough geometrical sketch of

a tolerably complete set of halos, observed by

Fig. 3.

Bravais in Sweden in 1839. The marks on the

Bketch will be sufficient to inform the reader to

which of the classes above mentioned the various

portions belong.

HA'LOSCOPE, the name of a beautiful optical

instrument invented by M. Bravais of France, for

the exhibition of all the phenomena connected with

halos, parhelia, &c. It consists of a vertical axis

with a clock movement, for the purpose of giving it

a rapid rotation ; two glass prisms, one hollow to

contain water; two opaque plates of glass to obscure

one or two sides of the prisms, aa required in differ-

ent experiments ; a quadrangular prism ; and a small

arm carrying a mirror : this last and the three

prisms are afl adapted for mounting on the axis. To
imitate the parhelion, the vertical axis with the

solid glass prism is set in rapid rotation in a

darkened chamber, with a candle ten or twelve feet

distant, but with the flame on the same plane as

the rotating prism ; two sides of the prism are

to be obscured with the movable opaque slides of

glass. The spectator then looks horizontally at the

revolving instrument, and sees the parhelion circle.

Different dispositions of the apparatus produce the

allied phenomena.

HALSTEAD, a market-town of England, in the

county of Essex, is agreeably situated on both banks

of the Colne, about 43 miles north-east of London,

and on the high-road from that city to Norwich. Its

parish church, one of the finest in the county, is in

the perpendicular style, with a decorated chancel.

The chief educational institution is Lady Mary
Ramsey's Grammar School, with a small endowment,
founded in 1594. The manufactures are crape, silk,

203

velvet, and paper ; brick-making and straw-plaiting
are also carried on. Pop. (1861) 6743.

HATYARDS, the smaller ropes and tackle used
in hoisting sails or other portions of a ship's equip-
ment. The signal halyards are running cords of the
best white hemp, passing through a pulley in the
truck at the mast-head, or gaff-point, and thence
to the deck ; the flags when attached to them are
rolled up, and then hoisted and expanded to the
wind by a jerk when the proper moment arrives.

HALYBURTON, Thomas, a Scotch divine, born
1674, died 1712. He was the author of several

works, including Natural Rrtiyion insufficient, and
Revealed necessary to Man's JIappiness ; The Great
Concern of Salvation; and Ten Sermons preached
he/ore and after the Celebration of the Lord's Supper.
The works, especially the autobiographic memoir,
of the ' Holy Halyburton ' were once very popular
among the people of Scotland ; and even at the
present day they are greatly relished by persons of

a serious disposition. They were published, together
with an Essay on his Life and Writings, by Robert
Burns, D.D. (London, 1835).

HAM, according to the writer of Genesis, was
on. of the three sons of Noah, and the brother of

Shem and Japheth. The word is derived by
Gesenius from the Heb. Hamam, ' to be hot.' His
descendants are represented in the biblical narra-

tive as peopling the southern regions of the earth,

Arabia, the Persian Gulf, Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya,
&c. Both he and his son Misraim appear to have
given their name to Egypt in particular. The
Coptic or native name of Egypt is Kem or Chem,
supposed to be the same word as Ham, and signi-

fying both black and hot. In the hieroglyphic

language, the name of Egypt is expressed by the
two letters K. M. In the Rosetta Inscription, the
word occurs more than ten times, and is read by
Champollion, Chmi. It is a curious, and somewhat
perplexing circumstance, that Ham should have
received a name that must have been more appro-

priate to his descendants than to himself, for we are

not told, and there is no reason to believe, that he
was more sun-burned or blacker than his brothers.

In explanation of this, it is customarily urged that

the names of Noah and his sons had ' prophetic

significations '—an hypothesis which few feel to be
altogether satisfactory.

HAM, a small town and fortress of Pranee, in

the department of Somme, and situated on the river

of that name, is distant 36 miles east-south-east of

Amiens, and about 70 miles north-north-east of

Paris. It is of ancient origin ; coins were struck

here in the reign of Charles the Bald (840—877).
The seigniory or lordship of Ham, erected into a
duchy in 1407, was held by the families of Courcy,

Orleans, Luxembourg, and Vendoine. The town is

chiefly noteworthy on account of its old fortress or

castle, built by the Constable de Saint Pol iu 1470,

and now used as a state prison. Its walls are 39
feet thick, and its principal tower is 108 feet in

height, and the same in diameter. It is memorable
as the place of confinement of Marbceuf, Moncey,
and others; and subsequently of Polignac, Chante-

lauze, Peyronnet, and Guernon Ranvillc from 1831 to

1836; and of Louis Napoleon, the late Emperor of

the French, from 1840 till 1846. After the Coup
d'JEtat of the 2d December, 1851, the republican Gen-
erals Cavaignac, Lamoriciere, Changarnier, and others,

were kept here for some time. Pop. 2873.

HAM, properly the hind part or angle of the

knee ; but usually applied to the cured thigh of the
ox, sheep, or hog, more especially the last. Ham-
curing, or, what is the same thing, bacon -curing,

is performed in a variety of methods, each country
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1
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north of England and Dumfriesshire in Scotland;
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and important item in the industry of various

oountrifcs. Westphalia, in particular,

f..r the} delicacy and flavour of its smoked hams.
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HAMADA'K, an important town of Persia, in

of Irak Ajemi.

at the northern has- of Mount Elwund, 180 mil

ith-west of Teheran, in lat. 34* 50" N., and

long. 48" 28 E, Its streets are narrow and duty;

but the trade and manufactnn s carried on impart to

it a lively and bustling air. It •

caravan ! bazaars,

gardens, baths, and mosques, as well as two notable

tombs, one that of the famous Arabian pi

and physician Aviconna (q. v.), which drav.

•ma pilgrims to the town ; and the other alhrnied

.tt of Mardecai and Esther. l>

ive, and

fuel with difficulty pr the rest

of the year, however, tl liinate is deli -btful.

, I la-dad,

Teheran, and Ispahan, it is the
' trade. II. ear

manufactures 1 I
woollen

and .
extent.

• limited at from g'.,IKK) to 40,000.

concluded, from hi

, and from the Coins, inscriptions, and other

found 1 that It occupies the site of

*s\.
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ll\M\NN. JohaHU Qbobo, a very original

thinker and author. who, on tie 1

himself the ' M
233

the North.' was bom at KonL-h. a 'g, in BruBaia,

27, 1730. His • mi whut

i ; and a failure to If 1 rolit-

ably m seme iin- with which a merchant of

Klja had intrusted hiln, induced him to abandon

nimseli to dissipation, from winch he was rescued

otod bimseli to

the stu.lv of the ancient !.n. ntal

many
He died at Munsl 1. dune 21,

A, on soth >r, II. wa littli est • med by

cont. D the tendencies

- ' "

IS lists, and was

thus placed in opposition to the multitude of

scholars. His language, besides, was figurative and
and frequently

concealed, rather than revealed the depth of his

thinking. But bis unmistakable genius, and the

! of his ideas, 1

highly by Herder, <;,,,the, .he. .hi. Jean Paul, and

other great men. The influence which he exercised

upon Herder's views was very great All bis

writings exhibit a deeply spiritual faith in th«

unseen and the eternal. Fragments of them were

published by Cramer, under the title SHbyUmuck*

Itagm cut* Harden (Leip. 1819), and his

S.iwmlh.-lif II'., /.v. by F. Ib.th (7 vols. Berlin, 1S21

— lSi'i ; an 8th vol., published by G. A. Wiener.

Berlin, lS-t.'l. contains additions and explanations).

His biography was published by K. II. Childe-

//„;,',<i»«'» L'bcn wnd Bchryten, 3 vols,

Gotha, 1867).

HAMBA'TO, a town of Ecuador, in South

in lat. I" 4' 8. and long. 78° 56' W.,

at the north-east base of Chimb, uazo, with Coto-

paxi. about •_'., miles distant, in front. Its elevation

;
, 1. sm',11 l.et. At this altitude, wheat

iren under the equator. Though twice

,lcstr"\e,l by an eni],ti,,n of l.'otopaxi in BIDS, and

th.p'iake in I7H0- H- li^s still a flourishing

trade in grain, sugar, and cochineal, and contains

about 12,000 inhabitants.

HA'MBUBG, the largest of the tree cities of Ger-

manv. and a state of ihe North Herman ( 'onfeleru-

.1 iioie.i in latitude 5.1'' 32' N, and longitude

ir- ,,s' |'„ II po territories, the

rty, and the other the

joint property of Lubeck; to the former belong

the city with its two suburbs ol St lie.

Paul, several islands. .n the Elbe, and a SBD

bttttel, in which lies the town of Cuxhaven; and

to tie- latter, the township of Bergedorl

Of GeeStbacht, and the lands known as Vidian. Ion,

ic, miles from Hamburg: The population in 1867
, ..;,. ;;,,,, ion, ,,f v,h,,m gg4,H7-l belonged to the city

and its suburbs, of whom about 10,00(1 Were .lews,

n,e efty of II. is ituate I in a pie isant district

I Alitor, and about 7fi miles

,n. At high-tide. .

come op the Elbe and unload in the harbours, while

by means of the various canals (CIO

atom can carry the cargoes into the

II. is suit,. an, led by a

120 feet wide, oomnrumoatii

Kibe, and following the former line of Eoi

the ramparts havo I n replaced nee 1819 by

gardens and walks; bul

and are she' on h a toll is

demanded. 11. is divided into the Old Town and

New Town; but.she. ISl'J. when
including most of its

burned down, its appearance

I
,1 ; and the present city LI



remarkable for its fine, open, well-lighted, and well-
drained streets, and its spacious and lofty houses.
Anion;; the churches, the principal is that of St
Michael, which was built in the 18th c, and is

distinguished for its tower, the loftiest in Europe
(470 feet high) ; St Peter's, which has been recently
rebuilt ; and St George's, the foundation of which
dates from the 12th c, but which was completely
renovated in 1742. H. is essentially a commercial
city, iu which merchants from various countries are
settled ; and so much is done to advance its interests
as a central depot, that one is the more surprised
to find two things in a very unsatisfactory state-
its system of local currency, which is intricate and
antiquated ; and its extraordinary postal system, by
which each country is left to have its own post-
office, in place of there being one definite establish-
ment for receiving and despatching letters. The
Exchange is one of the most commodious in Europe,
and contains, in addition to the usual banking-
offices, reading-rooms, an excellent commercial
library of 40,000 vols., with collections of maps,
sea-charts, &c. Among the numerous educational
establishments of H., we may instance the Johan-
neum, a collegiate school, founded in 1528, in
which is located the public library, with its 5000
MSS. and 200,000 volumes ; Busch's School of
Commerce, founded in 1767 ; the normal school for
teachers; and the free schools which have been
established in each of the five parishes. The obser-
vatory and botanical garden deserve mention ; while
the various literary and scientific societies, among
which the

_
Verein fur hamburgisdie Geschichte,

established in 1S39, by the historian Lappenberg, is

one of the most energetic, have proved valuable
adjuncts to education, many of them having exten-
sive libraries and museums of their own, which
;are rendered easy of access to all who wish to
examine their contents. H. has an academy of
painting and music, a gallery of paintings, two
spacious theatres, and a larger number of public
•gardens and places of amusement than any other
city of its size. Its charitable institutions are,
however, proportionally numerous, and are for the
most part indebted for their endowment and sup-
port to private benevolence. The most noted are
the Jewish Hospital, founded by Solomon Heine
in 1S41, and thrown open to all Christians since
the emancipation of the Jews in 1S49; the great
hospital iu the suburb of St George, founded in
1220; the Seamen's Home (1657); the hospice
for poor travellers, the wealthiest and oldest insti-
tution of the kind, and now appropriated to the
maintenance of 142 aged persons; and the Rauhe
'Hans, which was founded at Horn, near H, in 1S33,
by Joh. Heinr. Wichern, for the improvement of
depraved and abandoned children.

H. ranks as the greatest emporium of trade on
the continent, and next to London, has the largest
money-exchange transactions in Europe. It is also
one of the principal ports for transatlantic emigra-
tion, and the centre of a very extensive business in
ship-insurances. Its most important branches of
home-industry are ship-building, on a very large
Bcale, sugar-refining, distilling, and dyeing, the
manufacture of cigars, tobacco, sail-cloth, ropes,
cutlery, and salting meat, chiefly for the English
market, and for provisioning the ships that enter
the harbour.
The value of imports entered (by sea and land) in

H. in the year 1869 was 409,n22,i.'55 tltnlers courant
(= $291,796,000), of which $11,168,000 were from
the United States, and $98,600,000 from Great
Britain; 5192 vessels (2185 steamers) entered, and
5201 (2190 steamers) departed from, the port. The
effective merchant marine at the end of 1869 was 437

sailing vessels of 215,000 tons, and 36 steam vessels
of .39,000 tons. The receipts ami expenditures, accord-
ing to the budget of 1869, were 5,059,400 and 5,357,-
400 thalers respectively. The public debt on Dec.
31, 1867, was 31,275,000 Prussian thalers. A stream
of German emigration to America flows through Ham-
burg. In 1S6S, 50,050, and in 1S69, 47,294, emigrated
through Hamburg, and embarked directly on 111
vessels.

The government of H. is in the hands of a moneyed
aristocracy, and its constitution, which is based
upon the principles established by an imperial com-
mission in 1712, and confirmed by the German diet
in 1S15, after having undergone various modifica-
tions and important changes' at different periods,
was settled in 1S60 as follows: The sovereign
power to be exercised by the senate and the burghers.
The senate, which is specially charged with! the
executive, is to be composed of IS members, 9 of
whom must have graduated in law, and 7 of the
remaining 9 must be engaged in commerce. The
civic or legislative body is to consist of 192 members
elected for 6 years, half the number .going out
every 3 years. This body elect the senators for
life, and the latter annually elect from their own
body a president. Cases in which the senate and
the civic body differ in opinion, must be submitted
to the supreme court of appeal at Lubeck. The
judicial power is vested in special tribunals, and the
administration divided into distinct departments.
The proceedings of the senate and burgher council
are public. Perfect freedom of religion is allowed.
Every citizen is bound to perform military duty.
Hamburg formerly maintained a burgher guard of 10,-
000 men, which, according to a military convention
concluded with Prussia on July 23, 1867, were dis-
charged October, 1867, when the city was occupied
by a Prussian garrison, which all those liable to
military service were permitted to join. In the
conflict between Austria and Prussia, Hamburg sided
with the latter, and after the war (1866) joined the
North German Confederation. Her militarv contin-
gent to the army of the Confederation consists ot 2163
men. The arms of the republic are a silver wall with
three silver towers and an open gate on a red field,

surmounted by a helm and flag in the midst of three
neaeoeks' feathers. The colours are white and red.
H. began to attain some importance as a trading

place in the 12th c, and was raised to the rank of a
free city by the Emperrr Otho IV. In 1241, it
combined with Lubeck in the formation of the Han-
seatie League (q. v.), and from that time it increased
rapidly in wealth and consideration, augmenting its
ten-it. mes by the purchase of Ritzebiit.tel and several
villages in its vicinity. In the early part of the
16th c, the boundaries of the city were carried,
across to the western banks of the Alster, which
were principally occupied by fugitives from the Low
Countries. Disputes with the kings of Denmark,
who, as Dukes of Holstein, claimed supremacy over
some portions of the state, kept H. constantly
embroiled in petty wars with its northern neigh-
bour, until Denmark, in 1768, finally conceded its
rights. The prosperity of the city continued to
increase till the occupation of Northern Germany
by the French in 1S03, when it underwent a series
of misfortunes and insults, which culminated iu
the terrible siege which the French under Davout
sustained within its walls in 1S13—1814, when they
drove 40,000 citizens forth in mid-winter, many of

om perished of hunger. In 1815, H. joined the
German Confederation as a free Hanseatic city, and
since that period its commercial prosperity has been
advancing with a steady progress, which the great
calamity of the fire of 1842 scarcely checked even
temporarily. See Kloden's Erdkunde; Wappaus
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HA'MELN, mi interesting town, ami formerly a
il.mnviT. m tin- province of the Bftma

name, is hellUtitulU >:l M .

•
1 .

1

t ion mi tli. oi the Fume]
with that river, 25 miles south-west of Hanover.
It ia surrounded by a wall, formerly sm .

20 towers, and defended by a fort, which, how-
ever, was Mown np by the French in 1806. It is

irregularly built, ami is full of wooden ho
oh! German style ; lias three churches, including
the Minister, a fine old edifice, ilating from 1127,

sod now failing into ruin; ami a large educational

institution built in 1827. Xhe chain-bridge at

tin- Wis. t. w.-is i pleted in 1839,

and is about 7SO Fnglish feet in length. Pop.
70110. who arc chiclly employed in brewing; in the
manufacture of paper, cement, woollen goods, and
cai-pets ; and in agriculture, salmon-fishing, and
general trade. In the earliest times, II. belonged
to the Al.l.ev of Fulda, and was a member of the
Hanseatic Confederation.

HAMI'LCAR was a name borne by several

distinguished Carthaginians, the most celebrated of

I. The commander of the great Sicilian

expedition, 480 b. a ; 2. One of the commanders of

in. army, defeated by Timoleon, the

Corinthian general, at the Crimisaus, 3.19 b.c. ; 3.

(8urnamed Khodauus), the ambassador to Alexander
the Great after the fall of Tyre ; 4. The governor of

Sicily, .'il7 n.o. ; 5. The son of Cisco, who succeeded
ling, and carried on military operations

against the Syracusans and other states with great
success, but was at length taken prisoner, ana put

to death; 6. A commander during the first Punic
War, who was very -n -'

! . i e-t the Romans
by land in Sicily, but was ait.rward- defeated in a

aea-fighi off Ecnomus, and was thereafter recalled

to Africa to oppose Re ruins.

But the greatest of all was H. surnamed Earea
'.. 'lightning.' While very young, he

<• d to the command of tl e I

SicQy, in 217 B.C., at which time the
!

' ;

. island. JI.'s

first care ws infantry thoroughly
;

he then established himself on .Mount Ercte (now
sear Palermo), and from this point made

pillaging excursions in all directions, sending his

privateers along the coast of Italy as far north as

CnnUB, thus obtaining abundant supplies for his

troops. From this position the Unmans endeavoured
to dislodge him, but in vain. After three years, he

left Ercte, and . -'al.li-liod himself on Mount Eryx,
keeping up bis communication with Drepanum and
the sea where the same tactics were repeated on
both sines, and with the same want of su as on
the part 4 the Romans. But the Carthaginian

totally defeated off the Aegates
Islands, 241 it.'-., II. was compelled to abandon
his fortress, and evacuate Sicily. While H. was
engaged in Sicily, he had made large pi

meroenary tr lops, which he was unable to perform ;

they revolted in consequence, and vs.

some of the African tribes, Hanno endeavoured to

revolt, but faded; II. was accordingly

appointed to the command, and succeeded in utterly

defeating the rein-Is, capturing all their towns, and
putting to death their leaders. ||. was next

coi mder-in-chiet of the Carthaginian
army, and was engaged tor - e time in wars with

the neighbouring tribes, which were abruptly ended
|.\ II.'- int. iing upon hi- Spanish campaign in (prob-

Jm was to found a new
empire in Spain, from which, as hi- bash], he might

assail the Romans, Such a kingdom he saw woulo
in. iv,,.,. the p..w,r and wealth ot his native country,
and atone to her for the loss of Si.iK and Sar.lim lk

This his gnat piupnsc Has, bubal and Hanniba.
, idem our. d to accomplish. He marched westward,
while the fleet under Ins s,,n -in-law, Hasdiiibal,

cruised along the cast; he th.-u crossed over at

the Strait oi I libraltar, and made war on the natives

Of Spain, in the course of which he p, a

the very heart of the country, subdued many tribes
and cities, and amassed immense wealth. He spent
nine years in Spain, and at length, in 228 B.C.,

ill on the field of battle while lighting
against the Vettones. His military genius is con-
sidered scarcely inferior to that of his son Hannibal.

HA'MII ,T( IN, a city of the Dominion of Canada, is

situated in the county of Wentworth, at the west end
of Lake Ontario, or rather of that detached section
of it which, under the name of Burlington Bay, is

connected with the main body of the lake bv the
Burlington Canal. H. is 45 miles from the Falls of

i Toronto, and 378 from .Montreal.
It is situated in the very centre of the finest grain-
producing country in America, and it is also an
important centre of the chief Canada railways,
the (treat Western, the Hamilton and Toronto, and
the Hamilton and Port Dover lines. The rapid
increase of its population is remarkable. Iu 1841,
it was al t 351)0; in 1850, 10,312; and by the last

census (1871), it is officially stated at 26J16. As
a port of entry, H. was, iu 1S5S. inferior onlv to
Toronto within its own half of the colony. 'Tho
manufacturing establishments of H. are extensive ;

the principal are locomotive-works, foundries, and
car-works. The city returns one member to the
legislative assembly.

HAMILTON, a parliamentary and municipal
burgh, and market-town of Scotland, in the county
oi Lanark, is beautifully situated on the left bank of

the Clyde, in the centre of a finely wooded district,

about 11 miles south-east of Glasgow, with which
it is connected by railway. It has a straggling,
but at the same tune a pleasant rural appearance,
many of the houses having a piece of garden-ground
attached. The town " contains twelve churches;
numerous good schools- of which the Academy and
St John's Grammar School are the most important;
the county-hall, a noticeable Grecian structure; a
new town-hall ; and extensive cavalry barracks.
Many of the females are employed in tambouring
for it,, sewed muslin manufacturers of Glasgow.
Top. (1871) 11.496. Close to the town is Hamilton
Palace, the seat of the Duke of Hamilton and
Brandon, with the family mausoleum, in the midst
of extensive pleasure-grounds bordered by the
Clyde. The palace is a large and noble structure,
and contains an excellent collection of paintings.
Gn certain days the grounds are open to the public.
Cadzow Castle, and tin remains ot Gadzow Forest,
in which a held of the famous aboriginal breed of

wild cattle are kept, are in the vicinity.

HAMILTON, The Family of. This great
historical family is known to be of English origin,
but wluti or how it took root in Scotland has not
been clearly ascertained. Some genealogists have
sough! !,. trace it- lineage to Robert, surnamed
Blanehmains. third Karl of Leicester, who died in

1190. There is nothing improbable in the claim
! —the earl's second son was Bishop of st Andrews,

l.cyond the Tweed, and
in. toil on a bloody "shield, winch was the

heraldic bearing of his house, seems from an early

I"
red to have been the heraldic bearing of tho

Scottish Haniiltons. Bnt however probal
descent may be, it wants proof. The name of the



family, obviously territorial, was doubtless taken
from some one of the many English manors called

Hamilton, scattered through Buckinghamshire, Hamp-
shire, Surrey, Lancashire, Rutlandshire, Yorkshire,

and Leicestershire, In the 17th century, the Leices-

tershire Hamilton—a petty manor in the parish of

ISarkby, containing only a shepherd's cottage—was
shewn as the cradle of the house. Several persons

of the name of Hamilton appear both in English

and in Scottish records about the middle of the

13th c, and one of them seems to have held the

Yorkshire manor of Hamilton, together with lands

in the parish of Oxnani, in Scotland. But the
pedigree of the family cannot be earned beyond

(1), "Walter Fitz-Gilbert (or Gilbertson) of Hamil-
ton,' who, in 1296, held lands in Lanarkshire, and
swore fealty to King Edward I. of England 'as

Overlord of Scotland, and in 1314 kept the castle

of Bothwell, on the Clyde, for the English. His
early surrender of this strong fortress, and of the

English knights and nobles who had fled to it from
the" field of Bannockburn, was rewarded by King
Robert Bruce by grants of the lands and baronies of

Cadyow and Maehanshire in Clydesdale, Kinneil

and Larbert in West Lothian, Kirkinner and
Kirkowen in Galloway, and other lands forfeited

by the Cumyns and other adherents of England. He
attained the rank of knighthood, and married Mary,
daughter of Sir Adam of Gordon of Huntly, by
whom he left two sons. The elder (2) ,

' Sir David
Fitz-Walter Fitz-Gilbert,' or, as he was sometimes
more shortly called, ' Sir David Fitz-Walter,' or
' Sir David of Hamiltou,' was taken prisoner by
the English at the battle of Neville's Cross in 1346,

founded a chantry in the cathedral of Glasgow
in 1361, and appears among the barons in the

Scottish parliaments of 1368," 1371, and 1373. His
eldest son (3),

' Sir David of Hamilton of Cadyow,'

died before 1392, leaving by his wife, Janet of

Keith, only daughter and heiress of Sir William
of Keith of Galston, five sons and a daughter.

The eldest son (4), 'Sir Johu of Hamilton of

Cadyow,' married Janet, daughter of Sir James of

Douglas of Dalkeith, by whom he was the father of

(5) 'Sir James of Hamilton of Cadyow,' who, about

1422, married Janet, daughter of Alexander of

Livingston of Callander, by whom he had (6) ' Sir

James of Hamilton of Cadyow,' and four other sons.

Lords Hamilton, Earls of Arran, Dukes or
Chatelherault, Marquises of Hamilton, Dukes
or Hamilton, Dukes of Brandon, &c.—Hitherto

the family had been only knightly. It was ennobled

in its sixth generation, in Sir James of Hamil-
ton of Cadyow, who, in 1445, was created Lord
Hamilton by a charter which erected his manor
place of ' the Orchard,' in the barony of Cadyow,
into his chief messuage, and gave it the name of

Hamilton, which it stdl bears. It is to the praise

of the first Lord Hamilton that, in 1460, he

founded a college in the university of Glasgow—the

first college in Scotland founded by a layman.

Allied both by marriage and by descent to the

Douglases, he followed "their banner in the begin-

ning of their great struggle with the crown. But he

forsook them at a critical moment in 1454, and his

seasonable loyalty was rewarded by large grants of

their forfeited lands, and, at a later period, when he

must have been well advanced in years, by the hand
of the Princess Mary, the eldest daughter of King
James II., and- the widow or divorced wife of

Thomas Boyd, the attainted Earl of Arran. Lord
Hamilton survived his marriage only live years,

dying in 1479. His only son, James, second Lord
Hamilton, -was, in 1503, made Earl of Arran, and had
a Li ant of that island, the dowry of his mother on

her first marriage. After playing an important
318

part in public affairs dining the minority of King
James V., he died in 1529, being succeeded by the
eldest sou of his third wife (a niece of Cardinal
Beaton), James, third Lord Hamilton, second Earl
of Arran. The death of King James V. in 1542
left only an infant of tive days old between him and
the throne. He was at once chosen regent of the
kingdom and tutor to the young queen, and declared

to be ' second person in the realm '—a position

which carried with it something of royal style. He
signed or superscribed his name as 'James G.,' or

simply ' James,' and wrote himself ' James, by the
grace of God, Earl of Arran and Lord Hamilton,
Governor and Prince of Scotland.' He held his

high offices till 1554, when he resigned them in favour
of the queen-mother, Mary of Guise, receiving in

return, from King Henry II. of France, a grant of the
duchy of Chatelherault. His nearness to the throne,

his great following, and large possessions, left him
still a person of such mark that his eldest son, the
Earl of Arran, as he was called, was proposed at one
time as the husband of Queen Mary of Scotland, and
at another time as the husband of Queen Elizabeth
of England. The career which opened with such
high aspirations came to a sad and untimely end ; the
earl was afflicted with madness in 1 562, and never
recovered his reason, although he lived till 1609.
His father, the first Duke of Chatelherault, dying in

1575, his second son, Lord John Hamilton, the lay-

abbot or commendator of Arbroath, became virtual

head of the house, and as such was, in 1599, created
Marquis of Hamilton. He died in 1604, being
succeeded by his son James, the second marquis,
who, in lc 19, was created Earl of Cambridge in

England, and died in 1625. He was succeeded by
his eldest son James, the second marquis, who led

an army of 6000 men to the support of King
Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden in 1631—1632, and
a few years later acted a conspicuous part in the
great contest between King Charles I. and the
Scottish Covenanters. That king, in 1643, created

him Duke of Hamilton, with remainder to the
heirs-female of his body, in the event of the death
of himself and his brother without male issue. In
1648, he led a Scottish army into England for the
king's relief, but was encountered and defeated by
Cromwell at Preston, in Lancashire. He escaped
from the field of battle, but soon afterwards was
forced to surrender himself prisoner to the parlia-

mentary forces. He was beheaded at Westminster
iu March 1649, when he was succeeded by his

brother William, who, in 1639. had been created
Earl of Lanark. He died in 1651 of the wounds
which he had received at the battle of Worcester.
The duchy of Hamilton, in terms of the patent of

creation, now devolved on the daughter of the first

duke, Lady Anne, whose husband, Lord William
Douglas, Earl of Selkirk, was, in 1660, created
Duke of Hamilton for life. He died in 1694. The
Duchess Anne, who survived till 1716, had, in 1698,

resigned her titles in the king's hands in favour of

her eldest son, James, Earl of Arran, who was anew
created Duke of Hamilton with the precedency of

1643. In 1711, he was created Duke of Brandon in

England, but the House of Lords refused him a seat

or vote in parliament, on the ground that the crown
was disabled by the A c.t of Union from granting a
peerage of Great Britain to any person who was a
peer of Scotland before the Union. The duke was
killed in a duel in Hyde Park with Lord Mohun in

1712. He was succeeded by his eldest son, James,
who, dying in 174M, was succeeded by his eldest sou,

James, who, in 1752, married the famous beauty,
Elizabeth Gunning, and died in 1758, being suc-

ceeded by his eldest son, James George, un infant

of three years old. On the death of the Duke ot



Douglas in 1701, the male rcprcs. utation of the

'red ... \i._ii. branch of the Douglases, with the

titles of Man)i
devolved "ii the Dukes of Hamili. i

of the Duchess Anne's husband, Willi. im
Selkirk, third sen of Che Bret Marquis of I

Dying in L769, in hie I

seventh link.' of Hamili d l>y Inn

only brother, Douglas, who, in 178% took
in parliament as Duke <>f Brandon, the Iff-se of

•. satisfied, after consultation with
the twelve judges, tli.it the Act of CJnion did not
prohibit the crown from making a peer of Scotland

a peer of Great Britain, Duke Douglas died
without issue in 1799, when the til

Sassed to his ancle, Archibald, the second sou of

aines, the fifth duke, l'uke Archibald, dying in

1SHI, Was succeeded I p V his eldest son, Alexander,
who, in 1S10, married a daughter of Mr Peek ford

of Fonthill, and died in 1852, when he was suc-

ceeded by his only -on, the present duke, William
Alexander Anthony Archibald, eleventh Duke of

Hamilton in the [
•• i.i _. oi Scotland, eighth Puke

of Brandon in the i rage of I h

fourteenth Puke of Chat. Iherault in the pi

Frauce.
Lords Paisley, Loeds Abercorn, Earls of

-
i i;aiiank,

is Hamilton. M.u:i,.i i.-.ks ok Abi
&C.—Lord Claud Hamilton, fourth son oi I

Duke of Chatalherault, was appoint.. 1 comm. nd.itor

of the abbey of Paisley in l."i.">.">, created Lord Paisley

in loST. and died m 1022. During his life, his eldest

Son. .lanes, was made Lord Abercorn in Kill.".

Earl of Abercorn in 1606. He had largi

lands in Ulster; and dying in 1618, wa
by his eldest sou. James, who, in lijlli, had been
created Lord Strabane in the Irish peerage. Thi
sixth Earl of Abercorn was, in 1701, created
Viscount Stral.ane in the peerage ol Ireland. The
eighth Karl of Abercorn, then one of the sixteen
Scottish leprescntativ. peers, was, in 1786 ' .ted

Viscount Hamilton, in the peerage of Great Britain
;

rote of 52 to

3S. that a peer of Scotland who had he.

r Britain, could not sit in parliament as

live of the peerage of Scotland. Hia
nephew, the ninth Kail of Abercorn, was, in 1790,
created Marquis of Ahercorn. It was ruled iu his

Souse of Lords, in IT'.w. that a peer of

Scotland, who had been created a
p

Britain, was entitled to rote in the electa i the
Scottish i.i

second Duke of Hamilton in 1651, the lecond
'

of Al.orooi u had el. limed the i:

ol Hamilton; and in 1861, the second
id tenth Karl of Aher ii

i >' ke ..i Chat Iherault, in the
Sheriff Court Edinburgh, under pro-
test by th,- link.- ..I Hamilton, Brand and i li.it. 1-

ord Abercorn is one oi threi

• and, ill Ireland, .

Britain; the others being the Marqu
' Loudoun in Scotland, l

Kuthyu, &c. in England, Earl

Lord Kawdon in Great Britain); and

land, Viscount Grimstone in Ireland, l

in On Bi itain (, The House ol Al .

birth, in 1646, to Anthony Hamilton, thi

the charming \l< "<•>

"us the il Hamilton, fourth son

of the hr-i Earl of Abercorn.
I Charles Hamilton,

.1 Anne, Duchess of Hamilton, was, in

1688, on his father's resignation of the title, created

Earl of Selkirk, with the precedency of 1040»

ie in 1739, he wag succeeded by his

I John Hamilton, Karl ol I

died without male issue in 1744, when the title of

Earl of Selkii I u w, Dunbar
Hamilton of Hal. loon (the grand-oii ol Lord Basi!

i
...

I

1799, and was BUCCI e.le.l l,y his Son
Thomas, who, dying iu 1820, was succeeded ly his
son Dunbar James, the present ami sixth earL

EAJULS of Orkney.—Lord George Hamilton, fifth

ion oi Alice, P. e less of Hamilton, was, in 16116,

..f Orkney, with remainder to the heirs

ol Ins body. Dying in IT-'iT, h< was
succeeded ley hiseide-t daughter, whose gio.it gioat-

grandson, Thomas John Hamilton Fit .

now fifth Karl of Orkney.
ii GLEN.—lord John Hamilton, fourth

son of Anne, Duchess of Hamilton, v.

created Earl of Ruglen, with remainder to the Inns
whatsoever of his body. He succeeded to thi title

ot Bar] oi 3eli iris on the death oi Ins brother in

1739, and died in 1744, when the titl, ol Earl I

Selkirk went to his grand-nephew, and the title

of Earl of Kuglen went to his eldest daughter,
Anne, the widow of William, sec I Earl of .March.

in 174S. tlie earldom ,.f Jluglen devolv d
on her son, William, Earl of March, afterwards
fourth Duke of Queensberry; and on his death
in 1810, the title of Earl of Ruglen became
extinct.

Earls of Haddington.—Sir Walter Fitz-Gilbcrt,
the first ascertained ancestor of the Hon-,- of

Hamilton, had a brother, Six John of Hamilton of
..the prog. Minor of the fam.ly of I-in. ,,ii.,i,

and Preston, which, in 1788, gave birth to Sir
William Hamilton, the fan

i philo-
sopher; and of the family of Iiincrw ick, which, iu

1563, give birth to Sir "Thomas Hamilton, nick-
named • Tarn of the Cowgate,' one of the abli at and
most learned of Scottish lawyers. He was - -

Lord Binning and Byres in 1613, and Earl ".

Melrose (a title afterward.-, changed into Haddington)
iu 101!». His descendant. George Bail lie Hamilton,
is n..w tenth Karl of Haddington.

LOBDB BaBGENV.—Sir John Hamilton of Bargenj
Hid Camden, the illegitimate grandson of the first

Marquis of Hamilton, was, in 10..".l, created Lord
I he title became dormant or extinct on

the death ol the fourth lord in 1736.
Lords Belhavbn and Stenhhjw. Sir James

Hamilton nt Ki.l marri. da nnt iii ill daughter of the
second Manpns of Hamilton, and w.i-, in hit;,
en in d Lord Belhavcn and Stentonn. v. itii remainder

os-male whatever. He i.

ill lliTo. when he had a new patent en atu
Lord Belh.iven and st.nt i for life, with remainder
after his death to the husband ot oneof bis grand-

, .li.hu Hamilton (son of Bohert Hamilton
of liaincliuth, a
This gentleman, who succeeded to the title and

Led himself by his wild
but eloquent speeches against the Union. He died
iu I70N. and was sue. .-,. l.d by his son John, who,
being drowned in 1721, was succeeded by hia son
John, who did in 1704, and was succeeded by Ins

brother James, who dud in 1777. 1 n, i„

. dates ot the I.,. : 1, Mary
Hamilton ' .;,.;. Dirleton,

I. laughter. Lady

Ho,,. Robert Adam Christ. ,pher-.\isbet Hamilton.
1799, adjudge,! by the Hoi

Lord- to William Hamilton ol wishaw (as descended
fi the House of P.aniehiith). Id- son, Robert
Montgomery Hamilton, seventh Lord Belhavcn and



HAMILTON.

Stentoun, was, in 1831, created Lord Hamilton of

Wishaw, in the peerage of the United Kingdom.
Viscounts Boyne. — Gustavus Hamilton, the

grandson of Lord Claude Hamilton, first Lord
'Paisley, was, in 1715, created Lord Hamilton of

Stackallan, and, in 1717, Viscount Boyne, in the

peerage of Ireland. His descendant, Gustavus
Frederick Hamilton Russell, is now the seventh

viscount.

Viscounts op Clanboy, Earls of Clanbras-
SIL, &c.—James Hamilton, son of Hans Hamilton (a

natural son of Archihuld Hamilton of liaploch), vicar

of Dunlop, in Ayrshire, settled in Ireland about
1-587, and, in 1622, was created Viscount of Clanboy.

His son James was created Earl of Clanbrassil,

and dying iu 1659, was succeeded by his son Henry,
ou whose death, in 1675, the title became extinct.

It was revived, nearly a century afterwards, in

favour of his kinsman, Janus Hamilton of Tulli-

more (the grandson of Hans Hamilton, vicar of

Dunlop), who in 1719 had been created Viscount
Limerick and Lord Clanboy, and in 1756 was made
Earl of Clanbrassil in the peerage of Ireland. Dying
in 175S, he was succeeded by his son James, on
whose death, in 1799, the titles became extinct.

His estates went to his sister Anne, Countess of

lloden. whose grandson, Robert, Earl of Eoden.
was, in 1S21, created Lord Clanbrassil in the

peerage of the United Kingdom.
A Briefe Account of the Family of Hamilton,

written by Dr James Baillie of Carnbroe, during

the first half of the 17th c, is preserved among the

MSS. in the Advocates' Library at Edinburgh. A
History of the House of Hamilton, written about
sixty years afterwards by Hamilton of Wishaw, is

not now known to be extant. Memoirs of tlie

Lives and Actions of James and William, Dukes of
Hamilton and Chatelheraull, by Gilbert Burnet,

afterwards Bishop of Salisbury, were published in

1677, in 1 vol. fol. Mr John Anderson, surgeon

at Hamilton, pubbshed Historical and Genealogical

Memoirs of the House of Hamilton at Edinburgh in

1825, in 1 vol. 4to.

HAMILTON, Alexander, an eminent American
statesman, was born in the island of Nevis, one of

the Lesser Antilles, 11th January 1757. His father

was a native of Scotland, and his mother, whose
maiden name was Faucette, was of French Huguenot
extraction. As he early manifested an aspiring dis-

position and extraordinary powers, his friends were
induced to send him to New York, to be educated at

Columbia College, which he entered in 1773. When
only eighteen years old, he wrote several essays

on the rights of the colonies, exhibiting so much
vigour and grasp of intellect, that they were at

first ascribed to Mr Jay, one of the ablest states-

men of that period, and then in the meridian of his

powers. From that time, H. began to be regarded

as one of the prominent leaders in the cause of

independence. Li March 1776, he was appointed a

captain of artillery. He soon after attracted the

notice of Washington, by whom he was appointed

»ide-de-camp, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

EVom this date, to near the close of the war, he

Ivas the inseparable companion and trusted coun-

sellor of the commander-in-chief, who speaks of him
as his ' principal and most confidential aid.'

In 1780, H. was married to a daughter of General

Schuyler, and not long after resigned his position

as member of Washington's staff, though he still

continued in the army. He led, at his own request,

the detachment which carried by assaidt one of the

British outworks at Yorktown, October 14, 1781.

After the close of the war, he established himself as

a lawyer in New York,
-

and soon rose to the highest

rank in his profession. In 1787, he was chosen a

delegate from the state of New York to the con-
vention which assembled in May, in Philadelphia,
for the purpose of framing the constitution of the
United States. In October 1787, H. commenced
the publication of a series of essays under the
name of The Federalist, designed as a vindication

of the constitution against the various objection?
which had been made to it. Of these essays,

amounting in all to eighty-five, a few were con-
tributed by Madison and Jay, but by far the
greater number were written by Hamilton. They .

are justly considered as forming one of the best,

if not the very best of the works which have
been written on the scope and true interpretation

of the Federal constitution. Washington haviug
been chosen the first president of the United States

(1789), appointed H. secretary of the Treasury.
Under his able management, the public credit was
raised from a state of utter prostration to the
highest point, and H. justly acquired the reputation
of being one of the greatest financiers of the age.

His official reports to Congress are regarded as

models of their kind. In 1795 he resigned his

position in Washington's cabinet, and retired into

private life. On the death of Washington, in 1799,
H. became commander-in-chief of the army. In
July 1804, in consequence of a political difference,

which became on the part of his antagonist a bitter

enmity, H. was moi-tally wounded in a duel by
Aaron Burr, and died the following day. The
intense and almost universal sorrow caused through-
out the country by this sad event, has contributed

powerfully to bring the practice of duelling into

disrepute, especially in the northern states.

The Works of Alexander Hamilton, in 7 vols.

Svo, edited by his son, John C. Hamilton, were
published in 1851. This edition does not include
The Federalist.

HAMILTON, Anthony, Count de, descended
from the Scottish ducal family of that name, was
born in Ireland in the year 1646. After the execu-

tion of Charles I., he, with his parents, followed
the royal family to France. On the accession of

Charles II. in 1660, he returned to England, but was
excluded from office as being a Catholic. James II.

gave him a regiment of infantry in Ireland, and
made him governor of Limerick ; but after the
abdication of that monarch, H. returned to France,

where he passed the rest of his life, and died at St
Germain-en-Laye in 1720. His writings are full of

wit and talent, particularly his Conies de Feerie

(3 vols. Paris, lb'05). His Meinoires de (irammont is a

lively and spirited production, exhibiting a free and
faithful delineation of the court of Charles II. It

has been often translated into Englisli. The last

edition is that in Bohn's Series, with Scott's notes

and illustrations. One of the best editions of his

collective works is that published by Renouard
(3 vols. Paris, 1812).

HAMILTON, Patrick, one of the most pro-

minent precursors of the Scottish Reformation, was
a younger son of Sir Patrick Hamilton of Kincavel
and Stanehouse, and of Catherine Stewart, daughter
of Alexander, Duke of Albany, second son of King
James II., and, in all probability, was born in

the year 1504, and in the city of Glasgow. He
was educated at the university of Paris, where he
took his degree in 1520, after which he proceeded
to Louvain, where he remained for some time, and
thence removed to Basel in 1521.

When H. settled in St Andrews in 1523, he
brought with him the new tastes and interests

which he had learned to cherish. For some time,

his opinions attracted no particular at teuti in. He
quietly pursued his theological studies, and did not



u yet venture to put himself forward as a reformer,

He had been appointed in his boyhood Abbot of

Feme, and although he never went into r. -idcuec or

lived M 8 monk, he WIS content to enjoy the advan-

tages and dignity of i >>sition. Hut

gradually his convictions matured. Fr,

with Erasmus, he cams to agree with Luther; and
about 1626 he appears to have annoonoi

views in such a manner as to draw the notice

l trly in 1527, Beaton

Made ' iiu|uisition' into the grounds of the rumour
against him, and found that he was 'infamed with
being disputing, holding and maintaining diverse

i Martin Luther and his Followers,

repugn. nit to the faith,' and thereupon proceeded

bo 'desire' him to be formally summoned and put

to trial. In the following year, he carried out his

summons by a professed trial and conviction, declar-

ing him to be worthy of death. In the meantime,
H. had Bed to Germany where he becami familiar

with Luther and Melancthnu. The Protectant

education of H. was in this manner very complete.

Such a man, while he became a reformer, became
one in no sectarian sense. His doctrinal opinions

were characterised by something of the cosmo-
politan breadth which marked his training, and
by a scriptural simplicity befitting his honest and

spirit of in".
t
uii v- The substance of

his doctrines has been fortunately preserved by
Ids own pen under the title of Patriots Placet;

and simplicity, combined with comprehension and
aphoristic brevity, may be said to be the chief

characteristics of them.
After a residence of six months, H. returned to

his native country. He repaired to the family man-
sion at Kincavel, and there, in the neighbourhood
of Linlithgow, openly preached the gospel. What
is more remarkable, he is supposed, during this brief

period of quiet and retirement at Kincavel, to have

married. It is somewhat strange that, following

Bueh an event, he should have been in. In 1 to

quit his retirement, where he was in comparative
safety, and proceed to St Andrews. Beaton, how-

ever, contrived to allure him within Ins grasp, He
'travailed with the said Mr Patrick,' Knox says,

'that he got him to Bt Andrews.' Hopes seem
to have been held out of some good i>

by i conference with him as to the state of the

church and
tion' of some kind was a common talk at this time
in the church, and many plain were considered, and
s tttempted for cai r\ ing it out.

II. arrived at St ^nd i in I inuary 1528, and
took up his abode in a lodging provided' for biin by
the archbishop. A < feivnre was held, in which
his opponents slewed a dilatory spirit, and
even to some extern

1

Bipi iirrence in his

views. No advanta

of his former summons and condemnation. He-

was allowed openly, for some time,

gate hi* sentiments in the city and university.

WitL all visitors he freely conversed, and among
these, wich Alexander Alan.- or Alesius, at this

t sons in th i pi ioiy, and with
i anipbell, one of the Dominican friars,

'a young man of good wit and h-arnm

, to entrap i

ni heretical opinion. After a month or so [plus

iimmoni a to

answer befoi iai i bi resy. The
trial i k pla i thel Feb y, and the

result, in spite of his luminous and unanswerable
I

id 'detestable opinions' deprived of all

dignities and benefices iii tie- church, and delivered

over to the secular power to be punished. The

sentence was carried ont without delay. The
warrant of the secular power must have been

already second, for on the very Mime, day on the

morning of which he was tried, II. was
the siake in the front of the gate of St Salvador's

College, lie died as he had lived, a humble,

earnest, heroic man. His character, if it scarcely

attained to greatness in his brief lifetime, \ el -hums

with a chastened mid magnanimous bistie thinugh

the fires of his early martyrdom. His death prob-

ably did more to ej tend thi Et ormal ion in

Scotland than even his life could have ,1 In.

' reik of Mr Patrick Hamilton,' said one of Kenton's

own retainers, 'has infected as many as it did blow
upon.'

HAMILTON, Sre William, of Preston, Bart.,

the most learned and scientific philos r h. i of

the Scottish school, was born Mann N, I7*S, at

Glasgow, where his father, Dr William Hamilton,
and his grandfather, Dr Thomas Hamilton, hud
iu succession the chairs of An
Though the Hamiltons of Preston (Haddington-
shire), who were raised to a baronetcy in 1673,

had not assumed their title since the death of Sir

William Hamilton in November Hiss, when his

brother and heir, Sir Robert, the Covenanter, refused

to take the oath of allegiance, the pluh,

good his claim to represent them, and therefore to

be descended from the leader of the Covenanters at

Drumclog and Bothwell Bridge. After gaining high

distinction, especially in the philosophical classes,

at Glasgow, he went in 1809 to Balliol College,

Oxford, as a Snell exhibitioner, and there, notwith-

standing the unusually high standard of scholar-

ship at the time, the position which he t k never

had, nor has been surpassed. It was at this time,

moreover, that he laid the basis of his vast erudi-

tion in medieval and modern, as well as in ancient

literature, and he himself felt that his residence in

Balliol was the most important period of his life

in determining the drift of his subsequent specu-

lations and studies (see l>i*ni.v.<i<in.i, •_',! ed., p. Toll,

n,ili>). He lclt Oxford iu lslg, and i

Scotch bar in lSl.'I, but he seems never to have had
any practice in his profession except whit became
incumbent on him afterwards, on being appointed

crown solicitor of the court of teinds. Iu 1S20, on
the death of Dr Brown, he was an unsuccessful

competitor for the chair of Moral Philosophy iu

Edinburgh. In the following y, ir, however, 11.

uas appointed to the professorship of History by
i he Pa

II. now reached ;:inh 111 gn lllg

to the world any indication of those speculations

Which he had been silently and slowly maturing.
But in IS-'.t there appeared in the ',:<! n.!.tn;jl>

/,', r,, ,r a el itliple of I 'ollsin's ' i«i'., il, I'll

the previous year, in which was developed that
• ioctr, f the lulinite. I

immediately excited admiration not on],

few iii our island who comprehended it. but much
ely on the continent, ' 'ousin himself

being among the liist to acknowledge that his

reviewer at understood thoroughly the t] ry
which I pposcd, and combated it with a specu-

lative power, with a knowledge ,,f philosophical
s\ -t, iu-, and a command ol phdo .opln, d e ,,.,,.

win.!, he had not expected to hud
Bi it .mi. f'oi real aft r thi M

contributor to the l-.'ilinlmruli /.'. ri. n\ I
'..

philo lophii >i in teles, two oi w hioh, oi

,i ,| .i
i

•
.a Pexi |,i ion, and on Becanl I

'

-
ii m a, are especially a l

' 1
1
dnii, d several on edui ition and university

reform. Many of these contribut d

republished in Mr Crosses oeieetiOfM ./



Edinburgh Review, were translated into German,
French, and Italian, the French collection, Fragments
de Philosophic, being especially valuable for the
introduction, appendix, and notes of its editor,

M. Peisse. In 1852, they were all edited by H.
himself, with large notes and appendices, under the
title of Discussions in Philosophy and Literature,

Education, and Unirersitij Reform. In 1S36, after

a severe contest, H. was elected to the chair of

Logic and Metaphysics in Edinburgh. During his

first session, he delivered a course of lectures on
Metaphysics, which was followed in the succeeding
sessiou by a course on Logic ; and these two courses

he continued to read on each alternate year till the
close of his life. His influence soon began to shew
itself in the university among the young men who
were attracted thither from different parts of Scot-

land, and other countries, in many cases chiefly for

the sake of hearing H. ; and many of his pupils,

now rising to distinction in various professions, trace

to the impulses which issued from his class the
most valuable element of their education. Exten-
sive notes of his lectures were taken by his students,

and numerous copies of them, transcribed from
short-hand reports, were in circulation during the
later years of his life. Since his death, they have
been published imder the editorship of Professors

Mansel and Veiteh (Sir William Hamilton's Lec-
tures, 4 vols. 1859—1S61). These lectures, which
were mostly written during the currency of the
sessions in which they were first delivered, want
the exactness of thought and expression which
render the works revised by himself for publication

models of philosophical composition ; but this may
be said to convey higher value to them as intro-

ductory works. Still it is to be regretted that the
materials embodied in these volumes were never,

as was intended, wrought into another work which
H. had already planned at the time of his appoint-

ment. This was his edition of the works of

Reid, with notes and supplementary dissertations.

It is perhaps impossible to adduce any writings

which have received the same amount of editorial

care. The general aim of H.'s whole philosophy is,

in fact, but the special aim of this edition of Reid.

His conviction was, that the philosophy of com-
mon sense represents the highest reaches of human
speculation, and he sought, accordingly, in his

annotations of Reid's writings, as in his indepen-
dent works, to point out the relation of the Scottish

philosophy to the systems of other countries, as well

as to translate it into a more scientific expression,

that he might bring into clearer view at once its

true character and the real basis on which it rests.

In this, therefore, more than in any of his other
works, he betrays his fondness for eliciting his own
theories from the hints of previous thinkers ; his

peculiar doctrines of perception, of the conditioned,

of mental reproduction, &c, are traced to the writ-

ings of Aristotle. Valuable, however, as this work
is, its latest edition contains references to numerous
dissertations beyond that, in the middle of which it

abruptly sto] is. This is undoubtedly to be attributed

to the decay of H.'s health. By the paralysis of his

whole right side, though his mind continued unim-
paired, his power of work was seriously curtailed

during the later years of his life. He was, however,
generally able, with an assistant, to perform the
duties of his class till the close of session 1S55

—

1S56, when his health suddenly became worse, and
he died 6th May.
The time has scarcely come for estimating the

position of H. in the history of philosophy. Though
his system professes to be merely an explication of

the Scottish philosophy, he seems to be already

creating an independent scl icol, and, indeed, it may
21G

be questioned whether all his exegetical skill has
vindicated the position claimed for Reid, whether,
therefore, it would not have been better for H. had
he struck into a separate path. For while hia

philosophy is distinguished in general from pre-

vious Scottish speculations by its more rigorously

systematic character, it ventures, as in his doctrine
of the conditioned, into realms of thought, whose
existence had been scarcely surmised by any of his

countrymen. This doctrine, which limits positive

thought to the conditioned sphere between the con-
tradictory poles of the infinite and the absolute,

has attracted more attention thau any of his o( hei

doctrines, especially since the publication of Mr
Mansel's Bampton Lectures in 185S ; and though
H.'s discussion is confined to the metaphysical
aspects of the question, and is perhaps incompatible
with a consideration of the ethical ideas which must
be embraced in our conception of the Infinite Being,
it is likely for some time to gather round it the
higher efforts of British speculation. H. is also

worthy of being distinguished by his important
contributions to logic. These may be reduced to the
two principles (1) of distinguishing reasoning in the
quantity of extension from reasoning in fiat of

comprehension, and (2) of stating explicitly what is

thought implicitly ; from the former of which issues

his twofold determination of major, minor anrj

middle terms, as of major and minor premises; from
the latter the quantification of the predicate, the
reduction of the modes of conversion to one, and his

numerous simplifications in the laws of syllogism.

HAMILTON, Sir William, grandson of

William, third Duke of Hamilton, born in Scotland
in 1730, was, in 1764, appointed English ambassador
to the court of Naples. During his residence there,

he took an active part in the excavation of the nuns
of Hercidaneum and Pompeii, and collected a rare

assortment of art-relics, consisting chiefly of Greek
and Etruscan antiquities, which was afterwards
purchased for the British Museum. He was recalled

to England in 1800; but while on his way home the

vessel in which he sailed was unfortunately wrecked,
and a great part of his collection of antiques lost.

Drawings of these had, however, been preserved,

which were afterwards published in his A ntiquites

Etrusquea, Orecques, et Romaines, tirees du Cabinet

de M. Hamilton (4 vols. Naples, 1766). He also

published Observations on Mount Vesuvius, Mount
Etna, &c. (Lond. 1772) ; Campi Phlegraei (Naple?,

1776— 1777), &c. ; besides some papers in the

Philosophical Transactions (Lond. 1767—1795). H.'a

claim on the British government for special services

was disallowed, and he died at London in com-
parative poverty, 6th April 1803.—The wife of H.
was the notorious Lady Hamilton, whose name
figures unpleasantly in the biography of Lord
Nelson. She died at Calais in 1816, and her
Memoirs have been published.

HAMILTON, Sir William Rowan, LL.D., one
of the few really great mathematicians of the pre-

sent century, was born in Dublin in August 1S05.

From his infancy he displayed extraordinary talents,

having at the age of 13 a good knowledge of thirteen
languages. Having at an unusually early age taken
to the study of mathematics, in his 15th year he
had mastered thoroughly all the ordinary university

course, and commenced original investigations of so

promising a kind, that Dr. "Brinkley, himself a very
good mathematician, took him under his especial

patronage. Eis earlier essays, connected with con-
tact of curves and caustics, grew by degrees into

an elaborate treatise on the Theory of Systems of
Says, published by the Royal Irish Academy in

1828. To this he added various supplements, in tne



HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM ll\M\IKK, STEAM-HAMMER.

(see Rdraocioh), the experimental verification

of which by Lloyd still forms one of the most
Convincing proofs uf the truth of the (Jndulatory

Tl ry "I Light. See LiiiiiT. The
I

. mployment of a single

i'. fficients (taken

on various hypotheses) the whole of any optica]

problem i- i to have been

led by this t<> his next great work, .1 Hen ral Method
published in the Philosophical Trant-

1834. Here, again, the whole of any
dynamical problem is made to depend upon a single

function and its ditt'erential coctlicicnts. This paper

produced a profound sensation, especially among
continental mathematicians,
took up the purelymathematical part oJ

and oonaiderably extended it ; and of late yean the

dynamical part has 1 n richly commented on and
elaborated by several French mathematicians, all

niting in their admiration of the genius displayed

ial papers. For these researches, II v, is

elected an honorary member of the Academy of 9t
i : ran and covi ted distinction. The

trying actum, which forms the main
i. the memoirs, is hardly capable, at all

events in few words, of popular explanation. Among
H.'s other works, which are very mini. roils, we
may mention particularly a very general Theorem in

.„,!., ;„ Finite inferences, and
his Examination QfAbeTe Argument concerning the

, of solving tue General Equation of the

Fifth /)

We may also particularly allude to his memoir on
nf Pure Time, one of the first

steps to his grand invention of quaternions. The
steps by which he was led to this latter investiga-

tion, Which will certainly, when better known, give

him even a greater n onical refrac-

tion or varying' anion has done, will be more pro-

perly treated under Ql'.vi Ki'.NioN.s. On the latter

subject, he published, iu 1S5.J, a large volume of

Lectures, which, as the unaided work of a single

man in a few years, has perhaps hardly been sur-

passed. In 1866 appeared his Elements of Quater-
nions. As a repertory of mathematical l.n t- and a
triumph of anah tieal and geometrical power, his great
works can he compared only with the Principle of New-
ton, and the Mechaniqu* Analylique of I-i Grange.

While yet an undergraduate of Trinity College,

Dublin, he was appointed, in 1827, snccessor to Dr.
Brinkley in the Andrews' chair of astroi ly in

the university of Dublin, to which is attached' the
i oval-hip of Ireland. In 183S he was

knighted on his delivering the address :i- -ecu-tan
to the British Association for it- Dublin meeting,
lie occupied for many years the post ol president
ot the Royal Jri-h Academy, and was a member of
most of the great scientific academies of Europe.
He held, not in Dublin alone, but in the world of

HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM, a method of
teaching languages, so called from thu inventor, an
Englisl reliant of the name of Jam.-, Hamilton,

1769. Having removed to Hamburg
iu 17!is, he took lessons in German on tl„- under-
standing that he was not to he troubled with the
grammar of the language. He and his teacher
Bead together a German l«H.k of anecdotes, toe pupil
tron-laling word for word alter nil

after twelve lessons Hamilton bond b

least WS are told— able to read an
boJc Hi- attention was thus drawn

I

oi learning foreign languages ; and finding hiui. elf

after a life of vicissitudes, ill the city of New York,

about the year 1815, he wrote a treatise expound-
ing his views, and commenced yutting thorn in(I I- undertook to tea

e.ssoiis to translate the Gospel of St John from
French into English, but found, we are told, ten
lessons sufficient. After teaching for a time with
great success in America, he returned in 1823 to

En-land, and visited the chief cities, everywhere
rowds of pupils, notwithstanding that

his system was denounced by many as quackery.
He died in Dublin in 183L
The Hainiltonian method was only one stage

iu the reaction—begun as early as the time of

Comenius jo. .), and carried on, among others, by
Milton and Locke—against the pedantic method
of beginning to teach a foreign or dead language
by making the learner commit to menu
plete set of grammar rules before he had acquired
sufficient practical acquaint uice with the language
itself in its concrete form, to give tie

meaning. Hamilton's method of procedure may
be shortly summed up a- fallows: Supposing
Latin to I-.- the language to be learned, I! nnli-m

put into the pupil's hands the Gospel of St John
iu Latin, with an interlinear version, SO literal

BS to shew the gender a- well as the number of

nouns, Jtc, and the mood, person, and tense of

the verbs. The idioms were not trai

corresponding idioms, but each word by its literal

equivalent iu English. A fundamental point with
Hamilton was to give the primitive, and not the

derivative signification of the word, and to give the
same signification to the same word in whatever
connection it might stand. When the pupil had
by tin- practice got a considerable knowledge of the
vocabh-s and accidence of the language, he was
practised in turning the English version back into

the Latin. Hamilton undertook iu this way to give

boys of eleven as much knowledge of Latin in nix

months as they usually learn at our public schools

iu six years. One obvious defect of this method is,

that no language admits of a word-for-word and
uniform translation into another; the method is iu

tin- i. -|.ect nii-i- i .
1 1 1 1 _ . I'„ -ides, one great use of

learning languages is as a mental discipline, and in

this point of view the Hamiltonian system is useless.

It may be useful in the case of adults who wish to

acquire, with as little labour as possible, a limited

power of reading and speaking a language; and in

any c ise, a language once begun to be liarned on
II. u. niton's principles, may be afterwards prosecuted

On a better method, thus avoiding the painful
initiatory stages of the grammatical method. The

rever, of having recourse to the crude

method of Hamilton, is superseded in the practice

of most modern teachers, who contrive to make the

practical and grammatical knowledge of a language
go baud iu hand.

I1AM.M, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Westphalia, is situated on the left bank of th/i

I.ipp.-. 22 miles north-north-west of Arnsbirg. It

is surrounded by an old wall now com- -

promenade, and by a ditch ; contains a -

nasiuin, and college, and carries on the ni

of linen extensively. Iron is also produced. H.
was formerly one of the Hause towns. Pop 0587.

HAMMER-STEAM-HAM MEi: a too! ,,1
for applying the force of impact, cither for the pur-

pose of beating malleable materials into a required
form, or for driving nails, wedges. ,v.c. Tin- common
hand-hammer consists of an iron head, usually faced

Bind arosswiss upon a wooden handle.

\\ hen one side of the head is thinned Out ol a Wedge
form or to a point, this is called the pane of the

111



HAMMER-BEAM—HAMMER-HEAD.
hammer. The face is the flat disc which strik.
the work. Carpenters' and joiners' hammers have
a hent pane with a V-shaped notch, which is used
as a hent lever for drawing nails, etc. The pane
is sometimes sharpened so as to form an adze or
chisel. A multitude of other modifications in the
form of hammers are made to suit different kinds of
work. Some of the more important of these are
treated under the heads of the various operations,
such as Forging, File-cutting, Gold-beating, &c.
For many purposes, hammers are required of

greater weight than a man can wield ; and a great
variety of power-hammers are used. These, for the
most part, are masses of iron raised by steam or
other power, and then allowed to fall by their own
gravity upon the work.. The /telve or shingling
hammer, used for compressing the mass of iron
drawn from the puddling furnace, and the tilt-
hammer, used in the manufacture of shear-steel, are
important examples of such hammers. The first is a
heavy bar of cast iron about ten feet long, weighing
three or four tons and upwards, to which is attached
a head_ of wrought iron faced with steel, weighing

upon annearly half a ton more. It works
the end of the bar furthest from the head, and is
raised by cams attached to a heavy wheel set in
motion by steam or water power; these cams strike
or Mick' a projection extending beyond the head,
and thus raise it about 18 or 20 inches at the rate of
from 70 to 100 times per minute. The tilt-hammer
is similar, hut much lighter, and is adapted for
striking above 300 blows per minute. In order to
obtain this velocity, a short 'tail' extends with
a downward inclination beyond the axis, and the
cams strike this downwards, and thus lift the
longer arm of the lever to which the head is
attached. These, when worked by steam, as they
usually are in this country, are, of course, steam-
hammers

;
but when the term steam-hammer is used

without qualification, it applies to another and more
elaborate machine of very different construction
invented by Mr James Nasmyth ill 1842, and subse-
quently mollified and improved in some of its minor
details. In this, the hammer is attached to the
bottom of a heavy mass of iron, the 'hammer-block,'
capable of rising and falling between upright bars
or 'guides;' this, again, is fixed to the rod of a
piston, which works in a cylinder placed perpendicu-
larly over the hammer-block, hammer, and anvil.
As the piston rises in the cylinder, it lifts the
attached mass, which is then allowed to fall frem
varying heights, according to an adjustment which
can be made by an attendant simply touching a
handle. The adjustments are so perfect that it may
be made to crush a mass of iron, and at the next
Wow to crack a nut held in the fingers without
damaging either kernel or fingers, or to crack the top
of an egg in an egg-cup, as might lie done with the
bowl ot a spoon. The mechanism by which this
is effected is too elaborate to be described here
in detail. One novel contrivance, viz., the 'latch,'
which reverses the action of the steam-valves at the
|
recise moment required, is of remarkable ingenuity.
In the first ' Nasmyths ' that wore used, the weight

(if the descending mass—viz., the hammer block,
hammer, &c—was from 30 to GO cwts., and they
were j ustly regarded as mechanical marvels. Steam-
hammers with a descending mass of eight tons,
with a fall of six or eight feet, have siiice been
constructed. In order to compare the power of
these with the ' helve ' or other hammers, which
descend by angular motion on a pivot, it must be
remembered that these latter, when formed of a
Btraight bar, are only effective to the extent of a
body of one- third of their weight falling directly
from a corresponding height, on account of the fact

that the whole bar forming the hammer is moving
with a velocity varying from nothing at the axis,
to a maximum at the end of the bar, where the
hammer-face is fixed.

HAMMER-BEAM, a portion of an open timber
roof, forming a truss at the foot of the rafter, which
gives strength and elegance to the construction. It
looks as if there had been a tie right acrosn, and
the centre part being cut out, the remnants at
each end form the hammer-beam. The end next
the apartment is usually ornamented with shields,
heads, pendants, &c.

HAMMER-CLOTH, a cloth which covers the
driver's seat in some kinds of gentlemen's carriages.
Ike term is believed to be a corruption of hammock-
cloth, the seat which the cloth covers being formed
of straps or webbing stretched between two crutches,
as a sailor's hammock is suspended. Ease of
motion, as in the case of springs, is the cause of
this arrangement. Hammer-cloths are usually
ornamented with fringes, and bear the arms of the
proprietor of the carriage. They are old-fashioned,
and now more seldom seen than formerly.

HA'MMERFEST, the principal town and trading
port of Finmark (a. v.), in Norway, and the most
northern town of Europe, is situated in 70° 4(/
N. lat., and 23° 30' E. long. Pop. 1125. H. is
situated in a barren treeless district, in the rocky
island of Qualoe ('Whale Island'), and consists of
one long street skirting a wall of rock. The harbour
is good, and presents a busy appearance durino
summer, when it is visited by some 200 vessel^
which bring hemp, meal, potatoes, and other pro-
visions, m exchange for oil and fish (the st-vple
commodities of the island), reindeer hides, eider-
down, and fox-skins. During the two summer
months the sun is continually above the horizon,
and the heat is very great, yet the winter, singular
to say, is mild enough to allow of the fisheries
being carried on. Copper from the works at Kaa-
fiord, which have been in the hands of an English
company since 1S47, is also sent to England from
Hammerfest. H. is the northern limit of°the birch.

HAMMER-HEAD, or HAMMER-HEADED
SHARK {Zi/gnmt or .Sfhyrna), a genus of fishes of
the great family of Sharks; having the genera]
form and characters of the family; but distin-
guished from all other fishes by the extraordinary
form of the head, which, in the adults, resembles a
double-headed hammer, being extended on both
sides to a considerable length, and having the eyes
at the ends of the lateral extensions. The mouth
is below the centre of the head. The hammer-

21=

er-headed Shark [Zygoma malleus).

headed form is not nearly so perfect in the young
as in the adults. It is supposed to be intended
for enlargement of the sphere of vision. In the
fcetal state, the lateral extensions are doubled
upon themselves. The hammer-heads are ovo-vivi-
parous, and produce many (about forty) young at a
birth. They are most abundant in tropical seas.
In the Bight of Benin, ' they may often be seen
ascending from the clear blue depths of the ocean
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like a graft cloud.' They arc very TOTS

of them attain I great Bi/.e. ( »ne species (/. miillru*)

| i
,, .en th. British bo late. It attains

upwards. It chiefly

t« warmer parts of

II \ M MEB8M1 mi
county "f Mulilii -'.. al.nnt -in him-- west-south-

west of th" London post-office, is sil n

I
;,.], [a |„|,. crossed by ail elegant

. „,pl, ,,-,| ii, |vJ7, at a r,ist of

£.Sii,(MM. Th.- -round
|.,,s. in.ni which a Urge

Biin.lv of dowers and vegetables is sent to the

rity.
'

The pariah church, a plain brick building

vrit h a low tower, was erected in 1631, and < se-

cratid by Laud, then Bishop of London

also th." convent of the (loo

connection with it, an asylum for penitent women.

Near the Broadway stands the West-London

Hospital, supported " by voluntary contributions.

There is also a large endowed school, founded by

a Mr William Qodolphin, and which takes his

name. The premises and grounds of the school-

room cover npwards of four acres.

Formerly a detached village, and connected with

London only in x commercial sense. Hammersmith is

now joined to that city bj continuous lines of street

and l.„,ns e—entialh a portion of it. The parish of

11. is traversed bj six very important railways, two

Of which terminate here.

HAMMOCK, the apparatus iu which a sailor

bed, derives its name >

Spam m a I'cruviaii word ; the custom

of thu. ; having bean derived from

rein, where the natives fasten the two ends of a

.
,„ ,,! a m tting oi grass twist, to

tree, ami be suspended on it in

tuxuriou ,k consists of a

rectangular piece of hempen cloth, about six feet

long and three iii width, gathered together at each

and a clew, and hung to

hooka lor th.- do. k. The hammock thus bus-

forma a sort of bag capable of containing

:V
~-*&^.

the sailor's mattress, his blankets, and himself, as

, . has acquired the far from easy knack

of climbing into it. The hammocks are taken below

...I hung in rows, about two feet apart,

: of the shin, When done with

iming, the bedding is carefully tied up

within each, and the »boh- stowed in t

nettin _\ which is generally in the bnlvi

efficiently dry.

however, to allow i I
octal are left

„ the netting, the baan let

form a trong ban

II VMM u Mi, II. i. v, H.I>.. a learned English

divine and aide controversial writer, the youngeal

son of l'r John Hammond, a physician, was born at

( heits.v, Surrey, August 18. 160.5. Kdncated at

was, in 1618, sent to Magdalen College,

Oxford, vvh.re be sedulously applied himself to

-indies. In July IC.-J.i. he I»t;i a Fellow

of his college, and in 1629 entered into holy

I,, L633 be was presented to the rectory of

lVnshurst, in Kent, and in 1643 he became Arch

deacon ,,1 Chichester, II- followed the unfortunate

. the Isle of Wight, and continued with

the kirn; as bis chaplain till his attendants were

I. m H147 ; he then returned to Oxford,

and was chosen sub-dean of Christ. burch. In 1048,

he was deprived of his college offices by the par-

liamentary commissioners, and shortly after retired

to West wood, in W esterahire, the seat of Sir

John I'a.kwood, where the remainder of his life

w... spent in literary labour. He died April 2">,

1660. His celebrated work, the Paraphra* and

Aimiitiiliuns on Ike Xew T'-sl'imenl, was published

in llio.i. A new and enlarged edition came out in

L656, but the best edition is that of 1702. His

collected works -were published, in 4 vols, folio, in

1674— 16S4. His sermons and minor works are

reprinted in the Oxford Library of Awjlu-t'atitolie

TtUology.

HAMOO'N. See Seistan, Lake of.

HAMPDEN, John, a celel .rated English patriot,

said to have been born in Loudon in 1594, was the

son of William Hampden of Hampden, Bucking-

hamshire, and Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Henry
( 'romwell of Hinehingbrooke. Huntingdonshire, aunt

of Oliver Cromwell. His father died in L597, when

he was only three years old. In 1609, he was

entered a gentleman commoner at Magdali D I lolli _ ,

Oxford, and in 1613 was admitted to the Inner

Temple, where he made considerable progress in

the study of law. On January 30, 1621, he first

entered the House of Commons as member for the

now disfranchised borough of Orampound. He
attached himself to the party of St John, Selden,

Col..-. I'm,,, and those who opposed the arbitrary

encroachments of the crown, but at first took no

vers forward part in public business, and spoke but

seldom. In the first three parliaments of Charles I.,

he sat for Wondover. In 16'27, for refusing to pay

his proportion of the general loan which the king

attempted to raise on~his own authority, H. was
committed to close imprisonment in the Gatehouse.

. he was removed to Hampshire, but,

with seventy-six others, unconditionally liberated

by an order "of council. His activity and industry

in parliament now rendered him one of its leading

and most useful members; he was on most of its

committees ; but after the dissolution of the parlia-

ment ol 1628 1629, he retired to his estate, and

devoted himself to study and to country sports and

occupations. ( 'laiming the power to tax the country

in any way \v thought proper, in 1634, Charles bad

recourse to the impost of ship-money. At Bret

limited to L Ion and the maritime towns, and

levied only in time of war, it was, in 1636, extended

to inland places in time of peace, when H. reso-

lutely refused to pay it, and his example was

followed by marly the whole county of Bucking-

ham. In 1637, he was prosecuted before the Court

of Exchequer for non-payment, when a majority

verdict against him. In the

:,,,,! parliament of 1640, II took a prominent part

in the great contest between the crown and the

amnions. To the Long Parliament be

was returned both for Wen. lover and the county ..f

Buckingham, and made big election for the latter.

For bis resistance to the king's proceedings, he waa
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representa'.ives ..f the Kpis.-opaliau party wen- more
numerous than tin- Puritans ; ami tlia Puritans,

although mm of known worth ami learning, were
anion- the least extreme of their party. Archbishop
Whitgitt. with eight bishops, sis deans, and so

arohdeaoou, np|<>-:irt'<l mi 1 1.
. I-^iis.w.p.iliaii side; two

Oxford professors of divinity, two divines from

Cambridge, and along with them Mi
I

way. mini-tor .it" IVrtli, in Scotland, maintained

the' Puritan oause. On the king's :

Puritans, entertaining groat hopes of release from
li galled their

ion to tht king, known
as till' MilU'imril I'llitiml, because it w,.

ncarl) thousand mini-tors in a'l parts "I the
'"I t mplj

with their wishes, and the Hampton < lonrt Conference

seams to have been merely a device for making it

their demands had been considered and
found unreasonable. On the tirst da\ .a

enos (12th January IC't . the KpU.-opalians alone

tted to tin 1 |iri:4-iiiv oi the kin_\ who
demanded their opinion, which the]

third day after, in favour of the existui

all the parts complained of. The b

with them on some points ; and in the end, deoidi d

gainst them in a few minor particulars, thus

maintaining the assertion of his own ecclesiastica]

,- well as tin. ting an opportunity for the

display of his attainments in theology, although in

all thai "as most important, his venliet was in their

favour, i In the 16th of January, the Puritans were
presence, but along with them

some of tii hen .1 1 a debated
nst the i'.uitans, using 1

...

king or of a Christian, ani

to his own a unit of the matter, 'pi ;

On the IStfa of January, both parties

I in, and the royal judgment intimated,

which was ait ,

i
i Deed in a proclamation

very adverse to the I

ll LMST1 genua of rodent quad-

rupeds of the family M u nil"; rc.-ombling the true

mice and rats in their dentition, but having cheek-

pouches, and a short hairy tail. The Common H.

i native of the not I

and of Asia, abundant in many parts of Germany
and Poland, lint not found ill Britain, and rare to the

Rhine. It isoi variable colour; although

generally reddish gray above, the belly black, tin-

feet u lute, and large white s]io;,s on tin

of stouter form than
n rat, the tail only about '

long. It burrows in dry soils, each individual

Hamster (Cricttu* vulgarit).

making burrow for itself, to which there are more
in one, and which also contains several

holes or compartments, one of them lined with straw

or hay, in which it sleeps, and some of them
the storing of lu

.mount of li'»

pOUndl Of eoiu or a hundiedw eight ol I

on which it feeds during the milder pan- ..t winter,
>pen. ling the most severe pan of that

state of torpid hybernation. It is a great pest to the
farmers ..I the countries in which it abounds, and
the object of their unceasing hostility; hut it is

very prolific, producing two or three broods in the
year, and sixteen or eight-sen at a birth. It feeds
generally on vegetable food, as leaves, seed-, ,\c,

although it is said also sometimes to devour small
quadrupeds, birds, lizards, frogs. &c. The H. carries

away pease and other legumes in pod, but shells

them, and deposits only tin- edible portion in its

stoie. Its labours and ire all carried

On by night. It is an extremely Here.

Oious animal, and exhibits more than the
of the bull-dog. The skins of hamsters g

value. There are several other smaller species of

the genus, mostly Asiatic.

HAN, the name of the most celebrated of tlm
twenty-six dynasties of China (206 B.C. to 220 a. ;>.),

founded by Kau-tsu, whose accession to the empire
i- regarded as the commencement of Chinese
modern history. The number and character of
it- heroes and literati are superior to mo t other
periods, and to this day the term ,s'o«.< ,,/ II.:, is

the favourite appellation of the Chinese to them
selves—the most common term for Chinamen,

HA'NAPKR OFFICE, a branch-office of the
Court of Chancery, from which certain writs are
issued. The name is derived from the -

papers and writs used to be kept in a hamper (in

hanaperio).

IIA'XAI", a flourishing town in the province of
lles-e-Nu.-suii (<|. v.l, capital of a district of the siimi

name, is situated at the confluence of the Km/ig
Mi.l Hi.- Main, 12 miles east-north-cast of 1'iank-

furt. It is divided into the did and New Town, the
latter of which was founded, in 1597, by Protestant
refugees from Belgium, who introduced the manu-
facture of woollen and silken goods, which still

flourishes. Tin- town of 11. stands pi-.

Ceniiany for its jewellery, and gold and silv.-i wares,

while it also carries on extensive manufactories of

carpets, gloves, l.-ather, cards, paper, hats, cutlery,

tobacco, and cigars. H. has broad and straight

street- ; the lilllldlllgs most Worthy of ll-

ancient castle ; a gymnasium, in which the Wct-
terau Library is located ; and the electoral palace
of l'hilippsruhc. tamed for its orangeries, and once
the property of Napoh 'a Bister, Princess Pauline

Pop. 16,o(S2. In tie- ii, i I

the town, and on the left bank of the .Main, are

the baths of \\ ilhelmsbad and the village of

Rumpenheim, with its palace and gardens. II. is

celebrated as the scene of the lest
I

.

Napoleon fought in I - nnanj , I Ictobi r 3

lSl.'l, when, in his retreat lr.un I.cip

hard fought battle, he totally defi ated I

HA'NOHINOL (// a plant, o!

the natural order l.iitlm,; n . wnh hue

.pi.-iitly termite have.-, and dowers on ! flowered
stalk-.' It is a native ol M
esteemed as a medicine for its very pel

rilic and diuretic properties. 1

1

as an antisyphilitio.

ll \M> T«i' The genus Homo, or M tlf, tak a

rank in 1 lie elassilicatloll ot mammal
older, I'.IMANA. Ill conse.picli

only animal possessing tim hand*. At
oiisulered that four-handed animals

tin- monkeys, apes, and their allies, which are placed

by zoologists m the order QDASRI mavi weTS
Superior to those which p.. - only two hands,

but this is far from being the case. Mo



/our hands are adapted to the variety of actions

which the human hand is capable of performing,

and they are all, to some degree, required for sup-

port and locomotion ; so that while in the higher

forms of the quadrumana the extremities present an
approximation in structure to those of man, in the

lower they gradually tend to resemble the ordinary

quadrupedal type. ; That,' says Cuvier, ' which
constitutes the hand, properly so called, is the

facidty of opposing the thumb to the other fingers,

so as to seize upon the most minute objects—

a

faculty which is carried to its highest degree of

perfection in man, in whom the whole anterior

extremity is free, and can be employed in prehen-

sion.' The peculiar prehensile power of the human
hand is chietiy dependent upon the length, power,

and mobility of the thumb, which can be brought

into exact opposition to the extremities of all the

lingers, whether separately or grouped together.

Before describing the hand itself, we must say

a few words on the upper extremity generally, of

which the hand may be regarded as the essential

part.

The general arrangement of the bones of the arm
will be readily understood by a reference to fig. 1.

The general plan of the osseous framework of the

upper and lower limb is very similar. The humerus

1, the humerus : 2, the ra.lius ; 3. the ulna. Beyond the

distal ends of the radius and ulna come the carpal bones,

the- metacarpal bones, and tile phalanges.

or arm-bone corresponds to the femur or thigh-bone ;

the lower end of the humerus is connected with the

two bones of the forearm, the radius and the ulna,

which correspond with the two bones of the leg.

Then come the carpal bones, the metacarpal bones,

and the phalanges, just as we have tarsal bones,

metatarsal bones, and phalanges in the foot.

In fig. 2 (which we copy from Humphry's Human
Foot and Human Hand) we have a diagram

\ ODD ft
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Diagram of the boneB of the hand, with the ends of the radius

and ulna.

1, end of radius; 2, end of ulna; 3, scaphoid; 4, semilunar;

5, cuneiform ; 6, pisiform ; 7, trapezium j 8, trapezoid ; 9,

magnum; 10, unciform; 11. 11, metacarpal bones: 12, 12,

first rnw of pl.alan.-.'S ; 1.1. 13, second r w ; 14, 14, third row ;

r, thumb; n, forefinger, .Sic. ; v, little-finger.

shewing the way in which the bones of the hand are

arranged. The carpal bones (3 to 10 in the figure)

are eight in number, and are arranged in the wrist

in two rows. The first or upper row consists prac-

tically of three bones (3, 4, 5), the fourth (6) being

regarded as belonging to the class of Sesamoid Bones
(q. v.), and the secoud row of four bones (7, 8, 9,

1U) ; so that, excluding the pisiform bone (6), the
carpal and the tarsal bones correspond in number.
As we commonly term the palm the front of the
hand, the thumb becomes conventionally the outer,

and the little- linger the inner digit ; but according
to the rides of comparative anatomy, and in order to

compare the hand and foot, we ought to reverse these

terms. The outer (3) of the carpal bones of the first

row supports (through the intervention of 7 and 8)

the bones of the thumb and forefinger (i and v), and
constitutes with them the outer division of the hand.
The inner (5) of the carpal bones bears the little, and
the next (the ring) finger (v and rv), and consti-

tutes with them the inner division of the hand,
whUe the middle one (4) bears the middle-finger

(III), and belongs to the middle division of the

hand. We likewise see from this figure, and like-

wise from fig. 1, that the two outer bones (3 and 4)

are connected with the radius, while the inner bone
(5) is connected (indirectly by a thick ligament)

with the ulna.

It is unnecessary for us to enter into any ana-

tomical details regarding the individual carpal

bones. Collectively, they are so arranged that the
carpus presents a dorsal convex surface, upon which
the tendons of the extensor muscles of the fingers

play, and a palmar concave surface on which the

tendons of the flexor muscles lie. The several

bones are joined to one another—each bone being
united to three or more others—by a large extent of

surface, and are girded togetherby strong ligamentous
bands. The wrist is thus as strong as if it had
been constructed of one solid piece of bone, while

the slight gliding movements which occur between
the several bones give it an elasticity which serves

to break the shocks that result from falls upon the

hand. The uppermost surface of the first row of

carpal bones is convex, and this convex surface is

received into a wide cup or socket, formed by the

lower articular surface of the radius, and by a

ligament passing from that bone to the ulna.

The metacarpal bones and the phalanges require

no special description. Like the great-toe, the
thumb has oidy two phalanges, while each of the
other digits has three.

We shall now notice the various movements of

which the hand is capable. They may be divided

into (1) the different directions in which the hand
collectively can be moved ; and (2) the movements
of which the hand itself, without reference to the

arm, is capable.

The scapula or shoulder-blade, with which the

principal arm-bone articulates, is itself movable to

a very considerable extent on the surface of the

ribs on which it rests. Again, the socket in which
the nearly spherical head of the humerus or arm-
bone lies is very shallow—not unlike the cup in

the well-known roy cup-and-ball—and the arrange-

ments of the shoulder-joint generally are such as to

permit so great a variety, and so extensive a range

of movements, that we are able to apply the hand
to every part of the body. This freedom of motion
is due in a great degree to the clavicles or collar-

bones, which, by stead\ iuy the shoulder-blades, and
keeping the shoulders apart, afford a fixed point for

the various muscles which we employ in raising the

arms, in folding them over the chest, in the act of

hugging, &c. The movement at the next junction

of bones, the elbow-joint, is very different from

that at the shoulder. The latter is termed, from
its construction, a ball-and-socket joint, and admits

of motion in all directions, within definite limits,

while the elbow is a hinge-joint, and merely admits

of bending and straightening, or, in other words, of



Diotion in one plane. We have next t" consider a

elaes of movementa of the forearm and band, bo

which there is nothing anal'

material extent) in the leg. the mo\ rata in

question are called 'pronation and supination.' In

pronation (derived from promt*, with the face down-
warda), we turn the palm of the hand downwards,
as in picking up any substance from the table ; in

su/>in<iiioii (derived from nipinue, with the face

upwards), we turn the palm upwards, as for the

ceoeiving anything that may be placed

m it.

These movements of pronation and supination are

ao important to the usefulness of the hand, that we

Fig. 3.

ami hand In the i

A, the long supinator iiuise'e.

Fig. 4.

Tlie tamo In a RtiiU- of pronation.

B, the short supinator muscle.

In both figures, a plumb-line

fr the outer condyle of the-

r enii of the ulna and

Humphry, Op. cit.)

Fig. 3. Fig. i.

must notice the three muBoles by which they are

ted. One of the three muscles (A, fig. 3)

passes from a projecting process on the inner side of

the arm-bone, at its lower end, to the outer edge of

the middle of the radius. Its contraction causes the
reditu t.. roll over, or in front of. the ulna, It thus

pronatea the hand, and is called a pronator muscle.
Another muscle (B, fig. 4) passes from a projecting
proofs ..u the outer side of the arm-bone to the
inner edge of the radius near its upper part It runs
therefore in an opposite direction to the former
muscle, and produces an opposite effect, rolling the
radius and the hand back into the position of supina-
tion. II. nee it is called a »u/rinator muscle. The
third ia a very powerful muscle, termed the /lirc/^

fa. v.), which not only bends the elbow, but from
the mode in which its tendon is inserted int.. the
inner side of the radius (see lig. 5), 'also rotates

tin- radius so as to supinate the hand ; and it gives
great power to that movement. When we turn a
•crew, "r drive a gimlet, or draw a cork, we always
employ the mpiaaUng movement of the hand for

the puriK.se; and ali screws, gimlets, and imple-

ments of the like kind are made to turn in a
manner suited to that movement of the right hand ;

because mechanicians have observed that we have
more power to supinate the hand than to primate it.'

Supination can only be performed to its full extent
by in .hi, ami even in man it is not tl atural ..r

ponding .mat.. mi. 'illy to the hand is

constantly in a state of pronation.
The movementa "f which the hand itself, without

refer nee to thearm, are capable, are very numerous,
and in this respect differ oonaiderably from the
corresponding movements of the foot Thus we

Fig. 5.

The gnperflolal muscles of the

, the lower part of the biceps;

2, its tendon, a little above its

Insertion Into the radios ; 5, the

radial Bexwof the wrlatj «, the

long palmar muscle, spreading

oat (at 9) into the palmar fascia;

8, the ulnar flexor of the wrist

;

13, the long supinator muscle.

extent, and we can close them with considerable
force. The wrist and hand are bent forwards or
Hexed upon the forearm by three muscles which
pass downwards from the inner condyle or expanded
end of the humerus, and are termed the rwlinl flexor,
tin- ulnar flexor, and the (»».; puhmtr
first two of these muscles are inserted int.) wrist-
bones on the radial and ulnar sides respectively,
while the third expands into a fan-like fiuda or
membrane in the palm of the hand, and thus serves
both to support the skin of the palm and to protect
the nerves and vessels which lie 1..-I..W it I'.oiieath

the palmar fascia lie two sets ..I' \l . ,.r i I,-. ,,| Hie

fingers, ami they present so beautiful a mechanical
arrangement as I., merit special notice.

The mi/iii-rii-Ull or /irr/onilril jh r»r muscle passes

down the front of the forearm and divides int.. four

tendons, which become apparent after the removal
of the palmar fascia, and are inserted int.. the seemid
phalanges of the lingers, each tendon splitting at its

termination, to give passage to the similai t. n.li.us

of the deepor iirr/oriiliiiij flexor muscle, v

from the upper part of the ulna to be inserted into

the last phalanx of each finger. This arrangement
of the tendons of the superficial and da p flexor

muscles is shewn in tig. G. These fltXOT muscles are
antagonised by the common extensor mn ale ..I the
fingers, which, like the flexors, divides into four
ten. h.ns, i, ne for each finger. Besides these, there is

a special exttntor of the index-finger,
muaclea forming the ball of the thumb, which move
that organ in almost every direction, and various

small slips giving lateral and other movements to

the fingers.

It is sufficient to observe that the hand is very
richly supplied with blood-vessels and nerves, without
entering into any anatomical details on thesa
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points. There is no part of the body where the

Gense of touch is so acute as at the tips of the

To shew the perforation of one of the tendons of the super-

ficial flexor mnsi-lo ; which is inserted into the second phalanx),

in order to allow the corresponding tendon of the deep flexor

to pass onwards to be inserted in the last phalanx.

fingers ; but we shall defer to the article Touch,
Organs and Sense of, the consideration of the

special arrangements which make this part of the

hand peculiarly important in relation to our know-
ledge of external objects.

Our uotice of the comparative anatomy of the

Foot (tj. v.) renders it unnecessary to trace the modi-

fications presented in the lower animals by the bones

corresponding to those of the human hand ; as the

carpal and metacarpal bones with their phalanges

undergo adaptations of form to meet the individual

wants of the animal, very much in the same manner
as thetarsal and metatarsal hones and their phalanges.

Thus, the reader will readily see that the so-called

knee of the horse, for example, is the carpus, and

he will hate no difficulty in tracing the metacarpal

bones and phalanges. See the articles BROKEN
Knees and House; and Humphry, On tlte Human
Foot and Human Hand.

HANDEL, George Frederick, one of the

greatest of musical composers and musicians, though

a native of Germany, spent so large a portion

of his life in England, where he composed his

greatest works, that Britain may almost claim him
as her own. He was born at Halle, Upper Saxony,

February 24, 10S4. He manifested in infancy an
extraordinary passion for music, and at the age of

seven, having accompanied his father on a visit to

the Duke of Saxe-Wcisseniels, he found his way to

an organ, where he was heard by the duke, who
remonstrated with his father against further opposi-

tion to a genius of so decided a character. He was
now placed under a music-teacher, Zachau, where
he remained imtil he was 13, composing every week
cantatas for the church-service, and learning all

instruments, especially the organ. In 1098, he was
sent to Berlin, where the Elector of Brandenburg
was so impressed with his talents, that he wished
to send liim to Italy. As his father wotdd not

accept this offer, he returned to Halle, whence, on
the death of his father, he went to Hamburg in

1703. Here he played a violin in the orchestra of the

opera. He was soon its director, and composed his

first opera, Ahnira, which was rapidly followed by
Nero, Florinda, and Dafne. His violent temper
involved him in a quarrel with a brother-com-

poser, which resulted in a duel ; the sword of his

adversary was stopped by a button or a music

score. He next visited Italy. In Florence, he com-

posed Rodrigo, 1709. His Agrippina, composed in

Venice, had 'a rim of thirty nights. At Home, he

was received at Cardinal I Ittoboni's, where he heard

Oorelli, and beat him with bis own violin for not

playing to suit him in his II Trionfo del Tempo.

At Naples, he composed Ar.is and Galatea, and in

1710 returned to Germany, where he was appointed

chapel-master to the Elector of Hanover, afterwards

George I. He afterwards went to England, where
be was patronised by Queen Auue and the nobility.

He composed llinuhln, P,ixi„r Fido, Theseus, and
in 1715. Anmdis da Gaida, in which Nieolini and
Valentini first sung in England. The opera waa
an exotic in England, and a plant of slow growth.
A Royal Academy of Music was formed, and after

some competition, was placed under H.'s manage-
ment ; but his overbearing temper cotdd not cope
with musical jealousies. An opposition house waa
started, and both soon failed, with a loss to H.
of £10,000. He now commenced the composition

of his oratorios. Esther was produced in 1733 ; it

was followed by Deborah, Alexander's Feast, and
Israel in Egypt ; and in 1740 appeared L'Allegro
e Penxeroso and Said. These were produced in the
Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre, but with no profit.

Even the Messiah, the most sublime of his com-
positions, which at this day draws tens of thou-

sands, was at first a failure. Tired of this titanic

struggle, H. went to Dublin, where he remained
nine months, and received a generous support.

On his return to London, he composed his Samson,
and produced his Messiah for the benefit of tho

Foundling Hospital. It was repeated annually for

the same purpose, and from 1749 to 1777 brought to

that charity £10.300.' H. became blind, but he still

composed, and played on the organ, being led to

his seat, and forward to receive the plaudits of the

audience. His last oratorio was produced od the

6th of April, and he died as he wished, on Good
Friday, the 13th of April 1759, 'in hopes,' he said,
' of meeting his good God, his sweet Lord and
Saviour, on the day of his resurrection.' Among
his works, which are in the Queen's Library, are

50 operas—8 German, 26 Italian, 16 English;

20 oratorios, a great quantity of church-music,

cantatas, songs, and instrumental pieces. He
was a wonderful musician, and his compositions are

often full of grandeur and sublimity. His operas

are seldom performed, but his oratorios hold the

same place in music that in the English drama
is accorded to the plays of Shakspeare ; and the

Handel Festivals, lasting several days, in which
they are performed by thousands of singers and
musicians, are the grandest musical exhibitions of

our times.

HAND-FASTING, the ancient term for betroth-

meut, now disused.

HAND-GLASSES are very useful implements of

gardening, for the protection of tender plants. They
are of various kinds, some of them simple bells of

glass, with a knob at top, for convenience of lifting

them, chiefly used for covering cuttings in the

green-house or stove, until they strike or send forth

roots ; whilst others consist of metal frames—zinc,

lead, iron, or copper—filled up with paues of glass,

and sometimes of a size large enough to be used
for covering tree-pceonies, acacias, and other tender

shrubs.

HAND-TREE (Cheirostemon platanoides), a large

tree of the natural order Stereuliacea', which receives

its name from the peculiar appearance of its flowers.

These have no corolla, but a large 5-lobed and
angular coloured calyx—bright red within—from
which project the five stamens, united by their

filaments into a column, and separating and
curving at the summit, where they bear the

anthers, so as to have some resemblance to a hand
or claw. It is not merely this, however, which
makes the tree an object of interest, but the

circumstance that it is an object of superstitious

veneration to the Mexicans; a single tree near

Toluca, which is mentioned in the earliest histories../

being asserted by them to be the only one in the

world, and their eager gathering of its flowers

always preventing its multiplication by seed. It
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ni not till 1801 that cutting were obtained from

it for the Botanic Garden of Mexico,
young plants have since produced teed abundantly.

n Found in mat abundance in

Guatemala, it is a lofty tree with a thick trunk.

a habit similar to that of a plane) and broad maple-

II \ N DS, [HPOStnOM of, a ceremony winch lias

been employed 1>< »t li in ancient and modern religious

g :,_- of certain Interior,

Hv speaking, spiritual gifts. En the

uul his suns, they are ilireeteil

• hands upon the heads i.I the victims

d Bacrifice (Kx. xxix. 10,

15, 19). Moses set Joshua apart as the leader of

by 'laying his hands upon his head'
(Num. xxvii. 23). Our Lord ia entreated to heal

the ruler's daughter (Matt ix. IS) by the n
ceremony. Tins is the rite which II. himseli

in- the little rhildren (Matt xix. 15).

the H.ily Ghost was imparted by the

game ceremony (Arts viii. 171. and I

placed by the apostles in the newly founded

rere similarly installed (1 Tim. iv. 14).

In the early church, the rite of imposition of hands
was employed in the receiving of catechumens and

i ttion of penitenta From its use in

confirmation, that rite is commonly di

the Fathers under the name of Imposition of Hands.
In the ancient church, this rite existed in two
forms: the actual laying on of hands, which was

.-.'«.• and the extending the hind over
ii. which was styled rliiroUmia.

In the Unman Catholic Church, the formi

as an essential part of the sacraments of confirma-

tion and holy orders ; the latter is employed in the

administration of the priestly absolution. Both
forms are familiarly used in blessing. In the mass,
al-o. previous to the consecration of the elements of

bread and wine, the priest extends his hands over
them, repeating at the same time the

prayer of blessing. .See YVetser's A'

vol. iv. B53. The rite of imposition of hands is used

both by the Kpiscopalian and Presbyterian churches

in the ordination of ministers. It also forms part

of the ceremony of confirmation in the Anglican
and in the Lutheran church. See Palmer's .In''-

-• English Ritual, Keelin

li \\ D8EL, sometimes used to denote earnest-

part payment, by way of binding a

bargain. In Scotland, it popularly signifies a first

transaction in trade, as, for example, the lirst sale

effected in the day "r week ; and is like.-.

i New Year's

gift mi tin

Handsel '.i

HANDWRITING, in Law, is proved by calling

I
i saw the individual write the

idantii al words, or who h\ i

bavin.' previously at other tunes seen the same
penV'U Wlite ( lie believes

H is the handwriting of the individual to

i others accus-

tom, d to compare the niceties of handwriting are

allowed to give their evidence, or rath.
|

bebef a.s to the writing; but tins land of evidence ia

looked upon with tnd is much

upon to determine a disputed quest! if band-
writing, tiny are now allowed in England to form

their own opinion by oomnaring the disputed

I
other writings admitted to be by the

Nunc party. But this could not lw done before

lay in the yo -hence called

ls:,4, and it can only be done now in civil cases.

I, i jury are not yet allowed to judge of

the handwriting in this way in any ca

countries as, for example, in Scotland—a will, if

written in the testator's handwriting, is admitted to

lie genuine without the attestation of uitnesses, being

then called a Holograph up v. i instrument; hut there

i- no inch privilege in England or Ireland, as all

villa, bj whomsoever written, must !«• attested by

witnesses.

HANG-CHOW-FOO, the capital of the province
of Cbe-keang, in China, on the left hank of the

Tsicn-tang. where that river disembogl
Bay of Hang-chow-foo, is situated at the , om-
meucement of the Grand Canal, m lat. .'{0° 18' N.,

long. 120" 15' E. It is about 150 miles south-east

of Nankin. H. is the most magnificent city of

China—a Chinese proverb makes it. a heaven upon
earth. It was the capita] of the em
the ride of the Mongols, when it was visited by the

celebrated Marco Polo early in the 14th century.

There are ten gates through its lofty walls, which
in- 20 miles in circumference, but there are more
inhabitants without the ennente than within. The
population is estimated by Mr Maegowan at 800,000.

which are of greater width than ia

usual in Chinese cities, are well paved, and in some
directions ll 1 for miles with elegant

o\teii.-ive warehouses. The terminal ramifications

of the Grand Canal are spanned by countless

elegant bridges. H. is celebrated for its silk m.inu-

i d its embroidery excels that of any
part of China. Mulberry-trees occupy every vacant
spot within and without the walls. No city in

China, unless it be that of Suchau, possesses wealth
to compare with that of this remarkable place,

which, moreover, is the most literary and most
religious part of the empire. Colleges and temples,

lilrrnli and priests, abound and flourish in ll.mg-

chow-foo. The imperial library in the palace of

Kieiilung, and the literary institutions, appear,.

be going to decay, and could not at

any period have had much educational influence.

One cause of the celebrity of the city is found

in the beauty of its environs. The tower of the

Thundering "Winds, although in ruins, is still

light airy bridges, and temples of t

villages, render the natural beauties of the city

highly picturesque. One of the temple

ring edifice; while monumental gat ways,

airy bridges, and temples of thi

uler the r

uresqne. C

500 images of the Io-han (Buddhist saints'), of the

in-lily covered with gold. Nothing can

exceed the beauty of the valleys opem.

lake, richly adorned as they are with trees, chiefly

tin- camphor and tallow trees, and the arbor viUe.

From a remote period, these scenes havi

re8ort of pilgrims, and every spot is hallowed
bj some leg. ndary incident. At one n

ia an image of Buddha, cut out ol the olid

rock, measuring IS feet from shoulder to shoulder.

The noae ia seven feet long, and the

are of a proportional size; it is gilt over like

wooden and i Is , imagi - ol the lam
The protniding toeks are profusely carved with
religious in i iges of mythological

I

of 11. is called the Tartar city, being exclusively
devoted to the Mantchu garrison or muil

I

the Chinese city by a low
wall. About 25 lines below the city is Kanpoo,
once a mart of considerable importance, the port

of H., when that city was the metxopoli

described by Mare., Polo a- an extn mi ly fiomrisbing

place; thlMal changes have rendered it inacces-

sible to an] but small Bat-bottoms 1 vessels. « Ehapoo

is now the port of 11., situated on the north side of
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the bay, about 50 miles from the capital. Chapoo
has also a Tartar eitv ; it communicates by branches

of the Grand Canal with H. ami Shanghai. It is

the port to which Chinese trade with Japan is

restricted.

The configuration of the Bay of Hang-chow-foo
and the embouchure of the Tsien-tang river, which
empties into it near the provincial capital, favours

the formation of the tidal phenomenon designated

an eagre or bore. See Bore. Dr Macgowau, the

first European who has witnessed this magnificent

spectacle, has published an account of it in the

Procealings of the Asiatic Society of Hong-hong. As
the tide rushes into the mouth of the river, it becomes
ilevated to a lofty wave, which attains its greatest

magnitude opposite the city of Hang-chow-foo.

Generally, there is nothing remarkable in its aspect,

except at the period of the vernal and autumnal

equinoxes, the maximum being at the latter season.

As the hour of flood-tide approaches, crowds gather

in the streets running at right angles with the river,

but at safe distances ; boatmen stop lading and
unlading their vessels, and put out into the middle

of the stream. The centre of the river teems with

craft. Loud shouting from the fleet announces

the appearance of the flood, which seems like a

glistening white cable stretched athwart the bay as

far down as the eye can reach. Its noise, com-
pared by native poets to that of thunder, speedily

drowns that of the boatmen ; and as it advances

with prodigious velocity, it assumes the appearance

of an alabaster wall, or rather of an advancing

cataract four or five miles across, and about 30

feet high. As the foaming wall of water dashes

impetuously onward, one trembles for the safety

of the floating multitude. They cease shouting,

and devote their energies to the steadying of the

: prows of their vessels toward the advancing wave,

which threatens to submerge everything afloat;

but they all vault as it were to the summit with

perfect safety. This grand and exciting season is

'but of a moment's duration; the wave passes up
the river in an instant, but from this point with

gradually decreasing force, volume, and velocity,

disappearing entirely a few miles above the city.

From ebb to flood tide, the change is almost instan-

taneous ; a slight flood continues after the passage

of the wave, but it soon begins to ebb. Within
the historic period, numerous changes have been
effected by the action of this wave, the most noted

being the removal of a rocky islet from the centre

of the river opposite Hang-chow-foo. Chinese

ingenuity has been long exerted, with imperfect

success, in preserving the alluvial plain from the

wasting action of the eagre. The history of the

dykes that have been successively erected, of failures

and disasters, found in the local annals, shew that,

like the Yellow River, this part of the Tsien-tang

has been a constant source of anxiety and expense

to the government, costing about 130,000 dollars

.per annum.

HANGED, DRAWN, and QUARTERED,
the description of the capital sentence on a traitor,

which consisted of drawing him on a hurdle to the

place of execution, and after hanging him, dividing

the body into quarters. This punishment was
substituted by the stat. 54 Geo. III. c. 146, for the

ancient more barbarous sentence of disembowelling

alive, but the crown has power to reduce the

sentence to simple beheading. See also Hanging.

HANGING is the mode by which capital punish-

ment is carried out in the United Kingdom. In
England, formerly, iu atrocious cases, it was usual

for the court to direct a murderer to be hung upon
a gibbet in chains near the place where the crime

was committed—also at a later period to order the
body to be dissected—and the execution to take
place on the next day but one after the sentence was
passed. But these useless severities were abolished

by the stat. 6 and 7 Will. IV. c. 30.

The mode of punishing by hanging was first

adopted in England in 1241, when Maurice, a noble-

man's son, was hanged for piracy. Other more
barbarous modes of inflicting death were long in

use, being prescribed by statute, but have been
abolished, and hanging has long been the ordinary,

because the most humane, mode of executing capital

punishment. In treason, hanging is part of the

statutory punishment, coupled with mangling the
body, though the crown may change the sentence
into simple beheading, except in the case of women,
who are only hanged, in deference to their sex.

Formerly, in Scotland, on the other hand, a capital

sentence pronounced south of the Firth of Forth
could not be executed within less than 30 days;
and if pronounced north of the Firth, within less

than 40 days after it was pronounced. But now,
in both cases, the day of execution must not be
less than 15, nor more than 21 days, south of the
Firth; nor less than 20, nor more than 27 days,

if north of the Firth, after sentence passed. In
all cases, the hanging or execution takes place in

public. See Execution.
The cause of death in hanging is complex. The

compression of the windpipe by the cord, the
obstruction of the return of venous blood from
the head, and of the flow of arterial blood to the
brain, the stretching or tearing of the nervous
structures of the neck, and in some instances dis-

location or fracture of the vertebra, may concur
in the production of the fatal effect, which, though
attended with violent struggles in some cases, is

probably as nearly instantaneous as possible. The
subject, in its relations to medical jurisprudence,

will be more fully considered under the title

Strangulation.

HANGING GARDENS. The Hanging Gardens
of Babylon were anciently reckoned among the
wonders of the world. Their construction is

variously ascribed to Queen Semiramis, and to

Nebuchadnezzar—seven centuries later, but still

more than five centuries B.C.—who is said to have
made them for the gratification of his Median queen,

Amytis. because the Babylonian plain seemed dreary

to her in comparison with the varied and romantic
scenery of her native land. Diodorus and Strabo

have given particular descriptions of them ; and
although it is remarkable that they are not men-
tioned by Herodotus, whilst Quintus Curtius speaks

of them as 'fabulous wonders of the Greeks'—an
opinion which some of the learned in modern times

have adopted, denying their very existence—yet

the probability seems to be in favour of the general

accuracy of the descriptions, and even that the

ruins of this celebrated structure are to be recognised

among the mounds which mark the site of Babylon.

See Babylon. The Hanging Gardens are said to

have formed a square, with an area of nearly four

acres ; but rising in terraces curiously constructed

with stone pillars, across which were placed stones,

covered with reeds and bitumen, and again with
bricks united by cement ; above these, sheets of

lead, to prevent moisture from flowing down, and
finally a sufficient layer of earth ; the summit being

elevated three hundred feet above the base, so that

at a distance the whole presented the appearance
of a pyramidal wooded hill. There was a large
reservoir at the summit, which was filled with
water by pumping from the Euphrates, for the
irrigation of the gardens, and the supply of their
numerous fountains. Fountains and banqueting
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r..,,ms wore distributed throughout the numerous
. as well as

parterres of Bowers, diversified the scene; whilst

the view of the city and neighbourhood was ezten-

sive and li.

HANKOW*, in lat, about 80" W N.. and long-

11 1'
R., the newly ope I port of I

,(

iu the heart of the empire, at the junction of

the Han river with the Y.ing-tze-kiang

li. It consists -

cration of cities and towns, the principal being

Wn-chang I of the Han river,

-yang-foo on the .

.

|

.

p< w i t . side. Strictly

peaking, H. is a auburb of the former. Prior to
an.l Ha

its destruction during the existing civil war, it

in assemblage of bouses ami vessels,

rendering it second in this respect only to London
i is, however, rapidly rising from its

ashes, and promises to become the most impor-

tant mart in the empire for foreign

English and American steamers stem the current

river, plying regularly and

between H. and Shanghai. Vessels of large size

can reach the city ; the river i-

higher up, to the city of bhang. Powerful flat-

bottomed steamers are requisite lor navigating this

part of the Yang-tze-kiang, the current running at

from seven to eight knots per hour. Tea and silk

have alread} i laige quantities from

this port, and a foreign vettleiiH.it is springing up

like those in the ports on the coast.

HANNIBAL {tht gift of BaaC) was a common
name among the Carthaginian*, the list of those

famed in history extending h) fourteen or fifteen.

Hut the greatest of nil the Hannibals was the started southward so soon as spring permitted,

famous son of llamilear liana, lie was horn ill 247 marching through Liguria and the swamps of the

B.C. When he was nine years old, he accompanied Aim., la this difficult route, immense numbers
his father on his Spanish expedition; and before ,,f his Leasts of burden and horses perish I ai I

starting, swore thai oath of eternal hatred to the ne himself lost the sight of one eye. He next

last act waa to inspire the soldiers with thoroi gh

confidence in themselves and their general. From

the I'm. aires he married to

nre SripiO Was at Ma-.-ih

tour davs' inarch from the point where II 1

the river m the face of the Critic hordes who sahd

with the Romans. His next gnat difficulty was
b in- effected in fifteen

ot the attacks of the mountain tui.es,

Hid other difficult

,i place among learrft-d men
whether H. crossed the ('..ttian Alps by the pass

of Mont Get I or the On an Alps

a I.ittle St Bernard. For the formi t

'. Tl.i. rry. and t French writers

argue
i

and for the latter, with bet*

NJeluihr, Arnold, Mommsen, fcc. Afh
his army (now about 26,1)00 strong) si Hue to

recruit in the rich villages of the fricn.lK In-u-

lirians, he lirst suhdurd the Taurini, a tribe hostile

to the Insubrians, and took their rhi. i .

siee three day-; and thus forced into alliance

with him all the'l.igurian and Celtic tribes on the

. of the l'o. Seipio, having returned

from Massilia, took the command of the army in

the north of Italy, and lirst met H. on the plain

near the river Ticinus. The Romans were entirely

lout, d ; and Seipio, who was severely wounded,

retreated aero s the To. The armies again met
: i.i. with a like result, though the

Romans, who had received reinforcements. w#re

much more numerous. These battles were fought

in 21S B. C. Having wintered in the neighbourhood

i,d levied additional troop.

Gauls, most of whom were now his friends, li.

Roman name, which he kept so faithfully through

out his whole life, After the death of Hamilcar,

he was employed by Hasdrabal, his brother-in-law,

in mosl of the military operation- which he under-

took. Such was the esteem in which he was held

by the soldier-, and such a reputation for bravery

jic -kill had he gained, that when

Hasdrubal was assassinated, the army with one voice

elected him commander-in-chief, an appointment
which the authorities at Carthage at once ratified.

II. , at this time in his 29th year, undertook the

command with ready zeal, for he longed to realise

the legacy left him by his father, and to strike a

death-blow at his country's rival by attacking her

on her own soil. But before he entered on a task

of such magnitude, he deemed it prudent to COm-
oii of Spain, and accordingly

spent two years in contests with some tribes

hitherto independent of Carthage. Saguntum, a

city in alliance with Home, was atta

ml that it- inhabitants were making

aggressions on the Torboletes, subjects of Carthage.

After a siege of eight months, the city was

taken; and the Etonians, after an embassy had

unsuccessfully demanded the surrender of the

general who had thus wantonly violated tho treaty,

declared war in 218 B.C. Having taken measures

for the defence of Africa and Spain .luring hi

ii'.-einr, he started from New Carthage iii g|s ii. c.

with 90,000 foot, and 13,000 horse, This force

was very much thinned by his contests with the

tribes betwi : nd the Pyrenees, bj

:. of leaving llaniio with 11,000 mm
im in subjection, by de-ertion ill the

passage ot the Pyrenees, and by hi- sending home
a portion of In- Spanish troops, li-

re defeat, near Lake Thr.i

the consul Flaininins : thousands perished |.\ the

sword, including the consul, and thousand- in the

lake, while 15,IMHI were taken captive. II. losing

only 1500. After this victory, he crossed the Apen-
iiim and Apulia, and then... re-crossed

to the fertile Campania, which he ravaged. Tliith- r

Pal. in- was sr,,t with an army to oppose him, but
... nt took place, the consul

endeavouring to lead H. into snares, which he

succeeded in doing; but the wily African extri-

cated his army by a stratagem, and returned to

Apulia. He wintered at. ('anna., and in June, or

according to others, in August (2d) ol 216 B, I

almost annihilated a Roman army of 90,000 men
nndei 1. .. ntius Varro and .Famines I'auln-. iu tho

, iras fought a little below the town.

About 60,000 are said to have fallen, including

.Emil.us Paulus, ami a host of Roman
: .id persons. II. id

II. committed, perhaps, the greatest mi

of his life, in not. marching direct to Rom.- ;
but it

is supposed that lie refrained, in or.lri ..

tribes ..f Italy to declare in bis favour. Many in

the -..nth of Italy did attach themselves to hi*

interests, bul not tn such numbers as he had antici-

pated, A:i. i some delay, he marched on Neapolia

(Naples), which he did noi bu ted in taking, but

the gates ot ' d to him, and here he
'

•

of I 'apua is .-aid to have had 01

greatly overdrawn, but his residem then

one point of view, the turning point in the war,

which from tl e of a dcsnltory

kind. H.'S IS to ai in the I:,,! a

:i t Rome, and so to crush hi
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means of her nun subjects ; the Romans, on th
i-ontrary, henceforth avoided coming to a pitched
battlo with the Carthaginians, bat sought rather
to keep the tribes in awe, and harass 11. an
lieutenants by small armies in different parts of
the country. H. traversed Italy in all directions
surprised the Roman generals, defeated their armies
raptured their towns, such as Casilinum, Arpi,'
Tarentum, Metapontuin, Tliurii, Locri, and many
others

; he defeated Centenius near Capua ; Cn.
Fulvms at Herdonea; Fulvius Flaccus on the Anio;
prispinus and Marcellusin Lucania; and the besieg-
ing .u'uiy before Locri : in all these cases the armies
were almost annihilated. The defeat of Hasdrubal,
his brother, at the river Metaurus, and the loss of his
army, compelled H. to confine himself to the moun-
tainous peninsula of Brutium, where for four years
he resisted all the efforts of the Romans to dislodge
him. At length, after having maintained himself in
Italy for upwards of fifteen years, he was recalled
to Africa, to defend his country against Scipi
but notwithstanding his utmost exertions, and the
bravery of his veteran troops, he was defeated by
Scipio, near Zama, with a loss of 20,000 men. Peace
was concluded in the following year (201 B. a).

H.'s darling scheme had in the ' meantime been
baffled, but his hatred to Rome was not diminished,
and accordingly he set himself with all his zeal to
make preparations for a still more deadly struggle
at some future day. He turned his attentionTin
the^iirst place, to political reforms, and some consti-
tutional changes which were loudly called for, by
which he placed the finances on a better footing.
But his enemies accused him to the Romans of
stirring up Antioehus III. of Syria to make war
on them

; and when ambassadors came to Carthage,
H. fled to the court of Antioehus at Ephesus. In
the war which followed, he took no conspicuous part,
but the long bitterly regretted afterwards that he
did not take the advice of H. to carry the war into
Italy. When peace was concluded, the surrender of
H. was one of the conditions

; but foreseeing such
a result, he fled to Prusias, king of Bithynia, for
whom he gained a naval victory over Eumenes,
king of Pergamus. He was at length demanded by
the Romans ; and seeing no hope of escape, he took
poison, which he always carried with him for such
an emergency.
Among ancient authorities, the reader may

'Kronos (Saturn), or, according to others, of Juno. It
seems to have been written m the Punic language •

the version of it which remaius is only a "Greek
translation. The Periplus has been published on
the continent by Gelenius, Boeder and Midler,
and Berkel, and with an English translation by
Falconer ( Lond. 1 797). Great discussions have taken
place among the learned as to the time when H.'s
voyage was made (the best authorities favouring
the period of about 570 B. c.) ; as to the Hanno out
of all the many Hamios of history ; and as to the
facts stated in the Periplus; but on these we cannot
enter. Some recent writers find evidence in it ot
the existence of the gorilla in those ancient days.
For a full discussion of the subject, consult Dod-
wells Dissertation (in Hudson's Gecircphi Minores);
Bougainville's Essay (Mem. de CAcad. des Inscript.
xxvi. p. 10, and xxviii. p. 200); also Falconer, in his
edition already referred to.

HA'KOVER, a village in,New Hampshire, United
States, America, pleasantly situated on the east bauk
of the Connecticut river, 52 miles north-west from
Concord. It is the seat of Dartmouth College,
founded by Lord Dartmouth for the education of
tie Indian youth, and a medical college. Pop in

consult, with great profit, Polybius, Dion Cassius.
Plutarch, and Appian ; and of modern historians^
Arnold's Hist, of Rome, vol. iii. ; Niebuhr's Lectures
on Roman History, vol. i. ; Mommsen's Hist, of
Rome, vol. ii. (Dickson's translation). For military
operations specially, see Vaudoucourt, Histoire des
Campagnes d'Annibal en Italic

HA'NNIBAL, a city in Missouri, United States,
America, on the west bank of the Mississippi, 132
miles above St Louis. It is the east terminus
of the Hannibal and St Joseph Railway, and has
iteain-boat communication with other towns on the
Miss'ssippi. It has a large trade in pork, tobacco,
hemp, and grain, with mills, foundries, and machine-
shops. Pop. in 1860, 6505; in 1870, 10,125.

HAN SO (perhaps the father or the son of that
Haimlcarwho fell at Himera in 4S0 B.C.) is famed
for a voyage of discovery which he made along the
west coast of Africa, to found Libyo-phcenician
towns. His expedition is said to have consisted of
60 ships and 30,000 men and women. One city was
built not far from the Strait of Gibraltar, and others
along the coast reaching to Cape Bojador. He
went south as far probably as Sierra Leone. On his
return to Carthage, he inscribed an account of his
voyage on a tablet, and placed it in the temple of

1870,

:

HANOVER, a province of Prussia since 1866
which, although it extends from 51° 18' to 53° 52' N
lat., and from 6° 43' to 11° 35' E. long., comprises
only portions of the superficial area enclosed within
those limits, as some of its territories are either
wholly or m great part surrounded by those of other
states. H. may be divided into three distinct
districts, viz.— 1. The eastern, which consists of the
duchy of Bremen cum Hadeln, a section of the
duchy of Lauenburg, the duchy of Werden, the
principalities of LUnebnrg, Kalenbere, and Hildes-
heim, and the countships of Hoya and Diepholz •

2. The western (separated from the former by the
duchy of Aldenlairg) comprises the duchy of Arem-
berg-Meppen, the principalities of OsnabrUck and
Last Fnesland with the Harlingerlands, the lower
countships of Lingen and Bentheim, and the circle
of Lmsbuhren which formerly belonged to the see of
Munster

; 3. The southern, which is separated from-
the other Hanoverian territories by Brunswick, and
comprises the principalities of Grubenhacren and
Gottingen, together with the districts of Elbino-erode
and Ilfeld. H. is bounded N. by the German Ocean
and the river Elbe, E. by Mecklenburg and Prv
sian Saxony, S chiefly by Westphalia and Hesse
tassel, and W. by Holland. The following table
shews the divisions, or landrosteien, of H, with
their respective areas and populations :

f Hanover,
( Willi Slllis.,

Ilililwlifini

l.Ulo-l .i(r;_',

<.'l;OMl,;,l,

-.::!

The population of the Province of Hanover in 1867amounted to 1,943,063, and the superficial area to
14,6,2 square miles. Of the above, 21,191 belonged
to the army, and 1,921,872 to the civil population.

Ph,jnc<d Character, cfcc.-The general physical
character of H. is that of an extended plain

-

with
slight undulations, but in the south the countrv
is mountainous, embracing a considerable part
ot the Harz, together with the lesser heights of



hills to the sea-coast, the land is oni

only interrupted at certain points by low ranges of

!. The mountains, which aboaod in

minerals, are covered with dense « Is, and the

them are fertile and well

adapted to agriculture; bnt beyond these valleys

tin! oountry is traversed from east to weal by a

nndy tract from 60 t,, so miles in width, known
a-; the Luneburg Heath, in which the inhabit-

ants with difficulty gain .1 scanty subsistence by
1 p ami ko ping bees, Oreat marshes
01 peat-moors ever the north and north-west
districts, but those have in some parts been so

drained that they yield good pasture,

although the s.., I generally is unproductive, com-
prising some of the poorest districts of Gi nnany.
The coasts are low, and require to be protected

allowing of the sea by embankments
ami dykes, the land being in many part- below the

ordinary level of the sea. Alone the banks of the

are fertile districts, even in the north

of the country.
The principal rivers are, the Elbe, which forms

[20 miles of the north-east boundary-line; the
\V, wr, on wln.se affluent the Leine, the capital

tuated : the A Her, the Ems, and the

Vechte, which all fall into the German Ocean.
1 numerous small lakes in Hanover. The
principal canals are those between Lingcn and
Happen, Aurich and Emden, and the Bremen
Canal, between the Hamme and the Swinge, which

tod to transport the turf

and 1 eat which they yield.

The climate is moist near the ocean,

nd heavy winds are frequent; in the
South it is dry and colder; anil in some parts

of the country marsh fevers prevail, although the

general character of the climate in H. may be

I as healthy. The mean annual teln-

- 7 ; and summer. I>4
:

'.a.

duett.—The soil is generally of inferior

quality, although it varies considerably in different

districts. \ a very backward con-

dition, and notwithstanding some improvements
which have been made ,,f late years, lai

land, which are well adapted lor cultivation, lie

iv part of the country. 'I hi

the land, and the consequent absence
of capital, are the main causes of this imperfect

lieultiire. Tie- following proportions

are given by Marcard for the distribution of the

land in Hanover. Arable, meadow, and garden

mils. ,,,..14.000.

'I he nolle '
I I

|l,!e h, ilil,

: ni ! 1 lie marsh-lands near

the EP»8 and Weser; rye is grown for the purpose

of making '.tread, and largely used by the rural

The turf obtained from the peat-moors

districts constitutes

the only kind of fuel used in some p

BOUntl \. an Lin very large

reared in Bast Friesland and the marsli-lands ; and
barley and OS

1

Hid onsider-

I

chiefly in the LUneburg district, yieldi

the value of £-10,1100. During the same year, it

was estimate, in H 209,853 horses
1700 si Uions); B89.333 horned cattle

(of which 750,700 were milch cows); 1,840,774
sho.p, 102,051 swine, and 122,72] goats. In East
Kriesland, l.u ,.

, ,1, the tlesh

of which i- sailed and exported
; whili

tildes of butter and cheese arc annually exported
from the same localities.

The rivers and lakes of H. yield an abundance of

fish, and there are upwards of 2500 well-stocked

fishponds in the kingdom. Salmon is obtained in
large quantities in the Weser. The herring fishery

is principally carried on from Emden, whence it is

with considerable enterprise, the boats
going not unfrequently as far as the bos be of

Scotland. The forests on the Haia Mountains and
their offshoots yield large quantities of wood, ohieliy

pine and Oak, while the valleys grow t,

some good fruits. The mineral resources of H. are
rich and vane,!, including iron, copper, silver, lead,

sulphur, zinc, coal, cobalt, vitriol, alum, arsenic,

lime, gypsum, marble, pipe-clay, kaolin, freestone,

slate for tiles, salt, obtained from IS works, &c.
According to Klodcn (1861), the returns for some ot

nil'le mineral products are as follows :

iron, 508,082 cut.; lead, loo.iioo cat ;
salt. 525,000

cut. ; coal, 1,750,000 cut. About one-third of the
iron and one-fourth of the salt are obtained from
the mines of the state, and it is estimated that
.T,,( II li

I persons are employed in the different mining
operations of Hanover.

Commerce, <kc.—The trade, which has undergone
elation since H. joined the German

Zollverein (q. v.) in 1854, is still very unimportant
and undeveloped notwithstanding the numerous
favourable conditions presented by tie

rivers of the Hanoverian States, their g 1

ports, well-kept high-roads, and extended railways.
Besides mining, agriculture, and the rearing "of

cattle and other animals, the chief branches of
industry are sugar-refineries, and the manufacture
of tobacco, paper, hemp, thread and linen, leather,

bricks, pi] i

The exports consist mainly of mineral products,
coarse linens and canvas, honey and wax, feathers,

wood, wool, leases, cattle, wheat and rye, butter,

hops, rape and linseed, oil-cakes, hams, and sausages.
The imports comprise English manufactured "."",1s,

colonial products, wine and spirits, and silk. Emden
is the principal trading port, but the chief sea-trade
of the country is effected through Hamburg and
Bremen, while H. has an extensive commission and
transit, bus.ie is with L, ipsic and Fraukfurt-on-
the-Maine. Besides, Enid, n. 1'app, nb, rg, llarbnrg,
I.eho, and Leer, are ri-iiie into some note as trading
ports. II. has good high-roads, and its |„.

i- well organised. The length of its post and high-
in ated at upward

that of the lines of railway in operation (in 1SGI) at

500 miles. The latter, together with the telegraph

state.

[Tie revenue amounted, according to the
150 thaler- (the thaler

i 72ctS.gold), while the exoen.litnre tor the same year
w„s 2o,74* ,01 r, tinders. The national debt had risen,

S,018,S74 thaler-. Since Sept. go, 1868,
Hanover has been incorporated with Prussia.

| the recent kingdom numbered
about 27,000 men. The service was for a period of
sewn i ears

;
the la-t year's -ervice was, however, only

partial, being limited to the reserve corps. The prin-
cipal fortresses are those of Stnde, Harbors, and
Fort-William, in the harbour of Bremen. II. fur-
nished 15,230 men to the German Confed



had four votes in the Plenum, or Full Council of the

diet.

Seligion, Education, «°v. — The population of

Hanover in 18G7 was 1,937,637 ; of these there were:
Protestants, 1,693,219; Roman Catholics, 229,740

j

different Christian sects, 2307 ; Jews, 12,339.

Religious matters are under the direction of Lu-
theran (Evangelical) and Reformed consistories at

Hanover, Stade, Otterndorf, Aurich, and Hadeln ; the

of Germany, is the language of thf. educated and
higher classes.

History.—The country at present included in the
kingdom of H. was occupied in remote ages by
Saxon tribes, which after a long-continued straggle
under their leader Witikind, submitted to the
dominion of Charlemagne, and embraced Christi-

anity. H. continued to form part of the Frankish
empire until the time of the Emperor Ludvig the

see cf Osnabriick, which is held alternately by a ! German, when Ludolf of Meissen incorporated it in

Roman Catholic and a secular Protestant bishop
; j

the duchy of Saxony. In 951, the Emperor Otbo I.,

and the Roman Catholic see of Hildesheim. Han-
[

who had inherited Saxony from his father Henry I.,

over, like other countries of Northern Germany,
\

the hereditary duke, bsstowed it on Hermann
institutions. ' Billing, ou the extinction of whose family in HOG,

ogen, 17 high and
j

it passed to Lothaire of Supplinburg. By the
13 lower gymnasia, 5 normal and 21 polytechnic marriage of Lothaire with Richenza of Nordheim.
schools, a military academy at Hanover, a ' Foivnda- new territories were added to the duchy, which
tion Padcegogium ' at Hefeld, schools of surgery I passed to the family of the Guelphs through their

and midwifery, of which that at Celle is the most ! descendant Gertrude, who married Henry the Proud
esteemed, schools for the blind, deaf and dumb, and

I

of Bavaria. Henry the Lion, the son of the latter,

about .3600 free parish schools, which are in most
J

did much to advance the civilisation and commerce
cases dependent upon the local church party, whether

i

of his subjects by conferring rights and privileges

Protestant or Catholic, There are also several good
;

upon various towns which had advocated his cause

;

mining and forest schools in different parts of the I
but when he fell under the ban of the empire, a

kingdom. period of anarchy and confusion succeeded, which
The poor are provided for partly by voluntary at first threatened the ruin of the country. When

subscription and partly by the proceeds of their : Henry lost the duchy of Saxony, he retained

own labour in the poor-houses erected for the reoep- his hereditary lands of Brunswick and Lihiebuxg

tion of persons in want. There are partially self- through the special favour of the emperor,

supporting reformatories at Emden and Celle, while
I

The Reformation early found adherents among
Hanover, Hameln, Gcittingen, Luneburg, Emden, the burgher and rural populations of H. ; but as

and Hildesheim have all their separate houses of the new doctrines were strongly opposed by many
detention and poor-houses. of the chief magistrates and the majority of the

Law.—The administration of the law is presided nobles, their formal introduction was made the

over by a special ministry. Criminal cases have, subject of violent altercations between the opposite

since 1848, been tried before sworn juries. parties, until the conversion of Ernest I. of Liine-
Constitution, Government.—H. was a sovereign burg in 1535 gave support and stability to the

kingdom from 1814 to 1866. The monarchy was cause of Protestantism.
hereditary in the male line, and the administration The line of Brunswick-Liineburg, which is still

was conducted by a responsible ministry, with two extant in the reigning House of Hanover, began
representative chambers, whose concurrence was essen- with William the younger, who in the partition

tial to the exercise of certain prerogatives of the which he and his elder brother Henry (the founder
crown. The upper of the two chambers consisted of of the reigning Brunswick house) made of the
the princes of the blood-royal; several mediatised dominions of their father Ernest I., obtained in 1569
princes, and other members of the higher nobility ; the duchies of Luneburg and Celle (Zell). William
four members nominated by the king ; and fifty other died in 1592, leaving seven sons, who, with a new of

members. Half the number of the elected represent- avoiding the further dismembering of their patri-

atives retired every third year. The lower chamber mony, agreed that the eldest should succeed, but
consisted of 2 of the members of the ministry nomi- that one only of their number should marry. The
nated by the king, 2 deputies appointed by the lot of marriage fell upon the sixth brother, George,

chamber itself, 38 representatives of towns and who died in 1641, in the reign of his fourth brother,

boroughs, and 44 members for the country districts. Duke Frederick, the last survivor of the family.

There were, moreover, 7 provincial assemblies, whose On the death of Frederick in 1648, Christian Lewis,
concurrence and assent were necessary for the pro- the eldest son of Duke George, succeeded his uncle,

mulgation of laws and the levying of taxes within and in accordance with a family compact, took, as

their several districts. his portion of the inheritance, Luneburg, Gruben-
The highest department of the government was the hageu, Diepholz, and Hoya, with Celle for his resi-

Council of State. The cabinet, which, from 1848 to denee ; while his next brother, George William,

1866 was composed of responsible members, com- obtained Kalenberg and Gottingen, with Hanover
prised seven ministers, each of whom presided over for his residence, and thus gave origin to the lines

a special department of the administration. The of Celle and Hanover, which were again merged in

chambers were summoned everv two years, but the one after the death of Duke George William, third

diet or landtag was septennial. The monetary system, son of Duke George, who, dying without male
and the weights and measures of H., are the same as heirs, was succeeded by his kinsman and son-in-

those adopted by the German Zollverein (q. v.) Han law, the elector, George Lewis of Hanover, who
over is now an integral part of Prussia. ;

ascended the throne of England as George I. (q. v.)

Fe<rjle.—The Hanoverians are a mixed race :' on the death of Queen Anne in 1714, as the nearest

those inhabiting the north-eastern and central Protestant heir of the deceased sovereign, being

provinces are mostly Saxons, but those on the son of the electress, Sophia, daughter of Elizabeth,

coast are of Frisic origin ; those on the west of the queen of Bohemia, and granddaughter of James I. of

Ems, Dutch ; and those in the southern provinces, England. Duke George William of Celle deserves

Thuringians and Francmians. Platt-Deutch, or notice for his warlike and active administration, and
Low German, is commonly spoken in all the rural for the part which he took in all the momentous
districts excepting those bordering upon the Nether- affairs of bis age : thus he sent auxiliaries to Venice,

lands, in which Dutch is the ordinary form of to aid the republic against the Turks; co-operated

speech : while High German, as in every other part
:

with the Duke of Brunswick to reduce his irsirgent
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iperor the various independent governments of the differentcapital ; entered into an alliance with tlie

against France ami Swe
Hungary to resist the Turks; and in 1088, lent 'Duke of Cambridge, the brother of the Prince
troops and i ley to William of Orange against Regent, was ap| ted governor-general of EL; and
James II. of England. in [819 a new ranted, in accord-
With George Lewis, king of England, and the ance with which the provincial states were retained

MCOnd elector of H. or Brunswick-l.iinehurg. a ami enlarged, and two n ;m - i.t ativ

och opened to the Hanoveri with them. Very little was done in
on his accession to the throne of England, were the time of George IV. towards the an
relieved from the burden of maintaining the court of the administrala and the general
and ducal household, while the revenues of the ami distrust had risen to the highest pitch, when
crown were thenceforth appropriated solely to the William IV. ascended the throne" The influence of
general pnrj/osee oi thi state, Bremen and Werden the French revolution of July (1830)
wire obtained in this reign by purchase from Den_-n by purcha

the same care as his father to spare the revenues
of II. at the expense of those of England. In
his character nl elector, he participated in the
Austrian War Succession, 1740—1748; but in

the Seven Vears' War, when If. Buffered materially
from the incursions of the French, he sided with
Prussia, This king founded the university of

gen in 1 74.1. The first thirty years of
the reign of George III. (q. v.), who succeeded on
the death of his grandfather in 171'", contributed
largely towards the prosperity of H., which, like

er states of Northern Germany, profited by
cased English and American trade, for

which the Hanoverian ports and rivers formed the
hannels of communication with the rest of

1

i [n 1793, H uioi erian troops took part
in the wars against the French republic, but the

ir maintenance were defr;i\ , I,

,

; and it was not till 180], when Prussia,

refusing to acknowledge the neutrality of If., threw
tioops into tie eleetorate, that H. suffered from the

the anomalous position in which
England placed it in regard to the
Germany. The Prussian troops

II. at the close of the same year, in

with the treaty entered into between
France and England; bat the claims and counter-
claims which arose from this occupation, gave rise

to protracted discussions, which were not finally

settled till 1830, when it was stipulated bytreaty that
IT. was to pay to Prussia an indemnity of 375,000
thalers. In 180,'t, when war was renewed between
England and France, Napoleon threw an army, under
the command of Mortier, into II., and the result

of this measure was to compel the Hanoverian
government to enter into a convention with the
French general, by which it bound itself to abstain
from serving against France during the pending
war; to give up fortresses, aims, and horses to
'

; to subsidise French troops ; and to
participate unconditionally in the general costs of

the war. A large number of the army, however,
fa atrived to evade signing these articles

t over to] n bind, where the men
were incorporated into the German legion, which
A iviee both in the Peninsular war. and

hi campaign of 181"). which terminated
. ..f Waterloo. In 1806, Napoleon, after

':.<
I H. to Prussia, and again withdrawn

it, appropriated a portion of the el. efor.de to i-

i newly-formed kingdom of Westphalia,

which in 1810 received the whole oi thi Hanoverian
territory. Finally. EL was united with Prance, and
the north-west portion divi.l. d

i II Hi., Boucbea du Wiser, and Leine,
while the south-east [nations formed the W. ,-t phdian
departments of Att.r and liar/. Al

sion of the French, H. was elevated to the tank
of a kingdom in 1814. In the aim. \. ar, the Pi imc
Regent of England convoked thi Hano
to deliberate upon the best manner of consolidating

H., and in 1831, disturbances broke out at Osterode
and Gottingen. These we,,- speedily put down,
hut as the national discontent did n.'.t aliate. the

. who had long I,,.,.,,

obnoxious to the mass of the people, was dismissed,
and the Duke of Cambridge, who had hitherto

-i.il with the title of
viceroy, and intrusted with very extensive powers.
The duke recommended gradual reforms. I, in a-i

the popular feeling was decidedly in favour of a
thoroughly remodelled constitution, the states were
again convoked; and finally, in 1833, a draft of the
proposed constitution, which had been prepared
by a commission appointed l.y the ministry and the
states, was laid before William IV, and after it had
been considerably moditicd in England, it received
his signature, September litliout havi
been again submitted to the assembly of the states.
The .hath of William IV. in 18.-J7, placed H. under
the rule of the next male heir, Ernest August, Duke
of Cumberland. One of the first measure, ,,f the
new king was to abrogate the constitution of is;;:!, to
which he had from the time of its adoption refused
to give bis assent, and to restore that of 1819.
When the government demanded the oath of

allegiance from all persons holding office undei
veil of the (Juttingcn profo-soi, vi...

Dahlmann, Gervinus, J. Grimm. F. Grimm, Bwald,
Albrecht, and W. Weber refused to take the
reipured oath, in consequence of which all were
deprived, without any preliminary investigation, of
their chairs, and the three first named banished
from the country.

From this period till 18-18, when the success of
the French revolution compelled the Kcrnian rulers
to adopt a more liberal policy towards their sub-
jects, the king shewed himself resolutely averse to
sanction reform. Liberal measures, however, were

introduced, and the new constitution
of 1848 was more liberal than that of 1833 I li-

king, moreover, organised some useful reforms
in the internal administration, and effected gnat
improvements in several of the towns.
The chambers of 11. shewed gnat zeal in the

reorganisation of Germany, and King Ernes: entered
1 1 lii ii e « nh Prussia and -

promote the unity of the German nation. Unlike
many of his German contemporaries, King Ernest

miscs which he had mad. i

during the revolutionary crisis of 184S— 1840; and
although the nobility made the most pressing
appeal, to him tor the recovery of their ancient
privileges, and the overthrow of the constitute hs
refused to withdraw his pledge that the country

overned in accordance with constitu-
tional principles; and such confidence was placed
in his woid, that, notwithstanding his avowed
opinions, his death, in ls.'.l. was regarded as a
serious blow to tin- cause of reform, for his son

or, Georgi V., was known to hold very
•.lews in regard to the kingly power and

the claims of the ai isto r icy. I he . u |j |
...

of the new king were not calculated to allay the
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fears entertained of liis
]
h >! u-\- ; hut the decisive dec-

laration of the assembly ol" the states that they were
desirous of seeing tlie reforms completed which had
heen begun by the late king', and their vote of want
of confidence in the new cabinet, prevented any
marked retrogressive movement on the part of the

ministry, and in 1854 H. joined the Zollverein. In

1855, the constitution underwent various modifica-

tions. In the German-Italian war Hanover sided with

Austria, and was the first state invaded by the Prus-

sian troops. The Prussian government took formal

possession of Hanover Oct. 6, 1866, a treaty having

heen ratified between the Crown of Prussia and the

former king, George V.

HANOVER, the capital of the province, and the

chief town of the district of Hanover, is an irregu-

larly built town, situated on the banks of the Leine

—which is crossed by ten bridges, and is navigable

hence 10 the ocean— about 100 miles south-south-

west of Hamburg. It consists of the old town, and
the suburbs Glocksee and Linden, anil with these

inclusive, it had, in 1867, a population of 73,979.

The older parts of the city are mean and unattrac-

tive, but since 1S37, when by the accession of Ernest-

Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, to the throne, it

became the residence of the sovereign, H. has under-

gone very extensive alterations and improvements.

In the Waterloo Platz, with its column surmounted
by a figure of Victory, are the fine new barracks

and arsenal. Besides these, the most interesting

buildings are the stately town-hall in the market-

place, founded in 1439, with an adjacent public

library of 40,000 volumes ; the royal library, with

its 100,000 volumes and 2000 MSS., its incunabula,

archives, and valuable state papers; the theatre,

one of the largest in Germany ; the royal palace ; the

museum, with good natural-history collections ; a

gallery of pictures, &c. ; and the royal state palace,

built on the site of a monastery of Minorites in 1632,

which d«.serves notice for the magnificence of its

internal decorations, and for the number and value

of the objects of ancient and modern art which it

contains; its fine gallery of paintings ; its chapel, in

which are preserved numerous relics and antiques,

many of which were brought from Palestine by Henry
the Lion in 1172 ; and an altar-piece by L. Cranaeh.

Among the charitable institutions of H. are the

orphan asylum, school for the blind, infirmaries,

hospitals, and poor-houses, the latter of which are

principally supported by private subscription. H.
is well provided with educational institutions, the

most noteworthy of which are the Georgianum, a

collegiate school'for the sons of noblemen ; a lyceurn,

and a gymnasium. The city has also polytechnic,

normal, and medical schools, and 25 free public

Bchools. H. was the first place in Germany that

was lighted with gas (in 1826). The discovery of a

rich bed of asphalt in the neighbourhood of the

town has been the means of giving the streets better

side-pavements than most other German towns

possess, while the recent improvements that have

been effected in the old system of sewers, which

dates from the 16th c, render the drainage parti-

cularly good. H. has gained pleasant walks and
pleasure-grounds by the levelling and planting of

the ramparts, while in the immediate vicinity of the

town lie the royal palaces of Herrenhausen and
Montbrillant, whose beautiful grounds and gardens

are freely opened to the public.

The chief manufactures, none of which are very

considerable, are gold and silver wares, wax-cloths,

bronze and plated goods, starch, liqueurs, &e. The
Egestorff ironworks are especially noted for their

engines, and the salt-works, owned by the same

proprietor in the neighbourhood of the city, are of

considerable importance.

See Leutsch, Bin Bitch auf die Geschichte IT.

(1827) ; Kobbe, Abriss einer Geschichte d. KOiiigreicIis

11. (1823) ; Biih.w, Buitrii'/e zur Gesch. d. brcmnschw-
luneb-lundes (1S29) ; Stieler's Alias (1861) ; Klbden's
Brdkande (1S61), &c.

HANSARD, a well-known name in connection

with the printing of the British parliamentary

recoids. The first of the family was Luke H., who
was horn in 1752 at Norwich, and coming to London,
worked for some years as compositor in the office

of Hughes the printer to the House of Commons
;

and in 1800 succeeded Hughes as sole proprietor

of the business, whioh is still earned on by his

family. Competition and other causes have led

to a division of the parliamentary printing, but the

Messrs H. still print the bills before parliament, the

reports of committees, and some of the accounts.

The name of H. is connected with an important
question of parliamentary privilege. The case was
briefly as follows : A bookseller named Stockdale

brought an action for libel against the Messrs H.,

the libel consisting of statements in the parliamen-

tary reports which the latter had printed, and Lord
Chief-justice Deuman decided in favour of Stock-

d>*.e. The House of Commons complained of a
breach of privilege, and another action was raised in

the Court of Queen's Bench, but, as before, the plea

of the orders and privileges of the House was over-

ruled. After a third action had been brought, with
a similar result, an act of parliament was passed,

directing that any proceedings against persons for

publication of papers printed by order of either

House of Parliament are to be stayed by the courts

of law, upon delivery of a certificate and affidavit

that such publication is by order of either House.

The Hansards are, however, most widely known
by the reports of the debates in parliament, which
are published by them and bear their name. When
charges of inconsistency are made in parliament,

they are usually verified by a quotation from Han-
sard, the accuracy of which is seldom or never

disputed. An opinion, in consequence, widely pre-

vails that the Messrs H. retain a corps of parlia-

mentary short-hand writers in their service, from
whose reports the debates printed in their work
are prepared. This popular impression is entirely

erroneous. The speeches printed in Hansard are

taken in the gross from the London morning news-
papers. They are usually sent to the peers or

members by whom they are spoken for revision and
correction, and many important alterations, expur-

gations, and additions are made in the speeches thus

revised, when a speaker has been led away by the

heat of debate, or has, on the other hand, failed to

say all that was in his mind when he rose. The
convenience, however, of possessing some record

more or less authentic of parliamentary proceedings,

has led the executive government to take a certain

number of copies of Hansard for distribution among
the public offices and departments. Many peers and
members of parliament, foreign governments, and
public libraries, also subscribe to this work, which
is issued at a certain fixed price, which the Messrs

H. guarantee, at the commencement of each session,

shail not be exceeded.

HANSEA'TIC LEAGUE, The, or the HANSA,
was a trades-union established in the 13th c, by
certain cities of Northern Germany, for their mutual
safety, and for the protection of their trade, which
at that period was exposed to the rapacity of rulers,

and the lawdess attacks of marauders on land,

and pirates at sea
;

yet, notwithstanding obstacles

such as these and the heavy imposts levied on
the German traders by their princes, several towns
of Northern Germany, as, for instance, Hamburg,
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Lubeck. and Bremen, had acquir. d

importance as early as the llth century. The
fame <>f the rich cargoes that found their way
in t< > their factoriee had given rise to swarms of

who infested the months of the Elbe, and
the outlets t<> the Baltic; and the necessity which
the neighbouring ports felt of protecting themselves

. from such troubleeome enemies, led, in

1219, to ih. settlement of a compact between
Hamburg, Ditmarsh, and Hadeln, to protect the

OOUTSe • •! the river and the adjacent sex This
: wa j .:.i later bj

M mutual aid and defence between Hamburg and
Lubeck, which was joined, in 1247, by the town
of Brunswick; and thus was formed the German
1 . ..r Hansa, the name of which indicated, in

ttdeutsch ..f the traders, a bond or oompa. I

for mutual aid. The progress of the League whs
bo rapid that, betore the year i2t;o, when the tirst diet
met al Lubeck, Which was the central point of the
whole a—ociution, it had its regularly organi/.cil g..v-

crnincut, with a fixed system of linance and adminis-
tration.

Hire League, which atone period numbered
i

,
and included every city of importance be-

tween Holland and Livonia, was divided into four
rh.s-e- ,„ circles: |. The Vandal or U'cndic cities ,,l

the Baltic; 2. The towns of Westphalia, the Rbine-
l.uid, and the Netherlands; :). Those of Saxony and
Brandenburg; 4. Ih of Prussia and Livonia. ' The
capitals of the respective circles were Lubeck, Cologne,
Brunswick, and Danzig.

The cities composing the League were represented
by deputies at ihe general diet, which met every
three years, generally at Lulieck, which was con-
sidered as the capital of the U-aguc, to discuss and
settle the current Uisiucss of the U'ugue, and held an
extraordinary meeting every ten years, to renevi
the various unions which constituted the great
Hansa. The edicts of the diet were communicated
to the masters of the great Circles, who remitted
them to the several guilds within their respecti
jurisdictions.

Four large foreign factories were established at

London (1250), Bruges (1252), Novogoisod (1272),

and Bergen 1 1-7^' ; and besides these and the
ordinary meml.ers. vaiious cities were connected by

Limited alliance with the Lea

instance, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Boni
huia, Cadiz, Dordrecht, Leghorn. Lisbon, .Marseille,

nd, Botterdam, Rouen, Seville,

Bl Malo
'I he II msi atic In a ne was the Bi

:

trade-un known in the history of European nation-,

and tin- high political influence which it rapidly
attained, was due to its d.-\ elopmei « of sounder

i
i in} that had hitherto

been put into practio ;
while in the earner pe Is

overrated. Its profi to protect the
i .ts mend., is by land an I

defend and extend its oommercia] relations with
is possible to

exclude all of md firmly to

maintain, and, if possible, extend, all Hi

' uite.l l.y various rulers

to the corporation. For the promotion of these

ends, the L>:i. in- lo-pt ships an. I an 1 men in its

pay, the charge of whose maintenance
by a regular system of taxation, and by the fundi
obtained bj I

for entringi n
I

men were employ, d,

and an almost : was enforced; but
the by-laws of the League prescribed a system of

daily sp.rts tin. 1 light occupations for the rem gal ii hi of
the m.n, while sensible regulations for their comfort
ami cleanliness, and Cor the celebration i

at certain fixed times of the year, hear
i

the sound sense that influenced the ino.1.

ment of the Hansa, and which was further shewn l.y

the lotion to the masters of factories to avoid
everything that could hurt the prejudices of the

monfj whom they w, ,, pi...

conform iu all things lawful to the hal.its of the
country.

For many yean the Hanseatic League was th*
nndi pined mi tress of the Baltic and German
Ocean. It, created new centres of trade and civili-

sation in numerous parts of Northern Europe, .and

Contributed to the expansion of agriculture and
other industrial arts, l.y opening new channels of
communication l.y means of the canals and roads
with which it connected together the members
of its association. The greatest powers dreaded
its hostility and sought its a.liance, and many
of the powerful sovereigns of the middle ages were
indebted to it for the most substantial bciiclit-.

In England, since the time of King Ethelred,
German traders had enjoyed the same privileges
as native born Englishmen. Henry If. took the
I'olo.ue in. reliant-, together with the house which
tin v occupied on the Thames, specially under his
protection, allowing to them and their successors
the privilege of exporting goods free of duty, and
selling their Khcnish wines for the same price at
which French wines were then sold iu London; and
in 1261 these privileges were extended by Henry
III. to all the Germans in London who hail a share
in the Hanseatic Factory, or Aula Tattomcorum,
which was long known to Londoners as the 'Steel-
yard.' In 133S, the Hansards gained the good-
will of Edward III. by supplying him with the
money necessary to redeem the regalia and corona-

els of his queen, which he had pledged to
Cologne money-lenders, and by allowing him to draw
upon their houses for large' sums with which to
defray the cost of his French wars. Their relations
to other sovereigns at that period were equally
signilicant of their power, for they defeated King's
Eric and Hakon of Norway, and King Waldemar
III. of Denmark, in 134.N, deposed Magnus of
Sweden, and bestowed his crown upon Hukc Albert
"i Mecklenburg; and in 1-lL'S equipped a fleet of
*-MS .-hips, carrying 12,0t)0 soldiers, against Eric of

Denmark.
With the fifteenth century, tlv League reached at

once its culminating point and its decline, for iu

proportion as the seas and roads were bettei pro

fceOted by the states to which they belonged, and
rulers learned t nprebend tin- commercial advan-

i n, ir dominions, il declined;
while the discover} of A ica, and of a new

to India, gave an entirely different direc-

tion to the 1
1

el. "i
! lurope. I he Han in had,

moreover, arrogated to itself, in the com i of

limed lights of imposing the greater

and Li i i ban, e ad i cerd ing »d
and judicial power, which were incompatible with
the snpi en

were enforced, and bene. the J Dec -

sardy brought into frequent n with
with

their system of exclusive policy, the Hansards
g] nit to merchant - t raolllg in I

which they themselves had enjoyed for centariea

in England. Russia, and Scandinavia, and hence
., Inch not null c.pieiitb, ended in

a tierce merit Warfare, By way ot r.t illation

for the pertinacity with which the League refused
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to grant to the English tho same ininiuiiities which
had been accorded to traders of other nations,

parliament required that Germans should pay the

tax. on wool and wine, which was exacted from
all other foreigners in the English markets ; and
although the Hansards strongly resisted, they were
at length condemned by the courts, in 146U, to

pay a fine of £13,500 ; and they would probably
have lost all they possessed in England, if their

cause had not been advocated by Edward IV.,

who had more than once been indebted to them
for money and aid, and who in 1474 secured for

them, by a clause in the treaty of Utrecht, a
restitution of nearly all their former rights in

England. In 1598, their obstinate pertinacity in

insisting upon the maintenance of their old pre-

rogatives, notwithstanding the altered condition of

the times, drew upon them the anger of Queen
Elizabeth, who despatched a fleet under Drake and
Norris to seize upon the ships of the Hansa, of

which 61 were captured, while she banished the
Hansards from their factory in London. These
measures had the desired effect of compelling the
League to receive English traders on equal con-

ditions, and thenceforward the Hansards were
permitted to occupy the Steelyard, as in olden times.

The Hansa had, however, outlived its date, and at

the diet held at Liibeck in 1630, the majority of the
cities formally renounced their alliance. Hamburg,
Liibeck, Bremen, and, for a short time, Danzig,
remained faithful to their ancient compact, and
continued to form an association of free republics,

that existed unchanged till 1810, when the first

three were incorporated by Napoleon in the French
empire. These, in 1813, combined with Frankfurt-
on-the-Maine to form a union, known as the 'Free
Hanseatic Cities,' and constituting a corporate
member of the German Confederation, with one joint

vote in the federal diet. Danzig now belongs to

Prussia, and Hamburg, Lubeck, and Bremen, in 1866,
became states of the North German Confederation.

See Sartorious, Kundliche Oesch. d. JJrsprungs d.

deutsch. Hansa (1802).

HA'NSI, a town of the district of Hurrianah,
under the sub-presidency of the North-west Pro-
vinces of India, lies S9 miles to the north-west of

Delhi, in lat. 29° 6' N, and long. 76° 3' E. It is

watered by a branch of the Delhi Canal, made in

1356 by Feroz Toghluk, and cleared in 1825 by the
British government. This work, besides its domestic
and agricultural uses, is available for navigation.

The place is said to contain about 10,000 inhabitants.

HANSTEEN, Christoph, a Norwegian astrono-

mer, was born at Christiania. 26th September 17S4.

At first intended for the legal profession, he sub-
sequently devoted himself entirely to the study of

mathematical science. In 1814, he was appointed to

the chair of mathematics in the university of Chris-

tiania, and there, in 1S19, published his celebrated
work on Magnetism, which was afterwards trans-

lated into German under the title of Untersuchungen
liber dm Magnetismus der Erde, and produced a
great sensation, especially in England, so much so,

that in almost all the voyages of discovery since

undertaken, magnetic observations have been made in

conformity to his directions. In 1821, he discovered
tho ' law of magnetic force.' See Magnetism. After
having visited London, Paris, Hamburg, Berlin,
and different parts of his native country, he
resolved to undertake a journey to Siberia, for the
purpose of continuing his magnetic observations,
which he accomplished from 1S28 to 1830, and
returned to Europe with a large collection of facts,

which were of much service in aiding to dispel the
obscurity which enveloped and still partly envelops

this subject. On his return to Christiania, he pre-

vailed upon the government to erect an observatory,

fitted also for magnetic observations. Besides his

chair in the university, he is professor of mathe-
matics in the school of artillery, and since 1837 has
superintended the triangulation of Norway. H.'s

other works are, De Mutationibus quas subit Momen-
tum virgm Magneticce partim ob Temporis, partim ob

Temperatures Mutationis (Christiania, 1842); besides

a work on Mechanics, another on Geometry, and
several memoirs, of which the greater part are

inserted in the Magazinfor Naturvidenshaberm.

HANUMAN, or HANUMAN (the nominative of

the Sanskrit base Hanumat or Jlaruhaat, literally

meaning, 'having a jaw,' but understood to imply
' having a broken jaw '), is the name of a fabulous

monkey, who plays a great role in the legendary
history of the second or classical period of Hindu
mythology. He is represented there as the strenuous
friend and ally of Vishnu, when the latter, in his

incarnation as lulma. made his expedition to Ceylon,
in order to recover his wife Sita, carried off by the
giant Bavana. See Vishnu. In the war between
Kama and Bavana, Hamunan, on one occasion, is

related to have bridged over the ocean between the
continent of India and Ceylon with rocks of a
prodigious size, which he and his friends threw
into the sea ; on another, to have set Lanka on fire

by means of igniting his tail, previously dipped into

combustible matter ; and when, to restore to life his

friends slain in battle by the armies of Bavana, he
flew to the Himalaya, where he intended to gather

the magical herbs required for his purpose, he grew
impatient at not finding them quickly, and tore off

the whole peak of the mountain, which he then

carried to Lanka, the capital of Ceylon. Such and
many other extraordinary feats are related of this
' chieftain of the monkey tribe,' especially in the

great poem R&mdyana, which is devoted to the

history of Vishnu in his descent on earth as Bama,
and in many of its chapters dwells with particular

predilection on Hanumat the monkey. Of his origin

and his first darings, the older version of this epos

gives us the following account : His mother was an
Apsaras or nymph, Punjikastltald, who, through
some curse, however, was born as the daughter of a

monkey, and under the name of Anjand, became
the wife of the monkey Kesarin, Possessing the

power of assuming whatever shape she pleased, she

once transformed herself into a human being, and
walked in splendid attire on the top of a mountain.

There, Vdyu, the god of wind, caught sight of her,

and became bewildered with love. The result of

his stormy courtship, though purely ideal, as he at

least explained it to her, was the child Hanumat.
The later version of the R&m&yana adds to this

story a prefatory incident to justify, as it were, the

liberty which the god took with the wife of Kesarin,

by making him act under the promise of a ltishi or

saint. When a child, Hanuman, while once lying

on the lap of his mother, saw the sun rise, and
thinking it was a fruit, couceived the desire of

taking it. Dp he started, therefore, into the air

;

but Indra, angry at his presumption, hurled him
down with his fiery thunderbolt to the top of tho

mountain, where in his fall he broke his left jaw.

The numerous pictures and sculptures by which
this singular Hindu deity is represented, refer to

these and similar episodes of his history. He
appears either in a fighting posture, armed with
disk, sword, or trident, and trampling on some van-

quished foe ; or he is carrying the rocks with which
he bridged over the sea ; or he is in the attitude of

a worshipper—which means of Vishnu. Frequently

his figure is single ; sometimes it is connected with

that of Garuda, the sacred bird-vehicle of Vishnu :
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and it ie never missing in those groups which emble-
matically represent the principal facta of Rama'a

nut very familiar with the meauirii; uf

Hindu idols, will never fail to recognise hiin by his

II, tlie type of the ik.ys

worshipped bj a certain .

'

further remark, DOt Will it be necessary to say that
this monkey-worship, t<> winch so early a writer a*

iean testimony when he speaks of

it; numerom monkeys coming to the town Latage
—probably in the north of India and i ,. in_; i, .

i

there dairy, baa it* origin in the devotion to the
memory of Hanumun, that great friend of Vishnu.
The foundation ..i tic mjih i- probably an historical

one. There is no reason to doubt tradition when it

tells us that a hero—it calls him Kama—carried

Brahmanio institutions from the north of India
and we may believe it also when it couples

with ti which transformed this

expedition into a war between the Ihahinanie popu-

lation Ol India and that of Ceylon. Nor is it

improbable that Rama, on his march to the south,
formed alliances, and that his allies, on account of

their barbarous condition, were compared by Ins

followers to monkeys. There, however, all" that

ma] be real in the myth of llauuniaii

for its other ingredients are either purely legendary,
or represent phenomena of a physical kind. When

b. ili. human hero, and became an
incarnation of Vishnu, it followed, as

. that the history of all the circum-
Dnected with this change also became
iginary, and in part influenced U the

character which belonged to the god. It is the
latter influence which is espec'

the origin ascribed to HanumAn.
,t\ representing attributes of the sun,

and the legends of the birth of his ally are such as

would originate in phenomena c i.-eted with sun-
rise. To thia the names ascribed to his mother

it ; for the Apsarasae 'were ori inallj

personifications of the vapours which are attracted

by the sun, and form into mists or clouds' (see

Goldstiieker's Sanscrit Dictionary under the word
'Apsaras'i;

i ng other meanings,

li L'PSBl KG, or HAB8BURG, House of, of

which the imperial family of Austria are the repre-

sentatives, derived its name from the castle of
Habeburg, or Habiohtabnrg [Hawk's Castle), on the
right bank of the Aar, in the s»
Aargaa The castle was built in the 11th c, by
Werner, Bishop oi Straeburg, grandson of Gunthrun
the Kl.ii. I 'ount of Alsace and I5reisg.au, w ho, accord-

ing to the Austrian chroniclers, was descended from
Ethico L, Duke of Alemannia and Alsace in the

7th century. Werner delivered the castle to his
brother Kanzeline, who.,, nephew, Werner II., was
the first who assumed the title of Count of Haps-
bant Ubrecht or Albert III., the great-grandson
of Werner II., as. nine, 1 the title of Lainlgraf of

Upper Alsace, or Sundgau. This priii

a great [.art of Swabia, Alsace, and the Aargau,
to which In tan, Rudolf I., added Lauffenburg.
f)n his death in 1222, his sons, Albert IV. and
Rudolf II . divided their father's possessions— Rudolf
becoming the f. 1111.br of the Hapsbiirg-Lauffenburg
line. Tins branch became extinct in 1408 in Ger-
many, but is still represented in Kngland by the
Fielding familv. The whole posses. ions of Rudolfs

u line in 111"). Albert
IV. laid the foundation of the future

the Bon I Hapsburg. II- bit three sons, the
eldest of whom, Rudolf III. (Rudolf I. of Austrial,

i d him, and by appropriating the provinces I

which, as emperor, he had wrested from Ottocar ol

Bohemia— viz., Upper and Lower Austria, Styria,

Carinthia, and Carniola—greatly increased the
family. His son, Alb'recht or Albert I.

(q. v.), succeeded in 129] to the famih
The further history of the House of II. may be
traced in that oi Austria (q. vA It maybe noted
here that Ernest, surnanied the Iron, one of the sons
of Leopold II., and founder of the Styrian line,

man i.d Cymburga, daughter of Ziemovitz, Duke
i a piovinoe of Warsaw), and niece of

i

. lion, king of Poland, a I

Austrian history not only for her bi

accomplishments, but also for her great strength of

body, ol which latter quality some historians give
remarkable instances. From her are said to be
derived the thick lips which are a characteristic
feature of the Austrian family.
Compare Prince Lieknowski, Gesclw-hte (let

Houses Habsburg (2 vols. Wien, 183G-1S37), also
Coxe'a House u/ A ustria.

HARALD I. (surname, 1 HaaKFAOXB, or heautiful-

haired), Iringoi Norway (863—930), was a descendant
of the ancient race of the Ynglings in Sweden,
and the son of Halfilan Svartc, a powerful jarl in

Norway, who is noted as the earliest lawgiver of
\. ...... him (.. tin' popular saga, II. was

induced to attempt the subjugation of the whole
of Norway, through his love to a high-born maiden,
named Gyda, who declared that she would not
be his wife until he was sole king of Norway; and
he swore that he would neither cut nor comb his
hair till he had subdued all the land to his sway

—

an oath which he kept. After many year. .

with Ins brother juris, he finally reduced the whole of

the country from Finmarkon to the Naze of Norway
;

anil after defeating the last general confederacy
of the independent Norwegian chieftains in a naval
battle at Hafursfjonl, the present Stavengerfjord,
he remained sole ruler of the land (S72). Previously
to his reign, Norway, like the other Scandinavian
countries, bad been divided into numerous inde-
pendent districts or tribes, governed by their several
kings. H., however, replaced all these rulers by
juris of his own, under whom were placed Herser
or bailitl's, to whom was committed the charge of
seeing that the tax which was imposed over all the
land was faithfully paid. H.'s severity compelled
the deposed riders to seek other homes; and his
reign is memorable for the many new settlements
which were made by these exihs. Thus, the < Irkneys
were settled by the fugitive Fjnar. the son of the

g's friend, Ib.gnvald, Jarl of More; while another
.danger Kolf, who had incurred H.'s anger by

repeated acts of piracy, sailed with Ins followers
in 876 to France, where he founded the Norman
XJWer. Other exiled Norwegian jails m l,n .

colonised the Hebrides, Shetland and Fariie Islands,
...I Iceland, whence they continued their CUB-

..i roving and plunders until these islands,
with the exception of Iceland, were subdued by
llir.il.l. Although a barbarian, he ruled with a
sound policy in advance of his age, and by his

firmness succeeded in suppressing for the time the
private warfare and sea-piracy which had prevailed
in Norway before his reign'; but i

of his numerous sons checked all the good that
might have resulted from his mea-ui

d in '" Famihj he divided his dominions
n ing only the supreme

power to himself. He did m :i;;:; at I londhiem,
w hi. h he had made his capital, and was mi
by his sou. Brio Blodoxa, or the Bloodaxe, to whom
he had fchri .incut.

HARALD III. (surnanied HAABDB vai.i
, 01
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Double Beard), king of Norway (1047—1067), wag
tliesonof Sigurd, chief of fStingarige, and a descendant

of Harald f. lu his boyhood, he was present at

the battle of Sticklestad, in which his brother Olaf,

surnamed the Saint, king of Norway, was slain ; and
he afterwards Bought an asylum at the court of his

relative, Jaroslav, Duke of Russia, whose daughter
he sought in marriage. The rejection of his suit,

however, again drove him forth, and he entered

upon romantic adventures ; and having gone to

Constantinople, and become captain of the Vaering-
jar, or Scandinavian body-guard of the Greek
emperors, he experienced many marvellous adven-
tures, which have supplied abundant materials for

the narratives of the older sagas and modern
romances of the north. H. took part in the expe-

dition against the pirates of the Mediterranean

;

visited Jerusalem, where he fought successfully

against the Saracens, whom he also defeated in Sicily

and Africa in eighteen pitched battles. On his

return to Constantinople, he drew upon himself the

vengeance of the Empress Zoe, whose proffered love

he had rejected, and with difficulty escaped from
the prison into which he had been thrown, on pre-

tence of treason. Having made good his escape,

he returned to Russia, married the daughter of

Duke Jaroslav, and took her with him to Norway,
where his nephew, Magnus (the son of St Olaf),

agreed to divide the supreme power with him, in

return for a share of his treasures. The death
of Magnus in 1047 left him sole king of Norway.
His unruly spirit woidd not, however, suffer him
to rest ; and in opposition to the pledge he had
given his dying nephew, he entered into a war to

dethrone the king of Denmark, on whose crown he
had no just claim. Although he was successful in

battle against the Danes, he gained no real advan-
tages by the contest ; and in 1064 he recognised

the right of Svend, the nephew of Canute, to the

throne of Denmark, and having concluded a peace,

occupied himself for a time with the internal affairs

of Norway. In 1066 he landed in England, to aid

Tostig against his brother Harold, king of England,
but was slain in battle ; his followers, after having
fought with desperation, were obliged to retreat

to their ships, in which they sailed for Norway,
under the command of Olaf, the son of the slain

monarch (25th September 1066).

HARBOUR, an inlet of the sea, so protected

from the winds and waves, whether by natural

conformation, or by artificial means, as to form a

Becure roadstead for ships. It is with those harbours
wholly or in part artificial that this article will deal.

Harbours may be divided into harbours of refuge,

and those for commercial purposes. The latter

are mostly tidal— i. e., capable of being entered by
larger vessels only at certain states of the tide

;

they are usually formed by improving some existing

inlet, such as the mouth of a river. The former are

roadsteads of good depth, protected by breakwaters,

and accessible at all tides, where ships may take
refuge during storms. The two kinds are sometimes
combined, there being the harbour proper, and a

capacious protected roadstead outside of it, as at

Cherbourg and elsewhere. See Breakwater, Cher-
bourg, Dover, Plymouth, Portland, Holyhead.
With the birth of commerce and naval warfare,

in the eariiest ages of civdisation, arose the neces-

sity for artificial harbours. The Phoenicians, the

fathers of navigation, soon set to work to protect

their scanty strip of Levantine coast ; and ere long

provided the richly freighted argosies, that their

energy and wealth brought into being, with artificial

ports. At Tyre, two harbours were formed, to the

north and to the south of the peninsula on which the

city was placed. The northern and principal of the

two was provided with an inner harbour, quays,
landing-places, &c, and from the remains still

existing, was evidently a work of great magnitude.
At Sidon, similar but less extensive works long
testified to the wealth and engineering genius of

the Phoenicians. The breakwaters were principally

constructed of loose rubble.

Carthage, in another part of the Mediterranean,
also possessed a harbour, though its site is not very
satisfactorily determined. It was in two divisions,

formed by moles, and is generally supposed to have
been situated behind an island named Cothon

;

time, however, has dealt so hardly with it, that few
traces remain. Still keeping to the great inland sea,

we come to Greece ; but here nature had provided
so many navigable inlets, that little remained to

be done by man. Nevertheless, some minor works
were executed at the Pirceus and elsewhere, chiefly,

of course, for warlike purposes. The Romans, find-

ing ships necessary to the dominion of the world,

set about constructing harbours for them, in their

usual solid and workmanlike manner. The coasts

of Italy still shew how well they understood both
the principles and the practice of this branch of

marine engineering. Below is given a plan of the

ancient port of Ostia (now two or three miles

inland), one of their finest and most complete under-

takings of this nature. A distinguishing feature

Fig.l.

Ancient harbour of Ostia, at the mouth of the Tiber.

of their harbour-making—the open or arched mole
—has recently been revived in England. Built
with open arches, resting upon stone piers, it

gives full play to the tidal and littoral currents,

thus preventing the deposition of sand-banks ; but
in proportion as this advantage is increased (by

increasing the span of the arches), so also is the
agitation, and consequent insecurity of the water
within. A small experimental work, said to

answer well, has been constructed at Ramsgate on
this principle (see fig. 4).

The decay of commerce and civilisation, conse-

quent upon the fall of the Roman empire, put a
stop to harbour-making ; nor coidd any want of

the art be felt, until the revival of commerce by
the Italian republics of the middle ages. But
the rich traffic of Venice and Genoa soon led to
the construction of suitable ports at those places ;

and the moles of the latter city, and the works in

the lagunes of Venice, remain to this day. France
was next in the field, embanking, protecting, and
deepening the mouths of the rivers along her
north-western shores, as at Havre, Dieppe, Dun-
kirk, &c. In 1627, during the siege of Rochelle,

Metezeau constructed jetties of loose rubble-stone,

to prevent uccess to the city. These works stood



remarkably well, and it is singular that they vtere

not adopted as model fi>r the famous digue at

Cherbourg, instead of the more fanciful plan of De
See Buui am, I im khopko.

Holland, and the other low-lying countries of the

north of Europe, had Inn:: been celebrated for their

marine engineering ; but aa its principal applie.i-

ol land from the sea,

falla within the scope of this article.

Meanwhile, England, whose oeean-comm tee is oi

cmiip .iiliv.lv p 01 Dl

.1 se hundred yean ago,

hind her continental rivals. With few
BXO ptions, her porta were absolutely unpr. .ti-.t.il,

.1
; anil this disja

continued until late in the last century.
Due ..I tlie few exceptions was Hartlepool, where a

harbour was formed about 1250. I" the 17th c, at

Whitby aii'i
-

I. in Yorkshire, rough
.

.... n nit. proteel :iil' ' I" II

port ; while at Yarmouth, in Kh/al.. th's ia mn, a

north jetty, and subsequently a south one, were
form. '1. An ancient mole existed at Lyme Regis,

il which, from Mr Snub s's /.inn ../ the

low (see 6$ 3), But the chief

efforts of the eady English engineers were directed

against the shoals and waves of Dover, with but

indifferent success, it must be acknowledged; for

only now is it shewing any siu'iis of l.r.-i.unirj t lu-

ll, however. Sin. -atoll

osc to vindicate the engineering talent of Kn jjun.l.

a different turn ; and now few countries

i .n the number of artificially improved
I harbours, or in the just appreciation of

th-ir importance.
In the construction of harbours, the great

desiderata an- sufficient depth of water and perfect

security for the vessels likely to frequent them,
together with the _•

ingress during any weather; while the chief

be surmounted are the action of the

ami breakwaters, and the formation oi sand lank,
and bars. I

by which these difficulties are overcome, we must
them a little more closely.

!

v.) in deep wat
in, but when near enough to a shelving

shore tln-ir nature is ,1, and under
On destructive,

of two, or even three, tons to

Tide* and 1'iirr'nf.i are also a source of much
destruction to harbour-works. Piers, to., in

.[•id tideway, suirer considerably from

alou_' by it ; though such a tideway running past,

outside of a harbour, is often
i dee of break?
th of waves from the "pen Baa. But the

principal danger to be apprehended from currents
i n .u of the alluvial matter they hold in

suspension, which, precipitated either by slackened

velocity in the current, or by a decrease in its

specific gravity (as at the mouth of a river or else-

wh.-i-ei, tonus dangerous shoals and b.u

entirely ruining the harbour. Currents are also

apt to undermine obstacles they me. t. it founded m
loose or clayey soil, by forming eddies <

which, in such cases, requires to be protected b

Of the chemical action of the sea

.
.. h might i.e « i i.ti il inii here we will

stion that many stones and mortars
decompose on immersion in salt watei
calcareous stones, among others, and the artificial

Portland cement, resist this action. Iron, even
when painted or galvanised, soon corrodes in sea-

water; "in. metal ai.il cupper Oxidate but very
slightly. No two different metals should ever be
placed in contact in sea-water, as the galvanic
action induced by the salt rapidly de

Wood i-s naturally very durable under water, but
is liable to destruction from the attacks of the
trmtu niinil'ia and other boring worms. Green-heart

and some other foreign woods are exempt from
tins danger; but as the use of these is not very
extensive, many wooden jetties, in places wdiere

the worm is particularly destructive, have to be
renewed every few years, ruinously enhancing the
expense.

When the site for a proposed harbour
i

the engineer should first make himself thoroughly

acquainted with all the local influences above
noticed, bearing upon the particular circumstances
of the case. Not many harbours are constructed

upon a perfectly straight shore; generally, the

engineer's work is to improve an existing mlet. To
suit the local requirements of each case, therefore,

few sciences have to be more expansive in their

rules than that of harbour-making ; the extent,

form, and direction of piers rest almost entirely

upon the individual judgment of the designer. It

must be kept in mind that the moles ...

not only to protect the ships, but to facilitate

their manoeuvres at entering aud departing, as

well as t.i serve as quays, .ve.

The entrance to the harbour requires especial care.

It should be so constructed that the reflection of

one wave from the sides may impede tin-

its successors, and that those waves which do una-

voidably gain admittance may be so broken up as

to spend tlu-ir fury harmlessly. In some harbours,
is long and narrow, between parallel

piers ; in others, merely a break in the st

lasipnally scree 1 by a projecting jetty. In

refuge, island breakwaters—i.e., those
i with the land—are found to answer

well, giving a clear sweep to the tidal and littoral

el not provokiii", the .1. p. ..-it of silt.

As to the most advantageous form for the piers

and breakwaters (see difference of

opinion prei a

is lor deep w pth is such that the

wave shall not have acquired its motion of tran-

slation, or have l.e-un t,. break, a vertical wall

of surface for tin

of, so that, while- stopping and throw 111

idulation, it r.-e. ..

At Dover, where building material

of the right kind is scarce, and the amount of

1 lor a sloping work would be a great

expense, the Admiralty l'ier, as the breakwater of

the harbour of refuse is called, is being constructed

almost perpendicularly; and so at Havre (fig, 3);
but at Plymouth, Cherbourg, Holyhead, and Pert-

land, the sloping form has been adopted, crowned



in all but the first, by an upright parapet along
the top. It is said that the fiercest deep-sea
-raves rise aud fall harmlessly against the vertical

jng. &.

, ancient pier at Lyme Tteiris ; It, wooden-framed pier, filled

with rubble ; c, pier at Havre, with apron ; d, masonry pier,
on rubble foundation.

front of the pier at Dover; whilst at Plymouth,
during severe storms, similar waves, that under
like circumstances would be as harmless, are con-
verted by the long sloping face into breakers,
that do much mischief in their furious ascent.

On the other hand, where the material is easily

procured, it is found less troublesome to tilt in

quantities of rubble—to find its own level—from
vessels or a timber-staging, than to construct a less

extensive but more difficult work under water by
means of the diving-bell or caissons. Where the
bottom, too, does not naturally offer firm support,
the weight must be spread over as large a space as

possible, and the sloping plan adopted. In shallow
water, the sloping pier would suffer least, but here a
wall built vertically costs less than the other, and
is almost universally adopted ; so that this point,

like most others in marine engineering, becomes
merely a question of locality.

In 1S60, a committee of the House of Lords sat

to inquire into the more efficient protection of our
coasts by the adoption of some less expensive plan
for harbours and breakwaters than that now in

use, and chiefly to consider the subject of floating
breakwaters. Many plans were proposed, but the
opinions of the various scientific men examined
were so often diametrically opposed to one another,

that little came of the inquiry ; the result being
that a moderate sum was recommended to be laid

out in experiments. The chief difficulty with the
floating structures seemed to lie in the moorings,
though here the evidence was as conflicting as else-

where. Considering that a stone breakwater costs

from £500 to £1000 per yard, and that the most
promising of these schemes only contemplates an
expenditure of from £40 to £60 per yard, it will be
Been how very desirable a fair trial would be.

Besides, harbours thus protected would have no
tendency to silt up.

Where the depth of water at low tide is insuffi-

cient, it is customary for commercial harbours of

importance to comprise two parts—the outer or

tidal, aud the inner or floating harbour. These
communicate by gates opened for the admission of

vessels only at high tide, and kept closed at other
times. By these means, the inner basin remains
always full of water, so that large vessels, not built

to ' take the ground,' may lie safely along the quays.
Sometimes the gates are double, one being placed to

keep out the flood while the harbour is empty and
cleaning ; or treble, forming a lock for the more
speedy admission and departure of small vessels

able to navigate the outer harbour at half title.

The length, breadth, &c, of this communication and
its gates depend of course upon local circumstances.
The inner harbour is surrounded by quays, ware-
houses, tramways, &c, being, in fact, a floating dock.
It is generally connected with a dry or graving
dock. See Dock.
Amongst the most important considerations for

the maintenance of harbours, are the means adopted
for clearing them of accumulations of sand and
shingle. Where the deposit is of a sandy or silty

character, the most economical plan, generally,

is to remove it by dredging ; but with shingle or
gravel, the sudden rush of pent-up waters from a
sluice is often found efficacious. Although now
regarded rather with disfavour, this plan was once
extensively adopted, and in certain cases undoubt-
edly has its advantages; but while the expense of

the works, both for construction and maintenance,
is very considerable, the results obtained are often

far from satisfactory. A basin communicating by
sluices with the outer harbour is enclosed, and is

periodically filled by holding back the waters, if

any, flowing down from the country, by admitting
and retaining the high tide, or by a combination
of these two plans. At the proper moment, the
sluices are opened, when the rush of water removes
the alluvion deposited in and at the mouth of the
harbour. The sluices should not be more than 900 or

1000 yards from the pier-heads, and the velocity of

the water at starting should be at least five or six

feet per second ; otherwise, the silt might merely
be removed from the inside of the harbour, and
deposited in a still more objectionable place—across
the mouth. Care must be taken that the founda-
tions of the piers, &c., are not undermined by the
action of the sluices.

The best, and indeed only great work on hai
hours, is that by Sir J. Rennie, The Theory and
Construction of British and Foreign Harbours.
Much practical information on the subject may be

/.

obtained from Weale's Rudimentary Treatise on Civil

Engineering ; and Smile's Lives of the I'ngineert

admirably relates the progress of the art.

The internal management of a hatbour is under
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In. oontrol of the harlmur-master. whoso duty
it is tn superintend the entrance, departure, tad
arrangement of vessels, taking care they anchor
only mi proper places, and Beeing thai the rules and
regulations of the port are nut infringed. For the

eonstructioo. of a harbour, an act ol parliament

must hi- procured, approving the plan, ana granting
muds and levy tolls.

HarlKMirs of refuge are formed entirely at the

national 1

1

As a good example "f a purely artificial modern
harbour for commercial purposes, a plan of that at

appended, which, together with the

sections of piers, tec, ahovc given, will, it is hoped,

help to elucidate this somewhat difficult subject

II MM'.ofKS. or PORTS, in Law. In England,
as wi II aa Scotland, the right to eiect and hold ports

and havens is vested in the crown. Nevertheless,

this right may legally exist in the subject, provided

in prove that he has a charter or grant
from the crown, or has exercised the right from
tun. immi morial. which presumes a charter or grant.

Bui even though an individual has a right to a
particular port or harbour, he holds it charged with
or subject to the right of the public to make use of

it. The crown has also the superintending power
md shutting ports for the purpose of

frohiibitiug the importation or exportation of goods.

t is also I settled maxim that the duties Or tolls

exacted should he reasonable and moderate. In

England, the grantee of a port is presumed to be
bound to repair it; but in Scotland, this obligation

da to compel the owner to apply the dues
towards repairs so far as they will go.

In most cases, the powers of the common law
have been insufficient to regulate the progressive
wants of the public as regards harl

nation; and various acts of parliament have been
passed t..r the purpose of authorising harbours to

be constructed, or extended and improved, and for

exacting dues or tolls for the purpose of repaying
the expenses. In 1S47, a general Consolidation Act

27) was passed for the United Kingdom,
providing a code for the regulation of the pro-

cedure and conduct of all bodies, commissioners,
&c. charged with making and improving harbours,

docks, and piers. The duties of such bodies are

there defined in all their details, as well as the

mode of levying and collecting 1 c tubs which they
arc empowered to levy. Various local acts are

also from time to time passed to meet the peculiar-

ocalities. The principle of all these acts

immissioni n are empowered to make
the works, and, by way of paying for t]

ill toll on those who use the harbour.

II A EtBTJRG, an old town and rising seaport of

Hanover, in the province "f LUneburg, is situated

four and a ball mill a south ol Hamh
i he Elbe, in a marshy district

at the foot of a wooded chain of lulls. It is

surrounded with walls, and has a fortified castle,

Sugar-rctiuing and tanning are exten ivi

on. as well as manufactures ol woollens, linens,

Its transit-trade with 1

1

the countries south of the Elbe, which has long

been oonsidi rable, has ret ently received a favourable

Impetus by the construction ol the Hanover and Unr-

Imrg Railway, ami by the deepening and enlarging

of its harbour, which can now nccoininodiite alio \c>-

eh, and admits of the landing ol the cargoes al the

wharfs, The passenger traffic between II. uml Ham-
burg is carried on h\ steamers, of which from four to

six nniu- uml depart daily. II. is a place of holidaj

Menu ter tin- Hamburgers. Population, 12,2-iu.

HARD LABOUR, an addition often made to

the punishment of offences besides mere imprison-

ment This practice is said to have been intro-

duced by the statute of S Anne, c. 0. It is now
firmly established in the United Kingdom ; ami by

lite, the power of ad. ling hard labour tc

the punishment of iniprisnnin

in most cases, both as to indictable oil. noes and
the more disgraceful offences which arc punishable
summarily. The kind of labour is prescribed by
the rules of the jail or prison, where provisi m must
be made of the proper materials for the purpose.

Picking oakum, working the tread-niill, &c, form
part of this labour; and in general, the number of

hours for such labour, unless in case of sickness, is

ten hours daily.

HARDENBERG, Fkiedrich von, better known
by his literary pseudonym of Nov.vus, was the
son of Baron von Hardenberg, and was born at

the family residence in Prussian Saxony in 1772.

His father, then director of the Saxon salt-

works, was a man of a religious disposition, and
a member of the Hcrnhut communion, while his

mother is described as 'a pattern of noble piety

and Christian mildness.' Young H. inherited the
serious and reverential nature of his parents. He
studied at Leipsic and Wittenberg. After a brief

life, made beautiful by love, friendship, study, and
literary activity, he died of consumption, 19th
March 1801, in" the arms of his friend, Friedrieh
Schlegel. His chief works are LehrUnge .» Sou
(Disciples at Sais) ; a Physical Romance, 'con-
taining,' says C'arlyle, 'no story or indication of

a story, but only poetised philosophical speeches,

and the strangest shadowy allegorical allusions;'

lleinrich von Ufterdinyen, intended, as he himself

informs us, to he an 'apotheosis of poetry,' but
which he was not spared to finish ; and IIymntn
an (lie NacM (Hymns to the Night). 'II.,' says
Carlyle, 'is the most ideal of idealists.' A pro-

found, beautiful, but indefinite aspiration breathes
through all the fragments he has left us. What he
lacks is force, activity, and common-sense vigour
..i nndersl wading. H. belonged to the romantic

- I I ..I i German literature, but he took no part iu

tin- controversies of his friends. His Sammtllclie

Seiri/len were published in 1802 (fith ed. 1837) by
Tieck and F. Schlegel, the former of whom prctixed

a biography. See Carlyle 's Miscellaneous Essays,

HARDENBERG, Karl Augtot, Prince vom,
a Prussian statesman, was born at Esseiu-oda, iu

Hanover, May 31, 1750. He was educated at
iingeii. and Mot/lau. and during 1770

—

1778, travelled in Germany, France, Holland, and
England. On bis return to Hanover, he became
privy-councillor of the exchequer, and w

the rank of count ; but a quarrel with the Prince of

Wales, originating in a matter deeply alleetiug Ins

honour, induced him, in 17S'-'. to quit the service of

the Hanoverian government. He now repaired to

the court of Brunswick, where the duke appointed
him, in 1787, president of the council of state. He
was also commissioned by his master to convey

the will of Frederick the Cleat, winch had been
deposited in the duke's hands, to the new king,

Frederick William, who received him with marked
distinction. In 1790, the markgraf of \>

Haireuth havil I'm -i.in nareh to

furnish him with a person competent to

the affairs of his dominions, Frederick William
recommended Hardenberg After Anspach and
Baireuth were united With Prussia in 17'.H, 11.

was appointed a Prussian minister of state, and
i the cabinet ministry. At the com-

rneucemeut of the war with France, the klnj
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summoned him to his head-quarters at Frankfurt-
ou-the-Maine as administrator of the army. Early
in 1795, he was sent to Basel, where, on the 5th
April, lie concluded a peace between Prussia and
the French republic. On the accession of Frederick
William ill. in 1797, H. was recalled to Berlin, and
was intrusted with the management of all foroi-n
ali'airs. In 1S04, he became first Prussian minister
on the resignation of Haugwitz, and in this capa-
city endeavoured to preserve neutrality between
France and England. But when the French troops
attacked Anspach, he changed his policy, and
addressed a strong remonstrance to Marshal"Duroc
After the victory of Napoleon at Austerlitz,
Prussia was compelled to enter into arrangements
with Napoleon, H. was deprived of his office,
and Haugwitz, who was friendly to the French,
returned to power. In 1806, Prussia was again led
to declare war, and after the fatal battle of Jena,
H. accepted for some time the portfolio of foreign
affairs at the desire of the Emperor Alexander.
In 1810, he was appointed, chancellor of state.
Prussia was at this period in a deplorable con-
dition, humbled in the very dust before France;
nevertheless, H. was sagacious enough to perceive
that the power of Napoleon was on the wane. He
laboured ardently to create a national feeling—

a

patriotic thirst for revenge. The victories of the
British troops in the Spanish peninsula, and the
disasters that overwhelmed in rain Napoleon's
vast army in Russia, greatly assisted him in his
efforts, and he had the satisfaction of beholding
them crowned with success. His exertions were
unwearied; he subscribed to the Peace of Paris,
June 1814 ; and was soon after raised to the rank of
prince by his sovereign. He accompanied the allied
sovereigns to London, took part in the proceedings
of the congress at Vienna, and in the treaties of
Paris (1815). In 1817, he reorganised the council
of state, of which he was appointed president. He
was also present at the congresses of Aix-la-
Chapelle, Carlsbad, and Vienna, and drew up the
new Prussian system of imposts. During a tour
through the north of Italy, he was taken ill at
Pavia, and died at Genoa, 26th November 1822.
The services rendered by H. to his country were
undoubtedly great; to him Prussia is maiidy in-
debted for the improvements in her army system,
the abolition of serfdom, of the privileges of the
nobles, and of a multitude of trade corporations,
besides the complete reform of her educational
System. The MSS. of his memoirs of the period
from 1801 to the peace of Tilsit, were sealed up
by Frederick William III., who deposited them
in the archives of the state, and forbade them to
be opened before the year 1850. They have not
yet been published.

HA'RDERWI.TK, a seaport and fishing-town of
the Netherlands, in the province of Guelderland, is

situated on the eastern shore of the Zuider Zee, 31
miles east of Amsterdam. It was at one time a
Hanse town, is fortified after an ancient fashion,
and has a spacious harbour, in which vessels engaged
in the East India trade are fitted out. Pop. 5700.

HARDICANTJTE, king of England, son of
Canute the Great by Emma of Normandy, the
widow of Ethelred II. At the time of his father's
death H. was in Denmark, and the throne of Eng-
land was usurped by Harold his younger brother,
Emma, however, preserving her son's authority
over Wessex. In this state matters remained for
some time, till Alfred, Emma's younger son by
Ethelred, invaded the kingdom ; but the invaders
being annihilated by Earl Godwin, Harold's general,
Emma was obliged to seek refuge at Bruges, whence

HO •

she sent to H. to acquaint him with the state
of affairs in England. H being of an easy and
self-indulgent disposition, allowed two years to
pass before taking any steps to assert his rights.
Roused at last by his mother's remonstrances^ he,
in 1039, equipped a fleet and army, and was about
to sail for England to dispossess the usurper, when
he was met by a deputation of English nobles, who
informed him of the death of Harold, and offered
him the crown. H. reigned in England till 1042,
when, after a quiet reign, he died of apoplexy,
induced by his gluttonous habits. With H. ended
the Danish line in England.

HARDING, Stephen, the third abbot of the
celebrated monastery of Citeaux, and one of the
most remarkable religious reformers of the 12th
century. Of his parentage and youthful history, little
IS known beyond the fact that he was of a noble
English family, and in early life a soldier. Under
one of those religious impulses which so frequently
occurred in the middle ages, he undertook a
pilgrimage to Rome. He subsequently entered the
French monastery of St Claude de Joux, where he
was so distinguished by his strict and exemplary
life, that he was chosen abbot of the monastery
of Beze, with a view to the reformation of its
discipline, which had become much relaxed. From
this monastery he was transferred to that of
Citeaux, where, on the death of Alberic in 1109, he
was elected abbot. The rigour of observance which
he here enforced had such an effect in deterring
novices from entering the new order, that at first
grave fears were entertained for its stability; but
.Stephen, placing his trust in the good cause which
he had undertaken, persevered in the cause of
reform; and he was rewarded, in 1113, by the
accession of St Bernard and thirty other youths,
whose eminent virtue gave such an impulse to the
institute, that in a short time the number of claim-
ants for admission compelled him to found several
new convents, and especially that of Clairvaux,
which, under the rule of St Bernard, attained to
the very highest distinction in that age. Abbot
Stephen continued, till his death in 1134. to direct
the fortunes of the Cistercian order; and in 1119,
he drew up, in conjunction with St Bernard and
other members of the brotherhood, the well-known
constitutions of the order, entitled Carta Caritatis,
which were approved by Pope Calixtus II. and
Eiejonius III., and, with some modifications, have
continued down to modern times, as the rule of the
Cistercian institute. See Mubilhm A nnal. IhunUciin.
t. V. p. 205.

HARDINGE, Viscoott (Henry HARnrNGE),
field-marshal and commander-in-chief of the British
army, the third son of the Rev. H. Hardinge, rector
of Stanhope, in the county of Durham, was born
March 30, 17S5, and was gazetted as ensign before
he had attained his 15th year. He obtained a
brigade command before his 25th year, and his
forei.gn grade was commuted, shortly afterwards,
for British rank, after which he was attached to
the Portuguese army from 1809 to 1S13, in the
capacity of deputy quarter-master-general. When
Napoleon effected his memorable return from Elba
H. joined the allied armies in Belgium, and was
appointed by the Duke of Wellington commissioner
at the Prussian head-quarters. He lost his hand at
Ligny, and was thus unable to participate in the
crowning victory of Waterloo. In 1826, he entered
parliament; and in 1S2S succeeded Lord Palmer-
ston in the government of the Duke of Wellington,
as secretary at war. He next filled the office of
secretary of Ireland. In 1844, he accepted the
high post of governor-general of India, which he
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filled until 1847. When the great Sikh war broke
out, he hurried to tin' north western frontier of

India, ami served as second in command under
Lord Gongh during the sanguinary and bard-fought
battles of M Ik.-.-, Fon./eshah. and Sobraon.
Aft.-r tli.- pacification of l.alioi-.-. Ins .

reward.. 1 by a viscounty, the I

granting him a pension of AollOU, and ]>arliaineu"t

voting him an annuity of i.'il II K ). tor Intus.-lf and bis
next in., siii-i-c-siirs. I In the death oi the Duke of
Wellington in ls.V_>, 11. was appointed .-. .inin.i u.l. i-

in-eliief of tlie British army, a distinguished post
which he tilled during the eventful epoch of the
Russian war. and which he only resigned a few

his death. In October [865, be was
advanced to the rank of field-marshal. He died
September 24, 1856, at his seat, South Park, near
Tunbridge, Kent,

HARDNESS, Scale ok The hardness of a
tsured by its power of scratching other
Variations in the degree of hardness

by different crystallised bodies often

furnish a valuable physical sign by which one
mineral may he readily distinguished from others
closely resembling it. Mobs s.-l.-.-t.-.l ten well-known
r

...,_...,.! ,-ing harder than the

preceding one. and thus formed the N.'"'< ..»' Ilnnl-

ne**, which has been generally adopted 1 .v sul.se-

qtn-lit mineralogists. Each min.-ral in the following
i lad by the oue that follows it, and

consequently by all the subsequent ones, and the
inj mineral may be determined by

! ho tyj.es just selected. Thus, if a body
neither scratches nor is scratched by felspar, its

hardness is said to be 6 ; if it -

but not i|iiartz. its liar.lii.-~s is between (j and 7—the
degrees of hardness being numbered from 1 to 10.

The figures on the right indicate the number of

known minerals of the same or nearly the same
degree of hardness as the substance opposite to

which they stand :

M

ii Topaz,
-

in. Diamond.

of the varieties of hardness observed in

lies is not known. The same substance—as, for example, a piece of steel may, ondi t the
• different circumstances, be so soft as to

take impressions from a die, or may be nearly as
hard as | diamond.

1 1 \ 1 : 1
it 1

1

" I \. .1 r. \x, was born in 1 G4.> at Quimpsr,
. v.bere his father follow. -I the I rade oi R

II. recciv.-d bis first education in the
be Jesuits, and being received into that

order at the af e ol 20, compii i- .1 h

Paris. Hi, the d.-ath of Per.- Gamier in His::. II.

d lii.ranan ..f the college of Louis le

Grand, in' which office he enjo
the literary pursuits in which be delighted, and in

which bis - ed for him a
notoriety almost without any parallel in the anna]
of literary eccentricity. Dupm places bun among
I ire ..i In- [i mi..! brother-

spirit of literary scepticism which it

is difficult to look upon as serious, he main-
tain.. I, not only that the entire I....I -.

i
- --I in Latin. Pliny's

the comedies
itiret, and in Grei I-,

A . •./, and llcro.lotus's Ii

falsely ascribed to the authors » bo

. rs, l.m that it «us nil the pro-

duction of the monks of the ISth ccntiin : In

the -iitii.- sceptical spirit, he rejected us spurious
nil the reputed remains of ancient art, together

with the inscriptions and coins which an attributed

to classical times; nay, he extended the Bame
scepticism to the Septiiiigint version of the Old

Testament, and even to the Qreek text of the,

inal language of which he held to have
been Latin ! ( Ipinions so .

called forth the reprobation of the au
bis order. He was rc.plired to retract them; and
there is some reason to believe, that they were
put forward by him rai 8 of paradox
.in.l ,i in... i.i.i d.-sire of notoriety, than

serious conviction of their probability. .Never-

theless, with all this extravagance, the erudition

of Pcrc II. was beyond dispute, and most of bis

works are of great historical and critical value.

His edition of Pliny (r> vols. 4to, Paris. 1689) is a
prodigy of learning and industry. Of his remaining
works, the most valuable is bis great CoUtCtio CoTi-

t ilium m i 12 vols, folio), a work of great learning
and utility, which has the ran- advantage ot possess-

ing oi f the best indexes extant ; a commentary
on the New Testament m folio; several

the study of numismatics and cbronolo - .

vast number of dissertations and BE I

.1/ »..;,-..- ilr 7V.con.7-. He died at the age erf 83, in

the convent of his order in Paris, September li, 1720.

HARDWARE, a commercial term applied to the

commoner articles made of iron, copper, or brass,

such as locks, keys, anvils, grates, shovels, &c. The
great hardware manufactures of this country are at

Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall. \\ illenall

Sheffield, &c. The extent of the trade of these

places is enormous; the value of the exports of

hardware alone being for the year 1860 not less

than '.:i.oiio.iioo. The returns give for hardwares,
including cutlery, £3,772,02.3. See Iron.

HARD-WOODED TREES are forest-trees of
comparatively slow growth, prodncinj pact,

hard, and valuable timber, as oak, ash, elm,
ell. -stllllt, WalllUt, beech, lurch, fie. PrOm these.

willows, elders, poplars, Ate., are distinguished as

sofi-wooded trees. Neither term is extended to tirs,

or oth.-r coniferous trees, the « 1 of

which is of a peculiar and very ditb rent character.

BARE [Leptu), a genus of rodent quadrupeds,.
of « loch tin re are many species very similar to ,-a.h

other. Tin- Linncan -j.-iins /../.ha- now forms the
family l.i/'oi-iilir, which inclu.h

and Lagomya, and of which a peculiar .-

is i be
i

..i two ma ii

behind the ordinary rodent ini

j.tw, so thai 1 1..- e teeth seem to be double

mol ii te.t.h, six .hi each ride above and
are transversely grooved, being fi.riiieil of two
vertical plates oldi I

- il i-.
:

-.-
i Mill

this family I- bli food, and
chiolly on In i

Cm. roots, and th. bs

I

ban y, lh. ir iiii i jofl : 1 h-

or brown, the alpine and ai.-ti.

whit.- in winter. The CoHMOS II. (/.. timidtui) is

r Europe and i

and central parts of Asia The [wsh II. (/.. Hitter-

meiu) has, i
.

.

distinct Bpecies, It differs from thei unon II. in

its rounder h
l

iter lunl.s
;

also in tun ing the tur c po
hair, short and soft, with none of the huig black-

whii h are mixed with this in thr

«
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Tomiuon species. The fur, therefore, is of no value.

The common H. is not found in Ireland. Notwith-
standing the character of timidity usually ascribed

Common Hare [Lepus timidus).

to the H., it is really a pugnacious animal, and
displays no little courage in encounters with those
of its own race, or with animals of nearly equal
powers. It has been an object of the chase from a

very early period. Xenophon, in his Cynegeticits,

gives an enthusiastic description of the sport. Con-
cerning the hunting of the H., see Coursing. Being

• evidently designed to seek safety from enemies by
ifleetness, the H., however well supplied with food,

•never becomes fat. It ordinarily lies quiet in its

form during the day, and goes in quest of food in

the evening and morning. Where, through game
preserving, it is abundant, it does no little damage
to crops. It is a prolific animal, although not nearly

•so much so as the rabbit. The female produces
rfrom two to five at a birth. The young [leverets)

.are born covered with hair, and with the eyes
open.—The Varying H. or Alpine H. [L. vari-

abilis), which inhabits the mountains both of the
north and south of Europe, and is found on those of

Scotland and of Cumberland, is remarkable for the
change of colour which it undergoes, without change
of hair, on the approach of winter. Ordinarily of a
bluish-gray colour, it becomes of a shining white,
the change beginning with the feet, and extending
upwards, terminating with the back. This, which
in many places is called the Blue H., is about equal
in size to the common H., but has shorter limbs
and ears, and is less swift.—In the arctic regions

both of the Old and New Worlds, the Arctic H.
or Polar H. (L. glacialis) abounds. It is entirely

white in wiuter, brownish-gray in summer, has
long soft fur on the belly, and tine thick fur on the
back ; is considerably larger than the common H.,

and spends the whole year without hybernation,
even in Melville Island, and similar cold desolate

•regions ; lichens and mosses probably affording it

the greater part of its food.—North America pro-

duces a number of other species of H., of which some
inhabit the swamps of the southern states.—India
has a H. [L. ruficaudatus) very similar to the com-
mon H. ; other species are found in other parts of

Asia, Egypt, the Cape of Good Hope, &c. The fur
of the H. is used for felting for making hats and
other purposes.

HARE, in point of English law, is one of the
wild animals called Game (q. v.), and is specially

protected by the game-laws for the benefit of the
owners of land. There is no close season as to

hares, which may therefore lie lawfully killed by a
licensed sportsman all the year round. Being game,

243

hares can only lie bought from a licensed dealer, and
sold by licensed persons. The owner of enclosed

land, and also the tenant, if otherwise entitled by
his lease to kill hares, may do so without a license.

So those who hunt them with greyhounds or beagles
require no license. All others require a license. To
kill hares unlawfully by night in a warren, or place

kept for breeding hares, is now a misdemeanour by
24 and 25 Vict. 96, s. 17 ; to kill them elsewhere, is

only a misdemeanour when the third offence is com-
mitted. In Scotland, the law is substantially the
same, except that the killing of hares unlawfully
by night is only an offence punishable summarily,
unless it is a third offence, when it becomes indict-

able. In Ireland, there is a close season, when hares
cannot be killed—viz., between the first Monday in

November and the first Monday in July following.

See Patersou's Game-laws of the United Kingdom.

HAREBELL, orBLUEBELL [Campanula roiun-

difolia), the most common of all the British species

of Bellflower (see Campanula), growing abundantly
in dry and hilly pastures, on waysides, &c. ; flowers

in summer and autumn. It is common in most

Harebell [Campanula rotundifoha).

parts of Europe, and even to the extreme north.

It is everywhere a favourite from its beauty and
graeefubiess, and is the subject of many allusions

in poetry. It is a perennial plant, with a slender
stem 6—14 iuches high, sometimes bearing only
one flower, but more generally a loose panicle of a
few droophig flowers, on very slender stalks ; the
flowers sometimes white, but generally bright blue,

bell-shaped, and fully half an inch long. The juice

of the flowers yields a fine blue colour, aud may
be used as ink.

HARE'S-EAR [Bvpleurum), a genus of plants of

the natural order Umhellifera>, having compound
umbels of yellow flowers, and generally simple
leaves. The leaves of the most common British

species, B. rotundifolium, embrace the stem and are
roundish oval. This plant, which grows in corn-

fields in the chalk districts, is the Thorough-wax of

the old herbalists, and was once in repute as a
vulnerary, but has fallen into disuse. The species

of H. are numerous, and are natives of temperate
climates in most parts of the world.

HARFLEUR (called in the middle ages Hare-
Hot), a small town of France, in the department of
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Sfiine-Inferieure, is situated Deal the mouth o( the

Usnrde, on the DOrthern bank (ri the Seine, about
four miles east of !.•• Havre. The chief building is

a beautiful Gothic church with an el

built by the Knglish :i~ a memorial of the victory of

Agincourt, Pop. 1800, who are employed in fishing

and the I'-ii i n former times, 1- 1

Hm rise of Havre, II. was a flourishing town, and
was the key to the entrance of the Seine, fts

harbour now forms a meadow. Ii was taken by
the English under Henry V. in 1416, retaken by
the French in 1433; in 14-10 it was

- after was recaptured
\ II. of Prance. Off this town the

Duke ol Bedford took or destroyed nearly 500

French ships, August 15, 141(1.

H \KCKI' WKS, Jambs, whose name will ever

be nrmemb red in connection with thi

f.» tuiv of tins -oiintn . as ii„. in \ entor ol

machine, and the s| >inuii)_' j.nti v. was an artisan

at .stanhill, near Blackburn, where he «

was an illiterate man, and supported himself and
family by weaving and spinning, carried on in his

own house. accordim.' to the rust, mi of the time. In

ntod the cariling-luaehine, a

for the use of hand-cards; and four yeai

produced the spinning-jenny. H. had frequently

tried to spin with two or three Bpindles at ollee,

holding the several threads between the lingers ol

his left hand, but the horizontal position ol the

spindles frustrated his attempt, i in. of his children,

however, is said to have upset the spinning-wheel
while he was at work, and as he retained the thread

bi his hand, the wheel continued revolving horizon-

tally, and th

of tlies, motions produced tin- thought, that if a

Dumber of spindles were placed upright, and side by
side, many threads could be spun at once. H. now
put his idea into practice, and the result was the

i"nnii, at which he and bis family worked, till the

ml of cotton which the]

fi How-spinners, imbued with
mist machinery, broke into his

:
ins frame. He then removed

to Nottingham in IToS. where he erected a spinning-

mill. Two years later, he took out a patent for his

i i ivering that it was in use by
manufacturers in Lancashire without bis permission,

brought an action for £7000 d

trial. In- was nlit-ivd by a company •_ .'ti »( H I for the use

of the jenny, but refused ; and it having be.-n proved

that he had sold some of his machim
patent was obtained, it was thereby declared to

invalidated, and his claim for compen-
sation fell t.i the ground. Thus the inventOT was

but little benefited by his work. H. continued to

carry on business as a yarn manufacturer, ill con-

junction with a Mr Junes, with mod
tnl his death in April 177*, when his share in the

M •
mi

. no for the invention to which
bo much of its wealth is due

; yet it is but just to

tic memory of the late Sii I

tll.lt "lie ol i

' .mister, was to

bestow on the young* . mj daughter

ntor, the .sum of £250 from the Royal

Bounty Fund, n somewhat tardy recognition ox a

(.i.at service rendered to the country nearly ninety

RARING, Wii.iii.iM. Letter known under the

mime of Wii.n-. \i.n Ai.iais, a German novelist, "as

born at Breslan in the year iT'.i*. He was educated

in Berlin, and served aa a volunteer in the campaign
of 1815. lie afterwards studied law at Berlin and

Breslan, but abandoned this pm-suit E

career. After several poetical and otl

efforts, II. first made himself known over all

( :. i many and abroad by Ins roi

(2dadit 1823— I824),wntten inconsequenceofawagur
with a friend that he would produce a work which
should be mistaken for one ol Sir Walter Seott'a

Walladmor was a most audacious mystincation, and
was greedily devoured in Germany as a production

li novelist. It was translated into

m g others into I

Thomac d Quincey (London, 1824), who
tiiui. however, departed so widely from tl

that it hardly deserved the name. II. has likewise

1 admirable tales, but his chief excel-

lence is displayed III the field ..;

Ilis Cabartu in vols. is:;ji. notwrthstan

:. vols. I.S40) ; /'

Clli'k Isl'Ji; //,,„,. /„,,/,, e ,„//,„„., ,/or/c ,« C.! Vols.

iStl'i); Ihr Ho ,„„//• |.-f vols. IStSi ; ;n

I
rpjlichl io vols. l.s.VJi, may likewise

romance in the • l.nii.in Ian

HAKllil, Abu Mohammed al Kasim i in An,
a nio-t e, 1,-!,rated Arabic philologist and | t. horn
at Ba-soiah, on the Tigris, in 44(i H. (1051 A. !>.).

.mi of his life and circumstances, save
that he was the sou of a silk-merchant (whence
his name Hariri

—

luirir, silk). H. WTO
valuable grammatical works, and his lyrics arc of

a high order. But the most famous of all his

writings, and indeed one of the most famous com-
positions ot all times and c uries, is Ins book
entitled Makameha (Sittings). This m
described as a novel, or a collection of rhymed
talcs, loosely strung together, the centre of which
is always a certain Abu Seid from Seruj, who,
witty, clever, amiable, of pleasing in

Ml in sacred and profane lore, but cunning,
unscrupulous, a thorough rogue in fact, turns up
under all possible disguises, and in all poe iblc

lonisiic.', poi tising. telling adventures
and tabs ot all kinds- always amusing, and always

. out of his audience. The brilliancy

of imagination and wit displayed in these strange
their striking changes, and dramatic

situations, have hardly ever hecu equalled; but
more wonderfid still is the poet's power of lan-

guage The whole force of the proverbial fulness

in spirit, elegance, and grandeur of the

Arabic idiom, II. has brought to bear on his subject.

His work of winch one of the greatest Arabic

authorities has aaid that it deserved to be written in

gold has indeed become the armoury as well as

th mine of all Arabic writers since his ,Piv. loots

and historians, grammarians
look upon the M<ibiiiK-/i* as il

ii I next to the Ko
.
n. .! I !

i
i I; has been

nly or partial!} Ii

every Eastern and European i

cessfui oi which is the one iii Hebrew,
by .blind a Al I'harisi. Tie- lir-t complete edition

• atta, 1809 I -
1 I. m

3 vols. ; another by (\iu---ii d. I'.ie.val, in Paris,

isis ; one much mon
i. ntarv by Silvestre de Sacv, appeared

in Paris, 1821 1822 (re-edited 1847
Latin) translations in Eur

I i lis »eiv made by i -

and Schultens 11731, &•-.). But the palm ol all

translations is due to Ktickcrt, who, with a po\\<r

only inferior to that of II. himself, h

iced the spirit and form ol th, work
in i ieiman in I.., I'u ii'uiii/.iiiii) ii ./
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Xrriig, first publish)

itself lias become a

positions in Germa
which fall far short

lished in 1767 by Ch

1 1826, that the MuK-mm-h
iiritc form for similar com-
Knglish translations, but

the German one, were pub-
on, and in 1850 by Preston.

rendered some portions intoMnnk ami De S
French.

HARISOHANDRA, a Hindu king of the solar

dynasty, a descendant of Ikahwaku, and one of the
more prominent personages in the legendary history

of ancient India. The earliest mention is made of

him iathe Aihh-i'i/a- /Jrdlaiiiiiia (see Veda), where he
is the subject of one of the most interesting legends

of the Vedio period. He is represented there as

desirous of obtaining a son, and of making a com-
pact with the god Varuna, by which he promised to

sacrifice to the god his son, if he granted him one.

Varuna acceded to his j'rayer i
and the Aitdreya-

Brdhmana then proceeds to relate how H. delayed,

from time to time, the fulfilment of his part of the

compact, until at last he succeeded in finding a

substitute for his son in S'unahs'epa, who was sold

to him by his father for 100 cows, to be offered in

sacrifice to Varuna. Ultimately, however, S'unah-

s'epa becomes released from his bondage through the
intervention of the gods. See S'unahs'epa. Accord-
ing to the epic poem Mahtlhliariiiti., H. was a type
of munificence and piety, and after death became
elevated to the court of Indra ; and some of the

Puranas are still more explicit on his wonderful fate.

Having given his whole country, his wife and son,

and finally himself to Vis'wamitra, in satisfaction of

the demands made by this greedy priest for his

assistance at a sacrifice, H., in consequence of this

pious act, became elevated with his subjects to the

paradise of Indra ; but having been insidiously

misled by Narada to boast of his merits, was again

precipitated. The repentance of his pride, however,
arrested his downward descent, and he and his

train paused in mid-air, where his city is popularly

believed to be at times still visible See Wilson's

translation of the Vishnu-Pur&na.

HARIVANS'A, a Sanscrit epos of some extent,

which professes to be part of the Mahabharata, but
may be more properly classed with the Puranas.

It is chiefly occupied with the adventures of Vishnu,

in his incarnation as Krishna, but treats likewise of

the creation of the world, of patriarchal and regal

dynasties, and other matter contained in Puranas.

Although it is frequently quoted by later writers,

it is not a compilation of much reliability. See
Per. Ax v.

HAELAW, Battle or. From the beginning of

the 12th c. to the beginning of the 14th c, the

power and territory of the Celtic tribes iu Scotland

steadily gave way before the encroachments of the

Anglo-Normans of the Lowlands. But during the

long Wars of the Succession, and the feeble reigns

of the first -and second Stuart kings, the Celtic

people regained so much of what they had lost,

that, strengthened by alliances with England, they

began to be regarded with alarm by the Scottish

government. A trial of strength seemed inevitable,

and it was precipitated by a dispute as to the right

of succession to the earldom of Ross, between
Donald Lord of the Isles and a brother of the Regent
Albany. The island chief, gathering a host of 1 0,000

Islesmen and Highlanders, marched rapidly south-

wards, leaving havoc and desolation behind him.

The rich city of Aberdeen, and the whole country

to the north of the Tay, seemed to be within his

grasp, when he was encountered by a vastly inferior

force of the chivalry and men-at-arms of Mar,

Garioch, Buchan, Angus, and Mearns, under Alex-

ander Stewart, Earl of Mar, one of the best captains

of the day, familiar in his youth with the usages of

Highland warfare, and more recently distinguished

in the wars of France and Flanders. The armies
met on the eve of St. James (24th July) 1411, at

Harlaw, a low table-land on the banks of the Ury,
about 18 miles to the north-west of Aberdeen. The
battle was long and bloody, but the Highlanders
were at last driven back. They left two chiefs,

Maclean and Macintosh, and more than 000 dead
upon the field. The loss upon the other side was
computed at 500 or 600, among whom were the
Constable of Dundee, hereditary bearer of the royal

banner, Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum, and other
knights, many of the best esquires of Angus and
Mearns, nearly all the gentry of Buchan, and Robert
Davidson, the provost, and many of the burghers of

Aberdeen. So obstinate and sanguinary was the
struggle, and so greatly were the Lowlanders out-

numbered, that few of them escaped without a
wound. The conflict made a deep and lasting

impression on the national mind. For more than a
hundred years, the battle of Harlaw continued to be
fought over again by school-boys in their play. For
more than two hundred years, it was remembered in

the music of the people. It lived still longer in their

traditions ; and it is not yet forgotten in their

poetry. It is the subject of a still popular ballad,

written, it would seem, towards the end of the 16th
c, printed at least as early as 1668, reprinted in

Allan Ramsay's Evergreen- in 1724, and included in

most subsequent collections of Scottish ballads.

Scott, in his Antiquary, has commemorated 'the
sair field of Harlaw' in a fine fragment of song.

HA'RLEQUIN, CLOWN, PANTALOO'N, and
CO'LLTMBINE, the four chief personages in the
modern Christmas pantomime. This species of play
is divided into two parts—the one, the introduction,

or opening ; the other, the harlequinade. Both
divisions of this kind of play, but particularly the
opening, were wont to be acted in dumb-show, and
at one time the same performers used to play all

through the piece ; the idea of which was a story of

love, interspersed with grotesque elements. At a
certain stage of the plot, a fairy was employed to

transform the tyrant and his abettor into Clown
and Pantaloon, and the lovers into Harlequin and
Columbine ; and the motley quartett were sent

away for a period on a tour or chase, the termin-
ation of which took place at the will of the good
fairy. During this chase, the object of the Clown
ought to be the capture of Columbine ; but Harle-
quin, who is provided by the fairy with a magic
sword, the loss of which renders him helpless,

is usually able to thwart all his designs, and
protect his mistress. A symbolical meaning
may, no doubt, be found at the bottom of such
representations, at least in many of their parts;

but as, in their modern form, they are a jumble of

fragments from older scenic entertainments, any-
thing like a consistent scheme is not to be looked
for. As to the characters, the prototj'pes of the
Clown and Harlequin may be traced back to the

Roman Atellanse (q. v.). The arlechino (Ft. arte-

r/uin) of the early Italian dramatic entertainments
was a satirist and practical jester of a similar type
to the modern English Clown. As civilisation

advanced, the character gradually became more
refined, then was confined to the ballet, and at last

disappeared from the regular stage. He stdl figures

in the improvised plays of the Italians. In English
pantomimes, the Clown is the prime mover in the
' comic business ;

' and there are often two, the
' talking' Clown, and the ' tumbling ' Clown, who acts

chiefly as an acrobat. The Clown is also a never-

failing adjunct in circus entertainments. Pantaloon
is usually represented as a very senile old man, the
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butt cf the Clown, and the aider an
villainy. This personage is

knocked about and well cuffed by
1

1

to protect ii olumbine, the
lover of Harlequin, I o all through
the piece but to dress will, look pretty, ami dance
i

I of ( lolumbiue is usually
by a well-trained <l;n r. Harlequin

iewn over w ith |

Tin- pi-i -

to be trained to it from infancy. To make a g 1

Clown or H mi mental ami original

feus.- of the word) requires decided
though the roll may se. -in tin- loweef in

in it, as l.v the English clown, I .'rini;..di, and the
famous French Carlin (1713 1783).

HARLEQUIN DUOK [Ckmgula hutrionica), a
specie» of Garrot (q. v.), which receives its name
from its variegated markings, chiefly wliite, gray,

Harlequin Duck, Male and Female [Clangula
hittrion

and black. It inhabits tin- arctic regions, where it

is found not only on the sea, but on lakes and
rivers. It is a rare winter visitor of the British

islands. In Aim ra-a, it i- prettj plentiful ill winter
as far south as the Hay of ffundy. Its whole length
is about 17 inches.

HAKI.EY, ROBERT, Earl of Oxford and
ol Sir Edward Harley, an active

during the civil wars.

and descended from an illustrious II

family, was born in London in 1661. H. entered
parliament, being returned lor the Corn

- and ambi-
tion, rather than choice, made bin an o

and an ardent Tory, lb si...

i

:. ... b pursued in t hose
.n the parliament, which met under

insbip of Koehe-ter and (iodolphin, in

February 17IM, he wa
ipeaker. H. retained this post, having been twice

re-elected, till April, 1704, when he became secre-

I i, '1 he convicti if H.'s secretary
for treasonable correspondence wiib France caused

i

. 1708. II. remained oul of

ragh, with the assist-

ance of Mrs. nlasham, to completely anil

e Whig-. In August, 1710

I, and II. was appointed t I Ins post
i of the exchequer, and brought back

.ii in 1711, « bii ii

raised II. to the want oi popularity. A I h

.

de Guisohard, b d broi hi before the council
"I I he Si I, \|:i,. ft, ,,,, tlie e|ja g

correspondence with Frame, rushed upon Ii., ami
Stabbed him with a penknife. His li

to have been in danger, and recovering, he «u
congratulated bj parliament on his escape, created
Bar] of Oxford and Moitim.i, d. . mated with tli3

darter, and in the following May appointed I .id

..i Croat Britain. From this point,

iva.s downwards: he was not a man
and Mas deslitllle of that

.Li. quality for a premier decision of character.

Macaulay had but a mean opinion of II. as a states-

mail, yet be gives him, as a man, a higher character
than could be given to any other politician of the
time. The principal act of H.'s administration
was the treaty of Utrecht: though Kngland might
have obtained better terms, she had nothing to gain
from a continuance of the war; and thi

at all events, popular. H. ceased to pay court to

Lady Mashain, and the unscrupulous Bolingbroke
succeeded in getting him dismissed on July 27,
17M. Lord Oxford was dismissed on Tuesday
Bolmgbroke became premier and the queen died
on Sunday. George I. was proclaimed, and Boling-
broke fled to Fiance, but Oxford remained i

his fate. He was sent to the Tower, and after
two j ears' imprisonment, brought to trial: the two
II piarrelled as to the mode of procedure, and
the Commons having in anger rofii-ed to take any
part in the trial, he was acquitted by the Peers,

and released. He spent the remainder of his life

in retirement the friend of scholars and nun of

letters- the founder of a collection of books and
MSS. which perpetuates his name- and died May
21, 1724.

HA'KLINGEN (Frisian, Hams), a nourishing
seapmt of the Netherlands, in the province of West,
Friesland, at the entrance to the Zuider Zee, about
65 miles north-north-east of Amsterdam. It stands
on the site of a former town that was engulfed in

the sea in 1134, and is itselt protected from the
inroads of the ocean by one of the largest dykes
in Holland, which is 40 feet high, and fenced in

along its base by three rows of piles driven into
oid. It carries on an important trade with

Norway and Kngland, butter being one of the
principal articles of export. Pop. 9000, who employ
themselves in commerce, salt-refining, sadcloth-
maiiulactiiring, brick-making, &c

HA'RMALINE and HARMINE are vegetable
luring in the husk of the seeds of the

/'i-ijiiiiiiiii hm-mitlii, or Syrian rue, a plant that grows
abundantly in the steppes of Southern Russia,
and who eeds are used in dyqing silk, to which
III-.-.- imp ot. various shades of red. //,...

il
'i .illuN a ii, all. -ii pure, eryst.-illi/.es iii colourless

prisms; hlltits sails me vellow , ami ,

transform it into a red colouring matter, which Corn-

wall! acids, forming salts, which constitute ihu

basis of t In ..I . -..mm. i.e.

(< isHi Nj i'
: ii.iiion from bnr-

imdinc. It crystallizes indelicate, prisms, and forms
colourless sails.

The t'egamm ham '< belongs to the natural
onler Zygonhyltacea It is a half-Bhrubby plant,

SB, and
I be Seeds are said to p. --

el the Emperor Solyman
reported to have kept him .11 intoxicated by
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eating them. They are used by the Turks ns a

spice.

HARMA'TTAN, a dry, hot wind, prevalent on
the Guinea coast during December, January, and

February, blowing from the interior to the Atlantic

Ocean. It is generally accompanied by a fog, through

which the sun appears of a pale red colour. It has

a hurtful effect on vegetation, aud also unpleasantly

affects the human body, drying up the eyes, nostrils,

aud mouth, and even causing the skin to peel off. It,

however, has the good effect of checking epidemics,

and curing dysentery, fevers, and cutaneous diseases.

The harmattan is the same as the Sirocco (q. v.) of

,taly.

HARMO'DITTS asb ARISTOGEI'TON, two
Athenians strongly attached to each other, who
murdered (514 B.C.) Hipparchus, the younger

brother of the 'tyrant' Hippias, on account of au

insult offered by "him to the sister of Harmodius.

They meant to kill Hippias also, with a view to the

overthrow of the Pisistratidfe, but in this they

did not succeed. H. was cut down by the body-

guard immediately after the murder of Hipparchus.

A. fled, but was afterwards taken and executed.

As Hippias was banished from Athens a few years

later. H. and A. naturally came to be regarded as

patriotic martyrs ; and in this light they appear in

all subsequent Greek history. They received diviue

honours from the Athenians, and had statues raised

to their memory. A very beautiful drinking-song

on this subject has come down to us in the Greek
Scholia.

HARMONIC PROPORTION. Three num-
bers are said to be in harmonic proportion when the

first is to the third, as the difference between the

first and second is to the difference between the
second and third, otherwise harmonic proportion is

that which subsists between the reciprocals of num-
bers which are in arithmetical proportion. Thus,

3, 5, 7, &c, being in arithmetical proportion,
J,

A, A,

&e., are in harmonic proportion. In geometry, a line

A C B D
AB is said to be harmonically divided when two
points are taken, one in the line, and the other in

the line produced, as C, and D ; such that AC :

CB : : AD : DB. When the line is thus divided,

AD, CD, and BD, are in harmonic proportion.

A harmonic progression is a series of numbers in

harmonic proportion, as the series formed by the
reciprocals of numbers forming an arithmetical

aeries.

HARMO'NICA, a musical instrument of a
fascinating quality of sound, invented by Benjamin
Franklin, the sound of which was produced from
glass in the shape of a cup, or half globe, which was
put into a revolving motion on its centre, while the
rim was touched by the finger. Franklin, in a

letter dated 13th July 1762, to Padre Beccaria, at

Turin, mentions the history of his invention. It had
already been known that beautiful sounds could be

produced by friction of the finger on the rim of

an ordinary drinking-glass. An Irishman, named
Puckeridge, was the first who hit on the idea of

playing airs on a row of glasses, which he tuned by
putting water into each. He performed publicly

iu London ; but he and his glasses were burned in

the great fire in London in 1750. When Franklin
finished his invention, he found an excellent per-

former in a Miss Da'-is, to whom he made a present
of his harmonica. Miss Davis, in 1765, performed
on the harmonica in Paris, Vienna, and all the large

cities of Germany with great effect. This fascin-

ating instrument found many admirers, but none

of them ever succeeded in improving it. The com-
pass of its notes was from C to F, including all the
chromatic semitones. The producing of the sound
by the points of the fingers produced such an effect

on the nerves of the performer as in some instances

to cause fainting fits. All attempts to make the
harmonica, throughmeans of keys, easier foramateurs,

ended in failure, as no substance was fouud to act as

a substitute for the human finger, which doubtless

imparted an expression to the sound which no dead
substance could possess. The harmonica gave rise

to a host of similar instruments by Ckladini,

Kaufmann, Rieffelsen, and others, which were not
eminently successful. Other instruments of no
merit or importance took the same name, but had
not the most remote resemblance to the original

The harmonica was somewhat similar to the instru-

ment now known as musical-glasses.

HARMONICA, Chemical. This term is applied

to the musical note which is evolved when a long
dry tube, open at both ends, is held over a jet of

burning hydrogen. A rapid current is produced
through the tube, which occasions a flickering, and
is attended by a series of small explosions that
succeed each other so rapidly, and at such regular

intervals, as to give rise to a musical note, whose
pitch and quality vary with the length, thickness,

aud diameter of the tube. The explanation of this

phenomenon, which was discovered by Lampadius, but
long remained unaccounted for, is due to Faraday.
A curious modification of the experiment is given
by Bottger.in the 94th voi of Poggendorff's^4«nafen,

1855.

HARMO'NICS, the accessory, or concomitant
sounds which are produced by a fundamental musi-
cal sound, either naturally, or by a division into

aliquot parts. Every musical sound, although to the

ordinary ear it appears to be only one sound, -will,

on close observation, be perceived to consist of a
principal or fundamental sound, accompanied by
other feeble acute sounds in perfect harmony (see

Harmony). The existence of such accompanying
sounds, -which are called harmonics, can be best

demonstrated by the vibrations of a string stretched

between two poiuts, or bridges. Eight feet is a
good length for such a string, although 16 feet,

or even 32, would be better, from bridge to bridge.

A scale or measure, accurately dividing the length

of the string into aliquot parts, from i up to TV,
is placed alongside of it. When a violin-bow is

drawn across the string, it vibrates from end to

end, aud gives out its fundamental sound. Divide

the string into halves by slightly touching it with
the finger at the mark h on the scale, or better,

with a stretched thread lightly pressed upon it

at that point; when sounded, it will be found to

vibrate in two halves, each part vibrating as fast

again as the entire string, and producing a sound
an octave above the fundamental one, or as 2 to 1.

Divide in the same manner at $, and the sound
produced is the fifth above the last octave, being

in the proportion of 3 to 2. It is not necessary

to touch the string on more than one of the
point of the division, for the long side of the

string always divides of itself naturally, which
can be seen by the eye. The parts where the string

seems at rest, are called the nodal points. Di'ide
as before at \, and the second octave above the

lowest sound is heard, being to the first octave as

4 to 2. At £ the major third above the last octave

is found, being as 5 to 4 At A the octave of the

former fifth, 3 to 2. At A we find the true ilat

seventh, or 7 to 4 ; at I, again the octave of th6

lowest ; at A, the major second, or 9 to 8 ; and
above this, at j^, &, jfj, we find the octaves of the
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major third, the fifth, ami the flat seventh; while
at ^ we otitain the sharp seventh, or IS fa) Bj
ami at fV another octave of the fundamental
sound. The following is the order in which the

produced.

harmonics arise, mumming that the string, at its

Call length, sounds the note C on the i

line below the b;iss staff) or lowest string on a
violoncello.

From these harmonics, the true ratios of all the I fundamental key-note, are found, and iu the most
intervals of the diatonic scale, in relation to a

|
perfect tune ; they are as follows

:

D l eel of the scale L II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.
Not,-* of the scale CUE F G A B U
Ratios to key-note 1 I i J i ! V r

Assuming 24 as the number of vibrations
|

the scale may be expressed in whole numbers
of C in any given time, the other notes of

|
thus

:

Notes of the scale, CDE F G A B C
In whole numbers 24 27 30 32 36 40 45 48

In the artificial division of the octave into

a chromatic seale of twelve equal semitones, all

the intervals must necessarily be made somewhat
imperfect, which is called temperament (see Tem-
perament). This must be especially attended'to
in keyed instruments. Singers, and performers on
stringed instruments, are guided by their ear. being
free from the fetters of fixed notes, to which

keyed instruments are necessarily subject. Even
in the natural diatonic scale as produced bj the

harmonics, it will be found, on analysis, that a

certain degree of temperament is required to make
the fifths within the octave equal. For example, the

fifths from F to C, and from E to B, will be found
to be accurately the same as the fifth from C to G
—viz., J ; which is easily ascertained by reducing

their respective numbers to the low.st fraction ;

thus, F to C is J} = to I from E to B is JJ = f j

while from D to A, which in practical music must
also be treated as a fifth, will be found to be too

8at ; thus, D to A is f£, which cannot be reduced
>i>

J ; but when both are brought to the

a common denominator, which is done by multiply-

u, rl !r by 2 = Jl, and 3 by 27 = {J, it is shewn that

I> to A. in the scale of nature, is flatter than a

perfect fifth, in the proporti f 81 to 80 j
so that

without temperament A cannot

dor sixth to C, as a key-note, and also

a perfect fifth to D, the true m
HA I; Ml IN I t M nt of modern

invention, for which there arc many claimants. The

I

. which the sounds of the harmonium are

p
, rating > ed, suppo ed

to have been a modern discovery, but now asoer-

• been known in t'lnna long before it

ird of in Europe, [ts construction is as
i -lit being made in a

a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness, a thin elastic spring of the same metal, and of

nearly the exact breadth of the slit, is fixed it

end by two sm.ill rivets to the surface of the plate,

adjusted as

to fill the area of the slit, and thai -•

ml ' it at the free and, it may piss inwards without
lit) and « hen

II it shall return back to its i*>sitinn of

becar

covering the slit. The spring at the free end is

permanently bent a very little outwards. When
a current of air is forced through the slit, the
spring is put into vibration, and produces a con-

tinuous musical sound, acute or grave, according to

the rapidity or slowness of the vibrations. This
kind of reed is termed ' free,' in contradistinction to
the reed of the organ-pipe, the spring or tongue
of which entirely covers an oblong slit, in the side
of a brass tube closed at one end, and vibrates

against the cheeks or outside of the slit, instead

of within it. Alter many attempts, in various

countries, to construct a keyed instrument of really

a Useful kind with the free reed, Debain of Paris

Iticed his invention of the harmonium, which
me more or less the model of all the others

that have followed. The harmonium occupies com-
paratively but little space, being only about 3 feet

:; niche* high, and ''< feet !l inches broad; the depth
ling to the number of the

ive octaves of keys from •' to
I ', the key- board being placed ou the tup, imme-
diately below the lid. I

: uder the key-board is

the wind-box, on which are valves for each key;
while below the valves, and inside of the wind-
bin, the different rows of reds arc placed The
sizes of the reeds differ, ae dm;.' to pitch, from

sound is affect, d .in. I modified by the breadth of the
vibrating part of the reed, and the aha] 1 the
api rtiire in the wind box covered by the valve. The

. :nd is from a bellows with tWO feeders,

D it.lv with his feet,

filling a magazine, similar to the bellows of a small
organ. When a key is pressed down, the valve
below it opens, and the wind, w h

the bellows to the wind- ho \, rushes tin.

of the reed, and produces a sound which continues
while the valve is kept open. It is a peculiai it y of

I In- free red tli ..i diminution nt the

of wind do.s not alter the pitch of the
SOUIl.l. Li indies It- volume.
Advantage is taken of tins peculiarity to effect, in

tnonium, beautifully expressive swell, or

diminution in the sound, by gradu ':

diiniuishiiig the pressure of the wiuL The vibrations
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of the spring being like those of a pendulum,
isochrouous, remain fixed in rapidity or slowness,

according to the length and elasticity of the vibrat-

ing slip of metal, and thus regulate the pitch of the
sound without reference to the pressure of wind.

For the deep bass-notes the springs are heavily
loaded at the loose end, to make them vibrate slowly

;

while in the higher notes they are made thinner at

that end. Harmoniums are made of various sizes,

and from one row of reeds (or vibrators, as they are

now called) to four or more rows; each row is

divided near the middle, between an E and F ; and
each half has its separate draw-stop. Lately, a

'knee' movement, erroneously called a pedal, for

producing a small degree of crescendo on either bass

or treble, has been attached. Some harmoniums are

made with two rows of keys, thus affording a greater

variety in playing solo with an accompaniment

;

and for more skilful performers, pedal-keys for the

feet, like those of a church organ, are added. The
manufacture of the harmonium in Paris has, of

late years, increased almost incredibly. The various

parts of the harmonium can now be got made there,

and furnished from a single reed to a complete set.

Many attempts were formerly made in England
to accomplish the making of a similar instrument

called the seraphine, but it was a much inferior

instrument, although more expensive. Even now,
the harmoniums said to be made in this country, are

all got piecemeal from Paris, and put together in

London. The best makers in Paris are Debaiu
and Alexandre ; and in Germany, Schiedmayer of

Stuttgart and Kaufmann of Dresden. The latter is

the inventor of the Percussion action for the har-

monium, which consists of a small hammer like that

of a pianoforte, which strikes a blow on the vibrator

the moment the key is pressed down, and sets it

instantly into vibration, thus assisting the action of

the wind. Harmoniums may now be had of various

Bizes and qualities, at prices from £5 to £50. Valuable

chiefly for accompanying psalmody, they suitably

take the place of organs in temporary places of

public worship, or among the less opulent class of

congregations. For domestic use, they are not likely

to supersede the pianoforte, but possessing the im-

portant advantage of not going out of tune through
humidity of atmosphere, they will be found available

where pianos cannot properly be kept.

HARMONY (Gr., a joining or fitting of pieces

into one another), in Music, is understood to be the

union of sounds which individually appear different,

but when heard together, form a collective sound
called a chord (see Chord) ; or it may be explained

as the melting or flowing together of several sounds
into, as it were, one sound ; in consequence of, or

arising from, the consonant nature of their relative

proportions to a fundamental sound. All musical

compositions can be reduced to a fundamental
harmony of successive chords, which, in their pro-

gression, are regulated by the rides of the theory of

music. Dissonant, as well as consonant, chords are

included as forming harmony, as they are a union

of several sounds that have but one fundamental
sound, or bass note, in common. The harmony
of chords can either be close or spread, which
the position or distance of the sounds or intervals

from one to another, forming the chords, determines.

Close harmony is when the sounds composing each
chord are placed so near to each other, that no
sound belonging to the chord could again be inter-

posed between any of those already present. Spread
harmony is when the sounds of a chord are placed

at a greater distance from each other, so that some
of them might be again interposed between the parts

of those sounds already present. Close harmony
generally takes place in music in which there exists
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a near relationship among the different parts, as in

compositions for four male voices, in which case it

becomes unavoidable, and spread harmony impos-
sible. In choruses for mixed voices, and in instru-

mental compositions, spread harmony is more used,

and the intervals of the chords are frequently

inverted, which produces what is called double

Counterpoint (q. v.). In the inversion of inter-

vals, great care must be taken to avoid a con-

secutive progression of such intervals as become
fifths by inversion ; also that an alto part should
never approach nearer a bass part than the distance

of an octave. Close and spread harmony are often

mixed, in order that individual parts may become
more melodious and easier to sing, as well as to

prevent unpleasant or abrupt skips in the melody;
or to avoid an equally faulty monotonous formality

of movement.
Although it has been said that every chord,

whether consonant or dissonant, forms harmony, it

must not be understood that any combination of

sounds which one may choose to sound together is

harmony. A dissonant chord treated as harmony
is always judged of according to the nature of

it" different intervals, of which there are often

some that are treated as dissonances, although they
are fundamentally consonances, only more or less

imperfect. All bamion}' in music is derived from
what are called the aliquot tones. When a string

is made to vibrate, we at first think that we only
hear one sound ; but on closer and more careful

observation, we easUy discover that the fundamental
sound, particularly when it is a deep one, is accom-
panied by others in the most perfect harmony. The
accompanying sounds are exactly those of which the

chords in music are formed, and on which the
foundation of the whole system of harmony in music
is built. From the mathematical proportions and
the relations of the accompanying sounds to the
fundamental or principal sound from which they all

arise (see Hakmonics), it follows that harmony, in

its first and natural state, can only be in four parts,

and it is then caUed perfect, or complete ; in opposi-

tion to harmony of two or three parts which cannot

be complete, as some of the intervals of the chords,

essential to characterise the key or scale, may be
awanting. A four-part harmony may be so arranged
that five, or even more parts may appear, by means
of doubling one or more of the intervals in the

octave. From this increasing of the parts arises

what is called the subordinate harmony, accompany-
ing the principal or fundamental. In order to avoid

faulty progressions in the subordinate harmony, ca'e

must be taken to strictly observe the rules which
to the intervals in their fundamental state,

purpose of the subordinate harmony is only

that of ornamenting the original, which the Germans
call ftjurirunr;, commonly called figured harmony,
but should be more properly called florid counter-

point. H it be admitted that the intervals and
chords that are most consonant are also most
harmonious, it naturally follows that the union dI

similar sounds must be the most perfect, therefore

the order of perfection in which they rank must arise

from their mathematical proportions in relation to

the fundamental sound or unison. The common
chord of a third, fifth, and octave to a bass note

is the most pure and perfect harmony; after which
follow the chord of the seventh, and the chord of the

ninth. The inversions of any of these chords are all

in various degrees less perfect than their original

fundamental harmony. The position of the intervals

in respect to the fundamental note is also an element

in the purity of chords ; as, for example, a chord of

the seventh in elose harmony, is far less satisfactory

and pleasing than it is in spread harn^ny, where

apply
The pi
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the different intervals an' at. or mar, their natural

distances from the fundamental note. Such con-

siderations are of great importance to the musician
'••imi[iany from a figured bass ; and also

t.. OTgan-builden in arranging the composition of

pe. Harmony, in modern music, is there-

ordiug to certain laws.

In tin' carl\ e, thelaws of harmony
arbitrary. Nature presents us with

solitary chords, but she does not establish their

i mm io, .hi',

more than a collect! f words is am ih. Music,
like a discourse, must also have its phra

punctuation, Ac, and all in harmony. The must

useful works on harmony are those of Dr Marx,
i Dehn, and Dr Fred. Schneider.

II LEMONY OF THE GOSPELS. The nar-

ratives of the Evangelists, and especially those of the

drst three, are in many things close repetitions of

eaeli other, and not uufrequently relate the same
incident in words 'which are all but identical <>n

the other hand, they occasionally exlnl

grave discrepancies, whether of facts or of circum-

stances ; one relating an occurrence not noticed

with the narratives of his brother-evangelists. At
ly period of Christian literature this

difficulty was felt, and with a view to its more
complete :m ..ii, the passages of the

.. Is which bore upon each subject or

id for the purpose of com-
parison and of mutual illustration. The title under
which the earliest compilation of this nature,

which dates from the second half of the 2d c., was
known was DiaUatartm, because it consisted of

i the /our Evangelists. The author of

this compilation was the heretic Tatian, and it is

remarkable that, in order to give a colour to his

i opinions as to the unreality of the
flesh of our Lord, he omitted from Ins collection

the entire history of the birth and childhood of

lated by Matthew and .Mark (Eusebins,

Bod. Uitt iv. 29). St Jerome states tha

harmony was compiled about the same time by
Thoophilus of Antioch, although no trace of such

now discoverable; but in the middle of

tin- following century the celebrated N." platonist

convert) Ami undertook a new Dia-
tettaron, winch formed the basis ol the well-known

. or canons, of the Harmony of the

the Greek text, by Eusebius, which
were afterwards adapted to the Latin text by St
Jerome, and continued to be need as kej to the
concordance .,] the gospels by readers both of the

Greek and of the Latin text, down to the lGth
century. The canons of Eusebius consist of ten
tables. Of these, the lirst, which i tains four

columns, exhibits all the passages which are com-
the -..., ii. i, i iin.i. and

fourth contain three columns, and shew the passages

which are found in any three of the gospels;

the tilth, sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth are in

two columns, and shew the passages winch ocur
in any two of the gospels

; and the |.
i

{ which are found only in one of the
: 1

1
,

s. Tie- convenience and utility of

and it has

led in later times to the numerous and iisctul com-

Dilations, Roman Catholio as well as Protestant,

known mi. I.-. J i lie Gospels,

I
-t popular ot « hi.h are enumerated

to his own
%;io/.«<* An/././, /:<•!. p. 'J. and folL

HARMONY UF THE SPHERES. Many of

the ancients supposed the motions of the stars and
planets to produce a kind of music, which they
called the harmony of the spheres. They attributed
this music to the various pro| ,

of tie- heavenl] bodies on one another acting at

HARMS, Ci.Ais, a distinguished Herman divine,
was born 25th May 1778, at Fahrste.lt, in South
Ditmarsoh. In 171*7 he went to the
at Mcldorf, and in 1799 to the university of Kiel.

The rationalism of the time, in which he had
been to some extent educated, failed to give him
satisfaction ; and Schleiermacher's I'eden iiber die

Beligionat last settled his faith. After supporting
himself as family tutor from 1802 till 18(10, he was
appointed Dean of Lunden, in Northern Ditniarsch,
whence he was called, in 1816, to Kiel, as arch-
deacon and afternoon-preacher hi the Nicolai-Knche.
Next year, shortly before the tuc.uit.

Reformation in Germany, he issued, in defence of

Protestant orthodoxy, 95 theses under the title,

Das and die 95 Theses oder Btrals&tze Dr Luther*.
These produced a deep impression throughout
Germany, and brought him a call to he bishop of the
consistory about to be instituted for the I... i. -tint

Church of Russia, This, as well as a call in 1834
to succeed Sclileicrmacher in Trinity Church, lierlin,

H. refused. In 1835, he was made chief pastor and
provost in Kiel, but was compelled to resign, in

consequence of an attack of almost total blindness.

The rest of his life was spent in retirement, devoted
to literary activity. He died 1st February 1S55.
FL's published works are chiefly sermons, which may

reckoned among the best specimens of modern
eloquence in Germany. Of these, the most
are his II,' ,,

'.'

ilsti.S, lite Autl. 1846)
and Sommeri ..- M. -

., <; o Anil. 1S40), to which
•',.< A... WinterpostiUe (1826)

and Neue Sown" r,i •'*/• • ilN-7).- I'll 11. s life may
be consulted Dorset's BUitter der Erinnerung mi
das J iii.il,, mn von II. (1842), and JI.'.s Lebens-
lu.vlu; iinni.j, ivrjusst Vvll ilim selbst (1851).

HA'RO, a small town of Spain, in the province of
I.oj.oi ... and 20 miles west-north-west of the town
of that name, is prettily situated in a fertile plain on
the right bank of the Ebro. It has manufactures of
hats, leather, brandy, and liqueurs. Much wine is

grown in the neighbourhood. Top. 0000.

HAROLD I. (1035-1040), (surname.! Harefoot,
probably on account of his swiftness in running),
was the younger of Canute's two sons, by his lirst

wife Alfgiva. According to agreement on Canute's
second marriage, his son by Emma was to inherit

well as the Danish throne : this son,

Hardicanute, was, however, in Denmark at the time
of his father's death, and being very unpopular
v. itli the I lanish part of the populal a in Engl ml,

lost half of his kingdom. I .. .: 1 1. . In! .. Mm. a,

led the cause of H, while the powerful Earl ( lodvt in

espoused that of Hardicanute. Civil war was
happily averted by a compromise, and the kingdom
was divided. II. took London, w it li all the provinces
north of the Thames; while the poss.-s-i..n of the
south was given up to Emma for Hardicanute, who
fixed her residence at W inohester, and established
her authority over her son's share of thi

In 1037, the thanes and people ,.t Weesex submitted
i . ii

. and I"- was crowned king of all England,
though it is stated that the

hioth, at, first refa op

pulpit

bishops to do so. He died at Oxford, March 17, 1040.

HAROLD II. was the second son of i i
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Godwin, Earl of Kent, and was born at the close of
the 10th century. On the death of Edward the Con-
fessor, the Witenagemote (q. v.), in the exercise of its
rights, set aside the claims of Edgar Atheling, and,
ignoring the reputed bequest of the late sovereign in
favour of the Duke of Nonnandv, elected II. to till

tho vacant throne. Duke William immediately
asserted his claim, which was supported by H.'s
brother Tostig and Harold Ilardraile, king of Norway,
for the sake of obtaining the duke's assistance to rein-
state the former in the government of Northumbria.
Tostig and the king landed on the coast of Yorkshire,
and after defeating Morear and Edwin, Earls of
Northumbria and .Mercia, advanced to York, but were
met by H. at StansiWd bridge, and totally routed.
Three weeks afterwards, William landed in England ;

the contending armies met at Senlac, about nine miles
from Hastings, where H.'s death (October 14, 1066;
made the Duke of Normandy undisputed ruler of
England.

HAROUERIS, the elder Horus, son of Seb, the
Egyptian Saturn, and Ar

«, or Rhea, said to have
been born on the second day of the epact. He was
the brother, and not the son, of Osiris, from whom
he is to be distinguished. In the inscriptions, he
is said to be the son of Atum, of Ptah or Vulcan,
and Athor or Venus, according to different legends.

He was also lord of the South and Nubia, and
particularly ruler over the heaven, illuminating the
world with the brightness of his eyes. As such, he
was identified with the sun and Apollo, and repre-

sented as hawk-headed, wearing the crown of the
upper aud lower world. His name is also found
in the Greek dedications to him of the temples of
Ombos and Apollinopolis Parva. His connection
with the sun is, however, undoubted, as he is made
on one inscription a child of the sun, and type of
Mentu Ra or Mars. The festival of his eyes, which
mythically represented the sun and moon, took
place on the 30th Epipbi.—Birch, Gallery of Anti-
quities, i. p. 36 ; Wilkinson, Manners and Cus/mns,
iv. p. 395.

HARP, a musical stringed instrument, much
esteemed by the ancients. In Egypt, the figure

of the harp is found delineated from the earliest

ages in many different forms, some of them very
simple, and others with great taste and orna-
meut ; some played on while standing, others while
kneeling. The Celtic bards held the harp in the
greatest honour. In the Highlands of Scotland the
instrument has disappeared, but it is still in use in

Wales, and to some extent it lingers in Ireland,

where, from its former prevalence, it is adopted as
a national symbol. The old Franks and Germans
punished those severely who injured a harpist in
the hand. The harp was used as an accompaniment
to the psalms sung by the early congregations of

Christians. There are three kinds of harps now
known—the ordinary Italian harp, which is strung
with two rows of wire-strings, separated by a double
sounding-board ; this kind is now little used, being
very imperfect. The double harp, or, as it is also

called, David's harp, is a more useful instrument,
£.nd in the form of a triangle, with a sonnding-
board and gut-strings ; it is always tuned in the
principal key of the music, while the strings are

altered to suit any modulations out of the key,
by pressure of the thumb, or turning the tuning-

pins of certain notes. These defects Ted gradually
to the invention of the pedal harp, which has seven
pedals, by which each note of the diatonic scale, in

all the different octaves, can be made a semitone
higher. The compass of the pedal harp is from
contra F to D of the sixth octave above. In order
to have the B flat, it must be tuned in the key of

E flat. The music for the harp is written in the
bass and treble clef, the same as pianoforte music.A celebrated harpist, Hochbrucker, in Donauwbrth,
invented the pedals in 1720 ; others say they were
invented by J. Paul Velter, in Niirnberg, in 1730,
who at least added the piano and forte pedal. After
numerous attempts at further improvements, the
harp at length reached a degree of perfection by
the invention of the double-action pedal harp by
Erard in Paris, which scarcely leaves anything more
to be desired. By means of Erard's invention,
each string can be sharpened twice, each time a
semitone

; so that the C string may be C flat, its
full length, O natural by the first movement of the
pedal, and C sharp by the next movement. The
double-action harp is tuned with all the pedals
half-down, and in the key of C natural.

HARPE, Jean Francois de la, was born at
Paris, November 20, 1739, studied at the College
d'Harcourt, and led for some time a rather
chequered life. In 1762 he published a volume
of juvenile poems, aud in the following year his
tragedy of Warwick appeared ; it was very suc-
cessful on the stage, and placed to his account both
fane' and money. Excepting the Lycee, this is by
far the best of his works, though the writing has but
little force. Grimm has admirably characterised
the play as ' le coup d'essais d'un jeune homme de
soixante ans.' La H.'s three subsequent plays,
written in the same vein, Timoleon, Pluiramond,
and Ghistave Wasa, entirely failed. The work that
preserves his name, and has given him a perma-
nent position among the literati of France, is his
Lyeee, ou Cours de Litterature, which, in default
of a better, has till lately been their only reliable
work of haute critique. That portion which relates
to ancient literature is of little value, and that in
which the author treats of contemporary writers
is entirely worthless, owing to the bitterness and
pride of the critic, who could see nothing great or
good in the works of a rival or fellow-labourer.
The intervening portion is, however, of great value
to the student, giving, for the time, a complete
critical history of French literature. The book will
also be found serviceable to the student of the lan-
guage. At its commencement, the Revolution found
no more ardent admirer than La H. ; but when he
was cast into prison—where he is said to have been
converted to Christianity by a fellow-captive, the
Bishop of St Brieux—for refusing to countenance
the extremes to which democracy was leading, his
views entirely changed, and he became a firm sup-
porter of church and crown. La H. died February
11, 1803.

J

HARPER'S FERRY, a village in Virginia,
North America, at the confluence of the Shenandoah
with the Potomac, where the latter passes through
the Blue Ridge of the Alleghanies, 53 miles north-
west from Washington. Its tine scenery has been
celebrated by Jefferson in his Notes on Virginia.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railway here crosses the
Potomac. It was the site of a government foundry,
armoury, and arsenal, which were destroyed and
abandoned by the United States troops at the begin-
ning of the civil war, and has since witnessed various
struggles. It was also the scene of John Brown's
raid in Virginia, 1858. Population, 1339.

HARPO'CRATES, the name given by Greek
writers to the younger Horus, the hieroglyphical
inscriptions calling him Bar pa hhrut, 'Horus the
child, the son of Isis. See Horus. According to
the legend, he was a younger son of Osiris and Isis,
who, having placed an amulet round her neck, gave
birth to him at the winter solstice. He is described
by Plutarch as lame in the lower limbs when born.
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to indicate the w oak ami tender shootings of corn.

He 11 represented is a child wearing the skull, ap it

of the upper and lower world,

and holding in his hands the whip and crook, to

. Buencee, At the right side of hie head

l, ithered into a single lock, and hie anger

is placed on hia month, enaction indicative oi youth,

and mistaken by the Greek and Human wntei-8

for that of silence, of which they made H. the

divicity. Sometimes li" wears an amulet in shape

of a vase round his neck. The temple at Edfon or

Apollinopolia Magna was dedicated to him, and in

the -t-iil|.| in-f - I"' siinliiili/es the Mill ill the earliest

i ,i,i. ii, baa generallj been considered

1,1 be the winter Mm. bnl rather represents the

feeble and nascent buu of the later mythology.

Limis were placed under his throne; cynocephali

. be dedicated to him, probably from

conofnnding him with the lunar god Khons; and

the lotos, on which he is often depicted sitting, and

Which was thought to "pen at sunrise and close

at sunset, was particn'.ui h sacred to him. So wus

the l'ei-ea, or Caula Futularto. His worship was

introduced as part of the Isiae colt into Koine,

mid he was supposed to l,e \er\ ctlicacious in gning

dreams i
an edict of the people being, however,

ainst it ill the consulship of ( ial.illills.

i Pisoand ( tabinius, his worship
was driven from the Capitol; hut he was very

popular in the days of Puny. Although the name
,,t ii. ,s not mentioned earlier than Eratosthenes,

mi ntions it as part of that of an ancient

monarch, it was undoubtedly of high antiquity.

-. i. p. .17 ; Wilkinson,

Sir «... Mann, and QatL, iv. p. -Ht.3; Iablonski,

,. p. '241.

H A l!l'i » > X. the weapon with which whales and

other huge cetaceans are killed. See Whale.

HARP-SHELL [ffarpa), a genus of gastero-

nodnus molluscs of the whelk family

having the last whorl of the shell very large, the

shell ribbed longitudinally, the foot of the animal

The species, which are not very numer-

ous, are found in the seas of warm climates, and

particularly at the Mauritius. The shells are much

Spcci us of the harpsichord, although n.ov In-coming

more rare, are still to bfl 'Ounil ill good pri'siTMi-

tion, hut rather as articles of vertn •

than as u.-cfnl musical instruments. Many Italian

and Dutch harpsichords were highly ornamented by

the moel eminent artists with wduublc oil paintings

the inside of the lid. The date of the invention

of the harpsichord is uncertain. Before the loth c.

there is no trace of its existence. It was nitro.lu, , d

into England early in the 17th century. In tho

I si I, ,... Kiikuian. and later, Broadwood and Schudi,

were the famous makers in London. After the

invention of the pianoforte, the harpsichord and all

instruments of the same kind, such as the spimt,

Wit-- in time entir.lx superseded. Sei I

HARPY, a fabulous creature in Greek myth-

>gv. considered as a minister of the

of the gods. Various ai nuts are given of the

numbers and pari ntage of the Harpies. Homer
mentions l.ut one. Hesiod enumerates two — Aello

and (lk\|.ete, daughters of Thailliias l.y the Oceanid

Electra, fair-haired and winged maidens, very

swift of flight. Three are sonn-tiui.

by later writers, who call them variously daughters

of Poseidon or of Typhon, and describe them as

hideous monsters with wings, of tierce and loath-

some aspect, with their tines pale with hunger,

living in an atmosphere of tilth and stench, and
contaminating everything that they approached.

The most celebrated' tradition regarding the Harpies
is connected with the blind Phineus, ^ -

rhosi meals they carried off as soon

as they were spread for him ; a plague

from which he was delivered by the

Argonauts, on his engaging to join in

their quest The Boreads Zetes and
Calais attacked the Harpies, but spared

their lives on their promising to cease

from molesting Phineus.—A harpy in heraldry is

represented as a vulture, with the head and breast

of a i

Harp-shelL

prized for their gnat beauty, bnl mnal be kef

drawers, and not exposed to light, or their delicate

an. I brilliant colours will fade.

HA RPSIOHORD.a keyed musical instrument,

formerly in l I h OS M n 6, but now
I

In shape it was exactly like a grand pianoforte, to

which its re also similar.

need by a small

i hard leather, which

projected onl of a dip of m 1. called the jack, that

stood upright between tin- strui-s. and was pushed

upwards by the key, till the .pull, or leather,

twitched the string, causing a brilliant, but tome
i any means

loudness or softness.

Harpy.

Harpy Eagle {Barptria Awrrnrror)

:

From a niH-ciuiiii u. li.c Ko\i,l /. ..l,,,;!..,! (iarilcus, u>g<ut'S
Pari ,

The name IT. has also been (riven

imea to some of the Faleonidei, as the Marsh
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Harrier (see Harrier) of Europe, and the H or

H. Eagle of South America (Ilaqn/ia destructor

or Tlirasaktus harptpa), an inhabitant of the great

tropical forests, where it preys chiefly on quad-
rupeds, and to a large extent on sloths and young
deer. Of all birds, it has the most terrific beak
and talons. It is larger than the common eagle ; is

short-winged and short-legged ; the upper mandible
greatly hooked ; the feathers of the head capable

of being erected into a great ruff and crest. It has
not so elegant a form as the true eagles, but is

probably equal to any of them in strength and
courage. When adult, it is generally of a blackish

slate colour, with gray head, and white breast and
belly. It makes its nest in trees.

HARQUEBUSS. See Arquebuss.

HA'RRIER, a variety of dog used for hare-hunt-

ing, whence its name
;
probably of the same origin

with the Foxhound (q. v.)—from which it differs

chiefly in its smaller size—or perhaps partly derived

Harrier.

from the beagle. It does not exceed 18 inches

in height at the shoulder, but otherwise greatly

resembles the foxhound, even in colours. It is not

so swift as the foxhound. Its scent, however, is

extremely keen, which enables it to follow all the

doublings of the hare.

Persons hunting with harriers are exempt from
taking out a game licence. See Hares.

HARRIER (Circus), a genus of Falconidce, allied

to Buzzards (q. v.), but differing from them
the- more slender form of the body, longer a

more slender legs, longer wings and tail, and in

having the feathers around the eyes placed in a
radiating manner, somewhat as in owls, a pecu-
liarity which distinguishes them from all the other
Falconidas. They are remarkable for their low
flight, skimming along the ground in pursuit of

small quadrupeds, reptiles, &c. The Marsh H. (C
cerur/inosus), also called the Moor Buzzard, and
sometimes the HARry and the Duck Hawk, is the
largest British species, being about 21—23 inches
long. The head of the adult male is yellowish
white.—The Hen H. (C. cyaneus) is IS or 20 inches
long, the adult male of an almost uniform gray
colour, the female browu. The female is known
as the Ringtail, from a rust-coloured rim; formed
by the tips of the tail-feathers. The Hen H.
derives its name from its frequent depredations in

poultry-yards. The male of the Hen H. is called

the Blue Hawk in Scotland.

HARRI-KARI (Happy Despatch), the term
applied by the Chinese to official suicides in Japan.
According to Dr Macgowan, the Japanese estimate
the number of these suicides at 500 per annum,
exclusive of suicides by hanging or drowning. All
military men, and persons holding civil offices under
the government, are bound, when they have com-
mitted any offence, to rip themselves up, which
they do by two gashes, in the form of a cross ; but
not until they have received an order from the
court to that effect ; for, if they were to anticipate

this order, their heirs would run the risk of being
deprived of their place and property. Not unfre-

quently, upon the death of superiors or masters,
the same operation is self-inflicted by those who
desire to exhibit devotion and attachment ; some-
times also, in consequence of a disgrace or affront,

it is resorted to, when no other resource presents.

HARRINGTON, James, an English political

writer, was born in Northamptonshire, of a good
family, in 1611, studied at Oxford under the
celebrated Chillingworth, and, at the termination
of his university career, proceeded to visit the
continent. His travels embraced the Netherlands,
Germany, Denmark, France, and Italy. On the
breaking out of the civil war, he took part with
the parliament, and in 1646 was appointed by the
parliamentary commissioners one of the personal

attendants of the monarch. After the execution
of Charles, he withdrew from public notice, and
devoted himself to the elaboration and completion
of his political system. The result was his famous
Oceana, a kind of political romance, on the plan of

Plato's Atlantis. The work was first published
in 1C56, and was dedicated to Cromwell, who read

it, but was not overweil pleased with its strait-

laced and somewhat finical republicanism, and its

animadversions upon usurpation. ' The gentleman
must not think,' the Protector is reported to have
said, ' to cheat me of my power and authority ; for

what I have won by the sword, I will not suffer

myself to be scribbled out of.' Hume allows it to

be 'a work of genius and invention,' and Dugald
Stewart calls it ' one of the boasts of English litera-

ture.' Hallam's verdict is less favourable ; he pro-

nounces the author to be in general 'prolix, dull,

pedantic, yet seldom profound ;' but he admits that

he 'sometimes redeems hiin,~ ( -lf by just observations.'

After the publication of Oceana, H. continued to

exert himself in diffusing his republican opinions,

founded a club called the ' Rota,' fell under sus-

picion after the Restoration, and was imprisoned,
but afterwards released. Meanwhile, however, an
attack of insanity had supervened, from which be
never perfectly recovered. He died at Westminster,
September 11, 1677. An edition of his writings was
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published by Tolaml in 1700, and more complete
obi by Di Birch in 17.;7. The beet edition is prob-

ably tb u by HoUis (with Toland'a Life), in 1771.

II a i: ims. j.w.is, an En
logician, the el. lest sou of James Harris, Esq., ol

bury, was born July 20, 1709. Bis
the Lady Elizabeth Ashley Cooper,

Kist.T of Lord Shaft
. il it Salisbury, and

i

! entered upon the

study of the law; but bis father ho

1734, leaving him a handsome fortun

pursuit of his profession, an

i
for a period of fourteen j

-

-favourite (irwk and Latin authors, hi

174.1 he married a daughter of John < 'larke, Esq., of

Sandford, near Bridgewater, by whom he had five

children, the eldest of whom, his only son, became
Malmesbury. In 1761, he was

returned to parliament for I 'hristelmreh, which seat

he retained until his death. In 17"'-'. he was
appointed a Lord of the Admiralty, and the next
year, Lord of the Treasury, and in 1771. Secretary
and Comptroller to the queen. Be died in 1780.

B ly known as the author of Hermes, or

r J anguage and
. a work of great erudition,

published in 17">1. 'It is written, says Coleridge,
'with the precision of Aristotle ami >

of Qnintilian.' He had previously published three
treatises

—

On Ar>; ••
1, and Poetry

;

and "•' Happiness. In 177"> appeared his essay On
i
nt of .i large projected

work en the Logical System of Aristotle. ||i, l.i-t

iiiirirs
( 17S0), consists

ins and comments on the prin-

cipal ancient, medieval, and modern authors. Hia
works, with Life by his son, the Kail of Malmes-
bury, were published at London m 1801.

HA'RRIS, or HERRIS, a district or parish of
Scotland, in the Hebrides, comprises the southern
portion of the island of Lewis and a number of

(a 8ee Lewis.

HA'RRISBTJRG- the capital of Pennsylvania,
United States, America, is situated in the midst

he left bank of the
Susquehanna Liver, q."> miles west-north-west of

Philadelphia, lat 40" Iff N.. long. 76 5ff W. It

has a ham Isom.. state-house, a i rt-house, jail, state

ite lunatic asylum, numerous churches,
d a newspaper offices,

a railway brid :, 'J s 7 1 ; f
.

-
.

• 1

diverging railways. It was settled m 1733 by John
B ! nan, under a grant from the
Penns, the original European settlers of Pennsylva-

. in I860, 13,406; in 1870, S3, mi.

HARRISON, John, a celebrated mechanician,
was born at Kaulby, m-ar Pontefract, Yorkshire, in

Ui'Xi. His mechanical genius, which < i

itself, led him to s- f docks
•ad wat lies, with a view to diminishin

postible their errors and irregularities, and by 1726
he had effected considerable improvements in their

structure. In 171' had offered

I

'
i for the dis-

10, 40, i

repeated attempt-, n chronometer,
which, in a I i in 1761 1762, was

found to determine the longitude wit

'

he therefore claimed the reward of £20,000, which,
after a delay caused by anothi i

and farther trials, was awarded to him in I7ii.">

£10,000 to be paid no the principle

of construction of his chronometer, and £10,0011

whenever it was ascertained that the instrument

could be made by others. The success of I'.'s

. hronomi ter is o» m; to his application of the com-
tin hal i

e wheel, and on the
same principle he invented the i/riillmn /• minium

rinse, alone; with his other inventions,
;/'».»'' and the rennnilmi- rvrn/i in, lit, were

led to be the most remarkable improve-
ments in the manufacture of watches of the last

centun i. 11. died in Red Lion
Squ in. London, in 177t>.

II UM.'ISOX, Wit,mam Hen-ky, ninth president
of the I'nited States, v.as in, 111 at I'.erkeleV, ill Vir-

ginia, not far trom Li, lmiiiiid. in 1773. Ilescrvedin
the rapacity oi aide-de-camp to General Wayne in

the war against the Indians which terminated in l7!'o.

In 1801, lie was appointed governor of the territory

nt Indiana, which responsible position he held more
than ten y.ais. In 1811, in the hard-fought, battle
of Tippecanoe, he ,1, tented the Indians under the
command of the lammis T.ouniseh. After Ueneial
Hull's surrender in 1812, H. was appointed to the
coi Bind oi the .nun on the north-western frontier,

with the rank of brigadier-general; hews
m i

jor -general in March 181.3. In 1S'24, lie took his
seat in the senate of the I'nited States, and Soon
after was chosen chairman of the military committee.
lie was nominated in lS.'ift candidate for thi

ileney, by the party opposed to Mr Van Buren, and
i defeated in the election of that year,

became again the nominee of the Whig party in

1840; and iii the subsequent election w.,

president by an overwhelming majority, John Tyler
of Virginia being associate,! with him as vice-

i. II. was inaugurated at Waahirj
March 4, LS41 ; but he died before a month had
el. H 1

; and ac ling to a piw ision of the i-

tilt l.iii. Mi-Tyler became president for the unexpired
portion of the term of four years.

HA'RROGATE, HARROWGATE, or HIGH
HARROGATE, a village in Yorkshire, -Jl) miles
west of York city, is celebrated for sulphureous and
chalybeate springs. The sulphureous springs are
also saline, and of laxative and diuretic quality,

w hili- the chahbeate waters are tonic. H. is a very
agreeable residence, the surrounding country being

full ,.t beauty and interest ; it is largely frequented

by visitors in summer, and is tie.

by the railway from Leeds to Doncaster. The
old only

ii under medical ad\ lee. The', :ue 11 ,ed hot ll

externally and internally, and arc in great repute in

many diseases of the skin, and in some casi

dyspeptic disorders, scrofula, gout. \e. II

springs were discovered in 1.371. A local report on
their \ irtucs, with analyses in dot,

Hoffman, was published in 1S.34. Pop. of township,
about IflOO.

HARROW, an agricultural implement, used for

g ami pulverising ploughed laud, and foi

previously sown. It consists oi a
Iran f a square or rhombic form, in which are

iv - ot teeth, or tit awards.
Tin- harn.w is a very ancient implement, having

a I" I "ii'l the "awn of history ; bui

early tunes only the lighter soils Wen- in.
it often eon-, ted of bu h

which He . round. Sub
we find

next, the wooden frame With iron tines, a form of

the instrument very much i il day,

tally in favour for light soils. For heavy
Hods, tin- harrow constructed wholl;
used, as it is heavier and does more execution ; and
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of this soli the zigzag form made by Mr Howard
of Bedford is preferred. The Howard harrow has
the tines so arranged that no one follows in the
track of another, but each has a separate line of

action, which greatly diminishes the risk of any

MMM

Howard's Harrow.

portion of the surface escaping ptilverisation. A
brake ' is a large harrow used for breaking down

rough or hard land. The ' chain-harrow,' which is

a congeries of iron rings, is useful for covering grass-
seeds, and especially for separating weeds from the
earth or clods in which they are enveloped.

HARROW-ON-THE-HILL, a village of
Middlesex, England, is finely situated on the summit
of a small eminence about twelve miles north-west
of London, on the London and Birmingham Rail-
way. Pop. about 5000. The village derives its

celebrity solely from the grammar-school founded
here, in 1571, by John Lyon, a wealthy yeoman of
the parish. The school was originally intended to
afford a gratuitous education to poor boys belong-
ing to the parish, and is still nominally free to
all the boys of the parish, but, as in many other
cases, it has been diverted from its primary pur-
pose, and is now chiefly attended by the sons of
the nobdity and gentry, and possesses a very high
reputation. It has several exhibitions to Oxford
and Cambridge. Among the eminent men who
have been educated at H. may be mentioned
Sir William Jones, Dr Parr, Lord Byron, George
Canning, and Sir Eobert Peel.

HARRY, Blind, a Scottish minstrel of the 15th
century. Scarcely anything is known of his life

beyond what is told by Dr John Major (or Mair) in

his History of Scotland, published in 1521. 'When
I was a child,' he says, ' Henry, a man blind from
his birth, who lived by telling' tales before princes
and peers, wrote a whole book of William Wallace,
weaving the common stories (which I, for one, only
partly believe) into vernacular riootry, in which he
was skilled.' In 1490-1492, Blind Harry is found
at the court of King James IV., receiving occasional

gratuities of five, nine, and eighteen shillings. The
poem attributed to him, Tlte Life of that Noble
Champion of Scotland, Sir William Wallace, Knight,
was completed before the end of the year 1488,
when it was copied by John Ramsay. This copy,
the oldest MS. of the work now known to exist,

does not ascribe it to Blind Harry, nor is his name
given to it in the earlier printed editions. The
poem, which contains 11,861 lines, of ten syllables

each, is written in rhyming couplets. The language
is frequently obscure, and sometimes unintelligible,

bu t the work as a whole is written with vigour

;

in some passages, it kindles into poetry ; and it is

altogether a surprising performance, if we receive

it as the composition of one who was born blind.

Die author seems to have been familiar with the

metrical romances which wee the popular literature
of the time, and he makes repeated appeals to two
Latin lives of Wallace, one by his schoolfellow,
Master John Blair, another by Sir Thomas Gray,
parson of Liberton. But the poem has no claim
to be regarded as history; it is full of gross
mistakes or misrepresentations of facts known to
every one, and it can only be looked upon as an
embodiment of the wild and sanguinary legend i

which two centuries had gathered round the namo
of the martyred hero of a fierce struggle for national
life. The work is believed to have been printed in
the Scottish capital as early as 1520, but no perfect
copy is known to be preserved of any earlier edition
than that of Edinburgh in 1570, bearing the title A
The Act'is and Deidix'of the Main! Hinder and Vail-

yeand Campioun Schi'r William Wallace, Knicht of
Ellerslie. The work was reprinted at Edinburgh in

1594, 1601, 1620, 1048, 1673, and 175S ; at Glasgow,
in 1665 and 1699 ; at Aberdeen, in 1630 ; and at

Perth in 1790. The best edition is that of Dr
Jamieson (from the MS. of 148S), published at
Edinburgh in 1820, in 1 vol. 4to. The work was
for about 200 years one of the most popular iu Scot-
laud, but gradually fell into neglect as its language,
never very easy, ceased to be understood except
by scholars. Its place was supplied by a modern-
ised version by William Hamilton of Gilbertfield,

published at Glasgow in 1722, with the title of A
New Edition of tlie Life and Heroic Actions of the

Renoun'd Sir William Wallace. This is a poor -per-

formance, but it continued to be widely circulated

among the Scottish people almost to ou r owu day.

HART, the name given to the Stag (q. v.) or male
of tbe red deer, from the age of six years, when the
crown or mrroyal of the antler begins to appear.

Great importance was formerly attached to the dis-

tinction of names proper to deer at different ages,

and Guillim, in his Heraldry, defines hart as above,

rebutting the notion ' that a stagge, of what age

soever he be, shall not be called a hart until the

king or queen have hunted him ; ' but ' if the king
or queen do chase or hunt him, and he escape

away alive, then after such hunting or chasing he is

called a hart royalV

HART, Solomon Alexander, E.A., an English
painter, of Jewish origin, was born at Plymouth, in

Devonshire, April 1806, entered the Royal Academy,
London, in 1S23, and exhibited his first oil-picture,
' Instruction,' in 1828. Since then, he has painted,

among other works, 'The Elevation of the Law'
(1830); 'Isaac of York in the Donjon of Front-de-

Bceuf ' (1830) ; 'English Nobility privately receiving

the Catholic Communion' (1S31) ; 'Eleanor sucking

the Poison from Edward's Arm ;' 'Milton visiting

Galileo in Prison' (1847); and 'The Three Inventors

of Printing' (1852). In 1835, H. was elected an
Associate, in 1S40 an R.A., and in 1S55 he suc-

ceeded Leslie as Professor of Painting in the Royal
Academy. His picturesque vigour aud technical

power are universally acknowledged.

HARTEBEEST. See Kaajia.

HA'RTFORD, a city, and one of the two capitals

of Connecticut, United States, America, is situated

on the west bank, and 50 miles from the mouth,
of the Connecticut river, at the head of sloop

navigation, and distant 111 miles north-east from
New York. The legislature meets here and at

New Haven alternately. It has a handsome state

house, city hall, arsenal, deaf and dumb asylum,
an admirable asylum for the insane, an Episcopal

college, numerous churches, a free library, aud
many banks and insurance offices. It has a large

trade and many flourishing manufactories, among
which is the large establishment for the making c
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Colt's firearms. The various manufactures amount
to over £1,000)000 par annum. Railways connect
tin- city with all New England, ami man; lines of

eteam-Wiats, packets, and sailing-Teasels carry cm an
extensive commerce. Tobacco and silk are among
its exports, ami its manufactures of cotton, books,

carriages, clocks, machinery, &&, are distributed
over the whole continent. 11. is one of the oldest
towns in New England, the seat of i-.u 1- '

where were enacted the tamona 'Iilne Laws,' Popu-
lation in 1870, 37,180.

11 VRITORD CONVENTION, in the political

history ol the I nite.l siates, was an assemblage of

t Hartt'unl,
• December 15, 1814. This convention
• I l>y the Massachusetts legislature,

which appointed delegates , nim that state. The
government of the United States, under the presi-

dency ,.)' Mr Madison, ileelared war against Great
Britain in 1S12, for injuries to oommi
out of the war with France, and the impressment
of American seamen by British men-of-war. Of
the two Ameriean political parties, the Democratic

ace, while the Federalists took the part
of England. As the war d. sti" >e.l

the fisheries, the chief interests of New England,
which was also Federalist in politics, there was a
violent opposition. The governors of these states

would not allow- the militia to leave them, and
complained that while their people were taken by
conscriptions, their own coasts were left undefended

i hie object of the convention was to devise

means of security and defence. George Cabot of

Massachusetts was elected president, and Theodore
Dwight of Connecticut, secretary. It sat 20 days
with closed doors, and as it was supposed to he of a
treasonable character, it was watched by a military

government. The convention, at rising,

nam amendments to the constitution—
free population as the basis of representation, a
ingle term for the presidency, to exclude foreigners

to limit embargoes to 111) days, and to

require two-thirds vote of congress to admit new
states, make war, 4c. Though no treasonable act

was committed, and no treasonable intention proved,
the Federalist party never recovered from the odium
of its opposition to the government, and 'Hartford
Convention Federalist' has been to this day a term
of rejiroach.

HA'RTLKPOOL, a municipal borough, seaport,
ami market-town of England, in the county of

Durham, is situated OH a small peninsula, north of

the estuary of the Tees, 'JO miles cast-south-east of

Durham. It consists of one principal, and of several

smaller streets, ami was formerly BUI rounded by
xvalls. The harbour is safe, and easily accessible;

extensive docks have recently been constructed.
Fishing is 1 n with success. The
facilities afforded by II. for sea-bathing formerly
attracted many visitors hitler during the summer
months; but ince itf i t commercial revival,

owing to the formation ol railways connecting it

with the coal mines of Durham, it is no longer

that pur] In 1861, 12,748 vessels,
- tons, entered and cleared the ports ,,t

II. and West Hartlei 1 (q. v.). The trade of H.
i» chiefly in coal Population of municipal borough
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HARTLEPOOL, Wkst, a modern market town
' Durham, situated one

mile to the westward of the anoteni borough of

Hartlepool, and within the township of Btranton.
It has .sprung into existence within the last few
yaara, having been founded by Ralph Ward .laek-

kon, Esq., an enterprising railway speculator, in 1847.

I
It consists of one principal and several diverging

and p,,ss.ss r . a large and handsome ( iothic

church, several large hotels ami
a theatre, Athena-mil, and Mechanics' Institute,

Custom-house, Market-house, and other public
buildings, and had (in 1801) a population of 18,601,
The first harbour was constructed here in 18-47, of
12 acres, and has since been enlarged to 44 acres.

There are one coal and two merchant]
covering an area of 32 acres, besides tiuil>< i docks,

Ponds, and yards, of 44 acres, and two [a]

docks. The whole ana occupied by these works,
including the floor area of two gigantic warehouses
recently built, is 245 acres. In 1847, the number of
ships entering the ]>ort was 460; in 1861, it was
51104. In the former year, the coal shipped here
amounted bo 54,202 tons; in the latter year, to

975,819 tons. The foreign merchandise exports from
the manufacturing districts rid West H. commenced
in 1853, in which year their declared value was
£23,846 ; in 1801, it was i,-,,02(;.!l(ll». In the former
year, 83,010 qrs. of grain were imported, and in the
latter year, 204,724 qrs. Besides coal, the follov, ing
are the principal imports: Flax and hemp, grain,
timber, butter, cheese, fruit, cattle, tallow, yeast,
iron, zinc, &c. ; the exports consisting of woollen,
cotton goods, copper, cement, drugs, machinery,
earthen-ware, yarn, hides, &e. ; the trade being
carried on for the most part with the Baltic ports,
Croustadt, St Petersburg, and Danzig, and with
Hamburg and Rotterdam. Iron ship-building is

carried on here to a large extent, and there are
large iron-foundries and cement-works, but no
other manufactories.

HARTLEY, David, a celebrated mental philo-

sopher of last century, was born August 30, 1705.
His father was vicar of Armlcy, in Yorkshire. At 15,

he entered Jesus' College. Cambridge, and became a
fellow of the college. He studied at first for the
church, but his turn for original and independent
thinking led him to dissent from some points in
the Thirty-nine Articles, and he, in consequence,
hail to abandon his original intention. What his
precise difficulties were, we are not informed ; we
know only that, in his mature years, he impugned
the eternity of hell-puuishment, maintaining the
ultimate restoration of the damned. In all other
points, his published opinions coincided with the
Church of England, and he continued to the last

a member of the church. He finally chose the
profession of medicine, in which he attained con-

siderable eminence. He practises as a physician
successively at Newark, Bury St Edmunds, in

London, and at Bath, where he died on the 25th
of August 1757, at the age of 52 years.

His work on the mind, entitled Observations nn
Midi, on which his fame rests, was begun when he
was about 25, and occupied his thoughts for 16

years. It was published in 17411. The first part
relates to the constitution of the human mind, and
is the really important ami original part. The
second part treats of religion and morals, and might
have been written by any orthodox clergyman, if

we except the opinion above stated with reference
to future punishment.

His handling of the mind turns throughout upon
two theories or bj potheses, which have very different
merits, and are by 110 means neocssaiil

although they are never separated in his mind. The
bhi Doctrine ot Vibrations, or a theory

ol aerVOUS action analogous to the prO]
sound, the suggestion ol which he owed to Newton,
of whose writings he was a d. -voted student. His
second and most valuable innovation consisted in

shewing that the faculties, powers, and feelings of

the nund might be explained to a very wide extent
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by the principle of the Association of Ideas (see

Association of Ideas), a principle, far from new in

the statement of it, but never before appreciated in

anything like the range of its bearings upon the

phenomena of mind.
The doctrine of vibrations supposed that when

any one of the senses is affected by an outward
object, the effect was to set the particles of the

nerve in a vibratory motion, which ran along to the

brain, and produced eonvsponding vibrations in the

cerebral substance. In like manner, when an active

impulse proceeded outwards to the muscles, the

manner of communication along the nerves was of

the same kind. He even extended these molecular

vibrations to the other tissues. As a hypothesis,

this assumption was so far legitimate, if it served k>

explain the facts, or even to imagine rulialile

way what goes on in the substance of the nerves

and brain during the processes of sensation, thought,

and volition. The distaste that has generally been
entertained towards this part of H.'s speculations,

arose from a mistaken notion of its favouring mate-

rialism. Not only was the author not a materialist

—being most express in affirming a spiritual entity

different from the body— but his views had nothing

more of materialism in them than the views that

mankind have always held as to the connection of

mind with bodily actions.

As regards the second doctrine of H., the doctrine

of Association, he was certainly the first to do jus-

tice to the applications of that principle to explain

the phenomena of the mind. He points out how it

is involved in the conversion of our sensations into

ideas, throughout all the senses, and also in the first

origin of voluntary power, which he tridy regards

as essentially an acquired power. He then treats

of the commonly recognised intellectual faculties

—

Memory, Imagination, Reason, &c.—shewing how
widely the process of association pervades them all.

Lastly, the Emotions, which he classifies under six

heads—Imaginative Emotions, Ambition, Self-inte-

rest, Sympathy, Theopathy (the religious sentiment),

and the Moral Sense—may be readily seen to be, in

a great many instances, the products of association,

there being certain elementary feelings that unite

among themselves, and pass into new connections,

and give birth to complex feelings, under the general

law. Many of those explanations would be con-

sidered now as faulty or defective ; but at the time,

H.'s attempt was a great step in advance, and might
have been much more fruitful in consequences to

mental science, but for the unfortunate and mistaken
prejudices excited by the vibration theory, which he

carries out into every part of his exposition.

HARTMANN VON DER ATJE, or VON AUE,
one of the old German poets, born about 1170, was
a Swabian knight. He had probably begun the

study of grammar, knew French when he joined

the Crusade in 1197, and, as he himself says, could

obtain, by his own reading, material for his narra-

tive poems. Of these the first was Erec (the legend

reproduced in Enid of Tennyson's Idyll* oft/ie King),

written shortly before 1197, and edited by Haupt
(1839) ; the last was Iwein, written before 1204,

and edited by Benecke and Lachmann (1827; 2d
ed. 184:!), with a dictionary by Benecke (1833).

Both of these are drawn from the Arthurian cycle

of legends ; and their natural development of events

displays a completer mastery of their material than
the more incoherent British narratives which form
their basis. Between the composition of these two
poems, H. wrote the religious legends, Grer/or auf
dem Steine (ed. by Lachmaun, 1838), which was read

in churches till the 16th c, and Der anne Heinrich
(Longfellow's Gulden Legend), which has been edited

by W. Miillcr (1842), and also, along with H.'s

Lieder nnd Biichlein, by Haupt (1S42). By these
works, which have all been translated into modern
German, H. was known among his contemporaries.
Gottfried von Strasburg, in his Tristan, written
about 1207, praises him as still alive ; and his death
is lamented about 1220, by Heinrich von dem
Tiirlein, in his Krone.

HARTO'GIA, a genus of trees, or shrubs, of the
natural order Celestracem. II. Capensis, a native of

the Cape of Good Hope, is only ten or fifteen feet

high, but the trunk is a foot to a foot and a half in

diameter. The wood is hard, fine-grained, close,

and tough ; it is much valued, and when polished,

is superior to the finest mahogany. It is often used
for veneering. The Dutch colonists call it Ladle-
wood, probably from one of the first uses to which
they found it convenient to apply it.

HARTSHORN, the term given in pharmacy
to the antlers of the Cervus elaphns. Its com-
position is very different from that of persistent

horns, as those of the ox, for example, and is

identical, or nearly so, with that of bone. The pro-

ducts of its distillation were formerly much used
in medicine, under the titles of Oil of Hartshorn,
Volatile Salt of Hartshorn, Spirits of Hartshorn,
&c. ; but they are now replaced by simpler prepara-

tions of the active ingredients of these substances,

namely, ammonia and carbonate of ammonia. See

Ammonia.

HART'S-TONGDE (Scolopendrium), a genus of

ferns, of which one species, S. vulgare, is a native

of Britain, and is common in most parts of the
country, in moist woods, shady banks, caves on
the sea-shore, and other cold and damp situations.

It is also found on the continent of Europe and in

Hart's-Tongue (S,;,h,pr,,,j,-;„ m rulgare):

, sporangium, or spore-capsule
; >', !he same, opened, shewing

North America. It is very different in appearance
from every other British fern, its fronds being, in

general, quite undivided—although sometimes, by
monstrosity, they are forked and even multipartite

—linear, from a few inches to two feet in length,

and from an inch to two or three inches in breadth.

The sorl are in transverse fines, on the lateral nerves.

Fine plants of this fern have a very ornamental
appearance, and are in their greatest luxur'ance in

winter.

HARTZENBTJSCH, Juan Eugenio, a modern
Spanish dramatic poet of German extraction, was
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h n it Madrid, November 6. 1806, studied under
tin- Jesuits, and produced hi* tirst work, .1 .-.-

VWtt'l. in 1838. His principal works since then, all

of which have been published at Madrid, ar

1838), La Redoma Bneaniada (1839), La

}".. (1842), Honorin ilsi-j

. and La Madrt
IMOp II-- li.i- nl- llected and repub-

lished las fugitive. 1 nis and prose-essays under

the title of Sua
a (1843 ; Paris, I860 .

-

»t ii >ii. vigorous diction, and sonoroui

idi red oi X the moel oi

-. of 1 be few who
possess any solid kn.iwl-.i-_i- of ii.-rin.iii literature.

MM: l \", BUrnai 1 At.- KasimSh, i. ... tin-

Just, the m. .st renowned of the Abbaside califs,

snooeeded Ins elder brother, Saudi, in the califate,

in the year "SO. not I. vi.- yet attained his twenty-

tirst year. Various insurreci

the kingdom wen- speedily put down, and the wars

against the Byzantines an.l n

an en. I. Though the ltoundaries of the vast empire,

m the Caucasus to the sources

01 the Nile, were not enlarged, the empire losl none

of its province!). H. gave himself up unreservedly to

. if life, leavim; the entire administration

of his extensive kingdom in the hands of Yahya
tin- Barmecide, and his four sons: and the energy of

their administration, the enforcement of order, and
the general prosperity of the country, proved that

ice was not misplaced. His capital city

of Bagdad he rendered the most flourishing city of

that period. Tribute was paid to I

quarters, and splendid edifices were erected by bum
at a prodigious cost At the same time, he was the

patron of learning, poetry, and music, and his court

was the i-.-sort oi the umst eminent Mohammedans
of the age. Re was celebrated in countless songs

and narratives ; and is the hero of several of the

stories in the Arnlniin Xi-ihix. Towards the end of

his reign, he conceived a rooted hatred towards the

Bar idea (see Babubcidbs)
;
yet so well did he

know their tried fidelity, that he suffered the reins of

government to remain "in their hands for some years

afterwards. In 803, he caused the vizier, his four

sous, and all their descendants, one only excepted

to be executed, not even excepting his favourite

Jaafer, who had been his companion in his nocturnal

rambles through the streets of Bagdad. On the

destruction of this family, his alfairs fell imme-
diately into irretrievable confusron ;

treason an.l

I
longer dreading the far reaching aim of

the able vizier, shewed themselves in every corner

of the empire ; and now, when it wai
thought with hitter regret of bis savage cruelty +

imily. Tin- most formidable of these

insurrections having broken nut in Khorassan, in

tin- north-east of the empire. II. inarched in person

gains, the rebels But an attack -

Obliged him to remain behind in TOa, v

afterwards died, in the n t,h of M...

\"nj!it* have throw D

round his memory, for thnugh he was undoubtedly
; monarch of the

the most of the Abbaside race, he could, when it

suited him, act to infection the part of the

avaricious and bloody tyrant

II A K IS PICES. The word tar*
lruxj.-r, is prnlial.lv derived (mill an old Latin

word, harvga, rintun, or Ura, intestines, and tb
root «/»'•-, to see nr look. The barn

to have come originally from Etruria, whence the

-iiii-l mam nt their religious institutions.

Their art, huruxjiiciana, which in many respects was

like that of the Angara
l

Augubxbb and Aub-
usisted in interpreting the will of the gods

by inspecting the entrails of the animals offered in

hence th.-y an- aim •-, and

l.v observing other circumstances incited with the

offerings, such as the willingness or unwillingness of

in I me to the altar, the flame, the smoke,
i. also from earthquake*,

. and all other extraordinary phenomena
The haruspices did not

..ejus ,n dignity and respect
: they were

of communication with

heav.-n, than as possessing any independent rel

authority. They had no organisation, like the

augurs ; they did not, in earlier times at least,

form a collri/iiiin, nor had they a mm/utter. They
were, ln.wev.-i-, at one time considered of great

importance ; but latterly their art fell into dis-

repute with the more intelligent portion of the

Roman citizens. Cato is alleged to have said that

'he wondered that one karuspex did not laugh

when be saw another.' Some of the later emperors,

especially Alexander Severus, endeavoured to revive

and encourage the art of the liaru-pi.es, hut it was
finally abolished by Constantino. Their sacred

books were called libri harugpidm, j'lljxrales, and
tonitrualet.

HARVARD COLLEGE, the oldest college in

the I'nitc.l States, often termed a university, was
founded at Cambridge, Massachusetts, three miles

from Boston, in liioti. only six years aft- r

ment of the colony, £8(10 having been appropriated

in three sums for the support of 'a schoale or

coll. -due.' In 1639, this 'schoale' was named Har-

vard College, in honour of the Rev. John Harvard,

who gave it £7110. It has been well endowed by
private liberality, chiefly that of the merchants of

Boston, and has, besides its valuable landed pro-

perty, 1,1100,000 dollars of invested funds. At its

-.incut, this now flourishing college was
little more than an Indian school. Many Indian

youth were received, but only one ever graduated.

They were found utterly unfit for the life, pursuits,

and studies of civilisation, and those partly educated

went back to their forests and wigwams. The first

president of Harvard was the Rev. Henry Dunster,

1040. In 1764, the library was destroyed by lire
;

the only works saved being an Oriental Collection,

bequeathed by Br Lightfoot, and the Greek and

Roman classics, presented by Bishop Berkeley.

In 1848, a scientific department was
endowed by Abbott Lawrence, for the benefit of

persons who d.. not wish to pursue the full course.

The government is vested in the president, live

fellows, and treasurer, with a board of overseen,

formerly composed of the congregational

of sixteen adjoining towns. In religion, it is Uni-

tarian, but liable to cl. i of the over-

seers being now appointed by the state

Connected with the college arc seven professional

schools, Of law, theology, I lieinc. science, mining.

dentistry, and agriculture. There are .'ii'. p.

tutors, 1181 students, and libraries of 187,000 volumes.

HARVEST (Ger. Aerost, antnmn ;
probably allied

t.i dr. harp-, Lit. carp-, u< snatch, pluck, gather), the

sen-oil ol gathering; and storing the chief products of

the fields. The most important harvest operations

are those connected with the cutting down of the

grain crops, in w hi. h, lis well SB in the mowing ol bay

(q, v.), machines moved by horses are now extensively

used, s.e Kkai'i.no.

HARVEST BUG [Ltptu* avtwnnalU), is an ani-

mal of the Aaonu tribe, which derives its popular
W



HARVEST MOON-HARVEY.
name from its attacking British labourers during
the harvest.. As the acari in their pei-feet state
are usually provided with eight feet, and in their
larval stage with only six feet, and as the H. B
has only the latter number, it was suspected by
Siebold, and it has been since proved, that this
animal is the larva of one of the Trombidida, a
family of Acaridans. It is so minute, that, were
it not for the brilliancy of its colour, which is
a vivid crimson, it would be quite invisible. It
makes its appearance, or rather renders us con-
scious of its presence, about the middle of July, and
disappears towards the middle of September ; and
is most plentiful in hot dry seasons. It occurs on
the blades of grass, and on various plants in fields
gardens, and woods,, and attacks not only man,
but the dog, cat, &c. Persons with delicate skins
are its special prey, and it seems to prefer the legs,
(I- under part of the thighs, and the lower part

pro
msupport

of the abdomen. The wound' it inflicts
auced is not well understood-
able irritation which usually leads the victims"to
scratch themselves, and thus to increase the inflam-
mation. The skin becomes swollen and red, and
jometimes eveu purple ; and the minute vesicles
caused by these animals sometimes terminate in
suppuration.

HARVEST MOON. In our latitudes, at the
tune ot full moon nearest the autumnal equinox,
it happens that the moon rises for several days
nearly at sunset, and about the same time by
the clock, instead of rising, as it usually does,
52 later on one day than on the preceding This
phenomenon is owing to the fact, that at this
time the moon is in Aries, when the part of the
ecliptic below the horizon makes the least an°ie
with it, as shewn in the following figure, where AB
represents a portion of the equator ; H'CH, a portion
ot the horizon

; OL, a portion of the ecliptic when C

represents the equinoctial point of Aries ; CL',
portion of the same if were the equinoctial point
of Libra. Then (supposing the moon to move in the
ecliptic, a supposition not far from the truth, and
one which greatly simplifies the explanation of this
phenomenon), if the moon be at C (point of Aries)
on one night, it will have retrograded to L by the
same time on the following night; and, by the
revolution of the earth in the direction NM', will
appear on the horizon at H, and the distance LH
reduced to time will give the moon's retardation.
If C be the equinoctial point of Libra, then L' will
be the moon's position on the second night, and it
will rise at H' after the earth has revolved so as to
carry the whole of the line H'L' above the horizon

;

this ime, when reduced to time, gives the retard-
ation. Hence, as the moon when at the full is in
Aries at the sun's autumnal equinox, and in Libra
it the sun's spring equinox, the retardation is least
in the hrst instance and greatest in the second,
being respectively CN - CM, and ON + CM' =CN + CM In the latitude of Edinburgh (55° 58')
the greatest retardation is 1 hour 8' 24", and the

least 11' 44"; in lat. 64 27', the least retardation
is zero, or the moon rises at the same time on*™ f™ea

?
lv? evenings, while at the aretio circle

V *i
'

,

mes 4 earller on tne second evening.
As this phenomenon occurs at a time (about the
fid ot September) when the farmer is busy with
his harvest, and very opportunely supplies him for
several evenings with light sufficient to continue
us operations after sunset, the moon at this stao-e
has received the name of ' harvest moon.' As themoon s orbit is inclined to the ecliptic, this irregu-
larity will be increased or diminished according
as the ascending node is between Capricorn and
Cancer, or between Cancer and Capricorn. It is
nothing at the equator, increasing as we proceed
north.

_
At our antipodes the greatest retardation

occurs in September, and the least in March.

.,
HA

.

RVBY
> George, a Scottish artist, was born in

the neighbourhood of Stirling in 1806. Displaying a
taste for drawing, he was at the age of 18 placed in
the school of the Trustees' Academy, Edinburgh
where he made rapid progress. In 1826, when the
Royal Scottish Academy was instituted, he was
elected an Associate, and in 1S20 an Academician
Since his entrance, he has been a constant exhibitor
and many of his works are well known through the
medium of engravings. The principal of these are—
'Covenanters Preaching,' ' Battle of JJrumclog,' 'The
First Reading of the Bible in Old St Paul's,' 'The
Curlers, and ' Columbus discovering America ' H
has not confined himself to historical art, some of
his most successful works being representations of
the scenery of his native country. H. is a Presby-
terian, and Presbyterianism is visible in all his
pictures. He is the only artist who has painted a
Covenanter. His landscapes are remarkable for
pastoral peace, and some of the more imaginative
for a singular solemnity of atmospheric effect.

HARVEY, William, the discoverer of the
circulation of the blood, was born at Folkstonem Kent, on the 1st of April 157S. His father waa
a yeoman

; and five of his brothers were merchants
of weight and substance, magni et copiosi, in the
city of London, while the sixth sat as member of
rhament for Hythe.
After six years' attendance at the grammar-school

at Canterbury, H, being then 16 years of age, was
I entered at Caius College, Cambridge. He took his
hrst degree m arts in 1597, and having selected
physic for his profession, left Cambridge about the
year 1590, and proceeded to the university of Padua
then the most celebrated school of medimie in the
world Having passed five years at that school in
attendance on the lectures of Fabricius de Aqua-
pendente, Julius Casserius, and other eminent men
who then adorned that university, he obtained his
diploma as doctor of medicine in 1602. He returned
to Kngland in the same year; and after receiving
us doctor s degree from his original university, Cam°
bridge, settled m London as a physician. In 1609
he was appointed physician to St Bartholomew's
Hospital, and m 1615 Lumleian Lecturer at the
College of Physicians—an office then held for life •

it'.'l il. <-• .generally supposed that in his first course
ot lectures (in the spring of 1616) he expounded
those original and complete views of the circulation
ot the blood with which his name is indelibly asso-
ciated. It was not till the year 1628 that he gave
<ns v.ews to the world at large, in his celebrated
treatise entitled J,Wrril.alio Anatomica de MoUtonhsct .Sanguinis^, Franc), having then as l,e
states in the preface, for nine years or more o-one
in demonstrating the subject in his college lectures
llnsu-aiing it by new and additional argumentsmd treeing it from the objections raised by the
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skilful unonrnt anatomists. Shortly after H.'s

i
.is Gumlei hi Leoturer | in if.]? or 1618),

h • w is appointed physician-extraordinary I" . I . . r 1 1
. -

I., and in the beginning of 1630 was
to accompany the jronng Duke of Lennox in Ins

travels beyond seas.
1

In 1632, he was formally
physician to Charles L; and i» 1633 we

find that hie absence, "by reason of Ins M
on tin' kind's majesty,' from St Bartholomew's
Hospital w.is lonij.laim-.l of, and that Dr Andrews
was appointed as liis substitute, 'but without pre
judice to bini in bis yearly fee or in any other

- a procedure which shews the esteem
which 11. was held. We ham from Aubrey that

mnanied Thomas Howard, Karl of Arundel
in bis embassy to the emperor in 1636; and during

nrney he publicly demonstrated to Caspar
Hofiuann, the distinguished professor of Niirnberi.'.

and one ol the chid opponents of his views, the

anatomical particulars which made the circulation
of the Mo.*! a neeessnry eonelnsiou —a demonstration
Which, it is reported, was satisfactory to all present
Bavi Hofmann himself, who still continued to urge
futile objections. lie attended the king in his

various ,\p.,liti..ns 1 wis present with him at
tie- battl Kdgehill (Oetobor S.i, h'.»J<. ' Huriiig

i.' says Aubrey, 'the Prince and Duke of

York were committed to Ids care. Ee told me that
h.- withdrew with them under a hedge, and tooke
out of his pockett a booke, and read. But he had
not read very long before a bullet of a great gun
grazed on the ground ueare him, which made him
remove his station.' He accompanied the king
aft. r the battle to Oxford, where, according to the
same authority, 'he came several times to our
college 1 1 unit v. to George Bathurst, IU>.. who had
a hen to hitch eggs in his chamber, which they
Opened dayly to see the progress and way of genera-
tion ;' and where the honorary degree of Doctor of

Physic was conferred on him in the December of

that year. In 1645 he was, by the king's mandate,
elected warden of Merl ml on the
surrender of Oxford to the parliament in duly 1646,

he left the university, and returned to London.
He was now 68 years of age, and seems to have
withdrawn himself from practice, and from all

further participation in the fortunes of his royal

master. During the remainder of his life, he was
St of one or other of his brothers,

now nun ..t wealth and high standing in the city
;

and it was at the country house of one of them that
Dr Knt visited him at Christmas li'.oO, and after

'many difficulties' (see Dr Ent'a Epistle Dedicatory,
in Willis's translation of Harvey's works! obtained
from him the MS. of bis work on the generation

of animals, which was published in the following

yeai, under the title of /.

,,-. oeceduni qwcdam dt I'ariA, <le

TumoribiM fieri, et tie Conception*,
4to.

Fro.,1 this period to the time of his death, the

iject which occupied his mind was the

in i improvement o| the College of Physi-

Idings of which he erected a hand-
iddition at his own cost. In 1654 he »us

elected, in his absence, president of the college, but
'tin account of his age and in-

rirmiiies. In July, 1656, be resigned bis Lunileian
up, nhii'h lie hud held lor more than fort}

ind in taking leave of th liege, presented

i patrimonial estate at Burmarsh, in Kent,
then valued nt £56 per annum. He did uol long

burviTe, but, worn down b) repeated attach
died in London on the 3d ol June, 1667, and was

.11 a % it ii 1 1 at Hempstead, in Essex, which his

brother Klin had built.

A handsome edition of Harvey's woiks, in Latin,
revised by I Ira I ...v. . and Mai k \ i

published' by the College of l'hvsieians in 17l>6.

The best edition, in English, is tiiat of Dr Willis,

published by the Sydenham Society in 1847.

BA'RWIOH, a niunicipal ami parliamentary
port, and market-town of England, in

the county of Essex, is pleasantly situated on an
id healthy site near' the Dorth-east

extremity of a promontory C(> miles north-east of
Lou. ion. Southward from the town extends an
esplanade, from which fine views of the harbour
and the Gemini in may 1 btained. The chief

industry are the manufacture of Roman
cement, and of artificial manure from Coprolite
[q.v.), fishing, and ship-building. Steamers run
daily to Ipswich, and in summer there is steam
communication with London. The harbour of 11.,

formed by the junction of the Stour an! the
Orwell, is said to be the best on the east cca-st of
England. It is capacious, sale, and commodious;
but its entrance is rocky, and, although there are
two light-houses and numerous buoys, cannot be
entered without careful navigation. H. has been
made a harbour of refuge. The battery bj which
the town is .1- i. ml..

I w.i, erected about Ivjii at
which tune a considerable space intervened between
it and the usual tide-mark : but BO great hive I.e. n
the encroachments made by the sea on the pro-
montory on which II. stands', that a portion of the
battery has already been undermined. Since the
time of the last French war. the trade of the town
has materially declined. In 1861, lo'.iT vessels, of

176,693 tons, entered and cleared the port. Pop.
(1871) 0107.

HARZ MOUNTAINS, a broad mountain-range
in the north of Germany, extends east-south-east

from Goslar and Osterode in Hanover to Hettstiidt
and Mansfeld in Prussian Saxony. It forms an
elevated plateau, covered with irregular and, lor

the most part, forest-clad mountains, and situated
mainly in Hanover and Brunswick. The range,
which is divided into Upper and Lower HarZ, is

50 miles in length, about 16 miles in breadth, and
covers a superficies of upwards of Tod square miles.

It is composed for the most part of greywaoke
belonging to the Devonian formation, and broken
through in one or two places by granite, as in the
Brook, n i'l-V.) and the Kammbcrg. The highest

peak of the range is the Brocken. The H.
M. are exceedingly rich in metals and minerals.
Silver, iro: iper, zinc, it are mined;
marble, alabaster, and granite are quarried. Mining,
Stone-cutting, and the timber trade afford employ-

tin- inhabitants, who are about 70,000 in

number. The H. M. are the scenes of many of the
wild legendary tales of German literature.

HASDRUB \L. more correctly ASDRUBAL (one
/»//„,/ '../ Until), a name of freipient occurrence in

i hi history, there being nearly twenty
re or less celebrated individuals so called. One

of the best known is that son-in-law of Hum], it

(see II i 'in c mi Baboa), who accompanied his father-

in-law to Spain (236 B.C.), and for eight years
alter the death of the latter, continued to carry

plana of his great km.-nian. The empire
which the military talent and energy of llainihar

had founded was consolidated by the skilful

statesmanship of llasdrubal. He formed the
south and east coasts ol Spain into Carthaginian
provi is, and founded many towns, the most

US of which was Carthago Nova mow Carta-
(!'«.ii. possessing a line harbour, and having in its

eighhoiiihood rich mines. This city he adorned
rith a splendid ' royal palace,' Under his direction.
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agriculture Nourished; mining was vigorously 4he historical importance of the church, he opposes
prosecuted) the tribes as far north as the Euro modern supernaturalism, as in Die Leipziger Diapu-
became subject to Carthage, and paid tribute; '

lotion (1827), equally with extreme rationalism as
and powerful chiefs were attached to Carthaginian in T/ieologisr/ie ,Str,-iis,-liriflen (18:i4— )S;:7), ami Die
interests by intermarriage anil other means. H.

|

Tiibinger Schule (1S55). Before the first year of his
was at length (220 B.C.) murdered by a slave, whose professorship in Leipsic was over, H. was called
master he had put to death. He was a leader of the as professor of theology to Jena, where he still
popular party at Carthage after the conclusion of represents the departments of Dogmatics and
the lust Punic war, and was early brought out into church history principally. His Ilultrrus 11,-dirims
public life. He was a skilful general, and shewed

,

(1S27, 9te Aufl. 1S58) seeks to do justice to the
great energy and prudence in a war with the

j

old Lutheran Dogmatics in contrast with modern
N umidian tribes. But his talents were more parti-

j

systems, by exhibiting its harmonious completeness,
eularly administrative, as has been already seen in : and is in extensive use among German theolocdcal
his Spanish government. So powerful was he in I

students. Besides his Compendium of Universal
Spam, and so independent of the home government,

j

Church History (1834, 7te Aufl. 1854), which has
'.hat the Romans made the famous treaty in regard

j

been translated into English, and is unsurpassed
to the Iberus as the common frontier, not with the for its concise pictures of times, men, and systems,
Carthaginians, but with Hasdrubal. H. has treated special portions of church history in
Another H., brother of the great Hannibal, and Diebeiden ErzbUchofe (1839), JVewe Pnpheten (ls':.li,

son of Hamilcar Barca, bore a conspicuous part in I Franz von Assisi (J856), and Das geisUiche Mams'-
the second Punie war, first as the opponent of the piel (1S58). Several works of his on ecclesiastical
Scipios and the conqueror of Cn. Scipio in Spain, ' law, and his edition of the Libri Symbolici Ecclesice
and afterwards as the commander of a Pimic army: Evangelical, are highly valued,
in Italy. While he was marching southward to „ . CTTT,__ . .- _ . . ,

join Hannibal in Umbria, he encountered the Roman 1

,

HAb
.
H1^ ls the Oriental name of the plant

consuls, C. Nero and M. Livius, at the river (°r if ? ,
topS and tender Parts of the

Metaurus. The Romans gained a complete victory; !
,

nt) wu
,

lch
, ,

ls
,

scientifically known as Cannabis

an immense number of the Carthaginian forces ".*?"' a,'" 1 "" lllch we term ' '"'"'" J/e'"P- The medi-

were slain; and H. himself, when he "saw that all
cmal value of the preparations of Indian Hemp is

was lost, rushed into the midst of the enemy, and
described in another article. See Hemp, Indian. It

fell (207 E. 0.) as became the son of the "great « the peculiar intoxication occasioned by the use

Hamilcar. In generalship and in military bravery
of #• that wlU be n ?'n' specially noticed,

he seems to have been little inferior to his father '

c
Various preparations of the plant are employed

and brother.
i

for the purpose of producing the desired effect. A
A third H. was one of Hannibal's principal officers

[a™*™*? mode of extracting its active principle is

m Ms Italian campaigns, and largely contributed, by ''>,". ,'T
1
?

the tops and flowers with water, to

a well-timed charge, to decide "the victory on the
™lch but*er ?r 0l1 ha

?
been added

'
evaporating,

great day of Cannaj.—A fourth, called Calms, i. e., i

and tbus f°™m§ au oleaginous solution or fatty

the Bald, led an expedition to Sardinia in 215 B.C.,
extract. This fatty extract is frequently mixed

during the second Punic war. He was defeated by
W1

.

th ™ler substances which are reputed to possess

the Roman general, and carried to Rome as a
aphrodisia0 properties, and is taken in the form

captive.—A fifth, son of Gisco, co-operated with
ot electuary confection, or pastil. The majoon

H., son of Hamilcar, in Spain, and afterwards, in
used at Calclltta

.
the mapouchari employed at Cairo,

conjunction with Syphax, unsuccessfully opposed aiul *-he 'bnvames or dawamesc of the Arabs, are

Scipio in Africa (204 B. c.).-The last we shall
Preparataons f th ,s klncL

mention is that unfortunate general to whom fell i

i)
1

r Moreau of Tours, who has written an elaborate

the hopeless task of defending Carthage against the T-
™ th

,

IS
f^.lf

ct
(
D

.

l
\
Hachisch et de VAliena-

Remans in the third Punic war. He was at first
hon M™tale. io*o) which is based not only en

commander without the city (another H„ .grandson geneTa l observation but on personal experience, thus

of the Kumidian Alasinissa, being general within
"esmbes the /nnta«a, which is the term employed

the city), but he ultimately became sole leader, and r
11 ™e Levant to describe the excitement produced

opposed all the plans and movements of Scipio
by this agent: It is really happiness which is

with great energy and skill. But at length Carthage Pr?duced by the hashish
;
and by this I imply an

fell, and H. was carried prisoner to Rome, to adorn
enjoyment entirely moral and by no means sensual,

the triumph of his conqueror. I

** we
.

mlSnt be educed to suppose. The hashish-

HASE, Kabl August, an eminent living theo- gJSb ri SU™ J«3
the Sourmand or *be

logianof Germany, was bora at St, mbad,, in Saxony, Xl ™
rueitS g

f W*' "" Pi
25th August l4 and, after leaving* AltenbuJgIj^^ZC^^t^ml^^ $*
gymnasium, studied theology at Leipsic, Erlangen, .

like the miser count
—

his treasure3i the bl£and lubingen. For taking part in the Burschen-
| who fa successful at ^ or the^^ man

schaften, he was, after a tedious trial, confined for
; wn0 js intoxicated^ Jj^, (R 5i)

X) i-e months m the fortress of Hohenasperg. In '

1 329, after having been Privat-docent for a year, he
One of the first appreciable effects of the drug,

, .
, ,

i *» the gradual weakening of the power of con-was made extraordinary professor of philosophy m
fa.om °

and directing the thoughts. Then comes
Leipsic where his lectures on Dogmatics and the the st alread ,fescribed lnd acc0 ™
life of Christ proyede.ee, rally attractive He was, , and in |arf follo^ it there m obgery£^
Zt

S

th se" o If fT^T Zl°r Z 7 of sense
'
false oonvirtions, and the predominanceft" ab0 e tbe

t
AZat™tTu ZV

b^ of one or more extravagant ideas. These ideas
of Hun as merely an excellent moral teacher his and convictions are ceneraliy not aitogether of an
Leben Jem <ls_!> 4fe A ,,H. bs,4), y-hich appeared six ima inary character,

^
but are suggested by externa"

years before Strauss ». hnvmg proposed as its aim h
°
ession3 whioh are errone^y interpreted by

to Aew 'how Jesus of Nazareth, according to divine the tive faculties . Finalp/ a tn
J

e doae
?

destination, by the free act of His own spirit,
Bnffiĉ ntly powerful.there is a complete withdrawa]and by the opportunities of .His time, became the
of the minVfrom external things.

F

Saviour of the world. \ indicating equally the b

rights of the individual religious consciousness, and
I
HASLAR HOSPITAL. See Gospobt.



HASLLNGDEN—HASTINGS.

HVslINGDEX, a small manufacturing an.l H. in the beginning of the Kith a was of sufficient

market town ol England, in the county of Lanca- importanoe to nave a mint. Here, aa ia well known,
. . i, situated in a mountainoua district, on and

around an eminence is miles east-south

Preston. It has a town-hall and n

tute, buildings df recent erection, an.l a parochial

, a handsome edifice, the front of which is

ITS old. There are also chapels and ineetmg-

l lu.dists, Independents), and
Primitive Methodists. Cotton and woollen
factures are extensively carried on. In the vicinity

are conl-mines ami stone-. pinnies. Pop. (1871) of
township, 19,201.

HASP ami STAPLE, in Scotch Law, the ancient

form jf entering an heir in a burgage subject, i. c,

proiicrtv s;tuated ill a burgh. The heir v. .

to take' hold ..f the hasp and Btapleol thed , as

a symliol of possession, and then enter and bolt

himself in. This form is DO longer necessary.

HASSAVI.KX-SABAH, the 'Old Man of the
hi' of European story, was founder of the

p.-ct oi the Assassins (q. v.), likewise denominated
Hass.»nis or [smanilians.

II Vssflt, a town of Holland, capital of the
province of Limbnurg, is situated near the centre
of the province, on the left bank of the Demer,
17 miles west-north-west of Maastricht It is well

built, is surrounded by walls, and carries on a con-

siderable trad.- iii distilling, and in the manufacture
of lineu fabrics, lace, and tobacco. Pop

HASTIXAPURA is the name of the ancient

capital of the Kurus (see Kt m |, frequently

mentioned in the Mahabh&rata. The Vishnu-
l'urana relates that it was founded hy Hastin,

washed away l.y the Ganges—under the reign of

Nichakra, who. in consequence of this unit, had to

remove the seat of his government to Kaus'ambl
—and at a later period it was undermined by
Balarama. It was situated on the I

is placed by Lassen, in his map to

Attertkuvuhaui , about 7s long, and 28 .3t)' Lit.

HASTINGS, a parliamentary and municipal

borough, market-town, and famous watering-place

of England, in tl i

- picturesquely

D the shore, and surround. -. i

i

I i hi si a, bj high

cliffs. It i- distant about :;."> mill - east of < Ihichester,

and 74 miles south-east of 1 Ion by rail. It con-

sisted until ntly of only two streets, intersected

by a small st I oui in . but is now a
town, many new streets and terraces

having been erected within the present century.

Sti t.'liu..' westward along the sea-front of the

ions terrace,

Which, joined :ni.

I

• .1.1 by tile

Grand Parade ot st Le.mar.ls-on-Sea, forms -of

.-walks in the kingdom. Formerij an
ii mile west of II., st

I
ii. .« tic Belgravia .4 that town, is

united with it by 1m houses, and
included with it in the population returns. The

it in II. i- Hi.- ruins of an
.,._• on tie- summit "t the West

rted previous

t ion. Fishing is the chief occu-
mployed. Owing to

to be pulled

ltp on tin- b and windlass

worked by horse power. II. is a great resort <.t

pulmonary invalids during tin- col. I season ot winter

aid in summer ha.- Facilities for bathing,

though probably less desirable as a
i

this season than many other towns on
I b

the Conqueror landed in 1066. and in the

i < of a camp, said to be that

occupied by the Not i light prei tout

to their march against the Saxons. See Battle.
Under the Confessor, II. became a member ..' the

Cinque Ports, alter which it 1..U- continued in great

repute for its ship-building. It lias returned two
members to the imperial parliament since the
reign of Edward 111. Top. (1871) of parliamentary
I... I..imb. 33,305.

HASTINGS, according to the French chroniclers,

the name of a viking or sea-rover of the 9th century.
It i- uncertain whether be was born in Norway,
Denmark, or France, most probably in the second of

tin-- ' tries. Hi-' story of his devastations u>

something appalling. From his youth on to a gray
old age his whole delight appears to have been
m pillage, rapine, and bloodshed. The shores and
cities ot France, Spain, Portugal, and Italy are
said to have been repeatedly wasted and burned
by him and his savage i irades. As the Scandi-
navian sagas, however, speak of several Hastings,
the Danish historian .Suhni considers that the
French chroniclers—who wrote at a much later

period—have gathered up the confused t.

traditions of the south-west of Europe, relating to

all the pirates of this name, and applied them to a
sirude personage, who has thus become ill their hands
rather a type of the ferocious Morse viking, than a
historical individual.

HASTINGS SAND, the lower division of the
Weal. leu beds, forming a portion of the Lower
Cretaceous period. It consists of a considerable

thickness iluno feed of sand, eiileiiet.iiis m-it, clay,

and shale ; and differs very little from the Weald
Clay, the upper division of the series, except in

being a little more arenaceous. The strata have
I., ii deposited in shallow fresh water. The sand
often exhibits fine specimens of ripple-marks, and
the clay which separates the sand-beds sometimes
contains cracks that have been produced by the

i the bed on exposure. The strata are

highly fossilifefous. There are numerous saurian
reptiles, in eluding tin' huge iguaiiodiiu and the flying

pterodactyle. The remains of several oheloniana
ir. The tis.li belong chiefly to the ganoid

..r placid orders, the most remarkable being the

lepidotus, whose conical palate teeth and thick
i imclled scales are very frequent. The

shells b.loiie to e.iieia which inhabit fresh water,
such as I'aludiiia, Cy. las, and Unio.

HASTINGS, W.uaa.N, governor-general of

India, born December (i, 17-i-, was descended from
an ancient family long settled at Daylesford, in

Woree-t. i-liii. . lie w.i- .aily left an orphan ; but
when only seven years old, he resolved to recover
the inaiiol and .stale. V, Inch had passed out of the
possession of his family. He was sent to West-
minster School, and promised to be one of the first

scholars ol In- age, when, at 17, he was sent out

to India as a writer in the Fast India Company's
service, i .ate fortune, he,

1704, returned to Fnghind. In 1769, he again
ited India, on his appoint meat as member of the

council at Madras, and in 177'J was promoted to

i l he Sliprelil I 'olinell of .eli.a

year later, pal llaliu-ut ilia, ted that the

presidency oi Bengal should be styled governor-

general of India, and that 11. should he the lirst

ml. The finances of his government
in a .Ii i " mail. Is ..(

the Last India Company for m, .in a wen incessant

His lirst step was to wre.-t certain rich provisoes
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from the Grout Mogul, and to sell them to Sujah
Dowlah, the Nabob of Oude. The Rohillas resented
the transfer to a cruel master, and H., for a
money consideration, infamously lent the nabob the
services of the company's army for their sub-
jugation. The great Brahman, Nnncomar, was
put to death by his influence, in order to strike
terror into the native population. He exacted vast
sums from Cheyte Sing, the Rajah of Benares, and
finally confiscated all "his possessions. He formed
a treaty with Asaph-ul-Dowlah, the son of Sujah
Dowlah, tinder which the mother and grandmother
of the nabob, known as the begums or princesses
of Oude, were to be stripped of their domains and
treasures for the benefit of the Company. These
were the chief blemishes of his Indian administra-
tion ; but against these are undoubtedly to be set
off great public sen-ices. He was constantly tram-
melled by orders from home, and frequently borne
clown by an able and factious majority in council

;

yet he preserved the British empire in India from
a formidable combination of foreign and domestic
enemies. He acted' with vigour when the war with
France broke out ; he broke the power of Hyder
Ali ; he organised a system by which justice was
dispensed, the revenue collected, and peace main-
tained. He encouraged Asiatic learning. When
he left India in the spring of 1785, that great
empire was tranquil. A treaty had been concluded
with Tippoo Sahib, son and successor of Hyder, and
the Carnatic had been evacuated by the armies of

Mysore. On his arrival in England, he was received
with distinction by George III. and the court. The
directors acknowledged his services by a unanimous
vote of thanks. The Whig opposition were, how-
ever, loud and vehement against him, and succeeded
in carrying in the Lower House a motion for his

impeachment at the bar of the House of Lords.
The trial begau in Westminster Hall, February
12, 1/88, the managers of the impeachment being
Burke. Fox, Sheridan, Windham, and Mr Charles
(afterwards Earl) Grey. Burke opened the pro-

ceedings in a speech which was extended over four

sittings ; Mr Fox and Mr Grey urged the charge
respecting Cheyte Sing ; and Mr Sheridan was
intrusted with the conduct of the article relating

to the princesses of Oude. The interest taken by
the public in the impeachment began to decline

after these great displays of rhetoric. The trial,

notwithstanding, languished for upwards of seven

years. On the 149th day (April 23, 1795), it ter-

minated in the acquittal of Hastings. Out of 400
peers, only 29 voted The last 24 years of his life

were passed at Daylesford, where, in the pursuits

of literature, and the occupations of a country
gentleman, the evening of his eventful, stormy, and
checkered career was serenely passed. He died

August 22, 1818, m his 86th year, and was buried
behind the chancel of the parish church of Dayles-
ford. Few students of English literature require

to be reminded of the eloquence with which the
story of his life and his memorable impeachment
h;'.s been told by Lord Macaulay.

HAT, a well-known species of head-covering,

which has assumed various shapes and characters.

What we understand by a hat is a fabric of Felt

(.(. v.i. or a silk material used as a substitute for

felt. Hats are only a variety of the still more
ancient cap and bonnet, and were at first made of

velvet, silk, and other rich materials. Formed of

felt, and assuming a certain firmness of fabric, hats

began to be manufactured in England about 1510,

and we hear of them superseding caps, or softer

headgear, in the reign of Elizabeth. The felting of

caps is, however, said to have been long known
anterior to this period ; and there is a tradition that

a knowledge of felted caps or hats had been intro-

duced by the Crusaders. Wool was the material
first employed in forming felt-hats ; but in time,
as trade with America was developed, the fur of

the Beaver (q. v.), as finer and softer, came into
use ; hence, the term beaver was long synonymous
with hat. For about three centuries, fine beaver-
hats, dyed black, and prepared with much skill,

formed the head-covering of the higher classes in

Great Britain ; the middle and humbler classes,

still continuing, for a length of time, to use the less

expensive caps and bonnets according to the fashions
of their ancestors. See Bonnet.
The growing scarcity of beaver-fur led to attempts

to substitute a cloth formed of silk plush, drawn
over a pasteboard frame, about 1S10. These were
not very successful ; and bats of wool or beaver-felt
were common until about 1840. The high cost of

beaver at length forced on the improvement of

silk-hats, and now the beaver is ahnost entirely
superseded ; while the fabrication of silk-hats has
been carried to great perfection not only in Eng-
land, but in continental countries and the United
States. The silk-hat consists of a body and rim,

usually made of two or three layers of cotton cloth

saturated with varnishes, to give the fabric stiff-

ness, and make it waterproof. These are moulded
on wooden blocks according to the fashion of the
day ; and when the desired shape is produced,
the whole is carefully varnished over with lac and
dammar varnish, and, before dry, the fine silk plush
is applied with great nicety, so as to prevent the
seams being perceived ; it is then trimmed with
silk braid on the edge of the brim, and a sdken band
round the junction of the body with the brim ; and
the lining of leather and thin silk being put in, it

is complete. Lightness, gloss, and durability are
the prime qualities of the silk-hat ; and in these
respects the hats of New-York manufacture deserve
a high commendation. Very excellent hats are

made in London, Paris, and Edinburgh ; but they
are heavier than those of America.
As suggested by the whims of Fashion (q. v.), hats

have undergone a wide variety of changes of shape.

The raising of the top part in which the head is

inserted, and the widening or diminishing of the
brims, have constituted the chief differences. Some-
times the top has beeu high and narrow, sometimes
high and widened ; and as regards the brim, it

has sometimes been so broad as to be looped up.

Political and religious differences have been marked
by the form of hat. The Puritan of the reign of

Charles I. adopted the steeple hat (fig. 3), high and
naiTow with a broad brim, and devoid of ornament,
as the badge of his party. The Cavalier, during the

same era, wore a lower and broader crown, with a

feather stuck on one side (tig. 4). And a still

lower-crowned hat, with a profusion of feathers,

became the fashion in the reign of Charles II. The
Quaker hat, low in the crown, with a broad brim,

and quite plain, dates from the origin of the sect at

the middle of the 17th century. A growing extrava-

gance in breadth of brim, led to the device of looping

up the back and sides, and so was fashioned the
cocked-hat (fig. 1), which was worn by gentlemen
throughout the ISth century. But in this cocked-

hat era there were exceptions to the fashion.

Beaux, by way of singularity, wore low-crowned
hats with brims (fig. 2), and such must be considered

the precursors of the present round-hat, which
finally superseded every variety of cocked-hat at

the beginning of the 19th century. The writer of

this can recollect of only three persons wearing

Locked hats as ordinary attire as late as 1810.

Whrle cocked hats ceased to be used by common
soldiers at the reform of military



HAT MONEY—HATCHMENT,

consequent on the war with the French 1 Ii-pul .]:.-,

I
;.. arm; continued till a

to wear that species of liatteued cocked-hat known

Hats:

1, hat copied from a print of the vpar 1786- 2, large round
hat worn in the nar l"8ii. from Kav'« Elchimn (R.I nhurxh'

;

8, hat from a i.nnt dated l'.4'> 1, hal c >|>iti"l from Holior'-

foll-lenptli portrait of ' Robert Devtreuz, K.irle of Es-scx, his

J
Lord General! of the Army.'

as the chapeau bras—that is, the hat which, by
being Battened up, could be carried conveniently
under the arm. This kind of hat was disused by
regimental officers about 1S12; but with slight

variation in shape, it is still continued by field-

officers in European armies.

Light, handy, and, in effect, adding height to the

Stature, the common round-hat is easily damaged,
aud quite unsuitable for rough wear in travelling

or when in the country. These inconveniences, as is

Well known, have led to the introduction of a variety

of undress hats, black and nay, and some of them
of felt almost as soft as cloth. Such are the YVide-

Tom-and- Jerries, and an innumerable
tribe of hats worn by sportsmen, tourists, and youths
generally. With these exceptions, the round-hat,

with aught changes of form from time to time
as suggested by fashion, continues to be the hat
proper, worn by all when in ceremonial dress. The
only professional hat in I'.njjaud is that of clergymen
of the established church. It is a round-hat of tine

beaver, with a broad brim, which is looped up at

back, s.i as to form a kind of shovel
This is ordinarily known as the shovel-hat. During
the 18th c, it was not unusual for the gentlemen
to wear gold-lace bauds and .djmgs on their hats.

This, like some other fantastic decorations of attire,

is now resigned to footmen and other domestic
servants in livery, wh hats and otl

pt m a fair specimen of the dress of our foppish

w. a
HAT MONET, a small duty or primage paid to

a ship for Ins care and trouble over
The right to it is regulated

eat. r.ly by custom >.f particular porta. The name
di rived f j <ui) the payment I

ins, and given to the en . it

round with the hat at the end of a prosperous

1 II \T( 1 1 WAV. Hatches are square
a the deck of a ship, forming

' one d.ck and another.

ibaft the fore-

1 1 way betu.eii the main and
lni/en masts, and the mam-hat. liway immediately

lb This last is ordinarily the
are hoisted to and

from the hold. In di .ml especially

barges, there are frequently other hatchways,

i. cargo ; indeed, in

craft, the whole decs consists of hatchways
When use.l for purposes of communication, a com-
panion-ladder is placed from each hatchway to the

deck below. These ladders are, howevei
limited to the fore and alter hatches. As he emerges
through the latter, in ascending to the upper deck,

every officer and sailor touches his hat in token of

'saints to the quarter-deck,' When col so used,

the hatchway is covered by a wooden grating which
admits air and sufficient light to those below, while
it protects men operating above from accident
During Stormy or wet weather, these gratings arc

covered with tarpaulings, securely fastened, and the

ship l-e.. .mes water-tight. Alter an action by board-

ing, the conquered crew are often battened down in

the lower decks, and then made prisoners as they
are allowed to ascend through the hatchway one by
one.

HA'TCHIE, a river which rises in the north-

doipli, about i'-'i miles above Memphis, Tennessee.
It runs through a fertile cotton region, and is navi-

gable by small steam-boats about 100 miles from
its mouth.

HATCHMENT, or ACHIEVEMENT, the
funeral escutcheon placed in front of the house of
the deceased, or elsewhere, setting forth his rank
and circumstances. It is in the form of a lozenge,

j

and in its centre are depicted the arms of the
I deceased, single or quartered.

I

The achievement of a bachelor represents his arms
I in a shield Complete, i. e., accompanied with helmet,
crest, mantling, motto, and any other external orna-
ments to which he may be entitled, on a black grotird

In the achievement of an unmarried lady, her arras

are placed in a lozenge on a black ground, but with-
out external heraldic ornaments except in the case
of a peeress, when her supporters, robe of estate,

and coronet arc added.

j

The achievement of a husband whose wife sur-

vives, impales his arms with his wife's in a shield

with the external ornaments to which he is entitled,

the ground of the hatchment being, under his side of

the shield, black, and uuder his wile's, white, if the

Hatchment of Husband.

wife be an heiress, her arms are not impaled, but
carried in an eseut.l;. on of pretence. The external

ornaments are append. .1, except the in

order of knight] 1 having a circle or
..iisi.ler it proper for a knight

to encircle his wife's arms. On this account the
achievement of a knight ha-s two shield

arms only.

ireled by the collar, ribbon, fcc, of the order,
tl tier . .... id and wife:

. ularly in the mi bile

of the second shield, and painted black and white.
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When the wife is a peeress in lier own right, there I

are also two shields—the dexter containing the
arms of the husband, with the lady's arms on an
escutcheon of pretence ensiled with her coronet-
the sinister lozenge-shaped with the lady's alone
and each accompanied with its proper external
decorations. The ground is divided black and
white m the middle of the dexter escutcheon.
The arms of a wife whose husband survives are

unpaled with her husband's arms in a shield, or,
in the case of an heiress, borne on an escutcheon
of pretence. There is no helmet, crest, or mantling
but a peeress is entitled to her robe of estate. The
ground under the dexter side of the shield is white,

of the Doab ; but.

and under the sinister black.
The achievement of a widower differs from that

of a husband, in the ground being entirely black.
The achievement of a widow differs from that of

a wne, both in having the ground entirely black,
and in the form of the escutcheon, which (exceptm the case of an escutcheon of pretence) is lozenge-
shaped. The arms are encircled by a silver cord.Vn
or cordeliere, the symbol of widowhood.
On the decease of the last of a family, a death's

head surmounts the shield in place of a crest.
The achievement of a reigning king or queen,

whether married or not, represents the royal arms
complete on a ground entirely black. That of an
archbishop or bishop has the insignia of his see
impaled with his paternal arms, the whole sur-
mounted by a mitre, and the ground is per pale
ar. and sa. The dean of a cathedral or collegiate
church and a king at arms, also impale the arms of
office with their family arms. In the achiewm.-nt
of the wife of a prelate, there are two shields—the
hrst containing the impaled arms of the see and
the bishop, surmounted by a mitre ; and the second,
the family arms of the bishop with those of his
wife. The ground is all white, except that part
which is under the arms of the wife.
The funeral escutcheon of Scotland, France, and

Germany, differs considerably from that in use in
England; it indicates not merely the deceased's
right to a coat of arms, but his gentility of descent
The hatchment is much larger, consisting of a

lozenge above six feet square ; and the aims of the
deceased, which occupy the centre, are surrounded
by those of the eight or sixteen families from whom
he derived his descent, the paternal quarterings on
the right side, and the maternal on the left. The
deceased is not entitled to an achievement unless
all these families had a right to bear arms. On
the four corners are deaths' heads and the initials
and title of the deceased, the black interstices are
powdered with tears.

HA'TFIELD, a small market-town of England,
in the county of Hertford, is situated on the°slope
of a hill, 7 miles south-west of the town of Hert-
ford. It consists of one considerable street, crossed
by a smaller one; its trade is unimportant. The
palace was once the property of the bishops of
Ely, but, together with the manor, was seized by
Henry VIII., and was afterwards successively the
residence, before their accession, of Edward VI.
and Queen Elizabeth. Hatfield House, built by
Sir Robert Cecil, is a noble structure, and a fine
specimen of Elizabethan architecture. The parish
church is an old and interesting edifice of the 13th
century. Pop. of parish about 4000.

HATRA'S, a town of Hindustan in the North-
west Provinces, 3.3 miles to the north of Acra in
lat. 27° 36' N., and long. 78° 9' E. H. contains
about 25,000 inhabitants, and has a considerable
trade, more particularly in the cotton of the neigh-
bourhood. As a place of some strength, it was°at

life

one time prominent in the
on falling, in 1817, into the possession of the British,
it was immediately dismantled.

HA TTERAS, Cape. See Cape Hatteras.
HATTI SHERIF, sometimes called HaitiHomayun—l e., exalted writing, the name given

by the lurks to every rescript of the sultan. The
hath sherits are composed in the Turkish langnaee
and written in the Arabian court-haud Divani.
Above the text, as a token of the authenticity of
the rescript, stands the intricate flourish or mark
of the sultan, usually in black, but sometimes in red
or gold. This flourish is called Tugra or Rishaui
.Client—i. e., exalted sign; and the functionary who
superscribes it is called Rischandschi, or the signer.
I he hatti sherif is irrevocable. That of Gulhana.
promulgated by Abdul Medjid, November 3, 1839
(renewed February IS, 1S56), which guarantees

d property to all subjects of the empire
thout distinction of creeds, has in modern times

obtamed the widest celebrity.

HATTO, the name of two archbishops of the
see oi Mainz, who have a somewhat conspicuous
p.aee in the history of Germany. The first of
t-.e.-e was chosen Archbishop of Mainz in S91
and died in 913.—The second archbishop of that
name was a monk of the monastery of Fulda,
and succeeded the celebrated Rabanus Maurus
well known in the history of the eucharistic con-
t'.'v.-rsies. as abbot of the monastery of St Bcni-
!ace. about the year 942. In the second expedition
ot the emperor Otho I. into Italy, in 961 Hwas sent as his ambassador from Pavia to Rome •

and after his return, on the death of Archbishop
William, he was raised to the see of Mainz, and
continued one of the chief directors of the imperial
counsels. Of his after-life, and of his personal char-
acter, the most opposite accounts have been given.
By some he is represented as a zealous reformer
and an upright and successful administrator- by
others, as a selfish and hardhearted oppressor;' and
tin.- strange legend of his being devoured by rats
which Southey has perpetuated in his well-known
ballad of Bistep Hatto, is represented as an evidence
of the estimate which was popularly formed regard-
:ng him. It is by no means improbable, however
that this legend is of a much later date, and that
its real origin is to be traced to the equivocal
designation of the tower on the Rhine, Mausethurm
nea- Bmgen, which has been selected as the scene
of the occurrence. Mausethurm may, by a very
slight modification, mean either Rat Tower or Toll
lmr-.r. and the latter name would naturally arise
from the use to which the tower continued even
down to a late period to be devoted. The date at
which the Mausethurm was built is unknown and
it is far from certain that it is not much later than
the time ot Hatto. It was stormed by the Swedes
in 163o. Archbishop H. died in 969 or 970.

HA'TZFELD, a small town of Austria m the
lemeser Banat. is situated 24 miles west of
T.mesvar. on the railway between that town and
Pestn. The breeding of horses is here extensively
carried on, and there is a large trade in corn. Pop.
o300. *

HAIJ'BERK, a twisted coat of mail, sometimes
ext.-nuing only as high as the neck, but mo-e
generally continued so as to form a coif, leaving
only the face of the knight who bora it exposed
In early times, the sleeve of the hauberk sometimes
terminated at the elbow, but in the 13th and 14th
centuries it came down to the wrist, and very
gem-rally descended over the hand in the form of a
glove, either one-fingered or divided. In the 11th c



HAUBERT-HAUSER.

norn under plate armour. See
the hauberk

H \i BERT, an "Id t'lin in feudal law, to

mm ,,f wait! and relief.

H U'tll Balis ''.vusTKN, one of the

present day, was bora a* «edenk-

shal.l, iu N-rwav. ... 17111; graduated at the

university . if Christiania in 1821: and alter having

travelled through Germany, Italy, and Prance at

overnment, with a view "I

the Study of natural history, came to

in 1827, and was appou

of physics at the Royal Academy of Sproe, m
Denmark. This poet H. exohauged in 1846 for the

ohaii of Northern Literature in the university of

Kiel hut on the breaking out of th.

,
,„„ ye,.s afterwards, he was

,., return to Copenhagen, where the

dowa'cr-iim-en, Maria Sophia, ..tiered him an

asvlum at the ,,alaee of Fr. dcnksborg, where he has

since then resided; and on the death of his friend

Oehlenachlager, in 1850, he succeeded hrm m the

,he university ol Copenhagen.

B .; attempts at dramatic composition—

Btaon, but his

•

s tullv maintained by his suicciuent

, D6& (The Death of

IheS.ee ot

, ,;,,,//„ 1S41), and Monk Blip

(1850), in which he exhibits great pot

vidiialising character, and portraying the local

eolourin • of the scenes which he describes. Many

oes were translated by himself into

waited with success at the

principal theatres of Germany and Sweden. M.s

urauiati "' << «'h'.''li '"'!""

ultra romantic school, has met With less favour

anion" his own countrymen than in Germany,

where it elicited the oommendatorj note i Tieck,

Schubert, and ..the,- critics of note; but lc-

1842 [Lyrical Poems), some of which are

. beautiful, enjoy an undisputed popularity

in Denmark. As a writer of tales and ro

.!,. diversity .it talc

principal are- : ^ 1
'" lisl

'
l
1 »»">->•

Btotlet led RM (The Castle on toBluae),

and <hd Imaosm (The Gold-, ot U.\s:u; -IS!..., S.,„>

o,„ r:
•

A "•"':*"

M„>h.,l„.,l i.n Ib-rman). 11.- /.'•'"
<;' / ""•"< dM.

;

i

ded as the most perfect oi his works. H.

icurienl Danish

and German literature, and in his own country his

is associated with a sharp literarj i

which he took an active and

not always a very dignified

part against his country-

man and brother-poet, J. L.

Heiberg.

II \l ("RIANT, a term in

applied to a fish

placed upright as if to refresh

air, as in

le. (Jules, three

to the captain of the sixth regiment of horse at

Nuremberg, Being oondnctedto this officer and

interrogated, it soon be

speak very little, and
To all questions he replied,

became evident that he could

was almost total
Ij

replied, ' Vol

Begenslurg), or 'Ieh woaa nit' (1 don't know).

On the other hand, he wrote his name m hrm

|...-il,l,. characters ou a sheet of paper, but with-

hjg birth, or anything else,

thon-.li requested to do so. II. was then, to judge

appearance, 10 or 17 years old. Chough

short and In. .ad shouldered, his figure was pcrleetly

.portioned. His skin was very white; ha

limbs delicat.lv formed, the hands and feet small

and beautiful, the latter, however, shewing no marks

ot his having ever worn shoes. W ith the •

of dry bread and water, lie shewed a violent dislike

to all kinds of meat and drink. His language was

i to a few words or sentences in the old

Bavarian dialect He shewed entire ignorance of

ordinary objects, and gnat indifference to

the conveniences and necessaries of life. Among
: clea of clothing was a handkerchief

marked K. H. ; he had likewise about him some

written Catholic prayers. In the letter which he

earned, dated, ' From the confines of Havana, place

unknown, 1828,' the writer stated himself to be a

no i
i. labourer, the father of ten children, and

said that the boy had been deposited before his door

by his mother, a person unknown to the writer.

He stated further, that he had brought up the boy

secretly, without allowing hiiu to leave the house,

bui bad instructed him in reading, writing, and am
' 'it was the

lucid (the ancient name

of pikes) hauriant in fess
Hauxiant °*P£

t
,.. w of a famUy

of the nai >f I-oey i'l Hertfordshire.

II \1 SER Kvsi'Att, the toim.lbng of Nuremticrg,

a.iti/en of that town in the markr.

place between tour and Hve (/dock in the afternoon

lie wa,

peasant-boy, and hud with hun a
dressed like

letter addressed

secretly, without allowing

but had instructed him in

doctrines of Christianity ; adding that

boy's wish to become a horse-soldier. The letter

enclosed a line, apparently from the mother, -fating

that she, a j r gnl, had given birth to the boy on

the .'iinli April 1812 ; that his name was K. .-par; and

that his father, who had formerly served in the

sixth regiment, was dead. H. was treated by the

magistrates of Nuremberg as a destitute boy and

became the object of general sympathy. Binder, a

bin ..master, exerted himself, m particular, to throw

some light on the obscurity in which the origin of

the young man was involved. In the course of

many conversations with him, it came out that H.,

from his childhood, had worn only a shirt and

trousers ; that he had lived in a dark place under-

ground, wdiere he was unable to stretch himself out

at full length ; that he had been fed upon bread and

water by a man who did not shew himself, but who

cleaned" and dressed him, and provided him with

{ 1 and drink while he was in a state of natural or

artiticial sleep. His sole occupation was playing

with two wooden horses. For some time before he

was conveyed to Nuremberg, the man
dungeon, and had taught him to write

his hand, and to lift his feet and walk.

1Mb narrative gave rise to various suppositions and

rumours. H. was, according to some, the natural

son of a priest, or of a young lady of high rank;

i.elieved him to be of princ, I

the victim of some dark plot respecting an inhent-

;uicc Some incredulous perSOnS believed the whole

affair to be an imposition. On the 18th July 1SJ8,

H. was handed over to the care of Professor l'auin,.T.

The history of his education is remarkable ir a

point of view, as his original desire for

knowledge, his extraordinary memory, and ai cite

understanding decreased m proportion as the sphere

of his knowledge extended His pr.. L-i, - ..,-. ..,,

the whole, small. On the 17th October 182S| he

was found bleeding from a slight wound on the

brow which he said had been indicted by a man
- I* tO discover the

perpetrator were ineffectual. The incident excited



HAUTBOIS-HAVEL.

a great sensation ; H. was conveyed to the house of

one of the magistrates, and constantly guarded by

two soldiers. Among tiie ninny strangers who came
to see H. was Lord Stanhope, who became interested

in him, and sent him, for the sake cf his education,

to Anspach. Here he was employed in an office of

the court of appeal but by no means distinguished
himself for industry, and was gradually forgotten

tiU bis death again excited attention. A stranger,

under the pretext of bringing him a message from
Lord Stanhope, and informing him of the circum-
stances of his birth, invited H. to meet him in the
palace garden at three o'clock in the afternoon of

the 14th December 1S33, and stabbed him in the
left side. H. had sufficient strength left to return

home and relate the circumstances of his assassin-

ation, but died on the 17th December 1S33. Com-
pare Daumer, Mittheilungen ueber Kasper Hauser
(2 vols. Nuremb. 1S32) ; Feuerbach, Kasper Hauser
Bei&piel Eines Verbreclieas am Seelenleben (Ansbach,
1832).

HAU'TBOIS, or O'BOE, a wind instrument of the
'reed' genus. On account of its piercing sound, it

was much used in military bands, iu the middle of

the 17th c, for playing the melody, and from it the

whole band used in Germany to be
called Oboisten. The hautbois, at an
early date, took its place as one
of the essential instruments of the

orchestra. It is made of wood,
generally of box, ebony, cocoa, or

rosewood, and is constructed in three

pieces, or joints, forming a continuous

tapering tube, about 21 inches long,

the bore of which is narrow at the

small end, and widens into a bell-

sliaped opening, 1J inch in diameter,

at the mouth. In the upper and
middle piece there are holes, by
stopping or opening which with the

fingers, the player forms the notes of

the natural scale, the intermediate

semitones being formed by the keys.

The reed is fixed upon the end of a

small brass tube which fits, socket-

wise, into the small end of the upper
piece. The sound of the hautbois

is rich ; and from its .great power in

swelling or diminishing the sound,

it is capable of every variety of

expression. Originally, the hautbois

had but two keys, but others have
from time to time been added, till

the number is now usually fifteen,

and sometimes more. Its ordinary

scale is that of C natural, but by
means of the keys it can be played in every key
with facility. Its range of available notes is from

B to G in alt. Triebert of Paris is now the

most celebrated maker.
Hautbois is also the name given by organ-builders

to a reed stop of eight feet tone, which is made of

metal, similar in shape to the real hautbois, and
intended to imitate it in its sound. Its reed is made
of thin brass. In all English organs it is an indis-

pensable stop in the swell, where it is most effective.

It is only a treble stop, of which the bass is the

bassoon. In continental organs it is found of

various scales, and when very fine, is called the Oboe

cFamour.

HAUTE GARONNE, &c. See Garonne,
HaCte, &c.

HAUY, Kens' Just, a celebrated French miner-

alogist, was born at St Just, in Picardy. 28th

February 1743, studied for the church, and took

Hautbois
Boelim's Sys

priest's orders. His attention was turned at a
comparatively early period of his life to botany,
but it was not until he was 3S years of age that,

in consequence of accidentally hearing Daubenton
lecture on the subject iu the Jardin des Plantes,

he commenced the study of mineralogy. Linuaaus
had already shewn that the regular form of

crystals is due .to the action of forces which obey
definite laws, and E,ome de Lisle had ascertained
that the angles are constant in different crystals of

the same variety ; but the true laws of crystallisa-

tion remained unknown until H. was led to their

discovery by a fortunate accident. See his memoirs
on crystallography and mineralogy, amounting to

about 100, published between 1782 and 1821. (For

their titles and dates, see PoggendorfTs Biog.

Liter. Handwbrterbucli, pp. 1038—1040.) His most
important works are his Traite de Mineralogie
(Paris, 1S01, 4 vols, with atlas), of which a second
edition appeared in 1S22— 1823 ; Train Elementaire

de Physique (Paris, 1S04, 2 vols.), of which a third

edition appeared in 1S21 ; Traite des Caracteres

Piin.iajues des Pierres Precieuses, 1S17 ; and Traite

de Cryslallographie, in 2 vols., with a volume of

plates, in 1822. He was also a contributor to

the linciielajirdie Mi'tliadiqne, and the Dictionnaire

d'JIisl. Nat H.'s narrow escape during the revolu-

tion has been already noticed in the memoir of

Geoffroy Samt-Hilaire (q. v.). In 1793, he was
appointed on the Commission of Weights and
Mi-asuros; in 1794, conservator of the Cabinet des

Mines ; in 1795, teacher of physics at the Normal
School ; and finally, in 1802, he was appointed

pnit'essnr of mini ralugy in the Museum of Natural

History and in the Faculty of Sciences. He was
an honorary Canon of Notre-Dame, and is, in con-

sequence, generally known as the Abbe
1

Haiiy.

He died at Paris, 3d June, 1S22, leaving no wealth

beyond the collection on which he had based his

great discoveries. This collection is now preserved

in the Jardin des Plantes.

HAVA'NA, or, in English, the harbour, by far

the most important city in the West Indies, is the

capital of Cuba (q. v.). It stands on the north shore

of the island, in lat. 23° 8' N, and long. 82° 23' W.
Pop. (1861) 201,500. The climate is tropical, and
almost uniform. In summer, the average maximum
height of the thermometer is 87° F. ; in winter, 85°

F. Its haven is one of the noblest in the world,

while the comparatively narrow entrance is still fur-

ther secured by six forts. In 1869, 1852 vessels of

709,545 tons entered the harbour, of which 721 were
American, of 378,645 tons. Communication with

the U. S. is almost daily by steamers from Boston,

New York, &c. In the same year 1,308,381 boxes,

and 35,649 hhds. of sugar, and 33,555 hhds. of mo-
lasses, and during the first six months of 1870, 28,241

millions of cigars, and 3,925,945 pounds of tobacco were

shipped from H. Iu 1869, 467,073 boxes and 25,367

hhds. of sugar were sent to the U. S. from Havana.
H. is famous for its cigars, and it has also manu-
factures of chocolate, woollen fabrics, and straw-

hats. It is a bishop's see, and the seat of govern-

ment ; and, in addition to a handsome display of

religious and political establishments, has a uni-

versity, a botanic garden, several theatres, and one

of the most magnificent opera-houses in existence.

The buildings are not very remarkable, and the

streets are in general narrow, but the promenade
of Isabel Segunde, running through the centre of

the city, is very fine ; it has a broad carriage-way,

with shaded walks and several fountains, of which
latter there are about 50 in the city.

HA'VEL, a river of the north of Germany, and a.

considerable tributary of the Elbe, has its origin



HAVELOCK-HAVERSACK

in a email lake a mile west of the town of New
Stielit/, in Mr. kl.-iiKnru'. It Hows southward Cram
its source to Potsdam, ami thence west and north-

mat to its junction « "site the town
of Werben. Its enl re • o h it 218 miles, and it is

Furstenberg, a town within .'ill miles of

Tin- II.. which throughout a consider-

able pari of its oonne serves as the connecting link

t<> bog chain of lakes, is of great importance to the

internal trade of Prussia, of its affluents, the
Spice, which is longer than the H., is the only one
worth\ of mention.

HAVELOCK, MajOB-GbMCBAX Sir Hen-ry,

B • horn April 5, 17!>">, at Bishop-wear-

mouth, in Durham, where his father was a merchant
and ship-builder. He entered the army a month
or two after the battle of Waterloo, went to

India i" 1823, and honourably distinguished him-
self in the Afghan and Sikh wars. In ISoG, he
commanded a division of the army that invaded

Persia. While absent in that country, news
arriv.'.l of the Indian mutiny, anil he hastened to

Calcutta. He was directed to organise a small

movable column at Allahabad, and to push on to

ol the British at Cawnpore and Lucknow.
He made a forced march to Futtehpfir, where, at

the head of 2000 men, he engaged and broke the

rel>els. He continued his march upon Cawnpore,
and twice defeated the enemy— tirst at Aeng, and
then at the bridge over the 1'andu Nuddi, 8 indes

from Cawnpore. The consequence of the latter

victory was the massacre of all the European
women and children in the hands of Nana Sahib.

H. had another battle to tight at Ahirwa, where
the rebels were strongly entrenched. He turned
their left, and the 7*th Highlanders carried the

Village in a splendid charge. He now cut. red Cawn-
{i.ire, and gazed with his men upon the mutilated

the unhappy ladies and children. The
I their hearts, and the avenging column

quitted Cawnpore to advance upon Lucknow. li.

Ganges, and repulsed the rebels at

I'na... and afterwards ..n the same day at Busserut

Gunge. After fighting eight battles with the
i ach he was t ictorions, his little

army found itself so thinned b\ fatigue and sick-

ness, thai it was oblig.l to retire upon Cawnpore.
Early in September, General Outran! arrived with
reinforcements, and H. again advai I to the relief

of Lucknow; Outram, with chivalrous generosity,

refusing to take the command out ol his handa
The relieving force, which mustered 2500 men and

17 guns, routed the enemy at (tfungalwar. It

d them at the Alum Bagh, an isolated

bout three miles I i the Residency of

Lucknow. H. and his column, with desperate
bravery, fought then ts of houses.

each forming • is, until thej gained

joy of the
i n The victorious army were
now in turn besieged, but held their own until

... hen Sir I 'olin I :. i
i l.nol

i After the

r know, li. was attacked by dysentery,

an. I dii i November 22, is;.;. Before bis death,

ed of his elevation to the distinction of

K.Ci'.. Oilier honours were in store for him, but
II. was made |u

appointed to the colonelcy of the .'id Foot; and
received a baronetcy, with a proposed
AHHm a year. The. rank and the pension were given

to his widow, daughter of Dr Kdarshman, an eminent
A new patent of

baronetcy was issued in favour of thi

H. having died tin- day before- the patent was sealed.

A metropolitan statue, raised by public subscription,

1ms licen erectcil to his memory in Trafalgar S.piarc.

II. was a strictly religious man and a severe dis-

ciplinarian, somewhat after the type ol

ami gallant Puritans who fought and conquered
nniler Cromwell. 'For more than forty years,' be

suid to Sir .lames Ontram in his last moments, 'I

have so ruled my life, that when death came. 1

might face it without fear.' His death, at the
moment when the rebellion had been crushed,

excited the deepest sympathy and regret, not onl)

in the army of India, but also ainoug the publio

at home.

HAVENS. See Harbours.

HAVER, a term used in Scotch Law to denote
the person in whose custody a document is. It

often happens that in the course of a lit

i

I I

essential for the court to see, or for one party to
rely, on a document in the hands of a third party.

In order to get at the haver or holder, letters of

incident diligence are issued, winch havi

of compelling him to produce and exhibit the
document, or state on oath why he refuses to do so.

The term is not used in England, the same party
being merely summoned as a witness by being told

in Ins subpaana that he must bring the document
with him ;

or, if there is no trial, he may be examined
by commission or under interrogatories.

HA'VERFOUDWEST (Welsh, HvAfordd), a
parliamentary and municipal borough, seaport, and
market-town of Wales, capital of the county of

Pembroke, and a county of itself, occupies a highly
picturesque situation on the sides and at the foot

of several steep hdls on the West Clcddau Kiver,

8 mdes north-east of Milford, and about '-'To miles

west-north-west of London. It is well built, but
irregular, and is surrounded by several picturesque
walks. When the Flemings settled in the district in

the reign of Henry I., H. was one of their principal

stations. The castle, the keep of which is now used
as the county jail, was erected by Gilbert de Clare,

first Earl of Pembroke, in the 14th century. The
nave of St Mary's Church—one of the finest in

South Wales— is remarkable for the beauty of its

roof-carving, and for its skilful construction and
rich ornamentation. In conjunction with tho
boroughs of Fishguard and Narberth, H. returns a

member to the imperial parliament The trade of

the town is inconsiderable, l'op. (1871) CG22.

HA'VERHILL, a town in Massachusetts,
United States, at the head of navigation of the

Merrimac Kiver, on its north bank, 1°. miles from
its mouth, and ,'1'2 miles north of Boston. It is

a pretty town, connected by two brid as \wth

Bradford, and the seat of an active manufacturing
industry in iron, woollens, hats and saps, rail-

soap and candles, tinware,

leather, boots and shoes. &c In the colonial times,
it was a frontier town, and suffered much from the

Indians. Pop. in I860, 9995; in 1870, 13,092.

HAVERS, Ci.opto.v, M.D., an eminent anatomist

and physician, who, after studying at I mb a

and Utrecht, where he graduated, settled in London
i» 1687. BiaOrteologia Nova, or Some New Obser-

vation) of ill- Bonet "ml lie /'ml* belonging to them
(Svo, Loud. lti'.H), was long a standard work, and
In- nun.- i- indelibly recorded in the annals of

anatomy as the discoverer of the Hum.
in bone. Ha edited Tlie Anatomy of Van ami
Woman,from Spadur and SemmeUn
1691), and was u contributor to the Philotophieal

The exact date of his .1

known.

HA'VEBSACK, a bag of Strong coarse linen in

which, on a march, each soldier carries his own



HAVERSIAN CANALS—HAWICK.
bread aud provisions. It is borne on the left „™
by a strap passing over the right shoulder, and is
only used in the Held and in cantonments.

HAVERSIAN CANALS. See Bone.
HAVERSTRAW, a village in New York, United

States, America, situated on the west bank of the
Hudson River, 37 miles north of New York City.
Stony Point, famous in the history of the American
Revolution, lies in this township. Steam-boats and
sloops carry on an active tVade with New York,
and there are several foundries and manufactures
Pop. 2 J SO.

_
HAVI'LDAR, the highest rank of non-commis-

Bioned officer among native troops in India and
Ceylon. In the Hong-kong Gun Lascars, the
havildar receives Is. 3d per diem; but in India,
his pay is somewhat less.

HAVRE, Le (a contraction of the original name,
Le Havre de Notre Dame de Grace), the second
town in the department of Seine-Iiiferieure, France,
and, next to Marseille, the chief commercial empo-
rium of that country, is situated on the north fide
of the estuary of the Seine, in lat. 49° 29' 16" N,
long. 0° 6' 37" E., and 108 mdes north-west of Paris,
reckoniug in a straight line. H. has direct com-
munication with Great Britain, Holland, Hamburg,
Portugal, Mexico, Brazil, United States, India, &c.
It is the port of Paris, with which it is connected
by a railway 134 miles long. It was a saving of Napo-
leon I. that' Paris, Rouen, Le Havre, ne lonncnl .pi'mie
seule ville, dont la Seine est la grande rue;' Havre
being m I act the sea-port of Paris, and onlv inferior
to Marseilles in importance. For foreign trade If. is the
Liverpool of France

; it receives annnallv from Si 10,0110
to 000,000 bales of cotton, nearly three-fourths of
the whole quantity imported ; it also ships most of
the exports to America, and, generally speaking
possesses about one-fifth of the whole trade of
the country. The sum-total of its imports and
exports exceeds 1,300,000,000 francs (

+ ol».Oi)0,iiiii>i.

The imports consist chiefly of cotton, spices, coffee,
tea, sugar, timber, coal (from England). &c. ; and
the exports, of French manufactured goods, of wine
brandy, oil, jewellery, provisions, &c. In 186* ->:si
vessels, of 993,748 tons, entered, and 2677 vessels' of
9:j2,S72 t. ms, cleared from the port- of which 1241
vessels, of 408,0:56 tons, of the first, and 12112 vessels
of 409,862 tons, of the last, were British. The coastmg trade occupied about 3000 vessels, of 490,000
tons. H. possesses manufactories of paper, sulphuric
acid, tobacco, cotton goods, starch, lace, oil, machinery
ropes, salt, &c. Its harbour is one of the most accessiblem France, and is entered by a narrow channel
formed by two long jetties stretching from east
west, aud which, owing to the current, requires
little dredging. This channel leads to the avant-
port (outer harbour), which is occupied by great
numbers of coasters, and within this avant-port are
capacious wet docks, capable of accommodating
500 ships. The largest of these is L'Eure, which
contains 700,000 square feet. Among the dry docks,
one in course of construction, 515 feet long and 112
broad, is a stupendous work, and will obviate the
necessity for sending large steamers for repairs to
Southampton. A new basin is under construction
in the plain ot the Leure. which will measure about
53 acres. H. was, till lately, surrounded by ram-
parts aud lofty walls; but these were demolished, to
admit of the extension of the town, which has now
absorbed the neighbouring communes of Ingonville
and Graville l'Heure, and numbers 82,000 inhabit-
ants. Among the public buildings may be noticed
the churches of Notre Dame and St. Francis, the
new City Hall (built in the style of the Tuileries),
the tower of Francis I., Exchange, Mansion-house,

Arsenal, barracks, and a number of elegant villas
which clothe the slopes of Ingouville. The principal
institutions are a Royal School of Navigation, a
School of Applied Geometiy, and a library contain-
ing 20,000 volumes. The greater part of the town
is modem. H. was founded in 1509 by Louis XII.,
on the site of a fishing village, and was intended as
a harbour of refuge for the French navy. It was
greatly extended and improved by his successor,
Francis I., aud from his time rapidly rose in import-
ance, especially as the rival harbour of Harfleur was
being gradually silted up with sand. The names'
of Richelieu, Colbert, Vauban, Napoleon, &c, aro
connected with the improvements and additions
made to the original harbour. It was bombarded
by the British in 1694, 1759, 1794, and 1795. Under
Louis XIV., it became the entrepot and chief seat
of operations of the French East India and the
Senegal and Guinea Companies. It is celebrated
as the birthplace of Mademoiselle Scudery, Ber-
nardin St Pierre (author of Paid and Virginia), and
Casimir Delavigne. The statues of the last two
are placed m front of the library facing the harbour.

HAWAI'I. See Sandwich Islands.

HA'WASA, or, more properly, Aussa, formerly
an important, but now a decayed town of Eastern
Africa, capital of the country of Adal (q. v.), is
siluafed on the Hawash, in hit," II" 30' N, and long.
41° 45' E. It is still the seat of some traffic, a
perpetual fair or market being held here, at which
salt, blue calico cloth, and the produce of the soil,
are said to be the chief articles of, sale. About
H., however, little has yet been ascertained. Pop.
estimated at between 5000 and 6000.

HA'WASH, a considerable river of Abyssinia, ha3
its ..rigin near the south-western border of the Shoa
territory, in lat. about 90° N., aud long, about 38° E
It flows in a general north-east direction, forming
throughput three-fourths of its course the southern
and eastern boundary of Shoa, and separating that
country from the districts inhabited by the Gallaa
tribes. It then flows through the territories 01
the Mudaito tribes, and falls into Lake Aussa, in
lat. 11° 35' N., and long. 41° 50' E The name of the
country of Abyssinia (called Habesh by the Arabs)
probably originated in that of the river.

HAWFINCH {Coccothraustes vulgaris), a bird of
the Grosbeak (q. v.) genus, and the finch family
(JFringMdcE). It is considerably larger than the
chaffinch

; the adult male has the crown and back
chestnut brown, the neck and rump gray, the wings
partly black, the larger wing-coverts white. Some
of the quill-feathers are rounded and hooked at the
end in a very peculiar manner. The H. is a very
shy bird, avoiding man, and therefore often unob-
served in districts where it is bv
It •- - T "

'

means rare.
gregarious. It lives chiefly in forests, builds

its nest on the highest branches of trees, and feeds
very much on beeolimast and the kernels of the
haw, plum, cherry, &c. It sometimes visits gardens
in search of green pease, and other garden veget-
ables. It is not uncommon in some parts of Eng-
land, but is rare in Scotland. It is widely diffused
over Europe and the temperate parts of Asia.

HAWICK, a burgh of barony, and the most
considerable manufacturing town in the south of
Scotland, in the county of Roxburgh, is situated at
the confluence of theTeviot and the Slitrig, 10 miles
south-west of Jedburgh, and 53 miles south-east of
Edinburgh by railway. Some of the churches and
bank-offices arc elegant modern buildings, and the
town contains several relics of antiquity worthy of
mention. Among these are the Tower "inn, part of
which was an ancient fortress, and the residence of
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the barons of Drnmlanrig, tlie superiors of the

loam; and tin- Moat. a areolar mound, supposed
to have been used in iv te t

i

m. '^ both as the{ -nilily sad deliberatioi] of tin- neigh-

miring 'in. is. au.l m the seat of the administra-

B ii tin- manufacture of

i
i mi mi extensive scale, and lias long

been known as the great seat of the hosiery
in Scotland. The Twi

greatly increased in importance of late years,

the manufacturers, resident wholesale
i in it. The stocking

manufacture was commenced in 1 7 HI I. l'laids,

bawls, blankets, ami leather are also manniactured
in the town. In ImJ'J there were fifteen manu-
facturing linns, nnmerons stocking-frame shops,

i ol " bicn were driven
i combined, and one by water.

About 1,864,800 Lba ol I aid 950,000 lbs. of

Australian wool are manufactured annually. The
ancient municipal constitution

on a charter granted by James Dongls ol Drum
unrig, and continued )>y Queen Mary, was reformed
by social act of parliament in lsiil. The corpora-

I insists of fifteen councilloi
.•

I
Iders, three for each ol 6

wards. The council elect a provost and two bailies

from their number, as in royal burghs. By this
act, the burgh boundaries extend into the adjoining
parish of Wilton. 1'op. (1871) 11,355.

HAW] /A. large and important Arab town of

Persia, in the province of Khuzistan, is situated in

lat. 3V 1.5' X. and lone. IS E.. Ml miles south-west
if Sinister. Previous to 1835, the river

Kerkhah Mowed through the town from east to

west; hut a canal having l.eeii made to irrigate a
i side of the river, and

whose level was lower than that of the vicinity,

of the river burst through the new
opening, and arc now lost in a marsh, 15 miles
north o! Hiiwfza. Tin; inhabitants ol tin- town can
now obtain water onlv bv dicing wells in the old

over. Pop. estimated at 12,000.

HAWK, a term often applied to almost all the
/ \. ept the largest eagles, but also used in

a mop- restricted sense to designate a section of the
family, reckoned among the iynoltle birds of prey,
1 - not to extend to the

• the tail, and the bill short and curving
f r. .hi the base. In many of their characters and

i very near approach to

the true fal a are numerous, are
arranged in several genera, and are distributed over
the world. Examples ol two of the most important
genera are the Goshawk (q. v.) and Sparrowhawk
(q. v.) of Britain.

Tiik Hawk frequently occurs as a charge in

Heraldry, and may be
Hawk. /..'/•./,/...<../, ami nir-

n II <l. The hawk's
bell, itself need as a

separate charge, is

attached to the leg

of the bird by jtMet
or thongs of leather.

Bull. Varvtls are rings

attached to the end of

t The hawk'* birr, also a heraldic charge,
joined with a line, to the end

of which is attached a ring. The bne is sometimes
named or knotted.

HAWKERS, or I'KDl.KKS. persons who go
from town to town, or door to ,lo,,r, silling wares,

goods, or merchandise Hawkers in Great Britain
require (with the exceptions after mentioned) to

take out an annual licence to enable them to sell

goods in this way; and to get the Ii

require a oerl clergyman of the

plaoe where they reside, and two inhabitants,

attesting them to be of good character and repu-

tation, or a certificate from a justice of the peace
or superintendent of police. Their pack must
be marked with the words 'licensed hawker,' and
so these words must appear where a room is hired
for selling the goods. They are prohibited from
dealing in smuggled or stolen goods, and in spirits,

and from selling by auction unless in the plaoe
where they reside. They must shew their licence

when demanded by officers of custom or excise, or
by any jicrson to whom the goods are offered for

sale. Severe penalties are incurred when these

enactments are infringed, and such penalties are
recoverable befi ire justices . if the peace. The licence,

if for six months, is £1 ; and if for one yi

if to travel with one horse (exceeding in height 13

hands) the duty was, on 3d June 1SI>2, reduced from
£8 to £4. By"the same act (25 Vict, c, 22, s. 40), a

boon was conferred on hawkers of allowing them to

take out half-yearly licences at the above rate. By
a recent enactment also (24 and 2.5 Viet. c. 21, s. 8), a
hawker may now carry tea and coffee for sale, winch
formerly could not be sold except in a licensed

house. It is sometimes difficult to determine when
an ordinary trader, who sends goods to a distance
for sale, incurs a penalty for not being I

is not necessary, in order to incur the penalty, that
the person should go from town to town, provided
he go from the place where he lives to another place

where he is not a householder, and there sells. But
an exception exists to the necessity of a licence in

all < msi s where the person is merely a commercial
traveller, or the real worker or maker m
he sells, or the servant of the maker, or where he
sells printed papers licensed by authority, or sells

fish, fruit, or victuals, or where he is a tinker,

cooper, glazier, plumber, harness mender, and carries

materials for mending kettles, tubs, household
goods, &c.

The reason why the state imposes this tax on
hawkers is, that they have great advan
regular shopkeepers, as they pay no rent, and
often interfere with the natural course of dealing
at shops. As they thus are enabled to undersell
the shopkeepers without any loss of profits, it is

but fair that they should contribute something to
tin expenses of the country, like ordinary citizens

who pay taxes.

HA'WKESBURY, a river of New South Wales,
in East Australia, enters the Pacific at Broken Bay,
about 20 miles to the north of Sydney. Its entire

course does not exceed 50 miles, the dividing ridge

of mountains being here very near to the coast
Pitt Town, Wilbertorce, and Windsor are situated
on its banks, and it is navigable from the sea to
four miles above the last-mentioned place. The H.,
even in this land of Hoods, is remarkable for its

inundations. In 1808, the water rose 80 feet; and
in 1844, it rose 20 feet iu a few hours.

HAWKINS, Sir JonN, an English navigator,
was born at Plymouth about 1.520. He has the
infamous distinction of being the first Englishman
that trafficked in slaves. His 'commercial' caper
ended in 1.56S, after which we find him more
honourably employed. He was appointed I • r

of the navy in 1573, knighted for his sen-ices against
the Spanish Armada in 1588, and for the rest of his

life was engaged in making havoc of the Spanish
West Indian trad-. In I50.5, along with his kins-

man, Drake, he commanded an expedition directed
against the Spanish settlements in that part of the
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world, but died, November 21, in the same year.

H. founded .1 hospital at Chatham for the relief of

disabled and sick sailors.

HAWK-MOTH, a name sometimes used to com-
prise all the lepidopterous insects of the section

Crepuscularia, the Limuean genus Sphinx. They
have a spine or stiff bristle on the anterior edge of

each of the hind-wings, aud these being received in

corresponding hooks on the under-side of the fore-

wings, attach them together. Their wings are

generally covered with a looser down than those

of butterflies. The body is rather large and thick.

Notwithstanding the name Crepuscularia, signifying

that their period of activity is that of twilight, and
which is truly characteristic of the greater number,
many of them may be seen darting from flower to

flower even at mid- day, or hovering over flowers,

from which they suck the honey by their long pro-

boscis. They make a loud humming noise with
their wings, and are insects of very rapid and power-

ful flight. Their caterpillars have always 16 feet.

A peculiar position, which the caterpillars often

assume has led to the name Sphinx, because of a

fancied resemblance to the sculptured monster of

Egypt. Their chrysalids are cylindrical, free from
points and angular prominences, blunt-headed, with

a conical abdomen, and are sometimes enclosed in

cocoons, sometimes concealed in the earth.—The
name Hawk-moth is sometimes limited to a division

of the Crepuscularia, of which the genus Sphinx, as

now restricted, is the type, and of which the Death's

Head Moth (q. v.) is an example. Their caterpillars

we smooth and elongated. The name Hawk-
moth appears to be derived from the hovering

motions of these insects, resembling those of hawks
looking for prey.—Many hawk-moths are natives

of Britain ; they are more abundant in warmer
climates. Some of the species have a wide geogra-

phical range.

HAWKSBEE, or HAUKSBEE, Francis, a

natural philosopher of considerable eminence, was
born in the latter half of the 17th c, and died about

1730. He was admitted a Fellow of the Royal

Society in 1705, and was appointed to the office

of curator of experiments to the Society, and in

1723 he was elected assistant-secretary. He contri-

buted 43 memoirs to the Philosophical Transactions,

chiefly on chemistry and electricity. Of his experi-

ments in the latter department, Dr Thomson, the

historian of the Royal Society, observes, that ' they

constitute the beginning of the science, and by
drawing the attention of philosophers to that

particular subject, were doubtless of considerable

service in promoting electrical investigations.'

All these memoirs appeared between the years

1704 and 1713. His chief independent work
was published in 1709, and was entitled, Physico-

Mechanical Experiments on various Subjects ; touch-

ing Light, and Electricity producible on the Attrition

of Bodies. He is perhaps best known for his

improvement of the earlier air-pumps of Boyle,

Papin, and Hooke (a subject fully discussed in

Wilson's Religio Cheniici, pp. 215—218), and for

being the first who used glass in the electrical

machine.

HAWKWEED (Hieracium), a genus of plants of

the natural order Compositor, sub-order Cichoracexe.

The species are annual, or more generally perennial

plants, some with leafless scapes, one-flowered or

many-flowered, and some with leafy stems ; the

leaves, stems, and involucres in many species being

hairy. They are very numerous, natwes of the

temperate and colder regions of the northern hemi-

sphere, particularly abounding in Europe. A num-
ber are natives of Britain, and some of them are

very common plants. The flowers are generally
yellow, but the Orange Hawkweed (H. aurantiactim),

a native of the south of Europe, and doubtful native

Orange Hawkweed (Hieracium aurantiacum).

of Britain, is often cultivated in gardens for its rich

orange flowers. It is a perennial, about two feet

high.

HAWSE, the situation of the cables in front of

a ship's bow, when she is moored with two anchors
out forward—one on the starboard, the other on
the port bow. The term is also used to denote any
small distance ahead of a ship, or between her bow
and the anchors at which she rides ; as, for instance,

L Hawse Holes. 2. Hawser.

when it is said of another vessel ' she sailed athwart
our hawse,' or 'she anchors in our hawse.' When
the two cables pass directly to their anchors, with-

out crossing or chafing at the hawse-holes by which
they enter the ship, the vessel is said to have a
' clean hawse.'

HAWSER. See Rope.

HAWTHORN (Crataegus oxyacaniha; see

CRAT^GUS), a shrub or small tree, a native of
Europe, Siberia, and the north of Africa, common
in Britain, and much planted both for hedges and
for ornament. It varies in height from six or eight

to twenty or twenty-five feet. It has roundish obo-

vate 3— 5-lobed deciduous leaves, and corymbs,
generally of white, rose-coloured, or sometimes deep
crimson flowers, succeeded by a small red fruit

(haws) with yellow pulp, the central stony part
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bearing a very large pro|K>rtion to the pulp. The
frr.it remains on the tree after the leaves have
fall .11. ud afibrda winter-food to birds. There are

many varieties of H.. and curiously i a

hav ilv one style, whilst some have several The
variety (sailed QlastowbOKT Thobx—because sup-

posed to have on-ma'-d it I il:i.it<inl.ury Abbey IS

remarkable for its early flowering, which often takes

place in the middle ol winter, whilst the common
kind is not in Bower till May or June,

flowers of the Glastonbury vanity are. however,
, followed by fruit, ami a second flower-

imeye ir. rhi 001 d

popularly oalled May, from the season of

its flowering in England. It is also oalled White-

(torn, ni contradistinction to the Sloe or r.la.kthoni.

is almost universal in

Britain. It is also souk -tunes employed as a stock

graft apples and other Pomacne. It

attains a great age, ami in its more advanced
stages, is a tree of alow growth, although, when

oots up rapidly. The wood is very

hard, close-grained, and takes a fine polish, but is

apt to warp. A fermented liquor, which is very
.is made from the fruit in many parts

ot Fran. e.

The H. is particularly valuable as a hedge-plant,

in consequence of its strong and plentiful spines, its

long life, ami its ready adaptation to very various

soils. For this purpose, it is propagated by seed ;

the haws are laid in a heap to rot, with a mixture
of sand or tine mould, and in a year or sixteen

months after, the seeds are sowu in ground carefully

prepared by digging and manuring with well rotted

manure. The seed-drills are about sixteen inches

apart. The young plants are kept clear of weeds,

and the earth about them occasionally stirred with

the hoe. They often grow to the height of a foot or

two feet in the first season. They are commonly
once transplanted before their final planting to form

hedges. See Hedoks. H. hedges bear trimming
very well, and the natural disposition of the plant

to spread out above, can be counteracted, so as to

ought to be, widest at bottom;
but unless the goil is very favourable, some of the

plant- an- apt to die, and form gaps, which it is by
-y to till up with fresh plant-. Young

H. plants at -. because used

to make living (quid

HAWTHORNE, Nathawtbl, a distinguished
v ithor, born at Salem, in M
in 1804. I! - loin College,

where he graduated in 1825, Lon(
one of his cl.i-s-m.ites. If.- published in 1832 an
anonymous romance, which he has never claimed,

and which has not been identified L.

In 1837, he published a collection ol

i cause they bad previously
uncials ..r other periodicals. In 1843,

£L removed resided for some time
mill the H 111' InHS ..!'

il mates looked, it is said, upon tie- lii- 1

battle of the revolution (April 19, 1775). In 1846,

entitled Monet from an Old Manse.
The same year he was appointed surveyor in the

custom house at Salem, and held offii

three years. In I860, appeared bis £

.rv of early

New England life, which at once raised its author
to the first rank aiming American writers of fiction.

In 1861, he published TheBoueeoflh
in 1S.VJ appeared his Jlli'la>hilt h.aaanr, , and in

rmaiion, which is regarded by many
critics as tin- beet of all Ins works. In 1868, U
was appointed, by President Pierce, United States

consul at Liverpool, which office he held for four

yean. All critics concede H.'s power to awaken
m his readers an intense, sustained, and almost

painful interest ; but it has been objected that the

tone .it son f his works is unhealthful. The fire

with which the Searlet Letter glows, observes one
critic, ' is not the glow of natural life, but the hectic

of disease, which burns upon the cheeks of its actors.'

Another doubts whether passions and tragedies like

those introduced into the last-named roi

legitimate subjects for fiction, but adds: 'If sin

and sorrow in their most fearful forms are to be
presented in any work of art, they have rarely bean
treated with a loftier severity, purity, and sympathy,
than iu Mr Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter.' We should
fail to do justice to H.'s merits should we pass over
without especial notice the fresh and transparent
beauty of his style. In the language of Mr Long-
fellow: 'It is as clear as running waters are;

indeed, he uses words merely as stepping-stones,

upon which, with a free and youthful bound, his

spirit itii-is and recrosses the bright and rushing

stream of thought.' He died in 1864.

HAY (tier, heu, Dutch, /toy; probably from the
root of tier, latum, Eng. la if, to cuti. the steins and
leaves of grasses or other plants dried for Fodder

(q. v.) of cattle. Throughout the grazing and dairy

districts of England, and especially in the vicinity

of large towns, the hay harvest is as important as

the corn-harvest, and a large breadth of old pasture

is annually cut. In Scotland, however, little of this

old natural grass is converted into hay, and the

crop consists mainly of clover and rye-gra-s. 'I Ins

requires less turning and labour than the closer

succulent natural grass, and with twice turning, and
a week or ten clays' drying, will generally be fit for

the rick, into which the English farmer at ..nee

places it. In Scotland, the weather is seldom suffi-

ciently fine to fit the hay, within a moderate time,

for a large rick, and the practice is to put it, after a

few days, in cock*, containing one or two hundred-

weight, and thence, after another week, into what
are technically called tramp-ricks, containing from

one to two tons. From these it is transferred at

any convenient time to the rick-yard. This prac-

tice, although almost universal in the north, is

attended with loss of time and labour, and, more-

over, bleaches and dries up the hay, giving it the
appearance ..f straw, and preventing that gentle

heating which English farmers desire both in their

clover and grass hay.

The management of the natural grasses of which
m..st English hay consists is somewhat different,

and the process is seen in perfection in Middle-

sex and various of the counties about London.
The great matter— too generally overlooked in

Scotland—is to preserve the colour and flavour

, and this can only be done by keeping

it constantly turned, and having it rapidh dried,

if possible, 'without the deteriorating

repeated rains. Artificial drying best attains this

end, but is of course impracticable on the large

scale. In the best style ..t English hay-making,
the grass, after being' cut with thl

machine, and as soon as the dew is off, is -hah. a

and spread out by means of forks or of a tedding-

machine drawn by a horse. It is not allowed to lie

i to the sun, but before evening, is

drawn together by rakes into iW». //./»*. which, if

there is any prospect of rain, -are made up into small

heaps or cocks. It is again spread out next morning,
..! ..ii tie- return of favourable weather ; and when

the operations are expedited by wind and sun. the

hay will be ready for the rick by thi

third day. There is. however, mueli dill, rem e iu

the time during which the hay requires to lie out
j
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the Imlk of the crop and the quality of the land
must he especially considered. When the grasses

are cut, as they should be when in bloom, and
before their seed ripens and their stems get tough
and hard, they contain the largest amercjn of mois-

ture, and require careful making, jut produce then
the most nutritive and palatab'e hay. As soon as it

in thoroughly dry, it should K« put at once into the

stack or rick, and well tr^lden down, A certain

amount of heating improves the flavour, and renders

the hay more palatable to every sort of stock.

When, as is sometimes the case, it is imperfectly

made, or picked up too soou, it gets overheated, and.

becomes dark brown or black, its nutritive pro-

perties are diminished ; it is, moreover, apt to dis-

agree with both horses and cattle, and can only be
profitably used when mixed with straw and cut

into chaff. Hay put together when damp from rain

or dew does not heat, as when it contains an
undue amount of natural moisture, but speedily

moulds. When hay has bs'sn weathered and injured

by repeated rains, it may be rendered more pala-

table by scattering a little common salt over the

rick whilst it is being built. Throughout Scotland,

eight or teu pounds of salt to the ton is very gene-

rally used alike for the clover and grass hay. La the

midland and southern districts of England, the best

hay is generally got up in June ; but in Scotland,

little is carried until the middle of July. The hay-

product of the United ' States is enormous, having
amounted, bv the census of 1860, to 19,083,896 tons;

the State of New York having raised 3,564,793, and
Pennsylvania 2,245,413, Illinois 1,774,554, and Ohio
1,564,502 tons. As the hay grasses do not thrive in

the Southern States, vast quantities, packed in bales,

are exported from the Eastern and Middle regions to

supply the demand. The hay crop in 1 86S was esti-

mated at 26,141,000 tons, the product of 21,541,573

acres, and valued at §351,941,930, a sum $125,000,000
greater than the value of the entire crop of cotton for

that year.

HAYBOTE, in English Law, is an implied right

or liberty of a tenant to take thorns and other wood
off the lands he occupies, to repair the hedges, gates,

and fences thereof. It also includes wood taken to

make rakes and forks for gathering hay, whence the

name is derived.

HAYDN , Joseph, a German composer, was born
at the village of Bohrau, on the confines of Hungary
and Austria, 31st March 1732. He was the son of

a poor wheelwright ; and manifesting great musical
talent, he was received, at the age of eight, into the

choir of the cathedral of St Stephen's, at Vienna.
Here he remained till his 16th year, acquiring a
practical rather than a theoretical knowledge of his

art, by singing the music of the best Italian and
German religious composers. In that year, how-
ever, his voice broke, and he lost his place as a
chorister. He now gave lessons in Vienna, played
in the orchestra, occupied himself with composition,

and in this manner earned a maintenance. At the
same time, he studied with extreme care the first

six sonatas of Emanuel Bach, which had accident-

ally fallen into his hands. His position, however,
continued very critical and he was on the verge of

starvation, when he had the good-fortune to obtain

as a pupil a little girl, Signora Martinez, who was
being educated at Vienna under the care of the
poet Metastasio. H. embraced this opportunity of

making himself acquainted with the Italian lan-

guage. Subsequently, Metastasio introduced him
to the celebrated singer Porpora, who employed
him to accompany him on the piano during his

Btnging lessons, and from whom he obtained the
instruction in composition he so anxiously desired

»T2

and needed. In the latter part of 1750, he com-
posed his first quartet for stringed instruments, and
from this period his prospects rapidly brightened.

In 1759, a certain Count Morzin engaged him as

music director and composer, ' with a salary of 200
florins, free lodgings, and table with his secretaries

and other officials.' About this time, H. married
the daughter of a hairdresser, who had been kind
to him in his days of penury. This marriage
did not prove a happy one. ' It is nothing to

her,' said H. near the close of his life, 'whether
her husband be a cobbler or an artist.' Her sole

ambition was to squander H.'s earnings. In
1760, Prince Esterhazy placed him at the head
of his private chapel. For him H. composed his

beautiful symphonies (a style of composition in

which he excels all other composers), and the
greater number of his magnificent quartets. While
in this situation, his patron conceiving the design

of dismissing the band, H. composed the famous
symphony known as Ihvidn's Farewell, in which
one instrument after another becomes mute, and
each musician, as soon as he has ceased to play,

puts out his light, rolls up his music, and departs

with his instrument. It is said that iu consequence
the prince changed his mind, and did not dismiss

the band. After the death of Prince Esterhazy,

in 1790, H. accompanied Salomon the violinist to

England, where, in 1791—1792, he produced six

of his Twelve Grand Symphonies. His reception

was brilliant in the highest degree. In 1794,

he made a second engagement with Salomon for

England, and during this period brought out the
remaining six symphonies. In England, he first

obtained that recognition which afterwards fell to

his share in his own country. On his return to

Austria, he purchased a small house with a garden
in one of the suburbs of Vienna. Here he composed
his oratorios, the Creation and the Seasons. The
former work, the harmonies of which are pervaded
with the lire of youth, was written in his sixty-

fifth year, and is considered by many to be equal

to the finest productions of Handel; the Seasons

(completed in eleven months) was almost his last

work. He died at Vienna, 31st May 1S09.

Although H. composed slowly and very carefully,

his works are exceedingly numerous, comprising

US symphonies, 83 quartets, 24 trios, 19 operas,

5 oratorios, 163 pieces for the baritone, 24 concertos

for different instruments, 15 masses, 10 smaller

church-pieces, 44 sonatas for the pianoforte, with
and without accompaniments; 12 German and
Italian songs, 39 canzonets, 13 hymns in three and
four parts, the harmony and accompaniment to 365
old Scottish songs, besides a prodigious number of

divertissements and pieces for various instruments.

—Compare Griesin.'er, Uio<irap!iixrlie Xolizen ilber

Haydn (Leip. 1810); Vie de Haydn (Paris. 1817);

Grosser, Biographische Notizen iiber Haydn (Hirschb.

1826).

HAYD ON, Benjamin Robert, an English

painter, was born at Plymouth, January 25, 1786.

He exhibited his first picture at the Academy in

1S07, ' Joseph and Mary Resting with our Saviour

after a Day's Journey on the Road to Egypt,' which
found a purchaser in the author of Anastasius.

It was succeeded by 'Dentatus.' H. quarrelled

with the Academy about the hanging of this

picture, and his life thereafter was divided between
painting and controversy. His pictures brought

him admiration, and his wilful temper procured him
foes. As years passed on, the admiration cooled,

while the foes remained virulent as ever. At this

period, he had many patrons, and his pictures

brought large prices ; his ' Judgment of Solomon,'

for instance, 700 guineas. He made several attempta
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to be ftdm t< if tlic \cademy, and
when bowu refused, lie chatact. ibn

ivy ami jealousy of tin- acade-
micians, and railed against them more bitterly

than ever. His great work,
Jerusalem,' was exhibited by himself in is.' 1

, but
did not liml a pit daunted, H.
painted tp.

-i. be married, and two years
thereafter he produccil the 'llii-.n.- uf Lazarus,'
in s.ini.i r. i powerful of his works.

• covering enoi m
—not hitting

, be 1 ame involved
in !"• uii- ir. and w-;vs finally incar-

cerated in the King's Bench, from
a time, be was released through the assistance

of his friends. While in prison be painted the

purchased for
i n,' winks, 'Napoleon

Musing at St Helena' exeited admiration, and was
.1. lu 1836, he was again

hnpris ined for deht, an.l was released on a scttle-

: effected with Ins creditors. At this
time he forsook the brush for the platform, ami

on art. in I, .null. u and the provinces
brought li I in fame ami money, a circumstance
which only increased his rage at the Academy
ami tin. artistic public. When government deter-

mined t.i decorate tin- new Souses of Parliament
with pictures, H. considered that the hour uf Ins

fortune had at last arrived He en
,.! was unsuccessful Tins defeat be

never entirely recovered His last works were
'Uriel ami Satan.' 'Curtius Leaping into the
Gulf,' and some others of a kindred nature. He
exhibited two of his latest productions in 1846
at the Egyptian Hall, but the exhibition was

; I by tin- piil. In-. This was tin. drop
which made tin- nip overflow. On June 22 of that

Ins own hand.

I

i cited much temporary admira-
tion, Imt he does not now rank high. He delighted

.. i
....

i and i

English taste does not seem t.. affect In 1853,
i i. •!,., I

/'/,.- Lifi of Benjamin

1

journals.

HA1 ESINE,oi BORATE OF CALCIUM, known
al n as BoEtx su 1 1 1:. Hi dbi

anted after the mineralogist Haves, and
lemailieil a miucralogical curiosity until I.Vil.whcn

a specimen was tir-t exhibited us a i unercial
article in the collection of imports sent to the Great
Exhibition in Hyde Park by the town of Liverpool.

This brought it into notice; and it is now occasion-
ally imported in very Urge quantities from the
poll, ,.! I.pii.pie ninl I'isagna Hay, in I'ern. Owing
to the absurd love ol the Peruvian government for

monopolies, Mist quantities of borate oi time are

c imperatively useless, as that which .

Europe is almost all smuggled oi

opposition to the govi 4.1 oul K)

ii ted altogethi r, and its value

I E30 per ton. The I... rule of

i in rounded nodules, i-aiv.

Imbedded in the
lain -pots of the Pampas of Tamarugal, and In the
northern part of the desert of Atacnma. It is

iittcd with the nitrate of soiia, which is

so abundant in that locality. Its chei

sition is CallB.ii, , i.ii.i i //,.,,,..; or boracic acid.

45 !N; li„„. |S lo; .,, It is used
tcid in the manufacture "f the

1 1, so extensively employed
. . in' glass-making,

metallic sol only other known

ig the boracic add I
i lbs 'l u i ai

springs, and the borax and tinea] from Tibet. See
Borax

HAYN.W, .In. lis JAKOB, BaBOM vox, an
Austrian general, was born in 1786, entered tbi

Austrian service in lsul, iiml grinlualh inhaii.e.l m

rank, till in 1844 he was appointed field-marshal.

During the Italian campaigns of 1848—1849, ho
signalised liims.it by his ruthless* rigour, especially
at the capture ol Brescia. II. waa engaged in the
siege of Venice, v. hen he was summoned by the
emperor to Hungary, in May 1840, to

in land of the forces in that i ount i v

of Iciali. tii.. advance southward, the
occupation of Szegcdin, and the engagements on
the Theiss, were all the work of Haynau. But

u severity towards the defeated Hun
garians, an.l . ed flogging of women

i ei. ..!_. .. I, h. !
.. ;

i Europe, In 1850, he »

from the public service, not for his cru
ever, but for the intractability of his disposition.
In the same year, he was brought into unen-
viable notoriety on tin casic.ii of his visit to the
brewery of .Messrs Barclay and Perkins during his

stay in London, when he was assault,! by the

draymen, and barely escaped with life. for this

insult the British government declined giving any
satisfaction. On subsequently visiting Belgium and
France, be was received bythe populac
dislike ; but by the vigilance of the authorities was
preserved from actual insult. Baron Sclionhals, in

of his friend H. (Grtitz. ISo.'I), tries to

exonerate him from the accusati f I

constitutionally or intentionally enul,
that he only acted in obedience to the orders of Ins

masters. 11. died at Vienna, March 14, 1853.

HAYTI, otherwise known as Hispakiola or St
DOMTJTOO is, alter Cuba, the largest, of the West
Indian Islands. It is nearly equidistant from Porto
Rico "ii the E., and from Cuba and Jamaica on
the \V., with the Caribbean Sea on the 8., and

... ind . h oi hi on the X.
II. lies in >.. hit. between 17 .'S7' and '20°, and in

W. long, between 68 20" and 74° 28". It belongs
to the group of the Greater Antilles, or Leeward
Islands, and, like all the principal members of its

itost lotiMth (about Inn mil.

direction—from west to east— of the chain of w huh
it forms a part; its greatest breadth is 160 miles.

\re i. in. In, ling the islands of Tortiiga. Got
about. L'S.IIIIII square linles, li.a

than Scotland ; and i ..id 800,000
The country, as the native name implies, is in l-

tainoiis, being traversed longitudinally by a ridge,

which sends ..ut lati ral spurs, terminat ..

lands on either coast. The range is ,.i volcanic

origin—a fact still corroborated by
. ten tble earthquakes. I iba

i est summit, is said to I,,' ab ut 7000
he level Of the sea. The m. unit. in I,

richly and heavilj timbered are understood to

be sua erpt ible ol cultivation almost to their tops.

With such a bo i
'.' 'I " it.'' ed, aid ' bit

t. unpen .1 I",
,

II., as a whole, is

perhaps the n

while its excellent harbours, more , ,-p, ,

the Bay ol Qonaives on the west, offer considerable

vailing in August and September. Thi
'...ii Be-l.leS

several bodii er, the salt lake ,,

Heuriipiill.i, near the south shore, claims p.uti, n'.ar

notice, as indicating by its tilal action some suli-

with the C'ariblvan 8m.
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The productions are coffee, logwood, mahogany,
tobacco, cotton, cocoa, wax, ginger, anil sugar ; and
mines' of gold, silver, copper, tin, and iron, though
not now worked, are found in many places. But
H., once containing within its limits one of the
most nourishing colonies in the intertropical regions,

has been in a good measure lost to the traffic of

the world through the same causes which have
rendered its history almost unique in the annals
of mankind. *

Within little more than an age after 1492, the
aborigines had been swept away By the remorseless

cruelties of the Spaniards. In connection with this

deplorable result, H., already the seat of the first

white settlement in America, became one of the
earliest helds, in the western hemisphere, of negro
servitude. Next came the bucaneers, during the
17th c, to avenge the red man's wrongs ; and as

those marauders were chiefly French, the western
portion of the island, which was their favourite

haunt, was, in 1697, ceded to France by the peace of

Ryswick, thus presenting the first important break
in the unity of Spanish America. For nearly 100
years, the intruders imported vast reinforcements of

Africans ; while the mulattoes, who were a natural
incident of the concomitant licence, rapidly grew,
both socially and politically, into an intermediate

caste, being at once uniformly excluded from citizen-

ship, and generally exempted from bondage. In
1791, under the influence of the French Revolution,

the mutual antipathies of the three classes—white,

black, and mixed—burst forth into what may well

be characterised as the most vindictive struggle on
record—a struggle which, before the close of the
18th c, led to the extermination of the once domi-
nant Europeans, and the independence of the coloured

insurgents. Thus, as the emancipated bondmen
mostly belonged, at least in form, to the Church of

Rome, H. now exhibited the only Christian com-
munity of negro blood on either side of the Atlantic.

In 1801, France sent out a powerful armament
Lenem"

ng and deporting the

Toussaint l'Ouverture. In 1803, however, she was
constrained to relinquish her attempt ; and in 1804,

Dessalines (q. v.), aping the example of Napoleon,
proclaimed himself Emperor of H. ; thus reviving

the indigenous name of the island, which had been
in disuse for upwards of 300 years.

This great change was fatal to the commercial
prosperity of French H., decidedly the more valu-

able section of the island. In its progress, it had
destroyed capital in every shape ; and in its issue,

it could not fail to paralyse labour under circum-
stances where continuous exertion of any kind was
equally irksome and superfluous. Nor was the
political experience of the lately servile population

more satisfactory than its economical condition.

Sometimes consolidated into one state, and some-
times divided into two, the country alternated,

through the instrumentality of one revolution after

another, between despotism and anarchy, between
monarchy and republicanism, between a kingdom
and an empire. Its only tranquil period of any
duration coincided with the rule of President Boyer,
which subsisted from 1820 to 1S43—its last 21

years comprising not merely the whole of French or

Western H., but likewise the Spanish or eastern

portion of the island. H. thus united, besides being

immediately recognised by the European powers in

general, was soon acknowledged even by France, on
condition of paying 150,000,000 francs, or £6,000,000
sterling, as a compensation to the former planters.

About the year 1844, the inhabitants of the

eastern or Spanish portion of H., rising against

their Haytian oppressors, formed themselves into a

republic called the Dominican Repnhlir (q. v.), with a
territory of 17,826 square miles, and a pop. of about

200,000. In May, 1861, the Dominican Republic
threw itself under the protection of Spain, in which
condition it at present (October 1862) remains. The
western portion of the isl md had been republican in

its form of government previous to 1849, when its

former president, General Soulouque, ascended the
throne, proclaimed an empire, and assumed the title

of Emperor Faustin I. In 1859, however, he was
compelled to abdicate, and a republic was again pro-

claimed, with General Fabre Geffrard as president.

Since this period, no important change has taken
place. The area of the Haytian republic is 11,718

square miles, and the pop. estimated at 560,000.

HAYWARD, the name given in England to one
who keeps the common herd of cattle of a town, or

of a manor, when the copyhold or other tenants

have the right of sending cattle to graze. In Scot-

land, the corresponding term is ' shepherd' in rural

burghs.

HAZARD, a game at dice, without tables, which
can be played by any number of persons. One
person, called the casta- (his opponent who bets with
him being called the setter), takes the box and dice,

and makes a throw (called a main), which must be
above 4, and not exceeding 9 ; and if the first throw
made is not within these limits, the caster must
throw until such a one occurs. After the caster has
thrown the main, he throws his own chance. The
throws 2, 3, 11, 12 are called crabs, and are losing

throws for the caster, except in the following cases,

viz., 12 when 6 is the main, 11 when 7 is the main,
or 12 when 8 is the main ; in these cases, and also

when the caster's throw is the same as the main,
the throw is called a nkl; and the caster wins. If

his throw be not a nick, or a crab, then, if he can
repeat the same throw before the main turns up,

he wins. If the caster throws crabs, not nicks, or if

he fails to repeat his throw before the main turns

up, the setter wins the stakes. The setter, on the
whole, has . slightly the advantage of the caster

especially if 6 or 8 be the main, when his chance is

to the caster's in the proportion of 7295 to 6961, or

22 to 21 nearly. Hazard is exclusively a game of

calculation, and is never played merely with a view
to amusement. Essentially an essay of calculations

and combinations, requiring a cool and clear head
to execute them, it has been an incitement to

the wildest schemes under the name of 'systems'
that ever laughed mathematics to scorn. Hazard
has been long a standing game at all the houses of

play in Britain, in the face of a fact, that owing to

the intricacy of the calculations of probabilities, the

odds in favour of the professional player over the
amateur are 100 per cent. ' In spirit, if not to the
letter, it is the arithmetic of dice.'

HAZARIBA'GH, the capital of the district of

Ramgurh, in the sub-presidency of Bengal, stands
almost midway between Calcutta and Benares, being
239 miles to the north-west of the former, and 189
to the south-east of the latter, in lat. 24° N., and
long. S5° 24' E. On the conquest of Scinde, H. was
selected as the residence of the dethroned Amirs.

HAZEBROU'CK, a small but flourishing town
of France, in the department of Nord, at the
junction of the Calais and Dunkerque railways,

25 miles west-north-west of Lille. The parish
church, built 1493—1520, is surmounted by a spire

of open work, 240 feet high. Manufactures of

linen-cloth and twist, soap, leather, refined sqlt,

beer, oil, and lime, are carried on. A great lmen
market is held here every Saturday. Pop. 8273.

HAZEL (Curyhis), a genus of trees and shrubs of
the natural order t'upulij'vnc, of which the fruit is a
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H..Z.1:

l>. mule flnwcrs.

nut in a leafy ami l.i- jiiiat. . 1 .-up. tin- enlarged iuvo-

lu.'re of the
.•vim. In. al catkins; the female Howe

lie extremities
"i bade ; the male flowers are pretty
the female flowere are very email. -The Common;

large shrub or low tree, with
a bell-shaped fruit-cup, which ia somewhat i»m-
ImvuJ, open, and spreading. It is a native of

Britain, an. I oi all

the temperate parte of

Bnrope and Asia ; it is

common also in North
America. II a: I ante

of improved varieties

are grown to a con-

siderable extent in the
south of England, par-

ticularly in Kent; they

imported in

large quantities from
the south of Europe.
Hazel-nuts yield, on
pressure, about It. ill

i.i of a bland

fixed oil, often called

nut-oil in Britain, the

hazel-nut being popu-
larly known by the
term mil alone ; but in

Germany it is walnut-oil which is usually called

uut-oil. Hazel-nut oil has drying' pi-

ed by painters; it is also use.! by
as a basis with which to mix expensive

fragrant oils; and it has been employed medicinally

The w 1 of the II., although seldom
I. for the purposes of the carpenter, is

very tough and flexible, ami hazel-rods are therefore

rmi. h ii-.-.l for making crates, hurdles, hoops for

&c The thicker stems of II. are used
for making charcoal, which is in great request for

forges, is much esteemed for the manufacture of

gunpowder, and is the kind preferred by artists for

The value of the hazel-nuts annually imported
into Britain is about £100,000. The quantity used
for making oil is comparatively inconsiderable.

the cultivated varieties of the hazel-nut

arc known by the names of cob-nuts and
rally of a roundish form ; the latter

I l.y the greater elongation and hernia-

tion of the fruit-cup; the name filbert being
indeed regarded as a corruption of fulr-beard. The
Red Filbert, or Lambert's Nut, is remarkable for

pellicle which surrounds the kernel of

a crimson-red colour. The finer kinds of II. are

by grafting and ley layers. Hazel-
plant- for copses are obtained from seed.—The
I'.kakkii II. i''. rOttnUa), a species having a very
hairy fruit-cup prolonged into a Ion.

northern parts ol America. Its kernel
1

bl . larger than those

EL, is a native of the Levant, from
imported into Britain. It is

. but is a less pleasant

fruit than many kinds of coli-nut and filbert A
•

i nxe) has a spiny fruit-

cup, and BO

are the nuts of a variety of the common EL, kiln-

in..! before their exportation from Spain. Hazel-
nuts m.t subjected to this process cannot be kept
long without losing iii part their agreeable flavour,

and contracting a sensible rancidity, except in air-

tight ressela, in which they an- s,ii,j to remain fresh

even for years.

The larva of a weevil [Bakmimu mieum) feeds
on the kernels of hazel-nuts. The parent female
inak.-s a hole into the nm l.y means of her long
snout, and there deposits an egg. Great numbers of
nuts are thus deetro

HAZLITT, Wiimam, a distinguished Dullish
essayist and miscellaneous writer, tin- son of a
Unitarian clergyman, was horn at M
Kent, on the 10th April 177s. His father went to
America with his family when II. n I about i

years of age, hut returned in two years,

rtor of a congregation at Went, in Shropshire.
1793, H. became a student in the

college ;ii Hackney, but did not take kindly to
theological pursuits. In 17115, In- left the college, and
returned to Ins father's house, where he devoted
himself to metaphysics and painting; about this
time he met Coleridge, and by the conversation of
the poet was a u aliened to a keener intellectual life

than lie had before known. In 1802, he visited
Paris, and studied in the Louvre, and on hi

attempted to support himself by portrait-painting;
nld neither please himself nor his patrons,

lie relinquished the easel, and threw himself into
literature, for whioh bewas much better adapted. In
1803, he went to London, and shortly alter published
his essay On the fi-:,iri/ilen ,,/ ll„'„„in

1808, he married, and retired into the country. In
1811, he was again in London. In 1813, he delivered
a course of lectures on the History of English Phil-
osophy, and he suhsequcntly delivered courses on
the English Poets. He wrote essays in the Exam-
iner in conjunction with Mr Leigh Hunt, which
H.re afterwards republished in a volume entitled
the Round '/;, I,/,., other essays he collected into
volumes, entitled T<il.l,-i„a; and the Plain Speaker.
He al-o published i hum,-!, r* ,,/ Shtikitjmiri-'x I'/w/s,
and the Spirit of the Age. In 1822, he was divorced
from his wife, and two years afterwards married a
second time. He died on the 18th September 1830.
His last work was the Life •>/ Xopohrm. of whom he
was an enthusiastic admirer. .Since his death, a
uniform edition of his principal works has been
edited bj ins son.

'' :

'

< Of II. rests upon his essays, which are in
-v. r.\ .-ens,, nui. ukable. lie exhibits great acute-
ne-' and penetration in his criticism, and ever, qoh
and again a passage, hy reason of passionate" f.,i-,-e
and abandon, rises into tie- regions of

i
try. tin

the whole, Ins essays are inferior to Lamb's and
Hunt's, but the} contain pages quite as striking
and memorable as ans to be found m theirs.

HEAD. See P.kain, Cohci BSHW, Skiii. Carotid
Arteries, *c.

HEAD, Sib Edmi ni> Walker. Bart., governor-
fn.ral ..I Canada, was born in 181)5, near Maidstone,

ent; educated at Oriel College, Oxford, where
he was lir.-t class in ,1,, sas m lv_!7, and became
Fellow oi Meiton • succeed) .1 his father, the seventh
baronet, in 1838; was appointed assistant poor-
law commissioner, and in 18U became i c law
commissioner. After the breaking up of the poor-
law board, he was, in 1847, nominated lieutenant-

i of New Brunswick He held this post
|. (ember 1854, when |„. .,„.,.

, ,|, j t |„. j .,,.]

of Elgin as governor-general of Canada. He is the
author of The Handbook of SpanM Pom
T»itr in th- M,i„„i„,hir,„., II. 'was

privy councillor in IS,", and K.O.B. (civil)
in I860, He .lied in January, 1868.

HEAD, Snt Francis lioNi,, l!„rt., nn author, and
ex-governor of I'pper Canada-was born at Hermitage,
ni " fax been r, In 1798. He entered the corps
of Royal Engineers, and had attained the rank ..f

captain, when, in 1825, ho accepted an engagemen*
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from a private company to work some gold and
silver mines on the river Plate. He crossed the

Pampas from Buenos Ayres to Chili, and on his;

return to London published his Jtouyh Xotes of a

Journey across the Pampas, He was made a major
in the army in 1828; and in 1835, while holding

the post of assistant.-eoinmissa.ry of the army, on
the urgent request of Lord Glenelg, theu colonial

secretary, he accepted the governorship of Upper
Canada. He declared, in pursuance of his instruc-

tions, that an elective legislative council could not

be granted, and that the crown reserves would not

be abandoned, except on condition of an adequate
and permanent civil list being voted. The House
of Assembly stopped the supplies, as a means of

obtaining redress for the alleged grievances of the I

province. H. thereupon dissolved the House, and
the result of the dissolution was in his favour. An

j

insurrection, which had its origin, as it was said, in

his injudicious measures, broke out. He had, with
'

well-founded confidence in his own resources, sent

away from Upper Canada the whole of the Queen's
army ; and putting himself at the head of the.

militia, he succeeded in suppressing the insurrection.

In 1S3S, he resigned his post, and was created a

baronet. He published a Narrative, in answer to

some severe strictures and imputations of rashness

and want of judgment, to which his Canadian
administration had given rise. He has since devoted
himself to literary pursuits. He has frequently

appealed to the public upon the defenceless state of

the country ; he has also written Bubbles from the,

Brunneus of Nassau, A Fagot of FrencJi Sticks, A
Visit to Ireland, The Emigrant, Life of Bruce the,

Traocller, JJeseriptiee Essays, 1856, The Royal Engi-
neer, 1869, and has been a frequent contributor to the

Quarterly Review.

HEAD BOROUGH, in England, is the head of

a borough, or high constable, the latter name being

now exclusively used. In Scotland, the words
'head borough' are used in another sense—viz., as

the head borough in the county where the sheriff

holds his court and exercises his jurisdiction.

HEAD COURTS, in Scotch Law, were the i

sheriff courts where the freemen did suit and !

service annually, now abolished by the act 20 Geo.

II. c. 43.

HEA'DACHE, a pain referred to the front, side,

or back of the head, varying in intensity and other

characters according to its cause and pathological

relations. The most common varieties of headache

are those which are dependent on, or connected

with, derangements of the digestion, and frequently

occur after meals. Such headaches are common
among young persons, and especially young women
leading lives of unnatural confinement within doors

amid vitiated air. The subjects of this form of

headache are usually pale and feeble, or delicate and
easily Hushed ; they are often addicted either to

sedentary occupations, or to balls, theatres, evening

concerts, and other dissipations extending far into

the night. The cure is so evident that it need not

be insisted on as a matter of doctrine, but the

practical application of the lesson is often difficult,

owing to the blind devotion with which pleasure is

often followed to the obvious detriment of health.

Very different is the form of headashe caused in

older persons, and mostly in men, by a ' flow of

blood to the head,' in connection with threatened

apoplexy. In this case, the habit is usually full, the

complexion florid
;
giddiness is apt to come on in

stooping, and the pain and sense of fulness and
throbbing characteristic of the complaint, increase

;

in some cases, there is an approach to insensibility or

double vision, as an additional warning. In these
376

cases, gentle purgation and restricted diet, with exer-

cise, will usually bring about a cure, unless there is

positive organic disease. The periodic headache, or
megrim (Fr. migraine, from Gr. and Lat. hemkrania,
i. e., half the head), otherwise called brow ague, is

a curious variety which is closely connected with
malaria (see Ague), and recurs at more or less

regular intervals, alleeting exactly half of the head
up to the middle line. This kind is very acute, and
is commonly under the control of quinine, which
must, however, be given in considerable doses. The
sick headache described by Fothergill is among
the most distressing and intractable forms, inas-

much as it cannot usually be referred to any dis-

tinct removable cause, and is but little under the
control of remedies. It is to be met, however,
like the other forms, chiefly by a regulation of the
whole habits of life, especially as regards habitual
exercise, which may, indeed, be regarded as the
great specific for all kinds of headache.

HEALDS, or HEDDLES, and HEALD
MACHINES. In weaving, the threads of the
warp are so arranged, that at each passage of the
shuttle backwards and forwards, a certain number
of the warp threads are raised up, and the remainder
drawn down ; this is done either with vertical

threads, or lines, with a small loop in the middle,
through which the warp thread is passed, there

being one of the vertical threads for each horizontal

or warp thread. The vertical threads are called

healds ; and as there is continual wear upon them, it

is necessary they should be of considerable strength.

They also require to be particularly smooth and
round, in order that they may not, by their friction

in moving up and down, chafe the threads of the
warp. Hence the manufacture of heald yams is a
peculiar one, and employs the chief attention of

several manufacturers, particularly in the neighbour-
hood of Bradford, in Yorkshire, where they have
been brought to great perfection by Messrs Townend
Brothers and others. For some purposes, the healds
are made of metal, and this class of healds is also

a special manufacture. Machines have been invented
for the purpose of making thread healds without
knots, as the knot made by the loop is a great
impediment to the free action of the heald. Such a
machine was invented by Mr Judkius of Man-
chester. It is so constructed as to double and
twist the single yarn, and at certain points braid
and plait the yarn forming the eye or loop of the
heald without knot of any kind. By this machine a
series of healds can be made in a continuous cord,

only requiring to be cut into lengths for use. The
same inventor also produced a machine which fits

metallic eyes or loops in the heald.

HEALTH (from the same root as heal, hale,

whole), the state of body or mind opposed to Disease

(q. v.), and characterised by the integrity or sound-
ness (Lat. sanus) of all the parts and functions
which constitute a living being. In the more
restricted and ordinary sense, health is understood
as referring chiefly to the body, and as indicating
that perfect and harmonious play of all the func-
tions which permits a man to be all that his
Creator intended. Even in this sense, however, it

may readily be admitted that abs< ilute bodily health
is one of the rarest of endowments ; in common
language, accordingly, the term u accepted with an
indefinite limitation, to indicate a state consistent
with a life reaching its ordinary physiological limit
without any manifest and consider? ble departure
from the ideal standard.
As the absolute and extreme duration of human

life is, uncertain, it is usual to regard as a healthy
state of the system that in which a moderate
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leg-ree of activity, without pain

maintained beyond the limit of threescore-years-

ami-ten, as indicated l>y the Psalmist. In point of

beings can be said even to approach this term of

life on an average of cases. Even whi

an more than commonly long-lived, there is always

considerable mortality at very early a-o-i. winch

tin- whole community below the point which would

population at lai_r. Thus, in a population ilyiiii,' at

the rat.- of "lily 1"> in liKHI annually itl

.

. in the returns of the registrar-general

lor England!, the ave

inanity, sup
•'iM In- only 66*6 ; and in the

case nt a death-rate of °.o in limn, the a

i

death would be 50; while a death-rate of 25 in iimiii

l.oudoi healthiest of

1
1 spond to an

.i death of not more than
aside fluctuations oi pnpul atiou. whieli

a influence on the result of such calcu-

lations, it may he said that the average duration of

life in England and Wales is .J.

I
and to the

extent expre health of these
entries falls short of the ideal standard.

I will lie more fully considered under
the article Vital Si wimus, m which a view will

calculation of premature mortality, with
; he removal of its causes in

, his department oi

to consequence ol the
i improve the sanitary

condition ol OS and country districts

by improved drain. .

supply of pure water, aiel the iu-p .
; in . eitiiu

. of lodjmu houses, and even of private

or,', and the

other mam ot epidemic

Constitute the object of what
'Public Health' movement in this country, some

ictical results

of which will be givi n undi r th

Sui.M'i:.

HEALTH, Bnx of, in Scotch Law, means an
application by a prisoner to he allowed to live out

application is now -unty Prison
Hoard, and if allowed, the pi

. and kept undi i

thing is done in England under the

ugh the phrase lull of

HEALTH, Bill of, in Shipping, means a
to the health of the

crew, when i

A clean hill, suspected lull, and a foul I -ill, are the

three short names en. u to the several degrees of

health.

HEARING
HEARING l.\ PR] BENOE, ... the Law of

Scotland, n

ml

when equally'

divided in i

before the w hole jo

iui t.t- In Kiigland, it is not

for .my cunt, when equally

aoe to !>.• argued before all the other courts

sittilie together. I he only e.'l-. in

When the t !0Url Ol I rilllilinl Appeals has hear. I ii . a-e,

.ink it a \erv

i hi .1 before

the full court, which consists of all the fifteen com-
mon law judges. It is then called u hi

the full court.

HEARING OF A CAUSE is the phra
t'.. I .in 1 of I I; in , I , v. I

i 1 i 1 ll

;,- - .hi both sides are .-nt red. upon,

tea

COD law, if it is a jury ease, the corres-

ponding term i- the t. ..ii
.' and ii it is

nil. -nt.' In

Scotland, it is called 'the debate,' it before the

judges ; if before the jury, 'the trial.'

HEARSAY EVIDENCE is the nam.
ii court of justice at

second-hand, where the witness states not what ho
i i 1. but what somebody els.- said.

This evidence ,] ru]e, inadmissible,

lie best cvi.i. nee that

can he had n .1. ami therefore each

w itness inn.

;

of his own persona] knowledge, or what he has
old as he 13

sworn to the truth, 1 n iluln .-. is t

as far as human te timony can lies... if evidence
id-hand, there would

be no limit to its uncertainty, and then
thus introduced va-uc statements of absent persons,

who, ii ,t bcin- sworn when they made thcin. are

-. \ iniined. Though
.

tions which are unavoidable, owing to the nature of

the thing. Tim- in pr..vm.' ]i...n_iccs, the hear ay
evidence of pel SOUS D Cted :

ii,,, eonly, is admitted to E tg] u
I . I n

it is admitted tin Uly.li the p T-mn Were n..i

. exception also exists

"is, i. .-., .statements

i tally wounded and in the
et in England such

only admitted in criminal cases, ..,. a ch
i > ill", i • i'. In S. ot land. . .i. i

.1 I llell.! llie

time did not b
other exception to i

allowed iii Scotland, but not in

England, viz.,

i'i.
. il .| a

no hi lp for such a
state of thin
...... ,,,. ..i

|

i.e.

there was no reason to SUppO I

...I.

what he said may be given in evidence for what it

is worth, both in civil and criminal cs
,. ,.,

i ile. cn ist in hotb countries,

HE U;T . OF niK Bl i.

HEA ..'I

' it centre of

i ,,i which
'•

. ...

(i|. v.) and I'.

foremost in the modern llive.li_atl..n ol eno ae

l.oii.loii. and a great munbei
of living! physicians, bavino l.n

. i. '.'. Inch had,

.. irbid anatomists of the 1m.



as by Sennc and Testa, without the advantage of
the more recent means of diagnosis. The limits of
this article admit of only a very slight sketch of a
subject of vast extent, and on which the literature

of the last fifty years is unusually copious and ex-
haustive.

Diseases of the heart may be roughly divided
into the functional and organic—in the former of

which no appearances adequate to account for the
symptoms are found in the dead body, while in the

latter the contrary is the fact. To the former class

belong simple palpitation, syncope, and the peculiar

disoider termed angina pectoris ; to the latter,

hypotrophy of the heart, dilatation of the cavities,

with various structural diseases of the endocardium
and pericardium, of the muscular fibre, and of its

nutrient arteries. To these may be added the
diseases of the aorta, and especially aneurisms of

its thoracic portion. We propose to review very
briefly these different morbid conditions.

Palpitation, or undue and often irregular action

of the heart, attended by uneasy sensations of

movement, is a disorder common to many organic

diseases of the heart, and not unfrequently also

occurring in debilitated states of the system, with-

out any organic disease whatever. In exhausted
and anxious men of business, in hysterical and
anaemic women, in habitual si!i"l:crs, in dyspeptics,

in persons debilitated by discharges from the

mucous membranes, a degree of palpitation is quite

common, and the symptom sometimes assumes the

apparent form of an independent disease, especially

when aggravated by mental anxiety in respect

to its time significance. The treatment is entirely

guided by the facts of the individual case ; but
generally speaking, the negative results of physical

diagnosis, with the positive knowledge of the cause,

suffice to reassure both practitioner and patient, and
lead to a correct adaptation of means to the end
in view.

Syncope, or swooning, is, as every one knows,
much more commonly a functional than an organic

disease. See Fainting.
A ngina pectoris, or breast-pang, also called syncope

anginosa, is a peculiar painful or oppressive sensa-

tion, very characteristic of cardiac diseases, especi-

ally of such as are apt to prove suddenly fatal. It

is needless to add that this form of disease is of

great importance, and of very dreadful significance.

The two leading elements in the sensation referred

to, according to Dr Latham, are the pain and the

sense of impending death. The sensation is entirely

different from breathlessness, although often mixed
up with this in the mind of the patient. Where
the sudden, death-like paroxysm of angina comes
on in the absence of medical assistance, the proper

remedies are, warmth to the extremities, stimulants,

and moderate doses of laudanum or opium ; but no
time should be lost in procuring the aid of instructed

persons, as errors in the administration of these

powerful remedies might be more rapidly fatal than

the disease itself.

Asthma, and difficulty of breathing depending

upon the lungs, especially that form of difficult

breathing called orlhopnoea, when the patient is

unable to lie down in bed, are symptoms very

characteristic of some kinds of disea.se of the heart

and.great vessels.

The organic diseases of the heart are very numer-

ous ; most of them are attended by one or other of

the symptoms above mentioned, and almost all of

them involve danger to life more or less considerable.

It is nevertheless true that public opinion, now-a-

days, is prone to overrate the tendency to death,

and especially to sudden death, in some of these

iiseases. Strictly speaking, a sudden death—i. e.,
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I a death quite unexpected, and in the midst of

I apparent good health—is a rare and exceptional fact

!
in organic disease of the heart ; the most frequent

' instances being in connection with Aneurisms (q. v.)

of the great vessels, fatty degeneration of the
heart's fibre, and extensive calcareous degeneration
of the coronary arteries of the heart, often 2>roduc-

ing marked symptoms of angina pectoris, as above
referred to.

The valvular diseases of the heart are among the
most frequent and the most easily recognisable of

its organic disorders. They depend essentially upon
changes in the endocardium, or internal lining mem-
brane (endocarditis) ; in many cases these changes
originate in attacks of rheumatic fever (see Rheu-
matism), which is therefore to be viewed with sus-

picion as a disease tending to shorten life, especially

when developed during early youth. The valves

affected are usually those of the left side, and the
consequence may be either imperfect closure of

the valve, leading to regurgitation of blood, or
obstruction of the orifice. In either case, there

is a mechanical impediment to the circidation, of

a more or less serious kind, followed by dilatation

of the cavities of the heart and hypertrophy of the

walls, especially of the ventricles. For a time the
circulation is kept up under these unfavourable
conditions by increased efforts of the organ ; but
ultimately its balance is fatally disturbed, blood
accumulates in the liver, the lungs, or others of the
internal organs, and secondary diseases take
place, of which Dropsy (q. v.), Albuminuria, and
Hemoptysis, or spitting of blood, are among the

most frequent and formidable.

Pericarditis, or inflammation of the pericardium,

i. e., the heart-purse, or fibrous sac investing the
heart, is, like endocarditis, a frequent consequence of

acute rheumatism. In numerous instances, it ends
favourably, but in some cases it is fatal by large

effusion of fluid, and in others by adhesions between
the external membrane and the heart.

The treatment of all these diseases must be strictly

regulated by medical advice.

HEART, Sounds of. On applying the ear to

the cardiac region of a living man or mammal, in a
state of health, two successive sounds are heard,

each pair of which corresponds with one pulsation.

These are known as the first and the second sound.

There is scarcely any interval between these two
different sounds, the second one following immedi-
ately upon the conclusion of the first ; but after the

second sound there is a perceptible pause before the

first sound is again heard. The first sound is dull

and prolonged, while the second is short and sharp,

and the difference between them is well expressed

(as Dr C. J. B. Williams has remarked) by articu-

lating the syllables lubb, dtip.

The cause of the first of these sounds has been

a subject of much discussion, at least thirty

explanations of its mode of production having been
offered. During the first sound, several distinct

actions are taking place, to each of which it has

been ascribed by different physiologists. Thus we
have (1), the impulse of the apex of the heart

against the side of the chest
; (2), the contraction

of the muscular walls of the ventricles
; (3), the

tension of the auriculo-ventricular (tricuspid and
mitral) valves (see Circulation) ; (4), the rush of

blood through the narrowed openings of the aorta

and pulmonary artery ; and (5), the collision of the

particles of blood with one another, and their friction

against the sides of the heart's cavities.

The hearts of mammals, being constructed like

our own, give out sounds different in degree but

not in character from the sounds heard in man.
lu birds (if we except the ostrich and the apterix,
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whose hearta approximate to the mammalian type),

sound; and I>r Halford h i

ij this should be in hi • i 1

i a Heart 1 he

heart in reptiles (tin- alligator, python, and turtle)

i no definite sounds.

When tii

aouada undergo s] ial alterations, which are of the
in diagnosis.

HEARTH-MONEY, an old tax in England,
by 1 Will, and Mary, a 1, e. 10.

HEAT, the unknown cause of the sensation of

warmth, and of a multitude of common phenomena
in nature and art. In considering this subject

scientifically, it is necessary, at the outset* to dis-

card the ideas conveyed by the popular use ol

such words as he.ii an,l cold. A numb
however different, left for a lone enough tune in

I
in. must, as we shall see Further on,

acquire the same temperature, or become in reality

equally warm. Yet in popular language, some, as
i s, St., are pronounced to be cold, and

others. .as flannel and fur, warm. The touch, then,

is mil a means by winch we can acquire any
definite idea of the temperature of a body.

Nature of Meat,—A heated body is do heavier
than it was before it was heated; it. therefore, heat
lie a material substance, as it was long considered,

it must be imjjoml- /<;',/.-. And, in fact, under the
name of caloric or phlogiston, it is classed, in almost
nil but modern treatises, as one of the family of

ill s. But it it were matter, in any sense
. would ft, unchangeable by

., y. Now we find that then
in which heat is produced in any quantity without
flame, combustion, Jtc, as in melting two pieces of

ice by rubbing them together, and also eases in

which a quantity of heat totally disappears. This
ia utterly inconsistent with the idea of the mate-
riality of heat. The only hypothesis that at all

accords with the phenomena is, that hmt Li aform
;, we shall start

>' Heat. Whether it be a vibration,

(in some eases, it certainly

ii of impact! Of the

bodies on each other (as in some cases

red to be), it is none the less

certain that the amount of heat in a body is to be

(see Force) oi moving
; if as we cannot observe those particles

rtain their vis-viva, we must have some
i of a body,

depending upon an effect of heat. Whatever thai

effect may b that, as the laws of

nature are uniform, it will afford us a

standard, by which we can estimate it- amount
and in any place, and compare that

amount wii b i
ed somewhi re else

just as the French Mi-ti tq. v.) is reproducible at

,,_ the P ii millionth part of a quadrant
ol the ne

insion Now, the most general
: produces 09 matter

: a ne tallifl bar varies

temperature, and is ever the
,,,„ ratnre. The fixing of the

tire of a carl wheel is a very good is

hammering could lit an iron hoops,, tightly on the
wood-work of the wheel, as the simple enlarging

and its Sill,,, quel,'

by eld. It is th • it on, and
an enormous force i« s, cured to bind the pieces

together. In almost every kind of rtri

cxpauaiou and contraction from changes of temper-

ature require to !, guarded against In the huge
iron tubes of the Britannia Bridge, the mere change
of the seasons would have produced sufficient

changes of length to tear the piers asunder, had
each end of a tube been fixed to masonry, Watches
and clocks, when not compensated Pj di

LUM), go faster in cold weather, and slower in

hot, an ill! Hate Consequence of tile expansion Or

contraction of tin ir balance-wheels and pendulums.
If a flask full of water or alcohol be dipped into

hot water or held over a lamp, a portion of the

liquid rune over; a glass shell which floats In a

vi ssi 1 ,,1 water, -ml.- to the bottom when the water
is heated ; and as water is heated, the hotter water
continually rises to the surface. In, I, ed, if the latter

were not the ea-e, it would be impossible to prevent
explosious every time we attempted to boil water
I an;, othei fluid If a bladder, partly filled with

air, and tightly tied at the neck, be heat.,1 before
a lie

.

i lii -lit auied air will expand, and the bladder
will be , hsieu, led. As it cools, it becomes flaccid

again by degrees.

These and like instances are sufficient to shew
as that in general all bodies expand by heat. In

order, then, to prepare a reproducible
measuring temperature, all we have to do is to tix

upon a substance (mercury is that most commonly
used) by whose changes of volume it is to be
measured, and a reproducible temperature, or rather

two reproducible temperatures, at which to measure
the volume. Those usually selected arc-that at

which water freezes, or ice melts, and that at which
water boils. In both of these cases, the water

must be pure, as any addition of foreign matter in

general changes the temperature at which freezing

or boiling takes place. Another important circum-

stance is the height of the barometer. See BoiUNG.
The see. ,ii, i reproducible temperature is therefore

defined as that of water boiling in an open vessel

when the barometer stands at 30 inches. In

absolute strictness, this should also be said of

the freezing-point, but the effect on the latter

of a change of barometric pressure is practically

insensible. The practical construction of a heat-

measurer or Thermometer on these principles, the

various ways of graduating it, and how to con-

vert the readings of one thermometer into those of

another, are described in the article Thermometer.
In the present article, we suppose the Centigrade
ii,,

: mo meter to be the one used.

Ii we make a number of thermometer tubes, fill

them with different liquids, and graduate as in the

Centigrade, we shall find that, though they all

give 0° in freezing, and 100 in boiling water, no
i a,, in •! -ii , ,, when placed in water between
those states. Ii. are the rate of expansion is not

'•em fur equal ineremints <>f heat. It

has been found, however, by very delicate experi-

ments) which cannot be more than alluded to here,

that mercury expands nearly uniformly tor equal

increments of temperature. However, whai we
sought was not an nl.s.ilut.- standard, but a repro-

ducible one ; and mercury, in addition to furnishing

this, may be assumed also to give us the ratios

of different inclement < ,,i tem,,.

We must next look a little more closely inte

the nature of dilatation by heat. And first, of its

\ metallic rod ,,: length / al "

at C by a quantity which is proporl

and to I. Hence I; being some numerical quantity,

the new length V Al ii). Here k is called

the coefficient of linear dilatation. For instance,

ill 1 foot at 0", become-

1 OOOU00187I] !- t
;
and here k, or the

in, ear dilatation I'm one ,1, ,, . ,1
',;

tigrade), is -0O000U1S7; or a brass .

2!9



length increased by about - nnn nno
tn Part for eacu

degree of temperature.
If we consider a bar (of brass, for instance) whose

length, breadth, and depth are I, h, d—then, when
heated, these increase proportionally. Hence,

?= Z(l + kt),

b' = b(l + hf),

tf = d{l + H);

and therefore the volume of, or space occupied by,
the bar increases from V or Ibd to V or I'b'd'.

Hence V = V(l + kt)\
— V(l + 3kl) nearly, since k is very small.

Therefore we may write V = V(l 4- Ki), where we
shall have as before K, the coefficient of cubical

dilatation for 1° of temperature. And, as K= 3k,

we see that, for the same substance, the coefficient

of cubical dilatation is three times that of linear

dilatation.

In the following table, these coefficients are

increased a hundredfold, as it gives the proportional

increase of volume for a rise of temperature from.
0° to 100° Centigrade. It must also be remarked,
that while the linear dilatation of solids is given, it

is the cubical dilatation of liquids and gases which
is always observed. Moreover, as the latter are

always measured in glass, which itself dilates, the
results are only apparent: they are too small, and
require correction for the cubical dilatation of glass.

This, however, is comparatively very small, and
may in general be neglected.

. -0466Glass,



of vaporisation, or rather

remarkable. The heat applied <
i- -* not raise the is converted into change of state. It is found by

perimenl that :>-)o onits of heat (each sufficient

Hi med t<> diaappi ur,
;

ml of water 1° C.) disappear in the

mameter is concerned, and was therefore called conversion of a pound of water into steam. Hence
' a pound of si. am at 10(1° (

'. i, sul'rieion: I

A pound of water at 79° C added to a pound of pounds of water from zero to the boiling-point
rae, 2 pounds of water ' '.

: at least three
'. .i pound of wat rat 79*C. added to a distinct ways in which this occurs, and these wo

pound of ice at n J
>'.. p oduces 2 pounds of water will take in order.

area in the produc- Conduction. Why is it that if one end of a poker
tion of a change froin solidity to tluidity. And this and of a glass or wooden rod be put into a tire, we

n keep hold of the other end of the latter much
(BBS FORCB), for actual energy in the shape of luat longer than we ran of the former? Ti.

in producing tl heal is more readily transmitted in the iron
ular actions in the fluid. For from particle to particle, than it is in glass or

f wood. This is conduction. It is to i

. 79 units of heat are thus converted however, that in this experiment a _

.

of molecular arran of the heat which passes along each rod is given
!
of fusion : oil' into the air l>y the surface. The mathematical

ibove), 7'.*t> ; zinc, 2S1 ; sulphur, 'J4 ; theory of conduction has bei

.. 2"8. investigated by Fourier, and after him bj I

In law 1, it is mentioned that constancy of prea- but on the supposition that the rate at which
-:-ry. In fact, tli rom a warmer to a colder portion of

point of wat "i pressure, a body is proportional to the difference of tem-
of sulphur and 'Ut perature. As most of the experiments which
though extremely remarkable, are very hare been made with the object of ascertaining the

contract on solidifying ; some, ct>inlnrtir'i
: i

o/o' c.uductibility, tin- erroneous word
water, east iron, type-metal, &<:., r.,p,iinl. in common use) ot difi'erent bodies ha\

I r setting in alter copious rain in this way. it is not.surprising that OUT knowledge
splits rocks, &.<:., by the expansion of freezing water J on this point is very meagre indeed. We know
and thus also we obtain in iron the most delicate that silver conducts better than most other metals,
and faithful copy of a mould, and in the fusible and that, the metals in general conduct better than

at copy of a type. The modern other solids ; but here our present information ends,

dynamical theory of heat ena .
inn a It is satisfactory to know, however, that I

ould be procurable, if bodies of the old methods are now fully ai !..

ut mi solidifying had /I.,' their inciting and that the important clement of conductivity
point raised by pi.- i, will shortly be accurately known for all important

Analogous to the fusion of a solid is its solution substances. Forbes has recently shewn that the
in a liquid, or the mutual conversion into liquids of conductivity of iron diminishes as its i.

two solids which are intimately mixed in powder, increases; and the same is probably true of other
Here, also, we should expect actual energy in the bodies. This invalidates the conclusions of the

shape of heat, to be used up in producing the poten- mathematical theories above mentioned, but the
tial energy of the fluid state; and, indeed, such .erections will be easily applied when
always the . Mlges of arrangement the experimental data are completely determined.

i. or produce cold; but this in many In conjunction with their radiating power (see

the effect observed, as heat is gene- next section), the conductivity

rally developed by to lial en.-rgy. if important as regards their suitableness at

tion between the two sub- clothing lor hot (>r cold climates, or as materials for
-1 in -. Hence, in general, t .-.ill building or furnishing dwelling-houses. We need
be the differ < by chemical but refer to the difference between linen and w ....lien

action, and that ahum-hut in . clothing, or to the difference (in cold wi

If a quantity of pounded nitrate of ammonia (a sensation between a carpet and a bare floor, in.order
... iw how essential the greater or less conducting

reightof I ...i.. now. ni bodii toon, e\ or. day comfort.
"-' is understood

the salt, will of heat, not from particle to particle of one body,
: with the but through air or vacuum, and even thl

i the water in the test-tube will be bodies (in a manner, and with a vel

d a different from those of conduction) from one body
i dditional illustrations of to another. There can be no doubt whatever as

:\si: Mimiiiis. to radiant heat bring ul> uHcnl with light, differing

Of course the convene od this may be expected from

to hold, and latent beat t.. b ie Bensible when blue; i.e., having i
sir Light) longer wave, than

n liquid becomes solid. As an example, when . l.t. This idea might
saturated sol.ltioil of sulphate of -...la logins to easily have arisen during the

Itale of the salt, the temperature rises body gradi allv heated. At tirst.it remains dark.
: il.lv; and it is the disengagement of giving oil only rays of heat ; as its temperature

latent heat thai renders the freezing of a pond a increases, it gives us, along with the heat, a low red
-. even after the whole of the water light, which, by the increase of the temperature, is

has been reduced nearly to the freezing-point. gradually accompanied by yellow, blue,

ifion,— Almost all thai has been sai.l on and the incandescent body (a lime-ball,

ibe subject of fusion i- tri f vaporisation, with finally gives off a light as »

the change of word or two. Thus, however sun. and which, therefore, contains all the el. mis

much heat we apply to a liquid, the I

an-light in their usual proportions. In fact

does not rise above i n.ai, then, (see Fobck), there is great reason to believe thai



the sun is merely a mass of incandescent melted
matter, and that the radiations it emits, whether
called boat or light, merely differ in quality, not in

kind. Taking this view of the subject at the outset,

it will he instructive to compare the properties of

radiant heat with those of life throughout.

Light, then, moves (generally) in straight lines.

This is easily verified in the case of heat by the use

of the Thermo-electric Pile (q. v.) and its galvano-
meter. Placing the pile out of the line from a source

of heat to an aperture in a screen, no effect is

observed ; but deflection of the needle at once occurs
when the pile is placed in the line which light

would have followed if substituted for the heat.

A concave mirror, which would bring rays of

light proceeding from a given point to a focus at
another given point, does the same with heat, the
hot body being substituted for the luminous one,

and the pile placed at the focus. Heat, then, is

reflected according to the same laws as light. A
burning lens gives a capital proof of the sun's heat
and light being subject to the same laws of refrac-

tion. When the Solar Spectrum (q. v.) is formed by
means of a prism of rock-salt (the reasons for the
choice of this material will afterwards appear), the
thermo-electric pile proves the existence of heat in

all the coloured spaces, increasing, however, down
to the red end of the spectrum, and attaining its

maximum beyond the visible light, just as if heat
were (as it must be) light with longer waves.
Some bodies, as glass, water, &c., transmit, when

in thin plates, most of the light which falls on
them ; others, as wood, metal, coloured glass, &c,
transmit none or little. A plate of rock-salt, half

an inch thick, transmits 96 per cent, of the rays of

heat which fall on it ; while glass, even of a thick-

ness of one-tenth of an inch, transmits very little.

In this sense, rock-salt is said to be diathermanons,
while glass is said to be adiathermanous, or only
partially diathermanous. Most of the simple gases,

such as oxygen, hydrogen, &c, and mixtures of these,

such as air, oppose very little resistance to the

passage of radiant heat ; but the reverse is the case

with compound gases. Some recent experiments by
Tyudall seem to shew that the vapour of water is

exceedingly adiathermanous. The question, how-
ever, cannot be considered as finally settled, since

some of Tyndall's results are so startling as to

require further research and continuation.

But there are other remarkable phenomena of

radiant heat easily observed, which have their

analogy in the case of light. 1. Unstained glass

seems equally transparent to all kinds of light. Such
is the case with roek-salt and heat 2. Light which
has passed through a blue glass (for instance) loses

far less per cent, when it passes through a second

plate of blue glass. Similarly, heat loses say 75 per
cent, in passing through one plate of crown-glass,

and only 10 per cent, of the remainder (say) in pass-

ing through a second 3. Blue light passes easily

through a bhie glass, which almost entirely arrests

red light. So dark heat passes far less easily through
glass than bright heat does. These analogies,

mostly due to Melloni, are very remarkable.
Again, light can be Doubly J/e/racled, Plan' Polar-

ised, Circularly Polarised. All these properties

have been found in heat by Principal Forbes (q. v.).

The beautiful investigations of Stokes and Kir-

choff on the solar spectrum have shewn us that

bodies, which most easily absorb light of a particular

colour, when heated, give off most freely light of that

colour ; and it is easily shewn by experiment, that

those surfaces which absorb heat most readily, also

radiate it most readily. Thus, it was found by Leslie,

that when a tinned-iron cube full of boiling water had
one side polished, another roughened, a third covered

with lampblack, &e., the polished side radiated
little heat, the roughened, more, while the blackened
side radiated a very great quantity indeed. And
again, that if we have (say) three similar thermo-
meters, and if the bulbs be (1) gilded, (2) covered
with roughened metal, (3) smoked, and all be exposed
to the same radiation of heat, their sensibility will

be in the order 3, 2, 1. A practical illustration of

this is seen in the fact, that a blackened kettle is

that in which water is most speedily boiled, while
a polished one keeps the water longest warm when
removed from the fire. Again, if a willow-pattern
plate be heated white-hot in the fire, and then
examined in a dark room, the pattern will be
reversed—a white pattern being seen on a dark
ground This experiment of Stewart's is very
remarkable, and virtually constitutes an anticipa-

tion of Kirchoff's residts leading to the explana-
tion of the fixed lines in the Spectrum (q. v.). It

is this law of radiation and absorption that mainly
gives rise to the superior comfort of white clothing

to black in winter as well as in summer ; radiating
less in winter, it absorbs less in summer.
Much has been argued about the separate exist-

ence of cold, from such facts as these : A piece of

ice held before the thermo-electric pile, produces an
opposite deflection of the galvanometer to that due
to a hot ball If a freezing mixture be placed at

one focus of a spheroidal mirror, and a thermo-
meter with a blackened bulb at the conjugate
focus, the latter will fall speedily, though very far

off from the mixture. Now, the real explanation of

such observations is to be found in what is called

the 'Theory of Exchanges,' first enunciated by
Prevost, and since greatly extended and carefully

verified by Stewart, which is to this effect: 'Every
body is continually radiating heat in all directions,

the amount radiated being' (nearly) proportional to

its own temperature.' Hence the apparent radia-

tion of cold in the experiments above mentioned
is due to the fact of the pile or thermometei
radiating off more heat than it receives, as its tem-
perature is higher than that of the freezing mix-
ture to which it is opposed. From this it is evident

that any number of bodies left near each other, tend
gradually to assume a common temperature. By
this theory of exchanges, we explain the cold felt

in sitting opposite a window in a frosty day, even
when there is no draught.

Convection.—A hot body cools faster in a current

of air than in a Btill

atmosphere of the same
temperature, evidently

because fresh supplies of

the colder air are con-

tinually brought into con-

tact with it. It is by
convection mainly that

heat is conveyed from
particle to particle in

liquids and gases. Thus,
when a lamp is applied

to the bottom of a vessel

of water, the heat does
not diffuse itself in the
water as it would (by
conduction) in a mas3 of

metal, but the expansion
of the heated water at

the bottom rendering it

lighter, bulk for bulk,
than the superinc .unbent
fluid, causes it to rise

to the surface ; and thus,

by convection, the heat is diffused through the

mass. Conduction, properly so-called, can scarcely
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be shewn, en d if it nail; exist, in liq

on tins account. The tremulous appearance of any
by light which passes near a hot

surface, aa thai of a boiler or a red ho) poker, it

diu- t.i tin- i wctioii hi luat in the air, the warm
current infracting light less than the Cold air. See

I i ION.

K..r the mechanical applications of heat, see

Sl'EAM-ENCIM:. C.WIiIUl -l.MilM:, It.

Ihat.—Tiny may be, so far as we
h itely reduced to two— chemical eom-

i mi -i balneal force; ami, indeed, in all

i

the foi mer is only a variety of the

unmensi ly different forms in which the latter is

i . A inore lull i xaminatlou of this

f
il statement of the ultimate

nature of the various sources of heat, will be

bond in the article Force above referred to.

OB, Fuel.

HEATH (.Erica), a genus of small shrubs of the

I a I'j. v.), distinguished l>y a

calyx of four haves, a bell-shaped or ovate—often
..rolia, ml a I . elled, 4-valved capsule,

incuts from the middle of the valves.

I re small, linear, and evergreen. The
genus, as thus defined, has been broken down by

Heaths.

some botanists into a number of genera, but the old
i

i ii 1. The
name II., however, is, iii popular langoi

to many plants of genera marly allied to Erica ;

continent of Europe i I 'alKln i vulgm it

(fig. S). The genua < 'alluna baa beei

from Erica, chiefly on acconnl ol differences in

' aid of i he pre i dc bra

n i outer cal;
<

'. vulgaris, the com-
mon Lino or Heather, is the onlys] tea known.
It is found mi arid places, and also in bogs.

i

i i.
ii.'. u. in.'.- of in mg

n! a lilac rose colour, rarely

whit I'm' various depth of coluor in the flowers

. red with II. in the en

ill. ml abundance of honey, and bee-

hives are d to the moon whin
the heather i in bloom. In bog .

it oonti ibutes

a of H. is used for tanning

leather. The plant is applied to various other

usee in the Highlands of Scotland. Cottages are

Often thatched with it, and some of the pi... rest

are mostly built of it, in layers with the roots

inward, and mixed with earth and straw. Beds
are also made of it, placed in a sloping direction

with the tops upwards, and are said to be very soft

Besoms and scrubbing-brushes are

made of it. lu the island of Islay, ale is made by

brewing one part of malt and two of the young tops

of heather ; anil this is supposed to be the same
beverage which was anciently used by the 1'icts.—

Of the genus Erica, about 501) species are known;
rith few exceptions, are natives of the

south of Africa. None are found in America. The
British Isl.s produce seven species, of which si.me
lia\ ly been found in Ireland, and some m the
Bouth-wesl of England. Cboss-leaveb 11. i/:.

tetralix) (fig. 2) and Fine-leaved H. (A. einerea)

(rig. 1) are common plants in most parts oi Britain,

and like most of the genus, are very beautiful

when in flower. The heather-bell* of Scottish soug
are the flowers of one or both of these species,

A sprig of E. ciaena was the badge of the Mac-
donalds at the time when they existed as a distinct

clan. E. Mediterranea and A', cameo, common
in the southern parts of Europe, are very frequent
ornaments of British flower-borders, hardy plants,

producing their flowers in great profusion in April
.Many species, remarkable for the size and beauty
of their flowers, are much cultivated in green-

houses; and heath-houses are sometimes erected for

the speeial purpose of their cultivation. Some of

the South African or Cape heaths attain in their

native region a much greater size than any European
11. except E. iirhurm, which iii the Pyrenees some-
times grows to the height of twenty feet

HEATH. The burning or setting tire maliciously

to a heath in England is lei. my, and is punished Ly

imprisonment for three years or less. The offence is

technically called Arson, being one of its varieties.

lu Scotland, the offence is called Muirburn (q. v.).

HEAVEN, in popular Physical Science, means
M Inch surrounds the earth, and which to

a spectator on the earth's surface app. <

arch or vault, in which are seen the sun, i n. and
stars. The earliest idea entertained of this expanse

was of a solid vault or hemisphere with its concavity

turned downwards (see Firmament).—In Theology,

the word 'heaven' may be explained to mean that

portion of the infinite space in which the Lord i.f

all things, although present throughout all, is sup-

pnsed t.. give in. .re immediate manifestations of

His glory. Of the belief in the existence of some
such speeial scene of the presence of the Deity,

most of the known religions of the world, ancient

and modern, present abundant evidence. Aristotle

declares that all men, whether Greeks or barbarians,

have a conception of gods ; and all agree in placing

the habitation of the ends in the m I \ i.-.l

region of the universe. Plato is equally explicit.

Even Epicurus teaches the same doctrine ; and one

of the treatises deciphered from the papyri of

Mi lenl.iiieiiin is a treati.-e by him. in

position and tin- oiler elmraetei ist ies of the habi-

tation of the gods are minutely auSCUSSed. The
said of the Persian, the 1

German, the Scandinavian, and in g,

the ancient religions in which the belief of the

existence of a supreme being assumes any othei

form than the pantheistic; and even in the pan-

ions, although the philosophers may
th pantheistic view, and

may hiv d»uied that any special loeabtv ••. .old be

che peculiar seat of the Deity, yet we
find the popular belief and the popular worship even
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of such religions plainly founded upon the contrary

supposition. In addition, however, to the idea of

its being the special scene of God's glory, the word
heaven also designates the place, or the state or

condition, of tile Messed spirits, and of the souls of

just men who are admitted into the participation or

the contemplation of the divine beatitude. In the

religious system of the Greeks and Romans, none
were supposed to be admitted to the heaven of the

gods except the deified heroes or demigods ; but
with them the Elysian Fields of the lower world
held, morally speaking, the same place in relation

to the great doctrine of the divine retrilmtion for

the good and evil actions of human life. The
Elysium of the classic mythology is in all essential

respects the natural equivalent of the heaven of the

just. The Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis
approached nearer to it in form, for it supposed
that the soul, after the purification of successive

transmigrations, was elevated to a higher and incor-

poreal condition in the cosmos. The doctrine of

Plato was still more explicit. Although scepticism

was rather the rule than the exception, it may be

said in general that all the philosophical systems
which included the belief of the immortality of the

soul, also involved, at least in substance, the idea of

a state of happiness as the reward of a virtuous life.

The happiness, however, of the heaven of these

various creeds differed widely froni the spiritual

delights of the heaven of revelation, each nation and
each class forming to itself its own ideal of enjoy-

ment. The delights of the classical Elysium were,

at all events in part, delights of sense. The German
warrior had his war-horse ami his armour laid in

his grave, that he might be able to pursue, after

death, the fierce enjoyments in which he had
delighted while in the world of the living. The
paradise of the Indian hunter is but a richer and
more extensive hunting-ground. Still, not only

these, but even the more grovelling conceptions

of the paradise of other races, must be regarded

as a natural manifestation of the same instinct,

or as a remnant, however overlaid by error and
superstition, of the same primeval revelation upon
which the scriptural notion of heaven is founded.

Accommodating itself to the popular conceptions

of the Jews, the biblical phraseology frequently

implies the idea of the solid firmament already

described ; but the word, according to the common
acceptation among Christians, is generally used
simply to signify the abode of the Most High, and
the special seat of His glory, in which the angels

minister to Him, and the blessed spirits abide

in perpetual praise and adoration. This abode of

perfect bliss is believed to have been opened to

the just after the passion of our Lord and his

ascension into heaven. Out of the just of the old
dispensation, only Enoch and Elias were directly

admitted to heaven ; the patriarchs, the prophets,

and in general the just, before the new dispensation,

were detained in a preparatory abode, which the

Fathers call by the name Limbus Patrum, awaiting
the coming of the common Redeemer. The com-
mon belief of Christians has been, that, since the
coming of Christ, the just who are free from sin

are admitted into heaven immediately after death.

More than one controversy, however, has arisen on
the subject ; the most important of which are the
Millenariau controversy (see Millenabians), the

Origenistic (see Okigen), and that on the
question whether the just are admitted to the
beatific vision of God immediately after death, or

only after the general resurrection. The latter

controversy arose out of the question as to the

nature of the happiness of heaven, a discussion

svhicb would be out of place here. The Koran

adopts the Cabbalistic notion of seven heavens,
which arise each above the other like the stages of

a buildiuc , And it places the happiness of heaven
in the enjoyments of sense. The Cabbalistic writers

divide these seven heavens according to the succes-

sive degrees of glory which they imply. The seventh
is the abode of God and of the highest class of

angels; the sixth, fifth, fourth, and third, are the
successive abodes of the various grades of angels,

arranged according to the degrees of dignity. The
second is the region of the clouds, and the first

the space between the clouds and the earth. One
of the apocryphal books of the fifth c, Tin
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, contains 3

very curious exposition of the same notion. See
Fabricius, Goad. Pseudep. Yet. Test. i. p. 545.

HEBBEL, Friedrich, a modern lyrical and
dramatic poet of Germany, was born at Wesselburen,
in Ditmarsh, duchy of Holstein, Denmark, 1813, and
died in 1863 ; studied at Heidelberg and Munich

;

and after travelling in France and Italy, settled at

Vienna, where he married the actress Christine

Enghaus in 1S46. His principal works are his

Gedichte (2 vols. Hamb. 1S42; Leip. 1848), remark-
able both for their melody and beauty; and several

dramas. H. has a rich imagination, great power
of thought, and an energetic and original style,

but too great a predilection for the horrible and
the exaggerated— Compare Heuneberger's Sas
Deutsche Drama der Gegenwart (Greifsw. 1853).

HE'BE, the goddess of youth, the daughter of

Zeus and Here—according to others, of Here alone

—

was the wife of Hercules after he had been deified.

She was the cupbearer in Olympus, before Zeus
conferred that office upon Ganymede (q. v.) ; but she

always retained the power of restoring the aged to

the bloom of youth and beauty. According to

Apollodorus, she became the mother of two sons by
Hercules—Alexiares and Aniketos. In Homer, she

always appears as a virgin. In Athens, altars were
erected to her conjointly with Hercules. In Rome,
she was worshipped under the name of Juventas,

and a temple in her honour existed on the Capitoline

Hill at the time of Servius Tullius. Statue3 of

H. are extremely rare ; she is to be recognised

only by the drinking-cup.

HEBER, Reginald, an English poet, and second

Bishop of Calcutta, was born at Malpas, Cheshire,

21st April 1783. In 1800, he entered at Brasenose
College, Oxford ; and three years after produced his

prize-poem Palestine, the only prize-poem perhaps

which holds a place in English literature. In 1804,

he became a Fellow of All Souls. In 1S07, he was
inducted into the family-living at Hodnet, and
entered upon his parochial duties with great zeal.

He was a frequent contributor to the Quarterly

Review, his political views being those of a Tory
and High Churchman. In the course of 1S12, he
published a volume of Hymns. He was appointed

Bampton lecturer in 1815, and two years after he
received a stall in St Asaph Cathedral. He edited

the works of Jeremy Taylor in 18111, and in 1822 he
was elected preacher of Lincoln's Inn. Shortly
afterwards, the vacant see of Calcutta was offered to

him, and after much hesitation on account of his

wife and child, it was accepted, and he embarked
for India on the 16th June 1S23. On his arrival, he

entered upon his duties with exemplary zeal ; and
in June 1824, he began the visitation of his diocese.

He spent about eleven months visiting stations in

Upper Bengal and the north of Bombay. From
April to August, 1825, he remained at Bombay and
sailed from thence to Calcutta, whence he arrived on

the 21st ©ctober. In February, 1826, he proceeded

to Madras on a visit to the southern provinces. He
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rrichinopoly on the It April, and on
3<1. after confirming fifteen

en the

bath,

round dead. Tlie Jonrnal which he kept during

hii tour of visitation was originally published in

volumes, and was afterwards reprinted
Murray's {Tome

Library. His life was published by his widow in

i 1830).

As a poet, '«>• and his

Eymnt, tin which was published
in 1865. Theyhave not much force or depth, but

i poet, he will be remembi red
;

ad eaJ iu of I ndian

e is mainly enshrined in the affections
1 r balf-brother

9 i -minister in 177-'i,

ami died in 1833. Be was a famous bibliomaniac.

Having sue led I the death of

his father in 1804, he was i n

elegant bobbj
li:.s mil. rta.ii hi i'l, - land at 105,000 vols., iu addition
•

i
•. the whole having cost him i'l 80,000.

HUBERT, Jacqi is Pink, commonly known as

14 one of the must profligate char-

acters of the French Revolution, was born at

Alenoou, in the* year 1755. At an early age, he
. and 1 ame a servant in one of the

small theatns, luit was dismissed t'. n

money. He then entered the Bervice of a phyaii ian,

' Hilt. At the

i person of the
nam.' of I.emaire, un li

mill popular paper for the diffusion of

oonstitutional principles among the [ pie. The
this paper indue id I

I , and H. was
ditor ; and knowing the I i

. In displayed such an
1 i if principles ami cvlii. -i-in «i language

his honest rival. In

nf the events of the lOtli August, he
became a member of the revolutionary council, and

ospicuous part in the horrors ol Sep-

tember. Hi- and his associates, called ll.li.rtils

or Enragf-K, wen- likewise mainly in-

the church of Notre 1 'aim- into a temple
at length obliged to give way

U-H.iv the part\ of Poho-picire. and perished on the

in the 24th March 17 n4.

Ill: BREWS [Hi : m Abraham,
other side' of Eupl

ISr), or from Elii-r. the great-grandson of Shem,
lie distinctive

I: of the Semitic family which
tine, thence

:

iod, into two distinct states,

tli.it o! .I;. were singly

I
ndants of Jnoal

returned, and founded new empire. From that

members of thi

monwealth were known by the oai t Jehudim,
corrupted into Jews, \ continnons iketch of their

entire history from the days of Abraham to our

own, as well as a brief outline of their I

literature, will be found under JEW8.

HEBREWS, EPIBTLI n> Tin:, one of the Epistles

,.| the Ni« Testament. Much discussion has arisen

both as to its canonlcity and autKorahlp, the absence

of the customary superscription rendering it impos-

;u certainty in regard to thi

important of these points, the can. uicity, the case

ows : The earliest post-apostolie writer,

la-ius, ouotes from :t in 1

1

.liistin Martyr, Pinytua (?), the Cretan

and the frann u of the New
Testament, accept it as authoritative ; while the

Cno, tic hci i .1 Marcion, are spoken

of as distinctly rejecting it. No die

camuiicity is expressed by any section oi i
'

i

. oitho-

dox church until after the middle of the 2d o.—
ly writers arc silent altogetb

centuries,

authority. Tertiillian speaks of it as a

apocryphal book ; Cyprian does not include it in

Paul's epistles; [renaus, even while defending the
. Inist, declines to -

ment, which lie could very effectively hi

nr from its stores; while the Mura-
torian Fragment on the Canon, Cains. Hippolytus,

ami Victorious of Pannonia, also leave it out oi the

Pauline epistles. During the 4th c, however, its

kin began to revive, and it was received

by Hilary of Poitiers, Ambrose of Milan, and later

by Jerome, who, though frequently too hasty in his

conclusions, was certainly the most learned
. ad

accomplished of the Latin Fathers. The immense
authority of Augustine was thrown im

scale; others soon followed, and in 41(i A.D., a

decretal of Pope Innocent III. placed it

I. In modern times. Card nil ( \i|.t.i.i,

the opponent of Luther, reopened the i ient con-

He rejected the authority of the epistle.

ormer did the same, affirm

i

was Hie work of some disciple of Pauls, who had

not 1 n thoroughly grounded in his mo
ing, and had built his own ' wood. hay.

tie's ' gold, silver, and pro.

This opinion, however, met with small approval,

and has never been adopted by any Protestant
'.

:
i'ir*lii/>. As we have already said, the

author of the epistle is unknown, but

supposed to be .St Paul. This appears to have
been the opinion of the Eastern chinch from the

first ; but the Alexandrian Fathers— the most
critical and scholarly of the early Christian theolo-

gians- struck with the entire dissimilarity of style,

and mode of thought which it presents

to the Pauline epistles, and which i

manifest even in the English version, sou nf to fix

its authorship on some other pel , Luke being the
lav .mi it. . Tertiillian, again, states that, aoeei .ling

to the traditional belief of the North Afi

i. Uoinan I 'liui.li, down
to the middle of the 4th <:., contented li

negative position, denying its Pauline

The opinion of the Alexan.l

said to have prevailed, vi/., t hat though Pauline ill

ilme in form. Thus
the matter remained till the time of Puttier, who

the likeliest author. Since

then, many scholars have inclined to the same
opinion, among others, Le COero, Bleek, De Wett.

,

Tholnek, I'.lllisell, and Alford.

Who were the ' Hebrews' to whom
was sent, is also a matter of doubt; but the pre-

ponderance of probability is very strongl] On t In-

side of the church at Jerusalem, composed of

those who wen- -Hebrews of the Hebrews.' The
date of the epistle can only be inferred from it?
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:x...»ents. It must have been before the destruction

of Jerusalem (70 A.D.), because the overthrow of the

temple is not alluded to, which would have been
one of the strongest links in the chain of argument
to prove the temporary nature of the old national

faith.

The put pose of the writer of the epistle is

apparently to encourage the Jewish Christians of

Jerusalem—perhaps of all Palestine—to persevere

in the profession of their faith. In their own ' Holy
Land,' and in the perpetual presence of services that

time had hallowed, and which were associated with
all that was glorious and dear in their national

history, they were apt at times to look back with
a melancholy yearning on the past, and thus were
often tempted to apostatise from motives which they
hardly dared to condemn. The writer, conscious, it

would seem, of the existence of this feeling, opens
up with bold unflinching eloquence the whole
question of Judaism versus Christianity ; exhibits

the contrast between the two with sharp, incisive

analysis, strips the former of all its accidental and
superstitious attractions, and shews that what is

really deep and valuable in it is its prophetic char-

acter ; it is but the shadow of a ' better hope,' viz.,

' the hope of the gospel ;
' and the great fathers and

heroes of Judaism, from Abel downward, illustrate

the truth of this, for ' these all died in faith, not

having received the promises, but having seen them
afar off.' But so vital and strong was their faith,

that it may almost be said to have put them in

Bpiritual possession of the realities to which they
looked forward, for ' faith is the substance of things

hoped, for, the evidence of things not seen.' Thus
they were ' Christians before Christianity,' and now
that the things which they hoped for had come,

the Jewish believers ought not to be grieved at

parting with the old national worship, however
dear, for the new worship really embraced the

substance of the old, and thus bestowed upon it its

own immortality. Such is, in the main, the course

of thought. The style of the epistle in several

passages is richly rhetorical.

HE'BRIDES, the name applied in a general sense

to all the islands on the west coast of Scotland.

They have been variously classified ; but the most
natural division seems to be into the Outer and
Inner Hebrides. To the Outer belong Lewis, with
Harris, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Barra,

Coll, and Tiree. The remote isle of St Kilda might
be associated with this external series. The prin-

cipal of the Inner islands are Skye, Eigg, Mull, Iona,

Staffa, Ulva, Lismore, Kerrera, Easdale, Colonsay,

Jura, and Islay. Bute, the Cumbraes, and Arran,
though lying in the Firth of Clyde, are usually

classed with the Hebrides. The whole are popularly

spoken of as the Western Isles, the term H. being

confined chiefly to literature.

The total number of the H. is about 490 (which

number includes every islet that affords sufficient

pasturage to support one sheep), but of these not

more than 120 are inhabited. The entire area is

not accurately known, but has been estimated at

upwards of 3000 square miles, and the population

(according to the census of 1861) close upon
100,000. Of the whole surface, only about 200,000

acres are arable, the rest is in pasture-land of

little value, and in morasses, peat-mosses, lakes,

and barren sands and rocks. The scenery of

Skye is grand and picturesque; Mull is noted
for its lofty mountains, Jura for its peaks, and
Arran for its high rugged hills. Islay and Bute
are comparatively level and arable. Staffa is

remarkable for its basaltic columns and great

cavern. Iona derives interest from its ruins and
historical associations. Poetically, all the Hebridean
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isles are attached to Scotland, in the civil and
ecclesiastical systems of which they participate.

The counties among which they are distributed are

those of Ross, Inverness, Argyle, and Bute. The
principal Hebridean towns are Stornoway in Lewis,
Portree in Skye, Tobermory in Mull, and Rothesay
in Bute. Though situated on the mainland of

Argyle, Oban is usually considered a town of the
H, and, next to Rothesay, is best known to tourists.

Enjoying the benefit of the Gulf Stream (q. v.),

the climate of the H. is peculiarly mild. Snow
seldom lies long on the sea-shores or low grounds,

and in sheltered spots, tender plants are not nipped
by winter frosts. But if genial, the climate is also

humid. Drizzling rains are frequent, and mists
often envelop the islands, or at least shroud the
higher mountains from sight. With these draw-
backs, the climate is pleasant and healthful, and
is recommended for certain classes of invalids.

Partaking of the old Celtic character, the humbler
class of natives for the most part speak Gaelic, but
latterly, through educational efforts and otherwise,

English has made extensive progress. As in the

mainland portion of the Highlands, many large

estates have passed from old families of note into

the hands of opulent modern proprietors, by whom
extensive improvements have been effected. The
greatest improvement of all, however, and which
deserves to be spoken of as the parent of all others,

has been the work of a Glasgow firm, David Hutohe-
son & Co., by whom has been established an extra-

ordinary system of steam-navigation in connection
with the H. calculated to develop the resources of

the islands, and bring them, with the neighbouring
coast, within the sphere of trade and the reach of

tourists. Originated by David Hutcheson, a person
of singular energy and capacious views, the system
of Hebridean steamers embraces several distinct

lines of route in connection with Glasgow ; and
opening up remote tracts formerly reached only

with extreme difficulty, may be said to be gradually

altering the character of, and giving a new value to,

the Western Highlands and Islands.

The H. are the Ebudm of Ptolemy, the Helmdet
(of which the name H. is merely a corruption,

said to be the consequence of a misprint in a

Parisian printing-office) of Pliny, and the Sudreij-

jar (Southern Islands, as distinguished from
Orkneyjar, Northern Islands) of the Norwegians.
The latter epithet was Latinised into Sodorenses,

and is still retained in the title ' Bishop of Sodor

and Man.' The history of these islands forms an
interesting episode in that of Scotland. Accord-
ing to the general account, the H. were first

colonised in the beginning of the 9th c. by emi-

grants from Norway, who had fled from the iron

rule of Harald Haarfager (803—930) ; they naturally

settled in the greatest numbers on the first land that

was reached, viz., the Shetland and Orkney Isles

and Outer Hebrides ; but some wandered as far

south as the Isle of Man, colonising as they went.

The consequence of this was the total absorption of

the Celtic into the Norse element in the northern

islands, while southward the Celtic element asserted

the predominance. This colony after a time threw
off swarms, which settled on the north and west
coasts of Scotland, Cumberland, and Westmore-
land, and in all probability founded the Norwegian
kingdoms of Dublin, Waterford, and Limerick ; it

also sent a colony to Iceland in 874. At last the

settlers became so powerful as to be a source

of annoyance to the mother-country, whereupon
Harald Haarfager, about 870 A.D., fitted out a

great expedition, and subdued the II. and Man.
They remained subject to Norway till 1266, three

years after the battle of Largs, and were then
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transferred to Scotland. In 1346. one of the • hiefs,

named Macdonald, rednoed the whi
authority, and took the title of ' Lord of the [alee ;'

but i.i 1640 the; were ttnalh annexed to the

Scottish crown by James V. The II wer ic '•-

sia-stically dcpi intent < »n Norway as Is 1374

till 1472, when SI Andrews was made the Beat of

a metropolitan The influx oi the Norsemen has
had here, aa elsewhere, great influence over the
nomenclature ; many places and islands having lost

their oruinal Celtic designations.

Tin- II. have, from time to time, been visited liy

learned inquirers, among whom may be named
Martin, sir Joseph Banks, Pennant, I>r Samuel
Johnson, and Dr John Maccnlloch, who wrote a

geological account of the is amis f-' vols. Svo, with
a volume of plates, 4to, 1819). S. ott's Lord of the

Isles contributed materially to attach a popular

o these islands, which, by the aid of

Hu now within the compa-s
of summer pleasure travelling;. The more important
islands of the II. are described in separate articles.

— For the early history of the EL, consult Chronica
<. edited from the MS.

in the British Museum, by P. A. Munch, professor

of history in the university of Chi istiania (Chris-

tiania, 1860).

HEBRIDES, New. See New Hebrides.

HE'BHOX, oiu- of the oldest cities in Palestine.

Ol .1 I'd ill. 21 llllleS SOUth-SOIlth-

West of Jerusalem j it may even be regarded as one
oi the oldest in the world, for it was in existence in

> lirriham, nearly '.'I Mill years before Christ.

H. was anciently called Kirjatharha. i e., city of

en i i lie .1 :*il lm (q. v.) ; at

a later period, it was the residence of King David,
before he oonquered Jerusalem ; its subsequent
history is unimportant.—The modern town is a

I

'. al'""t "iiiihi
|

pie, of whom
about "id families are .lews. It lies low down ina
narrow and picturesque valley— the Valley of Eschol,
famous now, as of old, for its thick clustering grapes,

"I other fruits. The church erected by
i onstantine, on

the spot where Abraham is said to have been buried,

has been converted into a mosque called ElSaram.
The alleged tombs of the patriarch and of several
tin. -mi" re of his family are still shewn. They are all

richly bung with pails of green or red silk, which
are renewed from time to time; but it is believed

that the real tombs are in a 'cave' below the build-

ing. The modern name of the town is FJ-Khnlil
('the friend,' i. e., of God), in allusion to Abraham.
About a mile from 11 in the midst

iter, is one of

ill Palestine. It is 23 feet 111

girth, and its foliage covers a space of about '.ill feet
i 1 his is the very tree

bent ; but this

'.tenable, for the tree itseli gives no
evidence oi such enormous antiquity; and besides.

Jerome speaks oi Abraham's oak having disappeared
about the time of Constantino.

II i < \r i ( s. the son of Hegesander, Famed
' oi and a geographer, flourished most

probably about 600 B.O. Tleie is great difference

as to the tine- of his birth and of

bis death, but the beat critics conclude that he
' n c, and that he died about

47«'> Hi', lb' belonged to an ancient and wealthy
family of Miletus, and was thus enabled to gratify

his natural pa-sion for knowledge and travel. He
seems to have visited Greece, Thrace, the c tries

bordering ou the Ku\iu., and man] of the provinces

of the Persian empire, with parts of Italy, Spain, and
Africa. The results of his foreign travels and of

Ins private studies were embodied in t

works Ins Tour of At World, and his //

His geographical work was divided

into two great portions, one treating of Europe, the

othi r "i 1 in, b'.vpt. and Libya. He improved the
map of the world which had I n mad.
niander. His Histories was little more than a prose

version of the ) tied legends of the Creeks—about
Deucalion and his descendants Heracles and the

i e l'eloponnesian traditions and those
of Asia. Herodotus seems to have m I

value on the writings of Heeatauis. The fragments
of the works of 11. have been edited by C'reuzer,

(Clausen, and others.

But the most interesting part of the life of H. is

that which .-u eded his travels. In the revolt of

the Ionians against Persia, his extensive knowledge
of the Persian empire and its resources enabled him
to give sound advice to Aristagoras, the ringleader
of the insurrection, which, however, was rejected.

He dissuaded his countrymen from an attempt so

far above their means; when that cum el was
despised, he urged the formation of a fleet, but
without effect After defeat had humbled the
Ionians, and Aristagoras, with others, emit, mplati d
High! to Sardinia, he wished them (though in vain)

to fortify the island* of Leroe, and wail there the

course of events. He afterwards went as ambas-
sador to the Persian satrap Artapherues, and induced
him to treat the Ionians with leniency.

HE'CATE, an ancient Thracian goddess, after-

wards adopted into the Greek Pantheon, is first

mentioned by Hesiod, who calls her the daughter of

the Titan Perses. and of Asteria. or Night, she was
the only one of the Titans, under the rule of Zeus,

who retained her former power. She appears on
some occasions as the bestOWer of wealth, victory,

wisdom, good link to Bailors and hunters, and pros-

perity to youth, but able also to withhold these

blessings. In connection with Persephone, she is

described as a powerful infernal and cruel, deity,

who has all the magic powers of heaven, earth, and
sea at her command. Particular honours were paid
to her in I'.ootia, at yEgina, and even in the Kleu-

ries. She played an important part in

the my.-teries of the Cabin, which were celebrated

principally at Samothraee and Lemiios. Her .sanc-

tuary in Samothraee was the Zen nthian Cave, and
wherever she was worshipped along with the I abiri,

her temple was placed near a cave. As t lie bestow ,-r

of l d and averter of evil, her inniee was placed
before the houses of persons of rank, in places of

popular assembly, and at erossways, wdiere at every
new ill i iitierillgs of f I were presented to her,

which were consumed by | r people. As an infernal
goddess, she appears in a hideous form. Serpents
issue from her feet, serpents are twined in her hair,

she bears a lighted torch and a sword in her hand,
and two black shaggy dogs

iiii'l N'timis she is represented with :

viz., those of a horse, a lion, and a dog. In this

last form, she appears at the erossways. There is

anothei important feature, which arose from the
notion of her being an infernal divinity, viz., the
belief in her being a spectral being, «

sent from the lower world all kinds of demons and
terrible phantoms, who taught sorcery and witch-

craft, and dwelt at ci ..-, and near
ol.i. es w here iuur.hr had been committed.

II I. VT'iM B id h, ,.!,,„ and bout), in tin)

mil thei ani ii

i nber of * ictima, pro-

perly, although bj DO on ins , ssanlv.one hundred.
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Originally, it would seem that the practice was to
barn the entire victim ; but even as early ns the time
of Homer, it was usual only to burn the legs wrapped
up in the fat and certain parts of the intestines.

The rest of the victim was consumed at the festive

meal which succeeded the sacrifice. Besides, there-

fore, that the gods were believed to lie propitiated
in proportion to the number of victims, the increase
of the number was also gratifying, not alone to

the priests and servants of the temple, but also

to the public, who were admitted to the sacrificial

banquet. Hence in Athens the hecatomb was a
most popular form of sacrifice (Athenams, i. p. 3).

On the contrary, the thrifty Spartans limited the
number both of the victims and of the sacrifices:

and while the other Greek states required that thi

t pert

rials i ifSpartans were content with animals of a very inferior

character. In the hecatomb, strictly so called, the
sacrifice was supposed to consist of one hundred
bulls ; but other animals were frequently substituted.

HECKER, Friedrich Karl Franz, a leader of

the democratic party in the German revolution of

1848, was born at Eichtersheim, Baden, September
28, 1811, and after studying law in Heidelberg,
became in 1838 advocate of the supreme court
in Manheim. Though rising to eminence as a
pleader, when elected in 1842 a member of the
second chamber in Baden, he abandoned his profes-

sion for political life, and soon grew popular among
the more advanced sections of the opposition, in
1846 lie began to side actively with the purely demo-
cratic and socialistic party outside of the chamber,
and on the revolution breaking out in 1S4S, imme-
diately began to employ his eloquence in revolu-
tionary agitation. When the preliminary convention
(Das Vorparlament) met, he endeavoured, with the
influence of his whole party, to constitute it into a
permanent republican assembly. The frustration

of this effort led him to think of surprising the
smaller governments of Southern Germany with
the artisan bands which had been sent to the
Rhine. Defeated at Kandern, April 20, 1S49, he
fled into the canton of Basel, where he conducted a
newspaper against the constitutional party. On being
refused admission into the parliament, though elected

to represent Thiengen, in Baden, he emigrated to
America, where he had bought a farm near Belleville,

Illinois. The Baden revolution, in May 1 849, enticed
him back to Europe, but finding the revolution over
when he arrived, he returned to America.

HECKLES, or HACKLES, and GILLS. These
are very important parts of various machines, em-
ployed in the preparation of animal and vegetable
fibres for spinning. They consist of a series of long
metallic teeth, through which the material is drawn,
so that the fibres may be combed out straight, and
so fitted for the subsequent operations. The manu-
facture of heckles and gills involves great care and
nicety, as any imperfection may cause great loss, by
damaging the fibre which passes through them. For
flax, hem]), jute, and similar large and coarse fibres,

the teeth of the heckles are large, being about eight
inches long, and made of steel wire one-fourth of an
inch in diameter. This is gradually reduced from
the base upwards, until it ends in a fine point. The
whole is beautifully polished, so as to prevent inju-

rious friction. They are fixed in a wooden or metallic
base, in several rows, alternating with each other at

short distances apart, in heckles ; but in gills the
teeth are much finer, resembling needles, and fewer
in number, being placed usually in two rows ; they
constitute a part of the spinning machinery. The
manufacture of these articles is a special trade

;

the manufacturers are called Heck-makers.

HE'CKMONDWIKE, a thriving manufacturing
village of England, in the West Biding of Yorkshire,

is situated on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-

way, three miles north-west of Dewsbury. and ten
miles south-west of Leeds. It is the chief seat of

the carpet and blanket trades in the West Riding.
Pop. (1S61) 6339.

HE'CLA, or HEKLA, a volcanic mountain in

Iceland, is of a conical shape, and stands isolated

about 20 miles from the south-west coast. Its

snow-clad summit is 5110 feet high. The principal

crater, when visited by Sir George Mackenzie, was
about 100 feet deep, and contained a large quantity
of snow in the bottom. There are many ::maJJ

secondary craters near the summit. The sides of

the mountain are broken by numerous deep ravines,

forming channels for mountain torrents that are
produced by the melting of the snow. The principal

rocks are lava and basalt, covered with the loose

stones, scorise, and ashes ejected from the volcano.
The view from the summit is very desolate and wild
' Fantastic groups of hills, craters, and lava, leading
the eye to distant snow-covered jokuls ; the mist
rising from a waterfall ; lakes embosomed amid bare
bleak mountains ; an awful and profound slumber;
lowering clouds ; marks all around of the furious

action of the most destructive of the elements, give
to the region a character of desolation scarcely to

be paralleled.'

A record of the eruptions has been kept since the
tenth century. They are few in number, oi ly 43,

but they have been always very violent, and gener-
ally continuing for a considerable time. One of the
most tremendous occurred in 17S3, when the immense
quantity of lava and ashes ejected laid waste a
large extent of country. The internal fire remained,
as if exhausted, in a quiescent state till September
1845, when with terrific energy it again burst forth,

and continued active for more than a year. At this

time, it poured out a torrent of lava, which at the
distance of two miles from the crater was one mile
wide, and from 40 to 50 feet deep. A fine dust from
this eruption was scattered over the Orkney Islands,

a distance of 400 miles from Hecla.

HECTARE. See Are.

HE'CTIC FEVER (Gr. heWlos, habitual), (see

Fever), a peculiar type of feverish disease, usually

found associated with organic disease of the chest or

abdomen, and above all with tubercular disease, or

Consumption (q. v.). It cau scarcely be called an
independent form of disease, although carefully

described as such by most of the older authors, and
distinguished as a fever with morning and evening
paroxysms, and intermediate remissions. Generally
speaking, the evening paroxysm is the more marked

;

the patient becomes flushed after eating, or in the
excitement of conversation ; there is a preternatural
vividness of expression, winch, with the heightened
colour, sometimes gives a very fallacious impression

of health. The patient retires to bed, has tossing

and uueasy sleep, and wakens in the middle of the
night, or towards early morning, bathed in cold

perspiration, and in a state of extreme languor.

Next day, the whole of these changes are repeated,

and under the slow but too sure progress of the
fever, the patient gradually emaciates, and in the
end dies exhausted. The treatment of hectic fever

is substantially that of Consumption (q. v.).

HE'CTOR, the bravest hero in the Trojan army,
was the son of King Priam and Hecuba, and married
Andromache, the daughter of Ee'tion, king of Thebes,
in Cdicia, by whom he became the father of Astyanax
or Scamandrius, and, as some say, likewise of Laoda-
mas. His exploits are sung by Homer in the Hind.
H having slain Patroclus, the friend of Achilles, the
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latter facetting his quarrel with Agamemnon,
up arms t .- 1 » I

.

fell by his hand. His l«>.ly was dragged in triuiiiph

leror round the tomb of Patroclns, but
was afterwards ransomed by Mom, « !

• pomp, In I litiiii. II. was
honoured tiered to

linn. In compliance with an oracle, h

said tn have been ~nl pi.-nt 1 y conveyed to 'Pn-hcs.

in \ ;ili>ur to none, lie m def< at J

courage, but because, ahiM.lv wiiumli'il andexhausted
with prolonged conflicts, he undertakes a single

combat, trusting t.i the aid of Deiphobua Minerva
assmnes the form "i the latter, and 11. is deceived
ami forsaken. In humanity, he is superior to all.

One of the most beautiful episodes in the /.'» / is

that in which 11. takes leave ol his wife Andromache,
s his feelings as a husband, a father,

am) a prime.

1

s nd wife of Priam,
kin.- of Troy. During the Trojan war. shewitne sed

; hi of all her Buns, with the exception

of I [.-1. mi-., and at lit -m hei husband murdered
before her eyes by the savage I'yrrlius. Atler the

of Troy, she fell into the hands of the
i slave, and, according to one form of

the legend, threw In is, -If in despair into the sea.

Euripides ^n his tragedy of Ihcthi) and other

ilians ilesrnl.e her as a tender mother,
a uoble princess, and a virtuous wife, exposed by
fate to the most cruel sufferings. In Sculpture, she

I as a matron, whose faee. furrowed
trays a character naturally ardent and

!

SEDGE (Sax. hege, Ger. hag, Pr. hate; in

i - to fence, protect, cherish i, a lon.-e

Sedges are
very much used in some parts ol the world, whilst

illy cultivated, are almost destitute of

them. Thus, whilst they an- very common in many
puts of Britain and of Italy, they are i iparatively

rare in France and Germany. For man;
they an- particularly adapted, owing to the protec-

tion which they afford from high winds; and the

height to which they are permitted to grow ought
tn the requirements of the

locality in this respect. They an- also

pleasant to the eye than dry
:i

neither shelter nor ornament is intended, they cause
great wast.- of land ; as even when verj trimly kept,

nsiderabl ireadth 1 ban
"1

! Ill I'llt t'l

' LCD Bide t.. a very consnli ral.le distance.

i !! that even such redact ion of

the breadth occupied by hedges as might be accom-
plish. .1 by moderate care in trimming, would add
to the extent of lam i pe in En -

land as much as a middling-si/ed county.

ler.dlv formed of haw.
thorn I), v.). The u: si.'htlv blanks in hawthorn-

h an- also injurious to their usefulness,

uly filled up with hawthorn-planta, but
in such cirenmstances, the barberry irrows well, and

used with great advantage, Med: et

• in ii - formed of barberry itself. Sec

Barbebby. Beech-hedges are rerj common around
gardens and pleasure-grounds, and a hedge of beech

nml hawthorn mixed is common in ninny place;..

Beech-hedges, closely trimmed, can !«• made almost
«- Impervious as any kind of hedge known in

Britain ; nod where shelter is needed, can easily he

trained to n height of twenty (eat or upwards.

akes an excellent and ornamental hedge
mm ii in use for gardens and pleasure-grounds.—
In the United Stun- there are many he
English hawthorn, which have proved effectual.

They are, however, often injured l.y the droughts of

summer, and Inter in the year present the appear-

ance of ii naked fence nf hrnsh. The nnti

hedges {fr.itiri/iis , rey/..//;i, planted iii Delaware, sre

truly beautiful and well adapted to tin

tended. Ile.l.'cs have heen mad.- in the Northern

United States of Honey-locust (OtaHto,

(Ao*), Norway sprnce I
i - Vmerican Arbor

..,,.,/. ..,'..''/'.
,. | lend, k

, and Holly (Ilex opaca), and in the South-
ern States the t'lcTokee rose ( /.Vso h ir'xf ;,',/) has Keen

ible extent The fledge plant.

of the I nited Stat.- is iimloui in 1 1 1 1 the Osage orange

I
\faclura aurantiaca), which is perfectly hardy south

of Massachusetts, free from insects, and, when pi"|i-

erly planted and trimmed, an impervious harrier to

men and cattle. Sec //,././.,* ami h'mri/mux, New
York, 1858, by J. A. Warder, M. 1).

HE'DGEHoi; [Erinacau), a genua of insectivor-
ous quadrupeds, the type of the t iimly I'm. la-.

Tlic muzzle is rather elon-ali i. the a

the limbs short, the feet live-toed, the claws
Btrong, the tail short, the body covered on the
upper puts with shaqi spines, atid with hair below,
and capable of being rolled up into a ball by
means of a powerful muscle extended under the
skin. The teeth are :iii in uumher, 20 in the
upper jaw, and 16 in the lower, but Co
d. If. rem e of opinion lias existed among naturalists
as to the character of some of them. Th middle
incisors are very long, and stand forward; those
of the upper jaw are widely separated ; the lateral

ones small, lake many other I its,rt n„-

are by no means limited iseci I
I. but prey

on larger animals, as reptiles, small iru

and birds; they are fond of eggs and of milk,
and in confinement will readily cat soaked, bread,
eool.ed \ ....tables, or porridge. Their power ,.t

rolling thi mselves into a ball, from which the spine*

lb .' _- ' '.-. /.« Europaut).

project on every side, is their means of protection

from enemies. The spines are curiously bent near

the r.",t. and so s, t, that on the contra I

inns.!., by which the animal rolls itself up, they are
held firmly in their position, their points towards
the adversary. They arc very strong

can sustain i

injury.

The Common II. (/:. Europanu) is a native of

Britain and ol -t jiarta ol Europe, \ pai I ii ul it

description i i anno es arj .
Its snort •'

- peei char ictei i 1

1

as in length. Its spines are about
:'ii inch long. It readily hills BUakeS, Old even
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vipers, which it cats, beginning always at the

It is said to be capable of resisting in an extra-
ordinary degree not only the venom of serpents,

but other kinds of poison, however administered
A H. has been known to eat great numbers of

cantharides (Spanish flies) without injury, although
one would have caused great agony to a dog. It

brings forth from two to four young at a birth, and
provides for the occasion a curiously constructed
nest, of which the roof is capable of throwing off

the rain, so as to keep them dry. The young are

blind at first ; their ears are also closed—a thing

as unusual as^the former is common among animals

—their bodies are covered with soft incipient spines.

In winter, the H. becomes torpid, retiring to some
hole at the base of a tree, beneath roots, or in some
such situation. It provides no winter store, and
no other British animal hybernates so completely.

—The H. is easily tamed, becomes very familiar,

and is very useful in houses where black beetles are

troublesome. Night is its period of activity.—The
flesh of the H. is eaten in some parts of Europe,
but in Britain only by gypsies, who roil it up in a

ball of clay, and so roast it.—Other species of H.
are found in different parts of Asia and Africa.

HEDGE-MUSTARD (Sisymbrium), a genus of

,plants of the natural order Cruci/erce, mostly annual
or perennial herbaceous plants, with very various

foliage, small yellow or white flowers, and a long

roundish or 6-angled pod (silique). Several species

are natives of Britain, of which one, the Common H.
(S. officinale), was once employed in medicine for

catarrhs and other • ailments. It is said to be .dia-

phoretic and expectorant. It has a mild pungency.

It is sometimes cultivated as a pot-herb. It is an
annual plant, plentiful in waste places and by way-
sides, sometimes two feet high, branched, with run-

cinate or deeply lobed leaves, stem and leaves hairy,

flowers very small and yellow. The pods are erect,

and closely pressed to the stalk.—Broad-leaved
H., or London Rocket (,?. irio), is said to have
sprang up in great abundance on the ground deso-

lated by the fire of London in 16G6.—Fine-leaved
H., or Flix-weed (S. Sophia), is common in many
parts of England and Scotland, growing in waste
places. Its leaves are doubly or trebly pinnatifid.

It is about two feet high, branched, with yellow

flowers. It was formerly administered in dysentery

and hysteria, and the seeds as a vermifuge.

HEDGE-SPARROW, HEDGE -WARBLER,
HEDGE-ACCENTOR, or DUNNOCK (Accentor

modularis), a little bird of the family Si/liiadce, a

Alpine Accentor (Accentor Alp

common native of Britain and of most parts of

Europe. It is not quite so large as the house-spar-

row, which it somewhat resembles in dull brownish
j.n -. i. ill ii.i.withstoiii.i- its niMst cm. nun

name, in little else ; its slenderness of bill, and its

whole form, proclaiming it at once to be of a dilTer-

ent family. It feeds principally ou insects. It is

one of the earliest spring songsters, having a sweet
plaintive song ; and the nest is one of the first that
the school-boy finds in spring. The nest, of green
moss, roots, and wool, lined with hair, is usually
placed rather low in a bush or hedge. The eggs
are four or five in number, of a delicate and spotless

bluish green. The cuckoo very often lays its egg in

the hedge-sparrow's nest. The hedge-sparrow is

chiefly found in summer, in the northern temperate
parts of Europe, migrating southward in winter; but
in Britain it remains all the year.—Another species of
the same genus, the Alpine Warbler, or Alpjnk
Accentor (A.Alpinus), a rather larger bird, lighter

and rather more varied in colour, has in a few
instances been found in Britain. It is common in

the Alps, and other mountains of France, Gennany,
and Italy.—Other species of Accentor are found
both in the Old and New World. They are all of

dull plumage. In this genus the bill is more conical
than in the other Sylviadoz.

HEDJA'Z (the land of pilgrimage), a maritime
province of Arabia, extending along the eastern
shore of the Red Sea, and bounded on the N. by
the Syrian desert and the Gulf of Akaba, on the E.
by the province of Nedjed, and on the S. by that
of Yemen. It is almost entirely unproductive,
being chiefly sandy or stony. Containing the two
sacred cities, Mecca and Medina—the former the
birthplace of Mohammed, the latter the place in

which he is interred— H. is the 'Holy Land' of

Arabia. It is traversed annually by vast numbers
of pilgrims.

HE'DJRAH (Hegirah), or, more fully, Hedjrat
Al-Nabi, Arab. Emigration (not fiirjld, as commonly
translated) of Mohammed (q. v.). The tribe of the
Koreish having resolved to slay the new prophet,
their kinsman, he secretly left Mecca on the 13th
of September 622 a.d., and repaired to Medina,
where, partly from a feeling of jealousy towards
Mecca, partly because his new doctrine had already
found here many new adherents, he was so well
received and so vigorously supported in the wars
which he now began towage against his adversaries,
that the rise and progress of Mohammedanism was
said to date in reality from the time of Moham-
med's leaving Meoca. The Hedjrah, therefore, was
made the starting-point of a new era— the Moham-
medan (Tarikh Alhijrah)—by Calif Omar, who, in
639 or 640, with the aid of a Persian, Harmozan,
instituted the new Moslem calendar. It does not,
however, as is generally supposed, begin from the
day of the flight itself, but from the first of the
Moharram (the first month of the year) preceding
it—a date corresponding to our 15th or 16th ol
July 622 A. D.

The Mohammedan year, as a lunar year, is shorter
than ours by 10 days, 21 hours, and 14| seconds

;

and this circumstance renders the exact transfer of

Mohammedan dateB into dates of o:ir own calendar
a very difficult task. An elaborate method has
been inveuted for that purpose by Ideler ; an easy,
although not minutely accurate way of finding the
year, but not the month and the day, is by the
deduction of 3 per cent, from the given Moham-
medan year, and the addition of 622 to the sum so
obtained ; e. g., the present year of the Hedjrah being
1279, deduct 3 per cent., or about 39= 1240, add
622 = 1862.

HEEM, Jan David de, the most celebrated
painter of what is called * still-life ' that the Dutch
school has prod need, was born at Utrecht in

1600, studied under his father, and soon obtained
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immcnK sums for his pictures. Towards the

close of his life, he removed to Antwerp, when
he died in 1074. H.'s pictures repreaent, for the

most part, splendid vases of fruits and Uowcrs,

musical instruments, and ornaments of various

kinds. He painted a garland of (lowers for a
certain Jen Vender Meer, who refused 2000 gulden
for it, but afterwards gave it to the Prince of

Orange, who brought it with him to England. 11. 'h

louring is exquisite, and his use of cliiaroscuro

unsurpassable.

HKK\, CHOW, TING, and FOO, Chinese

smallest division, although its city may be an
important one ; thus, Bhanghai-heen is a large city

ami district, while the department in which it is

situated, Suiigkiang-/oo, to which it is subordinate,

is a smaller place. Generally speaking, however,
the tonus designate the rank of cities, from fou,

the chief, to Keen, the least in size.

HEEBEN, Arnold Hermann Ludwio, an
eminent Herman scholar, was born 25th October

1760, at Arbergen, near Bremen, where his father

was at that time pastor, and received his education

at the cathedral school of Bremen, and at the

university of Gottingen. He first made himself

known to the literary world by two philological

Works- viz., an edition of Menander's be Encomiit
(Gottin.'en, 17S."ii, and the Ecloijis Plii/sirce et

tCthioe of Stobaeus (4 vols. Gottingen, 1792—
1801). In preparing materials for the latter of

these works, he visited Italy, the Netherlands,

and France, and by intercourse with various

learned men of these countries, expanded and
enriched his mind. In 1794, he was appointed
Professor of Philosophy, and in 1801, Professor of

History at Gottingen. He married in 1797 a

daughter of Heyne, and died 7th March 1842. His
lectures in the university referred, from the very
first, more to Greek and Koman antiquities, and
to the history of the tine arts, than to philology,

strictly so-called. The latter, indeed, was finally

quite thrown into the background. In 1793— 1796,

appeared at Gottingen his Idem iiher I'ulitit, den

Verhehr and den Handel der vornrhnmten Viilker der

alien iTeft (4th edit 5 vols. 1S24-1826). This work
has secured him a place among the most eminent
modern historians. If his Qttchichte den 8tudmm»
der clanmlten Literatur eeit detn W'iederanflelien der

''"ti (2 vols. Giitt 1797—1802) proved
less satisfactory to scholars, his Oencltichte der

Staaten dee Alterthunu (Giitt. 1799 ; 5th edit. 1826),

and his GetchichU df» Hump. Staatenmjsletn* and
miner Oolonien (Giitt 1809; 4th edit 1822) abounded
in new views and acute expositions. For his U titer-

HteaiMSOSSJ flier die Kreuzzitije, he received the prize

from the National Institute of France. His Khine
kUtoriacke Schriflen (3 vols. Giitt 1803—1808) eon-

tain tome very interesting treatises. In 1821—
1826, he published an edition of nil his historical

works [UittOritchtn Werke) in 15 vols. H. was a
member of the academies of St Petersburg, Berlin,

Munich, Stockholm, Dublin, and Copenhagen, and
of the Asiatic Societies of London and Calcutta.

HEGEL, Georo Wiuiei.m Frjedricii, one of

the greatest German philosophers, was born 27th

August 1770, at Stuttgart, and became, in 1788, a

student in the Tubingen theological institute, where
his speculative abilities, however, were outshone by
his younger companion, Schelling. After leaving

the university in 1793, he was a family tutor at

Cern and Frankfiirt-onthe-Maiue for six years,

iluring which period he devoted himself chielly to

the study of Christ's life and the philosophy of

religion, In the beginning of 1801, he left Frank-
furt for Jena, where he published his first work.
Uelier d. Different d. FkJite'ecAen a. 8cheUm{j'tcAen
System* (1801), and entered the university as PritnU-

ducent. Next year, he joined Schelliug, to whose
philosophy he seems at this time to have adhered,

in the editorship of Dae Kritische Journal fiir

Philosophic. His lectures in Jena did not attract

much notice, but it was at this place, while the din

of the battle in 1806 was sounding through tliu

town, that lie completed his first important work,
Die Pfutnomenologu d. tieietee (1807), which he
used afterwards to call his voyage of discovery.

Shortly before the battle, he had been made extra-
ordinary professor of philosophy; but the disaster

which that event brought upon Jena compelled
him to seek means of subsistence elsewhere, and
he went, accordingly, at Nietliammer's request,

to Bamberg, where he edited a political paper for

two years. In 1803, he was appointed rector of

the gymnasium at Nuremberg, an there he had
just completed his Wieeemchaft d. Lwjik 13 Bde.

1812—1816), when he was called in 1816 to a

professorship of philosophy in Heidelberg, where
he published his Eneiiklopadie tl. philoeophitchen

Wiuenchafitn (1817 ; 3te Aufl. 183:)), in which he
first developed his complete system. In 1818, how-
ever, he was called to Fichte's place in Berlin, and it

was here that he first began to gather around him
a now philosophical school. His lectures, which
were delivered in a stammering voice, and without
rhetorical ornament, yet with the impressiveness of

being the expression of laborious thought, attracted

hearers frcm all ranks and professions. He rose to

considerable political influence through his official

connection with the Prussian government, and his

philosophy in some respects lost credit from tho

generally conservative tendencies of his adminis-

tration. Still, in his HecJitxpliilomphie (1821), he
demands representation of the people, freedom of

the press, publicity of judicial proceedings, trial by
jury, and the administrative independence of cor-

porations. In the midst of an active life, he was
suddenly cut off by cholera, 14th November 1831,

and buried beside Fichte. A complete collection

of his works was published in 18 vols. (Berlin,

1832— 1841), and his life written by Bosenkranz
(1844).

At first, as has been intimated, H.'s philosophy

started from the same position as Schelling's—the

principle of the identity of knowing and being; but

at an early period he departed from Schelling's

theory, that this identity can be apprehended only

through an intellectual intuition, of which the

understanding can render no account. Carrying

out rigorously the principle from which both started,

as embodied in the proposition of Spinoza, that the

order and connection of thoughts are the game as the

order and connection of things, H. sought to find

the universal form which characterises the process

both of existence and thought. This universal form
he recognised as the process of becoming (

We, den).

But the process of becoming is only the in. ion of

position and negation ; for all that becomes at once

posits, and, by passing into something else, removes

itself. Identical with this process is the process

of thought; for every thought involves its contra-

dictory. But the contradictory is not a mere
negation; it is in itself positive; the conception ol

unity, e. g., is not more positive than its contra-

dictory, the conception of plurality. Every thought,

therefore, as it involves its contradictory, ad. Is to

its own contents, and by the combination ol the

two contradictories, we rise to absolute knowledge.

This prooeaa, involving in it the three nagea "I

position, negation, and the union of both, determines
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the method of H. ; for according to this method,
his entire system is organically necessitated in

nil its parts to a threefold division corresponding
to the, three stages in the process of thought and
existence. The point from which all knowledge
mi'st start is thought simply and in itself, the
science of which, logic, forms, therefore, the first

part of this system. But thought passes into some-
thing other than itself, exists out of itself in nature,

sj I the philosophy of nature accordingly ranks as

th ; s 'cor.! part. Returning again from its estrange-

ment in nature, thought becomes conscious of itself

in mind, and consequently the philosophy of mind
foms the third part. It would be profitless to

givi a mere enumeration—and nothing more could
be attempted here — of the various subdivisions, in

their degrees of subordination, into which these
three grand divisions are separated. For an account
of the system, consult, besides the ordinary histories

of philosophy, Vera's Intrnduc'ion a la Philosophic

dp Hegel (Paris, 1855), and Haym's Hegel u. seine

Zeit. Vorlcsninjcn iiiier Ents'e.'iuii'i n. Entivickebiwi,

Wesen u. Werth d. Hegefsclien Philosophic (Berlin,

1858).

Hegelianism is commonly employed to denote the
/i

school which
During H.'s life, and on till 1841, when Sehelling

came to Berlin, Hegeliauism found a very efficient

organ in the Jahrbiicher fi'ir trissenschaffliche Kritik
(182"—1S47, ed. by Henning) ; and through the
influence of the Prussian minister, Von Altenstein,

a large number of the philosophical chairs in the
Prussian universities were secured for Hegelian
professors. In the second grand department into

which H. harl divided his system, the philosophy of

nature, his speculations did not give the same
impetus to inquiry as those of Sehelling had given;

but this may be accounted for from the consider-

ation that the enthusiasm for physical investigations,

which was rising when Sehelling's early speculations

appeared, had reached its culmination before H.
began to attract notice. In' logic, also, owing to

H.'s own exhaustive treatment, little has been done
by his disciples, except in the way of explication

and apology, of which Schaller's, Erdmann's, and
Hinvichs' works on the science are specimens. But
in psychology we find developments of the Hegelian
principles by liosenkranz, Miehelet, and Erdmann

;

in jurisprudence, by Gans ; in ethics, by Miehelet

;

in aesthetics, by Viseher, Hinriehs, Hotho, Rosen-
kranz, Ruge, and Sehnaase ; in the history of

philosophy, notwithstanding H.'s own work, by
Erdmann, Miehelet, liosenkranz, Schwegler, Zeller,

&e. In the philosophy of religion, however, Hegelian
speculation has been more widely and powerfully

influential than in any other department ; Daub,
Marhei'.ieke, Rosenkrauz, (Jouradi, Giischel, Vatke,
and a host of other more or less known writers,

joining with H. in seeking to elicit the eternal

meaning embodied in the historical and symbolical
forms of Christianity. But as soon as Hegelianism
leached this sphere of speculation, it began to shew
antagonistic tendencies. These became especially

apparent four years after H.'s death, in the contro-

versy raised by Strauss' Leben Jesu (1835), and
continued by his ChrislUrhe Glanhmdehre (1840).

The Hegelians then split into three sections, called

severally the right, left, and centre, according as

they represent supernaturalism, rationalism, or a
mediating mysticism. Among those of the extreme
left, known also as the Young Hegelians, and dubbed
by Leo with the felicitous but untranslatable
diminutive JJet/elinijen, the Hegelian philosophy,

which had before been ecclesiastically and politically

jonservative. became thoroughly radical. In 1838, I

Ruge began to edit for them a special organ, Die
Halleschen Jahrbiicher, which was very influential
among the youth of Germany, but was prohibited
in 1847, after having been transferred to Leipsic
under the title of Die Deulschen Jahrbiicher.
Weisse, Fichte (the younger), Ulrici, Fischer, and
Carriere, are considered pseudo-Hegelians, because,
though retaining the terminology and general prin-
ciples of Hegeliauism, they introduce at times an
extraneous method and results. Beyond Germany,
Hegelianism is represented in France by Vera, in
Denmark by Heiberg, and in Sweden by Snellmann,
Tengstrom, Bring, and others, and has not failed to
exert an importan t influence on British and American
thought.

HEGESI'PPUS, the earliest of the Christian
Church historians. He was born of a Jewish family
in Palestine about the beginning of the 2d c, but
became a Christian at an early age, and was a
member of the Church of Jerusalem. He went to
Rome in the pontificate of Anicetus, visiting upon
his journey many churches, and especially that of
Corinth, where Primus was bishop. He remained
in Rome till the death of Soter (176), and is sup-
posed to have died in the year ISO. It was during
his sojourn in Rome that he composed his history,
in five books, entitled Memorial? of Ecclesiastical

Affairs, which, however, appear not to have formed
a complete and continuous history, although they
extend from the death of Christ down to the writer's
own age. Unhappily, the work, as a whole, has
perished, and we know it only from some fragments
which Eusebius has embodied in his own History,
and the most important of which are his account of

the martyrdom of St James and also of St Simeon of

Jerusalem. Eusebius speaks highly of the doctrinal
fidelity of H, aud St Jerome, of the simplicity and
purity of his style. Another work on the "Wars of
the Jews (also in five books), ascribed to H, is

confessedly spurious. The most complete coDec-
tion of the fragments of his writings is that of
Gallandus in the second volume of his great collec-

tion. See also Grabe, Spicilegium, torn. ii. ; and
Fabricius, Bibl. Groat, vii. 156.

HEGI'RA. See Hedjuah.
HEI'DE, a small town in the duchy of Holstein,

is situated in Northern Ditmarsh, 32 miles north-
north-west of Gluckstadt. It is a pleasant, well-
built town, with a large market-place. The inha-
bitants are employed chiefly in agriculture and
general trade. Pop. 6120,

HEI'DELBERG. an ancient city of Germany, in

the grand duchy of Baden, is situated on the left

bank of the river Neckar, in one of the most
beautiful districts in the country, on a narrow
strip of ground between the river on the north,
and the northern extremity of the Geisberg Moun-
tains on the south. It is 13 miles south-east of

Manheim, and about 54 miles south of Frankfurt-
on-the-Maine. The town consists mainly of one
street about three miles in length. Among its

most important buildings are the Church of the
Holy Ghost, through which a partition -wall has
been run, and in which service according to the
Catholic and Protestant rituals is simultaneously
carried on ; the Church of St Peter's, on the door
of which Jerome of Prague, the companion of

Huss, nailed his celebrated theses, at the same time
publicly expounding his doctrines before a multi
tinle assembled in the churchyard; and the ruins
of the castle, which was formerly the residence of
the Electors Palatine, and which, in 1764, was set

on Hie by lightning, and totally consumed. In the
cellar under the castle is the famous Heidelberg
Tun, 36 feet long and 24 feet high, and capable
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of containing 8tM) hhda, H. is celebrated for its

university, which, after those of Prague and Vienna,
t in Germany, ft was founded by the

Elector Runrecht I. in 1886, and continued to
flourish until the period of the Thirty Years' War.
when it began t.. decline. In 1802, however, when
the town, with the surrounding territory, was
assigned to the Grand Duke of Baden, a
era commenced for the university, and it rapidly
became famous. !t comprises fa, nines oi tli. .l.._'\",

law, medicine, and philosophy. In 1868, it had 84
tnd 660 students, It.

library, to which additions are always being made,
consisted in the same year of 160,000 volumes
and .'.o.hi manuscripts. As an edifice, it is a plain,
aid not very large building, near the centre
of the town. The Library, the Anatomical and

Museums, and the Unseam Club, are
separate buildings. Connected with the university
are numerous scientific collections, a chemical
laboratory, a bol mic garden, &c. The trade aud
iiiaiiiifaetures of tlie town are iuc.-.r.si,!,

• living, however, and the bi

environs, which are cultivated like a garden, have
great manv foreigners to settle here.

Rap. 16,289.
As the residence of the rulers of the Palatinate.

H. underwent all the vieiss.tudcs of that much-
torate. See Paxatinatk,

II BIGHTS, Measurement of, may be performed
in any one of four ways : by the aid of trigonometry

;

by levelling; by ascertaining the atm ;

sure at the top and bottom of the height by the
bar. .meter : ,, ,._, the boiling-point of
water at the top and bottom by the thermometer.
As the second and third method- ar • treated of

ee Levelling and Barometer), the
first and fourth alone are here considered. The
first method is often in, .re convenient than any of
the others, as it does not require th.

nor even a near approach to it Tier,

I

' ! lem :—Case 1 (when there
and in front). Let ACD be a height

of irregular form, take n and M, two stations On
the level ground in front, find the angles AOB,

ohserve

a of the lir.-t. and
of the other above or below the observer's station,

station—be required, then the height oi

and the height oi

Kg. 1.

AMR. and measure OM ; then as AOM, AMO
(which is A.MIi subtracted from 180"), and OM
are known. AO can be found; and since now AO
and tie- angle ADM are known, AH.an be 1 id.

If the height is regular in form, all thai is neces-
sary to be d,,ne i- to measure <>(', calculate CB,
hud A( )li

; then A 15 can at on,,- !

by the ordinary rales.- Case -1 (when there is

DO level ground in front i. Suppose the height
1

1 (fig. 2) is to be found. Take another
nation M, from which A and ii are risible, measure
the angles AOM, OMA, and find Oil by Levelling
(q. v. i, then OA can be found; at II take the angle
AOB (the angular altitude of A >, then t »A
nud AOB, All can be known. If the beighl o)

one point above another— the hitter nol being thi

Fig. a

must be found separately as before, then the differ-

ence (if both are above or both below the observer's
level) or sum (if one is below it) of these results
gives the number required. For instance (lig. I ,,

oi A or Ali is first found, CE or the
height of E is next calculated, and their difference,

AB-CE, or AF, is the height of A above E.

Besides this rigorous trigonometrical method,
there are many ways of estimating pretty nearly
the height of objects, with little or no calculation.
For instance, ii the height is perpendicular, and the
ground in flout on a level with the base, take two
pieces of wood, hinged or jointed together at an
angle of 45', or a large pair of compasses opened to
that angle

;
place one leg horizontal and directed to

the base of the object, and move the instrument
towards it, or from it, until the other leg point to

the top; then the distance of the angle from she
bottom gives the height.

The fourth method is often used in measuring
the height of mountains when great accuracy is

not required, or when the apparatus requisite m
applying the other methods is not at hand; all the
apparatus required in this method being twu ther-
mometers, a tin pot to boil the water, and a book
Oi tables such as those given by Colonel Sykes in

HitUsto Travellers. The method depends upon the
fact, that vapour of water or steam has a nil mi
tension or elastic force according to its temperature,
thus: al 32 it can auppoit il-Joi an inch of mercury;
.t 80 ii in support 1 inch; at ISO", 7*42 inches

;

at 180 ,
loo inch -

. at 212 (the ordinary boiling-

Biint), 30 in, !i, .. or the whole pressure of the air.

y observing, therefore, the temperature at which
water boils, We can find, by means ol a table of the.

elastic force of vapour at different temperatures, the
pressure, in inches of mercury, to whioli it is subject
at the time. .Now, beginning at the level of the
s,a, it is found by experiment that a tail of 1 in
the boiling-point corresponds t" an elevation of 610
feet; at an elevation oi 2500 feet) the difference
for a degree is 520 I -,

; , lt :,n,n, it j

at 17,000, it is .".'.in feet. An approximation I .r

medium elevations may be made by t.il.

on an average for the difference corresponding to I .

then 630 multi/ilud Oy //* nuuik
On- boiling-poUU anil 212* will i/Iiy, approximately,

HEWN, or HEYN, Pirns Petersen, a ramoiia
Dutch admiral, was born in 1577, at I K .'it h.n ,.

mar Etotterdam. Of low origin, be gradually
advanced himself by Ins bra,'

n nities. \- \ ice admiral oi tl

West India Company, be in loi'U , d
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utterly defeated the Spaniards in All Saints' Bay,
captured 45 of their ships, and returned to Holland
with an immense booty. In consequence of this

splendid victory, the Company raised him to the
rank of admiral. Only two years after this, he
captured, almost without requiring to strike a Mow,
the grand Spanish silver Hntilla, the value of which
was estimated at 12,000,0(M) Dutch guilders. As
a reward of this unparalleled success, he was, in

1629, named Admiral of Holland. Shortly after,

he met his death in a tight with two ships off

Dirikerque. A marble monument is erected to his

mejiory in the old church at Delft

HEI'LBRONN (formerly, Heilinbronn, holy
well), an important trading and manufacturing town
of the kingdom of WUrtemberg, in the circle of

Neckar, is situated' on the right bank of the river

Neckar, in a beautiful and fertile valley, 28 miles
north of Stuttgart. The church of St Kilian,

built from 1013 to 1529, a noble edifice, partly
Gothic and partly Renaissance ; the old town-hall,

der Uiebsthurm—the Thief's Tower—in which Gotz
von Berliehingen was confined j and the bouse
of the Teutonic knights, now a barrack, are the
chief buildings. Though wine and field and garden
produce are still cultivated by many of the inha-
bitants, trade and manufactures are the chief

branches of industry now carried on here. Paper,
chemical products, silk, dye-stuffs, gold, silver, and
ir in wares, tobacco, vinegar, &c, are manufactured
for export. Gypsum and sandstone are quarried in

the vicinity. Pop. 11,653.

HEI'LIGENSTADT, a regularly built and walled
town of Prussian Saxony, is situated on the Leine,

near the Hanoverian frontier, 50 miles north-west
of Erfurt. It was the capital of the department of

the Harz, in the kingdom of Westphalia, from 1807
to 1814. Weaving, dyeing, and paper-manufacture
are carried on. Pop. 5000.

HEI'LSBERG, a small town of Prussia, in the
province of East Prussia, is very beautifully situ-

ated on the Alle, 43 miles south of Konigsberg.
It was originally the chief town of Ermeland, one
of the old divisions of Poland. Pop. 5000, who
manufacture cloth, leather, &c.

HEILSBRONN, a small town in the Bavarian
circle of Middle Franconia (pop. 900), worthy of

note as the ancient burial-place of the Hohenzoflern
Burggrafs of NUrnberg. The convent of Heilsbronn
owes its origin in 1132 to Bishop Otho of Bamberg,
and its subsequent rich endowment to the Counts of

Ahcnberg, from whom it passed in heritage to the
Niirnberg princes, who thenceforward retained the
lay-proprietorship of the institution. Nearly all the
members of their House were buried here till the
end of the 15th c, when it became the burial-place

of the Franconian branch of the Hohenzollerns, till

their surrender of their Franconian hereditary lands.

Since the suppression of the monasteries in 1555,

little has been done to keep up the splendour of

H. ; but the church still retains a large number of

highly interesting monuments, at once commemor-
ative of \ncieut German history, and illustrative

ol the pi ogress of art in Germany during the
mi Idle age n. The village of Heilsbronn, which lies

on the Schwabach, possesses mineral springs, and
has manufactories of wax-cloth and woollen goods.

The history and antiquities of Hedsbronn convent
have been made the subject of several interesting

treatises, of which the most complete is Hocker's
HniUbronninchea Anliqutiatenaohatz, and Stillfried's

sequel to the sane work.

HEIMSKRINGLA. See Snorri Stcrleson.

HEINE. Heinrich, a modern German poet

and wit, was born at Diisseldorf, of Jewish parents
;

the date of his birth is variously stated as 1797.

1799, and (by himself) 1800. In 1819, he proceeded
to the university of Bonn for the purpose of

studying law ; but he devoted himself with greater
ardour to the study of modern and ancient German
literature, under the auspices of his master and
friend August Wilhelm Schlegel. He subsequently
studied at Berlin and at Gottingen, at which latter

place he took his degree as Doctor of Law in

1825. About this time, he abandoned Judaism, and
was baptized in the Lutheran Church of Heiligen-
stadt. A visit to the Hartz and to Italy supplied
him with materials for his Beisebilder (Pictures of

Travel, Hamb. 4 vols. 1826-1831). This book
obtained, on its first appearance, au extraordinarily
brilliant success. ' Young Germany,' in particular,

became drunk with enthusiasm. His Buck der
Lieder (Book of Songs, Hamb. 1S27; 10th edit.

1852)—a portion of which had first appeared as

Youthful Sorrows in Berlin, 1822—was no less

fortunate. Many of these songs are of the most
exquisite and ethereal beauty. Ihey are unmatched
in German literature, except by the lyrics which
Goethe wrote in his youth. The revolution of July
threw H. into a violent fit of democracy, and in

1S31 appeared his Kajddorf iiber den Add, in

Brie/en an der Grafen M. von Moltke (Kahldorf
on the Aristocracy, in Letters addressed to Count
M. von Moltke). He now found it advisable to

leave Germany, and at once proceeded to Paris,

where he resided for the rest of his life, culti-

vating belles-lettres, both with a brilliancy and
a malice hitherto almost unheard of. In 1835,
he married a certain ' Mathilde,' who figures

much in his writings, and in 1843— 1844 visited

his native country, to see his mother. On
his return, he published Deulschland ; ein Winter-

marchen (Germany; a Winter's Tale), in which
he recounts imaginary adventures and burlesque
episodes, and in which a great number of his

countrymen, kings, statesmen, professors, authors,
artists.. $c, are mercilessly satirised and abused.
In 1847, H. was attacked by disease of the spine,

and was almost constantly bedridden. He suffered

the most acute pain, together with the loss of

eyesight, with the most remarkable equanimity and
even good-humour, till the day of his death, which
took place at Paris, February 17, 1856. His will

expressed a desire that no religious ceremonies
should be celebrated at his funeral. 'This,' how-
ever, he adds, 'is not the weak fancy of a free-

thinker. For the last four years, I have cast
aside all philosophical pride, and have again felt

the power of religious truth.' What faith is to be
placed in this assertion, may easily be concluded
from his subsequeutly designating the Deity as
the 'mighty Aristophanes of Heaven,' who laughs
at his calamities. Besides the works already men-
tioned, H. wrote FranzosUdie Zustande, Der Salon,

Shuks/jeare's Madclien und Frauen, Neue Gedkhte,
Atta Troll, llomanzero, &c. A complete edition

of his works was published at Philadelphia, by
John Weik, in 1856 ; another is in the course of

publication, by Hoffmann Campe, in Hamburg. A
French edition of his works (Michel Levy, Paris)

has been prepared, with his co-operation, by Loewe-
Weimars, Gererd de Nerval, and St Rene-Tail-
landier. English versions of some of the6e are
Leland's translation of The Pictures of Travel
(Phdad. 1856), The Book of Sonys, by J. E. Wallin
(Lond. 1856), and the Poe>7is of Heine, complete,
translated in the original metres by Edgar Alfred
Bowring (Lond. 1859).

HEINECCIUS, Johann Gottlieb, a learned
jurist of Germany, born 11th September 1681 it



Kisenherg, studied theology at Lcipsic, ami law at

Halle, wli,

professor of law ami philosophy,

he died 31st August 1741. His

here in 1713 he was mode professor oi

philosophy, ami in 1720 professor of law. In the

latter capacity, he went in 1723 to Franeker, in 17-7

to Frankfurt -Vn-the-Oder ; but in 1733 returned, M
y, to Halle, where
works display a

thorough acquaintance with all the departments
of jurisprudence, but especially with Roman and
German law; and their varied learning, logical

arrangement, ami elegant Latin, long maintained
for them a classical character. His Antiquitatum
Jut Romaitum /Uuafraatium Syntagma, has been
re-cditcd so lately as 1841 by MUhleiibruch, ami
his Klemenla Juris drift* secundum Ordinem Inxti-

httkntum (edited by Biener, ISIS); his Memento
J'iri.i t'ivilU secundum Onlinem I'tintlxiurtim, Ac,
are still studied by jurists.— H.'s son, JoEANN
Christian Gottlieb H., born 1718 at Halle, died

1 7 -' 1 it Sag m, was for a long time professor in the

academy for young noblemen at Liegnitz, ami edited

besides seveial ot his lather's works separately, a
complete collection of them (//. Opera Omnia, 9 vols.

Geneva, 1771).—H.'s brother, Joiiann Michaklis
H.. born at Eisenberg 1674, died 11th September
1722, was a celebrated pulpit orator in Halle, and
also the first who studied seals scientifically. His
theological writings are forgotten, but he is remem-
bered by his J>>- 1'fi-riliuM Uermanorvm aliariimi/w>

Xationum Siyillu (Leip. 1710; 2d edit, 1719), and
by the work edited in conjunction with Leuckfeld,

Striptortt Rentm Oermanioarum (Frankf. 1707).

HEIR, or HEIR-AT-LAW, in English Law,
means the person who, in the event oi HO "ill

being left by a deceased person which indicates a

different person, is entitled by law to succeed to

the real estate of such deceased person. The term
is never used in the loose sense which prevails in

Scotland, as including both heirs, properly so called,

and executors or next of kin. When a person in

England or Ireland does not think fit to exerciso

the undoubted right which belongs to him of leaving

his real property by will to whomsoever he pleases,

to 1 njoyed after his own death, the law steps in,

and appoints such a ]>ersou for him, and this person

is the heir-at-law. The law, in selecting these heirs,

proceeds on certain fixe I rules of primogeniture
and relationship, preferring males to females. The
eldest son is preferred to all the rest of the family,

and his descendants ; then the next eldest son and
his descendant; and so on to the youngest son,

after whom the daughters succeed equally or all

together, and are then called coparcener*, After

the descendants of the deceased person, who may be

called A, are exhausted, then A's father succeeds

;

after whom follow A's eldest brother and descend-

ants; then A's next eldest brother; and so on to the
youngest brother; after failure of whom ami his

defendants, then all A's sisters by the full blood

Succeed equally as coparceners; then A's half-

brother by the father's side, and descendants, &c ;

then A's half-sisters by the father's side, all as

coparccm rs ; after whom succeed A's natemal uucles

and aunts in a similar order. Where there are

no hein whose relationship can be traced to the

dueeaaad person, then the real estate goes to the
crown.

The moment a person dies leaving real estate in

England, such real estate vests ut once in the heir-

at law, whoever that may lie, without any ceremony
or formality being required. The heir- at law, how-
ever, takes the property subject to the debts of the

deceased, and must pay off all these, provided there

is no personal estate sufficient to pay them, but in

no case ean he lie liable beyond the value of the

estate itself. The heir, it is true, may be sued for

these debts in the first instance, by any of the

creditors, but he may afterwards have the real

estate exonerated, thereby shifting the liability to

the personal estate. When tho deceased had land
which «a~ subject to a mortgage debt, then that

debt is a burden on the land, and must be Ihtiio

bj the heir ; but the law was otherwise before 1854.
The law of succession in Ireland is entirely the

same as m England. See 8l CCB88IOH.

HEIK, in Scotch Law, is often used in a loose

sense to denote the persons entitled to succeed to
the heritable as well as to the movable estate. In
Scotland, the same rule exists as in England, that
if a person do not by deed mortis causa (which
operates like an English will) dispone or convey his

estate to some other person, the law points out who
is to take such estate, and that person is the heir-at-

law. The rules by which the heir to heritable estate
in Scot lam I is pointed out differ considerably from
the English rules. These rides arc the same as to

the descendants of the deceased person A. But
after A's descendants are exhausted, differences

begin, for then it is not the father, nor yet the
eldest brother of A, but the next younger brother
of A, who next succeeds ; then the next younger
again, until the youngest brother ; after whom and
his descendants comes A's next elder brother ; and
so on upwards to the eldest brother of all. In
Paterson's Compendium of Emjlish and Scotch Law,
the different order of succession in both countries

is shewn in a map. There is also a difference in

Scotland as regards heritable estate which has been
purchased by a person (in which case it is called

Conquest), and who dies leaving brothers both elder

and younger: in such case, contrary to the general
rule, the estate goes first to the next elder brother,

after whose failure the estate goes according to the

ordinary rules. In Scotland, when females succeed
equally, they are called Hcirs-I'ortioners (q. v.). In
Scotland, though not in England, the mother never

succeeds in any event, or any relatives, except
brothers and sisters german, who trace through her.

There is also an important difference in Scotland

as to the vesting of the heritable estate of a deceased
person. At the death of the owner, his heritable

estate does not immediately vest in the heir, but
remains in an intermediate state, then called the
htrreditas jacem, and the person entitled to be the
heir must be served heir, or make up his titles, and
enter to the estate. Several relics of feudal bar-

barism still exist ill Scotland on this subject, though
they have been greatly reduced in complexity and
expense of late years. The general rule also exists

in Scotland, that the heir-at-law takes the estates

subject to hie ancestor's debts ; indeed, he is prima
facie liable for all the debts, though far exceeding

the property left, provided such heir do not take
certain precautions to escape this passive repre-

sentation, as it is called, for the barbarous maxim
prevails, htvres est eadem persona cum de/unclo. The
steps to be taken to guard against liability in such
cases are matters of detail not necessary to be

described. Another important distinction exists in

Scotland, viz., that an heir need not be born in

lawful wedlock, as in England, but it is enough if

the father marries the mother afterwards, and so

timates him.

ie word ' heir' is often distinguished into several

kinds. Thus, an heir by destination is a person who
is pointed out by a certain deed to succeed in a
certain order. So is an heir of provision. An heir-

at-law is also often called an heir of line, because he

mi Is according to a certain line or order; mid

an hfir-ii- neral, because he is the general representa-

tive of the ancestor, in contradistinction to an heir-

special, who is pointed out by deed. All he'r of

egltin



HEIR AND EXECUTOR—HELDER.

entail is the person who succeeds to an entailed

estate by virtue of the deed of entail, which pre-

scribes the order of succession. An heir of compiest

mean3, as above stated, the heir of an ancestor who
acquired the estate in question by purchase, and

aot by succession. See Succession.

HEIR AND EXECUTOR, a short phrase to

denote that branch of the law in which a leading

distinction is made between the two kinds of

property left by a deceased person, viz., real and
personal. All a man's property falls under one or

other of these heads. If real, it goes to the heir-at-

law ; if personal, it goes to the executors or adminis-

trators, often called the personal representatives.

In Scotland, the same leading distinction exists

under the head of heritable and movable, but in

Scotland some things are classed among heritable,

which in England would not be classed among real

property. Thus, in Scotland, a lease is heritable

property, and goes to the heir-at-law, while in

England it is personal, and goes to the executor

or "administrator. So annuities in England are

personalty, and in Scotland are heritable subjects,

and there are some other differences not easily to

be explained popularly.

HEIR-APPARENT, in English Law, means the

person who is certain to succeed if he outlive his

ancestor; thus the eldest son is so, because no other

person can ever come between and obtain preced-

ence. In Scotland, the phrase is sometimes used also

popularly in this sense, but the words 'apparent

heir,' when used technically there, mean quite a

different thing, viz., the person who, after his

ancestor's death, is entitled to succeed, provided he

make up his titles, but who has not yet actually

done so. The apparent heir has a year to deliberate,

called the annus deliberandi, whether he will enter

upon the property, because the responsibility is so

much greater in Scotland than in England.

HEIRESS means a female heir when there are

no male heirs to succeed. Where there are several

females, all sisters, who are in that case equally

entitled, they are sometimes called co-heiresses, but

more properly coparceners in England, and heirs-

portioners in Scotland.

HEIRESS. In Heraldry, a lady is accounted an
heiress if she has no brothers who leave issue. The
husband of an heiress is entitled to bear her arms in

an escutcheon of pretence, i. e., a small escutcheon

in the centre of his pat-rual shield, anil the children

of an heiress may quarter her arms with their

paternal coat. Neither practice is of very early

introduction in heraldry. See Marshalling of

Arms.
HEIR-EEMALE means the female heir con-

nected through a female.

HEIRLOOM, in English Law, means certain

chattels which go to the heir-at-law by special

custom, and- have already come through several

descents. The chattels included are the best of

everything, as pots, pans, tables, &c. But the right

is obscure. The word is more frequently used now
to designate some chattel which a testator has

bequeathed to the person, whoever he may be, who
is to take the real estate. In Scotland, a somewhat
siunlar, but by no means identical phrase is used,

viz, h-irship mornblex, which is a wider right, and

includes the best articles of furniture in the house

of a person who left heritable property. The extent

of this right is also not clearly settled.

HEIR-MALE means the male heir connected

through a male.

HEIR-PRESU'MPTIVE, in English Law, means

U.u person who would succeed if the ancestor were

to die immediately, but who may ultimately be

displaced if the ancestor live longer. Thus, an

only daughter is the heir-presumptive until a son

is born, who thereupon displaces her. In Scotland,

though the phrase is also used popularly in this

sense, yet in its technical sense it means the person

who is certain to he heir if he outlive his ancestor.

In short, a presumptive heir in Scotland would be

called an heir-apparent in England.

HEIRS-PORTIONERS, in Scotch Law, m ;an

either two or more females, being sisters, or sisters

and the children, male and female, of deceased

sisters, who are entitled to succeed to heritable

estate. Thus, if A dies leaving three daughters,

all three succeed equally if alive ; or if some had
already died leaving children, then the children

represent the parent, and succeed to the parent's

share along with the surviving sisters, all being

called heirs-portioners. In such cases, the eldest

heir-portioner is entitled to the mansion-house over

and above her equal share of the rest. She alone

also takes a peerage or dignity, if there is any in

the family. In England, coparceners, though resem-

bling heirs-portioners, have not identical rights.

See Patersou's Comp. of E. and S. Laio, s. 777.

HEIRSHIP MOVABLES. See Heirloom.

HEL, the northern goddess of the dead, who
dwelt beneath one of the three roots of the sacred

ash Yggdrasil, was the daughter of the evil-hearted

Loki (q. v.), by the giantess Angurboda. Hel,

together with her brothers, the wolf Fenrir, and the

serpent Jormundgand, was bred lip in the .giant's

home of Jotunheim, where she remained, till at the

request of the ^Esir, or gods, the All-father sent for

her and her brothers ; when, knowing that by their

origin these children must prove a great source of

calamity, he resolved upon their destruction, and

after casting the serpent into the deep ocean, which
surrounds all lands, and where it has grown so

large that it encircles the whole world, and bites

itsWn tail, he hurled Hel into Ninhcim (q. v.). and
gave her authority over nine worlds, in which she

was to assign places to all who die of sickness and
age. Her vast abode is surrounded by a high

enclosure with massive gates. Her dwelling is

Elindnir, dark clouds; her dish, Hunar, hunger;
her knife, Sullt, starvation ; her servants, Oniijltlii,

slow-moving ; her bed, Kbr, sickness ; and her

curtains, Blikiandabbi, splendid misery. She is

easily recognised by her fierce aspect, and her half-

black, half flesh-coloured skin. Hel was inexorable,

and would release no one who had once entered her

domain. See Balder.
After the introduction and diffusion of Christi-

anity, the ideas personified in Hel gradually merged,

among all the races of northern and German descent,

in the local conception of a Hell, or dark abode

of the dead. See Thorpe's NortUrn Mythology,

Grimm's 31ytholor/k.

HE'LDER, a thriving seaport and strongly

fortified town in the province of Holland, Nether-

lands, stands on the Mnrsdiep, which unites the

Zuider Zee and the German Ocean, and separates

North Holland from Texel. It is 45 miles north-

north-west of Amsterdam, with which it is con-

nected by the Grand Ship Canal. See Amsterdam,
II. is protected from the inroads of the sea by an

enormous dyke, six miles in length, 40 feet broad

at the top, on which there is a good road, and
which presents to the sea a sloping side of 20U

feet, inclined at un angle of 40°. This dyke is

built entirely of huge blocks of Norwegian granite.

Here alone, along the whole coast, is deep water

found close- to the shore, a fact accounted for by

tile rush or ' race ' of the tide, the violence of
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which is so great hen that no sand it allowed to

accumulate. Port Kykduin is surmounted l»y a

light-house. In I860, 536

134,012 t. .113. entered ami cleared the port Pop.

upwards of KI.(MH).

the daughter (if Zens and I.eda. wife

of TyndareiM, king of Sparta. According to the
ancient legend, she was so exceedingly beautiful,

that at the age of ten she was carried oil' by
ad I'iritliuns, but was recovered sub-

sequently bv her brothers, Castor and Pollux
T\ ndureiis afterwards engaged her suitors, who num-
bered about :t>\ by a solemn oath, to unite together
to aid the husband whom H. should .1 86, in case

of any attempts Wins again made to carry her

off. In aeeordance with tins oath, her husband,
Meiielans, when she was afterwards carried off by

i Priam, kin,- of Troy, summoned ail

tlie princes of Greece to avenge the injury he had
sustained, and thus gave rise to the Xrojan war.

iiccrning the fate of H. are inexhaust-

ible. The ordinary legend states that after the
death of Paris, she voluntarily married his brother

Deiphobus, and that on the taking of Troy, in order
to recover the favour of Menelaus, she betrayed
Deiphobus into his hands. On the fall of Troy,

sin- returned with Menelaus to Sparta; but after

his death was driven from the country, and having
gone to Ilhode.-. was there murdered by the queen
of the island. By her husband Menelaus, she had
one daughter, Hermione. Greek artists have repre-

sented her in their Works as the prototype of female

beauty, and she has frequently been celebrated by
the tragedians in their dramatic works.

HELENA, the name of several female saints of

Church, the most celebrated of whom
is the Empress Helena, wife of < 'onstautlus I 'Morns,

and mother of Constantino the Great The place of

her birth is a subject of controversy : according to

, she was lx>rn in Bithyuia ; but the
ieh historians commonly claim her as

a native of Britain, to which opinion some proba-

bility is added from the fact, that her first-born

nine, was born in that country. She
hnstian during the youth of Constantine,

and it is thought not unlikely that her example
and her teaching co-operated with public motives in

determining Constantine to embrace the Christian

religion. It was not. however, till after the defeat

of Maxentius that H. formally received baptism.

She was at this time far advanced in years; but she
survived her baptism for a considerable time, and
deserved the gratitude of the Christian community
by her zeal for the advancement of religion, and her
many acts of piety and munificence. Among the

ate of her Christian life, r tided by
Catholic historians, the most remarkable is the

discovery (according to the h-lief

ii
i no End (see ll"i.v Placks). she

died in the year 328, or, according to another
:n -count, in 326.—Two other royal or prince!] ladies

Of the same name are honoured iis saints. The tirst,

whose honours are confined to the Russian Church,
WU the wife of the (jriind Duke fgor, and at her
baptism iii Constantinople (955), changed her

original name, Olga, into Helena. She is held in

the highest reputation lor sanctity in the Russian
Church. The other was a native of Skofde, in

West Gothland, and lived in the 12th century.

IIEI.I/NA, Br., perhaps the best known of all

the lonely islands in the world, is situated in

the Atlantic, in hit. la' 65' B., and long, s 44' \Y.

Greatest length of the island, 101 miles; breadth, 7

miles; area, 47 square miles. Pop. (1 86 1 J 9860. Ii

is «J0 miles from the nearest land, the island ot

Ascension, and about a half more from the nearest
]Hiint of the African continent. The island was
discovered in 1502,on St Helena's Day (22d May),
whence its name, by the Portuguese navigator Juan
de Nova Castella. It afterwards became a Dutch
possession, was ceded by Holland abont the m ddle
of the 17tn C. to the English East Iudi

and made over by them to the British crown in

1833. Its value consisted in its being a OOnvi nici.t

on the homeward voyage from India
- a value enhanced by the fact, that the Cape of

Good Hope had, ten years previously, been colonised
bj the Dutch, On the outward voyage, however,
it was not available tor sailing-vessels, w !

the influence of the easterly trade-win
reach it at la ' onlj afl r overshooting it far both
to the west and to the south ; and this difficulty
of access peculiarly fitted it to be the ri

Napoleon Bonaparte, who here lingered

captivity from 1815 to 1821. The nature of the
Coast, too, would render a hostile landing next to

impracticable, presenting, as it does, either a natur-
ally scarped face of i litis ranging from (1:11 to P_>00

feet high, or the mouths of ravines protected by forts

and other military works. There IS one good inlet,

called James's bay. possessing a line harbour. Here
is situated James's Town, the only place ot am note
in the island
About 6000 acres—one-fifth of the entire surface

— arc available for cultivation, but not more than
50(1 are actually under cultivation ; while uplands
of volcauic origin, rising in Diana's Peak, in the
centre of the island, to the height of 2700 feet, feed

large numbers of goats. There are several plains,

the largest of which is Longwood, where stands
the house iii which Napoleon lived. Supplies of

provisions, properly so called, are mostly imported,
mop- especially lor the resident population.

HELENSBURGH, arising town and favourite

watering-place of Scotland, in the county of Dum-
barton, is pleasantly situated on the right bank of

the Kirtli of Clyde, opposite Crcenock, from which
it is four miles distant, and '.!.'! milt

we i "i Glasgow by railway. It was founded in

1777 by Sir James Colijuhoun, and named after his

wife Helen, In 1858, direct railway communica-
tion was opened up between H. and Dumbarton and
Glasgow, and since that time tin- town has greatly
ceo I Pop. ilStil) -iCl.'i; but in summer, the

numbers are nearly doubled.

HKLI'ACAL RISING (from Gr. lielio$, thi sun).

A star is said to rise heliacally when
i

before the sun. When the sun approaches a star

which is near the ecliptic, the star be -

season invisible— the heavens being too bright in

the quarters of sunrise and sunset, at
I

its rising ami setting, to allow it to be seen. But
mi, progressing in its oiln-

from the star, and the latter begins to rise tirst, it

- so much earlier than the sun, as just

to l.e visible before daylight. It is then said to rise

heliacally.

HELIA'NTHUS. See Jerusalem Ar.TicnoKE,
and SUNFLOWER.
HELI'CID.-E (Or. helix, a spiral), a large family

ous molluscs, of tl rdei
i

and of which Snails up v.) are familiar examples.
The order i . having part of the
inaiith- cavity formed into an air-sac or lung. The
II. are land molluscs. They have a S]

into which tie- body of the animal can be with-
drawn. Most ot the ipecies pretty mui
the common snails in their habits, feeding on vege-
taole snhstances 'if various kinds, ami often proving

* . the fariuul ami gardener.
an



HELICON-HELIOS.

HE LICON, a mountain, or rather a mountain- first rre Frisians, and, true to the habits of their
range, in the south-west of the province of Boeotia, ancestors, the Sea-kings of old, hold land-labour
in Greece, may be regarded as a continuation of in utter contempt: they are bold and hardy
the range of Parnassus. It was celebrated by

j

sailors, and display great patience and endurance
ancient poets as the favourite seat of the Muses.

I
under privation. The merchant class consists of

The loftiest summit (now called Paleovuvi) is about immigrants from Hamburg and other places on
5000 feet high. At the bottom of H. stood the the mainland, or their descendants. The Frisian
village of Ascra, the residence of Hesiod, and the delights to call himself 'an Englishman,' but will
seat of the earliest school of poetry in Greece. In '

by no means allow that title to his neighbour the
ascending the mountain from Asera (now Pyrgaki),

|

merchant. The Frisians are a tall, muscular race,
the traveller passes the famous fountain of Aganippe, simple in their habits ; while their marriage and
the waters of which were fabled to bestow inspira-

i
funeral ceremonies are primitive in the extreme.
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Mirandali, one of the summits of Helicon. Leake "/* *£* *
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HELIGOLAND, or HELGOLAND (Holy L HELIODO'RUS, the earliest and best of the

Land), a small island in the North .Sea. belonging .

Gre
?
k romance writers, was born at Emesa, in Syria,

to Great Britain, is situated about 35 or 40 miles \
a ™e 4* =•*-.».. He says that he belonged to a

north-west of the mouth of the Elbe, in lat. 54° 11' ™mlXI
w*° were Vne*ts oi th

S.
s
,

un
'

Lllt he waa

N., and long. 7° 53' E. It is about a mile long bimself a Christian, and became Bishop of Trikka, in

from north to south, and one-third of a mile from Tnessaly. The time and place of his death are not

east to west, one-fifth of a square mile in superficial
k2 ,

wn\ The work by which he is known is entitled

area, and about 2f miles in circumference. The ^aopica. It was written m his youth, and

island consists of an upper and a lower quarter; extends to ten books. It narrates in poetic prose,

the former, ' The Oberland,' is a rock 200 feet in
at tune\ ^,

th almo3t eP'c "f*"^
and simplicity, the

height, and 4200 paces in circumference, on which 1°ve
.

s of Theagenea and Chancleia. The work w
stands a town of 350 houses, and 2172 inhabitants j

distinguished from the later Greek romances not
- more by its original vigour than by its pure morality.

The best editions are those of Mitscherlich in

eating with it by a flight of 173 steps. The surging h
,

13 Scnptores Grcea hroUci (1799), and the Greek

of the sea, which has already greatly diminished tora«s ^aTls
'

1804 >- P* Mtimpun has been

the size of the island, is fast consuming its shores,
translated into most modern languages,

and will probably, at no great distance of time, ' HELIOGA'BALUS. See Elagabalus.
reduce it to a mere sand-bank. H. has two good HELIO'METER, 'sun-measurer' (from lieliot,
ports, one on its north, and another on its south the slm> and ntetron, a measure), is an instrument
side. The inhabitants are supported chiefly by

jnvented by M. Bouguer in 1747, by means of
fishing and commerce, by serving as pilots, and wnicn the diameters of the heavenly bodies can be
by the strangers who visit H. for the excellent measured with great accuracy. As improved by
sea-bathing Sandy Island affords. A light-house Dolland, the object-lens of the instrument is in two
stands on the cliff near the village. There is also halves , each of whicn wm form a perfect image in the
a prison but it is never occupied. The annual focu3 f the eye-])iece; and the images may be
value of the fisheries is about £5000, and the made to diverge, coincide, or overlap each other, by
chief products are lobsters and haddocks. H. is an varying the distance between the half-lenses. If
important place in time of war, and commands the t]ie diameter of the sun is to be measured, the two
German trade in the North Sea. The island, which

\ensea are adjusted so that the images may touch
was taken by the English from the Danes in 1807, each other, then the distance between the centres
and was formally ceded to them in 1814, has an

f tue t,vo object-glasses measured in seconds gives
English governor, but the internal affairs are managed the cliameter of the sun. The merit of the discovery
by a council of the islanders. Four batteries, of this instrument was contested by Mr Servington
manned by a garrison of British soldiers, are mounted Savery, who had submitted a similar instrument to
on the cliff. The British establishment maintained tne Royai Society of London in 1743. Fraunhofer
on H. costs about £1000 a year. Steam-boats run nas made many remarkable improvements on this
between this and Hamburg.—H. was anciently instrument.
sacred to the goddess 1 lertha. and was the island to „„, ,„,„„, ,n m™, -n o t.

which the trite of the Angli, who inhabited the;
HELIO'POLIS SY'RIiE. See Baatbbk.

mainland opposite, went to perform religious rites I HE'LIOS, the Greek name of the sun (corre-

in her honour. On a map discovered by Sir William sponding to the Roman Sul), who was looked u]>on

Gell, the situation of many temples, villages, and and worshipped as a god. He was, according

large tracts of country, are delineated,' all of to Homer, a son of the Titan Hyperion, and of

which were swallowed up by the sea, betvrcen 700 Theia or Euryphaessa, and is described by the

A.D. and 1200 A.D., according to D'Anvdle. The same poet as giving light both to gods and men.
sea continued its encroachments, and, before the He rises in the east, from the marshy borders

end of the 17th c, had submerged several churches of Oceanus, into who,e dark abysses he also sinks

and monastic establishments. Christianity was first at evening. The later poets, however, give him
preached here by St Willibrod in the 7th c., after a splendid palace in the east, somewhere below
whose time the island received its present name. Colchis, and describe him as being conveyed, after

Before this, it was called Fosetisland, from the the termination of the burning labours of the day, in

Frisian goddess, Foseta, who had a temple here, a winged boat of gold, along the northern coasts of

The inhabitants of H are divided into two classes, the sea back to Colchis. After the time of ^Eschylns,

differing both in race and occupation—the one being he began "to be identified with Apollo or Phcebus,

t.shers, the other merchants, cultivat*s, &c. The but the identification was never fully canned out.



HELIOTROPE—HELL.

His worship was widely spread. 1 1 «- had temples in

Oorioth, Argos, Tree/cue, Elis. :m<l ninny oilier cities,

but his principal scut was Rhodes, where four-

tcHin »us nniiiiiillr sucriiiccil to him. [n addition, il

wai customary tn offer up white latnlis or Isinrs on
his altars. 'Hie animals sacred to him were horses,

wolves, cocks, .-mil eagles. Sculpture- represents him,
for the most part, as riding in his chariot, drawn by
four horses.

HE'LIOTROPE (//fiiVro/.i>;m), a genus of plants

oi the natural order Hnrtiijiiiin up v.) ; of the section,

sometimes made a distinct order, Ehretiacea, the

fruit separating only when ri]>e into four carpels.

Many of the species have fragrant flowers. Tho
PeritviaN H. (//. PeraviuHUm), a small shruli,

seld more than two feet high, with oblong-lance.

olate wrinkled leaves, and small lilac-blue (lowers, is

in almost universal cultivation for its fragrance,

which resembles that of vanilla. The Eiropean
or Common II. (//. Europamm), a native of the

south and west of Europe, is an annual with small

white, or rarely pale red, flowers. Important heal-

ing powers were once erroneously ascribed to it in

cases of cancerous and scrofulous sores; it is, how-
ever, astringent and mucilaginous. Many hybrid

heliotropes are now to be seen in (lower-gardens and

green-houses, exhibiting great variety in the size

and colour of their flowors. They delight in a rich,

light soiL The shrubby kinds are generally propa-

gated by cuttings. Large quantities of the (lowers

are used by perfumers for making scents.—Classical

fable accounts for the name H. (Or. /n-lion, the sun,

and rr.yio, to turn), by representing Clytia as turned

into this flower through gazing at Apollo.

HELIOTROPE and HELIOSTAT, names
applied to instruments used by surveyors for

rendering distant stations distinctly visible. This
is managed by placing a mirror at the distant

station, and adjusting it so that at a particular

hour of the day (arranged beforehand), the light

of the sun shall be reflected from the minor
directly to the surveyor's station. The surveyor

must make his observation almost at the instant

he sees the glancing of the mirror, as the con-

stant change of the sun's position in the heavens

produces a corresponding change in the direction

of the rays reflected by the mirror. Gauss (a. v.)

invented such an instrument about 1821, which is

used abroad, especially in America, for geodetic

surveys, and is said to possess such power, that

a milTor one inch square is visible eight miles

oft in average sunnv weather, and appears as a

brilliant star at a distance of two miles; while

some heliotropes have been used so powerful as

to be visible nearly Su miles off. The term

ipplied by Captain Drommond to an
instrument invented by him for the same purpose,

more properly belongs to an instrument invented

by SGravesande, consisting of an equatorial

revolving on its polar axis, so that the sun, when
itely in the focus of the telescope, oon-

ti in. i tteadily fixed there. Drummond's heliostat

is cluetly used in Britain.

HELIOTROPE, or BLOODSTONE, a variety of

chalcedony or of jasper, of a green colour with red

spots. Thoaflnest heliotropes consist of chalcedony,

and ire translucent, at least at the edges ; the jasper

Bloodstones are opaqne. H. is found in many parts

of the world, .as in Scotland, but the tinest specimens

of this mineral are brought from the southern parts

of Asia. It was w.u Known to tie- ancients, who
obtained it chiefly troui Ethiopia and Cyprus. It

IS much used for boxes, seals, &c. ; and those

Specimens are most valued iu which the ground

colour is beautifid, and the spots bright and well

distributed. It was much used in the early ages

of the Christian Church for the engraving of sacred

subjects, the figures being so managed that the red

spots should represent drops of blood. Different

iin-i ts are given of the origin of the name II.,

none of tliom satisfactory.

HELL (Heb. Steal, (Jr. IlwU,, Sax. Hell, Ger.
Hull,), originally a cavern or deep and dark abyss,

and sometimes applied (as Geu. xxxvii. 3o ; job
xiv. 18) to the grave, is c lonly used to signify

the place, or the condition after death, of the souls

of those who, having failed during life to fulfil

the essential obligations imposed by the natural or

the positive divine law, are consigned to a state of

punishment or purgation. With the same unanimity
which has existed as to a state of reward after

death (see Heaven), almost all the various religions,

whether ancient or modem, number among their

most prominent doctrines the belief of a state ot

punishment after death—the nature of which is

variously modified according to the |>eeuliar tenets

of each religion —for unexpiated guilt Among
early Christian writers, the word hell is variously
employed, sometimes to signify a place of tem-
porary purgation, in which sense it comprehends
the Roman Catholic Purgatory (q. v.) ; sometimes
the place [Llmbus Patrum) in which the souls

of the just of the old law awaited the coming of

Christ, who was to complete their felicity; some-
times the place in which unbaptized children are

believed to be detained, on account of the stiiu

of unremitted origiual sin; and lastly, the prison
of those who die stained with the personal guilt of

grievous sin. Many controversies, which would be

entirely out of place here, have arisen about tho
details of this doctrine, as to the place, the nature,

and the duration of the punishment of hell. It will

be enough to say that, although according to the
literal sense of more than one passage of Scripture,

and the popular notions of the various Christian

communities, the place of hell would seem to be
assigned to the interior abysses of the earth, or to

the depths of the iutermundane spaces, yet evcu
the formularies of the Roman Catholic Chun-h,
with all their rigorous precision of detail, and still

more those of other communions, have abstained

from any formal declaration as to the locality of the

punishment of the damned. As to the nature of the

punishment to which they are subjected, whether
it is confined to the ' pain of loss '—that is, to

the remorseful consciousness of having forfeited the
presence of God, and the happiness of heaven—or

whether and to what degree it further includes the
' pain of sense,' there is some difference between the
Eastern and the Western churches, and it is sonie-

1 that the Eastern Church altogether

rejects the idea of piuiishment of sense. This,

however, is a mistake ; both churches agree that

the punishment of hell includes the ' pain of sense,'

the controversy between them having regarded not

the existeuce of the pain of sense, but certain

questions as to its nature, and especially whether
it consists in material lire, a point which, m the

decree for the union of the Greek and Latin

Churches at the council of Florence, was left

The controversy on the Subject of the

eternity of the punishment of hell dates from an
early period, Ongen and his school having taught

that the punishment of hell was but purgatorial

in its object; that its purifying effect having once
liecu attained, the punishment would cease for all,

even for the devils themselves ; anil that its duration

in each case is proportioned to the guilt of the
individual. This doctrine of the final restoration

of all to the enjoyment of happiness, was the well-

known Origenistic theory of the apocaUutacit, to



HELL GATE—HELLEBORE.
which so many of the early writers refe

f
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as ft'rmaUy condemned by the the Christian era. The root is th« , T,,„,
°

Constantinople—a condemnation medicine, and
iteral sense of many passages of Hamburg, and' sometimes

41 and 46

;

n-].resented as employing
madnr— -

The root is the part .

ported into this country from
from Marseille. It

-&

the Scri[iture (see Matt, xviii.

Marie ix. 43 ; Luke iii. 7 ; 2 Thess. i. 9 ; Apoc. xx. 10,

,' ;
and ln the controversies between the Eastern

and \Y estern churches, on the subject of the punish-
ments of hell, the belief of their eternity, in the
most strict sense of the word, was always recog-
nised as a common doctrine of both. In the New
Testament, the name Gehenna is frequently used to
designate the place of punishment of the damned
(see Matt. v. 22, 29, 30; x. 28; xviii. 9; xxii. 13

jMark ix. 43; Luke xii. 5; James iii. 6). The
latter word, indeed, unlike the Hebrew Sheul aud
the Greek Hades, is never found in any other signi-
fication thau that of the place of punishment of the
sinner after death.

HELL GATE, or HURL GATE, named by the
Dutch settlers of New York Helle Gat, is a dan-
gerous pass in the East River, between Great Barn
Island and Long Island, east of the centre of New
York Island, United States, America. At certain
stages of the tide, there are whirlpools which throw
becalmed vessels on pointed rocks, but these rocks
have lately been removed, and the navigation
rendered safe by a new method of blasting, which
consists in merely sinking the powder on to the
rock, and exploding it by an electric spark.

HE'LLAS, the original home of the Hellenes, !

con
.
s

jf
s °f two parts-the rhizome or root-stock,

was first. .-, Wn all
.

dtlje fibres arising from it. The former is nearlv

~4

V

Christmas Rose (Eellcborus niyer).

-ding to the received opinion, was first a town u f, T t"
S
,

mg lb
'

The former is nearly
and afterwards, under the name of Phthiotis a well-

:i " " ldl thk ' k
-
several inches long, and knotty,

known district of Thessaly. The ancients also some- V Ul
,

tralJS™'^ ridges and slight longitudinal stria;;

times applied this name to the whole „f The^alv ,',
,

al
'V

"""'crous, cylindrical, brown exter-

With the spread of the Hellenic people southwards' ";'' •>'

;
l, "i «l'.ti,h internally. The taste is slight

the term embraced a gradually incroasiim territory' ' " " ", vr aud acnd
- Tlle cllemical eom-

until it came to denote the wii.de of Middle Greece ]"'sltlon o£ tne root ^ not very accurately known,
or Greece Proper (modern Livadia). At a still t ,

ls
"I

m
.

t
;

llTkl.Vcd at the present day, but
later period, the Peloponnesus itself was included "i r ,

'""' "f service
I
1

)
in mania

. melan-

nder the designation; and finally, H. came to be ", '

al " 1 /T' 1, T^' ; (2) as an emmenagogue
; (3)

i dropsy—its action as a drastic purgative^ and its
mulatmg effect on the vessels of the liver, render-

used in the broadest sense, as comprehending the
whole of Greece, with its islands and colonies.—The -

HELLENES, or Greeks, as distinguished from the more "'= '* usetul
;
W ™ chronic skin diseases; ami (5)

ancient Pelasgians, received this name in the belief f.

S
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a
j

I

...

aI
,
™n*1C

'
le

,

u or nfteen grains of the
that they were descended from a certain Hellen.

awdered root act

;

This mythical personage, a son of Deucalion and i

,

ure
'

n
i-hicli

sharp purgative. The tinc-

Pyrrha. or, according to others, of Zeus and Dori]ijie,

and the father of .Eolus, Dorus, and Xuthus, was
6aid to have been king of Phtliia, and to have ruled
over all the country between the rivers Peneiua
and Aso^- \m%4

obtained by maceration in spirit,

action as an emmenagogue
cessive dose, it acts as a

vomiting, purging,

usually given when
is required. In
narcotic acrid poison, and ci

burning pain in the stomach and intestines, faint-
paralysis, and death.—Stinking H. (//.

,. )
grows on hills and mountains in theHELLEBORE a name applied to two very south and west of Europe, in some of the chalk

different genera of plants. Ihe genus to which i districts of England, and in several places in Scot-
it more properly belongs and to which it has land. It has a very disagreeable smell, and greenbelonged, since very ancient tunes, HeltMrvs, ,s of

J

flowers somewhat tinged with purple. The stem isthe natural order Y,„„„,„.-W„(W and is characterised many-flowered aud leafy.-GRKEN H. (//. viridis)by a calyx of 5 persistent sepals, often resembling also found in the chalk districts of [] cdand
'

petals; a corolla of 8 or 10 very short, tubular,
honey -secreting petals; numerous stamens and
3—10 pistds ; a leathery capsule, and seeds arranged
in two rows. The Bpecies are perennial herbaceous Levant, H. Srientalfs or H. officinalis- all in.
plants mostly European, generally with a short species, however, have similar medicinal'oualitifs
root-stock; the stem mostly leafless, or nearly so, From the abundance of the plant around the citvbut sometimes very leafy

;
the leaves more or less

J

of Anticyra. hypochondriacal persons were said to

™3TV this
^

'h'^'p
1
'

Afamlhar Deed V™* t0 Anticyra.- -Closely alhed to theexample of this genus is the Black H.-so genus IMleborus is Eranthis, in which the flowers
colour of its roots—or Christmas

\

are surrounded with an involucre, and have a

leafy stem, with a few large gveemsh-yellow
flowers. The celebrated H. of the ancients was
probably a species peculiar to Greece and the
Levant, H.

called from tfc

ROSE (//. niger), a favourite in our fl

because its large white flowers are
winter. The leaves are all radical f the stalks
generally one-flowered; the flowers white or tinged I few
with red. Black H. formerly enjoyed a higher
reputation as a medicinal agent than it now

gardens,
I
deciduous calyx. A well-known species is the
Winter H, or Winter Aconite (E. hyemalis), of

gardens, whose yellow flowers, raised only a
inches above the ground, deck the flower-

lorder uhofit the same time with snowdrops. It
s a native of the midland parts of Europe, but
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naturalised in many parts of Hritain. It loves
shady pbv as.

WiiiiF. II. i f'eratntm alhrtm) belongs to the Data-
ral order .l/'/oWio.v,r. 'JTi.- ui-uus has polygamous
flowi rs, with G-leaved perianth, 6 st himk.' :; pistils

: at the ba-e, ;i .'i-lun-iii-il capsule separating
led follicles, ami compivs., ,) -. Is

.it the apex. White II. Has a leafy stem,
sometimes 4 feet high, ovate-oblong leaves, a lone

terminal compound panicle, ami yellowi-1. « im,

Bowers. It abounds in the mountains of the centre
ami aooth of Europe, but is not found in Britain.

The root was once much need in medicine, but
n"« rarely, although it seems to act powerfully
in suine diseases. It is a very acrid and aetiv

C.Msuii. lis powder is used to destroy lice, and
: '•hits i.ir killing caterpillars. A decoction

ami ointment of it are sometimes used in itch and
ring-Worm. < '.iiiti-.ii is necessary even in haiulli

the powder of White II., ami very unpleasant

effects ensue fro. . the eyes or nose.

—Americas II., or Swamp H. [V.virule), known
also .as Imlian Poke ..r [tch Weed, is frequent in

damp grounds from Canada to Carolina. Its root

has properties similar to those of white hellebore.
These properties seem to depend chiefly on an
alkaloid called W-mh-in.

HELLENIST (Gr. Hdlenittea), the name given
mg the -lews, and afterwards in the

Christian Church of Judea, who, either by birth

or by residence, and by the adoption of the Greek
manners, and ina.es, wen- regarded as

opposition to the Hebrews properly so

Called, whether ,,t Palestine or ,,f th

The name has sometimes been improperly restricted

to persons of Creel.
, nt; but like

other Qetltile names oi tie- same form, it marks
I by the peculiar habits and

Greece rather than by Greek descent.

its, in tins sense, formed a distinct body,
and st 1 in a relation ot rivalry, if not of antag-
onism to the Hebrews (see Acts vi 1. and ix. 29),

There is also a clear distinction between Hellenes

(Greeks—from Bellas, q.v.) and Hellenists. The
latter liiijit. it is true, be Hellenes by birth, but the

prominent idea conveyed by the name was rather
the adoption or affectation of Creek manners and
language than Greek parentage or hi I.

At the time of our Lord's crucifixion, the Jews
ion were to be found in almost every

part of the Roman empire; but it was among the
Jews settled in Alexandria that the Hellenising

found its freest development; and it is

to that city that we must refer the f bion as

i
tuna dialect of the Greel

which is known a< the 1 1. ll<m -t ..-, us ot that

angularly acute and speculative philosophy which
o large an inflnenoe on those early

Christian schools, ,,f which Origen is the most
cponent

The really characteristic element of the Hellen-
istic Cr.ak consists in its foreign, and especially its

Hebrew and Aramaic words and idioms. Although
it WBI in its origin a purely popular form of the

•
• its being employed in the Alexandrian

t version ot the "Id Testament, has

given to it all the iixeilncss and dclinite character

of a written language. The Hellenisms of the
Septuagmt differ m many respects from those of

the New Testament, which again present some
points ,.t discrepancy with those of the Alexandrian
Fathers ; but then are certain leading character-
istics common to •hem all, whieb constitute the
distinctive forms of the dialect, and which may also
i* described as peculiarities of structure and forma
of thought derived from those Hebrew or Aramaic

idioms which were the native modes of speech nt UlS
Greek-spe k ng Hebrews.
The inflnenoe ot the Hellenistic modes of thought

on the philosophy of the Alexandrian schools "ill

be traced under the head oi the Neo-platonio
Pun., in-ill. Sec Krankel, Uuiialwhnf) (l.s.V.l;

also \\ in i, (iriiiniiuiiik >/<•. S. Test. SpraMdmmt
(2d edi n.

HELLESPONT. See Dap.danku.ks.

HELLEVOETSLUTS, or HELVOETSLTjy'S,
a Well-known fortified seaport of the Netherlands,
in the provii .f South Holland, is situated on
the II iring Vliet, an arm of the Mass, on the island
"i \ ne, IT miles south-west of Rotterdam. It
has an excellent harbour, as well as an .arsenal,
docks, and a naval school, and is one oi the prin-
cipal Dutch naval stations. By means of the New
Canal of Voordon. leading from the Moos to II., and
soouttosca, large vessels avoid the .-.hallow bar at
the mouth of the Mass. H is to Rott
the mouth of the Maas what the He]
Amsterdam and the Zuider Zee. Here William
III. embarked for England, November 11, H1S8.
Pop. 4288.

HELLI'N, a town of Spain, in the province of
M!" . to. and 411 miles south-south-east of the town
of that nam", is situated in a hilly district near the
eastern bank of the Mundo, a tributary of the
Scgura. Its houses are for the most part neatly
painted, and, unlike most Spanish towns, it has an
air of i ifort and cleanliness. In the vicinity are
productive royal sulphur mines. Pop. 10,200.

HELM, in Nautical Affairs, denotes the entire
steering apparatus of a ship. This apparatus
consists of three distinct portions— the rudder the
tiller, and the wheel ; although in boats and small
vessels the wheel is or.Iin.ir.N .lisp. -n-.-d with. The
rudder is the instrument acting directly upon the
water, and its 1 le of act and form will be
described tinder l.riMM.K (q, v.). The tiller is a
lever, formed into a handle, by means of which the
steersman can greatly multiply on the rudder (the
position of which is almost identical with the fulcrum,
the hinges) Cln- power 1 \eits a.uiist the long
end of the tiller. The wheel is an ordinary wheel
and axle, moving the long end of the tiller from

' '.- by the agency of ropes, again multi-
power, and i.eing otherwise convenient as

:

i spa< i th.- upper deck than
the loo .. i

.
ii t!.:s case below) would have taken

The principles ol Steering (q.v.) will be given under
that head. To 'put 11)1 the helm,' is to
go more fully from the wind; while to 'pill down
the helm,' is p. exercise a contrary effect, and to
bring up the ship's h.ad to the wiud.

HELMET, in Heraldry. From the early simple
form known as the Norman, the helmet, at a later
period, ca to vary in shape according t.. the
degree of the person who wore it, and helmets

Ml IS.

side t.

ilyin

Knik-lit. F-nu,.-.

were set over coats of anus to bear the :rest, and
licate by their form the rank of the bearer. The

part ..I the helmet which opens to shu« the lace
s .allcl the visor ..r beaur [to allow of drinking)
The following forms of helmet are in use iu English
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Heraldry : 1. The helmet assigned to the king and
princes of the blood-royal, which is full-faced,

composed of gold lined with crimson, anil has the
visor divided by six projecting bars. 2. The helmet
of the nobility, of steel, with five bars of gold.

When pliced on the shiehL it is exhibited in

profile. 3. Knights and baronets have the full-

faced steel helmet with the visor thrown back and
without bars. 4. The helmet of esquires, always
represented in profile, of steel with the visor closed.

These distinctions are of comparatively recent date.

A much greater variety of helmets is in use in con-

tinental heraldry. A helmet is never placed over
the arms of any woman except the sovereign.

HELMET, a covering of metal or leather to

protect the head in warfare. The earlier Greek
and Roman helmets, as shewn by many extant
sculptures, were surmounted by plumes, but unlike
their modern successors, did not protect the face.

During the middle ages, helmets were made of the

Helmets, 1645

:

From a Specimen ut Goodrich Court, engraved in Skelton's

finest steel, often inlaid with gold, and provided

with bars and flaps, to cover the face in action,

and to allow of being opened at other times. As
the employment of firearms became more general,

helmets naturally lost their utility, especially as

regarded the face. Those still remaining are in

military matters limited for the most part to heavy
cavalry, afford no protection to the face, and must
be considered as rather for ornament than use.

Firemen wear a heavy head-piece of leather and
brass, to protect them as far as possible from falling

ruins at conflagrations. In India and other hot

climates, helmets of white felt, with the additional

screen of rolls of linen, are constantly worn by
military men, to protect them from the rays of the

HELMHOLTZ, Hermann, one of the most
distinguished scientific men of the present day, was
born at Potsdam, in August 1821. He was at first

a surgeon in the army, then assistant in the Berlin

Anatomical Museum, and has since been professor of

physiology, from 1849 at Konigsberg, from 1S55 at

Bonn, and from 1858 at Heidelberg. Holding a very

high place among physiologists, H is no less distin-

guished in experimental and mathematical physics.

His physiological works are principally connected
with the eye and the nervous system. Thus, we
have his exhaustive treatise on Physiological Optics,

his Speculum for the Examination of the Retina, his

Discourse on Human Vision ; and various papers on
the means of measuring small periods of time, and
their application to find the rate of propagation of

nerve-disturbances. Of a semi-physical nature we
have his Analysis of the .Spectrum, his explana-

tion of Vowel Sounds (Klannfarbe tier Vocalen,

tee Sound) ; and his papers on the Conservation

of Energy with reference to Muscular Action. In
physical science, he is best known by his great

paper on Conservation of Energy
(
Ueber d. Erhaltunn

d. Kraft, Berlin, 1847, translated [badly] in Taylor's

Scientific Memoirs, New Series) ; a popular lecture on
the same subject (Konigsberg, 1854); and by two
masterly mathematical memoirs in Crelle's Journal,
on Vortex-motion in Fluids, and on the Vibrations

of Air in open pipes, respectively.

HELMINTHO'LOGY (Gr. hdmins, a worm, and
loqos, a discourse) is a term formerly used to denote
the science of the natural history of worms gener-

ally, but now restricted to the red-blooded worms,
such as the medicinal leech and earth-worm.

HELMONT, Jan Baptista Van, Lord of

Merode, Royenborch, Oorschot, and Pellines, an
eminent Belgian chemist, was bom at Brussels in

1577, and died near Vilvorde in 1674. He went
through the regular course of study at the university

of Louvain, and on the completion of his education,

he was offered and accepted the chair

of surgery in that university, the duties

of which he discharged for two years.

The study of the works of Paracelsus

seems to have turned his Special atten
tion to chemistry and natural phil

osophy, and in the pursuit of these

sciences he spent several years in the
different universities of Italy and
France ; after which he returned home,
married Margaret van Ranst, a noble
lady of Brabant, and settled down at

his estate near Vilvorde, where he
spent the remainder of his life in philo-

sophic investigations of various kinds.

It would be impossible, in the limits of

this article, to sketch even an outline

of his chemical discoveries. Writers
Armour.

rf the history of chem istry regard
him as the greatest chemist who

preceded Lavoisier ; and it is much to be regretted

that his language is often so obscure, that it is

not always easy to ascertain his meaning. He was
the first to point out the imperative necessity for

employing the balance in chemistry. He paid much
attention to the study of the gases, and is supposed
by some authorities to have been the first to apply
the term ijases to elastic aeriform fluids. Of these
gases he distinguished several kinds. He was also

the first to take the melting-point of ice and the
boiling-point of water as standards for the measure-
ment of temperature. By means of the balance he
shewed, in many instances, the indestructibility of

matter among chemical changes. For example, he
demonstrated that a salt dissolved in water, or

silver dissolved in aquafortis, could be recovered
unchanged in quantity. It is in his works that the
term saturation is first employed,

villi a bas
one of the earliest investigators of the chemistry of

the fluids of the human body.
Along with other physiologists of his day, he

speculated much on the seat of the soul, which he
placed in the stomach. His reasons are chiefly

these two : 1. It cannot exist in the brain, because
that organ contains (according to H.) no blond ; 2.

It does exist in the stomach, because when we hear
bad news, we lose our appetite. Those who wish to

know the full value of his contributions to tin

knowledge of chemistry, may consult the Histories

of Chemistry written by Kopp and Hofer.

The most important of his works is his Orlua
Medicine, id est initia Physical inaudita, pror/ressus

Medicinal novus in morborum ultionem ad vitam
lonijam, wliich was published by his son four years
after his death, passed through a very large number
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of editions, and was translated into Dutch, French,
German, lad wngiiih. A very curious volume, con-
taining translations of some of his works, waa also
published by W. Charlton, in 1050, under the title

of The Ternary o/ PanuUnet ; the Magnetic Cure of
Womub; fa Natisity of Tartar in HW; and the
linuye of God in Man.

HE'LMSTADT, a town in the north of Germany,
in the duchy of Brunswick, 22 miles east-south-
east of the city of that name, was formerly famous
for its university, founded here by Julius Duke
of Brunswick in l."7">. and suppressed hy Jerome
Bouaparte in 18:10. The university buildings now
serve as courthouses. Manufactures of flannel,
soap, hits, and grain-spirits are carried on. Here
the first Saxons were bapti.ed by St Ludgarus.
Top. G7i »<>. H. was formerly a member of the
Hauseatic League.

H BLMU'ND, a river of Afghanistan, rises 3.5 miles
to the west of Cabal, at an elevation of 11,600 feet.

After a south-westerly course of about 650 miles, it

loses itself iu the salt' lake of Seistan or Hainoou by
several mouths, about 31" 3!r" N., and loug. 62* K. The
immediate banks, generally bordered by deserts on
either side, abound almost everywhere with traces
of former cultivation and wealth. Like tropical

rivers in general, the H. varies largely in volume
according to the season, being, iu many places,

thrice as deep and broad in the rainy season as it is

at other times.

HELOISE. See Abelard.

HELOTS. The fxroulation of ancient Sparta
was divided into four classes, the lowest of which
was formed of serfs or slaves, called Helots (probably
meaning captive*, from Gr. Iwlein, to capture).

These Helots are generally sup|»sed to have
formed the original population of the country, and
to have been reduced to bondage by their Dorian
conquerors, the numbers, however, being swelled
from time to time by the conquest of enemies.

They belonged to the state, which had the power
to set them at liberty ; but they toiled for indi-

vidual proprietors, anil were bound to tlie soil, i. e..

they could not be sold away from the place of

their labour. They wire the tillers of the land (for

which they jiaid a rent to their masters), they
served at the public meals, and were occupied on
the public works. In war, they served as light

troops, each freeborn Spartan who bore heavy
armour being accompanied to battle by a number
of them, sometimes as many as seven. On rare

occasions they were used as heavy armed soldiers.

It is a matter of doubt whether after emancipation
they could ever enjoy all the privileges of Spartan
citizens. They were treated with much severity by
their masters, and were (objected to degradation and
indignities. They were whipped every year, to keep
them in mind of their servile Btate ; they were
obliged to wear a distinctive dress (clothes of sheep-

skin, and a cap of dog's skin) ; to intoxicate them-
selves, as a warning to the Spartan youth ; and
when multiplied to an alarming extent, they were
often massacred with the most barbarous cruelty.

On one occasion, '.Moil of them, who had behaved
bravely in war. were • mragod to come forward
for emancipation, and were then most treacherously

put to death. The Spartans organised, as often

as necessity required, eecret tervhe companies (Gr.

cryptrin) of young men, who went abroad over the
country limed with daggers, and both by night
and day assassnatcd the unfortunate Helots, select-

ing as their special victims the strongest and most
I of the opprf ssed race.

at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took the
degree of B.A. in 1835. On leaving the university,
he obtained a post in the civil service, and do
his resignation, he retired to Bishops Waltham.
in Hampshire, where, in the jiossession of ample
means, be enjoyed lettered ease. His first work of
consequence, entitled Bttayt Written iu tht InterBali
of limine**, appeared in 1841. It was followed by
two dramas, Catherine Douijla*, and King Henry
the Second (published in 1843), by an essay on the
Claims of Labour (1844), and by Friend* in Council
(1847-1849). This last work has been, and still is,

much admired by the selecter class of readers, and
has gone through many editions. His Conqverore of
the Xew World and their Bondemen appeared in

1848, and Companion* of my Soli'ude in 1851. His
subsequent works are—Ouli'a, a play ; The Spanish
Com/ite*t in America (1855—1857); Friend* in

Council, 2d series (1850) ; and an K**,iy on Union-
isation. At present (180'J) he holds the important
post of secretary to the privy council.

H. is the most delightful essayist since Lamb and
Hunt. He everywhere exhibits acuteness, humour,
a satire which gives no pain, and a quiet depth
of moral feeling manifesting itself mainly in an
earnest recognition of mau's social res|«nisibilities,

while his style, in qualities of purity and clearness,

can hardly be matched amongst his contemporaries.
His historical works are of great value, containing
all the merits of his essays, with a breadth of view
aud a mastery over details which are as rare as his

style.

HE'LSINGFORS, a fortified seaport of Russia,
capital of the government of Finland, and after
Cmiistadt, the most iuqiortant naval station on
the Baltic, is beautifully situated on a peninsula,

surrounded by islands and rocky cliffs, iu the Gulf
of Finland, 101 miles west from St Petersburg by
sea. A series of formidable batteries, called the
fortifications of Sveaborg, and consisting of seven
strongly fortified islands and numerous islets, pro-

tect the entrance to the harbour, and are of such
strength, and so well appointed, as to warrant the
application to them of the name of the Northern
Gibraltar. The whole front presented by the suc-

cessive works is about a mile in length, and, besides

the casemates for small-arms, the united fortresses

mount about 1000 guns, and are garrisoued by
12,000 men. The harbour itself is further defended
by two forts. H. is the largest and handsomest
town of Finland; the broad streets, consisting of

houses painted externally yellow and green, inter-

sect at right angles, and there are several tine

public squares. Of the public buildings,' the
most striking are the residence of the governor,

the senate-house, and the university muldings.
The university, removed hither from Alio in 1829b
where it had been founded in 1040, comprises live

faculties, )ms liO professors, and generally about
I'iOO students. In connection with it are a' library

of 80,000 volumes, a hospital, a botanic garden,

and a Valuable observatory. Since 1840, II. has
been a favourite bathing-place, and attracts many
visitors during summer from St Petersburg. The
town carries on a considerable trade iu Baltic

produce ; it exports chiefly corn, tish, dials, and
iron; and manufactures sailcloth and linen. Pop,

14.100.

H. was founded by Gustavns I. of Sweden in the

16th c, but the site of the town was removed nearei

the shore in 168ft In 1819, it became the capital

of FinlaniL During the late Russian war, Sveaborg
was bombarded for two days and nights (0th aud
10th August 1869) by a section of the allied fleet

without any material impression being made uiod

the turts.
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IIELST, Bartholomew van der, a Dutch

painter, was born at Haarlem in 1613, and died nt

Amsterdam in 1670. He attained great celebrity

in Holland; one in' particular (in the Chamber
of Justice at Amsterdam;, representing thirty full-

length figures of a train-band with the Spanish

ambassador in the midst, was pronounced by Sir

Joshua Reynolds to be • the first picture of portraits

in the world.'

HE'LSTONE, an old market-town and municipal

ami parliamentary borough in the county of Corn-

wall, England, is pleasantly situated on an elevation,

at the head of a pretty valley opening to the sea,

about 10 miles west-south-west of Falmouth. It

was made a borough
by King John in 1201,

and from the reign of

Edward I. to the passing

of the Reform Act, it

!^V. sent two members to

)J
parliament. May-games,

| , or Flora/in, once oom-
, JJ mon throughout Eng-

still

here. Pop. (18G1) muni-

cipal borough, 3841.

HELVE'LLA, a

genus of fungi, of the

Helvetia Esealenla.

order Asrimii/rr'li'x (see

Fungi), closely allied to

morels, but differing

from them in having

the pilru.s turned down-
wards, lubed and folded,

and the surface of the

hymenium even. Some
edible, and much used iuof the Helvellas

Germany.

HELVE'LLYN, one of the highest mountains of

England, in the lake district. Cumberland, between

Keswick and Ambleside. It is 3055 feet high, is

easy of ascent, and commands magnificent views of

the surrounding country.

HELVETIC CONFESSIONS. See Creeds

and Confessions.

HELVETII, a Celtic people inhabiting, accord-

ing to Ctesar, the region between the mountains of

Jura on the west, the Rhone on the south, and the

Rhine on the east and north, the region corres-

ponding pretty closely with modern Switzerland.

They had 12 towns and 400 villages. The great

and fatal event in their history is their attempted

irruption into and conquest of Southern Gaul, in

which they were repulsed by Cajsar with frightful

slaughter. The story of this expedition is circum-

stantially narrated by the Roman commander.

They collected three months' provisions, burned

their twelve cities, 400 villages, and all isolated

dwellings, and made a general rendezvous by Lake

Leman in the spring of 58 b. c. Caasar hastened

to Geneva, destroyed the bridge, raised two legions

in Cisalpine Gaul, and when the Helvetians sent

delegates to demand a passage, delayed them until

he had built a wall along the Rhone, 1G feet

high and about 19 Roman miles in Length, Hanked

with redoubts. Having vainly attempted to pass

this barrier, the H. took another route, but were

billowed and defeated with a terrible slaughter at

Bibracte (modern Autun. in Burgundy), and the

remnant obliged to return to their own country,

where they became subject to the Romans. Of

SOS.OOO who left their homes, including 92,000 fight-

ing-men, only 110,000 returned. In the commotions

which followed the death of Nero, the Helvetians

met with another terrible catastrophe. Remaining

J

faithful to Galba, they were fallen npiin by Cacina,

a general of Vitellius, who gave them to the rapacity

j
of his legions. They were massacred by thousands,

I multitudes were sold to slavery, and their towns
j'ilhtgoil and burned, their capital destroyed, and

j

their governor executed. From this time they
scarcely appear as a distinct people.

HEEVE'TIUS, Claude-Adp.ien, sprung from
a family of Swiss origin, as the name Helvetius
implies, was born at Paris in 1715, and received

a careful education. Intended for a financial career,

he was sent, after the conclusion of his studies, to

his uncle, D'Armancourt, Directeur des Femes, at

Caen, to obtain a practical knowledge of the subject,

and at the age of twenty-three was appointed to

the lucrative office of Fermkr-Ui'iitirtd ; but the

oppressive nature of the duties which it involved

was not at all to the liking of H., who was of a very
humane and easy disposition, and he quickly resigned

it for the situation of chamberlain to the queen's

household.' He now led, like every other courtier

of his time, a life of mere gallantry, which looks

odious enough at this distance of time ; but happily

he soon grew tired of it, and after marrying in 1751

the beautiful and accomplished daughter of Comte
de Ligneville, he withdrew to a small estate at

Vore, where he spent the most of his life in the

education of his family, the improvement of his

peasantry, and literary labours. In 1758 appeared

his celebrated work, De V Esprit, in which he endea-

vours to prove feeling {nensibilite) to be the source

of all intellectual activity, and that the grand
lever of all human conduct is self-satisfaction. But
he admits, at the same time, that self-satisfaction

assumes different forms ; e.g., the self-satisfaction of

a good man consists in the subordination of private

to more general interests—first, to the circle among
which he lives ; then to the community ; and, finally,

to the world at large. The philosophy of the book
is, of course, materialistic. It was denounced by
the doctors of the Sorbonne, and condemned by the

parliament of Paris to be publicly burned. H. was
much disgusted, and in 1764 left France to visit

England and Germany, where Frederick II. received

him with distinction. He died at Paris, 2Gth
December 1771, leaving behind him a work, De
VHomme, de sen Facultes, el de son Education, which
was published by Prince Galyzin (2 vols. Loudon,

1772). Among the editious of his collected works,

two deserve special notice, both published at Paris

in 1705, the one in five and the other in thirteen

volumes. His wife, who survived him many years,

resided at Auteuil, near Paris, where she was
visited by the most distinguished personages, and is

often mentioned in the memoirs of that brilliant

period.

HEMANS, Felicia Dorothea, an English

poetess, was born at Liverpool, 25th September
1794. At an early age she manifested a taste for

poetry, in which she was encouraged by her mother.

Her first volume was published in 1808, when she

was only 14 years of age, and contained a few
pieces written about four years earlier ; her second,

entitled The DomivtU: Atfections, appeared in 1812.

In the same year she married Captain Hemans of

the 4th Regiment, whose health had suffered in the

retreat on Corunna, and afterwards in the Walcheren
expedition, and who found it necessary a few years

after to remove to Italy. After that period they

never met. Although five sons were born of this

marriage, it was not understood to have been
happy. Mrs H. spent the rest of her life in North
Wales, Lancashire, and latterly at Dublin, where
she died, 2Gth April 1835. Her principal works are
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— Th.e reaper* of Palermo, a tragedy (182.1); The
Siege of Valencia, The l.a*l I'unslmiiii.e. and oilier

Pmbm (1828); I'll- Fore* Sanctuary (1827); The
Song* <>,' (/c Ajfedkmt (1830); and Hymn* for

Xatianal l.grl* inn/ Soinjs for Mimic,

ami Scenes ""</ /I liiinii of Life. A volume of

Poetical Remain* was published after her death,

nod subsequently a complete edition of her works,

with a memoir by her sister, was issued by Messrs

Plackw 1.

Mrs II., without <riv.it daring or force, is sweet,

natural, ami pleasing, lint sin- was too fluent, ami

wrote much ami hastily; her lyrics are her best

productions; her more ambitious (
.. .. 1 1

1 -. r<\ lallv

her tragedies, being, in fact, iptite insi]>i.l. Still, slie

was a woman of true genius, ami one or two of

her little pieces, The Graves of a Household, The

Treasures of the Deep, The Homes of England, and
some others, are perfect in pathos and sentiment,

and will live as long as the English language.

HEMEROCA'LLia See Day-Lilt.

II I'M ICRA'NIA |Gr. hemi, one-half, and kranion,

I I. migraine; Eug. megrims), a variety of

! .|. v.), distinguished l.y its atleeting only

side at a time, and also frequently by its inter-

mittent oharaoter; whence it has been termed, not

rately, Brow-ague.

II KM IDE'S Mrs, a genua of plants of the natural

idacea. Ihe root of //. Indieus is

used in medicine, chiefly in India, ami is known as

Indian sarsaparilla. It is in some cases a good
substitute for sarsaparilla, and appears to derive

its properties from a crystallisaole and volatile

principle called HemUlamun or Hemidetrmic Acid.
The plant is a climbing shruh, with leathery leaves

and axillary umbels 01 flowers. It is common in

aim ,-t all parts of India.

HEMIO'PIA (Gk hemi, one. half, and ops, the

eye), vision limited to one-half of an object—

a

peculiar and rare form of disease, very imperfectly

understood.

REMIPLB'GLA (Or. hemi, one-half, and pUtlS,

I stiikei, 1'aralysis (<i. v.i limited t le side of the

face and hody, and usually depending upon disease

of the brain. I ipp.scd in signification to 1'araplegia

(q- v.).

ELE'MIPODH [ffemipodius), a genua of galli-

naceous birds, nearly allied to ipiails, but distin-

guish .-.I by a more slender beak, and by the want
of a hind-toe. They are the smallest of gallinaceous

Andalusian Hemipode {ffemipodius tarh'/ilromu*).

birds, and inhabit cultivated grounds and sterile

sandy plains in warm countries. I >ne species, the

A.M'Al.i si as II. I II. tachydromus), \- found in Spain,

Italy, Sicily, Africa, and Australia. Its whole

length is shoot six inches.

8S8

IIKMl'lTKliA, (Gr. half-winged), an order oi

insects, with four wings, a mouth formed for

sucking, undergoing imperfect metamorphoses, and

having the first pair of wings either of a firm

membranous Bubstance without scales, or leathery

at their hnse, ami membranous at their tips. Those
with the lirst pair of wings of the former chaxai tei

are the order Homoptera (q. v.) of many ento-

mologists; the latter arc the Hemiptera proper,

the sertion or sub-order Ifeteroptera of t'uvier and
others. The wings of the II. proper in general

partly overlap each other, and are horizontal or

slightly inclined when at rest. Some kinds are

wingless, which, however, otherwise exhibit the

characters of this order. Some of the H. feed

on vegetable, and some on animal juices. The
principal changes which they undergo in their

metamorphoses are increase of size and development
of wings. They are active in all stages. Some of

them are aipiatic. They are most abundant in

tropical countries, and some of the tropica! kinds
are very splendid. Examples of this order are hugs,

water-bugs, boat-flies, and water scorpions.

HEMISPHERE, the half of a sphere, when it is

bisected by a plane passing through its centre.

HE'MLOCK tConium), a genus of plants of the
natural order I''mlu-Uiferay, having compound umbels
of small white flowers, small general and partial

involucres, the limb of the calyx merely rudiment-
ary, and a compressed ovate fruit with five promi-
nent wavy ridges and no villa. The best known
and only important species is the Common H. (C.

Flowers and Boot of Common Hemlock [ConiuTa

and on the continent of Europe, in some parts of

Asia, and now also as a naturalised plant in North
America and in Chili. It has a root somewhat
resembling a small parsnip; a round, branched,

hollow, bright-green stem, 2—7 feet high, gener-

ally spotted With dark purple; the leave, large,

tripinnate, of a dark shining green colour; the

leaflets lanceolate, ninnatitid. All parts of the

rfectjy destitute of hairs, and it is the
only liritish species of the order I 'mm Vifertr which
has' the Stem BmOOth and spotted with purple.

Botb the genera] and partial umbels have many
rays. The general involucres consist

small ballets, the partial involucres of time small

aflets, all on one side. The whole plant has a

luseous smell, particularly if rubbed or bruised.
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The leaves are tlie only part of tlie plant employed
.n medicine. They should he gathered just before

the time or at the commencement of flowering, and
after the removal of the larger stalks they should

be quickly dried by a heat not exceeding 120°.

They should then be preserved in perfectly closed

tin canisters. As, however, the dried leaves some-

times yield no conia, conylia, or conime (a volatile

alkaloid, which is the active principle in the plant),

the fresh leaves are much more certain in their

action.

The most important ingredient in H. is the coma,
which is more abundant in the fruit (seeds) than
in the leaves. From 40 lbs. of the ripe but green

seeds, Dr L'hristison obtained two ounces and a half

of hydrated conia. As it is volatile, it is obtained

by distilling the seeds with water which contains

a little potash in solution ; conia, then, passes over

with the water in the form of a yellowish oil, and
\\- 1

1 .
-

. i porilied Im, rrdisli!hiti"ii. it I.-. olitaim il as a

colourless, transparent, oily liquid, having a specific

gravity of 0'8, a penetrating, hemlock-like odour,

communicating a burning sensation when applied'

to the tongue, and acting as a very energetic

poison. It exhibits a powerful alkaline reaction,

and precipitates many metallic oxides from their

salts. Strong sulphuric acid causes its compounds to

assume first a purple-red and then an olive-green

colour ; while nitric acid gives a blood-red colour,

fading into an orange. Its composition is repre-

sented by the formula C 16 H 1|; N. Wertheim has

recently discovered a second alkaloid in H., which
contains the elements of two equivalents more of

water than conia. This substance, whose formula

is* C 16H 17N0 2 , he names conidrin. It may be

sublimed in beautiful colourless needles, and is

much less poisonous than conia.

Conia has been introduced into the Pharmacopceia

Norverjica under the name of Ooniinum, the dose

being from the one-fortieth to the one-sixtieth part

of a grain. The following illustrations will give an

idea of its activity as a poison : One drop placed in

the eye of a rabbit killed it in nine minutes ; three

drops employed in the same way killed a strong

cat in a minute and a half ; while five drops poured

into the throat of a small dog began to act in

thirty seconds, and in as many more, motion and
respiration had ceased. It seems to exhaust the

energy of the spinal cord, and thus to cause muscular

paralysis.

The uses of H. in medicine may be arranged

under two distinct heads : 1. Those which depend
upon its resolvent and alterative powers ; and, 2.

Those which have reference to its influence over

the nervous system. 1. It has been found useful

in mammary tumours and profuse secretion of milk,

in bronchocele, in enlargements of the liver, spleen,

and pancreas, in scrofulous affections, &c, and at

one time had a high reputation in cases of cancer.

2. It is useful as an antispasmodic and anodyne in

hooping-cough, spasmodic cough generally, asthma,

neuralgia, &c.

In large or poisonous doses it sometimes gives

rise to coma (such as opium does), and sometimes

to convulsions or violent delirium. Kercher relates

the following singular instance of delirium from its

use : Two priests ate hemlock-root by mistake
;

they became raving mad, and fancying that they

were geese, plunged into the water. For three

years they were afflicted with partial palsy and

violent pain.

It may be administered internally in the form of

powder (of the leaves), tincture, or extract, while

externally it may be applied as a soothing applica-

tion to ulcers, painful piles, &c, in the form of

ointment or poultice. The conia beiug volatile,

often escapes from the powdered leaves and from
the extract, and of the tliree preparations named,
the tincture is the best. The succus conii, or

Preserved Juice of JJnnlurl; prepared by Bentley
and other pharmaceutical chemists, is more certain

iu its action than any of the pharmacopceia]
preparations.

In cases of poisoning by H., the evacuation of

the stomach is the first thing to be attended to.

Among the ancient Greeks, poisoning by H. was
a common mode of death for condemned criminals,

Water Hemlock {CicFtta virosa) :

a, a flower, tlie pi'luls aepunitcd j b, root.

and thus it was that Socrates died ; but whether it

was the juice of the Common H. or the Water H.
that was used, is unknown.

—

Water H., or Cowjsanb
{Cicuta virosa), is also an umbelliferous plant, of a

genus having much vaulted umbels, a 5-toothed

calyx, and almost globose fruit, each carpel with
five broad flattened ribs and evident single viltoz.

Water H. grows iu ditches, the margins of ponds,
and wet grounds in Europe and the north of Asia.

It is more common iu Scotland than iu England.
It has a large fleshy white root, covered externally

with fibres; an erect much branched stem, 2—5
feet high; tripinnate leaves, with linear-lanceolate

regularly and sharply serrated leaflets, no general

involucre or only a single small leaflet, partial

involucres of" many short narrow leaflets, and white
flowers. It is a virulent narcotic acrid poison.

Serious accidents have occurred from eating the
root. Another species, C. maculata, is common in

North America, growing in marshy places. It has
a spotted stem, like that of true H., the name of

which it very generally receives in North America.
The leaves are tri-ternate, the leaflets ternate. It

is a very poisonous plant, and is the cause of many
deaths.—Cicuta, in Latin, seems to have been the
name of the same plant called Condon, by the
Greeks, but it is not known whether this or the

previous plant was so denominated.

HEMLOCK SPRUCE. See Fir.

HEMP (Can'nabis), a genus of plants of the

natural order Cannabinacece (q. v.), having the male
and female flowers on different plants ; the male
flowers with 5-partite calyx and 5 stamens ; the

female flowers with a spathe-like calyx of one leaf,

rolled round the ovary and partially split along one
side, ami two threadlike stigmas. There is only

one known species (V. saliva), varying considerably,
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nmrever, from soil, climate, and cultivation. It is

mi animal plant, a native of the warmer parte of
A-in. hot has been cultivated In Europe from the

earnest historic tiroes, ami is now natnrolised in

many part- of Europe and ijnerioa. Like Box, it

wonderfully adapts itself to ihv.r-.it us of climate,

ami is ruin

,

ir the burning sun of

i ii< I in the northern parte of Russia. It

is, however, readily injured by frost, particularly
when yoiiir.' : and in many countries where it is

Cultivated, it succeeds only ln-cause tliei

and a few other districts of

the moist alluvial soil is parti

In cultivating II., it is vi

.I, of which
suited to it.

to have the

ih, and to bow the seed at such a season,

that the plants shall grow rapidly at I i ret, as they
thus form long fibres. Acropol short

is almost worth!oan The I r kinds of H. are
used for nuking cloth; the coarser, for sail-cloth

1 ropes. 11. sown thin produi ea coarser libre

(ufficii ut for its whole life. H. varies very much
to the soil an 1 climate, being

only three or four feet, and sometimes
fifteen or twenty feet, or even more. Notwith-
standing the nettle-like coarseness of its leaves,

p] ,nt. and is sum. -times sown
mint in shrubberies and large Sower-

borders. Tie- stem is erect, more or less branched
;

t
1

i- loaves 'i,l. The flowers are

yellowish green, small, and numerous; the male
flowi-s ill axillary racemes on the upper parts of

the plant ; the female flowers in short,, axillary,

and rather crowded spikes. The female plants are

higher and stronger than the male, for which reason

tin- female plants are popularly known in Germany
as ifastethopfm, and the male as Femel/iopfen, the

derived from the Latin max and /cm. -tin,

and perpetuating an error which probably is as old

as the time oi the Romans. The stem of II. is

hollow, or only filled with a soft pith. This pith

is surrounded by B tender, brittle substance, con-

sisting chiefly of cellular tissue, with some m ly

fibre, which is called the r<,./, boon, 01 thovt ol hemp.
Over this is the thin bark, composed chiefly oi

nding in a parallel direction along the

stalk, with an outer membrane or cuticle.

II. is eii I ti vat,, I for its fibre in almost .'II countries
of Europe, an I in many other temp-rate parts of

the world; mo-t extensively in Poland, nml in the

centre and -• -ii 1 1 of European Russia, which are

the* chief hemp-exporting countries. Hemp is also

crown in France. In 1850, 14,871, and In 1860,57,-

059, tone of hemp were grown in the U.S., princi-

pally in Kentucky , Mi--, .nri. am! Ten ne, Mr. /,',',,</;,,».'

//. and fUuninh /.'. are varieties remarkable for theil

height; and a fibre of verj Hne quality, eigfal or nine

le.t long, is known in commerce bj tin- na t

ten Hemp. In Britain, the cultivation

of II. i., almost routined to Lincolnshire, I lohlcmcss,

rs.
11. 80"

sown thick. Something also depends on

the time of pulling, for the crop is pulled bj die
band. When a rather line fibre is wanted, and tho
seed is not ie_.ii, led, the whole crop is juiUed at

once, soon after flowering ; otherwise, it is uiual to
pull the male ii ii, i i - as they nave shed their
pollen, and to ti rethefi nale plants to ripen their

seed, in which case thi fibre oi the female plants is

much coarser. The treatment of II., by rillhuj. Aic,

is similar to that of Flax (q. v.). The fibre of 11. is

generally used for coarser purposes than that of tlax,

particularly for sailcloth, pack sheet, ropes, aud the
ilk, ,f -I,

The seed of II. is produced in great abundance.
It is commonly sold as food for eye-birds ; and
birds an- so loud of it, that not only the ripening
fields, but the newly sown fields, 'must be care-

fully guarded against their depredations. A fixed
oil, „ll ,,f l„ ui/i-icul, is obtained from it by expres-
sion, which is at tirst greenish yellow and afterwards
yellow, and has an acrid odour, but a mild taste.

This oil is used in Russia for burning in lamps,
although the wick is apt to get clogged; also for

making paints, varnish, and a kind ol soft soap.

II. is cultivated in warm countries, not so much
for its fibre as for a resinous secretion, which has
narcotic or intoxicating i|iialiti.-s. See Hashish.

H. is also us. 1
1 ,,s a tlieiapiiitic a-jent under the

name of Ixima.v II., ,,r BlUHO. In this country, it

is administered in the form of resinous extract or
of tincture ; and it is usually prescribed (like opium)
for its hypnotic, anodyne, and antispasmodic pro-

perties. Although less certain in its action than
opium, it possesses these advantages over that drug

t constipate the bowels, create
a secretions, and that it is less

(tier. Hun/) is probably derived,
• k and Latin I 'uuiuibu, from an
which one form is the Arabic

Kinnub. The name H. is often extended with some
distinctive prefix to many of the fibres used for
r,,p, -and coarse fabrics, a practice which produces
not a little confusion. Thus the fibre of Apocynum
atlttlltliiltUIlt (see \ 1 ill V'.A, 1 1 I IS called Ca.XAIiI AN
11., as well as the plant itself; ISuWSTREtJO. II.

(i|. V.) is the fibre of the species ol KttiiMrriem ; .Slum

(q. v.) is often called Sunn ll.
;

it. is also known as

Bengal 11., Bohbay H, Madras II., and Brows
II.; Jrni-.i'11-oHK H. is the produce of another
spcics ,,i Crutalaria (q. v.); the fibre of Hibuau
eannalnmu (sec 1 1 misers) is called knows H. and
Deckaukb II. at Bombay; .Manilla H. or Abaca
(.|.v. is the fibre of a Uiaa.

HEMS, HOM8, or HUMS (La*. Bmeta), a city
of Syria, is situated about a mile east of the right
bank of the Orontea, in lat. about :u

u
44' N., hum.

88' 4.T E, It is 65 mi

that it

nausea, or she

tiki U i

The name II

along W ith th,

oriental name

11(1 miles west-north-west ,,f Tadmor (l'ahny
. oinpactly built, and su

walls; and although there are inn

imyra). 1

1

led by old

ci in, in-, the antiquity of the city 1-

attested by numerous fragments oi oolumna, by
Qroek inscriptions, and the foundation) ,,1

ancient baths with specimens oi mosaic pavement
In ancient times, it was chl.tly celebrated for it,

splendid temple of the Sun, one of the priests of

M
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which, Elagalmlus or lleliogalialus, was raised to the
imperial throne of Rome. Under the walls of H.,
Zenobia was defeated by the Emperor Aurelian in

272 A. D. In 636, the city was taken by the Sara-
cens, when its old Semitic name H. was revived

;

and in 1099 the Crusaders rode through its opened
gates. Since then, H. has experienced many vicis-

situdes of fortune, all of which, however, it has
survived, and is now the seat of a flourishing trade,
ami of several manufactures. Pop. between 20,000
and 30,000.

HEMSTERHTJIS, Tiberius, a celebrated Dutch
philologist, was born at Groningen, 9th January
1085. He became professor of Greek and o*f

history at Leyden in 1740, where he died 7th
April 1766. One of the greatest Greek scholars of
Lis time, H. may be said to have created a new
Bchool of Greek philoligy, to which belong his
distinguished pupils lluhnken and Valkenaer. His
editions of the Ononmstxcon of Pollux (1706), of the
Select Dialogues of Lucian 1 1 70S and 1 732), and of the
Plutus of Aristophanes (1744, by Schafer 1811), are
his principal literary works. A beautiful picture of
his life is given in Ruhnken's Ehgium Hemsterhusii
(Leyd. 1768 and 1789), republished in Lindemann's
Vila- duumvirorum T. Hemsterhusii et D. Buhnkenii
(Leip. 1822). From H.'s MSS., Anecdota Hemster-
husiana (1825) have been edited by Geel, and
Orationes et Epistolm (1S39) by Friedemann.

HE NBANE (Hyoscijamus), a genus of plants of
the natural order Solatmcece, having a five-toothed
calyx, an irregular funnel-shaped corolla, and a
capsule opening by a lid, and enclosed in the
hardened calyx. The species are mostly annual
and biennial herbaceous plants, and natives of the
countries near the Mediterranean Sea. The only
species found in Britain is the Common H. (H.
niger), which is not uncommon in waste places, and

Henbane (Eyusajamus niger).

in the neighbourhood of towns and villages, parti-

cularly in calcareous soils, and on the sandy shores

of Scotland. It is an annual or biennial plant,

somewhat bushy, about two feet hi«h ; with large

The seeds contain in largest quantity the pecu-
liar alkaloid on which the properties of the plant
chiefly depend, Hi/osci/amia or Byoscijamine, which
crystallises in stellated acicular crystals of a silky
lustre. The symptoms of poisoning by H. are
similar to those produced by other narcotic poisons,
and the proper treatment is the same as in cases
of poisoning by opium. In medicine, H. is employed
both externally and internally. The leaves are
the part commonly used : they are gathered and
quickly dried when the plant is in full flower.
Fomentations of H. are applied to painful glandular
swellings, parts affected with neuralgia, &c, and
are often found to afford relief. An extract of H.
is sometimes employed instead of belladonna to
dilate the pupil of the eye. Tincture and extract
of H. are often administered in cases of annoy-
ing cough, spasmodic asthma, and other diseases
requiring sedatives and antispasmodics. H. is also
employed to calm mental irritation, and to induce
sleep. For many cases, it has one great advantage
over laudanum, in not producing constipation. The
smoke from the burning seeds of H. is sometimes
introduced into a carious tooth, to relieve toothache.
The other species of H. possess similar properties.

The dried stalks of H. albus are used by smoking
in Greece to allay toothache.

HENGST and HORSA. See Anglo-Saxons.

HENGSTEJSTBERG, Ernst Wilhelm, a cele-

brated modern German theologian, was born 20th
October 1802, at Frbndenberg, in Westphalia, where
his father was clergyman. Prepared by his father
for the university, he devoted himself at Bonn
chiefly to oriental and philosophical studies, whilst
at the same time he took an enthusiastic part in the
Burschenschaften. Though sympathising thus in his
early years with liberal and rationalistic move-
ments in Germany, soon after going to Basel, in
1823, he came under the influence of the missionary
institution there, and, before he had begun the
professional study of theology, was drawn into the
theological tendency which he has since represented.
Going to Berlin, in 1824, as theological Privat-docent,
he put himself at the head of a rising orthodox
party, and has since, with most conscientious
devotedness, made the scientific defence of their
principles the aim of his labours in the university,
and through the press. Though known as a theo-
logical author only by two little treatises

—

Ueber d,

Verhaltniss d, itinera Wortes zum aussern (1S25),
and Ueber Mystic'tsmus, Pietismusund Separatisms
(1826)—he was made, in 1S20 extraordinary, in 1828
ordinary professor; and in 1S29, doctor of theology.
Through the press, his influence has been exerted
cliicllv as editor of the Ei'aiig.'1'ische Kirchenzeitung,
which was begun in 1S27, and still combats ration-
alism even in its mildest forms, seeking to restore
the orthodoxy and church-discipline of the 16th

17th centuries. With the same view are
written all his principal works ; his Cliristologie d.

A. T. (3 Bde. 1829— 1S35 ; 2te Ann. 1854-1857)

;

D- itrioie zur Ehdeitung ins A. T. (3 Bde. 1831—1839)
;

Oniiuietitar iiber d. Psulmen (4 Bde. 1842—1S45
;

2te Auli. 1850) ; Die Qescldclite Bileams u. Seiner
Wi-itstignng (1S42); Das Ilulieli'd Salumniiis ausgelegl

(18531; and others are devoted to the defence of

mated or sharply-lobed leaves without leaf-stalks, the old interpretation and criticism of the Scriptures

and large dingy-yellow flowers, with brownish-red I against the results of modern biblical science in

or purple veins. The whole plant is covered with Germany. H's influence in ecclesiastical matters
unctuous hairs, and has a nauseous smell, which

j

also, which was very great during the reign of tne
gives warning of its strong narcotic poisonous late king of Prussia, has been employed with
quality. Cases of poisoning by H. are, however, i thorough consistency in the direction of his thio-

not rare ; but are more frequently owing to the logical tendencies, having been distinguished by a
proceedings of quacks, than to any mistake of the . carrying -out of the high Lutheran dogmas of the
plant for an esculent. I church, of church-offices, and of the sacraments, by
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ion of sectaries, by opposition
of Lutherans and Reformed, tod by avttei

tlie union
its tO

depose from their chain Gesenius, Wegscheider,
!>«• Wette, and other rationalistic te

The r nt triumphs of the Liberal

part; in Prussia have, however, destroyed his

Influence. He died in 1869.

HE'NNA, nr HINN K. a name originally Arabic,

ami sometimes fouu.l with the Arabic article incor-

porated in tin- form Allinntti or AUxuma, belongs
equally to Lawaonia inermit ami /.. tmnotta, shrubs
of the natural order Lytkracece. They differ in

littli'. lint that tin' one is unarmed ami the other
(horny, the latter being also tin- larger plant Many
botanists unite them into one species, under the

name L.allui. H. grows in moist situations through-
out the north of Africa. Arabia, Persia, ami the
East Indies. It is cultivated in many places for

the sake of its flowers, which arc much prized for

their fragrance, particularly by the Egyptian ladies
;

but still more for the sake of the leaves, which
abound in colouring matter, and which, being dried,

powdered, and made into a paste with hot water
and catechu, are very generally employed by women
throughout the east to stain 'the nails anil tips of

the fingers of an orang" colour ; also by men to dye
their beards, the orange colour being converted into

a deep black by indigo; and for dyeing of the manes
and hoofs of horses, and to dye skins and leather

reddish-yellow. Powdered H. leaves form a large

article of export from Egypt to Persia, and to

various parts of Turkey, from which they find their

way to more northern countries, and even to tier-

many, to be employed in d\ eing furs and some kinds
of leather. The use of H. for staining the nails

appears—from allusions in ancient poets, and from
some of the Egyptian mummies—to have prevailed
from very ancient times.

HE NX EGATJ. Sec H.un.ut, or HainacLT.

HEKKY I., King of England, the -

of William the Conqueror, was Wn in 106a When
his brother, William II., was (band dead in the
New forest, where they had both been hunting, on
August -. 1100, with a broken arrow in his breast,

Prinoe Henry at once seized the reins of govern-
ment, which, according to the then but imperfectly

understood law of primogeniture, should ha\

hands of his elder brother, Robert, Duke of

Normandy, who was at the ti in Italy, on his

way home from crusading in Palestine. H. was
crowned at Westminster, the third day alter his

brother's violent death. Regarding it he instituted

no inquiry, possibly Wause he was privy to

it: and he successfully held the crown against his

brother Robert, at tirst negotiating with him. and
granting him a pension to resign his pretensions,
but tinally making war upon his hadl vgn\ erncd
duchy. Robert was defeased in a bloody battle

before the walls of Teiichcbray. on September L'S,

Ken prisoner, and shut up in Cardiff Castle

during the reinsuring twenty-eight years of his life.

1 lie acquisition of Normandy, the ancient patrimony
of Ins Family, had been a point of ambition with
H., as he despised England and the English; but
he had some trouble in keeping it, as the Flench
king, Louis vi., and'the Counts ol Anjou and
Flanders, took part with William, Roliert's youthful
ton, whose virtues and misfortunes secured him
friends. II., however, brought over to himself the

Bnnneville, in 1 1 10. Next year hii successes ir.

arms and intrigue were darkened for life by the
death of his only son William, who was drowned at

sea on his passage from Nnnnanily to England,
unregretted by the English, who knew of his hatred

in, his arrogance, and his gross vices.

II. himself died from a surfeit of lampreys, on
1st December 1136, as he was preparing to have
Normandy, to repress an incursion of the Welsh.
He was very amjoUS that his daughter .Matilda, who
had married llcollicv I'lautagenet, the boy Count
of Anjou, on the death of her Itrst husband, H<n-y
V., emperor of (iennany, should succeed him on the

throne, and had twice made the English nobl %

swear fealty to her : but on his death the crown
was seized bj Sb phen of Blois, the son of Adela,
the Conqueror's jmingost daughter.

Henry I. was styled Hcauclerc, or the Scholar, in

honour of his learning, which, for a king in his

age, was not undeserving of distinction. He had
great natural ability, especially in the line of state

intrigue. Law was administered with considerable

fairness, and not a little rigour, during his reign, and
his administrative ability restrained the spirit of

rebellion which had been seething incessantly since

the Conquest. The punishment of crimes during
his reign was capricious ami barbarous ; death, the
loss of eyesight (which he is alleged to have inflicted

on more than one of his relatives), and perpetual
imprisonment, being the most usual penalties of

the law.

HENRY II. of England was the grandson of

Henry I. by his daughter Matilda, and her second
husband (.eotlroy I'lautagenet, anil was born in

1133. His mother, assisted by her illegitimate

brother the Earl of Gloucester, in the early part of

Stephen's reign, and towards its close by H. himself,

had made war against Stephen, as a usurper, who
hail no good title to the throne. In 1153, when the
rival armies were drawing near each other, a treaty
for a compromise was set on foot, and in the course
of it the only son of Stephen having died, it was
agreed that Stephen should reign during his life,

and that H. should succeed him, which lie did on
Stephen's death next year. He was crowned 19th
December 1154, along with his Queen Eleanor,
whom, at the age of eighteen, he had married
within six weeks after she was divorced by Louis
VII. of France. She was Countess of Poitou, and
Duchess of Aquitaine, in her own right. H.
inherited from his father Anjou, Touraine, and
Maine, and his father and' mother succeeded by
force of arms, in keeping and taking possession

of Normandy for themselves and him ; so that, by
one method and another, he came to be possessed of

a large portion of France as well as England. His
chief rivals in power were the clergy, who could
use their weapon of excommunication with terrible

effect, and who being tried by their own courts were
not amenable to the ,-, ,,,,, laws of the realm, and

I omit 01 Aiijo

count's ihiughtihlilghter; he rend. Ted neutral, by his elo-

ipicnce and tair promises, Bona Calixttu IL, whose
intervention in the interests of justice had been,
BeSOOghl ;

anil he defeated the French king mid bit

muled knighu in the ulmost bloodless buttle of.

were protected from the punishment due to their
crimes, which were too often of the deepest dye.

To aid him in reducing the church to subjection to

the civil power, he appointed his ti listed chancellor,

Thouias-a Uecket, to tin- si f Canterbury, and
compelled li i in and the other ecclesiastics to agree
to the 'constitutions of Clarendon ;' a set of laws
enacted by a sort of prototype of a |iarliament, or
council of the barons, and having for their object

to render the OrOWO and the civil law (such as it

had grown to be) superior bo tin- chinch. Becket,
however, proved to lie a true churchman, and the
long and obstinate struggle between him ai.d his

monarch was only terminated by his murder, ."see

I'.ki'kkt, Thomas i. H. did penance at his grave,
allowing himself to lie scourged by mouks : but
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though the 'Constitutions of Clureiulon ' were for-

mally repenleil, the king was ultimately successful

in reducing the church to subordination in civil

matters. During his reign, occurred the conquest

of Ireland. That country was then the home of

a number of tribes or clans of the ordinary feudal

type, and Pope Adrian IV., in 1156, by a bull, gave

H. authority over the entire island, and ordered

the inhabitants to obey him. He had not leisure at

the time to conquer them, but afterwards, English

aid being solicited by one of the Irish petty kings,

Dermot of Leinster, H. gave leave to any of his

subjects to aid him; and Robert Fitzstephens,

constable of Albertivi, Maurice Fitzgerald, and
Richard de Clare, surnamed Strong-bow, Earl of

Strigul, went over with a very few hundred trained

Englishmen, and in one year conquered Ireland.

They succeeded so well, that H. became jealous, and
recalled them; and next year (1172) he went over

himself, to conquer in a royal way, and was every-

where loyally received, except in Ulster. This was
the nominal conquest of Ireland, but the majority,

of the Irish tribes and chieftains continued to be
independent barbarians for centuries.

During this reign, also, the first considerable

ascendency of England over (Scotland was gained.

H.'s sons, incited by their jealous mother, Queen
Eleanor, rebelled against him, and their cause was
espoused by the kings of France and Scotland. The
latter, William the Lion, was ravaging the north of

England with an army, when he was surprised at

Alnwick, and taken prisoner, 12th July 1174. To
obtain his liberty, he stipulated to do homage to H.
for Scotland, to cede for ever to liiin the fortresses of

Roxburgh and Berwick, and the castle of Edin-

burgh for a limited time. In the course of this filial

rebellion, Henry, the eldest son, died of a fever,

exhibiting great remorse, and Geoffrey was killed in

a tournament at Paris. Richard, surnamed Cceur de

Lion, with King Philip of France, obtained some
advantages over his father. A treaty of peace was
concluded between them, of which one of the stipu-

lations was for an indemnity for all the followers of

Richard. The sight of the name of his favourite

son John in the" list, acting upon a constitution

weakened by many cares, threw the king into a

fever, of which he died, 6th July 1189.

Upon the whole, H. was an able and enlightened

sovereign. The barons were indeed overawed, but

the monarch did not use his power despotically.

Law made very great progress in his reign ; circuit

courts were established, and other improvements
effected. The earliest writer on English law,

Ranulph de Glanville, was H.'s chief justiciary.

In intellect and character, he resembled his grand-

father, Henry I., but his violations of the moral law-

were fewer, and less heinous. Still he had some
illegitimate children, his mistress, the fair Rosa-

mond, being the mother of two that are remem-
bered : William Longsword, Earl of Salisbury, and
Geoffrey, who became Archbishop of York, and
who was faithful to him when his four legitimate

•ens took up arms against him.

HENRY III. of England, grandson of Henry II.,

and eldest son of King John, was born 1st October

1206, and succeeded to the throne on his father's

death at the age of ten. He inherited his father's

weakness, and he managed everything ill both at

home and abroad. A war with France cost him
Poitou, and might have been more disastrous, but

for the virtuous disposition of the French king,

Louis IX., commonly called St Louis. In his boy-

hood, under the direction of the judicious Earl of

Pembroke, he ratitied the Magna Charta ; and he

did so in manhood, to rppease the discontent of his

parliament, and obtain allowances of money. But

he kept no vows. He was beset with favourites

chiefly from the country of his queen, Eleanor of

Provence, and he allowed exorbitant exactions on
the part of the clergy and the pope. His misrule

roused the people and the barons in parliament,

headed by his brother-in-law, Simon de Montfort,

Earl of Leicester, who forced him to transfer his

power temporarily to a commission of barons. He
agreed to this by the provisions of Oxford in 1258.

The barons were somewhat tardy in reforming the

state, and the king desired to regain a power which
he alleged, with truth, had been taken from him by
compulsion, though wearing the appearance of free-

will. The quest ii >n i if the validity of these provisions

was submitted by both parties to St Louis of France,

whose conscientiousness was such that foreigners

could trust him. He annulled the provisions.

Leicester and his party disregarded their agreement
to be bound by his judgment, and took up arms
against the king. They defeated him, and took
him prisoner in the battle of Lewes, on 14th May
1261. The battle was followed by an agreement
called the Mise of Lewes, more humiliating to the
king than the provisions of Oxford. Leicester, being
virtually king, summoned a sort of parliament; and
to extend his popularity, which was already great,

he intimated that boroughs shotdd be represented,

and this kind of representation was realised in

embryo for the first time in English history. But
his supremacy did not last long. Within a year, the

powerful Earl of Gloucester deserted his party, and
enabled Prince Edward, the talented son of the

king, who had been taken prisoner at Lewes, to

escape from captivity. They led an overwhelming
army against Leicester, who was defeated and slain

at Evesham, on 4th August 1265. The king died

on 16th November 1272, and was succeeded by his

son Edward. The weakness of H. and his father

had allowed the development of the power of the

barons, and the counterpoise of these two forces,

regal and aristocratic, was approached in these

reigns by a method which has developed into the

British parliament. Statute law dates from the

time of Henry III. ; the ' Provisions of Merton,'

passed in the 20th year of H.'s reign, being the first

enactment on the English statute-book.

HENRY IV., of the House of Lancaster, on the

deposition of his cousin Richard II. by the parlia-

ment, usurped the crown in 1399, in the beginning

of which year he had succeeded his father, John
of Gaunt, in the duchy of Lancaster. He was
surnamed Bolingbroke, from the place (in Lincoln-

shire) where he was born in 1366, and had no
valid title to the crown, or the pretence of it,

except that he was the son of the fourth sou of

Edward III. The peace of his reign was disturbed

by the Welsh, under Owen Glendower (q. v.), and
by the Scotch, who were defeated, however, at

Nesbit Moor on 22d June, and at Homildon Hill

on 14th September 1402. Henry Percy (surnamed

Hotspur), the conqueror in the latter engagement,

and his family shortly after broke with the king,

and leagued with the Scotch Earl Douglas and
Glendower against him ; but this coalition was
destroyed by the battle of Shrewsbury on 21st July

1403. Other two insurrections followed, which were
easily suppressed. The king grew to be afflicted

with leprosy and epilepsy, and died of a fit in

Westminster Abbey on 20th March 1413, in the

47th year of his age, having found a usurped crown
to be a heavy burden, even for a strong head.

HENRY V., who succeeded his father Henry
IV., was born at Monmouth (whence his surname),

in 13S8." In his youth he had acquired great

military distinction in operations against Glendower,
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ami nftor his military work mi put an end to,

through his father's jealousy unci distrust of liim,

ha became almoal equally celebrated tot dissipation

lint when In- bienine king. 2 1st April, 14l.1i, In- sli.M.k

himself in great measure fii i bad habits and com-
panions, ami in an endeavour at the outset of his

The victory of Venn-nil was (he last great Mi.-:.-**

•l.tiiini'il liy tin- I'.iiuli-li in Krunrc, mid their power,

which onlj foree conld rapport <>r justify, gradually

Tumbled down, In U2K, they hud siege to ' Means,
nit the siege was raised next year by the French,

pired by Joan of \n- (q. v.) ; and although s.io

In- Imtli just ill"! generous, lit" liberated »:» Inirm-il as a witch liy the English in l-l.'U,

bum tne .iiiitin.-ini-i.t in wliieli his father luul placed their powei continued to decline. Normandy waa
aim the young Bar] of March, who waa the true completely lost by the fall of Cherbourg in 1450

;

heir to the ei-iiwn. an. 1 re-tun il the sun of Hotspur and ultimately, m 1453, they were expelled from

to the lands ami honours which his fath.-r hail lost all Prance ' Jail - te pi d), greatl] to the true

by rebellion. He paid a trihute to religion also, or a.Kani.. . . 1. : . that eonntry ami England.

tatl.er to the orthodoxy of the age, by persecuting Disputes between i;;..-i.-. st.-r, the recent, an. I hi>

tlie Lallards by fire and halt.-.. Th.- g.,-ut .-il...t uncle, the powerful Bishop, .i Winchester, as w. II a;.

sign was an attempt.-. I .-I'll' i u.~t "t France, war with France, prevailed during the minority of

in which he virtually succeeded. He had no ri^ht the ting. As he grew up. he manifestcl no t.-n-

to the French crown; but in these .lays of usnrp.i- d.-iu-y to either \ icioiis or intellectual activity, lie

tion an.l unsettled laws of »'i.-.v^iuii, uin-n might inherit.. I, in fact, the inihccility of his grandfather,

and right were practically identical, he se.-uis to have Charles VI. of France. In 1445, the weak king
lielicv.-.l sincerely that in- had a right. In his first found a wife in the strong-minded Margaret M

n to vindicate it. In- !
-

.
i • id and tool, lln- \ n joil ; and ill I -H7 tlie Winchester party, supported

town of Hartleur. ami gained the hattle of A/in. -..lift by her, succeeded m having (lloiieestcr thrown into

(.|. v.l. ( l.-t. .her •_'."., Ulo, a -ain-t su-ii eni'i-iiiniH odds prison lor high-treason, where he was soon OUnd
as to make his victory one of the most notable in dead in his hed. without external mark of viol -.

history. Two years alter, he again invaded France, lint most likely murdered, as Edward II. had been,

and made Normandy once more subject l i the by thrusting a red-hot iron through Ins bowels.

English crown. An incapable king and civil discord Winchester did not long survive his nephew and
ei greatly. ' >n the 20th May 1420, there rival; and in 1450 the Duke of Suffolk, the queen's

rpetual peace' between II. favourite minister, b.-aig impeached b\ lie- Com-
and the French. EL demanded and had conceded mons, was coiiocmned to be banished from the

to him the regency of France, the eldest daughter kingdom, but was shortly after taken, and executed
of the king anil queen to be his queen, and the on board one of the king's ships. The want of

Micces-inu to the French crown on tin.- death of strength in the king, as well as in his title to the

the king. He had hardly returned to England, crown, was an invitation to every funu of faction

and been married to this French princess, Catherine, to display itself. .lack Cade, an Irish adventurer,
when the defeat at Bailee, in March 1421, of his who pretended to be a Mortimer, obtained a t.-iu-

brother the Puke of Clarence, whom lie had left porary possession of London-, but the citizens ....r-

governor of Normandy, h\ l.n I. emu- him and his pillaging followers, and he was
:

-1 l'\ the Seoti-h F.ii-I of taken an.l beheaded in a garden by the sheriff of

Buohan, who killed the duke with his own hand, Kent. The true representative of the Mortimers

rekindled the hopes oi the French, who supported was Richard, Duke of York, and he was one of

the contention of Charles the dauphin against the the unquiet spirits of the reign. As a deacon-

treaty of Troves, to which he had not agreed. II. dant of Lionel, Puke of Clarence, the third son of

returned to France for a third campaign, mil his Edward III., his title to the crown was BUperior

wonted success in anus was following liiiu. when he t.. that of the king, who was descended Ir in

was seized with illness, and died in a month on the lluke of Lancaster, the fo-.ntli son of that

the 31st August 1422, in the 34th year of his age. monarch, ami he laid claim to the crown with more
leaving an infant to sneceed him, and a splendid or I.-s* openness, nr.-or.im-. to .ii.-om-tiii.es. His

reputation for all these qualities that constitute a influence and address was so great that in 14.54,

magnanimous monarch. on the occasion of the king's weak mind being

HENRY VI., the only child of Henry V. an.l entirely eclipsed, he was appointed protectoi by

Catherine of Fran.-.-, was born at Windsor on litli parliament, tin the kings recovery, he was indis-

D : r 1421. Ash. was not quit.- nine i ths posed to give up bis power, and levied an

old when his father died, bis :1c .b.hn. Puke maintain it. (hi May •-"-',
1 l.V,. tin- l.attl- .,t st

id. was appointed to govern France, and Albans was fought, and the l.nki.is were victors;

uncle, Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, to 5000 of the supporters ,,f the Ib.u t Lanca bar

! I„- realm an.l Church of England.' I'emg killed, the Puke ol Somerset, the queen's

l.V parliament to aid an.l favourite minister lor the tune, being among them;

control: n - to appoint bun and the king himself being taken prisoner. This

i he late lung had desired it.. The was the liist. battle of twelve that was fought

in .un! I Charles VI. of France having died, his sou between the Houses of York and Lancaster, in the

the danpl title of Charles VIL, and wars commonly called the Wan of the Roses, from

went on lighting with tin- Fiigli.h. Ilisanuv in- the emblem oi York being a w lute rose, and of

mauled by tin- Scotch Farl of l'.uchan, who had Lancaster « red rose. (For a brief account of the

-hi table ..f I-'rai for his victory I

] DWARD IV.) II., after a checkered

0TerthePukeofciar.-i.ee in the previous reign, and career, died May 22, 1171. In his cradle, he was

Dg of 14,0(HI. half Scotch and half French, proclaimed king ot both I- ranee an.l England; but

,...st annihilated hv the English under Bed- Be lost both, having in intellect scarcely advanced

ford, at Verneiiil, on August 27, H'Jt. The Scotch from Ins cradle all his days, though throughout

auxiliaries ought not to have b.-.-n there, as peace amiable and pious.

b. .1 been made with the Scots a year before, and HENRY VII., the conqueror and tnoee lor ol

thair young king, James L, had been set at liberty, Richard III., was born at Pembroke Ct
uir-r useful captivity of twenty yen-, and hid H at of his father, the Karl of I', inbi oke, on .1

|

niiny

returned to his kingdom with Lady Jane Beaufort, 21, 1458. His father, Edmund Tudor, was the sou

a daughter of the Puk.- of Somerset) and relation to of Owen Tudor, and of his wife, Queen Catherine, the

th.- royal family, as his queen. 1 'widow ofHenry V. His mother wa a randdaughtei
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of John of Gaunt, parent of the House of

Lancaster, and through her he derived his right

(such as it was) to the crown. He was, indeed,

the nearest heir, after Richard III. had murdered
his nephews, the sons of Edward IV., except their

Bister Elizabeth, and Richard himself. The popular
detestation against Richard's crimes was so great
in England, that H., while residing abroad and
bearing the title of Earl of Richmond, was invited

to invade England, and rescue it from the tyrant.

On the 7th of August 14S5, he landed at Milford
Haven, and marched across the country to Bos-
worth, in Leicestershire, where a battle took place
on the 22d of August, in which Richard was slain.

H. now ascended the throne. His reign was troubled
by several impostors claiming the crown : first,

Lambert Simnel, a joiner's son, who professed to be
Earl of Warwick, was proclaimed kin" in Ireland,

but was defeated at Stoke in 1487, taken prisoner,

and turned into a scullion in the king's kitchen by
H., who had a talent for turning everything to the
most profitable purpose ; second, Perkin Warbeck,
who pretended to be the boy Duke of York, who
had not been murdered in the Tower by Richard III.,

and was patronised by the Duchess of Burgundy,
and supported by James IV. of Scotland, but was
finally captured ; and third, Ralph Wulfurd, who
also pretended to be Earl of Warwick, but did not
succeed in carrying his enterprise far, being almost
at once taken and hanged in 1499. In this year H.,
apparently to free himself from further trouble from
pretenders, had Warbeck, whom he had pardoned,
and the true Earl of Warwick, a youth who had
known captivity only all his days, convicted of a plot

to recover their liberty, and executed. The execution
of the latter is the chief blot in H.'s conduct, but
his execution of Lord Stanley, who had helped him
to the throne, also shewed a callous heart. Indeed
this king was cunning and selfish, but prudent and
not intemperate in revenge or in any vice except
avarice, which led him to sell offices and pardons,
commuting sentences passed by his corrupt and
infamous Exchequer judges, Empson and Dudley.
His avarice kept him from engaging in foreign war,
a very small quarrel with France being all that he
attempted in that way. It also kept him from
returning the dowry of Catharine of Aragon, who
had married his son Arthur, Prince of Wales, a
boy of 14, just before he died, and led him to
betroth her to his next son, who became Henry
VIII., a betrothal from which flowed most important
consequences. He married his eldest daughter,
Margaret, to James IV. of Scotland, foreseeing that
it might bring about a union of the crowns, and
this was one of the most fortunate and prudent
schemes of his reign. His wife having died, he
was engaged looking out for another for himself,

with a large dowry, when he died of consumption,
on April 22, 1509. Bacon wrote a history of his

reign, in which he represents him as a wise king,
but does not conceal his avarice, explaining it rather
by observing that the necessities and shifts of other
great princes abroad set off to him the felicity of

full coffers. Hume reckons his reign ' the dawn of

civility and science ' in England. Bacon says, that
in it 'justice was well administered, save when the
king was partie.' Some fresh light is thrown upon
this and the preceding reign by a volume of state-

papers, recently published by Longman.
HENRY VIII., King of England, second son of

Henry VII. and Elizabeth of York, was born in

1491.
^
On the death of his elder brother Arthur in

1502, he became heir-apparent to the throne. In
his twelfth year, he was betrothed to his brother's
widow, Catharine of Aragon, sister of Philip I. of

Spain, thus early convpeuein^ a union afterwards

so fertile in evil-fortune. On his father's death,
in 1509, H. was found to possess ninny accomplish-
ments with no practical nbility. Leaving Dudley
and Empson, the instruments of'his father's economic
extortions, to fall a sacrifice to popular indignation,
he proceeded to squander his treasures to his own
high satisfaction, and to the great content of his

people. He indolently allowed his ministers to

manage everything for hiin, even to his marriage
with Catharine. But if he knew nothing of the
foreign relations of the kingdom, he could speik
several languages with ease ; and if he despised
domestic business, never was there a monarch who
presided more gracefully in the court, or behaved
more gallantly at the jousts or in the hunting-field.

His tastes were otherwise innocent enough. He was
passionately fond of music and of display, and he
indulged in no other excess than that of physical

exercise, sometimes, it is said, exhausting four or
five horses in the field in one day. It is especially

noteworthy, that the early years of the king were
spent with scarce a stain on the purity of his life.

For the first twenty years of his reign, England
had no reason to be dissatisfied. The period, indeed,
was not an eventful one. In the beginning of it

(1513) there were two short wars—onewith France,
in which Terouenne and Tournay were taken, and
one with Scotland, in which the victory of Flodden
was won. The following years were of that calm
which comes before the storm. Wolsey was then
minister ; and from 1515, when he was made Arch-
bishop of York and chancellor, till his fall in 1529,

he is wholly responsible for the government, and it

was the best governed portion of H.'s reign. The
foreign policy, it is true, was somewhat tortuous,
guided to some extent, perhaps, by the aspirations

of the cardinal to the triple crown ; and it may
be that, in his home-government, Wolsey often

exhibited a Jesuitical preference for accomplishing
honest ends by dishonest means. The country,
notwithstanding, was kept free from foreign embar-
rassments, and at home justice was administered.

Of the king, it cannot be said that during this

period he did anything of consequence. When
satiety and diminished means had checked the
pursuits of his youth, he had betaken himself to

those well-known theological studies which earned
for him (1521) the honour of Defender of the Faith.

His book, in defence of the seven sacraments,
against Luther, although a work of some erudition,

contributed nothing^ to the solution of the ques-
tions it touched. Timidity iu examining received
opinions was accompanied by corresponding vigour
in denouncing those who, possessed of more courage,

had proceeded from examination to dissent
It is impossible not to connect these theological

studies with the origin of the suit between H. and
Catharine. The joyous temperament of H. had
passed away, and in its place had come discontented
gloom. In his now superstitious mind the fancy
dwelt, that the early deaths of all his male children
had been the judgment of Providence on some sin.

From these dark thoughts the queen had not the
power of weaning him. Older by six years thau
he was, her beauty had faded, and, haughty in her
manners, she exacted all the stately etiquette of

the Spanish court from one who had at no time
felt for her more affection than was due to a bride
selected for him by others. The nation, too, had
grown dissatisfied with the union. The prospect of
a succession left to be disputed'around the person of
a girl—the Princess Mary, who was the immediate
heiress to the throne— was viewed with anxiety.
Men remembered the horrors of the wars of the
Roses, anu feared that their childreu might see
them repeated. The doubt as to the validity of



H.'n marriage with bia brother's widow, which had
been «t u ted at th« time of its celebration, was
one certain to be revived on the slightest occasion.

A Strange tinxture of public spirit, religious or
;- Feeling, and selfish desire, HOW deter-

mined H. to seek a divorce.

In suing for the divorce, the king unexpectedly
found a zealous assistant. Wolsey saw in it a

means of detaching England from the alliance with
Spain, odious to him as the power that thwarted
his ambition, and ruled the papacy while pretending
to obey it. Already bis acute mind saw that the

Influence of the priesthood was decaying. Enthu-
siast u be was, be believed he coiild restore it

.mis of reformation were echoing from
Germany from beyond the walls of the church,
Wolsey, almost alone in England, saw the danger;
but he believed there was strength enough within
the church to accomplish her own amendment, and
he trusted now that the lost affections of the people

might be brought lack by a gracious exercise

of the dispensing power, freeing them from a felt

danger. Already tl»' active schemer bad arranged

that when the work was done, the king should marry
a daughter of France, converting an old enemy into

a strong ally. With such ends in view. Wolsey

(1627] prosecuted the divorce before Clement.

The pops found himself in difficulty. On the
one band, Francis I. supported England ; on the

other, Charles V. threatened. Clement pursued the

traditional policy of Rome, and temporised. To gain

time, he issued a commission to Cardinal Campeggio
and to Wolsey to try the question. Meanwhile,
\Vols'-y"s fair projects were rendered impossible.

Anne Boleyn had been for many years about court,

and when H.'s conscience grew too scrupulous

to permit his cohabiting longer with Catharine,

Anne lived constantly with him. When the king

announced bis intention of marrying her, Wolscy's

desire for the divorce was at an end. The con-

nection promised little to the nation, and he himself

had every reason to dislike her. as her relatives

belonged to those reformers who sought reform
from without, and as such religious sympathies as

could And a place in her frivolous mind leaned also

to the new learning. He was now as anxious to

rocrastinate as Clement. The legatee' court had
opened, argument bail been beard ; but on

oue excuse or another, judgment was delayed, till

the changeable Clement revoked the commission,
and (1029 .v. n. i advocated the cause to Rome.
The revocation of the papal commission to try

the divorce question, virtually ended the papal

power iii England, and the steps that follow are

merely the working out of inevitable results.

Wolsey, suspected on the best of grounds of having
thwarted the divorce, was deprived of power, and a

new ministry was formed (October, 1529), in which,

for the first time, laymen held the highest places,

J-n Thomas Mure was chancellor. The chief adviser

of the king was Wolscy's old servant, Cromwell.

Parliament was called, and the members, finding

that royal approbation was now given to their

c plaints, made out a formal list of grievances

against the clergy. Their humble petition to his

i forth how the bishops cared for

nothing but the episcopal revenues, and how they

converted everything, from the powers of the dio-

cesan courts downwards, into a means of extorting

money, The king solemnly sent the document
to convocation, and while the reply was under

consideration, the Commons proceeded. Bills were
passed, with little opjsisition, dealing with what
were wool to I* thought purely ecclesiastical

D !, a. fixing the fees to lie exacted in

'.he probate courts, and abating some peculiarly

pro

ol.noxious ilii|»ists made ill performing the la*t

ceremonies for the dead. Parliament t shed

the clergy more closely still when they forbade

them to follow secular employments, or to hold

pluralities, and enjoined them to live in their

parishes and perform their duties. These hills

passed the Lower House with little opposition
; in

the Upper House, where the spiritual lords were
numerous, they passed with difficulty. The king
gave his assent willingly. When the bills became
law, they were received' by lue people with great
satisfaction.

Though these measures were significant enough
of what might follow from his refusal, the pope still

delayed Time was suffered to wear on, and nothing
mad.' progress except the unpopularity of the clergy.

Rome still shewing no symptoms of yielding, the
king's political necessities again made him a reformer,

and that of a very unscrupulous kind. He imposed
a heavy line on the clergy, under an old statute,

for having recognised the legatine authority of

Wiihi'i « tie. ut express royal sanction. Going still

further, the Defender of the Faith declared himself

the head of the church, and induced the clergy to

recognise the title in consideration of his graciously

remitting a portion of their fine ('22 Hen. VI 1 1 . e. 15).

Parliament having again met (1530), advantage
was taken of the king's disposition still more to

limit the clerical power. The clergy had long ago
forced the state to give up to them the right to try

their brethren when accused of crimes. Their theory

was, that he on whom consecration had wrought
its mystic office, was too high for the secular

arm. The practice was, that every one who claimed
the character of clerk, from the highest dignitaries

of the church to the crowds of mendicant friars,

escaped with small tines after committing the gravest

crimes. Parliament was thought to have gone far

when it enacted that all below the rank of priest

should be dealt with by the ordinary courts of the

realm. The same parliament passed other acts,

regulating the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts,

and making stricter provisions against bequests to

the church.

These measures, bold and unusual as they were,

affected Rome only indirectly. As it was evident

that something to be more closely felt was
requisite, one of the pope's highest and most
lucrative privileges was attacked. The pope had
long maintained that no high ecclesiastical dignity

could be conferred without his approval, and in

return for granting it, he received the first year's

fruits of the benefice. These payments, called

annates, amounted to a large sum, increased even
beyond its legitimate amount by the dishonourable

expedient of sanctioning the appointment of none

but very old men. A bill passed both Houses
abolishing these payments (23 Hen. VIII., c. 20).

To make the measure serve its purpose more
effectually, power was given to the king to call it

into effect at any future time, while the hope was
privately held out that this power Would not be

exercised if the divorce were gi anted.

While such measures were being passed, it may
be beh, -vcl that Sir Thomas More held office with

pain and reluctance. Finding at last bis influence

powerless to restrain the advancing tide of secu-

larism, he resigned, and a ministry was formed

(1632] of which Cromwell Was now the nominal as

well as real head. The new ministry wen- prepared

to push measures of reform as far as the temper of

the king and the nation would permit '1 b

nothing better than an o|icn rupture with Koine.

H., on the other hand, exhausted every effort of

diplomacy to preserve the alliance with the church.

Embassies, iutrigues, plots of all kind, in Paris and
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Rome, abounded in endless contusion at this time,

making it impossible to determine the immediate
cause of the separation, Ion;; since certain to ensue.

In the beginning of 1538, H., either impatient at

the long delay, or, as others say, and as the dates

render not improbable, discovering that an illicit

intercourse he carried on with Anne Boleyn had
resulted in her pregnancy, was privately married
to her. Within three months afterwards, the mar-
riage was made public ; and to complete matters,

Cranmer, recently appointed Archbishop of Canter-
bury, held a court,- as the highest ecclesiastical

authority in England, and pronouuced sentence of

divorce, declaring the marriage of H. and Catharine
to have been null from the beginning. In England
these doings were accompanied by much rejoicing,

and the king's former taste for pageantry revived
in the magnificent ceremonial of crowning his new
queen.
The news produced other effects in Italy and

Germany. When the news of the marriage reached
the Vatican, H. was cited to appeal; before the
papal court. He refused, and appealed to a general

council. When Cranmer's sentence reached Home,
the pope at once declared it illegal, and soon after,

almost closed the door for further negotiation by
rejecting the appeal to the council. The next steps

on each side were taken almost simultaneously.

The English parliament met, and under Cromwell's
guidance, far outdid its predecessors. It passed an
act entirely abolishing the papal authority within
the realm (24 Hen. VIII. c. 12), giving the king, as

on a former occasion, power to call the act into

operation when he pleased. It then settled the
succession on the issue of Anne Boleyn, to the
exclusion of that of Catharine. Scarcely had these

measures passed, when news came from Rome
that the pope had pronounced judgment in the

long pending divorce case, finding H.'s marriage to

Catharine to have been valid. On the day follow-

ing, H. called into operation the act abolishing the
pope's authority.

H. having as yet done comparatively little to

forfeit his early popularity, the sympathy of most
was with him in the steps taken against those

of his subjects who were disaffected with these

changes. Among these steps, however, were some
not easily defended, even according to the standard
of the times. Minor victims fell unheeded, but
all Europe was shocked when More and Fisher
(Bishoj) of Rochester) were put to death for

refusing to acknowledge the new succession, and
to admit the king's right to the headship of the

church. Even Henry's ally, Francis I., remon-
strated. The worst effect of the cruelty was the
alienation of the German Protestants, who ever
afterwards held aloof from H. in spite of all Crom-
well's efforts to cement an alliance. After this and
other similar acts, which were not unfrequent, it

may be said that H. never again received human
sympathy. He pursued his course, however, aided

by those from whom the dust of the conflict con-

cealed his cruelty.

The state of the monasteries having long been a
public scandal, Cromwell (1535) sent a commission

to examine them. Acting on the reports of the

commission, parliaim nt abolished the smaller monas-
teries, which happened to be at once the weakest
and the worst (27 Hen. VIII. c. 28). The disbanded
monks made a large addition, both directly and
indirectly, to the ranks of the disaffected ; and to

create further discontent, the swarms of vagabonds
who had subsisted on the monastic alms were

us the Pilgrimage of Grace (1536). Crowds who had

collected iu Lincolnshire with hardly a definite aim,
dispersed on the promise of redress in a parliament
to be held at York. Redress, however, came not,

and the crowds again gathered, this time under
more skilful leaders, and with more definite pur-
poses. The king's forces sent against them were
insufficient. The whole of the north of England
was in the hands of the rebels. Their grievances
were a strange medley. Complaints of the law
regarding the tenure of land were mixed with
complaints that low-born men (such as Cromwell)
advised the kins, that the monasteries were being
dissolved, and that the old faith was being altered.

H., through certain commissioners, again negotiated
with the insurgents, and terms were agreed on, the
most important of which was a general amnesty,
the benefit of which, however, Aske and the other
leaders did not receive. The suppression of this

rebellion was followed by the dissolution (in 1537)
of the larger monasteries (31 Hen. VIII. c. 13).

In the midst of these civil commotions, two
events took place both bearing on the Reformation,
but of very different import. An order in council

(1537) appo'inted the English translation of the Bible
to be placed in every church, that all might read
it. But as if to correct the idea that every one
was thus to have the right of judging for himself
in religious questions, an act of uniformity was
passed. H. having now broken with many old
professions, reduced his new professions to a creed,

to be enforced by penalties, if more rational means
should fail to commend it to the nation. Certain
articles of religion were drawn up, and after some
modifications, were framed into those known as the
'bloody six articles.' The statute (31 Hen. VIIL
c. 14) containing these articles—named, with much
simplicity, ' An act for abolishing diversity of

Opinions'— is very brief, but very formidable. The
doctrines were substantially those of the Roman
Catholic Church. The articles made no pretensions
to form a complete or systematic creed ; they
embodied the points as to which most conflict of

opinion prevailed ; and formidal >le, indeed, were the
sanctions enforcing them. Whoever denied the
first article (that embodying the doctrine of tran-

subst antiation) was to be declared a heretic, and
burred without opportunity of abjuration; whoso
spoke against the other five articles should, for the
first offence, forfeit his property ; and whosoever
refused to abjure his first offence, or committed a
second, was to die like a felon. To this act Crom-
well himself fell a victim. He had been silent in

face of the combination which carried it ; but
having secretly used all his influence as a member
of government to thwart its execution, by staying

proceedings and giving pardons, he lost H.'s
confidence, and was put to death.

The last years of the reign, of H. were disturbed
with small wars with Scotland and France, inimical

to progress. He died on 28th January 1547,
unhonoured, unmourned ; and yet few rejoiced, for

his policy had left England so divided at home,
so friendless abroad, that no man cotdd look with
conlideuce to the future.

The character of H. has of late been discussed at

greater length than the subject deserved. The
mere recital of the occurrences of his private life

is sufficient to justify most of the infamy which
tradition has attached to his name. The divorce of

Catharine and the marriage of Anne Boleyn have
already been told. Within a short time after the
birth of the Princess (afterwards Queen) Elizabeth,

H.'s affection for Anne ceased. He suspected her—

not, it must be admitted, without ground—of adul-

y, and, after a hurried trial, had her condemned
1 executed (1:536). On the day after the execution
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be married Jane Seymour, against whom nothing
»iii i«n than that she was the king's partner
.evoking proceeding, -lane Sc\ inour died

(1537 in giving l.irtli to Edward VI. the storv oi

Ann,- d( I leves follows. The marriage, a political

aged by Cromwell to oonnect II. with
the German Protestants, was nnfortonate from the
beginning. II. was deceived as to her personal
attractions, ami (1540) obtained a divorce to I

himself. Bis fifth wife, Catharine Howard, was
(1541) within a few months divorced and executed
for an adultery well-enough established. His sixth

wife, Catharine Parr, survived him, and so the
ii » 'in the (hmiestii

oj bis immediate associates, II. Is found
as iiieaiial.li- of friendship a~ he was either of

feeling or of evoking love. He had three real

Wolsey, Mor,-. and Cromwell- all men
of hi.h talent and worth, and all on terms of

if intimacy with the king, yet all in the
hour of need thrown aside, Disease and a broken
spirit saved Wolsey from a worse fate; bui it is

little womlci thai everj Catholic should deti t the

memory of him who Bent .More to the scaffold for

adhering to opinions which lie himself had held
shortly before, or that Piotestants should execrate
the memory of the man who violated justice and
consistency to put to death the first great Protestant
minister. It such were the mercies he vouch-

those who were with him, it may easily be
im ;i_.ii. d how he dealt with thos w ho were against
linn. Claims of political necessity cannot excuse
the cruelty with which he pers. tit d everj relative

aal Pole, from the aged Con ess of Jjali

bury to l.sser victims. It may. howi rer, be

.1, tbit tradition has exaggt II - . rut I-

ties that there is no truth, for example, in the

73,000 as the number ol . xecutions
in Ins reign

; and it may he further admitted I I I

lie did n<>t wantonly commit murders tli.it be had
always before him in his crimes some ol.ject, either

inoeived justice, or of policy
; but after

J. r. mains to explain
the universal detestation in which Protestant and

o hold his name.

HENRY II.. King of France, was horn in 1 -~>
1 8 ;

I h nine de' Medici in 1533
bis lath.r. Francis I., in l.v.7. The money winch
his father left was rapidly squandered among his

favourites and mistresses. A revolt in Guienne,
. mist the gabtleura, or

the salt-duty, was the first event that
rous, ,1 the k i n _; and curt from their slothful ease.

This distill h.ilieo was, however, speedily put down
by Montmorency, Through the innu

... dow a_< r-ipieen of .lames \'.,

France to support her against
the ambitious designs of the English
a French allia was cemented with Scotland,
and war declared against England, which began

. the recovery of l;-ul.._n. ... I ,,,i, ,1

in 1558 with the taking of Calais, aster that city

bad I n 210 years in the hands of the English.

t enough, while the king tried to put
With fire and sword at home, he made

alliance with the German reformers,
i army of 88,000 men to aid Maurice

of Saxony against the emperor
; and taking the

command in person, mads hhruwdf master of Ton!
and Verdun, while Montmorency, through the

of his vast empire hetw.-on Ins l.r-.ther Ferdinand
. Philip II.. H. seized the opportune

.etherlands and Italy

p II. had time to oonsolidal

acquired powers, but the results of this step were
disastrous to France at every] t. In Italy, the
attack on Naples, made by Cniso at the head
ol 20,000 men, utterly failed through the pusillan-

imity of the p"|.e, and tl n.-igetie advai.ee of

Alva; while in the Low Countries, the French under
Montmorency sustained a total defeat, in l.V>7, at

8t Quentin, where the flower of the French chivalry

bun or taken captive by the troops at
Philip. who were commanded l.y i'liilihei t-Eiiiiuauiiel,

Duke of Savoy.
These reverses were followed by the treaty of

chateau t lambresis (1659), in w bach II

exchange for the r storation ol Ham, St Quentin,
and i ash let, and the liberation oi Montm ai ...

y,
to resign nearly all his conquests in the Low
Countries, Piedmont, and Southern Italy, including
l'.lll tort, -sses and stron-holds. Shortly alt' r, he
was mortally hut accidentally wounded in a tour-
nament by Count Montgomery, a Scottish noble-
man, and captain of his guard. He died 10th
Jul. 1559.

HENRY III., the third son of Henry II. and
Catharine de' Medici, was hern in 1651, and
succeeded his brother Charles IX. in 1674 On the
death of the ConstaLlc Montmorency, he received
tin- chief command of the army, and his first

campaign, fought in Ins 10th year, was signalised
i.\ two decisive victories, gained over the Pro-
testants at Jarnac and Moncontour. In 1573, the
intrigues of the queen-regent secured to him the
election to the vacant throne of Poland. He failed,

however, to secure the attachment of the Polish

nobles; and on receii ins the tidings of his brother's
death, he fled by night from Cracow, and on
his return to France, was nroelaiiiicd king of that
. ..iiiiti v. His mother and the >,„,,...- had httleditfi-

ciilty in persuading him to continue the religious

Civil war. The union of the Protestants with the

party oi discontented nobles, headed l.y the king's

brother, the Duked'Alcncon, compelled the alarmed
rant the former the ire.

their religion, and various other rights. This exas-
perated the Catholic party, who, headed l.y Henry
..i Cms.-, formed the confederation known as the
Sajnte Lh/ue, the object of which was not merely
to assert the undivided supremacy of Catholicism,
but also to secure the reversion of the throne to

Guise, and civil war again and again hurst out
with renewed violence.

H. availed himself of his intervals of quiet to
indulge his own vicious propensities; and while his

the state, and the Curses Were Under-
mining his throne, his days and nights wen- spent
in an alternation of the most diss. .Int.- excesses, and
the wildest outbreaks of fanaticism. One day he
might he seen pa .sing, to the sound of music, thr ugh
1 1..' '! .'.'.'is ol rarii aci i ii .1 l.y a hand of young
men as ellennnate as hmisell, known ;is i

and surrounded l.y parrots, monkeys, and pel du 9

While the DeXl daj lie and his companions Would
i s el.nl in a penitent a die--, « in

masks, and earn ng in their hands s. ,

which they flagellated one another as they 6ang
al 1 penitenl i]

nation ol the in, he of Guise in l.
r
>88

finally aroused the hatred of the nation, The doctors
"f tile Sell...

I

declared the |„ ,,|,|e to he ]vlicVO,l

of the duty of ol.edie to the king, and the
clved tin- parliament, II., who was

now, for ih. inst time, thrown on bis own resources
-his mother had just .led was di-tiaeted l.y the
difficulties ol his position

; and in hi p

bearing that Guises brother, the Dukeo
had been declared lieutenant-general of the' lung-

dom, threw him , \i under the protection of Henry



of Navarre. The newly reconciled kings advanced
at the head of 40,000 Huguenots on Paris, which,

although gallantly defended by Mayenne, would
probably have had to capitulate, had not the
current of events been suddenly checked through
the agency of a fanatical young domiuican-brother,
named Jacques Clement, who, on 1st August 1589,

on pretence of having important tidings to com-
municate to H., killed him by plunging a knife

into his body. The murderer was slain on the
spot by the royal guard, and his victim died the
following day, after having declared his kinsman,
Henry Bourbon of Navarre, his successor.

HENRY IV., King of France and Navarre,
surnamed ' The Great,' and ' The Good,' was born in

Beam in 1553. H. was the third son of Antoine
de Bourbon and Jeanne d'Albret, daughter and
heiress of Henry, king of Navarre and Beam. His
father's death placed him under the sole control of

his mother and grandfather, at whose court he was
trained to the practice of knightly and athletic

exercises, and inured to the active habits and rude
fare common to the Bernais mountaineers. His
mother, who was a zealous Calvinist, was careful

to select learned men holding her own tenets for

his instructors; and having discovered that a plot

was brooding to remove him to Spain by force, to

train him in the Catholic faith, she conducted him,
in 1569, to La Rochelle, and presented him to the
assembled Huguenot army, with wdiom he partici-

pated in the battle of Jaraac. H. was now chosen
chief of the Protestant party, although, on account
of his youth, the principal command was vested

in Coligny (q. v.). Notwithstanding the defeats

which the Huguenots had experienced in this cam-
paign, the peace of St Germain which followed
was apparently most advantageous to their cause,

and was speedily followed by a contract of mar-
riage between H. and Margaret of Valois, the

Bister of Charles IX. After much opposition on
the part both of Catholics and Protestants, the

marriage was celebrated with great pomp in 1572,

two months after the sudden death of the Queen
Jeanne, which was probably due to poison, and
within less than a week of the massacre of St

Bartholomew. It had been originally intended
that H. was to share the fate of his friends and
co-religionists ; but his life was spared on condition

of his professing himself a Catholic. Three years he
remained at the French court, virtually a prisoner

;

but at length, in 1576, H. contrived to elude the
vigilance of the queen-mother, and escaped to the

camp of the Huguenots in Alencon, where, having
revoked his compulsory conversion, he resumed the

command of the army, and by his address gained
several signal advantages, which constrained the

king to consent to a peace highly favourable to the

cause of the reformers. The death of the Duke
of Anjou (late Alencon) gave H. the rank as first

prince of the blood-royal, of presumptive heir to

the crown, while the murder of Henry III., in

1589, made him, in right of the Salic law, and as

the nearest lineal male descendant of the royal

house of France, rightful king of France. As a
Protestant, lying under the ban of papal excom-
munication, he was obnoxious to the greater part of

the nation ; and finding that the Dukes of Lorraine

and Savoy, and Philip II. of Spain, were prepared,

each on his own account, to dispute his claims, he

retired to the south until he could collect more
troops and obtain reinforcements from England
and Germany. His nearly hopeless cause, however,
gradually gained strength through the weakness and
internal dissensions of the Liguists, who, in their

anxiety to circumvent the ambitious designs which
Philip II. cherished in favour of his daughter (niece

of Henry III.), notwithstanding her exclusion by
the Salic law, proclaimed the aged Cardinal Bourbon
king, with the Duke of Mayenne lieutenant-general
of the kingdom, and thus still further complicated
the interests of their party. In 1590, H. won a
splendid victory over Mayenne at Ivry. In 1593,
the assembly of the States-general, by rejecting
the pretensions of Philip II., aud insisting on the
integrity of the Salic law, smoothed H.'s way
to the succession, although it is probable that he
would never have been generally acknowledged bad
he not, by the advice of his friend and minister, De
Rosny, afterwards Duke de Sully (q.«v.), formally
professed himself a member of the Church of Home.
The ceremony of his recantation of Protestantism,
which was celebrated with great pomp at St Denis
in July 1593, tilled the Catholics with joy, and was
followed by the speedy surrender of the most
important cities of the kingdom, including even
Paris, which opened its gates to him in 1594. The
civd war was not, however, wholly put down till

four years later. In the same year, 1598, peace was
concluded between Spain and France by the treaty
of Vervins, which restored to the latter many import-
ant places in Picardy, and was otherwise favourable
to the French king ; but important as was this
event, it was preceded by a still more memorable
act, for on the loth April, H. had signed an edict at
Nantes, by which he secured to Protestants perfect
liberty of conscience, and the administration of

impartial justice. H. was now left at liberty to
direct his attention to the internal improvements
of the kingdom, which had been thoroughly dis-

organised through the long continuance of civil

war. The narrow-minded policy that had been
followed during the preceding reigns had left the
provinces remote from the capital very much at
the mercy of the civic governors and large landed
proprietors, who, in the absence of a general
administrative vigilance, arrogated almost sovereign
power to themselves, raising taxes, aud exacting
compulsory services. These abuses H. completely-

stopped, and by making canals and roads, and thus
opening all parts of his kingdom to traffic and
commerce, he established new sources of wealth
and prosperity for all classes of his subjects. The
mainspring of these improvements was, however,
the reorganisation of the finances under Sully, who,
in the course of ten years, reduced the national
debt from 330 millions to 50 millions of livres,

although arrears of taxes to the amount of 20
millions were remitted by the king during that
period. On the 14th May, "the day after the corona-
tion of his second wife, Mary de' Medici, and when
about to set out to commence war in Germany,
H. was assassinated by a fanatic named Ravaillac.

Nineteen times before attempts had been made
on his life, most of which had been traced to the
agency of the papal and imperial courts, and hence
the people, in their grief and consternation, laid
Ravaillac's crime to the charge of the same influ-

ences. The grief of the Parisians was well-nigh
delirious, and in their fury they wreaked the most
horrible vengeance on the murderer, who, however,
had been a mere tool in the hands of the Jesuits,

H.'s implacable foes, notwithstanding the many
concessions which he made to their order.

Time has strengthened the high estimate which
the lower classes had formed of their favourite king,
for although his faidts were numerous, they were
eclipsed by his great qualities. Inordinate love of
women was his worst fault, and the cause of much
evil in his own and succeeding reigns, for his

prodigality and weak indulgence to his favourite
mistresses, 'Gabrielle d'Estrees and Henrietta
d'Estragues, and his affection for the natural
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chililron which they bore him, wars a scandal t<» the
nation, anil a source of iinpov, ri.hiug embarrass-
ment to tin- government As authorities in regard
t Henry II.. III., and IV., in addition to the general
histories of Frame, the following work* nut; be

consulted: Anquetil, L'.i/<rit de In Ligui; IV-titot's

-. Hi- l:l Saussayc, HU'nirr de
Biota ; DocumnU de PHist de France; Matthieu,
Hi''. (/•• Henri IV.; Memoirs ami Letters of I ><-

Thou, D'AubigiiC, Pasqnier, Huplessis-Mornay
;

CSapefloue, Hirt. de In lli-furme el de la Ligue

;

PereJUe, UiM.de Henri IV.

HiMiY III.. Emperor of Germany, of the
Salo-Fruconian line, and the son of the Emperor
Conrad II.. wm born in 1017, elected king of the
Germane in 1021;, Duke of Bavaria in 1027, Duke of

Swabia ami Burgundy in 1<>:<7. Buoeeeded Ins father
as emperor in 1039, and died in 1056, H.. who
WM possessed of natural abilities, which hail been
cultivated as far as tin- age permitted, was one of

the most energetic ami .-tii.-i.-nt rulers of Germany.
By his vigour he maintained his ascendency not-

withstanding the encroachments of the church and
the subordination of the princes of the empire.
Having summoned a council at Sutri in 1046,
he availed himself of the influence which he had
acquired in Italy, by his judicious reconciliation of

antagonist parties, to secure the recognition of a
new pope, Clement II., ami thus brought to an end
the scandalous dissensions which were disturbing
Christianity through the intrigues of three rival

Evnes, Benedict IX, Sylvester III., ami Gregory IV.

y his energetic maintenance of the integrity of the
empire, he gained opportunities of adding new terri-

tories to the imp-rial states, for having retaliated

on the Duke of Bohemia for the hostilities which he
had carried on against the Poles during the intestine
disorders of Poland, his decisive sim « c.nu-

pelle.l the Bohemian duke to acknowledge himself
vassal of the empire; while II. 's campaign against
Hungary had a similar result, terminating in 1017

in tin- recognition of the supreme power of the
emperor over the kings of Hungary. He also secured
powerful vassals in Italy, in the Norman conquerors
of Apulia and Calabria.

II devoted tin- short intervals of peace which he
enjoyed to the eradication of numerous abuses in

tlm church, but his schemes of ecclesiastical reform
v frustrated by Hildcbrand. afterwards

Gregory VII. (q. v.); and' on the sudden death of

H., who is supposed to have been poisoned, the
papa] ehair was found to have already entered
uisin decisive measures for its emancipation from
imperial influence. H. distinguished himself as

the zealous promoter of learning and the arts,

lusic. He also founded numerous mon-
ils, over which he placed learned monks

of Brittany, ami built several churches, and the
cathedrals of Worms, Mayence, and Spires, in the
last of which he was interred.

II in i:v IV., Emperor of Germany, the son and
successor of the former, was burn in 1050, elected
king of the Hermans in 1(154, during the lifetime of

his father, crowned emperor 1084, ami died 1106.

As he wra only five years old at the death of Ins

father, the regency was. in accordance with the
Wishes of tile latter, C"lltidcil to tllC child's mother,
Agnes of Poitiers. II. 's perpetual quarrels with
the Saxon princes and peers occupied his best
years, and were the principal cause of the subse-
quent troubles and mortifications which have given
a memorable interest to his history. Unhappily
for bun, he was indl I in 1074, after having
offered defeat and various insults at the hands
ot his Saxou vassals, to ap|K-al to the pope for

his intervention; and Gregory VII.. who was only
too happy to have an opportunity of interfering in
the matter, despatched plenipotentiaries to settle
the differences in Saxony, and availing himself of
the occasion to prosecute his own plans, commanded
the king to abstain from the sale and granting of

benefices while this quarrel was pending; Before
tins,, directions reached Germany, II. had, however,
settled his own affairs by defeating the Saxon insur-

gents, in a great battle' at Hohcnburg, taken their
princes captive, and rebuilt all the strongholds
which they had dismantled; while his councillors
had prosecuted a vigorous business in the inter-

dicted sale of benefices, 11. not only approved their
conduct, but responded to the popes remonstrances
on the subject, and his summons for his appearance
at Koine, by declaring, through an assembly of

German bishops and abbots, which met at Worms
in 1(176, that the pontiff was deposed, Gregory VII.
retaliated by excommunicating and di

|

and absolving bis subjects from all future obedience
towards him. The king at first made light of the
sentence, but wlien he found his vassals and
princes gradually falling away from their alle-

giance, while the electors held a diet in which they
declared that unless the ban were removed within
a twelvemonth, they would deprive him of the
crown, lie submitted ; and accompanied only by his

faithful consort and their eldest s.ui. he hastened,
under grievous difficulties, in midwinter, to Italy,

where be sought the pope. For three days in

January 1 < iTT. II. , barefooted, and clothed only
in the haircloth shirt of a penitent, was com-
pelled to stand without the castle gates of Cannssa,
exposed to the inclemency of the weather, before

the pontiff consented to remove the ban of excom-
munication.

After this event, H.'s courage and resentment
speedily revived; and having found adherents among
the Lombards, be began a conflict against the
papal power, chieHy in regard to the right of

investiture, in which he was generally sue •ssi'iil.

Gregory again excommunicated II., who, as usual,

retaliated by electing a new pope, Clement III.

Hastening over the Alps, he laid siege to Koine.

Gregory took refuge in the castle of St Atigelo,

and H. caused himself to be crowned emperor
by the anti-pope; but rinding that Hermann of

Luxemburg had, during his absence, been elected

king of Germany, he hastily left Koine to regain

his lost power. For the third time II. crossed
the Alps in 1000, and he had already succeeded in

raising the fortunes of his friend, Clement III.,

taken Mantua, and gained many victories over the

GuelpUo princes and their favourite pope, Urban
II., uhen lie suddenly learned that his son Conrad
had joined his enemies, and been crowned king at

Mm/a. H.'s despair on hearing of these acts of

rebellion nearly unsettled his reason, and having
retired to one of his Lombard castles, hi

for several years in seclusion ; but at length rousing

himself from his lethargy, he returned in I09G to

Germany, when- the princes and people now Wed
with on.- another to anew him their sympathy and
good-will. By bis own request, his second son,

Henry, was elected king of the Germans, and his

in the empire Tins prince, however,
•n induced to rise against his father by

1'ope Pascal II., took him prisoner, and forcibly

compelled him to abdicate. The emperor escaped
from his prison, and found friends and safety

at l.i.-ge, where he died, August 7, HOB, while
preparing another army to continue t

!;

See, for the lives of Hinry 111. and IV., A.lamus
I'.i.-neiis s, lh,i.,rui />. /..././,';',. 1 , Si,ii,.,i,di, //ii'i.in

Republic*; ami Eurujir during (Jit Middle A gee

liavm
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j "ora. mm . but tue cap^^g or Bremen, and the stormineHEXRY, surnamed The Navigator, a famous ^Ohienbnrg by H. paralysed its desi ms. About
Portuguese prince, the fourth son of John L king

tlus tlme he separated from his first wffe andM Portugal, was born at Oporto in 1394, and first
mam«' Matilda, daughter of Henrv II. of En -land,

distinguished himself at the conquest of Ceuta in !°°° afte
F
whi^ eTent he undertook an expedition

1415. Alter the death of his father, he took up his ^fstme. Dann; his absence, his enemi« were
residence at the town of Sagres, in Algarve, not far

not
, "?? -nd even the Emperor Frederick displaved

from Cape St Vincent
; and while prosecuting the

a declde'-1 ""^nt of good faith, conduct which "H.war against tie Moore of Africa, his sailors reached '

Bome tune after his return, shewed he had not for'
parts of the ocean which the navigation of the ?°t

1

t*n
' - <l

ultting the imperial armv during an
time had long supposed to I* inaccessible. The '

,

ltallan campaign, and thereby causing Frederick to
grand ambition ot H. was the discovery of unknown

!

l05e the "a"le <» Legnano, and forcing him to con-
regions of the world. At Sagres he erected an ' F™?6 a disadvantageous treaty. The emperor was
observatory, to which he attached a school for the

mdj?nant, and at the diet of Spires, in 1 ITS spoke
instruction of youthful scions of the nobility in the TjJSW against the duke. The numerous enemies
sciences necessary to navigation. Subsequently, he

ot the ^tter aSam combined against him • he was
despatched some of bis pupils on vovages of" dis-

s^mm^ed to api>ear at three different <hV= and
covery, which resulted at last in the discovery of 5r?Y& ^

vas
. P™ ^ei the ban of the empire,

the Madeira Islands in 141S. H's thoughts were P7 HS2 his lortunes were at so low an ebb thatnow directed towards the auriferous coasts of Guinea, , £% was
,

forced to ask mercy of the emperor at
oi which he had heard from the Moors ; and in 1433 I

î rhlrt
{_ .
bu* ^ tuat he could get was permission to

one of his mariners sailed round Cape Sun, until
reta11

? ^ hereditary territories of Brunswick and
then regarded as the furthest point of the earth, ]

J-Une°?fg>.and even this was on the condition of
and took possession of the coasts as far south as i

Jus 8°mp lnto ex"Je for three years. H.. in conse-
Cape Bojador. Next year, H sent out a larger ship ?"ence- hetook himself with his famflv to England,
which reached a point 120 miles beyond Cape

ba* 7*™"*! to Brunswick in 1 1 84, where he'iived
Bojador; and at last, in 1440, Cape Blanco was '<

l
metly

",

,

°,n *he ^parture of Frederick for Pales-
reached. Up to this period, H. had borne all the

I
?nim

,

nS *-.H- wai »S™> necessitated to vithdraw
expense oi these voyages himself; henceforth, self- :

"^ngland, but returned in 11S9. and after a years
supporting societies were formed under his patron- J?

nnng. .a peace was concluded between him and
age and guidance, and what had formerly been the •

h"*.enemies, by which a portion of his former terri-
atfarr of a single individual, now became the passion

i

™n
,

€
?^ restored to him. He died at Brunswick

of a whole nation. But H. did not slack personally PVJ *? ,? was a brave and generous prince, of
in his efforts. In 1446, his captain, Suno Tristan,

mdetatigable activity, but obstinate and passionate.
doubled Cape Verd in Senegambia, and in 144S /" natjaised hmi above the princes of his time was
Gonzalez Vallo discovered three of the Azores. H ?

fforts to advance the commerce, industry and
died m 1463, after he had the satisfaction of learn- '

conuort of his people, and to foster literature' and
lngthat his mariners had reached as far south as

5
£lenee- ,

Compare Bottigers Heinridi der Lowe
Sierra Leone. See WappSus. Untersuchunqen &*r j

Uerzo
"J der &<d>*n und Btuern (Hannov. 1S19).

HEXRY, surnamed The Lios, Duke of Saxony
I
}
m~ Ha™= qualified himself for the ministry!

is the most notabk German prince of the 12a '

be
f
an to Preach in Jnne 1686. and in 16^7 was

century. He was the son of Henry the Proud,
! ^Av ^ P38101" of a congregation of dissenters

and was born in 1129. When only" ten years of £ Chester where he continued for 25 years. In
age, he lost his father by poison, and for the next • \' ~ he removed to a charge at "Hackney
seven years, his mother." Gertrude, and his "rani-

near Lo"d°n, having refused two previous invita-
mother. Eichenza, ruled his paternal dr.minious.

n:'ns
,

rrom tne ^^ congregation. He died of
while his uncle, Welf (Gueifl, administered th<>

al'° ;
.

lex?'- Jace 22, 1714, while on his return from
hereditary fiefs of Bavaria. In 1146, Henrv himself '

a V8* to .^ old friends at Chester. He was
took the reins of government and at the diet

r_:jried. and had a large family by bis
Frankfurt, in the following year, he demanded of

'"

'

'' : '" His principal work is an Ex}K»iion of
the Em)»eror Conrad the restoration of the whole l*e olJ and A e!r Te.<iam?nt. in 5 vols, folio. 1710
duchy ofjiavaria. which had been wrested from his

commenc«l m Noyember 1704. and has been often
reprinted. He b'ved to finish only the Acts of the
Apostles. The remainder was completed by various
ministers, whose names are given in some of the
editions. His nrst publication, entitled A DUtounx
amca-mng t/,e JS .dure of S&ism, 34 pases duodecimo,
appeared anonymously in 16S9. He" was also the
author oi a biographical sketch of his father, 1696 -

A Scripture Catahum, 1702, Svo ; CmmmaueauCt
Companion, 1704, Svo; Dvcoursv anain* Vice and
Immoraldy 1705; A JleiJ.od of Prauer, 1710, Svo ;

..'".'-'' KB***; numerous sermons; and some
reiigious tracts. His miscellaneous works were
republished at London in 1830, 8vo.

HENRY, Patrick, an eminent .American orator,

h£% .if C!
H: ' ----icia. in 1736.hbfeherVfis a native of Scotland, and a nephew

of Robertson, the celebrated historian. In early

Bavaria, which had been wres:-
father. This was refused, and Henrv at once, in
concert with his uncle, had recourse "to arms : but
his efforts were crushed by the energetic measures of
Conrad. After the death" of this emperor, however,
Bavaria was given up to him by his cousin, the
Km] .- r Frederick L His possessions now extended
fruui the Xorth Sea and the Baltic -

of the Adriatic. Eastphalia and Westphalia, with
Engern, and the old duchy of Saxony from the
Rhine to the Elbe, acknowledged his" authority.
The greater part of Bavaria belonged to him as "a
hereditary fief, while his Italian Vassals in the
Gueltic dominions beyond the Alps took the oath
of allegiance to him in 1157. In 1166. under
the direction of Hartwig. Archbishop of Bremen
a league, comprising the bishops of Magdeburg,
Halberstadt, and Hildesheim, and the markgrais



HENRY-HEITAOON.

life, H. was passionately ad Hctc.l to angling ami
boating, an.l seemed too indolent to apply himself

: -ill ir <H' ( 'ii|>ati»ii. He- managed, however,
to pick up a l: 1 deal of general information, and
li. seemed to possess l.y intuition a profound know-
ledge ..i human nature in ill its various phases.

Having failed successively in 'store-keeping' and
in fanning, he at length was induced to try the

• law. For a Eew yean
than Ins Eat r oocu-

pations ha.l done, but bavin.; 1 n employed in

17-""i to plead tin- cause of the people against an
unpopular tax, liis peculiar talent seamed suddenly

tself; his eloquence, untaught except by
the inspiration of native genius, tlirilli'il tin ;ui.l. ,

and bud it in r;ipt attention more than two hours.

From that moment to the present day he has been
universally regarded as the greatest of Aiueriean

Orators. Se was a zealous patriot in the war of

the revolution, and was one 01 the most prominent
and influential members of the Virginia legislature,

when that state was deliberating whether or not
to join Massachusetts in forcibly resisting the

arbitrary policy of the home-government. H. was
a delegate to the first general Congress, which
met at Philadelphia in September 1774, and his

voice was the first to break the silence of that
assembly. His eloquence on that occasion is said to
have astonished all his hearers. In 1770. he was
elected governor of Virginia, and in 1 78ti he was
chosen s member of the convention to revise the
Federal Constitution. He died in 1799,

HKXHY, Robert, D.D., a Scotch historian and
divine, was born at St Ninians, in Stirlingshire,
February 18, 1718. He studied at the university
of Edinburgh \ and from 1768 till his death in L790,
was one of the ministers of the Established Church
in that city. H.s History o/ Great Britain on a J\'eu<

Bret volume Of which was published in

1771, and the sixth in 1793, after his death—is a
performance, and the 'new plan' on

which it prof.-sses to be written— viz., that of

the Bocial aspects of successive periods,
and thus tracing the progress of civilisation in

Great Britain was unquestionably an improvement
on anything that had been done before; but the
work has no pretensions to critical

aocuraov, and consequently is now of
bttle value.

HKNl'.V. William, F.II.s., an eminent chemist,
was born in 1774 in Manchester, and died in 1836
at Pendlebury near that city. After studying
medicine in the Manchester Infirmary, under the

gaidsni f Mrs Percival and Ferriar, H. attended
of Black, Oregon-, lev., in Edinburgh,

in the session 1795—1796. After an interval of
several years, in which he was chiefly engaged

'• uding a chemical business which had
been cstal.lr-hcd by his father, he returned to

Edinburgh in 1805, and received thi

Doctor of Medicine from that university m 1807.
From that time till shortly In-fore his death, he
devoted himself to the allied subjects of chemistry
and medicine. He was the author of nine papers
in the 1'hiltuaifihietd Trrnimct'imx (chiefly on the
chemistry of the gases) ; and his Element* of /.>/<-

riiinnlttl fh*m,sir
:i,

in two volumes, which was
published in 1799, reached an eleventh edition in

18L".», an almost unparalleled sin ss for a purely
dentine work. H, like Dr Wolla.-ton, made the
results of science, obtained by the most original and
difficult researches, the foundation of a splendid
fortune, and few pereoni have contributed more
effectual 1 )- by the application of their discoveries t"

the promotion of the arts and manufactures. The

Memoirs of the Manchester Society are chiefly

indebted to him and to Dalton for their high
scientific character.

HE'PAR (Or. hepar, the liver) is the name
given by the older chemists to various c pounds
of sulphur, from their brown, liver like colour; of

these, //r/«tr meipAuric, which is in reality a mix-
ture of tersulphide of potassium and some oxysalta
of potash, is the best known.

—

Hepatic, belonging
to the liver; as, hepatic artery, vein, duct. Ac—
ilKiAiiiA. This term has been given by writers
on materia medico to medicines winch affect the
liver and its appendages. The hepatiea may bo
employed (I) to modify the secretion of bile; (2)
to remove [lain of the liver or gall-bladder, or pain
and spasm of the gall-ducts;' or (.

-

i) to relieve

enlargements and other affections of the liver.

II BPA'TIO-ai. or LIVERWORTS, a natural order
of cryptogamous plants, included among mosses by
the older botanists. They have
generally a leafy stem ;" more
rarely they are expanded into

a leaf-like 'form. The reproduc-
tive organs are of two kinds,

antheridia and pistUMdia, as in

mosses; the spore-cas.-s (cap-

sules, matured pistillidia) have
no operculum; open when ripe

by 4—8 valves, more rarely by
teeth ; and generally contain,
along with the spo'ros, spiral

filaments called elatem. Each
elater consists of two spiral

fibres, which, whilst the spore-
ease is unbroken, remain coiled

up together within an oval cell;

but when, by the breaking of

the mature spore-ease, the outer
pressure is removed, their elas-

ticity bursts their cells, and as

they suddenly extend them-
selves, they aid in the disper-

sion ,.f the spores. The II. are
found in situations generally
similar to those of mosses; anil

are widely distributed over the
globe

; but the greater number
Belong tO warm climates, where
th.-y often grow on the bark,

and even on the leaves of trees.

Some botanists divide EL into
tin u.lcrs, Jiiiii/. niiiiniiiiii_i.tr,

Mitiflfiniitttrtv, and Ricciacea.

HEPATITIS [Or hepar, the Elater and Spores of
liver), inflammation ol the liver. j] :i! ,

Hepatitis is a rare disease in a, cluter; t, morea,
temperate latitudes, and in

tropical climates is often so acute and
i admit but little ol lii a]

It is indicated by pain in the right de md
shoulder, tenderness on pressure in the right hypo-

e Abdomen), with enlar-.

Bvi > a di beet d bj the hand and i>,

often vomiting, always fever, with more or less loss

there is Jaundice (a, v.), The disease sometimes
ends in abscesses, which may require to
Eternally. The treatment is com], 1

,

annot be ventured upon without
,nce. The other disease- of the liver will be treated
of under Liver, Diseases of.

III'I'll.KSTrs. See Vulcan.
HETTAGON, a plan.- figure of s ,-, „ sides and

.
when the sides and anc|,s are equal,

the figure is a regular heptagon. Geometers Bava
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hitherto failed to discover a method of inscribing

tbe heptagon in, or of circumscribing it about a

circle, and the problem is believed by many to be,

like ' the trisection of an angle,' impossible of

solution by the ancient geometry.

HE'PTARCHY, The, is the name given to

.ieven kingdoms said to have been established by
the Saxons in England. See Anglo-Saxons. The
common idea is, that these seven kingdoms were
contemporaneous ; but all that can he safely asserted

is, that England, in the time of the Saxons, was
peopled by various tribes, of which the leading

occupation was war ; and that sometimes one was
conquered, sometimes another. At no time was
there a counterpoise of power among seven of them,

so that they could be said to have a separate,

much less an independent existence. Still, seven

names do survive (some authorities adding an

eighth). The king of the one that had the for-

tune to be most powerful for the time being, was
styled Bretwalda or ruler of Britain, but in most
instances the power of this supposed ruler beyond,

the limits of his own territory must have been very

small. Under Egbert, Wessex rose to be supreme,

and virtually swallowed up the others. The foil >w ing

is a brief account of the seven kingdoms commonly
Baid to have formed the Heptarchy :

1. Kent, after the battle of Creccanford, in which
4000 Britons were slain, was abandoned by the

Britons, and became the kingdom of their con-

querors, a band of Jutes, who had come in 440 a.d.

to serve Vortigern, king of the Picts, as mercenaries,

under the leadership of Hengist and Horsa, who
were little other than pirates. Hengist became
idng of Kent, and his son Eric or Aesc succeeded

him, and from him his descendants, the kings of

Kent, were called Aescingas. In 796, Kent was con-

quered by Cenwulf, king" of Mercia; and about 823

both were conquered by Egbert, king of Wessex,

who appointed, his son Ethelwulf king of Kent,

which hereafter, though separate in name, was
really subordinate to Wessex.

2. Sussex, partially conquered about 477, and
wholly, before 491, by Ella the Saxon, who was the

first bretwalda of Britain. Sussex submitted to

Egbert of Wessex in S2S, and his son Athelstane

governed it under him.

3. Wessex, though fluctuating in extent, as all

the kingdoms did, included Surrey, Hants, the Isle

of Wight, Berks, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset. Devon,
and part of Cornwall. It was founded about 494

by Cerdic and Cyuric his son, ' Ealdormen ' or

leaders of the ' old Saxons.' King Egbert, who
returned from a flight to Gaul in 800, and ruled

from that year till his death in 836, was, as a
conqueror, the most successful of all these Saxon
kings. When he died, his dominions were divided

between his sons, Ethelwulf and Athelstane, the

fonuer taking Wessex Proper, and the latter Kent,

Essex, Sussex, and Surrey. Another Athelstane,

who succeeded in 925 to Mercia and Wessex, con-

quered Exeter, and assumed Northumbria, exacted

tribute from the Welsh, and some formal submission

from the Britons of the west, as well as the Danes
and Scots. He appears occasionally to have held

witenagemotes or Saxon parliaments of subordi-

nate chiefs (subreguli), and at one of these, Constan-

tine, king of Scotland, appeared as a suhreguhis.

But Athelstane and his successors, as well as his

predecessor, Alfred the Great, belong to the history

of England, as indeed do all the Saxon states and
kings after Egbert.

4. Essex, which comprised also Middlesex, if ever

independent, was so about 530 A. D. ; but early

in the 7th c. it became subject to Mercia, and fell

with it to Wessex in 823. This state and Sussex
820

and Wessex were founded by the old Saxons ; the
remaining three by the Angles who came from
Holstein, and gave their name to England.

5. Northumbria consisted of Bernicia and Deira,

which were at first separate and independent states.

The former comprised Northumberland and all

Scotland south of the Forth, and was founded by
Ida about 560. The latter comprised Cumberland,
Durham, York, and Lancaster, and was founded by
Ella the Angle about the same date. These two
were united about 055, and as Northumbria, they
submitted to Egbert in 829.

6. East Anglia, comprising Norfolk, Suffolk, and
Cambridge, was founded about 571 by Uffa, and
from him its kings were named Uflingas. In 883, it

was conquered by the Danes, and was only restored

to Saxon rule by Athelstane in 925.

7. Mercia included the counties in the centre of

the kingdom, and is said to have been founded
by Crida or Creoda in 585. Three-quarters of a
century later, it was conquered for a time by
Northumbria, but it recovered its independence, and
retained it until Egbert subdued it. Canute the

Dane had it and Northumbria ceded to him in 1016,

just before Edmund Ironside's death allowed him to

become king of England, and the Danes to obtain

the ascendency over the Saxons, for which they
had been striving, at intervals, for five generations.

Compare Palgrave's /.'<>/ and Progress of live English

Commonwealth (2 vols. Lond. 1832).

HERA. See Juno.

HERACLEI'A, an ancient city of Magna Gracia,
situated on the right bank of the Aciris (the modern
Agri), about three miles above the mouth of that

river in the Gulf of Tarentum. It was founded
about 432 B.C., and although under the Romans
it became a prosperous, important, and refined

city, it never acquired any historical prominence.

When it fell into decay, is not known, but at the
present day little more remains to mark its site

than heaps of rubbish. In the neighbourhood,
besides a large number of coins, ranking among
the very finest relics of antiquity, there have been
discovered certain bronze tables, known as the

Tabula Heracleenses, containing a copy of the Lex
Julia Municipalis (45 B. c), and forming one of the

principal authorities for a knowledge of the muni-
cipal law of ancient Italy. This inscription has
been published by Muratori, Savigny, and others.

HERACLEI'D^E. This term means, in its widest

sense, all 'the descendants of Heracles' (Hercules),

of whatever time, and in whatever district of Greece,

but is specially applied to those adventurers who,
founding their claims on their supposed descent

from the great hero (to whom Zeus had promised

a portion of the land), joined the Dorians in the

conquest of the Peloponnesus. There were five

different expeditions, the last and greatest occurring

eighty years after the Trojan war. The leaders of

this last were Temenus, Cresphontes, and Aristo-

demus, sons of Aristomaclms. They defeated Tisa-

menus, son of Orestes, and grandson of Agamemnon,
and thus gained possession of Argos, Sparta, and
Mycena;. The other parts of the country quickly
submitted to them, and they then proceeded to

divide the spoil. Argos fell to Temenus ; Lacedamion
toProcles and Eurystheus, the sons of Aristodemus

;

and Messenia to Cresphontes. This story of the
return of the Heraclidaj touches on the historical

period, and though there is much of fable and
tradition, yet there seems to be also a large sub-

stratum of truth in the records.—See Muller's

Dorians, Thirlwall's and Grote's Greece.

HERACfiEI'TUS, a Greek philosopher, was born
at Ephesus, in Asia Minor, and flourished about 500
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B.C. He is said to Lave travelled much, and to

have been »ery sorrowfully imporeesed with the weak-
nesses of his fellow-creat s. whence, according to

old traditions, he obtained the nickname of the
'weeping philosopher,' in contrast to Democritus,
' the laughing philosopher.' He died at the age of

80, The reStllt el 11. 's IV-earehe, all. I In.-

was a work on the nature of things, said to have
been entitled Peri PhyitSt (On Nature). Such
fragments of it as remain were collected and

ited by Selileierniaeher in Wolf and Butt-

maun - ; » (vol. i.

pert 3, Berlin, 1805). Prom these, it appears that

lie considered lire to be the first principle of all

phenomena, and the original suhstaiii it "I

which they have all 1 n \ I \ • I II. a as neither
i very original nor a very eoherent thinker, and his

speculations deserve little attention.

BEB \ I LITIS, a Byzantine emperor (CIO—C41),
of splendid hut fitful genius, was descended (Von, a

line oi I, i.ne aneestors, and was horn in Oappadocia
D. His father, also ua I I l.a a. !iu

was exarch
H.'s youth we know almost nothing; bat when
upwards of thirty, he took part in a conspiracy
(which proved sueeessful) against the emperor
l'hocas, whose horrible cruelties had made him
universally detested. In 610, H., at the head of a
Beet, appeared at Constantinople: the citizens rose

in rebellion. lid, and H. sale.ted

emperor in his stead. His fellow-conspirators were
richly rewarded. The condition of the Byzantine
empire at this time was deplorable. Factious within

and the barbarians without had almost reduced it

to ruin, so that years elapsed before H. could put
forth any vigorous efforts for its reorganisation.

His most powerful enemies in the north were the
Avari, who. in 010, plundered the country to the

ol Constantinople, nearly captured H.
hinuelf, and are said to have carried with them to

their homes beyond the Danube oil 1,1 II II) prisoners.

The whole western empire had by tins time been
sei/ed by the Slaves, Lombards, Visigoths, and other

: by far the most alarming con, pests
made in the Fast by the Persian king,

i Ihosroes II. In 615, Sarbar, the Pi

stormed and plundered Jerusalem. The same fate

befell Alexandria in the following year, after which
all Egypt yielded to the victorious Sarbar, who pene-

i,ia. By stopping the export
of corn from Egypt to Constantinople, he likewise

i ne in the latter city. In the
same year (616), tin I

'

i mil captured
Chalcedon, opposite Coi II. at first

tried to negotiate with his enemies, hut flushed
with their triumphs, they refused, and even put his

ambassadors to death. Probably, the emperor, who
Was now laying his plans for taking B

revenge on the Persians, was not greatly displeased

at their refusal. Having, after a B
labjrious discipline, organised an aim.
of (ireeks and barbarians, he, in 622
hit troops at the Bosporus, and sailed for Cilieia.

[laving landed, he encamped in the p]

c implet sly routed a Persian army
against him, and forced his way through tie- passes
of the Taurus and Anti-Taurus, into the province
of 1'ontus, where his soldiers wintered, fn624, he

mquered several ol I lie Po o

o ii, tries, and reached the Caspian Sea.

Here he formed an alliance with the khan of the

Chazars, who ruled over the sterile regions north
,-us, as far as the river Oral By the

id other barbarian
.

Media, and earn, ,1 Ins aims as far south as Ispahan.
Before go,,,/, into « int> ' -ipiartors, he again utterly

88

dj oi the Persians, commanded
himself In 625, II. descended from

the Caucasus into Mesopotamia, and thi w
into Cilieia, where a sanguinary engagement took

place between bun and .Nil-bar; the Persians wer<
n.iited with immense slaughter, and Sarbar Bed to
Persia. I luring the next two years (626 628), the
"lory of II. culminated. He caul"! the war into

the heart of the Persian empire, and in I mbcr
627, cut to pieces the forces of Ethazatee, the Persian
general, near the junction of the Little Zab and tin-

Tigris. An immense booty fell into the hands oi

the victors. A few days after, H. took Artemita
I, till l\ oil! it, residence ol I in, .,

and here the Arable historians exhaust hyperbole
in attempting to state the enormous treasure which
the Byzantine emperor captured. Chosroe's fled

into the interior of Persia, and was soon afterwards
sei.e.l, imprisoned, and starved to death by orders
of Ins son and successor Shoes, who was glad to

conclude a peace with EL, by which the Persians
gave up all their former conquests. The fa] I 11.

now spread over the whole world, and ambassadors
came to him from the remotest kingdoms of the Fast
and West

; but a new and terrible enemy suddenly
arose in the South. The Arabs, filled with the
ardour of a new and fierce faith, had just set out on
their career of sanguinary proselytism. The war
begun during the life of the Prophet himself, was
continued l> his successors, Abubekr and Omar. II.

no I 'aiiiaii, l,d the Byzantine forces himself,
but wasted his days in his palace at Constantinople,

partly in sensual pleasures, and partly in wretched
theological disputations. His mighty energies were
quite relaxed; and before the close of his life,

•Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia, and Egypt were in

the hands of the califs. H. died in 641.'

HE'RALD (derivation uncertain), an officer whose
duty consists in the regulation of armorial bearings,
the marshalling of processions, and the superintend-
ence of public ceremonies. In the middle ages,

heralds were highly honoured, and ,u joyed important
privileges; their functions also included tie- bear-

ing of messages, whether of courtesy or defiance,
between royal or knightly personages'; the superin-

tending and registering of trials by battle, tourna-
ments, jousts, and all ehivalne exercises; the com-
putation of the slain after battle ; and the recording
of the valiant acts of the falling or surviving combat-
ants. The office of herald is probably as old as the.

origin of coat-armoiir. The principal heraldic officers

are designed kings-of-arms or sings-at-anns, and
the novitiates or learners are styled pursuivants,
Heralds were originally created with much cere-

mony; they are now appointed by the Karl Marshal
in England, and by the Lyon Kmg-of-Arms in

Scotland. There are now in England three kings-

at-arms, named by their olliees Carter, Clarencieux,
andNorroy ; six heralds Someisrt.l 'hester, Windsor,
Kiehlnolld, Lancaster, and \ ork ; and four pursui.
vants, called Kongo Drag Portcullis, Blue Mantle.
and Rouge Croix The heralds have no official

connection with the districts from which they take
their titles, and there have been at different periods
other heralds, whose titles are now lai'l aside ;

heralds extraordinary have also sometimes b, , n

created, as Edmonson, by the title of Mowbray, in

lTlib In Scotland, the principal heraldic . .Hi .
.

• n
the Lyon King-at-arms ; and there are the] lids

Snowdoun, Albany, Boss, Rothesay, Marchmont,
and Hay; and five pursuivants Lincoln. I

kiutvie, Onnond, and Bute, Inland haaoui
at-arms, Ulster: two heralds, fork and Dublin;
and tw,, pursuivants, of whom the senior bears
the title of Athlone, and the other is called tho

uivaut of St Patrick.
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The official costume of a herald consists of an

embroidered satin tabard or surcoat of the royal

arms, and a collar of SS. See King-at-arms,

Pursuivant, Heralds' College.

HE'RALDRY is properly the knowledge of the

whole multifarious duties devolving on a herald

(see Herald) ; in the more restricted sense, in

which we shall here consider it, it is the science of

armorial bearings. After occupying for ages the

attention of the learned, aud forming an important

branch of a princely education, the study of heraldry

fell, in later times, into neglect and disrepute, and

was abandoned to coach-painters and undertakers, a

degradation owing in part to the endless tissue of

follies and mystifications that had been interwoven

with it. Modern criticism has rescued heraldry

from the pedantries and follies of the heralds, and

imparted to it a new interest, as a valuable aid to

historical investigations.

Though we have instances in remote times of

nations'and individuals distinguishing themselves

by particular emblems or ensigns, nothing that can 1

properly be called armorial bearings existed before

the middle of the 12th century. The shields of the

French knights in the first crusade presented a

plain face of polished metal, nor is there any

evidence of heraldic devices having been in use in

the second crusade in 1147. But the Anglo-Norman

poet Wace, who flourished in the latter part of the

12th c, mentions devices or cognizances as being in

use among the Normans, 'that no Norman might

perish by the hand of another, nor one Frenchman
kill another;' and Wace is curiously corroborated

by the Eayeux tapestry of the 12th c, where there

are fiorures of animals on the shields of the invaders,

while the Saxon shields have only borders or crosses.

The rude devices on these shields have nothing

approaching to an armorial form or disposition, yet

it is probable that systematic heraldry sprang out

of them, but it is difficult to say when they assumed

that hereditary character which is essential to the

idea of armorial bearings. Some sort of armorial

insignia were depicted on the shields used in the

third crusade, which took place in 1189 ; and in the

same half century originated the fleurs-de-lis of

France and the lions of England. The transmission

of arms from father to son seems to have been fully

recognised in the 13th c, and in the practice then

introduced of embroidering the family insignia on

the surcoat worn over the hauberk or coat of mail,

originated the expression coat of arms. Arms were

similarly embroidered on the jupon, cyclas, and

tabard, which succeeded the surcoat, a practice

which survived till the time of Heury VIII., when
the tabard came to be entirely disused except by

heralds, who still continue to wear on their tabards

the royal arms.

It was by slow degrees that the usage of arms

grew up into the systematised form which it assumes

in the works of the established writers on heraldry.

The principal existing data for tracing its progress

are English rolls of arms yet extant of the tunes

of Henry III, Edward I., aud Edward III. The
earliest formal treatises date no further back than

the end of the 14th c., before which time the whole

historical part of the subject had been obscured by

a tissue of gratuitous fictions, which has misled

most subsequent writers up to a very recent period.

The professors ot the science represent the heraldry

of the 10th and 11th centuries as equally sharply

defined with that of the loth and 16th. The anus

of William the Conqueror aud his sons arc described

with all their differences ; arms are ascribed to the

Saxon kiuu'S of England, to Charlemagne,- and even

to half-mythical persons and heroes of classical

times. It is rather surprising to find this fictitious
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heraldry understood and systematised early in the

14th century. The arms traditionally considered to

be those of Edward the Confessor were sculptured

in Westminster Abbey in the reign of Edward II.

In the infancy of heraldry, every knight assumed
what arms he pleased, without consulting sove-

reign or king-at-arms. Animals, plants, imaginary

monsters, things artificial, and objects familiar to

pilgrims, were all fixed on; and whenever it was
possible, the object chosen was one whottj name bore

sufficient resemblance in sound to sir.gest the name
or title of the bearer of it. There is reason to believe

that early arms were generally armes parlantet,

though the allusion has in many cases ceased

to be intelligible from the old name of the object

being forgotten. The charge fixed on was used with

great latitude, singly or repeated, or in any way
which the bearer chose, or the form of his shield

suggested. But as coats of arms became more nume-
rous, confusion often arose from different knights

adopting the same symbol; and this confusion was
increase,! l,y a practice which crept in of sovereigns

or feudal chiefs allowing their arms, or part of them,

to be borne as a mark of honour by their favourite

followers in battle. Hence different coats of arms

came in many instances so closely to resemble each

other, that it was imperative, for distinction's sake,

that the fancy of the bearer should be restrained,

and regulations laid down regarding the number and

position of the charges, and the attitudes of the

animals represented. This necessity led, in the

course of time, to the systematising of heraldry, a

process which the rolls alluded to shew us was going

on ".radually throughout the 13th and 14th centuries.

By'the time that "heraldry was consolidated into a

science, its true origin had been lost sight of, and
the credulity aud fertility of imagination of the

heralds led them to invest the most common charges

with mystical meanings, and to trace their original

adoption to the desire of commemorating the adven-

tures or achievements of the founders of the families

who bore them. The legends ascribing an origin

of this sort to the early armorial bearings have, in

nearly all instances where it has been possible to

investigate them, turned out to be fabrications. It

was only when heraldry began to assume the dignity

of a science, that augmentations of a commemorative

character were granted, one of the earliest known
instances being the heart added to the coat of

Douglas on his carrying the heart of Robert the

Bruce to Palestine. After the science became
thoroughly systematised, augmentations and new
coats were often granted with a reference to the

supposed symbolical meanings of the charges.

In England, the assumption of arms by private

persons was first restrained by a proclamation of

Henry V., which prohibited every one who had not

borne' arms at Agincourt to assume them, except

in virtue of inheritance or a grant from the crown.

To enforce the observance of this ride, heralds'

visitations or processions through the counties were

instituted, and continued from time to time till

the reign of William and Mary. See Visitation

or Arms.
Jurisdiction in questions of arms is executed by

the Heralds' College in England, the Lyon Court

in Scotland, and the College of Arms in Ireland.

No one within the United Kingdom is entitled to

bear arms without a hereditary claim by descent, or

a grant from the competent authority ; and the

wrongful assumption of arms is an act for which

the assumer may be subjected to penalties. See

Heralds' College, and Lyon Court. The use

of arms, whether rightfully or wrongfully, subjects

the bearer of them to an annual tax. It is illegal

to use without authority not only a coat of arms,



but even a crest Any figure or de.
a heraldic wreath is... \\ i i u i: is considered a

crest in ipiestions with the Heralds' Coll

Court, as well as in questions with the Comuris-
i eland Revenue. It shews how deeply
for outward distinction is implanted in

human nature, when we find people
i nited States, where all differences of

rank are tlu-nn-t i.-illv lepudiatcd, assuming lnr;il<lio

i. li man at his own hand.

urn-, an. I hcral.i

Bed .inns, 111 i bear them,
Mowing ten leads : ]. Arms of dominion;

the anus borne bj sovereigns as annexed to tlicir
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5, Aim- ni pal inn-

age : added liy governors ..: provinces, I.n-.ls of the

manor, patrons of benefices, tc., to their family
arms, as a token of superiority, right, or jurisdiction.

rod with the

family arms by those who inherit li.fs or manors,
either by will, 'entail, or donation. Thus, the Dnkea
of Athoie. as having been lords of the Isle of Man.

• hat island, and
i he lordship of Lorn.

ill; nice, taken ii|i !>\

to -h.W til.

i blood, to fulfil the will of a
I family may adopt a stranger

; and i"i ess his estate.

ily be borne with permission
of a sovereign or king-at-arms. !>. >

cession
; augmentations granted by a

hi irk of distinction, a

usage „!,(,.;
i veil, obtained ill the

of heraldry ; and hi _ e thi

among arm. .rial bearings of the lion, thi

Kngland and Scotland, oi France, and -

1(). Paternal or hereditary arms, transmitted by the
il ants.

an escutcheon representing the old knightly shield.

The word escutcheon is derived from
Seuuon, win lucid with armorial

•". a shield

el and France
in the I Ith and 12th centuries were in shape not

B kite, a form which .-. ems to hai

.

been borrowed from the Sicilians; bul

became the recipients of an ial bearings, they

shortened. From the t (

Henry 1 1 1., the scutcheon has

been moat frequently retire-

; .i_iil.it- form,

with the
i

shi.ld oi a lad)

.shaped, and of a knight banneret

square. I

tioii, the surface or field of the

MuteJ i has been divided into nine po

technically distinguished by the following names:

A. the dexter chief point; L, the lmd.lle chief; 0,

the sinister chief; 1 1. thi honour or collar point;
I . the nominal or navel point ,

base
i

it- It v. ill I hsi i red that the

de\t. r and sinister sides of the shield are so .-ailed

from their position in relation not t.. thi

apposed In ,'ii-i-r of tne shield.

. i. is are distinguished from i ne anotbi r,

or object borne on them
but. by the colour of i I of the held

on w hich th i ... i\ be of one
colour, nr oi li'.ided by a partition

I
: thing, tli_:i,

...lied in blazoning a shield th.it is,

describing it in ti chllical I iliL'il.'e.-e I ill I .in ..I ,

iiln ..IK
. alii .1. -'"" tun ol the field.
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I 1:1 h.-i ..LI. , .1... i

-,-.
i
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:
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painting by yellow and white, The '..'ours are five

. d I'ln- i'l 'I. i. en, -hi. I purple, knoi
,-'. and purpun . Hetala ind olonre

points and hatched lines, an invention ascribed to
1 'i li. i

s-il-,, I,,, ,1, I', I,., . n, ,:,. -,,, Italian herald of

the 17th century. Or (tig. •_') is represented by points;

Fit;. L

Fig. 2.

for argent, the field is left plain. Quiet is denoted

I" i" i" I-"' -iii.l ir.iu-i. by lion. nil hue-
:

..
! .

I.-, lines perpendicular ami h..ri/..utal ,-r.., i_

each other; nr', by diagonal lines from dexter
•hn - to sun-t.-r base; /„i r/.u n , by diagonal lines

ir -mister chief to dexter base. The furs were
originally but two, ermine and voir. The for r is

repn ienti .1 b\ black -pot.- resembling those oi the
fur ..f the animal called the ermine, on a white
ground. I'..//', said to have been taken from tie- fur

..I a s.|iui i.-l. I.bush-gray on the hack, and whit.- 00
the belly. 1- express,.,! 1 ,y blue and white -III. Ids. or

bells in horizontal rows, the La-. .,i ih

ing on the bases ol the blue. I

than white and blue, they must ho'

specified. Vat - furs wi re

afterwards introduced, aiming
i " he field ible and thi po

. rminites, « ith an I b lit on each ids ol the black

pol .
/' an, with the li. 1. 1

-.il.l.
, and the spots or

;

...
i .in- w ith thi inli .a one tincture

placed base to base ; and pol I _ni r pod ni, \ lir

Willi C, llt.eil. Il.l].'. I li-jlU'e Ill -[. ,1.1 ..I bell .

It is an established i ill

should not be placed netal i

a I
.'I" more i i nil;, adhered to in Lnji-li I li.in u,

gression ol it in the arms of the kingdom of .h-rns t-

1. m founded by the I 'i u-ad. i

cr..ss potent \ r. ....

field partly of metal ..Hi,! partly ..f colour, or where
an animal is (s.-e in/nn attired, armed, unguled,
crowned, or chained with a tincture different from
that of his body. Mai < _l
and borduree are also exempt.,! from I



HERALDRY.

rale, being, according to some heralds, not laid on
the shield, bat cousu or sewed to it

Everything contained in the 6eld of an escutcheon

is called a charge. Charges are divided by heralds

into the three classes of honourable ordinaries, sub-
ordinaries, and common charges. Under the name
of ordinaries or honourable ordinaries are included
certain old and very frequent bearings, whose true
peculiarity seems to be that, instead of being taken
from extraneous objects, they are representations of

the wooden or metal strengthenings of the ancient
shields. They are ten iu number : 1. The Chief
(n_. 3 . the upper part of the shield separated from
the rest by a horizontal line, and comprising, accord-
ing to the requirements of heralds, one-third of it,

though this proportion is seldom rigidly adhered to.

I

an ordinary which was originally like the rest,

|

composed of the clamps necessary to the strength oi

the shield, but had also the deeper meaning of the
symbol of the Christian faith. Besides its plain

form, the cross was varied in numerous ways, most
of these varieties being, however, rather common
charges than ordinaries. Of the 39 lesser crosses

mentioned by Guillim, and 109 by Edmonson, a few
of the most frequently occurring are the following:
the Cross moline (fig. 10>, with the ends turned
round both ways ; the Crossjieury (fig. 11), of which
each limb terminates in a flenr-de-lis ; the Croea
patonce (fig. 12), each limb of which has three points

;

the Cross potent (fig. 13), crutch-shaped at the ends

;

the Cross pattee (fig. 14), small in the centre, but
widening towards the ends; and the Cross crosslet

(fig. 15), crossed at the ends. The latter is the
most frequent of all, aud borne oftener in numbers
than singly. Any of these crosses is said to be
fitchee, when the lower limb terminates in a sharp
point, as in tig. 16. There is also the Cross Maltese,

whose limbs have each two points, and converge to

a point in the centre of the cross ; though not

4Hh^
Its diminutive is the fillet, supposed to take np
one-fourth the space of a chief, in whose lowest
part it stands.

2. The Pale (fig. 4), a band or stripe from top to
bottom, said, like the chief, to occupy one-third of
the shield. It has two diminutives, the Pallet,

one-half in breadth of the pale, and the Endorse,
one-half of the pallet.

3. The Bend (fig. 5), a similar band crossing the
shield diagonally from dexter chief to sinister "base.

Its diminutives are the Bendlet or Garter, one-half
of its breadth; the Cost or Colise, one-half of the
bendlet ; and the Riband, one-haif of the cotise.

The bend is sometimes borne between two eotises,

in which case it is said to be Cotised, a term some-
times applied with doubtful propriety to the other
ordinar.es when accompanied with their diminutives.

4. The Bend Sinister, a diagonal baud from
sinister chief to dexter base. Its diminutives are
the Searpe, one-half of the bend sinister; and the
Baton (fig. 6>, one-half of the searpe. The baton
stops shirt of the extremity of the field at both
=nds, and has been considered a mark of illegitimacy.

See BasiaP.d Bar.
5. The Fess (fig. 7). a horizontal band in the

?addle of the shield, said, like the ordinaries already
enumerated, to occupy one-third of it Its principal

dimit utive is the Bar, containing the fifth part

of th : field ; and there are also the Closet, one-half
of tl ; bar, and the Barndet, one-half of the closet,

me si _

6. The Chevron (fig. S), composed of two stripes

descending from the centre of the shield in diagonal

directions like the rafters of a root Its diminutives

are the Clierronel, of half, and the Couple-close, one-

fourth its width, the latter borne, as its name
implies, in pairs, and generally accompanying the
chevron—on each side oi it

7. The Cross (tig. 9), uniting the pale and fess,

;.,

Figs. 15—22.

frequent as a heraldic charge, it derives an import-

ance from being the badge of the Knights of Malta
and of many other orders.

8. The Saltire, or St Andrew's Cross (fig. 17),

formed by a junction of the bend dexter and bend

9. The Pile (fig. 18), a wedge with the point down-
wards. A single uncharged pile should, at its upper
part, occupy one-third the breadth of the shield, but
if charged, it may be double that width.

10. the Quarter, consisting of the upper right-

hand fourth part of the shield cut off by a horizontal

and a perpendicular line. Its diminutive is the
Canton (fig. 19).

Armorial figures may be depicted on any of these

ordinaries, but not on their dliminutives, with the
exception of the canton.

We observed that the field of an escutcheon may
be of two different tinctures, divided by a partition-

line, which line may vary in direction. When
divided by a partition-line in the direction of one
of the ordinaries, the shield is said to be Part;/ per

that ordinary; thus we may have (figs. 20 1 a sliield

party per pale, bend, fess, chevron, or saltire. An
escutcheon divided as by a cross is said to be
quartered. A shield divided into any number of

parts by lines in the direction of a pale, bend, or
bar, is said to be Paly, Bendy, Barry, the number of

pieces being specified, as in the example, fi;_\ 21,
barry of six, argent and gnles. When the field is

of a metal and colour separated by any of the lines

of partition, and the charge placed on it is said



to be Counter-changed: this moans that the pari of

the charge which is on the metal is of tli lour, and
ewe txraS, as iu fig. 22, the arms borne by Chaucer

r pale argeut and gules, a bead counter-
changed.

Tut- partition-line which bounds the field, or the
boundary-line of an ordinary, is not always .von.

Kg. 2.'i represents the commonest forma
partition-lines iu use, viz., the tsngm

lh
ordinary engrailed has the points of t i

line turned outwards, and an ordinary inverted,
inwards, Dancette differs from the indented by

^^^^^ the partition-line being
-~ engrailed marke.1 with only three—*-s~-. invected indentations.

~s-^-v^-^^-^^^
'' '"' ""e> wavy

subordinate ordinaries,^^»^ artless
IJ-T-nj-U-L embattled though there is no very

I.mad line ot .hmarea-/WWWNA inoented tion between them and

A A A . the common charges. |/VVV OANCEiTf i. The <;„,,.. When
Fig. 23. a shield is at once

quartered and party per
saltire. as in fig. 24, the division is called Gyroitny

of tit/lit (from gyrus, a circle), and one of the
triangles, or at least the triangle in dexter chief,

is a gyron. Qyronny of six. ten, or twelve also

oecaaionally occur, so called according to the
number of the triangles.

2. The Fret (tig. 2.">l is a cognizance derived from
the banding or ornamenting of the shield, and a
shield covered with this lattice-work decoration
(fig. 2G) is said to be Frt Uy.

3. The Bordure, or border (fig. 27), is a stripe

the shield. It is much used to dis-

tinguish different branches of a family, and is often

the upper and lower angles acute, and the otheri

9. The Fusil (fig. 32), longer and more acute than

10. The Rustrt (fig. 33), a lozenge pierced round
in the centre.

1 1. The Match (fig. 34), a lozenge perforated, ami
shewing a narrow border. Mascles were probablv
originally links of chain-armour.

A field is said to be Lotengu (tig. 36), Fusilly or

Mtueally, when divided u diagonal lines in the
direction of these auboxdinariea. A field divided
by horizontal and perpendicular lines into squares
of different tinctures, is said to be Cheeky; in the
ease of a Feu cheeky there are three such rows
of squares.

Among subordinaries are sometimes reckoned
hi. a charges called Roundels or Bound-

let*, distinguished it/ English heraldry by different

names according^ to their tinctures. When of 01

they arc ealld Bezants; of argent, Plates; of gules,

ol azure, Burls: of purpure, Oolpes;
and of sable, 0,/rix.w.i or 1'ilhl.s.

We now come to the third class of figures occurring
in armorial bearings. We have seen that the ordin-

aries and subordinates are for the most part purely
heraldic figures, connected iu their origin with the
shield itself; the common charges, on the other hand,
are representations more or less conventional of

familiar objects, which have no necessary relation

to the shield; but arc in s..ui>' way emblematic as
concerns family or individual history and character.

The knights, in the early days of heraldry, ran-

sacked the animal, the vegetable, and the mineral
kingdom, as well as the range of things natural and
artificial, for cognizances which would be distinctive,

and at the same time suggestive, of the name or
title of the bearer of them. We can onlj enumerate
a few of the charges of most frequent occurrence.

iii beasts, the lion requires special mention.

9
Cfxff )7ti^ '*>%/ *>#/ ™^r

Figs. 24—35.

charged with small devices, on which account it has
been reckoned an honourable ordinary.

I. The ..dure in not

benching the extremity of the shield.

.">. The '/>>««« iv. regarded as a diminutive of the
'le. and Hory counter-

florv, as in the arms of Scotland, or. a lion rampant
within a tie-sure flory counterllory gul

(>. The Pall I fig. 3<>|, the archiepiscopal ornament
of that name, sent from Home to metropolitans,
and r ml.ling in form the letter V.

: ol . the dexter and sinister

sides of the shi.i.l ,nt off by acurved line Flanohet
are always bone- in pairs, and sometiini

8. The Lozenge, a figure of four equal sides, with

great variety of attitudes, for which see Lion.
Lions and other beasts of prey are said to be
iirni'il or Lni.jii. .1 of any tincture when then- teeth

and claws, or their tongue, is of that tincture.

With some change of colour or position, the royal

beast came to be used by all who could claim
kindre,!, however remote, with royalty, and lions

were further multiplied l>y augmentations granted
by the sovereign to favourite followers. The heraldic

leopard, which has been the subject of much eon-

troversy, was originally but another designation for

the lion passant-gardant Bears, boars, bulla, stags,

are favourite heraldic beasts. A stag walking ia

said to be tripparU ; be is at gazt when a lion would
1m- slat nit ganlant ; lie is <ttti,;<l of any tincture when
his horns are of that tincture. The animals that
possess horns and hoofs are said to be armed and
•.'

/
; '' i

;

' I'hi- heads and limbs of

animals are often borne as charges, and they may be
either couped, cut. off in a straight line, or erased,

cut off with a jagged edge.

Of birds, we have first the eagle. The sovereign
of birds, and symbol of imperial .love, i

the lion, the most favourite cognizance of royal

adopted bj the German
ho claimed to be successors of the

Oawars of Rome The imperial eagle had at first

but one head ; the monstrosity of a second head
seems to have arisen from a dimidiation of two
eagles, to represent the eastern and western empire
is.,- Marshalling: oi Ama). The eagle ot heraldry
is most generally displayed, i. e., it-

, xpaudeil ; sometimes it is /irr„n,
:
i.

devouring its prey. The alerion, the cognizance of



the duchy of Lorraine, ami the family of Montmor-
ency, was originally but a synonym for the eagle
assumed (M. Blanche' suggests)" as an anagram
for the word Loraine, but modern heralds have
degraded it into a nondescript creature without
beak or claws. The martlet was originally a martin,
a species of swallow, which has also iu course of

time been deprived by heralds of its legs and beak.
The pelican, the swan, the cock, the falcon, the
raven, the parrot or popinjay, and the peacock, are

all of tolerably frequent occurrence. The pelican

has generally her wings indorse:/, or placed back to

back, and is depicted pecking her breast. When in

her nest feeding her young, she is called a pelican in

'ier piety. A peacock borne affronte with his tail

expanded, is said to be in his pride. Birds of prey
are armed of the colour of which their beak and
talons are represented. Such as have no talons are

beaked and numbered. The cock is said to be armed,
crested, and jelloped, the latter term referring to his

comb and gills. Birds having the power of flight

are, in respect to their attitude, close, rising, or

volant.

Fishes and reptiles occur as charges : the former
are said to be naiant, if drawn in a horizontal, and
hauriant, if drawn in a perpendicular position. ; and the
dolphin, in reality straight, is conventionally borne
embowed or bent. The escallop slull is of frequent
occurrence, and said to be the badge of a pilgrim.

Sometimes the conventional heraldic form of an
animal differs from its true form, as in

the case of the antelope of heraldry

(fig. 36), which has the head of a

stag, a unicorn's tail, a tusk issuing

i from the tip of the nose, a row of

if~l y*\ tufts down the back of the neck, and
" similar tufts on the tail, chest, and

Fig. 3G. thighs. Of ' animals phantasticall

'

we have among others the gryphon,
wyvern, dragon, unicorn, basilisk, harpy. We have
the human body in whole or part, a naked man, a

savage or wild man of the woods, also arms, legs,

hearts, Moors' heads, Saracens' heads, and that

strange heraldic freak, the three legs conjoined,

carried in the escutcheon of the island of Man.
Of plants, we have roses, trefoils, cinqiiefoils, leaves,

garbs (i. e., sheaves of corn), trees, often eradicated or

fructuaied of some other colour-, and above all, the

celebrated fleur-de-lis, used as a badge by Louis VII.

of France before heraldry had an existence. When
a plant, animal, or other chai-ge is blazoned proper,

what is meant is that it is of its natural colour.

The heavenly bodies, the sun, moon, and stars,

are also pressed into the service of heraldry, as are

things inanimate and artificial without number,
particularly such as were familiar to the warriors

and pilgrims of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Helmets, buckles, shields, hatches, horseshoes,

BTords, arrows, battering-rams, pilgrims' staves,

: mllets (or spur-rowels), and water-bougets, or

bags, in which in crusading times water was can-ied

'ing distances across the desert, also the clarion or

sar-trump, generally and erroneously called a rest.

Even the letters of the alphabet have been used as

charges.

Charges may be placed either simply on the field

or on one of the ordinaries ; in some instances, one
oi the ordinaries is placed over a charge, in which
case the charge is said to be debruised by the

ordinary. Three charges of one kind are placed

two above and one below, unless blazoned in fess or

in pale. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

the simplicity of early heraldry began to be departed
from by accumulating a variety of charges on one
shield, and in later times we have sometimes a charge

receiving another charge like an ordinary. The

growing complexity of shields arose from augmen-
tations granted to distinguish the younger branches
of a family, or charges assumed from the maternal
coat by the descendants of an heiress. In the end
of the last, and beginning of the present century,

a practice prevailed for a time of introducing into

armorial bearings matter-of-fact landscapes, repre-

sentations of sea-fights, and of medals and decorations

worn by the bearer, setting all heraldic convention-
alities at defiance, and dealing in details not discern-

ible on the minutest inspection. Such charges are

frequent in the arms of the heroes of the old war

;

as, for example, in the augmentation granted to Sir

Alexander Campbell, Bart., in addition to his paternal

arms—viz., ' a chief argent charged with a rock
proper, subscribed Gibraltar, between two medals

j

that on the dexter representing the silver medal
presented to Sir A. Campbell by the supreme govern-
ment of India, for his services at the storming of

Seringapatam, in 1799 ; that on the sinister repre-

senting the gold medal presented to him for his

services in the battle of Talavera.' The grants pro-

ceeding from the present kings of arms are more
conformable to the usages of heraldry, and do not
stand in need of such lengthened explanations to

make them intelligible.

The arms of the different members of a family
have been distinguished from one another, sometimes
by the use of a bordure or other difference; and
sometimes, especially by English heralds, by the
use of certain figures called marks of cadency, the
label, crescent, mullet, martlet, annulet, fleur-de-lis, to

designate the eldest, second, third, fourth, fifth, or

sixth son and his descendants—an invention origin-

ating about the time of Henry VII., but which
cannot consistently be carried through all the rami-
fications of a family for a succession of generations.

See Cadency.
Blazonry is an essential part of the science of

arms. To blazon a coat is so to describe it that any
one with an ordinary knowledge of heraldry will

be able to depict it correctly. In the language
of blazonry, all tautology must be avoided. The
tincture of the field is first mentioned ; the ordinary,

if anj', follows, unless it be a chief ; then the
charges between which the ordinary is placed. The
charges on the ordinary follow, and lastly we have
a canton or chief, and marks of cadency. The rules

of blazonry are given in the article Blazoning of
Akms.

Besides the heraldic devices depicted on the

shield, there are the following borne external to

it—the helmet, the mantling, the wreath, the crest,

the motto and scroll, the supporters, and the

coronet.

The helmet, originally a piece of defensive armour,
became in the course of time one of the usual

accompaniments of the shield ; and placed over the

arms, it came by its form to mark the rank of the

wearer. For these distinctions, which are of com-
paratively receut date, and applicable only to British

heraldry, see Helmet.
The mantling is an embellishment of scroll-work

flowing down on both sides of the shield, and
originating in the cointoise, or scarf, wrapped round
the body in the days of coat-armour.

From the centre of the helmet, within a wreath of

two pieces of silk of the two first colours of the

armorial bearings, issues the crest, originally a special

mark of honour worn only by heroes of great valour,

or advanced to a high military command; now an
inseparable adjunct of the coat of arms in English,

though not in continental heraldry, and often

assumed or changed arbitrarily without proper

authority. .

The scroll, placed below the shield, contains a
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wife, bearing in man; cases an allusion to the

family name or arms.

Supporton are figures or animala standing on

each side of tin- escutcheon, an. I seeming to support

it. Th.-v were in their origin purely ornamental

devices, which only gradually acquired a heraldic

in England, the right to "
is coulincd to th.j royal family

pears by courtesy. Knights of tin: Carter, Knights
of the Bath, and a verj

whose ancestors bore support, i

use was restricted. In Scotland, supporters an 1

Nova Scotia and the
. in. .11- families.

The crown ..f the sovereign, the mitre of the

bishop, and tin' coronet ..t' the nobility, are adjuncts
. the shield of those who
.title t In tn tn that ilistinetiiiii. For

on of the crown of Great Britain and
of the royal family, see article

CBOff v Under the articles Dl ex, Maki.uis, Earl,
Lnd BASON, the emmets appropriated to

the different ranks of the nobility are described.

The sub], or arranging
•
- in one escntch t, is explained in a

separate article. Here it may suffice to lay down
I d roles. A hushand is entitled to

bnpalt the arms of his wife. i. e.. to place them on

the same shield side by side with his own. When
the wife is an heiress, the husband bears her arms
in an ttaiiclii' in ill' )n-iii)ii:i; or small escutcheon in

.1 his own shield, and the di

the heiress may quarter her .inns with theit paternal

Boat, A sovereign also quarters the arms of his

several states, and feudal arms an
quartered by subjects. An elective kiu_'. it is said,

may place his hereditary arms on an eacub hi on of

preteuce over the insignia of his .1. .minions.

n .nun ,,n the di tails of heraldry, refer-

de to the standard work- G« Him
Edmonson, and Nisbet; and tor a moi
ting view of the sub it treatises as

Montague's Heraldry, ami Blanche's Pursuivant of
Arms.

HERALDS' COLLEGE, or COLLEGE OF
AKMs. a ell. ::.it.. L,.ly, founded by Richard III.

in I Is.;. .
.. ii-tin-ot the heraldic ollicers of lai-land,

wlio were :,- mie.l a habitation in the parish of

All-hallowsthc-Lcss. in London. Vari

confirmed the privileges of the College of Arms,
and it «as reincorporated by Philip and .Mary,

who bestowed on it Derby House, on whose site in

Doctors' Commons the present college was built by
Sir (

'hi istopher Wren.
The preM.; is vested in the earl

marshal, an tary ill the family of

Howard lluke of Norfolk; he nominates the three

kings of arms, six heralds, and four put

are the mi mbi ra of th Ilegi ite chapter. Persons

having a hereditary claim to arms, which has been
it ..us, are empowered

dds' College to i

i
. \ person w bo has do

....
memorialise ,1. and shew that he

is in a condition to 'sustain the rank of gentry.'

n roe has narrowed the barrier between
the nobility and gentry ami

i.- believed that new grants of arms have often l„eu

made with hss regard to the chivalrous qualities

than the pin so of the applicant. 'I hi a

... ir principal

.[...I t.,r assistance in tracing

.i titles, mid for the granting and

registration of arms. In Scotland, the correal ding

unctions be long to the Lto i

HERA'T, capital of the most westi

three divisions ,,f Afghanistan, stands

lleri, at the hci-ht of 2.-HK1 feet above ll

34° 50* N., long. 62° SO* V.. distance from ('aim.

390 miles west. Situated near the bonndariea

Afghanistan, Persia, and I

Tartary, H. is one of thi - of Central
i. extensive

manufactures of its own in wool and leather.

The vicinity, naturally fertile, has been artificially

i. n.l. red iiui.il more so hy means of irrigation.

But the city claims notice mainly on p I

military grounds. Long the royal seat oi the
descendants ol lunar, and often a hone of Con-
tention between the warlike tril.es all round, it is

fortified bj a ditch and wall, and is commanded on
its north side by a strong citadel. In more modern
times, the pi . i kind of European
importance, being, towards Persia, the key ..f

Afghanistan, winch, auain, in turn affords the only
approach by land to W. -t. in India. In this

connection, II. has been viewed as an
England's eastern empire against llussiau intrigue

H. 1 encroachment. Hence, it has heeii alike the
i t lie occasion of wars hetween

Great Britain, as the mistress of Hindustan, and
Persia, as virtually a vassal of Russia. This feature
of the history of the city was moi
.lev. lop. d 111 connection with the last conflict

hetween Persia and En-Ian. 1. In November lV.r.,

the Shah, regarded by the British government
as the vassal and agent of the Czar, captured

H., while actually cudii. I m_ uo_,.nations for an
amicable adjust in. nt at Constantinople; but he was
within a few months, constrained to relinquish his

prey and renounce his claim- by a British expe-

dition directed against the opposite extremity ot his

oi.lnie in .lill'crciit estimates, referring,

ilill'eieiit epochs, the population has
varied from 20,000 to 70,000.

HERAULT, a maritime dep u

of Franc, bounded on the south-east by the Gnli

of I.von. i- ..val in form, and is SI miles in greatest

length from east to west. Area, 2436 square
miles; p..p. (lSi'.i'.) 427,24.1. It is occupied iii the

north and north-west by the Lower Cevemies,

from which several branches of moderate elevation

run toward the south, gradually subsiding, as tiny

approach the sea. The principal rivers are the

Herault (from which the department derives its

mini, i, th. Orb, and the Lez, which, rising in the
revenues, pursue a generally southward course to

the Mediterranean.' The coastline is at t 66
miles in length ; and along tin- shore, from Agile

to the Vidoiirle. are numerous rlmnjs, or marshy
lakes, united by the Cauabilcs Ktan-s. and com-
municating with the sea. In the neighbourhood

of the Hangs, the climate is unhealthy, especially in

summer, when agues and fevers prevail; but else-

where throughout the department it is unusually

tine. About a fourth of the entire an a

arable land, and about a sixth is under vineyards.

The department ol H. stands, for quantify al least,

at the head of the vv me -nmiui; dep tl

France. li;..V.'2,IMMl callous Lome, the average annual
produce. Prom the shore-lakes and the i

quantities ol tish are obtained. Woollen, silk, and
cotton fabrics, in great variety, arc largely maun-

.1 and copper mines, as well as quarries
n-lv v.in.d marbles, buihlill.'-stollc.

ire worked. Tin
i: ny of the salt u-e.l in I i in. I i i

in. nts. Montpellicr is

the eapil d,

HERBARIUM, the name usually given to a
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collection of dried plants, intended for the future the eyes of many is no small merit, the quality

study and examination of botanists. For collecting of extreme obscurity. The total result of his meta-
plants, a box of tinned iron, called a vasothnn, is physical investigations maybe thus briefly expressed

:

generally used, which preserves most plants from that the variety and change of the given phenomenal
withering for at least some hours. Plants intended world are not to be explained by the hypothesis

for the herbarium should be collected on a dry day

;

of a single reality, but of a plurality of such (fine

plants which when gathered have moisture on their Vielheil des Jiealen or Monaden). H. has made a
leaves, should, when brought home, be placed in a fruitful application of his metaphysical doctrines to

vessel of water, and there allowed to dry. Plants psychology, through the help especially of his great

with thick succulent stems or leaves are immersed mathematical knowledge, and has endeavoured to

for a few seconds in hot water to kill them. The shew the untenableuess of the ordinary views regard-

specimens are then laid between layers of blotting- ing the soul, but liis own speculations on the subject

paper, or of a thick bibulous kind of paper called are anything but intelligible.

botanical drying-paper, not spread out wdth aDxious TTT, T>1JT, T ^_ _ , , . , ,

minuteness, nor so placed as to distort their parts.
HERBELOT, Barto&emy d\ a celebrated

The number of sheets of paper in eael, layer is aceem- onentahrt, was bom in Pans, 1 Member 4 162o and

modated to the nature of the plants, and pressure "P^ becau£ Pressor of Syrmc in the College

is applied by means of weights, ,erews. or straps, <*
.

Fl'a
°f•

.

He d
f
d at £»». December 8 lb95.

the whole being enclosed m'boards. and the layers
His.;, ^ra.ohort. tl;,. /,o/,4

;

r, y«tofr ™
of paper, when" very numerous, having also boards l'« '^hed alter his death by Galland (Pans 169,)

occasionally interposed. Care must be taken that
and atterwards with a sup, dement (Maestncht, 1776

too much pressure be not applied at first, lest the 7Tl * 1]
-
b" -fi

e ^s* ec ltl0
,

n * * Polished at

nnrts of the olants be unfitted for future exaiiuna- the Hague (1 , ,
7-1

, 82, 4 vols.). It IS unfortunate
parts of the plants be unfitted for future examina- «ie mgt.e (1,-, /-!,»- 4 vols ). it is unfortunate

tiou. For a short time, the paper is changed every tllat H. was unable to give the finishing touch to

day, or every second day. dry paper bemg supplied. a^ wh.ch had cost him so much labour and

Specimens have the best appearance which are research and winch, ,n spite of the errors, repeti-

quickly dried. Some plants which, in spite of all
tiotrs, contradictions, and omissions which one meets

care, lose their natural colours in the ordinary ^ith stdl bears a deservedly high character In it

method of drying, and become black, as orchids, ).'e nnd ?n abridgment ot the immense Turkish

maybe beautifully dried by enclosing the layers of
llt«™ r>- ''"-''apliy of Haji Khalefah, and numerous

paper in a network v, ire-frame, and hanging the
«traL' t5

"'"'J

1 a multitude of Arabic, Turkish and

pa'kage before a tire, where it is turned round like ^rsian authors, who have written on history,

meat roasting. .Specimens are thus dried in a few P;ograpl.y religion, and the manners and customs

hours, which otherwise woidd have required eight ?
£

.
orieutal

. »at'™s
-

especially those who profess

or ten days—When the specimens are fully dried, .
Islam

:
aad the enormous labour the author must

they are laid within sheets of writing-paper, or W undergone nwy be imagined w-hen we consider

they are gummed or glued to sheets of paper, the that at least lo° of these works were m Mb -

name of the species, with the locality, date of codec- HERBERT. This name, wldch stands forth pro-
tion, and any other interesting particulars, being minently upon the records of British history, has
marked beside each. As much as possible of each heen ennobled at various times, in so many of its

plant is preserved in the herbarium, but the flower branches, by so many ancient and renewed creations,
and leaf must always be exhibited. Some parts that it has become a matter of difficulty to ascertain
of plants, as succulent roots, fruits, &c, are other- ^jth certainty which is the parent stem; though
wise preserved. The herbarium is arranged accord- Sir Bernard Burke is inclined to give the represen-
ing to a botanical system. Care must be taken to t;ltiou f tue House to the Right Honourable H. A.
preserve it from the ravages of moths and beetles h, M.P., of Muckross, co. Kerry. It is certain
by frequent inspection, by the aid of camphor, and tnat tne Herberts came over to England in the train
by the occasional application of a little corrosive of William the Conqueror, for H, Count of Verman-
Bublnnate. There are herbaria in existence which <jois, who afterwards tilled the post of chamberlain
are now some centuries old, and which are still under William II., is mentioned in the Roll of Battle
consulted for the identification of species. The Abbey, and received from his sovereign a grant of
herbarium enables us to compare plants which

ialKi s in Hampshire. His wife Emma, daughter of
flower at different seasons, and those of different Stephen, Count of Blois, was a granddaughter of

couutries. The herbaria formed by travellers have tue Conqueror, and his son H. (called in history
been of great importance to the progress of botany.

\ h. of Winchester) was chamberlain and treasurer

HERBART, Johann Friedrich, a German phil- to King Henry I. Seven or eight generations later,

osopher, was born at Oldenburg, May 4, 1776. He we find the Herberts diverging into several distinct

was educated at Jena. At a very early age, he was branches, including the lines of the Earls of Powis
familiar with religious and metaphysical doctrines (now extiuct in the male line), of the Lords H. of

and discussions, and at twelve years had read Cherbury (also extinct), the Herberts of Muckross
the systems of Wolff and Kant. He became the (ancestors of the gentleman mentioned above), and
pupil of Fichte, and received his philosophy with also several untitled branches which have flourished

enthusiasm ; but after more reflection, he found upon their ancestral lands in England, Wales, and
himself obliged to reject much of his system, and Ireland. In the reign of Henry V., Sir William H.,

to form one of his own. In 1805, he was appointed of Raglan Castle, co. Monmouth, received the honour
extraordiuary professor at Gbttingen ; in 1809, he of knighthood in reward of his valour in the French
obtained the chair of philosophy at Konigsberg, wars. His eldest son, a stanch adherent of the

where he remained until 1S33, when he returned to House of York, was created Earl of Pembroke* by
Gbttingen, and enjoyed the dignities of titular pro- Edward IV. in 1469, but fell into the hands of the

fessor and aulic councillor untii his death, August Lancastrians after the battle of Danes Moor, and

14, 1841. The school of philosophy he promidgated was beheaded the following day, when the title

has (or had) its centres at Gbttingen and Leipsic. became extinct. It was, however, revived in 1551,

His collected works were published, in 12 volumes,

at Leipsic in 1S50—1852. |
* The earldom of Pembroke was originally conferred

The philosophical system of H. is neither very on Richard de Glare, the celebrated Strongbox, who

profound nor very original, but it has, what in aided Henryenry II. in the con piest of Ireland.



ill tin- person of his (illegitimate, oran.lson, William
H, CO., "lie of the most influential ooblemeo of

lna age, and one who took an active part in public
ntfair-, both .-is a statesman -UI.1 as a soldier. It is

reoorded by Sir B. Burke, that 'he rod i February
17. loo- I.Vi.'i, to lii-i mansion 01" Baynard's Castle,
with .'ion hone in his retinue, 1< m of them being
gentlemen in plain bine cloth, with chains of gold,

i their sleeves.' He
was buried in Old 8t Paul's, and his funeral was
conducted cm such a scale of magnificence that,

according to Stowe, the mourning riven away on
20(10 a very large sum in those

days. Bj hie "it.-. who was a sist.r of Catharine
Parr (the" last queen "t Henry VIII.). lie had a son

Henry, second earl. K.ii.. to whose ,-ountess, Marv,
daughter of Sir Henry Sydney, K.O., Sir Philip

Sydney dedicated his Arcadia. She is celebrated
by Ben Jonson in the well-known lines

—

Underneath this marble hearse
Lies the subject of all verse

—

Sydney's sister, Pembroke's mother.

The fourth earl, some time Lord Chamberlain to

Charles I., and Chancellor of the university of

Oxford, was the founder of Jesus College in 'that

eat of learning; The eighth earl held several high
offices under Queen Anne, including that of Lord
Hinh Admiral. From him the present Earl of

Pembroke (George Robert Charles H., horn in

lSoO) is directly dcseon.l.-d. The late Lord Her-

bert (q. v.) of Lea—better known as Mi Sidney
Herbert—was the younger brother of the late, and
father of the present earl. The Earls of Carnarvon,
more than one of whom have rained celebrity in

the field "f literature, descend from the eighth Earl
of Pembroke mentioned above. The present Earls
of l'owis an- descended from the same stock mater-
nally, the only child and heiress of the last Karl
of Powia of a previous creation having marned
the eldest son of the illustrious Robert Clive, the
founder of our Indian Empire, in whose favour
thai title was renewed in 1804.

HERBERT, Edward, Barou H. of Cherbury,
who is commonly reckoned the tir-t of the English
deistical writers, w.is born of a noble family in

the year 1581, at Minil: iv Castle, in North
Wales. In his Autobiography, he has described

his early love for in-| -minus truth-

nt to Oxford in his twelfth
year, and before he had quite quitted his studies,

lie married an bein ision of the

of James I., he was made a knight,
and invested with various offices. Although his

marriage was happy eiiourh, there appears to have
been little warmth of affection between him and
hi* wife, «ho was considerably older than himself,

lie left home, accordingly, tor travel in France in

Kills, and from this time resided very much abroad.

In Paris, he lived on terms of intimacy with the
1 ntmorency, Jean Casaubon, and other
1 nun. Alter a brief return to his

'iv, he set out again in Kill) for the Low
Countries, where he joined the arms of the brave
Maur of Orange. For this prince he contracted
a great affection, and again offered him his services

in 1614 After a campaign, he travelled through
Germany and Italy on horseback, and went as far

as Venice, Flop-nee, and Koine. < hi nil return, lie

got into trouble from mi attempt which he made
to rni-e u troop .it Protestsnl -ohiiers in Langnedoc
for (he Duke of Savoy. Shortly after, he returned

to England, and proposed to devote himself to study
ami philosophical inquiry ; but high and important
diplonniiic duties awaited him. He «>is made
member of the Privj c-.un.il, and sent to France

as extraordinary ambassador. His aim was to

llli. line between I I .11,. .- and England
and he was so far successful that he was appointed
ordinary ambassador, and continued to reside at

Paris. He tried, but without much success, the

difficult task of negotiation between Louis XIII.
and his Protestant subjects. Me was elevated first

to be a peer of Ireland, and then in 1030, live years
- .mil of I Shades I., to be a [icer of

England, with the title ol Baron II. of Cherbury.
il war broke out, he appears to havo

acted with hesitation, at first siding with the parlia-

ment, and then joining the king. His hereditary
seat, Montgomery Castle, was attacked and burned
He died in London in in.' year 1648.

The character of H., as depicted in his Auto-
biography, is in the main that of a gallant adven-
turer, equally lircd with the love of arms and of

arts, at once a soldier and a scholar. He is the gay
man of the world, always tru._iul, honourable, and

-

1 ; yet he has thoughts above those of

the world; he ponders deeply the great questions
of truth and religion, and lias left us the result of

his speculations in his two treatises, De Vertiate ami
/'-- ReUgUme Gentilium. The reader will find an
admirable analysis of the first and most important
of these treatises in Hallam's Literary History.
They are only interesting to the philosophical

student, or to the inquirer into the history of

religious opinion in England. H.'s position at the
fountain-head of English deism gives them a pecu-

liar significance. He is far, however, from being
tCtpticaL, in the modern sense of the term. His
speculations are those of a philosophical dogmatist
rather than of a critical inquirer. His arguments
are abstract and deductive, and not analytical or

n. -2i. tn.-. He offers solutions, rather than starts

difficulties or obtrudes negations ; and in this

respect H. is rightly reckoned the first of English
deists, the writings of all of whom partake more or

less of the same character; although it is not easy
I-. " ..-. mi links of direct c u-elion between him
and the outburst of deistical literature in the end
of the 1 7th and beginning of the 18th century.

HERBERT, Okorge, an English poet, and
fifth brother of Lord Herbert of Cherbury (q. v.),

was born in Montgomery Castle, Wales, on the .'Id

April l.">93. He was educated at Westminster,
and was sent to Trinitv College, Cambridge, about
1608. In 1 1 .">. he was 'elected fellow ; and in 1019,

he was promoted to the office of public orator. At
the university, he made the acquaintance of Lord
Bacon; and in the hope of preferment, he was
in. In I (.. -pen. I a considerable portion of his time
about the court. On the death of James I., he
studied divinity, and finally took holy orders. He
wa- made prebendary of Lei-Jit-mi i'.roiiiswold in

1G2G. He married in lG.'il); and in the same year,

received the rectory of Bemerton. Two years after,

at the early age of 39, he died of the Hi.-, t, ol a
quotidian ague. His principal |«ietieal production,
print.,1 in 1633, a year after his death, is entitled
Tin- Ti miili: nr Sm-n-il I'm m.* and Privati /.7m illa-

tion$, and, although disfigured by fantastic conceits,

contains se> -

i I lie purest pious rerse
which the language possesses. He wrote a prose
work, Tht Country I'm- mi, which lays down rules

man's life, and which
m

' " '• led a pendant to Tin '/', „,/-/.. His life

was written by Izaak Walton, ami to that quaint
and loving pen, even mote than to his own Tempi*
Songs, he ow.s his immortality.

HERIJEKT, Lord, ok Lxa (Kidskv Hkhbckt)
minister and statesman, sou of the eleventh Earl ol

Pembroke by his second wife, was horn at Kiehim.nd
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in 1810. Educated at Harrow and at Oriel College,

Oxford, he devoted himself to public life, and entered

the House of Commons in 1832 as member for

South Wilts, which he represented until his eleva-

tion to the peerage in 1861. He began his political

career as a Conservative, and was Secretary to the

Admiralty in Sir R. Peel's administration from 1841
to 1845, when he became Secretary-at-war. As
a member of this administration, it fell to him to

oppose Mr Cobden's motion for a select committee
to inquiie into the effect of the corn-laws on farmers,

and afterwards, to argue in support of free trade
in corn. He went out of office with his party
in 1S46. In 1S52 he was again Secretary-at-war,
under the Aberdeen ministry, and. in consequence,
the ' horrible and heart-rending sufferings ' of the
army before Sebastopol were laid in a great degree
at his door. He was for a few weeks Colonial Secre-

tary in the first administration of Lord Palmerston
in 1855, and Secretary-at-war in his second adminis-

tration in 1850. Great improvements in the sanitary
condition and education of the army, the amal-
gamation of the Indian with the royal army, and
the organisation of the volunteer force, signalised

his army administration. He largely reformed the
War-office, and was devoting himself with equal
zeal aud intelligence to his ministerial duties, when,
owing to failing health, he resigned his seat in the
House of Commons, and in 1S61 was called to the
Upper House, under the title of Baron Herbert of

Lea. But release from labour came too late, for

he died August 2, 1S61. He was heir-presumptive
to the twelfth Earl of Pembroke. He had great

aptitude for business, winning and genial manners,
great readiness and fluency in debate, and a bound-
less philanthropy. He was a liberal patron of the

arts ; and his Byzantine church at Wilton, near
his splendid abbey-seat in Somersetshire, will

remain a lasting monument of his taste and muni-
ficence. He married, in 1846, the daughter of

Major-general A'Court, niece of the first Lord
Heytesbury ; and his eldest son, born in 1850, is

now Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery.

HERBS, orHERBA'CEOUS PLANTS, in Botany,
are those in which no persistent woody stem is

formed above ground. In some, the stem is woody,
but still annual. There is, however, in many a
permanent woody rhizome or root-stock.—In books
of gardening, plants used only for flavouring are

sometimes distinguished as sweet lierbs, as mint,

basil, &c. ; whilst those valued for their nutritive

qualities are known as pot herbs.

HERCULA'NEUM, an ancient city of Italy,

was situated at the north-western base of Mount
Vesuvius, about five miles east of Naples. Con-
siderable obscurity envelops its early history ; it

is supposed, however, to have been of Phoenician

origin, and to have been occupied afterwards by
Pelasgians and Oscans. It subsequently was con-

quered, with all the rest of Campania, by the
Samnites, and later it fell into the hands of the

Romans. In 63 A. D., the city was seriously

injured by a violent earthquake ; and in 79 it

was 1 uried, along with Pompeii and Stabies,

by th« memorable eruption of Vesuvius (q. v.)

which took place in that year. It now lies at

a depth of from 70 to 120 feet below the surface,

and is filled up and covered with volcanic tufa,

composed of sand aud ashes, and consolidated to

Bome extent by water, which is often thrown up
in great quantities during volcanic eruptions. Above
it, on the modern surface, are the two large villages

Portici and Resina. In the latter, in 1706, on the

occasion of deepening a well, fragments of mosaics
were first brought np ; but little was done in the

way of systematic excavation till 1733, when explor-
ations were commenced under royal authority. Jt

was then discovered that the building near the
bottom of the well, from which the first relics were

Gate at Herculaneum.

obtained, was the theatre. This building was forth-

with explored aud cleared, and several statues, both
in bronze and marble, were extracted from it.

Excavations were earned on but to a limited extent,

not only in consequence of the hardness of the tufa,

but from the fear of undermining the dwellings*on
the surface. Hence visitors can see only a very
small portion of this entombed city. The chief

edifice shewn is the theatre, which had been very
large, and was built but a short time before the
fatal eruption. It has 18 rows of stoue seats,

and could accommodate S000 persons. A basilica,

two small temples, and a villa, have also been
discovered

s and from these buildings, many beau-
tiful statues and remarkable paintings have been
obtained. Among the art-relics of H., which far

exceed in value aud interest those found at
Pompeii, may be mentioned the statues of ^Eschines,
Agrippina, the Sleeping Faun, the Six Actresses,

Mercury, the group of the Satyr and the Goat, the
busts of Plato, Scipio, Africanus, Augustus, Seneca,
Demosthenes, &c. These treasures, together with
such vases and domestic implements as have been
found, have been conveyed to the Museum at

Naples. Latterly, the portion of H. towards the
sea, which had been covered only by loose ashes,

has been laid open, and ancient buildings are now
seen there to advantage as at Pompeii. See Some-
thing of Italy, by W. Chambers, 1862.

HE'RCULES (Gr. Herahles), called likewise
Alcides, after his grandfather Alereus, was the son
of Zeus and Alcmene, and the most celebrated hero

of the Greek legends, the ideal of human perfection,

as conceived in the heroic ages ; i. e., the greatest

physical strength, connected with every high quality

of mind and character which these ages recognised
He had a bitter euemy in Hera, who, knowing that
the child who should be born that day was fated tc

ride over all the descendants of Perseus, contrived

te prolong the travail of Alcmene, who was the

daughter of Alcams, son of Perseus, and hasten that

of the wife of Sthenelus, another son of Perseus,

who, after a pregnancy of seven months, gave birth

to a son, named Eurystheus. Eurystheus thus, by
decree of Fate, became chief of the Ferseidn?. Pindar
and other subsequent writers relate, that, while
yet in his cradle, H. shewed his divine origin by
strangling two serpents sent by Hera to destroy
him. By Amphitryon's care, he was instructed in

all arts by the first masters. Amphitryon now
sent him «ito the country, where he tended the
flocks till he was 18 years of age. Huriug this



period, aa the (sophist Prodikos relates in his poem,
11.. meeting the goddesses of Pleasure and Virtue at

.
s. che.se the latter to he the constant

eompanion of his life.

His lir>t exploit was the slaying of a lion, which
haunted (fount Citheron, and ravaged the dominions
of King Thespioa. II. was kindly received hy the
kinc. and at length succeeded in destroving the linn.

(In his return to his native city >•! Thi
only freed it from the disgrace of having to pay tribute
to the Orchomenians, hut compelled them to pay

tribute which they had formerly received.

or tins service, Creon, king of Thebes,
,pive him his daughter Megarain marri
time, Burystheus summoned H. to appear before
him, and ordered him to perform the labours which,

by pnonty of birth, he was empowered to impose
upon him BL, unwilling to obey, went to Delphi
to consult the oracle, and was told that he must
perform ten labours impose, i

which he should attain to immortality. This reply
plunged 11. into the deepest nielaii. holy, which
Hera increased to madness, so that he killed his

own children hy Megara. When he recovered
bis senses, he returned, submitted to Eurystheus,
and addressed himself to the performance of the
labours imposed upon him.—The Bret labour was
to destroy the lion which haunted bl

Nemea and Cleonte, and could not be wounded
by the arrows of a mortal. H. boldly attacked
him with his dub, but in vain; and he was finally

obliged to strangle him with his hands. From
this time, he wore the lion's skin as armour.—The

bo destroy the Lermeau hydra, which
i -Iced with the assistance of his friend

Iolaus; but because H. obtained assistance in this

count it.—His third

was to catch the hind of Diana, famous for its swift-
. I. n horns, and brazen feet.—The fourth

alive to Eurystheus a wild boar, which
i i iiiii 1 of Krymanthus.—The

tilth was to cleanse the stables of Augeas, king of

3000 oxen had been confined for many
yens, which he accomplished in one day, by turning
the riv.rs Alpheus and Pencils through the stables.

.ml ottered to perform
this service- on payment of a tenth of the cattle, and
concealed the fact, that he had been commanded to

perform it by Burystheus, the hitter, hearing of this,

it must not be counted as one of the

labours.— His sixth was to destroy the carnivorous
birds, with brazen wings, beaks, and claws, which

. country near the lake Stymphalis,
The seventh was to bring" alive to

Peloponnesus a bull, remarkable for Ins beauty and
strength, which Poseidon, at the prayer oi Minos,

bo Minos, king of '

Si - it, w bic ii M
to do, Poseidon made the bull mad, and it laid

waste the island. II. brought the bull on bis

. Eurystheus, who Bet it at

Marathoniau bull in the story
The eighth labour was to obtain the

magse of Diomedes, kmg of the Bistones in Thrace,

wfc'ch fed upon tinman tl.sh.—The ninth was to

limn' bhe girdle of Hippolyta, queen of thi

i thorn was to kill the monster Geryon,
and bring I" These were all the
labours which were originally imposed on II.. but as

Burystheus el id and tilth unlawfully

performed, II. was ordered to perform two more.—
obtain the golden apples from

cs, who knew
win-re to find the apples, brought them to II , who
meanwhile supported the vault of h

according to others, H. went himself and stole the

apples, after slaying the dragon who guarded them
— The last and
from the infernal regions the three-headed elog

Pinto promised him Cerberus on condi-
tion that he should not emploj
W In ii II. had brought the monster tie Eurystheus,
the latter, pale with fright, commanded him to be
removed EL set him at liberty, whereupon Cerberns

.ili. 11. was now i're-e

from In- state of srrvitu.li..

..oll-knnwu 'twelve labours,' must be
added many other achievements, such a, his hatth-s

with the centaurs and with the giants; bis parti-
cipation in tin. expedition of the Argonauts ; the

i romi theu i and Theseus, &c. After
accomplishing all these exploits, II., while in a
state of mental aberration, murdered b

Eriend, [partus; he was afterwards purified from
the murder; but was compelled to sell himself

Eor three years into slavery. When Ins peri...! of

slavery had expired, he returned to Pel
and some time afterwards became a suitor f.u

the hand of Dejanira, the daughter of CEneus,
king of Calydon, whom he married, after having
overcome Ins rival Acini. .us. With her he now
repaired to Trachinia. Having arrived at the river
Kvenus, be encountered the centaur Ncssus. H.
passed through on foot; but Nessus, under pretence

of carrying Dejanira over, attempted to oiler her
viol. -nee; whereupon H. slew him with an arrow
dipped in the poison of the Lermvan hydra. Nessus,
before expiring, instructed Dejanira how to pre-

pare a love-potion for Hercules. The hero now
mole « u against Eurytos (king of Oechalia, who
had defrauded him), slew him and his sous, and
carried off his . laughter Me. Thence

-

he wont to

Kenteon in Euboca, and erected an altar to Zeus
Kenans. In older tc celebrate the rite with due
solemnity, he sent Lichas to Trachis for a white
garment. Dejanira, being jealous of bile, an.iiutcd the
robe with the philter she had received from Nessus.

H. put it on, and immediately the poison penetrated
his boms. Maddened by the terrible pain, he seized
Lichas by the feet, and Hung him into the sea. He
tore off the dress, hut it stuck to his Hesh, which
was thus torn from his bones. In this condition, II.

I by sea to Trachinia; and Dejanira
being informed of what had occurred, destroyed
herself. II. himself repaired to Mount ("Eta, « here

he erected a funeral-pile, and ascending it, com-
in 1 1 1. 1 ed I hat it should be set on tire. The burning
pile was suddenly surrounded hy a dark cloud, in

which, amid thunder and lightning, H. was carried
up to heaven. There he became reconciled to Hera,
and married Hebe.
According to most mythologists, there were Beveral

heroes of the name of Hercules. Among these are
an Indian, an Egyptian, a Tyiiau or I'ho nieian, and
a Tin hm lb niilos. The last is the most cele-
brated, and to him the actions of the otheis lone
possibly be e-n attributed. Others, who would explain
the story of H. symbolically, pretend that it con-
ceals an astronomical idea; while others discover
in this myth the history of the earlj d

twelve labours of H. are simply the course of the
inn through the twelve signs of the zodiac, which
the plastic poetrj of the Greeks has converted into
a loo. ii. I. \,.,.or.ling to Max Midler, H. was the

Sun-god, and the legend of bis death symbolist the

suiis.-t: ' In his last jeiurney, II. prOCeedl from east

to W.-t. lie pro.-e . ds lr. mi the Kell.i .n proUlolu. i

|

to Trachis, and then to Mount GJta, where his pile

is raised. The coat which ll.-janira sends to th,.

'i Bxpn --i" ii frequently used in othi i

it is ... . the clouels which rise from



HERCULES-HERDER.

darkthe waters, and surround the sun like

raiment. H. tries to tear it off, L e., his fierce

splendour breaks through the thickening gloom, but
fiery mists embrace him, and are mingled with the
parting rays of the sun, and the dying hero is seen
through the scattered clouds of the sky tearing his

own body to pieces, till at last it is consumed in

a general conflagration.' Comparative Mythology,
in the Oxford Essays, 1S56.

Festivals were celebrated in honour of H, at
which his exploits were sung. In this manner arose

the Heracleia, long poems
celebrating the life and
actions of Hercules. II.

is represented in plastic

art as the ideal of a hero.

Strength is the charac-
teristic idea, which has
been developed by the
sculptors Myron and
Lysippus in a form not to

be surpassed. A complete
series of representations
of the twelve labours may
be seen in the vases of

,
.. .

,

Voice. The conflict with

^u °„ ^
ercule

1

s
- the giants very frequently

(Bntlsh Museum.)
Qcc£s Qa ^ ^ ^

oldest style ; the one on the casket of Cypselos
is particularly worthy of notice. H's figure is

generally youthful.

HERCULES, Pillars of, the name given by
the ancients to the two rocks forming the entrance
to the Mediterranean at the Strait of Gibraltar.
Their erection was ascribed by the Greeks to Her-
cules, on the occasion of his journey to the kin-J.au
of Geryon. According to one version of the story,
they had once been united, but Hercules tore them
asunder, to admit the flow of the ocean into the
Mediterranean ; another version represents him as
causing them to unite temporarily, in order to form
a bridge. The pfllars are not mentioned in Homer,
though he speaks of Ulysses' passage out of the
Mediterranean into the ocean and back, shewing an
apparent knowledge of the existence of the strait
The first author who mentions them is Pindar, who
places them at Gades (Cadiz), and his opinion had
many followers in later times. The most general
opinion, however, identified them with Calpe (now
Gibraltar) and Abyla (now Ceuta).

HERCULES BEETLE [Scaraboma Hercules,
or Dynastes Hercules), a coleopterous insect of the
family Lamellicornes and tribe Scaraba-ides, remark-
able not only for its great size—it being five inches

Hercules Beetle (Dynastes Hercules).

long—but for the singular appearance of the male

;

an enormous horu projecting from the head, and
being opposed by a similar but smaller projection
of the thorax, the whole resembling a pair- of
great but somewhat unequal pincers, of which the
body of the insect i'r the handle. It is a native of

HERCY'NIAN FOREST (Lat. Hercynia silva;
Gr. Herkynia hyle, or Herkynion oros), the general
designation of the entire wooded mountain-range
of Middle Germany, from the Rhine to the
Carpathian Mountains. Different ancient writers,
however, apply the name sometimes to one part,
sometimes to another of the range. Aristotle makes
the Ister (or Danube) take its rise in it. Cassar, who
estimates it at nine days' journey in breadth, and
sixty in length, comprehends under this name the
whole of the mountain-ranges in Germany north
of the Danube ; while some identify it with tha
Bohemian Forest, and others with the Thuringian
Forest. Modern geographers apply the term, for
the most part, in a very arbitrary manner.

HERD GRASS. See Bent Grass.

HERDER, Johann Gottfried von, an illus-

trious German thinker, was born at Morungen, in
East Prussia, in 1744, and studied philosophy at
Konigsberg under Kant, for whom he conceived an
enthusiastic admiration, although subsequently he
became one of his most resolute opponents. Here,
also, he made the acquaintance of Hamann (q. v.),

who first introduced him to the Oriental lan-
guages and literatures, and made him appreciate
the poetic beauty of the primitive civilisations.

In 1764, he was appointed assistant professor and
preacher at the Cathedral School of Riga, where
his sermons were greatly admired. Here he pub-
lished his first works, Fragmente uber die neuere
Deutsche Literalur (Fragments on the Recent
German Literature, 1767), in which, with bold
and fiery vehemence, he attacked the wretched
puerilities and errors of the national literature
of the day, and the Kritische Wiilder (lit., Critical
Forests, 1769), once, but no longer, of great
theological importance. These two works contain
the germs of all that is essentially peculiar and
characteristic in H's thinking. It was during
a temporary residence at Strasburg that Goethe
made his acquaintance. The latter was five years
younger than H., and, as yet, nameless in litera-

ture ; while H, by his Fragments, was kindling
with new fire the soul of Germany. Goethe almost
worshipped him ; he tells us (in his Autobio-
graphy) that the very handwriting of H. exercised
'a magical influence' (eiiie magische Geioalt) over
him. In 1775, on the recommendation of Goethe,
he was invited to Weimar by the Grand Duke,
and appointed court-preacher and consistorial coun-
cilor. Here he resided untfl his death, which took
place ISth December 1S03. H.'s writings are very
numerous, amounting in all to 60 vols. (Stutt".
1S27—1S30). They may be divided into three
classes : 1. Those relating to religion and theology

;

2. Those relating to literature and art; 3. Those
relating to philosophy and history. As a theologian,
Lis most important work is his Geist der Hebr.
Poesie (Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, Dess. 17S2 ; later
edition, Leip. 1825 ; translated into English by
Dr James Marsh, 2 vols. Burlington, 1S33). As
a philosopher, he has left behind him a fund of
valuable observations on nature and mankind. His
philosophical master-piece is his unfinished Ideen
zur Philosophic der Geschiclite d.-r .Vnischhi-U (Ideas
towards a Philosophy of the History of- Mankind,
4 vols. Riga, 17S4—1791 ; 4th edition, with Luden's
Introduction, 2 vols. Leip. 1S41 ; translated into
English by T. Churchhill under the title, Outlines
of a Philosophy of the History of Man). In this
work, all the rays of his genius converge. His aim
is to represent the entire history of the race as a
series of events pointing to a higher destiny than
has yet been, revealed. His love and reverence
for humanity are intense, pure, passionate. An
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iile.il humanity, it might almost be uid, ia hia

Jivinity. in whoee service he labours with restless

zeal. That enthusiasm, however, whieh made 11.

so effective as a mover of men's minds, had its

iatal compensation in a deficiency of artistic excel-

writings have not that line perfection

of style an. I method which will enable them
to Boat down the stream of time unmolested.

Anions; his other works may be mentioned his

Geilkli'* VnlkM,,ln; and the Cid, the last of which
ia considered by the Spaniards themselves to be

truly Spanish in its spirit. See H.'s Lebenbild,

executed by his bod [Erlang. parts, 1846—1847).

HEREDITAMENT, in English Law, a com-
prehensive word, including everything lli.it goes to

tin- heir-at law. It is often divided into oorj ''

.real. Thus, a house or land held in

fn-ehold is a corporeal hereditament ; while tithes,

.'.f., are incorporeal, being merely rights

in connection with corporeal thing's. The word
includes some tiling's personal as well as real, as

when a chattel right is carved out of an estate of

inheritance.

Ili:i:i: HITAUIN'KSS. The influence exerted
by parents on the qualities of their offspring ia

Bnrrersally admitted, but the relative amount of

influence which each parent exerts is still to some
extent an open question.

The general structure of the body, the height, the

degree of development of the bones and muscles, the

tendency to obesity or leanness, &c, seem to depend
as frequently on one parent as on the other, in the

case of man ; but in many animals, as the dog,

horse, kc, the father most frequently determines

the general form and the size of the body.

The colour and complexion of the offspring follow

no definite rule Sometimes the colours of the two
parents appear undiluted in the offspring, as in the

Laid colt, resulting from the union of a

and a white mare, while in other cases

an intermediate tint appears in the young. In the

offspring resulting from the union of individuals of

the dark and white human races, we have this

tint developed ; but it is believed

that the colour of the father usually predominates
over that of the mother.
A very curious department of this subject is the

transmission to the offspring of special marks or
deformitii s exhibited by one of the parents or more

,t..rs, and not common to the species.

Nevus (or mother's marks), moles, harelip, growths
of hair in unusual places, an unusual number of

toes, and special malformations of the

heart and of other organs, have been frequently

traced to hereditary influence. It is deserving of

remark, that these peculiarities have a tendency to

skew themselves in alternate generations, or even
intervals. Burdach, Blumenbach, and

lent physiologists, have held t b

1 1 (whether dogs or men) who have
idental or intentional mutilation of

I [as, for example, tic tail, fingers, to.),

Bg which inherit these injuries;

. the dogs with cropped tails often pro.

duce pup, with cropped tails. If the facts are true

ubtful), the results are

probably due to an impression on the mother's

uiiu I rather than to an hereditary tendency. The
fiiimi niorial practice of tin- Chinese in stunting the
feet of their women, has not produced a natural

variety with that peculiarity.

Moreil, in ins Introduction to Mmtnl PhUotophy,
oliserves that there are latent powers or tendencies

which have been inherited, ami which often remain
unknown until brought out by jieeuliar eircum-

M rives tie familiar example of the

p inter. The habit of pointing at game is originally

an acquired one
; but so strongh does this habit

it. d 111 the race, that the very lirst time

the young pointer is taken into the field, he will

stand and mark it, thus developing a purely here

ditary instinct. 'Exactly in the same way,' he
adds, 'we find in man jieeuliarities .if mind, temper.

thought, habit, volition, &c, appearing and reappear
ing in families and races. Lord Brougham found
some of his grandfather's writing ex.i :

Ming In own [which is very peculiar], though the

granafathei had died before he was born, and his

father's was quite different.' It is alleged that the

children of skilled artisans are, as a rule, more apt at

petty manipulations than the children of ordinary

rod that hence the population of certain

towns Uirminghain, for example—lias a great

advantage over that of other towns in point of

manufacturing industry.

It is well known that longevity or the reverse, a

tendency to great fiuitfuliiess or to sterility, pecu-

liarities in the degree of delicacy in the externa]
senses, and a special tendency to certain diseases

—

as gout, pulmonary consumption, cancer, &c.—are

frequently transmitted in hereditary .1

one or ..iher parent to the offspring. The predis-

position to any special disease may be transmitted
by either parent ; but where both parents have
been affected, the offspring are especially liable

to suffer from it. Deformities and diseases, also,

engendered by circumstances to which the exposure
is lifelong, or affecting successive generations, are

more certainly and conspicuously hereditary.

Ill miliary Tmib-iicy to Mental Di.vase.—As the
mental constitution in general is eminently propa-

gable, the hereditary tendency in mental disease is

more familiar and better demonstrated than in other

forms of morbid action. One observer attributes

six-sevenths of the cases of insanity to this cause.

In France, and among the affluent classes, one case

in every three ; among the peasants, one in every
ten, is found to occur in families predisposed to

alienation. In Italy, the proportion is nearly the

same. When stating that derangement is traced to

transmitted taint, expression is given to the com-
plex proposition, that individuals who have inherited

an unhealthy cerebral organisation, or bodily quali-

ties, such as amemia, incompatible with sound

mental action, fall victims more frequently and
inevitably to insanity than those physically and
mentally" robust would do. Experience shews that

as particular forms of physical degeneration, such
as rickets, consumption, in like manner particular

species of alienation, are propagated in families

;

that the suicidal impulse appears in oiie, while the

uncontrollable and insatiable desire for stimulants,

is the heritage of a third. There are certain

laws by which this proclivity seems to operate.

Not merely are there more females than malea
actually insane, but there are more hereditarily

be insane. In connection with tins it

must be observed that women are more exposed
by constitution to the exciting causes of insanity

than males, and that as infants they more readily

acquire the mental tone of the mother. But,
moreover, the madness of the mother is more
frequently transmitted than that of the father.

French authorities record that of 40" cases of

mental affections, 279 were traceable to the mother:
an English physician similarly records 76 out of

the taint exists on the side of the
mother, a greater number of children, and a
greater number of daughters, arc born of unsound
mind. But this disposition to disease of the
nervous matter is manifested in the same family

333



HEREDITARY PRIVILEGES AND POSSESSIONS—HEREFORDSHIRE.

in various forms—in one member suffering under
epilepsy, another under mania, another under eccen-
tricity or delusions. Even the last are exhibited
in successive generations. Oxford, who fired at the
Queen, his father, and grandfather, all believed
themselves to be St Paul.—Holland, Medical Notes,
&c. ; Lucas. L'lL'n'dilt' NatureUe.

HEREDITARY PRIVILEGES AND POS-
SESSIONS. The question of the admissibility

of hereditary rights and privileges has been much
agitated with regard to three points, especially

in more recent times. The first is hereditary

monarchy. The ' dime ' right of kings is now little

urged, being felt to be incompatible with modern
notions of the political relations of society; and
the defence of the hereditary transmission of the
supreme power of the state is rather rested on the
ground of political expediency and necessity. The
animosities and disturbances of public affairs that
attend the ever-recurring election of a head of the
state are avoided, it is argued, by making power
hereditary in a particular family, and by a deter-

minate law of succession ; while the dangers and
disadvantages which might arise from an authority
depending upon the chance of birth, are capable of

being neutralised by institutions which prevent the
monarch from doing harm, even if there were not
every reason to hope that self-interest will lead him
to use the power which is the birth-right of his

family, for the permanent honour and advantage of

that family, and, therefore, of the community with
which it is indissolubly bound tip.

Another and perhaps more difficult aspect of

the question is with regard to hereditary classes,

dignities, and offices in the state over and above
the hereditary monarch. One thing is now univers-

ally agreed upon, that the transmission in individual

families of dignities, rights, and offices, involving

essential parts of government, such as the supreme
dispensation of justice, and other attributes of

sovereignty, is inconsistent with the very idea of

a state. The splitting up of Germany into a maze
of petty sovereignties arising out of fiefs of the

empire become hereditary, is a signal instance of

the dangers of this principle. A hereditary nobility

with such rights is no longer considered defensible.

It is another question whether, as a political insti-

tution, a class with certain hereditary privileges

may not be advantageous or even necessary as an
element of stability, and as affording a source of

trained statesmanship. Society has a longer life

than the individuals that compose it, and should
have further-stretching views—' looking before and
after

;

' and it is chiefly in the great historical

families of a nation, that such extended views grow
up and are cherished—families whose traditions

form part of the national history, and which
naturally identify their future with the national

prosperity and dignity. Besides their traditions

and well-developed national instincts, the individual

members of such families enjoy other advantages

as political and social leaders. "Their usually good
education, and their well-secured possessions which,

in addition to a high sense of honour, raise them
above having recourse to petty shifts and jobs,

make them valuable as examples and as adminis-

trators in a commonwealth which aims at dignity

and stability. Carried to an extreme length, as

was the ease in France prior to the great revolution,

the hereditary privileges of the nobility became a

source of social discontent and disorder; but limited

as in the United Kingdom, hereditary privileges

and dignities are found to be no way incompatible

with the utmost social expansion, and are in reality

so popidar as to be admittedly a happy feature in

the structure of society. It is further to be observed,

that as great families with privileges and titles are
from time to time dying out, while others, through
distinguished public services, are raised to th»
rank of nobility, that degree of infusion of nev
blood is kept up which gives vigour to the system,
and at least prevents the British aristocracy from
degenerating into an effete or antiquated caste.—As
regards the economic view of hereditary right to

private property, see J. S. Mill's Political Economy.

HEREDITARY RIGHT, strictly speakiug,
means the right of succession as an heir-at-law.

The foundation of this right is nothing but con-
venience, the principle being, that if a man does
not by will appoint his own heir, the law will do
it for him ; and the law, in doing this, proceeds
according to certain degrees of relationship. It is

therefore a mistake to suppose that there is any-
thing in mere hereditary right which is divine, or

superior to that which results from the radical
right of ownership. It is a secondary and substi-

tutional right, the principal and primary right
being that by which the owner of land is entitled

to say who shall at his deatli enjoy that land.

HE'REFORD, a city, parliamentary and muni-
cipal borough, and capital nf the county of the same
name, is situated in the fertile and highly cultivated

I valley of the Wye, 134 miles west-north-west of

London. The principal building is the cathedral, a

I

noble edifice, 350 feet long, and 174 feet broad,
commenced in 1079. A very interesting old map of

the world, said to date from the 13th c, and other
geographical works, are deposited in the chapter-
house and library. Besides many other public
buildings, H. contains numerous benevolent and
educational institutions, among the latter of which
are several important free schools. Among its

manufactures, which, however, are inconsiderable,

gloves, hats, and flannel are the chief. Of its

five annual fairs, that held in October is perhaps
the largest in the county for cattle and cheese. H.
returns two members to the House of Commons.
Pop. in 1851, 12,10S; in 1871, 18,355.

I HEREFORDSHIRE, an inland county in the

]

west of England, is bounded on the W. hv South
Wales, and on the E. I.v the counties of Worcester
and Gloucester. Area, 534.823 acres. Pop. (1871)
125,364. The surface of the county is hilly, with
occasional valleys opening into wide-spread "plains.

Among the chief hill-ranges, are the Black Moun-
tains on the western, and the Malvern Hills on
the eastern border of the county. The whole of

H. is in the basin of the Severn, and the general

direction of the streams is south-east toward that

river. The Wye, with its affluents the Lugg, the
Arrow, and the Teme, are the principal rivers. The
climate of H. varies with the elevation and the
exposure, but, as attested by the general longevity
of the inhabitants, is on the whole exceedingly

healthy. The soil is for the most part a deep,

heavy, red loam, which produces good crops of

grain, chiefly wheat, and is highly favourable to

the growth of trees. Oaks and apple-trees abound,
orchards are numerous, and cider is made in great

quantity. Sheep and cattle of excellent breeds are

extensively reared, and in the north-west of the
county a useful breed of horses is produced. Agri-
culture is the chief employment of the inhabitants.

H., or at least the greater part of it, formed a
portion of the territory of the ancient Silures, and
was conquered by the Romans in about 73 A. D.

During the so-called Heptarchy, it was included

in Mercia. From its position on the Welsh border— a portion of the county being included in the
debatable land called the 'Marches'— H. was long
the scene of frequent contests.



HEBENCIA HERFORD.

Hi-, it i M lA,a town of Spam, in the province of civil law; and Constantine enacted several severe
I iui..d Hud, ami about III mil... laws for its repression, which were con! iu-ivd ami
city ol that name, It carries on manufactures of extended by his successors, and were collected
Map, ha* a large weekly market and a population of into a single title, Dt Bceretku, in the Jn
tfi""- code, The penalties of by these
HKKK.Y (Or. Saireeit) primitively means a enactments are very seven ,,i|,,,ial

or election, and in its application to religious punishment^ and even to death; and they all

used to designate as well the on the distinct assumption that a crime
:

for "lie's s.-lf, ami maintaining opinions against i ,,, against the state. Tlieso
contrary to the authorised tin reli ''naci i the Etonian law were embodied in

•iinilUllilV to Vt liiell one's obedience is ,1

i heterodox opinions thus adopted and the
party which may have

I
In the

Of the Apostles (see Acts v. 17; xv. .-,
;

xxiv. 5 j xxviil 2

or party, abstracting; from the con
of its character whether good or bad; bul in the

- and m the early I Jhristi in « riti

almost invariably used in a bad sense, which is

the sense uniformly accepted in all subsequent
theological literature. The notion of heresy,

involves
Imitary rejection of

some doctrine proposed by the supreme authority
established in any church as

,

a contumacious p i

in such rejection, with the knowledge that the
belii E of the doctrine is i memliers
of that particular religious community. [toman

oitliori'ty of their
own eh .

heresy to any formal denial of a

by the Etonian Catholic Church as necessary to he
i Protestant « rib rs bi Idom u-e i

i relation to what each sect regards as the
I hristian faith. Beyond this point,

. the idea of heresy has no ;,,

in of the Protestant sects, especially
other communions than then- own.

In tie- : autho-
rity m iv be eitl I .oum-ii
approve
pope himself,

I by the
biahope - burches ; and in

church by
the rejection of a doctrine which in that -

' portion
of the Christian faith. Apostasy is the .

abandonment of the whole Christian doctrine, and
rofessior, Ef the

intellectual error be accompanied by full deliber
ation, and by full km.wl.d.'e ,,f tie

belief, the I Iculd it arise

from Lgnorai

material; and the here y is held to be imputable,
or the Co., ignorance is

vincible or invincible.

Even in the aposi

in the church, and b : ol Nice, the
-

able dimensions. Without attempting any enumer-
ation of til i . be said iii general
'

.ii doctrines with Judaism

;

1 hristianity upon the
' lolls or the (Jontile phll Jill i. ~. And

IBS naturally subdivides r

oriental philosophy .

their errors from till I Of all these

we Bnd traces, re or less distinctly marked, in

fblishment of
(Christianity in the Etonian empiie, heresy appears
to have been regarded as a crime ni-m.

the varion
in considering the history ol the mida

oil ect that the principle above
referred to, as to tin i ben -._ of the crime

ad of other crimes against religion, per-
vades the whole sy-tcln of medieval jliri-prudonee.
It 's furthei

i d, that the principles
of many of the medieval sects were anti-social and
coinn.uiiiMic.il, as well as opposed to thi

of the church; and that their leaders, in many
instances, by adopting violent and revolutionary

ans for the propagation of their doctrines, drew
upon themselves the punishment of anarchy and
rebellion, as well as of heterodoxy in relij

with even these allowances, Catholic historians
themselves admit that the medieval procedures
against heresy were in many instances excessive,

In English Law (2 Hen. IV. e. 15), heresy

faith and the determination of Holy Church; and
by common law the "ibmler was to'bc tried 111 the

ihop and his council

;

and, after conviction, was to ,

king to be dealt w ith at his pleasure, tl .

competenl to issue a writ </ i.

but the statute above referred to empowered the
' i take cognizance of heresy, and on

• hand over the criminal directly, and
or the king's writ, to the s'hcriti-thout waiting for

major or other compete nt officer,
I

t"i 1 practically in force, with certain modi-
tications. till the 29 Charles IX c. 9, since which
torn- heresy is left entirely to the -

'I irts; but, as there is no Btatute
defining in what heresy consists, and as. moreover,
liiu.-li of the jurisdiction of the ec, lesiastical courts
has been withdrawn by the various toleration acts;

all, as the effect of various recent
decisions has been to widen almost indefinitely
the construction of the doctrinal ton,

the ESnglish Church, it may now be ii

!'" isdicti f these courts in matte, o

limited to preventing ministers of the
Church from preaching in opposition

trine and the articles of i
!

incut from which they derive their
i

and that, e\ en En detei oiinin
\ n ha( is to be i-

sidered contrary to n
n.dieally established Se<

trial of Dr Rowland Williams, and the judgment
riven by Dr Lushington in tl

l-'or the history and

[histoids
Stockmann'i

.

:

,. i T 1

1

»
i ; He

Home. i7::u)
; Fritz's KeU

llrzbur
;, 1834) ; Arnold

(r'lanUnit, ii;oo,
; v,

reien (Lcip
i' ini. 1837).

HE'RFORD, a town of Prussia, in the province
be frontier ol

Wei re, 17 miles south-west
of Mindeii. Yarn-spinning, linen weaving, and

d on. Top. 9863.



HERIOT—HERMANDAD.

HERIOT, George, founder of a magnificent
hospital at Edinburgh, the son of a goldsmith in

that city, a descendant of the Heriots of Trabroun,
East Li'thian, was born about 15G3. Admitted,
in May 15S8, a member of the Edinburgh Incor-

poration of Goldsmiths, he was, in 1597, appointed
goldsmith to Anne of Denmark, consort of James
VI. of Scotland, and soon after to the king. On
the accession of the latter, in 1603, to the Eng-
lish throne, he went to London, where, as court-

jeweller and banker, he amassed considerable riches.

He died February 12, 1624, without issue, and
bequeathed the greater part of his wealth to the
town-council and ministers of Edinburgh, to found
and endow a hospital in that city for the mainten-
ance and education of the sons of poor deceased
or decayed burgesses. The noble structure of

Heriot's Hospital, from a design, it is believed, by
two native architects. William Wallace and William
Aytoun, though said to be by Inigo Jones, was
completed, in 1642, at a cost of £30,000 sterling.

After the battle of Dunbar, in 1650, Cromwell made
it a military hospital ; but in 165S it was restored

to the governors by General Monk; and in 1659,

30 boys were admitted. ISO boys are now main-
tained and educated in it. In 1766 the annual
revenue was il966. In 1S37 it amounted to

£11,235, leaving, in that year, a surplus of £3099.
The yearly revenue is now about £15,000. Most of

the ground on which the New Town of Edinburgh
is built belongs to the hospital. The revenues
greatly exceeding the expenditure, in 1S37 an act of

parliament was procured for the erection of schools

in Edinburgh for the education of poor children,

free of all expense. Of these ' Heriot Schools,' there
are twelve—viz., eight juvenile and four infant

schools—attended by upwards of 3000 boys and
girls. The children who are eligible to these

schools are those, in poor circumstances, of deceased

burgesses and freemen, those of burgesses and free-

men who are unable to provide for their support,

and those of poor citizens and inhabitants of Edin-
burgh, but only whilst residing within the royalty.

The governors are also empowered to allow to any
of the boys attending such schools, being sons of

burgesses and freemen, a unifomi fixed sum of

money for maintenance, and a sum for apprentice-

fee, after they have left the schools, all out of the
surplus hinds of the hospital

HERIOT, in English Law, is a kind of fine due in

copyhold estates to the lord of the manor on the

death of the copyholder, and consists of the best

beast, jewel, or chattel that belonged to the deceased.

The lord cau enforce this right by action, or aeize

it brevi inanu. Such a right is practically unknown
in freehold estates in England. In Scotland, all

land is held on much the same forms as copyholds
;

and much more vexatious things of a similar kind
to heriots, under the name of reliefs, become due
from a vassal's heir to the superior on the vassal's

death. In both countries, the practice is equally

barbarous.

HE'RISTAL, or HE'ESTAL, a considerable

village of Belgium, in the province of Liege, extends

along the left bank of the Maas for about three

miles, immediately below the city of Liege, of which
it may almost be considered a suburb. Population

about 7000, principally workmen, who find employ-
ment in the coal-mines, the iron and steel works,
which are here carried on. Some ruins still exist of

the castle of HeristaL the birthplace of Pepin le

Gros (father of Charles MarteL and great-grand-

father of Charlemasne), and from which" he had his

title of Pepin d'Heristal.

HERITABLE axd MOVABLE, a Scotch law-

phrase denoting the distinctions of things whichgo
to the heir and to the executors respectively, iUe
distinction corresponds to a certain extent to the
phrase ' Heir and Executor ' (q. v.) in England.

HERITABLE BOND, in Scotch Law, is a bond
for a sum of money, and joined with it a conveyance
of land in security thereof. The usual deed is now
a bond and disposition in security, corresponding to
the English mortgage (q. v.).

HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS, a remark-
able class of jurisdictions held hereditarily from the
crown in Scotland, abolished (174S) by 20 Geo It. c
43. These jurisdictions amounted to upwards of a
hundred in number, and consisted of sheriffships,

One of the more important was the office of Lord
Justice-general, and the lordship of Argyle and
the Isles, both belonging to the family of Argyle.
In virtue of their hereditary rights, the possessors
of these jurisdictions exercised an arbitrary power
oyer vassals and others within the limits "of theii

domain, and could punish them by fines, scourging,
imprisonment, and even in some cases put them to
death, without interference of the common law. As
repugnant to social policy, and more particularly

with the view of extinguishing the authority of

Highland chiefs over their 'clans, these heritable
jurisdictions were abolished ; the possessors receiv-

ing payment for the assumed value of their rights.

Argyle, alone, received £21,000 as an indemnity,
and altogether there was paid bv government
£152,037, 12*. 2d. The abolition of these odious
jurisdictions being followed by the appointment of

sheriffs on a proper footing, this great legislative act
marks an important era in the history of Scotland.

HERITABLE SECURITIES, the name given
in the law of Scotland to what are called mortgages
and charges on land in England. These were
formerly distinguished into wadset, infeftment of

annual rent, heritable bond, bond and disposition

in security, and absolute disposition with back-bond,
and also reserved burdens on land. All heritable
securities are founded on the theory, that they con-
stitute a pledge of the land to the creditor until the
debt is paid, or rather the debt is a burden on the
land, so that whatever becomes of the land, into
whatever number of hands it is conveyed and
transferred, the debt still inheres in it, and must be
first paid out of the proceeds, unless it is redeemed.
In Scotland, the principal heritable security is now
called the bond and disposition in security, which
consists of an obligation to pay the debt, and a
disposition pro tempore to the creditor, by way of

security till the debt is paid. The bond must be
registered in the Register of Sasines, to complete the
title, and it is assignable to a third party. A power
is always given to the creditor to sell the estate, if

the principal or interest is not paid, in -which ease,

the creditor must account for the surplus after

paying himself his debt.

HE'RITOR, in the Law of Scotland, is the owner
of land in a parish liable to public burdens. The
heritors, collectively, have vested in them the fee of

the church and churchyard ; they elect the pariah
schoolmaster, repair the parish church, &c.

HEEMJE. See Hfuves.

HERMANDAD, The (Sp. 'Brotherhood'), an
association of the principal cities of Castile and
Aragon, bound together by a solemn league and
covenant for the defence of their liberties uTseasons
of trouble. These confederacies were sanctioned
by the sovereigns, as agents for suppressing the
increasing power of the nobles, and for mamtaining



public security through the land with DO coat to

nmnent in Anson, the first Herman. lad
i dished in tin.' mi. 1. lie of the Kith c and in

ibout 30 years later; while in 12'.>.>, :;.". cities

la and Leon formed a joint eonfe
ami entered into a compact, by which the]

themselves to tike sun iry vengeance on every
noble who had either robbed or injured a member of

• •latinii, ami refused to make just atone-
i the wrong; or upon any one who should

attempt, even by the order of the king, to levy an
unjust tax. During the Inn" period ra anarchy in

whii h the Christian rulers of Spain wen- impotent
tn maintain order in their own dominions, the
Santa Hermandad, or Holy Brotherhood, had pre-

sented the unly cheek against the unbounded
licence ..i tin- miiilcs ; and Isabella of i

' nstile, seeing
tin' beneficial effects which an extension of the
institution was capable ..f producing, obtained the
sanction i .f the Cm tcs for its thorough ic organisa-

tinn and extension over the whole kingdom ill I i'.lli.

The crimes reserved for its jurisdiction were all

acts of violence and theft committed on the high-

roads or in the 0|>en country, and the penalties

ach misdemeanour were specified with
• precision in the codes of laws, whuh

were enacted at different times in the yearly

oi the deputies of the confederate cities.

Au annual contribution was, moreover, assessed
on every hundred householders or veeinos, for the
equipment and maintenance of the horsemen and

- or officials of the brotherhood, whose
duty it was to arre.-t offenders, and enforce the

the law. Although the Hermandad was
regarded with much disiavoiir by the aristocracy,

it continued for many years to exercise its func-
tions, until the country was cleared of banditti,

and the mm - nal.l.-d to discharge
their duties without hindrance from lawless dig-

In 1498, the objects of the
Hennandad having been obtained, and public order
established on a tinn basis, the brotherhood was

and reduced to an ordinary police,

such as it has existed, with various modifications
of form, to the present century. The laws enacted
at different times in the juntas or assemblies of the
Hermandad were compiled, in 14S.">, into a code,

known as the Quademo de Uu Leges nomas de la

Hermandad, winch was first printed at Burgos
in l.'.JT See Man ana. History of S/"iii> • Pulgar,

o»; i'rescott, History qf Ft rdinand and
Isabella.

HKKMWN. JoHAlW Gottfried Jakob, a
German philologist of great genius and learning,

was born at Leipsic, 28th November 1772; studied
there and at Jena, and was made, in 17'.^. extraor-

dinary professor of philosophy. In 1803, tie "as
called to Kiel as ordinary professor of eloquence,

poetry in 1809,
and in this position lie remained till his death, ,'llst

1> iber l -is 1 1
i i, lushed by Uberal-minded-

D«ss and love of truth, b. eloquence and extensive

• alttire, II. continued till his latest days to attract
Ins class-room, which

tsnt forth some of the most celebrated teachers
in the se| Is and imiver-ii

i

first department which he began to cultivate on
original principles was the science of metre, ol

winch he attempted to develop a philosophical
theory from the cat. ' and on this

Subject he wrote, besides his II O ml 1
, II i-li ,/. M t lik

.1 Latin treatises, among which his

BpUomt 1> 1818) reached a thud
edition in 1852, ' >f wider importance, however,
wa» the new method which he introduced into the
treatment ot Greek grammar, which has had lU

of Latin, and even of
modern languages, especially of tin- Herman. The
principles ol this method are not only explicitly

d in his De Bmendt add
OramrAaHea (18011, but are practically il

in his numerous editions of the ancient classics. H.'«
pow.rot dealing with chronological, topographical,
and personal questions, is shewn in his Ojmseula
(7 vols., Leip, 1827—1830), which also contain
some poems breathing the spirit of Roman | try.

.lalin's U.itll'iinl II. ,'int Unlit. Ittiii«<r,',lr

(Leip, 1849).

MKKMAXX, or HERMAN, a name that first

a Germany in the 6th c. after Christ, but
is now become common. It has been erron
translerred to that prince or cliief of the Cherusci,
called by Roman writers Arniiniiis, and b

... .,, n ot

Sigiiner, and was born Hi B.C. 'I lie period in which
the youth of H. was cast was fraught with the
li. .1. st peril to Germany. To secure the fro

mpire against the attacks of the Germanic
tribes, the Romans had ben forced to advance
into the more turbulent districts, and to build a
scries of forts to overawe the inhabitants. In
this manner, uot only had most of the Celtio
tribes from the Alps to the Danube been subdued,
but in the years from 9 B.C. to 4 A.D., DrusuS
and Tiberius had penetrated into the north-west
of Germany as far as the Elbe, laid out a number
of military mails, erected fortresses in the country,
and reduced the different tribes to such dependence
upon 1! e, as virtually amounted to c plete
subjugation. With so much prudence ami caution
had Tiberius proceeded, that the German- con-
tinued to all appearance on the best terms with
the Konians, gradually adopted Human habits, and
frequently and readily took service in the Roman
armies. Thus H. and his brother Flavins had
enrolled themselves under the Roman standards,
and as leaders of Cheruscan auxiliaries, had not
only obtained Human citizenship and the rank of

knighth 1 in the country of the Danube, but
had likewise acquired a knowledge of the Latin

. and a deep insight into the arts of war
and policy as practised by the Unmans, Enriched
with tbi'se experiences, when II. after the exjiir-

aii
.

years, returned home, he found the
iliairs considerably changed for the worse,

through the unskilful despotism of the ltonian

,
i, uiiitiliiis Varus. H. now conceived the

All the tribes and leaders as far

secretly summoned ;
Varus was lulled into security,

and induced to despatch portions of his army to

different points, and with the remaining portion,
which was just on the point of leaving i

of the Cherusci for the Rhine, to quit the highway.
lie was thus lured into the impassable districts of

the Tnilohurg Forent (cither in the upp.

the I.ippe, or the adjoining Prussian territory); an
engagement took place, which I

The result was the annihilation of the whole Roman
army [9 A. D.). When nitell

uu. bed I;. , it exi il onstemation
ami anxiety. The

(

tans, however, who had only
their own liberation in view, prosecuted their vic-

tory no further; and for a few years both
to speak, hung lire. When ( lerinanicus (q.v.), how.

ever (14 A.D.), assumed the command on the Lower
. ,o|ve,l to crush the barbarians. In

. campaigns, 14 ah. and 10 a.h., he
reduced II. to great straite; but he being recalled

to Koine by the Klnpcmr Tiberius, 17 AC
...us activity were lo-t. From this

time no Roman army ever ventured to penetrate



HERMANNSTADT-HERMAS.

from the Rhine into the interior of Germany, and
this circumstance, which decided the future fate

of Germany, must be ascribed chiefly to Hermann.
Nevertheless, no sooner was the foreign enemy
expelled, than the internal feuds broke out with
more violence than ever. In the course of these, H.
was slain by his own relatives, in the 37th year of

his age and twelfth of his leadership. Tacitus says

of him :
' He was, without doubt, the deliverer of

Germany ; and unlike other kings and generals, he
attacked the Roman people, not at the commence-
ment, but in the fulness of their power ; in battles,

he was not always successful, but he was invincible

in war. He still lives in the songs of the barbarians,

though unknown to the annals of the Greeks, who
admire only what Belongs to themselves ; by the
Romans, he is not estimated according to his merits,

because in our admiration for the past, we neglect

the present.'—Compare Wictersheini, Der Feldzug
des Germanicus an der Weser 16 n. Chr. (Leip. 1850)';

Massmaun, Arminius, Cheruscorum Dux ac Decus,
Liberator Germanics (Lungo, 1839).

HE'RMANNSTADT (Lat. Cibinium, Hung!
Nagy-Szeben), an important town of Austria, capital

of the crown-land of Transylvania, is beautifully

situated on the Oibin, or Zibin, an affluent of the

Aluta, about 70 miles west-north-west of the
town of Cronstadt. H. is the seat of the Austrian
governor of Transylvania, and of a Greek non-

united bishop, and is the head-quarters of the 12th
corps of the imperial army. Pleasing promenades
surround the town, and the district in which it

is placed is fertile as well as beautiful. Tan-
ning, wax-bleaching, and the manufacture of cloth

(linen and "woollen), combs, paper, ami gunpowder,
chiefly employ the inhabitants. The local trade is

considerable. Pop. 18,600, one-half of whom are

Protestants.

H., originally a village, is called, on the ancient

seal of the town, Villa Iiermanni. The Hermann
from whom the town has its name was a citizen of

Niirnberg, and is said to have led hither a colony

in the 12th century.

HERMA'PHRODITE, in Botany, the term
employed to designate those flowers which contain

both the male and female organs of reproduction
(stamens and pistils), and are therefore by them-
selves capable, of producing perfect seed. Flowers
containing only male or female organs are called

unisexual or Diclinous (q.v.), and when produced on
the same plant, Monoecious (q. v.) ; when on different

plants, Diitcious (q. v.). Hermaphrodite flowers are

also called monoclinous (Gr. monos, one, and Mine,

a couch) and perfect flowers.

HERMAPHRODITISM i3 the term employed
by naturalists to designate the state or condition of

those organisms, whether animal or vegetable, in

which the sexual characteristics of the male and
female are- united in the same individual. The
name is derived from the fable of the union into

one of the bodies of Hermaphroditus, son of Hermes
and Aphrodite, and the nymph Salmaeis. See

Ovid's Metamorphoses, lib. iv. v. 347.

There are two kinds of hermaphroditism, the

true and the spurious ; in the former, there is an
actual co-existence, in the same individual, of male
and female reproductive organs ; while in the latter,

there is only an appearance, from arrest or excess

of development, of a union of the distinctive organs

of both sexes. True hermaphroditism is the normal
type of sexual structure in most plants. See
Hermaphrodite, in Botany. It likewise occurs

normally in man' of the lower invertebrata, and as

a monstrosity in the higher invertebrata, and even
occasionally in certain vertebrata.

|
The recent investigations of Balbiani shew that

certain Infusoria (as, for instance, the common green
Paramcecium), at all events occasionally present the

|
phenomena of hermaphroditism. In some of the
polyps (as, for example, the Hydra and some of the
Actiniae), the sexes are united in the same indivi-

dual ; the same is tlie case with some of the Acalephffl

(namely, the Ctcnopliora), with certain orders of

Helminthes or parasitic worms (the Cestodes and
Trematodcs), with certain Aimelides (the Hirudinei
and Lumbricini, of which the leech and the earth-

worm are typical examples), with many acephalous
molluscs, with the Pteropods and with most of the
Gasteropoda ; while in the highest order of molluscs,

the Cephalopods, the sexes are always distinct.

Among the crustaceans, the Cirrhipeds are for the
most part hermaphrodites ; but in the other and
higher orders, if hermaphroditism exists, it is only
as an abnormal occurrence, and gives rise to a
monstrosity. (For example, the common lobster has
been observed with male organs on one side of its

body, and female organs on the other.) True but
not normal hermaphroditism is also occasionally met
with in insects. In fourteen cases given by Oehsen-
heimer, the right side was male, and the left female;
and in nine cases it was the reverse. Professor
Owen remarks that in insects hermaphrodites are

occasionally found, where the characters of one sex,

instead of extending over one-half, are limited to

particular parts of the body which agree in the
main with the other sex. Thus, in an individual of

Gastrophaga cjuercus, the body, the antennae, and
the left wings were those of the female, while the
right wings were those of the male.

True (but of course abnormal) hermaphroditism
is far rarer amongst the vertebrata than in insects

or crustaceans. Various instances, however, are on
record of fishes presenting a lateral hermaphroditic
structure, or a roe on one side and a milt on the
other ; and references to various cases that have
been reported may be found iu Professor Simpson's
learned and elaborate article, ' Hermaphroditism,' in

The Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology. The
same article may be referred to for cases of similar

hermaphroditism in birds and mammals, including
the human subject, namely, cases in which there
were female structures on one side, and male struc-

tures (more or less perfect) on the other.

Returning from these cases of abnormal true

hermaphroditism to those of normal true hermaphro-
ditism, the question naturally suggests itself—Can'
these true animal hermaphrodites, possessing male
and female organs, fertilise themselves? As far as is

known, none of the terrestrial hermaphrodites, sueh
as land-molluscs (the common snail, for example)
and earth-worms, are self-impregnating. They all

pair, and in this respect otter a strong contrast
with hermaphrodite plants. But of aquatic animals,

there are many self-fertilising hermaphrodites. For
further details on the subject of hermaphroditism
generally, the reader is referred to Steenstrup's
Untersuchungen iiber das Vorkommen des llerma-
l>hruditi.imus in der Natur (1846).

Spurious hermaphroditism is a subject of too
purely a professional character to be noticed at all

fully in these pages. Those who take an interest

in this subject may be referred for further infor-

mation to Professor Simpson's article, and to a case
recorded about two years ago in Tlie Lancet by Dr
Girdwood.

HE'RMAS, the name of one of those who were
members of the Roman Church at the time at which
St. Paul wrote his Epistle, to the Romans, and as

may be inferred from the apostle's addressing a

special greeting, to him, a person of some eminence
among his fellow-Christians. He was, though
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resident at Rome, most probably, judging from his

,-k origin. II , In

•vi-ii 1 1 1 1
1
!- • • ...,,. iln- . ircumstance of

bis 'being the reputed author ol the well-known
early treati - hicb is corn-

ed among the writings of the apostolic

ribed to the II. of St Paid,

more or less poaitively, by Origen, Eusebius, and
st Jerome, But there ie a second II., who lived

:il... nt the middle of the 2d ft, a brother of Km I.,

Bishop of Rome, t.> whom the work in attributed

by "tlicr .writers, and it would seem with greater

intrinsic probability. The work con

allu to specially

against the Montanistie errers a fact quite

eoncilable with the supposition of its having been
written in the apostolic age. The Shepherd, which-

ever EL may have 1 n its author, -.ems to bave

a ily written in Greek. However, until

recently, it was known only by a Latin version, with
(he exception of some Creek fragments collected

from the quotations of the work liy the Greek
Fathers. But iii the year 1856, s Greek text, said

to have been found at .Mount Athng, by the since

too notorious M. Snnonides, was published at l.ei|.sie,

the genuineness ol which is more than doubtful
;

and an Ethkipie version was printed in I860, liy

M. Antoine d'Abbadie, the well known Abyssinian
traveller and scholar. The Shepherd is a mystical

work, divided into three parts—the first containing
four 'Visions ;

' the second, twelve ' I'll -cepts ;' a l|. I

the third, ten 'Similitudes.'. It has been di scribed

as the PUj/rim'l ProgreeA of the early church ; and
although it contains Imt little of positive dogmatic
teaching, is a most interesting monument of the
Christian life of that period.

HERMENETJTICS (Or. FTermeneutes, an inter-

preter!, the science of interpretation, especially as

applied to the Holv Scriptures. It. t is a 1h.iii.-1i

of the same general study with Exegesis (q. v.), and
-•ii confounded with thai - ience ; but

thi two 1. ran. -lies is very
marked, end is perhaps sufficiently indicated by the

etymology of the names themselves. Tu I
in

euti.-s properly belongs the 'interpretation' of the

text—that is, the discovery of its true meaning ; the
province of i-x.-l-c-is is the ' exposition ' of the an-

i the pi'.ietie.il office ol making
it intelligible to others in its various bearings, scien-

tific, literal, doctrinal, and moral. Hence, although,

the laws of interpretation have many things in

common with those of exposition, it may l»- laid

down that to the especial province of hennenentics
belongs all that regards the text and interpretation I

of the Holy Scripture ; the signification of words, the

force and significance of idioms, the modification of

the sense by the context, and the other details of
! inquiry ; the Consider-

ation of the character of the writer or the persons
whom he .i.l r.-umstaines in win. h

to which his work was
.

mingly purely literary, are tided

by the views entertained as to the text of Holy
Scripture, and especially on the on

inspiration, ree of such
inspiration.

So far. there is bnt little difference between
Roman Catholic hermeneutista and the more strict

school of Protestant cnti.s. It is at this point

that the fun. la util distinction hetween Catholics

i -I-
, and Prote I tot ol every shade

on the other, may he said to begin. With the

latter, the sense ot the Scripture once truly ascer-

tained from the Scripture itself interpreted by the
rules explained abo\ i

final, and
. .

intended by God. With the former, the individual

judgment which is ton 1 upon these rules, and
which, as to the actual meaning of the particular

incide with that of the

still controlled, and, it may bi

ruled by the authoritative interpretation oi the

inveyed in the decrees of mils, or

the dogmatical definitions of pontiffs accepted by
the universal church. From this ciri u

red that in the Roman < atholii ' bun b

Hi- c,.-n,-e ,.i hciiuoiicutics is a nullity, and that no
freedom of interpretation is practical!-

The Unman Catholic critic, however, maintains that

he exercises, and is free to exercise, on the text of

Scripture the of int. rpret.ii ion w In. h

the Protestant may claim ; and that, it is quite

possible that he may arrive at precisely the same
conclusions with the Protestant as to the meaning
.-: Oi criptvrai text considered in itself alone. But
be differs from the l'mtostnnt in believing that

the Scripture .Iocs not itain the whole of God's
rcv.-lation. and, therefore, that, as oni

Scripture is modified liy another, so the scriptural

revelation itself may be modified by other revela-

conveyed to us through other mediums;
as, for example, that of tradition. See Tradition.
As regards tie- hi, rat ur Il.-rmcneutics, most of

the writers named in the article EXEOESIB have
dealt with both branches of the science. They are

for the most part. Protestant. The most remark-
able l Icrn Catholic li.-rineneutical writers are,

Hermann Goldhagen (Mainz, ITlioi ; s. -. -mull, r's

II, i in. in illicit S.n-rn I 177:) ; Mavr's Ins'ihilni .1 lump.

Saeri (1789) i Jahn's Enchiridion Hermen, (Vienna,
ISl'Ji; \r|e|.-r's III mi. in ntiril IIi-iii mils (Vienna,

hi::.; I ntei-kircher's II, ,-„i, „,-„f, „ llihlica (1831);
Ranolder, limn. /I'M. Principia Fationalia (Pttni

:si ; Schnittler, II ruiull, ,,i, ,, ,1,-r II, r-

meneutik (Ratisbon, 18-14); Glaire's Mermeneutiea
Sacra (1840).

HE KM is. the name of a divinity mon
known as Mercury, the god of speech, eloquenoe,

traffic, theft, and herds. Under his

nam.- are comprised several mytholo
ages, who per-,, mlie.l the external expression of

thought, whether human or divine. I

of these are Teti, Thoth, Theuth, or Taut, the

Egyptian H., the Greek god properlj
the riio-uician Ta.-iut. the Carthaginian Sumes,
lie l.li.i can Tiiruis, the Cliahliean Hiivanui, and
the Latin Mercnrius. The old. I ..i in.-., was
iin.h.uht. -dlv the l-'.evptian, whose worship appears

rlv as the 1 1 tli dynasty. Thoth «

ibis (Ae5), whichI with the head of an il

was his living emblem, and cvp-es.-d In- name
i

he had invented and revealed to the monarch
Thainus. Many religious hooks were believed to

bave been written bj bim, and all literary composi-

tions were dedicated to him. II,- v,

clerk of the gods, and in the future state justified

the g I against their accusers, as he formerly had
trial of that god and Typhon. In

the contest between Osiris and Typhon, when llonis

had torn oil' the <li.nl t his mother Isis, Thoth
is reported to have replaced it with the head of

a c.w. Locally, be was lord of Sesenu, Hermo-
polis, the modern Eshmunin, but Ins worship was
a,,: ei iL He was

i istent god,
ne legends of later date make him the

on ol « hniimi-. or of the \ i

1

character he was identified with the m t-<A,

and was supposed to preside over that luminary
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and the souls which made it their habitation
He inscribed also the names of monarehs on th<
asht or Persca, the tree of life of the Egyptian
paradise.

In the Phoenician mythology, Taaut or H. seems
den red from the Egyptian, and he was the son of
Miaor or Egypt, inventor of writing and the sciences

;

while another form of his name, Snmes, is that of
the Punic H. of Carthage. It is, however, clear
that the name Taaut is derived from the Egyptian
Tet, 'word' or 'speech,' The tradition of H. has
passed to the Arabs, who recognise two Hermes,
one who lived 1000 years after Adam, called by
the Chaldees Ouriai or Dnvanai, the great master;
another, surnained Thani, doctor of the world, and
liberator of men from error, a prophet and phil-
osopher

; and Trismegist, the thrice-great, who lived
at ( 'alovaz, in Ohaldsea.
But the most important of all was the Greek

Hermes. The various traditions which make him

or Vulcan, and Cabira. In the Eleusiuian mysteries
he was represented by the hieroeeryx.
The idea of H. seems to have been developed

from two origins—the ancient Pelasgic or Arca-
dian god of shepherds, subsequently considered
the patron of barter, of commerce, without any
trace of intellectual qualities; and the Phoenician
or Egyptian H., introduced by commerce into
Greece with all the attributes attributed by the
Orientals to then- deity. In art, a similar develop-
ment is seen from the old squared trunks or pillars,
called Hennas and Hermidia, retained till a later
period, but by degrees ornamented with a bearded
head, to which sometimes are added phallic sym-
bols, the destruction of which at Athens before
the sailing of the .Sicilian expedition led to a fearful
tumult, and the fall of Alcibiades (q. v.). In later
but still archaic art, he is represented bearded,
wearing the broad-brimmed petasus, and holding
the twisted caduceus. At the time of Phidias'the son of the Egyptian Nilus, whose name was

j

he was represented unbearded, "with "eurVhn^er pronounced, or the sacred Tli oth, are clearly crafty and 'charming expression an, he rm
)',.' ,1

lHCh
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llem
:
cs > 113

,
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of^ e ort V™f* H. in whom the actions caduceus has two snakes attached to it His formof the others centered was the son of Zeus and is naked, but often has a chlamys, or cloak douSMaia, born on Mount Cyllene, in Arcadia, and
,
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branches of the myrtle and tamarisk. Apollo, I The Etruscans seem to have derived his worshinZ"!,^^^1 H. before Zeus, at directly from the Greeks, and represent™SOlympus who condemned him to restore them; the same attributes and type, but with the ^ruscanbut Apollo, enchanted by the sound of the newly name Tar,,,,, as the (Jamil us of 4 1 go ffis
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' ^Pl»3ed to be derived fromI" toIn the Iliad and Odyssey are no traces of his traffic. There was something mystic in his cultl.iev.sh properties, winch wore introduced by the for the fecial* did not know his nature, and heLiter poets In the Gigantomachia he .berated originally had the laurel instead of the caduceusZeus from Typhon, and restored him Ins limbs, and the name of his mother Mala had been 4venH. was messenger, herald, and ambassador of the to the mouth Mains, or May, on the 1.5th day ofgods; he bound Promc hens to Caucasus ; killed which his festival was held As early as ^59Argus with the hundred eyes
; liberated the wan- A.u.c.,he had a temple near the Circs Maximusdering Io &c. In the events ,,t the Trojan war, he and his statue in that locality held a puree Ttconducted the goddesses to the tatal judgment of the Porta Capena, there was a well sacrVd to him,lays b, ought lnara to Achilles, and was patron and the merchants sprinkled themselves and theSo

1 1 sses, to whom he gave the herb niolys, to goods with the holy-water, obtained by dipping a.berate him Iron, (_ nee Many heroical and other laurel branch into the well. Tradition mile himpersonages were defended from him. As god of the the father of Evander by the nymph ( 'armeuta a™sciences, he invented the alphabet from the flight of Larea by the goddess Lara; but the 1
„',

of cranes, astronomy and numbers, weights and adopted into their religious system the <ln,kmeasures, music, the lyre, and syrinx gymnastics, traditions, although, at a later time, under thetact.es and the cultivation of the olive. Many empire, the influx of fore,.,,, religions made them
festivals were celebrated to him in Northern Greece confound him with the Iv-vptian Anubis and evenand the islands as atJ'henca, Cyllene, and Athens

;
represent him with a dogs' or jackal's 'head, Indand some of these Henna,! resembled the Sat,,,- depict hi,,, of a golden or black colour. His worship

n.-dia, slaves bcug served on these occasions by had even penetrated to Gaul, where he was adored
then- masters. His worship, in fact, extended all under the name of Teutames.-Griiber, AUkEmover the Peloponnesus the islands of the ^igean, Wortcrbuch Voce: Gerhard, Orl,ch /,,/,. M„lholAsia Minor, an, even Hespena or Magna Gnecia. (Svo Berl. 1S54, i. 2G0) ; Hartung, Bel. d. RomeAnogst. annuals, the tortoise, jug, lamb, and goat,

;

(Svo Frib. 1S43); Birch, Gall. Antiq., pp. 26, 27,and the young ,,1 beasts, were sacred to him; the
J

Midler, Arch. d. Kumst, p. 560.
ibis and the ,, nil </„,-,„) amongst birds

; and the HERMETIC BOOKS. Amongst the Egyptians
l,,ln,-t,ee, black-thorn c.nque-foil, and purslane a„ books or lite ,,,n .
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-
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j
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bwn written by the fingero or under the .1 i.-t.it i. .n

at the god Thoth himself, and several chapters of

this and other works are stated to have been found
im monuments written by the god. Hence the word

inspired, aa Thoth was the scribe i

Van. mis traditions prevailed as to the number and
nature of these books. Clement of Uexandria
mentions 4'.' hermetic 1»>. .ks. which contained the
sum <>f all knowledge, whether human or divine;

as [amoliohna, raise t lnir number to
20.C0I1 ; and Matictho l_'iv.-s tin- astronomical cipher

of 38,625. The Beries ol Looks mentioned by tin'

great authors were: 1. Beared hymns of Osiris;
'.'. i In the Life of a Kane; •'! - 6. Astrological precepts

Kgvpt and tin- Nil.'
;

Is 27.

discipline of priests ; L'S :i.'f. M di. in.
.

been undoubtedly found
in thu hi. -rati.- ]ia|>yri. Under tin' name ..!' hermetic
1 Ice, several writings, principally in Greek, have
1 u banded down, which pretend to he translated
from the Kgvptian, and similar hooks may have
existed in the 2d century. But these I ks contain
notions of the Neo-Platonic Bohool of Porphyry and
lamblichus, and appear to he intended as philo-

sophical works niving an explanation of the genesis

of the Cosmos, the nature of God and man, in anta-

gonism to the Looks of the I lid ami Now Tesl imi at,

school. The name of hermetic writings was parti-

cularly affected by the alchemists and astrologers

of the mi. idle ages, as the Tractatw Vert Aureus,
by Dominicus Gnostus, in 1610 ; the Tabula
Smaragdina, or 'Emerald Table of Alchemy,' in

loll ; and various others. The principal tenets

of the hermetic Looks are, that the Creator made
by Ins word out of fluid ; that the

soul is a union of light and life, and proceeded
...I ; that death and life are

-. and that, nothing U .lestni. -til. le
;

that the soul traiismi i ..r sullr-

ing is the result "I motion. -liailliigu ton I 'ru/itis,

I
//• rmeHriiriiiil Imhilr I.lona, I.V.'Tl ;

Scheible 1 12 , Stuttg,

1855); // . / 'oemander) a I'arthey

(8vo, BeroL 1854).

HBRM IT I at eremita, an inha-

bitant of the desert), one of the names given in

the early ages, and still more in the I

I, who, with a view

n edom from the

tat:. .us. and business of the world, v. tl

the ordinary intercourse of life, and t .ok up their

abode in natural caverns or rudely formed huts

forests, mountains, and other solitary

the names ,,f Eremite
its (q. v.i were indiscriminately applied

: I, it the wold .
/'• ffliftl li <\ ""

Latin, it is more commonly
used ill tin' modern languages which

1 im; and the Germans use the name
ame signification. The

hermits ol I like the primitive

iften lived in c plete solitude ; bul a

much more com n, and, in 1 1
s influeno on the

chui' 1 , more important form of the institute, was

niimitx of hermit*, each possessing

his separate hermitage, bul all meeting nl stated

tunes for nun-, prayer, religious instruction, sod

other i moil an. I public exercises. The various

hermits of this class are regarded as constituting

religious orders, anil although never attaining to the

popularity which .li-tingiiishe.l the I'Viinci-ciins, the

Capuchins, the Dominicans, and other ai

they form, nevertheless, a numerous and not unin-
llueiitial element iii the spiritual life of thl Roman

I h. It is Ley 1 Hie scope of this work
to enumerate all the eremitical orders. The most

t be I L i - ol St Augustine, n ho
trace their origin to the holy lather of that name,
but are suLdiviiled into several varieties, which had
their rise in the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries; the

8, founded

a branch
by Pi fcer Murrone,
the Hieronj mites [q.

in the Uth C, and
parte of Spain and

1012;
ti I liscans, established
,,.: Pops I i

i. tine V.
;

il bed lirst in Castile

ice introduced into other
Itnl' by Lop.- .1 t Hmeda in

1424; and the Paulites, o called from St Paul, the

first hermit, but an institute "I the 13th c, which
had its origin in Hungary, and attained to a wider
extension and a greater popularity than perhaps
any other anions the eremitical orders. See Helyot,
Hutoire dee Vnlf * H. r-jH ii.i also Wetser, Kire'heu-

Lexicun, art. Einiiedli-i:

HERMIT GRAB, the common appellation of a

large family (Pagurida) of crustaceans, of the older
mil sub-order .1 nomoura (sei Ci B)

having the abdominal or tail segments much more
loped than in true crabs, but undefended

by hard plates, and not forming an organ for swim-
ming, as in lobsters, prawns, and other Mtirrnum.

ml tender tail requires a protective

covering, which the instinct of the hermit crabs

leads them to Knd in some turbinated ui dvi

shell of suitable size. The most common British

species [Puyiiru* Urrnlnii-ilan) is an interesting

object, to every visitor of the sea-shore, and may
be found in abundance wherever little pools are
left by the tid i a rocky ... shelving coast
Shells of whelks, periwinkles, &c, may be Seen
moving about in the p.„,ls in a manner very

different from that in which they v

by then- original molluscous owners, having now
Lee. ,ii,e the propertv and habitations of hermit
crabs, by which, perhaps, the luollu-, s wen eat 11.

iii the il i retires into the

shell, guarding the aperture of it with one claw,

which is much larger than the other, the hard
points of thi Little The

' ii. animal is adapted to si. h

il.. pari which in the lobster

I omes a finlike expansion at the end of the
i. nl. becomes in the II. C. an appi

tliuih holding by the shell ; and 80 lulnh .Iocs '.ho
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II. C. hold, tlmt it may be pulled in pieces, nut

cannot be pulled out. Some species have suckers

to render the hold more perfect. Increase of size,

however, renders it necessary for hermit crabs to

relinquish their old shells and seek new ones.

Hermit crabs are very interesting inmates of the

aquarium, but their locomotive habits and their

voracity make them unsuitable for an aquarium
otherwise very finely stocked. They feed on
molluscs, ami on all the animal garbage of the

sea-shore.—Some of the hermit oralis of warmer
climates are much larger than the British species

;

some of them (genus Ccenohita) inhabit land-shells,

aud some are found even at a distance from the sea.

HE'RMITAGE, the cell or hut of a single hermit,

and sometimes the aggregate of the cells occupied

ky the members of a single community. Many
of these, from the reputation of their inmates, or i

as being the scenes of certain popular miraculous
legends, attained great celebrity, and became the

nuclei of important ecclesiastical establishments,

and, in some instances, large and populous cities.

HERMODA'CTYL (Gr. Hermes, Mercury, and
dactyhs, a finger) is the name of a medicine
that had a high repute among the later Greek
and the Arabian physicians, as a remedy for

gout aud rheumatism. It is mentioned by Alex-
ander of Tralles, who flourished 560 A.D. ; Paulus
iEgineta, who lived a century later ; Avicenna,
Serapion, &c. By some of the old writers, it was
termed anima articidorum, or the soul of the joints.

Conns, probably of several species of colchicum,

are still sold in Greece and in the East under the

name of hermodactyls. While Sir H. Halford and
•others have, advocated the view that hermodactyls

are the conns of Colchicum autumnale, different

botanists and pharmacologists have referred them
to C. illyricum, C. variegalum, C. bulbocudiodes,

&c. No modem experiments have been made to

determine the activity of hermodaetyl, and the

subject is one rather of historical than of practical

interest.

HERNIA, in its widest sense, signifies a protni-

sion, through an abnormal or accidental opening, of

any organ from its natural cavity. Although hernia

may occur in many parts of the body, the word,
used by itself, is restricted to signify protrusion

of the abdominal viscera.

The way in which hernia may arise will be readily

understood, if we bear in mind that the abdominal
viscera are subject to violent pressure from the

diaphragm and other surrounding muscles. This
pressure forces them outwards and downwards
against the walls of the belly; and if at any point

these walls are not sufficiently strung to resist this

pressure, some portion of the viscera is driven through

them, and a hernial tumour is formed. Certain

parts of the abdominal w.dls, especially the inguinal

and crural rings, and the umbilicus, being weaker
than others, hernia most frequently occurs at these

points. In some instances hernia is congenital, as

trom abnormal deficiency of the walls ; in other

cises, it may arise at any period of life as a residt

of violon
1

; bodily exertion. Sex, age, aud occupation

sesm to have a marked influence in predisposing

to hernia. Men are far more liable (in about

the proportion of four to one) to this disease than
vomer. ; though they are less so to those fonns

of the affection known as femoral ami umbilical

hernia. According to Malgaigne, in France, one
man in thirteen, and one woman in fifty-two, are

the subjects of hernia. In respect of age, he found

that the liability is least about the age of thirteen

(1 in 77), after which it progressively increases until

the close of life, rising at 7U- 75 to J in 3.

A hernia is almost always composed of a sac and
its contents. The sac is a portion of the Peritoneum
(q. v.) corresponding to the aperture at which the

hernia protrudes. It is pushed forward by the pro-

truding viscera, and forms a pouch. The contents

vary greatly, but generally consist of a portion of

the small intestine (particularly of the ileum),

forming the variety of hernia known as enterocele.

Omentum is often found in hernial sacs, together

with intestine. Besides the viscera, the sac always

contains a certain quantity of fluid secreted by its

interior. Hernia is divisible (1) into reducible, or

returnable into the abdomen, irreducible, and
strangulated ; and (2) according to its situation, into

inguinal, crural, &c.

The treatment of reducible hernia may be pallia-

tive or radical. The palliative treatment consists in

the application of a Truss (q. v.) to retain the protru-

sion within the cavity of the abdomen. Each par-

ticular kind of hernia (femoral, craral, &c.) requires

its special form of truss ; and before applying it, the
hernia must be reduced by placing the patient on
his back, relaxing the muscles by bending the thigh
upon the abdomen, and pressing the tumour back in

the proper direction. The truss should then be put
on, and should be worn during the whole of the day

;

and if the patient will submit to wear it (or a lighter

one) during the night, so much the better. The
means that have been contrived to effect a radical

cure are too purely surgical for description in these

pages. Below the age of puberty, and if the hernia
is recent, a radical cure is sometimes effected by
wearing the trass for two or three years.

In irreducible hernia the protruded viscera can-

not be returned into the abdomen, but there is no
impediment to the passage of their contents or to

their circulation. In these cases, the patient is

often liable to dragging pains in the abdomen, and to

attacks of vomiting, in consequence of the move-
ments of the stomach being checked by the omen-
tum or intestines being fixed. There is also constant

danger of this hernia passing into the strangulated

form. The treatment may be either palliative or

radical. The palliative treatment consists in the
employment of a truss with a hollow pad that shall

embrace the hernia, and prevent any additional

protrusion. A radical cure may sometimes be
obtained by keeping the patient in the recumbent
position, and on very low diet, for two or three

months ; at the same time keeping the bowels
open by laxatives and injections, and maintaining
equable pressure over the tumour.
Hernia is said to be strangulated when a portion

of intestine or omentum that is protruded is so

tightly constricted that it not only cannot be
returned into the abdomen, but has its circulation

arrested. This form is highly dangerous, because,

if relief is not speedily afforded, the strangulated

part becomes gangrenous. The causes of strangula-

tion are various, but this condition most commonly
arises from a sudden violent effort, by which a fresh

portion of intestine is driven into a pre-existing

hernia, which it distends to such a degree as to

produce this complication. The most prominent-

early symptoms are flatulence, colicky pains, &c
They are succeeded by vomiting first of the con-

tents of the stomach, then of mucus and bile, and
lastly of fecal matters, owing to inverted peristaltic

action. If relief is not obtained, the inflammation
that commences in the sac extends to the peri-

toneum, and the ordinary sigus of peritonitis appear.
After a variable time, comes gangrene or mortifi-

cation of the part, and the patient speedily sinks.

The surgeon first tries to return the intestine, as

in the preceding cases. This manipulation, termed
the taxis, may be assisted by the internal use of
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chloroform, inhaled till ii produces <-<im|>l<-i<- relaxa- claims, together with the title of kino of Judea
lion ui the muscle, by general bleeding to the

1 40 B.O. Several yean elapsed, however, before

verge of faintnesa, by the hot bath, ,tc. Lf this fails, he succeeded m establishing Iiiii.m1i m .lent alem.
he must have recourse to the knife to divide the On the fall oi Antony, he managed to secure a
constriction. continuance of favour from Augustus, from who...

HI'. RO, a priestess of Venus, celebrated for her ''/' ',". ,n
)

] >' ">;,;li, "
l

1 •' vonlinnatio,, ,.f las title to

love for Leander. At a festival of Venus and ""• ffflgdom, but also a considerable accession pi

, H territory, ,;l B.O. From this tune till Ins death,

and Leander first saw each other, and were inmie-
h '» m -" " :

^, "WdlBturbed by lorei-n war; but

diatelv inspired with a mutual passion. ,,; 3
^ «a 5 Earned with eniehie.s ami atroeit,

in as . priestess, and the will or her parents,
vharaetcr almost Without pantile „, history, Byery

opp.sed their union. I'ndaunt, .1 i-
member ot the Asmononn lamily, and even those

Lender every ni»ht swam across the Hellespont to ''' hl ^ ''"" M I "' 1 '" ^oceanon » sacrifice to

viattbiabeldved, who directed his course by holding
" s

J' ,''"," s '"" s;
,

:l
!

ld
'."

tlu
'.

iatt,T >'M
'f

"'
'l
18

a burning torch from the top ot a tower ,„, the '"" ™ h - l '\''1 " '<

« *«
nea-sh,,,,.; Att-r many interviews, Leander was -''J"""

tor lus wholesale butcher..*, wind

drowned in D tempos,, Ion , , i o„ ''late.l in .letail by Joscphus. (II these, the one

mre It. anxiously "'thwl.', h we are „. s t aeiptainte. is the slaughter

an lited him At the right of the body, she threw "* h " ,'" ta ",
s ** Brtnwtem. Ibe one eminent

herself from the tower." A , m has'come down M'.^''".V by w Inch H. was distinguish,,! was his love

to „s I,.,- the name of M„s,v„s. in which this "' magnificence .,, architecture, and the grandeur

ston is sun- Sehdler likewise has made it the ','!
the pubhe works executed under hisdm.t,.,,,.

Bubjecl Oi a 1, aut.tul ballad. Eve° >'>' *£**< ''''"ever, he ahenab d the Jews who
ascribed them all to hist. entile leanings, and to a

HERO, or HERON, Commonly known as Heko „ Vert design of subverting the national religion.
of Ai i x.vNflUA, was a ].upil of t'tesibms, and Hour- ]|. 11Kirried no fewer than ten wives, by whom he
i.shed 2S4—iil B.C. He was a celebrated mathe- had fourteen children. He died of a loathsome
matician and natural philosopher, and displayed, disease at the age of 70, after a reign of HI years,
especially m the latter subject, a most original and _ -j H Kla,i, Antipas, son of H. the Great by his
inventive genius. He constructed a great number wjfe Malthaee, a Samaritan, was originally d.si-nod
of niaclnties and automata—rather, how,\er, as toys, 1)V ],.., father as ],is successor; but by the tinal
than for the ].urpose of applying them to auj useful arrangements of the will of H. the Groat, AntijMH
purpose- among which are 1 1, ,;,\< l-^unt.,-,, o,. v.,

; „ as , la,„ed tetrareh of Galilee and l'erca. lie
a stea ,„..,,,;„. on the principle of Barker's null divorced his first wife, the da, igl.tcr of A retus, king

I b. in- caused to rev.ilve by jets ot steam
,,f Arabia Petrsea, in order to marrv Herodias,

»<"'»-' "' '^eral '"'•'s "» '»' ;"" IS wilh which
t | u, W1I ,. ,,f his half-brother Philip an incestuous

it is providcdi; a double forcing pump u-ed f,.r a ,.„„„,, t ,o„, against which John the Baptist reiuun-
"- "Iber similar appli- stra t,,l, and was in consequence put to death. It

ind steam. It is but recently that Was during a visit of H. Antipas to Jerusalem for
the rem ot H. to such discoveries

t |„. ,,U rpo.se .,f celebrating the passover that our
have received any notice, for in the valuable work L ,, rd, as having been a resident of ins tetralvhatc,
of M. Humis, entitled /.",,,.,. ,/,., / ,,;,, w;is M .

llt before him by Fdate for examination,
.

the name oi H. is not At a later time, he made a journey to Koine, ill the
even mentioned. Among bis works which have )„,, obtaining the title of king ; but he not only
come down to us are Pn-umaHLr,, Ins most valuable

f
.. lltMl in this design, but, through the intrigues "t

wnrk, in which the above-mentioned machines and \\. Agrippa, was banished to Lugdunum (Lyon),
many others arc ti-iircd and described; Jl-lu/niirlihi where In died in exile
(on th.- manufacture of darts), and //,./,,...

,

,;..„,
, , I . KO'DOTUS, the oldest Greek historian,

"'"'-"" "?'. "n W: ',hk
' "' 3tr«ment8)i '' n and for this reason usually styled the • lather of

-'"' '"/;•"',"'''" ' the construction o, auto
Hist„rV- . wasllorn u t Hali'caruassus, ,n (ana, 484

ill these w.rk., are merely foments, and
„ ,. ,,,. ^ ^ ,-„.„,,„, ,,

(
. ^^

an acquaintance with them causes us to regard
,„„, „ f „.,.„'„„ , h^orical ,v

'„
lk on an cxtcs.ve

,

W ' tl '
the create,

,

the ,est.
1
he ^ ^ ^ ^ vlt .„. , l(

.t , , , ,! 1 1 e, 1 to visit ,Uul
. '.m ,.l h,s works » that published ... the

„ lis ,., v„ W , U| ,„, „wu „„. ]m ,st „„,,
Vuthmatoonim Opera (iaris, lb'.l.i).

,,„„ ltn ,.s and nations. Although the dates and
HE'ROD, the name of a family which rose to extent of his travels are involved in obscurity, and

power in Judea dining the period which imme- sometimes even in contradictions in the ancient

traction of the narratives, we gather from his own statements
Jewisii nationality. The family was of Idiiiuo.iu that in his early youth he visited the islands and

but, though alien in hi L wag Jewish coasts of Asia Minor; that subsequently he devoted
in i ion. the bin,, lean ,

I.,
, , - nod particular attention to Kgypfc, whieh was at that

and converted to Judaism bj John Hyrcanus, 130 tune little known; that he next, visited Palestine

B.O. 'I'll' most remarkable ruins .., the name ale and Phoenicia; and linally penetrated as far east as

f-mr in numbe. Herod the Great, Herod Antipas, llabyhni and Su-a. We are also informed that 1.0

and Ibrod Agrippa I. and II. (for the two last, sailed through the Hellespont into

see Aorippa). I. Heeoe ihk Great. He was and visited all the countries situated on its shores,

rho w,,< appointed After bis return, he appears to have resided tor a

idea by Julius Oassar 47 B.& At time at Athens. He speaks oi having eei

the to'
i
i.-vation. H., though only Propyluea ,. a., the entranoea to the Vc.

of age, was made governor of Galilee, which we,,- not finished till th itbreah of the- Prlnpnnneainn war (4.11 B.O.). He also interested

himself warmly in the politics of his native city,

was instriimciitid in delivering it from the tyranny
. n Missal of Persia; but, being what

we Bhould call 'a lerate liberal,' be had the

no-,. .nunc to oibnd il,c extreme or popular part"

afterwards of Cotle-Synn

nnd his elder brother were made joiiit-tetrniehs of

Ju.lea; but be was s.k.ii displaced bv AntlgOnUS,

tin- representative of the A- near dynasty, ami

(oread to flee to Bom where he obtained, through

'.he patronage of Antony, a full recognition ot bis
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ar-1 in consequence withdrew to Thurii
whither many of his fellow-citizens had

'

proceeded. Here, in nil probability he
immortal work in the decline of his' life.
an indifferent authority on s

Italy

vrote his

Lucian,
such a subject, states

tnat atraut the .year 456 B.C., he read the nine
liooks before the Greeks assembled at the Olympic
games, but this is contradicted by the numerous
allusions in the History to incidents of later occur-
rence—for example, the reyolt of the Medes against
Darius Nothus (409-408 B.C.). The statement of

'
ny, that it was composed in his old age at

lost probable, and' it best a<n
Thnr
with the untimshed programme of the work, and
its abrupt termination, as if the author were pre-
vented by death from finishing it as he intended.
According to Suidas, he died and was buried at
Thurn about 408 B. c.

The purpose of H. in his History is to describe
the war between the Persians and the Greeks—
the struggle for supremacy between Europe and
Asia between civilisation and barbarism, between
freedom and despotism. H, wishing to indicate that
the antipathy between the two was not the result
ot any accidental quarrel, but of a deep-rooted differ-
ence of character, traces it back to the mythical
ages This was the only way in which a man in
his time could express what we mean when we
speak of the differences of race. In the course of
his History he gives an account of the various
countries which he had visited. Wherever he caves
the results of his own observations and inquiries
he exhibits a wonderful accuracy and impartiality :

HEROIC VERSE.
HERON [Ardea),

i Metre, Verse.

and when he does not do this, generally

is certain that he too readilv accepted
statements on the authority of others, but that he
was personally a keen intelligent observer of what
he saw is beyond all dispute. H. wrote in the
lomc dialect, but Attic, Doric, and epic forms occur
in his work. The style is marked by an easy .rare
and lively vigour, and everywhere there is the" pre-
sence of a reverent spirit, giving a certain air of
moral dignity to the entire composition. The first
edition (in Latin), by Laurentius Valla, appeared at
Venice in 1474; the iirst in the original i;r„-k at
Venice in 1502.- The chief modern editions are

,coc? °/,
Sehweighauser (6 vols. Stra.sb. and Pans,

ISOb), Gaisford (4 vols. Oxford, 1S24). Iiuhr (Leip.
1830-1834), and Midler (Paris, 1S44). The best
school editions arc those of Matthiie C_> vols. Loin
1825), Bekker (Berlin, 1833 and 1S45) ; G. Lone.
(Lond. 1830), and Negris (Edin. 1831). A variety
of translations of the writings of H. have likewise
been published, as well as of historical and geograph-
ical treatises calculated to facilitate the study of
the celebrated historian.

HEROES were, in the Homeric period, the
kings, princes, funerals, leaders, all brave warriors
and men who excelled in strength, courage, wisdom,'
and experience. Many of these had, on' account of
such qualities, a fabled origin, half human, half
Uvme, and were honoured, after their death, with
J kind of adoration or inferior worship. These
heroes and demigods were recognised as the special
patrons or protectors of particular countries and
cities, and to them were raised temples and altars,
these examples of heroic character, held up con-
stantly to the admiration and imitation of peoples,
tended to strengthen their peculiar character, and
to impress them with the greatness and glory
of courage, contempt of danger, and nobility of
purpose. Poetry exalted the heroic sentiment
to sublimity; and poems which celebrated the
deeds of heroes, are themselves termed heroic.
The imaginary time when heroes and other semi-

,
genus of birds, of the order

Grallatores, tribe Cd/rnwlm, and family Ardridce
This family includes also Bitterns, Night Herons,
Spoonbills, Boatbills, Storks, Adjutants, Ibises, fte.
lhe bill is long, compressed, and sharp; the tail
short

;
the legs and the toes long and slendi r ; the

wings long. In the herons—in which genus are
included the species commonly designated Eokkts
(q. v

), which differ only in unimportant particular*
ot plumage—the bill is slender, but strong, forming
a compressed and lengthened cone; the plumaco is
beautiful, but seldom exhibits very gay colours

;white, brown, black, and slate colour, finely blended!
being generally predominant. The body Is small in
proportion to the length of the neck and limbs

; the
neck is long, and, except in flight, is usually 'held
curved. In flight, the H. carries the neck, head, and
long bill m a straight line before the body, and the
long legs m like manner stretched out behind. Herons
feed mostly on fish, frogs, and other aquatic animals;
and may be seen, particularly very early in the
morning and late in the evening, standing patiently
motionless m some shallow water, at the margin of
a lake or stream, or on the sea-shore, waiting till
prey come within reach. In default of their more
common food, however, herons sometimes prey on
young birds, reptiles, and the smaller mammalia.
Ili''.\' usually go forth singly in quest of prey, but
are mostly gregarious in their nidification.—The
Common H. (A. cinerea) is about three feet in length

Common Heron (Ardea cinerea).

from the point of the bill to the end of the tail. It
is of a delicate gray colour on the upper parts,
except the quill-feathers, which are black, and the
tail, which is deep slate colour.

. The Common H.
generally builds its nest in a high tree, and many
nests are sometimes to be seen in a single tree.
Pennant tells us that he counted 80 in one oak in
Lincolnshire. In very northern parts of the world,
the H. is known only as a summer bird of passage,
but it remains in Britain all the year. Its geograph-
ical range extends oyer most parts of Europe and
Asia, and includes the north of Africa. The II. was
formerly in great esteem for the table, although now

egarded
; it \y»s also the kind of game most

of all pursued in falconry; and the English acts
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10 Henry VII c. 11. prohibited the killing '>r taking
j.t liy hawkiii'.'. or with the long-bow.

Tins tot ni not repealed till the ga not d Geo
I\'. The Pubfli 1 1 smaller andi.i. purpurt
muco rarer Bi ' r Whitk H.,

i.icr i.l. nii.m. a mare accidental visitor

ot' Britain and el the western porta of Europe, i-

inore common in Turkey, Greece, to., and in a

parts of Asia, It it an extremely beautiful bird,

with perfectly white plumage, much of it loose and
flowing. The Litttb Eorbt i.-l. garuUa) has also

white Sowing plumage. It is only about two feet

Auk riia has many species of H., most
numerous in its wanner reruns. Tin- most common
Hseies in the temperate parta of North America ia

i hi- tii-.if.s II the fleah of which is so

much esteemed that it is often to l>e seen in the

markets.
Heron and egret plumes, made of the long

feathers, were in former times highly valued, being,

in aom ontriea, deemed an ornament fit for royal

parsonages, or for the highest nobles.

BBRO I'll 1 1. IS. one of the greatest physicians

of antiquity, was horn at Chalcedon,

and flourished in the 4th and :id centuries, B.G.

it Ali-xandria. and distinguished himself

i'i particular by his devotion to anatomy. In fact,

le is said to have pursued this to such an extent as

t" have dissected criminals alive.

i s which he gave to

\ different parts of the body are

still in use. as the 'Torcular Hero-
plnli.' the 'Calamus acriptoriue,

1

and the • Duodenum,' 11 placed

J\ the seat of the soul in the ven-

£^\ tricles of the hrain. Of his

WBI writings, only a few- fragments

^^[ remain, which have been col-

lected and published in a disser-

^r tatien entitled /'e HerophiU
,,'imi Mnliri \",ln, xrri/ilix.

o'l/tte in M':ili inn M
1640).

HERO'S FOUNTAIN, a

pneumatic apparatus, through

which a jet of water is supported

by condensed air. A simple

\£Sj mode of cimstrnctiiig it by

^, mean^"^
blower's lamp is -hewn in the

Hero's Fountain, annexed figure. The column of

water in the till"- a, c,

the air in b\ of the water

in i; and causes it to _tl-h OUi at '/.

II RO STB IT1 3, I who. from a

de-ire of future fame, s.-t fire t" the magnificent

temple of In.ma, in 356 B.C. He expi il

by a painful death ; ami, by a den- • ! the loniaus,

capital punishment i ted upon an\

one who should mention Ins name; a di

produced an i
ol what had

been intend' d b is said to have been

on the night that Alexand
was born.

Hi; i: Pi B iTariel kin, charac-

teriaed by vesicles, sometimes as large as a split-pea,

e, and ending
few days or

weeks. In berpes zoster, '-r zona, thi

ui ist marked variety of the

ailihiiini.il peculiarly. T lt.it il extends in patches

around one side "i the bodj . nsuallj p i

up t'i the Ullddle hue. hilt ll'-t l.e\ 1 .1

or behind Herpes pblyeta n

pnsputialis d/oinatua, aie the varieties ot this

dinnaiM most oomment^ met with in practice. Tlie

treat nt is by soothing ami cooling applications;

there is no danger; but the smarting during the

eruptive period, and the itching afterwards, are.

often very distressing to the patient, and may he

somewhat relieved by the application of cold cream,

and other simple soothing external applications.

HERPETOXOGT (Or. fterjoBon, a reptile, and
logo*, a discourse), that branch of natural history

which treats of reptiles. The Batrachians or

Amphibia having, till recently, been included by
naturalists generally --as they still are by many
in the class of Reptiles, the science of hei-petology

may be regarded a- including the study of them.
This branch of natural history received a share of

attention from the naturalists of antiquity ami the

earlier naturalists of modern times. The name most
deserving of notice in connection with it before the
time of Linnams is that of R*y. In the end of

the 18th c. and beginning of mc 19th, II. received

special attention from Lacepede, Brongniart, Latreille,

and Daudin, all of whom, as well as Cuvier, contri-

buted greatly to its progress. More recently, it has
been much advanced bv the labours of Schlegel,

Kiuing.-r, Gray, Mailer, Owen, Cope, etc. The work
of Spi\ on the h'ljitiii* "f /o.' </ i- mit valuable.

This brunch of natural hi-tor\ derives great additional

interest from the numerous fossil remains of reptiles

of former geological period-, and from the great -i/.e

and extraordinary characters of ny of them. 1'rof.

1 |
I l'.;„.\ Vgiwpilis llf lllf Kstilirt liill fin h'nl ami

U./ililin nf X. Aimriiii, rllilada., 1S7D, ha- been pro-

nounced the most valuable contribution yet iiiiule to

American paleontology.

HERRE'RA. ANTONIO, one of the most eminent
historians of Spain, was born at Cuellar, in the
year 1.t4!I, and died at Madrid, l&2">. His principal

work is the Hixtoriu ijnirrul lie los Hec/tos de lot

CatteUanot en lux [dot u Tierra Pirmt del Mar
Oct - 1492—1554 il vols. Madrid. 1601—1615),
which was afterwards published with continuations

by Audi-. Gonzales de Bareia (4 vols. M di 1728

—1730). His /

(Madrid. 1601 and 1615) forms an introduction

to the above work, lbs other works, which are no
less valuable, are the Hietoria del Mundo en el

Retjnado del Rey /> Felipt II.. 1554 1598 (3 vols.

Madrid, 1601 -1612); CommaUarloa dt lot Uecliot
il. lux /'x/im'iiilix, i-'riim-ixix ii Vennianos en Italia,

|28l 1559 (Madrid, 1624); and the llistoria d»
I',,,in, l<il n l '

y 1583 (Madrid, 1591).

HKRKI.K.A, Fbrnamdo de, a Spanish poet,

was limn at Seville, in the beginning of the loth

century. When advanced in life, he took orders,

and died in 1589. He was master oi I

Roman, and Italian literatures, and was a man of

prodigious learning. As a poet, he ranked so nigh,

in the opinion of 1 . that they
bestowed upon him the appellation ot the olivine,

Among bis poetical works still extant, many ol his

erotic poem- are remarkable for tender feeling;

but the expression is east m too classical a mould,
and consequently wear- a certain air ol artificiality,

Ihs iiiirux in Verm were published by Pacheco
(Seville, 1582), and subsequently under" the title

ille, 1619). They were republished in

the Coleeeion oi Ramon Fernandez (Madrid, I7SG;
-,- 9 edit 1808). lb- principal historical work is

./. in

a Ufe of Sir Thomas More.

HI'.KKKKA. Kuam Ksru. hi. Yik.io, i.e., the

I the most eminent Spanish painters of
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the school of Seville, was born iu that city about
the year 1576. He was the first to lay aside that
timidity in the use of the brush which we observe
ill the works of the older Andalusian painters. His
drawing was bold and spirited, for which reason he
may justly be regarded as the founder of a new
and more national school. His 'Last Judgment,'
painted for the church of St Bernard at Seville, is

a master-piece of drawing and colouring. The
' Holy Family,' and ' Outpouring of the Holy Spirit,'

in the church of Sta. Ines, in Seville, are also much
esteemed. The cupola of the church of Sta. Bona-
ventura displays his skill iu fresco-painting. He
likewise worked in bronze, a circumstance which
may have led to the imputation cast upon him of

coining false money. He died at Madrid in the year

165§. His easel-paintings and reed-drawings fetch
very high prices. Some of his best works are in the
Louvre at Paris.—His youngest son, Francesco
HeruEra, El Mozo (the Younger), was born at

Seville in 1622. He studied under his father, and
afterwards went to Rome, where he became so

celebrated for his fish-pieces, that he received the
surname of II Spagnuolo drijli Pi.id. After his

father's death, he returned to Seville, and painted
for the churches. He subsequently weut to Madrid,
where he painted the dome of the choir of Sta.

Felipe and the chapel of Our Lady of Atocba, and
died in 16S5.—There have been several other artists

of the same name, but of less note.

HERRING {Clupea harengus), a fish of the mala-
copterous family Clupeidw (q. v.) ; the most impor-
tant to mankind of all species of fish. The genus
Clupea is distinguished from others of the same
family chiefly by the fins and by the teeth, which
are small and numerous, and are situated not only
on the jaws, but iu other parts of the mouth, as the
vomer (middle line of the palate) and the tongue.

The H, of which we think it unnecessary to give
any description, is found in the seas of the northern
parts of the world, but more abundantly in those of

temperate than of arctic regions. The opinion,

once entertained, that its proper home is within
the Arctic Circle, and that its vast shoals issue

thence at certain seasons, migrating southward, and
spreading themselves along the British and other
coasts, is now discarded as utterly without founda-
tion ; and the H. is believed to be an inhabitant
of deep water, from which, at certain seasons, it

approaches the shores, probably never migrating to
any great distance. The young are abundant in the
shallow water near the shores at seasons when the
parent fish are absent. The H. seems always to

deposit its spawn in comparatively shallow water,
and is said to be very indifferent whether the
spawning-ground be sandy, rocky, or covered with
submarine vegetation. Certain localities, however,
have the reputation of being favourite spawning-
grounds. When the great annual shoals of herrings
appear on the coasts, they generally swim near the
mrface of the water, and are followed by multi-

tudes of larger fishes, as hakes, dog-fishes, &c,
wuich prey on them ; great numbers also fall a
ready prey to gulls and other sea-birds, which
congregate' for the occasion. The food of the H.
is believed to consist chiefly of minute crustaceans
and acaltplue; but it feeds also on small fishes,

not scrupling to devour even the young of its own
species. Herrings are sometimes, though rarely,

caught on the lines set for other fishes, and by
persons angling from the shore ; they are readily

caught by means of a lure made of a white feather,

which swims at the depth of some yards, the point

of the fishing-rod being kept a yard or two below
the surface of the water, the angler being in a boat
which is in motion. The immense multitudes of

herrings annually taken by the net cause no
apparent diminution of their abundance, the destruc-
tion being compensated for by prodigious fecundity

;

more than 68,0(10 eggs have been counted in the
roe of a single female. But herrings, without any
apparent cause, often desert parts of the coast where
for a time they have been remarkably abundant,
not returning again in similar plenty till after the
lapse of a number of years. Some instances of this

kind, in the western parts of Scotland, were popu-
larly ascribed to steam-boats, when these first began
to ply. The magnitude of the shoals of herrings is

often enormous, and they have sometimes even
been driven ashore in far greater quantities than the
inhabitants of the neighbourhood could find means
of ciu-ing. An instance of this kind occurred, before
the days of railways, at Crail in Fife. The water, as
the tide came in, was so full of herrings, that half-a-

dozen could be taken out at one dip of a basket.
Finally, they were stranded and left by the retiring

tide in such numbers, that when all the salt within
reach was exhausted, the magistrates had to offer a
shilling a cart for their removal as a nuisance.

There is evidence that the herring-fishery has been
prosecuted in England since the beginning of the
8th c, and in Normandy since the 1 1th. Nor is it

probable that iu either case the date is that of its

commencement. The prosperity of Holland is in a
great measure owing to the herring-fishery, and the
Dutch engaged in it with great eagerness, and car-

ried it on even on the British coasts, at a time when
it was coniparativelv neglected both by English and
Scotch.

Another species of H. (C. Leaehii) is occasionally

found on the Brit :sh coasts. It is rather smaller
than the common H, and the body is much deeper
in proportion to its length. It is of particularly deli-

cate flavour.—The seas of other parts of the world
produce a number of other species of the genus
Clupea, as now restricted by ichthyologists. The
other British Clupeidai are now referred to other
genera.

The fishes popularly called Freshwater Herrings
are Salmonidai of the genus Coregonus (q. v.), to
which also belong the Herring Salmons of the North
American lakes and rivers. All of them are esteemed
for the table.

HERRING-FISHERY. The herring-fishery is

carried on all the year round, there being both a
winter and a summer fishery ; but the largest quan-
tities of fish are caught in tiie months of August and
September, at which time the fishery becomes
gem ral on all parts of the British coasts.

The common mode of capturing herrings is by a
set of large nets joined to-other, and known among
fishermen as a • drift.' These nets, held together by
a back-rope, are let into the water in a straight

line, and are kept perpendicular by a number of

bladders or cork floats, balanced by a few slight

weights of lead. Each single net is composed of

fine twine worked into meshes of an inch square,
and is 50 yards long and 33 feet in depth. These
nets, which are now woven by machinery, were
formerly made by the fishermen's families; but so

many are used now, that it would be impossible to

make them by hand, as each boat has a train that
extends nearly a mile in length.

The herring-fishery in Scotland is regulated by
acts of parliament, and watched over by the Com-
missioners for the British Fisheries. This Board will

allow of no other method of taking the fish than by
a drift-net. Another mode of fishing, known as
'trawling,' but which is in reality carried on by
means of a ' seine '-net, prevails on some parts of tin>

British coast; Uit in Scotland, trawling is illegal

and subjects those who practise it to li^avy penalties
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'Die boats required in the herring-fishery in Scot-

lanit, although open or undecked, require to be
it.li- size, in .mill- to i tain the large

quantity of nets which are used, as well as to bring

home tin- fish that may be taken; the fishermen

alao believe that the open boats are more convenient
for tin- lnani|. illation of the nets. Most of the boaC
used in Scotland are obtained from the port of

Leith, wl ich lebrated for the build

I fishing-boats. K.i.'l, vessel is manned
by a ei'« of five or six persons, one b
boat, an.l the others to inanoMivre the sails, nets, &o.
The boat usually belongs to one person, who hires

his assistants, or, as in some eases, may be owned
by two or three relatives, who form themselves into

a crew, and share in the pr ids of the capture.

of a district usually gather to i particular
centre, for the convenience of the curers. Some
fishermen will proceed a hundred miles or more to a

favourite port, and many ol to curers have curing-

stations at five or six different places. lie boats

a so as to amve at tin- place selected

the sets about sunset, when the sail is

struck, and the nets are gently paid over the boat,

which requi - motion during the

last portion of the nets is fixed to the
boat by a ] .iiel when the whole
train has Keen let into the sea, the lislienneli go to
rest; the boats an.l nets being allowed to drift

with the tide. The herrings are caught by striking
against tile net.-. Ill U io. ii t I i. I entangle 111, in ;el\es

by the lead. The herring-fishery partakes greatly
of the nature of a lottery. A boat will sometimes
obtain a large quantity of herrings, and as frequently

in a night, if no fish are got on the first trial.

The .'..inner ani. .1 on in herrings is peculiar.

Tin- Ksb wl ire measured
ungutted l>> the '.ran,' a vessel which contains 4n
gallons, and handed OVBT to the (Hirer. A very
large proportion ol the herrings taken on the British

lickled or cured by means of salt; owing
to the facilities for speedy transport afforded by
railways, however, great quantities are also disposed

of fresh. At Yarmouth, and s s other parts of

England, and also at some places in Scotland, the

died 'bloaters,' by means of smoking.
I the total catch is likewise made

... ., more complete Bmoking, and both
kinds a..- in great demand. Smoking
now numerous in many parts of Scotland.

1

of the fresh fi.-sli are known
as curers

; they provide salt, barrels, and labour,

for the curing and p Thecurer,
rable capital,

contracts with the owners of the boats for a cer-

tain quantity of fish, usually '.'nil oralis, for which
rate which has been arranged for long

mmencement of the fishery. In addition
I in, i sum of money is

usually paid down by way of bounty, iii.l various
"hi di . ing

|

'I for

a its, a few gallons "i whisky, i

well. Some curers will have as many as 250 boats
ii in on various parts ..t the i

I

herrings are cured (in Scotland, under the inspection

of an officer, and each barrel, if cured

the instructions laid down by the Fishei

entitled, on the payment ol a small fee, to be

marked with the g ivernment brand, as a mark ol its

quality. A large number of women an
i pack the tish, « hich Hey do with

sstonisinng dexterity. The excitement and bustle

at a large Unhing-port during the herra.

remark ani , largj .... n

us industries incidental to the capture
and cure of the hei I

in.

been built on herring-1
"i gr.at magnitude, has bei

by that of Scotland, which is the largest in the
world, and from which cured herrings are exported
to tie- continent of Europe and to Ireland, and othei
countries, in large quantities. The only ollicial

statistics of the herring- fishery in (Ireat Britain
relate to the fishery in Scotland and the Isle of Man,
these are issued annually by the Commissioners of

the British Fisheries, No account is kept of the
quantity of Iiciiiiils caught on the English coast,

n\ authentic statistics of the number
or value of the boats engaged in this branch of the
fishery.

From the m..st recent returns, it appears that
there ne 92,000 | pie employed in the various
departments of the Scottish 'herring and other

fisheries, and that the number of herring-boats in

us.- at the various stations in 1861 "as 12,901, repre-
senting in value a sum of *.'•-". li;._"J 1 ; tie- v.luc of

tile nets in use for the same period being £415,057.
The report of the Fishery Commissioners for Ireland
does n,,t afford informati i these points, and the
.flails ol the Knelish herring-fishery cannot be
separated from those of other branches of the fishery

business.

Herring-fisheries have always been the subject
of legislative protection in the I'nited Kingd

,

being considered a valuable branch of public
industry. In I860, an act of parliament, 23 and 2-1

Vict. c. 92, passed to regulate the Scotch herring-
fisheries. By that act, the Commissioners ol the
British White-herring Fishery may appoint a dose
season in some parts of the Scotch coast, there
being a close season also fixed from January to

.May inclusive, as t.. the principal parts oi the coast
'The kind of fishing- boats an.l nets employed in

the fishery is subjected to regulation, A penalty
is incurred by seilmg fresh l.errinjs during close

time, 24 and '_'."i Vict c 72. The following He the
ets (..I- tie- encouragt ment and regu-

lation of the British White-herring Fishery, is

Ceo. III. C llll, 51 Ceo. III. e. ll'l. .V.' Geo. III.

e. i.-,:;, 54 Geo. III. e. 102, 55 Geo. III. c. 94, 1 Geo,
IV c Hi::. 1 a,,.l -J Co. IV. c. 79, 5 Geo. IV. c. (if,

7 G ... [V, c 34, 1 Will. IV. c. 54, Ii and 7 Vet. c,

79, HI and II Vict. c. Ill, 14 and 15 Vict c 26, 23
and 24 Vict e. 92, 24 and 25 Vict, o. 7'-'. Sec

Fisheries.

HERRING SILVER, a composition in money,
in lieu ..f supplying a religious house with a certain

number of I" -

1
d

HE'RRISON (Fr. Uriaton), in Heraldry, the

hedgehog, a charge allusively borne by families of

the name of Hams.

HE'RRNHUT, a small town in the circle of

Bautzen, I. ogdom of Saxony, al t 50 miles east of

llres.leu. It is pleasantly situate. I on the soittiein

slope of tin- HutU-rg. from which it tak.

and i- noted throughout Germany for it- fine

durable manufactures, particularly linen, japanned

* in . and leather, II. is also remarkable for the
. Jaril .1.1 - mpl itj ol i- irehitectnre, and
the inhabitants for their cleanliness, freed ra tr..tn

all ostentation, .,,,.1 quiet del ut I '..p. about

linn, H. was founded in 1722 by a oolony of per-

seeute.1 Moravians, some of whom wen
from the old Bohemian and Mo.
coming into Saxony, they were sheltered and pro-

pious Count /.in/endoif. to whom II.

From this pla.e the United Brethren,
better known SI Moravians, have -pied th, in.,, Ives

over all parts of the world.
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taking and recording such observations in Southern
Africa
On his return to England in 1838, honours were

•lowered on him. Be badgol the Royal 8 ty*s

§Jd medal in 1836; he now was made a D.C.L. of

ford ; on i coronation, lie was
i t ; hi in>u -ii.-.-. eded the Duke of

Pi si.h-iit mi tli.- l:..v;i! S,» i.-t >-
; 111 ISIS.

i of the Royal Astronomical
Booiety. In 1849,
Astronomy, nn enlargemenl of the publication in

He »n. Master of the Mint
from 1--.ii to 1855. In 1857-1859, appeared his bV
borotomyand Physical Geography, and 1 866, Familiar

S'/ft/Vcoi.

HERSB, or HEAR8E (Ft. her*, a harrow;
hence a frame for setting candles in), bad origin-

ally quite a diffi rent

meaning from that in

which it is now need
The term was applied

to a bar or framework
with upright spikes fMr

on of candles,

and was used at thecere-

moniee of the church
and at funeral services.

It wis originally very
simple in form, but in

the nth and 16th cen-

turies hersee of great

splendour came into us..,

an.l were ere< t I in the

churches over the bodies

of distinguished person-

ages. The framework
was of iron or brass,

sometimes of beautiful

win kinaiiship, square,

octagonal, &c, in plan, with pillars at the angles,

I Framework above formiu
i was hung over with rich cloths and
embroidery, an.l lighted up with hundreds of wax
candles, and decorated with wax images. From this

the transition to the modern funeral hearse (see

Fi-nekal Kites) can In Catholic
churches of the present day, the hearse still exists

as a triangle with spikes, ou which candles are placed

HE'RSFELD, an old town of He Hassan, in

the District of Caseel, situate.] on the left bank ..f

the river Ful.la, which here becomes navigable, .'i'2

miles south-south-east from the city of Cassel. The
cathedral, built m the beginning of the l'Jth e.,

on the site of an older cathedral that had been
destroyed by lire, was itself set lire to by the
French in 1761. Its remains form a picturesque ruin.

Pop. 7000, who carry on exteusive manufactures
of woollen cloth and serge,

EEHSHIP, IdS 'i law term, denoting the

offence of carrying off cattle by force.

HFKTI'ol: li. s parlii ntary and municipal
borough, market-town, and capital of the county
o f the same nun.-, is situated on the Lea, 26 miles

o >rth of London by rail. It contains few build-
: .nil importance, but there in

a branch of Christ's Hospital, {gram
1

1 oai i tea on no manu-
facture* ; there are, however, linseed cake mills and
several malting and corn-mills in the town and
vicinity. I hi

market on Saturdays, and three annua] Cain. The
town return- two members to parliament, Pop.

Herse.

Cis

The old castle of II. (scarcely s fragment of

was built about 90S. It was

n.-d and repaired about the Conquest
The present castle is of the time of .lames I. ; and
in the early part of the century, it was need M a

college fur the students of the East India Company's
civil service. It now belongs to the Marquis of

race.

HERTFORDSHIRE, or HERTS* an inland
county m| Kne.laiid. is bounded on the E. by Essex,
on the s. liv Middlesex, cm the \V. by Buckingham
mid lieill'onl, .m.l on the X. In Ciiml ridge. Aica,

891,141; pop. (1871) ma.725.
'

'1 he sml.„v
,
... , „i-

a pleasing succession of finely wooded hill ami fertile

valley. The chief elevations are those of the chalk
downs, a branch of the Chiltem Hills, which skirt
the north of the county. The principal rivers are

and the Coins, both affluent - m the I li.unos.

Chalk, at a greater or less depth below the surface,
forms the basis of the soil, which is various, much
of it being, however, a mixture of gravel and loam,
with a tract of rich loam on the borders of Essex.

mild and healthy. The agriculture nf the
County has improved very much of late years.
Immense quantities of hay and straw an- sold ofl

the land, and sent to Loudon. Throughout the
county there are numerous gardens and orchards,
the fruit of which is sent to the London market.
Croat quantities of malt are made in the county :

Ware is the chief scat of the malting trade in the
kingdom. Paper and straw-plait are extensively
manufactured in the west and south. Three mem-

Ill nd to parliament for the county.

HERTOGENBOSCH, or HERZ0GENB0SCH.
See Bora-i e-Dbg

HERTZ* Henrik, one of the most distinguished
living Danish poets, was born in C'openliagen
in 1798, of Jewish parents. In 18:12, be abjured
Judaism, and joined the Protestant Church, Mis
first appearance as an author was in 1827, when ho
produced several clever vaudevilles and comedies,
as i<j,;-r,.,i„,i „., /;,/;/;, //. /;„,,/„,,, ,v ,„, /,„,„
r,:n,,l,., Flyltrdagen, &c; while three yeai
appeared Ins t;j, „,„,„.,, ,-/„r ,-,. el/rr /„.,

','

'..(-, //,,,,-',,

jr., I'anu IU. which exhibited such wonderful
powers of imitating the style and S] iril of other
writers, more especially those of his countryman
Baggesen, that public attention ws
arrested. Hitherto, he had written anonymousta
but the masterly manner in which he had stig-
matised the atleetatiiins and puerilities which had
p.rvei-ted the literature and criticism of the lianish
press, produced a perfect ferment in the literary
envies of Copenhagen, which led before long to the
discover] oi the unknown writer. BVom this time
his works followed one another m rapi.

I

and striking out in an entirely diffi

fn.ni the one on which he had first cut, red, he
produced, in 1837, » dramatic poem, I,

Has, founded on an old heroic saga, which, in the
Opinion ol his countrymen, co, , si. tui.-s Ins master-
piece

; among C. rmans. however, his I,,

..I Kong Renfi Datltr (1854) is the -

and most popular of his numerous Works.
HI.'I.'ZI.COYI'XA is the name of a provini

belonging to European To rkey, and situated between
Croatia, Bosnia I'rnpor, Montenegro, and ll.-illnali

a

'

H
• is called the I hike, lorn

ill St Saba -. at a later period, it went under the name
oftliecoiintvofl hub, i;an,l in loL'b.w.,

a dukedom by the Emiieror Frederio
1

I *, the li. fell mi
" "laming for re than two centuries

afterwards the b.,tt|,. I,. Id l.tween Curistians and
Mohammed. „,

,. l|(/
(1697>ithe II. was delinitively annexed to the Turkish

empire, with the exception oi the tow., I
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and its outskirts, which lip to this day belong to

Austria. In the early history of Hungary, the H.
plays a prominent part, as Bosnia anil Bulgaria were
tor a considerable period under the sway of the

Hungarian crown. According to the present organ-

isation of European Turkey, the H. hears the name
of the Sanjak Hersek, and belongs to the Eyalet

of Bosnia. Its physical aspect, as also its political

and ethnographical character, coincide with those

of Bosnia (q. v.).

HERZEN, Alexander, a Russian author, was
born at Moscow in 1S16. Before be had concluded

his university studies, he was seized, along with

some of his fellow-students, on the pretext of

maintaining sent :ments hostile to the government

;

and after an imprisonment of about ten months, he
was banished, in 1S35, to Perm, not far from Siberia,

and subsequently to Viatka and Novgordd. After

1842, he was permitted to reside at Moscow, under
the strict surveillance of the police, and for some
years devoted himself exclusively to literary labours.

In 1847, he left Russia, to visit other parts of

Europe, and since 1S52, has resided in London.
In his own country, H.'s life was one long

petty persecution. He was despoiled of his pro-

perty, his works were subjected to the most rigid

censorship ; and during his travels, he discovered,

to his extreme disgust, that he was ' attended ' by
Russian spies. H.'s literary performances are Dilet-

tantism in Science (1S42), Letters on the Study of
iVature (1S45—1S4G\ Whose Fault ;s U ? and Doctor

Kroupof'(both in 1847), Recollections ofM'// Travels

(184S), 'From the Other Slwre, and Letters from
France and Italy (1850). Since his residence in

London, H. has published a variety of important

works, among which mav be mentioned, On the

Development of Revolutionary Ideas in Russia (1851),

Baptised Property (1853), or 'Serfism,' Prison and
Exile (1854), My Exile (1855), Interrupted Tales

(1856), France or England (1858), a pamphlet warn-
ing Russia against an alliance with Napoleon, and Me-
moirs of Catherine II. (1859). He died in Paris, 1 870.

HE'SIOD, next to Homer the earliest Greek
poet of whom we have any knowledge, was born
probably in the Sth c. B. c, at Ascra, in Bceotia,

whither his father had emigrated from the ^Eolian

Kyme, in Asia Minor. He seems to have been
at' first a peasant or herdsman in quite humble
circumstances—in his Works and Days, he speaks

of himself as atimctos, ' unhonoured,' 'noteless.'

He afterwards left Ascra, and went north to

Orehomenos, on Lake Copais, where he dwelt

during the remainder of his life, and where in
j

later times his tomb was shewn. This is really

all we know aliout H, for the marvellous stories

of the Neo-Platonists afford us no intelligible

clue to his personal history ; and in the opinion
]

of some critics, even throw grave doubts on
j

his historical reality altogether. This, however,

is probably too extreme a view. But while it may
not be necessary to reject the personality of H., it

may still be allowed that he was a ' representative

man,' the founder and head of a school of poets
— the Boeotian or Pierian—who stand in striking

contrast with the older Ionic or Homeric school.

Their original region was at the foot of Mount
Helicon, whence they spread over Bceotia, Phocis,

and Eubcea. Their language and versification were

nearly the same a-s those of the Homeric school, but

in all other respects they appear to have been

guinarv struggles of the heroic at:e. and preferring

to sin- of rural quietude and peaceful pursuits, the
r -,- ..t li..>tseli..ld life, the homely duties

of thrift, the education of children, and the prosaic

details of commerce and politics. Hencethe Spartan.

Cleomenes, scornfully termed H. the ' poet of helots,'

while Homer was the poet of warriors. In fine,

it may be said that the poetry of the Hesiodic

school indicates an advance in civilisation, morality,

and thought, on the Homeric school.—The works
either written by or ascribed to H. are seven in

number, of which the following are the more import-

ant : 1. Errja l;ai Hemera'i ('Works and Days '), in the

time of Pausanias, the only one considered to be

sidered genuine by H.'s countrymen, nor by most
modern critics ; 3. Eoiai or Eoiai Alegalai,

called also Katalonoi Gunaiton (' Catalogues of

Women '). Of these the first two are entire

;

while the well-known Aspis Heralieos ('Shield of

Hercules ') is supposed by some to be a relic of

the third. The Hesiodic poetry was, in ancient

times, if not warmly admired, at least held in

great veneration. Both the priesthood and the
philosophers considered the Theonony a great, in

fact, the greatest authority, on the subjects of

which it discourses, and almost all the great

Alexandrine critics earnestly devoted themselves
to its elucidation, but their commentaries have
unhappily perished. Only here and there among
the Scholia of the later Neo-Platonists some of

their remarks are preserved. The most complete
collection of these is to be found in Gaisford's

Poetai Gra?ci Minores. The first edition of the

Hesiodic poems appeared at Milan in 1493 ; sub-

sequent editions are those of Heinsius (Amsterdam,
1067). of Robinson (Oxford, 1737), of Loesner (Leips.

177S), of Gaisford (vol. i. of his Poet. Gr. Min.), and
of Gbttling (Gotha and Erfurt, 1S31 ; 2d ed. 1S43).

HESPE'RIDES, the name of the famous sisters

who, assisted by the dragon L-~don, guarded the
golden apples which Hera had received, on her
marriage with Zeus, from Ge. Their genealogy,

as well as their number, are variously given hy
mythologists. The locality of the gardens was
also a matter of controversy, the two favourite

opinions placing them westward of Mount Atlas,

and north of the Caucasus. The apples were stolen

by Hercules (q. v.), hut were afterwards restored by
Athena.

HESSE (Ger. ffessen), a territory of Germany,
occupied, in ancient times, by the Catli or Chalti,

who first became known to the Romans in the year
15 A. D., when Germanicus destroyed their principal

settlement of Mattium, the site of the present
villages of Gross and Klein Maden. near Gudens-
berg. In the course of time, the Catti. who were
settled in the districts now known as Upper and
Lower Hesse, gradually merged in the Frankish
tribes, with whom they took part in the great
emigration into Belgium and Gaul, after which the
territories which they had evacuated were occupied
by Saxons, who thenceforward kept ['ossessici of

the land known in after-ages as Saxon Hesse. The
power of the chiefs had, in the meanwhile, become
so firmly established under the Frankish empire,

that on the fall of the Carlovingians, in 911, Conrad
I., Duke of Frauconia and Hesse, was elected to

the vacant throne of Germany, as being the most
powerful of the princes of the empire. The various

branches of the Hessian family still extant aro

descended from Heinrich I., surnamed the Child
(died 13IIC). son of Sophie Duchess of Brahant.
Although he himself exercised little real ]>ower

owiiiL' to the dismemberment of H. into numerous
semi-independent principalities, his descendants
gradually reunite! these disjointed domains, and
added many valuable territories on the Rhine t«
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their old patrimony. Philip I., the Magnanimous,
nli" sue ded his father, wilhelm II., at a minor,

in 1000, introduced tli>- lb-formation i lit- H., and
bonded the university of M irburg, with the revenue!
of the secularised convents an. I monasteries. This

prince to.ik an active part in the peasant and
religious civil wars of his .lay ; and by a will made
in 1662, divided his territories among his four sons,

who luci led to their allotted possessions on liis

death in l")(i7. The eldest, Wilhelm tV., obtained
the half of the Hessian domains, with ( 'assel for his

residence; Lu.lwig, a fourth part, with Marburg;
Philip, an eighth part, with Rheinfels ; and George,

an eighth part, with Darmstadt, The death of

Philip and Ludwig left all the Hessian dominions
in the two main lines of Hesse-C'assel and Hesse-

Darmstadi [q. v.).

HESSE-CA'SSEL, or Electoral Hessx, wasfor-
; . . but on September 20,

ixed to Prussia, and by a decree of De-

cember '
, 1868, t n". 1 with Nns-aii into one province

under the name of 1 1 i'.ssi:-

N

a'ssai', which extends

from 49 56' to 51° 31' N. Int., and from 7 30* to 10°

12' E. long. H.-— .--« '.i--. I c.iinprivi.d one large district

maller,among %>.

}

j i
-

1

j were the countship of

Schs bnrg and Schmalkald, snd part of Henncherg
Bj the treaty of September 3, 1866,

Hi - -i '..--.
1 and Nassau were « eded to

II -Darmstadt, while the latter transferred to Prus-

sia the hradgravate of Hesse-Homburg and soi lis-

tn.t- of I'pper Hesse. The province of Hesse-Nassau
is divided into the following districts :

Dl.trieu.
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H-C. occupied the eighth place in the German
Confederation. It had three votes in the Plenum or

general council of the diet, and supplied a contin-

gent of 6626, and a reserve of 2S40 men to the
federal army.

History.—Hesse-Cassel is the elder line of the

House of Hesse, founded by Lantlgraf Wilhelm IV.,

or the 'Wise, son of Philip the Magnanimous, who
reigned from 1567 to 1592, and held his court at

Cassel. Wilhelm was succeeded by his son Maurice,

before his dentil resigned the government in 1627

to his son Wilhelm V. The latter fought on the court, .

refused to fulfil his His death

side of Sweden during the Thirty Years' War, for

which he was put under the ban of the empire,

His two brothers, Hermann and Ernest, respectively

founded the lines of Hesse-Kotonhurg and Hesse
Rheinfels ; and on his death in 1637, his widow
assumed the regency for their young son, Wilhelm
VI., and by her ability, secured for him, as

indemnification for the losses which the country
had sustained during the war, the greater part of

Schaumburg and the principality of Hersfeld. Tl

was regarded as a fortunate- event for the electorate;
but his son and successor, Wilhelm II., by his nar-
row policy, increased the rapidly growing disorders
of the state, while his relations to his mistress,
the obnoxious Countess of lieichenbach, rendered
him peculiarly unpopular with his subjects. These
disorders were partially arrested by the retirement
of the elector in 13:51, and the nomination of the
electoral prince to the rank of regent. But the

~. the 16 ye;

exhibits only a series of intrigues at

between the government and the

successors of Wilhelm V. pursued the practice

had begun of hiring out Hessian soldiers to fight

in the service of foreign princes, a practice by which
the finances of the state were considerably aug-

mented at the expense of the welfare and morality of

the people ; while, in some instances, it led to the

formation of important alliances on the part of the

reigning House. The landgraf, Fricdrieh I., who
succeeded his father in 1730, had become king of

Sweden in 17211, in right of his wife, the Princess

Ulrike Eleanor, sister of Charles XII. His brother,

Wilhelm VIII., to whom he had resigned his Hessian

territories, fought under +he British and Hanoverian
flag in the Seven Years' War, and gained consider-

able renown for himself and his troops during the

course of the war, which was especially disastrous to

the welfare of his states. Wilhelm's sou, Friedrich

II., persevered in the same course, and kept up a

splendid court on the proceeds of the pay, amount-
ing to £3,(111(1,000, which the British government
gave him for the services of the 22,000 Hessians who
fought against the Americans in the war of inde-

pendence. Friedrich, who had become a convert to

the Romish Church, died in I7S5, and was succeeded

by his son, Wilhelm IX., who reigned as Willi

I., after his elevation to the rank of an elector
]

protracted tl

in 1803. This prince frequently shifted sides an"

parties during the French revolutionary and imperial

war, lighting with his Hessian mercenaries first

under British colours, then in conjunction with

Prussia, and in 1SUG as the ally of Napoleon, who
in return for his aid promised to respect the

neutrality of the electorate. After the battle of

Jena, the French emperor, suspecting the motives

wiieh had actuated the elector in augmenting his

aimy, threw troops into the Hessian territory, and
at the peace of Tilsit incorporated the electorate

in the newly formed kingdom of Westphalia. In

1S13, Wilhelm returned to his dominions after the

overthrow of French power in Germany, and at

once began to restore the old order of things as

far as he could ; while he entered upon a course

of vexatious litigation to recover the state lands

that had been sold during his exile, and appealed

to the diet with such importunate pertinacity for

indemnification, that he obtained various important

concessions at the congress of Vienna, although he

failed in his wish to secure the title of king, of

which he was especially ambitious. In accordance

with the promise which he had made his subjects

on his restoration to power, he summoned a body

of jurists to construct a constitution ; but no sooner

was a draft of this new scheme completed, than he

representatives of the people, and a retrogressive
policy, which left H. far behind other German
states in material prosperity. The death of the
old elector at Frankfurt, whither he had retired on
his abdication, raised the regent in 1S47 to the rank
of sovereign elector. The revolution of Paris, in

1S48, extorted from the terrified priuce many liberal

promises of reform, some of which were redeemed

;

but in 1850, after revoking many of his pledges,
he summoned the obnoxious Hassenpflug and
Haynau to govern the country. Hassenpflug's
measures at length drew upon him a public charge
of maladministration and treason ; and he having
persuaded the elector that his personal safety
would be endangered if he remained longer among
his subjects, the prince and his minister fled by
night from Cassel to Wilhehnsbad. On the 17th
September 1S50, an ordinance proclaimed that the
seat of government had been transferred to the
latter place. Hassenpflug appealed to the Con-
federation for its intervention, and H. became the
rendezvous of troops ; the Austrian and Bavarian
coutingents occupying the south, and the Prussians,
apparently for the protection of the people against
the elector, taking their position in the north. The
threatened war was principally limited to angry
protocols, but the result of the intervention was the
restoration of the elector, who returned to CasseL
In 1S52, a new constitution was promulgated, which
in no way satisfied the people, whose conduct
throughout the trying crisis had been marked by
forbearance and moderation. But the policy of the
government remained unchanged.

In no part of Germany has the conflict between the
t and the people been more animated and

Hesse-Cassel. As in the German-
Italian war the Elector took sides with Austria, the
Prussian army took possession of the country, and on
Sept. 20, 1866, it was united with Prussia," and the
latter government formally installed on Oct. 8, 1866.

HESSE-DA'RMSTADT, a grand dnchv of Ger-
many, extending (exclusive of small outlving portions)
between 49" 24' and 50° 10' N. Int., and V u 50' and 9°

10' E. long., which formerly consisted of two nearly
equal parts, separated by a strip of land belonging
to Hesse-Cassel and Frankfurt-on-the-Maine. The
northern district, which is hounded by Hesse-Nassau,
and by Prussia, is mountainous, being intersected by
the Vogelsberg.and branches of the Taunus and Wes-
tcrfebl ; while the southern district, which is hounded
by Hesse-Nassau, Bavaria, and Baden, is level, ex-
cept in the East, which is occupied hv the mountain-
range of the Odenwald. H.-D. was divided into the
b illowing provinces, of which Upper Hesse now belongs
to the N. German ( 'on federation :

Provinces.
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Gi-ing an iih-i "I 2'.'.''.'..s s.piare mill--, ami a popu-

lation of 823,138 for the ontin- duchy.
\aracter.—H.-D., which presents a siie-

0c8si1.11 of fruitful valleys and rich mountain dopes,
red, lieiug traversed by the Lhine ami

Manie. Neck Nid.la, Fdder, Niddcr.
and Witter. -The climate of the norl
• II Dl :- v.ry much more severe than that of

D or Si nk. nl.iir. di-tri.-t, wlucli shares

the climate of South Germany.
Agriculture is in a very flourishing condition,

nearly half of the soil being occupied by arable
i is grown in sufficient quantity for

exportation, i i here Indian
crn, or luai/e, and Max are also largely cultivated,

while hemp, tobacco, and poppies are rai-.d in

Rhenish H.-ss.-. The southern districts, in which
a great variety of fruit is grown, including tigs,

aim Is, chestnuts, &a, are specially noted rot the

ol th.ir wines, the choicest of which
are the Xiersteiner, Lauhenheimer, Bodenheimer,
and red Ingelhoiincr. grown in the vicinity of

Mainz, the >charl . .. I'-uigen, and the
Liebfrauenniil' ii in the districts around Worms.
The mineral products, which an inconsiderable,

include copper, cobalt, iron, salt, and coal, the three
latter of which are most abundant in the Wetterau
districts.

hitlii.. fr,i. The principal branches of industry
agriculture, the making of wine, which

in g 1 years yields a return of upwards of four
million thalers ; the manufacture of cottons, linens,

and stockings, and the weaving of straw in Upper
Hesse; the preparation of oils and leather ; and the
manufacture of paper, snuff, papier-m kchi

&c. H.-D. has llDO miles of post-roads, and about
120 miles of railway ; while the steam-navigation of

the Rhine, Maine, and Ne.kar all'.. ids still more
extensive means of communication, which, how-
ever, are partly or wholly closed during the winter
months.

Bntnue.—The budget for the years 18150-71 gives

the following .-limine of the financial condition of

the grand duchy i annual receipts, l o.'t 1 1 ,922 guilders

;

annual expenditure . lli.oiiii.nl 7 guilders, leaving a -nr-

105. The public debt, inclusive of the
loans made- for the construction of rail wars, a anted
in 1868 to 15,621,000 florins.

Army.—The Grand Duchy of H.-D. famishes to

the Army of the North German Confederation 4 regi-

ments of infantry, l' of chasseurs, •> regiment! tri cav-

alry, 8 batteries of artillery, and a body ..t pioneers, See,

- In l^.'.L', there »ere 1756 national

inal, and I higher burgher school, while

the educational war; losses are well
supplied by the university of (,i.--en up v.i, uith its

noble library, and the 24 scientific institution- con-
nected with it ; I >y fi gymnasia, and hi

military, and theological schools. The child' towns
support various scientific and literary societies, and
the duchy generally is favourably distinguished in

> die diffusion of knowledge.
Religion. - In regard to religion, thi

was divided in 1867 as follows 1'rotestants. 564,657 ;

Roman Catholics, •ja:i.:i7.'i ; German Catholics, 2987 ;

Mennonit.-. I : ., (fee, and L'."i,2ia', Is-

raelites. The Lutherans haw a oonsistoi

stii.lt, with, three minor courts under its jurisdiction,

While the Roman Catholic churches are under the

snpen ision ol a bishop, who has his see al Main/.

are i- a supreme tribunal of law al

Darmstadt, with leaser courts at Darmstadt, Qiessen,
ami Main/., and numerous local conn- 1 the
country district-, in some of which trial by jury
prevails.

H.-D. supplied a
231

contingent ol 7227 men, with a reserve ol

federal army, occupied the ninth place in the former
German Confedeiatlon ,.p v.i, an. I had three VOtet

in the Plenum or full council, and one vote in the

Limited council. It is a limited monai
Its ruler, who must be a Lutheran, hear- the ml'
of Loyal Highness, and ranks as Grand Duke of

Hesse, and a i duke. Th,. BUCCes-

sioii is hereditary in the female line in default of

ae law of IE

I gial itivei hambers of representatives,

which must he convoked .it I. :.-i on. . in evi ry three
years, but the real power of the government r. sty

into which the aeveral 1.ranches of the administra-
tion are divided.

Hiitory. The line of H.-D., the second main
branch of the House, is derived from the H-ssian
cunt, George I., who, on the death of his father,

Philip the Magnanimous, in l.".(i7. obtain. .1 the upp. r

countship of Katzenellenbogen, with the town of

Darmstadt for his residence ; and succeeded in 1583,

on the death of Ii > I. .other without heirs, to a third

of the patrimony of the latter Ii.- was succeeded
in l.V.lli by his eldest s Ludwig V., while lis third

son, Frederick, became the founder of the Hesse-
Hombnrg line (q. v.). Ludwig V.. win. acquiri I

a portion of Cpper Hesse, was tin founder of the
university of Giessen. Although H.-D., like every
other part of Germany, suffered considerably during
the French revolutionary wars, it finally acquired a

great additii n to its territories through the agency
of Napoleon. Ludwig X., who had succeeded his

father as lamlgraf in lTOn. joined the Confederation
of the I thine, and after having acted against Austria
in 1809, and in concert with the Flench in LSI.'!,

offered, after the battle of Leipsic, to act with the
allies against France, on condition of being allowed

to retain his various acquisitions of territory. He
hail assumed the title of grand duke in 1806, and

ion lie promulgated varioii

edicts, and annulled the pre-existing union of the
II. -D. and the Hesse-t 'assel diets. In LS14, he joined

the German Confederation, and made large cessions

of territory to Prussia. Bavaria, and Hesse-Cassel,
receiving by way of lndemnilication a portion of

the French department of Donneisberg, or Mainz,
extending to the l.ahn, and the greater part of

the principality of Iscnberg, in right of which he
assumed the additional title of a Lheiiish grand
duke. In accordance with the decree of the federal

diet, Ludwig gave his subjects a representative
form of government in 1820, the scheme ol which
was, however, so ol lions to the assembled
states, that the grand duke and his advisers were

withdraw it, and to Bubstitn

in its place. The task of training this constitution

occupied several diets in succession, and
to much angry discussion within and without tho
chambers. The death, in 1830, of the grand
duke, who from various causes was en
his subjects, widened these dill, reli.e-, ilnl ongrv
discussions soon arose in regard to the civil list

to be accorded to the new grand duke. I.udwig

II. In the course of the next few years, one diet

after another was oonvoked and prorogued, but
no material change was effected in the relative

position of the chambers and the government. The
death of the grand duke, Ludwig II., in 1*4,S,

ji id, Ludwig
III., the pre-. brought little change

1. In the meantime it inii-t, how-
ever, be admitted that, notwithstandir.

in church ami state, the duchy made
considerable advances in materia] prosperity

;

railways were opened, and new roads formed-
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moved
;

greater freedom permitted in the curricu-

lum lit' the university, ami a move liberal spirit in-

fused into the system of the education imparted in

the national schools. Although these and many
other improvements were grudgingly yielded, they

have been permanent, but the character of the grand

ducal policy has neither been liberal nor in accord-

ance with the wishes and views of the majority of the

people.

HESSE-HO'MBURG, a German landgraviate prior

to 1865 (when it reverted to H.-Darmstadt, by which
it was ceded to 1'nissiu, Sept. 3, 1866); consisting of

the provinces of Ilomhurg and Meisciihcini ; the former
bounded by H.-Darmstadt and H.-Nassnu, and the lat-

ter by Rhenish Prussia and the Bavarian palatinate.

l-llKf Tm,,,«.

Giving 1 OS.98 square miles for the superficial area, and

26,817 for the population of the entire landgraviate.

The former of these provinces is a fruitful district

lying on the slopes of the Taunus Mountains, which
produces grain, wine, and timber ; while the latter is

mountainous, and yields large quantities of coal and
iron, and some excellent wine.

Receipts, &c— The budget for 1865 gives the

following amounts, viz. : receipts, 500,520 florins

;

expenditure, 441,166 florins, leaving a surplus of

59,354 florins. The debt was, in 1865, 3,000,000
florins.

The troops of the landgraviate are 366 men, in-

cluding a reserve of 100, which comprised the contin-

gent of H.-H. to the federal army. H.-H. was repre-

sented by Hesse-Darmstadt in the limited council of

the diet, but it held one independent vote in the

Plenum or full council. The established religion

is Protestant, to which 19,000 of the inhabitants be-

long, the great majority of whom are attached to the

Reformirte Kirelie, while there are 4950 Catholics,

and about 1000 Jews. H.-H. has a legislative repre-

sentative chamber, and the government is divided into

the three departments of Justice, the Interior, and
Finances.

The landgraviate was an integral part of Hesse-Darm-
stadt, to which it reverted on the failure of the direct

line (in March, 1865), till it was transferred, on the

death of the landgraf, in 1596, to his younger son,

Friedrich I., in whose family it has since remained
as an independent state. Little change was effected

in the province till the congress of Vienna, when it

was augmented by the addition of Meissenberg.

In 1817, H.-H. was admitted into the German Con-
federation. In 1S30, disturbances broke out in

Meisenheim ; but although they were soon quelled,

in consequence of the powers accorded to the

landgraf by the diet, several severe edicts were
published in 1832 against the liberals, which excited

considerable disaffection. The opening of the springs

and baths' at Homburg in 1833 proved an unex-

pected source of wealth to the state, and since the

addition of gambling saloons, the establishment has

constituted a very important branch of the revenue.

Attempts have more than once been made by the

diet to put down the gambling-tables ; but when-
ever the pressure of federal intervention has been
removed, gambling has been resumed with fresh

spirit ; it is understood, however, that the land-

graf has pledged himself to the final closing of

the gambling saloons after a limited term. Since

their first opening, play has, with only temporary
abatement, been prosecuted at all hours and
seasons by all ranks, from peasants to princes and

princesses, and almost at all ages, excepting among
the subjects of H.-H., who are stringently forbidden

to participate in it.

In 1835, H.-H. joined the Zollverein (q. v.). The
last landgraf, Ferdinand Heinrich Friedrich, who
succeeded his brother, Philip August, in 1848, so far

yielded to the wishes of his subjects for a constitu-

tional government, as to convoke a diet to delibe-

rate on its nature ; but when the scheme of the new
constitution was completed, he withdrew his promised

consent, and the course of public affairs resumed the

old track.

HESSE-NASSAU. See Hesse-Cassel and Nas-
sau.

HE'SSIAN FLY (Cecidomyia destructor; see

Cectdomyia), a dipterous insect, the larva of which
has often proved extremely
destructive to wheat in

North America. Its ravages

have occasionally even led

to the abandonment of

wheat culture for a time
in considerable districts.

It is black, with dusky
wings, darker at the base,

pale-brown legs, black feet, Hessian Fly (Cecidomyia

and hairy antenna?. There destructor).

are two broods in the year.

The maggots of the one brood live at the roots of

the plants throughout the winter ; those of the

other are found in the lower joints of the straw,

in the end of spring and beginning of summer.

HE'SYCHASTS (Gr. Hesychazo, to be quiet), a

mystic and contemplative sect of the Greek church,

who renewed in the 14th c. the errors and practices

of the older Euchites. and who may be described

as the Quietists of the East. There is reason to

believe that the principles of the ancient mystics

never entirely died out among the Oriental monastic

bodies ; but they attracted au unusual share of

public attention not only at home, but in the

western church in the earlier half of the 14th

century. A Basilian monk, named Barlaam, a native

of Calabria, the ancient Magna Grsecia, and himself

of Greek origin, in the course of a visit to the

monasteries of Greece, observed among the monks
several practices and doctrines which he considered

grievously reprehensible ; and was particularly

struck by the doctrinal abuses of the monks of

Mount Athos, the ' holy mountain,' the great strong-

hold of monasticism in Greece. In common with
the mystics of all times, these monks placed all per-

fection in contemplation, and in the elevation and
abstraction of soul which contemplation produces.

But among many practices which he considered

objectionable, there was one which especially

provoked his reprobation, and, indeed, his ridicule.

Be'ieving that in the sold lay hidden a certain

divine light, which it was the office of contem-

plation to evoke, they withdrew at stated times to

a retired place, seated themselves on the earth,

and fixed their eyes steadfastly on the centre of

the stomach (whence the sobriquet by .,hich they
were known, oinphulo/isiic/mi, nun!-*,, ah) ; and they
averred that, after the allotted time of contempla-

tion, a kind of heavenly light beamed forth upon
them from the soul (whose seat, they held, was in

that region), and filled them with ecstasy and
supernatural delight. They declared that this light

was the glory ot God himself, and they connected

it in some unexplained way with the light which

appeared at the transfiguration of our Lord upon
Talwr. Barlaam denounced these notions as fanatical

and superstitious On the other hand, they were

explained and warmly defended by Gregory Dalamas,
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tin- Archbishop of TLsssalonioa ; Mid lei to

controversy, a council was held in Con-
Kt:mtiii.>i>U- in l.'lll, wiiicli terminated in the triumph

nd tin' monks. The conti
ii upon a point of doctrine nam. ly, 1111

the nature .if the so-called divine li.ht supposed to

emanate from the soul in tins state ol contempla-

tion, other councils were called, one of which, in

1351, again pronounced in favour ol

kid, of the court and
bi ited John Cantacuzenus, who was an

ardi "t patro 1 I
But the public

tnd on the retirement

of their patron Cantacuzenus, who, in 1

;, fell into obscuritt . The controvei jy

rii.-dmritie l.i.ht.' however, is still dis-

See Mosheim, ii. (io'.l

;

also Fabrichia, Sift. Grac, v. -17, 454; Etubenberg,

uuHe BxercUat, p. 378.

BESTCHItJS, a (ire.k grammarian of Alex-
andria, flourished, according bo some authorities,

towards the end of the 4th century,

author of a Greek lexicon, taken partly from
earlier works of a similar character, wit]

tion of new wor.ls and examples from the writings
of poets, orators, historians, and physicians. Its

value is Very great, as it supp!-

information concerning the I

literatur.-. especially of an antiquarian k.iel. The
Brat edition is that published at Venire in 1514;
the best is by Alberta and Ruhnken (2 vols.

I.ovil.-n. 17 Hi 17oo>. to winch addit
by Sehow (Leip. 17!'~). Compare Kanke, De Leriri

ueeychiatu 1 1 uina Forma 1 Leip.

ami QuedlinLurg. ls.'ili. Not to he confounded
with the foregoing is the historian Hismimis of

Miletus, sui - fcrious,' who flourished

lining oi the 6th c, and was the author
owing works: 1. A 1 k on eminent

teachers (/'. lampsaiUSn Sophon)

;

•J. Another on the city of Constantinople (Peri ir,„

Piiirii'm K '-- hi. I.'!. A Chronicle or
history 1 Million Hietoribon, fee), commencing with
the earliest times, and coming down to the death

[t is now lost Set Orellius, Hieeychii
Opera (Leip. 1820).

HBTEBOCE'ROAL (Gr. hettroe, different,

unequal, anil htrkoe, a tail), a term introduced hy
a peculiarity of structure in

the tail of some fishes, in which the tail is unsyni-

metrical with reference to the body of the fish or
the vertebral column ; the vertebral column being

upper of the two lobes of the

tail, and a second lobe, more or
I

appearing on the under side. The heterocercal

Heterocercal Tail (Sturgeon).

tail is, among recent fishes, characteristic of the

Cartilaginous Pishes, and is, therefore, a much Ian
prevalent foi

[Gr. Aomos, equal) ts rally regarded

as indicating an affi

m tl 1

nt form ; 111 all the formations older

than the oolitic it exclusively appears.

BETEROGANGLIA'TA (Gr. heOrot, diverse,

1 ganglion), a term introduced by Owen
an. I adopt. "' ..i.lane.- with

a scheme .-I -
le.l ..11 tin.

m in annuals, t,, designate the Molfaeca
of Cuvier, with which are rank.. I the 'zoophyte*'
of the division Polyzoa or Bryozoa. The nervous

lOD 'it .'.l:n 1

iriously dis-

tributed in different parts of the body; one principal

ganglionic mass, hca 1 po itaon

above the gullet, with which all the nerves ol the

which exist are connected. With it,

als.., all the other ganglia communicate. Whether
or not the new name heterogangliata, may ulti-

mately come systematic
zoologists, it certainly indicates a most important
character in the organisation of the animals to

which it is applied.

HKTMAN, or ATAMAN, the title of the head
..r e, 11. 1 -il .a

.

'

.- retained only among
the Cossacks of the Don. Fr the earliest times

the EL was elected by the voice of thi

people; the mod.- of .lection being by throwing

their fur-caps at the candidate they preferred, and
th ie wh.. had the largest number of caps was
declared duly elected. The power of the H. was very

great, and extended over life and death. When
the Cossacks, in 1054, submitted to the Ku -cms,

the H. was permitted to retain his rights as for-

merly. The Klupivss Catherine entirely al.olishcd

the dignity of H. of the Ukraine, and substituted

a government consisting of eight members. The
Don Cossacks have, indeed, retained their H., but
even lie possesses but the shadow of his tornicr

power. The last elective II. was Count l'latoff,

who played a prominent part in the wars with
Fiance (1812- 1814). After his death, the B. was
appointed by the czar, and ultimately the title was
made hereditary in the grand duke, the heir to the

throne.

HEVE'Tj] OS (known also as Hevei. or H.'ivki.kk),

1 .ted astronomers of

the 17th c, was Lorn at Danzig in Kill, and died

in that city in 1C87. He belonged to an honour-

able and wealthy family ; and in 1641 he erected

an observatory in his own house, and furnished it

with large telescopes constructed by himself. He
pnl. 1, sh.-d numerous astronomical works. H. was
the first astronomer, with the exception of Gassendi,

to observe a transit of Mercury (Cassendi's obser-

vation was made in 1631, that of II. in 10G1); and
it is now generally conceded that he ranks next

to l-'lainsteed amongst the astronomers of his day.

Delambre devotes ten pages to the notii f lus

labours in his Uistoiie tie I'Aitron. Mini., and his life

has been written by .1. H. Wesphal (KOnigsb. 18?0).

HEVE S, a small town of Hungary, in the county
of the same nam.-, is situated m the midst ol a

Hax and l)iu|i rowing district, 60 miles
aaf oi Pesth. Top. 5700.

Ill' \ LCHORD, a name given by the anci' nt

Greeks, in their music, to the great sixth. In

ix diat' Die

degr.es ot which Guide formed his scale, better

known by the six syllables, Ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la,

to which the scale was sung.

HEXAGON (Gr. hex, six, and gBnia, angle), a

figure of six sides, and six angles; when theaidoa
and angles an- equal, it is called a regular hexagon.

iie\a_-on lie inscribed in I

radius of the circle is equal in length to each side

of it, and by joining the centre with the angular
ii.dateral triangles will be formed. This

property of the hexagon furnishes a very simple



HEXAHEDRON-HEYLIN.

method of dividing a circle into six equal parts,

and at the same time constructing the hexagon, by
merely laying off round the circle line^ equal to the
radius. Of the three figures which can completely
occupy space (the equilateral triangle, square, and
hexagon 1

, the hexagon contains the greatest area
within a given perimeter, the proportions between
the three different figures being nearly as the
numbers 4 3i, 6. It is thus that be«. by making
their cells of a hexagonal form, enclose the greatest

space wit] the least expenditure of wax.

HEXAHEDRON (Gr. hex, six, and taira.base),

so called from its having six faces, is one of the rive

regular solids, according to Plato; but in modern
times the term Cube (q. v.) has been used in this

signification, and the hexahedron is taken to include
all solid figures of six faces,

HEXA'METER (Gr. hex, six, and metron, a
measure), the name applied to the most important
form of classical verse. It is the heroic or epic

verse of the Greeks and Romans, the grandest
examples of -which are the Iliad and Odyssey of

Homer, and the ^Eneid of Virgil. It consists, as its

name implies, of six feet or measures, the last of

which must be a spondee (a measure composed of

two long syllables), and the penultimate a dactyl

(one long syllable and two short). If the penul-

timate is also a spondee, the verse is said to be
spondaic. The following are examples of the
hexameter

:

Pblla cTananta, la tarda, paranta U I dochmia
I
t'elthon.

HoMEE.
T'tyrZ

|
M : i

' ~. ba '' '
7 :*«£

1
fagi.

Vergil.

The hexameter has been frequently employed in

modern poetry, especially in German and English.

The facility with which the first of these languages

forms compounds is favourable to its use ; and
Klopstock, Goethe, and Voss have produced admir-
able specimens of this kind of verse. It has been
doubted -whether the English is not too stubborn
and intractable for the free-flowing majesty of the
hexameter ; and at present a slightly acrimonious

controversy on the point is being carried on among
scholars; although many think that the Evangeline

of Longfellow, and to some extent the Vacation

Ramble of Clough, have definitely settled the

question in favour of the practicability of this

measure being adopted into English. Our readers

may judge from the opening lines of Evangeline

:

' This is the I
forest prim evaL The

|
murmuring

|
pines

and the ; hemlocks
Bearded with moss, and with

)
garments

I green,

indistinct in the
|
twilight,

Stand like i Druids of |
eld, with I voices

|
sad and

pro I phetic,

Stand like
|

harpers ! hoar with I beards that
|
rest on

their I bosoms.'

The last two lines shew -where English versification

is weak—viz., in its spondees, unaccented syllables

being compelled to do the duty of accented ones.

HE'XAPLA (Gr. hexapla, 'the sixfold'), a cele-

brated edition of the Septuagint version, compiled

by Origen for the puqiose of restoring the purity of

its text, and bringing it into closer agreement with

the original Hebrew." Owing to the multiplication of

transcripts of the Greek text, numerous errors had
crept in ; and in the frequent controversies which

arose 1 letween the Jews and the Greek or Hellenist

(q. v.i Christiana, the latter, in appealing to the

<>r< *-k text, were often mortified by the discovery

that it by no means represented faithfully the

Hebrew original. In order to meet this evil, Origen

: to provide a means of at least verifying

the eenuine Greek text, as -well as of confrontina
it with the original. With this view, he prepart-3

what is known as his Tetrapla, or ' fourfold

'

version, which he afterwards extended into the
Hexapla. The TetroyAa contained, in four parallel

columns, the Septuagint version, together with
those of Aquila. Synunachus. and Theodotion. The
Hexapla contained, in addition, the Hebrew text,

together with a transcript of that text in Greek
characters. In some parts of the Old Testament
there were superadded one, two, and even three
other versions ; so that in some parts the work
contains nine columns, -whence it is occasionally

designated the Jfenneopla. or ' ninefold.' Of the
origin of these latter versions but little is known.
The Hexapla, however, was something more than a

mere compilation of these versions. In the margin
were given notes chiefly explanatory, as. for instance,

of the Hebrew names. But a still more important
characteristic of the work were its restorations and
corrections of the original, in which Origen was
guided chiefly by the version of Theodotion. This,
however, he did not effect by arbitrary alterations

of the received text ; but, while he retained the
common text, by indicating with the help of certain

signs (an asterisk for an addition; an obelisk for a
retrenchment) the corrections which he sought to
introduce. Both these texts, the common (koine

eidosis) and that of the Hexapla, are found com-
bined in existing MSS. The Hexapla, as a whole, has
long been lost ; several editions of those fragments
of it which it has been possible to recover have
been printed ; by far the most complete of which
is that of the celebrated Benedictine, Montfaucon
(2 vols, fol Paris. 1714>, which retains, so far as

it was preserved in the MSS\, the arrangement
and even the asterisks and obelisks of Origen. For
a more detailed account, see the preface and
Prceliminaria of this learned work.

HEXHAM, a small market-town of England, in

the county of Northumberland, is agreeably situated
on the right bank of the Tyne, 20 miles west of

Newcastle. The Tyne is here crossed by a bridge of

nine arches. The priory church, an old cruciform'

structure of the 12th c, is now used as the parish

church. It has a lofty central tower, and at its

western end are remains of the magnificent mon-
astery erected in the 7th c by St Wilfrid. The
chief manufactures of the town are gloves and hats.

Pop. about 5000.

HEYLIN. Dr Peter, an English divine, of con-

siderable note in his own day, was descended from
an ancient Welsh family belonging to Montgomery-
shire, and was born at Burford, in Oxfordshire,

November 29, 1600. He studied at Oxford, where
he took the decree of D.D. Through the interest

of Laud, in whose theory of church and king he
devoutly believed, H. was appointed chaplain-in-

ordinary to King Charles in 1629. Subsequently,
he held a variety of livings, but was deprived of

them during the period of the commonwealth. At
the restoration, he was made sub-dean of West-
minster, an office which many of his friends thought
an utterly inadequate reward of his literarv services

to the royal cause. He died May 8, 1662. H.
was a very voluminous controversial writer, but
his works are of no value now, except as illustrative

of the age in which he lived, and the ecclesias-

tical party to which he oelonged. Among others

may be mentioned, History of the Sa'S
Vijidieala, or the Church of England
Theologia Veterum : Examen Historian i, containing,

among other things, a violent attack on Fuller's

Church History, which involved him in a contro-

versy with that author ; Historia QuinquartuuJaris,
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or a defence of Arminianism; History <./" tin

alio* of Ms Church of England ; and j£rius
i or the History oj

II I VN 1". i
i

Ii ol hritv. was I.,, in .,1, Choiunit .

1729 His father was a
poor weaver. The pastor ,: i Ihem

- II educated at a scl 1 m tin; suhurhs,
and afterwards sent him to Leipsie university.

bat forgot to give him money i..r his support;
soiw-thiiij; frightful, hut

his endurance was heroic. In IT

situation of under-clerk in the BriihJ library at
I' Baden. While in this hiimhlc oilic,-, he prep.ued
his edition of TibuUus, which saw the liirlit in lT.Vi,

and happening to fall into tin- hands of Khunkoii
i imitation of thai

Iii 1756, unfortunately for II.. the Seven fears'
War broke out. Frederick the dear marched

ii. and burned, among other things,
the BrUhl library, hut n id edited,

"•"ii of Kpietetus.
For some time he led a precarious life, being
often without employment, and without bread 1

1701, he married, and supported bimaeli
be could hy writing for the I kaellers ; and in

SSner, professor of rhctoiic

at Gottin_. n. he was appointed bis sue,

the recommendation of Rhunken of Leyden (who
had not forgotten his editions of Tibt

Luis closed Ins period of misfortune.
The rest of his lorn; life was spent in peace and com-
fort and professorial activity, lie died PJtk July
1812, The principal works of EL, besides those
mentioned, are his edition- of Virgil (17u7. 6th ed.

1803), Pindar (1774), Ap.,lI..,loi,is . 1 7^7 .. 1'lmv

(1790 . C i and 1'arth. mil. 17'eM. and Homer
1802; 2d ed. 1804). He also

'almost a eart load of trand.it ions.' hcs:.|. -

ten or twelve thick voliim

and Essays,' of which six volumes were puhlished

ler the 1

1812) j and finally, about :.><">

of books in the i,

of which he was director from 177". In addition

ercalean work, he had a private class or
i.n for the adva 1 study of p

and classical antiquity, from which
use of hi- hfe, no less than 135 pi ,

Compare the Life of lloyne hy his soil-in law.

Lodwig l 1813), and Carlyli
uu the same.

HEZEK1 til die'.,. //;.:• „>,, ).;.;.:;.„•„. 'May
Jehovah strengthen him'), kino ,,! .lud.di. sou :,

. n igned I i 726 [725] to 696
me like him anion

Jud ili.' is the praise bestowed upon him in

wiii. 5, and scarcely less Battering
I of this monarch in •_' Chron. xxi.x.

From the moment that, at the early age of five-

end-twenty, he mounted the throne, his elh.i

chietly to directed towards the abol

of the idolatry which reigned paramount in the was a poet of no mean older
;

land, and the restoration of the worship of Jehovah composed II died at the
to its pristine purity and glory. The temple w.i, .,i 54 years, in the 29th year of his i

the Priests and I >u Manasseh.

the advice of Isaiuh. If. dared also to with-
hold the annual tribute imposed hy Shallu.inassar in

the days of his father: whereupon", as would appear
from cm

\\ ben,
howev, i,

, ,,|i his
way to Egypt and Ethiopia, had ahead;

.ding to I hloii. and Isaiah, 'all the
i di a thing remained for II. but

to ask for peine, and to offer any rau.-olu that
Sennacherib might deem lit tonnp.se. Sennacherib
took an enormous sum in silver and gold, for which

doors of the temple
i mi. ler contribution :—perhaps only a

strata-., in to convince the conqueror of the poverty
i is. It is a moot-point whether

eceived the money
intended to procure the peace, treacherously i

upon .Tcrusalein at once, or whether 1 ontinucl
his march to L _-ypt, and I.. ,, before
I'eluSlllln, l.esil o. d .Icllisalci 1 his l.llilli which
would bl lid invasion. II. 's efforts

mi,, futile. Sud-
denly, bov. ever, ' an Angi l oi the Lord ' (explained
variously to mean the plague, an earth, piake.

u attack hy Tirhaka. or the Simoom)
ring one single nijit 1st 1,(100 men iii the

Assyrian camp, and Sennacherih was ..!,!

retreat Whether Jl.'s illness 'Sheehin,' ulcers,
ae.ordnio to some, or the plague, as others under-
stand that word—took place U tore or alter Scnn.i-

uivasion, is not fully established as yet;
i is. that after his miraculous recovery,

i . him l.\ the retrograde movements of

the dial, he, .uu.iiio oilier visits of congratulation,
ivel that of the aiiil.ass.i.lois ,,t Mclo.lacli

lialadon (Manlocampiidos), kin" of Babylon. The
L.tt.r as would appear from the Chaldean historian

Berosus—was at that time likewise tributary to
Assyria, and sent the embassy with a view tn
seeming H.'s co-operation against the common
enemy. II, imprudently enough, made
display . : .. uu,! arsenals

;

but so far from impressing tie m, -.10, i.s with his

is kindled in Merodach Baladon
to possess him . 1 1 hinge;

and the latei Baby] an invasion ending in the
.

1- undoiihtedly to be traced hack to this

act of vanity 011 the pan of Hezekiak.
The remainder of H.'s life was passed in profound

peace and prosperity, so that he was enabled to

turn his attention to the internal dev lop, lit of

iiitiy, and the fortiheation of

its tow us. He collected great treasures and executed
mans highlj il„ nil works, mi - winch the a, pic-

usalem take a foremost place. His was
u ace of prophetic poetry. Besides

Isaiah, there lived in his time the prophets Micah
au.i .Nahiiin. in Pro v. XXV. 1, it

would also appear that he founded society 01

literati, who collected and
documents of Hebrew literati

nt

had pi

:., th 111. and n oly s,r-

I

was albeit a month alter the appointed

Celebrated with almost unparalleled pomp
fourteen days, amidst a vast

I

only oi .Iiulah. l.ut eves of l-rael. Victorious 111 the

a 100,1 with the Philistines, ;uid 1,

bree things
is to be praised, and three things tor

1 he unworthy bui ial

Ins w ickedness ; the

become an ol

' hook III llledlCl Ill ,. lolls woi k

I- spoiling the doors
an Lgyiiti.111 aluau.c, into which he had entered ol the tempi., to pas the tribute to £



HIBERNATION—HIBISCUS.

the stopping up of the upper Gihon during the

siege of Jerusalem ; aud his postponing the first

passover for a month (see above), are his three

wicked deeds.

HIBERNATION (from hlbernarv, to pass the

winter) is the term applied by naturalists to express

a peculiar condition of sleep in which certain animals

— chiefly cheiroptera and rodentia—pass the winter

season.
'

It is not very clearly known to what
extent hibernation prevails in the animal kingdom.

The bats, the hedgehog, and the dormouse are the

animals which in this country present the most
striking examples of this phenomenon.
The "term hibernation is not a good one, because

summer heat produces in some animals a very

Similar conditi in to that which winter cold produces

in others ; and lieuce the Germans use the words
Winterschfcf (winter sleep) and Sommerschlaf (sum-

mer sleep) to express the two similar if not identical

conditions.

The following are the most marked peculiarities

presented by bats, hedgehogs, aud dormice, when in

a state of perfect hibernation :—The respiration

is very nearly suspended, as is shewn (1), by the

absence of all detectable respiratory acts
; (2), by

the almost entire absence of any change in the air

in the bell-jar or case in which the animal is placed

during the investigation ; (3), by the subsidence of

the temperature to that of the atmosphere ; and

(4), by the capability of supporting, for a great

length of time, the entire privation of air. The
circulation is reduced to an extreme degree of

slowness. In an observation made by Dr Marshall

Hall, the heart of a bat was observed to beat only

twenty-eight times in the minute. The excretions

are very "scanty. The bat is observed to have
scarcely any exeretior during its continued lethargy.

In regard to the m -vous system, sensation and
volition are quiescent, but reflex or excito-motary

actions are very readily produced. The sbghtest

touch applied to one of the spines of a hedgehog, or

the merest shake given to a bat. induces oue or two
inspiratory movements. Dr Marshall Hall made
the important discovery that, while the respiration

is almost totally suspended, the muscular irrita-

bility is proportionally augmented. All hibernating

secure themselves, during the lethargic period, from

sources of disturb-mce and excitement. They choose

sheltered and retired situations, as caves, burrows,

&c. .Some form themselves nests ; others congre-

gate together in large numbers. The hedgehog and

dormouse roll themselves up into a ball ; the bats

group together in clusters, with the head down-
wards, and in some species the wings are spread, so

that each individual embraces and shelters its neigh-

bour. Revivescence is due partly to the return of

warmth, but mainly in all probability to the calls of

hunger. The return of the respiration and animal

heat to the- normal standard is very gradual.

The physiological use of hibernation is doubtless

to enable certain animals to avoid the consequences

of severe winter cold, and (especially in the case of

tli3 insectivorous animals 1 the deprivation of food

Before the period of hibernation, a large amount
of fat is accumulated in the organism, and this

fat constitutes the fuel on which the animal lives

and supports its comparatively trifling heat during

the winter. The other tissues suffer to a less

extent, aud the total loss of weight is sometimes

nearly 4D per cent—a proportion fully as great as

that Which is usually sustained in death by starva-

tion. For a full account of the phenomena of

hibernation, the reader is referred to Barkow, Der
Wiutimr/tbif ivicli s^ner ErachzinuiHjen im Thterreich

iargastellt (Berlin, 1846).

HIBERNIA, IBERNIA, IVERNIA, also

IERNE, names by which Ireland is designated

in the classical writers. The first mention of

Ireland in ancient times occurs in a poem
on the Argonautic expedition, attributed to the

mythical Orpheus, and perhaps as early as the

time of the first Darius. Aristotle speaks of two

islands situated in the ocean beyond the pillars of

Hercules, 'called Britannic, very large, Albion aud

lerne, beyond the Delta;.' Both Diodoras Siculus

and Strabo report the natives to be addicted to

cannibalism ; but, by their own admission, on

insufficient grounds. Pomponius Mela, with quite

an Irish warmth of eulogy, declares the herbage

to be so luxuriant that the cattle who feed on it

sometimes burst. Pliny repeats this statement,

and adds that the Hibernian mother trains her

child from the very first to eat food from the

point of a sword. But the most important of all

classical authorities on H. is Ptolemy, who describes

the country, and gives the names of the principal

rivers, promontories, seaports, and inland towns.

The island was never conquered, nor even explored

by the Romans. See Ireland.

HIBI'SCUS, a genus of plants of the natural

order Malvace.ce, the type of a tribe or sub-order

distinguished by a double calyx and fruit of three or

more man3'-seeded carpels united into a many-celled

capsule. The species are numerous, natives of warm
climates, some of them trees or shrubs, but most of

them large herbaceous plants, annual or perennial.

The flowers of many are very beautiful. H. Si/riacus,

sometimes called Althaea frutex, a native of Syria

and Carniola, has lon<* been in cultivation as an
ornamental shrub, and proves sufficiently hardy
in many parts of Britain. Some are favourite

hothouse plants. The characteristic mucilaginous

and fibrous properties of the Malvaceae are very

strongly developed in this tribe. H. Abclmoschus

(or Abelmoschus esculentus) so abounds in mucilage,

that it is much used in the north-west of India

for clarifying sugar. The fruit of H. escit/eii'zis

(or Alwliiojscliiis e#-ul,:nttij>) is in general use both

in the East and West Indies for thickening soups,

and otherwise as an article of food. It is called

Gombo. Gobeo, and Ochro in the West Indies ;

Baxdikai, Ram-turai, and Dexeoos in different

parts of India ; aud Basqtia in the west of

Africa ; if indeed the East Indian H. longifolius

and the African H. Bammia are, as seems probable,

mere varieties. It is an annual plant, with a soft

herbaceous stem, 3—5 feet high, crenate leaves,

axillary sulphur-coloured flowers, and pyramidal,

somewhat podlike capsules. It is cultivated in some
parts of the south of Europe. The fruit is used in

an unripe state. It is generally much esteemed,

but is disliked by some on account of its viscidity.

It enters, as an important ingredient, into the

pepper-pot of the West Indies. . The ripe seeds are

sometimes used in soups as barley. The bark of

//. tiliaceus—a tree of twenty feet high, with a very

thick bole—so abounds in mucilage, that by chewing
it the natives of the South Sea Islands obtain

nourishment in times of scarcity. This tree, the

Bola of Bengal—supposed to be the same with the

Mono or Moeaut of the West Indies (H. arborrus)

—is one of the most abundant trees of the South

Sea Islands ; and the wood being light, tough, and
durable, is much used for many puruoses

;
The

bark is very fibrous, and cordage and matting are

made of the fibre in various tropical countries.

Many other species yield fibres, some of them

coarse, some of them tine and beautiful, which are

used in different countries ; but the most important

in this respect is If. cannabimu, the AHBABEE
Hemp and DECfcAKEE Hemp of Western Iudia,
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(Dad Palvv at Madras, and Mabbta Paui in

Bengal; a plant verj generally cultivated in all

.t is iin annual herbaceous plant, bavin
ii l'h. bbre is no!

- hemp, and ia useful onlj foi

It baa been suggested that many
HX>cie« of II. might be found valuable for tin; manu-
facture of paper. //. Sdbdatiffa is v.

i

cultivated in warm countries, on account of its

calyx, which, as the fruit ripens, becomes fleshy,

|.lcasanl aridity. It is much
nsed for making tarts and jelly, and a

it, sweetened and fermented, affords a refreshing

V'Wra.'f, well known in the Wesi Indies as S,,nJ
< lied Red Sobbj i ii.

>r Alnhiiasrhux inoschatus), sometimes
called Mi ax Ski D, another plant common in widely

, is cultivated for its

aeeda, which have a fragrance between that of

mush and
I They are much used

by perfumers, and are called Ambrette or Chttmea

trAmbrette. In Egypt and Arabia they are mixed
with coffee, and stimulant and stomachic qualities

i to them. The petals of //. Rosa Sinensis

<, and are used bj the Chinese to stain

their eyebroWl and tle-ir she,-, black,

Hl'OOtrP, or HICCOUGH, consiats of sudd.,,

in i
i with a pecu-

liar sound produced in the larynx, ami m,mediately
.•..[illation. The movements concerned

in the production of hiccup are a spasmodic con-

traction of the diaphragm, and a certain degree of

Coll.stnction 111 the glottis, which JM.hh the peon-

. mount of air inspired.

. dsivc inspirations commonly occur in

paroxysms, and succeed each other at intervals of a

1 1..- paroxysm may last only a few

may extend to hours or days; in the

last-named to life, from

the exhaustion which it causes, but usually it merely
or .slight pain about

I

;
oi the sj stem predisposes to

hiccup. Ill those pie.ll.-|H.sed to it, am glstlic

derangement or over-distention oi

a.niity. kc., will provoke it Certain diseases are

I

hiccup.

\S In-,, the attack is'shght, it may oft.

by making a v.iy lull inspiration, and then holding

the breath as l.m: ...-
|

il.le, the diap

thus held in a stat.-ot voluntary i ontraiction. Strong
pressure, aa a belt tightly drawn round the waist,

will soni.t a give relief. fn more obstinate eases,

aromatic apii . musk, &c,
i orted to. A. combination of camphor and
chloroform, and the frequent swallowing of small

rounded pieces of ice, are perhaps the moat efficient

.•emedies.

llH'h B8, Q ... .}. D.D., an emu
divine and phi!.. I. Mist, was born a!

Yorkshire. June 20, 1642, He studied at Oxford,

ail.l III 1664 Waa elected fellow of I. Ii. I '..II

.. ted M v, and in 1666 was admitted
i h ii. lain to John,

Duke ol Lauderdale, whom. >,, 1677

I.. 1678 hi i

• ii from the in. iv. reity of G
in 1679 iiom that of Oxford. In 1682 hi was

6 ol the king's chaplains, and the

follow ing ; i
i

at the revolution to take the oathi to King

William III. he was deprived of nil his benefices.

; with n list .f the Donjuring

clergy to the exiled king at St Qemiaina, and ir

Iti'.ll W.n iseciafeil I 'V a prelate of his QWfl

hop 01 Thetfor.l. His publi.

.-.if s in eoiit.iov .i .i.d and practical divinity are

numerous. His greatest work, entitled Thesaunu
Qrammatico-Ciiiirii.i ,i A rcha ,,l,„j ,-n.< I ,,,<i,i,n u, a

Vtttrum Septentrional! >i m. appeared at oxford in

1705, 3 v,.ls. fol. He died December 16, 171"..

HH'kui;v [Oarya] i genua of trees formerly
included aiiioue Walnuts [Jvgkmt). The Hil «

are exclusively North American. They are large

and beautiful trees, attaining a height of 70 ..r

80 feet, with pinnate leaves. The timber of all

of them is very heavy, strong, and ten. -. but
decays speedily when exposed to heat and i store.

and is said to be peculiarly liable to injury from
worms. Great quantities of II. are used I ake
hoops for casks. It is much used for handspikes.

.Musket-stocks, shafts of carriages, handles of whips,

large screws, to., are made ol it. It is greatly

esteemed for fuel. The nuts of some of the species

are excellent, eating, and much resemble walnuts.
— C. alba, the SiiKLL-r.AKK or Shah BARK II., so

called from its shaggy outer bark peeling oil n long

niiirow p Int.-, yields tlie common tnckory-nut or

shell-bark of the northern pints of the r. States,

which arc much esteemed. It abounds on Lake Erie,

and iii some parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

The trunk is slender. The leaves ale often 20
inches long. The nuts are in considerable request,

and are sometimes exported. The shell is thin but

hard, the kernel sweet. An oil, which is n-cd by

the Indians as an article of food, is obtained from
it by pounding and boiling.— <'. sulcata, the Thick
SHKl.L-n.VKK II., a very similar tree, iiliouniliiig in

the fertile valleys of the Alleghany Mountains, has

a nut with a thick yellowish shell, which is sometimes

brought to market in America, but is much les. es-

teemed than the shell-hark above-mimed.— t'.,,l!i'<r~

formia yields the I'acani:,..!- Pecas Nut, sometimes
called the Illinois Nut. — Other species yield the

MOCKEB NOT, Pic Nit, and BlTTEB Nut.
HICKS. Kims, a celebrated American preacher

of the Society of Friends, was born at Hempstead,
Long Island, '.March 19, 174S. His gifts were early

i. -.nisei by the society , and at the a^e of L'7 he

had become a well-known preacher, and for many
years travelled through the Stales and Canada. His
unit. maoism, or denial of the divinity of Christ and
a vicarious at..n.ineiit, brought him into

with orthodox Friends; but he preached bis own
views with perseverance, and at the age of 80 Mill

travelled and preached. The result 01 his labours

was a schism of the society into tw.. divisions,

Sipularly known as Orthodox ami Hicksite Quakers.
c died'at .lericho, bong Island, February L'7, IN..U

See Flias H.'s Janriial ../' his Life and Lai,,ur*

(Philadelphia, 1828).

BIDA'LGO (Spanish, in Portuguese, Fidalgo; a

word derived by some from /<.... ./. / Qoto, 'at f

a (loth,' implying purity of descent, and by others
.'/„,,,,. son ot somebody ') is the tn le

oi a i lass ol the tower nobility in Spain,

HI'KRA PI'ORA, or iioi.y BITTER, once a
highly popular remedy, and still much employed in

i imi i 1C medicine, and in vel

.a powdered di

now, I as PuMl Afoit CUm fan, lid.

The principal objection to its ns.- as a purgative

medicine ia, thai thi nauseous taste ol
•

I by the eanella ; and that, like aloetlO

ol the lower pari "I the intestinal .anal.

HIERAOITJM. S H.vwKwrn.



HIERARCHY—HIEROCLES.

HI'ERARCHY (Gr. hieros, sacred, and archo, to

govern), the name used by theological writers to

designate the whole sacred governing and minister-

ing body in the chnrcli, distributed according to its

several gradations. The word, in its strict accept-

ation, is, of course, only applicable to the Roman
Catholic Church, and to those Christian communities
which retain the prelatical form of church govern-

ment, or at least the distinctions of ecclesiastical order

aud gradation. In considering the hierarchy of the

Catholic Church, it is necessary to bear in mind the

well-known distinction of order and of jurisdiction.

I. Considered under the head of order, the hierarchy

embraces all the various orders or classes of sacred

ministers to whom has been assigned the duty of

directing the public worship, administering the
sacraments, and discharging the various other offices

connected with the preaching of the gospel ; and
these are of two kinds— the" orders directly insti-

tuted by divine authority, aud those established

by ecclesiastical ordiuanee. Theologians commonly
distinguish a hierarchy of dirine riyht, and a Itier-

archy of ecclesiastical rigid. (1.) The first includes

the three ranks of bishops, priests, aud deacons. The
bishops are believed, as successors of the apostles,

to have inherited the integrity of the Christian
priesthood. The order of episcopate, however, is

not believed to be a distinct order from that of

priesthood, but only a fuller and entirely unre-
stricted form of that order. In all that regards
what Catholics believe to be the Christian sacrifice

of the eucharist, they hold that the priest possesses

the same powers of order with the bishop ; but he
cannot confer the sacrament of orders, nor can he
validly exercise the power of absolving in the sacra-

ment of penance without the approbation of the

bishop. The office of deacons is, to serve as help-

mates of the priests and bishops, especially in the
administration of the eucharist and baptism, and hi

the relief of the material as well as the spiritual

necessities of the faithful (Acts vi. 1, and folL).

(2.) To the three ranks thus primitively instituted,

several others have been added by ecclesiastical

ordinance. See Orders, Minor. II. The hier-

archij of jurisdiction directly regards, and is founded
upon, the government of the church, and it com-
prises not only all the successive degrees of eccle-

siastical authority derived from the greater or less

local extension of the several spheres within which
such governing authority is limited—beginning with
the pope as primate of the universal church, and
extending to the patriarchs as ruling their several

patriarchates, the primates in the several kingdoms
as national churches, and the metropolitans or

archbishops within their respective provinces ;—but
also, although less properly, the ecclesiastical grades
which, although ecclesiastical jurisdiction may be
attached to them, are more directly honorary
in their nature, as those of the cardiualate, the

arcbipvesln terate, aud the archidiaconate.

In the Anglican Church, with the office of the

episcopate, the theory of a hierarchical gradation of

rank and of authority has been retained. The
Anglican hierarchy comprises lushops, priests, and
deacons. In the Scottish Church it is of course

unknown, as it is in the greater number if the
foreign Protestant churches ; while those Lutheran
communities which have retained or have revived
the title of bishop, concede little to the office which
can be considered as imparting to the distinction of

grades in the ministry which it imports a strict

hierarchical character. The Lutheran bishop has
little beyond his brother-ministers, except the right

to bear certain insignia, and the first place in the
consistories.

Jn the well-known work, The Celestial Hierarchy,

falsely ascribed to Dionysius the Areopagite, the
hierarchy includes Christ as its head, and the
various orders of angels as his ministering spirits.

HIERA'TIC WRITING. See Hieroglyphics.

HI'ERO I., king of Syracuse, succeeded his

brother Gelon in the year 478 E.O. The most
important event of his reign was the naval victory

gained by his fleet and that of the Cnmani over the
Etruscans in 474, which deprived the latter of their

supremacy in the Tyrrhenian Sea. In the year 472,
Thrasidseus, who had meanwhile become tyrant of

Agrigentum, was conquered by Hiero. H. himself
was violent and rapacious, far inferior in character

to his brother Gelon. His love of poetry, and the
manner in which he entertained poets like Siniouides,

iEschylus, Bacchylides, and Pindar at his court,

have perhaps caused him to be overestimated.

HIERO II., king of Syracuse (269—214 B.C.),

was the son of a noble Syracusan named Hierocles.

During the troubles which prevailed in Sicily, after

the retreat of King Pyrrhus, 275 B.C., H. greatly
distinguished himself, and was first appointed
commander-in-chief, and then elected king. He
joined the Carthaginians in besieging Messana,
which had surrendered to the Romans, but he was
beaten by Apjiius Claudius the Roman consul, and
obliged to retire to Syracuse, where he was soon
blockaded. In 263, seeing himself threatened by
a large army under Manins Valerius Maximus,
he concluded a peace with the Romans for fifteen

years, during which he proved so faithful to his

engagements, that in 24S peace was permanently
established. H. himself visited Rome in 237, on
which occasion he presented the Roman people

with 200,000 bushels of corn. In the second Punic
War he likewise proved himself the faithful aUy of

the Eomans, and supported them with money and
troops, especially after their defeat at the lake of

Thrasymene, when the golden statues of the goddess
of Victory, weighing 320 pounds, which he sent to

Rome, were welcomed as a good omen. He died
about the year 216, in the 92d year of his age. His
son Gelon having died before him, he was succeeded
by his grandson Hieronymus. H., by his clemency,
wisdom, and simplicity, had gained the affections of

the Syracusans, who refused on several occasions

to accept his resignation of the kingly office. He
devoted great attention to the improvement of

agriculture, and his laws respecting the tithe of

corn, &c. (Leijes Hieronicce), were still in force in

the country in Cicero's tune. He was likewise

a patron of the arts, particularly architecture. In
these pursuits, as well as in the construction of war-
like machines, he was assisted by his friend and
relative Arcliimedes.

HIE'ROCLES, a common name among the
Greeks. The most celebrated of this name was H,
the Neo-Platonist, who lived at Alexandria about
the middle cf the 5th c, aud enjoyed a great repu-

tation. He is usually reckoned the author of a
commentary on the golden verses of Pythagoras, of

which the best edition is that by Warren (Lond.

1742). Of H.'s history we know nothing. His most
celebrated works are

—

On Providence, Fate, and the

Harmony between the Dirine Government and Man's
Freewill ; of which there remain only a few extracts

preserved by Photius, and published by Morelli

(Paris, 1593 aud 1597). Another ethical work of his,

On Justice, Reverence of the Uods, and the Domestic

and Social Virtues, is known to us from a number of

extracts in Stobseus. There is also a work called

Asteta (' a collection of jests and ludicrous stories')

attributed to him, but it is now believed to belong

to a much later age than that of Hierocles. Thi3
and the previous works are contained in Pearson and
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Kcedliam's Commentary ou Pythagoras (Cambridge,

1709).

HIBROGLY'PHICS (literal]; meaning sacred

sculptures), a tenn applied to those representations

of natural or artificial objects used to express lan-

iallj those which the ancient Egyptians
and Mexicans "employed for that purpose, The
tenn hierogl ii/i/t would, however, he more correctly

applu d to tin se figures. The number of those us, ,1

by the aueieut Egyptians was probahly about 1000,

and by their means they were enabled to express

all the ideas required with correctness, clearness,

and facility. Ihey consist of representations of

celestial bodies, the human form and. its parts in

various attitudes, animals, Gab.es, reptiles, works of

ait and attire, and fantastic forms. These were
either engraved in relief, or sunk below the surface

on the pui lie monuments and objects of hard
ited forthe glyptic art, or else traced in

outline with a reed pen on papyri, w 1, alicee of

stone, and other objects, The scribe, indeed, wrote
from a palette or canon called pes, with pens, kaah,

from two little ink-hohs in the palette, containing
a black ink of animal ciiaivoal, aud a red mineral

ink. The hieroglyphs on the monuuieu;
tunes sculptured and plain; at others

with colours, either one simple tone for all the

which are then called monochrome ; or

nted with a variety of colours, and then
called polychrome; and those painted on coffins

and other objects are often iirst traced out, and
then col, aired in detail. On the papyri and some
few inferior materials, th,y are simply sketched
in outline, and are called linear hieroglyphs. The
hieroglyphs are arranged in perpendicular columns,
separatid by lines, or in horizontal, or distributed

in a sporadic manner in the area of the picture to

which th,y refer. .Sometimes all these modes of

,re found together. One peculiarity is

he animals and repre-

ce in the same direction when they are

combined into a text; and when mixed up with
:.. y usually lace in the direction

of the figures to which they are attached. When
I
blclogh phs 1, soluble

. !>• r ol w hich should also be an
i, and they produce a gay and agreeable

D the spectator. Tiny are written very
sipiale, the spaces arc neatly and carefully packed,

[ ivc no naked appearance oi back-
ground. Generally, they are to l>e read from the

direction in which they face, and the lines follow

succession, but man] exceptions occur,

in which lh,y follow the reverse order, whether
written horizontally or vertically, and this at all

periods.

The hieroglyphs, in their nature, are divided
.

i
It

, or 1 hose « hi h

ind Phonetic*, or those which
inds. No dmibt, at the first com-

mencement of the language, ideographs only were
employed ; but the earliest known

d to the :;d dynast] al ovt 21 00 yi ars

B.C.. are Idled with phonetic hieroglyphs, shewing
that at that early period the principle of writing
sounds had been completely developed. These
i , at the most, developed

1

1

reprised about oni third of the texts.

I

iphs, or those which express one idea;
and tie- determinatives, which are used to indicate

many. In all instan<

ally found
j

,
w hi, h gi\c

the sound of the idea they aie intended to express
in the written language; the simp.

oeinfc frnuid onrj preceded bj one _

the determinatives are preceded by many. The pun
ideographs are of various classes : first, those repre-

senting the object directly, as
~fa? , a dog, ultar, tc

express the idea dog ; secondly, those metaphorically

conveying the required meaning, as -)> , a woman

beating a tambourine to indicate 'joy,' in which the
action indicates the effect produced ; thirdly, that
in which the attribute is expressed by the figure ol

some object possessing it, as
\y\v a jackal', i-a

indicate 'cunning' or 'craft;' a » flaming censer,

to signify ' incense.' Or the direct action was often

represented; as a bird fishing r^ . to express the

idea of fishing in general. Such a mode of depicting
ideas ill detail was only suited toi ,1 .ihoiato monu-
ments; and the number of ideographs required to
express all ideas, would have been so man] as to

have overwhelmed the memory of the learner, and
to have obscured the comprehension ,,f the reader.

In order, therefore, to reduce the nber of ideo-

graphs, a certain number of these hieroglyphs were
used to express more ideas than one in the prin-

cipal classes of thought Thus, sA
t a seated man,

originally employed to signify man, was applied to
all relationships, functions, and offices of men, as
alf, father; sen, brother; „/,,-, governor; luiiliutcr

priest ; bak, labourer : the special meaning which it

m_ .-hewn l.\ the phonetic groups which
preceded it. In the same way, all beasts or objects
made of leather were expressed by a skin, SJ ; all

precious stones or objects made of the same by a
ring. O; il" actions of locomotion by _<\., two legs
in the act of walking; and all actions in which tim
arms were used by s—', an arm holding a suck.

The Dumber of these signs may be computed at
about 17o. and they resemble in their use those
of the Assyrian cuneiform, in which, although to
8 mole limited extent, the leading classes ol thought
we,e determined by a character prefixed to the
phonetic -.roup giving the particular idea. Thus, in

the Assyrian, all names of uieu are preceded by

f
, a single upright wedge ; all countries by *^

three wedges disposed obliquely; and names of

horned cattle by the group of five wedges '.jtJ. In

the Egyptian Bystem, however, the determinatives
are always placed alter the ph< u, i

The Chine-e system of"writing
approaches still more closely to the Egyptian,
242 radicals, as they are called, but really deter-
minatives, being placed alter other groups and
symbols, which indicate the special idea intended.

In this last language, the radicals are generally

placed to the left, as "f/. , haou, ' good,' in which

the radical is T , neu, ' a woman,' except in

those instances in which they enclose the phonetic
or special groups. In the Egyptian hieroglyphs,
every WOTO not expressing an abstract idea, in

the verb to be, or the grammatical
- Hive, and is

incomplete without it. lh, ..inns oi the writing
is that the phonetics and ideographs mutually
explain each other. Sometimes, indeed, by a kind of

redundant pleonasm, the determinatives are placed

..phs, as ^, the three rings

,,i in. tal after the i ap used to expi

, the three Sowers after the lily, to signify
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lily ; and "j^ *J , the skin after the goat, to mean

goat. The phonetic portion of the hieroglyphs con-

sists, at the best period of writing, of a limited number
of signs, about 130, employed as a syllabarium ; and
although the term alphabet has been often used in

speaking of the phonetic hieroglyphs, nothing of the

nature of a pure alphabet existed till a later period,

when the Phoenicians invented a purely alphabetic

systom, suppressing the vowels, which the Greeks
still further improved by reintroducing them into

their graphic system, and so brought to perfec-

tion the invaluable invention of alphabetic writing,

at once concise, compendious, and complete. But
the Egyptian hieroglyphs comprise two classes of

syllables—those ending with vowels, or the so-called

alphabetics, and those ending with consonants ; or,

in other words, of monosyllables and polysyllables.

As the monosyllables enter into the composition of

the polysyllabic groups, it is evident that they are

older than the biliteral or dissyllabic hieroglyphs.

The spoken language seems, in fact, to have origin-

ally consisted of monosyllables, which were subse-

quently enriched by agglomeration, and combined
into biliteral and trilateral roots. Several of these

monosyllabic words have descended from the ancient

language to the Coptic, as ab, a lamb ; au, a cow

;

mau, a lion ; ra, the sun
;
pe, the heaven. Numerous

words of this class may still be traced as the roots

of the more ancient language, but it is obvious that

only a few of the most manageable could be selected

for the combined purposes of sound and writing. In
some instances, two or more seem to have been
selected for the same sounds, in order to suit the

style of writing, horizontal or vertical signs being

required for the careful packing of the groups in the

texes. Now, it will be necessary to bear in mind
that each of these hieroglyphs of the first phonetic

division represents a monosyllable, of which it repre-

sents the whole by itself considered as the initial,

but that it was always capable of having the vowei
sved the initial pii

ieratic or cursive

writing, this was generally the case, in

Kthat in the hieratic or cursive

distinguish the signs. This final vowel is, however,

generally omitted in hieroglyphic texts, and is said

to be inherent, or ought to be pronounced in the

6rst hieroglyph. The alphabetic syllabarium is as

follows :

V
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AM, J^HER, aud are sometimes preceded by their

initial reimplement, as 4 -f V^, j[
T^ . Thu.su an

more numerous than tliu alphabetioo-s\ lid

ami are as commonly used in tliu t. -
1 he !, t ,

of writing
a certain ideographic character, which it retained]
certain words b, in- "lily written |.\ outturn s\ llalncs.

ai.d tliu use of the two syllabaries was In ,

proniis

grouping the same won 1 being abnormal, and refer-

able only to long intervals ,',f time. E,,r although
. hundred papyri exist in the museums of

Europe, and no two are written precisely alike y, t

w ill he observable ill those
which are similar texts, written at long intervals oi
tiuie from each other. N. vi rth( li 98, some latitude
prevails in the writing of certain words and proper
names, and those hieroglyphs which appear in the
corresponding pi ..:.. mallei

homophone .sum. 11111. -1 the -am.- proper name is

represented by - glyphs,
yet they could only have hum pronounced in
one way, as they represent the same name, and
the different hieroglyphs are consequently only
interchanged to • \ , U.

The luwjutuje 01 the hieroglyphs is nearest to
the Optic, the form which it assumed about the
Sd c. a. i>.. when the Gie.k alphahct. reinforced by

borrowed from the ih -m. .tic or popular elusive
hand of the [>eriod, superseded the demotic and

phicnc.de of writing. This language, extinct
1 about a century and a half ago

inn, differs considerably from the monu-
mental texts. having l.eeu , oi nipti d bv the intro-

duction oi Greek, Latin, and Arabic words, but this
contains, as its base, Hie old langn ige oi the 1 ounti

j

in ll.r.oils 111 si. 111, :

dial cts, but in othet on which may-
be called llanmic, or allied to the African. The
great peculiarity of the hieroglyphic language is,

that the verbal root both of the nouns, adjectives,
anil verbs remains unchanged, and that the dual
ami plural are made by 'postfixes, the cases of
the nouns formed by prepositions, and the tenses
of the verbs by the prefixing of the declined
abstract auxiliary verbs, All, An, or Kheper, to
be; or by the affixing of the 1 cuius a, /-, t. /.

I
ilU'HS, Bo the

verbal roots. The pron .'s are . itli

d or affixi d, and t be prepositions are
either simple or compound ; many remarkable forms
of the last 1 lass existing ill the language. There is

1 tic ir . 111pI1.ym.nt. anil their

often abnormal, and 'only defined by
the context.

Considered as the most ancient written language,
the hieroglyphs throw great light up.. a comparative
1 the relative antiquity ol various words
and locuti. oi ..„ ,,f language
itself, and tin development oi picture-writing into
the abstract ro'phen ., letters. A
great port, -1 mi] ,r i,, the Si nun.

,

either directly or indirectly: thus ;,,,„„, the sea,
is like tic- lb hicw

, ape, like oof.
The majoi it

at the p. 1 iod oi the 19th dj na 1 . or about 1300
Syriac, and Ai

were intro.1 oi

as bata far Beth, a I for Migdol, a
tower, and they are, however,
rare and few in number compared I

: Man; ippi ar t,. be

has disappeared.

nder, the Greek rulers

[ndo-Germania The literature will be found under
the word PjLFYBUa
The invention of hieroglypl

.•r 'divine words,' was attributed to the cod '11,. ,t li

who is repeatedly called the
Bcril t the gods, and lord of the hieroglyphs.
ETinj attributes their invention to Menon. The

thi Egyptians was in fact called
Hermaic or Hermetic, on account of its supposed
divine origin, and the knowledge of hieroglyphs

tain extent, a mystery to the ignorant,
although universally employed by tin

and instructed classes. To foreign nations, the
hieroglyphs always remained so, afthou b Mo 1

is supposed to have b.eu versed in tin- know-
ledge oi them [Philo, vita Moyais); but Joseph is

described as conversing with his brethren through
interpreters, and .Iocs not appear to allude to hiero-
glyphic writing. The Greeks, who had settle, I ,.„

the coast as early as the 6th c n.c, do not appeal
to have possessed more than a colloquial know-
Iol-e of ilie language; and although Solon, 63fJ
I'., c. is said to have studied Egyptian doeti
Sebelllljtus and I bh. ,]„ .lis, and lie doctrines of
Pythagoras arc said to have been derived from
Egypt, these Bages could only have acquired their
knowledge from interpretations of hieroglyphic

fa us i.vji n.c.) and Herodotus (466
B.c), who visited Egypt in their travels, obtained
from similar sources the information they have
atlorded of the language or monuments of the
country. 1 icniocntus of Abdcra, indeed, about the
s.'ine p.rio.l |j,-,!i B . c.) )

Lad described both the
Ethiopian hieroglyphs and the Tahylonian cunei-
form, but his work

"

conquest of Egypt by Alexam
began to pay attention to the language and history
of their subjects, and Eratosthenes, the hep,,- ,',{

at Alexandria, and M inetho, the high-
priest of Sebennytus, had drawn up accounts ,,f the
national chronology and history from hiei ...J\ r hie
sources. I'll, ler the Roman empire, in the rci'-n of

' li;. -lemon, the keeper of the library
' ii" Si rapaeum, had drawn u), a dictii

Meroglyphe; and both Diodorus and Strabo men-
tion them, and describe their nature. Tacitus, later

npire, gives the account of the monu-
ments of Thebes translated by the Egyptian priests
to Qermanicus ; but after his time, tlie knowledge
of them beyond Egypt itself was exceedingly limited,
and does not reappear till the 3d and
centuries a. i>.. when they are mentioned by Auimi-
ainis .Marcclliniis, win, cites the translation oi one
Of the obelisks at Home by ,. llerniapion. and by
Julius Valerius, the author of the apocryphal life
of Alexander, who gives that ot a not I, , r. liclioiloius,

too

gjyphic letter written bj Queen Cam
'I'll, in t positive information on the subject is by
I 'lenient ot Mexan.lna (.21 1 A.D.), w ho m
symbolical and phonetic, or, as he call-

|

nature ot hieroglyphics. I'orphyrj (304 \. I'd divides
them also into eouologic or pic netic, and

Ib.iapollo or Horiis-Ap..!
-opposed t., have nourished about BOO A. rx, wrote'" '•

I
•

pioi'ioiy of the hieroglyphs, a rude,
ill-assorted confusion of truth and tieti ,

'" iventh.1 interpretation of inany hieroglyphs, and

1. -I
'

.a ih, ,,, ,b app. arcl till the rev ival oi letters,

h .
, L529 a. ii., these

lurcher, a leai I et mdi .1 to interpret
them by vague esoteric notions derived from his

hi the supposiiion that the hieroglyphs
were ideographic, a theory which barred all progress,
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and wan helil in its full extent by tlie learned, till

Zoega, at the close of the 18th c., 1787 A. D., first

enunciated that the ovals or cartouches contained
royal names, and that the hieroglyphs, or some of

them, were used to express sounds. More jjouu-

nieuts were 1 nown, and juster ideas had bogun to

dawn on the European mind; and the discovery by
the French, in 1799, of the so-called Eosetta Stone,

a slab of black granite, having inscribed upon it, first

in hieroglyphics, secondly in demotic or enchorial

(a cursive popular form of writing extant at the

period), and thirdly in Greek, a decree of the priests

of Egypt assembled in synod at Memphis, in honour
of Ptolemy V., gave the first clue to the decipher-

ment. The first attempts, indeed, were made upon
the demotic text by Silvestre de Sacy with some
success, but it was soon discovered that the demotic
was not purely alphabetic. Crude notions of the

ideographic nature of the hieroglyphs prevailed till

Dr Yonng, in 1818, first gave out the hypothesis,

that the hieroglyphs were used as sounds in royal

proper names. He was led to this conclusion by
tracing the hieroglyphs through the cursive hieratic

to the more cursive demotic ; and as this last

was known to be alphabetic, he deduced that the

corresponding hieroglyphic signs were so. In this

he came to the conclusion that the first

hieroglyph in the name of Ptolemy (* g-3A(|<j
p

•

in the Eosetta Stone (a mat) represented a P ; the

second (hemisphere) a T; the third (a loop) he
supposed to be superfluous ; the fourth (a lion) he
read OLE ; the fifth and sixth, the syllable MI

;

and seventh, the back of the seat, an S. Unaided
by bilingual monuments, he essayed to decipher the

name of Berenice, and altogether established the

value of five hieroglyphs as letters out of two names,
but was unable to proceed further. Champollion, in

1822, by means of an inscription found on an obelisk

at Philaj, which had at the base a Greek inscription,

recognised the name of Cleopatra, and by comparison
with that of Ptolemy, at once proved the purely

alphabetic, not syllabieo-alphabetic nature of the

signs. Extending the principle, he read by its means
the names of the Greek and Roman, and finally

those of the native mouarche. It was soon seen

that the same hieroglyphs as those used in these

names were extensively used in the texts for words,

aud these words tinned out, in most instances, to be

analogous to the Coptic. Although the discoveries of

Champollion were received by many of the learned

in Europe with distrust, yet his method of research

was slowly adopted by Boselliui and Salvoliui in

1832, and subsequently extended methodically, by
Lepsius ill 1837, and by Bunsen, Hincks, De Bougfi,

Birch, Goodwin, (,'habas. and others.

The method of interpretation adopted has been
strictly inductive, the value of the characters being

deduced from the equation of sounds, or homo-
phones of similar groups. The meaning of the

groups or words has been determined by examining
all known instances iu which they occur in passages

capable of being interpreted, that of the ideographs

by observing the form of the symbols ; many of

them have been made out from the pictures which
they explain, or the phonetic groups which accom-
pany them. A careful comparison has been instituted

with corresponding Coptic and Hebrew roots when
they exist. In short, a careful principle of induction

has beeu applied to the study of the hieroglyphs.

An attack upon the principles of hieroglyphics!

interpretation has been recently made by Sir G.
Cornewall Lewis, in his History of Ancient Astro-

nomy. This writer demurs t > the premises on which
the interpretation is based, and does not consider

the first steps sufficiently proved, but holds that the
results have been obtained by a series of vicious

hypotheses, and that the Coptic by no means is the
language of the ancient Egyptians. He also relies

on the fact of the phonetic nature of the symbols
not having been mentioned by the Greek writers.

The inductive method of interpretation he considers

unsound. The objections brought forward have,
however, been strongly rebutted by the Egyptolo-
gists; the basis is considered sure from the bilingual

monuments of the Eosetta Stone, obelisk of Philse,

contracts, rituals, and other documents; the truth
of the phonetic value of the symbols is also thought
to be proved beyond a doubt, by the fact of the
sounds obtained from the first sources enabling the
names of Eoman emperors, Ptolemies, and even many
Pharaohs, to be read with facility ; while the fact of

the Coptic being the remains of the ancient language
of the country, is proved by its corresponding with
the names of Egyptian objects and persons men-
tioned by Herodotus and other Greek authors. The
truth of the interpretation is also defended by the
results obtained, and the fact that these results

enable the hierologists to read with ease documents
and monuments newly discovered. Whatever doubt,

in fact, may exist as to the minor details and more
delicate shades of language, the labours of the last

half century have analysed and established all the
principal grammatical forms, and three-fourths of

the words of the old Egyptian language. The study
of the hieroglyphics has been formally recognised
by the learned academies of Europe as a branch of

Oriental learning.

The hieroglyphs stood in the same relation to the
two other forms of writing the character, called

hieratic and demotic, as type does to handwriting.
Their use was chiefly for official inscriptions on
public or private monuments, religious formulie

and prayers, and rituals or hermetic books (see

Papyrus). The most remarkable hieroglyphic
inscriptions are—that in honour of Khnumhetp at

Benihassan, recording the investment of his family

;

the campaigns of Ahmes against the Hykshos at

El-Kab ; the annals of Thothmes III. at Karnak, the
campaign of Barneses II. against the Khita, and the
treaty ; the account of the tank for gold-washings
in the reign of Seti I. and Barneses II. at Kouban and
Bedesich ; the star-risings on the tomb of Barneses
V. ; the journey of the ark of Ivhons to Bakhtan, in

the reign of Barneses X. ; the account of Cambyses
and Darius on the statue of the Vatican.

In connection with the hieroglyphics are two
modes of writing them, first the hieratic writing,

consisting of a kind of abridged hieroglyphs. The
number of these written characters is fewer than
that of the hieroglyphs, the generic determinatives
being more employed, and the vocalic complements
of the consonants being constantly written, in order
to distinguish similar forms. This writing was
more extensively used than the hieroglyphic, being
employed for state papers, legal documents, memor-
anda, accounts, religious books, rituals, and all the
purposes of private and public life. Books were gener-
ally written in hieratic. It commences as early as

the 4th or 5th dynasty, and terminates only about
the 3d or 4th c. of our era. At the earliest period, it

is occasionally written perpendicularly, but it was
afterwards only written horizontally, and has gene-
rally portions in red ink, corresponding to our initial

illuminated letters or rubrics. For the literary

contents of these rolls, see Papyrus. Some, indeed,

have supposed that the hieratic alphabet gave rise

to the Phoenician, and have endeavoured to trace

the Phoenician alphabet from hieratic sources. But
although much ingenuity has been expended in this

inquiry, the precise source of Phoenician writing
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remains involved in obscurity, the principal fact

being, that a syllabary printed long prior to the
Phoenician alphabet, which did not reach the

perfection of the Greeks, owing to the - i]

'. second kind of hieroglyphic band-
writing wna the demotic, or ao-oalled enchoriaL It

farther redaction of the hit ratio, simpler
j us. .1, while tl inpleuicnts art' ii"t

Deed, and it approaches still nearer the alphabetic
system. It tains an alphabet of 42 letters, and
a ayllaban of 4{ - rich in the
number nf determinatives and ideographs than the
hieratic. It is, tike all cursive hands, more difficnlt

tn decipher than the hieratic. It was introdno i into

the Egyptian graphic system about the oommenoe
1 1 1

1 1 1 1. oi the 26th dynasty, or the 6th a B i . and
continued in use till the 3d c. a.iv Tins was the last

' .
•! writing in Eg\ pt. the early Christians

bavin,' introduced the Creek al]ibaliet, with a few
characters borrowed from the demotic. This script

is rarely used fur public monuments, although it

the Roeetta Stone; but it was univers-

ally employed for contracts, public documents, and
oecaaiouaUy fur religious formula.-, owing to the
deer.-a.sine knowledge nf hieroglyphics. At the time

:t was the Brat learned by beginners.

With it the Greek language began to appear in

public us.-.

the Egyptian hieroglyphics, there are
those of the Aztecs nr Mexican, which were a kind
of pure picture-writing, the names of monarehs,
towns, and other things b. mg painted by the

objects which responded In their names. While
in their historical writings the events themselves
were portrayed, the number of the years of the
reign of the king was indicated by placing in a

enos in the picture the sym
years of the Aztec cycle, which were n; .1 alter

plants and animals. The Mexican hieroglyphs, in

fact, consisted of conventional pictures, and they had
no means of expressing grammatical form or any

irts of a language. This mode of pure
picture-writing prevailed not only in M. \io, but

1 America. The know-
i.rtunately been almost

lost sii the Spanish conquest, the meaning oi only
a few having been rescued from oblivion in the
16th 0, when the greater pari of the Aztec MSS.wae
destroyed by the Spanish ecclesiastics. It has indeed

I. that the monks used these symbols
accruing to their sound*, to write the Lord's Prayer

and other formulas ; thus *
, a flag, pronounced

PanUi, was used for the syllable Pa; tv. , a stone,

'Veil for it. the two expressing Pater; a J cactus

fruit, NothtU, for Koch; and a stone «*» as above
four gr«ii|<s expressing Patent) Hfochte,

or Hotter; and so forth. This seems to shew the
development of a phonetic system, but it was never
extensively used, on account of the abhorrence
entertained ..i term biero-

§
typhi, was also used by the writers of embl.in.ita or

mbohsine Gnomic sentences taken from
ud Latin poets, and tun ing i lotion

' i i'- in recent timi
I h i

inauaes have had their symbolical repre-

sentations and supposed prognostics of future events,

whidi they ..died liieri.glyi.hu. - Zoega, /'. Origin
L787)

;

(1817, vol. r ... Britamuoa (1828)

;

Ohanipollion, Lettre&M. Dacwr (8vo, Paris, 1822);
Ltttrei U. Blot u (8vo, Tur. ls-.'i;,

:
/>,•,-,-/., ,/,, s>,n-

i

Paris, 1841 1861
\

1>

Pans. 1841); Ls] is, in the Ann. del fa

(Svo, Knin.e. ls-.'Si
. l'.irch. /- '

a/ th,- Hi, rui/lii/iliir.t (12n.o, Loud.); Hrugsch, Oram-
main DemoHaut [to. Bert 1855); De Konge, Etude

I'aris. I.V.Ni ; CI, abas,

Papyrus Magiqu* d"Harris (4to, Chal 1861).

llll'.lto.WMITES, one of the many hermit

orders (q.y.) established in the curse ,,f the 13th
and 14th centuries. The I li.ronymites grew out
of the third order of St Francis. See Kuan, isians.

Some ..I the followers of Thomas of Siena, one of

the Franciscan rigorists, having established them-
selves in various places among the wild districts

which skirt the Sierra Morena, b\ I

int.. a community, and obtained in l.'iTI the approval

of Pope ( in-gory XI., who confirmed their rule, which
was founded on that of St Augustine. The insti-

tute extended into other provinces of Spain, and
also into I', -tugal; it was subsequently established

in Italy, Tyrol, and Bavaria.

HIEROPHAXT, or MTSTAGOGTJE, the priest

who presided over the mysteries at Eleusis, was
always selected from the family of Eiiinnlpus, who
was legaided as their founder, and the lirst IIi.ro-

pbant. The II. was required to be a man of rips

years, without any physical defect, end..wed with

a fine voice, and of spotless character. He was
forbidden to marry, but it is not improbable that

married men were likewise appointed H„ and were
merely prohibited from forming a second marriage.

In the mysteries, the H. represented the Demiurge
or creator of the universe. He alone was authorised
to preserve and explain the unwritten laws, to

introduce candidates into the temple at Elonsis,

and gradually initiate them into the lesser and
greater mysteries. On this account, he was likewise

styled Mystagogut and prophet, and no one was
allowed to utter his name in the presence of an
uninitiated person. At public soleninitie- I ,n I

the image of the goddess, adorned wil li ..

robes.

HIGH BAILIFF, is a term applied to some
officers in England, who discharge ministerial

duties, such as serving writs, ,\c., in certain liberties

or franchises, exempt from the ordinary supervision

..f the sheriff The term is used in contradistinction

to the ordinary name of bailiff, which is now almost

a term of reproach, and confined chiefly to the
lowest class of officers, who execute writs against

debtors.

HIGH COMMISSION COURT, a tyrannical
court established by Queen Elizabeth to reform the
church, abolished by 16 Ob. I. c. 11.

HIGH CONSTABLE. See Constable.

HIGH MISDEMEANOUR, an offence short

of, but closely bordering on, treason.

men PLACES (ILL. Bamoth), the name given
in Scripture to certain places where illicit worship
was performed by the people of Israel. The practice

of erecting altars on elevated situations was com-
mon in ancient times, and originated in the belief

that hilltops were nearer heaven, and, therefore, the
most favourable places for prayer and incense. The
fathers of the Jewish nation acted in this respect

just like their neighbours Abraham, we are told,

built an altar to the Lord on a mountain near

Bethel The Mosaic law, however, true to its

grand aim of securing national strength and purity
by a vigorous system of isolation, prohibited the

practice for the future, on the ground that the
s|«.ts which the Israelites would be compelled to
choose had been already polluted by i.l.latious

services. In spite of the veli.-ni. \vith which the
ii denounced in the

Pentateuch, the prohibition seems to have been
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a Jong time in producing the desired effect— if,

indeed, it ever really accomplished it. During the
whole eventful period of the Judges, it was not
only practically obsolete, but we actually find that
both Gideon and Manoah built altars on high
places by Divine command (Judges, vi. 25, 26 ; xui.
16—23). It also occasions much surprise to read
of the violations of the injunction—among others
by Samuel at Alizpeh and llcthlehem, by Saul at
Gilgal, by David, by Elijah on Mount Carmel. The
explanations given by the rabbis of these contra-
dictions between the conduct of the prophets and
kings of the Hebrew people, and the commands of
their great lawgiver, are too absurd for mention.
Whatever may be the true explanation, it is quite
certain that worship in high places was almost
universal in Judea, both during and after the time
of Solomon. The results were such as might have
been anticipated The people erected altarenot only
to Jehovah but to Baal, and from worshipping in
idolatrous places, proceeded to worship idols them-
selves. At a later period (see Books of Kings and
Chronicles) a series of vigorous efforts was made by
the more pious monarchs to suppress the practice,
and after the time of Josiah, it seems to have been
finally abandoned.

HIGH-PRIEST (Hebr. Kohen haggadol, or
emphat. Kohen, Gr. archiereus, Lat. primus port-
tifex, &c), the chief of the Jewish Priesthood.
His dignity was hereditary in the line of Eleazar,
the son of Aaron, and many more restrictions
attached to it than belonged to the ordinary
office of a Priest. He was only allowed to marry
an intact virgin, and one of his own tribe ; every
impure contact even of the dead bodies of his own
parents he was strictly forbidden, besides having to
abstain from many other things that might cause
any defilement whatever. His functions consisted
principally in the general administration of the
sanctuary and all that belonged to the sacred
service. He alone was allowed to enter the Holy
of Holies on the day of atonement, and to consult
the Urim and Thummim (q.v.). No less was
his costume of surpassing costliness and splendour,
comprising numerous vestments in addition to those
of the ordinary priests. This brilliant costume,
however, was laid aside by the High-Priest when,
on the day of atonement, he went to perform
the most awful service in the Holy of Holies

:

a simple garb of white linen—the funeral dress of
the Jews in later times —was all he wore on that
occasion. The revenues of the High-Priest were in
the main the same as those of the other priests

;

but, according to the Talmud, he was to be richer
than these, and if his own means were insufficient,
he was to be provided with opulent means by his
brethren, in virtue of his exalted position ; the other
priests never addressed the High-Priest but by
Ishi Kolien Gaclol, ' My Lord High-Priest.' Before
the Law, however, the High-Priest was equal to any
other Israelite. It is doubtful at what time the office
of Sagan, or vice-High-Priest, was created. The
Talmud, moreover, speaks of a ' Mashiach Milhamah.,'
'Anointed for the war;' an officer who seems to
have shared almost the dignity of the High-Priest,
and whose special duty it appears to have been
to read the proclamation prescribed in Deut. xx. 3,
in the time of war, and who may have accom-
panied the troops for the purposes of celebrating
the service in the camp. For further historical and
theological points connected with this subject, see
Priests, Aaron, and Jews.

HIGH SEAS, i.e., the open
whole extent of sea so far as it i

international law is, that every country bordering
on the sea has the exclusive sovereignty over such
sea to the extent of three miles from its shore

,

but all beyond, and which is not within three miles
of some other country, is open or common to all
countries. The part of sea within three miles'
distance is generally called the territorial sea of the
particular country, or mare clausum. The distinction
has little effect on the right of navigation, but as
regards fishing it is otherwise. Thus, for example,
foreign fishermen have no right to fish within three
miles of the British coast without a licence from
the crown, or unless some special treaty— as, for
example, the French and English treaty—has laid
down other arrangements.

HIGH STEWARD, a judge now always a legal
peer, who is specially appointed by the crown for
the trial of peers indicted for treason or felony. He
is a kind of speaker or chairman of the peers, and
votes with the rest. It is one of the privileges of
the British peerage to be tried by the court of the
high steward.

HIGH TREASON. See Treason.
HI'GHGATE, a village of England, in the county

of Middlesex, is situated in the suburbs of London,
five miles north-north-west of St Paid's. It
comprises many elegant villas, and some important
benevolent institutions. On the slope of a hill
below the church of H. is the North London
Cemetery. The chapelry, or ecclesiastical district,
has a pop. of 4502.

HIGHLAND REGIMENTS. The origin of the
first of these regiments, the 42d, has been given
under the head Black Watch (q. v.). The valu-
able services of this regiment encouraged the govern-
ment to augment the force ; and accordingly seven
other Highland regiments have been raised from
time to time—viz., the 71st, in 1777 ; the 72d, or
Duke of Albany's Own, in the same year ; the 74th,
in 1787; the 78th, or Ross-shire Buffs, in 1793;
the 79th, or Cameron Highlanders, in 1S05 ; the
92d, or Gordon Highlanders, in 1796; and the
93d, or Sutherland Highlanders, in 1S0O. The uni-
form of each of these corps is the Highland dress,
including a distinctive tartan. The soldier wears a
coatee of scarlet, a kdt (in most, but not all, of the
regiments), a plaid across the shoulders, a plume,
and the other attributes of the Gaelic costume. In
an army where officers are appointed by purchase,
nationality is necessarily disregarded ; but these
corps are those to which Scotch gentlemen most
frequently attach themselves, and about one-half
the officers are Scotch. Of the men, about 79 per
cent, are Scotch, 11 per cent. English, and 10 per
cent. Irish. The regiments are recruited in the
Highlands, the depdts being stationed (1862) at
Stirling and Aberdeen.

HI'GHLANDS, a term generally applied to th»
higher parts of a country, as, for example, High-
lands of the Hudson, as defining a certain high and
picturesque region on the river Hudson, in the state
of New York ; but the term has a more special
application, to a particular district in Scotland.
This district has no political or civil boundary.
Separated by only a vague line of demarcation
from the division called the Lowlands, the Scottish
H. may be briefly described as that portion of the
north and north-west of Scotland in which the
Celtic language and manners have less or more
lingered until modern times. The Highland line,

as it is usually called, extends diagonally across
the country from Nairn on the Moray Firth to
Dumbarton on the Clyde ; hut the mountainous
part of the counties of Banff, Moray, Aberdeen

property of any particular country. The rule of
| Kincardine, and 1'erth are also undent,,',,,! to he
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included i i the designation Highland
might lie excliuli'il as being a gen. rally lev. 1 nuiiiin ;

but throughout the II. were are rich level bracts,

none bring re bo than the eastern division of

Boas-shire. Thi Sebridi (q. v.) or Western Isles

are included iii the II., but the isles of Orkney
and Shetland, though to the north, are distinctly

excluded, by reason of the Nbrwegia igin oi the

I he M are full of lofty hills, son,.

pastoral with tracts of heath, an. I nth, is ragged

ami hare, varying in height from 1000 to 4000 feet,

and having generally narrow valleys between, or else

rms of the sea, called utcha. Besides the

grander features, there are impetuous mountain
ton, nis, picturesque ravines, and valleys or glens,

iu which, and on the aides of the hills, are seen

the huts of the aborigines. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature in the country is the line of

valleys from Inverness to Fort-William, in which
lies a series of navigable lochs, united by artificial

ilonian Canal, Grow-
ing u|> tinder a system of clanship, the state of

society in the II. was antiquated and unsatisfactory,

m a 'national point of view; while the country

was almost impenetrable to travellers, or to any
species of traffic. The first great attempt to reform

this state of affairs was the opening up of the

country by roads in different directions, under
the superintendence of General Wade, about 1725
— 17-t>- The next great act of melioration was
the abolition of Heritable Jurisdictions (q. v.),

including the ancient privileges of the heads of

clans, about 17-48. Anil lastly, not to speak of

the planting of schools and churches, much was
done by the establishment of the Highland and
Agricultural Society in 1784. Since these events,

the ancient patriarchal system has given place

to improvements as regards communications, agri-

culture, dwellings, education, and other modern
in hiding a gradual substitution of Eng-

lish for the Cache language. Latterly, there has

D spirit ot progress in the Highlands.

Great numbers of the Celtic inhabitants, who had
) of improving their circumstances on

the spot, have been dispossessed, and their place

taken by stock-farmers with capita] from the Low-
8l nihi.i am.. While a new character

has thus been given to extensive Highland pastur-

ages, the value ot estates has been further and
very remarkably advanced by being let for the

pursuit of game to sportsmen, chiefly persons of

rank and opulence from England. \V hat, therefore,

with improved tanning and shootings, Highland

estates have of late years risen immensely in value.

usually spoken of as th
the II., and is noticed under its proper head. The
Highland counties are also noticed individually.

There are sundry popular Quide-books for tourists

in the 11.; and for minute topographical and other

details, we may refer to the Qu%de to thi Highlands
and Itlandt of Scotland, bj G. and P, Anderson,
Lend. lSJR

II I i: II X ESS, a title of honour given to

titles 'Your Highness' and 'Your
Grace' were both used in England in former times

in addressing the Sovereign, but were supplanted
by 'Your Majesty' towards the end of the reign

of Heme Vlll. The children of royal person-
'i i ur Royal Highni

emperors, 'Your Imperial Highness.' The sultan

of Turkey is addressed as ' Your Highness.'

menu \Y, in English law, is the place over
i i- enjoyed by the public, en walking,

driving, or riding. It is often called the Queen's

highway; not because the Queen has any greater or

better milt than any ot the public, but to ddlotS
the impartiality and' equality with which all tha

subjects enjoy the right of way without distinction.

Highways arc distinguished into s, \

1. A Footway, where the public have no right except

to walk on foot; I'. A foot and hoise way, where
the public have the right of walking or riding on

A park, and drift WSJ -a way used

for driving cattle and pack-horses ; 4 A foot,

horse, and cart way, where the public can walk or

ride, or use vehicles oi all ordinary d

Navigable rivers are also called highways, but this

is rather in a figurative sens,-. \\ here the right of

way belongs not to the public generally, but to

the OWnei ol one or two houses and then tenants,

this is called a private way, and is classed among
ease ntS.

It has often been disputed, and cannot be said
to In- yet thoroiiehh settled, whether a highway
must, be a thoroughfare-— in other words, whether
a road which docs not lead to any public place can
be a highway. The preponderance of authority
semis lather to be in favour of the proposition, that

it is essential that the highway be a thorough-

fare. The mode in which a road is created is by
dedication, or by grant of the owner, or by the
necessity of things or act of parliament. Thus,
if a person allow the public for four or five years

to pass through his Gelds without stopping them,
this will be evidence from which a jury may infer

that the owner meant to make a present to the

public of the right of way, and he cannot after-

wards exclude the public', for the maxim holds,

' once a highway, always a highway.' The mode in

which a grant of the way is proved, is generally

by shewing that the public have, from time imme-
morial, or for at least forty years, or in some cases

for twenty years, enjoyed the right of way ; for if

that is proved, then the law presumes that the right

was given by some lost grant. There are also

rights of way limited to a particular purpose, which
may be proved by immemorial custom, as a way
for the inhabitants of a village to or from the parish

church. One of the incidents of a highway is, that

it it. is foundrous, or out of repair, the passenger is

entitled to go over the adjacent land, whoever may
the owner of it, so as to avoid the foundrous

of the road. Another incident of the use of a

ghway is, that if any obstruction is placed upon
it, whether in the nature of a gate, or a .wall, or

even if a house be built too neui

on the highway, any passenger has a righl to abate

the nuisance —i. e., he may himself, without any
ceremony, remove the obstruction or demolish the

wall, but he must take care not to do more damage
than is cssary for the purpose of clearing the

road, otherwise iie w ill subject himself to an action.

Another incident of the use of a highway is, that

the public have nn absolute right to use every part

ot it, and to pass to and fro in all direi

course, each must comply with certain well known
rules, such as that of giving and taking the road,

Otherwise, if an accident were to in. lie Would

be liable for the negligence, if it arose ErDE

of such rules, for these constitute, as it were, the law

of the road. It results from this
|

no pel-son. or body of persons, is entitled to convert

part ol the highway into any purpose, however
useful, other than a highway. Thus in London,

and other parts of the count i-

surveyors lately presumed to give have tc I con-

tractor to lay am ii a tramwaj m the stra

was alleged i • ablic improi anient

;

resulted in giving a

monopoly to some persons, and moreover was an

part •

hljiv



obstruction to others, this was held to be a nuisance,

and the parties who took part in it were indicted

for the obstruction. And on the same principle, it

has been held an indictable nuisance for an electric

telegraph company to place their telegraph posts on

the strips of land at the side of the road ; for though
it might be thought for the benefit of the public,

instead of the reverse, yet as it practically obstructed

the public in the free passage from every part of

the highway to every other, it was held to be a

nuisance. Nothing but an act of parliament can
legalise such uses of a highway, and no person or

body now existing has authority to restrict the free

use of the Queen's highway in such a manner.
The soil of the highway, or rather the right to the

ground beneath the highway, is presumed to be
(not, as it is said to be in Scotland, in the crown,

but) in the adjoining owners. Thus, if the land on
both sides of a highway belong to the same owner,

then the right to the ground beneath the road

belongs to him also ; and if the land on one side

belongs to a different owner from the land on the

other side, then each is presumed to have the right

to the ground under the highway up to the middle
line. This rule is more than a mere theory, for

though neither of the adjoining owners can ever

interfere with the passage of the public, who have
an absolute right for ever to use it for every lawful

purpose of transit, yet the adjoining owner has all

the rights incidental to the property which do not

interfere with this public right of passage. Thus,

if a miue were discovered uuder the road, the

adjoining owner would have the sole right to dig it

and keep the contents ; all that he would require

to attend to would be, to leave sufficient support to

the surface of the road. So, in like manner, where

there are strips of land at the side of the road on
which trees or grass grow, these belong solely to the

adjoining owner, and the public have no right to

their use. Another remarkable consequence follows,

that; if, for example, a gas company or a water
company were to presume to take up the highway
in order to lay their pipes under the surface, this is

not only an indictable nuisauce as regards the public,

inasmuch as it obstructs the use of the road for the

time being, but it subjects the company to an action

of trespass at the suit of the adjacent owner, whose
property consists of all that lies under the surface

of the highway. Another consequence of the same
rule is, that if a person is loitering on a highway,

not with the intention of using it qua highway, but

for the purpose of poaching at night, the courts

have held that he may be punished under the night

poaching act, for trespassing on the land of the

adjoining owners in search of game.

The repair of a highway, iu general, is a burden

which falls upon the occupiers of the lands in the

parish. Probably the reason is, that they use those

highways most, and somebody or other must keep

them in repair. Sometimes, however, the burden

of repair now falls on the owner of the adjoining

land, if it can be proved that he has always, from

time immemorial, been in the habit of repairing, it

being then presumed there was some good reason

for this. The general rule is, however, that the

inhabitants of the parish must repair the highways

within the parish ; and so indelible is this obligation,

that no agreement they can enter into will relieve

them of such a liability. But though bound to

repair, they cannot be called on to widen the road.

The common remedy, accordingly, when a road is

out of repair, is to indict the parish, when, if guilty,

the surveyor will be bound to make a rate, and pay

the expenses.

Owing to the defects of the common law, which did

lot sufficiently give power to widen, shut up, and

improve highways, so as to keep pace with the

wants of the time, a general act of parliament was
passed in 1835, called the General Highway Act,

SandGAVill. lV.c.50, which still regulates the subject.

Many minute details are laid down by this act, but
substantially the foregoing principles of the common
law still govern the subject, the chief alterations

being merely in the machinery by which these
principles are carried out. The highways are kept
in repair by a highway-rate, levied by the surveyor,

a person annually appointed by the ratepayers in

each parish, and who is vested with the control of

the surface of the highway to a limited extent for

the purpose of keeping it in due order ; so that

practically each parish manages its own highways
—a state of things which the legislature has to

some extent remedied by a statute of 1 8C2, enabling

the justices at Quarter Sessions to form several

parishes into one district, and so enforce more
uniformity in the management of the roads. Certain
specific uses, or rather abuses, of the highway are

also made more promptly punishable by the first

statute, such as horsemen riding on footpaths, the
tethering of cattle on the sides of the highway,
playing at games, baiting bulls, lighting fires, firing

off squibs, depositing materials, &c, on the highway.
When any party obstructs, or creates a nuisance

on the highway, the proper remedy against him
is to indict him for the nuisance; or if any indi-

vidual has been specially injured by his misconduct,
such individual may also bring an action against

the party who caused the obstruction.

Many highways are called turnpikes, from the
fact of then- having toll-gates, bars, or turns across

them, and are managed by commissioners or trustees.

This is always done by some local act of parliament.

Where a new road is considered to be of great

public benefit, the neighbouring proprietors obtain
an act of parliament to make it, with powers to take
compulsorily the requisite land, and to raise money
for the purpose of buying such land, as well as to

keep up the road thereafter; and as a means of

paying off all this expense, to erect a toll-gate, and
levy a tax or toll on all who use the road. This
is the history of all these turnpike-roads, the only
way of paying the cost of making them being by
levying this toll. Several general acts have also

been passed to regulate the management of these
turnpikes. Sometimes the soil of the turnpike-

road is vested in these trustees. These turnpike-

roads were violently opposed at first, the toll being
unpopular, but they existed prior to the first general
turnpike act, 13 Geo. III. c. S4. The present general
turnpike act is 3 Geo. IV. c. 126, but other statutes

have passed subsequently. In some cases, part of

the highway-rate is ordered to be applied towards
keeping up turnpikes, for the parish is bound to

repair these roads as well as general highways.
Several exemptions from paying toll are created in

favour of farmers sending manure, hay, straw, &c,
from one part of the farm to another, persons going
to or from the parish church, or a funeral, or clergy-

men going to their church on duty, &c. So persons
are exempt who do not pass above 100 yards along
the road. All tolls chargeable must be stated in a

table of tolls set up at the toll-house.

In the law of Scotland, highway is substantially

the same, in most respects, as in England ; but there
are the following differences. It is generally laid

down that the right to the soil of the highway
is vested in the crown, and not in the adjoining
owners, as in England. This theory, however, has
been shaken by recent cases, and has been shewn
to lead to some absurdities. Streets of burghs are
said to be held by the magistrates, under the
crown, for the public benefit. The general acts,
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inspector of stamps at Somerset House; and another,

Mr. Frederic Hill, was among tlie earliest pro-

pounders of those humane principles upon which mod-
ern prison discipline is founded; and his work, On
Crime, is a standard authority for legislators. He is

now (1869) assistant-secretary to the Post-office.

HILL, Viscount (Rowland Hill), British general

and commander-in-chief, a scion of the ancient and
distinguished family of the Hills of Shropshire, was
second son of Sir John Hill, Bart., ' of Hawkstone.
He was born August 11, 1772, entered the army at

the age of fifteen, and obtained a captaincy before

he was twenty. He took part in the disastrous

campaign in which Sir John Moore lost his life.

He also served in the campaigns of 1809, 1S10, and
1811, under the Duke, of Wellington, and displayed

conspicuous gallantry, as well as great talents as a

jommander. In the Peninsular engagements, he
was usually intrusted with the most important
duties next to those which devolved upon the

Duke of Wellington ; and when the arnry returned
home, the fame of H. wras second only to that of

the great commander. He was created Baron Hill

of Almarez and Hawkstone, received a parlia-

mentary grant of £2000 a year ; and both title and
annuity were granted to his nephew in remainder.

He was also made G.C.B. He commanded a

division at Waterloo, and remained with the

army of occupation, as second in command, until

it evacuated the French territory. He succeeded

the Duke of Wellington in 1828 as commander-in-
chief of the army, and dispensed the patronage
tvhich he possessed with great impartiality.

In 1842, his health declined, and the Duke of

Wellington once more took the command of the

army. After his resignation, H. was created a

viscount. ,
He died unmarried at Hardwicke

Grange, county of Salop, December 10, 1842, in his

seventy-first year. He was succeeded in his titles

and estates by his nephew, Sir R. Hill, Bart.

HILL MUSTARD. See Bunias.

HILL STATES, a number of small principalities

of India ou the left or east side of the Upper
Sutlej, comprise about 10,000 scpiare miles, and
about 550,000 inhabitants. With the exception

. of this aggregate name, they have but little in

common with each other. Perhaps twenty may be
reckoned which have a distinct existence—those
best known being Bhagul, Bussahir, and Gurwhal.

HI'LLAH, or HILLA, a town of Turkey in Asia,

in the pashalic of Bagdad, and 60 miles south of

the city of that name, is situated ou both banks
of the Euphrates, and is built on the ruins of

ancient Babylon (q. v.). Here the Euphrates is 450
feet in width, and is crossed by a floating bridge.

H. is a fortified town, contains a citadel, a mosque,
and several well-stocked bazaars. Dyeing, tanning,

and manufactures of silk are here carried on. The
population, .which is fluctuating, may be stated at

between 7000 and 10,000.

HI'LLEL, Hababli (the Babylonian), or

Hazaken (the Elder), one of the most eminent
and influential doctors of the Jewish law, was
born about 112 B. c. in Babylonia, of poor parents,

but in the female line of royal (Davidian) descent.

Forty years old—so the legend runs—he migrated
into Palestine for the sake of studying the law ; and
of the small sum he earned by hard manual labour,
he gave half to the door-keeper of the academy,
where Shemaja and Abtalion, the great masters
of the period, expounded the Halacha (q. v.) ; and
before long, he 'became one of the favourite and
foremost pupils of Abtalion. Five or six years
(Sabb. 15 a.) after Herod had mounted the throne,

H. was elected Nasi, or president of the sanhedrim.
The range of his acquirements is said to have
been immense ; embracing not only Scripture and
tradition, but nearly all branches of human and
' superhuman' knowledge. Yet he was one of the
meekest, most modest, kind, and simple-hearted
men. ' Be of the pupils of Aaron, a friend of peace,

a promoter of peace, loving mankind, and bringing
them nearer to the Divine law ' (Aboth, i. 2). ' Do
not confide in thyself, until the day of thy death

'

(Aboth, ii. 3). 'Do not judge thy neighbour, until

thou hast been in his place thyself ' (Aboth, ii. 5).

Such were some of his most favourite sayings.

Still more characteristic, and highly curious, if

compared with Matt. vii. 12, is the auswer he ga^e
to a heathen who, in a spirit of mockery, requested
him to teach him 'all the law of Moses' while he
could stand on one leg. 'Do not unto others as

thou wouldst not have others do unto thee,' H.
replied ;

' that is all the law ; the rest is mere
comment ' (Babyl. Talm. Shabb. 31 a.). H. was also

the first who collected the numberless traditions

of- the oral law, and aiTanged them under six

heads (see Mishna). The often alluded to and
lispute

(q. v.), the contemporaneous
supreme judge of the Sanhedrim [Ab-Beth -Din), and
his school, resolves itself into a mere theoretical

one : the decisions themselves are, with a very
few and unimportant exceptions, identical. H,
however, was the more popular of the two, and the
majority was, on account of the better authorities

he was able to quote in his support, generally on
his side.

The time of H.'s death is uncertain. He is said

to have lived, like Moses, 120 years : 40 years in

ignorance of the Law, 40 years as the humblest
pupil of the Law, and 40 years as the highest

master of the Law. A verse of the dirge composed
at his death has survived :

' Woe for the pious,

the modest, the disciple of Ezra ' (Sanh. 11 a.). For
the further influence of his house and school, see

Gamaliel and Talmud.

HIMALAYA (' the abode of snow,' from the
Sanscrit, hima, snow, and dlaya, abode), in south
central Asia, is the most elevated and stupendous
mountain system on the globe. It is not, as some-
times represented, a single chain, but a range of

rugged snowy peaks depending from the high table-

land of Tibet, and separated by deep gorges, the
outlets of the streams originating in the melted
snow and ice of the interior. The mass of the H.
proper extends from the great bend of the Indus
in the west, to the junction of the Sanpu with the
Brahmaputra in the east, or from long. 73° 23' to
95° 40' E., a distance of nearly 1500 miles, following

the curve from south-east to north-west. The
mean elevation of the range is from 16,000 to

18,000 feet, but 45 of its peaks are now known
to exceed 23,000 feet in height. Of these there

are, in Kumaon, Nauda Devi, 25,749 feet ; in Nepal
Dhawalagire, 26,826 feet; Mount Everest, 29,002
(the highest known point on the globe) ; and
Kanchinjinga, 28,156 feet ; in Bhotan, (Jhumalari is

23,946 feet above the sea. The southern surface

of the H. comprises three distinct regions—first,

adjoining the plains of Hindustan, the Tarai, a
grass-covered marshy plain ; next, the great belt

of Saul Wood, stretching along a great part of the

range; and beyond it the Shuns, a belt of detritus,

extending to the foot of the true mountains.
Above these regions, which are extremely

unhealthy, are placed the Sanitaria for troops—
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Darjt- sling, Simla, Muree. There are no" plains and
I.m few lakes in the H.

; the chief of the latter are

Naiiutal. ill 1 tlit.' lake of

(.'ashmir, "d'-'ii Ic I

at rare intervals in the mountains as
i feet, but at 6000 feel it snows regu-

larly iv, rv winter. The limit of perennial snow in

the EL is 16,200 feet on the smith, and 17,400 feet

on the north aide; an anomaly probably owing to

the dry atmosphere of Tibet, and the small quantity

of ram and snow that falls there. The high range

of the H. forma vast screen which into

D hIi all the luoistiir" earned I > v the

winds from the Indian Ocean, and deposits it on
bee of the mountains; hence at china

Punji. 4200 feet above the sea, as much as 600
inches of rain has been known to fall in one year,

Glaciers are found in every part of the range above
the snow line, of Deotal in

QurhwaL is 17,945 feet above the sea. The mean
b in the H. is 17,800 feet, the

own is Ibi-liamin Pass into lluihwal,

id the highest used for traffic is the
•- in Spiti, Is.." feet above the sea.

ses al.ove 1G.IIO0 feet are closed with
snow from November till May. Tre. s and cultivated

nuts ill the mountains
at 11,800 and shrubs at 15,200 feel above the sea.

The tea- plant can he cultivated along the entire

southern race of the II. to ,m .-. v.n.ou of oihiii feet,

but the host is produced at from 2000 to 3000 feet

above the sea. Tigers and apes are found at an
elevation of ll.iKHi, and the leopard at 13,000 feet,

while the dog follows the herds over passes 18,000
feet high. Snakes are found at an elevation of

15,000 feet, but the highest limit of the mosquito
is 8000 feet above the" sea. The geolo
tore of the Himalayas consists of crystalline rocks,
with granite, gneiss, and a schistose formation,

comprising micaceous, cbloritic, and talcose schists.

Earthquakes are of frequent occurrence iu the
central range. About the meridian of 82° E., near
the Mansarowar Lake, a great tran

which further north is called the Giang-ri moun-
tains, abuts against the H. from Tibet. This ridge

forms the watershed between the Sanpu (afterwards
the Brahman ;, and the fndus and
Ganges on the west These vast river

their magnificent tributaries, derive their chief

supplies from the uniting of the snows in the
Himalays. and consequently are in Hood at tin-

on of the year when the moisture they
supply is most needed.

it of the majestic height of this mountain-
range, and thi tbility of reaching its

. • in- ancii n! 1
1 indus

with the history -if some of their deities.

1 1, is placed to the south of the

in th litre

of the world 'see Mkuo, and described as the king of

the mountains, who was inaugurated as such when
I'rithu was installed in the government of the earth.

As the ale,

pilgrims, who repair to his summit in

the favours of this terrific god. His wife was Men;,.

,- engendered
I nought

111 Ni I-. I.! Y. :, inn:., -ttirnig and market town
ter, 13 miles

of Edward III. II.

has manufactures of cotton hosier)-. Pop. (1801)
0448.

HI'NOW \ Ft, a celebrated churchman of the 9th
,-.. was i place of his birth

is unknown, but from ins being of the family -,f the
( 'nun tx ''ii in

BCe. He was dueated 111 the monastery
,,t St lienis. and, with the sanction of the council
of Ian iiiriisted with the framing
and carrying out a plan for the reformation of the

. In- was named
abbot ,,i t h,

and in Si-"> was elected Archbishop of Khcims.
mpoi taut - vent, considered

II with I'ope

ii the year 862 (see Nicholas I.).

Bishop of Soissons, and Buffi

deposed a pri I liocese, who

office. Kothadius resisting this order,

and having b- en, in .

. rl.inned and
excommunicated by the archbishop, appealed to

the pope, win, at once ordered H. to restore
Ilothadius, or to appear at Rome in person or
by bis representative, to vindicate the sentence,

H. sent a legate to Borne, but refused to restore
» la renpon Nicholas annulled

the sentence, and required that the cause should
again be heard in Rome. H., after some demur,
was forced to acquiesce. The cause of P.othadius
was re-examined, and he was acquitted, and restored
to Ins see.

Th,- conduct of 11 is also historically interesting

- tie- temporal power of the medieval
papacy (see Papacy). Under the successor of

Irian II., a question arose as to the

to the sovereignty of Lorraine on the

pretensions of the Empei-or Lewis in opposition

to those of Charles the Bold of France. To the
in. indite winch Adrian addressed to the subjects
of Charles and to the nobles of Lon •

panic! by a menace of the censures of the church,
H. offered a firm and persistent opposition. He
was equally tirm in i

in.- in ecclesiastical affairs.

When the Emperor Lewis ML, in opposition to

the solemn judgment of the council of Vieune,
sought to obtrude an unworthy favourite, Odacer,
upon the Bee of Beauvais, H. boldly remonstrated,

and fearlessly denounced the unjustifiable usurpa-

tion. H. died in the year SS2. His works were
WO Vols. Folio by Pore Sirmoinl. S. J.

(Paris, 1645). Several other pieces of his are found
in the 8th vol. of Lai of ' ounciie,

and in the 5th vol. of that of Hardouin ; as also in

Pere Cellot's r '„„,-;,. /*„-,,„-. (Tans. It;r>8). Many
works, still in MS., are enumerated

in Wetzer's A' iV,7.-< ,.-/.- aeon, v. 308,

in Mi, th- femal of the Stag (q. v.) or Red Deer.
The term is also sometimes D

female of s

applied, however, to .,
1 1 j other l-i di-li

s even extended to female

ant io i use of the term hind,

according to the ancient laws and customs of
• venerie, it did no! I

Ic,-,- until the third year of its age.

HIND, JOHN Kf.-si-.i i., an English astronomer,

was bom at Nottingham, .May 12, 18231 At an
early period he became an enthusiast in tin- study

of astronomy, and in 1840 obtained,
|

influence of Pr,,I, ss,.r \\ heatstone, a situation in the

Royal < (bservatoiy at (ireenwieh, where, he remained

till June 1844 II. was then sent as one of the com-
; longitude

of Valentia, and on his return was appointed to a
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post in Mr Bishop's Observatory, Regent's Park,

Londou. Here he made those observations, the

results of which have rendered his name renowned
in the scientific world. He has calculated the

orbits and declination of more than seventy planets

and comets, noted sixteen new movable stars, and
three nebulaa, and discovered ten new planets,

viz., Iris and Flora in 1S47, Victoria in 1850,

Irene in 1851, Melpomene, Fortuna, Calliope, and
Thalia, in 1S5'2, Euterpe in 1S53, and Urania in

ISM. In 1S51, H. obtained from the Academy of

Sciences, Paris, the Lalande Medal, and was elected

a corresponding member. In 1S52, he obtained the

Astronomical Society of London's gold medal, and
a pension of £200 a year from the British govern-

ment. He also superintends the publication of the

fTautical Almanac. H's scientific papers have
generally been published in the Transactions of the

Astronomical Society, in the C07npt.es 1'enihts of Paris,

and the Astronomisclie Nachrkhten of Altona. H.'s

popular works are

—

Sccent Comets and the Elements

of their Orbits (published in the Aihenozmn, August
9, 1S45); Astronomical Vocabulary (16mo, 1852) ; The
Comets (12mo, 1S52) ; The Solar System (8vo, 1852) ;

Illustrated London Astronomy (Svo, 1853). Elements

of Algebra (Lond. 1S55), &c. These^ works, though
cheap, are all valuable and entertaining.

HINDU KUSH, or INDIAN ' CAUCASUS,
forms the westward continuation of the Himalaya,

being sometimes reckoned a part of that colossal

range. It extends from the Upper Indus on the

E. to the Batman Pass (q. v.) on the W., stretching

in N. lat. between 34° and 36°, and in E. long,

between 6S° and 75 . Separating Afghanistan on

the S. from Turkestan on the N.. it sends off the

Oxus through the latter, and the Helmuud through

the former," to two salt lakes—the Oxus to Aral,

and the Helmund to Hamfin. The loftiest summit
is Hindu Koh, situated about 80 nriles to the north

of the city of Cabul, and estimated to be more
than 20,000 feet above the sea. Unlike the Hima-
laya Proper, the chain is a water-shed, and is also

remarkably destitute of timber ; while, like the ridge

in question, it presents an appearance of much greater

height towards the south than towards the north.

HINDU LAW, RELIGION, &c. See India.

HINDUSTAN, meaning The Land oftlw Hindus,

is a term of the same class as Turkestan, Afghan-

istan, Farsistan, Beloochistau, or Frangistan (the

oriental name of Western Europe). See India.

HINGE, the pivots or joints on which doors,

shutters, &c. revolve. The simplest form of hinge

is a projection cut upon the substance of which
the door is made, and fitted into a hole. This is

sometimes done with wooden shutters, and there

are examples extant of stone shutters hinged in this

manner. The cathedral of Tor<ello, near Venice,

which dates from the 11th c still has the windows
protected with shutters formed of large slabs of

stone, hinged on stone pivots. During the middle

ages, hinges, as well as every other useful article,

were made subjects of ornamentation. The earliest

ornamental hinges date from about the 10th century.

The first examples are cramped and stiff, and the

scrolls are frequently terminated with animals'

heads. In the early English and decorated styles,

the hinges and other metal-work were very elaborate

and beautiful in design, and frequently extended

over the whole of the doors. In the perpendicular

Btyle, hinges were usually very simple in form, the

panelling of the wood-work not admitting of much
ornamental iron-work. In modern times, hinges

have almost entirely lost their ornamental character.

They are chiefly made of brass and iron, and fitted

on the edges of the doors and shutters, where they
872

are concealed. 'Double-jointed edge-hinges' are

those now most in use. The revival of medieval
architecture has, however, given an impulse to the

\J

cm
T-^T

Hinge (copied from Parker's Glossary of Architecture)

:

1, Cc-mpton, Berks ; 2, Laoil cathedral.

manufacture of ornamental metal-work, and hinges

of varied and good design are now generally used in

connection with Gothic architecture.

HINNOM, Valley of. See Gehenna.
HINNY, the hybrid produced between a horse

and a female ass. It is smaller than a mule, but
to the legs,

aluable than
the mule, although it is more docile. The hinny
is rare. It was described by some of the earlier

naturalists as a hybrid between the ox and the ass,

and even Buffon seems to have entertained this

notion.

HINO.IOSA-DEL-DUQUE, a town of Spain,

in the province of Cordova, and 45 miles north-
west of the city of that name, consists of spacious
streets, with neat white-washed houses, each with
a garden or court attached. It has several convents
and hospitals, and linen and woollen manufactures.
Pop. between 7000 and 8000.

H I O U E N-T H S A N G, a celebrated Chinese
traveller, professing the Buddhist creed, who
visited 110 countries and places of India in the
first half of the 7th c. (629—645), and gave a very
detailed and interesting account of the condition of

Buddhism as it prevailed at that period in India.

His inquiries having been chiefly devoted to the
objects of his veneration, he did not enter so much
into details concerning the social and political

condition of India as might be desired ; but con-
sidering the many curious notices he gives on other
matters which, besides those of Buddhist interest,

came under his observation, and the high degree
of trustworthiness which his narrative possesses, hia

memoirs must be looked upon as one of the most
important works on the history of India in general,

and of Buddhism in particular, during the period
stated. Apparently, he travelled alone, or with a
few occasional companions ; and wearing the garb of

a religious mendicant, with nothing but a staff,

wallet, and waterpot, he does not seem to havo
been exposed to any dangerous adventures on his

journey from China to India. It is more remark-
able, however, that he incurred no impediment on
his way home, when he travelled with 500 packages
of books, besides images of Buddha and various

sacred relics ; and his immunity from danger affords

a remarkable proof of the civilised condition of the
countries which lie described. It does not appear
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that the account of his travels was written by
himself, for of the two works relating to them
neither is the performance of II mihi- I"1i-.ui_'. Tin-

first is a bibliogranhical notice oj Urn, in which his

travels form a principal feature; il ..

bj two of his pupils. Hoel li and xen-Thaong.
bean the title of Ta-thang-ai^fu-IA, or

'Memoirs of the Countries of the W
under the Thang,' and waa edited by Pien ki, since

11. hiiuaelf, who during 17 yars had spoken none
i logoagi -, had perhaps lost the facility

|

to a remark
added to the title of his work in the imperial

ffhrnrmn edition, it would follow that it had been
translated from Sanscrit into Chinese; lint tins

Statement, a

only mean tint the fundamental part of the work
relating to history, legends, \o., wa-s taken from

Hindu sources, since it is obvious that the indication

- and numerous personal

unLst have come from H. himself. Both works
have been published in a French translation by the

distinguished Chinese scholar, M. .Stanislas .Inhcn,

who has acquitted himself of the great and
peculiar difficulties of his task in BO

manner, that his Hidoin </• la Vie dt Hi
(Paris, 1853), and his M&moirts mr

. ]uir Biouen-Thtcutg (2 vols. Paris,

ol only become ii.di

the student of Chinese and Sanscrit In.

will be a lasting honour to M. Julien's industry

and scholarship. An abstract of both works, by the

OJ II. II. \\ ilson, appealed in the 17th

Volume of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic .Society,

pp. bui -137.

HIP, or H EP, the fruit of the rose. It is almost
is of the enlarged fleshy tube

I nlhd with hard seed-like acltcenia,

which are surrounded witli bristly ban -

i. .'iini. malic

and citric .

i

flesh) part -of hips, beaten to ii pulp, and preserved

. finds a place in the phai mai opo ia,

i \ nserva Ifosoj

It is slightly

and astringent, and is often used as a

other medicines, llip^ eaten

for ascarides, on which
iheir action banii al, and is owing to

the irritating setea. 1 ut species of

lose arc almost indiscriminately used. li

id in suj.

nip

Dg removed.

parts ot Km. .ved in suga

this purpo

are preferred.

II 1 1'. in Architecture, the

rafter at the angle where
two sloping rools ii

roof is called a hipped roof

end |s sloped
i B hip on each side (see fig.)

HIP JOINT, is .i ball-and-socket joint formed
by the recept n head of the thigh-

ep pit or cup in the

I
ii. V. Inch is known as the

(so called from its resemblance to tl

i
;

i in i ariel v oi the
movements of this joint viz., flexion, extension,
abduction, adduction, and rotation inwards and
outwards, anil at the same tune its L i

ne eon di red, it may well claim to 1" -

the most, perfect joint in the whole body.
u ill i.H in a toler; Ii

', e 'forms of the acetabulum and the
head of the thigh-bone from a glance at the figure,

in which the surrounding parts are cut away, and

Hip-joint

:

, 2, 3, pelvic ligaments; ; n.i t.-sier siu-rr>

o-.iin.'iit
; 7, tlie mum

li-' ia
;

s. in. .hi cil.'.e .,1 ilje l.oMi- [i.irl of Lbs CSpSUla

the thigh-bone is drawn out of its socket. The
I as five in number—

vi/. : I. Tin- capsular; -'. fne ilio-femoral ; 3. rho
terft or round ; -I. 'lie ootyli d; an i 5 I hi I rant

verse. 01 these the cap tlai li mi nt, up] I

to be removed in the l,_iu-. . i . tin- in-

in the eiieimi-

heath The
ill"- 1 Ill i

I
mil Of fibres

dly required.
i

i of tin- capsuial

f the hip-joint

onlj oil , r

ligament, a hi
round, and h.ut its apex 'attached to the head

•71
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of the thigh-bone, while its base is connected with
the cavity of the acetabulum. Its us
clearly known, but probably is to limit movement
in one direction. It is sometimes absent in cases
in which no special weakness of the joint was
observed during life, and is of by no means con-
stant occurrence in mammals. The joint is much
strengthened by a large number of surrounding
muscles, some of which are of considerable power.

In such a joint as this, although the ligaments
materially assist in preventing dislocation, it is
obvious that the articular surfaces cannot, under
ordinary circumstances, be kept in apposition by
them, inasmuch as they must be loose in their whole
circumference, to permit of the general movements
of the joint The experiments of Weber shew that
atmospheric pressure is the real power bv which
the head of the femur is retained in the acetabulum
when the muscles are at rest ' One convincing
experiment is easily repeated—that, namelv, ot
holding np a side of the pelvis, with its appended
lower extremity, the joint not having been opened,
and then boring a hole through the acetabulum.

As the treatment must be left entirely in the
hands of the surgeon, it is" unnecessary to sav more
than that the most important points are per/a
to the affected part, which may be secured by a
strong leather splint, or by a starch bandage, th»
internal administration of "cod-liver oil and tonics,
and the application of counter-irritation by means
of an issue behind the great trochanter.

HIP-KXOB. an ornament carved in stone or
wood, set on the a]>ex of a gable or hipped roof, and
forming a kind of Finial (q. v.).

HIPPA RCHUS, the first systematic astronomer
on record was bom, according to Strabo, at Xicasa,
in_ Bithvnia, about the beginning of the 2d C..B.C.
Of his personal history, nothing is known. Accord-
ing to Fabricius, H." wrote nine separate works,
of which only the last and least important, A
Commentary on Arafus. has come down to us. The
other works treated of astronomy and geography.
The only authority we have regarding tie dis-
coveries made by H. is the StmtaxU ot Ptolemy,

diseases, and is so serious an affection, that
requires a special notice. Its connection with
scrofula is more distinctly marked than that
other joint-diseases, and it almost always
before the age of puberty. It comes on, in children
or young persons of a scrofulous constat
very slight causes ; thus, it is often traced to over-
exertion in a long walk, a sprain in jumping, or s

and in many »ases no apparent cause can befall

:

and from it we learn that H. discovered the ' pre-

as to admit" ail- into'the "joint,' when"thTweiaht I

c?ssion ?f the equinoxes,' determined the place of

of the limb will cause it to drop from half an !

th
%
?!»""« among the stars, established the solar

inch to an inch the head of the thigh-bone bein*
an

?
'unar theones

>
invented the Astrolabe (q. v.),

pulled out of the acetabulum as soohas the air 5 T *?* nP a f^ogue of upwards of 1000 stars,

permitted to pass between the articular surfaces.'
determining the longitude and latitude of each As

—Humphry On the Human Shektm t> 74. jS ,
y ~*'as an astronomer, there is some

Disease "of the Hrp-jorxT. Hip-disease differs I

™CW m allotting to each his meed of praise for

in so manv points of importance from other joint- ?£ discoveries mentioned m the Syntax,*, which
oimculty has given nse to much discussion, result-
ing in favour of the claims of Hipparehus. See
Delambre's Hwhrire de FAstronomie Ancienne (Paris,
1S17).

HIPPOBOSCIDJE. See Forest Flt anj
Sptdee Flt
HIPPOCAMPUS, a genus of Osseous Fishes. f

the order LophobrtackH (q. v.), and of the family
Syngnaihldce (see PiPE-nsH), by some naturalists
made the type of a separate family, Hippocam/rida,

In the early stage of the disease, the whole of the remarkably distinguished by the prehensile tail,

-
-" the joint are intiamed, and by proper which is tapering,~and quite" destitute of fin. The

treatment at this period the rnorbid action" may be
sometimes subdued without any worse consequences
than a more or less rigid joint. Usuallv. however,
abscesses form around the joint, and often com-
municate with its interior ; and the acetabulum,
and the head and neck of the thigh-bone, become
disintegrated softened and gritty. In a still more
advanced stage, dislocation of the head of the thigh-
bone commonly occurs, either from the capsular
ligament becoming more or less destroyed and the
head of the bone being drawn out of its cavity by

" the action of the surrounding muscles, or from a
fungous mass sprouting up from the bottom of the
cavity, and pushing the head of the bone before it.

It is of extreme importance that the symptoms
should be detected in an early stage of the
and on the least suspicion of this joint being
affected surgical aid should at once be sought.
As the disease advances, abscesses (as already

mentioned) occur around the joint, which sometimes,
from the tension they exert on the obturator nerve,
occasion extreme pain in the inside of the thigh
True shortening of the limb now takes place, which
ai the same time Worries addacted and inverted, species, which are not verv numerous, but some
From this stage, if the health is pretty g.x»l, and the of which are found in the seas of all parts' of the
lungs are sound, the patient may be so fortunate as world, are fishes of very extraordinary form and
to recover with an anchylosed (or immovable) hip- habits. They have the jaws nniied and tubular,
joint

:
but the probability is that exhaustion and as in the pipe fishes ; the bodv compressed, short

hectic will come on, and that death will snpervene, and deep ; the whole length of* the bodv and tail
from the wasting influence of the purulent discharges divided by longitudinal and transverse ridges, with
occasioned hy the diseased bone. tubercles

*
at their intersections. The scales are

The duration of the disease may vary from two ganoid, clothing the whole bodv in a kind of
or three months to ten or more years.

j
armour. The males have poaches on the tail, in

Hippocampus Breviroetris.
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which the epga are carried till they are batched. Chut II. Works perhopi written bj Bippocretri

Prom their appearance, these fishes have received These are eleven hi number, and one of them is tin

the name of Sxa-bobsb, They swim in vertical well-known Juajuramlum. or 'Hippocrai
position, and are always read] to entwine their The others consist of works written before EL,

tills an mini sea-weeds, or even with one another, works whose author is conjectured ; works by

They are very in;- an aquarium, qiiite unknown authors ; and wilful forgeries.

ally found on For anything like a full account of liis view«, we
the slums of Britain, particularly in the south'. II. must refer to the various writers who have treated

in the Grecian mythology was a sea-horse- half fish, of the history of medicine. Wei
half horse v. ptune). mention that ne divides the i

HTPPOCRAS, an arc tic medicated wine, '-;• l^yl .

i,-. s .h, '"

fonnerlv mnch use.l in tins in.rv, and still
'" .

a,,.,, >„„ ,t,.,i, ,V.
. ;

•
, ;- ,,,. ami tilt- sciniiil nt lin'ir p.i simi.i I imim-,, sue h an

employed on some parts „ th „.<„,,,, lie-
,

f , d ^ '

ii|c|ni ,
""tl"»l"' PreP-nnfi *i l "; 1 ;'" Hi, l,el,e. inthe influe which different equates

1

I

t! '"' '•)
: ezerl on the human constitution „ ,.

of Canary wine. Bruised sp., o, >.,, I.m.ls _ , ., ,..,,..„ 'y

,..,„, v"/.

estcd in the wine for three or four
lie a-crilies to this influence both the

conformation of the body and the disposition of the
:"'':r

,' ' " : ' S d and tuo pounds and a
nillul , : „„l ,„„,,. „, ,, ts h., the d.ff. ivnces between

half of lump-sngar were added. It was doubtless
„_,. ,, ;inlv (

:

, rrk ;l|M , „„. AsK ,tR . •,,,,. ,,„„. „„„,,
8,1 *"« hi „r humours „t the body ,hlo,,l, phlegm, yellow bile,

HIPPO'CRATES, the most celebrated physician and black bile) were regarded by luni as the pninary

of antiquity, was the son of Heraclekles, who was seats of disease; health was the result oi thi due
also a physician, and belonged to the family of combination im ,/,><;. ..t t lose, and illness was the

'I tile pre., lit notice I sei|liellee oi a d ist u 1 I inlieo i.f 1 i 1 1 s . 1 a sis. WbeU
being either the 19th or the 17th in descent from a disease was proceeding favourably, these humours

; His tie,tier's name was I'lwenarete, underwent a certain change ior,o,7/o«), which was the
1 to be .1,,ended fn.in Hercules. He sign of returning health, as preparing the way for

was born oi the island of Cos, probably about the the expulsion of morbid matter, or <•;/.«'.«, these crises

year 4ti(l B.C. lie is said to have been instructed having a tendency to occur at detinite periods,

by Ins father and by llero.lieus, and which were hence called 'critical da vs.' Sis treat-

in philoson] i l.contini. the cele- ment of diseases was cautious, and what we cow
brated sophist, and DemocrituS of Ah.bra. whose term expectant ; it 'consisted chiefly and oiton solely

affected by madness, he afterwards in attention to diet and regimen ; and he was some-

\iter s],einlin_' some time ill travelling tunes reproached with letting his patients die by
through dillereut parts of Cr o, lie settled and doing nothing to keep tliem alive.

profession at Cos, and finally died at The works of H. were translated at an early

: Tiicss.alv. His a-o at the til i his period into Arabic. They were firsl printed in a

inrj is stated bydifferenl ancient Latin translation in I525al Rome. The firsl Greek
have l.-.ai So, III), 104, and 109

J
cai s. edition (the Aldine) appeared the following year at

Chut.. n [Fasti IhH) places his death 357 B.C., at Venice: an edition by Merciirialis appealed in l.",SS,

I ul. We know little more of his per one by Foesius iii l.V.l.i, and one by Van del- Linden
than that In- ua.< highly e .teemed as (still much esteemed) in 1665. Other editions have

a physician and an author, and thai he raised the appeared under the editorship of Chartier, rttthn,

medical school of Cos to a verj high reputation. Jte, The latest, and incomparably the besl edition,

His works were studied and quoted by Plato, is that of Little, in 10 volumes, the tin-1 ,.i wln.h
, s are recorded of him by Greek ap|>eare,l in is:j<l, and the last in lsbL An edition

writers, which are undoubtedly fabulous, and to U fane rim, with a Latin translation, is now in

which it is therefore unnecessary to advert; and course of publication at Utrecht, at thi

we find legends regarding him in the works of the university •( Amsterdam. The Latin title runs

Arabic writers, who term him 'Bokrit,' while the as follows: HippocralU ,t aliorum Uedicorum
I Dry-tellers ol the mid. He ,'»/« U'liijuin: Kilhlit Fninci'mn /.nrl.unim

him un, ler the name of ' Ypocras,' and, in defiance ErmeritU, 4to. The first volume appeared in ls.V.t.

of chronology, make him profess, ,r ,,t medicine at and another in lsii-j. An e\, llentEnglishtranslation

Koine, with "a nephew of wondrous i lied skill, of /'/„ <;.„„;„, U'oW.w of /! ij./.ncmhs was published

whom he despatched in b'is own stead to the king in 1849, in 2 vols., by the late l>r Adams, under

uf Hungary. the auspices of the Sydenham Society.

''''.'i"'"^, ™R*5? ,,:"""" f H ' ; '!" 1
''.""V

1 HIPPOCRETfTE (derived from /.,>,.
""•• »'ii-; «"«.» wi i»

a „ a kr;u , , ,„ lllltililll 1S a ,,,„„,,„
>»""'"'•""

' "';',"''•; '" ''-;: 1
'""

1 " Hell , about I'll stadia ab„ve Ihc
°" "'

'
, i.. thei.nthic.il ace it.ua,

y;"""'"/' /'"'
'

'

'
i. from the boof of the horse

'" ."- I'"'|-r Vgasns (-,.,. |, „,,„ sacred to the Hum In
;l " 1 " most difficult ques-

: siiim.
, laV0ilttl , ,.,, ,.,

;;

n
V'

rS
' V "ill, a line sprinii at MakaristisSB, and tins opinion

''
.

Il,p,»,erat,e tl.,,1 into
is ,„.,,., „.„,, :

|, |v .,,,.,,,.,. SeellKIKOS. '

... Inch we need K|iecifv only two. '

^',.r cue ni. i.e. we -iv the Latin instead oi the HIPPODAMI' a,tha beautiful danghtei of CEno
Cre.-k til m ins. king of Pisa, in Klis. and the 1'loiad Asti rope.

CZass /.—Works certainly writtenby H.,containing li had been predicted t,, her father that he should

I Iforow Popularibut; be slam by his future son-in-law; he therefore

Vtetut i* iforbit dcutis; Dt Aire, stipulated that everj suitor of bis daughter should
i is; and Da Capitit Vvlneribut. Some ran a chariot-race with him, and thai death shonld

eminent critics doubt the genuineness of some he the consequence of defeat. Thirteen,

I
.- work by which H. say. bad olreadj bi i

most popularly known. and slain, when Pelope came to Lydia, Pelopi
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bribed Myrlilns, the king's charioteer,

succeeded in -reaching the goal before.

who, in despair, killed himself. II. becan
of Pelops, and the mother of Atrens an.



IIIITOMANT. HII'PoroTAMrS.

comprise dogmatical, exegetical, ascetic, ami chrome
l.._i.d treatises, were first published in a

f- .1 in liy r'al.ncius, at Hamburg, 171o- 1718
are also found in the second volume of liallandus.

—

Bee Bunaen'e Hippoiyttu and hit Agt (1852; 2d
ed. 1854 '< PhUotophumena (Oxford,

1851); Dolling. r*s HippolytuaundKaUittus(H»%&a-
: ,'s St. Ilij'imhttHM and th.:

Church ofRami in tlu: Third Century (Load. 1853).

HI'PPOMANE. See Mantiunkkl.

ill PPOPHAE. Bee Sallow-thorn.
HlPPOTHAOl ('eaten of hone-flesh, 1 from

(jr. hippos, a horse, ami phagtm, to eat), according
to the a.', .units of the i

-, were a
.i people, living " i

'

i ! Li

S ,i u hi te roam, at tin : Kalmuck
who, retaining all the peculiarities of the

eld Scythians, still regard horse-flesh as a dainty.

In Europe, repeated attempts have been m
times to introduce the practice, which has

nded on economical -nam
VI t they have failed to create a public tuale for

IIII'I'ni'oT.VMrs (Gr. river-horse), a genus of

pachydermatous quadrupeds, constituting a family
by itself, and of which, until very recently, only one

was known as now existing, although the
fossil remains of others indicate the greater abund-

I wider distribution of the form in other

of the earth's hist.. :

known species, //. amphibau, is—or, within historic

has been found in al st all parts of

to which quarter of the globe it is entirely
I. A smaller species, II. Liberie/wis, has

as an inhabitant of the

I within the tropics, and is

aid to differ remarkably from the common species,

be fossil species in having only two
' of tour, in the lower jaw. ' The

D !(. is one of the largest of existing ipi ..b

the bulk of its body being little inferior to

that. Of t

belly almost touches the ground, and its

ach above five feet, It is extn uv k
aquatic in its habits, living mostly in

I

rivers, often in tidal estuaries, wherethe saltness of

the water compels it to resort to springs for the
purpose Of drinking, and sometimes even in the
sea, although it never proceeds to any considerable
distance from the shore. Its skin is very thick—on
(he back and sides, more,than two inches ; it is dark
brown, destitute of hair, and exudes in great

abundance from its numerous pares a thickish oily

fluid, by which it is kept constantly lubri

is short. The feet have each four tors,

nearly equal in s./.e, ami hoofed. Hie neck is short
ami thick. The head is very large, with un
and mall eyes placed high, so that thl

raised above water, without much of the animal
ed to view. The muzzle is very large,

rounded, and tumid, with large nostrils and great
I .rge frout teeth. Chi II cuts

a as if it were done with a scythe, or

itrong teeth a stein of considerable

>atly through. The skull, while it is

distinguished by remarkable peculiarities, corres-

| Is in the most important characters with that
nation of the II. is slow, and

I D ibled to spend much of its time under
anting to (he sulfa... at intervals to

breathe. It swims and dives with gret
often walks along the bottom, completely under
water. Its food consists chiefly of the plants which
grow in shallow waters, and about the margins
of lakes and nvels; aid it probably renders no

unimportant service in preventing slow streams
hoked up by the luxuriance of tropical

vegetation, the effect of which would, of course, be
tin increase of the extent of swampy land. It often,
however, leaves the water, chiefly by night, to feed
on the hanks, and makes inroads on cultivated
fields, devouring and trampling the crops. It is a

orioua animal ; and the havoc wrought by a

thaherd Hi twenty or thirty is very great,
wherever cultivation extends, w

the H., and it disappears from regions "1 it

" Thus it is no loiformerly abounded. Thus it :

Lower Egypt, although still abundant further up
the Nile. It is taken in pits, which are .1

its usual tracks; it is killed by poisoned epean,
is pursued by means of canoes, is bar]
and is shot with the rillo. The llcsh is highly
esteemed; the fat, of which there is a thicJ

i liately under the skin, is a favourite African
, and when salted, is known at the Cape

of Good Hope as Zee-kot tpeck—that is, Lake-cow
bacon. The tongue, and the jelly made from the

also much prized. The hide is used for a
variety of purposes ; and the great canine teeth
are particularly valuable as ivory, and arc a very
considerable article of African commerce.
The II. is lively and playful in its native waters

;

it soon learns to avoid mau, and -.vhen it cannot
retire among reeds for concealment, it dives and

long under water, raising only its nose to

when another breath becomes necessary.

The female 11. may sometimes be seen

with her young one on her back. The II. n gener-

ally inoffensive, but is occasionally roused to fits

particularly to those who pursue it in boats. The
voice Ol the II. is loud and harsh, and is likened by
Burckhardt to the creaking and groaning of a large

That the 11. is capable of being

tamed, and of becoming much attached to man,
ufficiently proved by the i

d Tans. The lirst H.-

brought to Europe in modern times, a young one

from the Nile, arrived in London in 1850. The II
,

however, son.

the ancient Romans, It is very generally supposed
! moth of the book of Job.

- Some six species of H. have

ed from the later Tertiary strata—tho

I'l.ioe. ne and Pleistocene of LyelL Th
fresh water marls, and in the lKiue-cavcs, into which

the] had I., .ii earned for food l.y the carnivorous

animals that used the caves as dens. One speeies

gland and in considerable abundance
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in the southern countries of Europe, was o
as much greater than the living species,
companion, the mammoth, vis greater than the
living elephant.

HIPPU'KIC ACID (C9H9NO3) is a compound
of great interest both to the chemist and to the
physiologist It derives it's name from its hav__
been first discovered in the urine of the horse, and
that fluid, or the renal secretion of the cow, affords
us the best and readiest means of obtaining it.

The crystals of hippuric acid are moderately large,
colourless, but subsequently becoming milk-white,
four-sided prisms, which are devoid of odour, but
have a faintly bitter taste. They dissolve readily in
boiling water and in spirit, but are only sparingly
soluble in cold water and in ether. Its chemical
bearings shew that hippuric acid is intimately
associated with benzoic acid on the one hand,
and with glycine (or glyeocoll) on the other. The
acid is a product of the metamorphosis of the
bodily tissues, especially of herbivorous animals.
It is a normal constituent of the urine of the
horse, cow, sheep, goat, hare, elephant, &c. ; and
most probably is to be found in the urine of all
vegetable feeders. In the human urine of healthy
persons living on an ordinary mixed diet, it occurs
in very small quantity, but it is increased by an
exclusively vegetable diet, and in the well-known
disease iliabetes.

Although hippuric acid usually occurs in mere
traces in human urine, we can artificially produce it
at will in the body, and cause it to be eliminated 111

comparatively large quantity by the kidney. If we
swallow benzoic acid, it seems to take up glycine
or the elements of glycine in its passage through
the system, and thus to form hippuric acid, which
appears abundantly in the urine. The hippuric
acid occurring in the animal organism exists in
combination with bases, and chiefly as hippurate of
soda and hippurate of lime. The last-named salt
can be obtained by the mere evaporation of the
urine of the horse.

HIPPURITES, a very remarkable genus of fossil
bivalve shells, peculiar to the Cretaceous strata, and
so abundant in some of the Lower Chalk beds of
the Pyrenees and other places, that the series has
received, from some continental geologists, the name
of Hippurite Limestone. The external form of the
shell is so anomalous, that the genus has been tossed
about by naturalists in an extraordinary manner

;

some have called it a coral, others an annelid, others'
a balanus, but the majority hold it to be a mollusc,
differing, however, among themselves whether it is a
brachiopod, a conchifer, or a cephalopod. The true
relation of the genus has been lately determined
by Mr S. P. Woodward, who has published a full
description of its curious and anomalous structure
in the Journal of t/te Geological Society, voL xL p.
40. He has shewn that it is a lame'llibranchiate
mollusc. The lower and fixed valve is produced
and tapering, in some species reaching a length of
more than a foot. On the one side are three
furrows, representing the siphonal, muscular, and
ligarneutal inflections of the shell The upper and
free valve formed a flat covering to the large lower
valve. Sixteen species have been described.

HIKING is a contract by which one employs,
for a limited time, another's property or labour
for some consideration or reward. Where the
thing hired is land or houses, see Landlord and
Tenant. In the Roman law, hiring was divided
into— 1. Localio ret, or the hiring of a thin" ; 2
Locatio operis faciendi, or the hiring of work and
.abour

; 3. Locatio custodial, or the hiring of care
and services to be performed or bestowed on the

thing delivered; 4 Locatio operis mertium vehen
darum, the hiring of the carriage of goods from one
place to another. These phrases are still sometimes
employed both in the law of England and Scot-
land, but the subjects are more conveniently treated
under other heads : see Inns, Lodgings, Servants,
Carriers, Shipping. The only branch of the sub-
ject which seems to fall properly under this head, is
the hiring of task-work or job-work. Sometimes it is
difficult to establish a contract of this kind, hut m
general there must be either an express or implied
contract to pay for the services. Thus, if A, seeing
B s horse running away, at some expense catches it,
and brings it back to B, there having been no con-
tract or engagement on B's part to'pay, he is not
bound to pay A for his services, however beneficial
they have been, nor can A keep B's horse till such
expenses are paid. So, if B has deposited a chattel
with A, who has incurred extraordinary expense in
preserving it, B is not bound to pay anything In
the Roman law, however, and in the law of Scotland,
A could keep the horse or chattel till he was repaid
his expenses, or he could sue B for these. In England,
however, there must at least be some implied request
or contract. When a person is hired to do a thing
in a given time, and takes much longer, or deviates
from the contract, he is nevertheless entitled to be
paid for his services, for the contract is not rescinded
on these grounds, unless there was an express
stipulation to that effect. During the progress of
the contract, it is sometimes material to know which
of the parties bears the loss in case of fire. It is
difficult to lay down the rule in such eases, for
everything depends on the nature of the contract.
Whoever is the owner, in law, of the material at the
tune, bears the loss of it by an accidental fire. If,
for example, a tailor engage to make a coat and to
furnish the materials for a fixed sum, this is, in fact,
two contracts—viz., a sale of the materials, and also
work and labour bestowed on them ; and in case of
destruction of the subject before completion, the
loss of the materials falls on the hirer, and the loss
of the labour falls on the workman. So if a printer
engaged for a fixed sum per sheet to print and com-
plete a book, the hirer would bear the accidental
loss of the paper, and the printer the loss of his
labour and skill. Much, however, depends in all
these cases on the terms of the contract. Where a
workman engages to do work, he impliedly warrants
to have reasonable skill, otherwise, if the work is
useless, he cannot recover his money. In the case
of robbery while goods are in the hands of a work-
man to work up, if the rdbbery resulted from his
lK-viiucuce, he bears the loss. So if he merely lost
it. In case of a horse or chattel being hired, and
accidental damage done, the onus in England lies
on the owner to prove negligence in the hirer; but
in Scotland the contrary ride prevails, and it lies
on the hirer to prove he used due care.

HI'RSCHBERG, an important manufacturing
town of Prussia, in the province of Silesia, is roman-
tically situated at the foot of a mountain, ana at
the confluence of two streams, the Bober and the
Zacken, 30 miles south-west of Liegnitz. The town
is ancient, and is still girt about by a double line of
walls. Its Protestant church, a Gothic edifice, is
worthy of mention for its beauty, its mamitu'de
and its excellent organ. PL is the centre of the
extensive linen and other manufactures of the
district. Pop. 8940.

IIISPA'XIA, the name by which Spain was
known, to the Romans. According to W. von
Humboldt, it is only a modified form of the original
name,, which he derives from Ezpana, a Basque
word, meaning a 'Wder' or 'limit,' and which he
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- to imply th.it tin untry.formed the contributed to the French literature of the subject-
a Ocean. Of while amongst our own couiitmnci., the names oi

theother ancient names of the country, the chief are Todd and Bowman, <if (i l-ir, (jucckctt, ,1 ll

ll-rlt tin- common :!„ i;r,rl.., I ;, -tn„ 1
1

, I , „ khart Clarke uiul liVa'le,.!. -.

ami believeil to denote specially the region of the able notice.
lberus (modem Bbro)—and Besperia, on aceonnl .,,.„ .. . c „ , . , . — .

of its western situation. .

H ' r
(
the

If
of Herodotus), a town of Purkoy

Little definite or aocurate knowledge of H. was 2 4"* ls Slt";' t«1
'",' u»e ll - l ' t J»w>k of the

lore the tit. f the Unmans. The ''•"l' 1"^"*; m the pachalie ot l!av lad, ami llu

conqneeta of the Carthaginians first excitd the
m,1 "s »>--t-in..th-west ot the city oi that name,

alarm of the Romans, and led , on " a Mbmatea to contain about loOO houses, and

I ,1,
» .*«M«»blc tor the fountains of bitumen in the

of the Romans, as every reader knows, was ulti-
'" '.-'"'"''j 1 ' '• 1 hese fountains or pits are as

match- complete, and lor the next two or three
abundantly productive at the present day as they

I

rors Bet them-
"",''' '"

,

""
I
naphtha are obtained in great quantity, and

country. This was finally elt'e.-ted in the lime ,,f

rx
l

l"rtL'd-

Augustas, who also founded HITCH, a knot or noose by which one rope is
lid architecture, mi. !.-ncd to another, or to some other object, as a

Augusta \Z. ok, a cleat, a ring, &c There are mai
Tax Julia [Baa), Pas Augusta (Badajoz), Legio bitohes—as clove-hitch, midshipman's hitch, rolling-
\ II. Oemina [Lttm), tus. In addition, that emperor hitch, &c. .Several of these knots will be described
completed the system of military mads across the and figured under Knot.
peninsula one of the great features oi Roman con- uiircuoncir t ts^ TT

n-lv as IJI B.G., and »1 K'H< OLh, Jldward. D.D., LL.D., an erui-

thus threw open Spam iron, end* to end; so that "."' American geologist, born at Deerfield, Maasa-

the 'country
t

'

1 " ls '-'tt^ I "'t''' 1 Abates. May 24, 1703, was head of

modified the
t!'v aeademy in his native place lSlo— ISIS, pastor

native Iberi. some of whom complete!} fdopted '" ''"' '
''.'"-'"-•'*. '' phuroh at Conway 1821—

Roman habits, and were spoken of a-
>*-•'• professor ot chemistry and natural history in

To what stock of the ho old Iberi
Ai.ilinM^ 1,.11,-c, Is^-IMS, President and pro-

of H. belonged, is 01 ! the m „
' > ':"r

';'
'''< ,a''

1 theology and geology 1845-1854
scient. lie ethnography. That the-. .1

and still fills h,s f-m.umc prntesso.ship ,,t

in mod,™ times by the Basques (q.v.) is, how- In 1824, he published TtoOeokgyof the („
ever, u.,r ;

'
'"''.' :i "'"

,,

""luoh w« "''" received, and opened
. .,,-two peoples, the Celts

tlle "'l
.
v

,

to H s advancement. In 1830, he was
and the Iberi. from a mixture oi whom arose the JPPOuwed a state geologist, and as such, made a

pinion, how- thorough survey oi the ecology a.,,1 .ui,o

ever, both i„ ancient and modern times is. that the
1

>

" s"">"" s
.
i'>vhidn.g also the botany and zoology, of

C Its were not cipiidly aboriginal with the Iberi,
Massachusetts, in 1SS0

; of part of'New York .„ I-,::,;,

but invaders Eromliatii ; and that they. rath, rthau ;"."' "' N
'

''J'

1"" 1 "' '*•"
v

He published the fruits ,,f

the Iben, were victorious in the strife that ensued,
'"" '.'"'"", " p '- '" '- M^*ch-wetts in 1831

;
and

HISPANIOLA (Little Spain). See Domingo, embo. lie. 1 th. w hole in his Final /,'-

Sax, and Hay... ,,/M.,*,.,,-/. „,, „, ,-.' vols. 1841), which is th

HISTO'LOGY (derived from the Greek words
wo

^
k £* t

!

ns ™ ]Tct Ln
.

l
.
85<>. H -

was appointed

i,.Wo.„«.a.lis rsi
|

,- the
: '-' ".'"".'"' '' °ommiaaioner for his native state, and

ad d. s ,-ibes the structural '""V^"'
1 instructions to visit and examine the chief

„r i„...ph,.l.,-..,d elements which exist in the solids
"^cultural schools „, P,,.,,,,,, which he did; and

and fluids of ...a,„sed bodies. It is identical or
s..bse,,u.-ntly P» 'l'«hed his J, r;H on ,h, •

nearh - u,„„tc anatomy and with
""' /

,'

S
' t ,"'/'"'T' /'

,

val "^1 ^ «'"rk
- »»* be

„„v. Although its or,Li„ may be
' l:ls '' ,K,I >' 'l'^>m.'u.she,l hmiselt in the geological

, th- time.,' of .M.,l,„e],i .|.i-j.s If.Ol,. Vho '"ra.-ln.out of natural theology. IPs work on

„, ,„.un,,, il ,„.k
the _coi.ucct.on between geology and religion- The

(1632-1723). Who, witfi comparatively i,,.pe„eef
/•>:„.,,,, ,..,,!.,,, „„,/ „ . I S. , 1

)

optical means, added much to our ki'.owledge of
-''as had a very w-ide cireulation on both

the minute stru. .
°- hat

i
come forward prominently

any defii
M

^°»!,tor
"'V'"'

fos
fl

footprints „, the ( ,,„.

.... , o. ",' important of his works,

enl improved form. It was
l
"' M

;

lrH
"':';" "" ' i;

f
lh " 1 ' "" :

lexaminat
, """

-

;
- wOrk Which has .ceo,

i

first clculv exhibited, and it was
, "V "'[""-! -•'••' 1 ' *"> '

- I,..,,,, and whalebone are simil.,,
''' "' l-'^land

; /•„,,.-,/ I,,,,,,,,,,, -;,, ,

ions ,,f individual cells. .

'" ' ls -* S|
.

'•h,..„.,,,,J „/ ,v,,«. England

the investigation of the n-ivinn tissue, and ot in. my
(|s.,.s,. He did Pel.. >;, 1m;4.

and the microscope HITOPADE'SA (literally, >a 1 advice,' or
have been most usefully combined. 'salutary instruction,' tr the s.uisent
During the last quarter of a century, ,.,

t

',

s
~

,!„'.

meat oi medical science has made such rapid name of tie- Celebrated Sails, .

pregrcss as histology. In Germany, it has been tin u have parsed into
by Si hwaiiu, Ibwle, Valentin, the i-ivili-.t-il literature, of' tl

I.'emak. kollik, r, V 1

1

! If, in the form in which w.
:

a Holland, it on older Works of a kindred nature, and is classed
rely prosecuted by I lea the rJindns among their ethical works. See

And others
; U belt, MandJL Bobin, and others, have SAXslKll- LlTKRATUKK

m
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Hl'TTEREN, a considerable island on the

(oast of Norway, lies about 47 miles west of the

town of Trondhjem, and is about 30 miles long by
10 miles broad. Pop. about 3700, most of whom

II1TZ1G, Ferdinand, a German biblical schol

was born 23d June, 1807, at Hauingen, Baden,
and educuted at Heidelberg, Halle— where the

influence of Geseuius determined him in favour

of Old Testament studies— and at Gottingen. In
1833, he was called to Zurich as professor of

theology, with a special view to the exegesis of the

Old Testament; but his lectures, though mainly
devoted to that department, have embraced also

the New Testament, and the languages of the East,

especially the Semitic. The first work which estab-

lished his fame was his Uebersetzung u. Auskgung
d. Proph, Jesaias (1S33). Besides a translation of

the Psalms, with a commentary (1835— 1S36),- he
has furnished for the Esxget itches Ilandbuch zum
A. T. the commentaries on the twelve minor
prophets (1838; 2d ed. 1S51), on Jeremiah (1S41),,

Ezekiel (1S47), Ecelesiastes (1847), Daniel (1S50),

and the Soug of Solomon (1S55), with a transla-

tion of all the prophetical books as a supple-

ment (1854). He is also known by Die Erfindung
d. Alphabets (1840), Die Gro.bschrift d. Darius zu
Naschlti-Rustam (1845), Urgesch. u. Mythologie d.

Philistder (1S46), and by considerable contributions

to periodicals.

HIVA-O'A, the principal island of the Marquesas
group in the South Pacific Ocean, is about 22 miles
long by 10 miles broad. Its northern point is said

to be in lat. 9° 34' S., and in long. 139° 4' W. Pop.
stated at 6500.

HI'VITES (' Midlanders ' according to Ewald,
or ' Villagers ' according to Gesenius), a Canaanitish

people, who in the time of Jacob are found occupy-

ing the uplands of Ephraim, and later, the slopes of

Hermon and the region westward towards Tyre.

H'LA'SSA, the capital of Tibet, situated on the

Dzangtsu, in lat. 30° 45' N., and long; 91° 27' E.

;

the largest town in Central Asia, about 9500 feet

above the level of the sea. It is famous for the
convents in and near it, composing the ecclesiastical

establishments of the Dalai-lama, whose personal

residence is in a convent on the adjacent Mount
Botala. H. is to Buddhism what Rome is to

Catholicism, it is the head-quarters of the hierarchy

of lamas, who, by means of the Dalai-lama, exercise

priestly control over nearly all Mongolia, as well as

Tibet. The city lies in a fertile plain, extending
about 12 miles from north to south, and about 125
miles in length. Mountains and hills encircle it. A
Chinese garrison is quartered near the Mount Botala,

whose temples are resplendent with gold and pre-

cious stones. Since the expulsion of the Nepaulese
in 1792, no foreigners are allowed entrance from the
south. Pop. conjectured at 24,000.

HOADLEY, Benjamin, D.D.,an eminent English
prelate, was the son of the Rev. Samuel Hoadley,
master of the Norwich Grammar School, and was
born at Westerham, in Kent, November 14, 1076.

In 1691, he entered Catherine Hall, university of

Cambridge, where he became tutor after taking

his degree of M.A. In 1701, he was chosen lecturer

of St Mildred in the Poultry, London, and from
this time began to attract attention as a contro-

versial writer. His Reasonableness of Conformity to

the Church of England, appeared in 1703, which,

like all his other performances, though agreeable

to the sentiments of the educated laity of the Church
of England, was exactly the reverse to ' the great

body of the clergy, both established and dissenting.

Next year, he obtained the rectory of St Peter-le-
380

Poor, London, and was soon after engaged in a
controversy with Dr Atterbury (q. v.) on the extent
of the obedience due to the civil power by ecclesi-

astics. This contest was conducted by H. in such a
way as to secure for him the applause of the House of
Commons, who, in their address to the queen (Anne),
referred to the important services he had rendered
to the cause of civil and religious liU-rty. In 1710,
H. was presented to the rectory of Streatham, in

Surrey ; and in 1715, when the accession of George L
had secured the triumph of Whig principles, was
made Bishop of Bangor ; but it is affirmed that he
never visited this see, for fear of exciting a ' party
fury.' He was, however, far from remaining idle.

In 1717, he preached before the king a sermon on
the text, ' My kingdom is not of this world,' in
which he endeavoured to shew that Christ had not
delegated his powers to any ecclesiastical authorities.

He earned out this idea to great length, and
maintained that it was the best and safest ground
to take up in attempting to refute both Roman
Catholics and Dissenters. Hence originated the
famous BangoriaU Controversy, regarding which
Hallam says, that it was 'managed, perhaps

-

both sides, with all the chicanery of polemical
writers, and disgusting both from its tediousness,

and from the manifest unwillingness of the
putants to speak ingenuously what they meant'
H.'s principal opponent was William Law. Hallam
speaks of having read forty or fifty pamphlets on
the question. In 1721, H. was transferred to the
see of Hereford; in 1723, to that of Salisbury ; and
in 1734, to that of Winchester. In 1735, he pub-
lished a Plain Account of the Nature and End of
the Lord's Supper ; and in 1754—1755, two volumes
of sermons, which were highly esteemed. He died
April 17, 1761, in the 85th'year of his age.

HOANG-HO. See Hwang-ho.
HOAR-FROST. See Dew.
HOARSENESS. See Throat, Diseases of.

HO'BART TOWN, the capital of Van Diemen's
Land, or Tasmania, stands on the Derwent, near its

entrance' into Storm Bay, on the south coast of the
island. It is in lat. 42° 53' S., and long. 147° 21' E
The mean temperature for the year is 52'°3, being
42-°l in winter, and 03'°1 in summer. According to
the latest returns, the population is about 20,000.

Besides the official buildings, which it possesses as

the seat of government, H. 'T. has a college and
several public schools ;' and its naturally excellent

harbour is bordered by a noble quay, along which
ships of the largest size can lie.

HOBBES, Thomas, was born at Malmesbury, on
the 5th April 15S8, and was the son of a clergyman
of that town. At the age of 14, he went to Oxford,
and was put through the usual course of Aris-
totelian logic and physics. His instructions in the
syllogism he afterwards held in very small estima-
tion. At the age of twenty, having taken his degree
and quitted Oxford, he was recommended to Lord
Hardwicke, afterwards Earl of Devonshire, as tutor
to his eldest son, this being the commencement of
an intimate connection with that great family which
lasted through his long life.

In 1610, he went abroad with his pupil, and made
the tour of France and Italy. After his return, he
still continued to live with the Devonshire family,

and his residence in London afforded him opportu-
nities of becoming acquainted with Bacon, Raleigh,
Ben Jonson, and the other distinguished men of

the time. Meantime, he was occupied with his

classical, political, ami philosophical studies, and
prepared for publication his lirst work, a translation

of Thucydides, which came out in 1628, he having
now attained the mature age of forty.
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The Karl of Devonshii 1626, and
the young earl, Hobbca'a papil, in 1628,

it grief, imil took the opportunity

afforded him of going abroad with the aon of Sir

e time in Prance.
In 1631. however. In- mi t,..n witli the Devon-
shire family was resumed. By the desire of the
dowager-oounteBS, he undertook the education of

the young earl, the son of the former pupil, then
only thirteen. In 1634, he went to Paris, and
on this occasion was much in the society of Father
Mersenne. He returned to England in 1037. He
teems then to have applied himself to the cnmpo-
siti f his first original work, entitled Elementa

ich was printed in Paris in

1642. zposition that he gave of

his moral and political philosophy. His advocacy of

pure and unrestrained monarchy as the best possible
form of government, with an absolute submission
on the part of the subjects both in law and in

morality and religion to the will of the monarch,
has probably given more general offence than any
political theory ever propounded. It has been mads
the subject not merely of incessant attack, but of

gross misrepresentation. He published soon after

two small treatises, entitled Human Nature, and
fiCO. The first contains his views as

to the constitution of the mind, and entitles him to
be considered as the father of modern systematic
psychology. Although the work is valuable in

itself, he still considers it as a prelude to the other
rport Politico, or on the nature

of society, which is here handled for the second
time by him, and in much the same strain. He

ound a third time in the
(.published in 1651, the fullest and perhaps

the best known exposition of his views on mind,
morals, and religion. Here he contends as

before in favour of pure monarchy, which he repre-

sents to have grown out of a primitive contract

and the people, moved by
I re to esca[ie from all the evils of a state of

nature, which is a state of war. He is far from
: tyranny; on the contrary, he enjoins

upon the monarch a government according to just
laws, and considers that this is more likely to be I

by the government of a tingle person,
|

whose selfish aims must be sooner satiated than if

the supreme power were distributed in a number of

hands.

After the meeting of the Long Parliament in

bis dread of

t troubles. In 1047, he was appointed
:i> 1 tutor to the Prince of Wales, .after-

wards Charles II., and stood high in the esteem
of that priii.

penally after the publics

Canadian, so offended the royalist clergy, in

common with all other sects, thai I

pari with him; and he himself, being

I ly timid, took the alarm tor his

personal safety, and abruptly Bed from Paris to

I ad, he found himself safe, the

Protestant him the most
I ktion. Very different was his position

>i of his own friends

;

:
i lharles granted him pen
i dike to his views was so

they w.-re condemned by parliament in 1666, and
d in danger of still severer measures.

His connection with the Earl of Devonshire, with
whom he lived in the latter part of lu-

ll i- old age
,n additions to his writings, and was

i rates. Hit last

l tomer, and Historj

of the Civil War-, lie died .in the 4th September,
1679, in hi- 92d rear.

HOBBY
falcon, a native of all or most p
of many part- of. Asia and Africa. It is, in its

ut t length, about 12 or 14 inches. It Is grayish-
black or bluish-gray on the upper |

Hobby (Falco subbutto).

feather edged with yellowish-white, and the wholt
form is very elegant. The H. is occasionally seen
in Britain, but is rare—rarer now than it seems to

have been in former times. It was often employed
in falconry, and trained to fly at pigeon3 and even
at partridges.

HO'BOKEN, a city in New Jersey, United States,

America, on the west bank of the Hudson River,
opposite New York, with which it is connected by
several steam- ferries. It has beautiful pleasure-

grounds, called the Klysian Fields, and heights Vi liich

afford a fine view of" the cities of New York and
Brooklyn, harbour, and fortifications. It is a great
summer resort, and is rapidly becoming mi important

city. Pop. in 1870, 20,297.
"

HOCHE, Lazahe, one of the most eminent
generals of the French republic, was born 25th June
17b\ at Moiitreuil, a faubourg of Versailles. In
17S5, he entered the army, rapidly obtain..! pro-

motion, and was raised, in 1793, to the command
of the army of the Moselle. Here he v.

to the Duke of Brunswick, the commander of the
Prussian army, and was by him repeatedly defeated.

He was more successful against the Austrians, whom
he drove out of Alsace. His next impoi I

Has putting an end to the civil war in La Vendee,
which he accomplished in a prudent and patriotic

manner. After having been sent, in the winter of

1796, as commander of the troops in the unfortunate
expedition to Ireland, he was on his return appointed
to the command of the army of the Sambre and
Meuae. On the ISth April 1797, he crossed the
Rhine at Neuwied, and had defeated the Austrians
in several battles, when his career wa
by the armistice oonclnded between the Archduke
Charles and Bonaparte at Leoben, After the 18th
Fnictidor, he was suddenly taken ill in the camp at

Wctzlar, and died 18th September 1797.

IK )'( II IIF.IM, n town in the province of Hesse-

Bfassau, situated on an elevation sloping down to

the right hank of the Main, nl»nit three miles from
Main/, on the road to Frankfurt. The siinin slopes

which here skirt the Main produce ex.

of several varieties, which go bj the jei

of Eochhtimtr ; from tin- come- the English mime
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Hock, now given indiscriminately to all wines from
the Rhine regions.

HO'CHKIRCH, or HOCHKIRCHEN, a village
in the district of Bautzen, in Saxony, half-way
between Bautzen and Lijbau, was the scene of a
battle between the Austrians and Prussians (14th
October, 1758 (during the Seven Years' War. Frederic
II. of Prussia, with an army 30,000 strong, having
taken up an almost untenable position at II., was
attacked at five a.m., under cover of a thick fog, by
Marshal Daun, with 50,000 Austrians, and compelled
to retire to the heights of Dresa. Here he was
agaiu attacked by the Duke of Aremberg, and after

a conflict of five hours' duration, again retired.

He lost 9000 men killed and wounded, and 101
cannons. He himself, and almost all Ins generals.

were wounded. The Austrians lost 8000 men. On
20th and 21st May 1S13, a series of battles took
place here between the French and allies. See
Bautzen.

HO'CHSTADT. See Blenheim.

HODGKINSON, Eaton, professor of the
mechanics of engineering in University College,

London, and the chief authority on the application

of iron to architecture and engineering, was born at
Anderton, near Northwich, Cheshire, 26th February
1789. At the age of 21, he settled in Manchester,
and there commenced the study of mechanics. At
this time the principal authority on iron beams
was Tredgold (q. v.), but his theories were over-

turned by H., who satisfactorily established ;

theory of his own on this, subject. H. next made
a series of 227 experiments on- the strength of

pillars, and here again his opinions came into
collision -with those of Tredgold, Moseley, &c, and
with the same triumphant result. Almost all these
researches were carried on in conjunction with,
and at the expense of, Mr Fairbairn (q. v.). For
his important experiments and calculations, and
general co-operation in the construction of ' the
Britannia Bridge, he received a first-class medal at
Paris in 1S55. His investigations are in general
scattered through the Transactions of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science (see

especially vols. iv. and v.), and in the Memoirs of
the Manchester Society (the most important of

which are in the volumes for 1822, second series,

and 1831). He also edited Tredgold on the Strength

of Cad Iron, adding a supplementary volume con-
taining his own theories (1S42— 1846). H. died
in June 1S61, at Broughton, near Manchester. See
Strength of Materials, and Tubular Bredges.

HO.DO'METER is an instrument for measuring
the distance travelled over by any conveyance, and
consists of an arrangement of toothed wheels, like
clock-work, fixed on one side of a machine, and
connected with the axle, from which motion is

communicated to it. An index and dial shew the
exact distance the vehicle has travelled.

HOE, an' implement of gardening and of agricul-

ture used, for stirring the soil, drawing up earth to
plants, thinning plants in drills, clearing the ground
of weeds, &c. There are many forms of this imple-
ment, all of which may be referred to two classes

—

drow-lioes and thrust-hoes, the former having the
blade almost at right angles to the handle ; the
latter almost- in the same plane with it. The
thrust-hoe, or Dutch Hoe, is chiefly used for killing

weeds, and for stirring ground to a very slight

depth. The draw-hoe, although much used as "an
implement of gardening, is scarcely used in Britain

as an agricultural implement, except for the
thinning (singling) of turnips, in Which it is always
employed. But in some countries it is very
extensively used in place of the spade. In some

parts of the West Indies almost all the tillage
of the ground is done by the hoe. It is more
adapted than the spade to the use of labourers
whose feet are not provided with shoes. Hoes
intended for tilling the ground, instead of the
plough and spade," are much larger and heavier
than those used in British gardening, and are raised
much higher, and brought down to the ground with
greater force, somewhat like the pickaxe. Hoes for
stirring very stiff soils are sometimes made with
prongs instead of a blade.

In the improved agriculture of the present day,
implements called Horse-hoes are extensively used.
They are intended for purposes corresponding with
those of the thrust-hoe, and may be generally
described as consisting of thrust-hoe blades, vari-
ously modified, and attached to a frame in order to
be drawn by a horse. Various contrivances are
employed to accommodate the blades to inequalities
of surface, &c. Horse-hoes can only be employed
for crops sown in drills ; and the drills must be
perfectly parallel, if more than one interval is to
be cleaned and stirred at once. With the sowing
machines now in use, however, this is secured. In
turnip-husbandry, a horse-hoe with several blades
is often used to clear away the weeds from one
interval

HOE'S MACHINE. See Printing.

HOEVEN, Jan Van der, an eminent living
Dutch naturalist. He was born in 1S01 at Rotter-
dam, and after studying medicine at Leyden, estab-
lished himself as a physician in his native town,
where he remained till 1S35, when he was elected
to the professorship of zoology in the university
of Leyden—an office which 'lie still holds. His
most important work is his Handboek der Dier-
kunde (Leyden, 1827—1833, in 2 vols.), of which
a second edition, entirely recast, appeared in 1846

;

a German translation was published in 1S4S ; and an
English translation, by Professor Clark of Cambridge,
under the title Handuooh of Zoology, was issued,
with important additions, both by the author aud
the editor, in 1S56—1858. The fact that most of
his works are memoirs, and written in Dutch, is a

Jan must not be confounded with his brother,
Cornelius Pruys Van der Hoeven, who is pro-
fessor of medicine in the university of Leyden, and
is the author of several important works, amongst
which may be especially mentioned De Historia
Medicince (Leyden, 1842), and De Historia Morborum
(Leyden, 1S46).

HOF, a manufacturing town of the kingdom of
Bavaria, in Upper Franeonia, is situated in a
fruitful district on the Saale, 32 miles north-east
of Bayreuth. Besides extensive manufactures of
leather, and linen and woollen fabrics, an impor-
tant transit trade, arising from its position on the
frontiers of Bavaria, and on the railway connecting
that country with Saxony, is here carried on. Iron
and coal mines are worked in the vicinity. Pop.
12,018.

HOFER, Andreas, the patriotic leader of the
Tyrolese, was born at .St. Leonard, in the valley
of Passeyr, 22d November, 1767. In 1796, he led
a body of Tyrolese against the French on the lake
of Garda; in 1808, secret deputies, among whom

H, arrived at Vienna, to represent to the
Archduke John the sufferings of the people, and
their wish to be reunited to Austria. By the desire
of the archduke, Baron von Hormayr sketched for
them a plan of an insurrection, which met with
such success that, in three days, from the 11th to
the 13th of April, 1809, nearly the whole country
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was liberated. Napoleon, however, was victorious.

in Austria, and at ansa marched ti

the Tyrol, to subdue the rebellious peasantry, who
had been abandoned by the \

i

with the armistice of Znaim (July 12, 1809) At
liist. II. concealed bimsell in a cave in the valley of

Paseeyr; but whenSpechbacher, Joachim Haspinger,
a Capuchin, and Peter Mayer, at the head of the
an 1 population, renewed the defence of the Tyrol,
ami re|ieateilly defeated the enemy, 11. issued from
his retreat, and took the leadership of the Tyrolese.

At the battle fought on the 1-th of August on the

[selberg, Lefebvre was driven from the Tyrol, ll.

•
• conduct the civi] and military admin-

istration till the peace of Vienna (14th October).
The French and Bavarians ponied, far the third or

fourth time, into the country, and after a brief

struggle II. was obliged to take refuge in cnnceal-

! a lapse of two months, he was betrayed
into the hands of the French by a priest named
Douay, conveyed to Mantua, tried, and condemned
t" be shot. The sentence was carried into i-x-oi-

tiou on the 20th February 1810. His family were
indemnified for the loss of their property by the

Emperor of Austria in 1SI!>. and his sol

A statin- of II.. executed by Sohall.r.

in Is:. 4 in the church of the Franciscans, at Inns-

bruck, near the tomb of the Emperor Maximilian I.

HOFFM \N-\. 1'i:ii:i.i:iih, one of the most cele-

brated physicians of the last century, was bom at

I860, and died in that city in 1742. At
the age of fifteen, he lost his parents, who died from

typhus [ever, and very shortly afterwards became
deprived by a tire of the small patrimony that

devolved to him. Undismayed, however, by these

misfortunes, he repaired in liiT^ to Jena, to study

medicine, and from thence proceeded to Erfurt, to

become a pupil of the distinguished chemist Gospard
t 'ramer. Be commenced practice at Minden in

Westphalia, where he had influential connections,

and where in a very short time he acquired a

liiih reputation. After a re-i.len if little more
than two years in Minden, during which time he

md and England, he removed to Halber-
Rta.lt. In 1693, Frederick, Elect I B

afterwards king of Prussia, appointed H. to the
i of medicine in the newly constituted

university 01 Halle. It was on his recoil

-i ah] (q. v.), who had been Ins

fellow-student at Jena, and
his great rival, was appointed one of his colleagues.

At the urgent request of the king, hi

Berlin, where he remained for three

years; but finding that be could not pursue his

studies in the atmosphere of the court, he returned

to Halle; and although he subsequently attended

In- place of residence during the remainder of his

life.

As a physician and a medical teacher, H. enjoyed
!

'.
, V. lio eoll

chair of medicine at

Leyden. It is unnecessary here to enter into his

special doctrines, which, although they long sur-

vived nil tune, are now of little practical value.

i - that he amassed a large fortune by
i. of which (although

its composition is now known) is still designated

Hoffmann's Anodyne Liquor (q.v.).

Of nil numerous work-, the greatest is his Jfedt-

B

ich occupied him for more than twenty 1

rears, and wa- . -..,,. In .|, .1 in In- eightieth year. His

kl have gone 1 1 1
r. • 1

1

_
1 1 various editions.

wo Revisa,

Cvrrtcia et Aveta, were pnnte.l at Geneva in 1640,1

in six folio volumes, and were reprinted after his

death with five supplementary volumes of previously

unpublished Opiucula .printed at

1746, in 17 volumes 4to, and twice
i r scale.

M.iI'M \\\, ATOTJBT Wn.iiii.M, I 1

tingnished living chemist, born at Giessen in 1818.

After obtaining the degree of doctor ol

-taut to I.iebig in tin- < li

atory, and subsequently he was appointed extra-

lo.yal College ol

was established in London in 1846, H. was recom-
mended by Liebigae highly qualified for the import-
ant post of superintendent to the new institution.

This college, which has siDce merged int..

nt. hi of the KomiI S, 1 1 of Mine-, remained for u

time under his direction, and owed much of its high

character to his teaching .in. I his scientitic reputation.

On the elevation of Professor Graham from the
poet of chemist to the Mmt to the office of master
of that institution, II. was appointed his successor.

His chemical km.wh-.i_.
I i to several

important practical points, amongst which may be
especially noticed his examination, of the waters of

London, conducted by order of government, In
conjunction with Dr BancoJones, he has edited the
later editions o I l

;mi In -- M tin mil ti/'l '/wmiilril. His
numerous contributions to the Anmil'-n der Ckemic
und Pharmnelf, to the Ti-nn.-snctiotU) of the Chemical
Society, and to the Philosophical Transactions of the

-.-. are for the most part on the very
highest departments of organic chemistry; and in

ls.,4 a royal medal was awarded to him for his

Memoirs on the Molecular Constitution of the Organic
Bones, contained in the i'W...»././»'.if Trnn.--nrtji„is

and the Transactions of the Chemical Society. EL
was president of the Chemical Society. It was in the

course of these researches thai I

naphtha analine, the La-is of the new colours mauve
and magenta, which had previously been only obtained
from indigo. Among latest publications is his Intra-

duction to Vbdern Chemistry (1865). In 1864 he be-

came prof) r of chemistry in the University of Berlin.

HOFFMANN'S ANODYNE LIQUOR is the

old name for the (

f.V/iivi.i the London pharinacop.eia, and is a mix-
alcohol, ami ethereal oil. It is often

prescribed with laudanum, in order to prevent the

nausea which the opium preparations frequently

excite, and may l.e given in water, unassociated with

anything else, as a stimulant and antispasmodic, in

ig from half a drachm to two drachma.

HO'FWYL, a village of Switzerland, in the
canton of Bern, and situated six miles north of

the town o I that name. It lias been long famous
as the seat of the educational and -

institution founded here by the late M. Fellenberg

(q.v.). The institution has since been carried on
uinler tin- management of Dr. Edward Miiller.

Hot; (Sue), a genus of pachydermatous quad-
rupeds, of the family Stii,l,i (q. v.). The neck is

carried straight forward from the trunk, and is

very thick and strong. The skin is very thick, and
mostly covered with still" bristles, among which a

short curled hair is often also found. The bristles

of the Lack of tie- neck generally become a mane in

wild hogs, and particularly in the males, although,

in done st nation, this tends to disappear. The
muz/1. • is elongated, and terminated by a movable

u -.
. furnished, as in the mole, with

I bone, and used, along with the tusks.

nt for turning up the soil in search of

roots ana other food. There are f> incisors, 'J canine

teeth, and 14 molars in each jaw, the lower i
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projecting forwards ; the canine teetli long

strong, projecting ami curved, hcconiing formidable

tusks in wild boars, and large and powerful even in

the females in a wild state. The feet have each four

toes, the lateral ones small, and scarcely touching

the ground, all separately hoofed. The tail is short.

The stomach shews mere traces of division. The
food is chiefly vegetable, but perhaps no animals may
more properly be called omnivorous ; and although,

even in a wild state, hogs are not to be reckoned
among beasts of prey, they not unfrequently,

even in domestication, kill and eat small animals
that come in their way, as many a housewife has
had occasion to observe in respect to chickens.

—

The Common Hog [S. serofa) appears to be a native

of most parts of Europe and Asia, and domesticated

awine were found by the first navigators in many
of the islands of the southern seas. The wild boar
is still found in the forests of many parts of Europe,

and was at one time an inhabitant of those of

Britain, where it was protected by game-laws in

the 10th and 11th centuries ; but at what time it

ceased to exist as a wild animal in Britain is uncer-

tain.
' The adult males, in a wild state, are generally

solitary ; the females and young gregarious ; and
when assailed by wTolves or other beasts of prey,

wild swine defend themselves vigorously, the stronger

animals placing themselves in the front, and the

weaker seeking shelter in the rear. The chase of

the wild boar is one of the most exciting sports of

Europe or of India, particularly when carried on
without the rifle, and on horseback with the spear

(' pig-sticking ').

— "

considerable, and
six or seven miles. Although the use of its flesh

was prohibited to the Jews, and the prohibition

has been adopted in the Mohammedan law, the

hog has been a domesticated animal from a very
early period, and its flesh constitutes a large part

of the food of many nations. The fecundity of

the hog is great ; with proper treatment, it will

produce two litters anmially, generally of 4—8 pigs

each, although sometimes there are as many as

14 in a litter. Vast quantities of the flesh are

consumed in various forms in the British Islands

and North America, as pork, fresh or salted, bacon,

ham, &c. Brawn (q. v.) is an esteemed English

luxury. The fat of the hog, which is produced in

a thick layer under the skin, is an article of com-
merce, and of various use under the name of Lard
(q. v.). The skin of the hog is made into leather,

which is particularly esteemed for saddles. The
bristles, particularly of the wild boar, are much
used for brushmaking.
There are numerous varieties of the domestic hog,

of which some have erect, and some pendent ears

;

and those are most esteemed which exhibit the

greatest departure from the wild type, in shorter and
less powerful limbs, less muscular and more rounded
forms, &c. The Chinese breed and the Neapolitan

have been of great use in the crossing and improving

of the breeds commonly reared in Britain, giving

rise to the improved white and black breeds respec-

tively. Hogs are profitably kept wherever there is

much vegetable refuse on which to feed them, as by
cottagers having gardens, farmers, millers, brewers,

&c. They are often allowed to roam over fallow

ground, which they grub up for roots, and over

stubble-fields, which they glean very thoroughly.

They are also fed in woods—an ancient practice

—

where they consume acorns, beechmast, and the

like. When they are fed, as is sometimes the case,

chiefly on animal garbage, their flesh is less palatable

and less wholesome.
The hog has a reputation which it does not

deserve, of peculiar filthiness of habits. It is true

that it wallows in the mire, as. the other pachyder-
mata also do, to cool itself and to provide itself

with a protection against insects, and it searches for

food in any puddle ; but its sleeping-place is, if

possible, kept scrupulously clean. The too common
filthiness of pigsties is rather the fault of their

owners than of their occupants; and a clean and dry
sleeping-place is of great importance to the profitable

keeping of hogs.

The hog is not inferior to other quadrupeds
generally in intelligence. It can be easily rendered
very tame and familiar. Its acuteness of scent has
been turned to account in making it search fcr

truffles ; and an ' instance is on record of a pig
having been used as a pointer, in which service it

learned to acquit itself extremely well. Instances
have occurred of the use of the hog as a beast of

draught.

The forests of the island of Papua or New Guinea
produce a species or variety of hog (S. Papuensis),

more widely different from the common hog than
its breeds are from one another. It is IS or 20
inches high, with short ears, and very short tail.

The colour is mostly brown. ' The Papuans -have not
properly domesticated this animal, although they
often trap the young ones and keep them till ready
to be killed for use. The flesh is very delicate.

The Babyroussa (q.v.) is another and very remark-
able species of hog.

The Bosch Varlc, or Bush Hog of South Africa
(Choiropotamus Afrkanus), is about two feet six

inches high, covered with long bristles ; it has
projecting tusks, a large callous protuberance on
each cheek, and long sharp tufted ears. It is

gregarious, subsists chiefly on vegetable food, and
makes destructive inroads on cultivated fields.

HOG PLUM, SPANISH PLUM, and BRAZI-
LIAN PLUM, names given in the West Indies

and other tropical countries to the fruit of certain

species, of Spoiidias. The genus Spondias belongs

to the natural order Anacardiacea', or, according

to some botanists, to a small order called Spon-
diactce, differing from Anacardiaceai in the want

Hog Plum.

of a resinous juice, and in the drupe having a nut
with 2—5 cells and seeds, instead of one cell

and one seed. The species of Spondias are trees

and shrubs with pinnate leaves, which have a

terminal leaflet, and flowers in racemes or panicles.

Some of them produce very pleasant fruits, among
which may be reckoned S. purpurea and S. lutea;

the species generally called Hog Plum in the
West Indies, because they are a common food of

hogs, which revel in their abundance. S. pur-
purea, has fruit about an inch in length, ovate or
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oblong, purple or variegat. d witli yellow; the palp
yellow, with a peculiar bnl agreeable acid and

rry, oblong, j Bllowish

with a leathery skin ami sw

p ired ol milk

r, and the pulp of tins fruit, from which

bin .j leverage i» m.i.li; tor use in fevers,

black tubert

wbicb it produces on its widely spreading roots,

and wbicb are very cellular, and full of water.

. idently attended for tbe wants of the

tree in the dry season, and are often dug out by
travellers for tie sake of the water^of-which each

abonl a pint I lloselyallied to Spondiaa
- Poupartiti, to which belongs tlie Vi or

Tahiti Apple, formerlj Spo iiat dulcis, a very fine

fruit of the South Sea Inlands.

HOG B \T. or HTJTIA [Oapromys), a genus of

quadrupeds differing from
rats in lurving four grinders on e i.-li side in each
jaw, with Hat crowns. The tail is round and slightly

hairy, an. 1 is used for support in sot-

by kangaroos, and for ai.l in clinilnn.' trees, in which
r*. They make much

use of their fore-paws, as of hinds. Their t I is

table They are natives of Cuba, where
they are found in large numbers in the woods. 1 ttej

were much used as food by the aborigines. The
best known species is of the size of a small rabbit.

HOGARTH, William, a celebrated painter

anil engraver, born in London in t li< • year IW17,

served his apprenticeship to a silversmith in

Cranhourne Street, named Ellis < ! amble, and next

studied for some time under Sir James ThomhilL,

Che historical painter, but not with any marked

1720, he set up for him
first employment was fat engrave coats of arms,

crests, shop-bills, &c, after which he undertook to

execute plates for booksellers, the chief of which

are the [prints illustrative of Hudibrat (Lond 1726).

He now tried his hand at portrait-painting, and

soon had ample employment, though h

anything for this branch of art Cn 1730, he

married (clandestinely) a daughter of Sir .James

Thornhill, and soon " after began to display his

extraordinary talent for representing in. pictures the

follies and vic.s of his time In lT-'i't. appeared his

'Harlot's Progress,' a series of six pictures, which,

like his other works, were engraved by himself. It

was these engravings, and not the ori

ings, that made II. a rich man, and enabled bun to

triage at the age of forty-eight. The
was followed by other moral

. satirical representations of rice and
folic, such* OS 'The Rake's Progress,' .published in

Jouthwark Fair,' 'A Modern
Midnight, Conversation,' 'The Distressed Poet,' and

tli the belief* that he

onnld also will a reputation as an histoi

After several in'.-ll'o. tual attempts, hi

from In* delusion, and returned to tbe apath which
In 1 7 H , he published

d Musician ;' in 1746, ' M

Mode,' in a series of six engravings, the pictures

and 111 1748 I hley.' In 1758, he

auto, a work which

excited much opposition and ridicule, and II. is

generally held to be erroneous iii th.

st which he arrives. In 17". appeared 'Four

Prints of an Election;' and in 1762, 'The Times,'

I .'re upon Pitt He died in 1764,
and was buried at I hi.swick, win-re

monument was erected to his memory, with an
inscription by his friend Gnrrick. In th.- technical

pari of his art, II. .-

excelled, but modern opinion is more favourable in

tin* respect r, however, been any
li a "i pinion regarding th

i insight into

his time and com
is always stern, true, and

i ban. Koine edition of his works
from the ..ri_in.il plates, retouched by Heath, was
published by Nichols c; vols. Lond, 1820 1822);

is.: 1—1835; 3d. edit
1S41), and at Stuttgart (1830-1840).

HOGG, JAMES, a Scottish ] t, was born in the

district known as the Forest of Kttrick. in Selkirk-
shire, in 1 77-. and was at school I'm- two or three

ore he reached the age ol

it red upi'ii th

shepherd. i\'^ Brst -mg appeared .-m

in 1SD1, and having gone shortly after to sell hi*

employer's sheep in Edinburgh, he threw off 1000
c-.pi.-s of verses which he had written. In the same
summer, Scott visited the Ettrick Forest in search

of materials for his Border Minstrelsy, when II.

made his acquaintance, and placed i:i hi

a number of ballads, taken down from the reci-

tation of persons resident in the district, which
oppi an 1 in the third volume of the
in 1803. In the same year, be published The
Mountain /J<m/, the proceeds of whii h

with two prizes for essays he received from the

Highland Society, amounted to £300. With this

sum he took a farm, which proved a disastrous

speculation. In l-SlO, he began a course of regular

authorship. In 1813, his poem The'Queen's Wake
appeared. In 1814, he married; and although he
afterwards went to live on a farm given to linn bv
the Duke of Buccleuch, he busies himself more with
1 ks and U.oksellers than with sheep and grazing.

H a |" n was profitable, which was more than he
could bring his farm CO be. He died at Altrive,

on the -1st Now in! l- 1835. His works are numer-
ous, comprising, in addition to those already men-
tioned, Modoc of the Moor, Tht Pilgrims of (lie Sun,
The Jacobite Rehc* of Scotland, Que, n Hynde, Tht

Border Garland; and some songs of great beauty.

He also wrote extensively in prose. His prose

works are— The Bron-ni* oi i;«ish, ek. Winter
< of Man, The Three

Perils of Woman, The Altrive Tale*, a volume of

Lay Sermons, and a V<f- „f s.r Ho".,- s.-,,ir.

After Burns, H. is unquestionably the greatest

asant-poct which Scotland has produced I

iinest work, both in conception and finish, is T/ie

His

- Moral How of tl

lively and harmonious, while in one portion, that of

'Kilmeny,' the reader seems to hear 'the horns qf

Kltland 'faintly blowing;' and in another, 'The
Witch of Fife,' h- is int r. ..ln.-.-.l into t

wit. hand wizard world. His prose works are very

unequal, but they occasionally display great humour,
and always abound in graphic description.

HOOMANA'Y, or HAGMENA, a word of

i. plied in the north

and Lowlands of Scotland to New Year's Eve. See
Ni-w Y i u; It i- customary for person

night,' fiom door to door, asking in

rude rhj met for Bakes and elu-.-se (and
ii/ which they pass on to the

HO'GSHBAD.onold English measure ofcapaaitT.
For equivalent to O.'i
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_
, J

and beer to 54 gallons. In the United States, it is I pop. (1867) 65,261. The territory, whose surface
Btill used as a measure for liquids, equivalent to 63

|
is generally mountainous, is divided into the dis-

gallons ; but when used f(

did'erent states from ahout 7">0 to 1200 lbs.

HOGUE, Cape la. See Cape La Hogue.

HOHENLl'NDEN, a village in Upper Saxony,
inhabitants, famous for the victory, gained

trices of Sigmaringen and Heehingen, which rank

j

as mediatised principalities. The seat of provincial

|

government is at Signiaruigen. H. is watered by
I the Neekar and some of its affluents, and by
the Danube, which crosses it ; it is also traversed

thereby Moreau over the Archduke John, .'Id Decern- '

]

J
*'"' ,<' :l

f '™ offshoots of

i. ,_ iob.1 ift™ +i,„ „,-„;„.,.-;.„, „f +i,« ,„„,;,,+;,.„ of the Hark i ..rest, the Ear
the mountain

-

al.j'CS

1S00. After the expiration of the armistice Black Forest, the Eauhe Alb, and the Hart.

concluded at Paersdorf, on the Kith November, Tb:- ,, rend ,ni valleys are productive, and yield

Moreau's army took up a position on the plateau abundance of frmt and corn, and flax in sufhc.ent

between tl^LTa^! 'the ^"^dlhT Austrian ! %^%^J™J!fV^£
army, under the Archduke John, on the right bank
of the Inn. The Austrian main body advanced

amidst drifting snow, and attacked the divisions

of Grenier and Grouchy with the utmost fury ; but

the French receiving considerable reinforcements

ui.der Key, the assailants were driven back ; and
being attacked in the rear, were totally routed.

The victory was likewise decided at other points

in favour of the French, who were only prevented

the forests abound
tine timber; there are iron mines in some of the'

mountain districts, which also yield gypsum, salt,

and coal. The principal branches of industry ara

agriculture and the rearing of cattle, and tha
manufacture of toys and other articles in wood.
The population belongs almost exclusively to the

Soman Catholic religion, and is under the jurisdic-

tion .of the Archbishop of Freiburg. There is a
Catholic college at Heehingen.

ing the vanquished by the inclemency _ Th
f
Hohenzollern family traces its descent from

her, the badness of the roads, and the ?°™* Tbassilo who lived about the.beginning of

had SOOII men the 9th c, and founded a castle near Heehingen, on

juers including *^e ^°^ern heights, whence his descendants derived

|

their patronymic. About 1165 the first separation
; took place, Frederic IV. founding the elder or
i Swabian, and Konrad I. the younger or Francouian

sumXand shoi-tly after :"ne-,
The elder line

:

was Subdivi|ed, in 1576, into

I

The branches of H. Heehmueii and H. Sigmaringen.
Frederic VI., the representative of the younger
line, in 1415 received from the Emperor Sigismund
the investiture of the electorate of Brandenburg,
thus founding the present . reigning dynasty of •

1 Prussia. The two .branches of the elder line

continued unbroken till 1S49, when, in accordance
with a family compact formed in 1821, which

the I

of the weather,

short winter day. The Austrians

killed and wounded, 11,000 made prisoners,

180 officers and 100 pieces of artillery. The Fi

had 50110 men killed aud wounded. 'In c

quence of this battle, the negotiations betw
belligerent powers
ended in the peace of Luueville,

HO'HENSTAUFEN, a German princely house,

which kept possession of the imperial throne from
1138 to 1254: The founder of the .family was
Frederick von Buren, who lived about the middle

of the 11th c, and assumed the name of H. from a

castle of that name, the ruins of which are still to

be seen on the summit of the Hohenstauten Berg
deelared the M

"

f prussia chief of the
-

;nt
(2240 feet), a hill on the left bank of the Danube, Hcms , s _ t]ie Tl:[ ,,ni ,inces of H . Heehingen and
about 30 miles below .Stuttgart A son of his was H Hl ,, m:n.m ,,cn ,„ lle,{ their respective rigEts and
the Chevalier Frederick von Staufen, Lord of H,

priuci|alities
6

to that mm„clt who agreed to
who_steadfastly supported the /.inperor Henry IV., an annual peHsion . nf ,gj000 thalers to the
and in return received the duchy of bwabia. Duke tnrm„ „„a ,-.„„ „f oxnnn +i,oi «, +„ «,„ u++™
Frederick, at his death in 1105, left two sons

former, and one of 25,000 thalers to the latter,
two sons rpjj

e pr jnceg were to retain their estates and bear
Frederick II, the One-eyed, and Konrad

; the former
the ^ of Hi hnes3 but were to exercise no act

was immediately confirmed in Swabia. by Henry
of sovereignty.

°

V.; and in 1112 the latter received the duchy of
j

Franconia. After the death of He;iry V., his family
'

estates fell to the House of H. ; and Lothaire of South
HOKIA'NGA, a river of New .Zealand, enters the

Saxony was elected , in the ipire

On Lothaire's accession, he revoked the grants !

173° 26' E.

of H.made by previous emperors to the House
thus gave rise* to a furious war, in which Duke
Frederick (his brother Konrad being absent in the

Holy Land) had. to encounter, single-handed, the

whole power of the emperor, the House of Zaliringen,

and Henry the Proud, Duke of Bavaria and Saxony.

After Konrad's return, fortune at first seemed to

favour the brothers, but in 1135 they were com-

pelled to implore the emperor's forgiveness. They
were then put in possession of all "their estates.

Konrad, in 1138, was elected Emperor of Germany,
under the title' of Konrad III. The succeeding

emperors of- this family were Frederic I. (q.v.)

(1152—1190), Henry VI. (1190—1197), PniLip I.

(1198— 1208); Frederic II. (q. v.) (1212—1251), and

Konrad IV. (1251—1254).

HO'HENSTEIN, a small manufacturing town
in the kingdom of Saxony, situated 12 miles

north-east of Zwickau. Woollen, cotton, and
linen goods, and machinery, are the principal items

of manufacture. Pop. 5400.

HOHENZO'LLERN, a province of Prussia,

consisting of a narrow strip of land entirely

surrounded by the territories of Wlirtemberg and

Baden. Superficial area about 453 square miles

;

Ocean on the west coast of the North
its mouth being in lat. 35° 30' S., and long.

This point is almost the antipodes of

and ' Tangier, on the south side of the Strait of Gibraltar.

Isla

HOLBACH, Paul Heinrich Dietrich, Baron
Von, a French philosopher of the ISth c., was
bom of wealthy parents, at Heidelsheim, in the
Palatinate, in 1723. At an early age, he went to
Paris, where he continued to reside during the
remainder of his life. He died 21st June 1789. As
H. was remarkable for his agreeable social qualities,

and kept a good table, the most eminent thinkers
and writers of the day, such as Condorcet, Diderot,
Duclos, Helvetius, ltaynal, Rousseau, Buffon, &&,
were in the habit of assembling at his house. The
witty AbbS Galiani called H. the maUre d'hfilel cf

philosophy. Here speculation, it is said, was carried

to such daring lengths, that Buffon, D'Alembert,
and .Rousseau were compelled to withdraw from the
circle. H. was the zealous champion. of naturalism,
and contended not only against Christianity,

but against every positive religion. His principal
work is the Systerne de la Nature (published
in 1770). In this work, the author endeavours to
expound the natural principles of morality, aiid to'

investigate the origin of the conflicting opinions

on virtue and vice. He discusses the maxims of
religious morality,, and takes a rapid survey of
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social and savage life. He touches on the so-called
'».H-ial oompaci,' and bia observa-

other thing*, that self-

tin- ruling motive of man, and that God
is only .-111 iile.-tl being, created liy kings .mil priests.

-in ol the French phil >aophet of the
iwhere more pernicious and paltry than

th;it his life waa better than hie l ka. Be was a
man of good heart, and in spite of b

ih benevolence. '>'

mis XV., II..

though he hated their system, and had written
against them m the days of their pro p
Ins honae an asylum for his old foes when the clouds
gathered round them.

HOLBEIN, rLufe, the Younger, one of the
man art, was I

sta.lt iii H;>7. He learned the rudiments of art
i> bis father, Bans EJolbein the Elder, also

a painter of great merit (born 1450, died 1526).

When little more than 16 years of age,

several houses and churches at Basel with, Dor-
ies, and altar-piecea Tradition lias

preserved many of Ms dr.. 11 sayings, and Ins life

is as rich in a do the greatest
Italian painters. H. growing tired of Basel, Erasmus,
win. took a i:rrat interest m him, and i

to in. In.-. him to alian.lon Ins irregular course
of life, introd .1 him to Sir Thomas More, who

mployed iii England for nearly three
y.ars, and then invited Henry VIII. to viev.

B arprised and delighted,
exclaimed :

' Is the artist still alive, and is he to he
had for money?' More presented II. to the king,
who took him into his service, and rewarded

li Bon1 d to n id. in England,
highly esteemed and fully employed, till, in 1554,

Though chiefly, and at

por-

maiiv pe Is of Ins life almost exclusively, a
portrait-painter, in this style he stands on a level
with the gnat Italian masters, and I

ence of all his German contemporaries. [lis

but nature appr
most intellectual features; the execution

'he earlier part of his career belong
his most .

.

including ' The Last
* e ot Death,' several pictures

in the Dresden Gallery, two famous portraits of
v. At a later period. Ins execution is

slighter, and his style of colourwg not entirely
• mannerism of those Flemi

who had studied in Italy. Some t\

able portraits by If., belonging to this period,
are t.. be seen in the Louvre at Paris, in the

d sketches of persons belonging to

the court of Henry VIII. by H. are still extant.'

of Death.' the ill,>

Testament, and three sets of alphab
would certainly entitle him to rank as one of the
lirst wood-engraven, supposing them to have i ,,

but 111 i ived by him.
Tins opinion has, however, be. n disputed, and the

da ided at the pi

selection from II. 's pictures in the libi u

w.re published in lithographs in 1829, by Birmann
1

Ju„,r, r (Berlin, 1827).

HOLBBRG, I.ii.vK.. the creator of modern
Ds .lure, and not only tl arli.st, but

Denmark, 1684 al Bergen, in Norway,

«f the Danish dominions. The ten years which

succeeded his appointment, in 171X. as professor of
in the nniverskj of Copenhagen, "here

he had studied with tie

the church, embface the most active lit

ne he compi 1 Ins

..I romances, and the
greater number of bis numerous comddies, which

•id by lus countrymen
productions of their kind in the Danish language.
The ereation of B national theatre in 1722 by Kin,;

Frederick. IV., who
teach Danish players the art of declan.
led II. to try his talents in dramatic •

ii. led the attempt ..

followed by othi is Wealth
and honours j, v,i in Bj i,im as he advanced in*

'
I" <_••'< " .. patent. ..I nobility in 1746.

He died in 1754, bequeathing his prop
Danish Royal .Military Academy of Soroe, EL's
collected works were published in 27 volumes octavo

1826; and iii 1842, an i

bed in that city for the better editing
lit ion of which was

i.eiiiie.- in i n4:; - 1£47.
II. 's tir-t hi ,,f /',,/,,• Ptmrn

(1719), and his Niek Kli.ns „„,/,;}, at!d->- //,.;*•

(1741), which appeared originally in Latin, but
which was speedily translated into several modern
languagi -. rank among his best productions, although
among his numerous comedies I

li im . ajoyed an almost equal p
we max instance as especially notable for their
broad tumour and truth to nature, D
KandeatoAtr, Jeppe paa Bycrget, Den Stunaaloete,

HO'LCUS. See Soft Grass.

HOLD is that interior compartment of a vessel
tin. hi In. ut her length which is nearest to the keel.
From the Jowermost deck it extends to the very
bottom of the ship; it is always below the water-
line, and dependent on the hatchways for ventil-
ation and what little natural light it ol, tains. In
merchant Vessels, the greatest portion of tie

I
iii the hold ; in men-of-wai
hi. tilled with provisions, the water-tanks

f.n the supply of the ship's company, and almost all

miscellaneous Btores, such as spare masts, sails,

'.c For tb,is latter purpose, the hold is

.subdivided into several sections by bulkheads. The
•

lies abaft the main-mast, the main-hold
just before the same mast, ami thefore-hold is from
the bow nearly to the main hatchway.

HOLDING, the term in Scotch . Law used to
the manner in which heritable estate is

holden, corresponding to the English Tenure (q. v.).

All the land in Scotland is presumed to be b.il.lea of

the crow n rho bold
the lands are called vassals. The great proprietors

ml the little proprietors,

ii rallj hold under the crown-vassals, «re
called vassals. The chief hi B u-hold-

Ids ' he land for
eVcl'. subject t0 S feU-dllt ' m lit ill

money or grain to the superior, Each vassal can
and sell them

a sup, rior, and so on to infinity. Tins is nol
form, but enters into the substance of land ;

feis, and
i] must alwaj i h ne his title com-

plete, which means he must pay up the little due*
and perquisites which constantly r,

feudal principle to his sup

Ol siibint. u,|ati..n was put a stop to by IS

the land in England is
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held in freehold, which means that each
entire master of his land, and pays fees o

•.), the

U.-.-ides

cr. which
luminal.

. Morti-
ling by

which churches and reli-inns houses were held.
There is also burgage-hnlding. applicable to lands
within Burghs (q. v.), and the transfer of burgage
tenements has been lately put on a similar footing
to other tenements.

HOLDING OVER, a phrase in English Law,
meaning that a tenant, after a regular notice to
quit, or the end of his term,'still refuses to quit,
and holds over. In such a case, the tenancy is held
to be renewed on the same terms from year, to year,
if the landlord chooses not to enforce the quitting

;

but if the .tenant himself gave the notice to quit, or
the landlord demands possession ,at the expiration
of his notice, and then the tenant refuses to quit,
he is thereafter liable to double rent, or double value
according as the notice to quit came from the tenant
or the landlord. In Scotland, this renewal of the
contract is called Tacit Relocation (q. v.) ; but ho
liability to double rent is incurred.

HOLIDAY, in Law, means Chiistmas Day, Good
Friday, and any other day appointed for a* public-

fast and thanksgiving. There are other holida\s
usual in public offices and courts of law. When' a
bill of exchange falls due on a Sunday, Christmas
Day, or Good Friday, payment must be made the
day previous.. In Scotland, however, Christmas Day
and Good Friday are not treated as holidays. In
England, the courts excuse a man for not' giving
notice of dishonour of bills of exchange not only oh
Sunday, Good Friday, and Christmas^Day, but also
even on the festival days of his own religion ; and
though there has been no decision in Scotland on
the subject, the same rule woidd no doubt be applied,
to fast-days prescribed by different sects, and a
notice sent on the day following would suffice. But
as a general ride, and in all other respects, it may
be laid dcVn that no sect, established or unestab-
lished, nor any court or public body, has any power
whatever to declare a holiday which has any legal
effect, or which can bind the public or the rights
of third parties. Nothing but an act of parliament
has that effect, and not even a proclamation of the
Crown would 1 le sufficient. Hence it is that when
a solemn national fast is proclaimed, which is to
be put on the same footing as a Sunday, it requires
a special act of parliament to make it binding on
the public in matters of business.

HOI (NSHED, Raphael, an English chronicler,

was born of a Cheshire family, in the early part of

the 16th c, and died between 1578 aid 1582. The
work by which he is remembered is entitled The
Chronicles . of England?, Srotlande, and Irelande

(2 vols. fc\ Lond. 1577). This edition—the first—is

known as the ' Shakspeare ' edition, from the fact

of its having supplied the great dramatist with
materials fur his historical plays. It contained some
passages disagreeable to Queen Elizabeth, which
were omitted in the second edition of 15S7. A
modem edition, in (i vols,, was published in 1807

—

1808. with the ' disagreeable passages' restored. H,
although the principal, was not the only author of

these Chronicles. He was assisted in his labours,

among others, by William Harrison, who wrote the
histori al di serigtions of the island of Britain ; and.
by liichard Stanilmrst. who eontrilnrted an account
of the condition of Ireland, to which John Hooker
added the ' Conquest of Ireland ' (a translation from
the Latin of Giraldus Cambrcusis). H. has always

been a great favourite with black-letter scholars,
aud has been freely used by modern historians.

HOLKAR, the name of a powerful Mahratta
family, the members of which have at various times
been formidable enemies to the British empire
in Hindustan. The founder of the family was
MutHAK Rao Holkar, who was born in the
Deccan, 1693, and haying gained by his valour
the favour of the Peishwah. obtained from him the
western half of Malwah, with Indore for his capital.
In 1761, he joined the great league of the princes
of Hindustan, formed to bar the progress of Ahmed
Shah Durani, and was present at the battle of
Paniput, 14th January 1761 ; but as he fled shortly
after the battle had commenced, he was suspected
of treason. H. was the only Mahratta chief of note
who returned from that dreadful slaughter. He
died in 1768, and was succeeded by his niece,
Aylah-Baee, who resigned the military power to
Tokhagi Holkar. On Iris death in 1797, his natural
son, Jeswwt Rao Holkar, a man able, brave, .and
unscrupulous, seized Indore, but was driven out by
Scindia. Such, however, was H.'s reputation for
energy and ability, that part of the victorious
army deserted to him, with whom, and his own
troops, he obtained a signal victory over Scindia
and the Peishwah (October 1S02). After fighting a
long time against the British with varying success,
he was compelled to conclude peace, and died insane,"

October 20, 1811. Fis son, Mulhar Rao Holkar
II., a minor nine yeais old, succeeded, aud in 1S17
declared war against the British, but his army
was totally routed at Mahedpore, 21st December;
whereupon he sent offers of peace, which were
accepted, and oh Eiajli<h residriici/ was established

at Indore in January 1818. He died in 1833.
Marttnd Rao Holkar, Hurri Rao Holkar, and
Kumti! Rao Holkar, successively ruled after him

;

but the last of these dying without heirs, the East
India Company assumed the right of nominating
Mulkerji Rao Holkar, who was educated under
the auspices of the British government, and who
has displayed great ability since he assumed the
reins of government in 1S52. On the breaking out
of the mutiny in 1857, he took the field in support
of the British, but the refractory behaviour of
his troops prevented his rendering any effective

assistance.

HOLLAND, Lord, Hexrt Richard Fox, Vas-
sall-Hollajcd, third baron, F.R.S., an English
statesman, was .descended from Henry Fox, first

baron, secretary of state to George II. »H. was born
at Wiuterslow House, Wilts, in 1773, and succeeded
to +he title on the death of his father, the second
baron, in 1774. He went to Eton, and thence to
Christ < 'hurch. He was trained for public life by
his celebrated uncle, Charles James Fox, and made
his first speech in the House-

of Lords in January
179S. After the death of Mr Fox, H. held the post
of lord privy seal in the Grenville ministry for a few
months. He then shared the long banishment of
the Whigs from the councils of their sovereign.
During this long and dreary interval, H, to use the
language of Macaulay (who has paid an eloquent
tribute to his memory), was the ' constant .protector
of all oppressed races and persecuted sects.' He
held unpopular opinions ip regard to the war. with
France, and signed a protest against the detention
of Napoleon at St Helena. On the other hand, he
'ahoured.to ameliorate the severity of the criminal
:orie ; made manful war, though a West India planter,

on the slave trade ; threw his whole heart, though
idowner, into the struggle against the Corn

Laws ; and although by rank and breeding an aris-

tocrat, laboured incessantly to extend and confirm
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the right* and lil.crti.-s oi tin- subject In 1830, be
i the duchy of Lao

member of tin- reform cabinet of Elai

til. si' posts hi' al.-o In 1.1 in l In

Mi' died at Holland House, Kriisnmt.ni, n, t . .1 >. r •_"',

1840. In Lis ample person 'and expressive features,

he resembled Ins ci Kia-.it.. 1 ancle.

Hi i l.l, \\ n. a name frequently applied to the

kingdom ..i i he N .
t !

i
. r 1 . 1 1 . . i - i.|. 1. 1. ..'.

.

ij.pl ii:ii .K- only t.i tin- provinces

m North .iu.1 South Holland -

BOLL \M>. Ni.w. tin- name formerly applied to

tin.' island or continent of Australia (q. v.).

HOLLAND, Parts ok. Sic Lincolnshire.

Hi ii. i. \\ D, North, a proi
•

, mi- lii'i w. . ii .'.'J Ill' and .">.'!

IS' N. las,, and 4- 30" and 5" 201

K. long, Ana,
B55.66 square miles, anu^ population ilxoo) 566,474.

North II. consists of a peninsula joined to the main-

land at its southern extremity, and of the islands

I, and Yin-land, lying at its

i I'.-uiitv. It is liounded on the W. by
the German Ocean, and on the E. by the Zuider

marshy, and in many places

li.-s below the level nl the sea, in mi \i ho
- protected by enormous dykes, while

canals intersect and .Imin it in every direction.

The principal river is the Amstel, at t]

which is situated Amsterdam (q. v.). Ii' tnosl
1

of the many canals is the Grand Ship
-

, AMSTERDAM.
rli m Lake (q. v.), which one., formed so

remarkable a feature of the country, his been

drained ami converted into productive lands, but
ist various small lakes or ponds in the

marshy districts. The chief towns of the province
i in, Haarlem, Alkmaar, Zaaiidam or

Saardain (q. v. I.

HOLL \\l>. Boi ni, a province of the kingdom
' iii.l-. \\ m_' I., tw.-.n .11 4.7 an. I -VJ •JO'

N. lal., anil 8° 60* and 5° 111' 1'.. long. Ana, 111, 2

square miles, and population (1869) 672,367. It

is bounded "ii (he N. by North Holland, E. by
Utrecht and i ' I'h rlainl, s. by the Mais, which

from /• .laii.l and North Brabant, and
i Ii rman < Icean. South II i

r.

b is cut up in its southern portions into

ills viz., V in', Overuackkee, ami
in. 1, .to.

i , is flat and low, and is broken by no
..ml the downs, which protect it iron)

and canala intersect it in all

ind it abounds with lakes and with
polders, or lands that have been recovered from

1 ik.-s by draining. One oi the most

.I..- whi.'h was formed by the terrible

inundation of 1421. The chief rivers are the Old
1

.1. I., k. Maas, and nfervede. The
principal towns of South II. are the Hague, Leyden,

'

'

I am, Brii He, and i louda (q. i I.

i

',.i their inha-
il.le industry

are upwards of a million in

North and South Holland, and the preparation of

\lkinaar in North
'

cent res of the .cheese-trade, The provinces of

Holland enjoy the largest share of the national

commerce and wealth.

HOLLAND, Srn Henry, Bart, M.D., K.lt.s.

an eminent living physician, liorn at

Cheshire, in 178& He received his

illy at the.

graduated al

M I '. ni l si l, II then spent two oi

|S|

to l''i I I. published his J'/vir./.. ill AHmhia,
Tin.-so/./, a.., iii i in. i

..linn. Settling in London
in, he Boon I q minent in the*

one of the recognised
heads. In lS'.'s, he was ejected a Fellow of th*

Royal College of Physicians, a distinction at that

onferred npon a Scottish M .l>.

In 1840, ne was appointed physician-in ordinarj to

the l^ii ii. .( 'niisiirt, and in 1S.V_>, physician in-ordinary

i" the Queen. In the following year, ' e was made
a baronet. In 1856, the mm .

.

[erred on bim the honorary degree of D.C.L., and
dc i.e of l.l. I >. from

the "university of Cninl.ridge, \l.is-aeluisetts- In

1840, he pllMishi'd a volume entitled Mrdiml A*...''.1

.. consisting ,.f ;il o-.-ays upon various

"t the most intere I n deps ni o medicine
and psvcholoL'V. which has passed through several

editions. In l.s.VJ, Ins C/m/ilrra "» Mental l'lii,*i-

ology appeared, which are expansions of thuse

essays in his former work which treated of 'that

pari ii a.. ii pai I oi human phj iolo j » Inch com-
prises the reciprocal actions and relations of mental
ami bodily phenomena.' His Essays on Scientific
S"A/<

,
/ .., |,iil.li>he.| in I Si'.g, cinlil'aoc lite coiisideratioii

of ninny of I In- mosi profound suhjei'ts in the wide

domain pf physics. In ls:!4 he married Saba, the

eldest daughter of Kev. Sydney Smith. Sir I lemi mils

elected Pri ident of the Royal Institution ol G. Brit
iiin in May, I865v

HOLLANDS. See Gin.

HOLLOW-WARE. A trade term, applied to

such common iron ni n il, i- .no hollow, such as

caldrons, sauce-pans, kettles, &C.

HOLLY [Ilex), a genus of trees and shrubs of

the natural or.l.r AquifoTuicae, chiefly natives
Climates; with CVi'lereell, leathery,

shining, and generally spinous .haves ; small (lowers

toothed calyx, a wheel-shaped
Ma, 4 or 5 stun, ns, and the fruit

globose and fleshy, with 4 or f> stones \imls\. The
I'iiMMi.N II. (/. iti/Hif'iJililil). the mil;

species, ajid a native also of some parts ol

well-known ament of w Is, parks, and shrub-
beries In Britain, the silliness ol its halut l.euio so

d by the al dance of its branchleta
and leaves, as to make it one of our
evergreens. It is found as a native plant in Sent-

ii Britain is nearly its northern limit ,

and it attains a greater size and displays greater

in the northern than in the soutl era
parts of its geographic range, o b ll ipni I in ii

! rabl size, '.'i> to

50 feel high, whilst in the latter it is generally

oils. I here arc

"i .it least

perpetuated by cultivation, cxhiliitine

sity in the Lav.-. ..I whi.'h the //.v/././e../ //. may

I. !.<: The Sowers of the II. are
whitish, axillary', nearly umbellate .

small, scarlet, rarely yellow or white. The ahund-
nnt mid- much to the o

the tne ni winter, and
for lords; but t an it is purgative.
• loir bV . ind in larger .pi. on tii

'" odoroi •>
i inom bitter



HOLLY SPRINGS—HOLOFTYCHIUS.

and somewhat austere taste, and have been used

medicinally in eases of gout and rheumatism, as a

diaphoretic, and also as au astringent and tonic to

correct a tendency to diarrhoea, &c. .The • leaves

and small branches, chopped, are sometimes used
•for feeding sheep in severe winters. The root

and bark ai j emollient, expectorant, and diuretic.

Bird-lime (q. v.) is made from the inner bark. The
wood is aliaost as white as ivory, very hard and
fine-grained, and is used by cabinet-makers, turners,

musical instrument-makers, &C, and sometimes for

wood-engraving. Handles of tools and handles of

tnet&l tea-pots are very often made of it. The H.
is often planted for hedges, as it bears clipping

well, and makes au excellent fence. A H. hedge
may either be kept . low, or, as is the case at

Tyiingliame, in East Lothian, allowed to gro'w to

the height _of 20 or 30 feet. In the gardening of

former days, hollies were often clipped into fan-

tastic sharjes. The name H. is said to be derived
from the use of the branches and berries to decorate
churches at Christmas, from which the tree was
called Holy Tree. The Americas Holly (I. opaca)
grows to the height of 20 to 40 feet, having coriaceous

evergreen leaves, armed with spined teeth. It is found
from Maine to Virginia and southward near the coast.

From the Yaupon (I. Ca&sine) is made the black

drink of the North Carolina Indians. Mate (q. v.)

or Paraguay Tea, is the leaf of the South American
species of holly (Z Paraguensis).

HOLLY SPRINGS, a village in Northern
Mississippi, United States, America, on the Central

Railway, 25 miles south of its junction with the

Memphis and Charleston Hue. It is the principal

town in Northern Mississippi, -and contains several

churches, four academies, a bank, and two or

three newspapers, with a large tra.de in cotton and
merchandise. Pop. in 1870, 2400.

HO'LLYHOCK (Althcea,. rosea), a plant of the

natural order Malvaceaf, commonly referred to the

same genus with the Marsh Mallow (q. v.). It has

a tall, straight, hairy stem ; heart-shaped, crenate,

wrinkled, 5—7-augled leaves, and large axillary

flowers almost without stalks ; the leaves diminishing

into bracts, and the upper part of the stem forming
a spike ; the petals hairy at the base. The H. is a

native of India, the south of Europe, &c, is to be
seen in almost every garden in India, and has been

much cultivated in gardens in Britain from a very
early period. At present, it is a favourite flower,

and varieties, the result of cultivation, are very
numerous. It varies much in the colour of the
flowers, and double and semi-double varieties are

common. It is an autumnal flower, continuing till

the frost sets in. It is a biennial or perennial plant.

The s'em rises to a height of 8—15 feet, unbranching,

or nearly so. The fibres of the plant have been
made into yarn, but it is not yet certain if it is

really valuable for cultivation on this account, or

for the manufacture of paper. It is not improbable

that it might lie cultivated with advantage to afford

green fodder for cattle, which are very fond of its

leaves, and the leaves are produced in great abund-
ance if the plant is prevented from flowering. The
flowers are mucilaginous and demulcent, and are

sometimes used like those of mallows and marsh
mallows. The leaves yield a fine blue dye.—The'

Chinese H. (A. ChtnemU) is an allied species.

HOLMES, Oliver Wendell, M.D., an American
physician and author, was born at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, August 20, 1809. In 1S29, he
graduated at Harvard College, and entered upon-
the study of law. but soon adopted his father's pro-

fession—medicine. He studied in Europe, graduated
as doctor of medicine in 1S30, and two years after

was appointed professor of anatomy and physiology
in Dartmouth College;. and in 1847, was transferred
to the same chair at Harvard, the medical depart-
ment of which is at Boston, where he has since
resided. Dr H. is not only a man of science, but a
humorous and satirical poet of much ability. Several
of his lyrics also are among the most exquisite pro-
duced 'in America. Most of his poems have been
delivered before college literary societies, as Poetry, a
Metrical Essay ; Terjiskluire ; Urania; and Astrcea.

In 1857 he contributed his Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table, a connected series of prose essays, to the
Atlantic Monthly, which was followed by T/te Pro-
fessor at the Breakfast Table, which has the added
interest of a story. Among his later works are

Elsie Venner (1861), and the Guardian Angel (1868).

Dr. H. is also a popular public lecturer. Of his medical
writings may be mentioned three, Boylcston Prize

Dissertations, Lectures on Homoeopathy and its Kin-
dred Delusions, a Report o» Medical Literature, be-

sides many articles in professional periodicals. His
various works combine wit, humour,.poetry, science,

and philosophy, .

HOLOCA'NTHUS, a .genus of fishes, of the
family C'hudodontidce (q. v.), remarkable for the
great beauty and symmetry of their colours, and for

their excellence as. articles of food. They have the
very compressed form, and other general characters

of the Chcetodontidce, a single dorsal fin, and a large

spine on the gill-cover. They are natives of the
seas of warm climates. H. imperator is one of the
most esteemed fishes of the East Indies, rivalling

the salmon in flavour. Its greatest eize is about 15
inches long ; its colour is deep blue, with numerous
narrow bauds of orange, the pectoral tins black, thn
tail bright yellow. It is known in some parts ol

the East as the Emp.eror of Japan.

HO.'LOCATJST. See Sacrifice.

HOLOFE'RNES. See Judith, v

HO'LOGRAPH (Gr. -holos, all, and graphe,
writing), deed or writing, in Scotch Law, means
a writing in which the author or maker does his

own penmanship. Considerable privileges are given
to this species of writing, whereas, in England and
Ireland, it is in' general utterly immaterial whose
penmanship is used, provided the party sign or seal

the writing or deed. In Scotland, if a person exe-
cute his wdl or a deed in holograph, this dispenses
with the usual formalities which would be requisite

if he merely signed a paper written by another
hand, for no witnesses are required to attest holo-

graph deeds or testaments. If the handwriting,
however, is disputed, evidence must be given as to

whose handwriting it is. In England, it is quite

immaterial whether a person writes out his own-will
or not ; in either case there must be two witnesses.

So in the case of holograph missive writings and
accounts, there is a difference as to the period of

prescription applicable in Scotland, but in England
there is no distinction merely on this ground. The
distinction between holograph and other deeds also

prevails in the law, of France and other continental

HOLOPTY'CHIUS (holos, all, and ptychi,

wrinkle), a remarkable genus of fossil ganoid fishes,

so named from the wrinkled appearance of the

enamelled scales. They were, of large "size, some
species probably reaching tie' length of 12 feet. The
small head was covered with large tubei ciliated

plates, like those of the crocodile, and the body
was completely encased in large scales, more like

those of a reptile than a fish. Some scales have
been found measuring 3 inches in length by 2J in

breadth, and a full eighth of an* inch in' thick-

ness. • They were composed internally of porous
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bone, in numerous layers, arranged alternately at

right angle* to each other, and the

covered with » bright glossy corrugated enamel
Tiie spines of the fij i

I hollow : the
bones were partially ossified ; th b
in its original cartila .'iiious

quently appears hollow in the
covered with hard enamel instead of skin, and were
famished with a doable row of teeth ; the outer
row, pis I along the eilge of the mouth
and tiiickly set ; the iener range were widely Bet,

ami viiv In \ ton. ~ the bulk of

tne others. The specimen figured wai

hbi r are popular names ol

animals of this family. The Holo-
thurida have

leather] muscular integument, very

le oi i. at distention and con-

>me of them are almost gloliose, some so

same individual i • t< n ...[
•
l .

:
.

- of extending itself

a Hi v. bich it h i
i

repose. In loeomotion. i 1.1 ami i-

I In- aunelides. l.ut the prim <

of Loco tion, as in star fishes and Bea urchins, are

. suckers or Ani'iii/tirrii (i|. v.), of whieh
•as, whilst

: i mi i Liej are disl ributed over the

n hole surface of the bodj . but ome of

the species have the suckers di

odj then pre-

pper and an und
be structure is most apparent

in the iieaith. whieh is surrounded with
tentacles, in number always a multiple
of nVe, exhibiting great variety o'f beauti-

ful forms, and capable ol

a sted. Little is kn..v, a of th*

food oi' the Holothui idee, which, however,
prnh.ihh eon istsof small marine animals.

Clashhennie. on the Firth of Tay, by Mr Noble ; it Within the openine ,,f the month there is a

forms part of the British Museum collection, teeth. There is n.. pr,,p, r sfomaeh. The intestine

Holoptychius Nohilissimus (Agass.).

It is a foot across by Jwo feet and a half long
without the tail, whieh is wanting. It is nearly

perfect, lying on, its back, with the scales ami the

ventral tins-in their original position.

Old Red Sandstone
being
It has

l.een proposed to eoiitine the'lianie lloloptyeliius to

ol the I >hl He'll Sand-Tone, ami to ei\ e

often very complicated. Tin
are near the anus, and eonsist ..1 branching tiihes.

ol both sexes are found in each indivi-

dual The young pass through several stages <>r

transformations, in uhieh'they are very unlike their

parents; in tl ifter leaving the egg,

they Bwim rigorously by means of membranous
expansions of the body. The ffolothui ida

of the most e.xtnioi -diii.u \ lvpr, i, Inel ion of parts,

even of the most important organs. They are found
111 ill 01

.
hut pal'tielllal'lv ali.lllllil in the KedSea,

1 bi i ween the south ol Asia and Australia. The

odlis, whieh dwell applied to the teeth
ioii with the fish was

known, to the Boloptychians of the Coal Measures,

whieh have the outer row of teeth more robust and Ln-j -t European sp-ci.es:, //. I

'
'». ui,mrin\ frondoSO,

obtuse, and the inner set longer, sharper, and more occasionally found in the British seas, is about
slender than in th< a foot in length, and eapahle o; extending itself

Hol.oliUTUA, a genus of EchnodermcOa *° t^"6 *•«* -
M "st of the British Bpecies are

small, and they are not ot a pie, , oi , ne, ,-

tie j usually i le under observation, although the
expanded tent a, le< - \ •

t In an 1" .ml v m t heir proper

abodes. Hut many of the tropical species exhibit
i colours, and are among the creatures which

make the bottom of the sea, particularly among coral

reefs ami islands, gay and ! ively a

d K .-'
..
;;' *.S^,? The / i I, or Trep.mg, so much

d as a delicacy by the Chinese, belongs to
this family

.

IIo'I.STKIX, formerly a duchy, belonging to Den-
mark, and at the same til the Ger-
mane' Confederation, hut annexed ill 1866 to l'rils-

It i led Iriiin Me, i i- mi the N. by the

liier lhder ami the Sh\-\ i^-Ilolslein Canal; is

i on the E. by the Baltic Sea, the territory

of LQbeck, and the duchy of Lauenbnrg; on the

S !. the Hamburg territory and the rivet Elbe,
which separates it from Hanover; and fen the W.
l.\ the North Sea. Ana, 3255 square miles; pop.

554 510. The principal ri\ers, Iwsides the 1

the Eyder, in Trace. Of the
- ighth consists of

The e, 11I id ill

|

.
le, an lulls, and

/, 11. Titiui.1. sandy ridge, from whieh the
gradually on the east where the surface is vailed

(q.v.),the former limits of wh of by lakes and fertile woll-jmodod valleys—and on

a family, ffolot/turidtg, divided into numeri the sod, with the

Holothuria

:



HOLSTERS—HOLY ISLAND.

tracts of sand and heath, is very fruitful, and is

most luxuriant in the marshes. The climute aud
natural productions closely resemble those of

Birnilar district3 in the north of Germany. Salt

and lime are the only minerals found. Amber -is

obtained on the eastern coast, and the interior

abounds in peat. The manufactures of H. are

inconsiderable; agriculture aud the rearing of cattle

are the chief employments of the people. The
history of H. and its political relations are

noticed in the article Slesvig-Holstein.

HOLSTERS, cases for pistols affixed to the
pommel of a saddle. They are frequently covered
with wool or fur, to prevent injury to the rider in

the event of his being thrown forward upon them.
•' HOLY ALLIANCE, a league formed after

the fall of Napoleon by the sovereigns of Russia,

Austria, and Prussia, nominally to "regulate the
relations of the states of Christendom by the prin-

ciples of Christian charity, but really to preserve
the power and influence of the existing dynasties.

Most of the other European rulers acceded to it, and
the treaty was formally mad..' publicum the Frank-
furt Journal, February 2, 1S16. It was in virtue of

this league that Austria, in 1821, crushed the revo-

lutions in Naples and Piedmont, and that France, in

1S23, restored absolutism in Spain. Subsequently,
both France and England seceded, after which it

became a mere nominis umbra. A special article of

the treaty excluded for ever the members of the
Bonaparte family from any European throne !

HOLY COAT, a relic preserved with the greatest

reverence in the cathedral of Treves, of which city

it is esteemed the greatest'treasure. It is alleged to

be the seamless coat of our Saviour, and to have
been discovered in the 4th c. by the Empress
Helena, in her memorable visit to Palestine, and by
her deposited at Treves. The Treves relics were

Tliu Holy Coat of Tre

concealed from the Normans in the !)th c. in crypts ;

but the Holy Coat was, rediscovered in 1 196, and

then solemnly exhibited to the public gaze, which

did not take place again till 1512, when multitudes
flocking to see and venerate it, Leo X. appointed it

to be exhibited every seven years. The Reformation
aud wars prevented the regular observance of this

great religious festival ; but it was celebrated in.

IS 10, and was attended by a concourse of no fewer
than 227,000 persons; and in 18-14 by still greater
multitudes, whilst miraculous cures were confidently
asserted to be performed by the precious relic. The
exhibition of the Holy Coat in 1844 is otherwise
memorable for the reaction which it produced,
leading to the secession of Rouge and the Oermati
Catholics from the Church of Rome.—For further
information see The Bool: of Days, published by
W. & R. Chambers.
HOLY FAMILY, the name given, in the

language of art, to every representation of the infant

Saviour aud his attendants. In the early part of

the middle ages, when the object in view was to
excite devotion, the Virgin and Child were usually
the only persons represented. At a later . period,

Joseph, Elizabeth, St Anna (the mother of the
Virgin), and John the Baptist, were included. Some
of the old- German painters have added the twelve
apostles as children and playfellows of the infant
Cnrist, as well as their mothers, as stated in the
legends. The Italian school, with its fine feeling

for composition, was the first to recognise of how
many figures the group must consist, if the interest

is to remain undivided, and be concentrated on one
figr\re, whether thatfigure.be the Madonna or the
Child. Two masters are pre-eminent in this species

of representation—Leonardo da Vinci and Raphael.

HOLY GHOST, or HOLY SPIRIT, in Ortho-
dox Theology, the third person of the Trinity (q. v.),

proceeding from the Father and the Son, yet of

one substance, majesty, and glory with the Father
and the Son, very and eternal God. His distinct

personality is believed to be attested by a multi-

tude of passages in Scripture, which it is unneces-
sary to quote. One may suffice :

' But when the
Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from
the Father, even the Spirit Of truth, which pro-

ceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me'
(John xv. 26). The ' Procession ' (q. v.) of the Spirit

is the subject of one of the chief differences

between the Eastern and the Western or Latin
Churches. He is essentially a spirit of holiness,

and his grand function 'is to apply to the hearts

of men the benefits of Christ's death, to work
in them, first, a belief of the truth as it is in

Jesus, and then to sanctify them by that truth.

HOLY GRASS {llkrochloe borealh), al grass

about a foot high, with a brownish glossy lax

panicle. It is found in the most northern parts of

Britain, and in the north of Europe. It has a sweet

smell, like that of vernal grass ; and in Iceland,

where it is plentiful, it is used for scenting apart-

ments and clothes. In some countries, it is strewed

on the floors ef places of worship on festival-days,

whence its name.

HOLY ISLAND, or LINDISFA'RNE, a

small island of England, belonging to the county

of Northumberland, and situated about ten miles

south-east of BerWick-on-Tweed. It is about four

miles long, and two miles broad, and is connected

with the mainland by sands three miles in extent,

which can be traversed at low-water by vehicles

of all kinds. Pop. of parish, '614; but including

the chapelries of Kyloe, Aucroft, and Tweedmouth,
all in the ancient parish, and called Tslandehire—
4049. On the south coast is the village of Holy
Island, finely situated, and now much resorted to

by summer "visitors. On the island' are several

ruins, the chief o'f which are the extensive anr1



HOLY LAND-HOLY SBPDLOHRE

Dg remains i>t" tin- fa us Abbey ,.f

l.Mi.lisf true, e ; there ie

. now Fortified ami occupied
by a pert; of artillery. In formei
was thr seel •;' a bishopric.

BOLT LAN D. See Palestine.

HOLY PHIAL, or BAINTE AMPOULE,
order bf knighthood

lerly existed in 'France, ami was com-
; ur persona, usually tin- lirst in point

of rank, family, ami Fortune in the province
of Champagne, ami styl.il Baroru <! la.SaiiUe
AqtpouU. At tin- coronation -it tin- French kings,
tin v ».i.- delivered to the Dean, Priors, and
Chanter of I uges for the fulfilment

turn the holy phial
in which the coronation oil was kepf. and which,
according to the legend, was brought
by the Holy Ghost under the form of a dove, and
joit into the bands of St Henry at thi

of Clovis— an enormoue crowd bavin.' prevented
the messenger from bringing in time that which
had already been prepared The peculiarity of this
order was that the knights were only knights for a
day. Their bodge was a cross of cold enamelled
white, cantomd with four fleur-de-lis, and on the
cro.-s a dove descending with a phial in its beak,
and a right hand receiving it.

HOLY PLACES, HOLYSEPULCHRE. Under
i iq. v.) are enum

' be full of solemn interest for every
: mie Holy Places of

sacred places of which the Church of the Holy
i the centre, and which are

rites of the chief events of our Lord's
i ..-tii ..inane, the Supper-

lurch of the Ascension, the Tomb of the
\

In the article .JF.KrsAi.EM, the general topo-
graphy of the ancient and modern city is briefly

described. church of the Holy
8epulchre stands within the modern city, on the
north-western or Latin quarter. It is a Byzantine
building, in the centre of a spacious enclosed court.
Under the Meat dome of the church
Holy Sepulchre, which is of an oblong form, fifteen

feet by ten, and is surmounted by a rich ceiling,

decorated with gold, silver, and precious marble. A
circular hall surrounds the space beneath the dome.
Around tins circular hall are oratories for the

ots, and Haronites ; and
In. -h are similarly appropriated.

I burch are the chapels of the
i hristians, tin- church

SI a Whole being maintain. .1 by

authorities in the condition,

I id for all the ( Ih]

muni. .ns. as the rivalries of the sevei

tntly lead to angrj itroi

infrequently

entranC the enclosure" is a somewhat elevated
marble slab, which is called the 8tone
and is shewn .us the -tone on which our Lord's
body was anoint'd before entombment; and above

i. H approached by steps, which is the
traditionary Mount Calvary, ami on which now-
Hand- a neb dome-shaped building, floored with
rich marbles, in the crypt of which

i

! iVe l„e|| l"lll!' .1
'•

r. .t by whi.h tl

from the .in

of the Latin quaru r, an I is i died bj the Turks,

Harat-elyAlbam, and by the Christiana the Via

In-ill-.' the -up ]>-!-. I route of our Lord
il' ol judgment to Calvary.

Such is the traditional view as to the locality,

not only of these leading events of our Lord's

history, but also of many others of minor import-
prominently noticeable. For a long

i g, the < Ihristian world unl
i this vi.-w of the topography ol the Holy

est century,
doubts have been entertained as to its correctness;
and in late years, the question has been discussed
with much learning, although with little positive, or

at least conclusive result. About the year 1730, a

German, named Korte, who bad visitd

loci ty, published a work, calling

the authenticity of the received system of sacred
..: o qui -ti-"'. I he doubts expressed by
n repeated at intervals ever since his

day, and especially by the celebrated American
.'nil', |ir l;. .1. ins. m, author of BiltHcal .'.

Palatine, who may be said, in two successive invi s-

tijati..ns. to have exhausted the evidence, on one
side of the question, at least so far as the remains
"i the ancient city bad at that time been explored.
Ill Kohinson distinctly affirms the impossibility
... reconciling the received sacred localities with
the plain requirements of the gospel history; but
he fails himself to point out a scheme of topo-
graphy which may be substituted for that which
has been traditionally received. More recent critics,

and especially Mr James Ferguson, in an Unsay
iruphtl of Jtrusahm, agreeing

with Dr Kobinsou in rejecting the received t. .]..'-

graphy, contends against him that the true site

of the Holy Sepulchre can be accurately deter-
mined, and that it is no other than the Mosque of

Omar, or, as the Mohammedans call it, the 'Home
of the Lock.' This he holds to be the identical
church which Constantine erected over the rock
which contained the tomb of our Lord. The latest

biblical traveller in Palestine, Dr .Stanley, has left

the question undecided. It is beyond the scope of

this work to discuss such a subject. We can but
refer the reader to the chief authorities on each
sale of the controversy. It is one upon which

orers may throw much light by skilful

and judiciously conducted excavations. The works
bout to be undertaken under the autho-

rity of the Kussian government are looked to with
much interest. See, on the one side, Robinson's

,
Si nth's Dictionary

of the Bible, article 'Jerusalem' I Vrgn -.on i ; £s«ay
on the Ancient '/'../

same author. On the other, 'Williams's llolijCiti/,

Roomer's BeitrUgt zur Bibl Qeographie, Sepp's
. Jerusalem,

Schaffters Aechtt i i.rabei.

HOLY SEPULCHRE, Km. mis 01 THB, an
order of knighthood instituted, probably by 1'o|h3

Alexander VI., for the guardianship of tin- Holy
the relief and protection of pilgrims.

The pope was oiigm.dly the grand-master, but he
subsequently ceded Guardian
Father of the Holy Sepulchn

. tO live,

for the < hnstian faith. &c. Ill return
. knights had the most unusual

and extraordinary privileges conferred on them:
they were exempt from taxation, could marry, and

is church property/legitimise bastards, ami
cut down and bin -. the i.nnals w ho had
been banged. On the n tsapton - m by
the Turks, the knights retired to Italy, and settled
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at Perugia, After a temporary union with the
Hospitallers, the order was reconstructed, in 1814
both in France and in Poland, and is still in existence
within a very small' circle of knights elected by the
Guardian Father from the most respectable pilgrims

. who come to Jerusalem.

HOLY WATER, in the Roman Catholic, * as

also in the Greek, Russian, and Oriental churches,
signifies water blessed by a priest or bishop for

certain religious uses. Water is, almost of its

nature, a fitting symbol of purity ; and accordingly,

in most of the 1 ancient religions, the use of lustral

or purifying water not only formed part of the
public worship, but also entered largely into the
personal acts of sanctitteation prescribed to indivi-

duals. The Jewish law contained many provisions

to the same effect ; and our Lord, by establishing

baptism with water as the necessary form of

initiation into the religion instituted by liim, gave
his sanction to the use, which; from its universal

acceptance among mankind, appears to be a relic

of the primeval natural revelation. The usage of

sprinkling the hands and face with water before

entering the sanctuaTy, which was prescribed in the
Jewish law, was retained, or at least very early

adopted, in the Christian church. It is expressly
mentioned by Tertullian in the end of the 2d
century. And that the water so employed was
blessed by the priests we learn, among others,

from St Jerome, and from the apostolical constitu-

tions. Although it is difficult to fix the precise

time, it cannot be doubted that the practice of

mingling salt with .the water is of very ancient

origin (see Canon 20, De Consecr. Dist. iii.). In

the Western Church, there is a solemn blessing of

water in the service of Holy Saturday, but the
ceremonial is repeated by the priest whenever it may
be necessary to replenish the fountain. Instructed
Catholics regard the use of holy water chiefly as a
means of suggesting to the mind the necessity of

internal purity ; and although it is supposed to

derive from the blessing a special efficacy for this

end, yet this efficacy is held to be mainly sub-

jective and of a character entirely distinct from
that ascribed to the sacramental rites of the church.

In the reformed churches, the use of holy water is

regai-ded as uuscriptural and superstitious.

HOLY WEEK, the week immediately preceding

Easter, and speeiallv consecrated to tlie commemora-
tion of the Passion of our Redeemer. In English
use, it is also called ' Passion Week ' (a name appro-

priated, in Roman use, to the week before Palm Sun-
day). This institution is of very early origin, and
the name Holy Week is but one of 'many by which
its sacred character has been described. It was
also called the 'Great Week,' the 'Silent Week,'
the 'Week of the Holy Passion,' the 'Vacant Week,'
the ' Penitential Week.' . In the Roman Catholic

Church, the special characteristics of the celebration

of the Holy Week are increased solemnity and
gloom, penitential rigour, and mourning. If any

n;t.aic is suspended in the churches, the altars are

stripped of their ornaments, the pictures and statues

are veiled from public sight ; manual labour,

although it is no longer entirely prohibited, is by
many persons voluntarily suspended ; the rigour

of fasting is redoubled,' and alms-deeds and other
works of "mercy sedulously enjoined and practised.

All church' services of the week, moreover, breathe
the spirit of mourning, sbme of them being specially

devoted to the commtmoration of particular scenes

in the Passion of our Lord. The days thus specially

solemnised are Palm Sunday, Spy Wednesday, Holy

(or Maundy) Thursday, Good Friday (q. v.), Holy
Saturday. Holy Thursday (called also Maundy
Thursday, from Mandatum, the first word in one
of the church services of the day), in the Roman
Catholic Church, is specially designed as a com-
memoration of the Last Supper, aud of the insti-

tution of the Eucharist. But there are several
other services annexed to the day, as the solemn
consecration of the od or chrism used in baptism,
confirmation, orders, and extreme unction, the
washing of pilgrims' feet, and the tenebrse. To
Holy Saturday belongs the solemn blessing of
fire and of the water of the baptismal font ; and
from the earliest times, it was set apart for the
baptism of catechumens, and for the ordination of

candidates for the ecclesiastical ministry. From
the fire solemnly, blessed on this day is lighted
the Paschal Light, which is regarded as a symbol
of Christ risen from the dead. This symbolical
light is kept burning during the reading of the
gospel at mass throughout the interval between
Easter and Pentecost. See Wetser's Kircfien-
Lexicon, art. 'Charwoche.' It must be added,
however, that in many instances the primitive
institution of the Holy Week was perverted, and
that the suspension of labour, which was originally-

designed for purposes of devotion and recollection,
was turned into an occasion of amusement not
unfrequently of a very questionable character. Such
abuses are now universally discountenanced by the
ecclesiastical authorities.

In the Protestant communions, there is no special

solemnisation of the Holy Week, with the exception
of Good Friday (q. v.), which is observed in some of

them.

HO'LYHEAD, a seaport, parliamentary borough,
and market-town of North Wales, in the county of

Anglesea, is situated on a small island of the same
name, 24| miles west-north-west of Bangor, and
272 Hides north-west of London. Although recently
much improved, it is stdl a primitive, irregularly
built town. It is the station of the mail steara-

paekets to Dublin, from wiiich it is distant about
69 miles. The harbour of H, which is almost dry
at low tide, is formed by a pier about 1000 feet

in length, running north-east from an islet called

Salt Island, which is connected with the mainland
by a swivel-bridge. Few manufactures are carried
on here. Pop. (1871) about 6000, who are employed
in the coasting-trade, and in ship-building and rope-
making. The harbour of. refuge, enclosing an area
of about 316 acres, with a depth of upwards of six

fathoms, has recently been constructed. Holyhead
;s with the boroughs of Amlwch, Beaumaris,

and Llangefni in sending a member to the House
of Commons.

,

HOLYHEAD ISLAND, a small island of North
Wales, lies west of the island of Anglesea, and
forms part of the county of that name. Its greatest

length is seven and a half mdes, and its greatest

breadth about three and a half mdes. Area, about
6000 square acres

;
pop. 8S68. H. I. is separated

from Anglesea by a narrow sandy strait crossed by
the Holyhead Road and the Chester and Holy-
head Railway, which are formed by emlxinkmenta
or causeways, arched in the centre, to admit of the
passage of the water. The island, which comprises
some good pasture-ground for sheep, as well as a
proportion of arable land, is for the most part rocky
and barren. On the north-west const are two islets.

the North and South Stacks, the latter with a

light-house, the light of which is visible at twenty
miles' distance. The South Stack is connected
with the island -of H. by a suspension-bridge. The
Stacks and the north c*ast of the island of H are
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hallowed out tiy the action of the sua intomagni- 1671 and 1679. In 1745 and 1746, it was occupied
i i

-
• ii- oaves, winch mi.- the haunt of innumerable in Edward, and by

sea-fowl. Prinoipal town, Holyhead (q. v.). thi Duke of Cumberland. It

Ho I.VRimmi In the year 1128, King David I. d'Artois (afterwards Km
tland founded at Kdiuburgh an abbey of l '""> l

"
;
'"> '" 179*.». and again from 1SHI to lS.'io.

egular, of the order »t st Augustine. It King George IV. held his court in it in.1822. Since

lioated in honour ,,r i:....d, that time,much lias been done to make it a suitable

which waa bronj A to Scotland by 81 Margaret residence for the sovereign, and for a good mauy
about tli. '-ii l'>7". and bee.imc ,,'ne of tin- heir- years tin' ','u. .ji has visited it aim. ist every summer.
looms of the kingdom, The Black R o* The oldest part of the palace is the north-west

BcWLAND (q. v.), as it wascalled, fell int.. the hands tower, 1 led h\ Kin,- .lain, 1 V. about 1500, and
of the English at the battle of N I in '/ pleted by his son, King Jani*s v., who died

IMS, and as its history passed from reineinl.ran.v, >n
J

.">»-'. It was somewhat modernised in 1G71—
a fable sprung up telling how King David was pre-

'''~ :l
; ""' ""' roofs, if not the floors also, were

vailed upon by his you,., limiting renew,-.! by King Charles I. (16-J5- 164!)), whose
on the solemn festival, by which th cipher they bear; but otherwise the disposition of

commemorated the finding of the Holy Cross at tlle rooms seems to be much the same as in the
Jerusalem; how the chase lav through the forest, days " f Queen Mary. It. need scarcely be added,

which in those days encircled Arthur Seat, and tllU ''"' furniture is much more n at, and that

stretched almost to the gates of Bdinbui I. , how ""' •"'"' ll '
'

» " : <- " lies bl Mary and her court

the kin.-, in pursuit: of S wild hart, outrode all his. are wholll .

companions; how at the foot of Salisbury Cr.us the d'be palace, with its precincts and park, is a sane-

hart turned to bav. and overthrew the k'in-'s horse

;

tuary for debtors. In England, the same privilege

how as it rjishedat the king, threatening him with extends to royal palaces to this extent, that no
instan: death, a ,-, writ of legal process can be executed within their

miraculously slid into the king's hands ; how at the bounds; but this practically is only a

Bight of it the hart Bed and vanished ; and how the u "n *° thu Servants of the palace ; and no means
kin.-, warned by a vision in his sleep, resolved to exlst for insolvent j.ersons taking lodgings in a

build a monastery in honour of the Holy Rood on privileged place there or elsewhere, and avoiding

..here his life had been so preteniatnrallv imprisonment, in so systematic a way as is ,,-

saved. When this legend was invented, apparently pet. ait to residents within the pre, in. tis ,,1 Holyrood
about the year 14-JO." it had been forgott.n that I 'alee, where there is ample accommodation. The
the tirst site .f the abbey was not at th- foot ,,f

precincts nprehend the adjoining park and the

Salisbury Crags, but within the walls of the castle, llllls "' Arthurs Seat and Salisbury Crags. Refugee

whence "it was not finally; removed until after the debtors must procure a certificate of pro

yearllTI -.tivmitv of the C.oiongate, within twenty four hours from the proper otlieial

as the 1

1

to be called, whii h th, within the bounds. Taking refuge within the sano-
. r. eted between their abbey and the king's tuary is considered disreputable, and troni t his cause,

i lidinburgh. The abbey was burned by • ls Wl'" :i!i tr" lu recent meliorations in the laws
lish in l.'iSo. in loll, and in l.",-17. before all'eeting debtors, the practice is greatly fallen off.

it could be restored alter these last conflagrations, '* '3 to be added, that the sanctuary of Holyrood
the Reformation arrived, when the ruins of the shelters debtors to the crown,
choir and transepts were taken down to repair im'T vwfi't ., ,«,,„; ;, .,1 „ 1 1: *
the nave. This w.s u„ d as ,1„. ,,,,-,-h church , "

,
.^."^V

t

""
' v"",l fc ^37

of the Canoii.ate fro,,, about lolio till H',7g, when
'""" "-''',' '

"'•»kH-to»n ot .North Wales ,„ the

it *as turned ,,,t„ ,h.. ehapel-roval. In H, 7 K,„g ~ «
£^ ! ;-^tan".^™ '

, h.Mh?.

tor t he
(
anoiiga

,

se, the nave ... th, abbey
,, „,,.„,,„.,,,„ e of the estuary of the Deechurch apart for the I,,,man 1 atholi.- so, vie,., and ,. • ,, . c 1 1 ,,

had it fitted up with hts o the ',' '''' °,""",,"' ••'" ''""-"-ly val.u.1.1, -".ral

Thistle. It was plundered and burned I,, ,,,.. ;,
' ", h

l, "'
1

'
"" '

;lt " •lunierous es.ablislonents

.»*!.. d...„,... :....:.. .._. ..... _ ._.-. .
••

. , ,
'or lead and m ii.it smelting, uiaiiutaeturiug shot.

at the Revolution in Hiss, and remained 'in ..elect
f '.' r ™ l a

V,
""

1
'> ,rr T ~ '".'"""-''"ring shot,

In that year ,t w,s „.,,.,„, ,1 and roo.ed, "
r

'

f' '
"'"'„'"V aU" ™»llfMtaM Ol cottons,

but the roof was, oo'heav, „„ 1 1 ,e wall < ai.,1 it .el STjSl^/ "' 'Tr ""

" '^ag«mM
n. . :....., Jlf,ld, \c, m returning n member to • parliament.of II. early became the occasional

Scottish kings. John Balliol held a
arliam.'iit within its walls in 1295. James II. was

Top. in 1871, id 1 5000.
abode of the Scottish kinga John Balliol held a : & :. '

'

*

f \u „ » • .* * •,

-**-«
;

- ,1,1,::,;„:,;

'

Hft \-

n ,„ , , crowned m it, married ,„ ,,, buried in on •„ t„ „„. ,,.„„„„,,, \V ,U „ f st Winifr.-d, wh„ h
"T.

n,e '"'""'"
|

"'- " " I-''';-. •'!""« l''o". the „,,,, |„„|,|,U,. t w,„,V. t„,| S „»lrtt.T|»T•hoey
,

wer
;

laid by J,
j.

IV.. whose splendi, „„„„,, „„! „ s.id to 1„, the most copious spr„„- in

weT^V , V, ,'
''"I'-,""

•'-'•'"' tte waters were at
ted her- nl50a ,,,mhurgh, i l: „i , u rim

a.know.dg.o
numbers of pilgrims.'

'
an II b, : 11., ^1 ..tti.sh

fc '

sorereigna l
, the HCMAGE is the service or show bf i

palace when ince in 1561. from a knight or vassal to bis lord in feudal times.
1 derived from the form oJ expression

nun le,...l lb r ton, Kn.g James W.. dwelt 1,1.1,1, used in doing the service, which was
, m Since I he 1 Ii-

i it in 1C.I7. It was garri.- .1 tion of tenures, the word has do substantial legal

- ol III,,, bar meaning in the law .1 , of a limited
ill 1660, when the g, .at,,- part of ,t was burned Sen
down It was rebuilt by King f hnrliK II., fr I ,1 the manor.
designs of Sii William i;,,,,, oi Km.,. ,. between Tic homage jury consisted of the tenants who did
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homage, and their presence was necessary to attest acted in Edinburgh, and received with the utmost
some acts. Hoinagium reddere was the expression, enthusiasm. The production of this piece gave
now obsolete, signifying a solemn renunciation of great offence to his clerical brethren, and he was
homage or fealty to the lord, and a defiance of him. finally compelled to retire from the ministry. He •

The wprd homage is not used in Scotch law. though retired into England, where he obtaiued the pro-
the feudal system is not obsolete in Scotland in tectum of the Earl of. Bute, and receive.! a Denaion.
many other respects. I His other dramatic works are Agis, Aquileia, The
HOMALO'PTERA IGt. level-winged), the name> Fatal Dlxocery, and Alonzo, every line :' which

given by. some entomologists to a small order of lias departed from the memory o! mankind. He
insects, which has been more generally regarded died in 1803.

as a division of the order Diptera. The H have It is dimcult now to understand the enthusiasm
also been called" Pupifaiu, from the remarkable with which Douglas wa3 first greeted. It was
circumstance that the larva; are hatched within. the !

praised by men of all ranks, and Burns—who should
body of the mother, and remain there till they have ha^e known better—talks of H. having
passediuto the pupa state. Some of theH are wing- Methodised wild Shakspeare into plan.'
less. Examples ot this order are found in the Forest __ .

, , .
*

Wiy • . and in those extraordinary parasites \P^
,

enttmsIasm has departed long ago. Stffl

of bats called Xycterihia. All the H are parasites.
I

Douglas comsun pathos, and amid its florid decla-

HO"\l"RTT>r* VfiP tipp ufinp -T^t * mation there may be found not a few natural touches,

Homburg (q. v.i, is situated a£ the 'foot :: the **" " ' =hadow
> kmd OI wa

-
v-

Tauuus Mountains, nine miles north-west of HOMELYN [Raia miraletus or maeulata), a
Frankfart-on-the-Maine. It has beautiful environs, species of Bay (q. v.i, common on the south coast
and is much frequented on account of its mineral
waters and gambling - saloons. The waters are
considered very effective in cases of disordered
liver and stomach. They are five in number, and
one of them, the Elizabeth, contains more carbonic
acid than any saline spa known. About -,

bottles of the ' waters ' of H are annually sent
away. Pop. 6987.

HOME, Heskt (Loed Kajos), an eminent
L lawyer and author, was bom in 16% at

Karnes, in Berwickshire. Destined by !_:-

for the law, he was apprenticed in 1712 to a writer
to the signet ; bnt he afterwards decided on
adopting the highest branch of his ra
and qualified himself for it mainly by private
reading and attendance at the courts.

"
Entering

the bar in 172:*, he was raised to the bench in
February 1752, assuming the title of Lord Kames,
and was made one of the Lords of Justiciarv
in 1763. He died 27th December 17S2. In 1725. he
publish, i Decisions of the Court of
Session from 1716 to 1728. The materials of this
work were in 1741 embodied in his Dictionary of the

. Court of Session during its whole
history, which, though now superseded, was of

lawyers at the time, and was thought
worthy of being continued by Lord Woodhouselee.
He is best known, however, bv bis E**a>js
on_the Principles of Morality and Saf.ural Religion
(1751), containing a solution of the question of
human freedom, which brought on him the suspi-
cion of infidelity, and raised considerable contro-
versy in the courts of the church and through
the press; his Introduction to the Art of Tainting

\ above all, his celebrated P
the work on which his fame now chieflv

rests. In 1773 appeared his Sketches of lite H

of England, and plentiful in the London market,

Homelyn (Ra

but comparatively rare on the east coast of Scotland.
In form and appearance, it more nearlv resembles
the thorabiek than the skate. On some parts of
the Briti >h : . -.Hed Sand Bay. It
is also known as the Spotted Bay.

HO MER, the greatest name in the history of
epic poetry, and who stands as high in that depart-
ment as Shakspeare does in the drama, has come
down to us in modem times unfortunately as little
better than a name, and presents m :

biography as scanty as those which he offers for
errtadsm are rich. We are not. however, forced to
go to such lengths of doubt in his case as j

B e of Orpheus, denying that such a man
qf Man\ which may be found entertaining; but are I Tl *!!Fn*jJ%£F&l $ fe

'

l
Gfmt°

3
' ^f ,**.

now of verv little scientific value. Though thus ! ££ '^ ^ 3nd
- Z^f^l-^ "jdulged

busily occupied with judicial and literary kbours. ! ±IT ISi ZJZZZ f^™*7
' V lu**?™»1 ***

he took a very active interest in agriculture and !
£"!£,*n* ^f ^ ,", I6" " LadmQ3 and

commerce, and wrote a useful tract on the former, : S^fe l£E »-™^\. tfle
,

more !"^r «^"»
entitled The Gentleman Farmer, being an Attempt to *-

t£ V - Wr ?' Tkch die modern

,

Agriculture by subjecting it to fa Test of
" "£"* ^er Germans coincide, has pronounced

-, His last work, Loom Though'* SJ^JftT^ ^ -
m

1 .

toS?,r
,

«* *""•

on Educator.
| 17S1 , was written in his* 85th year. ^fZf ^t%°\ ** &U^°T 0I

-
the^^^

See Lor - Memoirs of the Life and .

1

",f/
K^ce tt *>*> Placed on

Writings ofBorne .
.

- " • tl^tZlS* M>
°^k

- H™* f % whi°h *?
nnZni t e . i. , I , -

mamiestiy factitious ; but tne internal evidence of theUUMI^JOHK, a Scotch clergyman and dramatist, poems tnemselves lea<lsto the belief in an author-
was bora in 1 ,22 He studied lor the church, and ship such as agrees substantially with the kernel
was appointed to the parish of Athelstaneford,

,
from which the- = ..iary traditions

vhetlJle
"wro

.

te hls tragedy of Douglas, which was
I
were developed. Tne 'central fact in which all



thew traditions agree is. that the author of thesd the genius of If. Dhquestionably Boared above th»
poems i (irc.-k

; anil though other ln'-t n! tin- modi. English
places ere named, the greatest amonnt oi legendary ear is accustomed, it is quite certain both that the
'•vi.Iiih learly points to Smyrna as the city w hich materials out of which Lis great poema were corn-

birth to the father of epic posed were nothing but such popular ballads and
poetry, Hie dialei I in which the Iliad and Odytti y talcs as .1,1 ghtcd our forcfatln is before the inven-
are written tin- [onic ia the Very variety of Greek 1 1. >i i of printing! and thatthe spirit and t

which used in the same region by Homeric epos is distinguished from that of the
Herodol History, and by Hippo, literary epos or e|«is of culture precisely hy those

tteat of Greek physicians; characteristics which distinguish our old
and thi i

'! especially from the poetry ol Wordsworth and Tennyson. Of
the freipi.-nt mention of tl weal wind modern poets, the one who posse
blowing fi ra fhraoe plainly indicate the west coast relationship to thi minstrel poets was
of Asia Minor as the familiar residence of the Sir Walter Scott; but even in his poetry, many
po I

Tie- ohronology of the Homeric poems, hoth ,
i.e pointed out, winch mark the

as respects the great central event which they literary writer of a later age, as distinguished from
celebrate the Trojan war—and the age of the the popular singer of a people's boyh 1 and lusty

poet himself, is muoh more doubtful; but it is youth. In order to understand II., therefore, we
ertain that H. lived considerably In-fore the must look on him as the culmination of the minstrel
hi of a regularly received record oi dates or ballad poetry, in the shape of the min-trel epos;

: is, before the year 776 B. a, a grand combination of popular ballad materials
the calculation by Olym- and ballad tone, elevated to the highest ]iitch of

puds. ' . Herodotus for the age of which it is capahle, with the architectural form
11. 100 rears before bis own time, that is. about and structure of the epos, To" the recognition o£

ling the this true character of the Homeric poem;, i

entire want of anv reliable foundation for chron- sent age has been led mainly by the adventurous
ology in those early* times, we must not seek an and suggestive criticism of the celebrated scholar,

in this matter beyond that which was Frederick Augustus Wolf. This distinguished
emselves, and allow a free German, originally a professor in Halle, . fterwarde

margin o) al les I 200
]

time of in Merlin, published in the yen- lT'.lo tin-/., -.,:,. !,,,,! ii.i

Solomon (1000 B.C.) downwards, during which the to a new recension of the text of H., in which
singer of the Iliad and .Odyttey may have flourished, he maintained the extreme sceptical view already
To throw him further lack than the earliest of alluded to, according to which the Iliad is no
the^e d ii-s would be lie insistent at once with the proper epic poem in the sense that the .Km hi and
historical elements in the midst of which his poems Paradise Lost are so, but only a skilful compilation

of the language which he of popular ballads, originally separate, and of whose
\liibits a luxurious freedom, a rich separate existence the sharp-eyed critic can now

polish, and an exquisite euphony, which removes it. easily adduce satisfactory proof. . Now, this theory,

far from that roughness and clumsiness which is Commonly called, alter its author, the Wolfian
wont i uaoes in their earliest stage theory, and which has found, and still finds, not
of literal I'ln Ionic dialect used by a few most ingenious supporters in Germany,
II. is, in 'fact, a highly cultivated shoot of the old contains an important element of truth, which has

Hellenic stock, and which was in the poet's hands too often been summarily rejected, along with the
so perfect for the highest poetical purposes as to error which it promulgates. It is not credible

have remained the model for tin- i
that poems pervaded by such a wonderful unity

the whole period of the poetical literature oi the pf tone and plan as the Iliad, manifestly also
•inspired by a genius of the highest order, .should

In .,,,!, vouring to fi.nn a correct estimate of the be resolvable into the mere patchwork of skilful

position of II. as a poet, the primary fact from compilers; but it is an important truth to announce
which we must the epic that the materials of IP's poetry Mere not in-

poet of a literary age like Virgil among the vented by himself, but taken up from the living

[f il ana, or Milton among traditions of the people to whom he belonged*, and
ii in the grand unity to which his genius

oi aoidos, or ,
lei well has subjected them, their original popular tone

known to us from our own medieval literature, bflth and spirit is preserved in a fashion which character-

in other shapes, and Specially as it has I n pre. lstically distinguishes them from all epic poetry of

anted to OS by the kindred'gonius of Sir Walter the literary ages. There can be no doubt that the

Scott I nti.-d ami vital generic merits of Wolf in this regard will soon be as uni-

distinction between the popular minstrel of an age versally recognised in every other country as they
when 1 ka are either Dot known or little used, have long been in Germany; but, in the mean-
aud the cultivated ] t of an age which rejoices ill time, it is to be lamented that of those who have

of libraries, and written most largely on the subject, neither Colonel
uf litem -y readers, admits of no doubt. The con- Mure nor Mr Gladstone has been able toezh
ditionn of the work to be done being different, the Knglish readers the true golden mean in this matter
work it It is quite between i ,.t th'e ultra Woltians, and

. however, that the great majority of. the the falsetto of the anti-Wolfian critics and trans-

it, in this country have I ins, Welcker, Nrtech, and
K. (i. Muller, may be n

is, that i ad well-balanced a itacism

mpof Milton when the] should be in this slip|K-ry domain,
content to take a plain shepherd's pipe in' their. The characteristics of H.'s poetry, as the cuhnina-
hand.. i translators are DO doubt tion of ballad poetry and the grand model of the

by the very nobli may b.- expressed in a very few-

author of two such aoble
i

ma as the / I tie- materials are

the Odyttfy from the vulgar fellowship of wandering tially national, and it not strictly historical in every

and ballad-mongers; but however high ttion, grow, like all ballad imetry
31)7
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out of the real life of the people, and rest at least I in delusions •

upon_an honest historical substratum. In this view
the //.nut is as valuable for the earliest history of
the Hellenic race, as Herodotus and Thucvdidcs are
for the later periods. But it is not for the Ureeks
alone that H. possesses an important historieal
value

;
he is for all ages an important record of the

earliest stages of human society, second only to
the books of Moses, aud perhaps some of the very
oldest of the Vedas. The first germs of almost ail
other arts and sciences afterwards cultivated by
the Greeks and 1 tomans are to be found in Homer.

•In this view, he was to the Greeks themselves
an encyclopaedia of their national culture; and as
embpdyiug the grand features of their polytheistic
faith, lie is also constantly quoted by their -rent
writers with all the deference due to a Bible.
The poem's of H., as a great human inheritance

have naturally been incorporated, by translation
into all the languages of Europe. In Italian, the
translations of Cesarotti and Monti—in French
that of Montbel—in German, that of Voss, are
the most famous. In England; we have tried this
great problem in the most various styles, and
have produced specimens of brilliant success in
certain partial aspects. The whole excellences of
H..have not yet been exhibited in any one of the
notable English translations, nor is such a com-
bination perhaps possible. The grand flow, rapid
march, and sonorous fulness of the original, are well
given by Pope

; the rough dramatic vigour of indi-
vidual phrases and passages are best rendered by
Chapman

; while the unaffected truthfulness, and
easy unpretending grace, which so prominently
mark the great Sinyrnean minstrel, appear most
clearly in Cowper. Of the recent attempts which
have been made, and are making, to present H. in
some new aspect to English readers, it is prema-
ture to speak. We may only say that the trans-
lation of the Odyssey in the Spenserian stanza,
by Worsley (Blackwood, 1861), is the only one
that has received some special marks of public
approbation and applause.
Those who wish to enter more minutely into the

various questions connected with H. and the
Homeric poems, may consult the works on Greek
literature by Colonel Mure and K. 0. Miiller • the
special work on H. by Mr Gladstone ; the article
'Homer 'in Dr Smith's Dictionnry of Ancient Bio-
graphy; and the article ' Homer' in the Encyclopaedia
Britann

HOMICIDAL MA'NIA. This is the monomanie
meurtriere of the French. There is developed,
under certain morbid conditions, a blind, irresistible
tendency to destroy life. It is independent of hatred,
or any appreciable incentive ; aud even acts in oppo-
sition to the general disposition, the interests, and
the affections of the peqjetrator. Dr Otto of Copen-
hagen has recorded a series of motiveless murders.
Oeorget gives the case of M. N., who was silent and
solitary, but reasonable, and confessed a desire to
shed blood, and particularly that of Ids mother and
sister by poniard. He deplored the dreadful ten-
dency, for he loved them both tenderly. Yet the
fit returned, and he cried out: 'Mother, save' thyself,
or I will cut your throat !

' The victim selected is

most frequently a child, a wife, a benefactor, or an
object of love and respect. Hoffbauer, in Germany

;

Esquirol, Marc, Foville, in France; and Conolly,
in Britain, have all demonstrated, and in criminal
courts have testified to the existence of this form of
mental disease, and ground of irresponsibility ; but
no recognition has been obtained of the irresistible,
motiveless homicidal tendency as a bar to trial or
to punishment. The impulse, however, is man;. I

fested in

d 'the act which first reveals the
"^"tal condition may be committed in supposed
self-defence, or to secure the salvation, or prevent
the suffering of the individual destroyed. Such
manifestation may constitute the characteristic
symptom of furious madness, where the excited
maniac sacrifices all around, or aU who resist his
course, under the instigation of the predominating
passion, or of melancholia and despondency.. There
occur periods when the tendency to shed blood
oooomes epidemic or imitative. There is in many
natures an ill-defined satisfaction on hearing A
slaughter, wars> and atrocities

; and such detaifs, or
the s.eht of blood, are said to' be suggestive of this
tendency, ilarc states that six cases of infanticide
followed immediately upon the publication of the
trial and history of Henrietta Cornier, who cut off
the head f ]ler cni](1 T]je puerpel.

al conditioni
various hereditary tendencies, powerful moral im-
1'i'cs. ens, and atmospherical influences, are conceived
to induce this tendency. The proximate cause is
generally found to consist in marked organic
changes in the nervous system, such as are detect-
able in epilepsy; or iu the more insidious and
obscure structural alterations which are supposed'
to accompany perverted and depraved instincts;
although homicidal mania may' occur independently
of either of these pathological conditions.

Esquirol, Des Mob, diet Mnihdes, t. ii. p. 115-
Marc, De la Folk, &c, t. ii. p. 24; YeUowlees
Homicidal Mama, Edinburgh Medical Journal
August 1862.

HO'MICIDE, a term used in English Law to
denote the mere killing of a human beino without
implying the attendaut criminal responsibility. It
is used with the word justifiable, to denote that
the killing was done under lawful authority as
hanging a man or killing a prisoner to prevent
him escaping, or killing one to prevent an atrocious
''•'one being committed. Exa<,,d,/e homicide means
killing m self-defence, or in defence of a wife child
parent, or servant, or property, or by mere accident.'
l-cl.m>n,is homicide includes murder of one's self or
of another

;
and manslaughter is killing without

malice, but attended with negligence, hot blood or
in some unlawful way. In Scotland, excusable
homicide is generally called culpable homicide.

1 ,™
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- In th« autumn of

,

a
, £

cottlsn ™y of about ten thousand men
invaded Lngl.-md. under the command of Sir Murdach
Stewart of Kmcleven, the eldest son of the Recent
Albany, and of Archibald Earl of Douglas. They
advanced to the gates of Newcastle without oppo-
sition, and were returning to Scotland laden with
spoil, when they were encountered by an English
force under the Earl of Northumberland, his°son
Hotspur, and the exiled Earl of March or Dunbar
Ihe Scotch took up their position on Homildon
Hill, near Wooler. On the 14th September, Hotspur
was advancing to charge them, when he was stopped
by the Earl of March, until the English archers
should do their work. Their shafts were poured
with such effect that, in the words of a contem-
porary chronicler, they bristled in the dense ranks
/*he Sottish army like quills upon a hedgehog
At length a gallant knight, Sir John Swintonr cried
out

:

' Brave fellow-countrymen
! what has this day

bewitched you that you stand here to be shot like

,, .
" 1"" "' msieaa oi proving your courage, as of

old, by meeting your foemen hand to hand ? Let
those who will, rush down with me, in the Lord's
name, upon the enemy,. and either save our liven
or fall with honour.' At these words, Adam of
Gordon who was at mortal feud with Swinton,heated form. It may originate

! sprang forward, and throwing himself on his knees
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bsarmght the honour of knighthood Erom the warrior,
•Thorn he moat now look u| on .1- t

Hnt.un ii„. two
knights, followed by about a hundred 1

nailed upon the K.nclish ranks, 'liny wen
.1 man. but not before they had made such slaughter,
that tin- Knglish 0.1] it

.

l 1

1

that if all the 800
1 well, the

day would have had a different

_li-h had an easy victory, and the Soots were
atterh routed. Their leaders were taken pi

fire ..1 their beet knights, with many of thi u

-. wore slain ; and besides the nnml
led .hi the lirldhvthe English iirmvrj, about

live hundred were drowned iu attempting to cross
the Tweed.

BOMILETIOS, that particular branch of sacred
rhetoric which regards the composition of the
familiar discourses known under the name of
•homily. The earliest writer on the Bubjei t o1 homi-

I
i

. whose 1 k, He Dodrina
CkritHana, is in some sense aii adaptation of pro-
fane rhetoric to sacred uses. Rabanus Maurus

lie also incidentally treat the
subject : but the nearest approach to a syste-

lenl of the subject in medieval litera-

ture 1- to be found in Humbert, D
i\ 1 arlo Borromco's ,

.1.1s a part of his general scheme for
the improvement of clerical education ; and in

- the
ecclesiastical course, as well of Catholics as of
Protestants, homiletics occupies an important place.

.•11 of the works of Schott,
Marhfineke, Theremin, Sailer, Gisbert, Brand,
Lal.eren/, may shew the importance which is

D hoth churches to this branch of sacred
science.

HI >.MI MA'RIUM, a collection of homilies for the
use of pastors. Such collections were in use from
a very early period. Mabillon mentions a very
ancient (ialliean homiliarium (De /.

homilies of Venerable Bede, too, were
use among the clergy in all parts of

the West, and we find in the letters of the early
medieval time, traces of a busy interchange of

jii.al or otherwise, between bishops and
1 111 distant countries. The Supply,

» 1 and scanty, and one 01 the

magne was a
compilation

1 , r the title of homili-
arium. which was made under his direction hy the

Warm-fried. .It was compiled in the
•Ith c, and contains homilies for all the

Sun.l ivs and festivals of the year. Many synods
of that ami subsequent periods directed the clergy

thl K •incus for their flocks, and the
III Use for this ]..

1 at Speyer
in I Isl'. and again at Cologne in 1567. A collection

• bed in AJcuin, bul it seems
more likely to have 1 n but a ino.bli

I Wani, fned. A collection of Knglisb
irned into rerse, that they might he more

readily remembered by the people, "app,

idle oi the 13th cen-
tury. This collection, affordu

in MS.
; and a portion of it has recently been

edited by Mr Small, librarian to the university of

Edinburgh.

HOMILIES OP THE CHURCH OK
km. I. \.\ i>. .1 colli i n.'ii ol sermons,
of which was published in 1647, the
the reign of Edward VI., to be read in the churches,
wattly in order to supply the defect of sonuous,

hut partly, also, to secure uniformity of doctrine,
and to guard against the hetesodoxii -, old and new,
which at that time threatened the am
church. The second part was published in l.ili'J,

at the same time with the articles, un.l.

The 35th article declares that ' the Book oi Bomilii i

o a godly and wholesome doctrine, and
'" SBary for those times.' The titles are enumerated
in the article, and are twenty-one in number. The

not now read in churches; but there
is no law to prevent their being so read, and they
are frequently appealed to in controversies as to
the doctrine of the Anglican Church on tl., points
of which they treat The precise degree of authority
due to them is matter of doubt.

HO'MILY (Gr. homilia, converse) primitively
signifies a discourse held with one or more indi-
viduals, but in ecclesiastical use it means a dis-

course held in the church, and addressed by the
minister to the congregation. The practice of
explaining in a popular form tl

read in the synagogues, had prevailed among the
.lews, and appears to have been adopted in the
Christian churches from the earliest times. The
discourses employed for this purpose e

most simple character; but with the exception of
one ascribed to Hippolytus (o,. v.), we have no
sample of this form of composition earlier than the
homilies of Origen in the 3d century. Taking
these as a type, the early Christian homily may be
described as a popular exposition of a portion of
Scripture, accompanied by moral reflections and
exhortations. It differs from the sermon (Gr. h/i/ot,

Lat. orath) in eschewing all oratorical display, and
in following the order of the scriptural text or
narrative, instead of being thrown into the form
of a rhetorical discourse or a didactic essay. The
schools of Alexandria and Antioch appear to have
been the great centres of this class of sacred
literature, and in the early centuries we tind
the names of Hippolytus, Metrodorus, Clement of
Alexandria, Dionysius, and Gregory Thaumaturgus,
as principally distinguished. But it was in the
following centuries that the homily received its
till development in the hands of the Oriental
Fathers, Athanasius, the two Grcgoric.s, of Xyssa
and of Xa/ian/itm, Basil, the two Cyrils, of Jerusa-
lem and of Alexandria, and above all, Chrysostom

;

and in the West, of Ambrose, Augustine, Peter
Chrysologus, Leo, and Gregory the Great. In later

Venerable Bede, the popes Sabinian, Leo
II. and III., Adrian I., and the Spanish bishops,
Isidore of Seville, and Ildefonsus, continued to
use the homiletic form ; and even in the modern
church, many preachers have regarded it as the
best medium of scriptural instruction ; and two
different forms of homily are distinguished, the
higher and the lower. The former follows the
order of matter, rather than of any scriptural
passages assumed to be expounded; the latter is

purely exegetieal and moral exposition of some
liturgy, or of some ..(her extract

from Holy Scripture.

It is right to add, however, that this strictly

ptation of the name homily is by uo
leans uniform!] observed in modern use. The

ml;.' is very frequently used, almost ns
a synonym for sermon, and sicnilies nothing more
than a plain, moral discourse, without ornament or

1 pretension, but also fl itlmtit, am i

sion of being moulded upon the ancient p'atristical
model.

HO MINK BBPLBOIA'NDO, an old writ ir

English law, meaning to bail a man out of
now i*'
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HOMCEO'PATHY. from two Greek -words
signifying ' similar suffering,' is a system of medi-
cine introduced into practice about the close of last

century, by a German physician of the name of

Hahnemann (q. v.). It is founded upon the belief,

that medicines have the power of curing morbid
conditions similar to those which they hare the
power to excite ; expressed in Latin by the phrase,

Similia simiiibns curantur, and in English by ' Like
cures like.' That diseases are cured by substances
which produce in persons in health symptoms like

those presented by a patient, has been from the
earliest times a recognised fact, both by medical
writers and by poets who hare expressed the pre-

vailing belief of the ages in which they lived.

Among the former, we find the author of a treatise

generally ascribed to Hippocrates, entitled On tlie

'"?-•-:$ .!/<» This gives

examples of what mar be called homeopathic
and recommends for the cure of mania this remark-
able prescription :

' Gire the patient a draught
made from the root of mandrake, hi a smaller dose

than sufficient to induce mania.' The works of the
poets abound with illustrations of this belief. Prob-

ably the oldest expression of it is in some lines

ascribed by Athena?us to Antiphanes, who lived 404
B.C., which have been thus translated—

' Take the hair, it is well written,

Of the dog by which you 're bitten

;

"Work off one wine by his brother,

And one labour with another
;

Shakspearej in Romeo and Juliet, thus expresses,

the same maxim— .

' Tut, man ! one fire burns out another's burning ;•

One pain is lessened by another's anguish.

Milton, in the preface to Samson Agonistes, gives

his version thus :
' In physic, things of melancholic

hue aud quality are used against melancholy, sour

against sour, 'salt to remove salt humours,' &c.

Thus, there has always been a vague tradition that

medicines sometimes cured diseases similar to those

they caused. But it was reserved for Hahnemann to

propound the startling dogma, not only that medi-
cines did occasionally produce such cures, but that

true direct, and radical cures could only be effected

by recognising this principle as the guide for the

selection of the right remedy in any given morbid
condition of the system. The great difficulty of

applying this ride to practice arose from the absence

of accurate, information of the action of medicinal

substances upon persons in health, and Hahnemann
had to institute a series of experiments upon him-
self and others in order to ascertain the effects

of the drugs he proposed to employ. He' engaged

his friends and disciples in this task ; they took
given quantities of the substance which was the

subject of experiment, and each kept a record of

the effects it produced. The various records thus

obtained were submitted to Hahnemann, who com-
pared them together, and with his own observations

on himself, and out of the residts thus obtained,

compiled what goes by the name of ' a proving ' of

the medicine. Hahnemann lays it down as one of

the fundamental propositions of homoeopathy, that

. . medicine should be given to the sick which has

not first been proved upon those in health. He
devoted himself to this task, and has left ten

volumes of such ' provings ;
' out of this work the

various abridgments in popular use in this and

other countries hare been derired. The design 01
jirorinq a medicine is to ascertain, with the utmost
possible accuracy, all the properties of the substance
•proven. The properties once determined, then it

becomes possible to administer it in accordance with
the • principle of homoeopathy. To do so, nowever,
it requires that the medicine shoulol be given by
itself. Thus, the second proposition of Hahnemann's
system isj ' that only one medicine should ever be
given at once.'

To ascertain the effects of medicinal substances
upon persons in health—from the knowledge thus
obtained to select a remedy whose action" corres-

ponds with the symptoms of, the patient under

'

treatment—to gire this remedy by itself alone, are

J

three of the fundamental rules for the practice of

homoeopathy. The fourth is, that the olose of
a homoeopathic medicine should lie so small as not
to cause any general disturbance of the system, its

action being limited to that portion of the body
which is in a morbid condition. How small that

, can be ascertained only by experiment. When

depends upon two conditions : first, the mechanical
form in which it is administered; and second, the
state of the body of the person who takes it.

For example, a hard pill of belladonna of five

grains, swallowed by a robust and healthy man, may
be followed by only trifling symptoms ; but let that
pill be dissolved in a pound of water, and an ounce
of the solution be- given every hour, then we shall
have well-marked symptoms of the poisonous action
of the drug. But if, instead of ailministering it to
a person in rude health, it be given to one* who
is suffering from such an inflammation of the tonsils

as belladonna produces, then we shall finol that the
inflamed tonsils will be most acted upon by their

specific irritant. Disease implies a preternatural
sensitiveness. An inflamed eye cannot bear light,

an inflamed stomach cannot bear food, and every
diseased organ is powerfully affected by the par-
ticular substance which has, ih its physiological'

operation, a closj affinity with the character of* the
morbid condition in which it is at the time its'

specific medicine is administered.

To arrive at the degree to which it was desirable
to reduce the dose, a series of experiments were
necessary. It was a matter to which all a-priori

reasoning was inapplicable. In an article published
in HufelanoVs Journal in the year 1S01, Hahnemann
observes :

' You ask me what effect
l „ „',, t jth of

a grain of belladonna can have. The word can is

apt to- lead, to misconceptions. Let us ask Nature
what effect

1 1, ,
-,'0

,; „th of a grain of belladonna has.'

He then states the conditions of the experiment

—

viz., that this fraction of a grain should be aolmin-
istered to a patient suffering from a peculiar form
of scarlet fever then prevalent in Germany, and
presenting a combination of symptoms bearing a
close resemblance to those produced by belladonna.
Hahnemann maintained that this fraction of a grain
was sufficient for the purposes of homoeopathic cure.

Finding so minute a quantity efficient, he carried
the diminution still further, and introduced a
wholly novel system of infinitesimal doses.

Homoeopathic doses are all expressed by fractions,

thus : Suppose the medicine to be a vegetable sub-
stance ; a strong tincture is made of it, and this is

technically ealled the mother tincture. One drop of

this mother tincture is added to 99 drops of alcohol

so as to dilute it 100 times, and this preparation is

called the first dilution, and marked 1. Again, a
drop of number 1—that is, of the rj-jjth of a drop of

the mother tincture—is mixed with other 99 drops
of alcohol, and marked, 2, or the second olilution.
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nns contains ,.', ,th of • drop of ,i.,th of a drop c,f

tin- mother tin h rop ,, t

-

t |„.

Both' r l
,

, d, vision
is continued, and each step is r r.hd in tin- same
way : thus, nunilK-r .'t means a null il,

; numb, r 0.
a billionth; and number 30 (which is the highest
recommended by Ha) manm.a decillioi th. Insol.

niiii't be thus treated
;

i mis „! su-,r
Miration, and marked

number I
; a grain of tin, n

tr.r.n it.-l wit Ii '.".I grains ,.| su-ar ,,f ,|,i!k. and
this makes tlie second trituration. The third and

d in the same way
; bu( after

advancing t.. the fifth ..r Birth, then it

that ail Bubstances l me Bolnble in

minute proportion in alcohol, and alcoholic dilutions
are made of them in the same waj

inctures. After makin- tins,. alcoholic
preparations, the homowpatl
with them minnte pellicles of sugar of milk, known
technically by the d

i pilules.

n iturally fin-.inntcTfil

nined opposition. In Germany, thi re

practice In Austria,
were not allowed to dispense their
ines, wen gratuitously; all medicines

administered to the nek were prepared by the
apothecaries. Thus, without some change in the
law, it wa.s practically ilil]..is.sil P |e to carry out the
homeopathic in i.„ the apothe

in illy mi ,,|,|,,im,1 f. a s\si, „i which
involved the utter annihilation of their prolitahle
occupation, that it would have put their Belf-
devotion to far too severe a test to have c,.inmitt.d
the fate of homoeopathy into their hands, rims it

happened that, from the Mar Isis to the year
thy was fori, allien to be ,.

m Austria, and only tolerated e

circumstances, as, for example, in a small hospital
i the Sisters of

lid un.hr powerful patronage. In 18.3(i,

chol ia broke out for tfa< e in \ i. una.
1 i. the physician to this institu-

tion was required by -nveriinieiit to prep

cholera patients. He
on the condition that he
ploy homoopathy in their

treatment. This was -ranted, lion patliv havm-
l»eii very Mice. ssful in Vienna and different towns
in Germany in cholera in l>::n- |s;;i. ||

red, and 244 died.
The hospital was under daily inspection l.v the
government, and the result of the h
was made known to Count Kolourat, the home-
i Shortly after, the emperor issued an

in tin.- to every duly qualified physician
the right of practising homoeopathy. The cholera

"I. r li.iui pathic treatment was in this

was two in

three, v.

When chol.ra was approaching Western Europe,
Hahnemann was study-in- Ins 'provin
tain what substance resembli

thediseas
be I id to be camphor; and before he had ever
seen a ease of cholera, guided by thi d

ol his friends is taken
ill of cholera, must iminedi.itely ijive him camphor.'
This hold prediction, that camphor was the anti-
dote for the lirst stage of choli

Hungary and Moravia, and camphor hi
•

nist an invasion f cholera,
ife ( iiniean war. i! wa-

. mployed in th

pi -Ol.

• .1 success of the homoeopathic treat-
ment "f .holera at Vienna had a powerful influ-
ence in di ting public attention to th- hospital
where the new system was nraotised.
iron, all parts of Europe and from .\ mi
thither to watch the treatment, In a Report

•• Mr Fleischlnalin some >.

is stated that at that tanc lie had treated 1 7 ,
-"

! 1

3

ol acute diseases. Among these were
Of erysi|Klas, .-,| | eases, of which .,|i- :

,.i rheumatic fever, HIT. of which 1416 recovered :

Of mtermitl. Ill

..f inflammation of the limes, 1052, oi which Hm-i
recovered.

From Germany as a centre, where it is now
extensively practised and tan-lit, homoopathy
spread over Europe and America. In America
there are upwards of two thousand a.

the system. In France, Italy, Spain,
ountnes, it has numerous adherents,

many of win mi occupy influential positions of trust
It was introduced into England in

the y.ar Is:;: by.Dr Quin, physician to the kin- ,.f

nis; and there are now about 300 regis-
tend practitioners in I'.ritain who have adopted it.

In London, there is a hospital capable of contain-
ing upwards of 1110 patients, where lectures are
regularlj delivered by appointed teachers.

'I he objections entertained by physicians to the
homeopathic' practice of medicine are

I. '-od. not upon any unwillingness to employ
... lion r. sen, hies more or less the

'or which they are pre-
scribed, hut solely on the impossibility acciudm-
t" the common view, of adopting this as a specific
rule of practice, and especially as an exclusive and
all embracing law of therapeutics. The action of
. ui. tie- in some kinds of indigestion, and of rhubarb

kind haul.
i
a. are familiar examples

in daily use. shew in- that ordinary practice is not
emulated by any blind prejudice 'a-ainst what is
called the hoi pathic law of ' slmiHu
atrantur ;' but in these eases the physician does

the hast commit himself either in favour
ol 01 against the law, but rather sets it ..-

a iii.i. metaphysical abstraction, having nothing
to do with the real principle of the cure" which is

anal in common sense and exp,
|

applied to the facts of individual eases and -roups
The true physician is not a sectary; he

di-owns all artilieial formulas of cure, exactly as he
disowns hori pathy ; and he e-j ially ihsowns

, iuv, n ted for him by
lann. His belief in 1 o inded

Lttsotions, and he refuses to l>e

1

il rules
than those derived from a fair view of facts jnves-

on the ordinary principles of positive
science, it is very certain that Hahnemann's

provingB' have been rejected as in

part visionary bj the gnat majority of those who
have .ui. niju. ,i to a, ,iiy the effect
of the same remedies ; and it is e,pi ills.

Ihal II dm. m ,nu huus, If admits I he' gent raj

d.. es
when administered in s. u

that th. system of inliiiitesimal doses w.,s with
bun -imply a la-t refuge from the contradictory
character of the results obta d under the

The argument of physicians in
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has been, that the principle was false, and that the ' rather as susceptible of misinterpretation, than ae
infinitesimal doses are its reductio ad absurdum. absolutely false. Both parties argued against its
They admit freely that homa-opathy has in some

J

use from a decree, of the council held at Antioch in
instances done good, by illustrating the spontaneous the year 269, against Paul of Samosata, iu which
cure of disease, and correcting a blind faith in the name homoousian, as applied to the Son, waa
heroic remedies; but although individual converts

j

expressly condemned. They contended therefore
of some local credit have here aud there beeu made, that the Fathers of Nice had erred in applying it!
there is not the slightest appearance of a move- and they proposed to substitute for it the term
ment in the profession towards adopting homoo- Homoh.'usian (of a like, i. e., a siuidar but not iden-
pathy as a system, and its much- vaunted statistics tical substance with the Father). Without entering
are generally regarded as extremely fallacious.

J

into the doctrinal controversy, it will suffice to
HOMOGAXGLIA'TA (Gr. Aomo.8, the same, and say>. that the term, as used by the council of

ganglion, a ganglion!, the name given by Owen to Antioch, 'bore a very different signification from
the A rticulata of C'uvier, in accordance with a belief that which the Fathers of Nice "attached to it.

in the great importance of the nervous system as
I

In the controversy with Paul of Samosata, who,
a basis of zoological 'classification. Each segment

j

with the Sabellians, held that the Father and
in the lowest H. contains a pair of ganglia with

j

the Son have but one and the same person, the
nerves proceeding from them ; all, however, com-

|

word ousia was employed to signify personality,
municating by nervous filaments, and constituting

i

Heuce, when the council condemned the doctrine of
a continuous chain. In the higher forms, there

j

Raid, that the Son is homoousian with the Father,
is a greater concentration, and a more evident it merely declared that the Father and the Son ;

particular segments toallotment of the ganglia

particular functions.

HOMOLOGATION, a Scotch law-term, denot-
ing an act or conduct which confirms or approves
of something which otherwise might be invalid.

Thus, an informal deed, though useless in itself, yet,
if acted on by one or both parties, »ill be set up
and made valid, as against the party homologating.
To constitute homologation, a clear knowledge of
what the party is doing is necessary. The term is

not used in English law, but similar effects are pro-
duced, and bear other names, such as confirmation,
estoppel, part performance.

HOMOLOGOUS quantities or magnitudes in
Geometry are such as correspond, or are like to one

, another. For example,
in similar triangles, the
homologous sides

those which are opposite
to corresponding angles.

In the triangles ABC,
ABC, which are similar,

BC is homologous to B'C, AB to AB', aud AC to
AC See Homology.
HOMOLOGY, in Anatomy, is the term now-

used to indicate structural correspondence, while
the term analog;/ is employed to indicate functional
resemblance. Thus, by homologue, is implied ' the
same orgau in different animals, under every variety
of form and function ;

' while by analogue we.under-
stand ' a part Or organ in one animal which has
the same functions as another part or organ in. a
different animal.' For example, the wings of
an insect are the analogues of those of a bat or
bird, but not the honlologues ; whilst the. latter are
homologues with the arms of man, the fore-legs
of quadrupeds, and the pectoral fins of fishes. For
further illustration, see Owen On the A rchetype and
Homologues of Uie Skeleton.

HOMOOU'SIAN (Gr. homos, the same, arid ousia,

substance), and HOMOIOUSIAN (Gr. homoios,
like, aud ousia, substance), two terms that long
distracted the primitive church. The first was
the shibboleth of orthodoxy in the Arian con-
troversy, the decree of the council of Nice, which
declared the Son to be homoousian, of the same
substance with the Father. The rigid Arians, who
resisted the decree of Nice, of course rejected
the term. The semi-Arians, who held the subor-
dination of the Son to the Father, were divided
as to its use. Some of them rejected the word
altogether, as directly conveying, a false idea

;

others, while they did not absolutely reject the
idea, regarded the word as objectionable, but
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not one and the same person. On the contrary, the
council of Nice, in defining that the Father and
Son are homoousian, understand ousia hi the very
different signification of substance or nature. See
the historical treatises of Athanasius, Newman's
translation.

HOMO'PTERA (Gr. homos, the same, uniform,
pteron, a wing), according to some entomologists,
an order of insects ; according to others, one of
the two great divisions of the order Hemiptera
(q. v.), differing from, the Heteroptera in having the
first pair of wings of uniform substance through-
out (whether perfectly membranous, or somewhat
leathery, and so passing into elytra), and the rostrum
or sucker originating from the inferior part of the
head near the thorax, or even between the first pair
of legs. The H. feed on the juices of plants, and
some of them are very troublesome to farmers and
gardeners. The females of many have an oi-ipositor,

by means of which they pierce plants, in order
to make a place for the reception of their eggs.
The larva; are active, and resemble the perfect
insect, but are wingless. The pupaa are also active,
and have rudimentary wings. Among the H. are
Cicadas, the largest of the order, Lantern-flies,
Froth-hoppers, Aphides, and the Coccus tribe.

HONA'N, one of the central provinces of China,
having an area of [jo. 104 square miles, and a popu-
lation of 23,037,171. Its capital, Kaifung-fu, is

situated on the Yellow River, from which it has often
suffered, the river-bed being here elevated above the
adjacent country. It has been overflowed nineteen
times. In the reign of Fuhi (2852 E. a), it was the
capital of China. It has suffered various vicissitudes.

In the 1,2th c. of our era, it was six leagues in
circumference. At present, the city is uninteresting
to Europeans, save as the residence of the Jews of
China, now dwindled to a few families.

HONAWA'R, a seaport on the Malabar or west
coast of the peninsula 6f Hindustan, belongs -to the
presidency of Madras which here extends from shore
to shore. It is in lat. 14° 17' N., and long. 74° 30"

E, being 340 miles to the south-east of Bombay. It
stands on the north side of an inlet of the Arabian
Sea, winch receives the Gerseppa or Sheravatti from
the Western Ghauts. Though both the harbour
and the anchorage outside have a good bottom
and a sufficient depth, yet, in the season of the
south-west monsoon, the surf is a serious impediment
to navigation.

HOXDU'RAS, an independent republic of Central
America, extending east and west from the Carib-
bean Sea to the Pacific Ocean, and. separating
Nicaragua on the south-east from Guatemala ou the
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north-west. It stretches in N. lat between 18° 10"

nn.l 16 , and in W. long, between 88° end -

: abool 47.0'.*j square miles, including a

portion of the Mosquito Territory, and 350,000 inhab-

itants, t of them, wholly or partly, of aboriginal

blood. Tin* country is generally mountainous, tuing

traversed by the Cordilleras (q. v.), which connect the

Andes on tin- south with the Sierra Madre on the

iifnili. Tin- i>t in. ipul rbi-is arc tin- ('Inuiiclioon, DI-

ES, Agnan, and Choluteca, An excellenl

country, II. abounds also in mineral wealth. The
mini nils are gold, silver, copper, iron, cinnabar, zinc,

antimony, tin, platinum, opal, amethysts, n-licstos,

chalk, limestone, marble, and coal The soil produces

valuable timber, fruit-trees, cotton, sugar, coffee, to-

bacco, indigo, maize, win-lit, potiitnt-s, i .in

bananas, and l»-iuis. Tin- foreign trade

chiefly with Great Britain, the United States, and

Spain. The imports, amountii
dollars, or £14^,1X10 sterling, consisted to ilu- i-xtint

of re 1 1 mi i one-hall of cotton manufac - the

articles next in order, woollens, -ilk-, and wines and

spirits, having been almost pr< ii-ilv otu - til tli part of

the sum-total, According to the now Constitution of

11., which *j< adopted Nov., 1865, tin- Legislative As-
sembly consists of 1 1 dcputii's, and i.lu- Senate ol 7

members. The t'ounril of state i-mhi-i

tcrs and 7 other members. The republic is divided

into the departments of Comayagua, Tejucigalpa,

Choluteca, Santa Iiarbara.Griu-ias, Yoro.and t llimclio.

-
( 'omayic_rua,and lias al.0111 18,000 inhab-

iiiuits. In,|iorts now generally conic tin-

of Amapola,oo the island of Tigre, in the baj ot Fon-

sccn, which was opened, Feb. 1, 1868. Rnatan, a port
on tin- Atlantic Coast, lias also been recently opened.

HOND1 HAS, I'-av or, an inlet of the Caribbean
i Yucatan and < I

the west, and Honduras on the south. From the

iintrii - of British Honduras and Yucatan
S variety ot* streams, the chief of which

- .mils. The
shore is m irked b

lli i\l UK as. BsmSH. See Balize.

HONES, or WHET STONES, a particular class

of -t a used for the purpose of sharpening edge-

tools, such as knives, scythes, &c. They are usually

a length, and from an
: either left square or

rounded, according to their inl

kind of hones are tk lee ; these arc

hard, compact, and so very silicioiis, that they readily

wear down the hardest steel : tlicj

of slate, derived from the ar

the PauBozoic perio I

from Turkey ; B ihemia is al

hones; and excellent ones are found in P
Han Mountains, in Styria, in America, Spain, Peru,

and in Siberia. In G ral localities

yield bone it quality, and none
i stone, which

ili loiu copper-plates, as well as

for bones. The w idwall stone,

and the cutler's gp ibtained from

Snowdon in Wales; and in the neighb
inshire oil-atones an

ii mi, they
resemble each other verj closely. The best hones used

for sliar|icnin!; siw ihes and other large blades are usu-

ally made of some fine-grained mica -i

stone-, and me manufactured in manj L

HCNESDALE, a new and fiourisbini

i pan of Pennsj Ivania, I uiteo States,

America, 160 miles north-east from

It is situated at tin- confluence of the Lackawaxen
and Dyberry Creeks, and connected bj canal and

railway with New York. J; is the I tre ol an

'-npoiiant coal-district, from which anthracite coal

is -.1,1 to the Atlantic cities. In 1859, il containeu

, an aeadciny, hank, foundry, tanneries

mills, and three newspapers. Pop.
i, and rapidly increasing.

HONEST? / trio), a genua of plants of the

natural ord> i

/,. tut mm or birnnit,

, cultivated in III ll.-li

mat of the beauty of

larl lj of the curious appearance
• ). They are

i
, , _d i . with rather coarse foliage. The

origin of the Km.di.sh name is douhtful. Some of the

oldei En lish poets mention the plant as Lunarie.

irded, in the days of superstition, as

possessing extraordinary virtues.

HONEY i rous glands

of Bowers, from whence it is collected by the

working or neuter lues, which extract it bymeans of

, and pass it into tin- dilatation of the
'

oesophagus, known as the crop or honey-hag. When
the animal has arrived at the hive. :,

the honey, probably altered by admixture with the
secretion of the crop, into the cells of the comb. It

is used by the bees as food, hut it is" its general

man that here require
i,,m LCI ,

The composition of honey varies somewhat
acconling to the food of the bees, their age, the
season, *c. Hybla, a mountain in Sicily, and
Hymettus, a mountain in Attica, were in ancient

ited for their honey ; doubtless in

consequence of the wild thyme and other fragrant

, . on them. The honey of Narbonne
.. held in high es

ountry, honey obtained
by bees havn ither has, as is, well

culiarly agreeable taste. The substances

which have been recognised in honey are sugar
ni two kinds— one crystallisable and analogous to

Glucose (q. v.), and the other uncrystaUisable,
to Guibourt) ;

gummy, waxy,
colouring and odorous matters; and p
pi opoi i i i rystallisable sugar im

the honey, so as to give it in time a

granular character. The best and ni

is a .lea;- Huid contained in a white comb, while
older honey is of a yellowish, and even reddish tint.

as an article of f 1; and to the ancients, who wen)

unacquainted with sugar, it was of more importance
than it now is. -A land (lowing with milk, and

>! the highest conceivable advantages)

u mind. Taken in moderate quantity,

honey is nutritive and laxative, but ,1

sons often in, , symptoms.
ll- therapeutic action is probably not very great, but

it is employed with advantage to flavour ami give

b inks or mixtures

b ,
Hid in the i ni" of

'" II n ton, .

oid water, it l-

[ed With barley-water, so as to form an
inflammatory

affect s, or given as an expectorant in coughs ami
Cold-.

It should :

;

,
i oonej oasionally

n- properties. Xenophon, in

his history of thi Retreat oi the 'I i

,
,

I,, li y of Trebit 1

as having pro i temporary madness,

,,ii the whole army wlnnato
or it. Mr A, . .ml in 18H3
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to the secretary of the Zoological Society, observes

[hat he has himself witnessed that the effects of this

honey are still precisely the same as those which
Xenophou describes, and he adopts the views pro-

pounded by Tournefort in 1704, that the poisonous

proj>erties are consequent on the bees extracting

the honey from the Azalea Pontica. Many other

instances of poisonous honey are on record.

'

Honey, although not of so much importance com-
mercially as it was before sugar became so large

an importation, is nevertheless brought to this

country from abroad in considerable quantities,

wnich, in addition to the home produce, mentioned
in the article Bee, shews that it is still largely in

demand. Nearly fifty tons are annually imported
from various parts of the world : North America,
the West Indies. Portugal, France, and Greece, are

the countries from which we receive most. The
French is very fine, and is chiefly consumed for

domestic and medicinal purposes ; the Greek is the

finest, and is only used as a table delicacy ; most of

the other kinds are inferior, and excepting some,
'portion which is used by the tobacco manufacturers,

to give a spurious sweetness to tobacco, it is difficult

to account for the consumption of so large a quantity.

Honey is often very much adulterated. One of the
most common materials used for that purpose is

flour ; sample's of Fren'ch honey have also been found
largely adulterated with gelatine ; the latter cannot

so easily be detected, as there is always present

naturally a portion of gelatine in honey. The quality

of even the best depends upon its careful refinement

or clarifying. If honey be slightly heated, the chief

impurities rise to the surface, and can easily be
removed by skimming ; this is usually done, except
in the case of virgin honey, which is generally

sufficiently pure for most purposes.

HONEY BUZZARD, or PERN (Pernh),a genus
of Falconidm, allied to kites and buzzards, but
differing from them, and from all other Fakonidw,

deposit their eggs ; and the larvae feed on the honey-

comb, through which they make tunnels lined with

silk, and in" the midst of which they finally spin

their -cocoons and undergo their transformations.

The cocoons are often united in little heaps. These
moths, when numerous, are very injurious, and some-

times quite destructive to the bees, from the stings

of which they seem to enjoy a perfect immunity.

Honey Buzzard (Perm's apitorus).

a having the lore, or space between the eye and
the bill, closely covered with feathers, which over-

lap one another like scales. The food of 'honey
buzzards consists, not of honey, but chiefly of bees,

wasps, and their young, in quest of which these

birds dig up the ground, to get at the nests of

the insects. They feed also partly on other insects,

»nd less frequently on lizards, small birds, &c. I »ne

species {P. apivorus) is found in Britain, but is

rare ; it is ratffer larger than a common buzzard.

HONEYCOMB MOTH, or WAX MOTH [-Gal.

'

I DOS of small moths of the same tribe with

clones' moths, of which some of the

remarkable for infesting bee-hives. There they
404

hnnevc'jmb: ? -j.illrr :

G. wlloneUa or cereana, perhaps the most destruc-

tive species, is about an inch in extent of wings ;

G. alvearia not much more than half an inch. Both
have a satiny appearance, and are amongst the

•worst enemies the bee-keeper has to encounter.

HONEYCOMBS, in guns, are flaws resembling

the cells made by bees, worked in the metal by the

action of exploded gunpowder. They spread rapidly,

and, with continuous firing, soon eat into the metal

to such an extent as to render the further use of

the gun dangerous.

HONEY-DEW, a viscid saccharine exudation

which is often found in warm dry weather on. the

leaves and stems of plants, occurring both on trees

and herbaceous plants. It is usually, but not always
_

associated with the presence of AfMdes, Cocci, and
other insects which feed on the juices of plants, and

its flow is ascribed to their punctures ; but the

rupture of the tissues from any other cause, such as

the state of the weather, seems also to produce it,

and warm dry weather seems to be necessary for

the production in the sap of tbat superabundance of

sugar which is thus thrown oft. Aphides themselves

exude by certain peculiar organs isee Aphis) drops

of a fluid which is called honey-dew, which prob-

ably differs considerably from the direct exudation

of the plants on which they feed, but mingles with

it where they abound. Honey-dew is often so

abundant as to fall in drops from one leaf to another

on to the ground, sometimes falling from trees even

as a copious shower. Different kinds of manna are

the dried honey-dew or saccharine exudation of

certain plants. See Manna. But very generally,

this exudation, as it dries, coats the surface of leaves

and branches with a clammy film, to which every-

thing brought by the atmosphere adheres, and on
which moulds and other small fungi soon grow,

and thus the pores of the plant are clogged and
its health is impaired. Gardeners are therefore

careful to wash off honey-dew with the syringe.

Orange and lemon plantations sometimes suffe

great injury from the abundance of honey-dew
;

and it has "proved a cause of very great loss in the

coffee-plantations of (Vyloy.
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(.j. v.i. lmt also tli

..[' bird* ni i

bir Is, and peculiar t

S'ew Holland Hniicv Eater iMtlijJmr/tt A'ora
Holland ui).

HONEY-EATER, or HONEY-SUCKER, » Locum;, and in Britain as the Thrbb-thobnbd
»"»ietin.i ,,] A r \( i a —u lofty and beautiful tree of the natural

lla """ "'' '

1 Jo humnin, ,,i u,,. Alleghanies, mm. I of the basin
tin- islands i.f of th. !,.„ found wild on the

Atlantic coast of North America, and
planted lor ornament in the vicinity of hal
Thi ttoi

, a n

pistil, lin. i]
v unisexual 'I

I

nesa v the to

The tree is furnished with numerons

• . :.r.i\vii, and enveloped in
a pulp, which, when 1

1

rerj sweet
Sujjar has been made from it, and when
it yields an intoxicating beverg
American Indians. Tin- honey locust attains a
heighl of 70 or 80 feet Tn
to be seen in some parts ol Britain. '

J

l i

erican I ocusi Tree (q..v.),

I i.i: iiit.icuciaj, but is more
coarse grained.

HONEY-STONE, or MELLITE, a mineral of
"'• characters ami composition, found in
n wiili coal and sulphur in several places

in Germany. It i«vurs in square octahedrons, looks

,i t _t .a. , , _. . ., ., ,. , ., like a honey-yellow resin, and may be cut with a
ftat part of the world. Chu.family, ifehphaguto- knife. It is a mellate of alumina, consistii« of
o; the order A... •

,
; ,i. alumina and water

i red sharp bill, not so slender as in hum-
mine. hi, ds and sun birds ; tbe tongue terminates H()'XEYS>:CK[,K \L<,niixi;i. or,' according to
in a pencil of delicate filaments, the bettei t< others make a

licking honey from llowcrs, or juices i,,,,, natural

fruits. These are a' principal part ol tin 1 1 of order <;,,, ,,,..,,. ,.; ,,. ]'l :

.

en twin-

devour insects in
me. and ba\c I In' flowers either in wlu.rls or in

great an , i. ..: i..,,,,, i

i;i '1'be eil V \ is short ami .. toothed; the corolla
and generally of gav pluma.-,-. Most, ,,f' tln-in leave tubular-funncl-shapcd. .". cleft, ucneralh two

,;,., Ml ,l
tie fruit a :i-eclle,| and main -, cded berry.—The

Ibitterin:' and dartu.e ainone tn'es and sbrubs when ( 'ommon II.. or W. mi. iii.sk (/.. ...
,;<:. ;„„•„„,„ i. is

will, and arc vcrv abundant in all parts ,,f
v.-r\ abundant in w Is and thicker, in t parts

Australia. They are extremely vivacious and active, '" l'"-iiain. On account of its beautiful eream-
and keep up a continual ' "noils of Mowers and their delicious

nio,t splendid species, M •
• " is often planted in shrubberies, and

died the Etiflem.ui or Rifle Ifirl by the :I '~- It is said (
Australian colonists. Am eglantine of .Milton. The phe tena observed in

iddm ed in proof ol

voice much resembles tie plants: the branches shooting out
To this family is referred the Poe Bird to bear their own <

Bird, or Tui-tui

of New Zealand, a bird I.. ii Erom ngl left,- bu1 il they
of a de "l.\ with one another, twining in different

and bla.k in certain lights, with snow-white tufts directions, one to t uor to the left—
of downy curling feathers on the sides of the neck. v"> similar to this is the Perfoliate B < I . capri-

Unlike moatoi - with paler whorls of flowers, and remark-
poweo

i g-bird, •''''•' '"'' ''''- '"- ' '"' upper 1 i bat au
'

I speak uianv words, and b. niddli of

very familiar in domi which the stem passes. This peculiarity i

HONPV OTTTTYR I V 1 1 n • \ Tl , D ,. MmI-mi' '

"
' '"' i!l

-:::;;,:

nii'i ni-i. in MMiif respect*. (•> creepers, IIhv nn» ( n ,
,- .1 ,1 n

all ....I f A.iica'nnd arc , ,'l in ulum-t all
l

-'
] '"-:"'] "'"' "'" '

earlier. Tli-

01 Europe, Sd..-i-ia, and North Ami nca. The l'i v

Ij indigene Britain, but

parts of it. They hi

guiding men t.. honey
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HONEYSUCKLE-HONOLULU.

is a native of the southern states of North America,
often planted in Britain on account of its beautiful
Bowers, red on the outside, and scarlet within, which,
however, have no fragrance. It is a twining ever-
green shrub.— The berries of the honeysuckles are
nauseous.— The name H. is also given to shrubs

s, but of which
i species of Jlmil-s!

Victoria, the chief town, is situated on the
northern shore of the island, on a small bay sur-
rounded by mountains. It is laid out in magnificent
streets, has increased with astonishing rabidity, and
is one of the most beautiful British possessions in

Asia. Its harbour is commodious and safe ; its road-
tlie stead has a depth of from three to seven fathoms,
in and affords good rage. Provision-stores and

very different from tl

Mowers abound in honey, as iu species or jjaniesia in ana aitoras gc
Australia. Azalea vucosa and A. nudiflom are called repairing-docks for the ships of the naval station
Swamp II. in North America. of the sea of China have been ' established here;

HONEYSUCKLE, French. See French merchant-vessels are also repaired here. Between
Honeysuckle. [Victoria and Canton, Macao, Shanghae, Singapore,

HONEYSUCKLE ORNAMENT, a form char- !

Bombay, Calcutta, &c, frequent and regular com-

acteristic of eastern art. It is used in Assyrian,
"''""cation by steam is maintained. 1 lie magnificent

1'ersiau, and Hindu architecture, and wh-rcver used
l""' 1 """' ot ,[. presents a most st.rrmg appearance,

indicates an eastern origin. The ( frocks borrowed it
* u ™><<:™ ™ X ^'""-.'-vessels aiv arriving and depart-

from the Persians, and, by refining and improving
lnS ""'^

,

In
,

1866, 3783 vessels, of 2,015,747 tons,

it, made it one of the most beautiful ornaments of
™ ie™} ,

and
-
clearei1 tne P01".'- Here 1,u the Sreflt

their architecture. It is chiefly used in the Ionic
Hue I

> Grecian Architecture.

nail town and seaport of

Style (q. v.). See

HONFLEUR,
France, in the department of Calvados, is situate

on the southern shore of the estuary of the Seine,
opposite to, and seven miles distant from the port of
Havre. Its situation, backed by wooded heights,

is exceedingly pleasing ; but it is badly built, dirty,

and uninteresting. The commerce of H., once of

some importance, has been absorbed in great measure
by Havre ; many vessels, however, ci

fisheries, are still owned here, and t!

siderable trade in the export of eggs
England, and in timber.. 'The principal manufao-

I

their operations and conduct
their money transactions; yet H. occupies only a
secondary rank in the commerce of China. Part of
the merchandise from Europe goes direct to the place
of its destination, without touching at this British
settlement; in the same manner, hardly any of the
teas and not much of the silks exported ever come to

Hong-kong. The trade of H. is chiefly in opium, in

supplying war and other vessels with stores, in re-

pairing vessels, and in the transfer of passengers.

In 1868 the value of imports from Great Britain was
iged in the £2,305,009, while the exports were but £235,804.
e^is

i

a eon- Already one of the most flourishing of British

'™,,^*°
|

colonies, Hong-kong is probably destined to fur-

extension and importance, and will rise with
the gradual increase of the commerce of Eastern
Asia.

In 1843 this island was ceded in perpetuity to
her Britannic Majesty by the treaty of Nankin,
having been occupied as a preliminary measure -in

1S41. Its affairs are ruled by a governor (at present,

1862, Sir Hercules Robinson) and legislative conned,
who have their seat of administration here.

HO'NITON, a small market-town, and municipal
and parliamentary borough of England, in the county
of Devon, is beautifully situated in a graceful and
highly cultivated valley, near the left bank of the
Otter, 16 miles north-east of Exeter. The Old
Church Contains elegant oak-screen,

shop of Exeter. H.
ice, called from the
jch of manufacture,
made by hand on a

tures are hosiery, chemical products, hardware, and
refined sugar. There are also rope-walks and ship-
building yards. The harbour is furnished with two
light-houses. Pop. in 1866, 9946. . '

HONG-KONG ('Fragrant Stream,' but better

known now among the Chinese as Kwan Tai Ln, or
'Petticoat String Road'), a British island off the
south-east coast of China, Is situated in the estuary

of the Chu-Kiang, about 100 miles south-east, of Can-
toD. It is nine miles long, from two to six broad,

and has an area of about 32 square miles. The capi-

tal, Victoria, is situated in lat. 22° 164' N, long. 114°

84/ E. Pop. (1865) 127,538, 125,504 of whom were
Chinese. The total public income in 1867 was £179 -

043 ; the expenditure, 1152,780. The public debt in
vuli ' u"

•
,

1867 was £15,625.
' erected m 1482 by Courtenay,

The island Ls covered to the shore with mountains,^*
I""- "7 .;™ f°r

.

*h
,

many of the peaks ranging iron, lono to noarlv '.?
"" 1 * '"

"TV
2000 feet high The mountains consist ehiellv of "'"»*<"! Lace. ™'s 1^-e '»« »y™
or-mite ,„„™t: 11( . ,„,] tn „. rr .„,u ,„,,,.,;...„., /'!"•"(•; its manufacture was introduced into Jiug-1,1 lTe

land by the Lollards during the reign of Elizabeth
The vale of Honiton is famous for its butter. Pop.

bad as it was in the earlier years of the- colony, I

2*.I*"" li

'V
|

,H-,,

1

t!,r
-
v : "," 1 -'™P»1 trough "> 1871,

when the ground was first opened for purposes ,'

1 '"'
'r

* ™ U%'° uu" ,,ber8 l° the

of building For about six months, from May to
j

H°Use °f Com"'°" s-

October, the heat is oppressive in the extreme, being
|

HONOLU'LU,.a seaport in lat. 21° 18' N., and
accorapaaied with much rain and damp, and the

j

long. 157° 55' W., on the south-western or lea-

city of Victoria is so situated as to be shnt out from i ward coast of Ooahu, one of the -Sandwich Islands

the refreshing influence of the south-west monsoon, (q. v.), is perhaps the only spot in
- Polynesia that

During four of the winter months, the weather is can fairly claim to be reckoned as an integral

cool, dry, bracing, sometimes even cold ; but the !
part of the world of commerce and civilisation,

change from the perspiration of summer to a dry i Being the seat of government, as well as the centre
cold is apt to produce dangerous diseases, more of trade, it is, in every sense, the metropolis
especially of the kidneys. The temperature in of its own group, which is at once the largest and
summer ranges from 83" to 96°, and in winter from

]

the most important of all the kindred clusters.
40° to 75°. On the mainland, opposite the northern

|

But beyond this, its intrinsic advantages', and the
shore of the island, and separated from it by a absence, or at least the distance, of rivals al jng

narrow channel varying from half a mile to four
j

the surrounding • waters, ill any direction, have
miles in width, is the Kow-hing" Peninsula, a strip

;

combined to render it an entrepot between the
of coast territory and portion of the township of I

opposite shores of the Pacific. Besides attracting

the same name, which was ceded to the British ! numbers of whalers for repairs and supplies. H.
government by the convention of Pekin, October

[

occupies a most convenient position on each of tVe

24, 1S61. •
I

three great .thoroughfares of its own giaut ocean.

ries are
skilfully worked by the Chinese. The" climate is

still very unhealthy for Europeans, though not so

was in the earlier years of the- colony,



HONORAKH'M HoXOITt

TIm.,1.!, Ooahu, in common with the

chain, is evidently of volcanic formal
reef, which forms the breakwater of the harbour of

i .1 formation. The tempei
between 67°.9 in January, and 83°2 in

August : bo that, roughly computed, the annual mean
th a divergence in either direction of only

7°.65. The tropical heal is modified by periodical

north-casters. The population of Honolulu num-
'. I l, I, Americans an. I others. This

man of traffic has, for Beventy years, maintained the
unity, and, through the unity, the peace, of the once
Independent and hostile tribes of tin- Hawaiian Archi-

pelago. In l>r,s, us merchant \ ils and steamers

orteol tin 1

1

^7 ol whi h entered Honolulu :i of thi ibove were
whaling vessels, S3 f which ware American. In the

$ l.c.7 4. 1*1. of «|,i,.|i ijtlJJ.t.sns were Iron, the V. S.

The domestic products exported n ted to 19,616,-

S17 pounds, of which upwards of 18,000,000 pounds
were sugar, and a total value of $1,340,469.

HONORA'RITJM, a term sometimes used to

denote the fees payable to counsel or physicians,

because they "ere presumed to he given as a present,

and paid heforehan.1, and not on the vulgar theory

of payment for « .vices rendered. The legal effect

which followed was. that neither counsel inr physi-

cians, if not paid their fees beforehand, could linn.'

nn action against the client to recover them. '11ns

I uited Kined.m as to counsel,

but not as to registered physicians, who can now
action I he law as to how

lidly make a s] ial agreement
fur a fixed sum, and sue for it, has been ladly dis-

cuss. .1 in England in the late case of Kennedy v.

has not yet been decided.

Hum I':; 1 1 S, Ki.awi s, a id son of Theodosius
the Creat. v .to th,- host author-

3 ptemb r 384 a. d. On
re was divided into two parts,

h the western half, with Some as his

capital ; but

i.irdi.iusbip of Stilieho Pp v.). who
i it facto ruler of the \\ esterh

.k up his residence at .Milan,

married Maria, I

of Stilieho. The most important events of II. 's

reign w.-re the van. i eleil with the

German tnl.es who dwelt on the Rhine and Upper
the rigorous per

the devastation ..f Northern Italy by
Alaric and his Visigoths in 400—403. Stilieho was
then in Germany! but on his return, he speedily

cleared tie invaders, alter totally

Pollentia (March 403). Another
barbarians, under Rhads

place in 105 liMi. which » .

the
i
rwerful arm of Stilieho. Neverthi

tor lo ' I..' favour of

his Weak and Worthless master, and WI
ously slain at Ravenna, 408 a.i.. Alai

advantage of th.- opportunity afforded

him. In ins v i... lo- inyadi i

Romo, which only escaped on payment of a heavy
ransom, and in tile following y.-ar he

and took it
I to the imperial purple.

The death ol the invader in 410 A. D., after having

a third tine I Italy. A
n ie falling empire

II l, who suppressed the rebel-

lions of l 'nii-l intine. .lovinus, and Salhistius in the

lorthcin provinces, and of lleracliau in Am. a.

He was now appointed the colleague of II. in the

consulship, and received iu marriage the band of

r' to II., alone with a share in the

empire, which lie did not Ion • enjoy, as Ins death
t..ok place a few months after, Th.- Gothic and

German tribes bad for s time Keen slowly but

reaching upon the Western Empire, and
iu Spain, (iaul. and l'aiiii.uiia, some of

the finest provinces, snatched from it

died L'7th August 4i\t. II. s cli.,i e t. i presi nta fi w
salient points. He was weak and foolish, and when
excited I.y fear or jealousy, cruel and tl

a trait well brought out in his treatment of Stilieho

HONORIUS. the name of foul popi BONOBTJ -

I. has been the subject ol much controversy, not
ii l 'atholies and I 'r. .t est ants, but also

between the Callican and Ultramontane s.l Is of

Catholics themselves. He w.as born of a consular

family in Campania. Of his early history, little is

known, except that he took an active part in bring-

: disputes which arose in Northern
Italy about the controversy of the Three Chapters

. in the death of r.oniface V.. in (ii"i. he was
i p. shop of Koine. His general administration

ol church affairs has been favourably judged by
historians; and his name is especially connected
with the history of the paschal controversy in

Ireland, and with that of the early Anglo-Saxon
Church. But his pontilieate is particularly memor-
able on account of the Monothelistic heresy. See
MosoniKiisM. H. is connected therewith rather

negatively, than by any positive participation, in the

dissemination of the \l..nothelite doctrine. While
the controversv was yet new iu the West, S, nous.

Patriarch of Constantinople, wrote to II., to explain

the Monothelistic doctrines in the most favourable

light, and to suggest that it would be most desir-

able to impose alien. i both parties, in a dis-

pute which really did not affect the substance of

the Catholic doctrine. H.. misled it is alleged

by this statement of Sergius, consented, and even

ed himself in language which would appear

to condemn the doctrine of two wills in Christ.

The Catholic historians, however, maintain that in

thus disclaiming the belief of two wills in Christ,

II. merely denied the existence m Christ of two
discordant or couth. -ting wills, that is, of a r,,r,n/it

,,„ I si, i
nil I, ,i„i, in will opposed to the divine wilL

It is not easy, perhaps, to reconcile this with the

i.il council, in which H. is

anathematised in company with many others, of

whose liotern.lovy there can be no doubt. But the

defenders ol H. reply, that although the sixth

council certainly does include H. in one common
condemnation with a group i>f heretical t

yet the explanation appended to the oondem-
oi the former, viz., that 'he had not by

I. is apo-tolic authority extinguished

the rising flame of heresy, hut by neglecting it,

I. Ill V alludes to the error

iiiic.l above, by which, although

him eli
i

.i> orthodox, he enjoined silence

on the controversy at a time when a moi
sighted ruler would have felt it his duty t

f, re by a clear and expl. .Mi the

whole, they maintain that, however II. may by his

in promised the

of orthodoxy, he did nol put forth any such dog-

matic .1 nly be ie L al.led, whether

by Protestants or by Galileans, as ir oncilabli

with the strict ultramontane doctrine of infallibility,

inasmuch as that doctrim he pope

king from the apostolic chair.' 11. died in

B38. Some letters ol Ins are preserved in Lnbbe's
„ urn, vol. iii.

HONOUR, Acceptance for, a phrase used iu



HONOURABLE, RIGHT HONOURABLE, AND MOST HONOURABLE-FOOD.
the law of bills of exchange, to dent* that a stranger
volunteers to accept a bill out of respect to a foreign
party issuing the bill to persons in this country,
who refuse to accept, in which case the strang.T
accepting, incurs certain responsibilities.

HONOURABLE, RIGHT HONOURABLE
and MOST HONOURABLE; titles given in
the United Kingdom to Peers, their families, and
persons holding certain public situations. A
Marquis or Marchioness is styled Most Honour-
able, a Peer (temporal) or .Peeress of a lower
grade, whether by right, or by courtesy, is Right
Honourable. The title Right Honourable is also
bestowed on the younger sons of Dukes and Mar-
quises, and their wives ; and on all the daughters
of Dukes, Marquises, and Earls; and Honourable
on the younger sons of Earls, and all the children
pi \ iscounts and Barons. Privy Councillors, the
Lords Mayor of London, York, and Dublin, the
Lord Advocate of Scotland, and the Lord Provost
of Edinburgh, are also entitled to the prefix Ri.dit
Honourable; and Maids of Honour, Lords "of-
Session, the Supreme Judges of England and Ire-
hind, to that of Honourable. Members of the
House of Commons, though Honourable is not
prefixed to their names, are distinguished as the
Honourable member for ,' and the East India
Company has been held entitled to the same prefix.
In America, the ch.-ir.-ictorisf ic love of title lm= K„o„

Xa'-i-ar:

America, the characteristic love of title has been
shewn in the practice of attaching Honourable to
the names of governors of states, judges, members
of congress, and other public functionaries.

HONOURS OF WAR, the term used to express
the privileges allowed to a garrison surrenderiic'
either in consideration of a brave defence, or from
some other cause. Many degrees of honour may
be paid to a vanquished enemy, according to the
generosity or judgment of the victorious commander-
in-chief. In some eases, the garrison is allowed to
march out with all its arms, drams beating, colours
Hying. &c. ; at another time, the conquered force
mil only be permitted to advance silently to the
front of their works, there to ground or pile arms.
and then, facing about, to return to their lines as
prisoners of war. Occasionally, the capitulation will
provide that the garrison shall deposit their arms
and warlike stores at some specified spot, and then

• march on to their own territory on parole of not
serving during the existing war against the victors

' or their allies.

HONTHEIM, John Nicholas von, was born
at Ireves in 1701. He was educated in the Jesuit
school of his native city, studied canon law
Louvaiu under the celebrated Van Espen, and
afterwards taught it for ten years at Treves, of
which see he became coadjutor in 1748, with 'the
title of bishop in parlib ,s infiddium. He is the
author of two voluminous works on the history
of Treves, Hislorin 'JWrin list's Dhihimnliat ( 3 vols
fol., 1750), and Pro,/,-,,,,,,,., ///.J. TrenrensU |»
vols, fol., 1757). But his literary career is chiefly
memorable for a theological essay, which although
with very mean pretensions to' learning, by the
novelty and boldness of its views, created an
immense sensation in the theological' world. The
title of this work, which was in" Latin, and dedi-
cated to Pope Clement XIII., is 'On the State of
the Church and on the Legitimate Authority of
the Roman Pontifi',' a work composed with a view
to the reunion of Christian sects. The name of

the author was for a long time unknown, the work
being published under the nam de plume of Justinns
reliromus (a name said to be taken from that
01 H. s niece, who was called Justina Febronial,
whence the system of church government which
the work propounds has been called Febronianism
(q. v.). His scheme may be described as a very
exaggerated form of Gallicanism, with the demo-
cratic element of Congregationalism supi radded.
The work immediately after its app€M«.i.:e was
condemned by Clement XIII., as well as by many
individual bishops. It drew forth a number of
ephes, the most important of which are those of

i (1767) and Ballerini (176S). Pius VI.,
required from H. a retractation of these

s. This retractation, however, was modified
bse.jueut Commentitrii. published at Frank-
17S1, to which, at the desire of the pope,

ed. H. eventually made full

He died in his 00th
at Alontqumten in Luxemburg, September

2 1790. -See Menzel's tfeuere Geschiehte tier
Deutschen, xi. 456, and foil.

HONVED (Land-defenders), the name given in
Hungary under the earlier kings to the national
>li impious. With the disappearance of these, the
word to,, disappeared; but in the summer of 1S48
it was revived, and applied first to those Hungarian
volunteers despatched to the south against the
Servians, and subsequently, when the war with
Austria really commenced,' to the whole patriotic
army. Still, in common parlance, the term Honved
is used only with reference to the Hungarian
infantry.

HOO'BLY, a town of Dharwar (q. v.), in the pre-
sidency ,,i !•„

, ml,ay. stands in lat. 15° 2(1' N., and
long. 7->" 13' E. It contains 15,0(10 inhabitants, and
is one of the principal cotton-marts in that section
of India. A good road has been constructed to the .

-Malabar coast, by which the raw cotton of the
'

ueighbouihood is easily and cheaply transported
tor shipment.

HOOD, Robin, the hero of several old ballads
.and traditionary stories, which generally represent
him as an outlaw and a robber, but of a gallant
and generous nature, haunting the depths of Sher-
wood Forest, .Nottinghamshire, and of Barnsdale
Forest, Yorkshire, in an early era of English history,

hitherto been customary to fix in

furt

Cardinal Gerdil rep] ....

submission to the church.

the 12th century. The earliest authentic notice of
him is in the Vision of Piers Ploughman, a poem
dating from between 1355 and 1365: 'rhymes of
Kobm Hood and Randolph Earl of Chester' are
there alluded to. About 1405. Wvnkvn tie Worde
printed a poem of considerable length; entitled The
Lt/tel Geate of Robi/n Hood—apparently a series of
rude popular ballads strung together, being probably
a modification of the ' rhymes ' spoken of in Piers
Ploughman. Thus we see evidence for a consider-
able antiquity to the ballads commemorating' Robin
H, a collection of which filled two little volumes
limited by Ritson in 1795. It is also certain that
in the early part of the 16th c, there was a wide-
spread celebration of annual rustic sports and
masqueradiiigs, under the name of the Robin Hood
Games, in which the deeds of the hero, and of
his companions, Little John, Friar Tuck, &c. and
of his sylvan. mistress, Maid Marian, were repre-
sented. These even extended to Scotland, where
the Reformers had some difficulty in putting them
down. In the ballads and the games alike? Robin
was always exhibited as a valiant man out of suits
with fortune, giving to the poor much of what
he took from the rich, most skilful with the long
bow and the quarter-staff, ^and almost unfailingly



HOOD llooKS.

victorious in personal encounters with whatsoever

opponent
In addition to the existence >>f

such .1 hem, »« must remark that hie grave has for

pointed to in Kirkleea Park, Yorkshire,

marked by a Bat stone on which was carved a

Bowi : \ cross.

\\ hill- there a uld be little doubt that some such

predatory outlaw as Robin II

that he was of a character to ex

peaking, the affections rather than thi

want of documentary
in, until the public itimi of a

tract by the Rev. Joseph Hunter in 1852 I" this

of the ballads

reprov. its Robin as going, by the invitation of

' Edward mir comely km.'.' I" moot him at Nutting-

ham ; as there accepting service with ms majesty
;

_ ium to court ; wli

becoming - ith with that kind of

Inc. he aid cot remain above IS months; after

which he retired, and resumed Ins wonted free and
jovial 1 1 ft- in the forest Mr II

t«. .--hew that Kin- Edward II. in 1323 made a pro-

gress through the western and midland counties, in

; which he came (November 9) to Not-

tingham; that in the mnts betweeu
March and November of tlie eiisnnu _\ear, u> ;

the names of 24 'porteurs' of the kin.:, to whom
llohj a and Symon

Hoi ;' and that anally, at the latter .late occurs an
entrj ' Robyn Hod, hi porteurs,

no lo

id, Ba ;' the name &

in.' no more, Mr Hunter likewise ascertained that,

at a date six ] it to i
1 "- roj al progress

i
nam,- of ' Kobe] tu II I' is

found in the court -roll I Wakefield,
as that nt defender in i small piece

of I. in I The probability then-fore is, that Kobin
H. lived and acted as the ballads represent him
only a few \, ol Piers Ploughman,
and really passed from wild forest lib inl

service for a brief space an adventure which might
i rodible attributed to him, if

W« did not knew sometime: of tli" v. .

puerile character of Edward II.. which was such
that he did not ,li-,| u i-i>n ally t >

nient in playing at chuck-farthing with bis ~, rvants.

orther deemed it likely that EL was one
of the yeomen who joined the discontented barons
under the E ri and were ruined by
the failure of tln-ir enterprise. If so. his life in the
forest might be rather a s,.rt of guerrilla warfare than
a practice of simple rapine ; and hence it might, in

that the ' gests '

i

became the

inent on the part of the community.
Hool). Thomas, was born in London ill 1798,

and alter I . placed in the count-
ing-house of a Russian merchant, but his health

failing, he «

returned to Lond and engaged himself t, barn
. with his uncle. In Isi'I. he

the post of sub-editor of the London
i. mil at once entered

upon its duties and an extensive literal

mice. His first separate publication -

Whims and Odditi a in 1828, of which
appeared during the two following

years. In 1829, h mmen
and continued it for nine \

Qm ft r one year, contributing to il

striking poem '.ntii

'

1S.J1, be went to reside at Wanstoad in Essex, where

lie wrote his novel of Tylney Hull; but pecuniary
dithculties supervening, lie return,,! to London in

1835. In 1838, he commenced the publication of

to which his portrait was attached,
11, dtli failing about this time, he went t,, reside .>n

the continent, and remained six years. In IS.'fil,

he published Up the Shine, the idea of which was
taken from Humphry CTnbr. On his return to

England, he became the editor of The .V> w UonUUp
Uagazine, and on hi., withdrawal from its manage-
ment in 1843, he published II'

chiefly of his contributions to that Berial In 1844

he started // /'.< .l/o

pages till"': Diiriiu bis
-

1, Robi i"! Pei [conferred
100 i j ear, which was tran

wife. He died on the .'Id May 1845, and was buried

iii Kensall Green Cemetery. Compai

and Xotes by hit

- I860).

H. takes a high place both as a humorist and as

a serious poet. He is great at once in comedy and
pathos, and he sometimes curiously mingles and
combines both. As a punster, he was supreme : ho
connects far-separated words and ideas by the most
subtle analogies, and sends tliem 1 .Much of his

comedy, however, is verbal and shallow, and will

be s i forgotten. It is as a poet that II. will bo

His j [rnm'a
the Shirt, and Bridi/? iif.Siijh.*. are ann

perfect poems of their kind in the English language.

HOOD, Viscount (Samuel Hood), En li b

admiral, was eldest son of the Rev. S. Hood, vicar

of Thorncombe, Devonshire, at which place he was
born, 1V-4. At 16, he entered the royal navy,

was made lieutenant in 174b.

1756. In 1759, being iii command of I
I

M'2 guns, he engaged a French 50-gun ship, which
he took after a desperate action of tour bonis. In

1777, he was made commissioner of Port -mouth
dockyard, and next year received a baronetcy. He
was then made rear-admiral, \v;is sent to the
West Indies to reinforce Rodney, and commanded
B division iii the engagement with the Count de
G-rasse, April 1-', 1782. He was made a peer of

Ireland by the title of Baron Hood. In I793j

he was made commander-in-chief of the Mediter-

ranean fleet, and took possession of the p, it of

Toulon ; but the French Republican army, in

great force, compelled him to evacuate it, after

i carrying away the principal part of

the shipping, firing the arsenal and public stores.

He then sailed for Corsica, which, a.

paign, he annexed to the crown ol Great Britain,

In 1796, he was advanced to the rank of avisi
of Cleat Ibitain, and nude _,,veiuor of blroli-

wich Hospital. He died at Hath, January 27, 1816.

:a' brother, Au.x LNDEK Hi

as rear-admiral under Lord Howe, was Second iu

command at Lord Howe's victory of the I ' lune
the French tle.-t in

1795, and was made, iii 1796, Baron, and in iSdl,

Viscount Bridport II,- dud in 1814,

HooD-MOULDING. See Dkii-stone.

Hooks, is,-,. Hobny Tibbom.) The healthy
soundness of the horse's foot is mainly preserved

l,\ permitting it to grow uninjured by the rasp
-i siion\i:i, win!

I, and undue dryness and evaporation
•. smearing dailj the crust, sole, and

frog with a little glycerine, or a mixture made
by melting together a quarter of a pound each of

tar, honey, b - .line, with a pound
of lard. Softness and brittlenees ol thi hoof, which
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are iroitful sources of cracks and Corns (q. v.),

be remedied by the regular use of
by placing the feet for several hours daily in thick

-lis, kept cool and moist by frequent
I water, and by

satiny growih of horn by occasional

I jnd the coronary band.' Cracks, or
cracks, as they-are termed, mostly occar

horses much upon -the roa-L

;
z.z'.. . : .. .i:_j ,-",;.- :

-'-.-
. -z .". : :. :-

-r-ssenrial After the
r .: and tenderness are removed, a hot

-
: _ r. angles to the crack.

:': no
should be wound round the hoof, and a sound
growth of horn stimulated by a busier round the
: : 1;T- 1 .

-
.

--. ~ :

. .

z z -.z- '..—.

. • - "

"

are annually
imported. They are however, large

:_— i _::.-:~i: r: : :: *:-^:.-"t .: --.-.Z.-Z a_ 1 i_~.i_-a_

HOOFT, Pieteb, a Butch historian and poet,

£fa March 15S1, studied
in France, G-ermanv.
Ha^oe. May 21. 1647.

-'

van Komina Hendrit /!. i Amsx. 1626— 1639), and
A'ederlandtehe Lflszorien (2 was. Amsi
:_ - r- -.'- .:. .. li- — -

--
. :

: "

sidered ooe jf i : _>ujeh literature. H.
j - - . .: _ n . .. is a p:-rT.

his Jfisxt.. been surpassed, if even
- pe z.z- ih the ..__: Anacreontic

Huvdecooper
in 173S. ed am important
:i z'z- "..•. .--_;:.-. : lie I'i-.L l^i^i-ji.

:: 3LT. a river of Bengal Proper, is

- . ." ."
. . -

;:
-- e -•:_-.

jnnet tbc •
- : 5sete of the Ganges,

. - -.

-
'-—

.

-._ .-'

:

'-.

- : .

"
i . .

-
i iac»re- Of all the r-hannglc by

the H. is the
:_ In the dry season,

!
'.-'.- z-.'.y -- -.' '.'— =—.._: --.. ."

". ilentta. 1 ting i -
- - : .- si

EL is subject to tfc

i

m less than 17 :V

:

t the
- .

_ :

HOOGHLY. a aty ui Bengal Proper, stands on
-

. :

"
' -- " -

-

-- ~_: -..-..

Here . :

- --

- : and in connection

'„•.::-.: r- .

HoOK. TiiEfjixiEr EDWAED.a celebrated novelist

and drama? -

__ - . and educated at Harrow. In 18(15, at

.oced an operatic farce called

- Return, which was very successful

;

:

„i
'

:':.: - ..
; "_;;'_ -^--

H_i r :- ".;•- - .:. r :._-_;

wonderful powers of imp
made nun the delight of society; and
pleased the Prince Regent by his feats of
_- "..- .; l--\ '.-.' i: nv.i: z-z

of the Mauritius, with s

to nearly £3000 a year. These
l- _ :: :. . .— .

-.-..,_ :-. -.-..- .r f -,

considerable deficiency in the military chest caused
him to be arrested and sent to England, and his

effects seized and sold. The peculation, it after-

wards appeared, had been committed by bis deputy,
who destroyed himself. On obtaining his liberty,

H supported himself by writing for the newspapers
and magazines, and on the establishment of the
John Bull, weekly Tory newspaper, in 1520. he
was appointed its editor. From his connection

tins bold, clever, and, at that time, virulent

!
print, he derived, during He prosperous state,

fully £3000 a Tear. In August 1623, for his debt
to the government, amounting to about £12,0n0,
he was arrested under an Exchequer writ, and
his property sold. He remained within the Euks
of the Kings Bench till May 1S25, when he
was released from custody. In 1S24 appeared, in

Bro, the first series of his Sayings and
I .:. •-. -':.:.

. — --- .A 5 -::_ : -.-
followed in 1825, and a third in 1S2S, for each oi—
"_.l _t ?-.-:-- L '. r-L._-.U-. --.Z.~. -L-Z

three-volumed novels were published by him in

rapid succession, such as Maxwell. 1830;" Lore and
Pride, 1833 ; GiVUat Gitnev. whieh contains a sort

of auH>b:o2raphr of himsVlf, 1S35; Jack Brag,
1837 ; BirtJu. Deaths, and Marriages, 1S39; G-rme$
Married, 1839; &c He died August 24, 184L

HOOK. Bev. Walteb Fabq^hak. DJ)_ son of
-.--.--- ' .- -= '£. '!.

Z. -. .:. :
' 7:--:-r. -:.--' —

-
. e^ter about the beginning of the century,

and educated at ChrisfrCharch. Oxford, where he
graduated in 182L After holding some minor pre-

ferments in the church, he was. appointed Vicar of

Leeds in 1837,andafew years ago Dean of Clikh-ster.

I-rai;_-_C:~_M " = z : -• ;.Sr-=.= :.
- r- -

.". «

or laborious sou. In 1356, Or Longley. Bishop oi

--_ l, -. -. -LL. - - i -."l.-. ..--.-; : _• - -.— -.

stated that twentv churches had been buQt in
-.--. '--.-.-.

:
- : : :-:. -..:., -:-.-:

' r - :_
:' ---.-

Bi&pnpiat, m-iaimmj the Van* m .

and Modern Itirimee <_ vols. Lond. 1845—1852). A
Chssrh D-cHomaru i Sth ed. 1859). Sermon, -rnggeked

bf the MiraHe* of out Lord and Sariour Jesus
-" On the Means of Rendering

the Edueatiom of the People 00th
ed. 1851 Land Lisa of the Archbuhop* of Cantertmri

- -_—:- - z.-.j-

HOO"KAH. See Pipe.

: .:

HOOKE, Bobeex. an English
opher. born at Freshwater, Isle o£ Wight, JTuly 18,

1635. was educated at Westminster school, and at

reh, Oxford. In 1662 he was appointed

curator of experiments to the Boyal Society, and
.-. '.-:". .-..- - r-.-.-.r-r . _i '. --. -_-. :-.-.- 7

:z •'-:--. .11 . _-L-- '- z' '-. ii -i

i r -.:.-. .

-.--
: '..• -

:.. :. :.. -z

March 3, 1703. H. was a man of extiaordiir— * .^-.r.

: i-. lered

—
"
'-""

" "_

: ,.-ir: .: :__:



anticipated by Hooke, His theory •

subsequently Conned part of Newton
cdpated the inventii t' the steam i

-

discovery of tin- laws of the constrained motions
of planets. Among his own completed
an.-, the 1

'

. the simplest theory
o! the arch ; the balance-spring at w.n

61 boiling water, The quadrant, tele-

swipe, and microscojie are also materially indebted
tn liim.

BOOKER, Kn hard, author of the Books of

! l Polity, and one of the most illustrious

in-, was born in the city of

rlion.l, :iliiiut the year 1554.

I
1

y ili.il In -I fur his ' quick appro-

plezt parts of learning,' and
-.1 Jewell, Bishop

was sent to Oxford

about in- 15th year He was placed at Corpus
Christi College,

' He was advanced lirst to the

u d then of fellow ol ins college.

ars' residt nee in hi

ordei

was appointed l " preach at St Paul's Cross. Hither
all the power and eloquence of the church found
their way in the 16th century. To II., however,

Buch a public appearance was evidently

considerable, according to Walton's ac m! ; and
is the weather proved very unfavourable

for his journey; 'but a warm bed

drink proper for a mid, ghon him by Mrs Church-
man, and her dlll-i lit attendance added unto it,

in hi ti Iln e oi tin- day, which
was on or afa 1581

roved too much for the simple-minded
lie was led, evidently without due

marriage with her daughter.

This marriage of H„ as is known to all, m Eat

from proving a source of happiness—a result that
1

1
"in its coin-

Walton's description ol I he \ isif ol

his two old pupils, Edwin -

i :
' Hi. hard called to lock the cradle'

from their company, is among the most charac-

his fine old writer. The visit

was made to lirayton-l'.eaiu hamp. iii Buckin ham-
I in 1584, as a country

his marriage. He was transferred ere

long to the mastership of the Temple, by the

patronage of Archbishop Win i

plunged into the controversy with Puritanism, out
of which his great work arose. Travels, one of

the most zealous of the Klizabethan Puritans, was

Pem] Ci

oi.l popular orator, if the less profound

thinker. The union was not a happj '
I hi

i ,1.Led in the lorenooii,' I i

and Bowed
i

r

i inthi

afternoon. II soon thl

II, and the illililbrelice ol the In ' joril j to

l-'l Ii lied

bishop, who presented him. ill the year 1591, to the
i "on, in tin- dioe, | Salisbury, and

sin mil., irom that city. Here be remained lor four

years, busily employed with his gnat work, which
- c in the Temple probably pr pted.

The Hrsl four books of the Ecclesiastical Polity

appeared in 1594. In the same year, hi

i, ii.d to iln living .
"ear Canter-

bury, where be spent the few reman
his 'life, and gave to the world the fifth book of the

Polity. The remaining three looks were posthn is.

A i io 1600, in the 46th year ol Ins age, he

.audit cold in his passage from London to Graves-
end, and gradually sunk under the weakness which
followed.

II. will always be esteemed one of thl

triom thinkers and writers, not mil

I nl in English literature,
" He is alike

comprehensive and profound, tranquil and eloquent
lb- is speculative without mysticism, and earnest

without declamation. He searches all the depths
and rises to all the heights of his subject, without

ever forgetting the simplicity of the Chri bias oi

breaking the charm of catholic association that binds
ii parts together. More than anything, he is

wi.se and judicious in the highest sense of that
word ; and it is the light of lofty and calm wisdom,
shining through his pages, that continue to make
them a delightful and excellent study, when most
of the contemporary theological works are forgotten.

HOOKER, Sir William Jaokson, F.R.S., a
celebrated English botanist, was born at Norwich
in 17So. He was intended by his friends for a

mercantile life, but his natural love of botany
induced him to devote himself to that department
of natural history. His first work was a Journal

of a Tour hi Iceland in 1811, which attained such

popularity that a second edition was called for

in 1813. From that time almost to his death, in 1865,

he was constantly engaged in the publication of

botanical works, which are far too numerous lor a

full enumeration in this article. His investigations

on tin' British .lungerinanuiu' and Mosses led to his

appointment to the chair of botany in the university

of Glasgow, where he lectured with great success till

1841, when he resigned his professorship on being

chosen director of the Royal Gardens at Kew , an

office which he long filled in a most efficient man-
ner. Those only who recollect the slate in which

these Gardens were at the time of his appointment,
can fully appreciate the great improvements which
were made during his imiiiagi'iiieiit. His name is

enrolled in the lists of all the scientific societies

ai Ii • and abroad; and he was knighted In ls.'U'i,

on .ii "i f his high scientific acquirements.

The following are some of the most important of

hi- works; [. Monograph of the Briti

mauniie (1812— 1810,1; 2. .!/"».%"./. ..,/.,/ /.', /...... , •,

containing the s-r- of Great Britain and Ireland

(1818) ; 8. Musci Exotici (2 vols. 1818 -1820)
j

1821)- 5. The Exotic Flora

(3 vols. 1823—1827); 6. Ir,„„n l-'.U.;,,,, tin

association with l>r Giwillei, \'l vols. fol. bS-Jii

—

1837) J
7. The British flora (18oUi, a work that

: •
. l " i o 1 I lull .seven edit ion- ; S. /'!

::.. j}, ,1,1111/ of the Nortltern Parts of

British America [2vols. 4to, 1829 1840); S Illus-

trations of lh- 6V«, ru of Ih ivi., 1
18.-I.S 1S4-J) ; 11). A

chidac i Plants, \ Ito, 1848) ; II. The

Botany of Captain Bet -
I a ages to

i Bel / i Stra (in a id ion with Dr
Walk.r Ai.'io.ti. (1831 1841); 12. 27i« Victoria

/,:,,:„ : l:!. /iwn* ri„,,t„n<,ii ilo vols. 1S37 I860) ;

I t. British Ferns (1862) ; 15. Garden Ferns (1862).

HOOKER, Joseph Dalton, M.D., F.B.s.. a dis

tinguiahed living botanist, was bom ai G
Mi, ii.l i the only surviving son of Sir William

.1 ,. i. .a Hi oki t (q, v.). He .

im dii al pr ion, and M D. at the

I dasgow ; accompanied i ..

mdl I" Sir .lain. - Boss in I 889, nominal ly

bus, but iu reality

to study the botany oi

expedil

w itli the v lew of iu\ ,

.' il Horn, and

spent about time _M'als in examining the v. gcta

turn of the Sikkim Himalayas, He returned t..

sill



HOOKS AND EYES—HOOPING-COUGH.

Knglind ill 1S51, mill shortly afterwards pu
his JHmaliiij'in J-ntrnttls, in two volumes,

fell,.

a-j valuable, the

eller, Dr. TI1011

i- 7000 species o

nber of dnplici

—especially of

tlie

.iiln.ii

iber of

Irons—that have
consequence of

able. In 1855
he was assistant director, ami in 1865 succeeded his

father in the directorship, of Kevv Gardens. Besidi

various important papers in the Transactions of

the Linmean and other learned societies, he has
published the following botanical works : (1.) The
Botany of Sir James Host's Antarctic Voyage,
including three separate works— viz., The Flora
of New Zealand, The Flora of Tasmania, and T/ie

Flora of Lord Aucklantfs Islands; (2.) lHukra-
lions of Sikhim-IIimtiluiian Plants; and (3.) The
Rhododendrons of the Sikkim Himalaya. No one
since Humboldt has done so much as the subject
of this notice to enlarge our knowledge of the
geographical distribution of plants.

FIOOKS and EYES. These small articles are
largely used in millinery for dress-fasteners, and
are of great utility. Formerly, they were made by
hand, the wire of which they are formed being
bent into the proper shape with pliers ; now, how-
ever, they are entirely made by machines of great
simplicity and beauty. With a pair of them it is

possible to make 200 hooks, and the same number
of eyes, in one minute. The operations of the
machines are, first, to draw the wire forward from
the sup] plying reel, then cut off the length recpuired

for hook or eye, as the case may be ; a sinker
then descends and forces it into a slot, by which
it is bent, and two projecting cams, acting at the
same time on the two ends, bend them over so

as to form the lateral loops used for sewing the
honk or eye to the garment ; then, in the case of

the hook, it is passed, under another sinker, which
forces the doubled wire

• into another slot, and
forms the hook part ; one
side of the slot, being
movable, is made to strike

the bent portion of the
hook sufficiently to flatten

it. It is then complete,
and drops out, to make
room for another.

HOOK-SQUID, the
name commonly given to

cephalopod molluscs of

the genera tjnychjt-.athis

and Enophteuiliis, allied

to the common squids or

Calamaries (q. v.), but
having the eyes destitute

of any covering of skin.

The arms have two rows
of suckers ; the tentacles

much exceed them in

length, and are furnished

with hooks at their

extremities. Hook-squids
are found in the Sargasso

Head, Arms, and Tentacles Sea, in the Polynesian

of Hook-squid. Seas, &c. They are much
dreaded' by swimmers and

divers, being often of large size—sometimes six feet

ong or more— whilst their hooks, their many arms,
|

their very numerous suckers, and their strong, sharp
mandibles, entitle them to a place among the most
formidable monsters of the deep.

HOOP ASH. See Nettle-tree.

HOOPER, Joun, an English prelate and martyr,
was born in Somersetshire about 1495, and educated
at Oxford. By the study of the works of the Ger-
man Reformers, and of the Scriptures, he was con-
verted to Protestantism, and about 1540 he went to
the continent, and spent some time in Switzerland.
At the accession of Edward VI, in 1547, he returned
to England, and became a preacher in London. In
1550, he was appointed Bishop of Gloucester, but
his objections to wearing the Episcopal vestments
caused some delay in his consecration. In 1552, he
received the bishopric of Worcester in commendam.
On the commencement of Mary's reign, in 1553, he
was committed to the Fleet, where he remained for
IS months, being frequently examined before the
council; but continuing firm in the Protestant faith,

he was condemned as a heretic, and burned at tli6

stake at Gloucester, February 9, 1555. He was
the author of numerous sermons and controversial
treatises.

HOOPING-COUGH, or PERTU.SSIS, is an
infectious, and sometimes epidemic disease, mostly
attacking children, especially hi the spring and
autumn. Its earliest symptoms, which usually
appear five or six days after exposure to infection,
are those of a common cold, as hoarseness, a watery
discharge from the eyes and nose, oppression of the
chest, a short dry cough, and more or less feverisk-
ness. This stage, which is called the catarrhal, lasts

a week or ten days, when the fever remits, and the
cough begins to be followed by the peculiar whoop
which characterises the disease, and which is caused
by the inspiration of air through the contracted
cleft of the glottis. See Larynx. The disorder may
now be regarded as fully developed, and consists
of paroxysms of severe coughing, which usually
terminate in the expectoration of glairy mucus, or
iu vomiting. During the fit of coughing, the face
becomes red or livid, the eyes project, and. the child
seizes some person or object near him for support
These paroxysms occur at uncertain intervals, but
usually about every two hours, and between them
the chdd returns to his play, takes his food with
good appetite, and exhibits little or no sign of ill-

ness. The disease reaches its height at about the
end of the fourth week, after which the paroxysms
diminish in frequency, and the patient shews signs
of improvement. The second stage may last from
two to eight weeks, and is succeeded by what may
be termed the convalescent stage, the duration of
which is very variable.

This is one of those diseases which seldom occur
more than once in a lifetime ; and hence it probably
is that, as few children escape it, it is comparatively
rarely noticed in adults. Morbid anatomy has failed

to throw any direct light upon its special seat.

The proportion of deaths to recoveries in cases
of hooping-cough has not been satisfactorily deter-
mined, but when there is a severe epidemic, the
mortality due to this disease is often very great

;

the deaths, however, in the great majority of cases,

occur amongst the poorer classes. This mortality
is, in reality, clue rather to the bronchitis and
pneumonia (or inflammation of the lungs), which
are frequent complications of hooping-cough, than
to the disease itself.

The treatment of hooping-cough, as long as it is

uncomplicated or simple, should not be meddlesome.
Nothing that can be prescribed in the early stages
will check its natural course, and the object of the
physician should be to ward off complications,



HOOPOE- lini>.

ami to conduct (hi to its natural

tortninttinn The diet should consist of milk and
nnstunulatii matters. The bowels

. itely open. If tin- weather is

cold, the child should be kepi

of the renin at about 60°. A main,
op a grain ami a hall "f ipecacuanha
three or four times a .lay. Si

may also be applied t<> tin- surface of tin- dust
;

Boche's Embrocation, which consists of olive oil,

< plant it y of the oils of cloves and amber,
is extensively used for this pur]— Nothing is

le in the last or convali c

r, often even when from a pure to a

phi re
; and next to

this, the internal use of a solution of binoxidc

of hydrogen - Hydrogen, ISinoxide of) seems
iv of trial.

HOO'Pi >r in of birds of the order
ami family UpupicUr,

To this family are r.i-rn.l also the genera Pro-
i I'ltnue-hirds), &c., Datives of

warm parts "f Asia and its islands, Australia, and
Africa, seme of which are remarkable for magni-
ficence of plumage. In the whole family, the lull

i Under, the w ings oi mod< i

short, the legs short., the toes long, and the claws
Strong and curved. There are among them, how-
ever, Beat diversities, which have led si.me to divide

them into two families. Upupida and Promeropida.
The genus Promerops and its nearer alius have
a cl .se relation to the M,-/,/,h,t,ji,/<r, which they
resemble in partly feeding on the sweet jniees ,,f

plants, in order to which the tongue is extensile

and divided at the tip. The In.mines, on lie other
hand, exhibit many points of r. s, uiblance to the
crow family, with which they arc connected by the
choughs, and som. points of resemblance even to

horubills. The tongue is short, and not extensile.

Hoopoe (Vpupa rpnps).

is an African bird, a
nt of most parts of Europe, found also

: DOl Of 1 1
1 1

1
1 D

u in autumn.
oi any part ot the inland. It

is about the si/- ,,i a missel-thrush; its plumage
II mixture of white, bull

and it hat
feathers. '1 name from its very
rrci|Uent utterance of a low soft Sonne
tL. syllable hoop.

HOOPS. See Crinoline.

lIiiOltN, a decaying town and seaport of the
Netherlands, in the province oi North Holland, is

agreeably situated on a bay of the Zuider Zee, 20
miles north uoi tli east of Amsterdam, It was at
one time one of the most 11 slime towns of its

ml, like all the towns of Ninth Holland
Sll Idled nil tile Zllider Zee. it IlllS '_'!• i,

ill trade and prosperity. There are at II. extensive
markets for butter ani

commerce are carried on to some extent. Here the
fishing were invented. Pop.

11). I.

HOP (Hnmuhis hipulut), a perennial dioecious

plant of the natural order I'ltmwtmt,imp {<\. v I, the
only species of its ecnus. It has long rough twining
stems, and stalked 'A — .".-loin d rough leaves, and IS

a plant of luxuriant growth and abundant foliage.

The male Mowers grow in loose brain le

panicles, and consist of five stamens surrounded
by a 5-lobed perianth. The female Mowers are in

strobiles, or cones, with large persistent, concave,
entire scales, which enlarge as the fruit ripens,

The part of the hop so much used in brewing, and

Hop [Rumulus lupulus).

sold tinder the name of hopt la. v.), is

cone of the female plant. I

I he l, ne are cultivated to an ,

p if a few male plants ,u

over a field

The oil of hops i

and he •

in cases of mani:

i ho[« is sedative, anodyne, and narcotic
;

the value Of pflloWB '-lulled with hops
mania, sleep!, s-mess, ,Vc

principle is not narcotic, but
Tie- l.itt.r

t The
l.itt.r principl ml.me t.. make hops

more useful than chamomile, gentian, hi anj t>ther

bitter, in the manufacture of beer; and hence the
medicinal vain. / or hut, , beer. The
I. nunc acid contained ill the strol.il.

and particulai l\

the precipitation of vi and conse-
.picntly the

mentioned by Pliny as one of the garden plants of
vlio. it appears, ate the young shoots

DO

in i-n land do the same at the pn
native of Europe and of som. parts of Asia,

a doubtful native of Britain and of North A rioa.

It is more extensively cultivated in the south .f

people
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England than in any part of tlie world, but also to

a considerable extent in Gcrmanv, France, Flanders,

and Southern Russia, and now successfully in North
America and iu Australia antl New Zealand.

The cultivation of the hop was introduced in

England from Flanders in the time of Henry VII
but did not become sufficient for the supply of

the kingdom till the end of the 17th century. For
Borne time after hops began to be used in brewing,

a strong prejudice existed against the innovation
;

and parliament was petitioned against hops, as 'a
wicked weed, that would spoil the taste of the
driuk, and endanger the people.' About 50,000
ieres are now employed in the cultivation of hops,

chiefly iu the counties of Kent, Sussex, Worcester,

aud Hants ; the two former counties producing the
best hops in the world. Fields of hops are to be
seen as far north as Nottinghamshire.
The hop1

requires a very rich soil, and its growth
is promoted by the liberal application both of organic

and mineral manures; although excessive manuring
is prejudicial. It spreads rapidly underground by
its roots, and is not easily extirpated, where it has
once been introduced. It is generally propagated
by layers or cuttings, which usually grow for a
year in a nursery before being planted out. In the
plantations, they are generally placed in groups of

three or four, at distances of from six to nine feet.

Great care is necessary in fastening the stems to

the poles when they begin to shoot, setting up
any that may be blown down, &c. The stalks, or

bines, are taken down from the poles after the hop-
picking, and cut and removed, to be used as litter

or as manure, for which purposes they are excellent.

The fresh bines, which are cut to prevent undue
luxuriance in summer, are dried for. feeding cattle,

and are as good as the best clover hay.

The fibre of the stems is employed to a consi-

derable extent in Sweden in the manufacture of a
coarse kind of .cloth, which is strong, white, and
durable ; but the fibres are so difficult of separa-

tion, that the stems require to be steeped in water
for a whole winter.

The hop-plant often suffers very much, and the
prospects of the farmer are destroyed by the Hop
Mildew, and by insect enemies, the worst of which
are noticed in the following articles.

HOP FLEA (Haltica concinna), a very small
coleopterous insect, not quite one-tenth of an inch

iu length, which often does much mischief iu hop-
plantations in spring, devouring the tender tops of

the young shoots. It is of the same genus with the
turnip-flea (sometimes called turnip-fly), so destruc-

tive to turnips.

natural size; 6, magnified ;

2 Hop Fly (A/iliis Btunuli) : a, nalnral size; b, magnified.

HOP FLY (Aphis Humuli), a species of Aphis
(q. v.) or plant-louse, important on account of the
injury which in some seasons it does to hop-planta-

tions. It is, indeed, the principal cause of the great

difference between the hop crop of one year and of

another, causing the variations in price and the
speculations for which the hop trade is notable.

—

The winged female is green, with a black head, and
spots and bands of Mack ou the body ; the legs are
long. A few winged females appear about the end
of May, and wingless multitudes are sometimes to

be seen by the middle of June, on the under side of

the hop-leaves and on the stems. The fly is the
great dread of hop cultivators, and no means h:we
been found of arresting its ravages. Lady-birds
and other insects render important service by
devouring the aphides, and restraining their exces-
sive multiplication. It is proposed, in Kirby and
Spence's Entomology, that women and children
should be employed to pick off the winged aphides
on their first appearance.

HOPE, Thomas, a distinguished author and
patron of art, ancient and modern, was born in

London about 1770. While still a youth, he
travelled over a large portion of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, and collected many drawings, chiefly of

buildings and sculptures. In England, he first

attracted attention by the splendid decorations
which he bestowed on the interior of his mansion
in Duchess Street, Portland Place", London, a
description of which appeared in his book on.
Household Furniture in 1S05, a work that com-
pletely revolutionised the taste of this country.
In 1809, he published his Costume of the Ancients,

the influence of which was undoubtedly very great.

His essay on the Architecture of Theatres, belonging
to the same year, also deserves mention. Three
years afterwards appeared his Modern. Costumes,
and in 1S19 his Anastasius, or Memoirs of a Modem
Creek at the close of tlie lSlh Century. This last

work is his master-piece. It was published anony-
mously, and was said by many people to be a pro-

duction of Lord Byron's, who was greatly flattered

by the rumour. It is certainly a brilliant and
erudite performance, but is tedious and obscure
in many places. It wants the dramatic vis of a
genuine work of genius, and is now hardly if ever

read. The only other works of H. worth men-
tioning, are his essay On the Origin and Prospects

ofMan, a very heterodox but rather eloquent piece

of writing ; and a Historical Essay on Architecture,

both of which were published posthumously. H.
died February 3, 1831.

HOPITAL, Michel be L', was born at Aigue-
perse, in Auvergne, in 1505, studied law at Toulouse,
and first made himself known as an advocate iu the
parliament of Paris, and after discharging various
public functions, became chancellor in 15150, during
the minority of Francis II. France at this time
was torn by contending factions. The Guises, in

particular, were powerful, ambitious, aud intensely

Catholic ; and when one of the family, the Cardinal
de Lorraine, wished to establish the Inquisition in

th- country, H. boldly and firmly opposed him, and
may be said to have saved France from that detest-

able institution. He summoned the states-general,

which had not met for 80 years, and, being sup-

ported by the mass of moderate Catholics, he forced

the Guises to yield. His speech at the opening of

the assembly was worthy of his wise and magnani-
mous spirit :

' Let us do away,' said he, ' with those
diabolical words of Lutherans, Huguenots, and
Papists—names of party and sedition ; do not let

us change the fair appellation of Christians.' Ho
induced the assembly to pass an ordonnauce abolish-

ing arbitrary taxes, regulating the feudal authority

of the nobles, and correcting the abuses of the
judicial system. In the following year, he secured
various benefits for the persecuted Huguenots

;
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but poUtieo-religioua passions were too 61
•

1
1
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*

with anything but blood ; and in piti oi thi mo I

strenuous efforts whiob B e nation
wai plunged in the horrors ..f civil nr, ending
rather in the sm -s ..f the Cuiscs, tin- j

.. ,i ,

t

lt .

,

l

ol their day. The old patriot, who
loved Prance too well to 1 ither Bo
ultramontane, Went into n -tin m.'ut, win re lie heard
tin- news ol the massacre of St Bartholomew, a
crime unity of France

ii

M it !i 1571

HOPKINS, Saw ii., D.D., an American clergy-
man, and founder of the Hupkinsian ti

was born at Waterbury, Connecticut, s,
,

17, 1721, Bavins graduated at Yale College in
1741, he stuilii-il theology w ith Jonathan Edwards,
and from 1743 to 1769 was settled as
H acnj called Great Barrington, Massa-

-.

-
-I to Newport, where he

if 20, 180a His writinga consist of
a life of President Ivlwaids. senium.-,
work on the millennium, ami a -y -t, >n -i theology,

mi Boston, 1852. Be is Baid to be the
Beecher Stowe's Minisler't Wooing. He

• was remarkable for his simplicity, earnestness, and
industry, ami his peculiar theological

doctrines have been a Bounce oi controversy for
a century.—Hopkinsians, those who adopt the

opinions of Dr Bopkins, are not a
pretty numerous in America,

in some of the Christian liodies of which the
generally Calvinistic They hold most

of the Calvinistic doctrines, and even in their
erne form,, but they entirely reject the

doctri f imputation, both the imputation of
i 'In ist's righteousness. The

fundamental doctrine of the Hupkinsian system,
however, is, that all virtue and true holiness con-
sist in (/-

, , and that all sin is

leads a man to give
B >id even to liis own eternal interests
mned as sinful

Hi'l's. The produce of the hop-plant (see Hop).
The fruit is a little nut, not Larger than a grain
of mustard a its outer shell and
the kernel there is a small quantity oi peouliai
granular substance called /.,//.«/,«.-, whi.-h also

sort of ctHoi.-s.vnrc on thi

• temselves; much of the value of the
upon the abundance of this Bubstance.

The In/,,,/;,,, i- n..t a mere powder, but each grain
is a little organised cellular body, of an oval or
round form, and, when seen under the tnici pe,

bavins a reticulated surface. These tupulinic grains
I he follow-

us of Payen,
Chevallier, and Pelleteau :

iu„

an,l i.-umniy matters; osma-,-
i"iii'

,
mall several s. , 1 1 • I _

(n.«l. le Of Ii i „,ia, chloride (

'

ofpouailum, sulphate ofsouth), &o. . J

'Die first year the bines, or stalks, are weak, and
have to be provided with |n.1cs. When the bines

die- down hi autumn, they are cut off, and the

, I or -iael.,-,1, and during the winter
tin- ground is forked Over and manured. The
plants an- in perfection the third year, when each

requires o [Kile alwut 18 or SO feel

which the young bines are tied as they grow, witb
i They, however, soon begin to twine

around the pel,-*, ami tin n i, quin DO mi
lu the la, ii

aliout I In- middle of .Scptcml.er. Thi-
women and children chielly, some men h. ing m-n s.

sary to lower the poles and bring the ho] within
reach. As the hops are picked, the} are taken to
the oasl, or hop-kiln, in which they are dried,
usually on horizontal screens of I

which the heal ol the kilo passes. 'I h

requires to he p, i-t. .1 m.-d » iih great -

is very liable to be volatilised, espe-
'

"

'

l

;

' >
-'s tin hop, are frequently kept from year to

year. When fully dried, th.y' are carried to the
packing-] Be, and are there press, d into the hags
or po.-k, !., and sewed up ready for sale.

'I he l„--i vii letn-s ,,t the hop' a,-,-, the Hill i

the Kast Kent Cold, lig, {„,], leli Hop:, .1 ,- lloj,,,

Orapi Bops, and Parnham White Bine.
The GoldingS are the Lest and richest, and are

used for the lillest ales. The .loins' ,-n,. mo I valued
for their habit of short growth, which enahlcs th.j

grower to use shorter poles. I he I ©legatee are very
hardy, and can be grown on a

| rer .-oil than the
oth.-rs. The grape hops arc also very hardy, and
will do on an indifferent soil; they are also very
prolific.

Vast qnantities of hops are raised in the United
States. In 1860 nearly 11,000,000 pounds were pro-
duced, of which 11,117 1,111111 pounds were grown in New
York. The culture of hop- has since greatly ,-• ti mini
ill the North-west with varying results as regards the
profits of culture. In isii'.i, I I ,gi;;i, ;,.-,;, pounds of hops,
valued at £ l,il J 7,

i
ii ii I, were exported from the U. States,

chielly to England and Canada. In I86G, 3fi,oSScwt.
of hops were exported from (i. Britain, chiclh to ihc

United States and Australia. In Isilg the d'utv paid
on Imps in (ireat Britain was A'g' I a,Mlll. In 1SU7 the
land under Imp- numbered 67,273 acres.

In a carefully conducted experiment, Dr Ives
obtained 14 ounces of lupuline from G pounds of
hops; and as he was sure that lie had not P
it all from the scales and nuts, a fair conclusion was
drawn that the lupuline e.-i ,, ,,f tl,e
whole weight of the best hops. Both the bitter
taste and the preservative character of Imps are
supposed to depend entirely upon this material,
whether in the form of fully developed lupuline
li. mi-, or diffused in an undeveloped state in
the structure of the scales. It is, therefo
the utmost importance not only to enconi

: n nt of the lupuline by L ,„

but it is equally desirable to make the best use of
it when produced. In furtherance of this, m
the principal Knglish brewers n„» »:„ .•,,, ingenious

made by Mr llainl\,nle ol licrbv. which
takes off and sifts oul ill. I in..

and then separates the nuts or seeds from the scales.
i for this separation is this : K M ,

has Bhewn that much of the aromatic punciph- of
the lupuline is dissipated at a boiling heat, there-
fore onl; > - treated, whilst

I

lupuline is mashed with lukewarm wort, and the
lie treated ii, ti,

manrn r, and all are added together ul -,,i,i. By
and a

-mall,-, quantity oi Imps is found to answi i fully.
'I hen- i- a narcotic pin ,,,.ji

,ls

the bitter and tonic, all of which have led I

employment in medicine. Such use is, howei
limited. For the full detail- ol then- employment
in the pi'--

- i. ii K.

HOB vtii B l l. Mi i nowned
ttd lyrist, was bom at V, mi

j
i. ,,,

Ap"
'

'
in the country now called the /.'
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lately forming pnrt of the kingdom of Naples—on
the 8th December, 05 B.C. His father, who had
been born a slave, but manumitted before the poet's

birth, was a coaclor (a collector of money for tax-
gatherers and bankers), by which employment be
had become a proprietor on a modest scale in his

native district. Early seeing the genius and promise
of his son, he resolved to devote his whole means
to his education, and removing to Rome for the
purpose, he gave him the culture usually bestowed
on the children of the highest classes. Having
finished his youthful studies at Rome, he was
engaged on higher ones at Athens, when the assassi-

nation of Julius C;esar threw the whole Roman
world into confusion, and dragged H. himself—in
his 21st year—into the civil war which followed.

Brutus coming with Cassius to Greece, made H. a
tribune, and lie served with the republican leaders

in that rank until the fatal field of Philippi put
an end to their campaign. Brutus and (Jassius

destroj'ed themselves. H. made his submission,
and returned to Rome. With what was left of his

patrimony he bought the office of public scribe,

and while living by this humble place, devoted
his energy to literary creation. Thoroughly accom-
plished in Greek and Roman literature, he set him-
self to two great tasks—the naturalisation in Latin
of the Greek lyric spirit, and the perfect develop-
ment of the old Roman satire. It is his complete
artistic success in both objects which has made
him one of the most influential writers of the
world, and which will secure his fame as long as

order or culture exist upon the globe.

H.'s first known labours were satires and epodes
—the epodes being imitations of the Greek satirist

Archilochus. But it is probable that he early

began to imitate the other great Greek lyrists ; and
it is certain that his first success was derived not
from the public but the private circulation of his

works. He made the friendship of Virgil, whose
rise preceded his own, and of Varius ; and Virgil

and Varius introduced him to Maecenas when he
was about 26 years old. That great Etruscan
noble and friend of Augustus became the good
genius of the poet's life. He endowed him—at

some period not exactly known, but before 33
B.C.—with a farm near Tivoli, in the Sabine
country, established his independence, fostered his

fame, sought his intimacy, loved, honoured, and
encouraged him as much as one man could
another. The friendship of Mreceuas led to that
of Augustus, and H. enjoyed all his life (he died at

57) the consideration of the greatest persons of his

time. He shews his gratitude for such favour in

many passages of his poems, but he is never servile,

and he compliments the emperor himself only- on

those features of his reign which have tended to

secure him the gratitude, or, what was not less

needed, the forgiveness, of posterity.

It is impossible, in our brief space, to discuss the
vexed question of the chronology of H.'s poems,
or to notice a fiftieth part of what has been
written on it. But if we cannot be sure of the
chronology of the poems, they give us themselves
ample means for judging of the character of the
poet. Even his personal appearance is familiarly

known to us. He was a little, round, dark-
eyed man, prematurely gray-haired, and inclined

to corpulence ; in dress somewhat slovenly, and
apt to be abstracted in his gait and manDer. He
was kindly, friendly, and honourable—irascible, but
easily appeased —of amorous and generally sensual

temperament, y-t fully sensible of both the dignity

aud the prudence of moderation. His philosophy
was Epicurean, like that of most Roman men
of the world of his age ; but he had both an eye
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and a heart for the noble in history and in life,

and his most discerning readers cannot but see
that there was a latent fund of earnestness and
even piety in his nature, to which his poetry never
gave full expression. The real key to his genius,
is to study him as essentially a philosophical wit
and moralist, who had an exquisite faculty for
lyrical creation, and was a finished artist by dint
of practice in it, but M'ho primarily belonged to the
philosophical rather than to the poetic class of

minds. Some strict modern critics have doubted
his being a poet at all, which, since he could pro-
duce all the effects of poetry, is plainly nonsense.
The latest criticism, however, decidedly tends to
place his lyrical works—as imitations of the Greek,
and echoes of the natural notes of an earlier

and more poetic age—farther below his Satires
and Epistles than it was once customary to rank
them. Meanwhile, this neither robs the Odes of
their value, nor of their charm, nor of their merit.
Their value, as representing an older literature
which only exists in fragments, is immeasurable.
Their charm, as breathing now all the gaiety, now
all the sadness, of the ancient pagan mind, is

irresistible. And their merit, even as imitations,
implies a delicacy of insight, a fineness of touch, a
power of minute finish, which has been exhibited
by very few writers in the whole history of art.

They are, indeed, perpetual models of construction,
equally valuable to poets of every school, and were
not less carefully studied by Wordsworth than by
Pope. Great, .however, as is the merit of the
Odes, that of the Satires and Epistles is still higfier.

The native Roman satire—an indigenous product
of Italy, as Casaubon has irrefragably established

—

was developed by H. into a branch of composition
peculiarly his own, and in his own species of which
he has never had a rival. He ridicules the follies

of the world from the point of view of a man of the
world, playing round vice like a picador round a
bull ; and though his morality does not rise above
the level of a prudential moderation abhorrent of

extremes, he enforces this with so much soundness,
dramatic liveliness, and gay vivacious humorous
wit, that the pulpit has profited by him not less

than the author's study, and he has been the
favourite of ecclesiastical dignitaries and statesmen,
while also being the pocket-companion of men of

letters and epigrammatists. The Epistles contain
the graver element of the Satires in still greater
perfection, and with the addition of a fine vein of

personal emotion and affection, tinged occasionally
with the melancholy of advancing life, which, on
the whole, makes them the most valuable of H.'s
works.
The literature of H. in modern Europe is enor-

mous, and can only be glanced at here in the
briefest manner. The Editio Princeps appeared
at Milan in 1470, in 4to, and was followed by a
long line of editions. In modern times, Orelli has
taken a leading place as Horatian editor, and
since him, Dillenburger has been justly popular

;

while England has contributed to the subject,

among many other works, the valuable Horatius
Resti/utus of Tate, and the sumptuous volume of

Dean Milman. Among the English translators of

H., in the whole or in part, are found Ben Jonson,
Milton, Atterbury, Pope, Warren Hastings, and
Cowper, while Pope's Imitations occupy a distin-

guished place of their own. The best known
translation of the whole of H. in English, is that of

Francis, but his day is fast going by. Excellent
translations have been issued in our own time by
Mr Theodore Martin, Mr H. G. Robinson, and Lord
Ravensworth ; and a curious one, shewing much
power, by Professor Newman, whose theory of
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HCREHOUND [Jfar til ium), a genua of plants

ol the Datura! order Lalnata, having a tubular 10-

the upper hpoi the
1

.,, .,„ and tli- r
w inn 11. (M. vulgare), 13 a native ol

.^-.

HORN, Cape, s., t'111 Hobx, or Hoorn.

HORN, > musical instrument, commonly called

,,.'i, Horn ; in [1

in their position tl

like a little hollo*
"

: be produced.

i

Bound whicl the mouth,
limited

by the hand
ten a higher

hi sound of tli. in is

muffled. The horn, in its natural state, can ouly

be played in one key ; but by means of crooks,

which are added to im
i

i

I- "i

ereati st length, tin- In im 111, .hum , li 'In- 1111.11th-

the bell, 16 feet I

for the horn i

in the h
the key of the composition marked at tin

.111, nt ; thus, Corno iii D, &c, guides

rhe performi r aa to the crooks lie uuist use, iu

• Horehound [Marruhhtm vulgart).

Britain, and naturalised from Europe, ha

from the gardens, and is fonnd prowing in waste

places in the Northern l". State-. It is about 1—1!

feet high, bushy, with roundish, 01

globose whorls ol

white- Bowers. The whole plant has a whitish

down with which its haves

It his an aromatic but not very

11. It is tonic, stimulant, and laxa-

tive-, and is much a

lis 1 me. It was
of the womb

and ..i the liver. It in administered in the form of

or made into a syrup wil !

the svmp is candied. Th B
. to another plant, a native of Britain,

called Black II., a fetid

plant, alas,

ray closely allied to Sfarrubium. It closely

resembles Hie W bite H. in

similar medicinal properties.—A third I

1

1: is also kuown as Cypsy-wort.

HORI'ZON, the circular line formed by the
ill and sky; this, iii

astronomical phrase,

the uirole formed by a plane

pasting tin- rn

a horizon, and produced to meet the

l-r. nrli H

order to play the notes in the key indicated. The
v defective

irison with the great

i] i.ites, many inv D

most successful invention is the valve horn, which

is constructed so that the pen.

I,, 11 or shorten li.

to pro, hue any note in the ehroniati.

the length of the tube, and conee-

; the notes are of the Same quality of

open notes. The valve-hi

ed as a solo instil,

1 he common horn. As an
in.-... There

m-e never less than two horns in an instrumental

great works four horns are

, i.- of the invention of

r,I„|U,ty.

HORN MANUFACTURES The horns of

mental pur]" 1

'

'' :ir '' " l08e "' *'"' " x
-

M..111 can be softened and split into thin

laniin.e. or pressed into moulds; and as it recovers

when eold. it is particularly adapted
It can also be dyed
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various colours. Solution of gold in aipia ivgia, .lyes

it rod ; solution of nitrate of silver in nitric acid,

black ; a paste of red-lead, made with a solution
of potash, colours it brown ; so that, with a proper
arrangement and application of these materials, the
most admirable imitations of the much more costly
tortoise-shell can be produced. The more common
vegetal ile dye-stuffs, as logwood, Brazil-wood, bar-
wood, saffron, indigo, &c, will also colour it, but
neither so permanently nor so brightly as the metallic
materials. By long-continued soaking, the horns of
all the animals above mentioned, except the deer,
eau be softened, and those of the sheep and goat can
be easily split into several layers when they have
been soaked and boiled; and these layers can not
only be flattened out by putting them between
smooth iron plates heated and placed in a press, but
if the edges of two or more are brought together
between polished copper plates, and these tightly
screwed together with a hand-vice, and plunge. I for

some time in boiling water, aud thence into cold
water, the edges will be found linnly welded together,

and the same property enables the horn-worker to
use up the smallest cuttings with profit. Another
valuable property of horn is, that when heated it can
be pressed into a die, and not only takes a beautifully

sharp impression, but if left in the die until cold, it

retains it. In this way, then, it is employed in making
handles for umbrellas, knives, forks, &c, and even
ornamental boxes, and a variety of other articles.

Combs are made out of the flattened sheets, and
beautiful carvings are made out of the solid parts
of the buffalo-horns brought in such vast numbers
from the East Indies. Ox-horns, too, are some
times of fine quality and colour, and are fashioned
into drinking-cups, and other articles, often highly
ornamental. Deer-horns, which, strictly speaking,

are bone, have a very limited application ; they
are employed in this country for making knife
handles, called buck-horn, in much favour for

pocket-knives ; but on the continent the horns of

the fallow-deer are extensively used in making the
deer-horn articles of furniture peculiar to Germany.
The deer-horns used in Great Britain are cbiefly

those of the Axis (Axis metadata), of which at least

100,000 are annually imported from the East Indies.

From the same country are brought to Britain 800
tons of buffalo-horns. In 1866 the imports of foreign

horn into G. Britain amounted to 3761 tons, and the

exports to 1050 tons.

HORN-WORK, in Fortification, is a work having
one front only, thrown out beyond the glacis of a
fortress ; with a view, 1. To strengthen a weak
salient in the general outline ; 2. To occupy a
plateau in advance of the place, or to protect
buildings, the including of which in the original

enceinte would have extended it to an inconvenient
degree ; 3. To occupy a tongue of land protected

on its sides ; 4. To bar a defile ; 5. To cover the
head of a bridge ; 6. To occupy rising ground, the

possession of which would render the enemy more
than necessarily dangerous. The front of a horn-
work consists of two demi-bastions connected by a
curtain, aud usually defended in front, as in the
fortress itself, by tenaille, ravelin, aud covert-way.

The flanks, protected by ditches, run straight upon
the ravelin, bastion, or cm-tain of the main defences,

so that the ditch may be swept by the fire of the

latter. The flanks should not be too long for easy
musketry range.

In most of the earlier works of this nature, the
ditch of the horn-work was united with the ditch

of the main works by being cut through the glacis

aud covert-way, but in modern works the horn-

work is constructed entirely beyond the glacis, as

the annexed figure shews. The masonry wall is
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shewn in the figure by a thick black line at the
head of the horn-work and immediately beyond

-^:

k, covering a Bastion, B.

the glacis, but at times it is merely a straight wall
thrown across, as in the dotted line.

Occasionally, horn-works are very useful ; but
modern engineers generally prefer constructing
detached and advanced works. A double horn-
work becomes a Crown-work (q. v.).

HORNBEAM {Carpiinis), a genus of the natural
order Oupuliferce ; consisting of trees with compact,
tough, hard wood ; bark almost smooth and of a
whitish-gray colour, deciduous leaves, and monoecious
flowers. The male catkins are cylindrical and
sessile, their flowers consist merely of a little' scale-
like bract and 12—24 stamens. The female flowers

Hornbeam [Carpinus Bel&lus).

consist of a germin, crowned with the 4—S-toothed

border of the perianth, and with two thread-like

stigmas, and are placed in loose slender catkins,

always two together, each at the base of a stalked

bract, which is three-cleft or three-cornered, and
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which, when the tree is in fruit, cnlar

becomes leafy, and coven the fully ripened nut on
! be Milt lias ,-i tllirk husk,

The Commos II. [O.

frequent in the woods ol many parte of Europe, is a

beautiful tro 60 100 fei t.

I

:

I
:

unate, almosl
triply serrate leaves, When in fruit, it lias very

bract -. It tin :

'mi. Its root

very hard, uneomimnily strmy ami tough, and there-

fore suitable lor hearing heavy strains. It is much
used by joiners, turners, and who. Knights. It takes
a very fine polish, and, when well stained, might
ivaddy no mistaken t..r . 1 .. >uy. In I

of no great durability. It burns like

kinds ol fin a 1
. i

excellent charcoal, and much potash.
The Ami r

fee fr, .in io a very hard,

« hitish w 1, known as iron-wood ; this name i- also
applied to the Hop-hornbeam

i
tMnjn lirijiiiicu). Both

"tii 1 . Slates.

BORNBILLi, thi /luceros) and
of a fainih l. "is. t,, which Cuvier

in isiou of the
i which some naturalists rank

Their ana-

ties both with crows and toucans, and the same
iay be drawn from their habits. The

species are numerous ; they are natives of Africa

' W
Hornbill (Buceros Rh inoccroa).

tjoiiie nearly as large as a turkey, the sin

smaller than a mngpi*'. They are remarkable for the
•

i b< lull, ami foralarge bony pro-

surmounted.
I the base, oompri seed

i

ibed as omnivorous.

HO i.' N BLEB in 1 allied to Angite

(q, i.i, and containing from 40 to CO per cent, of

silica, with variable quantities of alumina, lime.

oxide of iron, soda, potash, and fluorine, II ie

'lite, syenite, and other i

or free silica, It is partiou-

"t of syenite. It is

sometimes found in considerable masses, and even
in beds of slaty Bti m I ore

l

//. afetA l, I hi variet;

called i Iommos II. is geni rallj
|

men or black,

It contains a pretty

large proportion ..f protoxide of iron
;

ma- ll 6, bill in ohlii|lle

I

llo RNCASTLE, a market-town of England, in

1 in an
district at the. foot of the Wolds, 20 m
I. inc. In. The parish church is the most interestinc

ol the public buildings; portions of it v

during the reign ol Henry VII. There is a con-
siderable trade here in corn and wool; and of the
three annual fairs, that held in ku II

ten days, and is one of the I." i
I

Britain. There are at H. remains of a Roman
fortification; coins and other antiquitii

sionally found in the neighbourhood. Pop. (1861)
1846.

HoliN'K, Rosv. Tm.mis H u.i i\ r.i.i., D.D., an
English biblical critic, horn October 'Jo, 17S11. was
educated at Christ's Hospital, and afterwards

I I

devoted to the study of the Bible, and in 1818 he
published In / S/utlt, awl

1 th' Hi .tii Si:rilit tins, a work which
procured for him admission into orders without the
usual prelimi"

1 Hi" degree of B.D., and
two Aineiie. lieges thai ol D.D. In 1833, he

rectorj of St Edmund 11

St Nicholas Aeons. London. He was al bde a

prebendary ol St. Paul's Cathedral, Among hie

numerous publications, made during a long life, are :

Deism Refuted (1819), and a mannal of B
ography (1839). On the lir-t appearance of his Ta-

1 not only became popular, hut attained

the dignity id' being considered the te\t-l«.ok on the

subject in all, or almost all, the theological colleges ,,l

Great Britain and America. It has gone through ten

or eleien editions, and has been frequently improved,
so that it still retains the high reputation which it

originally bore. He died .Tan., 1862.

HORNET ( Vespa crubro), the largest species of

wasp found in Britain. It is not uncommon iu

Buro] ton '• mere.)

some parts of England, bnt is not found In Scotland,
The thorax is mostly black, the fore-part rufous;

the abdomen is yellow, with three brown points on
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segment. Tin still- 1

i» a vurv voracious inseel
bees and other insects, an
nest to feed its young. The
in an outhouse, or in som
The < munity is r

more than about 200
origin from a single female, w
the winter in some sheltered 1

foundation of the nest in spi
curious structure, of a substai
paper, and, except as to size,

]

cry painful. The II.

']']'

only be added, that these horns are formed on
two Well- rl;.-d iiiin |>l

of the
female:

case of

North An

it-. lap.

:-tty similar to that
miunity consists of

workers, as in the
females. Most

perish on the approach of
s alone surviving.

hornet .,!„,,,)

iter-tight spherical nests from
their branches or beneath the eaves of houses. II are
dangerous enemies to the domestic bee, are very li'e'ree
when attacked by man, and the venom of their -tin-
is exceedingly painful.

HORNI'TOS, or HOBNOS (Span, ovens), the
name given to the low oven-shaped hillocks which
emit smoke and vapours, and which occur in great
numbers on the sides and in the neighbourhood of
the large volcanoes of South America.
HORNPIPE, a musical instrument, consisting of

the 'common wooden pipe with the necessary holes
for producing the notes, and with a horn on each
end. The penormer blows into one of the horns,
and the sounds of the pipe proceed out of the
other. In the north-west of England, where this
instrument is mostly found, it is used to accompany
a national dance which is also called the Hornpipe,
ine melody of this dance is always in triple time-
that is, in ?,, or |, and sometimes in f time—and it
consists of two parts of four or eight bars each,
with ,-epeats. The movement of the dance

'

tolerably quick.

HORNS are appendages to the frontal bones
ot many of the extensive family of ruminants
and are obviously intended as weapons of defence.'
In the genus Cervus (deer), the horns (known
also as antlers) are solid, uncovered by epidermis,
bone-like in composition, and deciduous. In the
-" lln - Oamdopardcdvi (the giraffes), we have the
single example of .solid persistent horns completely
invested with a hairy integument. In the other
horn-bearing ruminants—as the ox, sheep, goat
and antelope—the horns are hollow, uncovered
by epidermis, are composed of a special tissue
(Horny Tissues, q. v.) quite different from bone
and are persistent. In all these cases, the horns'
are attached to the cranial iiones ; and in all the

3w bonis, excepting those of the antelope, the
hollowed out into cells comm

1 sinuses, and thus admitting
to the interior. The horn of
distinct in character from the
LUnants. It is a teirumentarv,
age. and is usually described
f hairs which had coalesced.

types-one group
rounded antlers, such as occur in the

roebuck and the red-deer, and the other havim.
the antlers more or less flattened, as in the elk
and fallow-deer. A remarkable sympathy exists
between the generative organs and the horns ; and
the development of the latter may be arrested, and
their periodical shedding may be prevented by
castration. As a general rule, it is only in the
male C'ervidce that horns are developed. In the
reindeer, however, they are common both to the
male and female.

In the hollow-horned ruminants, the bony pro-
tuberances or 'cores' arising from the frontal bones
and supporting the horns, instead of branching like
antlers, form more or less solid cylindrical shafts
the surface being protected by ordinary Periosteum
(q.v.), and by an extension of true skin, which
becomes developed into a dense horny sheath. In
the accompanying figure, the horny sheath is
detached from the right horn, so as to shew the
' core ' in the interior.

osseous

eating with the fr

the atmospheric a

the rhinoceros is q
horns in any of th
not an osseous ap
as if it were a in;

It consists, however, in realj

tubes, round which the ho
in concentric laminae, as in
on the inner surface of the
first and the third variety-

ty, ot an aggregation of
'ny matter is arranged
the horny excrescences
leg of the horse. The
viz., the antlers of the

Ctrvidv and the hollow horns of the ox, &c.—alone
requu-e special notice.

The deciduous horns of the Cervida at different
ages and their process of growth, are explained
in the article Deer. To that description, it need

Front View of the Skull of the Ox, with the right
Horny Sheath detached from the Core.

The horns of ruminants are almost invariably
two in number, but exceptions occur in the ease of
the extinct Bramatherium and Sivatherium and
amongst living species, in the Four-horned Goat,
the Many-horned Sheep, &c. In the Prong-horn
Antelope there seems to be an approach to the
cervine type, there being a prong of some length
about half way up the horn, which may be regarded
as analogous to the brow-antler.

HORNY TISSUES were formerly regarded
as extremely simple in their structure, and as
being only different forms of a substance to which
the term keratin (from Uras, a horn) was applied.
Recent investigations, however, shew that the parts
which consist of horny tissue—as, for example, the
persistent horns of the ruminants, the epidermis
the nails, claws, and hoofs, whalebone, tortoise-shell,'&c—have a somewhat complicated, and, in some
respects, a variable structure, although they are
so far analogous to one another that they proceed
from nucleated cells which are not morphologic-
ally developed like the cells of most other or-ans
but which, to a certain extent, dry up ancf are
only agglutinated together by an intercellular sub-
stance. In a chemical point of view, they also
closely resemble one another, for when compared
with other tissues they all contain a large quantity
"t sulphur, in combination with a substance whose
origin from, or affinity with the Proteine Bodies
(q. v.), is sufficiently obvious from their behaviour
towards certain re-agents (the caustic alkalies and
the mineral aud acetic acids, for example), and their
|"" "la_, eonipo il ion.

The accompanying figure represents a longi-
tudinal section of cow's horn (magnified 410 dia-
meters) taken perpendicularly to the surface, kept—

- hours in concentrated, potash solution, to
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which water was then added. If. howevi
1 in its natural state, it appears

u dies "i fine threads

to unfold int.' little plates,

which gradually expand into

[i ated cells

shewn m thi

tortoise-

r manner. It is to

™| for our I d .i of thi

.
i:

i
'i ' I issues, will)

iMisli.'.l that

every horny tissue contains at

. i. i

cell-membranes, win. .litlicult of

solution in alkali.-, and which forms the prim-ip.il

pari ol the tissue; 2. The cell-contents, which
dissolve more readily in alkalies; and .'i. A con-

necting, or true int. r

ubmitb '1 to ultimate
1 .'';..

ol, and ether. The aualo

composition is shew n in the follow ino tal.ular \ i.w :

Horny Tissues:



do than simply to add a new wheel to the move-
ment, so as to enable him to place the crown-wheel
and spindle in a horizontal instead of a perpendic-
ular position, that the lower arm of the balance-
then of course perpendicular, instead of horizontal,

as iu De Wyck's clock—might be extended, as it

were, downwards, and thus, in fact, be converted
into a pendulum.
The principle of construction adopted by Huygens,

from the peculiar action of the levers and spindle,
required a light pendulum and great arcs of oscilla-

tion ; and although, to secure isochronous vibration
in these large arcs, the ingenious device of constrain-
ing the motion in a cyeloidal curve was resorted to,

yet the consequence was, as has been remarked, that
' Huygens's clock governed the pendulum, whereas
the pendulum ought to govern the clock.' About
ten years afterwards, the celebrated Dr Hooke
invented an escapement, which enabled a less main-
taining power to carry a heavier pendulum. The
pendulum, too, making smaller arcs of vibration,
was less resisted by the air, and therefore performed
its motion with greater regularity. This device
is called the crutch or anchor escapement. It was
brought by Hooke before the notice of the Royal
Society in 1636 ; and was practically introduced
into the art of clockmaking by Clement, a London
clockmaker, in 16S0. It "is the form still most
usually employed in ordinary clocks. It regulates
the motion as follows : The pendulum is fixed at A,
and hangs clown behind the pallet-wheel (the last

of the train of wheel-work),
which revolves in the
direction of BC, under the
action of the weight ; B and
C are the pallets. When
the pendulum swings to the
left, AC rises, and a tooth
escapes from C, while
another falls on the outside
of B, and, owing to the form
of the pallet B, this latter
recoils during the remainder
of the swing. The same

thing occurs on the pendulum's return ; the arm AB
rises, a tooth escapes from B, and another falls on the
inside of C, and is pushed backwards by it during
the remainder of the swing. The revolution of D
is thus regularly retarded, one tooth being allowed
to escape for every two oscillations— i. e., every two
seconds—and as the wheel contains 30 teeth, it

performs one revolution per minute (the seconds
hand is fixed on the extremity of the axle of this
wheel). During a portion of each contact between
the pallets and teeth, the onward pressure of the
wheel gives an additional impetus to the pen-
dulum, so as to counteract the retarding effects of
the resistance of the ah' and friction, which would
otherwise bring it to a stand.

The only defect of this escapement is the recoil,

and various modifications have been devised to
obviate this. The first and
most successful was made
by George Graham, an
English watchmaker in the
beginning of the 18th c,

and his improved form is

called the dead 'scapement

or dead-beat escapement

(fig. 3). Here the outer

surface of B and inner of

C are arcs of circles, whose
centre is A, and a little

consideration will shew that there can be no recoil.

This escapement is adopted in time-keepers when
great accuracy is required. Other inventions, as

the detached escapement, the pin-wheel escapement
in various forms, and the gravity escapement
(described below), though very efficient, have not
come into general use.

In the great clock in the new Houses of Parlia-
ment at Westminster, the pendulum is upwards of

13 feet long, to beat 2 seconds, and its bob weighs
6 cwts. The motion is kept up by a remontoir or
gravity escapement. On each side of the pendulum-
rod a small metallic hammer is hung upon a peg.
' The swinging of the pendulum first draws out a
little bolt, that stopped the turning of a wheel ; the
wheel then goes round, under the influence of the
weight, lifting one of the little hammers as it does
so, until it is caught by another bolt. The hammer-
head next falls by its own gravity, and strikes the
pendulum-rod just as it is in the act of descend-
ing, communicating the force of its blow to quicken
the movement ; the same thing is afterwards
repeated on the opposite side of the vibration, and
then again on the same side ; so going on alter-

nately.' The push thus given is evidently unvary-
ing. The wheel has three stops and cogs on it, and
goes once round in three beats of the pendulum, or
iu six seconds. With this contrivance ' it is found
that all the teeth of the several wheels may be
rough, just as turned out from the casting, and
the clock will nevertheless keep better time than
it would have done with the most perfectly finished

teeth under other arrangements.'

The gradual perfection of the clock required also

improvements in the pendulum. Ko simple pendu-
lum, however, can be depended on for an accurate
timekeeper, for the isochronism of vibration of the
pendulum depends on its being always the same
length ; now a cord contracts or expands with

in the pendulum, compensating pendulums were
invented, of which Graham's mercurial compen-
sation pendulum, invented in 1715, and Harrison's
gridiron pendulum, in 1726, are the two principal

forms (see Pendulum).
The above improvements in the escapement and

the pendulum bring the mechanical perfection of the

clock, as a time-keeping instrument, to the point

which it has attained at the present day. But the
art of horology would be incomplete unless there were
some standard, independent of individual mechan-
ical contrivances, to which all may be referred, and
by which the errors of each—which must exist

in the most perfect human contrivances—may be
corrected. The movements of the heavenly bodies

are still, as of old, the only standard for a general

measurement of time, affording as they do marks
of unvarying certainty, to be read by all alike ; aud
clocks and other mechanical contrivances are indi-

vidual and imperfect measures of the intervals, to

be trusted only until there is a new opportunity of

comparing them with the certain and public signals

of the heavens. These signals can, however, only
be accurately read by persons famished with the
proper apparatus, and instructed sufficiently in its

use. This is done iu observatories, and there are

in most parts of this country now sufficient oppor-

tunities of setting clocks by a communication more
or less direct with these establishments. When
these are not to be had, the sun-dial may still be
used with advantage, as a means of approximation
to the correct time. The time which a clock ought
to mark is mean time, the definition of which will

be. found in the article Day (q. v.). The mean time

at any place depeuds on the longitude Supposing a

clock to be set to Greenwich mean time, a clock keep-
ing mean time of any place will be 15 minutes faster

for every degree of longitude e^ast of Greenwich,
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HORSE [Equvs), a genus of pachydermatous
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roared in the alluvial districts of the east of Eng-
land .The H., however, requires a liberal supply
of water: and during the dry season, in the hot
plains of South America, great troops of wild horses
often rush furiously to the rivers, and as they
approach the drinking-plaoe, trample one another
under foot, vast numbers of skeletons remaining to

bleach in the sun.

Wild horses are found on the plains of Central
Asia. Some also inhabit mountainous or hilly dis-

tricts both there and in the north of Africa. They
abound still more in the grassy plains of North and
South America, although they were first introduced
into America by Europeans ; and certain tribes of

Indians, both in North and South America, have
become at least as equestrian in their habits as any
of the Tartars of the east. Wild horses are also
found in the Falkland Islands, into which they were
introduced by Europeans, and a peculiar breed has
been found in a wild state in the island of Celebes.

The races or varieties of the H. have an evident
relation to the climate of the countries in which
they occur. Those of cold and stormy regions are
comparatively small and rough-haired ; those of

more favoured climates, large and sleek. There are
also differences, more evidently to be ascribed
to domestication, according to which certain breeds
are particularly adapted to certain kinds of work,
some excelling in fleetness, some in endurance, some
in mere strength for burden or draught. The
slender form of the race-horse or hunter contrasts
almost as strongly with the ponderous solidity of

the dray-horse, as the great size of the latter does
with the diminutiveiiess of the Shetland pony.
Wild horses congregate in troops, sometimes

small, but sometimes of many hundreds. The males
have fierce contests for the supremacy, and males
that have contended unsuccessfully are often

driven off to a solitary life. On the appearance of

danger, the chief stallion of a small troop seems to
direct the movements of all, and even the largest

troops seem instinctively to move in a kind of con-
cert, so that when they are assailed, the stronger
animals oppose the enemy, and protect the younger
and weaker. Wolves, even when in packs, attack
with success only weakened stragglers, and even
the jaguar is repelled. In fighting, horses either

raise themselves on their hind-feet, and bring down
the fore-feet with great force on the enemy, or
wheeling about, kick violently with the hind-feet.

The Tarpan of Tartary is one of those races of

wild H. which are sometimes regarded as original,

and not descended from domesticated animals. It is

of a reddish colour, with a black stripe along the
back, and black mane and tail. The eye is small
and vicious. Tarpans are sometimes caught by the
Tartars, but are with great difficulty reduced to

subjection. In some of the steppes of Central Asia
are wild horses of a white or dappled-gray colour.

—The wild horse of South America is there called

the Mu*("/i{/. It exhibits considerable diversity of

colour, but bay-brown is the most prevalent. It is

strong and active, and is often taken with the lasso,

and employed in the service of man. A curious

method is practised by some Indian tribes of

promptly subduing its wild nature, and rendering it

tractable, by blowing strongly with the mouth into

its nostrils. By other tribes, it is subdued more
rudely. It is thrown on the ground, and ere it can
recover, a man gets upon its back, whom, when it

rises, it cannot shake off, and who retains his seat

until it is quite submissive.—The Kuomrah of North
Africa is regarded by Colonel Hamilton Smith as a

distinct species (E. hippagrus). It has no forelock,

but woolly hair on the forehead, is of a reddish

bay colour without stripe on the back, or any white

about the limbs, has limbs of a somewhat ass-like

shape, and the tad covered with short hair for

several inches at the root. It is an inhabitant of

Of domestic varieties and breeds of the H., the
number is very great, almost every country or con-
siderable district having one or more of its own, and
particular breeds being valued on account of their

fitness for particular purposes. The breeds are also

continually varied by crossing, and great improve-
ments have thus been effected. The superior
fleetness of the English race-horse and endurance of

the hunter are ascribed to the crossing of the old
English breed of light-limbed H. with the Arabian

;

and the English dray-horse, remarkable for its great
size and strength, in like manner, owes much of its

excellence to the crossing of the largest old English
breed of draught-horse with the Flemish. A breed
produced by crossing one of the lighter kinds of

English draught-horse with the race-horse, is in the
highest esteem for carnage-horses. North America
has a breed of light-limbed horses, remarkable for

fast trotting. The Suffolk Punch has been the origin

of many of the most useful kinds of draught-horses
employed in Britain for ordinary farm-work. The
Clydesdale H. is also one of the best breeds of this

class, and is an improvement on an older breed.
Numerous breeds of smaller size, ponies, have long
existed in different parts of .Britain, and in almost
all other countries. The Shetland Pony, which,
compared with the dray-horse, is like a pocket edi-

tion of a book beside a great folio, is most prized

when most diminutive, and sometimes does not
much exceed a large dog in stature. A strong man
has been seen to lift one with his arm, and again to

ride on its back, whilst at the same time he walked
with his feet on each side on the ground. The
Shetland pony is, however, a very hardy animal, and
remarkably strong.

The Arabian H. has long been the object of

untiring care and attention, and to this very much
of the excellence of the race is certainly to be
ascribed. The regard of the Arab for his horse has
long been famous. Very similar in some respects

to the Arabian is the Barbary H., which was highly
prized in Western Europe before the Arabian was
known there, and from the name of which is derived
the English word barb.

The H. has been used from the most remote ages
both for riding and for drawing carnages, Gut
rather for pomp or pleasure, the chase, and war,
than for agricultural or other labours, for which
oxen and other animals were for a long time more
generally employed. The H. is an animal of no little

intelligence, docility, and affectionateness
;
qualities

of which the display would certainly be more
general and perfect, if it were not for the cruel

treatment so commonly practised in ' breaking ' and
otherwise. The H. has a very strong memory of

places, and finds again very readily a road which it

has once travelled before. Its caution in advancing
on swampy grotmd has often excited admiration. It

seems often to enter with a kind of enthusiasm into

work in which it is engaged : the war-horse
evidently delights in the martial music and mditary
movements to which he has been accustomed ; the
racer and the hunter seem to know the object of
their exertions, and to be as keenly bent upon it as
then- riders ; and the draught-horse often exhibits

much acquired expertness in situations of consider-
able difficulty. Instances are also on record of the
remarkable display of intelligence in such things as
the opening of doors, corn-chests, &c. ; and two
instances are known of horses which have learned

to turn the tap of a water- barrel in order to obtain

water, one of which also ended by shutting it again
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room, loose boxes are preferable to stalls, especially

for the lighter sort of horses, that spend much of

their time indoors. With proper feeding, exercise.

and grooming, with plenty of fresh air, and good
stable management, burses are scarcely ever out of

health, and require neither balls, cordials, nor any
such messes. Without professional advice, no groom
or carter should, under any pretence, be permitted
to indulge his predilection for physicking or doctoring
healthy horses.

HORSE, a miner's term, applied to any intruded
material which is the apparent cause of a sudden
interruption in the continuity of a mineral that is

being quarried. With vein-miners, a detached mass
of rock or spar which fills the vein receives this

name, while colliers apply the term to the shale

which occupies a natural but sudden thinning out of

the coal-bed, as well as to such interruptions as

eeeni to have been the channels of small streams,
and which were subsequently filled up by the clay
that formed the roof of the coal.

HORSE-CHE'SNUT (jEsculus), a genus of trees

of the natural order Sapindacece, having large

opposite digitate leaves, flowers with five spreading
unequal petals, and a leathery 3-valved capsule

covered with soft spines. The seeds, which are not
more than three in each fruit, are large, and some-
what resemble chesntits ; but the habit of the trees,

their leaves, and their flowers, are very unlike those

of chesnuts, with which they have no botanical

affinity.—The Common H. (.£ hippocastanwm) is a
much esteemed ornamental tree, very frequently

Horse-Chesnnt, Leave.?, Flowers, and Fruit
(j-Esculus liippocastanum).

planted in Britain, and in all parts of Europe of

which the climate is suitable, on account of its rich

foliage, and its erect racemes of beautiful reddish

white flowers, which are produced at the extremities

of the branches, and contrast admirably with the

dark green of the leaves. At St Petersburg, the

H. is a greenhouse tree. It is supposed to be a

native of Persia or some part of the East; but,

Europe, from Constantinople, in the end of the 16th

century. It attains a great size, sometimes rising

to the height of 100 feet, and extending its branches

very widely, whilst they often droop almost to the

ground. The leaves have long stalks, and seven

obovate-wedge-shaped leaflets. The wood is soft, not

very strong, nor very durable in the open air ; but

is used for many ordinary purposes, and by carvers,

turners, &e. The bark is bitter and astringent,
containing a bitter principle railed JZ.icul'me; it has
been used in tanning ana dyeing ; that taken from
branches not very old has been extensively used on
the continent of Europe as a substitute for Peruvian
Bark. The rind of the seeds contains a colouring
matter, which has been used in dyeing : the husks
also have been used in dyeing. The seeds are
unpleasantly bitter, and contain so much of the
saponaceous substance prevalent in this natural
order, that when reduced to powder, they may be
used for washing. They contain, however, a large

quantity of starch, which, when extracted and freed
from bitterness by means of an alkaline solution, is

pleasant and nutritious. It is prepared on a large
scale and at a cheap rate in France. Horse-chesnuts
have long been employed in various countries as
food for oxen, sheep, swine, and horses, all of which
are fond of them, and grow fat upon them. In
Britain, however, they are still very generally allowed
•to rot beneath the trees. It is said that when
the H. was first introduced into Britain, it did not
perfectly ripen its seed, which it now does even in

the northern parts of the island.—The other species

of JEsculus are natives of North America. The
foliage is very similar to that of the common horse-

chesnut. Both the leaves and fruit, however, of the
Buck-eye or American H. [JE. Ohiotensis) are very
poisonous.—North America possesses also a number
of species of a nearly allied genus, Pavia, with
very similar foliage, smaller flowers, and smooth
fruit. The seeds of P. macrostachya or P. edulis, the
Edible Buck-eye, are eaten, either boiled or roasted.

This species is a shrub with long and beautiful

racemes of fragrant white flowers, which have loug
projecting stamens. It is a native of the southern
states, and seldom ripens its fruit in England. P.
Tndica is a lofty tree, growing at elevations of 8000
—10,000 feet in the Himalaya, and producing seeds

very similar to those of the H., which, although
bitter, are eaten in times of scarcity.

HORSE-FLY. See Forest-Fly.

HORSE-GUARDS, the name applied to a large

public office in Whitehall, appropriated to the
departments under the general-commanding-in-chief.
The word Horse-guards is used conventionally to

signify the military authorities at the head of army
affairs, in contradistinction to the civil chief, the
Secretary of State for War.

HORSE-GUARDS, Royal, or OXFORD
BLUES, is the third heavy cavalry regiment of the
Household Brigade. The regiment was raised in

1661 from the remnants of the disbanded army of the
late Commonwealth. It has ever proved a loyal

corps, although it readily transferred its allegiance

from James II. to William III. It took part in

Marlborough's campaigns ; served under the Duke
of Wellington in the Peninsula and at Waterloo,
and has always been considered one of the finest

heavy cavalry corps in the world. The guards of

state for the sovereign are taken either from its

ranks or from those of the Life-Guards. The pre-

sent uniform consists of a steel helmet, with plume,
a steel cuirass over a blue coatee, leather breeches,

and knee-boots ; the horses are black. The estab-

lishment of the regiment consists (1862) of 439
of all ranks, with 275 horses, exclusive of officers'

chargers.

HORSEMANSHIP. Throughout history the

art of managing the horse and riding on his back
has ranked high among useful and graceful accom-
plishments. According to Caesar and Livy, the
Numidians anil Mauritanians rode their horses

without either bit or saddle, and guided them
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solely by using a small switch, which was
to eitl.

to him The Persians train, al th

lilies. Saddles nt a sim .1

now in use were Dot known till

da I about l.'j.ss.

« re used in the 5th e., but were not common even
in the 12th.

The two essentials fur riding arc a firm scat and
a light hand, as without a combination of the two
no on.

description of riding, the light delicate 'hand,' just
feeling the mou b :

,

;

.

ment,
success

;
and it ia to*this delicacy of wri

md skill n ith which ladies
often ride the most high-spirited animals, which, in

rougher hands, sable.
Tile first lesson in horsemanship is to learn to

mount safely and easily; and the ordinary, and
on the whole least object n

i U..ws :

Stand 1

1

. looking towards

divide them by the middle-linger of tin

.
i
. .i kal hold with

the left hand of a lock of the mane, lift the left

topi into the stirrup, and using the inane as a
sbght hold, spring into the air, taking hoi

hark of the saddle to a

ilj over the horse ill of the
body by the right hand on the pommel, and then

the stirrups. In dismount)
the reverse of this process is

From the stirrups at once, and
the rider may vault from the saddle- to the ground
with greater rapidity, and less risk of I

ding practised
amen- modern .-i\ .1

The military
i-tyle differs nlars from the others,

> the line.' stirrup

lit well down in his saddle, with Ins

body erect, the seat being

at for road-riding, the stirrups are
such a length that when the feel are

shall just, touch the ankle-
bone, and ii inserts the feet only as

'ball' of the foot In riding, have the
horse well in hand, to a.-sist in supp.

case of stumbling; the seat firm, to 1*

omm of shying; and a knowledge of handling the
bridle, to in

i

in

banting, a much firmer seat is necessary; the
stirrup-leathers are about two

would !.• apt to be lost in jut

arly at right

I. rpendicnl ir. the lie. 1 well
down, and tli nghtforward.
]

the Arabs, Tartars. Persians,
Egj ptian . I

ai h an extreme
' lie term .,| tile Ii 1 !' I' V, « til

'.. ipex. In rid u

oe- with most
•

. ward , take

r you will pull him into the fence as he
Ii an well back in tin- jaddli

take hold of Ins mouth to support bim on landing.

P
w ith a loose rein icNcepting down

hill, when the horse reipiircs hi

pace, which is very
undesirable. For raring, the

and powerful seat, good ' hands,' n great knowledge
.1 pa.e, and quickness to take advantage of any
chaiiccs of success. The jockey's Beal

is to give as much ease as possible
to his horse. He rides very much forward, fre-

d Img iii the stirrups, and
his pull at hi I

i inig to his orders.
As the strongest part of a horse, and also the

Cent) tin. is situated at a point just behind
Ins shoulder l.la.lcs. t h ride to this

. .ward in the saddlo
i

! a n lief to the horse, n bile Ii
i iii

i i. •

, I,. .,, ,
,., ,

the thighs and
The thigh i-. I

Pew riders who
and round, have a

hand, jockeys and tall thin n

long, and more or less hollow. .1 on 1 1 i
mid. r-

1 '.illy very firm.

\" one can pi I to horsemanship without a
knowledge of the proper action for •

mis away, do not .

vain pulling, Imt guide 1 at of dancer, and let

hiin run till he is tiled.

ii
.

. bolting, if a hoi
loosen the reins, and lean forward; in lr i

the 'art of falling' consists in gcttiirj clear .1 \.air

horse. In case ..f a horse kicking, ki ep his

as much as possible, and sit. firm in the

HORSE-POWER, a term used in exj
the force of a motive power. Ii

:

certain constant amount of work in a specified
a assumption n Inch is . vi.l ,

The fundamental unit, of work is the Foot-pound
(q. v.) ; but in measuring the work of a horse
l.\ tins Hint, the estimates ot tin ,

engineers diller widely from each other: I'

and Watt, basing their calculations upon the work
ot London draj I s r.\ orking
da\ i. etimated il at 33,000 t

|
1- p. d .

D'Aubui son, taking the work done by horses in

whims at 1 work at Iii, 1 10
foot pounds, w.i i.

. ,i
. under

similar circumstances. 1) 1. .
t was

41,(1110; Smeatoil's, J'.'.OIIO; and Trdjold -. •J7,.ill()

i....t pounds; 17.4IKI is thought to be Deal thi truth.

It matters little, however, what nun,'

provided the same he alw i\ dingly
tlie original • stimal Watt is still

... this unit, f he e. in ral rule is to 'mul-
tiply together the

|

ads on a square
inch of the piston, the arc

;ii of the stroke in feet, and the num.
:>3,000,

will give the horse -power ;' but it is necessary to
almut -j'jth of the whole, as an allowance

for friction.
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HORSE.RACING—HORSE-RADISH.

407 winners. 1. id.-s realism- f.M iu,(Hi(l i„ stakes
rhe celebi ited horse Eclipse, the Beetest from the
tinw of Childers, was bred in 1704 by the Duke
"t Cumberland. Commencing at five years old,
this horse wmi eleven plates, was never beaten,
and became the sire of innumerable winners. The
modern race-horse is considerably taller and of
earlier maturity than the original type, partly from
judicious crossing, and also from early high-feeding
and training ; yet there has been a loss of"

'

of constitution, although, for s

Arab has a chance with a moc
The horses are entered as year

turf.

tribunal of spon
are adhered to

posed of 64 nol:

an interest in tl

great centre of racing, is i

virtue of the position am
bers, it is enabled to exer
dishonesty and fraud. 1
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ire. in

of 240

•,r to

splen.ii.l prizes ot the turr. i

that there arc 1500 thoroug
England ; that these product
foals.) The value of a t

depends entirely upon 'the fa

much as 1S00 guineas have bi

800 are by no means extravag
colts. The training of the y.

in his second year, when he is pla
in an establishment such as the
Middleham, Richmond, Malton,
where the downs offer a wide
country for exercise. The train
guineas a week ; and for this, i

sonally attended to and ridden by a lad specially
attached to him. A thorough preparation for
great race is a long and troublesome operatic
consisting of several stages, during which the colt
gradually brought from a naturally loose conditii

to the greatest perfection possible : f
and continuous walking exercise, th
by gradual sta-es to gentle galloping
and finishing by testing the capacity of the colt

tness ' meeti
no pure bred

\
first

modern thorough-bred. ' second" October, ana rue • n
yearlings (a race-horse's

j

cipal races are for the 1000 gfiiii

anuary in the year he is Cezarewitch, and Cambridgeshi
in this way, rarely more meeting is the most popular, frc
-o years afterwards, the

j

London, and from the interest
ically useless for racing ! races for the Derby and Oaks
from these horses thus ! Doncaster St Leger, for three-yej
e greater portion of the position of greatest interest ; 'it

(It has .been calculated competitors in the pr.-vi.ms Dor
gh-bred brood-mares in is ge.ierallv considered to be a t
ce annually about 1100 ness of their results. Ascot is i

"lorough-bred yearling fashionable meeting in the yea
hion' of his blood : as I Ascot Heath, in Berks, and here
en given, and 600 and

j

England compete, at a m

ung racer commences I West Australian ran the
placed under a trainer,

j

27 seconds, the fastest rac
at Newmarket,

!
meeting, which is held

ey, Epsom, &c, I
mond's park, in Sussex, is

pause of open
;

upwards of 150 race-meeti
ge is two United Kingdom ; upward

per- these, and 160 jockeys are
A good jockey is considere
always retained by one
considerable sum, and the:

upon his services in a certa
pay of a jockey is £5 for

steady
j

losing ' mount ;

' but there
leedingjthat this gives no indie

jockey, which is often

it is com-
, who take
Heath, the
ion. and by
ii its mem-
check upon
nuual race-

veii.

irst Octo
' The prin-

2000 guineas,
The Epsom

s nearness to

to

nisi I. titer at

forthcoming race. It has been found that, pract:
callv. the speed of almost all horses can be equalised
by addition or subtraction of weight ; and so nicely

ance equal to the has become popular in France.

is this capal

caps, which i

some of the
Cup, Doncasi

«lju-t..il.

n this r
the vea

die'
the gre

d 2DII0

ut .fOilii

frequently been giv

e mature
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in promoting digestion; it

: and it is sunn times applied . \ternally

i of mustard. In cultivation,

. rally planted very dei p.

Irom ground in which it has
Mislii.l, as almost any portion of the

root will g

.

'

native of Hungary ami Transylvania.

i, and a rather I

Id >R81 ' LDISH TRE1

i. It has bipinnate

terminal panicles of white flowers, and
3-ralved fruit, with ronn.lish

and with viie j .n- : the to its, which ai

!
- those for « lneh the

root of the horse-radish i s us, d. from wliieh they
are not easily to be distinguished. Th
the useful n\, (1 oil q. v.), ;ni,l

the bark a
.

and Italy, for

lie oil of hen .,'i.;

HORSE-SHOEING. Thi

i

'

of the majority of

falls in. riding and driving. Chief anion

the wholesale cutting

old shoe, the crust on which it rest

requires to be pared down with a di

and its edge afterwards rounded with the rasp.

portions of the fro" ma] also be taken
oil', and this includes the v. hole of the allowable
paring or A I tie horny

; lion of the
sensitive- pa

insensible pad which on, and pre-

: i n-tioii
; the

bars, an involutio'i of the crust, which help it to

support w
too valuable to l,e ruthlessly cut away, and in all

erved from
both kiiife and rasp. For sound health

as advised, a plain -
i for saddle or

of an inch, a

all tie- w.u . where its inner edge
d

ug. which only renders
the Sh0l 1"

.i be i ban© -

.. the -hoe wear equally, it

-.lowed out a litil

ordinary shoe
which baa I a worn for a foi I

and which, a- ever] one know

I it le Poi

addle or light barneas work thro nails on the out.

and twi the inside, will firmly secui

The nail le.!,

J the inli. and
• through it. thus giving the nails a

of the nails when driven home should be broken

over and laid down with the hammer, but not

touched v.nh the rasp. The r.-i ping of the crust,

uishing and
polishing sti jurious, removes the
unctuous pi

it weak, brittle, and lial

s, or a month at

furthest. Iii shoein ; tl

is generally turned slightly down behind, whilst to

For heavy draught, both bin.l

have moderate tips and
i
enable the

bora -.- ithoui so much ri-k

of slipping, i

are in \ er i .

(

u : e. . !
o.

which is the best and most natural ,

o« undisturbed by the I
I

for a time a bar-shoe. The last oail on the inside

should also be dispensed with, and the ol the
corn or bruise carefully pared out, but without
injuring either the frog or bars,

bars are unfit to aid
.,

.
ln,e lei I

tiine with tips or half-shoes, keeping the horse as

A sonnd Fore-foot prepared for the Shoe.

«d the Field.

In ri'Crivr the
, :;i

;
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. 1
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I

1 . I .
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much as possible on I
waiting the

healthy grow th of the foot tn trou '

of thrush, such tips are also most s.a \ i, -cable, allow-

ing the frog the natural healths pressure for which
it is intended, and \i ith astringents and
greatly expediting a onre Qi
have the bne ahorten, i

advised ; thi untouched,
and the shoe-: made light and 1 1

1
.

-

.

- 1 \

reach, or out I

the sh,,e ,i died by filing round

that -I as tar book a- ],,,.. ii.h on the loot

For speed] cut, whioh is common in

in-turned knei s, the ihoi shot
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also be well hammered down.—Further information

may be found iu Ioerrtenant-coloiiel Fifczwygramis

ll.r *;„„_;

the Eoval Agricultural Sock
Manual'; and other veterinary

HO'RSENS, a small but
seaport on the east coast of '.

Pick's

old town and
ark. and one of

the prettiest and most thriving in the country,

is situated at the head of the tiord of the same
name, 25 miles south-west of Aarhuus. It con-

tains two churches, lias four bridges, and carries on
manufactures of tobacco, and a considerable general

trade. Pop. 7250.

HO'KSHAM, a parliamentary borough and
market-town of England, in the county of "Sussex,

is situated on a tributary of the Arun, 28 miles

north-east of Chichester, ami 35 miles south-south-

west of London. The Court-house, a Gothic edifice
;

St Mary's Church, in the Early English style;

and the Grammar-school, with an endowment of

£412 a year, are the principal institutions of the
town. The trade and manufactures are incon-

siderable. H. returns a member to parliament. Pop.
of parliamentary borough in 1S61, 6747.

HOESLEY, Sawtel, an English prelate, was the

son of a clergyman of the Episcopal Church, and
was born at St Martin's-in-tke-Fields, London, in

1733. He was educated at Westminster School
and Trinity Hall. Cambridge, where, though he
studied hard, and laid in immense stores of know-
ledge, he took no degree in arts. In 175S, he
became curate to his father, then rector of New-
ington. and shortly after succeeded to the rectory,

a living which he held for thirty-four years, though
he also enjoyed in the interval many other prefer-

ments. In 17G7. H. was elected a Fellow of the

Royal fc i ty. of which he long continued an active

member. In fact, the writings that first brought
him into notice were scientific, and not theological.

We may mention his Remarks on the Observations

made in the late Vovac/e towards the Nortli Pole, for
determining the Acceleration or' the Pendulum, in 'lat.

79° 31' (1774). Two years afterwards, he issued

proposals for a complete edition of the works of

Sir Isaac Newton, which, however, did not make
its appearance till 17S5. But the grand event iu his

career was his controversy with Dr Priestley, which,
considering the momeutous nature of the subjects

discussed, and the splendid talents of the com-
batants, may be safelv pronounced to be the greatest

theological contest of the ISth century. The impres-

sion at the time was. that so far as hard, merciless

hitting goes, H. had decidedly the best of it. Eude
in language, but panoplied in learning, contemptu-
ous, defiant, dictatorial, his attitude reminds one
of Goliath rather than of St Paul, and we cannot
but feel that he is, at least, as much inspired by
the ambition <>f the pugilist as by the ardour of the

Christian. The work that excited the controversy

was Dr Priestley's History of the Corruptions of
, ;nnong winch corruptions was included

the orthodox doctrine of Christ's uncreated divinity.

H. reviewed the work with great severity in his

charge delivered to the clergy of the archdeaconry of

St Albans. May 22. 17S3. Priestley replied the same
year in a publication entitled Letters to Dr Horsley
hi Anew r to his Animadversions, &e. In 17S4, H.
retorted in seventeen Letters from tlie Arclideacon

of 81 Albans in reply to Dr Priestley, &c. These
were, in return, met by a new series from Priestley,

who. waxing warm with the fight, describes his

antagonist as ' the incorrigible dignitary.' After
a silence of eighteen months, H. again replied 'in

his Remarks o7i Dr Priestley's Second Letters, &c,

and in 17S9 collected and published the whole that
he had written on the subject. His services were
rewarded with the bishopric of St Davids in 17S8,
whence he was translated to the bishopric of St
Asaph's in 1S02. He died October 4, 1S06. H.'s
character as a writer has been already indicated

;

it remains to be added, that as a bishop he was
liberal and humane both to the clergy and the poor
of his diocese, although "vigilant and even strict iu

the discharge of his episcopal duties. H.'s works,
besides those already mentioned, consist of sermons
and treatises on biblical criticism, on mathematics,
and on classical subjects. A collected edition of

his theological works was published by Longman
(6 vols. 1S45).

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES, associations

for the encouragement of gardening, are now
numerous in almost all civilised countries, but seem
to derive their origin only from the beginning of

the present century^ when the London Horticultural
Society was formed, chiefly through the exertions of

Mr Knight. Mr Wedgewood. and Sir Joseph Banks.
The society obtained a charter in 1S0S. The Experi-
mental Garden of the society, the first of its kind,
was established in 1817, and was removed to its

present situation at Chiswick in 1S22. The pro-
gress of the society was very rapid ; and its useful-

ness has been very great. Societies of the same
kind soon began to spring up in Germany and other
parts of the continent of Europe, and horticultural

societies now exist in almost all the towns and in

many of the villages and rural districts of Britain.

The Prussian G«rdenin<i Society perhaps ranks next
in importance to the horticultural society of Lon-
don ; but the Xntional Pomological Society (U. States)

is inferior to none in its influence on Pomology.
The horticultural societies, now so common in Britain
and the United States, have done much to promote
not only horticulture, but habits of neatness and
a taste for flowers among the humbler classes, of

which the humanising effects have been very mani-
fest and important. It is perhaps to be regretted
that their attention has been so exclusively devoted
to the cultivation of particular kinds of vegetables
already iu general use, and of those flowers known
as florists' flowers.

HORTICULTURE. See Gardening.

HO'RUS, an Egyptian deity, whose name, Har,
means ' the day.' or ' the sun's path,' and is generally
written in hieivwl\-pliics 1 iv the sparrow-hawk, which
was sacred to him. The old derivation from the
Hebrew aur, light, is now recognised as incorrect.

Under the name of Horus were included several

deities, as Haroeris, the Elder Horus (cj. v.), and
Harpocrates (q. v.), or the Younger Horus; Har-
sam-ta, Horus, the uniter of the upper and lower
world, who was the second son of Athor, resided in

Annu, or Heliopolis, and emanated from the eye of

the sun (Eosellini, M. d. c, t. 47) ; and Har-net-ta,

another form of the same god, represented as a
boy wearing a triple crown, who existed from the
commencement of things, a self-created being, and
emanated from the Nu, or firmament ; besides

several others. But the principal Horus was H.
the son of Isis (Har-si-hesi), represented as a naked
child standing wearing a skullcap, or the crown of

Upper and Lower Egypt. H. is first mentioned
by Herodotus (ii. 144, n. 156) as the son of Isis

and Osiris, and brother of Bubastis, the Egyptian
Diana. Various accounts are given of his birth ; he
having been, according to one version, engendered
of his father Osiris before the birth of Osiris and
Isis ; or, according to another account, begotten
of Osiris after that god's destruction by Typhon.
His birth was stud to be premature, and he was
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establishment of a guild of stocking-knitters, who
chose for their patron saint St Fiacre of Scotland.
In 1589, William Lee, of Wi (bridge, X fctingham-

sliire, entirely altered the hosii

ing the kuitting-frame ; and although he did not
live to enjoy much benefit himself from it, it soon
became a very important aid to the commerce of

this country. During the Protectorate, the stock-

ing-frame knitters obtained a charter, and extended
their operations through the provinces of England,
but with all the disadvantages of a monopoly, which
eventually led to legal proceedings, by which the
charter was set aside in 1753. Since that time,

many improvements have been made in the stock-

ing-frames, and it may be fairly said that four-fifths

of the stockings now worn through the world
are made by tfie manufacturers of Great Britain.

The ingenious contrivances by which this vast
work is produced, will be described under Stocklvg-
FRAME.

Stockings are made of cotton, of worsted, or of

cotton and worsted mixed, called Angola, and of

silk. They are each made of two distinct kinds.

The best are made in a fiat web, which has to be
sewn at the back as well as the foot, and it is so

made that when the two edges are bm nig

at the back, they give the form of the calf. The
common or racked stockings are woven in a circular

frame, and form a cylindrical web of equal width
from top to bottom ; these have to be stretched on
boards to give them the shape, and are ironed with
hot irons whilst on the board, to make them retain

the shape of the board. The foot is formed by
cutting the web and adding a small piece for the
sole. Nottinghamshire, which gave birth to the
inventor of the stoeking-frame, is still the centre of

the hosiery trade in Great Britain. At Belper, in

Derbyshire, stockings of very fine quality are pro-

duced ; but the cheaper sorts of stockings, doves,
singlets, &c, are made in Nottingham or its imme-
diate neighbourhood.

HOSMER, Harriet, an American artist, was
born at Waterbown, Massachusetts, in 1S31. As she
had a feeble constitution, her father, a physician,

encouraged her to strengthen it by out-door exer-

cises, and she became an adept in shooting, riding,

rowing, skating, and swimming. She also shewed a
talent for sculpture by I fig res in clay. To
prepare herself for her chosen career, she studied
anatomy, first with her father, and afterwards at the
medical college at St Louis. Returning to her home
in 1S51, she modelled her first work. ' Hesper,' which
had so decided a success that she was sent to Rome,
where she became the pupil of Gibson. In his

studio, she has modelled busts of 'Daphne' and
' Medusa,' and a statue of ' CEnone ' for a gentleman
of St Louis ; and the much admired "statue of
' Beatrice Cenci ' for the Mercantile Library of that
city. Her statue of ' Puck ' has been honoured by
orders for copies from His Royal Hiehness the Prince
of Wales, and the Duke of Hamilton. Her most
ambitious work, finished in 1S59, was a colossal

statue of ' Zenobia in Chains.'

HOSPICE, the name given to the pious estab-

lishments kept up by the monks on some of the
Alpine passes, for the purpose of affording assistance

and shelter to travellers. The oldest of these is

that on the Great St Bernard (see Bernard, Great
St), which the priests of the canton of Valais gained
possession of in 1S23, and afterwards fitted up in a
comfortable manner. A hospice likewise existed on
St Gothard as early as the 13th century. At
present, however, it is inhabited not by monks, but
by a hospitaller, who entertains travellers gratis,

and accepts no remuneration beyond a present.

Similar establishments are found on Mont Cenis,

the Simplon, and the Little St Bernard.

HOSPITAL, in Law, is used in England to
denote an eleemosynary corporation founded for the
purpose of supporting certain descriptions of persons

;

whereas, in Scotland, it more frequently signifies a
mortification or endowment for the education as
well as suppoit of children. In both countries, it is

also used, popularly, to denote an institution for dis-

pensing medical assistance to the poor gratuitously.

HOSPITALLERS, charitable brotherhoods
founded at various times and in different countries,

for the care of the sick in hospitals. The vow to
devote themselves to this work of mercy is, in all

these brotherhoods, superadded to the ordinary
vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, which are
common to all the rebgious orders in the Church
of Rome, One of the earliest recorded instances of

a hospital served by such a brotherhood is that of

Constance in the 13th century.

The Knights of St Johk of Jeeesa:r.
also the Teutonic Knights (q. v.), were originally

hospitallers. The hospitallers of Our Lady of

Christian Charity were founded near Chalons in the
end of the 13th c, by Guy de Joinville ; a similar
body at Paris in 1294 ; and the hospitallers of Our
Lady Delia Scala about the same time at Siena.

The history of the Brethren of Mercy, founded
by St John of Gor>, will be found under that
name. There are many other local institutes or
congregations, all of which, however, recognise
the same general rules, and follow the same general

r _ :
= :.-.'.

HOSPITALS are so called from the medieval
more properly the class of hospitals

established very generally for the reception and
relief of lepers, whose malady was one of the
scourges of Europe. These leper hospitals were
very commonly in England and in Scotland called
' Spitals

;
' hence the frequency of such names of

places as SpitaL Spitalrields. &c. The leper
.".-. and other kinds of the old jhospitia,

are i with the improvement of society.' and
it ..-s for them on a broader scale began to be

established in the modern form of hospitals. Of
public establishments under this general designa-

tion, there are now, as is commonly known, three
distinct classes—hospitals for the reception and
treatment of the sick and hurt, hospitals for the
toard aud education of children, and hospitals for

tne reception and permanent board of poor old
persons of both sexes. Hospitals of these several

classes are numerous and ou a munificent scale in

Great Britain, where they take the position of

leading charities in the country. As, in the present
work, the more remarkable hospitals receive some
notice under their respective heads, we need here
only offer a few general observations.

Hospitals for the sick and hurt are in some
parts of England and Scotland termed Infirmaries.

Under whatever designation, institutions of this kind
are now established in all parts of the civilised

world, supported, as in England, on a principle of

charity, or, as in France, chiefly from the funds of

the state or the civic municipalities. The primary
or more important object of all such institutions

I te bodily suffering, whether that arises

from natural or accidental causes, in which respect

they are indispensable as a refuge to all who are
unable to pay for private medical or surgical aid, or
as a convenient means of succour
to persons of every rank and degree of opule
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medical or surgical attendance. A common charge

is from three to five francs a day. Under the

name of Sanatorium, an attempt has been made to

introduce this kind of institution into England,
where, however, from various circumstances, includ-

ing the generally good home-accommodation of the
middle and sub-middle classes, the institution has
not become so popular as it is in Paris.

Hospitals for the board and education of the
young are more varied in character and more
numerous in Great Britain than in auy country in

the world. Consisting for the most part of large

and handsome buildings, placed in salubrious situa-

tions in the environs of cities, some are specially

adapted for boys, some for girls, and less frequently

they are for both ; some are maintained by endow-
ments from deceased benefactors, some by funds
connected with trade incorporations, and some by
casual donations and subscriptions. The oldest, and
those on the most munificent seale, are of the class

first mentioned; as, for example, Waist's Hospital,

London, and Hrriot's Hospital, Edinburgh. Donald-
son's Hospital. Edinburgh, belongs to this class ; and
so likewise does the Girard College, Philadelphia,

which costing for construction nearly two millions of

dollars, and giving accommodation to upwards of 300
orphans, is not excelled in point of architectural

grandeur, or in munificence of private endowment,
by any European hospital for children.

" The Hospitals of the United States, which are

numerous, are either endowed or supported by volun-

tary contributions, and are attended by competent

physicians, many of whom give their services gratui-

tously. The Pennsylvania Hospital, in Philadelphia,

for the relief of the sick poor and care of lunatics,

is one of the oldest and most valuable institutions of

the kind in America. It owes its origin to the ac-

tivity of Dr. Thomas Bond, of Philada., was chartered

in 1751, and opened Tor patients in 1756. In 1S35 there

were 120 beds for poor patients, and the number of

annual admissions since 1830 has been more than

1000. In 1836 the Pennsylvania H. for the Insane, a

branch of the above, was founded at Blockley, Phila-

delphia; in 1859 the sphere of its usefulness was
much extended by the creation of an Insane Depart-

ment for males exclusively, through the active exer-

tions of Dr. Thos. S. Kirkbride, the able superintend-

ent, and the generous contribution of the citizens,

chiefly of Philadelphia, to the amount of upwards of

$355,907. This magnificent establishment, together

with the Episcopal H. of Philadelphia, of more re-

cent erection, is not excelled as regards the require-

ments of sanitary science by any of the H. of Europe.

The Boston Free H. is perhaps superior, as respects

construction, to any other building for similar pur-

poses.

Hospitals for indigent old men and women are

found in several European countries, but nowhere
are they so common as iu Great Britain and the
Netherlands, where begging is rigorously proscribed

by the police, and almsgiving assumes the char-

acter of rates for support of the poor. The work-
houses for the reception of parish paupers are the
humblest variety of these hospitia, though as seen

in some parts of England and Scotland, they are

on a vast scale of accommodation, adapted to the
wants of unions or clusters of parishes. Consider-

ably above these in point of comfort and liberality

of management, are the hospitals endowed by indi-

viduals or by incorporations for persons who once
occupied a respectable position, and have through
misfortunes lapsed into decayed circumstances.

Almost every city of auy note in the LTnited King-
dom has one or more of this species of hospital

;

the claim for admission being ordinarily a privilege

of local burgesses or members of incorporated

crafts. Analogous to this class of institutions are
Greenwich Hospital for superannuated mariners
connected with the Royal Navy, and the Military
Hospital, Chelsea. In England there are numerous
establishments called Alms Houses. These are of the
nature of hospitals for indigent men and women of
respectable character, but with this difference, that
instead of all living in wards under one roof, the
inmates are each provided with a small dwelling for

him or herself, and receive the means of separate
livelihood. These establishments, consisting of

clusters of neat small cottages in contiguity, or of

separate dwellings grouped in the form of a spacious
building, abound in Loudon and its vicinity, where
they afford pleasing examples of the munificence
of opident benefactors, and incorporated city com-
panies. At St Cross, near "Winchester, and at
Coventry, there are Alms Houses curious from
their antiquity and external appearance. The
noblest example of this class of institutions is the
Charter-House, London, described in the present
work.

HOSPITALS, Military, establishments for the
reception of the sick and wounded of an army.
The smallest is the Regimental Hospital, under the
medical officers of the regiment ; next, there is the
Divisional Hospital, presided over by staff medical
officers, for the benefit of all the corps in the
division ; and, lastly, there is the General Hospital,
applicable to the whole force. In these hospitals,

the medical officers are responsible directly to the
Secretary of State for War for all purely medical
functions. With regard to discipline, inspections,

and other military duties, the principal meilical

officer is responsible to the commandant of the
regiment or division, who in his turn is answerable
to the general-in-chief for the state of the hospitals
in his command. Soldiers while in hospital are

subjected to a stoppage of 9d. a day from their pay
if abroad, Wd. if at home. The amount of these
stoppages for 1862 was .£111,000, in addition to

which the military hospitals were estimated to cost

the country £10i,S19. Theie are several large

military hospitals at home—e. a., Netley (q. v.),

Fort Pitt for lunatic soldiers, Yarmouth, &c. In

the French army the service of the Field Hospitals
forms part of the intendanee of the army, the
medical officers in charge being under the supreme
control of the intendant-general.

HOSPITALS, Naval, establishments for the
cure of sick and wounded seamen. They are served
by naval medical officers, and if at home, for pur-
poses of discipline, have each a captain-superin-

tendent, and one or more lieutenants. The only
naval hospitals at home which are at present kept
up are at Haslar (q. v.) and Plymouth ; but abroad
there are such establishments at Malta, Bermuda,
Halifax, Jamaica, the Cape, and Hong-kong. The
annual cost of the staff for naval hospitals amounts
to about £20,000.

HO'SPODAR was the title heretofore given to

the governors of Moldavia and Wallachia. Formerly,
they were called by the Turks, Beys ; by the Slaves,

Wojewods. The latter title is frequently given in

connection with that of hospodar, the term wojewod
signifying the right and dignity of leading the

army (being thus identical with Duke), while
hospodar (gospodar, gospod, gospodin, in the various

Slavonic dialects) means simply, master (dominus)

Formerly, the Lithuanian princes were likewise

called hospodars, and the Polish kings, down to the

time of Sobieski, assumed this title in their diplo-

matic negotiations with Kussia. Gomdar (ruler,

monarch) is even now the title of the Emperor
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HOT WALLS -HOTEL.

HOT WALLS, or FLUED WALLS, in Garden-
ing, are walls furnished with furnaces and Hues, in

order to the production of liner kinds of fruit than
could otherwise lie expected in the climate. The
Hues are led as obliquely, and make as many turns

from right to left as are consistent with I heir

drawing well, so that as little heat as possible may
escape by the chimney, and as much as possible

may lie expended on the wall. The heat is applied

chielly during spring. At that season, also, mov-
able glazed frames, or sometimes mere screens, are

placed in front of the walls.

HOTCHPOT, a phrase used in English law to

denote that where one child has already received an
advancement out of the father's personal estate,

that chilil must bring such sum into hotchpot before

he will be allowed to share with the other children,

under the statute of distributions, after the father's

death. In other words, a child who has got money
from the father to place him in business, &c,
must treat that as a payment to account of his

share at the father's death. A similar, but not

identical doctrine exists in Scotland under the'

name of Collation (q. v.).

HOTE'L, originally Hostel, or Hostelrie, a French
term applied to an inn, or house for the temporary
accommodation of travellers. The term, however,

is also applied in France to the town mansion of

a distinguished personage, and in like manner the

word inn was at one time indifferently used in

England to signify the town residence of a great

man. The name hostelrie was applied by Chaucer
to a public inn, and till a more recent period it

was similarly used in Scotland.. From its general

use comes the designation hostler, which originally

signified the keeper of the inn or hostel. Only in

recent times has the significant old English word
inn been eclipsed by the reintrodnction of hostel,

under the softened form of h&teL

An account of inns ancient and modern, under
whatever designation, would form an interesting

chapter in social history. The Caravansarai (q. v.)

of the East is the most ancient species of inn

of which there is any notice. The Greeks and
Eomans did not improve on the quality of these

oriental establishments. Their inns, if wor-thy

of the name, were little better than receptacles

for hnnible classes of wayfarers, or places where
cooked food and wine were dispensed to the hungry
and thirsty stranger. Along their highways, the

Romans gave encouragement to these primitive

varieties of inns ; the best of such establishments

being called caupona, or tabema diversoria, while

those of an inferior kind were known as popince,

of which some specimens have been disclosed at

Pompeii.
The duties of hospitality and also the obliga-

tions of religion long postponed the introduction of

regular inns. In medieval times, the castles of the

barons offered shelter with straw, and sometimes

food, to the wayfarer of high and low degree,

and there are traditions to the effect that to pass

some of these strongholds without calling to render

obeisance, and receive the hospitality of the owner,

was deemed an insult. But the monastic estab-

lishments, great and small, scattered over every

part of Christendom, formed the chief Jiospilia (see

Hospice). With the general improvement of

society and the increasing concourse of travellers

came the modern inn, or professional hospitium, at

which entertainment for man and horse was afforded

as a matter of business. Nowhere in Europe did

this class of establishments so soon attain to a deter-

minate and respectable character as in England.

Growing first into importance in London, York,

Oxford, Bristol, and some other cities, the substantial
and well-managed English inn was imitated on
a smaller scale" in the different provincial towns,
and gained a good standing in nation.'. 1 usage before
it spread to .Scotland ; the inns of which, even up
to the middle of the lSth c, were on a meagre
scale of accommodation. It is not necessary to
call to mind more than a few of the interesting
old inns in London, all celebrated less or more
from their respective signs: the Angtl at St
Clement Danes, and Angel at Islington; the Bell,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street; Belle. fiarai/e,

Lud irate Hill ;
Bui/ nn.f'M.mlh. St Martin'a-lo-Grau'd

;

Four Swnn.<, Bishops-ate Street; Saracen's Hem/,
Snow Hill; Oohkn f'«, Charing Cross; While.

Horse, Fetter Lane ; and Tabard (now Talbot), South-

j

wark. For brief notices of these and others, see
Curiosities of London, by J. Tinibs. For the most
part, the old inns of London. Westminster, and South-

[

wark, consisted of a building round a courtyard,
entered from the street by a wide covered passage.
The ground-floor was disposed as stables, kitchens,
and other offices, with a large reception-room

;

above, were the iesser apartments and bedrooms,
these last all opening on hanging wooden galleries,

whence the inmates eoidd look down on the busy
: scene of arrivals and departures in the courtyard
beneath. Some specimens of these old inns with

I
open galleries still survive. Such was the Tabard,
renowned as the hostelrie from which Chaucer's
pilgrims set out for Canterbury. There is reason

I to believe that this form of construction was
derived from the arrangement of ancient Roman

|
villas, which consisted of buildings round a series

of courtyards ; hence, also, the form of French
hotels, public and private. Modern Italy has
examples of inns of this form. We may allude
particularly to the 11Chi lie VUle at Milan, and
the Alberyo delle Due Torri at Verona; this last

having hanging galleries round a courtyard in

precisely the"old English style.

Of the character ami managem-nt of the inns of

England, with their offers of 'entertainment to
man and horse,' we are favoured with innumer-
able glimpses in the fictions of Fielding, Smollett,
Goldsmith, and others—the jolly hostess, the obse-
quious waiters, the bouncing chambermaids, the
hostler who takes the traveller's nag, and above
all the garrulous host who, when invited, gives his

company to his guests, teils them the news, and
dinner, according to

first dish on the table. See Dr Synta

at dinner, according to use and wont, places the

Search of the Picturesque, illustrated by Rowland-
son, for some humorous delineations of inn-usages.

The great personal comfort and independence
of feeling enjoyed in English inns is frequently
referred to in literature. Archbishop Leighton,
who died 1G84, in the Bell, Warwick Lane, 'often
used to say, that if he were to choose a place
to die in, it should be an inn ; it looking like a
pilgrim's home, to whom this world was all as an
inn, and who was weary of the noise and confusion
of it. And he obtained what he desired.'—Burnet's
Own Times. Dr Samuel Johnson, as is well
known, expatiates on the delights of an English inn

;

on one occasion, as related by Boswell, repeating
with great emotion Shenstone's lines :

'Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round,
Where'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he still has found
The warmest welcome at an inn.'

English inns have not lost their reputation for

comfort and the attention paid to guests ; but the

almost entire alteration in the methods of travel-

ling by the introduction of railways has left them
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HOTTONIA—HOUND.

'Their charms, however, are very Heeting. At ai

early period of life, ami immediately after the firs

child, their breasts begin to grow loose and flaccid

and as old age approaches, become distended to ai

enormous size; the belly protrudes; and the hinde

parts swelling out to incredible dimensions, give to

the spine a degree of curvature inwards that makes
it appear as if the os coccygis, or bone at the lower

extremity of the spine, was elongated and bent

outwards, which is not the ease.' The appearance

of the Bosjcsmen or Bushmen, who are the most
degraded tribe of the H., is still more revolting.

The language of the H. is quite as singular as

their personal appearance. It has been called 'the

click language,' and has also been compared to the

clucking of a hen when she has laid an egg. The
dross of the Hottentot in his native state is exceed-

ingly simple, being merely a strip of the skin of

some animal tied round the waist, from which
there depends a sort of apron, that hangs down both
before and behind. This is nearly the same for

both sexes, so that in the summer both go 'almost-

naked, protecting their persons from the sun by a

covering of grease ; but in the winter they have a

sort of cloak made with skins, that covers nearly

the whole body. The H. live in kraals or villages,

consisting of a number of circular huts like bee-

hives. They have both oxen and sheep, in the

management of which they shew great skill. They
are also addicted to the chase, in which they

use poisoned arrows, javelins, and spears. Their

only manufacture is a rude kind of earthenware;
except, of course, that they make their own sheep-

skin clothes, such as they are, also their bows and
arrows, and other weapons. Like most savages,

they have some taste for music, which they practise

upon a rude sort of guitar with three strings, and a

flute made of the bark of trees. Of religion, there

appears to be but very little notion among the H.,

and they have no particular observances at either

births, marriages, or funerals. Dr Priehard, how-
ever, observes of them :

' Although the wild tribes

of the Hottentot race display ferocity and all the

other vices of savage life, yet we have abundant
proof that these people are not insusceptible of

the blessings of civilisation and Christianity. No
uncultivated people appear to have received the

Instructions of the Moravian missionaries more
readily than the Hottentots, or to have been more
fully reclaimed and Christianised.'

The H., as a distinct race, first became known to

Europeans about the year 1509, when Francisco

d'Almeyda, Viceroy of India, landing at Table Bay,

was killed, with about seventy of his followers, in

a scuffle with the natives. They were afterwards

frequently visited by navigators from different

countries; but no authentic ace units reached Europe
respecting them until the Dutch settled in the Cape
of Good Hope in the middle of the 17th century.

The H. were then much more numerous than at

present, but upon becoming addicted to rum and
brandy, their numbers diminished gradually. Many
of the tribes parted with their flocks and herds to

procure the fire-water, and eventually they became
the absolute slaves of the Dutch settlers or Boers.

From this condition they have been delivered by
the enlightened and humane policy of the British

government ; and as free labourers they make
excellent herdsmen and drovers. Their number at

present is thought to amount to about fifteen, or

from that to twenty thousand, not including those

who in all probability may be found dwelling more
in the interior. Of the Bushmen, no numerical esti-

mate has been formed. They are widely scattered

throuehout the English settlements, but their num-
bers must be very "small, while their WTetched and

I degraded habits are such that it is thought they

j

will soon become utterly extinct.

HOTTO'NIA, a genus of plants of the natural

order PrimiUacees, of which one species, H. palustris,

V

x- -

C'V.;

"Water Violet [Holtonia palustri*

Hv
„h.M

Water Violet or Featherfoil, is among the most
beautiful of British aquatic plants. It is not found
in Scotland. Its leaves are all submerged, crowded,
and much divided ; the large, beautiful, pale purple,

whorled flowers alone rise above water on a long
cylindrical stalk. Other species of H. are found in

the East.

HOUA'RIOS are small coasting-vessels and
pleasure-boats used in parts of the Mediterranean.
They bear lateen sails, and have each two masts
and a bowsprit.

HOUND (Ger. Hund), a name commonly given

to those kinds of dog which arc used in hunting,

but more especially, at least by systematic writers

on dogs, to those which hunt by scent rather than
by sight. When this definition is adopted, grey-

hounds are.not regarded as true hounds. Examples
of true hounds are found in the Bloodhound, the

-JV£

Old English Hound (C

J ~

-

sagax).

old English Southern hound, the Staghound, the

Foxhound, the Harrier, and the Beagle; closely

allied to which are also the Pointer, Setter, Spaniel,

&c. See these heads. The Hounds are by some
naturalists regarded as a distinct species of dog
(Canis sagax). They are characterised not only by
fineness of scent, but by great docility and sagacity.
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seize his goods for del.it in England or Ireland, and
no court can give a bailiff such power ; in Scotland,
however, even a man's own house is no protection,
for leave can be got from the court, ofteu called on
thai account the Queen's keys, which enables the
messenger to break open the outer-door and arrest.
hi England, therefore, if a person can manage to
procure supplies from without, he can fortify him-
self against the enemy for any length of time ; but
t'nmji it is not competent for the bailiff to break
open the outer-door by force, yet every trick or
stratagem is fair in order to effect a peaceable entry,
and once in, he cannot be turned out. Where the
party is charged with a criminal offence, a constable
armed with a warrant, or in some cases without,
is entitled to break into the house and arrest him,
both in England and Scotland. A man is entitled
also to defend his house against trespassers and
thieves, using no greater force than is necessary;
and if necessary in that sense, he may even kill
the intruder, though very strong circumstances are
required to justify this. He may also put spring-
guns on the premises. In Scotland, a peculiar name
is given to the offence of feloniously assaulting a
man in his own house, called Haimsucken (q. v.),

though in England it is not singled out by a sepa-
rate name

; yet all offences committed in a house are
generally punished more severely. Housebreaking
is a technical name in Scotland, but in England 1_

a popular phrase, the legal terms being larceny or
robbery in a dwelling-house, or burglary, according
to the circumstances.

HOUSE OF COMMONS. See Parliament.

HOUSE OF CORRECTION, a jail which is

not under the ordinary charge of the sheriff, but is

governed by a keeper ; it is also sometimes called a
Bridewell. These houses were originally iuteuded
for the detention of vagrants and convicted
persons, and compelling these to work ; but their
purpose is now extended in England. Every
county, and most cities and towns, must have one.
The persons who may be committed to them are
prisoners convicted of felony, or misdemeanour;
persons committed on charge or suspicion of felony,
or of misdemeanour ; and vagrants. And generally
any justice may commit to the House of Correction
persons awaiting their trial, and persons convicted
of small offences. The prisoners are classified, and
the regulations are generally defined by 4 Geo. IV.
c. 64, 5 and 3 Will. IV. c. 38. In Scotland, the
regulation of prisons is transferred to a Board of
Directors of Prisons in Scotland, 7 and S Vict. o. 34,
14 and 15 Vict. c. 27.

HOUSE OF LORDS. See Parliament.

HOUSEBOTE, in English Law, the right which
repair

in heaps of rotting vegetables, &c. When house-flies
become annoying,
to for killing them,

expedients
trapping in gla

resorted

partially

the landa tenant has to cut wood
the house, often called

HOUSEBREAKING. See House.

HOUSEBURNING, a crime in Scotland,
generally called Arson in England.

HOUSE-DOVES, in the Law of England, are
protected like domesticated animals, and the taking
of them is in general larceny ; and if the offence of

larceny cannot be made out, then a magistrate may
inflict a penalty of £2, over and above the value of

the bird (24 and 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 2,3). In Scotland, it

is also theft to break into dove-cotes. But there is

no summary redress for the lesser offences.

HOUSE-FLY (tfusca domestica) of Europe and
(ifimca harpya) of the Eastern U. States are species

of the vast dipterous family J/"/<.\ti'c7m, remarkable for

their wide distribution over tbe countries to which they

respectively belong. The maggots live in moist dung,
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Various parts of House-Fly, highly magnified :

Copied Iroui Samuelaon's Earthworm and Commo,, Some-Fly.
i, section of fly, shewing nervous svsteni ; lj, head ol house-

fly, shewing lilt- compound tie.-, ami, bolmatli, the proboscis;
c, last joint of tarsus, or foot of flv, with books and pads;
d, proboscis of house-fly ; e, portion ol fringe of the pad,
to shew the supposed suckers

; /, leg of fly.

filled with some sweet viscid fluid, or by pieces of
paper covered with a mixture of sweet and poison-
ous substances. Sweet substances, however, attract
flies int^a room, so that the benefit of fly-traps is

often doubtful ; and care must be taken that the
poisons used do not endanger the lives of children
or others. Quassia is safe enough in this respect,

and very fatal to flies.

In addition to what has been said in the article

Diptera concerning the power which many insects
possess of walking on perpendicular walls, ceilings,

&c, it may here be mentioned that, according to
the observations of Mr Hepworth, who has carefully

investigated this subject, a Ithough the membranous
discs (pitlviUi) on the foot of a fly are incapable of

being used as suckers, yet the hairs with which
they are thickly beset, are terminated by minute
discs, which probably are so used. At the same
time, these minute discs appear to exude a liquid,

not viscid, which probably serves to make the
adhesion more perfect.

The proboscis of the H. is a very interesting

microscopic object. It is chiefly formed by an
extraordinary development of the longuelei or ligula,

the upper part of the under lip (labium), but with
this are combined lancets formed of the metamor-
phosed maxilla. (For these, see Coleoptera.) The
lobes of the ligula are much enlarged and fleshy.

They are surrounded by rough hairs, to aid in
scraping or tearing delicate surfaces. There are
many rows of these hairs on each lobe. In using
its proboscis to feed on dry substances, as sugar,

the fly moistens them with a liquid which may be
regarded as saliva, so as to fit them for suctorial

action. To aid in this suctorial action, the muscles
of the lobes of the ligula are disposed in a spiral

form.

HOUSEHOLD TROOPS are those troops

whose especial duty it is to attend the sovereign,

and to guard the metropolis. These forces com-
prise three regiments of cavalry — the 1st and 2d
Life-guards, and the Royal Horse-guards, and three
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ragimnnts of Foot-guards (which in

nadier, Coldstream, and Scots
Fusilier Guards. The cost ol these corps, for pay
and allowances only, reaches the sum ol

year; and they number in all ranks 1317 cavalry
.1 to be the

Bower of the British army.
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intermediate between the last rib, the lumbar
vertebra, and the prominence of the haunch, either

with a cannla and trochar, or a large pocket or
table knife. For several days after an attack of

hoven, the digestive organs are apt to be easily

deranged, and the animal must have soft and
digestible food, and an occasional dose of simple
laxative medicine

HOWARD. The noble House of H. has stood
for . many centuries at the head of the English
nobility. The Howards have enjoyed the duke-
dom of Norfolk since the middle of the 15th c,

and have contributed to the annals of the nation
several persons of the most distinguished character
both in politics and in literature. Neither Sir W.
Dugdale. nor Collins, nor Sir Bernard Burke claims
for the Howards any more ancient origin than Sir

William H., a learned Chief-justice of the Common
Pleas under Edward I. and Edward II., though
Dugdale incidentally mentions a tradition that their

name is of Saxon origin, and derived either from an
eminent office under the crown before the Conquest,
or from Hereward, the leader of those forces which
for a time defended the isle of Ely so valiantly

against William the Conqueror. Be this as it may,
it is certain that Sir John H., the grandson of the
above-mentioned judge, was not only admiral and
captain of the king's navy in the north of England,
but sheriff of Norfolk, in which county he held
extensive property, which was subsequently
creased hy the ) ';'.-";e of his grandson, Sir Robert,

with the co-heiress of tie- ancient and noble House of

Mowbray, Dukes of Norfolk. The only son of this

union was Sir John H., one of the leading sup
porters of the House of York, who, having gainer.'

early distinction in the French wars of Henry VI.,

was constituted by Edward IV. constable of tin

important castle of Norwich, and sheriff of Norfolk
and Suffolk. He subsequently became treasurer of

the royal household, obtained ' a grant of the whole
benefit that should accrue to the king by coinage

of money in the City and Tower of London, and
elsewhere in England ;

' and further, was raised to

the peerage as Lord Howard and Duke of Norfolk.

We find him in 1470 made captain-general of the

king's forces at sea, and he was most strenuous in

that capacity in his resistance to the House of

Lancaster. Finally, he was created Earl Marshal
of England, an honorary distinction still borne by
his descendants, and in 1484 was constituted Lord
Admiral of England, Ireland, and Aquitaiue. He
fell next year, however, on Bosworth Field, and,

after his death, his honours were attainted, as

also were those of his son Thomas, who had been
created Earl of Surrey. The latter, however, after

suffering three years of imprisonment in the Tower
of London, obtained a reversal of his own and his

father's attainders, and being restored to his honours

accordingly, became distinguished as a general, and
is more particularly celebrated in history for his

defeat of the Scotch at Flodden in 1513.
" His son

Thomas, third Duke of Norfolk, was attainted by
Henry VIII., though afterwards restored in blood,

and by his marriage with a daughter of King
Edward IV., became the father of the ill-fated and
accomplished Earl of Surrey, whose execution was
the last of the many acts of tyranny which disgrace

the memory of Henry VIII. Eminent as a states-

man, a warrior, and a poet, Surrey is thus described

by Sir Egerton Brydges : 'Excellent in arts and in

arms ; a man of learning, a genius, and a hero ; of

a generous temper and a refined mind, he united

all the gallantry and unbroken spirit of a rude age

with alf the elegance and grace of a polished era.

With the greatest splendour of descent, in possession

of the highest honours and unbounded wealth, he
|

relaxed not his efforts to deserve distinction by his
personal worth. Conspicuous in the rough exercises
of tilts and of tournaments, and commanding armies
with skill and bravery in expeditions against the
Scots under his father, he still found time, at a
period when onr literature was rude and barbarous,
to cultivate his mind with all the exquisite spirit of

the choicest models of Greece and Rome, to catch
the excellences of the revived muses of Italy, and
to produce in his own language compositions which,
in simplicity, perspicuity, graceful ornament, and
just and natural thought, exhibit a shining contrast
to the works of his predecessors, and an example
which his successors long attempted in vain to
follow.'

The Earl of Surrey was executed during the
lifetime of his father, on whom the same sentence
had been passed, when the death of the royal tyrant
saved him from the block. His grandson, Thomas,
fourth Duke of Norfolk, in like manner suffered

attainder, and was executed on Tower Hill for high
treason, for his communication with Mary, Queen
of Scots. The family honours, however, were again
restored, partly by James I., to his grandson, and
partly by Charles II. to his great-great-grandson,

Thomas, who thus became eighth duke, and whose
cousin and successor, Charles, ninth duke, was the
direct ancestor of the present Duke of Norfolk.

It would be impossible here to give a list of all

the honours which from time to time have been
conferred on various branches of the ducal House
of H. ; it is sufficient to say, that in one or other
of their widespread branches, the Howards either

have enjoyed within the last three centuries, or still

enjoy, the earldoms of Carlisle. Sullolk. Berkshire,

Northampton, Arundel, Wicklow, Norwich, and
F.iiiiejiam, and the baronies of Biudon, Howard
de Walden, Howard of Castle Rising, and Howard
of Ellingham.

It will be seen from the above remarks, that the
ducal House of Norfolk is one whose fate it has
been, beyond all others among the English nobility,

to find its name interwoven with the thread of

English history, and not rarely in colours of blood.

The accomplished but unfortunate Surrey, and his

scarcely less unhappy father, Thomas H.—whose
head was only saved from the block on which his

sou so nobly suffered by the death of the eighth

Henry—are ' household words' in the pages of

English history; and readers of Shakspeare will

have other recollections of the same name allied

with other historical events ; while those who are

familiar with the writings of Pope, will not have
forgotten how tersely and pointedly he typifies the
glory of ancestral pedigrees by

'All the Hood of all the Howards.'

Other members of the House of H. have gained

a place in the pages of English history. Sir Edward
H., K.G., brother of the first Earl of Surrey, was
made by Henry VIII. the king's standard-bearer

and admiral of the fleet, in which capacity he lost

his life in boarding a French vessel off Brest in

action in 1513 ; his brother, Sir Edmund, acted

as marshal of the horse at Flodden ; and his half-

brother, Sir Thomas H., was attainted, and died a

prisoner in the Tower, for aspiring to the hand of

the Lady Margaret Douglas, daughter of Margaret
Queen of Scotland, and niece of Henry VIII., one

of whose ill-fated consorts was the Lady Catharine
Howard.

HOWARD, John, ' the philanthropist,' was born
at Hackney, near London, about 1726. From his

father, who had been engaged in trade, H. inherited

considerable fortune. In 1756, the year of the
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HOWITT—HOY.

as bom at Boston, November 10, 1801,
d at the Boston Latin School, and
rersity, where he graduated in 1821.
idied medicine. Being an admirer of

. he wished to join him in aiding the
uticin. and embarked from Boston for
S24; volunteered as a surgeon; served
a guerrilla ; organised the medical staff

k army, and was appointed its chief.

were suffering for supplies, and even
d he went to America, and raised large
• Returning with food, clothing.

physician,

Brown U
He then
Lord Byr
Greek ie\

Greece in

two years

of the Gv
The Greel
for food;
contribute

supplies, he formed the colony of Corinth, in which
he filled all offices, from governor to constable.
Taken down with the swamp-fever in 1830, he went
to Paris, where he attended medical lectures, and
in 1832 returned to the United States. Having
become interested iu the education of the blind, he
was sent to Europe, to examine the best institu-
tions, but volunteered in the Polish insurrection,
and spent six weeks in a Prussian prison. On
his return, the Massachusetts Institution for the
Blind was established, and placed under his
management, which he has ever since retained.
He has also established a school for idiots, and
in 1S2S published a Historical rib teh of the. Greek
Revolution.

HOWITT, William and Mary, two English
authors that may most properly be treated to-
gether. William H. was born in 1795 at Heanor, in
Derbyshire, and was educated at various schools
in connection with the Society of Friends, to which
persuasion his family belonged. In his youth, he was
fond of outdoor sports, and he celebrated in verse
the scenery with which he was familiar. In 1823,
he married Miss Mary Botham, a lady of literary
taste and acquirements, and whose family, like his
own, was attached to the principles of Quakerism.
The Forest Minstrel, with their joint names on the
title-page, was published during the year in which
they were married. For three or four years there-
after, they employed themselves in contributions to
annuals and magazines, and in 1827 a selection from
these fugitive pieces appeared under the title of
The DesolotUm of A't/om. From this date up till

" wrote The Booh of the Seasons,

of Priestcraft, and Tales of the

the same period, Mary H. pro-
Vemptations, and a country novel
ihton. In 1837, William and Mary
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the mouth of which is completely closed by the
shell when rammed home. The C'oehorn howitzer,
much used in India for mountain-service, is a small
gun, light enough to be borne by a horse up hilly
defiles, &c.

HOWLER, HOWLING MONKEY, or
STENTOR. (Mycetes), Alouatte of the French, a
genus of American monkeys, remarkable for the
dilatation of the Hyoid (q. v.) bone into a hollow
drum, which communicates with the larynx, makes
a conspicuous external swelling of the throat, and
gives prodigious power to the voice, enabling these
animals to emit hideous sounds, which are heard
miles away, and to which all their names refer.
They live chiefly among the branches of trees, and
take extraordinary leaps from one to another, taking
hold by the tail as readi]
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HUCKABACK—HT7DS0H.

the same year rendu
Iu the follo-wing yea
he published Souivni
tarie, It Thibet, et la i

—1S46 (2 vols. Paris,

1S54, by a similar rei

(VEmpire Ckh

his native city of Toulouse,
e returned to Paris, where
d'wn Voyage dans la Tar-
ne pendant let Annees 1S44
52). This was followed, in

1 of his Chinese experience
Is. 3d edit. 1857) ; and

'

1S57 by an elaborate historical work on Chris
tianity in China (Le C'hri.itianltitic. en Chine). All
these works have been translated into English and
most other Europ'-an languages. The strangeness
of some of the incidents recorded in the book
on Tibet provoked some degree of incredulity
certain quarters; but Captain Blakiston, the latest

traveller in the same regions, which have hitherto
been almost a terra incognita for Europeans, bears
unhesitating testimony to the fidelity of Pere Hue's
narrative and description.

During his latter years, Pere Hue, in order to
devote himself more freely to his literary occupa-
tions, withdrew from the Lazarist congregation.
His health, however, never fully recovered from the
fatigues of his Tibetan expedition, and he died in

Pans March 31, 1860, at the early age of 46.

HU'CKABACK, a very coarse kind of linen-

cloth, figured somewhat like damask ; it is usually
employed for common towelling.

HU'DDERSFIELD.aparliamentaryboroughand
important manufacturing and market town of Eng-
land, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, is situated in
the midst of a fertile district, on an acclivity rising

from the left bank of the Colne, 16 miles south-west
of Leeds, and about 25 miles north-east of Man-
chester. It is remarkably regular, is well built and
drained, and very healthy. Upon the Holme and
the Colne, which unite in the town, numerous mills
have been erected for the manufacture of woollen
fabrics, and for fulling and washing the goods manu

the centre of a district rich

1 advantages are enhanced
erection with the principal

. the north of England, by
ind North-Western, Lanca-

shire and Yorkshire, and Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire railways. Among its churches, several
are noteworthy in an architectural view. It has
a proprietary college, now in connection with the
London University ; a collegiate school, and mauy
other educational institutions ; a circular cloth-hall,

2640 feet iu circumference, attended by upwards
of 600 cloth-merchants each market-day (Tuesday
and Friday) ; an infirmary ; and in the vicinity the
Lockwood Spa Baths, where the water is strongly
sulphureous. H. is the chief seat in the north
of England of what is called the 'fancy trade,'

comprising shawls, waistcoatings, flushings, &c, of

the most elegant patterns and the (inest fabric ; it

also carries on extensive manufactures of narrow
and broad woollen fabrics, kerseymeres, serges, and
cords. It is connected by canals with the "Mersey
and the Humber. The parliamentary borough sends
one member to the House of Commons. Pop.
(1861) 34,87*

HUDSON, George, English railway director
and speculator, was born in 1800, and apprenticed
to a linen-draper in the city of York, where he
subsequently carried on business for himself. He
took an early share in railway speculation, and was
appointed chairman of the North Midland Company.
His plans of management were carried out, schemes
of railway annexation and extension were under-
taken, embarrassed lines were relieved, and rivals

were subdued. He was elevated into the dictator-
ship of railway speculation ; everything he touched
turned into sold; and II. was everywhere known as

factured. H. stands ir

in coal, and its natur
through its direct cot

seats of manufacture i

means of the London

' the Railway King.' The shares of the lines with
which he consented to become connected went up,
and he was said to have made £100,000 in one day.
He bought large estates ; was three times elected
lord mayor of York

; was sent to parliament by the
electors of Sunderland ; and found his acquaintance
courted by persons of the highest rank. When the
railway mania was at its height, a statue to H. was
proposed; and names were put down for £25,000;
but before the money could be collected, the popu-
larity of the ' Railway King ' was on the wane. His
connection with the Eastern Counties Railway led
to some exposures. The accounts had been ' cooked ;

'

matters had been ' made pleasant ;
' and dividends had

been paid out of capital. Suspicions were excited
in regard to his direction of other compauies, shares
fell, the bubble burst, the railway monarch was
deposed, and encountered nothing but invective
from quarters which had pursued him with adulation.
Every board-room was closed against him, and his
suddenly acquired gains were almost swept away.
The constituency of Sunderland, however, continued
to elect him as their representative until March
1859. He has since resided abroad, in comparatively
narrow circumstances.

HUDSON", Henry, a distinguished navigator.
His early history is unknown. He undertook his
first voyage for the discovery of a north-east passage
in 16(17, in a small vessel with ten sailors, but failed
in this attempt. In his second voyage in 1 60S, he
reached Nova Zembla. He undertook a third voyage
in 1609 from Amsterdam, at the expense of' the
Dutch East India Company. Giving up all hope of
finding a north-east passage, he sailed for Davis'
Strait, but came upon the Americau continent
about 44° N. hit., and, steering southwards, dis-
covered the mouth of the river which now bears
his name. He sailed upon his last voyage in April
161(1, with 23 sailors, and readied Greenland in June.
Steering westward, he discovered the strait now
known as Hudson's Strait, and passed through it,

and entered the great bay, which has received the
name of Hudson's Bay. Although very insufficiently
supplied with provisions, lie adopted the resolution
of wintering in these desolate regions, in order to
prosecute his discoveries further in the following
springy He proceeded to carry this design into
execution, but his provisions became so much
exhausted, that he was under the necessity of
returning. An incautious utterance of his opinion,
that in the destitute condition to which he was
reduced, he would be obliged to leave some of
his people behind, led to his death. The sailors
mutinied, and placed him, with his son aud some
others who adhered to him, iu a small boat, at the
mercy of the waves and of the savages. His fate
was revealed by one of the conspirators. An
expedition was sent from England in quest of him,
but no trace of him or of his companions in
misfortune was ever discovered.

HUDSON, Sib James, K.C.B., diplomatist, is

the son of a Yorkshire gentleman, and was born
in London in 1S10. He was educated at Rugby
and Westminster, and subsequently studied at Paris
and Rome. He was made private secretary to
William IV.

;_
and after the king's death, entered

the diplomatic service, and became Secretary of
Legation at Washington in 1838, at the Hague in
1843, and at Rio de Janeiro iu 1845. In 1850, he
was appointed minister at Rio, but was transferred
to Florence in 1S51, and to Turin, January 1852.
His counsels exercised great influence over the
Sardinian government; and the conclusion of a com-
mercial treaty between that country and England,
the accession of Sardinia to the treaty of alliance
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HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

he ltn more sys-

tematie chimx'v, miilcr English allspices, till, in

1783, they Led to the formation of the North-west
Company of Montreal. After an age of stubborn
competition, the Hudson's Bay Company coalesced,

in 1821, with its formidable opponent.
Bat the two members of the new partnership

had already almost doubled the original field of

contention. The older association had, about 1770,

traversed the basin of the Coppermine ; and, fully

twenty years later, the younger one had descended
the Mackenzie to the Arctic Sea, and bad, through
the barrier of the Rocky Mountains, reached the

Pacific Ocean. Even in general equity, a body,
which now represented all the discoverers, had a
peculiar right to the discoveries themselves ; but
beyond general equity, a secondary provision of

the letters-patent of Charles II. had regarded such
discoveries, at least for the purposes of trade, as

aecretii >ns to the primary grant. Accordingly, when,
in 1821, parliament, in view of the intolerable evils

of competition, empowered the crown to issue

licences for the ' Indian Territories '—expressly

declared to be all the wildernesses of British North
America to the west of Rupert's Land—the govern-

ment exercised this statutory authority in favour of

the Hudson's Bay Company, as recast and extended
by the coalition. So far as commerce was concerned,

there was now no practical difference between
Rupert's Land and the Indian Territories, excepting

that the charter of the former was perpetual, and
the licence of the latter was to be for 20 years at a

time ; and thus the newly-modified association virtu-

ally ruled the western world, through 75° of long.,

from Davis' Strait to Mount St Elias, and, through
28° of lat., from -the mouth of the Mackenzie to

the borders of California.

But these dominions, second, in point of super-

ficies, to Russia alone among tbe compact organ-

isations of the world, was gradually diminished.

About twenty years after the coalition, Oregon
from the borders of California to the parallel of 49°

N., which had always been open to Americans by
international arrangement, was given up to the

United States by the same treaty which sacrificed

sections of Canada and New Brunswick ; in 1S59,

the rest of the tramontane tract was brought within

the pale of civilisation as the national colonies

of Vancouver's Island and British Columbia; and
lastly, as the second term of the licence was, in

lS59i also permitted to expire without renewal,

the remainder of the 'Indian Territories' was then
potentially thrown back into the condition from
which the statute of 1S21 had seen fit to rescue it.

—In all these cases, excepting, of course, the ease

of Oregon, the Hudson's Bay Company would appear

to have lost rather formal privilege than actual

influence, retaining, if not a legal monopoly as of old,

at least a commercial supremacy on a wider basis.

Though the withholding of the licence neither

affected^ nor professed to affect Rupert's Land, yet

between it and the remaining portion of the Indian

Territories the difference, so far as Hudson's Bay
Company is concerned, is little more than nominal.

This result must, to some extent, be regarded as a

natural fruit of human progress ; free trade and
free colonisation having become part and parcel of

our national policy. But one may reasonably doubt
how far the virtual abolition of the charter promises

to be advantageous. So far as the Indians are

concerned, the question is hardly open to discussion.

With regard to them, competition, after long and
decisive experience, has been already condemned by
the supreme legislature of the empire. The opposite

system, on the other hand, may, in this respect,

boldly challenge comparison with the practice of

any other portion of North America. Within this

range, it may exclusively boast of having neither
extirpated nor expatriated the native tribes. Nay,
far beyond this negative merit, it has achieved, what
has never been elsewhere successfully attempted

—

the elevation of the descendants of mixed blood as

the equals of their white brethren, to the highest
degree of civilisation that exists in the country.

With regard, again, to others than the aborigines,

competition may not fully realise the expectations
either of speculators themselves or of their emis-
saries. While the latter must gradually lose all

relish for any more steady pursuit, the former, by
operating as much against each other as against
the Hudson's Bay Company, must at once fritter

away the amount of business, and reduce the
rate of profit, besides being tempted by the absence
of all permanent interest in the matter to exhaust
alike the hunter and his game for the sake ol

present returns ; to kill, in a word, the hen that

lays the golden eggs. Nor with regard to colonisa-

tion does experience lead to much hope of success.

Hitherto most of the settlers are either retired

servants of the Hudson's Bay Company or their

offspring. In very few instances, if in any, have
agricultural immigrants gone to Rupert's Land at

their own expense ; and of the successive bauds
that have been sent thither by others, such as Lord
Selkirk, and the Hudson's Bay Company, and the
British government, a very scanty proportion have
remained, and those, too, almost constantly on the
wing for the south.

Under the deed of Charles II., the Hudson's Bay
Company possesses certain powers, now practically

obsolete, beyond the limits of Rupert's Laud, being
invested with a jurisdiction over its own servants,

whether in the adjacent wildernesses or on the high
seas, and being entitled to make war on any non-
Christian priuce or people. Its internal constitution,

as regulated by the letters-patent, is peculiar in

this respect, that without any such graduated
restrictions as generally affect similar associations,

the influence of a proprietor is precisely propor-

tioned to his number of shares—one vote being
attached to every £100 sterling of stock. Further,
the body at large is required to act at home through
a governor and committee, and abroad through a
governor and council. As to actual organisation,

the local ruler's advisers are mostly such mercan-
tile officers as are above the rank of clerk. These
mercantile officers, hence loosely distinguished as

wintering partners, receive among them two-fiftli3

of the net profits of the concern, a chief factor

getting two, and a chief trader one of the eighty-

five parts, into which the allotment in question is

divided. As a single part, between one year and
another, ranges from about £300 to about £500, the
total revenue may easily be found to vary froia

about £63,750 to 'about £106,250—averaging per-

haps about £SO,000, so as to yield about £4S,000 to

the proprietors, and about £32,000 to the winter-
ing partners. This income arises almost entirely

from furs ; for other articles, such as tallow, oil,

feathers, fish, timber, &c, have never been of much
account. As nearly all the skins are shipped from
Rupert's Land, fuller details on the subject will be
given in connection with that country and its two
ports, Norse Factory and York Factory. See also

Indian Territories, Red River Settlement, and
Vancoca-er's Island.
The Hudson's Bay Company naturally excites a

retrospective interest, as the last of the great
associations that have figured so largely, and, in

general, so creditably, in the colonial and commer-
cial annals of England.
For further particulars, see Fitzgerald's Examination
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HUERTA, Vt. i:mi: Garcia he la, a Spanish
poet and critic of the 18th C, was l„,rn in 1 7—-*

at Zafra, in rMremadura, but spent the greater

part of his life in Madrid, where he held the office

of principal librarian of the Royal Library, and
where he died on 12th March 1797. He early

distinguished himself by hie poetic talent. His
tragedy of Baquel, founded upon the story of the

love of King Alfonso VIII. for the fair Jewess
was received

'.thusiasin win u first produced in 177*.

and is to this day esteemed as one of the very
best of modern Spanish tragedies. II. was a nmst
zealous bat not always a wise or skilful defender
of the ami. nt Spanish national taste against the

(Jallicism which then prevailed, As a lyric and
onunand of language

and versini ished in two
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SUET, Petes Daniel, was born at Caen,
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i
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i irtes and of

i
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to Caen, he gave himself up entirely

to study : and as a preliminary to his translation of

tin- text ot I'nj.ii, ho published, iii 1004, hi« well-

known essay ; but it was only at

15 yi ars' studj thai he published his

•2 vols. f.,1. (Rouen, 1668), with a most learned
introduction, entitle!

been reprinted in «>>..

In 1070. H. received the degr f

Doctor of Law
; and soon after, he was summoned

, with Bossuet, in

tion of the dauphin. In 1679, be published his

Ihnninslnilin Evuiuielka. He had an active part,

moreover, in the Delphin edil ii

iml iii 107S,

was named abbot of the I Vt. avian abbey of Aiinay,
from which place is named his well-known work,

(1690). About tb" same timi
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as w.ll as a i d oi the history

ol In- t mi". II. died in 17-1. His works wi re

published in a collected form in 1712, and a volume
appeared in the year following his

death, 1722.
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his biblical researches was his Introduction to the

New Testament, which appeared in 1S0S, in 2
vols., and which, besides several German editions,

has been translated into most of the European
languages. His great eminence as a biblical scholar

led to his being called on to take part iu the
arrangement of the newly organised studies of most
of the German universities— as at Brcslau, in 1S11

;

at Bonn, in 1S16 ; at Tubingen, in 1S17 ; and again

at Bonn, in ISIS and 1831. He died 11th March
1S46. His works, which are indifferently iu Latin
and German, are chiefly iu the department of

biblical criticism, as On the A<je of the Vatican MS.
(1S10), On the Canticle of Canticles (1S13, and again

ISIS), On the Indissolubility of Marriage (1816), On
the Alexandrian Version (ISIS), Re-examination of
Strauss's Life of Jesus, 2 vols. (1S35) ; but there are

also some of them on subjects of classical criticism,

especially an interesting work on the ancient

mythologies, published in 1S12. See Maier's
(_;, daehlnissrede auf Hug, Freiburg, 1847.

HUGO, Victoe Makie, Vicomte, one of the most
distinguished French writers of the present day, was
born, 26th February 1802, at Besancon, where his

father was then commandant of the garrison. His
mother was a native of La Vendee, and from her
he imbibed romantic royalist sentiments, although
his father was a most devoted follower of Napoleon.
His youth was spent partly with his mother in

Paris, partly in Italy and Spain, where his father

held high appointments. He early acquired distinc-

tion by his poetic effusions ; and before he was 30
years of age, his published works were numerous,
and his name famous. Odes aud ballads, romances,
dramas, &c., flowed from his prolific pen. Shortly
before the revolution of 1S30, a literary revolu-

tion took place, at the head of which was Hugo.
A band of young men, imaginative, ardent, and
confident, sought to renovate French literature, by
departing from classic rules and models, substituting

a varied and very irregular verse for the monoton-
ous Alexandrines of the old school, and making art

precisely conform to nature, which they carried so

far as even to briug into prominence things disagree-

able, which nature herself is displeased with, and
teaches us to keep out of sight. The new school,

la jeune France, as they called themselves, formed
the Romanticists, and their opponents, the Classicists.

The literary war which arose lasted for several

years. H.'s drama of Marion Delorme, produced on
the stage after the accession of Louis Philippe, was
received with enthusiasm ; and about the same
time he added to his reputation as a poet by the
publication of the elegies which bear the name of

Feuilles d'Automne (Autumn Leaves). In 1S32,

the ministry of the day suspended the represen-

tation of one of his dramas, Le Roi s'amuse; but
his popularity still continued to increase, and in

1S37, Louis Philippe made him an officer of the
Legion of Honour, and in 1S45 a peer of France.

After the revolution of 1S4S, he was elected to

represent the city of Paris, both in the Constituent

and in the Legislative Assembly, in which he
manifested democratic principles, and was one of

those members of the extreme left who were
banished from France for life by Louis Napoleon.

He took up his residence in the island of Jersey.

In 1S52, he assailed the ruler of France in a

remarkable political pamphlet, Napoleon le Petit

(Napoleon the Little), which produced a great

sensation : but the effect of its severity was
weakened by its undignified virulence. In the

following year appeared Les Chdtiments, a series

of poems written with great verve, and in the

same spirit as the brochure Napoleon le Petit. In

1S56, he published his Contemplations, a work of

450

move enduring merit; and in 1862 Les Uiserables, in

which, with great dramatic force, he handles some of

the most important social questions. Among his

more recent productions mav be named The Toilers

oftheSea(l86o),T/tc Leaves ofAutumn, and L'Homme
qui ril (1869). On the fall of Napoleon III. (1870)
he returned to Paris.

H.'s writings have great faults. They are often

extravagant both iu form and substance, and some-
times marred by an affected triviality of images
and harshness of versification. Yet they have also

great excellences, the command of language shewn
is wonderful, and as a lyric poet H. has, perhaps,
never been equalled in France.

HU'GUENOTS (probably corrupted from the
Ger. eidgenossen, confederates), the name formerly
given in France to the adherents of the Reformation.
This movement commenced almost simultaneously
in France and Germany. One of the most eminent
names in the early history of French Protestantism
is that of Farel (q. v.), and one of the first sup-

porters of its eaitse was Margaret of Valois, queen of

Navarre, the sister of Francis I. Subsequently, in

the time of Calvin, many of the nobles and middle
classes embraced the reformed religion. Francis I.,

however, opposed it with great severity, and caused
many to be burned as heretics. The alliance of

Henry II. with the German Protestants gave at

first an impulse to the cause of the Reformation,
but the aspect of things was again changed when
the family of Guise obtained the ascendency at

court. Under Francis II., a chamber (diambre
ardente) was established in each parliament for

the punishment of Protestants ; and executions,

confiscations, and banishments were common in

all parts of the kingdom. The Protestants took up
arms against the government, choosing Louis I.,

Prince of Bourbon-Conde, for their leader. On
February 1, 1560, in a meeting at Nantes, they
resolved to petition the king for freedom of religion,

and for the removal of the Guises ; and in the
event of his refusal, to seize the king's person, and
proclaim Conde governor-general of the kiugdom.
But the court, being apprised of the conspiracy,

fled from Blois to Amboise, and the Duke of Guise
was appointed governor-general. Some bands of

Protestants, approaching Ami mise with weapons in

their hands, were easily defeated and taken ; 1200
died by the hand of the executioner. The Edict of

Romorantin, in May 1560, took the prosecution of

heretics out of the hands of the parliament, aud
gave it into those of the bishops. By the Assembly
of Notables in August, it was resolved that the
whole matter of religion should rest until the next
Assembly of the States. Whilst the Guises plotted

the death of the Protestant leaders, Charles IX.
ascended the throne, a prince not yet of age ; and
the queen-mother, Catharine de Medici (q. v.),

having removed the Guises from the helm of the
state, was compelled to seek the support of the
Protestants against them and their party. In July
1561, appeared an edict which freed the H. from
the penalty of death. For the complete termination

of strife, the court opened a religious conference at
Poissy on the 3d of September. The chief disput-

ants were the Cardinal of Lorraine on the one side,

aud Theodore Beza (q. v.) on the other. The effect

of the discussion was to unite and embolden the

Protestants, with whom the machinations of the

Guises forced Catharine into closer alliance. On
January 17, 1562, appeared an edict, giving noble-

men the right of the free exercise of their religion

on their own estates.

The Guises and their partisans became exasper-

ated. On March 1, 1562, a company of Protestants

met in a barn at Vassy for religious exercises, wis
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id many i>f thorn w. re massacred by the

the Duke of Guise, i In

i irleans, and called

again to his standard; whilst the Guises took

the persons of the king and hie mother,
and proclaimed the Is. On Sep-

tember 1 1, 1662, the royal troops, after mnch blood-

shed, to..k Rouen, and on ] >,-.-, ml o r 111 a buttle

was fought at Dreux, in which, after a hai

ate were defeated. The I

l

march,,! on Orleans, but was assassinated 1 it his

camp l» fore that eity. February is, 1563. Hereupon
the queen-mother hastened to conclude the peace
of Ajnboise on March 19, by which thi

1

1 ise of their religion,

except in eel tain districts and towns. Catharine,

however, bated the new faith, and fori

alliance with the Spaniards for the extirpation of

ached the new liberties of the Protes-

tants, and made attempts upon the liberty and the

de° and of the Admiral Ooligny fa. v.),

era of the Protestant party adopt.. i the
resolution of taking possession of the king's person.

The court lied to Paris, which c

on 10th November 156?
Denis between I 'ondeaud a much superior force under
the Constable Montmorency (q. v.), in consequence
of which Conde' fell back into Lorraine, where he
effected a junction with an auxiliary force of 1(1,000

men from Germany, under Prince John Casimir.

After this, he again threatened Paris; upon which
onclnded peace at Longjumi

March L568, re-< stablishing the terms ,,

Nevertheless, she proceeded to p.Tsc-

attte the Protestants, of whom 3000 were assassin-

uted. The Protestants having, how-
ever, received assistance in troops from Germany,
and in money and artillery from England, began
the third religious war. But on March 13, 1669,

they wen- defeated, ami Conde their leader slain,

at .Tarnac by the royal troops under the Duke of

Anjoii, afterwards Henry III. These
greatly dispirited the Protestants. Jeanne d'Albret,

. wane, endeavoured to n i i

ally at Cognac, and set up her son,

afterwards Henry IV.. as the head of the Protestant

igny became their military leader, and
having received further assistance of ti pe from
Germany, he laid siege to Poitiers, but

I \ rou at Moncontour,
on .'id October. Fresh reinforcements from Eng-
land, Switzerland, and Germany, enabled Ooligny

a in 1669, and to r. lit

i. obtained a victory over the royal

loan. Catharine and her son now s. night

for peace, to which the Protestants, weary of the
t. consented. The treaty, concluded at

St Germain-en-Laye on August 8, 1670
Protestants an amnesty, the free exercise of their

religion everywhere except in Paris, and the posses-

sion of a number of p!.

Catharine, having failed to overthrow the Protes-

tant cause in tin open field, sought to

her object by treachery, and by a genera] massacre
nt Protestants on Sr Babxhoiakbw*b Day (q. v.)

1.17-. Although deprived of their l

weakened by the slaughter of great numbers of their

best and bravest, the Protestants flew to arms. The
Duke of Anion, after having lost his army before

i-tion to the

throne ,.f Poland, and an June 24, 167% concluded

a peace, by which tie- Protestants obtaii

_...n ui their places of security,

Montauban, Nismes, and Rochelle, and a certain

i liberty of conscience. A
Roman Catholic nobility, at whose head was the

\hn,on, the youngest Bon of Catharine,

fit pur.lv political motives, united with tin

uts in opposition to the government of the
queen-mother and the Guises, Catharine, thi

iucit., 1 her thud -.I., Henry III., who bad now
i it.ly to recommence

hi.. ii, the Protestant cause was in the

s during the year 1675. a
peace was o ' inlieu on 8th May, by
v, Inch the I'rot. -taut

iii tin- exercise of then- religion, and
number oi pi

their German auxiliaries. TheDuki oi i

frustrated in his political designs, 01

Catholic a- ...ci, .la, a. calh.l tile II, ,k 1

the head of which the king put him
V- enil.lv of the States a1 Blois, on November

li, 1.17(1, and then the sixth religions war began.

Peace was, however, again concluded by the king
himself at I'., r.ciac. in September 1.177. on the

former conditions ; and Catharine, to diminish the

power of the Duke of Giuse, entered into a private

treat; with Henry of Navarre at Nerac, by which
several places of security were mad.' 01

Protestants. The terms of peace bene.' violated by
the court, Henry L, Prince of Conde, sou of Louis

L, and, like his' father, a leader of the Protestant

party, commenced the seventh religious war (called

del amoureux) in November 1579, by
the occupation of Latere, and Henry of Navarre,

in April 1680, took Cahors. But Conde, having

been driven out of Latere by Matiirnon, and Henry
of Navarre vanquished at M..nt-( 'ral.el by Piron,

peace was concluded at Fleix, November 1580.

There was now a comparatively long interval of

repose till 1584, when, by the death of the Dnke
of A ii j. u i formerly of Ahncon), Henry of Navarro

I France. Hereupon
Henry, Duke of Guise, exerted himself I'm the revival

of the League, entered into an

n of heresy, declared

the (animal of Jamil..m heir to the throne, and
began hostilities against the Protestants. This

war is commonly known as the 'war
Henrys.' The kiiic soon made terms with him, and
declared all the privileges of the Protestants to be
forfeit. si. The Protestants, having obtained troops

from Germany and money from England, entered

..ii the eighth religious war. which was prosecuted
... \ i\ ... i. .-.„,,,,, lad-

ing the I'rot. stant army. The Duke.of Guise, in

the midst of these troubles, grasped the whole
power of the state. But his aesignt with regard

me having become very evident, the

kui_' caused him and his brother the cardinal to lie

assassinated at the Assembly of the States at Blois

in September 1688. In teas than a year, the king
was himself assassinated by a monk named Jacques
Clement, and Henry of Navarre -uc. ceded ro the

loicl the famous Ki'iiT op Nantes
(see Nwiis], on 13th April 1698, by which the

rights of th

I oder the reign of Henry IV., whose great

minister, Sully, was himself a Protestant, the Pro-

testants lived in tranquillity. But when, during
the minority of Louis XIII.. Mary de Medici, the

>. ... II a I'. ei'ied the reins of govern-
ment, the independence wlliell the I

enjoyed stood too plainly in the way of a court bent
' d, to,,k an oath

Nantes, but the

b the Spanish con.

appn hi n-ioiis of th.- Protestants t.> an

that, m November 1616, they made common cause
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with the Prince of Conde, who had then set up
standard of rebellion. This they did contrary to the

ndvice of the most sagacious of their own party.

Although by the treaty of Londun, 4th May, 1616,
they obtained a new confirmation of their freedom
of worship, the court now only waited for an oppor-
tunity of breaking at least their political power.
In June 161Z, a royal edict commanded the entire

suppression at once of the Protestant Church,
of political privileges, in the province of Beam ; but
the provincial court at Pan refused to register the
edict, and the matter lay over till 1G20, when, at the
instigation of the Jesuits, and of his favourite De
Luynes, the king carried the edict into full effect

by force of arms. The Protestants throughout all

France took alarm, and hostilities again broke out
in May 1621. At the head of the Protestants
were the two brothers, the Duke of Rohan and the
Prince Soubise. Their cause, however, was feebly
maintained ; almost all the Protestant towns fell

into the hands of the king, force, stratagem, and
bribery being equally employed. At last, after the
capitulation of Montpellier, 21st October 1622, there

followed a general peace, by which the Edict of

Nantes was conlirmed, but the right of prohibiting

the assemblies of the Protestants was assumed on
the part of the crown. The court, however, paid
little attention to the stipulations of the treaty, and
when the government was involved in difficulties

in Italy, the Protestants took the opportunity again
to rise in arms. Soubise, with a fleet furnished by
the town of Rockelle, oftener than once defeated
the weak royal navy. Cardinal Richelieu (q. v.),

who was now at the helm of affairs, found himself
under the necessity of making offers of pacification,

which were rejected. Hereupon the cardinal resolved
upon the capture of Roehelle, the most important
stronghold of the Protestants. This he accom-
plished after a heroic resistance by the inhabitants.

The fall of P^ochelle was speedily followed by that

of Nismes, Montauban, Castres, and all the other
Protestant strongholds. Now left defenceless, the
Protestants were entirely dependent on the will of

the court, which, however, made no attempt to

deprive them of their liberty of conscience. It was
Louis XIV., when he became superstitious in his

old age, who, at the instigation of Madame de Main-
tenon and his confessor Laehaise, commenced anew
the persecution of the Protestants. He gradually

deprived' them of their equal civil rights, and
endeavoured to put down the Protestant Church
altogether. Bodies of troops, accompanied by monks,
passed through the southern provinces, compelling

the inhabitants to renounce their religion, demolish-

ing the places of worship, and putting to death the
preachers. Hundreds of thousands of Protestants

fled to Switzerland, the Netherlands, England, and
Germany. In vain was it attempted to restrain

this self-expatriation by cordons along the borders.

Many Protestants also made an insincere profession

of Roman Catholicism. These, on the slightest

appearance of relapse, were put to death. On 23d
October 1685, Louis at last revoked the Edict of

Nantes. (See Ilulhiere, EclatrecUscntents Historiques

sur lea Causes de la Revocation de I'edit de Mantes,

2 vols. Paris, 1788.) Hereupon began a new flight,

followed by a still more fearful persecution of the

Protestants. Their marriages were declared null

;

their children deprived of the right of inherit-

ance, and forcibly shut up in convents ; then-

preachers indiscriminately put to death. From
the vicinity of Nismes, where they had always

been very numerous, thousands betook themselves

to the mountains of the Cevennes, and continued

the exercise of their religion in secret. Amongst
these and the mountaineers of the Cevennes, a

remarkable fanatical enthusiasm displayed itself,

and, under the name of Camisards, they maintained
for a number of years a wonderfully successful oppo-
sition to the forces of the great monarchy. The
War of the Cevennes (q. v.), or Camieard War, was
not terminated till 1706, the suppression of the
local rebellion being attended with circumstances of

great cruelty. France had lost by this time more
than a million of her most active, enterprising, and
industrious citizens; and, notwithstanding. all the
persecutions, about two miDions continued to adhere
to the Protestant rehgion.

The partial repose which the Protestants enjoyed
for more than ten years was attended by a revival
of their worship, especially in Provence and
Dauphine. In 1724, therefore, Louis XV., at the
instigation of the Jesuits, issued a severe edict
against them. The spirit of the age, however,
now began to be opposed to persecution. An
edict of 1752 declared marriages and baptisms by
Protestant ministers to be null, and required the
repetition of them by the Roman Catholic clergy.
But when, upon this, many began again to flee

from their country, the disgust of the Roman
Catholics themselves was so much excited, that
the court recalled the edict. Montesquieu success ;

fully advocated the cause of toleration ; Voltaire
did much to promote it by his exposure of the
judicial murder of John Ca'las (q. v.). At last, by
an edict in 17S7. winch indeed was not registered
by the parliament till 1789, Louis XVI. declared
the Protestant marriages ami baptisms to be valid,

and restored to the Protestants equal civil rights,

except that they might not be advanced to public
offices and dignities. Even in 17S9, a proposal for
the complete emancipation of the Protestants was
rejected by the National Assembly, which, how-
ever, admitted Protestants, and even Protestant
preachers as members without objection ; and in
1790, it passed a decree for the restitution of all

the properties of non-Catholics confiscated since
the time of Louis XIV. The Code Napoleon gave
Protestants in France equal civil and political

rights with Roman Catholics. The charter granted
by the Bourbons acknowledged the freedom of

Protestant worship, and the state pledged itself

for the maintenance of the pastors ; .yet, under the
government of the Restoration, the privileges of

Protestants were in many ways circumscribed. "After
the revolution of July 1830, the Reformed Charter of

France proclaimed universal freedom of conscience
and of worship, which principle has been maintained
in subsequent changes. Protestants are not now
subjected to many exceptional hardships, and have
in various important instances been protected by
the imperial authority from the arbitrary exercise

of power attempted by illiberal local magistrates
adverse to their religion. But the recognised
Protestant Church—in which are included both
Reformed and Lutherans, and of which the pastors
receive small salaries from the state (see France)—
is not permitted to hold synods or general assem-
blies ; its affairs being managed by local consistories,

somewhat analogous to kirk-sessions and presby-
teries in Presbyterian churches, but of which by
law those members of the congregation are mernber3
who pay the highest amount of taxes.

HUILE DE CADE, a brownish, inflammable,
oily liquid, obtained by the dry distillation of the
wood of juniperus Oxycedrus. It has a strong
odour of tar, and an acrid, caustic taste. It is

almost entirely manufactured in France, and hence
its name. It is employed externally in veterinary
medicine, and has been used in the human subject
both externally and internally, but chiefly exter-

nally in chronic skin-diseases. L, is a good loca)
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HUMBLE-BEE-HUMBOLDT.

species are numerous, and are found in almost all

parts of the world, from the equator to the utmost
polar limits of vegetation, but they seem to abound
most of all in temperate climates. About forty are

natives of Britain, one of the largest of which, and
of British hyinonopterous insects, is the common
H. (B. terrestris), the Bumbee (boom-bee) of the

Scotch ; black, with a yellow ring before the wings,

and another on the abdomen, the apex of the

abdomen white. Another of the largest species is

the Bed-tailed Bee (B. lapidarius), and one of

the most abundant is the yellow and orange Moss-
bee (B. museoruni), the Foggie of the Scotch. Some
of the tropical species are much larger than any
found in Britain. The name H. is supposed to

be a modification of Hummel or Hummer Bee, and
to refer to the loud hum produced by the wings of

these insects.

Humble-bees do not form communities so large

as those of honey-bees ; seldom more than two or

three hundred occupying one nest, and in some
species not more than fifty or sixty. The females

are much less prolific than those of honey-bees.

The community is dissolved on the approach of

winter, the males and workers die, and only females

remain in a torpid state—among moss, in rotten

wood, or in some other situation where they may
enjoy protection from frost, and concealment from
enemies—to perpetuate the race by founding new
communities in the ensuing spring. The nests of

some species, as B. terrestris, are in boles in the

ground, at the depth of a foot or more, floored with
leaves, and lined with wax, and often entered by
a winding passage. Others, as B. lapidarius, make
their waxen nests among stones ; while others still,

as B. muscorum, make them among moss, which
they mix and join with wax. The nests are

Humble-Bees and West

:

1, hnmble bee and nest ; 2, orange-tailed bee ; 3, moss bee.

enlarged as the community increases. Some of the
eggs are deposited in balls of mingled pollen and
honey, on which the larva? feed, one ball containing

several larva? ; afterwards, eggs are also deposited

in waxen cells. Workers are chiefly produced in

the earlier part of the season, males and perfect

females in the latter part of it. The females are

larger than the males and workers. Humble-bees
differ from honey-bees in their females existing

tngether in the same community without seeking
to destroy one another. There is among them
nothing analogous to swarming. Their combs do
not exhibit the beautiful regularity of structure

which characterises those of honey-bees ; but cells

of a comparatively coarse appearance are clustered

together, with silken cocoons of pupaj, balls of

the kind already noticed, and open cells or pots

filled with honey, the frequent prize of schoolboys

aud youthful haymakers, who know well how to

open and plunder the humble-bee's nest. Many
animals are also expert in this, as badgers, foxes,

rats, &c, which, however, devour the brood as well

as the honey.

HUMBOLDT, Friedrich Heinrtch Alex-
ander, Baron von, one of the greatest of natur-

alists, and who has contributed more than any
man of modern times to the progress of several

departments of physical science, was born at Berlin,

14th September 1769. His father, whom he lost

when he was not quite ten years of age, was
chamberlain to the king of Prussia. He studied at

the universities of Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, Berlin,

and Gottingen. His love of natural history was
very strongly manifested at this period ; and during

his residence at Gottingen (1789—1790), he made
visits of scientific exploration to the Harz and the

banks of the Rhine, the fruit of which was his

first publication, 'On the Basalts of the Rhine,'

&c. In the spring and summer of 1790, he accom-

panied George Forster in a tour through Belgium,

Holland, England, and France. In June 1791, he
entered the Mining Academy at Freiberg, where
he enjoyed the private instructions of Werner. His
eight months' residence here led to the subsequent

publication of his Flora Subterranea Fribergensis

et Aphorismi ex. Physiologia Chemka Plantarum
(Berlin, 1793). He was afterwards appointed to an

office in the mining department, and spent some
years in this capacity, chiefly at the Fichtelgebirge,

in Upper Franconia. His researches here resulted

in a work ' On the Irritability of the Muscular and
Nervous Fibres, with Conjectures regarding the

Chemical Process of Life in the Animal and Veget-

able World' (Ueber die Gereizte, &c, 2 vols. Berlin,

1797-1799).
The desire of visiting tropical countries, how-

ever, led him to resign his office, and devote him-
self entirely to the study of nature. He spent

three months at Jena, where he was the inti-

mate associate of Goethe and Schiller, and studied

anatomy under Loder. Circumstances now led him
to Paris, where he contracted a friendship with

a distinguished young botanist, Aime Bonpland

(q. v.), afterwards his companion in many and
various scenes. Some time after, he obtained

permission from the Spanish government to visit

all the Spanish settlements iu America and the

Indian Ocean, with every additional favour which
coidd promote his researches in the various depart-

meuts of natural science. He sailed from Corunna,

along with Bonpland, on 5th June 1799. They
visited Teneriffe, ascended the Peak, and made
many scientific observations. On 16th July, they
arrived at Cumana in South America, and in the

course of five years explored a vast extent of

territory in Venezuela, I Irauada, Ecuador, and Peru,

whence they sailed for Mexico, which they crossed

from west to east On 7th March ISO-i, H. sailed

from Vera Cruz for Havana, where he spent two
months, completing the preparation of materials

afterwards employed in his Easui Politique sur Visit

de Cuba (Paris, 1826). From Havana he proceeded
by sea to Philadelphia, and thence to Bordeaux,
where he arrived after a course of travels unpar-
alleled for variety and importance of scientific

results, not only in the different departments of

natural history, but also in geography, statistics,

and ethnography.

H. resided in Paris till March 1S05, occupied in

the arrangement of his collections and manuscripts,

and jointly with Gay-Lussac in experimeutson the
chemical constitution of the atmosphere.
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Works' appeared at Berlin (7 vols. 1841—1852).
H. devoted himself with the greatest eagerness and
assiduity to the study of philology, and produced
several works on the Basque tongue, and the
evidence which it affords concerning the aboriginal
inhabitants of Spain—the languages of the East,
and various questions connected with Oriental litera-

ture, and the languages of the South Sea Islands.
One of his most important works is that ' On the
Kawi Language in the Island of Java' (Ueber die

Kdmsprache, &c, 3 vols., Berlin, 1836— 1S40), pub-
lished after his death by Edward Buschmann ; the
introduction to which, On the Variety of Structure
in Human Speech, &c, and its influence on the
intellectual progress of mankind, may be said to
mark a new era in the science of philology, and
has given occasion to many further researches and
publications. IVi'Jtehn von Humboldt's Briefen an
eine Frevndin, Leip. 1S47 (Wilhelm von Humboldt's
Letters to a Lady Frii-nd), exhibit his character in

a most pure and amiable light. This work has been
translated into

"

HU'MBOLDT, a river in the west part of Utah
Territory, United States, America, formed by the
union of two streams which rise on the west side of

the Humboldt Mountains. It is a small and rapid
stream, 350 miles in length, unnavigable even for

canoes, strongly impregnated with alkaline matter,
and after a westerly course, falls into a lake 40
miles in circumference, known as the Sink of Hum-
boldt's River, which has no outlet. The banks are
destitute of trees or shrubs, and the region through
which it flows is one of the most barren in Utah.
The valley of this river was the usual emigrant route
from the Great Salt Lake to California.

HUME, David, the philosopher and historian, was
bom at Edinburgh on the 26th of April (0. S.) 1711.
His father was the laird or proprietor of the estate
of Ninewells iu Berwickshire, but David, being the
younger son, had to make his own fortune with no
other assistance than an education and the influence
of his respectable family. He was educated at
home and at the college of Edinburgh. His father
designed law as his profession, and he submitted to
the initial steps of the proper practical training, but
it was not a pursuit to his liking. Deserting it, he
experimented on a mercantile house in Bristol, but
commerce was not more congenial to him than juris-

prudence, and he gave it a very short trial. He
now became a musty student, devoting himself to
books with no settled practical object before him.
He has recorded his sufferings at this time from
despondency and depression of spirits, caused, appar-
ently, by the effects of monotonous study on the
stomach. At 23 years of age, he went to France,
and lived some time iu La Fleche, where he describes
himself as wandering about in solitude, and dreaming
the dream of his philosophy. In 1739. he published
the first and second book of his Treatise on Human
Nature—the germ of his phil.is. iphy, and still perhaps
the best exposition of it. since it has there a fresh-

ness and decision approaching to paradox, which he
modified in his later works. Although the dawn of

a new era in philosophy, this book was little noticed.

It was a work of demolition. By separating the
impressions or ideas created on the thinking mind
by an external world from the absolute existence of

that world itself, he shewed that almost everything
concerning the latter was taken for granted, and he
demanded proof of its existence of a kind not yet
afforded. It was thus that he set a whole army of

philosophers at work, either to refute what he had
said, or seriously to fill up the blanks which he
discovered, and hence he originated both the Scotch
and the German school of metaphysicians. In 1741

and 1742, he published two small volumes, called

Essays Moral and Political ; they were marked by
learning and thought, and elegantly written, but
are not among the more remarkable of his works.
He felt keenly at this time the want of some fixed

lucrative pursuit, and his longing for independence
was the cause of a sad interruption to his studious
and philosophical pursuits. He was induced to

become the companion or guardian of an insane
nobleman, and had to mix with the jealousies and
mercenary objects of those who naturally gather
round such a centre. In 1747, he obtained a rather
more congenial appointment, as secretary to Genera]
St Clair, whom he accompanied in the expedition
to the coast of France and the attack on Port
L'Orient, the depot of the French East India Com-
pany ; this affair had no important results, but it

gave H. a notion of actual warfare. Next year,
he accompanied the general in a diplomatic mission
to France, and as he travelled he took notes of his

impressions of Holland. Germany, and Italy, which
are published in his Life and Correspondence. In
1751, he published his Inquiry into the Principles of
Morals, a work of great originality, and one of the
clearest expositions of the leading principles of what
is termed the utilitarian system. At the same
time, he intended to publish Ins Dialogues concerning
Natural Pttigion, but his friends, alarmed by the
sceptical spirit pervading them, prevailed on him
to lay them aside, and they were not made public
until after his death. In his 35th year, he had
unsuccessfully competed for the chair of Moral
Philosophy in Edinburgh, and at this period we
find him unsuccessful in an attempt to obtain the
chair of Logic in Glasgow. Next year, in 1752,

appeared his Political Discourses. Here, again, he
made an era in literature, for in this little work
he announced those principles of political economy
comprehending the doctrine of free-trade, which it

fell to his friend Adam Smith more fully and com-
prehensively to develop. He was appointed at this

time keeper of the Advocates' Library, with a very
small salary, which he devoted to a charitable pur-

pose. It was here that, surrounded with books, he
formed the design of writing the history of England.
In 1754, he issued a quarto volume of the History

of the Stuarts, containing the !'• igns of James I. and
Charles I., and presently completed this portion of

the work in a second volume, bringing it down to

the Revolution. He then Went backwards through
the House of Tudor, and completed the work from
the R.oman period downwards in 1762. While so

employed, he published Four Dissertations : the

Natural History of Beligion ; of the Passions ; of
Tragedy; of the Standard of Taste (1757). Two
other dissertations, intended to accompany these,

were cancelled by him after they were printed

—

they are On Suicide and The Immortality of the

Soul, and were subsequently printed in his works.
In 1763, he went to France as secretary to Lord

Hertford's embassy ; here he was in his element,

and found fame at last. He became familiar with
the brilliant wits and savants of the Parisian

circle—with Turgot, D'Alembert, Helvetins, Holbach,
Diderot, Buflbn, Malesherbes, Crebillon, and the rest,

as well as with the no less distinguished female
eminences, De Boulllers, Page de Boccage, Geofrin,

Du Deffand, and L'Espinasse. His sojourn in Paris

was unfortunate in bringing him into intimacy with
the restless, vain, and self-tormenting Rousseau, who,
after experiencing much substantial kindness from
H.. got suspicious, and forced him into a memor-
able quarrel. After his return home, in. 1766, he
accepted the responsible office of Under-secretary
of State for the Home Department. In his own
Life he says :

' I returned to Edinburgh in 1760 very
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HUMORAL PATHOLOGY—HU-NAN.

humming-birds are very long and powerful, the
lirst quill-feather the longest, and the rest shorter
in succession. Humming-birds construct their nests

with nice art, generally of lichens and of fibrous

substances, such as cotton. They do not lay more
than two eggs. They are very bold in defence
of their nests and young, and are said to strike

fearlessly with their needle-like bills at the eyes
of birds of prey, which they far surpass in agility

and rapidity of flight. They are very easily tamed
and rendered familiar, and have been known to

return again in spring, after a winter migration to

a warmer climate, to the window from which they
had been allowed to escape. Attempts to keep
tamed humming-birds have generally failed, perhaps
on account of their being supposed capable of feeding

only on honey or syrup, whereas insect food seems
necessary for them. Attempts made to bring them
across the Atlantic have, in the great majority of

cases, been unsuccessful.

We cannot propose to describe any of the species

of H., nor to give the characters of the numerous

fenera into which the family has been divided,

'orin alone without colour is insufficient to convey
a proper idea of their metallic and gem-bike splen-

dour, which in many cases varies with every change
of position and of light.

The Ruby-throated H. (Trochilus coluhris) is

the only species found in the Northern Atlantic

states of North America. It ventures even into

the regions of the Hudson's Bay Company.
The skins of humming-birds were employed for

ornamental purposes by the more civilised Ameri-
can races before the discovery of America by
Europeans, and were used by the Mexicans for

making those pictures which so much attracted the

admiration of their Spanish conquerors.

A full description, with many exquisitely coloured

engravings, will be found in the Histoire Naturelle

des Oiseaux-Mouches par B, P. Lesson, Paris, 1S29.

HU'MORAL PATHO'LOGY. See Medicine.

closely allied substances, which collectively form
the organic matter of the soil. These substances

may be divided into three great classes : 1. Such as

are soluble in water—crenic, apocrenic, and ulmic

acids ; 2. Such as are soluble in alkaline solutions,

but not in pure water—humic and geic acids ; 3.

Such as are insoluble in all menstrua—humin and
ulmin.

All of these are amorphous, ranging in colour

from a brownish yellow to a blackish brown, and
non-volatile ; they are probably all composed of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and they are all

remarkable for their power of fixing ammonia.
'They are all products of the decomposition of

vegetable matters in the soil, and are formed during

their decay by a succession of changes, w"hich may
be easily traced by observing the course of events,

when a piece of wood, or any other vegetable sub-

stance, is exposed for a length of time to air and
moisture. It is then found gradually to disintegrate

with the evolution of carbonic acid, acquiring first

a brown, and finally a black colour. At one parti-

cular stage of the process, it is converted into one

or other of two substances, called humin and ulmin,

both insoluble in alkalies, and apparently identical

with the insoluble humus of the soil ; but when
the decomposition is more advanced, the products

become soluble in alkalies, and then contain humic,

ulmic, and geic acids ; and finally, by a still further

progress, crenic and apocrenic acids are formed,

as the result of an oxidation occurring at certain

periods of the decay.'—Anderson's Agricultural

ChtmL4nj, 1S60, p. 22.

The roots and other vegetable matters remaining
in the soil gradually undergo the changes which
have been described in the preceding extract, and
are thus conveited into humus, which is found
only in the surface soil, in which its quantity varies

with the activity and profusion of the vegetation.

Numerous analyses of the humus compounds have
been made, but, as might be expected from the
gradual passage of one substance into another, they
present considerable discrepancies. According to

Mulder, who is perhaps the highest authority on this

subject, geic acid is represented by C20H12O7 ; hu-
mic acid, by C20H12O6 ; ulmic acid, by C20H14OG

;

crenic acid, by C12H12O8 ; apocrenic acid, by
C24H12O12. Crenic and apocrenic acid (which de-

rive their names from crene, the Greek word for a
spring) not only occur in combination with ammo-
nia, in the organic matter of the soil, but are likewise

found in many mineral waters, and in the ochry de-

posits that accumulate round the margins of chaly-

beate springs.

AH the above-named substances closely resemble

in their composition the woody fibre or cellulose

(C6H10O5), from which they are derived by a slow
process of oxidation.

Chemists hold very different opinions regarding

the physiological value of humus. The earlier

chemists, and Mulder at the present day, regard it

as the almost (if not quite) exclusive source of the

organic constituents of plants ; while Liebig and the

great majority of the chemists of the present day
regard the atmosphere (which consists of a mixture
of nitrogen and oxygen gases, watery vapour, car-

bonic and nitric acids, and ammonia) as capable

of affording an abundant supply of all these sub-

stances. The latter is probably the more correct

view ; but although humus is not a direct source

of the organic constituents of plants, and is not

absorbed by their roots, as was formerly supposed,

it is so indirectly in at least two modes—viz.,

by evolving during its decomposition a certain

quantity of carbonic acid which can be absorbed,

and by its power of absorbing and combining
with ammonia, and with certain soluble inorganic

constituents of plants. Its power of absorbing

ammonia is readily shewn by pouring some ammo-
niacal solution on peat (which contains the humus
compounds in great abundance) ; the pungent smell

at once disappears, which is an evidence that com-
bination has taken place. It possesses a similar

but less marked power in reference to potash, soda,

lime, and magnesia, and thus plays an important

part in preventing these substances from being

washed out of the soil. The physical properties of

humus are also of great importance in relation to

the fertility of the soil. Humus is one of the most
highly hygrometrical substances known. 'While

silicious sand absorbs only one-fourth of its weight

of water, and again gives off, in the course of four

hours, four-fifths of its water, humus imbibes nearly

twice its weight of water, and retains nine-tenths

of it after four hours' exposure. It thus confers

on the soil the power of absorbing and retaining

water, and thus diminishes its tenacity, and allows

of its being more easily worked ; and addition-

ally, from its dark colour, it causes the more rapid

absorption of heat from the sim's rays. Hence,
although not contributing directly to the food of

plants, it is in moderate quantity an indispens-

able constituent of a fertile soil. The best wheat-

bearing soils contain 9 or 10 per cent, of humus
compounds.

HU-NAN, a province in the lake district of China,

on the south side of Tung-ting-hu, the largest lake

in China. It is a fertile region, yielding two crops

of rice annually, while its mountains, yield malachite,
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pop. 1- >

. situated
on the river Siang.

nr\i>i:i:ii. in English Law, an ancient rob-
division origin of which is not very

.L.iKly tin.- name arose from
there being a hundred sureties in each to

l:i ancient times, if a crime was committed,
rach as robbery, maiming oi cattle, burning of

stacks, &c, the hundred baa
old distinctions have, howevi r, no
But thi -till this,

that it lias a constable or bailiff, and when any
damage is done by rioters felon;

.tli.' individual owner has ins remedy by
sniii._' the hundred for the damage. In order to

lis remedy, the party cm his servant mu.-t,

wjthin seven days, go before a just

oath tli I,, prn-

secute them. So, where
I In .1. the

county, nr city, or town, is liable in like manner,
ami in all cases the • paid by tin-

county rate, or a rate in the D iture of a county rate.

Iii the northern counties, a hmulre.l is generally

called a wapentake. The act 7 and S Geo. IV.

c. 31, giving the above rcmeily against the hundred,
does not extend to Scotland. See Riot.

BlU'NDEBDBES, inhabitants of a Hundred
(q. v.).

If U XGARY (Ger. Ungarn; Magyar, Orszdg), a
portion of the Austrian empire. According i« the

fundamental laws of the realm, the emperors of

Austria are kings of H., in which sense that country
comprehends within its boundaries, besides II.

Proper, also I roatia. Slavonia. Dalmatia, the Illyrian

Ivania. and (be whole of the -Mili-

tary Frontier, and extends from 4.'; to 49 36* N.
Int., and from 1

.".
i i 26 2C I'.. Ion... According to

the administrative distrilmtion of the Austro-Hun-
garian monarchy, Croatia, Slavonia, and Transylva-

:i«- I -i'i7, have l.eell included in the kingdom
ot II., whose dimensions had been contracte

i lie disseverance of the above-named depend-
eii'-i)— . which had been made independent crown-lands.
At |.r nt, II. (officially so called) lies bet*

Ben 14 20' and
86 i"' K. long. The kingdom of Hungary has an
area of (is,717 -qunrc miles, and a population.

ing to the census ol 1867,01 13,871,452. Hungary
Proper, excluding the provinces of Croatia, Slavonia,

Transylvania, N:c., extend- .v mile.-,

and basatotal population of 10,814,206; nearl] 5,000,-

\lagvnr-. The general features of the country
arc given under the article Al'STUIA (q. v.), to which
may be added that the soil of the vast

and clay, and is ol an
extraordinary fertility. Bugs tracts of sand are
to be found in several parts; there

swamps all along the Theiss, but both of these
are rapidly diminishing, in consequence of works
carried on with great v.rance.

The level tracts in the eastern part of II. are

objected to periodical drought, and to frequently
recurring blasts. Hailstorms during summer, and

i
ty of eold dm e much

to farmers, and more especially to the

people neglect taking proper care, ague i- common ;

although, according to Bendant, tie ii.-u.i .,i M
; -ard.-d as healthful, and

favourable not only to physical strength, but also

t" intellectual development,
H. is an agricultural country, in the strictest sense

. the land under
mltivai follows in the kingdom

(with the exception of Transylvania and of the
Military Frontier):

Ei.cll.li Aerta.

S.iil un.lcr tillage lj

Meadows,
Pasture r

Vineyards 1,456,748
1''arm-yards an<l garden*, ,

I6,i

tieal returns of Baron Czvi
lished by the Austrian government in 1858, the soil

(Transylvania included]
at 22,651,438, and the pastun Ian I

iris-s chiefly from two

its proper channel, n'ew tract- of land
cultivation. 2, By the parcelling out
upon the principle of modern fanning, communal
pastures became private property in many places,
and were thus converted into soil under tillage.

Agriculture in 11. is rapid i.

freat landed proprietors an enabled I

Ingush machinery np , the great
extent of level ground In ing admirably adapted
for the tise of -ueh implements. According to
reliable calculation, the annual
of every kind, amounts to •_':

bushels, leaving a yearly surplus for exportation
:li hi r,ii..-|OM.(lll(l imperial hush, Is, of

quality. The mineral wealth of II. ma-
lie inexhaustible. See Austria for t

product!! in 1867. In 1868, the mineral produce
was, in gold, 14,000 er. 48,000 oz.; quick-
silver, 6800 cwts.

;
lend. _7. wt-.

;
copper, 36,-

7"' -M-.
;

pig-iron, l,.i7.">,ll -wis.; coal-. I. lack,

3,780, v.t, coals, brown, 3,570, arts. Rook-
salt may be had to any amount in I

tains of Marmaros, a
I Ivania. The

in suffice for

supplying the half of Kurope. For the ...

Tokay. M eues, and Kus/.t yield their delii

obtained fn.ni dry grapes. The red wines oi Eger
Visonta. Karlovit

JtC., may be said to eiplal I

1

Burgundy; while the whih wines ol

Neszmely, Somly6, I'.-th. Villany, Mi
rank with the choicest of Kin n

hemp, flax, rape seed, timber of eery variety,
would lie extensively export'd were thi

communication developed, and commercial inter-
i by a more liberal policy. Fenyes

put down tin- number of horses before 1848 at
1,200,000 ;

since thai time the breeding has much
I he oxen of II. excel equally in size

and in the nourishing quality of the m. at they
vield. The uiimher ..i -i . ( Vaplovics,

was jo,
, and the quantity of wool exported

200,000 Centners Of 12.i pounds,' which, at the or.li-

ulil a uni to l'j, i, ). Among the
4,000,000 of swine, th

I is much
praised for its si/e. and for the hard]

The rearing of b

1\ c iii md mi in the Milil 11

Industry and commerce are far Er i

level either with tin wants of the people 01 with

progress is I. ,.. ii inn the hi -t ten

hut with Ti

Transylvania, Prams is to bt drawn into the net,
so at to render it an outlet for the inexhaustible
stores of the Banat, of Slavonia, and Croatia, while
the mountain
for a line extending to the very heart of Galieia,



Public banks, aud other establishments of credit,

are springing into life, and the fetters that weighed
upon industry and commerce are being removed.

A sound system of taxation, together with the

revival of c"'nstituuonal rights, would soon do the

rest. Public education, especially in its lower

branches, is rapidly extending. The colleges are

of two kinds—gymnasia for classical education,

and schools for industry and commerce. The
higher branches of learning are carried on in

academies and lyceums, as well as in the richly

endowed Roman Catholic university of Pesth.

Among the higher educational institutions of the

Protestants, those of Debreczin and Sarospatak

(for Calvinists), and of Eperjes, Posony, and Soprony
(for Lutherans), occupy a very high rank. The
Academy of Sciences, the Society of Naturalists,

the Agricultural Society, the National Museum aud
Theatre, the Kisl'aludy Society, together with more
than 60 periodicals published in the Magyar tongue,

speak well for the interest the Hungarian nation

takes in progress and civilisation. The following

tables shew the ratio of popidation, according to

religion and nationalities, throughout H., Croatia,

and Slavonia, and Transylvania:

R.-lkin

Reman Catholics, .

Greek
Evangelical Protestants,

7.1'Jcoen

1.4'.I\II{IIJ

S.ns.S. >

2,i:.:'.o.i.iiii

1

foundations which were then laid for the political

organisation of the realm, have been developed

i

through lapse of time into that system of municipal
independence which has outlived the storms of

nearly a thousand years, aud contains, even after

the disastrous issue of 1S49, the germs of future

national greatness. The periods into which the

history of H. is divided are : 1. Period of chiefs

of the House of Arpad (S94—1000) ; 2. Peril id of

kings of the House of Arpad (1000—1301); 3.

Period of kings from different (foreign) families

(1301—1526) ; 4. Period of kings of the House of

Hapsburg (1526 to the present day). The first

king of H. was Stephen I., called the Saint ; he
was crowned in the year 1000 with a crown that

had been sent to him by the pope, Sylvester II.

It forms to-day the upper part of ' the sacred crown
of Hungary.'
With St Stephen, a new era began for H:

;

Christianity took the place of heathen superstitions

;

the savage incursions, by which the people of the

east became a scourge to neighbouring nations,

ceased entirely. The House of Arpad gave twenty
kings to H, the greatest of whom undoubtedly
was Stephen I., who, besides dividing the realm
into ten bishoprics, more completely developed the

administrative system. Among his successors, Bela

I. (1061—1063)" distinguished himself by saving

the hardly begun Christian civilisation against the

rebellious attempt of a numerous party. Ladislaus

According to Die Volki



himiaky watkr^huningue.

ami love of learning, lie raised his nation to the 8 of 1847 I ^ t^ • that all

pinnacle of nuns. Prom the death ol M parti. 'ipato in tin- i

II. ezhibite the fiercest the realm. Art !

- • ,, r

;

the
itracted agony,

|
i

the loss of national independence. Among the property ; and indemnity n ir former
5 of 1st; 1848 i stab!

Bohemia (1490 principle of popular representation upon the 1

a promini Dozsa and his bands, alter taxation.

having committed great havoc, were exterminated Politic of II. In 1867 the present

by the famous John Zap iia, <m,l kiiiL% Francis .loscph, acknowledged theancienti

the whole of Hit peasantry reduc tuti..n, i I i t i
<

. t in im- after the

Under the yonng and weal Looia l i the revolntioi oi 1849. Thi e i ti • thi l

country ripened for a catastrophe, nnd the army oi II. kiic-ilmn. ns H. is termed, i mm name of

was destroyed by Solvman the Mniriiiliccnt :it t lie the king by a responsible ministry, 'lie li-^islativi-

ro n transferred bj ami the Diet it

the wife is, 359 ol hIh.ih

tin- tirst of the Hapsburg kings of II. Thi onia, nnd
history of H. may be read, as to its principal 1'cntinvs, '.»', for Transylvania. The Hi.-i meets snnnal
tinder the head of Austria. the right to Bummon and prorogne rests with the

Fundamental Laoa of Hungary. 1. The Golden king under certain regulations. Austria has also its

Bull of Andrew II.. given in the year 1222, upon mvn parliament, ministers, ami Liinernmii.t j while
rn of the kin_ • hi. etini; ties hctui -en the ( i-leithan and Trans-
j

. of which article 2 is a kind of Habeas leithan in n i he person of tbesove-
\.t, but for nol

'
reign, a common army and navy, and s governing

the I lele^atimis, of 120 members,
punishable by law, was chosen hy Austria and Hungary.

le 4 of the diet in 1687. Bvng rafttre.—Notwith-
2. Treaty of Peace of Vienna, lijiifi. It was standing the general sympathy that prevails for H.,

concluded on the 23d of June, between Mathiaa 11. many are of opm : rians are
and Stephen Bocakay. Article 1 enacts freedom bul a half-civilised language
of worship to Protestants, as far as is consistent and literature an i or another Ger-
with the established rights of the Koman i ' sl.-nonic Tie Ma-yai i

Church. distinct from German o

('•ace of Linz, enacted during the or ttaliau. The irians is

called Magyar, and forms, together with the Mogul,
to Protestants, such fr. - .lorn 1.. in_' for the the _'!.. up i ._,

tirst tin, iiage is Dearest

tsnta were to 1 e ailmittr.l l to thi Turkish. Among ita chara I n tics maybe
noted that the I Sb I ways the

4. Tie i. lion, contained in article see. mil place, as, for install

2 of the .I. i
17--' 17-'!. I" John Hunyady. fl..w i

I,- m, ii abundant in classic beaut is, may
females and their descendants are to succeed to the be collected from the

Hungarian throi •.. In.le.l from public lil

Catholic, must take oath to the

nfirm- and administration). II. p. a litera-

ing the rights and privileges of the nation. Should ture which, both in regard to its quantity and
iiilant, male or female, of the quality, will sustain a comparison with that of the

rei-mn^ House, the freedom of electing their king most civilised anion.' tie .

nation. mes of Ki-falu.ly,

Article II of 1741. Maria Theresa, abandon well worthy
j. surrounded on all rides by fearful of being ranked with the best in other lands.

ve of the Hungarian nation bj Those who ire desirous of further information

ig to their just and legitimate claims. The this interesting subject, hould suit Told/a
was con tilled to Hungarians only

;
admirable llnulbook of Hungarian Literature,

in public affairs, the Primate, the Palatine, and the published both in M.
Han were to be consulted. Hungarians were to be ii,- X(; U;Y WATKK. . v.-n ., 1,1.rated perfume,

Article 17 of
j ,, llavc

17 '"' r '**
. , : Take

Article in.,: 1790 1791 establishes the mdepend
,,, ,,, , 1UI , ,„ U( ,„, , ..

, , .

I
, .ectilicd

-

( making, ehan.j<

m the kingdom ol II. M..,»j* i« th

"' ''""•"
of Hun.-arv, and I

13 orders that the diet shall be „,-//„„
convoked at least once every three yean. I, is ,.,„,, ],, s ,,i principally

Artii the nation the n :imi ;{ .

f,, r .,„. ,,„].., . bul
culture ot the Magyar tongue.

, lkl|1 internally as a restorative and stimulant, and
Arhcl diet the right ol Il!ly stimulating

taxes and ,.I !: .:. - tie- number of recruits. liniment.
Dp to tie

. ir 1848, the nobles were free from ,,,,J..,.„ o -rv

contribution and military service; they w ' '" N, ' ll: s '

'

""'

in \i\cri-:. a small town of France, in the
row- in arms for the defence of the country. Article departm . is situated On the left
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liank of the Rhiue. 37 miles south-south-east of the Withimir, encountered the H. in a pitched battle,

town of Oolmar. Fop. about 2000.
|
in which he was himself slain, and his countrymen

This place is remarkable as being the centre of
(

utterly routed. These now threw themselves upon
the French system of pisciculture, or fish-breeding, the protection of the Emperor Yalens, who in

A series of buildings and artificial ponds, covering 376 gave permission to a great number of them
a space of seventy" imperial acres, were erected in to cross the Danube and settle in the countries on
1852—1854 for the breeding and acclimatising of

j

the other side as auxiliaries to the Soman arms
foreign fish. The total cost was £10.607. The against further invasion. The H. now occupied

expense of carrying on the plan from 1S53 to 1S62 all the territories that had been abandoned by
amounted to £13.SS7. and the annual cost is now ! the Goths ; and when these, not long afterwards,

averaged at about £-2000. This establishment has
;
revolted against Yalens, the H. also crossed the

enabled the French government to restock many of Danube, and joined their arms to those of the
the barren rivers of France with valuable fish.

|

Goths in hostilities against the Roman empire.

See Piscicxlttke.
|

In the wars that followed, the EL were not so

HUNS (Lat Huntii; Gr. Ourmoi and Chovnoi), conspicuous as the Goths their former enemies,

the name of a considerable nation of antiqnitv.
i

Indeed, we now hear but little of the H. during

which, from time to time, made incursions upon the *ne remainder of the 4th century. It is supposed,

Roman dominions, and which eventually, under however, that early in the following century they

Attila. the most renowned of its leaders.' brought
"«"ere joined by fresh hordes of their brethren,

the empires of both the East and the "West to the a circumstance which encouraged them to press

very verse of destruction. onward towards further conquests. In the reign of

The it were of \siatic origin, and, in all prolv Theodosius the younger, they had increased so

abilitr. of the Monsolian or Tartar stock ; therefore considerably in power, that their soverelgn Rugilas,

akin 'to. and perhaps to be identified with, the or Boas, was F"*1 an annual mbute to secure the

Scvthians and Turks. According to De Guisnes. Boman empire irom rurther injury.

whose theorv has been accepted bv Gibbon." the Kugflas, dying in the year 434, was succeeded m
H. who invaded the Roman empire" were lineallv tne sovereignty of the H. by his ne:

descended from the Hioue-nou. whose ancient seat fa- T-) an** Bleda. With Attfla's death, however, in

was an extensive but barren tract of countrv imme- i5^ the power of the H. was broken m pieces. A
diatelv to the north of the great wall of' China. Iew" IeeMe sovereigns succeeded to him, but there

About the vear 900 B. c. these people overran the ,

was so™* ™^ everywhere among the several

Chinese empire, defeated the Chinese armies in nations that had owned the nrm sway oi Attila,

numerous encasements, and even drove the Emperor and the H»ns especially never regained their power.

Kao-ti himself
=
to an ignominious capitulation and ' ^lany of them took service in the armies of the

treatv. During the reign of Tou-ti (141—S7 B.C.' Bomans, and others again joined fresh hordes of

the power of the H. was very much broken. Event- invaders from the north and east, aiding them in

ually, they separated into two distinct camps, one tnen; repeated attacks upon the moribund Roman
of which, "amounting to about 50,000 families, went ;

empire.

southwards, while the other endeavoured to main- M li XT, Jambs TTtttby Leigh, poet and essayist,

tain itself in its original seat This, however, it was born in London, 19th October 17S4, educated

was very difficult, for them to do ; and eventually ! at Christ's Hospital, and first attracted notice as a

the most warlike and enterprising went west and
j

writer of theatrical and literary criticisms for the

north-west in search of new homes. Of those that I Examiner newspaper, which was started in 1S05
went north-west a large number established them- ! by his elder brother John. At the aje or" twenty-

selves for a while on the banks of the Volga. Then four, he became joint editor and proprietor of the

crossing this river, they advanced into the territories
j

Examiner. He was a liberal in politics before

of theAlani, a pastoral people dwelling between liberalism had become fashionable ; and for one of

the Volga and the Don. At what period this took his articles, reflecting on the obesity of the Prince

place is uncertain, bnt probably it was early in the Regent— ' a fat Adonis of fifty,' H. had called him
4th century. The Alani, who had long dwelt in

: —he was sentenced to pay a fine of £500, and to

these plains, resisted the incursions of the H. with undergo two years' imprisonment H. was happy
much bravery and some effect, until at length a ' enough in his confinement ; he hid the prison-

bloodv and decisive battle was fought on the banks I bars with flowers, and received visits from Byron,
of the Don, in which the Alan king was slain, and Shelley, and Keats. On his release, he published

bis army utterly routed : the vast majority of the The Story ofRimini, which he had written in prison,

survivors joined the invaders. and which gave him a place among the poets of

The H. are described as being of a dark com-
\

the day. Foliage, appeared in ISIS, and about
plexion, almost black ; deformed in their appearance,

j
the same time he started the Indicator, a serial

of uncouth gesture, and shrill voice. 'They were
|
suggested by the Spectator and Tatter. In 1828, hr

distinguished' says Gibbon, ' from the rest of the published Lord Byron and his Contemporaries, the
human species by their broad shoulders, flat noses, record of a brief and not very pleasant companion-
and small black eyes deeply buried in the head : ship in Italy with his lordship, which gave great
and as they were almost destitute of beards, they

;

offence to Byron's friends. In the same yrar he
never enjoyed either the manly graces of youth, or started The Companion, a sequel to The Indicator,

the venerable aspect of age. A fabulous origin was both of which were republished as one book in

assigned worthy of their form and manners—that 1S34. In 1S33, he published a collected edition of

the witches of Seythia, who for their foul and his poetical works. In 1S34, he started the London
deadly practices had been driven from society, had Journal, which he edited for two years. His
copulated in the desert with infernal spirits : and principal works, besides those already mentioned.

that the H. were the offspring of this execrable are— Captain Sword and Captain Pen (1835)

;

conjunction.' Such was the origin assigned to them Legend of Florence (1S40); The Seer, a publication

by their enemies the Goths, whom "the H. now similar to The Indicator : TJte Palfrt

invaded with fire and sword. Hermanric the aged Salph Esher, a novel (1S44) ; Imagination and
sovereign of the Goths, whose dominions reached Fancy (1S44I : Wit and Hum-: • (184

from the Baltic to the Euxine. roused himself to the Italian Poets, with Lives (1S46); Men, Women,
meet the invaders, but in vain. His successor, and Books (1S47); A Jar of Honey from Mount
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Hybla (18481 ; his Autobiography (I860

pfaa o/als ffrart (1853); sod i

(1865] In 1847 !

ii, Mr Thornton II ant,

in 1862,

N

finest narrative which h ,

ami his Palfrey ie delightful from its good spirits

au.l bright gunny glimpses of landscape and char-
acter. As an i-s.-ayist, he is always cheerful and
fanciful, and he Look* determinedly at the bright
side erf times. The sky may be gloomy, bat if

there is a iiit of blue in it, he, with an admirable
practical philosophy, constantly turns lus eye to

ights to wreath the porch of the human
dwelling wo cysuckLs. Anions his

id several translations, which
are the best things of the kind we possess. He
transports the « u t Qrei o and Italy to England,
and its colour and Savour are rather unproved than

HINT. Wimiim Houoak, a celebrated English
painter of the present day, was horn in London in

i picture, entitled ' Hark!'
in 1846. During the next few years, his reputation

i
; but while tin '

winning fame, he was at the same time becoming
tisfiedwith the principles and

it ruled his art, and along with Millais,

Rosetti, and other young painters who shared his

convictions, he commenced a new style of treat-

ment, known as the l'n-h'tipli»ilite. This term
was originated by II. ami his friends, and was
employed bv them to indicate their predilection
for the painters who lived before Raphael, such as
(iiotto and Fra-Angelieo, hut did not at all imply
that they mi productions of these

I

their trutht

i

t simplicity that they
idmire the antique fathers of Italian

art The first of 11. 's works that shewed the new
I nvcrtcd British Family shelter-

ing a Christian Missionary from the Persecution of

[1850). Since then he has produced,
among others, 'Valentine rescuing Sylvia from
Proteus,' "The Hireling shepherd,' 'Our English

i. Iiee/ "The light , , i

ad 'Christ Disputing
with tic Doctors in the Temple.' Of these, the but
I aquestionably H.'s greatest ; and multi-
I iple, who neither understand, nor care to

i I! iphaelitism,

i
i profoundly moved by the tenderness,

Ogth, and truth of religions sentiment
by which they are inspired.

Hl'NT, William, an eminent English painter in

born in London in 1790. He
ranks very high in his profession, no less an
authority than Mr Ruskin pronouncing him to be

H are very simple ' Peaches and Grapes,'
'Old Pollard,' 'Basket of Plums,' 'Roses,' 'Wild

I at Home,' 'A Farmhouse
Beauty,' ' Past Asleep,' fco., but they are conceived
in a finely poetical spirit, and

;

of finish.

HUNTER, Jons-, the greatest name in the
comlnneil character :md surgeon
that the whole am, ,

was horn at Long ralderwo.nl, in Lanarkshire,
in 1728, and was the you:,

One of his brothers, William, claims a separate

notne. iii f his sisters, Dorothea! was married
r of divinity in the

universitj oi Glasgow, and was the mother of
• loanna I'.adhe [q, v.),

,i his father died when II

and the probability that he was
bow, at the

age of twenty, he could simply read and write,

as an anatomical lecturer, m
entering into rion, and he accord-
ingly applied for and obtained the situation of

assistant in the dissecting-room. His progress in
i Burgery was so rapid, that in the
in lie was aide to undertake the

duelling oi the pupils in their dissections. He
, iy under (.'lies,Men (thi

lithotomisti, at Chelsea Hospital, during the sum-
Of 17411 and 1750; and subsequently

under Pott.

In 1753, II. ,'ileman commoner at
st Mary's Hall, Oxford; but finally deciding on
confining him
entered SI C -<'• Hospital as sing I's-pupil in
17">4. and two years ait- awards served tl

j ,
:ir [1754),

a partner with his brother in the
anatomical school. After ten years' hard work iu

the dissecting-n i. Ins health began I

and ill 17oH he was strongly advised to seek a more
southerly climate. With this view he applied for

an appointment in the army, was immediately made
i, and sent out to I'., Iloido, and after-

ula ; but in 1 T *">.">
. p

Keen proclaimed, he returned

mdon, and with nothing but his half-

pay and his own talents to support him started
as a pure surgeon. For a while he had not a
gnat practice, and ,

miparativo anatomy. He
purchasing the bodies of

animals that died iu the Tower, and in travelling

;
and in order conveniently to carry

on his anatomical an
,,
onirics, he

purchased a piece of ground at Karl's Court,

Brampton, where he built a small house, in which
he made most of his researches. In 17(17. he was

i iw oi the Royal Soci ty, and in the
following year was api ited surgeon t

Hospital. This appointment led I

,id enabled him to take pupils, each
deinier to. v.] was

old master iu terms of regard and affection. In

tried Miss Hi sister of Mr (aftcr-
l ;

time was in, i

LOOO a year until 1771. In 177.'!, he

which ultimately proved fatal. In 177t>, he was
appointed surgeon-extraordinary to the king.

In 1783, he determined to build a museum. The
hud, Hug. which was completed iu 1785, consisted
,.i an upper room foi the reception of his collection,

52 feet long by 28 wide, under which were a lecture-

room, and another room which became tl

i am, society estab-

and Fordyce. It was in I

it he planned and , ai lied into execu-
tion his famous operation fox the our
that of simply tying U distance from

" Mi , Hunt, r had I nd was tile

pop I

'

Hair is one of hers, ami was written to
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the tumour, and between it and the heart, thus
introducing into surgery an improvement which has
been mure fruitful in important results than any
since Ambrose Tare's application of ligatures to
divided arteries. In 17S0. II. was appointed deputy-
surgeon-general to the army; in 1787, he received

the Copley medal from the Royal Society. He was
now universally acknowledged, by all the younger
surgeons, as the head of his profession ; but most
of his contemporaries looked upon him as little

better than an innovator and an enthusiast. He
died 16th October 1793, and was buried in the
church of St Martin's-in-the-Fields, from whence
his remains -were removed, in 1S60, to Westminster
Abbey, where a suitable tablet to his memory has
been erected by the Council of the Eoyal College

of Siu-gcons.

Some idea may be formed of H.'s extreme diligence,

by the fact that his museum contained at the time
of his death 10,563 specimens and preparations

illustrative of human and comparative anatomy,
physiology, pathology, and natural lustory. He died

in comparative poverty, and his collection was pur-

chased, two years after his death, by government for

£15,(100, and was presented to the Royal College of

Surgeons, by whom it has been much enlarged.

In addition to numerous papers contributed to

the Transactions of the Royal and other learned
societies, he published the following independent
works: A Treatise on the Natural History of the

Human Teeth (part i. 1771 ; part ii. 177S) ; A Treatise

on the Venereal Disease (1786) ; Observations on Certain

Parts of the Animal t'cnnouni (1786); and A Treatise

on the Blood, Inifammo/ion, and Gunshot Wounds
(published in 1794). Mr Palmer, with the literary

assistance of several eminent surgical friends, pub-
lished an excellent edition of The Works of John
Hunter, F.R.S.. with jfotes, in 4 volumes, in 1835.

To this is prefixed The Life of John Hunter, F.K.S.,

by Drewry Otley, from which most of the materials

of this sketch have been taken.

HUNTER, William, M.D., the elder brother
of John Hunter, was born at Long Calderwood,
in the. parish of Kilbride, Lanarkshire, in 171S, and
died in London in 17S3. After studying for five

sessions in the university of Glasgow, with a view to

entering the church, he determined to devote him-
self to the profession of physic. He passed the

winter session 1740—1741 in Edinburgh, and in the
summer of 1741 arrived in London, where he resided

with Dr James Douglas, the well-known anatomist
and obstetric physician, for the double purpose
of assisting in dissections, and superintending the
education of his son. H. was then entered as a

surgeon's pupil of St George's Hospital, and as

a dissecting pupil of Dr Frank Nicholls, who was
then teaching anatomy with great success. To
teach anatomy was now the object of his ambition,

and in 1746 an opportunity of doing so occurred.

A society of "naval surgeons had for several years
engaged Mr Sharpe to deliver a course of lectures

on the operations of surgery, and on his resigna-

tion, H. received the appointment. He gave so

much satisfaction, that the society requested him
to extend his plan to anatomy. In 1747, H. was
admitted a member of the Corporation of Surgeons.

In the early part of his career, he practised both
surgery and midwifery, but he gradually confiued

himself to the latter liue of practice. He was
appointed one of the surgeons-accoucheur to the
Middlesex Hospital in 174S, and to the British

Lving-in Hospital in 1749.

In 1762, H. was consulted by Queen Charlotte,

and two years afterwards was appointed physician-

extraordinary to her majesty. In 1767, H. was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and in the

following year was appointed professor of anatomy
to the Royal Academy. In 1770, he removed to Great
Windmill Street, where he had built a house, in
connection with which were a roomy amphitheatre
for lectures, a dissecting-room, and a magnificent
room which was to form his museum, which con-
sisted of anatomical preparations executed by him-
self and his pupils, purchases from other museums,
also minerals, shells, and other objects of natural
history, together with a very rare cabinet of ancient
medals and coins.

The estrangement which took place between H.
and his brother continued till the former was on
his death-bed, when his brother requested that he
might 1 ie admitted to see him. This was acceded
to, and he continued to visit him daily, and to
afford him professional assistance, until his death.
Together with the bulk of his fortune, II. left

his museum to Dr Baillie for a period of thirty
years, after which it was to be hauded over to
the university of Glasgow, to which institution he
bequeathed .t'SlHM) for its maintenance and increase.

H. excelled as a lecturer in clearness of arrange-
ment, aptness of illustration, and elegance of diction.
' He was, perhaps, the best teacher of anatomy that
ever lived.' He published several important contri-

butions to medicine, of which the most important
is his Anatomical Description of the Human Gravid
Uterus and its' Contents, which did not appear in its

perfect form till after his death.

HUNTER, the name of a river in New South
Wales, which enters the Pacific 75 miles north of
Sydney.

HUNTING HORN, or BUGLE HORN, is a
frequent bearing in Heraldry.
When adorned with rings, it

is said to be garnished. If

the mouth and strings of the
instrument are of a different

tincture from the horn, this

must be named in blazon.

HU'NTINGDON, a
market-town and parliament-
ary and municipal borough of

England, capital of the comity
of the same name, is situated,

on the left bank of the Ouse,
20 mdes west-north-west of

Cambridge, and 60 miles north of London. Among
the most interesting buildings is the house of Oliver
Cromwell, still called Cromwell House. H. contains
numerous schools, among which is the grammar-
school, with an endowment of £100 a year, and two
exhibitions for Cambridge University. Manufac-
tures of bricks and tiles, and a trade in wool and
corn, are here carried on. Pop. in 1861, of municipal
borough, 3S16 ; of parliamentary borough, 6254.

HUNTINGDON, Selina, Countess of, cele-

brated in the religious history of the ISth c, was
the second of three daughters and co-heiresses
of Washington Shirley, second Earl Ferrars, and
was born August 24, 1707. She married, in

1728, Theophilus, 9th Earl of Huntingdon, a very
pious nobleman, and became a widow in October

famous George White-field, she made that eminent
preacher one of her chaplains, and assumed a leader-

ship among his followers, who came to be known
as ' The Countess of Huntingdon's Connection.' On
Whitefield's death in 1770, she was appointed by
his will sole proprietrix of all his possessions in the
province of Georgia, on which she immediately set
about organising a mission to North America. Her
labours at home increased with her,years. For the

Hunting Horn.
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sdncation oi ministers, she established and main-
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aphis and Charleston Railway, United
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HTT'RA, a genus of plants of the natural order
Buphorbiacetr. II. <>[, ;t,,,i*; a native of the West
Indies ami tropical America, is a tree abounding

1 lice; with
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HURDWAE—HUSBAND AND WIFE.

the form of a triangle, and the central space is filled

in a short time ^fith earth. These triangles can

be constructed to any ground-plan, and with their

Hurdle-weavmg.

aid, a body of soldiers can entrench themselves in

a few minutes. The hurdle is composed of wattles

interwoven (as shewn in the diagram) round stakes

or pickets, the latter during the manufacture being

fixed upright and firmly in the ground.

HUEDWA'E, perhaps the most famous spot on

the Ganges, stands on the right or west bank of

the river at the point where "it emerges from the

sub-Himalaya into the plains of Hindustan. From
its position on the sacred stream, it attracts immense
numbers of pilgrims for the purposes of ablution.

The orthodox season comprises the end of March
aud the beginning of April—a great fair at the

same time engrafting commerce on religion. In

ordinary years, the attendance amounts to 200,000

or 300,000 ; but on the occasion of every twelfth

year, the latest having occurred in 1856, the visitors,

from the commencement to the close of the festival,

are stated to average about 2,000,000. The place

is 1024 feet above the sea, in lat. 29° 57' N., and

long. 78° 14' E.

HURDY-GURDY, a very old musical instru-

ment of the stringed kind, which, under the name
of Leyer, or Baurenleyer, spread from its native

country, Germany, over a great part of Europe. The

Hurdy-gurdy consists of a flat, oval-shaped sounding-

board, over which the strings are stretched, with a

back or bottom of the same size and shape. These

are bound together by tolerably deep sides, or ribs.

On one side are from ten to twelve finger-keys, for

shortening the soimding lengths of the strings when
required. There are four strings, of gut, which are

put into a state of vibration by being rubbed by the

edge of a small wooden wheel charged -with rosin, and

turned by a handle. Two of the strings are tuned in

unison as a key-note, or one of them a fifth above ;

they are placed out of reach of the keys, and form a

sort of drone-bass. The other two strings are acted

on by the keys, and produce a diatonic scale of

from ten to twelve notes. The Hurdy-gurdy is only

suited to simple music, and was used for such as

had many repetitions. Its simplicity and cheapness

rendered it, at one time, a favourite instrument

among the peasantry of Europe. The instrument

is now mostly to be seen in the hands of Savoyard

boys, who play it on the streets.

HU'RON, one of the five great lakes of the St

Lawrence, has Superior and "Michigan above and

Erie and Ontario below it. It separates Upper

Canada from the state of Michigan, and extends m
N. lat. from 43° to 46° 20', and in W. long, from 79'

to 85°, and has been estimated to contain about

20,000 square miles. Its surface is 5S4 feet above

the level of the sea ; its depth about 1000 feet.

Its waters are remarkable for their clearness and

purity, whence the lake received from the French

traders the name of Mer Douce, or Fresh Sea.

This vast body of water is said to contain
_
3000

islands, one of them, the Great Manitoulin, or

Sacred Island, running parallel to almost the whole

of the northern coast, which is one continuous

mass of comparatively barren rocks.

HURRA'H, a shout of encouragement and
applause, peculiar to the English. It serves also

o» a war-cry. As an engagement at sea commences,

the crews of the English vessels send up deafening
hurrahs ; iu a charge on shore, English soldiers

hurrah as they rush upon the enemy. There is

something strangely exciting in this simple sound,

aud the combatants work themselves, as they shout,

into a frenzied forgetfulness of danger.

HURRICANE. See Storms and Winds.

HURST, a charge in Heraldry representing a
small group of trees, generally borne upon a mount
in base.

HUSBAND AND WIFE are the correct legal

as well as popular terms to denote two persons

married to each other. The modes of contracting

marriage, with the accompanying ceremonies, and
the impediments to marriage, will be more properly

described under the head of Marriage (q. v.), and
the mode of dissolving the marriage has been already

partly described under Divorce (q. v.). The effects

of marriage on the parties, and upon their property,

will here be described, for which purpose the rela-

tion of husband and wife will be assumed to have
been didy constituted. And as the effect is not
the same in all parts of the United Kingdom, the

laws of England aud Ireland, which agree, in this

respect, will first be stated, and afterwards those

of Scotland separately.

The effect of marriage in England and Ireland

may be viewed under two heads—first, as regards

the persons and the personal rights of the married

persons ; and secondly, as regards their property.

1. As to the person. So far as regards the person

of the husband, he remains in precisely the same
position as before marriage. He can sue and be

sued, enter into contracts, aud bind himself as

fully after as before marriage, and he can even
make a will, and bequeath all his property to

strangers, regardless of the wife. As regards the

person and personal rights of the wife, however,

there is a material difference. Her person is said to

be merged in that of her husband, and for many
purposes they are treated as one person in the eye

of the law. The meaning of that is, that the wife

is under many disabilities. She cannot enter into

contracts in her own name, and for most of the

purposes of business she cannot be treated with
as apart from her husband. Even the personal

property she had before marriage, unless settled

upon her by some settlement made before the

marriage, becomes her husband's absolutely, and
he can squander it at will. The principal thing

which the wife can do in the way of entering into

contracts after marriage, is to order goods and
necessaries for the use of herself and family and
for household use ; but this she does not in her

own right, but merely as the agent of the husband,

who is presumed by the law to give her an implied

authority to that effect, and therefore the wife,

when ordering goods, does not in any way bind

herself, but merely her husband. As, however,

this power is often abused by extravagant wives,

the law qualifies the power in this way, that the

goods and necessaries so ordered must be reasonable,

and suited to the rank and position in life of the

husband. If goods are therefore ordered which are

extravagant, the husband can repudiate the con-

tract, and return them, but he cannot keep the

goods and refuse payment ; if, for example, he has

wife ring expeusiv dress which
he knows he did not himself order or pay for, if

he do not at once repudiate the transactiou, and

return the goods, he will be held to have consented

and approved of the purchase, and he cannot after-

wards escape liability for the price. This position

of husband and wife is taken advantage of in the

lower walks of life by means of the tally system,
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also become after marriage debts due to liim, pro-

vided he chooses to reduce them into possession, and
sue for them. As a genera] ride, therefore, the wife

never can sue in her own name for anything ; even

if she were to earn money as wages by her own
personal exertions, she cannot sue for them without

her husband being joined as a party, nor can she
even take or sue for a legacy left to her without her
husband, unless it was expressly left to her separate

use. The only difference as regards the right of

suing is, that where the debt was due to her before

marriage, or the money claimed has been earned by
her during marriage, both she and her husband may
sue for it, or he alone must sue for it, according to

circumstances, but when recovered, it belongs to

him absolutely. In like manner, when the wife was
in debt before her marriage, the husband, who in

effect marries her debts also, must be sued jointly

with her; and so, if she committed some wrong, as

a slander or assault, the husband must be sued
jointly with her; but where she merely ordered
goods which were supplied to the husband, he alone •

is liable, and he alone can be sued. When the wife

is properly sued along with the husband, both can
be imprisoned if the debt is not paid; but the wife

will be immediately discharged, as a matter of

course, on application to a judge, provided she has
no separate property of her own out of winch the

debt can be paid. The above rule as to the wife's

personal property becoming the husband's absolutely

after marriage, suffers a qualification wdien such
property cousists not of money or chattels, but of

what are called chattels real, such as leases and
mortgages. In such a case, they become so far the
property of the husband, that he can sell them
during his life, but he cannot bequeath them by
will ; and on his death they remain hers, while on
her death they become his. Again, where the wife's

personal estate before marriage consisted of mere
rights of action or debts due to her, they are so far

his that he can at any time sue for them, and so

reduce them into possession, and make them his

own absolutely; but he cannot bequeath them by
will; and if he do not sue for them in his lifetime,

they survive to the wife after his death. As regards

the wife's real estate — i. e., her lands and houses
held in freehold—the husband does not acquire these
absolutely by the marriage, but he thereby becomes
entitled to a life-estate in them. He cannot sell the

property, though he may sell his own life-estate

in it. On the other hand, though the real estate

still continues to belong to the wife, she cannot sell

it, like an ordinary owner, unless she separately

acknowledges the deed of sale, which is done by
her going Before a commissioner or a judge, who
examines her in private, and explains the nature of

the deed, and sees that she understands its purport,

and that she acts freely, without the coercion of

the husl .and.

On the death of one of the married parties, the
property is disposed of as follows : if the husband
dies, his will may, as already stated, dispose of his

whole property to strangers, irrespective of the wife,

and she may be left entirely destitute in conse-

quence. But there are some things his will cannot
bike away from her, as, for example, her leases,

mortgages, choses in action, and her real estate.

To these may be added her paraphernalia, which
consists of her personal apparel and jewels ; bnt even
these will be taken by her husband's creditors, if

there is a deficiency of assets. If the husband die

without a will, the law is more liberal to the widow :

she is entitled to one-third of the husband's personal

estate absolutely, and not merely to a life-interest

;

she is also entitled to dower out of her husband's
real estate, i. e., to a life-interest of one-third of

the whole real estate which belonged to him. This
right of dower, however, can in general be defeated

by the husband's will. When the wife dies before

the husband, he becomes entitled to nearly all

her personal estate, of whatever description, even
though she left children of the marriage ; and it

must be recollected that she can in general make
no will which has any effect, if the husband
chooses to repudiate it. As regards the wife's real

estate, if a child has been born, who might by
possibility have inherited her real estate, then the
husband has, by the courtesy of England, an estate

for life in the whole of such real estate ; but if no
child has ever been born, the real estate goes to the
wife's heir-at-law, or if none, to the crown.
The common law of England has been often con-

sidered, especially of late years, as unjust towards
women, in subjecting them too much to the caprice

of their husbands. There are, however, several

ways of avoiding this, but they are only available,

as will at once be seen, to the rich. The most
effectual way of preventing the husband having
powers so absolute as the law gives him, is by
executing a marriage settlement before marriage.

By means of a settlement, not only all the property

which the wife has before marriage, but also all

which she expects to have during marriage, may
be settled upon her to her separate use, and put
entirely out of the power of the husband. This
is done by the agency of trustees, who hold and
manage her property as their own, keeping the
husband at arms' length, and yet she has almost
the same power of acting independently as if she
were not married : she can draw her rents, keep
her bank-account, enter into contracts, and bond her

separate property, and also execute her will, as if

she were a man. Sometimes the husband and wife

both settle their property by the same settlement

;

or if the wife has no property, the husband may
settle his upon her in the same way. She is in that

case generally allowed a certain sum per annum as

pin-money, to spend upon her personal adornment

;

and by means of her trustees,, she can sue hei

husband for this sum, if not punctually paid. Some-
times, by the marriage settlement, if the husband
had no money, the wife's money is settled partly

upon him, so that he has a certain allowance pc-

annum ; but in the event of his becoming insolvent

practically no limit to the variety of mutual arrange-

ments which can be made by means of a marriage
settlement, which can always mitigate and provide
against the possible hardships of the common law.

It is on the same principle that, in some cases, the
Court of Chancery has interfered to prevent the
husband acquiring so absolute an interest in the
wife's property as the common law gives him. Thus,
if a legacy or other property has been left to a wife,

and he has made no other provision for her, the

court will not pay the sum to him until he has
settled the same upon her and the children ; but
this is only done wdien the legacy or other property
exceeds .t"200. It may also be mentioned, that a
person may, if he uses proper phraseology, bequeath
a legacy to a married woman, so that the husband
shall not take it ; this is done by simply adding
the words 'for her separate use, independently of

any husband.'

When a marriage is once contracted, the parties

cannot of themselves, or by any arrangement they
can enter into, put an end to it ; nothing r.an do this

but a divorce, or the death of one of the parties. It

is a delusion not uncommon among the working-
classes, that .if one of the parties runs away or

disappears, the marriage is at an end, and the party
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Prague, where he soon made great progress in the

branches of learning most valued in that aire, took

his degree of Master of Arts in 1396, and began
to lecture publicly in 1398. In 1402, he became
preacher in the Bethlehem Chapel in Prague, and
laboured with the greatest earnestness for the

instruction of the people, and in the discharge of

all his clerical functions. As a preacher, he was
greatly esteemed both by the common people and
by the students ; whilst as confessor to Queen
Sophia, he obtained access to the court. At this

time he became acquainted with the writings of

Wickliffe, which exercised a great influence over

him. The monks and clergy were of course violent

enemies to H., as he denounced, with continually

increasing boldness, their corruptions. Archbishop
Sbinko burned the writings of Wickliffe in 1410, in

compliance with a brief of Pope Alexander V., and
complained to the pope of H. as a Wickliffite. Here-
upon he was summoned to Rome ; but he did not

go, and the combined influence of the people, the

court, and the university, compelled the archbishop

to remove a prohibition which he had issued against

his preaching. But in 1412, Pope John XXIII.
having published a bull of indulgence in order to a
crusade against Ladislaus, the excommunicated king
of Naples, whose kingdom the pope claimed as a

papal fief, H. boldly raised his voice against the

whole procedure as unchristian, whilst Jerome of

Prague also stood forth to condemn, in the strongest

manner, both the bull and the vendors of indul-

gences. An interdict against H., in 1413, was
the consequence. H., however, appealed from the

pope to a general council and to Christ, and wrote
a book, On the Church, in which he condemned the

abuses of the papacy, and denied the unconditional

supremacy of the Roman pontiff. Thinking himself

no longer safe in Prague, he now retired to his

native place, where he preached the gospel with
great power. In 1414, he went to Constance to

the general council, summoned thither, indeed, on a

charge of heresy, but under the protection of King
Wenceslaus, and having a safe-conduct from the

Emperor Sigismund. Having reached Constance on
the .'i.l of November, he was, on the 28th of the same

conducted with little regard even to the appearance

of equity. On the 6th of July 1415, thirty-nine

charges were exhibited against him, some of which
he acknowledged as exhibiting his doctrine, whilst

others he utterly denied. Being required to recant

his alleged errors, he refused to do so till they should

be proved to be errors. He and his writings were
now condemned to the fire, and in spite of his safe-

conduct, the sentence was carried out on the same
day, and the ashes of the martyr were thrown into

the Rhine.

HUSSA'R, a light-cavalry trooper, dressed in a

loose jacket, with other articles of attire easy in set,

and a fur cap ; armed usually with a sabre and
pistol. The idea of these troops, now in every
army, came originally from Hungary. There are

13 regiments of Hussars in the British army (1862
—1863).

HU'S SITES, the followers of Huss (q. v.).

Honouring him and Jerome of Prague as martyrs,

they despised the decrees and anathemas of the
Council, and took terrible revenge on the priests

and monks. The symbol of their confederacy was
the cup, the use of which in the Lord's Supper they
extended to the laity, as James de Misa had already

done with the approbation of Huss. In 1417, King
Wenceslaus was constrained to grant them the use

of many churches. After his death, 13th August

1419, the majority of the states refused to acknow-
ledge his brother, the Emperor Sigismund, who had
broken his safe-conduct to Huss. And the papal
instructions to the Cardinal Legale, John Dominico,
requiring him to employ violent measures for the
conversion of the Hussites, an insurrection ensued,

and the war began which is known in history as the

Hussite War. Convents and churches were reduced
to ashes, and priests and monks were slain. The
Hussites divided into two parties—the more moderate
known by the name of C'aiixtine/i (q. v.), and the
more extreme by that of Taborites (q. v.).

HUSTINGS (of doubtful derivation), a place or

temporary platform where members of parliament
are formally proposed or nominated for election.

HU'SUM, a small town of Denmark, in the
province of Slesvig, and 22 miles west of the town
of that name, is situated on the coast of the North
Sea, at the mouth of a small river. It was formerly
strongly fortified, and possessed many ships. Pop.
5079, who manufacture leather and tobacco, and
carry on distilleries and breweries, and some trade in

wool and cattle.

HUT, in army affairs, is a wooden structure,

more or less rough m its details, for the housing of

troops. It is substituted very often for the tent,

when the sojourn in a camp or cantonment is likely

to be of consideration, as, for instance, through a

winter—a hut, however rude, which is wind and
water tight, being as superior in comfort to a tent

as the latter is to the open air. Huts may be
made of almost any size, and are sometimes for one
officer ; at others, for as many as 100 men. The
principal hut encampments at present in the United
Kingdom are at Aktershot, ShornclilTe, Colchester,

and the Curragh of Kildare ; in British North
America, hut-camps are situated at intervals of a
day's march on the route from New Brunswick to

Quebec, and the troops who made that winter-

march in 1861—1S62, found their shelter truly

welcome.
As the hut is as useful to the settler in a wild

country as it is to a soldier, we give some of the
particulars of their manufacture in different forms.

Huts are of four sorts : 1. The log hut ; 2. The
framed hut ; 3. The just hut (of tempered clay).

The log hut is formed of rough logs or trunks
of trees, laid crosswise in tiers to the required

Kg.L

height, as in fig. 1, the angles being formed, as

in fig. 2, by a notch on each side of the log,

about one-third of its diameter in depth, and a

few iuches from the extremity. The space between
the logs is then made water-tight and air-tight
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HUTCHINSON—HUY
His works at one time exercised a considerable influ-

ence. His followers were called Hutchinsonians,
and among them—strange as it may seem—were
peisons of considerable learning and celebrity.

HUTCHINSON, Amra, a religious enthusiast,
of American celebrity. emigrated from Lincolnshire,
England, to Boston. Massachusetts, in 1636. Living
in a community prone to religious excitement, she
claimed to be a medium of divine revelations, and
held meetings for women, in which she held forth
Antiuoraian doctrines. Great controversies arose,
and a synod was called, in which her teachings were
condemned, and she was banished from the colony.
She and her friends now obtained from the chief of
the Narragansetts liberty to reside in Rhode Island,
where they set up a community on the highly com-
mendable principle, that no one was to be ' accounted
a delinquent for doctrine.' After the death of her
husband (who shared her opinions), she removed to
a Dutch settlement, in the colony of New York,
where, in 1643, she and her whole family of 15
persons were taken prisoners by the Indians, and
all but one daughter barbarously murdered.

HUTTEN, TJlrich von, famous in the history
of the Reformation, was descended of an ancient and
noble family, and was born at the family castle of
Steckelberg, in the electorate of Hesse, April 14S8.
When he was ten years of age, he was placed in
the monastery at Frilda ; but disliking this mode of
life, he fled to Erfurt in 1504, where he associated
with scholars and poets. He then lived at various
places in Northern Germany till about 1512, when he
went to Pavia to study law. After passing several
years in Italy, he returned to Germany, and made
himself conspicuous by his publications, especially
those concerning the affair of Reuchlin and the
Dominican Hoogstraten, in Cologne, in which he
came to the support of Reuchlin, and displayed no
email learning and great power of satire. He
again went to Italy in 1515, to take the degree of

Doctor of Law, and returned to his native country
in 1517. He was crowned wTith the poet's laurel
croM-n at Augsburg, and the Emperor Maximilian
conferred on him the honour of knighthood. In the
same year he edited a work of Laurentius Valla,
found in a convent, De Falsd Crnlitd el JSmentitd
Donalione Constant lit! Mur/itl, and in 1518 accom-
panied Albert, Archbishop of Mentz, to the diet
of Augsburg, where Luther had his famous con-
ference with Cajetan. Subsequently, he established
a small printing-press of his own, and employed
himself in writing and disseminating pamphlets
fully exposing the arrogance and wickedness of the
Romish clergy. The Archbishop Albert denounced
him to Rome, whereupon he entered into an
immediate and avowed connection with Luther,
whom he had hitherto despised. At this time,
also, he began to write in the German language,
instead of Latin. Persecuted by his enemies, he
availed himself of the protection of Franz von
Sickingen, but was soon forced to flee. From this

time H. was compelled to adopt a wandering life,

and died 31st August 1523, in the Isle of Ufenau,
in the Lake of Zurich. H. was bolder and more
open in the expression of his opinions than almost
any man of his age. He did much to prepare the
way for the Reformation, and to promote it. It

may be attributed to him as a fault, that he was
too reckless of consequences, and not sufficiently

tender in dealing with things that had become
venerable in the eyes of many ; but he was a
man who feared nothing, even when almost all

ins friends trembled. He was a master of the
Latin language. He left 45 different works, of

which a collective edition was published at Berlin
472

m 1821— 1827, in 6 volumes. The best life of H.
is that published at Leipsic, in 1857, by Dr David
Friedrich Strauss.

HUTTON, Charles, an eminent mathematician,
was the son of a superintendent of mines, and was
horn at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 14th August 1737,
and in 1755 became teacher in a school at Jesmond,
and afterwards at Newcastle, till 1773. During
this period, he published his Treatise on Arithmetic
and Book-keeping (1764) ; Treatise on Mensuration
(London, 1771) ; and Principles of Bridges, and
Mathematical Dfinoihitratimi of the Laivs of Arches
(Newcastle, 1772). Iu 1773, he was appointed to
the professorship of mathematics at the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich, and in November
1774 was elected a fellow of the Royal Society.
Soon after this, he was selected to perform the
necessary calculations for determining the density
of the earth from Dr Maskelyne's observations on
Schiehallien, and his report was published in the
Philosophical Transactions for 1778. In 1779, he
received the degree of LL.D. from the university of

Edinburgh. He died 27th January 1823. H.'s
most important works are

—

Tables of Products and
Powers of Numbers (London, 1781); Mathematical
Tables (London, 17S5) ; Mathematical and Philoso-

phical Dictionary (London, 1795) ; Course of Mathe-
matics (London, 179S—1801); and Recreations in

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy (4 vols.

London, 1803) ; the last being a most interesting

and instructive work. Besides these, he regularly
contributed mathematical papers to the Ladies'
Diary, of which he was for some time editor,

and also to the Philosophical Transactions. His
biography has been written by Dr Olinthus
Gregory.

HUTTON, James, a celebrated geologist, was
the son of a merchant in Edinburgh, aud was born
there 3d June 1726. He studied in his native
city, and afterwards at Leyden, where he took
the degree of M.D. He devoted himself, however,
not to the medical profession, but to agricultural

pursuits and to the science of chemistry, from
which he was led to mineralogy and geology. He
contributed much to the improvement of agriculture

in Britain. He made some chemical discoveries,

and is the author of a Theory of the Earth and
of a Theory of Rain. His Theory of Rain has been
since acknowledged by men of science as generally
correct, although at first it met with some opposi-

tion. His Theory of the Earth has for its distin-

guishing feature the supposed agency of a central

heat, by which the elevation of strata and many
other phenomena are accounted for, and some parts

of it may be regarded as now also substantially

admitted by all geologists, although for a time it

was combated by the followers of Werner, who
sought to explain everything by aqueous solution

and crystallisation. Dr H. was indeed too extreme
iu his theoretical views, and some of his followers

were still more so. He was, however, not only
a theorist, but an observer in geology, and Ins

discovery of granite veins is of no small import-
ance in the history of that science. He died

March 26, 1797.

HUY, a strongly fortified town of Belgium, in

the province of Liege, is romantically situated

amid lofty rocks on both banks of the Meuse, and
in the immediate neighbourhood of the finest scenery

of that river, 17 miles south-west of Liege. Its

citadel, the works of which are partly excavated in

the solid rock, commands the passage of the river.

The church of Notre Dame, a graceful Gothic

edifice, was begun in 1311. In the vicinity are iron-

ks and coal-mines, in the products of which the
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s), a genus of plants of

: bulbous-rooted plants

HYACINTH {Hyac
the natural order Lit

with corolla-like, bell-shaped, I

stamens fixed in the tube, of the perianth, and dry
capsular fruit—The Oriental K. {M. oricutalis), one
of the most favourite of florists' flowers, is a
native of Asia Minor, Syria, and Persia. It is now
naturalised in some parts of the south of Europe.
It has broad linear leaves, and a scape with a
raceme of many flowers pointing in all directions.
The flowers in 'cultivation exhibit .great variety of
colour, chiefly blue, purple, and white. They are
very beautiful and very fragrant. The fragrance is

stiongest about or after eleven o'clock at night.
Among cultivated hyacinths, are many with double
flowers. The H. has been cultivated from a remote
period, but about the beginning of the ISth c., it

attained almost the first place as a florists' flower.
Great attention was bestowed on the production of
new varieties, and enormous prices were given for
bidbs of some of them. A price ecpial to £200
sterling was sometimes paid for a single bulb. The
principal seat of the cultivation of hyacinths was
and still is at Haarlem. At present, however, more
than £10 is seldom asked for the finest new variety
of H., but although the trade is considered as now
much depressed, "the Haarlem gardeners still sell
bulbs to the value of £2000 or"£3000 yearly. H.
bulbs, planted in pots, readily produce beautiful
flowers; and flowers almost equally beautiful are
obtained—for one year, however, only—by placing

them in water in H. glasses,

in which they form a
favourite ornament of apart-
ments in winter and early
spring. In cultivating the
A. in this way, rain-water
shoxdd be used for filling

the glasses in preference to
spring - water. The roots
shoidd never be disturbed, if

possible, and therefore the
water should not 1 >e changed,
but the glass must be tilled

up occasionally till it almost
touch the bulb. A piece of
charcoal may be placed in it

to purify it. The glasses
ought to be kept in a dark
cool place till the bulbs have
sent out roots. Hot rooms
are apt to make the stems
long and the flower-spikes
small. The cultivation of

the H. in the open ground is

much more difficult, if the
varieties are to be preserved
from degenerating. A light

Hyacinth in Glass and sandy and yet rich soil is

Support (Tye's). requisite. A compost of cow-
dung, rotten leaves, and fine

sand is used at Haarlem. New varieties are raised

from seed Several other species of H. are natives
of tlie south of Europe, Africa, &c.—The Grape-
Hyacinth and Globe-Hyacinth, frequently cul-

tivated as garden flowers, are now referred to the
genus ^^lls<^^ii, of which the perianth is merely
6-toothed.—A common British plant, growing in
woods and copses, with beautiful blue flowers very
like those of the Oriental H., but all drooping to
one side (//. non-scriptus, also known as Scilla

iiiitmis, Eiiihniiitjii nulanx. and Agraphis nutans), is

sometimes called the Wild H., and sometimes the
Blue-bell. The bulbs were used in the time of

Queen Elizabeth for starching the ruffs then worn,
and the starch of them was otherwise used instead

of paste or glue. The fresh bulbs are said to be
poisonous.

HYvE'NA, a genus of digitigrnde carnivorous
quadrupeds, type of a well-marked family, the Hijic-
nklre, which adds divided affinities to the Felidce, the
Viverridce, and the Canidce, to special characters
of its own. The dentition connects it with Fclidee.

Hyaenas have six incisors and two canine teeth in
each jaw, five molars on each side in the upper jaw,
and four in the under. They seize an object with
so firm a hold, that, among the Arabs, they are
proverbial for obstinacy. The vertebra; of the neck
sometimes become ankylosed in old hyaenas. The
hind-quarters are lower and weaker than the fore-
quarters of the body, so that hyaenas move with a
shambling gait. The body is covered with rather
long coarse liair, forming a mane along the neck and
back. The feet have each four te.es. The claws are
strong, fit for digging, and not retractile. The tail
is rather short. Beneath the anus is a deep glandular
pouch, contributing much to the offensive odour
by which hyaenas are characterised. Hyaenas eat
carrion, as well as newly-killed prey, and are of
much use, like vultures, as scavengers, clearing
away the last remnants of carcases that if left to
rot would greatly pollute the air. They sometimes
attack cattle, especially if they flee, but rarely man,
though they sometimes seize children. During the
day, they hide themselves in caves, old rock tombs,
ruined edifices, &e. ; by night, they roam singly or
in packs in quest of prey. They prowd about towns
and villages, and often dig up corpses that have not
been very deeply buried. This, together with their
aspect and manners, lias caused them to be generally
regarded with horror, and very exaggerated accounts
of their fierceness have been prevalent. Instead of
being untamable, as was long the popular belief,

they are capable of being very completely tamed,
and shew an attachment to man similar to that of
the dog ; they have even been used as watch-dogs.
Hyaenas are found only in Africa and the south "of

Asia, not extending to the furthest east of the latter

Striped Hyasna (H. vulgaris).

continent.—The Striped H. (//. vulgaris or striata)

is found both in Asia and Africa, and there are
several varieties considerably different in size, colour,

&c. The smallest hyaenas are of the size of a large
dog.—The Spotted H. (H. crocuta) inhabits South
Africa. It is rather smaller than the largest varieties

of the Striped H., but is more fierce and dangerous.
It is called Tiger-wolf by the colonists of the
Cape of Good Hope. Besides its ordinary howling,
which it emits very freely in its nocturnal roaniings,
this H. often indulges in an expression of gratifi-

cation or of some passion, resembling hysterical
laughter, whence it has acquired the name of the
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the pistil is to be impregnated, and carefully

prevent all access of pollen cither than that which
lie brings to it. Even with these precautions, it is

found impossible to produce hybrids between some
plants of the same family, and nut very dissimilar.

Hybrid plants are said to partake generally of

the characters of the male more than of the female

parent. It is more certain that valuable results are

often obtained as to size and abundance of fruit,

brilliancy of flowers, hardiness, and other qualities.

The question of the continued fertility of true

hybrids is one having most important relations to

the great questions concerning species. Some assert

that neither among animals 'nor among plants are

hybrids fertile for more:- than one or two generations,

if kept by themselves ; although they are readily

fertile with either of the parent species, to which
they become again assimilated. But this opinion is

controverted, anil the question must, of course, be
decided by observation of facts, in judging of which,

however, questions of no little difficulty must often

arise as to what are and what are not different

species.

The subject of the hybridisation of plants was
first investigated, and with great care and very
numerous experiments, by Kblreuter, in the end
of the 18th c., and has been more recently studied

with much attention by I>can Herbert of Manchester,

Vau Mons, and particularly Gaertner.

HYDA'SPES. See Jelum.

HY'DATID (from the Greek Tiydatis, a watery
vesicle), a term indefinitely applied to several

distinct objects of a vesicular or cyst-like character,

which are found in the bodies of men and certain

mammals. True hydatids were formerly regarded

as cystic Entozoa (q. v.), such as Cystieereus,

Coenurus, and Echinococcus, but all these animal

forms are now discovered to be larval stages of

tenia or Tape-worm (q. v.). These hydatids may
occur in almost any part of the body, and they

have been observed in man, the ape, the ox, the

Hydatids

:

Copied from Rvmer Jones's Animal Kingdom.

I, Ccenurns Ccrelualis, natural size; 2, one head magnified;

a, oval circlet ot honks ; b, suckers: :;. Cvsl a ercusTenuic"llis,

natural size; 4, bead magnified; a, circlet of hooks;

b, suckers.

sheep, the horse, the camel, the pig, the kangaroo,

and some other vegetable feeders, nut they appar-

ently do not occur in carnivorous animals or in

the rodents. They are generally enclosed in an
external sac, which is attached to the tissue of
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the organ in which it is situated, and which is

frequently common to many hydatids, each of

which has a distinct envelope. 'The fluid in the
interior of the hydatid itself is almost always
colourless and limpid, but the fluid in the common
cyst in which the hydatids float is often of a
yellow colour. The Coenurus cerebralis is found in

the brain of various ruminants, and gives rise to

the disease in sheep known as ' the staggers.' When
the hydatid occurs in the fourth ventricle, the
animal, instead of turning round and round in

one direction, springs in the air, and this variety

of the affection is hence distinguished by German
veterinarians as das Springen. Whenever any of

the above forms of hydatids are swallowed by manor
the lower animals, they may proceed, under favour-

able circumstances, to be developed into the higher
stages of tape-worm. Two species of Echinococcus
are usually noticed, namely, the E. hominis, which
has been occasionally met with in the brain and
abdomen of man, and the E. veterinorum, which is

of common occurrence in various parts of the body
of the pig, and several other mammals, but it is

by no means certain that they are really distinct.

These Echinocoeci do not become developed into

tape-worms unless they reach the intestinal canal
of some animal, by being taken as food; and in

ordinary cases of hydatids, consisting of Echino-
coeci, the cysts and their contents undergo a kind
of degeneration, becoming in some eases converted
into fatty or calcareous matter, while in other
cases the contents become granular, the peculiar

booklets (which will be described in the article

Tape-worm) which occur in them, and which
remain unaltered for a long time, revealing their

The so-called acephaloeyst, or common globular
hydatid, which sometimes attains the size of a child's

head, is probably a degenerated or abnormally
developed echinococcus.

Hydatids sometimes occasion so little incon-
venience, that persons, in whom they are discovered
after death, have not suspected any disease in the
organ in which they ar-e found. On other occasions,

they grow rapidly, and cause so much irritation that
suppuration is excited in or around the <

which may either burst externally, or into ;

canal or a serous cavity. In the first or second
ease, the hydatids will be discharged, and recovery
may take place ; in the third case, fatal inflammation
will ensue. Little can lie done for the treatment of

this affection, except that occasionally, if the cyst

is near the surface, it may be carefully punctured.
The means of preventing the affection will be noticed
in the article Tape-worm.

False hydatids are simple serous cysts, either

occurring alone or in clusters, whose mode of origin

is not distinctly understood. Structures of this

kind, on a small scale, are common in the choroid
plexus of the brain, while on a large scale they are

found containing the fluid in ovarian dropsy. These
false hydatids are also of comparatively common
occurrence in the uterus, which they may distend to

such a size as to simulate pregnancy.

HYDE, an important manufacturing town of

England, in Cheshire, is situated seven miles east-

south-east of Manchester, and about the same
distance south-east of Oldham. Until a comparatively
recent period, it was a mere village ; but since the
extension of the cotton-trade, on which it mainly
depends, it has rapidly increased in size. Its popu-
lation in 1861 was 13,722. Besides the numerous
cotton-factories, iron, water, and print works are

carried on. Coal abounds in the neighbourhood.
The district in which H. is situated is deusely
peopled, and is furnished with abundant means of
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communication, by railway and canal, with all the
important towns ia the vicinity.

ii v DB, r.i'w lrd. SeeCLAHKF Eakl op.
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would be deemed at first sight superior to their

captor in strength and activity. The tentacles

appear, however, to possess, through the action of

the thread-cells, a powerful benumbing or paralysing

influence, for it has been observed that soft-bodied

animals which have succeeded in escaping from the

grasp of the H. frequently die very shortly. The
prey, when mastered, but often when still alive, is

thrust into the internal cavity, where the nutritive

parts are absorbed by the H., while the indigestible

portions are expelled through the mouth.
Although the H. is usually found adhering by its

circular foot or disc to submerged leaves, twigs, &c,
it is not permanently fixed. It often moves on
surfaces under water somewhat after the manner of

a leech, both ends taking a part in the movement,
and occasionally the disc is protruded above the i

water, and thus acts as a float.

Sometiiues, especially in the autumn, true repro- '

ductive organs may be observed, both male and
female organs being usually situated on the same
animal. Propagation by gemmation is, however,

the most common mode of increase. Minute
tubercles appear on the body of the parent animal,

which, as they increase in size, gradually resemble

it ; becoming perforated at their free extremity, and
tentacles gradually being formed. The pedicle by
which they originate by degrees becomes thinner,

and finally ^ives way, leaving the young II. perfcctly

independent. One of the most remarkable points in

the history of this animal is its power of being mufti-

1

plied by mechanical division. If a H. be cut into two,

or even mure pieces, every one will, in time, assume
the form and functions of the original animal.

Several species of H., such as H. viridis, H.
I'ulrfaris, H. fusca, &c, have been described, which
differ in size, colour, &c. When living hydra? are

removed from the water, they appear like minute
specks of jelly, which quickly recover their true

form on being restored to their proper element. The
great authority on these singular animals is Trem-
bley, whose ilanoires pour servir a Vhistoire d'un

Genre de Polypes d'eau douce was published in 1744.

HYDRA, a fabulous monster of the ancient

world, said to have inhabited the marshes of

Lerna?a, in Argolis, not far from the sea-coast.

Accounts vary both as to its origin and appearance.

Some make it the issue of Styx and the Titan Pallas,

and others, of Echidna and Typhon. It is repre-

sented as having several heads, which immediately
grew up again as often as they were cut off. The
number generally ranged from seven to nine, though
Simonides gives it fifty, and certain historians a

hundred, and even more. Its mouths, which were
as numerous as its heads, discharged a subtle and
deadly venom. The destruction of this reptile was
one of the twelve labours of Hercules (q. v.).

HYDRA, an island of Greece, is situated off the

eastern shore of the Peloponnesus (now the Morea),

about 5 miles distant from the coast of the depart-

ment of Argolis and Corinth. It is about 13 miles

long, and 3 miles broad, and has an area of 38
square miles. The shores are rocky and steep, and
the interior, rising to about 1800 feet in height, is

destitute of vegetation and of water. On the north-

west coast is the town and seaport of Hydra, the

white, flat-roofed houses of which, ascending from
the harbour, climb up the side of a hill. The
streets, owing to the irregularity of the site, are

steep and uneven, but remarkably clean. This
town, the only one in the island, is one of the most
beautiful in the whole of Greece. Pop. 12,01)0, who
are chiefly employed in cotton and silk weaving, in

tanning, and in commerce.
The island of H. was uninhabited in ancient

times. The nucleus of the town was formed by a
few fishermen and peasants, who, suffering from the
oppression of the Turks, crossed over from the neigh-
bouring mainland, and were afterwards followed by
crowds from Albania, Argolis, and Attica, in the
15th and 16th centuries. In the Grecian war of

independence, the Hydriotes took a most active

part ; and none were more liberal in their contribu-
tions to the patriotic cause. In 1S25, the population
was estimated at 40,000, and about that time the
islanders were considered the richest in the archi-

pelago. They possessed exclusively the carrying-trade
of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, and traded
to England, the Baltic, and even America. Since the
revolution, however, more accessible ports have
risen to be the centres of Greek commerce, and H.
has considerably declined.

HYDRA'CIDS, or HYDROGEN ACIDS, a name
given to acids in which the acidifying principle was
supposed to be hydrogen. See Acids. The division

of acids into ozyacid* and hydracida belongs rather
to a past than to the present state of chemistry.

HY'DRAGOGTJES are those active purgatives
which produce a great flux from the intestinal

membrane, and which consequently give rise to very
watery stools. They are of extreme use in some of the
varieties of dropsy, being the most effectual means
of diminishing the liquid poured into the cellular

tissue and serous cavities of the body.
Jalap (especially when combined with bitartrate

of potash) and elaterium, a medicine which, from its

extreme power, must be given in very small doses
(one-eighth to one-third of a grain), and with great

caution, are perhaps the best examples of this class

of purgatives.

HYDRA'NGEA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Hydrangeacecv, which many botanists make a
sub-order of Saxdfragea, distinguished by having
4—6 petals, 8—12 or many stamens, a more or less

inferior ovary, and 2—5 styles. Hydranyeacece are

shrubs with opposite, or sometimes whorled leaves,

destitute of stipules. In the genus H. the flowers

are in cymes, the exterior flowers sterile and dilated.

Few species are known, and they are chiefly natives
of the southern parts of North America, and of

China and Japan. The species popularly known as

the Hydkanoea (H. hortensla), is a native of China
and Japan, and has long been in cultivation there
as an ornamental plant. It was introduced into

Britain by Sir Joseph Banks in 1788, and speedily

became very popular, being readily propagated by
layers and cuttings, so as to be not only a favourite

green-house plant, but a frequent ornament of

cottage windows. In the south of England, it

endures the open air. It seems almost
to water it too freely ; a large plant has
known to receive with advantage one hundred
gallons of water daily ; and in favourable circum-
stances, it becomes a magnificent shrub. A plant
in Devonshire has had 1000 large cymes of flowers

expanded at once. The flowers, generally pink, are

sometimes blue ; the blue colour is owing to pecu-
liarities of soil. Peat and iron ore are said to be
productive of blue flowers in the Hydrangea.

—

H.
Japonica, introduced into Europe from Japan by
Siebold, is remarkable for its very large cymes of

flowers.

—

H. nivea and H. quercifolla, American
species, are not unfrequently to be seen in flower-

gardens in North America.

HYDRATES are substances in which a defi-

nite quantity of water is chemically combined with
a definite quantity of some other constituent.

Although water is a perfectly indifferent substance,
possessing neither acid nor basic properties, yet it

enters into combination both with acids and with
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chan, Chinese, and tropical Australian sens. The sea-
serpents, forming the genus Ilydraplite (or Jfydnm)
and other genera recently separated from it, have
the tail eompressed and the belly keeled, so that
they have the power of swimming like eels; they
have small heads and small eyes ; they are remark-
able for the large size of their nasal shields; they
are generally of a yellowish-green colour, varied
with blackish rings or lozenge-shaped spots. Their
lungs are often prolonged into a reservoir of air
as far as the commencement of the tail. They
are often from two to five feet long. They are
frequently seen asleep on the surface of the sea,
and are easily caught in this condition, in which,
apparently, they often fall a prey to sharks. They
are supposed to live on small fishes and crustaceans.
•They are sometimes found coiled up among sea-
weed on the shore, and are much dreaded by
fishermen. In some places, they are very numerous.
One species, at least, is esteemed good food by the
Tahitians. More than fifty species are known.
HY'DRIDES. This term is applied both to com-

binations of hydrogen with metals, and to similar
combinations with organic or compound radicals
Hydrogen forms hydrides with at least four metals
—viz., arsenic, antimony, copper, and potassium.
The first two of these are the well-known gases,
arsemuretted hydrogen (AsH

3 ) and antimoninretted
hydrogen (SbH 3 ). The hydride of methyl or marsh-
gas (CHs.H), and the hydride of ethyl (C2H5.H), are
examples of the second variety of hydrides

HYDROCA'RBONS. See Caebohydeogens.
HYDROCELE (Gr. hydor, water, and hele, a

swelling) is the medical term for a dropsy of the
tunica vaginalis, a serous membrane or sae investing
the testis. Hydrocele occurs as a smooth, pear?
shaped swelling, fluctuating when pressed, devoid
of pain or tenderness, but sometimes causing a

of the brain as it usually occurs in scrofulous
children. The name is not a good one, because it
merely refers to a frequent effect of the disease, and
not to its cause or essence; and because, further
a similar effect may result from other morbid
conditions

: it is, however, so universally adopted,
that it would be inexpedient to change it. The
disease is one of so dangerous a nature, that it is
of the greatest, importance to detect it in its earliest
stage, and even to look out for indications of its
approach. The premonitory symptoms (which, how-
ever, do not occur in all cases) consist chiefly in

-
morbid state of the nutritive functions. The

ppetite is capricious, the tongue foul, the breath
offensive, the belly enlarged, and sometimes tender,
ami the evacuations unnatural; and the child is
heavy, languid, and dejected, and becomes either
fretful and irritable, or drowsy and listless. Kestlcss
sleep, attended by grinding of the teeth or moaning,
a frequent sudden scream, clenching of the lists, and
a turning m of the thumb towards the palni of the
hand, are also important premonitory warnings

After these symptoms have lasted for some days,
pain in the head comes on ; it is generally of

sharp shooting cha recurring at intervr

slight uneasiness from its weight.
The quantity of serous fluid in the sac is usually

from six to twenty ounces, but it occasionally
exceeds a hundred ounces. Hydrocele may occur
as a result of acute inflammation, but it most
commonly comes ou without any apparent local
cause. It is most frequently met with about
or beyond the middle period of life, and generally
111 persons of feeble power, or with a tendency
to gout

;
sometimes, however, it occurs in younc

children, either 111 the same form as in adults, or
as what is termed congenital hydrocele, when the
communication between the tunica vaginalis and
the abdominal peritoneum is not obliterated, as it
normally should be.

The treatment is divided into the palliative and
the curative. By the former, the surgeon relieves
the present annoyance of his patient, while by the
latter he aims at the permanent removal of the
disease. The palliative treatment consists in the
use of suspensory bandages, evaporating and dis-
cuticnt lotions, and tapping with a line trochar.
Tapping seldom gives more than temporary relief,
the swelling usually again regaining its former
bulk in three or four months.
The curative treatment consists in setting up

sufficient inflammation in the tunica vaginalis to
destroy its undue secreting faculty. This is most
commonly done by the injection of tincture of iodine
into the sac, or by the passage of a fine seton or an
iron wire (as proposed by Dr Simpson) through it.

HYBKOCE'PHALUS. Under this term, which
literally means waiter in the head, are included three
distinct diseases— viz., acute hydrocephalus, chronic
hydrocephalus, and spurious hydrocephalus, or as Dr
Marshall Hall termed it, hydroeephaloid disease.
By Acute Hydrocephalus is signified inflammation

and often during sleep, and causing the child to
shriek in a very characteristic manner. Coma or
morbid drowsiness now supervenes, and the shriek-
ing is replaced by moaning. Vomiting is a frequent
concomitant of this stage of the disease. In this
first stage of hydrocephalus, which most commonly
lasts two or three days, the pulse is rapid, and
the symptoms generally are those of excitement.
In the second stage, the pulse becomes irregular,
variable, and often slow. General heaviness and
stupor come on. The light, which annoyed the
child in the first stage, is no longer a source of
annoyance

; the pupils become dilated, the power
of sight becomes imperfect or lost, and squinting is
almost always to be observed. The little patient
now lies on his back in a drowsy condition; and
at tins p,.n ,„i spasmodic twitchings, convulsions, or
paralysis may come on. The excretions are passed
unconsciously. This second stage may last a week
or two, and is often attended by deceptive appear-
ances of amendment, the child not unfrequently
regaining the use of its senses for a day or two,
but then relapsing into a deeper stupor than before
The symptoms in the third or last stage, which may
last only a few hours, or may extend to a fortnight,
are very similar to those in the second, except that
the pulse again becomes very rapid, beating some-
times so quickly that it can scarcely be counted,
and gradually gets more and more Weak, till the
patient expires. The characteristic appearances
alter death are soltening of the central part of the
bram, with the ellusion of serous fluid, usually to the
extent of several ounces, into the ventricles ; and a
tubercular deposit, in the shape of small granules,
upon or between the membranes of the brain.
The only disorder with which acute hydro-

cephalus can easily be confounded is infantile
remittent fever; but we have not space to notice
the various points which enable us to discriminate
between these two complaints. Acute hydro-
cephalus is essentially a disease of childhood; it
scarcely ever occurs after the twelfth year. Half
the cases that occur are in children between three
and six years of age.
As the treatment should be left entirely to the

physician, it is unnecessary to notice it further, than
to state that sti-oivj antiphlogistic remedies—such as
cold to the head, leeching, aud active purging—
applied in the first stage of the disease, yield the
most satisfactory results

;
yet under this treatment,

three cases out of four are lost.
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soluble chlorides in solution, may lie detected by
the addition of a few drops of a solution of nitrate

of silver, which occasions the formation of a white
curdy precipitate of chloride of silver, which is

insoluble in nitric acid, but dissolves in a solution

of ammonia.
Liquid hydrochloric acid (under the name of

spirit of salt) was known to the alchemists.

Hydrochloric acid gas was discovered by Priestley

in 177- ; and Davy, in 1S10, ascertained that it

was composed of chlorine and hydrogen.
In many of their properties, the analogous acids,

hydrobromie, hydrofluoric, and hydriodie acids

resemble hydrochloric acid.

HYDROCO'TYLE, a genus of umbelliferous

plants, having simple umbels, entire acute petals,

and fruit of two flat orbicular carpels, with five

more or less distinct threadlike ribs, and no vittas.

'Die species are numerous, generally more or less

r.

y*

'p',"i\\^

Marsh Pennywort, or White-rot [Bydrocolyle vulgaris).

aquatic, widely distributed. One only is a native

of Britain, H. vulgaris, which grows in marshy

places, and is called Maesh Pennywort from the

orbicular leaves, and sometimes White-rot, Sheeps-

bane, Flowkwort, &c. There are several varieties in

the Northern United States, such as //. Americana,

raititnritlnhlrs, iiitrrrnptri, and iimbcllata, resembling,

in manv particulars, H. vulgaris, figured above.

IIYDROCYA'NIC ACID (CNH or Cy,H),

known also as Prussie Acid, from its having been

lirst obtained by Seheelc, in 1782, from the substance

known as Prussian or Berlin Blue, is of almost equal

interest to the chemist, the physician, and the

toxicologist. We shall notice (1) its chemistry, (2)

its medicinal value, and (3) its action as a poison,

and its antidotes.

1. lis CIiemistry.—Bvie anhydrous hydrocyanic

arid is a limpid volatile fluid, with a specific gravity

of 0697 at 64° F. It boils at 80°, and solidities into

a crystalline mass at 5° F. Its volatility is so great,

that if a drop be allowed to fall on a piece of glass,

part of the acid becomes frozen by the cold produced

by its own evaporation. It possesses a very pene-

tratin" odour, resembling that of peach-blossoms

or oil"of bitter almonds." It burns with a whitish

flame, reddens litmus paper slightly (its acid pro-

perties beins feeble), and is very soluble in water

and alcohol. Pure hydrocyanic acid may be kept
unchanged if excluded from light, which occasions

its decomposition, and the formation of a brown
substance known as paracyanogen.
Hydrocyanic acid is readily obtained by distilla-

tion from the kernels of bitter almonds, and many
kinds of stone-fruit, from the leaves and flowers of

various plants, and from the juice of the tapioca

plant (Jatropha nianihot). Anhydrous hydrocyanic
acid is obtained by the reaction of concentrated
hydrochloric acid on cyanide of mercury.

The preparation of the dilute acid is, however, of

much greater practical importance. The London,
Edinburgh, Dublin, and United States pharma-
copoeias agree in recommending that it should be
obtained by the distillation of a mixture of dilute

sulphuric acid and ferrocyanide of potassium (known
also as prussiate of potash). The distillate shoidd

contain nothing but hydrocyanic acid and water,

so that, by the addition of more water, we can
obtain an acid of any strength we please. Some-
times, however, a second, or even a third distil-

lation is necessary. The dilute acid of the Ph.
Lond. contains 2 per cent. ; that of the Ph. Dub.
rather more ; that of the Ph. Edin. contains 33
per cent. ; while what is known as Scheele's acid

is very variable, but averages 4 per cent, of the

anhydrous acid.

The ordinary tests for hydrocyanic acid are 1,

the peculiar odour ; 2, the nitrate of silver test

—

there being formed a white precipitate of cyanide
of silver, which is soluble in boiling nitric acid

;

3, the formation of Prussian blue, by adding to the

fluid under examination a solution of some proto-

and per-salt of iron, by then saturating with caustic

potash, and finally adding an excess of hydrochloric

acid ; when, if hydrocyanic acid is present, we have
a characteristic blue precipitate ; 4, the sulphur

test, which is the best and most accurate that has

yet been discovered. Let the suspected liquid he

acidulated with a few drops of hydrochloric acid

;

place it in a watch-glass, and let a second watch-
glass, moistened with a drop of a solution of hydro-

sulphate of ammonia, be inverted over it ; after a

few minutes, let the upper glass be removed, and
the moistened spot be gently dried. The whitish

film which is left may consist merely of sulphur ;

when hydrocyanic acid is present, it consists of

sulphocyanate of ammonia. Let this residue be

treated with a drop of a weak solution of perchloride

of iron, when, if hydrocyanic acid was present, a

blood-red tint is developed, which disappears on
the addition of one or two drops of a solution of

corrosive sublimate. This is known as Liebig's test.

2. Its Medicinal Uses.—We are indebted to the

Italians for the introduction of hydrocyanic acid

in the materia medica ; and it was first employed
at the beginning of the present century. There are

no eases in which it is so serviceable as in those

affections of the stomach in which pain is a leading

symptom, as in gastrodynia, water-brash, and in

cases of intense vomiting. Hence it is often useful

in English cholera, when opium has completely

failed. In pulmonary diseases, it does not produce

the good effects that were formerly ascribed to it

;

but it is sometimes useful in allaying spasmodic

cough. It has been employed with advantage in

chronic skin-diseases, to allay pain and irritation.

A mixture of two drachms of the dilute acid (of 2

per cent, strength) with half a pint of rose-water, and
half an ounce of rectified spirit, forms a good lotion.

When given internally, the average dose is from 3 to

5 minims of the 2 per cent, dilute acid, three or four

times a day; it must be administered in some milk

vehicle, such as simple water, or orange-flower water.

3. As a Poison.—Hydrocyanic acid is one of our
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feet a second, it is evident that tlicre issues in a

second a cylinder or a prism of water 1 square inch

in section and 20 feet long, the content of which is

1 X 240 = 240 cubic inches. In any given time, then,
as three minutes (= 180 seconds)", the discharge is

240 X 180 = 43,200 cubic inches.

It has as yet been assumed that the water in the
vessel or reservoir is kept constantly at the same
height, and that thus the velocity is constant. We
have now to consider the case of a vessel allowed
to empty itself through an orih'ce at the bottom.
As the surface of the water sinks, the velocity of

the discharge diminishes or is retarded ; and when
the vessel is of the same area from top to bottom,
it can be proved that the velocity is uniformly
retarded. Its motion follows the same law as that
of a body projected vertically upwards. Now, when
a motion uniformly retarded comes to an end, the
space described is just half what the body would
have passed over, had it gone on uniformly with
the velocity it had at the outset. Therefore, when
the vessel has emptied itself in the way supposed,
the quantity discharged is half what would have
been discharged had the velocity been uniform from
the beginning.

The ' Contraction of the Vein.'—When, by means
of the area of the opening and the velocity thus
determined, we calculate the number of cubic feet

or of gallons that ought to flow out in a given
time, and then measure the quantity that actually

does flow, we find that the actual flow falls short

of the theoretical by at least a third. In fact, it is

only the central part of the jet, which approaches
the opening directly, that has the velocity above
stated. The outer particles approach from all

sides, with less velocity ; they jostle one another,

as it were, and thus the flow is retarded. In conse-

quence of this want of uniformity in velocity and
direction among the component layers of the jet,

as they enter the orifice, there takes place what is

called a ' contraction of the vein ' [vena contracta) ;

that is, the jet, after leaving the orifice, tapers, and
becomes narrower. The greatest contraction is at

a distance from the orifice equal to half its diameter

;

aud there the section of the stream is about two-
thirds the area of the opening. It is, in fact, the
section of the contracted vein that is to be taken
as the l-eal area of the orifice, in calculating by the
theory the quantity of water discharged. If the
wall of the vessel has considerable thickness, and
the orifice is made to widen gradually inwards, in

the proportions of the contracted vein, the stream
does not suffer contraction, aud the area of the
orifice where it is narrowest may be taken as the
actual area of discharge.

Adjutages.—It has as yet been supposed that
the issue is by means of a simple opening or hole
in the side or bottom of the vessel ; but if the flow
takes place .through a short tube, the rate of dis-

charge is remarkably affected. Through a simple
opening, in a thin plate, the actual discharge is only
about 64 per cent, of the theoretical ; through a
cylindrical conducting-tube, or adjutage, as it is

called, of like diameter, and whose length is four
times its diameter, the discharge is 84 per cent.

The effect is still greater if the discharge-tube is

made conical both ways, first contracting like the
contracted vein, and then widening. The effect of

a conducting-tube in increasing the discharge is

accounted for by the adhesion of the water to its

sides, which widens out the column to a greater

area than it would naturally have. It has thus a
tendency to form a vacuum in the tube, which acts

like suction on the water in the reservoir, aud
increases the quantity discharged. The flow is

more free if the orifice is in the bottom of the

vessel, than in the side on a level with the bottom.
If the discharge-tube is made to project inwards
beyond the thickness of the walls of the vessel, the
velocity is much impeded, owing to the opposing
currents produced by the water approaching the
opening.

Pipes.—AVhen a conduit pipe is of any consi-

derable length, the water issues from it at a velocity

less than that due to the head of water in the
reservoir, owing to the resistance of friction. With
a pipe, for instance, of 1| inch in diameter, and 30
feet long, the discharge is only one half what it

would be from a simple orifice of the same diameter.
The rate of reduction depends upon the diameter
of the tube, its length, the bendings it undergoes,
&c. The resistance to the flow of water in pipes
does not arise properly from friction, as understood
of solids, but from the adhesion of the water to
the sides of the pipe, and from the cohesion of the
watery particles among themselves ; it makes little

difference, therefore, whether an earthenwa
1;

'*

for instance, be glazed or not. Large projections

form an obstacle ; but mere roughness of surface

is filled up by an adhering film of water, which is

as good as a glaze. The resistance increases greatly
with the narrowrness of the nipes. Engineers have
formulas, deduced in great part from experiment,
for calculating the disckar-e through pipes of given
length and diameter, and with a given head; but
the subject is too complicated l>»r introduction here.

If water flowed in a conduit pipe without friction

or other obstruction, so that its velocity were
always equal to that due to the head of water,

there would be no lateral or bursting pressure on
the walls of the pipe ; and if the pipe were pierced,

the water would not squirt mit. Accordingly, with

a short tube or adjutant.', which, instead of obstruct-

ing, increases the flow, there is not only no lateral

outward pressure on the walls of the tube, but there

is actually a pressure inwards. If a hole is made
in the wall of a cylindrical adjutage, A (fig. 2), and

the one end of a small bent tube, be, is inserted
in the hole, while its other end is dipped in a vessel

of water, V, the water will be sucked up the tube,
shewing the tendency that the adjutage has to form
a vacuum. But when the velocity of discharge is

diminished by the friction of a long pipe, or by
any narrowing, bending, or other obstruction in the
pipe, then that portion of the pressure of the head
of water that is not carried off in the discharge,

a bursting pressure on the walls of the
pipe.

_
This pressure is unequal at different parts of

the pipe. At the end e, where the water issues free

and unobstructed, it is next to nothing, and gradu-
ally increases towards the reservoir at d, where it

is equal to the difference between the head of water
in the cistern, and the head due to the velocity

with which the water is actually flowing in the
pipe. The principle now explained accounts for

the fact, that pipes often burst or becin to leak on
the motion of the water in them being checked or

stopped.

Itesistanec of Water to Bodies, moving through
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prepnring it is complicated and difficult. This
substance was discovered in ISIS by Theuard, who
termed it oxidised water. Dr B. W Richardson,
an eminent London physician, has lately eouir-i i

its value (in solution) as a therapeutic agent, and
has found it to be of extreme use in hooping-
cough, in certain forms of rheumatism, and (as a
palliative) in the last stages of consumption.

HYDROGRAPHY (Gr. hydar, water, graph-,
to write) is a description of the surface waters of

the earth, particularly of the bearings of coasts,

of currents, soundings, islands, shoals, &c, and of

anything the knowledge of which may be useful
for purposes of navigation. It, consequently, includes

the construction of charts, maps, &e., in which
these particulars are detailed. It is, in fact, to the

sea what geography is to the land. The first step

in the erection of hydrography into a science, was
made in the loth e. by Henry the Navigator, who
was the first to construct a sea-chart worthy of the
name. Among the maritime nations of Europe, it

is now made a matter of prime concern ; the hydro-

graphic office being an important branch of the

naval administration. The head of the hydrographic

department in the British service is usually a cap-

tain iu the royal navy. The officers surveying in

different parts of the world send their observations,

soundings, &c. ; and it is the business of the hydro-

grapher to consolidate these into available maps.

The hydrographer receives £S00 a year in addition

to his half-pay. In proof of the value attached to

these Admiralty charts among the marine of Eng-
land and even of foreign nations, it may be men-
tioned that in 1S59", no less than 6S.270 charts,

besides 691S books of sailing directions, were sold.

HY'DROMANCY. See Divination.

HYDROMA'NIA. See Pellagra and Suicide.

HYDRO'METER. See Areometer.

HY'DROMYS, a genus of rodent quadrupeds, of

the family Muridce, of which there arc only two
knowi species, imilar to one another, natives

of Van Diemen's Land. They have two incisors

and four molars in each jaw. They are called

Beaver Eats in Van Diemen's Land ; are nocturnal

and very shy ; inhabit the banks both of fresh and
salt water, and swim well. The largest species is

twice the size of a common rat. One of them has

the belly white, the other yellow.

HYDRO'PATHY, or HYGIE'NIC MEDICINE,
popularly termed the Water Cuke. Under the

head of Baths and Bathing (q. v.), an account has

been given of the bath in general, as a means of

preserving health. We have here to speak of water

in its manifold uses as an engine in the cure of

disease, and as forming a principal element in that

combination of hygienic appliances which goes to

make up hydropathy as at present practised. (In

accordance "with the' plan followed iu other cases of

the kind, the view exhibited is that of an adherent

of the system.)

The efficacy of in the cure of numerous
gnised. Water

was largely employed by" Hippocrates, the 'Father

of Medicine,' more than 2301) years ago, in the

treatment of many kinds of disease; and along

with a regulated diet, and an implicit belief in the

pis medicatrix natures, it apn ars to have formed the

chi elemi at in his medical armoury. Horace has

enshrined the memory of Antonios Musa, the hydro-

pathic physician ... the Enip.ror Augustus (Epist.

i. 15). Both Celsus and Galen—who flourished,

the one about 50 years B.C., and the other in the

2d c—speak favourably in their writings of the

use of water in the cure of disease, regarding it as

of high value

particularly of fevers. Throughout the Middle
Ages, likewise, many physicians of name, including
Aetius and Paulus .Egineta, and the more cele-

bra ed Paracelsus, were advocates if the remedial
virtues of water; all of them, however, having
faith in its uses in the treatment rather of acute
than of chronic disorders. In 1723, Nicolo Lanzani,
a Neapolitan physician, published a learned treatise

on the subject. In our own country, about the
beginning of the 18th c, Sir John Floyer and Dr
Baynard made a large use of water. Their conjoint
work, denominated P-iiicltrolvwiia, or the 'History of

Cold Bathing, both Ancient and Modern,' is replete
with quaint learning and practical shrewdness and
sagacity. But the most able and scientific among
the older treatises that have appeared in England
on the subject of the water treatment, is the work of

the well-known Dr Currie (q. v.), the biographer of

the poet Burns, published in 1797, and entitled

Medical Reports on the Effects of Water, Cold and
.Warm, &c. In this work, Dr Currie recommends
the cold affusion in typhus and other fevers, and
gives practical directions in regard to the cases

and the times when it may be used with advan-
tage. Eminent physicians of the present day have
admitted that these views, so far as they went, were
as scientific in principle as they were novel in their

application ; but the practice founded on them was
considered too dangerous by Carrie's contemporaries,
and fell into speedy neglect. It is worthy of

remark, that Currie appears to have limited his use
of water to acute ailments exclusively.

We have thus seen that up to the beginning of

the present century, by some of those who employed
it as a curative agent, water was used in the treat-

ment of acute, and by others of chronic diseases

;

by some as an internal agent alone, by others as au
external application in the various forms of the bath,
but never in all the manners combined. This com-
bination was first effected by the original genius of

Vincent Priessnitz, a Silesian farmer, with whom
began a new era for the water-cure. It was owing,
we are told, to his successful treatmeut of more than
one boddy injury which he had sustained in his own
person that, about the year 1820, Priessnitz became
so fortified in his convictions as to the curative

powers of water as to devote himself to employ it

medically in the cure of others. Beginning with the
external application of water for trifling diseases

among the poor of his neighbourhood, he gradually
undertook au extended range of cases, and multiplied

the modes of administration, introducing the wet
compress, the douche bath, partial 1. iths of all kinds,

the sweating process, the wet sheet, together with
copious drinking of pure water. In addition to

water in all these forms, he insisted on the value of

exercise, diet, fresh air, and mental repose, in the
cure of disease ; thus practically calling to his aid

the entire resources of hygiene, and establishing

by a simple, yet thoroughly original combination,
nothing less than a new system of medical treat-

ment. As to the success which attended Priessnitz's

practice, it is a historical fact that of 7500 patients,

who had gone to Gratenberg for advice and treat-

ment, up to the year 1841, or within the space of

about 20 years, there had been only 39 deaths, and
some of these, according to the registry of the
Austrian police, 'had died before commencing the
treatment, while some others were reported in a
forlorn state before anything was attempted' It is

to be regretted, however, that the founder of the
new system was not himself an educated physician,

so that he could have understood better the phil-

osophy of his own practice, and explained it more
correctly. He would, not have called his system the
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established throughout the country. In this bath,

the hydropathic procedure has received a most
important auxiliary in the treatment of many forms
of disease, but in an especial manner of the kind
more particularly under consideration at present,

such as gout, rheumatism, bronchitis, and other
complaints of an inflammatory or febrile character.

The same end of diaphoresis, or sweating, is secured,

although not so eliieiently. by means of the vapour
bath as used by the Russians, and by hot air

as generated by the spirit-lamp. The latter has
the advantage of being less expensive, and the
bather not being required to breathe the heated air,

many persons can use it who would be quite unable
to respire, without faintness, the highly heated
atmosphere of the Turkish bath. In addition to the

above, must be mentioned the use of warm fomenta-

tions, in the form of flannels wrung out of boiling-

water—a kind of application much relied on for

subduing local pain proceeding from whatever cause,

for relieving congestion, and abating and checking
inflammation.- So much for the principal hydropathic
operations employed to treat acute and hxtiam-

matory diseases—processes corresponding in their

aims and effects to antiphlogistic, diaphoretic, and
sedative drugs.

We have now to speak of the hydropathic agents

brought to bear on the second great division of

maladies, wherein the object is not to lower, but to

elevate, to the standard of health. In the former
class of cases, it was stated that water was the
agent most prominently brought forward, and it is

in such diseases alone that the term ' water cure

'

is at all appropriate. In those we are at present

dealing with, water certainly plays an important
part, but it is only in its combination with good air,

exercise, regulated diet, and nervous repose, that
diseases are cured as they are. As an illustration :

A cold bath is given in the usual way as a tonic.

Its effects are admirable under certain conditions

—

the first and chief of these being that a good reaction

takes place ; that the blood, which had been driven

by the constringent effects of the cold water from
the surface of the body into the inner parts, should

return in increased force when the stimulus of cold

is withdrawn. But to this end, in all but very

strong persons, exercise immediately after the bath
and must follow itis indispensably

matter of course, or the bath cannot be administered

with comfort, or even with safety. As much might
be said for the co-operative importance of pure air,

of diet, and of nervous repose, all of them, if

necessary to the preservation of health, of tenfold

importance in the cure of disease. Thus the highly

tonic properties of the bath, administered in its

various forms, and followed by a due proportion

of exercise, more especially in strong bracing air,

produce at once a marvellous effect in sharpening

the appetite and improving the powers of digestion,

so that, if simple and nourishing diet is administered,

better blood will be elaborated, and, consequently,

every tissue of the 'body be more highly nourished

and invigorated. It is scarcely necessary to say,

that, in all cases, this is and must always be a

gradual process, for it is evident that the treatment

pursued, whether in reference to exercise, diet, or

the use of the stimulus of water, must bear an accu-

rate relation to the invalid's strength. Little by
little, however, and in most cases much more rapidly

than might be imagini !. improvement begins to take

place. From the great aetmn 1 r. night to bear on
the skin by means" of the different applications of

water, the prudent use of the Turkish bath, and
the effects of full exercise, a rapid change of the

particles of the body takes place—so rapid, that,

according to Liebig, ' by means of the water-cure-

treatment, a change of matter is effected in a greater

degree in six weeks, than woidd happen in the
ordinary course of nature in three years '—while,

at the same time, the effete matter thrown off is

replaced by the healthier materials supplied to the
economy by an improved quality of blood, itself the
residt of an improved digestion, and this, again,

resulting from the heightened vis vitas which the
combined hydropathic agencies have produced. The
forms of the bath may of course be varied ad
infinitum, as well as its power according to the
temperature of the water. The baths most in vogue
in daily practice are technically denominated the
Wash down, Dripping sheet, Shallow, Sitz bath, and
Douche, together with the Pack; or )VH sheet before

mentioned ; in addition to which there is a catalogue
of local applications, too extensive to enumerate.
These various appliances of water are capable of

producing extraordinary effects on the economy,
constituting, as they do, especially when conjoined
with exercise, the most powerful tonics, and, at the
same time, the most safe and agreeable, that can be
brought to bear on the body. It might truly be
added that, in the treatment of chronic disease,

this same element, water, is capable of becoming,
according to the manner and quantity of its use,

internally and externally, au alterative, derivative,

diuretic, and diaphoretic. It is as a touic and
stimulant, however, that its virtues are most
conspicuous, and most called into requisition for

the cure of chronic ailments.

From a variety of circumstances, the system of

hydropathic medicine has been greatly misunder-
stood and misjudged by the general public. For one
thing, the name of 'water cure,' or •' hydropathy,'
adopted by Priessnitz, has been very prejudicial, as

leading to the false inference that the one element
of water alone constitutes the bone and marrow of

the system, playing the part of a panacea for every
form of human ailment. Such a notion has never
been maintained by the practitioners of scientific

hydropathy, and it is matter of regret that some
more comprehensive and catholic title, as that
of ' hygienic medicine,' has not long' since been
adopted. As it is, the prejudice against the system
is gradually giving way ; it is no longer treated

as heresy by the orthodox profession ; and many
enlightened practitioners are in the habit of sending
certain classes of their patients to hydropathic
establishments, and even subject themselves to

the ti-patment. In fact, the tendency of ordinary
medical practice has of late years been towards
the principles on which hydropathy is based. A
manifest disposition exists on the part of the more
enlightened members of the profession to rely much
less on art and much more on nature in the treat-

ment of diseases of every type, but especially those

of a chronic character, than was formerly the case

;

and as the practitioners of scientific hydropathy
by no means exclude the use of drugs, when they
appear to be necessary, it would seem that a

convergence of opinion is really coming about.

Hydropathy, hitherto, has been almost exclusively

practised in large estabbshmonts. presided over by
competent medical men, and dedicated to a thorough
and systematic carrying out of the principles on
which the system of cure is founded. There can be
no question that this is by far the most complete
and satisfactory arrangement when it can be accom-
plished. But the power of leaving their daily work
for the purpose of seeking health, is what falls to

the lot of very few ; and if the hydropathic treat-

ment were to be absolutely limited to its chosen
retreats in the country, and incompatible with the
business and work of town-life, it would be shorn
of half its utility as a remedy, and be a luxury to
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irhiefa only the rich and ,1

hi usually be
bad by mi pplies to the

o£ the bath, to the
regulation of diet, and • early hours.

' « ithout country air and other
djuncts, no doubt a vast deal might be

done both for the cure of disease and the preserva-

tion of health. Towards effecting the latter object,

I lie num. -tis,> value of

ance with it,

tion c.f th

sell'-di'iiial, and sen - i he laws of

health, which, wbil much to the
fa o nol

recommend the work of Di I

''

Wilson, call,

! Idward Johnson ; and

11\ DR< IPHO EM \ (d ' '. d Ei ma

ni,l gradually
heals in the ordinary manner. After an uncertain
interval, usually ranging from six weeks t., eighteen
months, which is termed the period oi

the following symptoms appear: The patient expe-
omfort or pain at the Beat of the bite.

I b stiff or numb ; some-
times becomes swelled and livid, an. 1 o

reopens, and dischar

original seat

of injury towards the trunk. !

i Within a fi

i very few days after the

this loeal irritation, during which time the patient

I

about the neck and throat, finds" hims. It' unable to

swallow- fluids, and every attempt to do -

and oi fluids brin

i. I ',!. in.- ; and this

. till the patient

dies from pure exhaustion. The i

of wind or the waving of a

before th

.; ies ; the patient d

I

of delirium, or even mania, is as-o.-iat. .1 with Ihe

irritability. Death n

I

ins.

Some in
i in! lined that

hydrophobia may , [ioni 'I on Ij

developed in man, as i- undoubtedly tni

sionally in ,;

i, which i-> i

cated by the bite of the dog, but wl
bean prod i

•

n ii applied t.i the unbroken
skin ; to pi

u may enter I

Drones.

uised by the

h of a cat ; but as both cats and d
frequentlj
polsoliolls

frequently apply their paws to their months, the
poisonous saliva may be introduced in this way by

There has been much discussion
the poison. Is it immed

into the system generally,
imprisoned in the wound or cicatrix for a time?
In the latter case, we
the poison any time between the inflii

bite and the i

poison is thus locally r, taini

probable from the fa. t, thai
i iod 'bid

•

the seat of the wound, and th

are speedily followed by the characterist i,

li ,-ase.

Little need be said of the treatment of hydro-
phobia, for there is no well-anthentic
recovery on record. Th
may, however, be alleviated by ,hl n.form, opiates,

the hot-air bath, &c. But although
cannot be cured, its development may h
by the early and complete excision of th

provided the situation
live use of the knife. 'If,' says l>r V,

injury be so deep or extensive, or so situate,! that
you cannot remove the whole surface of the wound,
cut away what you can j then wash the wound
thoroughly and for some hours together, by means
of a stream of warm water, which may be poured
from a tea-kettle ; place an exhausted ,

from time to time over the exposed W<

finally apply to every point of it a pencil of lunar

Caustic, [f y,,u cannot brint: 1

1

contact with every part , make use

of some liquid eschar, .tie ; strong nitric lid, for

example.' Early excision is th
.

tive, but if, t :

omitted in the first insi ible for the
reasons already given regarding the probable latency
of the poison. un, 1 at any period
before symptoms of ri

I ipear. The
reason why many neglect to have iron), di

probably is, that hydrophobia by no
means follows, as a matter of certainty, th

rabid animal. John Hunter stat. s that he kn»• an
instance in which, of twenty-,,,

a mad dog, one alone was infected. On the other
hand, wc have evidence that of one hundred and

ons who were bitten by rabid wolves,

more than one-fa

this disease. Although we hai
evidence on a lar_e scale, there is no doubt that the
majority of persons who are h

do escape th

probably re

animal who-,-

under I: •
.

i
.

HYDROPHYLLA <T. K, a natural order of

ontaining about 80 known
; parts of

e i them an ol

us.- to which they are applied, although Hydro-
a reputed in North

America a remedy for snake bit, s. and tie haves

both raw and b..il,.l ; but some of

them are fa\ o our Bower-borders,
particularly different n Ufa. The
order indudl

plants, They ar. often hispid, like

the Boragi
i -..



HYDROSTATICS.

HYDROSTATICS treats of the equilibrium of

liquids, and of their pressures on the walls of vessels

containing them; the science depends on the way
in which the molecules of a liquid form a mass
under the action of gravity and molecular attrac-

tion, the latter of which is so modified in liquids

as to give them their state of liquidity. While
the particles of a liquid cohere, they are free to

slide upon one another without the least apparent
friction ; and it is this perfect mobility that gives

them the mechanical properties considered in

The fundamental property maybe thus stated:

When a ritESSTOE is exerted on any part of the
SURFACE OF A LIQUID, THAT PRESSURE IS TRANS-
MITTED UNDIMINISHED TO ALL PARTS OF THE MASS,

and IN all DIRECTIONS. Most of the other propo-

sitions of hydrostatics are only different forms or

direct consequences of this truth. This is a physical

axiom, but its truth may be experimentally proved.

Suppose a close box B filled with water, aud having
a tube a inserted into the upper cover, of an inch in

area, aud with a plug or piston fitting into it. If

the piston a is now

Eg.

connected together by leather in the manner of a
bellows, B. The tube A is connected with the
interior ; and a person standing on the upper board,
and pouring water into the tube, may lift himself up.

If the area of the upper board is 1000 times that
of the tube, an ouuee of water in the tube will

support 1000 ounces at W. It is on the same
principle that the Hydraulic Press (q. v.) depends.

1. Equilibrium of Liquids.—After this explan-
ation of the fundamental properties of liquids,

it may be enough to state the two conditions
of fluid equilibrium which directly flow from it.

(1.) Every molecule of the liquid must be solicited

by equal aud contrary pressures in every direc-

tion. This is a corollary from liquid mobility.

(2.) The upper molecules of a liquid, which are

free, must form a surface perpendicular to the
impressed force. The truth of this will sufficiently

appear from the proof, that the surface of a
liquid at rest under gravity must be what is called

horizontal. It can be shewn to be a consequence
of the primary property
of ' pressing equally in all

directions.' For let da and
cb be vertical lines, or

lines in the direction of

_ oundweight, ! gravity ; and ab a plane at

the water, being unable right angles to that direction.

to escape, will react i or horizontal. A particle of

upon the piston with : the liquid at a is pressed by
the same force ; but it i

the column of particles above
obviously will not press

[ it from a to d ; and the like

more against a than
! is the case at b. Now, since

agaiust any other part : the liquid is at rest, these

of the box, therefore every square inch of the
!
pressures must be equal ; for

interior surface of the box is pressed outward with : if the pressure at b, for in-

the force of a pound. If, then, there is another tube
;

stance, were greater than at a, there would be a
inserted in any part of the box with a plug of the flow of the water from a towards b. It follows that

same area, as at b, it will require a force of a pound the line ad is equal to be, and hence that dc ia

to keep this plug in its place. (We leave out of parallel to ab, and therefore horizontal. The same
account at present the pressure upon b arising from might be proved of any two points in the surface;

the weight of the water in the box above it, and con-
j

therefore the whole is in the same horizontal plane,

aider only the pressure propagated by the forcing
|

2. Pressure of Liquids on Surfaces.—The general

down of the plug a.) However many plugs of the proposition on this point may be stated thus : Tlie

same size there were, each would be pressed out pressure of a liquid on any surface immersed in it, is

with the same force of a pound ; and if there were equal to the weight of a column of the liquid u-hose

a large plug of four times the area, as at c, it would base is the surface pressed, and wJiose height is the

be pressed out with a force of four pounds. We have perpendicular depth of the centre of e/ravifi/ of
only, then, to enlarge the area of the piston c to .

the surface beloxo the surface of the' liquid.
' See

obtain any multiplication of the force exerted at a.
\

article Centre of Pressure. The pressure thus

If the area of c is 1000 inches, that of a being one exerted is independent of the shape or size of the

inch, a pressure of one pound on a becomes a
j

vessel or cavity containing the liquid,

pressure of 1000 pounds one; and if we make the 3. Buoyancy and Flotation.—As a consequence
pressure on a one ton, that on c will be 1000 tons.

|

of the proposition regarding the pressure of liquids

This seemingly wonderful mul- : on surfaces, it can be shewn that when a solid body
tiplication of power has received

|
is immersed iu a liquid, it loses as much weight as

the name of the hydrostatic that of an equal bulk of the liquid weighs. It follows

paradox. It is, 'however, ' that, if a cubic foot of the liquid and of the solid

nothing more than what takes have equal weights, the solid will lose all its weight,
place in the lever, wdien one or will remain in the liquid wherever it is put ; if ;

of the
weight,

to the

the long arm is
,

cubic foot of the liquid weigh more tin

made to balance 100 pounds on
|

solid, the solid will not only lose al

the short arm. but will rise up, and that with a force

If the pressure we have
i
difference ; if a cubic foot of the liquid weigh less

supposed exerted on the piston
;
than one of the solid, the solid will lose weight, but

a arose from a pound of water
j

will sink.

poured into the tube above it, it
j

When a solid swims, or rises and i i 1

would continue thesame though floats on the surface ot a liquid, I I A I I

the piston were removed. The the next problem of hvibosta'ics .,
: _]

pound of water in the tube is
'

is to determine how much of it L_Z

then pressing with its whole will be below the surface. We
weight on every square inch of have already seen that any solid

the inner surface of the box—
! in a liquid is pressed upward with '

downwards, sidewise, and upwards. The apparatus a force equal to the weight of the Fig. 4.

calied the hydrostatic bdlons acts on this principle
,
water whose room it occupies.

(see fig. 2). It consists of two stout circular boards
)
Now, a floating bodj' must be pressed up with a
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force equal to its own wei-hl

.sink lower ;

until tin' 3]

would contain an at [tial in weight
!. Bolid AI'..

A> th.' buoyancy of a bodj

equal bulk of tin' li.p

. nit, according I

liquid, in which it ia immersed. A p
- foot in water, will sink barely an inch

..;• i v n iron. Also a

bo.ly which would sink of itself, ia buoyed up by
! v ; til.- bulk is thus

a -

shaping them so as to make them dis-

b in their own wi
i .-ink* : the san:

like a cup "i

buoyant property ot liquids is independent of their
i: there be only

surround thi

be made to bear up a body of a ton wi

floats as high in a small dock as in tli

(tig. 5) to be a portion of a liquid turned solid,

; gravity of a Bi

centre ..f gr > rater, is . ailed

m mm of a floating body
liable, when, on suflVi ing :» .-

an its original position. Tne conditions
fi

panj ing figui body floating

_ 1 in bulk ; it will evidently remain at

rest, as it n were -till liquid. It- v.

gravity c; but that force is halm 1 by the upward

ore, the resultant of all these
elementary pressures must l>.

equ d and
i

i|

Now, whatevi r o

the ma^s .,f solid water aid, tne au]

Bure or buoyancy of tie- water around it must be
the same; hence we conclude, that wht

', tai/tnirii.

I i- i..-. upied

by the hum
111. supporting tor.'-. CO, is -till the same

'

the I

tion is now
*

.
. ravity of the whole

, body. WI i tine at rest

9 or in a st .'• of equilibrium, this point

Pjg_ ,; Inll-I evidently Ik- in ill.-

line with .- ; for if the

the position I .
they tvonld lend to

iiuike the body r..ll over. The line passing through

in equilibrium

centre of bno of dotation,

which is of covj

i

being now altered, the .
i

longer in tin I ;

Now, it is evident, that it tie i

Hire—that is, a vertical line through 15

to bring the

axis int i

quilibri tm oi bhe bodj i But if BM meet
the below < lie axis

rurthi i and further from the vertical, until the body
mm. There is

therca the 1

.ins in

any position in which it is put; thi- i- .ailed imlif-

ace, I! is always right under G, in whatever
way the.

wh'ieh a , ide to roll are at

p.int M '

is the iitita-

|

:
i

1 1 for a
lio.lv oi i In the con-

to have
a Lty as low as p..- il >!•-, in order

With

low in the hold

I i wiry and AREOMETER.

HYDROS1 I. I'HI I: I. ACID (H S), known
n, Sulpkijdric A

ffydrothitmic Ac •', is a nat

. ranee,

i Italy, and Han > I, and is

spontaneously wherever sulphurous oi ninic matters

are und. rgoing putrefactio

stagnant sewers and cess-] Is, and in

nic matter and

which is

old snlphuret)

i bottle,

and dilul tlecom-

iiy.li...'. ii eoml.iiiiii : v. itli tl. nlpliur of

tho sulphide to lorni hydrofluluhuric acid, which
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escapes as a gas, while its oxygen enters into I or blue pill, which must be continued till slight
combination with the iron, forming oxide of iron ' symptoms of salivation manifest themselves.
(FeO), which unites with the sulphuric acid to HYDROZO'A. See Zoophytes.

HYERES, or H1ERES, a small town of France,
in the department of Var, is situated three miles
from the Mediterranean, and eight miles east ot

Toulon. It is celebrated for the beauty of the
situation and the mildness of the climate, and is

therefore much resorted to by foreiguers suffering

Hygicia.

form the ordinary protosulphate ot iron or green
vitriol, which remains in solution. The reaction is

expressed by the equation :

ofK'.!;"
Sulphuric Add. Hjdre.ulphurta Sulph.toof Irou.

FeaS + H8,SO< = H.S + Fe2,S04.

Hydrosulphuric acid is a colourless gas of a

strong and very nauseous odour, resembling that from chest or nervous com
of rotten eggs. It consists of two volumes of plaints. Near the coast lie

hydrogen and one volume of sulphur vapour con-
j

the lies d'Hieres, called by
densed into two volumes, which form its combin-

[

the ancients the Steechades,

ing measure. It is about seventeen times heavier which, with the exception of

than hydrogen. By pressure, it is liquefied, and the military garrisons of a
by the additional application of cold, it may be

j

few forts, are uninhabited,

obtained in the solid form (see Gases). Water Here, the heat of the climate

dissolves, at 59°, 323 volumes of this gas, but the is tempered by the sea-breezes,

solution soon becomes milky when exposed to the and the season seems an
air, in consequence of the oxygen of the air com- eternal spring,

billing with the hydrogen of the gas, and sulphur
! HYGIEl'A—in the classi-

being precipitated. It is highly combustible, and cal mythology, the goddess
burus with a pale blue flame, producing water of Health — the daughter of
and sulphurous acid, and, generally, a deposit of /Esculapius. She was wor-
sulphur. It has a weak acid reaction, and forms shipped at Athens, Coriuth,
one of the hydracids. Although a feeble acid, it Argos, and other important
combines readily with bases. " cities, and in works of

Its use as a reagent is dependent on the fact, art is usually represented
that many of the sidphides which it forms with as a blooming virgin, with
metallic oxides are insoluble in water, and are a snake, the symbol of
thrown down from solutions as precipitates with health, which drinks from
characteristic colours. Thus the gas, or a watery a cup held iii her hand.

—

solution of it, gives an orange precipitate with the Hygieia is the name of
compounds of antimony—while with those of arsenic one of the newly-discovered Planetoids (q v

)

it gives a yellow-with those of lead and of silver,
, HYGKO'METER (Gr. hyqro*, moist, "metron,

a black-anil with those of zinc, a white precipitate, measure), an instrument for measuruv- the quantity
The air of a room shghtlv .nip.vgnated with this of moisture in the atmosphere. The earlier forms

gas may be breathed with impunity, but a small of hygrometer depended upon the pronertv possessed
quantity of the undiluted gas msp.red produces by some su ],sta„cos of readily absorbing moisture
famtuess, and its respiration, ma very moderate from the ail al „l 1 ..-!,, ^ thereby changed in dimen
proportion was found by Ihenard to prove fatal- sions or in wei„ht . of this kind was the hair
birds perishing man- winch contained ^th, and a hygrometer of Saussure, in which a hair which
dog m air containing -.—th part ot this gas. Its expands and contracts in length according as the air
poisonous effects are best counteracted by the inhal- £3 more or iess ul oist, ,va3 m;ull , t „ move an index •

ation of very diluted chlorine gas winch may be a siunlar instrument was the whalebone hygrometer
readily obtained from a little chloride of hme placed of Dehlc . but as otner c

..m3C3 as ,vel , as moisture
in the folds of a napkin moistened with vinegar. affect suoh instruments, they afford no accurateA very minute trace of this gas may be detected indications. The most perfect hygrometer, theo-
by placing a piece of paper moistened with a retically, is that of J. F. Daniell (q. v.). It consists
strong solution of sugar of lead, over the vessel f two bidbs connected by a bent tube, as repre-
or apcrture-as, for instance over an opening in seuted in the figure, and enclosing a thermometer,
a dram—from which we think it is escaping If together with some ether and vapour of ether, the
it be present, a more or less black—often only a air having been expelled.
brown—tint is developed after a few minutes, in The bulb b is covered
consequence of the formation of sulphide of lead. wjth muslin and a is

HYDROTHO'RAX (derived from fa/dor, water, either blackened or
and tlfirtu-. the chest) is the term applied to dropsi- coated with metal. The
cal collections in the Pleura (q. v.), a closed serous observer's hand is placed
sac enveloping the lung on either side. When it for a short time on b, to
exists to any extent, the pressure which it exerts on drive the ether into a,

the lungs impedes the passage of the blood through leaving b and the tube
them, and occasions difficulty, of breathing lividity filled with vapour of
of countenance, &c. ; and more or less dropsy in the ether. A little ether is

face, ankles, &c., soon appears. The physical signs then dropped from a
by which the disease can be detected are too purely flask, of the form e,

professional for these pages. on the muslin-covered
The causes of hydrothorax are various. It may bulb; evaporation iu-

depend upon inflammation of the secreting mem- stantly takes place, and
brane, or it may be a consequence of organic produces a cooling of 6, which condenses the
disease of the heart or lungs. With regard to vapour inside ; a fresh evaporation from n (ills

treatment when the disease seems to depend upon the vacuum, which is again condensed by dropping
inflammation of the pleura, great advantage may ether on b, and the process is repeated till the
often be derived from occasional cupping and temperature of a is so reduced by successive
repeated blistering. The most popular internal evaporations (see Evaporation), that" dew begins
remedy is a combination of squill and either calomel to be formed on the outside of the bulb. At

492
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the instant this occurs, the height of the mercury
-. noted, the

iml the other

tual quantity
n[" moisture contained in a cubic toot of air can

i
iiiy found from the following empirical

formula : weight of moisture in grains = \^ "" x />;

the b mperature -

• .'ii. and p (found from babies) the
vapour at the temperature of the

dew-point The evident defects of this instru-

ment are, first, its rapidity o

it allowed for the glass, ether, and
i to ' te to t

;

.... lighei

and, thirdly,

on ing i" the

difficulty of preserving the eth r in a fluid state.

I
1 a'li.-ll'- li\ _r ti i-

. ich, from 1840
il observations—till 1847, when it was

- hi. nt instrument, the

This instan-

ts of two therm.,

m

. which serves to give the temperature

of the air; the other has its bulb covered with
muslin or other similar material, to

which is attached an absorbent wick, communi-
cating with a vessel of rain-water, an arrangement
by which the muslin is kept constantly wet The
evaporation from the muslin, ami consequent cooling
of the bulb, being in prop.irti.ui to thi

the air ; tin

two thermometers will be greatest when the air

is driest, and zero when it is completely saturated

with moisture.

The Ptycnrometrlcal Tablet of I f?i

. give in English inches

of mercnry the elastic force of vapour contained in

the nir, and its relative humidity in hundredths,
derived from indications of the wet and dry bulb

thermometers in decrees of Fahrenheit

based upon the formula- adopted by M. V. Regnanlt
. rur Wygrometrie, .Vc. These Tables

should Ik- consulted by every meteorologist who de-

sires to make himself acquainted with the phenomena
of »t! pheric humidity. But for domes
simple observation of the wel and dry bulb tempera-
ture, and reference to lAppincott't Vapour Index
(Philadelphia), or Sdton'i Bygrodeik (Boston), will

.mine readily the liygioinctric eondition

of n room.

HYMCSHOS, the name of an Egyptian dynasty,
generally known as the Shepherd Kin
'

•

shepherd. According to Josephns and
kings, named (1),

i'lor 1"« years;

(8), Apachnas, kpachnau, or 1'aehna.s, who reigned
p.iphis, .\ pilosis, who i.

oi \naii. who reigned SO; 6
1 who reigned

(8 years who reigned

01 years.

i-i 1 their arrangement, an

total mini 1
-

. Matntho,
according to Josephns. stat- s that they reigned -"ill

years, but the total "t the reigns he cites amounts
to only 269 years 10 months; while Aim-anus
make* their duration Eusebius 108.

Africanua makes the Shepherds consist of the

lath, li'.lh, and 17th dynasties, and to have ruled

953 years, I. lit only ".iu-s tin- names and reigns of

one, which be nulls' the 15th; while Eusebiua makes
them more correctly the 1 7th dynast--

stated in the Egyptian annals to have been a race of

i-.m.pii-roi-s sprung fr the East, who, under Salatis,

their lirst long, took Memphis, and rend

tary the "hole of Egypt, and fortifit I

Avari-, on the east of the Blil.astite aim

where he maintained a garrison of 240,000 soldiers.

Their oppri
to revolt, and under Taakan.

\inasis I. of the I

i about tin t- mples of I-
i

and of >, t. the god of thi II
. tei me b

lnenee.l, when a long war I u-ok t, -

under Aniline-, w itli i
!, :itnl a kin--;

who is ealle.i MlS|,ll|-:e_.|lllltl|.,->, ,-ll'ipo
1 to lie

a Thothmes, Hnalh drove th. -in ,.-i; 1

of an officer, named A., I - I'. :..--.
.

I El Cab,
re.-ountstliis siege and hisexploil -

to Manetho, thej depart. .1 un.l

interest attaching to the It. is. that thi

founded with the Hebrews. .,i

monarchs under whom Joseph entered Egypt, by the

old ecclesiastical writers. In the monuments and the

papyrus of Turin, in which portions of their names
occur ill the list of the kings, they hear the full

titles of monarchs, although the papy
there were no kings in Egypt at the time, and
that Taakan was only himself a /../-. 01

the south. The H.. on a contemporai
remaining at El Kali, are called .1/. «.. or Shephi rds.

The 11. Were l.y no means the devastatin

described by the historian. They entered Egypt, it

appears from the monuments, about tie I

tiau dynasty, and were content with inscribing their

names and titles on the monum
eessors, the name of Appapus having been found
mi a clossus nt Seh.ikhetp III. .,f tin- l.'ith dynasty,
and on that of a king of the 14th dyn
Traces of that of Saites or Salatis In

found at Tel-Mokdam or (.'ynopolis.

divergence of opinion has prevail. -1 ann-

as to their race and origin. Josephns calls them
Hebrews or Arabs; the Sync -Ibis, l'lmnician

shepherds. They have also been supi ...-
1 to l.e

Idumteans, Tshmaelites, or Scythians. I heir physi-

ognomy Beems to indicate a Semitic
their worship of Set connects them with the
Khita, a people to the north of Palestine, on the
confines of Mesopotamia. The names of the kings
exhibit no foreign peculiarities ; some are purely
Egyptian. As regards the date of the If. dominion,
the most conflicting opinions In,-

scholars. I'.iinsen makes their rule end 1639 !-.'•.;

I., i-m-, 1842 inc. Placing, however, the discovered
-I.' iiiMtlmics ill., 144") in-., iii his 16th year,

the close of H. dominion must
1500 B. c.

Bunsen, Egypt* Place, vol ii. pp, 106, 578;
I,, psnis. A'. »ii, i.J, a, I, ; l'.oikh. Maui-tlio, p. •_>.>'

1 ; I>e

I..-/-. Usui), vol. iv. p. 249; Marietta,

Rev. Arch. (1861), vol iii pp 97, '-'4;. 337.

IIVI.l-:osAI"i:rs (Gr. forest-lizard), huge

Sussex. Fragments of different indi-

viduals have I u found sin-,

notion of the affinities and great size of

tin- reptile. The bones ol the head have not yet

I . they se.-ni to indicate I

vegetable eater. The body was broader than high,

and terminated in a long slen.hr flexible tail ; the

limbs wen- ri-lativ.-ly short; the skm. was covered
with scutes and tubercles ; and a row of very largo
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tliin angular bony spines extended down the buck,

and formed a serrated dermal crest, like

Bpihea of the modern iguana. It is supposed to

have attained a length of 25 feet. The remains of

only one Bpeoiea have been found; it has been
named //. Vicnii.

HY'MEN, or HYMENS' US, in Grecian
mythology, the god of marriage ; but originally, the
word seems to have denoted only the bridal-song

which was sung by the companions of the bride as

she went from her father's house to that of the
bridegroom. The god H. is first mentioned by
Sappho. The legends concerning him are various ;

but ho f Apollo and
s a boy

;er and graver
in his hands.

some one of the Muses. He i

with wings and a garland,

Cupid, with a bridal-torch and

HYMENO'PTERA (Gr. membrane-winged), an
order of insects, containing a very great number of
species, estimated at about one-fourth of the whole
class, and of which some, as ants and bees, are

singularly interesting and important. They have
the mouth furnished with mandibles for cutting and
tearing, but the other parts of the mouth are adapted
for suction, and are generally narrow and elongated,

often united into a kind of proboscis, as in bees.

See Bee. The antennae are generally slender, but
often exhibit differences in the sexes of the same

species. The wings are four

in number, the first pair larger

s „ than the second, the wings of

'-V the same side united in flight

If by little hooks. The wings,
when at rest, are laid one over

Wing of Honey Bee. another horizontally over the
body. The wings are entirely

membranous, not reticulated as iu the JSfeuroptera,

but with comparatively few nervures, the arrange-

ment of which is so constant in the whole order,

that particular names have been given to them and
to the spaces between them, and their diversities

have been made use of in classification. The
wings are wanting in the imperfectly developed
females (neuters) of some. Besides the ordinary

eyes, all the H. have three small simple (or stem-

malic) eyes on the top of the head. The abdomen
is generally united to the thorax by a slender
pedicle. The abdomen of the females is generally

furnished with an organ capable of being protruded,

but for different purposes in different sections of

the order, it being in some of the hymenopterous
tribes an ovipositor or borer, and in others a
sting. The H. in their perfect state generally
feed on honey, but some of them prey on other
insects, which are the food of the larva? of a greater
number ; whilst the larvte of some feed on various
vegetable substances. The metamorphoses of the
insects of this order are perfect ; the larva; are
generally—although not in all the families—desti-

tute of feet ; the pupae take no food. The H. are
remarkable for the dilatation of the tracheal or air-

tubes into vesicles, and the general perfection of the
respiratory system. The instincts, and even apparent
intelligence, displayed by some of them—particu-
larly the social Kinds, which live in communities—
hai i s : d admiration from the earbest times.—

having an ovipositor; and Aculeata, having a poison-

reservoir and sting. To the former belong saw-
Hies, gall-flies, ichneumons, &c. ; to the latter belong
ants, bees wasps, &c.

HYME'TTUS, a mountain in Attica, now called

Trelo Vouni, situated to the south-east of Athens,
and famous among the ancients for its honey and
its marble. The honey still retains its reputation.
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HYMN, a canticle of praise or of prayer addressed
to the divine honour. The word in its strict

acceptation supposes a certain metrical structure,
or at least some kind of rhythmical cadence.
The use of hymns dates from 'the earliest days
of Christianity (Matt. xxvi. 30; Col. iii. 10);
but our information as to the hymns of the
early ages, and still more as to their authors, is

extremely imperfect. The Te Deum is variously
ascribed 'to St Ambrose, St Hilary, to Abundius,
and to a monk named Sissabul. To Prudentius,
with greater certainty, are assigned the Hymn oj
Holi/ Innocents, Salvele Flores Marlyrum, and the
Ales Diet Nunliiis. Even the names of the authors
of the more modern hymns are often involved in
mystery ; but some of the most esteemed hymns
are known as the productions of Sedulius, of

Fortunatus, of Paul the Deacon, of St Bernard,
and St Thomas. The number of hymn-writers in
the modern languages is so great as to preclude
the possibility of any enumeration. The most com-
plete modern collection of medieval Latin hymns
is Mone's Hymni Latini Medii -Eci, 3 vols. Svo.
Friburg, 1S5G.

HYOSCY'AMUS. See Henbane.

HYPA'TIA, daughter of Thcon, an astronomer
and mathematician of Alexandria, and head of the
Neo-Platonic school in that city, was born in the
latter part of the 4th century. She was equally
remarkable for her beauty, her wisdom, and her
tragic fate. From her earliest youth, she exhibited
an amazing intelligence, in consequence of which,
her father, one of the most erudite savans of his

time, resolved to give her genius a thoroughly
philosophic culture. She succeeded her father in

the chair of philosophy at Alexandria ; and the
fame of her lectures drew round her students
from all parts of the East where the influence of

Greek thought and knowledge was felt. H. seems
to have been worthy of the lofty eulogies she has
received. Amid the widespread corruptions of Alex-
andria, she lived as spotless as a vestal ; and if

her teaching was not one that could lay a strong
hand on the vices of heathenism, and arrest their

course, it was at least sufficient not only to pre-

serve herself from pollution, but also to inspire her
with a love of beauty, truth, and goodness, that was
Christian in its spirit and earnestness, if heathen
in its form and limitations. The citizens of Alex-
andria were proud of her ; and such rebance was
placed on her judgment and sagacity, that the
magistrates used frequently to consult her on impor-
tant eases. Among those who were most intimate
with her was Orestes, prefect of the city. At this

time, the Bishop of Alexandria was Cyril (q. v.), a
tierce hater of heathens and heretics. Detesting
Orestes, whom he suspected of being no true Chris-
tian, and who had drawn up an accusation against

him for exciting a tumult, he soon cast an evil eye
on H, whom he regarded as a Satanic enchantress,

and the grand obstacle to his reconciliation with
the prefect. His hatred communicated itself to the
lower clergy, and especially to certain savage monks
from the Kitrian deserts, who, headed by one Peter,

a reader, attacked H. in the streets as she was
returning from her lecture-room. The maiden was
dragged from her chariot, hurried to the Caesarian

Church, where she was stripped naked, and murdered
with tiles, after which she was torn to pieces, and
her limbs carried to a place called Cinaron, and
there burned to ashes, 415 A. D.

HYPERESTHESIA (derived from hyper, over,

and aisOtesis, a sensation) include those affections

which have this property in common—viz., an
exalted irritability and increased irritation of the
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effect, :

gland,

Mr I ';.-,.

tioj.liv:

healthy

for example, hypertrophy of the thyroid

istituting tlie disease known as goitre or

le, hypertrophy of the prostate gland,

leen, &C. The following are, according to

. the conditions which give rise to hyper-

l. The increased exercise of a part in its

motion ; 2, An increased accumulation, in

of the particular materials which a part

appropriates in its nutrition or in secretion; 3. An
increased afflux of healthy blood. In hypertrophy
of the muscular tissue, the first and third of these

conditions are present. In hypertrophy of the

fatty tissue, constituting obesity, there is an excess

of fat or of its chief elements in the blood.

HY'PHASIS. SeeSuTLEJ.

HY'PHEN (Gr. together, in one), the name
given to a mark in writing, thus (-), indicating that
two words or syllables are to be connected; e. g.,

bull-fight.

HYPNOTISM (from the Greek word hypnos,
sleep) is a term invented by the late Mr Braid, of.

Manchester, to designate certain phenomena of the
nervous system which in many respects resemble
those which are induced by animal magnetism, but
which clearly arise from the physical and psychical
condition of the patient, and not from any eman-
ation proceeding from others. The foUowing are

his directions for induciug the phenomena, and
especially the peculiar sleep-like condition of

hypnotism. Take a silver lancet-case or other
bright object, and hold it between the fingers of

the left hand, about a foot from the eyes of the
person experimented on, in such a position above
the forehead as to produce the greatest strain on
the eyes compatible with a steady fixed stare at

the object. The patient must be directed to rivet

his mind on the object at which he is gazing. His
pupils will first contract, but soon dilate consider-

ably; and if, after they are well dilated, the first

and second fingers of the operator's right hand,
extended and a little separated, are carried from
the object towards the eyes, the eyelids will most
probably close with a vibratory motion. After ten
or fifteen seconds have elapsed, it will be found
that the patient retains his arms and legs in any
position in which the operator places them. It will

also be found that all the special senses, excepting
sight, are at first extremely exalted, as also are the

muscular sense and the sensibility of heat and cold

;

but after a time the exaltation of function is followed

by a state of depression far greater than the torpor

of natural sleep. The patient is now thoroughly
hypnotised. The rigidity of the muscles and the pro-

found torpor of the nervous system may be instantly

removed, and an opposite condition induced by
directing a current of air against the muscles which
we wish to render limber, or the organ we wish
to excite to action ; and then by mere repose the

senses will speedily regain their original condition.

If a current of air directed against the face is not

sufficient to arouse the patient, pressure and friction

should be applied to the eyelids, and the arm or

leg sharply struck with the open hand.

From the careful analysis of a large number of

experiments, Mr Braid is led to the conclusion, that

by a continual fixation of the mental and visual eye
upon an object, with absolute repose of body and
general quietude, a feeling of stupor supervenes*

which renders the patient liable to be readily

affected in the manner already described. As the

experiment succeeds with the blind, he considers

that ' it is not so much the optic, as the sentient,

motor, and sympathetic nerves, and the mind,
through which the impression is made.
Many of the minor operations of surgery have
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been performed on patients in the hypnotised state
without pain, and hypnotism has been successfully
employed as a therapeutic agent in numerous forms
of disease, especially such as have their seat in
the nervous system. An interesting memoir On
Hypnotic Therapeutics was published "by Mr Braid
in the 17th volume of The Monthly Journal of
Medical Science (1S53).

HY'POCATJST, a form of furnace much used by
the Romans, for the purpose of heating baths and
apartments. The fuel is placed in a chamber under
the floor, and the smoke and heated air are made
to circulate round the walls and under the floor,

by means of hollow tubes, or a hollow lining. The
full benefit of the fire is thus obtained, in place of

a large portion of the heat being allowed to escape,

as it does, in the case of an open fireplace, up the
chimney. The Romans invariably used this form
of furnace for heating their dwelling-houses, and in

all the Roman houses which have been discovered
in this country, remains have been found of the
hypoeaust. It is now coming again into use for

heating the so-called ' Turkish Baths.'

HYPOCH^E'RIS, a genus of plants of the
natural order Compositce, sub-order Cichoracece, of

which one species, H. radicata, or Long-rooted
Cat's-ear, is extremely common in meadows and
pastures in Britain. Its leaves are all radical, and
spread on the ground, resembling in form those
of the dandelion, but rough; the stem is branched,
the flowers not unlike those of the dandelion, but
smaller. Cattle eat this plant readily, and its

abundance is not deemed injurious to pasture or

fodder.

HYPOCHLO'ROUS ACID (HCIO) is a dark red

fluid, which, at a temperature of about 70°, becomes

converted into Hypochlorous Anhydride (CI2O), an

orange-coloured gas, which very readily explodes. A
watery solution of this gas has a penetrating,

chlorine-like odour, a caustic action on the tongue,

colours the skin brown, and if applied for any
length of time, causes it to ulcerate. It is the
active ingredient of the different bleaehing-powders

and salts. Its salts—the hypochlorites—present

very much the same odour as the acid. Their
solutions bleach organic pigments, such as litmus

and indigo, and are employed largely as bleachiug

agents.

HYPOCHO'NDERS (Gr. hypo, under ; chondros,

a cartilage) are the two lateral and superior regions

of the Abdomen (q. v.) under the cartilages of

the false ribs, and to the right and left of the
epigastrium.

HYPOCHONDRIASIS (so called from its sup-

posed connection with the hypochondriac regions of

the abdomen), a disease characterised by extreme
increase of sensibility, palpitations, morbid feel-

ings that simulate the greater part of diseases,

exaggerated uneasiness and anxiety, chiefly in

what concerns the health, &c. In extreme cases

it becomes a species of insanity (see below). The
disease is intimately connected with, if not caused
by, disorder of the digestive functions. See Indi-
gestion.

Hypochondriacal Insanity.—When sombreness of

disposition and anxiety concerning personal com-
fort become exaggerated, and attention is directed

chiefly to the state of the health, it amounts to

common hypochondriasis. When it passes beyond
the control of the will, when the whole mind is

directed to the state of the system, or to particular

organs, and exalts and misinterprets sensations, the
condition is designated hypochondriacal insanity.

The disease may be described as the engrossment
I of the attention by false impressions conveyed, or
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lir Whewell has contended, that an amount of

agreement with observed facts, such, as has been
exemplified by the undulatory hypothesis, is suffi-

cient to establish not merely an hypothesis, but a

theory, at least until such a time as some discordant

facts arise, when the theory must be modified or

abandoned. But whatever name be given to this

class of suppositions, it is evident that they must
be deemed inferior in scientific value to the other

class of suppositions, where no cause or agent is

assumed but what is actually known to exist, and
where the only question is, the presence of that
agent in such manner and amount as to tally

with the observed facts. Gravity, heat, electricity,

magnetism, are established natural agents, and
when we assume any one of these as the cause of

some phenomena, we are on safe ground so far,

that if it be once shewn that they are actually oper-

ative in the case we are dealing with, and that their

calculated effect exactly coincides with the observed
effect, the explanation is complete and final ; no
subsequent discovery can disturb a conclusion

established in this way. But if we have to assume
the very agency itself, or to imagine a power that

we have no experience of, the coincidence between
the laws of the assumed agency and the laws of the
phenomena produces at best but a temporary or

provisional evidence, which is liable to be superseded
whenever a still better imagined machinery shall

be brought forward. Thus, in the case of light,

the first hypothesis, that of Newton himself, was a
stream or shower of corpuscles ; this gave way to

the undulatory ether, whose merit lay in embracing
the facts more closely ; but we have no security

against the ultimate preference of some third sup-

position which shall displace the second, as that did

the first ; while, perhaps, a day may come when an
agency shall be proved to exist capable of explaining

the phenomena. Even granting that we must
sometimes assume an unknown agent (when an
effect seems to be beyond the power of all the

recognised forces), yet, in ordinary researches, it is

considered a grave objection if the assumed agent

be of such a subtle or occult nature, or so far

removed from observation, that its existence does

not admit of being proved. Such was the doctrine

of the Cartesian vortices, and such are any hypo-

theses as to the shapes, sizes, and distances of the

xiltimate atoms of matter. Such also is the doctrine

of nervous fluids, whereby the impulses of mind are

Bupposed to be propagated between the brain and
the other parts of the body.

HYPOXA'NTHINE, a substance found in the

spleen and muscles of the heart of man, and in the

spleen and blood of the ox. It is a white crystalline

powd-r. almost insnlub]

verv siuhtlv soluble in

.hi. ...-i.l.

HYPSILANTIS. See Ypsilanti.

HYRA'OEUM, a peculiar substance found in the
crevices of the rocks of Table Mountain, Cape of

Good Hope. It is one or more of the excrements of

the Cape Hyrax [Hyrax Caperutis). Hyraeeum is a

blackish-brown viscid material, not unlike soft pitch,

having a strong and offensive taste, not unlike

castoreum, for which it has been used as a substitute

in medicine. At one time, so large a quantity was
found as to suggest the idea of its 1 icing used as a

manure, but the supply was soon exhausted, and
only a small quantity is now imported, to meet the
demand of the curious pharmaceutist.

HYRACOTI-IE'RITJM, a genus of fossil Pacliy-

dermata, belonging to the division Pcrrysodactyla,

the animals of which are characterised by having an
odd number of toes. The genus was founded by
Owen on the fragmentary remains of two species

found in Lower Eocene strata ; a third species from
the same beds has been since described by him
from more complete materials, under the name
Pliolojihus vulpiceps ; he considers it only a sub-
genus, and as we can see no characteristics to separate

it genetically from the other two, we place it here

as a true hyracothere. The fossil was discovered
in a nodule from the Roman cement bed of the
London Clay near Harwich. It is the most complete
Eocene mammalian fossil of the Loudon Clay. It

consists of an entire skull aud a portion of the rest

of the skeleton, including the right humerus and
femur, a great part of the left femur, the left tibia,

and three metatarsal bones, apparently of the same
foot, besides fragments of pelvis, ribs, and vertebras.

The head (fig. A 1 aud A 2) is 5 inches long,

and 2 inches 2 lines broad ; it is slender, tapering

(Pliohplins) rulpkeps (one-

<•). C2,

gradually from the zygomatic re-lion to the muzzle;
the upper outline is straight ; the bony rim of the
orbit is incomplete behind for about one-fifth of

its circumference. The narrow skidl and incom-
plete orbit ally it to the Palreothere ; the same
form of orbit occurs also in the rhinoceros, and more
exactly in the tapir. The straight contour of the
skull, and the structure of the nasal aperture, shew
affinities with the horse and hyrax. The third

molar of the upper jaw (fig. A 3) shews the structure
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of the teeth. The teeth, as well
of the lower jaw, tell plainly of th<

bones of the
leg exhibit ungulate allinitics, and tl

: [ the hyrax and
the tapir. 'I'll'- second spa
mutilated cranium (fig. I' I. B 2), i

tli. in a hare's, found in the diil'. .d London Clay near
Heme Bay. It shews a si. nil very I

spe< i,-~, 1 1 1 • » 1
1

•_; 1 1 broader at tli 'bital region. The
third miliar tooth
in' oonee t b i

The third Bpecies «

which belonged to a Bmaller animal than either

of the others, found in tli" K"cene sand underlying

..n .similar to that of

; .! j... -it were
obtained two teeth liel..ii_in _ to a !•".

having a fragment of the jaw at;

(fig. CI). i ied hy Owen
tn belong tn a (|iladniliianous animal, and were
described ! .

the lir.st terrestrial mammal which lias been found

...

in Tertiary strata BO old a

Since its publication, speculai

made good service of this 'monkey.' Owen has,

. ... Nat Hint, Sept.

the two teeth belong to the third
i hyracothere.

HYRAX. S.elUMAV.

ICY ill 'AX I A. a i Lsia, bounded
on the N. b Sea and the Ochus

on the E. and S. by the blbui

separated it from Parthia, and on the \\ . bj Media.

and the valleys among the hills, whi
corn, oil, and wine, it wa

.

prevailed, through which ro

the l'arthiaiis, an
fur their wild and rude e|,..i

HYRCA NTs, i

. hi family. - -

ibeus, who
ruled 130 106 it. ' .

Syrians; but on thi litis, made
himself independent, subdued the San
the north.

to adopt tl.

alliance with th. B

it i I that whi .

had previa

Of Baris on I. of Mount
Moriah, and extl nded his t.-i

ancient hue' bj lb U

itly al cached
1

: be party of the -

anxious t.. the Romans,
and who i!

I

tively speaking, a ju

the country enjoyed ureal prosperity

reign. Ha left fit ns, two ol wl
mid Alexander, governed with the titli

1
1 . on of Alexander, and grandson

I le prince. < in the

A uih oi hit i. hi., r (78 B. i . be

After
!i i'. Aristo

buhls, a br.

Induced bj the Cdunuean, Antipater,

1 dominions, but was
i! nni i! Pompej I." in to favour his

...
i

1

B C I, ami H., who had I..

be bad not enjoyed, tl.

. tor which, in truth, he was

. i. nd. i id to him bj In) ipater, made
Ol .1 nd....'i. and thn

.

.

I ;....•!. II busying himself only
with the atl'airs of the jiri.

Troubles, however, were in store for bim
i •" d, and Antig

with the help of the Parthian king, Orodes I.,

land, captured II. by treachei cu1 on"

[iiahlied him for tl ffice of

id carried bim
Tigris. Some years later, Herod, s..n of his old
friend Antipater, obtained supreme power in duda-a,

and invited the aged II. home to Jem i m lb

was allowed to depart, and for S..1110 time lived in

ease and comfoi t. but falling under
u.i-l Herod, be was put to death

(30 b. c).

HYKTC. Jiisi'i'it, a distinguished anatomist, was
born. in lsll at Kiseustadt, in Hungary, studied at

Vienna, and early acquired eminenee both a- a

:..mi-t., and upon aeeount of I

b '..el
.

"i in anal i is] pn p
i I'i 1 837, and at

.

. uni of Vienna with many pre-

I ha . contributed not a little to the

fishes, and has made tin' anatomy ol the ear a sub-

ject of very
|

,
i,

articles in medical and
rnals, be bae

published a number of

works on the subjects

Ceiirbuch >' r

dts Mentchen (2 vols.

1847; 4th

hi all the

German universities. He
has formed oi I the fi-

nest museums of compar-
ative anatomy in Ger-
many, neat I

which has recently been
i naturalist

oi Philadelphia,

BTTSSOPOffussoptw),
a genus of plants of

the natural 01

tished by

..' a calyx

i

C in. .11 II. [II. o

It is I..end on the Alps of Austria. It is a half-

shrubby plai
I high, the upper part

tea



HYSTERIA—HYTHE SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY.

of the stems quadrangular, the leaves evergreen ' The hysterical fit

and lanceolate, the flowers in one-sided whorled of an hour or less tc

racemes. The flowers are generally of a very beau- The persons whe

tiful blue. It has an agreeable aromatic odour. It

has long been in cultivation for the sake of its

leaves and y<mng shouts, which are sometimes used

for culinary purposes as a seasoning, but more gene-

tive. A svrup made with them is a popular remedy

for colds. The virtues of H. depend ou a volatile

oil.—It is very doubtful what plant is the H. of the

Bible. It has been supposed to be some species of

Phytolacca (q. v.), as P. acinosa, a native of the

Himalaya ; but of late, strong arguments have been

advanced in favour rjf the common Caper (q.v.).—

Hedge H. is Oratiola officinalis. See Gkatiola.

HYSTERIA (so called from the Greek word
hystt'ra, the womb) is a disease which simulates so

manv other diseases, that it is not easy to describe

it with the brevity which the limits of this work
necessitate.

The hysterical fit or paroxysm —the most marked

form or" manifestation of the disorder—is almost,

though not exclusively, confined to women, and

chiefly to young women. In a severe case, the

trunk and limbs are strongly convulsed ; the patient

struggles violently, retracting and extending her

legsj and twisting her body with such force that

the aid. of three or four strong persons is often

required to prevent a slight and apparently feeble

irl from injuring herself or others. 'The head,'gir

says Dr Watson in his Lectures, 'is generally thrown

backwards, and the throat projects ; the face is

flushed ; the eyelids are closed and tremulous ;
the

nostrils distended ; the jaws often firmly shut ;
but

there is no distortion of the countenance. If the

hands are left at liberty, she will often strike her

breast repeatedly and quickly, or carry her fingers to

her throat, as if to remove some oppression there ; or

she will sometimes tear her hair, or rend her clothes,

or attempt to bite those about her. After a short

time, this violent agitation is calmed ; but the patient

lies panting, and trembling, and starting at the

slightest noise or the gentlest touch ; or sometimes

she remains motionless during the remission, with a

fixed eye ; till all at once the convulsive movements

are renewed; and this alternation of spasm and

quiet will go on for a space of time that varies

siderably in different cases ; and the whole attack

frequently terminates in an explosion of tears, and

sobs, and convulsive laughter.'

In another less frequent form of the affection, the

patient suddenly sinks down insensible and without

convulsions : after remaining for some time in this

state, with flushed cheeks, a turgid neek, and

irregular breathing, she recovers consciousness, but

remains for some time depressed in spirits and

fatigued. . ,

During the attack, especially m the first variety,

the patient complains of uneasiness iu the abdomen.

and of a sensation as if a ball were rolling about,

and rising first to the region of the stomach, and

then to the throat, where she feels as if she were

being choked The abdomen is distended with

wind, which moves with a loud rumbling sound

along the intestinal canal, and is often discharged

by eructation. Towards the close of the fit, but

more commonly after it is over, a large quantity of

pale limpid urine is discharged.

In manv respects, this affection resembles l-.pilcpsy

(q. v.). According to Dr Marshall Hall, the most

e -sent ial difference is this: that in hysteria, much

as the larynx may be affected, it is never closed ;

while in epilepsy, it is closed. Hence, in the

former, we have heaving, sighing inspiration; and

iu the latter, violent, ineffectual efforts at expiration.

BOO

s in duration from a quarter

y hours,

le persons who suffer from hysteria are com-

fy young women in whom the process of men-
struation is disordered, and who are either naturally

feeble, or have been debilitated by disease or want;

and in patients of this kind, the hysteria, or the

hysterical tendency, is apt to shew itself in miinick-
'

_ so faithfully many of the most important dis-

eases, that the physician has often great difficulty in

determining the true nature of the case. Among the

disorders that may be thus simulated by hysteria

are, inflammation of the peritoneum (or Peritonitis,

q.v.), various forms of palsy, inflammation of the

larvnx (or Laryngitis, q. v.), inability to swallow (or

Dysphagia), painful affection of the breast, disease

oi the hip and kuee joints, and disease of the spine.

Many of these cases of pseudo-disease come to a

sudden favourable termination under some strong

mental or moral emotions. Those who are old

enough to recollect the morbid religious excitement

that prevailed at the time when Irving and his

followers believed iu the 'unknown tongues,' can

hardly fail to remember the remarkable, or, as many
regarded it, the miraculous cure of a young paralytic

lady, who was made to believe that if, on a certain

day, she prayed for recovery with sufficient faith,

hei- prayer would be answered, and she would
recover at once. She did so, and her palsy instantly

disappeared. This case, which was regarded by
the believers in the movement as a direct answer to

prayer, and as inaugurating a new era of miraculous

cures, admits of easy and rational explanation by
some psychologists. There are various instances on

record where, in a similar way, an alarm of fire has

instantly cured an hysterical paralysis that had
lasted for years.

In the cases already noticed, the patient is not

guilty of wilfully deceiving the physician ; but in

other instances they are found to practise the most

remarkable impositions, pretending by various frauds

to be suffering from spitting of blood, from stone in

the bladder, &c, or to be living without food of any

kind.

Hysteria is a very troublesome affection to deal

with, because it is very readily induced by example,

or, as Dr Watson terms it, is propagable by moral

contagion. If, in a hospital ward or in a factory

where many young women are congregated, one girl

goes off in a fit, all the others who may happen to

have a hysterical tendency will probably follow her

example. In such cases, a decided order that the

next girl who is attacked shall be treated with the

actual cautery, or even with the cold affusion, will

often have a marvellous effect in checking the

spread of the disorder.

During the fit, the treatment to be adopted is to

prevent the patient from injuring herself, to loosen

her dress, and to admit an abundance of fresh cool

air ; to dash cold water upon the face and chest

;

and, if she can swallow, to administer a couple of

ouuees of the asafcetida mixture, or a drachm of the

ammoniated tincture of valerian in a wine-glass of

water. After the paroxysm is over, the patient

should have an active purge, and the bowels should

be kept properly open by aloetic aperients ; and the

shower-bath, preparations of iron, and tonic treat-

ment generally should be adopted, and all abnormal

bodily and mental excitement, such as late parties

in hot rooms, novel-reading, &c, should be carefully

avoided

HYSTRIX and HYSTRI'CIDjE. Sec Por-

cupine.

HYTHE SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY. See

Musketry, School of.



THE ninth letter in the alphabets of

Western Europe, was called by the

Greeks 7i a, afb
• band.'

have a i udi

three fingers ; but by padual »itu|>iitioa-

tinn. the characti r came i

the alphabet, and 'iota' or 'jot' is a Bynonym
for a tritie. The original sound of the letter, and
that which

I

in mi : with this pow
mental vowels i. a,

is called the long sound of i iu Eng. is really the

iliphtli.MiL' '"' rajmlly pronounced. The power that

further instances may be S .11 in such I

In Lat,
there was but nue character fur the vowel 1 and the

semi-vowel now denoi

IAMBIC VERSE, a term applied, in classic

1 sometimes ill English, to

gisting of the fool

Bisting of two syllables, of which the fit

n I long (
- -).

1 illy in this

metre than in any other. See MetR]

The stag
I
at Ovc 1 had drunk I her fill.

L.nl.j »f the Lake.

IA'M i:f.l< 11 fJS,

1
1 :

1

1 u 1 1 \ . as 1. A king of Emeaa,
civil war. took the part

D frcedman, who llourishej at the end
I

M. Anreliua HIT 169 a.i.i. He was instructed

Ionian in the lan^uaco, inauuers, and
i Babylon, and wi

16 "i- 39 books,

which has been preserved by 1

Leo Allatius. R is 1

antiquity w
is not of "
3. A philo

i

wealthy family at Uhalcis, in I

I.

... h

..-

had intcrcon Id divine and

perform mil '

His doctrini

I . and a communication w ith

i
.- works ; <hi

Pythagorou)

1st, A Life of Pythagoras, filled with prodigies, and
evidently wi ;

:
1

Kiiims Matin twitib-.t /.'/•'•-'' '"- ». full ot

j I is. Ith. 1 In th •

: Introduction 01 Nn ..- ln_,. Tin .V,l,

i

the 8th, The History of Music; the llt.li I

th 10th, "ii the Study of Heavenly Bodies. He
.. ork "ii thi Soul comm

. another on 1

Chakkean Philosophy, ;n,..!
; ., ..1 r. innings, and

. in which he affirmed that
. 1, ii- -i.-t 11.

.. lli

work on the Mysteries (Peri ifuaten

ever, disputed; it is supposed by Meir
1 Tennemann

ii author. It is drawn up as

of Abammon, a priest, to a letter

his pupil, Aneho, by Porphyry, it

li-oiu the lb '1-1111 tii

. mixed with Pytha-
'-. eo-Platonii ide

id, and inferior to Porphyry. I. is

Supposed to have died at Alexandria. .'I.'i.'l \. i>. -

.1 younger ph
1 nephew of

Apostate; in i! ne rius. mentioned by
. hi at Constantinople.

,..'!: t V.I. /•/,;/,,.

il.eip. ITIll;

Brucker, Hat Crit. 1'ltii... ii. p. 260; IamUiclius, a

1678).

IBA BRA, ot SAN MIGUEL DE IBARRA, a
ior. South America, in the department

the town of

of I ml. al uira, is well built, and carries

d 'i Pop. '
-1,-

mated al aboul 10,000.
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IBE 1:1s. Se. Ci

1 r.i \
.

;
.. acient name of th Bouquetin (q. v.),

front, and rounded behind. 1

little from 1

- 1 species,

resembles the herald



IRICUI', or IBICUY, an important affluent of

the Uruguay (q. v.).

I'BIS, a. genus of birds of the family Ardcido; or,

according to some ornithologists, of Scolopacidte, ami

be
slender,

ml.

the

:,M,|face, am! generally the greater part of tl

sometimes even the neck, are destitute of feathers,

at least in adult birds. The neck is long. The

legs are rather long, naked above the tarsal joint,

with three partially united toes in front, and one

behind ; the wings are moderately long ; the tail

is very short.

The Sacred I.,

or Egyptian
I. (/. relhfwsa),

is an African

bird, two feet

six inches in.

length, although

the body is

little largerthan
that of a com-
mon fowl.—The
Glossy I. (I.

fakindlus) is a
smaller species,

y_ also African,
"" ::."...-.: -.'"' ," but migrating

-
_" _".-:. northwards into~—cgyp-^ --Y i r'~~' "_- " ~

"

continental Ku-
*^

rope, and occa-

Sacred Ibis. sionally seen in

Britain. It is

also a North American bird. Its habits resemble

those of the sacred ibex. Its colour is black,

varied with reddish brown, and exhibiting tine

purple and green reflections. It has no loose

pendent feathers.—The White I. (/. alba), a

species with pure white plumage, abounds on the

coasts of Florida. Audubon saw multitudes on a

low islet, and counted 47 nests on a single tree.—

The Scarlet I. (/. ruber) is a tropical American

species, remarkable for its brilliant plumage, which

is scarlet, with a few patches of glossy black.—The
Straw-necked I. {/. or Oeronticus spinicollis) is a

larce Australian bird of fine plumage, remarkable

for^stiff naked yellow feather-shafts on the neck

and throat.

The Sacked Ieis, one of the birds worshipped by
the ancient Egyptians, and called by them Hab or

Hib, aud by the modern Egyptians Abu-Hannes
(i. e., Father John), is a bird 'with long beak and

legs, and a heart-shaped body, covered with black

and white plumage. It was supposed, from the

colour of its feathers, to symbolise the light and

shade of the moon, its body to represent the heart

;

its legs described a triangle, and with its beak it

performed a medical operation ; from all which

esoterical ideas it was the avatar of the god Thoth

or Hermes (see Hermes), who escaped in that

.shape the pursuit of Typhon, as the hawk was
that of Fa, or Horus, the sum Its feathers were

supposed to scare, and even kill, the crocodile. It

appeared in Egypt at the rise, and disappeared at

the inundationY.! the Xde, and was thought, at that

time, to deliver Egypt from the winged and other

passes. As it did not make its nest in Egypt, it

was thought to be self-engendering, and to lay eggs

for a lunar month. According to some, the basilisk

was engendered by it. It was celebrated for its

purity, and only drank from the purest water, and
the most strict of the priesthood only drank of the

pools where it had been seen ; besides which, it

was fabled to entertain the most invincible love

of Egvpt, aud to die of self-starvation if transported

elsewhere. Its flesh was thought to be incorruptible

after death, and to kill it was punishable with death.

Ibises were kept in the temples, aud unmolested in

the neighbourhood of cities. After death, they were

mm'ied, and there is uo animal of which so many
remains have been found at Thebes, Memphis, Her-

mopolis Magna, or Eshmun, aud at Ibiu or Ibeum,

fourteen miles north of the same place. They are

made up into a conical shape, the wings flat, the

lees bent back to the breast, the head placed on

the left side, and the beak under the tail; were

prepared as other mummies, and wrapped up in

linen bandages, which are sometimes plaited in

patterns externally. At Thebes, they are found in

linen bandages only ; well preserved at Hermopolis

in wooden or stone boxes of oblong form, sometimes

in form of the bird itself, or the god Thoth ; at

Memphis, in conical sugar-loaf-shaped red earthen-

ware jars, the tail downwards, the cover of convex

form, cemented by lime. There appear to be two

sorts of embalmed ibises—a smaller one of the size

of a corncrake, very black, and the other black and

white—the Ibis Xumenius, or lids relkjiosa. This last

is usually found sometimes with its eggs, and with

its iuseet food, the Phnelia pilosa, Akis reflexa,

and portions of snakes, in the stomach. It is said

to resemble the I. of India rather thau Africa. By
the Jews, it was held to be an unclean bird.—Wil-

kinson, Manners and Customs, v. 7, 217 ; Passoloegua,

Cut.ilO'iue Iloisomic, p. 255; Pettigrew, History oj

Mir,:, inks, p. 205 ; Horapollo, i. c. 3D, 36.

IBRAHIM PASHA, the adopted son of

Mohammed Ali (q. v.), the viceroy of Egypt, was

born in 17S9, and gave the first proofs of his

gallantry and generalship in 1S19, in quelling the

insurrection of the Wahabis. He afterwards sub-

dued Sennaar aud Darfur. He invaded the Morea

at the head of an Egyptian army in 1S25, with the

view of reducing it under the power of Mohammed
Ali ; but the intervention of the great powers in

the affairs of Greece compelled him to abandon this

enterprise in 1S2S. Mohammed Ali having con-

ceived the design of adding Syria to his dominions,

Ibrahim crossed the Egyptian border with an army

in October 1S31, took Acre by storm, and quickly

made himself master of the whole of Syria. A peace

was concluded on 4th May 1833, the Turks not

only consenting to give up Syria, but also making

over Adaua to 11 u-ahim pel sonally, on a kiud of lease.

When war broke out again between Mohammed
Ali and the sultan ill 1839, Ibrahim was again

successful, totally routing the Turks' in the great

battle of Nisib on 24th" June. The interference

of the great powers, eventually compelled him to

relinquish all his Syrian conquests, and to return to

Egypt, suffering, during his passage through the

desert, the niostTterrible hardships and losses, whilst

the attempt to elevate Egypt to complete inde-

pendence came to an end. In 1S4S, when the aged

pacha had sunk iuto absolute dotage, I. went to

Constantinople, and was installed by the Porte as

Viceroy of Egypt ; but on 9th November 184S, he

died at Cairo." He was succeeded, not by any of

his own children, but by Abbas Pasha (q. v.), the

favourite grandson of Mohammed Ali.

IBRAI'L. See Brahilov.

ICE is water in the solid form. It is specifically

lighter than water which is just about to freeze, and

therefore swims in it, Water, in becoming solid,

expands about -Jth of its volume or bulk. The

formation of ice takes place generally at the surface

of water. This is owing to the. peculiarity, that



when water baa cooled down to «

frwiiiiin. il before, with
cold, »nd begins to expand until it

tfons of the

v.-iv well explained,

ice forma ;it the bottom of rivers, and is called

Writer in ordinan
rked •"- on Fahrenheit's therm eter,

and "ii the Centigrade and Reaumur's ; but if it

is kept perfectly Btul, it m
22" F. below freezing, and etui remain liquid. The

. however, nr the throwing in a solid

body, makee a portion of it freeze instantly, and its
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and salt water in general, freezes at a lower tem-
perature than pure water; in doing wl
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settled licre. The

viouslv liv Irish settlers. However this mav be,

it is certain that the first authentic successfaJ

setUemenl of I. was made under Ingolf, a Nor-
wegian, who, after a fruitless attempt on the south
coast in 870, succeeded in establishing himself at

Reiluavik in 874. The changes introduced in Nor-
way by Harald Haarfager caused many who could
not endure them to betake themselves to other
countries, and particularly to I., all the habitable
coast districts of which were occupied within sixty
years, and the old Norwegian institutions were
transferred to it unmodified. The government
was at first, in the times of paganism, hierarchic

and aristocratic ; it became afterwards a kind
of aristocratic republic. The Althing met every
summer in the valley of Thingvalla. Christianity

was not established by law till 1000 A. D., and then
not without much opposition. Schools were then
founded, and two bishoprics in Holar and Skalholt.

The Icelanders were enterprising sadors in the
early periods of their history, and discovered Green-
land about the year 932, and a part of the American
coast, which they called Vinclaitd, about 98G. They
made voyages also to the south, visiting the furthest

parts of the Mediterranean. The most flourishing

period of Icelandic literature and commerce was
from the middle of the 12th to the beginning of the

13th c., when, in consequence of domestic broils,

Haco VI. of Norway succeeded in reducing the
whole island under his sway, and a declension
began, which continued till a new impulse was given
to the minds of men, here as elsewhere, by the
Eeformation. When Norway was united to Den-
mark in 13S0, I. shared its fate, but was not trans-

ferred along with Norway to a new allegiance in

1814. The Protestant religion was introduced in

1540, but not fully established till 1551. In the
17th c, the island suffered much from the ravages
of Algerine pirates, who carried away many persons
to slavery. In 1707, small-pox carried off 18,000
persons; and in 1784—1785, about 9000 died of

famine. Famine was again very severe in 1824 and
1825, and was followed by a fatal epidemic in 1827.

—The Althing, after it had subsisted for fully 900
years, was suppressed in the beginning of the 19th
c, but was reorganised on a somewhat different

model in 18-13.—.See Von Troil, Letters on Iceland,

1772 ; Sir- George Mackenzie, Travels in Iceland,

1810 (cheap edition by W. and R. Chambers, 1851)

;

Henderson, Journal of a Hesidenre in Iceland, ISIS
;

E, Chambers, Tracings of Iceland and the FarOe
Islands, 1S5G ; C. S. Forbes, Ireland, its Volcanoes,

Geysers, and Glaciers, 1SG0.

ICELAND MOSS (Celraria Islandka), a lichen

found in all the northern parts of the world, and
valuable on account of its nutritious and medicinal

properties. It is collected as an article of com-
merce in Norway and Iceland. In very northern
regions, it grows even near the level of the sea ; in

more southern countries, it is found on mountains.

It is not uncommon in the mountainous parts of

Britain, although not turned to any economic
account. In Carniola, it is used for fattening
cattle and pigs. It grows in extreme abundance in

Iceland on tracts otherwise desert ; and numerous
parties migrate from great distances with horses,

tents, and provisions, in the summer months,
for the sole purpose of gathering it, as an article

of commerce, and for food. In many places, this

lichen thickly covers the whole surface of the

ground, growing about 14—4 inches high; and

consisting of an almost erect Thallus (q. v.). It is of

a leathery and somewhat cartilaginous substance.
When I. M. is used as an article of food, its bitter-

ness is first partially removed by steeping in water,
after which, in Iceland and other northern countries,

f :>-
:<%

%,o
Iceland Moss {C'drn-ia [laudica).

it is sometimes pounded and made into bread ; or
it is prepared by boiling, the first water being
rejected. It is often boiled with milk, making a
kind of jelly, either with milk or water. It is an
agreeable article of food, and very suitable for

invalids. It contains about 80 per cent, of a kind
of starch called Lichen Starch, or Lichenin, and
owes its bitterness to an acid principle, Cr/rcric

Acid.—An allied species, Cetraria. nivalis, growing
in northern countries, possesses similar properties.

It is very abundant in some parts of Iceland, is

much used for food, and is called Mary's Grass by
the Icelanders.

ICHNEU'BION (Ilerpestes), a genus of digiti-

grade carnivorous quadrupeds of the family Vivcr-

rklas (q. v.), having a much elongated body, small

head, sharp muzzle, rounded ears, and short legs.

The species, which are pretty numerous, are natives

of Africa and the warmer parts of Asia. One, the
Andalusian I. (//. Widdringtonii), occurs in the

south of Spain. They feed on small quadrupeds,

£

Egyptian Ichneumon (Eerpestes Ichneumon).

cularly the Egyptian I. (//. Ichneumon) and the
Makgouste or Mungus (//. griseus) of India, have
been greatly celebrated as destroyers of serpents and
other noxious reptiles, many wonderful fables being
superadded to the truth on this subject, The Egyp-
tian I., the I. of the ancients, is larger than a cat,

gray, with black paws and muzzle, and a black tuft

of diverging hairs at the end of the tail. It abounds
in Lower Egypt, but in Upper Egypt it is compar-
atively rare. It often enters houses, and devours
poultry and their eggs. With noiseless gliding

motion it advances on serpents until it can suddenly
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made at each step 14, 16, or more impressions. They
were most iirol.al.lv Crustacea, furnished with three
or four .pairs of bifurcating linil.s, like the modern
king-oral.. Similar impressions have heen observed
in the Lower Silurian rocks of Eskdale in Scotland,
and have been named P. Scoticus. _The tracks of
numerous annelids occur also in these rocks. They

of animals passing together across a tide-receded
estuary, to some frequented ground periodically
sought for food or pleasure. No animal remains
whatever have been found associated with them

;

they seem, however, to belong to forms of tortoise.
The slab figured is a portion of the track prob-
ably of a long-tailed C'helonian, with a stride a
little over six inches. The pad of the foot was soft
and smooth ; the light impressions of the fore-foot
were nearly obliterated by the hind-foot, which
was furnished with four claws (fig. 3). Sir William
Jardine, on whose property the Corncockle quarries
are, has made these tracks the subject of a valuable
and elaborate monograph.
In the Triassic rocks, the well-known foot-tracks

of the Labyriuthodon (q. v.) occur.
The earliest evidence of the existence of birds Mas

formerly supposed to be in the argillaceous sandstones

f'll.e Tri-

Kg. 2.—Nereites Cambrensis :

From the Lower Silurian Sbules of Moffat.

exhibit the impressions of the creatures as they
moved along, or sometimes through, the soft mud,
and they frequently terminate in a distinct im-
pression of the form of the worm itself, produced
perhaps by the dead body, although no trace of the
body itself is preserved (tig. 2).

The footprints of a small reptile had been observed
on the sandstone of a quarry near Elgin, which
most probably belongs to the Old Bed Sandstone
Measures. In 1851, it was discovered that they
were produced by a little reptile (Telerpeton Elgin-
ense), whose remains were there found. And lately,
Professor Huxley has referred a different set of
impressions to his lately described remarkable lish-
like reptile, Nta gonolepis.
The Coal Measures of our own country and of

Germany have disclosed the footprints of different
reptiles.

The New Red Sandstone strata abound in foot-
prints. It was the Permian or lower division of
this series that supplied, in 1S2S, the impressions
which gave the first indication of animal life from
such evidences to the mind of Dr Duncan—a man
who deserves to be remembered less for his works
in natural history, important though they were, than
for his eminent services to his country as the founder
of savings-banks. The tracks he described occur on
the layers of unctuous clay which separate the beds
of sandstone in the quarries at Corncockle, Dum-
friesshire

; they frequently are clear and delicate,
as at the moment when they were impressed, and

are repeated bed after bed on the fresh tablets as

they were prepared for their reception. From their
number aud direction, they seem to be the tracks

.Mlino-

of Connecticut, which are now
assic age. The structure
of the tridactyle feet which
produced these impres-
sions exhibits the regular
progression in the number
of the toe-joints from the
inner to the outer toe, once
thought peculiar to birds,

and they have been taken
as evidencing the occur-
rence thus early of the
class, although a consid-
erable interval elapses be-

fore the first true fossil

of a bird occurs ; but they
have recently been shown
by Professors Cope and
Huxley to be those of a
form of reptiles known as

Dinosauria. Immense tri-

dactyle footprints have
been known for many
years in rocks of Wealden
age in the south-east of
England. At first, they
Mere supposed to be birds

but a more careful ex
amination has showi
them to belong to reptiles

and the discovery in the

same strata of the perfect foot of a young iguan-
odon, measuring 21 inches in length, and furnished

th three toes, which would form a print precisely
nilar to the tracks so long known, shows them to

have been certainly produced by the Iguauodon
(q. v.).

ICHTHYODO'RULITE (Gr. fish-spear-stone),
the name given to fossil fish spines, that are not
uncommon in the stratified rocks. Plagiostomous
fishes have their dorsal fin furnished in "front with
a strong bony spine. The fin is connected with the
spine, and is elevated and depressed by its move-
ment. It seems also to be employed by the fish as
a defence against its larger foes. Some bony fishes

have similar spines, as the Sticklebacks, Silurids, &c.
The spines are most frequently unassociated with
any fish remains, having belonged to plagiostomous
fish, in which the spine is simply implanted in the
flesh, and consequently would be speedily separated
from the body of the fish when it began to
decompose.
The earliest certain evidence of vertebrate animals

s the spines of plagiostomous cartilaginous fishes

vhich occur in the bone bed of the Ludlow rocks,

he uppermost of the Silurian deposits. Spines
lelonging apparently to three species have been
found : they are small, compressed, slightly curved

Fig. 4.—Footpr

em tl..
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into small, irregular, sealed ike pieces, which do not

readily exfoliate, hut which, if removed, arc speedily

reproduced. The disease may afi'cct almost the whole

surface, or may be confined to a single part; and is

most frequently, hut not always, congenital. It is

attended with* no constitutional disturbance, and
the general health is often very good. The disease

is, however, extremely obstinate, and when con-

genital, may be considered as incurable.

The treatment consists in the frequent use of the

warm or vapour bath, so as to soften the thickened

epidermis and to facilitate its removal, and friction

by means of a piece of flannel may be conjoined

with the bath. The employment of sulphureous

baths, such as those at Harrogate, has occasionally

been found of temporary use ; and the internal

administration of tar, cod-liver oil, &c., sometimes

I'CICLES, in Heraldry, are charges of the same
shape as drops in the bearing called Gutte (q. v.),

but reversed. They have also been called Clubs,

Locks of Hair, and Guttes reversed.

ICTLITJS, the name of a plebeian family in Rome,
which produced some of the most zealous defenders

of the plebeian interest against the patricians. The
name of one of them is associated with one of the

most touching incidents in the legendary history of

Rome. See Appius Claudius.

ICO'D, or ICOD DE LOS VINOS, a small town
on the north-west coast of Tenerife, one of the

Canaries (q. v.). Pop. upwards of 5000.

ICOLMKI'LL. See Iona.

ICO'NIUM. See Koxieh.

ICO'NOCLASTS (Gr. eikon, image, and hlazo,

I break), the name used to designate those in

the church, from the Sth c. downwards, who have
been opposed to the use of sacred images ;—that

is, of statues, pictures, and other sensible represen-

tations of sacred objects ;—or at least to the paying
of religious honour or reverence to such represen-

tations. The iconoclast movement had its com-
mencement in the Eastern Church. Opinion is

divided as to the origin and antiquity of the prac-

tice of Image-worship (q. v.) in the church ; but it

is certain that in the Oth and 7th centuries it pre-

vailed extensively, especially in the Eastern Empire,

and that practices existed in some churches which
were a source of much suspicion, and even of positive

offence. Many bishops interposed to correct these

abuses ; but the iconoclast movement, strictly so

called, began with the imperial edict issued in 726

by the Emperor Leo III., surnamed the Isaurian,

forbidding the honours paid to sacred images, and
even commanding the removal from the cliurches

of all images, that of our Lord alone excepted.

This was followed by another decree in 730, which
prohibited, under pain of death, as sinful and idola-

trous, all acts of reverence, public or private, to

images, and directed that, wherever such images
should be found, they should forthwith be removed
or destroyed. The attempt to enforce this decree

occasioned great agitation, especially in the Greek
islands and in Italy. The popes Gregory II. and
Gregory III. protested vehemently against it, repu-

diated the imputation of idolatry, and explained the

nature of the honours to images for which they

contended. Leo persevered, nevertheless, in his

opposition, which was continued by his successor,

Constantine, surnamed Copronymus. Under this

emperor, a council was held in Constantinople in

754, in which the iconoclast decrees were affirmed

in their fullest extent ; and Constantine's son,

Leo IV., renewed, on his accession in 773, the

enactments of his predecessors. Under the widow
of Leo, the Empress Irene, a council was held at

Nice, 786 (see Imaoe-woijship), in which these

proceedings were condemned and revoked ; but
other succeeding emperors, Niccphorus (802— 811),

Leo the Armenian (S13—S20), Michael the Stam-
merer, and Theophilus, returned, with greater or less

severity, to the policy of the iconoclast emperors.

As regards the Greek Church, the controversy may
be said to have been finally settled under the Em-
press Theodora in a council held at Constantinople

in 840, or at least by a subsequent one of S70. The
modern usage of the Greek Church permits pictures,

but rejects graven or sculptured representations of

sacred objects. Except in Italy, the iconoclast con-

troversy created but little sensation in the Western
Church until the movement in the time of Charle-

magne and his successors, which shall be noticed

under Image-worship.
In the modern church, the poptdar violences

directed in Switzerland, Great Britain, and some
parts of Germany, against crucifixes, images of

saints, and other objects associated with what has
been stigmatised as the idolatry of Rome, have
sometimes been described under the name of

Iconoelasm.

ICY CAPE, a headland of Russian America,
is in the 71st degree of north latitude, about the

middle of that long reach of the arctic coast between
Cape Lisburne on"the south-west, and Cape North
or Point Barrow on the north-east. It was discovered

by Cook in 1778, and was his furthest point north

of Behring's Strait.

IDA, a high mountain range, in Asia Minor,
extending from Phrygia through Mysia into Troas.

The city of Troy was situated at its base. It is

the scene of many ancient legends. The southern
part of the range was called Gargarus, the highest

peak of which is about 4700 feet above the sea.

Here there was a temple of Cybele, who therefore

was called the Idwan Mother. From Ida flow

several famous streams, as the Granieus, Simois,

and Seamander.—There is another Ida in Crete,

extending from west to east, and now called

Psiloriti. On this Ida, according to an ancient

legend, Zeus was educated.

IDE (Leuciscus Idus), a fish of the family
Cyprinidai, of the same genus with the roach, dace,

Ide (Leuciscus Idus).

chub, &c. It is a native of the lakes of the northern
parts of Europe, ascending rivers in April and May
to spawn. The ide is one of those fishes which it

seems both easy and desirable to introduce into

L'rit isl l waters.

IDEA. This word has borne very distinct

meanings in the history of philosophy. Down to

the 17th c., it had the signification given to it by
Plato, and referred to the Platonic doctrine of eternal

forms existing in the Divine mind, according to

which the world and all sensible things were

framed. Plato made a grand distinction between
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IDAHO, a territory of the United States, west of

I an, tains, it is in Bhape almost a right-
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in the use of terras. It is a law, not of things, but
of the employment of language to denote things.

The law of < lontradiction is, that 'the same attri-

bute cannot be both affirmed and denied of the
not

tions that
In other words, two affirma-

ct each other cannot be both
true. We cannot say both that the ' Sun has risen,'

and the 'Sun has not risen;' 'Gold is heavy,' and
'Gold is not heavy.' Here, also, one might suggest
the remark, that the proposition is an identical

one ; for the use of the word ' not ' can only mean
that the proposition to which it is coupled cannot
be held along with tlio proposition to which it is

not coupled. That if the affirmative be true the
negative must be false, and if the negative be true
the affirmative must be false, are but the same
thing differently expressed. The word 'not' is an
abbreviation for what would otherwise be a more
roundabout expression. Instead of saying: 'I dis-

believe, and deny that gold is white,' we say : ' Gold
is not white.' So far, therefore, the principle of

contradiction, like that of identity, is not a law of

things, but of the use of language ; implying simply,

that when we have affirmed a fact in one form of

words, we mu<t. rymg terms, adhere to
the same affirmation.

But this remark does not exhaust the scope of

the principle. It has already been observed (see

Conditioned), that our knowledge can never be
confined to one absolute property ; in other words,
to know a thing, we must know something different

from it. We cannot even be conscious of one
unvarying impression ; animals that live in total

darkness are not conscious of the darkness, they
would become so only in passing into light. It is

true that we are constantly in the habit of mention-
ing a single property, and leaving out of account
the related fact but fur which the lirst would have
no existence ; we may talk of light without alluding
to darkness. But it is not the less certain that the
alternative circumstance, for the time suppressed,
is a real part of the case ; and there are many occa-

sions, when our meaning cannot be fully imparted
without actually quoting the alternative ; and to be
logically or formally complete, we ought at all times
to state the two.

There are many qualities the very mention of

which brings vividly before the mind an opposed
couple : as, up, down ; straight, crooked ; desire,

aversion ; &c. But beyond these cases, it is a tenable
assertion that every fact or property recognised by
the human mind must be recognised with relation to

some other fact or property, its contrast or opposite,

but for which as an alternative, the mind would
not have that opportunity of transition essential to
consciousness itself. Take redness, which does not
suggest to the mind an opposite in the same mani-
fest form as in the above instances. If all light

were red, there would be no designation of redness

;

the only terms would be light and dark. But as

there are varieties of light, that is, as we expe-
rience mental shocks or impressions by transitions

occurring under the luminous agency, we are made
alive to subordinate differences, which we mark as

so many distinct properties. When white and red
are presented to the eye in succession, there is

imparted a shock of difference, developing an item
of knowledge, which, to be fully expressed, would be
'white-red.' White would then mean the opposite

of red, and red the opposite of white ; to the affir-

mation, ' Snow is white,' there would correspond as

an essential and inseparable part of the same fact,
' Snow is not red.' But as there are a great many
transitions of colour that make the mind sensible

to difference, the mention of one colour is attended

with, not one simple denial, but many denials.
We have red-green, red-yellow, red-blue, &c. j and.
moreover, when these couples pass in succession
before, the view, we are further struck with the
fact of agreement in the common effect 'redness.'
Thus, the fact or property, 'redness,' is the name
for the common element 'in certain couples, which
element it affirms, while denying in each case the
contrasting element ; it is not-white, not-green, not-
yellow, not-blue, and not every other colour, which
placed side by side with it made the mind alive to
difference. When, by differences and agreements
as now described, a class of colours is constituted,
the mention of one is the denial of every other
member of the class; and the denial of one is

the mention of some other or others, provided we
are keeping our attention confined to that class.

Professor de Morgan has introduced into logic the
phrase ' universe of the proposition,' to intimate the
class of objects implied when an affirmation, with
its corresponding denial, is given forth. Thus, ' Such
a thing is red,' implies as the universe of the pro-

file class of colours ;
' A rose smells sweet

'

the universe ' odours.'

Many other examples might be quoted in illus-

tration of the general principle, and also to shew
that, in the case of ambiguity or uncertainty in the
meaning of a positive term, the proper remedy is

to demand an explicit statement of the quality, or
qualities, denied. Thus, if a thing is spoken of as
' beautiful,' which contrast is intended ? for there
are several implied in the name. Is it ' beautiful,

not ugly or deformed,' ' not indifferent or insipid,'

'not sublime?' &c. The important function of

defining terms is thus, in the last resort, to bring
into open statement, what is usually left iu the form
of a tacit understanding, the denial corresponding
to each affirmation. See also Conditioned.
The principle of Excluded Middle is another form

of the principle of Contradiction, implying the same
general fact, and resting on the same foundation.
It is, that of two contradictories, both canuot be
false, or one must be true. Any given assertion

must be either true or false ; either the affirmative

is true, or otherwise the negative is true, which
means that the affirmative is false. ' This house is

either mine or not mine ;' ' Gold is yellow, gold is

not yellow,' cannot be both false, one must be true.

There is no middle course in such an alternative.

But on examination, it will appear that this prin-
ciple does not hold in the same unqualified sense

as the principle of contradiction ; for the attribute

affirmed or denied must be something intelligible

and definite, as well as relevant to the subject in

hand. AVe often say such a thing is neither big
nor little, implying that there is a certain mean
point that excludes the extremes, and yet those two
terms are the negative of each other. In a word,
it is an essential condition of the principle that
the universe of the proposition should be distinctly

understood and kept in view. If we say ' this is

either red or not red,' the alternative is indisputable
within the universe ' colour,' but not otherwise.

;

the taste of an orange is neither red nor not red :

if we jump over the boundaries of the class, the
principle no longer holds good.
The three principles of Identity, Contradiction,

and Excluded Middle, are usually talked of as

necessities of the human mind, from which there is

no escape. But we have just seen that in the case
of the Excluded Middle, there are possible evasions

;

and even the principle of contradiction itself is

flatly met by Hegel, who lays it down as a maxim
of his philosophy that ' being ' and ' not being ' are
the same, and deduces important inferences there-

from. All this should make us cautious in declaring
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there are many examples in the mythological repre-

sentations of the Egyptians ami of the Indians.

In the Egyptian religion, indeed, and in the later

Grecian, many of the idols were representations of

pure abstractions, as of certain faculties or affections

of the mind, of virtuous desires, or of evil passions.

Nor can it be doubted, that among the more culti-

vated classes, there were individuals by whom these
abstractions were fully understood, and by whom
the crude idolatry of the multitude was regarded
solely as a device adapted to their more gross and
material conceptions.

The Jews, notwithstanding the many safeguards
by which the belief of the one Supreme Being was
protected in their religion;; system, were frequently
seduced into the idolatrous worship of the Gentile
nations among which they were thrown. It is one
of the most remarkable among the anomalies of

the history of this singular people, that the great
and radical purification of their faith in the unity
of God dates from their protracted Babylonian
captivity, from which time it was maintained, not-

withstanding the effort of Antiochus Epiphanes to

introduce the Greek idolatry (1 Maeeh. i.), down to
the coming of our Lord. The idolatry into which
the Jews fell at different periods was chiefly of the
first and the third forms described above.
The idolatry of the savage tribes of the African

and Oceanican races is for the most part of the class

described under the head Fetichism.

I'DRIA, a small but important town of Austria,
in the crownland of Cannula, celebrated for its

quicksilver mines (discovered in 1497), is situated
in a deep, caldron-shaped valley, on a river of the
same name, 22 mdes west-south-west of Laibach.
The descent to the mines is by 757 steps, hewn in

the rock, and is easy, and free from danger. They
are said to be the richest in Europe. Upwards of

220 tons of qmcksilver are produced here annually,
and about 60 tons of cinnabar (red sulphuret
of mercury). Pop. 4500, about 400 of whom are
regularly employed as miners, the others chiefly

in the manufacture of linen and silk fabrics and
bone-lace ; and in distilling spirits.

IDUME'A. See Edom.
IDITN, or IDUNA, the name of a goddess of

daughter of

being received among the
Msir, she became the wife of Bragi. I. possessed a
precious apple, by the use of which the gods pre-

served their perpetual youth. She was carried off

by the giant Thiassi, with the assistance of Loki

;

but the gods sent the latter after her, to bring her
back, which he did, after changing himself into a
falcon, and I. into a nut.

IDYLL (Gr. eidullion, Lat. idyllium, a little

image), a term generally used to designate a species

of poem representing the simple scenes of pastoral

life. It is, -however, an error to suppose that the
idyll is exclusively pastoral ; certainly, there is no
warrant for such a notion in the usage either of

the ancients or the moderns. Of the thirty Mdyllia
of Theocritus, not more than one-half are pastoral

in their character. After the use made of the word
by Tennyson, in his Idylls of the King, 'which are

epic in their style and treatment, and romantic and
tragic in their incidents, it becomes very difficult to

say what is not an idylL

I'GLAU, a very old walled town of Austria, in

the province of Moravia, is situated on the river

Iglawa, close to the Bohemian boundary, 49 miles

west-north-west of Briinn. It consists of the town
proper and of three suburbs. In the midst of the

spacious and beautiful town square, stands the guard-

house. I. carries on spinning, dyeing, and brewing,
|

as well as extensive manufactures of woollen
goods and of machinery. Its trade, especially with
Poland, is very important. Several very productive

IGLOO'LIK, an island of some historical interest,

lies near the east end of the Strait of the Fury and
Heela, in lat. 69° 21' N., and long. 81° 53' W. It
was named after an intelligent Esquimaux woman,
Parry's guide and pilot on his second voyage ; and
here that navigator passed the winter of 1822—1823
from 30th October to 12th August. During this
time, the temperature ranged between — 45° and
59° of F., thus yielding a mean of 7° above zero.

IGN A'TIUS, St, Bishop of Antioch after G9 a.d.,

is said to have been a disciple of St John, and is

reckoned one of the apostolical Fathers. He bore
the surname of Theophoros—i. e., one who carries

God [or as I. explained it, 'Christ'] in his: heart';

or, again, as some (Jerome amongst them) wrongly
supposed, ' one who was carried by God'— i. e., Christ
(cf. Mark, ix. 36)—whom, however, according to
St Chrysostom, I. never saw. This legend that he
was the little child whom Jesus set in the midst
of his disciples, may, however, like the other tradi-

tion of his relationship to St John, be taken as
symbolic of his winning, affectionate nature. I. was
a true shepherd of his people, one of those meek,
earnest, loving spirits to whose beautiful unobtrusive
piety Christianity owed its first and best triumphs.
Domitian's persecution of the church of Antioch
proved him to be no less courageous than pious, and
when that storm had passed over, the second and
fiercer persecution of Trajan gratified I.'s wish of
being sacrificed for his flock. The story of his inter-

view with Trajan has come down to us. That strong
ruler, full of worldly sagacity, just and virtuous after

his fashion, could not understand a man so utterly
unworldly as Ignatius. He contemptuously called

him a kakodaimon, or, as we should say, 'a poor
devil,' and in the end condemned him ' to be led as
a prisoner to Pome, there to he made the food of

wild beasts for the amusement [ad delectation eni] of

the people.' The sentence was executed 107 A. D.,

or, according to others, 116 a.d. In the Church
of Rome, his martyrdom is commemorated on the
1st of February; in the Greek Church, on the 20th
December.
The genuineness of the writings (a Liturgy, and a

little work entitled Didachii, quoted by Chrysos-
tom) and epistles ascribed to him— of which fifteen

(twelve in Greek and three in Latin) are now extant
—and some of which are quoted in the 2d, 3d, and
4th centuries, and were widely read in the ancient
church, has been eagerly discussed and much dis-

puted since the 16th century. The common opinion
of scholars (until perhaps the last twenty years)
was in favour of the genuineness of seven of the
Greek epistles, which are extant in two redactions
of different length, and in two corresponding
ancient Latin translations—those to the Ephesians,
Magnesians, Philadelphians, Trallians, Smyrmeans,
Romans, and to Polycarp, his contemporary ; but
even these were regarded as spurious by Daillc,

Semler, Hermann, Ernesti, and others, with whom
in the main Neauder concurs. The controversy
received a new impetus by the publication of

Bunsen's Ignatius und seine Zeit (Hamb. 1S4"), in
which that writer endeavoured to establish the
genuineness of three of the seven epistles, and the
spuriousnesa of the others; his conclusions were,
"lov.ever, assailed by the great leader of the
Tiibi iL F. C. Baur, Die Ign
tianisclien Briefe und ihr neuester Kri'jker (Tub.
1848). The most probable view of the se

epistles is that which conceives them to have
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basis of p.-uuin n ,„• having that irregular stratification which may be
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I'GNIS FA'TUUS (Lat 'rain or foolish fire*) is

IGNATIUS' (St) BEAKS, the seeds of the > luminous appearance frequently seen in i

mora, formerly Strychnos /(/««///. a tree ,.f places, churchyards, and over stagnant
i
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that which prod i. .,. v.i, a native of It uem-rally appeals a little alter sunset, as a pale

China and of the Philippine Islands. The hhi.-h .. h.iiie.l (lame, varyino in

fruit is of the size of a large pear, and eoiit.uu- sometimes it shines steadily till morning, at other
about twenty brownish seeds, of about the size m "id reappears within about half-

ohves, r de, anil somewhat angular boiirly internals. It tloats in air at about two feet
on the other. '1 h into the Dutch from the ground, is sometimes fixed, and.-

shops under then
|

...nl the end of the travels with "Teat rapidity. In ge

Ut th.-re is some reason to think that they «'» beini! approached, and ri,y v< i-*d. thon-.l

are the mix vomica of earlier 'writers. They contain successful attempts have been made to light a
-. and their medicinal uses are similar to I* 1 ""' piper by it. Many dibits have been made

t" discover its cause; but so varied are its appear

-

levei'iiv rnvrir i <j.,„inv«r» '""' B0 ^""' "' anv common principle, thatK.VVTIL.S LCAOLA. See LOTOLA,
,,, ally faded. Of the various

I'GNEOl S ROCKS are those which ha nlvanced weneed mention only two. The
produced from materials fused bj beat They differ first is, thai the ignis fatuus is due to phosphuretted
irom the sedimentary rocks in their origin '< (I'll i. winch possesses the power of

tore, and position. They invariably come from below spontaneous ignition on com inn >" '

upwards, '. tl Ider rocks. The atmospheric air ; the -as would b.

material ts of 'decor .
:

.,

ing rocks, worn, by the action of water, soil. The motion of the i-nis fatuus is ,i.

ed alone the line

ei us rocks exhibit of a stream oi the gas. The second is, that 'it is

quickly i imposed of gat it'll,, arising from the <l

: tier ;
but though this supposition

of cooling; or a vesicular structnre, when they have torily accounts for many appeanu
been expanded by the contained ga

brought into contact with water. - neously combustible, and
erroni . . account for its

originally obtained n<.m vol. a - ,.r other Bttbter- The probable con. lu-ion is, that a number ol

tree, have yet been ultinu mena similar t.. the eye, but aii-mo from different
Mater, like the materials of I irah.inie's Island (q. v.).

When this fact receives du.- consideration, mam ,..,,,/
ion ia now a puzzle, will can

be better understood. Sox the luminous ap] far as
Arthur' burgh, are ondoubt enables us to judge, tl

i Ight theory of th

can be struct i.niion phenomenon, many diatuv
the truly igneous rocks. In [MJ naturalists nei.rli.uin_ seen it; but it is

,v, the
rocks, for th.y ularly stratified, swampy and moorland districts in the south and
with a parallel upper and under surface, but are north-* lands of

i^nerally local, thinning out into wedge-shaped h. . I -, Scotland. It ia seen iu the above places from the
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middle of HUtunin till the beginning of November.
In former times, the i-nis t'atuus, un.lor the names of

Will-o'-the-wisp, ,T,„-k-.i-i„„t, rn, SpunMe, &c, was an
object of superstition anions the inhabitants of the

districts where it appears. 'ami was believed to be

mistaking the ignis fatiuis for a lamp, and being
thus decoyed into marshy places, where they
perished.

IGNORA'MXJS (Lat. we do not know), the word
formerly written by a grand jury on the back of an
indictment, meaning that they rejected it. The
words now used are ' Not a true bill,' or ' Not
found.'

IGNORANCE OF THE LAW, or IGNOR-
A'NTIA JU'RLS, is held in law to be no excuse for

any breach of contract or duty, nor for crime or other
offence. It is absolutely necessary to start with
this maxim, otherwise it would be quite impossible
to administer the law, for if once a contrary maxim
were allowed, it would not only be a premium to
ignorance, but would lead to endless and abortive
inquiries into the interior of a man's mind. Ignor-
ance of a fact, however, is a different thing.. Another
kindred maxim of the law is, that every man intends
the consequences of his own act. Thus, if he shoot
at or give poison to a person, it is presumed that
he intended to kill such person. So, if he leave
a trap-door open in a street or thoroughfare, it is

held that he intended people to fall into it and be
injured. There is, however, a doctrine called bona
fides, which, in the case of petty offences punishable
by justices, often tempers the strict and rigid appli-

cation of the maxim, 'ojiiorwitiajuris neminemexcumt;
and even in crimes, a judge always takes into
consideration, when passing judgment, whether the
prisoner or defendant was an ignorant or intelligent

person.

IGNORA'NTINES (Fr. Freres Tgnorantins), a
religious congregation of men in the Roman Catholic
Church, associated for the gratuitous instruction

oi poor children in sacred as well as secular learning.

It was founded in France in the early part of the
ISth c. (1724), by the Abbe de la Sa'de, and has
gradually been introduced into every Catholic
country of Europe. In France, this congregation
shared at the Revolution the fate of all the other
religious bodies ; but the brethren, under the name
of Brothers of the Christian Schools, were recalled,

and re-established under Napoleon in 1806. They
are now exceedingly numerous in France, Italy, and
Germany, and many branches exist in England and
Ireland. In the latter country, they possess, espe-

cially in Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, large

educational establishments ; and they have published
for the use of their schools a series of school-books,
which are designed to combine with secular know-
ledge information on the subject of religion, specially

designed for Roman Catholic pupils.

IGTJALA'DA, a town of Spain, in the modern
province of Barcelona, and situated about 40 miles
west-north-west of the city of that name, on a
rising ground on the left bank of the river Noya.
It is for the most part closely built, dai'k, and
dirty; carries on manufactures of cotton and woollen
goods, hats and firearms, is the seat of considerable
trade, and contains a population of 13,839.

IGUA'NA, a genus of saurian reptiles, the type
of the family fguanidw, a family which contains
many genera and species, and to which belong some
of the largest saurians now existing, except those
of the crocodile family. Far larger saurians allied

to them existed in former geological periods. See

Igdanodon. The Jt.iuanidce have a lizard-like form
and a long tail. The tongue is thick, fleshy, not
extensile, and is notched at the tip. They have
rows of small teeth on the palate, and their jaw-
teeth are remarkable both for then- form and mode
of insertion, not being lodged in distinct sockets,

but fixed in a kind of furrow along the internal

face of the jaw-bone, adhering by one side of the
bony surface of the root. The food of the Igua-
nidce consists chiefly of leaves and fruits. They are
all natives of warm climates. In the genus I., the

3^

-."^s*

Iguana.

back exhibits a row of elevated, compressed, pointed
scales along its whole length, and which is continued
to the extremity of the tail ; whilst under the
throat is a great dewlap-like pouch. The feet have
long toes, not webbed, with sharp claws, well
adapted for climbing trees, while the compressed
tail is the organ of progression used in swimming.
The Common I., or Guana, is abundant in the West
Indies and tropical parts of America, living mostly
among trees. It attains a length of four or live

feefc. It is of a greenish-yellow colour, mottled
with green, the tail ringed with brown. It is

esteemed a most delicate article of food, and is used
by all classes of persons. It is often caught by
means of a noose thrown over its head ; dogs have
also been trained to hunt it on some of the West
India l-ojs, where it has not opportunity of taking
refuge in trees. The eggs—which are about the
size of those of a pigeon, but have no hard shell, and
are laid hi the sand—are also eaten, and are very
pleasant. Other species of I. and nearly allied

genera are eaten in tropical America, as the Horned
I. (/. cornuta or Metapoceros cornutus) of Hayti.
The true iguanas are all American.

IGUA'NODON (Iguana, and Gr. odous, tooth), a
genus of remarkable L'iuantie diimsaurian reptiles,

more abundant in the Wealden beds of Kent, Sussex,
and the Isle of Wight, than any other genus of associ-

ated saurians. Their singular structure, differing in

many important particulars from any known reptile,

long caused great diversity of opinion as to their
true position. Dr Mantell, their original discoverer,
and their learned expounder, first knew of their
existence from some enormous bones, which, notwith-
standing their colossal size, he considered reptilian.

A large tooth next turned up, whose smooth worn
crown attested its having belonged to a herbivorous
animal. Numerous other specimens of teeth were in

progress of time discovered, and Br Mantell found
espom remarkable manner

rith the teeth of the small American lizard, the
guana, although they exhibited very striking and
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important ' tin- original discovery

of th« teeth, several other portions ..i this remark-

able reptile have been found. 'J'li< fragmentary and
ini|H'rf.ct materials which have yet turned up make

i tliis animal purely

hypothetical. Dr Mantcll's ..-•mute is as much
o extreme length, while Iv

The structure of the Bkeli ton ia v.r,

The fragments of the upper jaw show thai it* ex-

tremity was benl down over the lower ja« in the form
of a beak, ami »n< i,.,.ilil.-— . Tin- |>i

- at times on

the hind limb

adapted to this peculiar |i<>-it i<m. Tlie

Core limbs were rather shorter than the hind limbs.

The latter were hmg ami stron-;, raisin-; the Imdy

id The largest femur

and the Bhaft baa a

in ;i three-toed foot
i

: idactyle impressions
en the argil

• iwi 11 of all the bones
OWever, cohelusl'.

ith the i^uaaodou. His figure,

2. Itediiccl track, exhibiting the Arrangement of the Foot-

ill a recent volume of the Palse intograpl

|

exhibits a foot 'Jl inches long by 9J
incites broad, while our figure in red
footprint _'

c plicated both in external form

fa uctore than in any oth a knon n rep
ether known reptiles, the vertically '

do to cut off the
plants (in w In- -I u crowns in

this animal shew that the iguanodon thoroughly

Illl'.K, .Ioiiav. .hi b bol ir of

i in 17(17, and
the university of (Jpsala, when- he

acquired a great reputation,

! In ilaml. was appointed iinderdihrai -ian

ii his return to Sw.leit,
II. h a variety of offices to be professor

::.- ami political «• IH \ (1748). He
dieil in 1780. I.'s principal work is hie

. a work of gri tl

erudition, which may I*- regarded as the foundation

of Swedish phil. >
j • at the cost of

ademicol disputatioiia, an
to upwards of 450, are still valuable, especially

i the Mcesu-Gothic version of thi

by fJlfilaa

IKUPA, the principal river of Madagascar (q.v.).

['LCHESTER, a small and decayed town of

England, in the . uated in

the rich

nth-west of Bath.

an. -lent, struetuie 1

nl the county jail. I., supposed to

i-i Ptolemy, was the prim inal stat i

llomaus in tin- - !
. tli.-m

fcrong wall and d

OUS Roman remains have b

I. is the birthplace of Roger Bacon. Pop. (1861) 781.

II. E DE-FRANCE, m t the old pn
I

'

-. i '• '••>
i r '

nl in the departments of Sine-. -

tnd Oise. Durint; the last century of the
('niloviie.ian dynasty, the lle-dc-F. was

|

by a rare of powerful nobles, who latterly to.,k the
title i-i Dukes of France. One of the most aide of

these was Hul-o or 1
1
u l.-- Blanc, or

Le Grand, who, for 20 years previous to his death
(!l."ilil. virtually wielded the sovereign power under
the ( ,,rlovin_'ian Icings Louis IV. and Lothair.-. His
son, Hugo Capet, eventually became the actual
sovereign. See i'vi-ktiax Dynasts.

IT.KTZK,orILETZKAlAZASH<'HITA,asuiall
town and fort iii Eastern Russia, on the border of

the Kirghiz territory Orenburg),
ile liver llek. near it eoullueu, i- u r,li

the I'ral, in hit. 51' 9* X., long. o4 .>:>' E. i h tow
was founded

contains a population of "J4-J4 inhabitants. It ia

remarkable for its quarries oi

iii liussia. The Bait-beds of 1. were formerly worked
by the native Bashkirs, but since 1754, both the
extraction and sale of the salt are monopolised by

i
, and are the BOUrcc ot e.u

revenue. All the country round l

the river Solianka. is one confine

with a sandy or clayey alluvion. ;:

k. The thickness of the salt bed is not
mo many

-.in I'alla- up to i

oi ile- bed, cubic bio ks oi - all ai

pure and transparent like crystal, and v

from .'{ to 30 lbs. ca-h. Variou-

inanufaetured out ot -u. -h blocks, and thi

i ae in ophthalmic
-

4354 tons; in [856, it was above 14,000 tons.

j

I'LEU.M. See Digi -i ion, I Irg i

I'LEUS, <.r I I.I \r PASSION, is regarded by

forms of

SOUL- II I

inde.-d occur in any case in which the con!
I cannot find their way onwards. The

inverted ; there
is intense, vomiting, and even feculent matter is

e 1 by the mouth, I condi-
tion of the patient is, his case is not absolutely
hopeless; but as r very, when
rather to nature than to art. it

i

cuter into the subject ol treatini it

617
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in the Lnlin c-lussii

i Oak (Qutrea» lie.

OSt parts of the son

Africa, often nthiinii

>ii.l

groups, and loves the vicinity of the sea. Its leaves

arc ovate-oblong, acute, leathery, hoary beneath;

but they vary much in some respects, from the size

of a sloe-leaf to that of a beeeh, and from being very

spiny at the edge to perfect evenness. It is a very

ornamental tree, and has not been so much planted

in Britain as it deserves. Its wood is very hard and
heavy, tough, durable, and useful, particularly for

axles, pulleys, screws, and whatever is to be sub-

jected to much friction. The acorns are of various

quality, sometimes bitter, and sometimes sweet and
eatable.—In modern botany, Ilex is the generic name
of the Holly (q. v.).

I'LFRACOMBE, a small market-town, seaport,

and watering-place of England, on the north coast

of the county of Devon, is finely situated amid
picturesque irregular hills, on a cove or inlet of

the Bristol Channel, 11 miles north-north-west of

Barnstaple. The harbour is formed by ramparts

of rock, and furnished with a light-house, and a pier

850 feet in length. The bathing establishment is a

Doric building, erected here in 1836, and supplied

with sea-water from the shore by means of a tunnel.

The town is chiefly dependent upon its wealthier

residents and its summer visitors ; but an active

fishery and coasting-trade are also carried on.

Pop. (1S61) 3034.

I'LIAC A'RTERIES. The Aorta (q. v.) divides

at its lowest point—which is usually on the left side

of the body of the fourth lumbar vertebra—into the

two common iliac arteries, which pass downwards
and outwards on each side to the margin of the

pelvis for about two inches and a half, and then

divide into the external and internal iliac artery

of either side. The external iliac passes obliquely

downwards and outwards to the femoral arch, when
it enters the thigh, and becomes the femoral artery.

The internal iliac is a short vessel, about an inch

and a half in length, which divides into an anterior

and a posterior trunk. The anterior trunk divides

into several branches, which supply the bladder, the

rectum, the generative organs, and muscles both

within and on the outside of the pelvis, with arterial

blood ; while the branches of the posterior trunk

mainly supply muscles within and on the outside

of the pelvis. The importance of the internal ibac

artery in carrying on the circulation in uterine life is

noticed in the article Fcf.tus.

ILI'SSUS. See Athens, and Attica.

I'LITJM. See Pelvis.

ILIUM. See Troy.

I'LKESTON, a thriving market-town of England,

in the county of Derby, and situated ten miles north-

east of the town of that name, on an eminence in

the valley of the Erewash. Manufactures of hosiery

and lace are here carried on, and a number of the

inhabitants are employed in the coal and iron works

of the vicinity. Pop. (1861) upwards of 8000.

ILLE-ET-VILAINE, a maritime department

the north-west of France, formed out of a portion

of the old province of Bretagne. is quadrangular in

6hape, and lies between the English Channel and the

department of Lnire-Inferieure. Area. 2573 square

miles, or 1,6-16.070 square acres, of which 1,0 Hi.r.si

I

acres are arable land; pop. (1862) 584,930. It is

watered chiefly by the rivers from which it derives

its name—the Vilaine, and its tributary, the Ille.

The usual grain- crops are raised in sufficient quan-

tity to meet the wants of the population. Flax and

p are extensively produced, and the cider of

this district is esteemed the best produced in the
country. Cattle are reared in great numbers, iron

mines are worked, and great varieties of linen and
woollen fabrics are manufactured. The depart-

ment is divided into six aiTonilissenieuts—Keunes,

Fougeres, Montfort, St Malo, Vitro, and lledon.

Eennes is the capital, and St Malo the principal

seaport.

ILLEGITIMACY. See Legitimacy ; Bastards.

ILLI'CITJM, a genus of trees of the natural order

Magnoliacece, having flowers with three or six petal-

like sepals, numerous petals arranged in several

rows, and numerous stamens and pistils ; the cap-

sules arranged in a star-like form, opening upwards,
and each containing a single seed. The species are

few, but very widely distributed. The most import-

ant is /. anisatum, the fruit of which is known as

Star Anise, or Chinese Anise. See Anise. This tree

is held in high estimation among the Japanese,

and is planted near their temples, as their gods

are supposed to delight in it.—Among the other

species is /. Floridanum, a shrub with fine pendent
clusters of dark purple flowers, native of Florida and
Louisiana, of which the leaves are very fragrant, the

capsules also smelling of anise, though more faintly

than those of the Chinese tree. Similar in fragrance

is /. parvijlorum, another Floridian species.

ILLIMA'NI, one of the principal mountains of

the Bolivian Andes. See Andes.

ILLINOI'S, a river of North America, is formed
in the north-east portion of the state of Illinois by
the union of the Kankakee and Des Plaines, flows

south-west, and joins the Mississippi 20 miles above
the mouth of the Missouri. It is 500 miles long,

and is navigable for 245 miles. It is broad, deep,

and sluggish, and widens occasionally into lake-like

expanses. It is connected by a canal with Lake
Michigan.

ILLINOIS, one of the United States of America,

extending from 36° 56' to 42° 30' N. lat., and 87° 35'

to 91° 40' W. long., being 388 miles long, and 212

wide; containing an area of 55,4115 square miles, or

35,459,200 acres. It is bounded N. by Wisconsin

;

E. by Lake Michigan, and the state of Indiana,

from which it is partly separated by the Wabash
river; S. by the converging rivers Mississippi and
Ohio, which separate it from Missouri and Kentucky

;

and W. by the Mississippi, which separates it from
Missouri and Iowa. The state is divided into 102

comities; the capital is Springfield, near the ceutreof

the state, and the most important towns are Chicago,

the principal port on Lake Michigan, Galena and
Alton on the Mississippi, and Cairo, at the southern

terminus of the ( 'entral Railway, and the confluence

of the Ohio ami Mississippi rivers. The population

of the state has increased with marvellous rapidity.

In 1S10, it was 12.2S2 ; in 1S20, 55,211 ; in 1830,

157,445; in 1S40, 476.1S3; in 1850, 851,470; and at

the last census of 1860, was 1,711,753. More than

half the people of I. were born in other states or

foreign countries, a large number being Irish and
Germans. In 1S50, there were but 707 paupers in a

popidation of 851,470. The state of I. is generally

level, having few hills and no mountains. The
lowest portion is but 340 feet, and the highest only

800 feet above the Gulf of Mexico. It is nearly

covered by fertile prairies ; while river-bottoms,

with a soil'of vegetable mould 40 feet in depth, have
produced heavy crops of maize for many successive

years without manuring. The country is so level

that the canal which unites Lake Michigan with

Illinois river and the Mississippi is fed by water

pumped from the lake to a height of twelve feet.
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The nrincij ' tin".' which form the

boundaries, are the Illinois and Rock riven, and
their tributaries. The whole state is of limestone

formation, with rich lead deposits in the north west,

and s In -•• portion of the great bitu

formation. :>7"> mil. s long and 200 wide, lying in

this and the adjoining states. The cln

with an avi
"

in Bummer, and 33}'

in winter, hut ranging from 2(1 below to 100

ilsn hi-althy, exeept in swamp-lands or

me are wheat,

maize, toba

il, 708 miles, ami the

co, 459 miles.

In 1869 there were more than 30 colleges of differ-

ent grades ; a State industrial ami State iiiiriiinl I'ni-

1 614,659 pupils ; 640

private schools with - ! iHn.l, si,-

lti.-,,ln; ;
- • Ik Isi.ii

| hero »HT
bleb were Baptist ; 140< Songre-

i ifi B Catholic; 27S Presbyterian, &c
«lnct of Illinois in co

bushels, 1 be value of manufactured products for 1865

., 113. I. «as first explored by La Salle

nml the Kniieh iiiissinii.il ies ami Indian traders, who
fiinneil t! ailiest settlement ut Kaskaskia in KIT.').

Ceded by France to Great Britain, and then to the 1'.

:i lined a portion of the Northwest Terri-

torv until its organisation as a stale, with a governor

and legislature, i i 1818. Pop., in 1870 i

II. 1. 1 MINATED MAM SCRIPTS. See
Mam m i.iii s.

ILLUMINATI, a name which has at different

bon by four d < i i'.'l

; in France,

about the yi a 166 !

18th century; and the I

/ . hich was found' d I

1. 177»">. and e i spi H the Human
Catholic parts of i It is this which is

now commonly meant when the name llluminati is

employed. ' st i dli d it thi I Irder

existence to

Adam Weishaupt, I "
i f r 'i I anon Law at

Ingolstadt, a man c
• and much

;. Iml deficient in, practical knowledge of

mankind. Filled with iht.-tation of .1.

impatient of the restraints which wen
in Romao Catholic

.

.

than in Bavaria,

in

m polii J

.

md republican

opinions. 'I'h Knig e

to
'

lid extension,

so thai, nt one time, more than '2111111 of the most

ii.eoui| li-l-e.l iiieii in (lenminy we'e mei

Weishnnpt'e knowledge of th iter ••! the Jesuits

le.i him to borrow some of their methods for

ishment of what he regarded »< the

most opposite ends; and the lllnminntl

Involved in a system "f mutnal espionngi

ami the like, essentially inconsistent with tree

freedom, hut calculated to place the threads all in

one hand, by which the holy legion was to be led

on, as it »a- imagined, to the lienefiieti

kind. But from this cause, the dissolution of the

ued Weishaupt and Kni

.1

ihe '.".'.
I of .lun. 17*1. an e. il. t was i

.

1 n Inch was
followed by another on 2d March 1788

I and banished 1

1

wlere Ee died in 1830, at the aye of S3. Various
other members were severely 1

sh.

form of justio was not strictly observed in the
,.

at one time attached to the or.hr o| the Ulul 'ti,

whose secret influence was regarded as a principal
.

.
..! the politii u

Barruel and of Profi - 1

upon this Bnbject were eagerly read, but the

rated character of their 1

dged.

ILLUPIE S

ILLUSORY APPOINTMENT, a legal phrase

which denotes that where a person baa a power or

faculty to divide property among Beveral others,

drcn, and he gives one or mi

small sum, anil the hulk ot the property to the rest,

the former is called an illuso

vulgar parlance, it i, like cutting oil' an heir or

child with a shilling. Iii general, it 1

both in England and Scotland, to make an illusory

appointment, hut much depends on 1

IC deed or will o: c.ni.ill i . io -

power to appoint or divide.

ILLUSTRATED PUBLICATIONS are a

remarkable feature of the literature of our times.

The employment of illustrations or pictorial sketches

to rendei 1 ks more i 1 1 1 ..- 1 h i 1 1
.

.- 1 1 .
. I ;ni ... 1 ive,

h 1 - lonj bei a common, but ha of I it

earned to an extent previously unknown. There
are two methods of illustration : by cop]

ic being on leaves apart from
i.i. ly : and by wood-

engraviugs, which, insert.,! as I. locks in the typo-

graphy, are printed as pari of the work. Wood-
engraving is not new. Bui it was lit!

times. Throughout the 18th and thi 1

the 10th c, illustration !

of separate elojl.o. 1:1 on < ..pp. r. -.
I . i: > •. 1\.:.

the I'u b c ,
1 1. 1 of travels

I a fanciful kind, and also in natural

history, issued in London, were illustrated
i' Me \ t 1

1
.

.
1

1
_. the arl ista who "ere

noted for this species of illustration wcio lh.wland-

on John Clark, and the Cruil

ire COl il h\ hand, they Mere Jialti-

I

In Me prepara
II for these illust ratio; , tl

usually hoc li indebted to

who, in man;

I D| th super-

seded by lithography ; but before this m
1 l\ into voeue. wood

took the place of all kinds ot illustrat

that of the h

still in tuie for costly publical

rorka first sprung up in England, and
1 lermany, and the

United State* From 1820 to about
the great era of Illustrated Annual-
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taste for these illustrated yoar-1 ks ultimately
wore itself out, and was succeeded by a demand
for highly illustrated books of poetry by popular
authors, such as Rogers, Byron, and Campbell,
and in the disposal of these elegant works, some
publishers realised handsome fortunes. Latterly,
illustration has consisted for the greater part in

wood- engravings, for they possess the inestimable
advantage of being printed with the letter-press,

and in the hands of high-class artists, the design
and execution of these embellishments have reached
extraordinary perfection. Executed with compara-
tive cheapness and rapidity, wood-engravings have
been largely employed to illustrate a class of

popular periodicals, and encyclopaedias, and news-
papers. The Illustrated LoinUm Xewx was the first,

and continues to stand at the head of illustrated

newspapers. See Wood-engravixg.

ILLY'RICUM (Gr. Illyris, Illyria) is the
Roman name of a country whose limits in ancient
times varied very considerably. In the 4th c. B.C.,

the Illyrians, who are the ancestors of the modern
race generally known as Albanians (see Albania),
inhabited the whole eastern coast of the Adriatic
Sea and adjacent islands, with the western parts

of Macedonia as far as Epirus. Philip of Macedon
conquered the country as far as the river Drilon
(modern Driuo), and thence arose the division into

Illyris O'rceca and Illyris Barbara or Humana.
The former, now Albania (q. v.), was incorporated
with Macedonia. Illyris Barbara or llama na was
divided into Iapydia, Libnrnia, and Dalmatia. The
Illyrians were much addicted to piracy, which soon
brought them into collision with the Romans, and
led to their subjugation about two centuries B.C.

They made numerous efforts to shake off the Roman
yoke, but were always defeated, and the country
became a most important province of the Roman
empire, comprising the territory represented in

modern times by Croatia, Dalmatia, Herzegovina,
Montenegro, nearly all Bosnia, and a part of Albania.

On the division of the Roman empire, I. shared in

the vicissitudes that fallowed that act. A decree of

Napoleon, on 14th October 1S09, gave the name of

Illyrian Provinces to Carniola, Dalmatia, and other

countries from the Adriatic Sea to the Save, then
belonging to the French empire. At his fall,

these provinces were united as a kingdom to the
Austrian empire, and some alterations were made
in its boundaries, especially by the restoration to

Hungary of what had formerly belonged to it, and
the annexation of the whole of Carinthia instead.

The kingdom was divided into the two governments
of Laibach and Trieste, Laibach being the capital,

which arrangement subsisted till 1849, when it was
subdivided, for administrative purposes, into the
duchies of Carinthia (q. v.), Carniola (q. v.). and the
coast district, Containing the counties of Gb'rz (q. v.),

Gradiska, and Istria (q. v.), with the city and terri-

tory of Trieste (q. v.).

I'LMEN (formerly Moysk), a lake in North-
western Russia, government of Novgorod, 27 miles

long, '20 miles broad, and 15 feet deep. The lake is

stormy, and unfit for navigation ; its bottom stony.

The rivers Shelon, Lovat, Msta, and several others,

flow into the lake, which discharges its waters
through the river Volkhof into Lake Ladoga. The
lake abounds in fish, chictiy sanores, bream, and
smelt, and fishing on its banks occupies a popula-

tion of about 2tV)00. The lake I. is historically

remarkable, because it was on its banks that the
Slavonian tribes lived, who, a thousand years ago

(SG2), invited the Yariago-Russ to come and rule

over them, from which time dates the origin of the
Russian nation.

sao

ILME'NIUM, the name applied by Hermann to
a new metal analogous to tantalum. He obtained its

oxide from a mineral to which the various names of

Urano-tantalile, Samarshle, and Yilra-ilmenite have
been applied, and which occurs in the Ilmen Moun-
tains in Siberia. Its existence as an independent
metal is not satisfactorily established.

I'LMINSTER, a small but ancient market-town
of England, in the county of Somerset, is situated
on the right bank of the Isle, 44 miles south-west
of Bath. The Free Grammar and Commercial
Schools, with an endowment of nearly £1000 a
year, were founded in 15S6. Some manufactures of

woollens, silks, and lace are carried on. Pop. (1S61)

IL OBEI'D, or EL OBEID (pronounced Lo'oeid),

an important trading town of Africa, capital of

Kordofan, is situated in lat. 13° 11' N, long. 29°

35' E., at the foot of a long and gradually sloping
plain, the drainage from which, after heavy rains,

frequently inundates the principal streets. The town
consists of a number of villages, originally separate,

and inhabited by distinct races, but now joined
together, and only distinct enough to form separate
quarters. The houses and mosques, as well as the
government offices, are almost all built of a fragile

clay, and the general appearance of the place is

uninviting, gloomy, and dirty. The zoo;/, or market-
place, contains four rows of booths, ami fruit,

vegetables, tobacco, and manufactures in iron and
wood are here sold. The wholesale trade is carried
on in private houses. Gum-arabic, ivory, tamarinds,
and ostrich feathers, are the chief articles of export.
Population estimated at about 30,000.

ILO'RI, ILO'RIN, or, more properly, Alori, a
very large town of Africa, the great centre of the
Fulbe, in Yoruba, is situated in lat. 8° 30' N., and
long. 4° 33' E., 46 miles south-west of the banks
of the Niger, and about 150 miles north-east from
the shore of the Bight of Benin. Nothing very
definite seems to have been published regarding it.

Dr Earth, in conversing about I. with an intelli-

gent native who had lived for a long time in Con-
stantinople, was told that it was ' without the least

doubt larger than the latter city.'

I'LSLEY, East, a small but ancient market-town
of Berkshire, England, is situated in a secluded
valley amid bleak and dreary downs, about 56 miles
west of London. It is remarkable chiefly for its

sheep-markets, which are among the most important
iu the kingdom ; 50,000 sheep have been known to

be penned for sale here in one day. The ordinary
sheep-fairs are held on every alternate Wednesday,
from the Wednesday fortnight before Easter till

July. The downs in the vicinity of the town
are celebrated as training-grounds for race-horses.

About a mile distant is the village of West Ilsley.

Pop. (1861) less than 1000.

IMAGE-WORSHIP (Gr. iconolatria), the use, in

public or private worship, of graven or painted
representations of sacred persons or things, and
especially the exhibition of honour, reverence, or

worship to or towards such representations. This
practice, in the various degrees of which it is sus-

ceptible, has formed, for many centuries, so fruitful

a subject of controversy among Christians, that we
think it expedient first briefly to detail the history

of the use of images in Christian worship during the
several periods, and secondly to state summarily
the opposite views of this history which are taken
by the two great parties into which Christians are
divided on the question.

Neither in the New Testament, nor in any genuine
writings of the first age of Christianity, can any
trace be discovered of the use of statues or pictures
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cube root of - 64 is not an imaginary quantity, for

_4 x -4 < -4= -(34, and therefore^64=— 4;
but the square root of - G4 is an impossible quan-
tity, for no possible quantity (whether it be + or -)
multiplied by itself can produce a negative quan-
tity

; similarly and d fortiori, the fourth root of- G4
is an impossible quantity, and the same is true of
all even ro.its. Imaginary quantities are, however,
generally reduced to one denomination as multiples

of V — 1, in the following manner: «y — G4 =

\ 64 x — l = \G4xV — 1=8 V— 1
i
and again,

\/— ISo 5 = \ 9a 4 x — 2a = v 9a1 x \j2a~* \/— 1 =
3a- \ 2a \/— I. These forms very frequently occur
in higher algebra.

IMAGINA'TION. The meaning of this word
enters into many relationships, and is thereby
rendered difficult to define. The principal meaning
is doubtless what couneets it with Poetry and Fine
Art, from which the other significations branch off.

The simplest mode of explaining this complicated
relationship will be to state in separation the
different constituents of the power in question. We
shall then see why and where it touches upon other
faculties, which still require to be distinguished
from it.

1. Imagination has for its objects the concrete, the
real, or the individual, as opposed to abstractions and
generalities, which are the matter of science. The
hill colouring of reality is implied in our imagina-
tion of any scene of nature. In this respect, there
is something common to imagination and memory.
If we endeavour to imagine a volcano, according
as we succeed, we have before the mind every-
thing that a spectator would observe on the spot.

Thus, sensation, memory, and imagination alike deal
with the fulness of the actual world, as opposed
to the abstractions of science and the reasoning
faculties.

The faculty called conception, in one of its meanings,
has also to do with this concrete fulness, although,
in what Sir William Hamilton deems the original

and proper meaning of that word, this power is

excluded. In popular language, and in the phil-

osophy of Dugald Stewart, conception is applied to
the case of our realising any description of actual
life, as given in history or hi poetry. When we
completely enter into a scene portrayed by a
writer or speaker, and approach the situation of the
actual observer, we are often said to conceive what
is meant, and also to imagine it ; the best word for

this signification probably is 'realise.'

2. It is further essential to imagination in its

strictest sense that there should be some original

construction, or that what is imagined should not
be a mere picture of what we have seen. Creative-
ness, origination, invention, are names also desig-
nating the same power, and excluding mere memory,
or the literal reproduction of past experience. Every
artist is said to have imagination according as he
can r'se to new combinations or effects different from
what he has found in his actual observation of

nature. A literal, matter-of-fact historian would
be said to be wanting in the faculty. The exact
copying of nature may be very meritorious in an
artist, and very agreeable as an effect, but we should
not designate it by the term imagination. There
are, however, in the sciences, and in all the common
arts, strokes of invention and new constructions, to

whioh it might seem at first sivjit unfair to refuse

the term in question, if originality be a leading
feature in its definition. But still we do not usually
apply the term imagination to this case, and for a
reason that will appear when we mention the next
peculiarity attaching to the faculty.

3. Imagination has for its ruling clement some
emotion of the mind, to gratify which all its con-
structions are guided. Here lies the great contrast
between it and the creativeriess of science and
mechanical invention. These last are instrumental
to remote objects of convenience or pleasure. A
creation of the imagination comes home at once to
the mind, and has no ulterior view.
Whenever we are under the mastery of some

strong emotion, the current of our thoughts is

affected and coloured by that emotion ; what chimes
in with it is retained, and other things kept out of
sight. We also form new constructions that suit the
state of the moment. Thus, in fear, we are over-
whelmed by objects of alarm, and even conjure up
spectres that have no existence. But the highest
example of all is presented to us by the construc-
tions of fine art, which are determined by those
emotions called (esthetic, the sense of beauty, the
pleasures of taste ; they are sometimes expressly
styled 'pleasures of the imagination.' The artist
has in himself those various sensibilities to an
unusual degree, and he carves and shapes his
creations with the view of gratifying them to the
utmost. Thus it happens that fine art and imagina-
tion are related together, while science and useful
art are connected with our reasoning faculties,
which may also be faculties of invention. It is a
deviation from the correct use of language, and a
confounding of things essentially distinct, to say
that a man of science stands in need of imagination
as well as powers of reason ; he needs the power of
original construction, but his inventions are not
framed to satisfy present emotions, but to be instru-
mental in remote ends, which in their remoteness
may excite nothing that is usually understood as
emotion. Every artist exercises the faculty in ques-
tion, if he produces anything original in his art.

The name ' Fancy ' has substantially the mean-
ings now described, and was originally identical
with imagination. It is a corruption of fantasy,
from the Greek fantasia. It has now a shade of
meaning somewhat different, being applied to those
creations that are most widely removed from the
world of reality. In the exercise of our imagina-
tion, we may keep close to nature, and only indulge
the liberty of re-combining what we find, so as to
surpass the original in some points, without forcing
together what could not co-exist in reality. This
is the sober style of art. But when, in order to
gratify the unbounded longings of the mind, we
construct a fairyland with characteristics altogether
beyondwhat human life can furnish, we are said to
enter the regions of fancy and the fantastical.

The 'ideal,' and 'ideality,' are also among the
synonyms of imagination, and their usual accepta-
tion illustrates still further the property now dis-

cussed. The 'ideal' is something that fascinates the
mind, or gratifies some of our strong emotions and
cravings, when reality is insufficient foi that end.
Desiring something to admire and love beyond
what the world can supply, we strike out a com-
bination free from the defects of common humanity,
and adorned with more than human excellence.
This is our ' ideal,' what satisfies our emotions, and
the fact of its so doing is the determining influence
iu the construction of it.

I'MAUM, the appellation given to the most
honoured teachers of Mohammedanism. The word
is Arabic, and signifies a director or teacher. It is

commonly employed to designate any of the persons
belonging to the Mohammedan Ulei
priestly body. They are distingu
laity by a turban somewhat hi"
They are held in great reverence
The sultan himself has the title of

te-
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by imitation. In the healthy and naturally consti-

tuted, there exists a tendency to copy and repro-

duce, or represent what powerfully impresses the

imagination ;
and during the excitement of indi-

viduals or communities, this inclination is more
influential, and passes beyond the coutrol of the

will. Great caution, however, must be exercised

in distinguishing between what is epidemic and
depends upon atmospheric or external moral causes,

from the results of strong or morbid states of the

mind itself. An idiot is mentioned by Gall, who,
having seen the slaughter of a pig, killed a man
after the same fashion. A child of seven years old

suffocated a younger brother on the suggestion of

the strangling of Punch at the hands of the devil.

The example of suicide by hanging having been set

by a pensioner in the Hopital dies Invalides, six

similar deaths followed, and by suspension from the
same lamp-post. After the return of the Bourbons,
there a|>peared in succession seven female claimants
to the parentage of Marie Antoinette ; and pyro-
mania, propagated by sympathy, is well known to

have existed in Normandy in 1830.

IMMA'CULATE CONCEPTION OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, Feast of, a festival

celebrated on the 8th of December in the Latin,

and on the 9th in the Greek Church, in which
Litter church it is held under the name of ' The
Conception of St Anne,' the mother of the Virgin
Mary. The festival of the Conception itself is

traceable in the Greek Church from the end of

the 5th c, and in the Latin dates from the 7th

;

but a great controversy prevailed for a long time
in the West as to whether and in what sense the
conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary was to be
held immaculate, and in what sense the Blessed
Virgin herself was to be held conceived without
sin. It was believed to be a consequence of the
doctrine of the divine maternity, and a necessary
part of the honour due to the Incarnation, that
the Blessed Mother should be held to have been
at all times free from the stain of sin. This
might have been, either by her having been, like

the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. i. G), or the Baptist
St John (Luke, i. 35), sanctified before her birth

—

that is, purified in her mother's womb from the
stain of original sin ; or by the still higher sancti-

fication of having been entirely exempted from
the stain of sin, either— for the discussion was
carried to all these subtleties—before the forma-
tion of the embryo in the womb of her mother, or

at least before its animation by union with the
soul. The actual controversy in the West may be
said to have commenced with St lJernard, who not
only remonstrated with the canons of Lyon in

1131 for their unauthorised introduction of this

festival in their cathedral, but rejected the opinion

of the Blessed Virgin's having been conceived free

from original sin, though he admitted her sanctiii-

catioa in her mother's womb (Episl. 174, Ad Canun.

Lugdmieiws). The discussion thus raised led to a

protracted controversy in the schools. The great
mast.-r of scholastic subtlety, John Duns Scotus, in

a disputation held before the university of Paris in

1307, maintained the doctrine of the immaculate
conception in its highest sense ; and the entire order

to which he belonged, the Franciscan, as well as the

school to which he has given his name, the Scotists,

afterwards zealously defended it. On the other

hand, the Thomist school, which was that of the

Dominican order, having denied the immaculate
conception, much division for a time existed ; but
the prevailing tendency was at all times towards

the Scotist opinion. The university of Paris, in

13b7, condemned the Thomist doctrine. The council

of Basel- although, it is true, at the time when

it was in conflict with the pope—declared the
doctrine of the immaculate conception to be a

Catholic dogma, and reprobated in the strongest

terms the opposite opinion. Sixtus IV., however,
imposed on the defenders of both opinions, in 1470,

the obligation of mutual toleration and charity, and
renewed this constitution in 1483 ; but in the end
of the same century the university of Paris required,

as a condition of the doctorate, an oath on the part

of the candidate that he would defend the dogma of

the immaculate conception. The Council of Trent,
without discussing the scholastic dispute, merely
declared that ' in its decree on original sin it did
not comprehend the blessed and immaculate Virgin
Mary,' and renewed the constitution of Sixtus tV.
already referred to. This abstinence on the part of

the council led to a further renewal of the dispute,

which reached such a pitch towards the close of the
10th c, that Pius V. not only prohibited either side

from stigmatising the opposite with the name of

heretical, but forbade ali public discussions of the
subject, except in theological disputations in the
presence of a learned auditory. "In the pontificates

of Paul V. and Gregory XV., earnest instances

were made by tin.' Spanish crown to obtain a definite

declaration in favour of the doctrine of the imma-
culate conception ; but the pope again refused, con-

tenting himself with repeating the constitution of

Sixtus IV. He added, however, certain new provi-

sions : 1. That disputants, in asserting the doctrine

of the immaculate conception, should abstain from
assailing the opposite doctrine. 2. That no one
except the members of the Dominican order, and
others specially privileged, should presume to

defend, even in private disputation, the doctrine

that the Blessed Virgin Mary was conceived in

original sin. 3. That, nevertheless, in the public

mass or office of the church, no one should introduce

into the prayers or other formularies any other
word than simply conceptio, without adding any
epithet involving either doctrine. At the same
time, opinion was setting steadily in favour of the
doctrine of the immaculate conception. Alexander
VII., and afterwards Clement IX., added new solem-

nity to the festival. Clement XI. ordained that it

should be observed as a holiday of obligation, and
at length Gregory XVI. permitted that the epithet

immaculate should be introduced into the public

service. In the end, at the instance of bishops
in various parts of the church, the present pope,

Pius IX., addressed a circular to the bishops of

each nation, calling for their opinion, and that of

their people, as to the faith of the church on
the point ; and on the receipt of replies all but
absolutely unanimous, he issued a solemn decree

at Rome, in a numerous council of bishops, on the
Sth December 1So4, declaring the doctrine to be

been implicitly accepted throughout the Roman
Church.

IBIMORA'LITY, in point of law, is a good
defence to actions and suits, but it must be some
immorality which runs counter to the well-known
policy of the law. Thus, for example, if a man gave
a bond, or granted a deed, giving to a woman some
annuity, with a view to induce her to live in con-

cubinage, this would be a good defence against the
bond or deed 1 icing enforced, for the law discoun-

tenances his conduct ; whereas, if it were merely
a bond, or a gift, in consideration of something of

the same kind past and ended, the deed would be
good. So the keeper of a house of ill-fame is not
allowed to sue, and has no legal remedy against

her guests for any sum agreed to lie paid for immoral
purposes. In most other respects, the mere personal
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batever as to their n-sji, .tivc remedies,

for tin- law protects the bad as well as the good,

the just

[MMORT VI.ITY is the continued ezi I

the human soul in a Future and invisil le state. ' If

a man die, shall he live again?' is a cp ostiot; which
has naturally agitated the hear! and stimulated the

intellectual curiosity of man, wherevi i

'

cise his intellect at all. The religion . f all civilised

peonies maybe said more or less to n

; the ancient
i nioitality first

rod and of a

1

. ,1 their heart in the

darkness, while the just are sen! to dwell with the

god of Light.'

'found favour before the ereal God; they dwell in

glory, where they Ih

they have quitted will for ever repose in their tombs,
whilst they rejoice in the life o

Immortality is plainly taught, but bound up with

the idea of" the preservation of the body, to which
the Egyptians attached great importance, as a con-

dition .it the soid's continued life ; and hilar thej

built vast tombs, and embalmed their bodies, as it

to last for ever. In the Zoi

future world, with H

i' part Under Ormuz and Ahriman, there

ml passes into

the kingdom i darkness, over which
cording as it

has lived on the earth well or ill. When in I h

lived in purity, and has not Buffi red the diva

(evil spirit-) to have any power ovei

after death into t
! id. In the

•i paganism, Hades, or tl

; loom to the Hellenic

rathet till the ground than live in

pale Klysii ' This melancholy view of the future

everywhere pervades the Homeric religion. With
ight a higher idea of

the future is found ti. i ti e po. ! I .

I ill, in the Platonic

Socrates, the conception of immortality shines forth

with a clearness and precision truly im|

. in language

at once rich in faith and in beauty. 'The soul,

the immaterial part, being of a natun
to the body,

...

nothing, and perish? Oh, far otherwi e. Rather

i irrying with it any
Bill

\< illmidy shared in, hut ahvavs

ind making the
iiin and study that

o true philosophy, and tudjj ing

tlmlyj fortius is true philosophy, is it

the most widely spread forms of belief in

, 1.. t.e . .... p'.i.i.

eht is aba - , !

Lividual

list. in. ; m I for A'irriiiui,

or complete extinction. Jot oven here the belief in a

i 1st* in the form of the 'I •

,
v.).

1 departs into

that invisible region which is of its own nature, the
region of the divine, the immortal, thi

happy in a state in which it is

freed from tears and wild desires, and the other

evils of humanity, and
ence with 1

1

It is, ,nly in Christianity, however, thai

iher, but t. even .

I ng i" his abundant
unto a lively

hope hy the rc-llrrertlMl! of .1. <i

dead, to all inheritance incon up
and that fa.Vtli n..l a

. Lindoubt :

trine of (he soul'simr,
i.

i i
. re ult of specu-

lation, nor product of priestly invention— hut a light

to the reason, and a guide to the
conduct. Th . ty, and the

materialistic e,

found in the gospel transmuted into a In

and divine fact and an authoritative in.

only touching the present life, hut governing and

I Mi > I, A lane. Forum Cornelii, 01 Forum Sj II. el. a

town of Italy, in the legation of Ravelin

a fruitful plain adjoining pi. tun -•pie hil' .
.do. • to

the liver Santonin', and 24 miles west-south-west of

Ravenna, It contains ome Bn

theatres, and benevolent institutions. 1 not e 31 *

s e good manufactures of wax, oil,

1 besides ither-curing establish-

ments, and brick and tile works. From a
1 pecies of

grown iii the vicinity, the d lici us

wine known as inn acmto is manufactured. Pop.

upwards of 10,000.

IMPA'LE, in Heraldry, to arrange two coats of

arms side by side in one shield divided per pale.

It. is usual thus to exhibit the co

husband and wife, the husband's arm
the dexter side or place of honour, an I

the sinister side of the '" hen a man
.aid wife, heralds say that he may
aister half of the shield pi

..ruts, plai ing the famil;

deceased wife in chief, and of his

second wife in base. A husband

impaling Ins wife's coat with his

own, is not allowed to surround the

former with the collar or insignia

of any order of knighthood to which

he may b. ' '" ,

heads of colleges, and kings-of- Impale.
i their arms n itli their

iusionia of ...: dexter side to the

former. In early heraldry, when two Coats were

by side, only half of

each was exhibited a nan • in.iit which has Veil
t.,,,i. Sometini.

was dimidiated. A 1

preserved in the practice of omitting bordi

in impaled aims on the

HII'AN \Tlu\ (Lat in, and poni*, bread), a

technical ward employed in the lauhai
peculiar opinion propounded

by Luther .us to the nature of the

1 , -lie Roman
denying the transubstanti

l.r.ad and wine, and from the Sa.iiin. ntarians

that our Lord's pre-.-n, 1

typical or figurative, Luther contended that the

Iv anus ot il\5

J
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body and blood of Christ were present in, or

along with, the elements of bread and wine ; in a
manner analogous to that in which the divinity of

Christ co-exists in the same person with his human
uature. Hence, by an analogy with the word
incarnation, lie devised for the Eucharistic union the

term impanation. This doctrine was the subject of

a lengthened controversy with Zwingli at Marburg
in 1529, which left each party unconvinced; and
this theory still continues to be the received one

in the orthodox Lutheran schools.

IMPEA'CHMENT, the name given to an accusa-

tion and trial of a peer or member of parliament, or,

indeed, any other person, before the High Court of

Parliament, for treason, or some high crime or mis-

demeanour. This is a kind of trial which is reserved

for great and enormous offenders, particularly in

matters affecting the constitution, for the ordinary

tribunals generally suffice for all cases of crimes.

Impeachment, accordingly, is of rare occurrence,

the last instance being that of Lord Melville in

1805 ; but as it is one of the high prerogatives of

parliament to try offenders in this way, it is still com-
petent to use it. • The proceedings nearly resemble

an ordinary trial at law. A pardon by the crown is

not pleadable iu bar of the prosecution, though,

after sentence, the crown may pardon the offender.

See May, On Parliaments.

The proceedings, rules, and practice of impeach-

ment in America arc borrowed from the common law
of England, but are modified by the constitution or

statutes of the Union, or of the several states. By
the Constitution of the U. States it is declared that the

House of Representatives shall have the sole power of

impeachment, and that the Senate shall have the sole

power to try all impeachments. The persons liable to

impeachment are the President, Vice-president, and all

civil officers of the U. States. The offences for which
they may he impeached are treason, bribery, and other

high crimes and nustlemea mint's. < >n Feb. 21, 186S, An-
drew Johnson, President,was impeached by the H. of R.

IMPENETRABILITY, one of the essential

properties of matter, implies that no two bodies

can at the same time occupy the same space. If a

nail be driven into a piece of wood, it does not,

properly speaking, /" /' //<//<' the wood, for the fibres

are driven aside before the nail can enter. If a

vessel be filled with fluid, and a solid body be
then placed in it, as much water will run over

as is equal in bulk to the solid body, in this way
making room for it. The lightest gases are really

as impenetrable as the densest solid ; although,

owing to their compressibility, it is not readily

made apparent.

IMPE'RATIVE, Categorical. According to

Kant (q. v.), man, in the conscit

liberty, recognises two great 1

will; the first prompts him to

being, the second commands h

even at the sacrifice of that,

sition in his moral nature betw

-•ate tli.

itimial.

insness of his moral
aws regulating his

seek his own well-

im to be virtuous,

From this oppo-
eeu desire and con-

duty, which, in the

r, is called the 'moral iinpera-

it adds the epithet categorical,

commands are absolute and

IMPE'RIAL CROWN properly signifies the

crown borne by the German emperor; in form, a

circle of gold, adorned with precious stones and
flcurx-de-lix, bordered and seeded with pearls, and
raised iu the form of a cap voided at the top like a

crescent. From the middle of the cap rises an
arched fillet enriched with pearls, and surmounted
by a globe on which i3 a cross of pearls. In English

Heraldry, the form of

England (see Kino) i

Imperial Crown.

,
crest, or supporter, crowned
is said to be imp^nollij

imperial ; and a cha
with a regal cro-

crowned.

IMPE'RIUM is a word used in the Roman law
in various senses, the most important of which is

that which it bears when applied to consuls and
proconsuls— thence called imperatores. Most of the

superior magistrates were also intrusted with the

imperium, which meant a sovereign authority. It

is of very little practical importance iu modern
times to trace the extent or precise nature of the

authority thus designated, as the subject has no
bearing on modern law.

IMPE'RTINENCE, in English Law, means some
irrelevant matter introduced in an affidavit or

pleading ; and the court will generally order it to

be struck out, and the offending party to pay the

costs of doing so.

IMPETI'GO, a disease of the skin. It consists

of crops of pustules, which may either be scattered

or collected in groups. These pustules burst, dry
up, and become covered with scabs or crusts of a
yellow colour, not unlike little masses of candied

honey. From beneath these crusts, a purulent dis-

charge commonly takes place ; the crusts becom6
thicker and larger, and the skin around and beneath
them is red and raw. The disease may be either

acute or chronic. In the former case, it is attended

with febrde symptoms, which must be combated
by the internal administration of purgatives and
alkalies, strict attention to diet, and weak alkaline

lotions. In chronic cases, the discharge may be
checked by a lotion containing ten or fifteen grains

of oxide of zinc in an ounce of rose-water.

There are various forms of this complaint, as

I. Jigurata, I. sparsa,. Sc. The disease known as

Crustea lactea, which sometimes covers the faces of

children like a mask, is a sort of compound of
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impetigo ninl roxema: ami the rose-water lotion

already mentioned is a useful ;i] >j.l i. .u

I M it: v \ s. or IMI'KVAN PHEASANT
(/."/ /io/./lon/. /iil/irij,iiltlK), II l.i

of the family Phatianida, a native "t high cold
i i iv.-i, I. lit i. in u kab
as any tropical bird for the splendour of its plumage,

j the changing metallic tints which it

Tni]ioy.in (Lophoph

exhibits—green, steel-blue, violet, ami golden bronze.
The fine p to the male

female is clothed in sober brown,
mottled with gray and yellow, and is smaller than
the male, r ound capable of domes-

id may probably be found ble ol

naturalisation, in Britain. It derives <

: mpted to 1

i The Nepaiilesi; name, ilonaul,

I'M I'l.r.M i:NT. in Scot b Law, means fulfilment

IMPLEMENTS, Agricultural. Under this

term are generally comprehended not only the

implements used in the actual cultivation of the

soil, but thi i othi r operations of

farming, an I le produce of

the land for use, in bo far as it is ordinarily carried

ts for the

cultivation of the ground were doubtless such as

could be 0» d Mi, ami many
si the spade, the hi

ami the shovel. Win

recenl inven-

il Son in.: machini a

or drills are modern, but the harrow is ancient,
i. inn along the newly

mi pose of its ii'.u care-

i.lli'J ! I

implemi uta

earihmo up
be and sickle

from n mote antiquity, all

reaping-machine is a novelty only

aasume s very important place. \\ le

i iptiona and for (

be mentioned anion- agricultural implements; also

implements lor thrashing and winnowing torn, fur

scutching and breaking llax, for ginning cotton, for

requires implements of different kind

required in the care of cattle, and for the Dairy

(I v.). The principal agricultural imp]

with ]i:irtieiilar kinds ol . ultivated plants,

IMPLU'VIUM, a tank or cistern in the

centre of the hall or Atrium (q.v.J o

lion. e. [n th i al Pomp ii,

the impluvium
|ilaeeil ilnnn I part of the
.ilrilim. .-in. I :- in!' ndod I" re. ei\ . . lie rain W liieh

inns ihiw n fi"' !

impluvium was frequently adorned witl

and formed a verypeculiai and interesting feature

in th" 'Kv lliiejs "! the Romans.

I.Ml'ii NDERABLE SUBSTANCES, an epithet
applied to light, heat, eh ! i

at a time when they wi re ni

as matter, in contradistinction to those Bubstances
whieh

i

IMPORTS amd EXPORTS. See B

I'MPOST, the point where an arch rests on a

wall or column. It is usually marked by hori-

zontal nioiililniLS. hut M.ui. times these

especially in Gothic architecture, where different

forms of in
i

pi i -t are ns. tl. 'I hese have been classed
Willis as- 1st, ' i

whore tin arch mouldings are earned down the

pier; id, 'the iliisi-iiiiliiiiiims impost.'

i: - abut and are > topped
/ mipo-t.' where the areli

i
i ipitaJ, and are diffi

th' pii ' the n used in the besl Gothic \ 1th,

inn at, « here the pier and
i old i

. but the impost i

.i band ol I ital moulding i, as is Frequently
i " Italian Gothic buildings. 'I b

forma of impost are sometime! u.-i .1 t.. . > |„ i .
,, .,-.

I
• produi e re complex combinations.

I WPOTENCY, in Law. is a good ground for

either of two married parties annulling the mar-
ling.', it the impotelley existed at the tilui Ihi' '"11-

- .lit' red into. 'I'he d t must he proved.

The law is uniform in the United Kingdom.

IMPOU'NDING A DOCUMENT urs where
I document is produced in course of a trial or

hearing before a court or judge, who, in :

up to the owner, let, mis it. Ill order to

hie a prosecution to be brought if necessary.

IMPOUNDING CATTLE is, in English Law,

the remedy given to all o. en]. iers of land againnt

the cattle of strangers whieh stray on such land.
1 b taking and I ping the

: l.u Ii has I 'i in

lone. The occupier is then said to distrain the

e lit Ii 1/0,7/0./. /... '.'./. 'Ihi ill'.' ami
having 1

1

within th kept for

of his

it. nd water

the cal tli
"' the owner oJ Bnch stray

cattle, ll
1 "

I

. try tile 1

iless tiny i"

upon the land. Iii Scotland, a similar right

lied the poinding of stray cattle,

lMI'lii: SsM IN T was once the mode fonnerly
: to of manning the British navy. The
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practice had not only the sanction of custom, but

the force of law, for many acts of parliament, from
the reign of Hiilip and Mary to that of George
III., had been passed to regulate the system of

impressment. Impressment consisted in seizing

by force, for service in the royal navy, seamen,
river-watermen, and at times landsmen, when
state emergencies rendered them necessary. An
armed party of reliable men, commanded by officers,

usually proceeded to such houses in the seaport

towns as were supposed to be the resort of the

seafaring population, laid violent hands on all

eligible men, and conveyed them forcibly to the

ships of Avar in the harbour. ' As it was not in

the nature of sailors to yield without a struggle,

many terrible fights 'took place between the press-

gangs and their intended victims — combats in which
lives were often lost. Iu point of justice, there is

little, if anything, to be said for impressment, which
had not even the merit of an impartial selection

from the whole available population.

In recent times, when volunteers fail, a system
of Bounties (q. v.) has been resorted to; and it is

not very probable that recourse will be again had to ,

impressment. At the same time, the laws sanction-

ing it slumber, without being repealed.

Under the laws, all eligible men of seafaring

habits are liable between the ages of 18 and 55
;

but exemptions are made in favour of apprentices '

who have not been two years apprenticed, fishermen i

at sea, a proportion of able seamen in each collier, I

harpooners in whalers, and a few others. A press-
j

gang could board a merchant-vessel or a privateer of

its own nation in any part of the world, and carry

off as many of the best men as could be removed
without actually endangering the vessel. The

|

exercise of this power made a privateer dread a

friendly man-of-war more than an enemy, and often

led to as exciting a chase as when enemies were in

pursuit of each other ; for the privateer's men were
the best sailors, for their purpose, the naval officers

could lay hold on.

IMPRISONMENT. The power of imprison-

ment for non-payment of debt, as well as by way
of punishment for crime, has always been held

to be inherent in courts of justice. In criminal

proceedings also, a person may, by a warrant of

a justice of peace, be imprisoned before trial, pro-

vided the justice considers it is not a proper case

for allowing 1 tail ; and as a general rule, though iu

minor offences an accused person imy insist on

being discharged on tendering sulficient bail, yet

in more serious crimes it is always in the dis-

cretion of the justice to accept or refuse the bail

tendered, and on his refusal, application may be

made to judges of the common law courts to accept

bail. As regards imprisonment for debt, it is now
competent only in cases where judgment has been

obtained, and the debt is £20 or upwards. In one

case, however, and one only, a person may be
imprisoned before judgment has been obtained—viz.,
where he is about to leave the kingdom. Iu such a

case, the creditor requires to make an affidavit of the

debt or cause of action before a judge, and may
obtain a capias to arrest the defendant, who will

not be released, except on bail, until judgment is

obtained. "With regard to debts under £20, which
are generally sued for in England iu the county
court, though the defendant cannot be imprisoned

on a judgment for less than that amount, yet if he
wilfully disobey the judgment of the court, wdiich

ordered him to pay by instalments or on a time

certain, and if the debt was originally contracted by
means of fraud, the judge can commit him for con-

tempt, and thus imprison him on another ground.

In cases of insolvency, if a person allow himself to

be taken to prison fur debt, and remain iu prison for

fourteen days if a trader, or two mouths if a non-
trader, this is an act of bankruptcy, and he may be
adjudicated a bankrupt, and his estate distributed

in the usual way by the Court of Bankruptcy. But
in general if a person wishes to be made a bankrupt,
he can become so without the necessity of being
imprisoned. It is also a doctrine of the law of

England, that if a debtor is once imprisoned for

debt, it operates as complete satisfaction, and his

land or goods cannot in that case be taken. But
the debtor can only get out of prison through the

intervention of the Bankruptcy Court, which requires

him to give up everything to the creditors.

In Scotland, imprisonment for debt is also com-
petent on similar principles ; and it is competent
to imprison a debtor if the debt exceed £12. An
absconding debtor may also be arrested if in medi-
tations fuga:—i. e., about to leave the country, in

which case bail or caution is required. In Scotland,

imprisonment for debt is not considered satisfaction

of the debt, and the creditor may at the same
time poind his goods and adjudge his land, and
take other concurrent remedies.

IMPROBATION, a Scotch law-term, meaning
the disproving or setting aside a deed on the ground
of falsehood or forgery.

IMPRO'MPTU, in Music, a short extempor-
aneous composition. ' See also Fantasia.

IMPROPRIATION, the transfer to a layman
of the revenues of a benefice to which the cure of

souls is annexed, with an obligation to provide for

the performance of the spiritual duties attached to

the benefice. The practice of impro/rrialion differs

from the somewhat similar but more ancient; usage
of appropriation, inasmuch as the latter supposes
the revenues of the appropriated benefice to be
transferred to ecclesiastical or quasi-ecclesiastical

persons or bodies, as to a certain dignitary in a
convent, a college, a hospital ; while impropriation

implies that the temporalities of the benefice are

enjoyed by a layman ; the name, according to Spel-

man, being given in consequence of their thus being
improperly applied, or diverted from their legitimate

use. The practice of impropriation, and still more
that of appropriation, as in the case of monasteries,

&c, and other religious houses, prevailed extensively

in England before the Reformation ; and on the
suppression of the monasteries, all such rights were
(by 27 Henry VIII. c. 28, and 31 Henry VIII.
c. 13) vested in the crown, and were by the crowu
freely transferred to laymen, to whose heirs have
thus descended not only the right to tithes, but also

in many eases the entire property of rectories. The
spiritual duties of such rectories are discharged by a

clergyman, who is called a vicar, and who receives

a certain portion of the emoluments of the living,

generally consisting of a part of the glebe-land of

the parsonage, together wit'
1 small tithes ' of the parish.

IMPROVING LEASE, a lease, in Scotland, by
which the tenant undertakes to keep the premises
in repair ; called a repairing lease in England.

IMPROVISATO'RI, an Italian term, designating
poets who utter verses without previous preparation
on a given theme, and who sometimes sing and
accompany their voice with a musical instrument.
The talent of improvisation is found in races in

which the imagination is more than usually lively,

as in the Arabs, and in many tribes of negroes.
Amongst the ancients, Greece was the land of

improvisation. In modern Europe, it has been
almost entirely confined to Italy, where Petrarch,
in the 12th c, introduced the practice of singing
improvised verses to the lute; and down to "the
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present day, the performances of improviaatori con
of the favourite <nt. rt.iiin

It.ili.in.i. Females [improvitatricet) l..i\ . frequently

exhibited this talent in a In— li degree. Improviso-
tion is by uo means limited to brii i po

ol very simple structure, bat is often

c in ied on with great art, and in the

ol a tragedy or
i u

ol the moat admired
d to the world through

tlie press, they have never I n found to rian above
iiu-ie mediocrity, It is won ,

neater number of the celebrated improvisator! of

Italy have been bor Tuscany or the Venetian
territories. Siena and Verona have b
productive of them. Some of the principal are,

Seratiuo d'Aquila (died 1500), M taatasio (q. v.),

unloiie.l the art, Zucco (died 1764),

Berio and Rossi (beheaded at Naples, 1799), Gianni
(pensioned by Bonaparte), and Tommaso Sgricci

Magdalena Moralli Fernandez (died 1800), Teresa
Bandettini (born 1786), Rosa Taddei (bora 1801),

and Signora Mazzei, the last of whom is probably
the first iu point of talent

IMI'l' l.si vi: MADNESS. The approaches of

mental disease are generally alow and perceptible;

where, without announcement,
without any preliminary stage of disease or distnrb-

anee. an individual, apparently hitherto of sound
I -nly seized with mania, presents symp-

toms of ineontrollable violence, perpetrates acts of

atrocity or absurdity, altogether inconsistent with
his previous disposition and deportment ; ami then,

nearly as quickly, subsides into his ordinary state

and habits, retaining no, or a very imperfect, recol-

lection of the events which occurred during the

paroxysm. It is not, however, in the suddenness
- of the paroxysm that the essential

' • consists. During the continuance of

such an ail il i litions are dis-

il : 1. The sudden birth and
domini fa propensity j

•_'. The abolition or impair-
ment of the apprehension of the real and ordinary
relations of the individual; and 3. The suspension

• by which such propulsions are pre-

vented from arising, or ruled and regulated when
they do arise. Alienation of this kind has been

instincts are involved ;

and the most striking illustrations are derived from

, lv, or come

ol law. But many
i of aberration which

could not be instigated by passion, and involved

nothing criminal. A lady is mentioned who never

irch but sin- was impelle I I

saw plate-gla impelled to break if;

and the incongruous laughter, the grotesque gesti-

culations, and the involuntary and repulsive asso-

ciations to which good and (rreat men have- been
I all be pla I under tbii c

Marc, De In /•',.'. a Rapport*
.' /»:<? Judiaaim), t i. p. 219, ami

t. ii. p. 473.

IMI'i TA'TION is one of the most common
technical expressions in Christian theology, tt il

meant to denote the tranafi

merit of punishment or reward. The doctrine of

the imputation of sin. for ex unjple, is I

which inculcates that all mankind ai

the fact and consequences of Adam's fall from
innocence; and thi nine of the

imputation of Christ's right ISneSS is that which
,t tie merit or i

l to those wh,, believe in Hun. or,

in other words, that they 1 ome ah -

merit or right isness. This idea of transference
of inlerei.mi Mention of g 1 and evil, is a per-

tian theology', and
Undoubted realities of the spiritual life; hut the

ipt to become degraded and mate-
rialised, and has become bo in some ol its common
representations in popular theology. The doctrine
of the imputation ol \,lmi- -iii, for example,

"me minds not only the idea of the
participation of the human race in the consequei s

ns-Tes.ioii, -,, that, l» cause he sinned
and fell from h cence, they, the inheritor- of lus

corrupt nature, also sin, and are involved in the
i sinful state ; but, moreover, the idea,

ol \dam in its direct guilt and wicked-

ness is transferred to his posterity. I

after this manner: it is undeniable that man snU'ers

on account of original sill ; but Buffering and -in are

inseparably comic ted. If man suiters mi account of

original sin, therefore, it is only because he is guilty

of it. The sin of Adam in eating the forb dden
fruit is equally the sin of his posterity. \ -ding to

this mode of reasoning, there is a I. .in, il iiiiput.it ion

of the sin of Adam to all his descendants, (bid is

sup] I. as it were, to charge the one to the

account of the other, and by a direct and arbitrary

act, to hold mankind guilty because Adam fell.

To give a logic] justiiieition to this view, it is

assumed that <...! entered into a covenant with

Adam (see Covenant), by which the latter was
regarded as a representative of the whole human
race ; so that when he fell, all mankind
fell with him. In the .same manner, tc

of I 'ill l-t I- sl|ppo,ed to be im/iill, ,1 to

believers by a direct and formal transference of the-

one to the account of the other. In both cases, it

is the idea of formal and arbitrary exi

ia prominent ; and a I lieologians,

this idea alone answers to ,,,.,...,',,.'',,.., of sin or of

righteousness. To impute sin, is to deal with a man
o..t on a.-i-oiiut ot his men act, orat leastl

not primarily on this a unt, but on account of the

act of another; and to im/ml- righteousness, is to

deal with man as tight,-.. as, not be -in-

,„i a -count ol tic- nghtooiisness of ( 'In

ox /o'., and received by faith alone. The act of

in, .tie i stands in both cases for our own act, and
•e are adjudged — in the

i not fn

il , but for what another has done for us.

This is a fair illustration of the tyranny which

technical phrases are apt to exi I

in other things. When mm coin an imperfect

phrase to express a spiritual reality, the reality is

apt to be forgotten in the phrase, and men play

with the latter as a logical counter, having a

for,-,- and meaning of its own. Tmpui
and iiii/mi'iti in this way

.lit l.-g d or pseud,, log ,1 ,

theology, through the working out of the mere legal

analogies suggested by the Word. But the real

spiritual reaiity which lies behind tie

. uoiigh. Imputation qf tin is.

and .-an be 1
... pressioii of

the spiritual tints of Vlani and his race. Adam
' b.liig the root of all mankind,' the stock which has

grown from i i.in its degeneracy.

The law of spiritual life, of historical eontimntv,

implies this, and it requires no arbiti li

mankind as derived from a sinful souroe W< are

"I fell. The f itain having

become polluted, the .stream is polluted. We are

involved in nil guilt, and could not help being so,

ndemned, in

the other acquitted not for what We ourselves have
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by the conditions of our historical existence ; but,
nevertheless, liis sin is not our sin, and cannot in the
strict sense be imputed to us, for sin is essentially
voluntary in every case—an act of self-will, and not
a mere quality of nature ; and my sin, therefore,
cannot be another's, nor another's mine. In the
same manner, the highest meaning of the imputation
of the righteousness of Christ lies in the spiritual

unity of the believer with Christ, so that he is

one with Christ, and Christ one with him, and in

a true sense he becomes a partaker of the divine
nature. The notion of legal transference is an
after-thought—the invention of polemical logic—
and the fact itself is deeper and truer than the
phrase that covers it. The race one with Adam,
the believer one with- Chriit, are the ideas that are
really true in the phrases imputation of sin and
imputation of righteousness. The logic of theology
has evolved many more applications of the phrases,
but these applications are rather the refinements of

theological pedantry than the expression of true
spiritual relations.

IN ARTI'CULO MO'RTIS, a phrase used in
Scotland to denote a deed executed on death-bed.
As a general rule, such a deed, in Scotland, operat-

ing like a will, may be set aside by the heir-at-law.

But a will in England having the same effect cannot
be set aside on that ground.

INA'GUA, Great and Little, are the two most
southerly islands of the Bahama group, the former
of which, measuring fifty miles by twenty-five, is

remarkable for having its longer dimension placed
almost at right angles to those of the rest of the
cluster. The Little I. lies about twelve miles
north, and measures eight miles by six. In 1851,

•the population of both islands together was 530, of

•whom 54 were white.

INANITION. See Starvation.

INA'ECHING, or GRAFTING BY AP-
PROACH, a mode of grafting by which branches
•are "united together before any of them is separated
from its original stem. Branches growing across

one another sometimes unite in this way of them-
selves, and it is supposed—not improbably—that an
observation of this circumstance first led to the
invention of grafting. Inarching is practised in

cases in which the ordinary modes of grafting are

not fotind readily to succeed, as with camellias.

The stoeks to be grafted upon are planted, or placed
in pots, around the plant from which the grafts are

to be taken. Four or five months are generally
sufficient to complete the union, but sometimes even

two years are necessary. When the union is com-
plete, the scion is separated by a sloping cut from
its parent plant. Care must always be taken that

the parts to be joined together be cut so as to fit

one another pretty exactly, and they are then firmly

tied together, and so covered that neither air nor
water may penetrate. It is desirable that they be
branches of nearly the same thickness. They should
be cut almost down to the pith, but the pith must
not be injured. Inarching is performed in spring,

after the sap has begun to circulate. The accom-
panying figure illustrates several ways of inarching.

For example, two branches of a tree, a, may be bent
so as to meet and strike upon a wound in the main
stem, by which a gap will lie idled up ; one growing
tree, 6, either from the ground or a pot, may be led

to unite with another ; or several suckers, c, may
be led from the ground archwise to strike upon a
point in the stem, thus bringing fresh aid to the pro-

ductive part of the tree. By means such as these,

quickset-hedges are sometimes thickened like a net-

work, so as greatly to improve their appearance and
protective qualities.

i IN CJE'NA DO'MINI, a celebrated papal bull,

|
so called from the ancient day of its annual publi-

' cation, Holy Thursday. It is not, as other bulls,

the work of a single pope, but with additions and
modifications at various times, dates back from the
middle ages ; some writers tracing it to Martin V.,

others to Clement V., and some to Boniface VIII.
Its present form, however, it received from the
popes Julius II., Paul III., and finally Urban VIII.,

in 1627, from which year it continued for a century
and a half to be published annually on Holy Thurs-
day. The contents of this bull have been a fertile

subject of controversy. It may be briefly described
as a summary of ecclesiastical censures, especially

of those with which grievous violation of the faith

of the church, or of the lights of the church or bf

the Roman see, are visited ; excommunication being

j

denounced against heresy, schism, sacrilege, usurp-
ation of the rights of the church or of the pope,

forcible and unlawful seizure of church property,

personal violence against eeelesiasties, unlawful inter-

ruption of the free intercourse of the faithful with
Rome, &c. The bull, however, although mainly
dealing with offences against the church, also

denounces under similar censures other crimes, as

piracy, plunder of shipwrecked goods, forgery, &e.

This bull, being regarded by most of the crowned
heads of Europe as an infringement of then- rights,

!
encountered in the 17th c. the determined opposition

of nearly all the cotirts, even the most Catholic ; and
at length, in 1770, Clement XIV. discontinued its

publication, which has never since been renewed.

INCANTATION, like enchant, is derived from a
Latin root meaning simply ' to sing,' as charm is

only a disguised form of carmen, a song. It is the
term in use to denote one of the most powerful
and awe-inspiring modes of Magic (q. v.), viz., that
resting on a belief in the mysterious power of words
solemnly conceived and passionately uttered.

There is in the human voice, especially in its more
lofty tones, an actual power of a very wonderful
kind to stir men's hearts. When to this we add
that poetic utterance is a special and exceptional
gift ; that the language of primitive nations is crude
and unmanageable, the words being as difficult to

weld together as pieces of cast iron ; that it is only
when the poet's mind has risen to unusual heat that
he can fuse them into those rhythmical sequences
that please the ear and hang together in the memory

;

that, in short, his art is a mystery to himself—an
inspiration ; we need not wonder at the feeling with
which everything in the form of verse or metre was
viewed.

The singing or saying of such compositions, which
could thus stir the blood of the hearers, they knew
not how, what other effects might it not produce?
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Accordingly, there is no en.l to the power ascribed

lly when accompanied, as

nerall; were, with the .-..n. tin.- ..r drugs

ami other magioa] rites. The; could heal or kill.

It the; could not raise from the dead, they Id

make the dead speak, or call tip

unveil the futun
< nil. I ••xtinuuish lire; darken the sun ..r in 1;

make fetters burst, a door or a nntain fly open
;

blunt a sword: make .1 limb po».

crop, or charm r . - bam.

for ('in

They are not supposed to act as

petitions addressed to a free agent, but by an

prominent in Hinduism and
Hiiildliistn ; Init it m Uy pervades
all snperstitioQS worship. 'They think tbey shall

be heard (or their much speaking.'

For alma I a or operation of life,

there were appropriate formulas to be repeated

in order to Becure Buccess; and many of these,

with that reverence for antiquity and
tendency which alw superstition,

continue to live in popular memory, although often

the words are bo old as to bo unintelligible. The
Etonians, in the days of Cato, used tacantatjons, for

curing dislocations, full of words the meaning of

which had b en lost A form of words used to tins

day in Shetland for healing a sprain can be traced

back to the ltith century. In its earliest form, as

found in an old Herman manuscript, it narrat. s how
Woden and Baldur riding put to hunt. Baldur's

toot, and how Woden, using

chan I words, set bone to bone, &c, and bo healed

the foot The repetition of this rhymed narration

harm to heal other lamed horses. The
modern version of this tradition, as current in

leeidelit happen to the lease

I Jesus himself perfoi m the cure. 1 n

Sle-tlaiel. also, it is the I.or.l, meaning .losus, that is

for Woden ; and the formula is applied

to the healing of persons' limbs as
1

of hones. The operation is thus described in K.

Scotland: ' When a

|HT.-"I1 has reeeive.l a sprain, it IS ' ll-toiuirv to

apply to an individual pi 1 I

a thread spun from

black wool. ,,n which are east nine knots, and tied

round a sprained leg or arm. During the time the

operator is putting the thread round

1 1 ml >. he says, but iii such a I >n< ol

I hy the bystanders, nor even by the

person operated upon

:

Qui L a. I raile.

His foal's f— 1 -lade;

Hew,, he lighted,

Hi- feal\ foot righted.

Bone to bone,

Sinew to sinew,

bo hi 1,

. flesh

TTcal, in nana of the father, Sen, and Holy GhOBt.'

INTAKNATlnX , 1,,-d. i„. and
flesh), a term much used in the.. I,

the union of the divil Son of ( k)d

with human nature in the person of Christ. We
read iii John. i. 1 1. that 'the Word was made flesh .

'

but this is understood not as signifying a change of

nature, hut an assumption of human
personal union with the divine nitur.-. h 1

a with Luke, i. X>. and other texts of Scripture,

the formation of the human nature of Christ is

escribed to the Hoi
human nature of Christ was much disputed in the

1 In i-tianitv. but in our times the chief

1 lates to his

divine nature. Whilst the doctrine ol the incarna
illy asserted by all who profess ' hria

i Unitarians (q. v.), no explanation ol

il or deemed possible. It is regarded,

however, as a doctrine fraught with most import-

ant consequences, affecting the whole system ..t

Christianity. In the doetru t the incarnation, it

is maintained that in union with the divine nature

Of the Sell Of God, thel'e WHS. Illld 1~, 111 tile p, I .,11

of Christ, not only a true human body, but a human
-Mill.

IN CAS. Nee Peru.

INCuxdiary LETTER, a letter the .

to burn I is hou is or pn m
called a threatening tetter. To send such a letter

is felony, punishable bj three years' penal sen
The offence is punishable in Scotland according to

of the court.

IXCKNDIARY SHELLS, another name for

(q, v.).

f'NCENSE illeb. mttrar, hitter, and kitturoth),*

perfume, the odom- of which is evi Ived by burning,
and the use of which, in public worship, prevail,.)

in most of the ancient religions. The in.

present in ose consists of some resii a I e. .

as - urn olilianiini, uinijod with odoriferous gums,
balsams, &c. There is no regii'ar foruiula for it.

almost every maker having his own ]icculiar ncipe.

The ingredients are usually olihaniini, benzoin,

styrax, and powdered cascanila Lark. These mate
rials, well mingled, are so placed in the censer or

thurible as to he sprinkled by falling on a hot
plate, which immediately volatilises them, and
diffuses their odour through the editice.

A is the .lews, the burning of incense was
exclusively employed as an at of worship, and,

indeed, would appear to have been in itself regarded

in the light of a s.cied offering. The same would
also appear for the religion of Egypt ; but the

Persian sculptures exhibit the burning of incense

as one of the marks of honour offered to royaltv.

In the Catholi i
church, both of the West and of

HI. el.se |s Used ill pilbliC Worship. l,|o|e

particularly in connection with the Eiicharistic

• i a- a sacrifice ; but « liters

are not • u-liest date at which its

us.- can be trued. St Ambrose, in the Wi tern
1 'b iireli. alludes to ii lis,, in terms w Inch suppose

burning it to tie an estc I

familiarly

..I ordinary public worship. In the Roman
i Inn li. incense is used in the

i bhi consecrat if churches, in

solemn consecrations of , h . for \^<:

in public worship, and in the burial of the dead.
I n.il llleens.-ltlol I iie , .

I

bishop or priest and inferior ministers; of | n

princes, and other dignitaries ollieially pr

. iieial inceiisatioii

In tin- I. th use of incense wis
abandoned at the same time with other
which have been laid aside by them as without
warrant ol 5

INCK N3ED, or AXIME. an epithet applied in

Heraldry to panthers or ol

with llaine.s issuing from their mouths and ears.

I'.Xf KSTil.i- ic, is the marry-
ing of a p. i within th.- Levities! degrees. In the

i
' .! 1 ill 'HOW obsolete. .Hid III S,

I lie Utv,

1

ntorced tie ai» by
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several statutes in the reign of Henry VIII.,
|

which are still in force. Recent cases have deter-

mined that a marriage between a widower and
rule

ilV.Tand is void, and it mal
the marriage was celebrated in a foreign country,

as, for example, Denmark, where these marriages

are legal, provided the parties were domiciled in

England, and went there merely to evade the

English law. It has also been decided in England,

that the same rules which apply between legitimate

relations apply between natural relations, though
one is illegitimate—as, for example, between a man
and the daughter of an illegitimate sister of his

deceased wife. Though incestuous marriages are

utterly void ill England, still it is not a criminal

offence to marry incestuously, not even in those

cases in which the connection is most abhorrent to

the moral sense of mankind, and the remedy in

the ecclesiastical courts may lie considered obsolete.

salculated on the same
makes a marriage void, but the

that to marry incestuously, as

incest, is a capital offence. See

In Scotland, incest

grounds, not only

better opinion is,

well as to commit
Marriage.

INCH, a Gaelic word, corresponding to Irish

innis, and signifying Island (q. v.) ; the same root

appears in Lat. iyw-ula. Inch and Innis enter into

many compounds, as Inchcolm (q. v.), Iuniscattery,

an island in the estuary of the Shannon.

I'NCHCOLM (of old, ' St Colm's Inch,' as in

Shakspeare's Macbeth, act i. sc. 2; in Lat. Aemonia,
and Insula Sancli Columhce), an islet, beautifully

placed in the Firth of Forth, within sight of Edin-

burgh. It is separated from the north or Fife shore

by a channel less than a mile broad, called ' Morti-

mer's Deep.' The isle is somewhat more than half a

mile in length, and less than a third of a mile broad

where widest. It had a population in 1S61 of 7.

It takes its name from St Colm or Columba (q. v.)

of Iona, who is said to have dwelt here while labour-

ing for the conversion of the Northern Picts in the

6th century. In the 'year 1123, King Alexander I.

of Seotlaud, being shipwrecked upon it, found it

inhabited by a solitary hermit, who lived on shell-

fish and the milk of one cow, and served St Columba
in a little chapel or oratory. The king, in gratitude

for his escape, founded on the island an abbey of

Austin canons regular. Walter Bower, the enlarger

and continuator of the Scotichronicon of John of

Fordun (q. v.), was abbot of the monastery from
141S till 1440. It was repeatedly sacked by the

English during the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries.

The buildings, which have long been in ruins, shew
traces of Romanesque work (of about the middle

of the 12th c.) ; but are chiefly First Pointed (of

the 13th and 14th centuries). The tower has some
resemblance to the tower of Iona. The oldest

edifice isa little vaulted oratory (20 feet long by 7

broad), believed to represent the chapel in which
King Alexander found the anchorite serving St

Columba in the 12th century. It is of the same
type as the Irish oratory of Gallerus. It has been

lately restored. The history of I. has been written

with great detail by Professor Simpson, in the

Proceedings of the Antiquaries of Scotland, vol. ii.

pp. 480—52S. The chartulary of the abbey is about

to be printed by the Maitland Club.

INCHKEI'TH, an island in the Firth of Forth,

nearly midway between Leith and Kinghorn. It is

a mile in length, and not much more than a third of

a mile broad where widest. Its population in 1S61

was 12. It is believed to be the site of the town or

Etronghold of Giudi, described by Bede (who wrote

about 731 a.d.) as situated in the middle of the

great arm of the sea which runs into Britain from
the east (that is, the Firth of Forth). From the

island fortress of Giudi, the inlet in which it stood

was of old called 'the sea of Gindin,' and hence also,

probably, I. took its name. The island is said to

have been the site of a church or monastery, founded
between 670 and 704 A. D. by St Adamnan, the

biographer of St Columba, and his successor in the

abbacy of Iona. I. was seized by the English in

1547, when they built a fort, which, in 1540, was
talcen by the French auxiliaries of Scotland, who
gave the island the name of the 'Isle of Horses.'

A light-house was built on the site of the fort in

1804. The island, which belongs to the Duke of

Buccleuch, is part of the parish of Kinghorn, in Fife.

I'NCIDENCE, Angle op. See Catoptrics.

INCIDENT DILIGENCE. In Scotch Law,
letters of incident diligence are issued to compel
the attendance of witnesses and havers at a trial.

In England, a subpoena and a subpoena duces tecum

are similar writs.

INCI'PITUR, in English Law, the formal com-
mencement of a judgment in a common law court.

INCLINED PLANE, The, is reckoned one of

the Mechanical Powers (q. v.), because, by rolling

it up a plane, a man may raise a weight which

he could not lift. This principle is extensively

made itfse of, chiefly in the raising of weights

and in road-making. It is here unnecessary to go

into a mathematical investigation of the theory

of the inclined plane, as it may be seen in the

common books on mechanics, but the result is as

follows : The force required to lift a body (viz.,

its weight) bears to the force required to keep

it from rolling down an inclined plane, the same
proportion that the length of the inclined plane

bears to its height ; also the weight of the body
bears to the weight which tends to bend or break

the inclined plane, the same proportion that the

length of the plane bears to its base. Let us

suppose a plane,

whose length, AB,
is thirteen feet

;

base, AC, twelve
feet ; and height,

BC, five feet ; and
let the weight be

780 pounds. Then
the force P, which A.-'

can sustain 780
pounds on the

inclined plane, is -f^ths of 7S0, or 300 pounds

(i. e., a force which could' just lift 300 pounds)

;

also the force R, which presses perpendicularly

on the plane, is ^Jths of 780, or 720 pounds.

When the weight has not only to be sustained on

the plain but drawn up it, the resistance of Friction

(q. v.) has to be added to the power necessary to

sustain the weight. In common roads, engineers

are agreed that the height of an incline should not

exceed ^th of the length, or, as they phrase it,

the gradient should not be greater than one in

twenty. It may here be mentioned that knives,

chisels, axes, wedges and screws, are merely modi-

fications of the inclined plane, but the last two
being generally classed as distinct mechanical

powers, will be treated each under its own head.

INCOMBTJ'STIBLE FABRICS have of late

years become of great importance, owing to the

terrible frequency of death from the ignition of

clothing ; the search, however, after some means
of rendering garments incombustible has continued

from a very early period (see Beckmann's History of
Inventions). After many more or less successful

attempts by Cay-Lussac and other chemists, Messrs
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Versniimn and i)|i|ioiili<-iiii communicated to the Brit-

II, mi Aberdeen, in 1869, the reenlts of a

Belies of experiment- fur rendcrinc: linen, calico, mus-

lin, and all other vi mm al le

They found that tnngstate of -odium and sulphate of

ammonia produced tin- best result- nil

the tun i

• " ie. The first of these

nrt- physically l\ preventing contiu-l with the nir, and
dm's not interfere uith the processes of ironing and

starching; it is therefore preferable foi

tag washing:. The host method of applying it is by

mixing in the proportion of 4 ounces of tnngstate ol

sodium t.i 1 drachm of phosphate nf sodium ito prevent

the foriiintion nf a partially insoluble l.itunu'stutc).

ami dissolving the whole in an imperial pint of water.

For fabrics which are worn without previous washing,
sulphate of ammonia is preferable. The incombustible

fabrics of the ancients were formed of Asbestos (q. v.)

INCOME-TAX, at present a tax of 2\ percent, im-

posed lor the veins ls7u ami i.s7l,and no longer, upon
the prolits and income of cu-rv person residing in the

(J. 8., and ol bvi rj citizen of the U. S. residing abi oad,

derived from any source whatever, whether within or

without the U. S.,or upon thou ol toy trade oi pro

fession carried on in the U. S. bj anj person residing

without the U. S. and not a citizen thereof, upon rents

Of real estate within the 1 > OWW I bj any peTSOD

residing without the U. S nd not i citizen thereof,

with the follow in:: exemption- Si' ma;, he deducted

from the income to lie taxed, also military and naval

pensions, all national, slate, COUnty, and municipal

taxes paid within the year, all losses in trade, 01 In

•pt depreciation of \aliies, interest, and
amount paid for rent or labour to cultivate land or

conduct the husiness from which income is derived,

rent of premises occupied by himself or his family, and
the amount paid for usual and ordinary repairs. In

1868 an income-tax was paid by only -jMumo persons,

representing an aggregate income of $800,000,000,
exclusive of amounts exempted. See Tax VI In.X.

INCOMMENSURABLE MAGNITUDES, or IN-
COMMENSURABLE QUANTITIES, arc those

which have no common measure, i. c. arc not both of

them multiple- ..t the Bame unit, however small that

unit be taken. Examples ,,f in. nenstirahle magni-
tudes an- abundant in mathematical -cictiee. Tim-,

the side and diagonal ol a s.|

circumference, or diameter and area ol a circle, Sec.
;

ii and , 3
j t S and | 7, ,x.c

INCOBPOBA'TIONS. S

IM'i i: I'TION : thed m
of the tine- j,, which I. nils sit l

the young

birds, the am
!•_> days: in nil 15 to Is days ; in

the com i fowl. It is -1 days; in the duck, it is

from 28 tO 30 days; in the -lliuea fowl, ll is L'S in

29 days; in the turkey, 30 days ; and ,

from 40 to is 'lav i. a a rtain degree ol

II I devi lopmenl of the young
bird : that of the sun is siilii

:

to hatch the example, thi

ostrich) inhahituig trope a] ...untii. -. i,.

the mother k pa up a soil

placing the eggs in a warm and carefully
i i

t

. v .

i, and b

• silks, wot

h uei, largi ly svoli

her own body. In son rues, the male bird takes
part ii. this duty; usually, however, his services an-

mate with f I.

Eggs may, however, be hatched without the aid

bird. Fr tune immemorial, tie

icial »:u mth
[n 1777, Mr

i id a apparatus by which, for

I
' l; \ •! II, lie H I

I

.

nt poultry

>l the year when the fanner- had cea-ed

to supply it. A description of this »p]

given in I re'.-. Dictionary ofAril, &c, 5th ed. I860,

v..! ii p 196.

a of artificial incubation was publicly

ed from ektaleo, I call

forth, and ','.,», life), which was invented by Mr
I '.in I. iii

'.< no. I h -.-: ii .oil m his /Vol/,.:

This i a. lime po ... - il i
.

trol m. temp, ratnn Erom 30 l Fahri

oi cold water for any length of time, and 'bj means
of this absolute and complete command over the
temperature, the itnpi i-j.ii it. d .. ! any lard, not

stale, placed within its iu.lu.-u. . ; ' . pi op.
i

i

of warmth, is, at I he expiration oi u- natural time,

elicited into life, without the po--;.,.. u . : i .ilm.
'

i ens were hatched in large numbers bj

is undoubted, bul for some reason

—probably from the process not p,ov n_; siitliciont I v

economical for commercial purposi 9 the /.ceo/.,./.;.,./

has n't been lately heard of.

In 1825, M. U'A ivet ol ,t ained chickens and pigeons

at Vichy by artificial incubation effected by the

thermal waters of that place.

[NCU'M BENT, the rector, parson, or vicar hold-

in,; an , ecli -lastical lienclicciii Ktiol. ui'l or Ireland,

ll !- seldom used in Scotland except popularly in a

similar sense.

[NCU'MBRANCES, a general term for burdens
or chat ' , on land See Heritable Securities,

. Liens.

INCUNABULA, a Latin word signifying cradle,

is eliiploved by bibliographers to I. idle the lil-t

inn! . oi the ail oi printing; the I ks » hich, a i

I'eionot has it, tum-lf ni mi Iirrcaai tie ','imprimerie.

The t- i in is usually restricted to those "hi a

Eon ii» year 1500, by which time tie-

art was npletely formed in all its principal

departments. The number of these w,,,ks i- prob-

ably not far short oi 20,000. Ham. it is true in

his Repi rtorium Biblioyi aph •

16,299; bul as he unfortunately died before his

work was completed, it is cimt< ssedly imperfect,

esj iallv in the last volu

Incunabula, with hardly any exceptions, belong

on ol rare I I i, and
, eolleetoi

| ; but I
,. ei. I ||

. v curiosities,

many of them, such as the first editions (editiont*

oi k and Roman classics, are

intrinsically valuable in a critical poin

iportant. as marl..'

. which th .oi. prin

• ion. tnfot in,,. •

, dan a U bi I I in tie ai I cle Prdjtino.

I he pnm ip.il works trea'.ino specially of ineiiiia-

a/, r. AniKilijt I'ii/ n-ii-iijih

1 mm,a M.I).
|

tinned, how -

.... ii vols. ii". Norimbi
i

...
I

..
,

!
'

1

,,./ .)„„ 1664), 3 torn, in 5 vols Ito II i e-< lom

1 7
1

'

' 1726; S mi - mi indi i

,i(i ./,/ A !'• Steele, ''• torn. sv>,



rxrn:i;iTATrs assumpsit—independents.

Bruxelles, 1805—1807; ami Main, Repertorium
Bibliographicum, quo Libri omnes ab Arte Ihventa
usque ml M.D. Typis Bxprtaai recensentur, 4 torn.

Svn, Stutgartise, 1828— 1S38. With all its imper-
fections, the last is the best work we have on the
subject. Much valuable information, conveyed in

a pleasing and attriotive style, will also be found
in Bernard, _De VOrigine el dea Debuts Je VImprimerie
en Europe, 2 torn. 8vo, Paris, 1S53.

INDEBITATUS ASSU'MPSIT, the name
often given to an action for debt in England.

INDE'CENT EXPO'SURE is a criminal offence

both at common law and in England and Ireland

also by statute. It is not clearly settled whether
more thau one person must have witnessed the
indecency, in order to make it an offence. The
exposure must be in some public place. By the
statute 5 Geo. IV. c. 83, s. 4, the offence is punishable
summarily by three months' imprisonment. To sell

or expose an obscene book, print, or picture, is also

punishable by fine and imprisonment and hard
labour; and a warrant can be obtained under 20
and 21 Vict. c. 83, to search premises, and seize

and destroy such books, &c. In Scotland, indeeent
practices are also indictable offences, but the law
is somewhat vague, and the punishment left to the
discretion of the court.

INDEMNITY DEED, in English Law, is a

deed given by way of security. The usual form
of indemnifying a person is by giving a bond of

indemnity, which operates if the engagement is not
fulfilled, but otherwise becomes void. A similar

bond is called generally a bond of relief in Scotland.

INDE'NTED, in Heraldry, one of the partition

lines of the shield, similarly notched to Dancette
ii [. v.), but with the uotches much smaller, and not
limited in number.

INDENTED HEAD, a peninsula in the colony
of Victoria, bounds the entrance to Port Phillip on
the west.

INDE'NTURE, the technical name given in

England to a deed under seal, entered into between
two or more parties with mutual covenants.

Formerly, it required to be actually indented—i. e.,

notched or toothed (Lat. dent, tooth), or cut in a
waving line, so as to correspond with the other
copy of the deed—but this is no longer necessary.

The name is not used in a general sense in Scotland,

except in the ease of indentures of apprenticeship

(q. v.), though in England it is a syuonym for the

kind of deeds mentioned.

INDEPENDENTS, or CONGBEGA'TIONAL-
ISTS, are a sect of professing Christians, supposed

to have originated in England about the year 15S3.

A tract embodying their views was published at

that time by Robert Brown, who is to be regarded
as their founder. The Independents are opposed
both to the Presbyterian and Episcopalian form of

church government. The essential element of their

doctrine is, that any community of Christians has

a right to the regulation of its own ecclesiastical

discipline and form of worship, independent of any
.other community; each congregation forming in

itself ' a church.' It is on their interpretation of

this word 'church' (Gr. ehUesia), as used in Scrip-

ture, that they rest this doctrine, which they hold

in common with the Baptists. They hold that

wherever the word occurs in the Bible, it is used
to denote either a single congregation, or the place

where the congregation has met. It is never used,

they hold, to denote the aggregate of Christian com-
munities, the plural ' churches ' being employed for

this purpose ; as, ' Let your women keep silence in

the churches' (1 Cor. xiv. 34). Before admission to

a congregation, they hold that there must not only
be an intellectual assent to the historical narrative

of Christianity, but that there must be satisfactory

signs of the presence of its spiritual essence in the
heart. Any man whom a congregation may think
qualified to edify them, is eligible for the ministry.

Ordination is performed by the ministers of neigh-

bouring churches. It is considered merely an affair

of order, and it is not held that office is thereby
conferred, gifts bestowed, or authority conveyed.
The power of churches they hold to be purely

spiritual, and acknowledge no head but Christ. It

might at first sight appear likely that this perfect

independence of each congregation would render their

working harmoniously together a matter of great

difficulty ; but experience has shewn the contrary.

By leaving each congregation to act independently
in its church discipline, many disputes which might
have spread widely have ended where they began.

They are satisfied to agree about the essentials of

religion, to sink minor differences which the falli-

bility of human judgment renders inevitable, to leave

the determination of the accessories of its worship to

the taste and feeling of each congregation, and to

act in unison for the furtherance of the great truths

of Christianity. At the Westminster Assembly,
called together by the authority of the parliament
on 1st January 1643, to determine the worship aud
discipline of the national church, it was found that

of the 70 or SO members who composed it, only five

were Independents. Presbyterianism was carried

by a great majority. Through the influence of

Cromwell, however, it never became really estab-

lished; and in 1G5S, a great meeting was held, at

which a declaration was drawn up, precisely the
same as that of the Westminster Assembly, except
that the chapter in favour of the Presbyterian form
of church government was omitted, and another in

favour of the Independent doctrine put in its place.

It is difficult to say what might have beeu the
result of this struggle between the Presbyterian and
the Independent parties, had it not been put an eud
to by the restoration of Charles IL in 1G60, aud the
re-establishment of Episcopacy.

By the passing of the act of Uniformity in 1662,
the Independents, along with other Nonconformists,
were subjected to much suffering. The act required
an express acknowledgment of the principles of

Episcopacy. Its effect was to cause 1900 or 2000 of

the clergy to leave the church. These are 'the
illustrious two thousand ' of whom Nonconformists
speak. Still, the 1 ndependents increased ; and the
Revolution of 16SS, and passing of the Toleration
Act in 1689, at length brought them relief. Efforts

were made about this time to bring about an accom-
modation between them and the Presbyterians, and
iu 1691, heads of agreement were drawn up. Finally,

in 1730, Presbyterians, Baptists, and Independents
formed themselves into a united body under the
name of the Three Denominations. They were for

long in the habit of consulting together for the
general welfare ; but this union has of late been
disturbed by the withdrawal of the Presbyterians.
An extraordinary manifestation of religious zeal,

following what has been called the period of reli-

gious indifference, took place about the middle of

last century. This was mainlv owing to the influence

of the Wesleys and Whitefield. Many of the
enthusiasts joined the old Independents. By this

accession, the Independents came to form the largest

dissenting body in England except the Wesleyan
Methodists ; and this they still continue to be. By
C. Y. Book for 1870, the number of their churches in

England anil Wales is given at 2896, with accommo-
dation (1851) for 1,067,760 persons, anil an estimated

attendance of 793,142 (see art. Gueat Britain).
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ud^taDdeacg ibly prospered in Eog-
land. Owen, Howe, Baxb r, I !al any, Watts, Henry,

Doddridge, Pye Smith, and many other illustrious

Then are t.n training colleges for students in

oonnection with the [ndependent bod]

. ISM M
Porta* Hill, BirmtORham, . . . lam SI

inn w
CjiVf!i.;i^h I ln-<.Uii;ic. t | Cullcge, Manchester, llflHI Bl

In Scotland, Independency may be b
the 'lays ol i li, during « Inch it w .1

.

imported b] I
1 iromwel). It « a t,

1i..m .v, 1. until 1729 that it made much 1 n

Scotland, in that year, Robert Glass published

a work avowing his conformity with tlie views of

1 Independents, more particularly as

dl reloped in the w ritings .ii 1 >r I >w, n.

— Various sects arose al«.ut 1

fiwiiii£ the leading doctrines of the [ndependenta
Sanileinali founded the Sandoinanians ; Dale, the

old Scots [ndependenta It is not, however, till tin-

close of last century that Independence can Fairly

be Baidto have established itself in Scotland At

this tune, religious revivals took place under the

agencies of James Hah lane anil John Aikman. The
result was a "Teat accession of strength to the

Independent body. In 1797, Haldane and Aikman
1 as far north as the Orkney Islands, tor

the purpose of preaching. Others : n Pillowed

this example, so that itinerant preach, rs Mere at.

this tunc, to be met with all over the country.

But their teal provoked the
The Relief Synod passed a resolution

forbidding their clergy to allow any men to preach

in their pulpits who were uot regularlj bred to

the ministry. Notwithstanding this opposition, the

itinerant preachers, animated by seal tor the great

cause in which they were engaged, were so success-

ful, that between i7'.»s and 1807, do fewer than 85

churches were founded, and past. ..s ordained. In
1m>7. the publication of Ballantyne's Treatue «» the

was the cause of a g 1 deal of nnfor-

-ion anion- tlie Inclepen.leiit.s. ' letter

contentions,' sa\s Kinnibiirgh <l/,*t.,,i

< 'ongregatio f), ' sti tfe of words,
jealousies, and divisions followed, of which none
but such as passed through the painful Bcenes oi

in nd< ipiate idea.' The forma-

tion, in Isll.oi the (,I.l-_o\v Theological Academy
mow relnove.l to L.linl.in _ii I, has .lone mili'll to

restore to the [ndependent bodj the

it had lost during 1
n..\ er.-y

.....

: an tor 76,3 1- persons,

been openh professed bj several of the Independent
1 bold views similar to

tie- Independents as to the -

tie- word ' church.'

In America, the first [ndependent church was
founded by John Lnhmsou at l'lymoiith, New E
land, in 1620. In It;:i7. the spread ol Antinomian
lioctnne caused much discussion 111 the church.

By a synod convened in New England, Anion.

unanism was unanimously condeii 1. In Iti.'.S,

Harvard 1 oUege was founded In 166

infession was adopted. About 1760, Unitarian

inciplcs spread wiileli in tin- coiigi egati. null i lunches

America. Ill 17S:">,a separation took place hetneell

,- 1 iiitiirian- an. I the Trinitarians, hut Isith -till re-

in the congregational form ol church government
srvard College 1- Unitarian. 'Congregationalism,'

cording to l>r. Schaff, ' is the ruling an 1 ol the aix

-lates. and has exerted, and — 1 • 1 1 exerts,

beneficial influence upon the religion-, -o, ml, mid po-

il :il life of the "hole nation.' A. cording to the I
'""-

,jr. ij.it i.inal Quarterly for Jan., 1870, the number oi

stersin the U. S. was 8043, with 300,362 members,
.ii-> pupils in the Sunday—cl I-. In the

Dominion of Canada there were 116 ministers, 1871

niemliers, and IntiS pupils. Exclu»i\e ol Han trd I

other colleges, in the administration of which tiny
have a share, the American [ndependenta possess

theological seminaries at Andover, Bangor, New
Haven, Bast Windsor, Uliorlin. and Chicago. The
following arc good works to consult: Dl \ .m .

//.'v'or-/ .../' '.'/.-;;''-// A '.
' .runty i London. l.Sf.L'l;

.1 LI. -tchei's History of Independency (London,
Im'.'Ji; Waddin -ton's fairly History ; and -Mosheim's
i ;, a, ml i -/in,, ii lli.it.iry.

INDLTL KMIXATK PROBLEMS. It was
shewn in the article L.c.tatioxs that the values of

the unknown quantities could only be determined
when the number of equations was equal to the

numlier of unknown quantities, hut that, if the

latter exceeded the former, mrrrnl values might

be found for each unknown, in which case the

problem- which give rise to tlie equation

iiiiliti-riiiiiinti /ir.J.I. nix. Lor example. 'To liml the

number which, when divided hy '_' and .'i. leaves

remainders 1 and l'.' is an indeterminate problem,

admitting of an infinite numlier of solutions
; for

tl -Ii only one unknown quantity appears in the

question, yet, in order to form an equation, we are

obliged to proceed in the following maun.

divisible by 2, with a remainder 1, X = 2/> 4- 1 ;

again, as j- is divisible by .'!, with a ...

X -- ''.'/
I 2; hence we have the equation 2p + 1 =

:;./ f - lone equation to find two unknown quan-
titi,-j. in. ni which, by a process which is explained

ill the ordinary books on algebra, we tind x = 6r

I. where r is any positive number whatever.

The values of a a ie. 'therefore, 5, 11, 17, 23, to. Ill

general, if the equation is of the form (m + by = C,

the number of pairs of values (of x and y) is finite;

I. in ii ot the form me —by = e, the number is

inlinite. The Diophantine (q. v.) analysis exhibits

a very interesting class of indeterminate problems
of the second degree.

INDEX (more fully Index Librorum Prohibi-
nalo-iie published by Papal authority

in the Lomaii I .illn.ln- I Lin .-Ii ..I I k- tin I, nine;

of winch is prohibited to members of that church,

whether on doctrinal, moral, or religious .rounds.

As a natural consequence of the claim ol tlie

i latholic I Ihurch to authority m matters of religion,

and to infallibility, that church also , -lanes the

right oi the dutj of watching over I
<

its members, and of guarding it against every
nipt ion, the chief among which is

In Id to be the circulati I 1 k-

be injurious to faith or to morality. The earliest

recorded exercise of this resta

the prohibition of the writings of Anus; and a

in ti... year 398,

for bishops, a similar prohibition ot ib ntih- l Its,

although it permitted to them the reading oi

,,ln I . x uiq.1.- of a

prohibitory catalogue is found in the decree of a

council h.ld at Lome (494) under Lope Gelatins

(Labbe Cone., ii. eoL 938—941), whu
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enumerated the canonical bonks of Scripture and
otlier approved works, recites also the apocryphal
books, together with a long list of heretical

authors, whose writings it prohibits, and orders to

lie eliminated from the churches. The medieval
popes and councils pursued the same course as to the

heterodox or dangerous writings of their respective

periods, and the multiplication of such books after

the invention of printing led to a more stringent

as well as more systematic procedure. The uni-

versity press of Louvain issued in 1346, and again

in 1550, a catalogue of prohibited books. Simi'ar

lists appeared by authority at Venice, Paris, and
Cologne; and Pius IV. issued in 1557 and 1559
what may be regarded as properly the first Komau
Index. One of the gravest undertakings of the
council of Trent was a more complete and authori-

tative enumeration of all those books the use of

which it was expedient to prohibit to the faithful.

A committee was appointed for the purpose, and
had made great progress in the work ; but it was
found impossible to bring the examination of the

books to an end before the close of the council ; and
the entire of the papers of the committee were
handed over by the council to the pope, with
instructions that the 'work should be completed,

and the result published by his own authority,

which was accordiugly done by Pius IV. in 1564
Further additions and certain modifications of its

rules were made by Sixtus V. and Clement VII.

It was republished in 1595, and with the addition

of such books as from time to time it was deemed
expedient to prohibit, in several subsequent
editions, the most remarkable of wdiich are those

of Brasichelli (Home, 1607) ; Quiroga. J iidex Librorum
Ey/'Urgandorum (Salamanca, 16111); and Sotomayor,
Novissimus Index (Madrid, 1648). The edition best

known to modern theological readers is that of

Rome, 1S19. In the intervals between the editions,

the decrees by wdiich further additions to the Index
are made, are made public at Rome, and circulated

in the various countries.

The prohibitions of the Roman Index are of two
classes, either absolute and total, or partial and pro-

visional, ' until the book shall have been corrected.'

The edition of Quiroga, mentioned above, regards

the latter. The ground of the prohibition may be
either the authorship of the work, or its subject,

or both together. Under the first head are pro-

hibited all the writings of heresiarclis—i. e., the first

founders of heresies—no matter what may be the

subject. Under the second head are prohibited

all books confessedly immoral, and all books on
magic, necromancy, &c. Under the third are pro-

hibited all books of heretical authorship treating

on doctrinal subjects ; all versions of the Bible by
heretical authors ; and all books, no matter by
whom written, which contain statements, doctrines,

or insinuations prejudicial to the Catholic religion.

The preparation of the Index, in the first instance,

was committed to the care of the Congregation of

the Inquisition in Rome ; but a special Congregation

of the Index was established by Pius V., and more
fully organised by Sixtus V. This congregation

consists of a prefect (who is always a cardinal), of

cardinals, of consulters, and of examiners of books
(gualificutores). Its proceedings are governed by
rules which have been authoritatively laid down
by several popes, especially by Benedict XIV., in

a constitution issued July 10, 1753, to which the

reader is referred for the best and most authentic

exposition of a subject on which much miscon-

ception exists on the part of Catholics as well as

of Protestants.

The growth of modern literature has, of course,

entirely outstripped the limited and tardy machinery

of this tribunal. A very small proportion even of

the most anti-Catholic publications outside of Italy

find their way by name to the Roman Index";

but besides the positive prohibitions of the Index
itself, there are certain general rules regarding the
use of books by which the freedom of what is

considered perilous or pernicious reading is much
limited among members of the Roman Catholic

Church. These, however, would lie entirely beyond
the scope of our publication ; nor could the rules

of the Index even be practically brought into

operation in those countries where the Catholic and
Protestant literatures are so interwoven, that it is

impossible to separate them even in the ordinary

intercourse of life. See Wetzer's Kirchen-Lexicon,

art. ' Index.'

Few parts of the Roman Catholic system are

more repugnant to intelligent Protestants than the

institution of the ' Index,' as it strikes at the

root of the fundamental principle of Protestantism
itself—namely, that of private judgment. And this

theoretical repugnance is increased by seeing that,

in its practical working, such names as Gibbon,
Robertson, Guiccianlini, Sismondi, Hallam, Gold-
smith (History of Em/land), Descartes, Locke, Kant
[Essay on Pure Benson), J. S. Mill (Political

Economy), Whately (Logic), Bacon, Milton, Addison,

Dante (De Monorchia), &c, are put under the ban.

l'NDIA,* an extensive region of Southern Asia,

celebrated during many ages for its riches and
valuable natural productions, its beautiful manu-
factures and costly merchandise, the magnificence

of its sovereigns, and the early civilisation of its

people. It possesses especial interest to the Eng-
lishman, from the intimate connection of its history

with that of his own country, as a land where a

company of British traders succeeded to the proud
inheritance of the House of Timftr, and a few
forts and factories laid the foundation of an empire
vaster than that of Aurungzebe—the most splendid

appendage to the British crown.

Hither I. is the central peninsula of Southern
Asia, and lies in 8° 4—35° N. lat., and 67°—92° E.

long. According to these limits, its length may
be stated approximately at 1900 miles, and its

breadth, reckoned along the parallel of 25° N. lat.,

at 1 600 miles, with an area of about 1 ,458,000 square

miles. The natural boundaries of this vast region

are, on the X., the range of the Himalaya Moun-
tains, which separates it from Tartary, China, and
Tibet ; on the W., the Suhman Mountains divide

it from Afghanistan and Beloochistan ; from the

mouth of the Incas to Cape Comorin, it is washed
by the Arabian Sea, and thence to the mouths of

the Ganges, by the waters of the Bay of Bengal

;

from this point, the Brahmaputra forms its eastern

boundary. From the mouths of the Brahmaputra
and the Indus, the east and %vest coasts, inclining

towards the same point, meet at Cape Comorin, and
thus give to Southern I. the form of au irregular

triangle. The two sides of the triangle have each

a coast-line of about 2000 miles. I. is, in fact, from
its great extent of seaboard, essentially a maritime

country.
Physical Features.— I., thus enclosed, presents a

most diversified surface and varied scenery ; it has

* The name is borrowed by the Greeks from the

Persians, wdio, however, applied the name of Hindus at

first only to the dwellers on the banks of the river

Hindhu (Sans, for Indus). From this, by the regular

change of s into h, the Persian Hind is derived.

Hindustan (the country of the Hindus)' is a modern
word applied by the Persians to the whole of India

;

but Europeans understand it as applying properly to

that portion of it which lies north of the Vindhya
Mountains.



indeed been called 'an .-pi • earth.'

Within its limits arc tn be fonnd loftj mountain-
far above the line ol perpetual

kii.hv ; I>ruat1 and Fertile plains, b it

sunshine; arid wastes, impenetrable torcsts, undu-
lating billy countries, and elevated plateaux. The

>l i-liii-il) in t

w

•
. great river-basins,

d the I mliis, and a central

table-land To describe it more particularly, it

may be noticed under it- natural ili\isi,.u.s ,,i the

plain n plain of the Indus, the

mount iunni region of Hindus! in Proper^ and tin

peninsular imrtion of the country to the south ol the

Vindhya Mountains.
The Plain of t/u Ganges, which includes I a d,

Bahar, the Doab. Onde, and l;..liil. und. is a vast

alluvial il.it. .'M i .'\ •! I '•ii-.il to

Throughout its entire length, the
' id its numerous trilmtai n

\ where their

fertilising influence. The population •

and well-cultivated plains is verj d

t.- "l ..' .! i .i ii icts, and massed in

id towns, there are a

60,000,11 ii (teople.

The Plan* of the In, Ins, in the north west, are

ve than those of the Ganges, and me
separated from the latter by the Aravulli Hills,

The Punjab i upiea the northern portion. South
jab, and parallel « ith the 1

1

of the linlus extends for nearly 51 Ml

miles. I he valley of the Indus is continued through
the province of Sinde to I It, has been
estimated that the alluvial soils of 1. upv a third

of its entire surface. They are of inexhaustible
fertility, and rieb in vegetable matter.

77,/ Hujh Northern Hindustan -
the < 't-nt i i

1

i iph.-rs .-.:, i,, Is Erom
the Vindhya Mountains ft bat ,toRi rarri on the
.liimna. It includes the tabli o It a M n i md
Rajasthan, . plan an 700 m les long,

by 100 to 250 miles lucid, with an elevation of

about •_'
fei t above the level of I b

alar Portion of India, south of the
Vindhya Mountains, which remains to bi

tie- natives the Di an (q. v.). The
most ivni u kalde L.'eo,_T,lphieal feature

from 12 to 21 N. lat, rising from 2000 to 3001 it

i. and enel I on all sides by lofty

between which and the sea, on the oust,

and west, are narrow strips of low '

divided into I rom the low country
on the co i-t to the centra] table laud, tb

lit i.- terraces

the n ime of Ghauts' (q. v.).

The rivers of the Deccan rise in i

land, descend

country corresponds witb the course of the rivers;

lu.il inclination towards thi

Of all the mountains of India, the Himalaya
(<|. v.) are the most famous. The Suliman Mouu
tains, which form tin- western boundary of the

i from about 34* N.

lat. 3511 miles du.- south, and culminate in the
lofty summit of Taklit-i-Snlaiman. or Solomon's

i>j the sea. in

s
,.,> 1 1 ui les in tin h

range is tl> ral boundary,
lis between the 22* and 26" of N.

lat.. thus separating Hindustan Proper from the
southern or p ail ill i 001 >">n Oi the

farming the northern boundary of the valley of

the Nerbudda, These mountains, which nowhere

exceed 6000 fuet in height, coin t the northern
i

anil Eastern i. limits.

The Sautpiiia range, between the Nerbudda and
I

pin ol the \ in.lhya The
', run parallel with the Indian Ocean

at a distance of '-'(I to 41) miles. On tl p|iosite

coast, formiu tern buttress of the
table-land ol the Deccan, are the /

I 'in M l
- i

. Theplnsie.il i.'e,i_r.iph> ol Southern
India presents the sin ' , ,.1 isolated

i\ i-d amidst the v as I plan- that , ,e mv
e uon of the peninsula, 01 th « the

most remarkable are the V ilghi rries Iq.v i or Bine
Mountains, t If the minor mount
pniieipd are the Nepaul plateau, rising to an alti-

tude ol tl ollllll to 1,11111) feet; the Mew.l Ilk I Ulje,
- Ilurdwai, n-ii.LT .'till II I feet

; the Kala or Salt

. adjacent to the Suliman .

the AravuUi, between th, I,,,,,,- ,,, ,,,

nsino
troni IIIIMI to .-{ill ii i (,.,( in lie- rum, ,,. ii.,, K my-
war peninsula ; the liills of luunb lc 1. •jtinii foot

;

and the liajniahal bills, risine; from ..ililll to 7000
feet.

I he river system of I. is on a grand Bcale. The
Indus (q. v.l traverses the north west, and drains
about 4:MI.IIIIII square miles of country. The
Ganges (q, v.), on the north-east, to

its tributaries, drains an area of about 500,000
square miles. Tin- eastern side of I,

southward of the Nerlmd, la, and eastward of the
Malabar Ghauts is watered by eighteen rivers,

the principal home; the ( lodavari. S.'IO miles Ion;;;

'
, Cauvery (Kaveri), 47" ; M ihanadi,

520; r.rahiuiui. 400; North Pennar, 350; and the
South Pennar, 240. About twenty rivers water
the western side of India. The most noteworthy
are the Nerluidda, ,s des Ion

J

; the Tapti, 4(10

-both of which How into the Gulf of Cambay;
the Mvhi. 350; Luni, 320; Bunnas, 180; and the
Bhadro, 130. The total nvunberof rivers in I. that
di i

!,.,i _. i bemselves into the oo an is about fiftj

.

'• l-'roin observations that liavo hem made
.it diffl r ui. |)0mt8 in I., the erurral feat km s ,,1 its

- ologii d it are to some extent known, but
:

' '

. ,;id the true affinities of the Indian
trata with th i no« n Europ ui ei ii s, have j et to

be wrought out. But vi ol geological
surveyors were appointed, under the directorship
of Professor Oldham, and important results have
already Bowed from their few years' labours. Several
traits of country have been survived and mapped,
and the results have been published in three
volumes of illustrative memoirs and maps.

I. is bounded on the north ,

the Himalaya, the great water-ehed intra] Asia.

These mountains consist of granitic rocks which
have penetrated the stratified n.el.

,
tin •» n l!

tp ill endless (fusion, and lurtauioi plm-ed thuu
ill many places ml, aiei , n, ,

in, tone, The iiiiiiiiniilii

ol Mel. lie l-loeeiie ,,. e .1 Ml . eioW.I. ,| U il |l

iiiiiiimulites, and often almost, made up ol them
1

1

we lind it in the Alps ; and indeed it m
at intervals l .. hiell intcr-

d ; hese two chains of mount
pi'.-., nting itself in luas-es that are t h,,u

in thickness, The strike throughout the Himalaya
ueialK north West, and the dip

with man] local variations. Layers of sandstone
tend along the

mountains. They are of Mi ini age, containing
hip|iopiita-

mus, sivatliernun, elephant, crocodile, and tortoise.



These arc extensively developed in the Sewulik Hills,

the fossils of which have heeu elaborately described by

Falconer, [see l'xh onlul<Hii,-al Urinous, London, IsiiS.

An immense tract of Post-tertiary alluvial deposits

covers the whole of the river-basins of the (lances and
Indus, stretching across the north of I. from sea to

The Eastern and Western Ghauts consist of

metamm-phic rocks, which are continued across the

country to the north of the Godavery. Between this

transverse band of altered strata and the diluvial

deposits of the north, a large tract of country is

occupied with Palaeozoic rocks, frequently broken
through and covered with different kinds of trap,

and in some places overlaid with Secondary ami
fresh-water Tertiary strata. Several important
memoirs on the structure of the district around
Nagpur have been published by the Rev. Messrs
Hislnp and Hunter. The principal coal-fields of

[. occur in this Palaeozoic district. It is doubtful

whether the coal-bea.-ing strata belong to the
Carboniferous period or not. The most important
Indian coal-field is the Ranigunj or Burdwan, on

the river Daniuda, which flows into the Hooghly 51)

miles north of Calcutta. It is a belt of coal-bearing

strata, consisting of coal and iron beds, as well as

limestone suitable for flux, and hard sandstone
fitted for building purposes. The strata he in a
basin of metamorpHc rocks, and cover an area

of 500 square miles, at a distance of from 120 to

160 miles north-west of Calcutta. The iron ores

consist of a black band, yielding 39 per cent, of

metal ; and magnetic ironstone, yielding from 60
to 70 per cent. From tins field 365,000 tons of

coal were raised in 1S61. In the other coal-fields,

occurring in seven different localities, only 66,

tons of all kinds were raised in the same year. The
Nerbudda district, previous to 1S61, had sent no
coal to the market, but in that year, operations were
begun in the coal-fields there with good prospects

of success. The Punjab has hitherto supplied only

a few tons of lignite yearly from the salt range,

but no true coal ; nor has any been raised in

Oude, Madras, or Bombay. Much may be expected
from the geological survey in developing the hidden
treasures of the country.

The triangular region enclosed by the Eastern and
Western Ghauts and the Godavery river is covered

chiefly with Trappean rocks, with, however, scattered

portions of Secondary and Tertiary strata. At
Pondicherry, they are Lower Cretaceous ; and at

Triehinopoly and Verdachellum, they belong to the
Gault ami Upper Greensand series.

The minerals of I. are very rich and varied :

amongst them are included—besides coal, already

mentioned— gold, silver, tin, copper,
t

iron, plum-
bago, lead ; and precious stones—diamonds, rubies,

the beryl, topaz, and many others. Gold has been
found in I. from time immemorial The Deccan
and the Malabar coast are believed to be gold-

bearing districts, and at Dharwar, quartz reefs

have been found of the richest description. Copper
ore is abundant in Kumaon. The iron region

extends for many miles along the base of the
Himalaya. The soil of I. is rich in nitre or Salt-

petre (q. v.) ; sulphur has also been obtained.

Vegetable Pro,/actions.—The vegetation of I. is as

varied as its soil and climate, and passes from the
flora of a tropical to that of an alpine region. The
groves of palm that border the coast, and, in the
interior, the umbrageous mango topes, are striking

features of Indian scenery. The Cocoa-nut Palm
(Cocos nucifera), the Palmyra Palm (Borassus fiabel-

liformis), and the Betel Palm (Areca catechu), are

amongst the most important of the palm tribe. Of
the tig tribe, the most remarkable is the Banyan

(Ficus Indica). The Bread-fruit Tree (Arlocarpus
incisa) grows on the Malabar coast. The Poin-
cinna reaia, the Acacia Arabica, and the Acacia
catecliu are handsome trees. Of timber trees, the
most important is the Teak [Tectona grandis),

which grows in the mountainous parts of Malabar,
and the country bordering the Godavery. The
Sandal-wood [Santalum album), the Satin-wood
(Cldorohjlon sivielenh), the Sappan Tree (Oasaalpinia

sappan)—are also highly prized. The Sal Tree
grows along the Terai in a belt of forest from the
Ganges at Hurdwar to the Brahmaputra. Inex-
haustible forests of the finest timber trees grow on
the northern slopes of the Himalaya, including the
Deodar, Gerrardiana, Neoza (edible pine), several
oaks, walnut, maple, hazel, horse-chesnut, and
many others.

Of the fruits of India, the pine-apple, custard-
apple, mango, pomegranate, melon, plantain, guava,
pumplemose, loquot, jack, lime, are the most
common.
Animals.—The domesticated animals are horses,

asses, mules, oxen, buffaloes, sheep, and elephants.
Of wild beasts, the most formidable is the Bengal
tiger. The other beasts of prey are leopards,
wolves, jackals, panthers, bears, hyaenas, lynxes,
and foxes. The rhinoceros infests Northern Hin-
dustan. Several kinds of deer and antelopes
common, as web as the bison and the neilgye.

Monkeys abound in the forests, and the orang-
outang is found on the Coromandel coast. Serpents
are very numerous. Of poisonous snakes, the
cobra da capello, or black-hooded snake, the cobra
manilla, and sand-snake are the most common.
The great Indian tortoise (Testudo Indica) has
been known to measure 4.J feet. The Gangetio
crocodde is the most noted of the saurians of Hin-
dustan. Myriads of mosquitoes, butterflies, locusts,

beetles, spiders, flying-bugs, tarantulas, centipedes,

the common fly and the firefly, wasps, bees, and ants
of many kinds, are amongst the swarming insects

of India. . Fish abound in the rivers and seas :

the most delicate is the mango-fish. A few of

the most characteristic birds of I. are peacocks,
pheasants, jungle-fowl, pigeons, parrots, the ibis,

the pagoda thrush, bulbul, tailor-bird, the flamingo,

pelican, adjutant; and in the northern provinces,

eagles, vultures, kites, falcons, rooks, ravens.

Climate,—In a country extending over 26° of

latitude—one extremity of which runs far into

the torrid zone, and the other terminates in a
range of lofty mountains rising far above the fine

of perpetual snow—a country embracing within
its ample circumference lowland plains, elevated

plateaux, and alpine regions, the climate must differ

greatly. Hindustan Proper may be said to have
three well-inarked seasons—the cool, the hot,

and the rainy. The cool months are November,
December, January, and a part of February ; the
dry hot weather precedes, and the moist hot
weather follows the periodical rains. The climate

of Southern I. is greatly regulated by the Mon-
soons (q. v.). The central table-land is cool, dry,

and healthy. At Utacamand, on the Neilgherries,

7300 feet above the level of the sea, the mean
annual temperature is 57° F. ; at Madras, S3°

;

Bombay, 84°; Calcutta, 79°; Bangalore, 74°; and
at Delhi, 72°. The fail or rain varies greatly in

different parts of I. : at Calcutta, it measures
annually from 50 to 80 inches ; at Bombay, it aver-

ages 76 ; Madras, 66 ; Utacamand, 60 ; Nagpur,
53 ; Mahabaleshwar, 4500 feet above the sea, 250

;

Kotagiri, 80; Darjiling, with 7000 feet of eleva-

tion, 122 ; in the Tenasserim provinces, 200 inches;

while in North Assam, on the Cossya Hills, the

fall is from 500 to 600 inches, or 50 feet.



•«. — The prevalent theon «- to the

: India is Chat, in »erj •

whs inhabited by tribes or nations bed

11 ial.lt ants "I I
'

• n t !
.-

1

1

Asia (tin- Mongoluke of Latham); that

not \'t il<-tt-rmiiii'il, a branch of the Aryan race

(q.v.) entered the peninsula from the north-west,

established themselves first in the I

lually diffused themselves as a dominant
tin" whole of v

[ndia, imbuing the subject population more or leas

completely with their religious system and their

I

:.. B'jeela, Gonds, {to., still inhabiting the

i
. districts and jungles, are supposed

lands <>t the aboriginal popu-
I : i da conqui at

and civilisation. The Hinduising inllu. u

feebly, if at all, into the real majority

of whose inlial.itaict-. therefor

lly to tin- Aryan rai I Hov.

ever this may be, it is a tad that the inhabitants of

I., unlike those of China Proper, cannot now lie

considered a homogeneous p

in
-,• and other causes,

they differ as much amongst themselvi

various nations of I

In physiognomy ami cranial devt I

Hindus are totally unlike the natives oi the Indo-

Chinese peninsula. Two ethnological intluenccs,

referable to two distin -t types, nave left their

impress upon the people, In the b

tin- feature! are n id long, tin-

skin brunette rather than black, and the body
oval, and the

air black. In the northern provinces

muscular. Women of the In

formed limbs, feet and hands of exq

aid polished skm.

To attain to anything like a fair estimate of

Hindu character, it wmiM 1>.-

ots of many writers both ancient and
modem. The mental condition ami pei

Hindu of the time of Alexander's

invasion and the Greek empire in I., have 1 a

delineated by several Greek writers. In the songs
• da. an active life is portrayed, and we

read ot wan, triumphs, and defeats ; but when
i ibes had become settled

[ . they appear to have
their thoughts on th.- world within, i

passive, meditative, quiet, and full of faith j they

This is as true of the Hindu of today as it was
: . arrive at a

and a corrupt religion, have had a

mind; bnl w batever

tie- Hun In

i family, he belongs to a highly gifted

nal race,

social condition of the Hindus are th

Of Cast V.) and the I "«//«»/. ./;.-.' .,,. The latter

I

mean a collei

odl rather to what is called a township
i mbracins an area of

Some hnndre.li or thoi I
land, and is

! ionai les. the

pa wh is the potaii (head-inhabitant),

kind of chief m i

t.. the police and the collection of taxes. Among the

oth.r functionaries may be mentioned the curmtm,
who k-ips a legist, i' of the produce and the Dames
Oi the proprietors, and draws Up all deeds of

Bale, transfer. &c.
J
the 1 '.rah man. or vil

and the BChoi

has its astrologer, smith, carpenter, potter, barber,

nmsieian. and poet, all of

whom are rewarded for their labours out of thu

I in... of the village lands. 'Under this simple
form of municipal government, the inhabitants of

have lived from turn- it

(aries of the village have been but
I ; and though

desolated, by war, famine, and
name, the same limits, and even the same families,

have continued for ages. The inhabi

themselves no trouble about the breaking up and
division of kingdoms; while the villa

entiie, they care not to what power it is trans-

ferred, or to what sovereign it devolves ; its int. rn.d

economy remains unchanged ; the pot ul is >till the

head-inhabitant, and still acts a

To the present inhabitants of 1., im lit

who must lew be viewed as bo many distinct

nations, no general statement can apply. The
slothful and cringing I'.cmali resembles little the
warlike Sikh of the Punjab, or the Get

of Bobilcund ; and the patient weaver .

wholly unlike the high-spirited llajput of Central

India. The Sikh is a horn soldier, who despises the

Hindu, and hates the Mussulman. He cares nothing

for caste, and is brave, faithful, and independent.

The .Mohammedans of I. are degenerate followers

idolatry of Asia. The aboriginal tribes number
about 20,000,000, and exist

iii jungles, or the
under the names of bin .1

Kh Is, Koles, Ben I

two most important

, and the Khonda a

Orissa. The former were wn
and used to burst out of their jungles like tigers,

committing tie- most frightful excesses; but in

subduing them had
been unsuccessfully tried by the British govern-

ment, it was resolved to tempt them into military

Bheel corps was raised, into which
all the wilder spirits were drafted, ami the result

has been a very decided improvemi
position of the rest of the | pie.

Roads have now been made through tlu-ir country,

and property is quite safe. The K
Koles, however, are perhaps a i

race, since they have preserved more
what may be regarded as the prmun

, and moun-
tains of t lentraJ I. by the m
the Aryan race from the north-west, they have

, the grim religion that prevailed in

I before Lrahmani-m wa
That religion may be briefly . I..

worship. The Khonds Sacrifice only tO I

trover, the goddess

Kali, and th - b whom they seek to

propitiate by human sacritioc, principally of children,

t taken from tie

but kidnapped from neighbouring tribes. K'tlorts

have been made by the British government to

horrid practice, but it si

The
found
lihahit

cinder,

affairs of the community, settles disputes, attends |
Hie Panees, B mercantile and ed



sciltrii 111 H'Muliai
,

descendants of tin

(see Parsees). ':

sua for tlie whole

st of I., I

,,'regnhi

Budd
000,11

Eur-:

Chi
mis; lipsulcs 180,0110 Parsees, 91,000
d 10,110(1 .lews. The English population

iu 1861 amounted to 125,945 persons, 84,08:3 of whom
composed the British officers and men of the Indian
army—a total of about 200,000,000 people,

Bdigion.— Several of the forms of religion preva-

lent among the natives of I. are treated or apart (see

Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Parsees) ; what we
have to consider here is that variety of creeds which
is derived from Brahmanic sources, and known as the
Hindu religion, or Hinduism. The term Hinduism,
however, must not be taken as restricted to those
forms of the Brahmanic religion which are in exist-

ence now ; we have to look upon it as comprising
all the phases of this creed up to its earliest period.

"We may divide Hinduism into three great periods,

which, for brevity's sake, we will call the Vedic,

Epic, and Puranic periods, as our knowledge of the
first is derived from the sacred books called the
Veda ; of the second, from the epic poem called the
Udmd/vna, and more especially from the great epos,

the Malidbftdrata : while the chief source of our
information relative to the last period is that class

of mythological works known under the name of

Pur&naa and Tantros. It is necessary here to guard
the reader against attempting to connect dates with
the earlier of those periods. It has not been uncom-
mon for writers on this subject to assign thousands
of years before the Christian era as the starting-

points of various phases of Hindu antiquity ; others,

more cautious, marked the beginnings of certain

divisions of Vedic works with 1200, 1000, 800, and
600 years B.C. The truth is, that while Hindu
literature itself is almost without known dates,

owing either to the peculiar organisation of the
Hindu mind, or to the convulsions of Indian history,

the present condition of Sanscrit philology does
not afford the scholar the requisite resources for

embarking with any chance of success in such
chronological speculations. This question of Hindu
chronology will be more particularly considered in

the article Veda. In the meantime, the utmost
stretch of assumption which in the actual condition

of Sanscrit philology it is permitted to make is,

that the latest writings of the Vedic class are not
more recent than the 2d c. before Christ. A like

uncertainty hangs over the period at which the two
great epic poems of I. were composed, although there

is reason to surmise that the lower limits of that

period did not reach beyond the beginning of the

Christian era. The Puranic period, on the other

hand, all scholars are agreed to regard as corres-

ponding with part of our medieval history.

If the Blr/ -Veda—the oldest of the Vedas, and
probably the oldest literary document in existence

—coincided with the beginning of Hindu civilisa-

tion, the popular creed of the Hindus, as depicted
in some of its hymns, would reveal not only the
original creed of this nation, but throw a strong

light on the original creed of humanity itself.

Unhappily, however, the imagination, indulging

in such an hypothesis, would have as little foun-

dation to work on as that which would fix the

chronological position of this Veda. The Hindus,
as depicted in these hymns, are far removed from
the starting-point of human society ; nay, they
may fairly cla ;m to be ranked among those already

civilised communities experienced hi arts, defending
640

their homes and property in organised warfare,

acquainted even with many vices which only occur
in an advanced condition ul' artilicial life. See
Veda. Yet in examining the ideas expressed in

the greatest number of the Eig-Veda hymns, it

cannot be denied that they are neither ideas engen-
dered by an imagination artificially influenced, ~nor

such as have made a compromise with philosophy.

The Hindu of these hymns is essentially engrossed
by the might of the elements. The powers which
turn his awe into pious subjection and veneration
are

—

Agni, the lire of the sun and lightning ; Indra,
the bright, cloudless firmament; the MaruU, or

winds (see Mahut) ; Sflnja. the sun (see SuRYA) ;

Uxlias, the dawn (see Ushas) ; and various kindred
manifestations of the luminous bodies, and nature
in general. He invokes them, not as representatives

of a superior being, before whom the human soul

professes its humility ; not as superior beings them-
selves, which may reveal to his searching mind
the mysteries of creation or eternity, but because
he wants their assistance against enemies—because
he wishes to obtain from them rain, food, cattle,

health, and other worldly goods. He complains to

them of his troubles, and reminds them of the
wonderful deeds they performed of yore, to coax
them, as it were, into acquiescence and friendly

help. 'We proclaim eagerly, Maruts, your aucient

greatness, for the sake of inducing your prompt
appearance, as the indication of (the approach of)

the showerer of benefits;' or: 'Offer your nutritious

viands to the great hero (Indra), who is pleased
by praise, and to Vishnu (one of the forms of the
sun), the two invincible deities who ride upon the
radiant summit of the clouds as upon a well-trained

steed. Indra and Vishnu, the devout worshipper
glorifies the radiant approach of you two who are

the granters of desires, and who bestow upon the
mortal who worships you an immediately receivable

(reward), through the distribution of that fire which
is the scatterer (of desired blessings).' Such is the
strain in w-hich the Hindu of that period addresses

his gods. He seeks them, not for his spiritual, but
for his material welfare. Ethical considerations are

therefore foreign to these instinctive outbursts of

the pious mind. Sin and evil, indeed, are often

adverted to, and the gods are praised because they
destroy sinners and evil-doers ; but one would err

in associating with these words our notions of sin

or wrong. A sinner, in these hymns, is a man who
does not address praises to those elementary deities,

or who does not gratify them with the oblations

they receive at the hands of the believer. He is

the foe, the robber, the demon—in short, the
borderer infesting the territory of the ' pious ' man,
who, in his turn, injures and kills, but, in adoring
Agni, Indra, and their kin, is satisfied that he can
commit no evil act. Yet we should be likewise

wrong did Ave judge of those acts of retaliation by
the standard of our own ethical laws. So far,

indeed, from reflecting unfavourably on the internal

condition of the Hindu community, the features of

which may be gathered from these hymns, they
seem, on the contrary, to bespeak the union and
brotherhood which existed amongst its members

;

and the absence, in general, of hymns which appeal

to the gods for the suppression of internal dissen-

sions or public vices, bears, apparently, testimony
to the good moral condition of the people whose
wants are recorded in these songs.

It may be imagined that the worship of elemen-
tary beings like those we have mentioned was
originally a simple and harmless one. By far the
greatest number of the Pug -Veda hymns know of

but one sort of offering made to these gods ; it

consists of the juice of the Soma or moon-plant.
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edand fermented, was an exhilarating which arc hidden, (even) from the gods, (what are)

and inebriating beverage, and for this reason, prob- the Beven threads which the sages have spread to

ably, was deemed to invigorate the gods, and to envelop the sun in whom all abide ?' Another poet
i beneficial potency, It was presented tings: 'Then there was no entity or nonentity;

to then in ladles, or sprinkled on the aacred Kuaa no world, or sky, or aught above it ; nothing
i red ire, is men- anywhere in the happiness of any one, involving

Boned in several hymns as an olil.it ion .i_nr.ii.lr t involved; nor water . 1. 1| . <> J. or , I
>, ,n i,

tlie gods ; and it may li.iv.- I..
'

ive was not r was there immortality, nor distinction
oitive stage of the Vedio worship, Uv or night But Thai fuoathcd without

i class of hymns, however, to be fonnd in afflation, single with her [Su 'M) who is within
the Big-Veda which depart already materially from him. Other than him, nothing existed (which)
1 conceptions ire are referring since (lias) been Who knows i

to. Iii these, which we conceive to be of another who shall in tins world declare, whe I why
nstinctive utterance of feeling makes this creation took pla nbseq t

room for thr laii-uar. i i,s to the production of this world, then who tan
of poetry yi

'

sm ol the reflecting know whence it proceeded, or »iir this varied
mind; and the mysteries oi nature becoming more world arose, or whether it uphold itself or not!
keenly felt, the circle of beings which overawe the lie who in the highest heaven is the ruler of this

mill becomes enlarged. Thus, the objects universe, does indeed know
; but not another onepopnla

by whiwhich Imlra, Agni. and the other deities are ]
. m ;, ess this knowledge.'

]ntiati id, I,, ion, -
., in i. , -oreially, Ass i as the problem implied by passages like

the moon-plant and its juice, is these was raised in the minds of the Hindus,
bestower of all worldly boons. The animal saeriliee Hinduism must have ceased to be the pure «,,i snip
—the pro] eem t" lie more mysterious of the elementary powers. Henceforward, there-
than th" olieiings of Soma, or of elarilied butter— is fori', we see it either struggling to reconcile the
added to the original rites. We will quote a few latter with the idea of one supreme being, or to

ii'i ond 1 '
"i. which emancipate the in. juiry into the prim iple ol creation

may illustrate the essential ditl'cronce between this troiu the elementary religion recorded in the oldest

order of hymns and those we alluded to before. It portion of Vedic | try. The lirst of these efforts

sacrifice which is invoked by the is principally shewn in that portion oi the Vedas
worshipper, and its properties arc praised in the called llriihimum (sec Vkha), the second in the
following strain : writings termed Vinuii.-hnil (see I T'amsiiaii). In
'Thy great birth, Horse, is to be glorified; the Br&hmanaa—a word of the neuter gender, ami

whither Erst springing fmm the firmament or from not to be confounded with the similar word in the
the water, inasmuch as thou hast neighed, for masculine gender, denoting the lirst Hindu caste

—

thou hast the wings of the falcon and the limbs of the mystical allegories which now and then appear
the deer. Trita harnessed the horse which was in what we have called the second class of Vedic
given by Yama, India tirst mounted him, and hymns, are not only developed to a considerable

d his reins. Vasus, you fabricated extent, but gradually brought into a systematic
the horse from the sun. Thou, horse, art Varna: form. Epithets given by the Ilig-Veda poets to the
thou art Aditya, thou art Trita by a mysterious act : elementary gods are spun out into legends, assuming
thou art associated with Soma. The Bages have the shape of historical narratives. The simple and
said there are three bindings of tl in heaven,' &e. primitive worship mentioned in the hymns becomes

Mystical language like this doubtless betrays the highly complex and artilicial. A ponderous ritual,

he religious instinct of a nation ; but founded, on those legends, and supported by a fur

it also reveals the fact, that the [cons mind of the more advanced condition of society, is brought into
Hindu was no longer satisfied with the adoration a regular system, winch requires a special class

of the elementary or natural powers ; it shews that of priests to be kept in a proper working order,
religion "UiIkU" i

i

to the mysteries Some of the Vedic hymns seem to belong already
pf creation. This longing we find, then, expressed to the beginning of this period of the I'uahmana
in other hymns, which mark the beginning of worship, for in the second book of the Kig-Veda
the philosophical crenl of the Vedic period. The several such priests are enumerated in retciciice

following few verses may tend to to the adoration of Agni, the god of lire; but
nature of this thirl class of hymns, as they occur the full contingent of sixteen priests, such as is

in the oldest Veda: 'I have beheld the Lord of required for the celebration (if a great sacrifice, does
Men,' one poet

j

., the not make its appearance 1,,-fore the com,
seven solar rays], of which delightful and bene- of the I'.r.'Uinianas and later Vedas. Yet, however
voleut (deity), who is the object of our invocation, wild many of these legends are. however distant

oid a they i me from the instinctive veneration of the.

thud bl • pit elementary powers of nature, and nowevei i Ii

i. the sun], well fed with (obla- this ritual betrays the gradual development of the
tion, of) elarilied butter. They yoke the seven institution of castes unknown to the hymns of the

wheeled car [i.
.', the orb of the Rig Veda th re are still two features in them, which

ran, or time, or a year] ; one horse |i. e., tie- sun], muk a progress .a the • . li-i. m< mind ot ancient
is it. along : the three-axled wheel India. While the p i Veda are chiefly

|i. e.. the day with its three divisions, or the year G rned in glorifying the //',, We manifestations
with three seasons—hot, wet, and cold; or time— oi the elementary gods in the Br&hmanaa, tlmr
past, present, and future] is undeeaying, never ethical qualities tor imitation and
loosened, and in it all these regions of then Truth and untruth, right and wrong—in
abid" Who ba> seen the primeval (Being) the moral sense which these words imply are not
at the time Oi Ins bring born? What, is that seldom emphasised ill the deseripl ion, ,| ihe battles

endowed with substance which i
; ods and demons j andsevei

• Prom earth are the breath and bl I.
I

scribed as symbolical i. pi.

bm where is the soul? Who may repair to the tiona ol these and similar qualitim; oi n

Oil] to ask this? Immature (in and
undiscerning in mind, 1 inquire of those things feature is the tendency, in these r.iuhmanas, of



determining the rank of the gods, and as a conse-
quence, of giving prominence to one special god
amongst the rest ; whereas in the old Vedic poetry,
though we may discover a predilection of the

i
is

to bestow more praise, for instance, on India and
Agni. than on other gods, yet we find no intention,
on their part, to raise any of them to a supreme
rank. Thus, in some Braliraanas, Indra. the god of
the firmament, is endowed with the dignity" of a
ruler of the gods ; in others, the sun receives the
attributes of superiority. This is no real solution
of the momentous problem hinted at in such Vedic
hymns as we quoted before, but it is a semblance
of it. There the poet asks 'whence this varied
world arose'—here the priest answers that ' one god
is more elevated than the rest;' and he is satisfied
with regulating the detail of the Soma and animal
sacrifice, according to the rank which he assigns to
his deities.

A real answer to this great question is attempted,
however, by the theologians who explained the
'mysterious doctrine.' held in the utmost reverence
by all Hindus, and laid down in the writings known
under the name of (TpamisJiads. It must suffice
here to state that the object of these important
works is to explain, not only the process of creation,
but the nature of a supreme being, and its relation
to the human soul. In the Upanishads, Agni, Indra,
Vayu, and the other deities of the Vedic hymns,
become symbols to assist the mind in its attempt
to understand the true nature of one absolute being,
and the manner in which it manifests itflelf in its
worldly form. The human soul itself is of the same
nature as this supreme or great soul : its ultimate
destination is that of becoming re-united with the
supreme soul, and the means of attaining that end
is not the performance of sacrificial rites, but the
comprehension of its own self and of the great
souL The doctrine which at a later period became
the foundation of the creed of the educated—the
doctrine that the supreme soul, or (the neuter)
Brahman, is the only reality, and that the world has
a claim to notice only in so far as it emanated from
this being, is already clearly laid down in these
Upanishads, though the language in which it is

expressed still adapts itself to the legendary and
allegorical stylo which characterises the Brahmana
portion of the Vedas. The Upanishads became thus
the. basis of the ni'ajh lined faith of India. They are
not a system of philosophy, hut they contain all
the germs whence the three great systems of Hindu
philosophy arose ; and like the latter, while reveal-
ing the struggle of the Hindu mind to reach the
comprehension of one supreme being, they advance
sufficiently far to express then- belief in such a
being, but at the same time acknowledge the
inability of the human mind to comprehend its

essence. For the different periods which must be
distinguished in the composition of these works,
and for the gradual development of the general
ideas briefly adverted to here, we refer the reader
to the article Upanishad.

the same word), which is a further evolution of the
great soul of the Upanishads. ,In the R&m&yana,

penonty of Vishnu is admitted withoutthe

_
The Epic period of Hinduism is marked by a

similar development of the same two creeds, the
general features of which we have now traced in
the Vedic writings. The popidar creed strives to
find a centre round which to group its imaginary
gods, whereas the philosophical creed finds its

expression in the groundworks of the Sdnkhya,
JPydi/a, and Ved&nta systems of philosophy. In
the former, we find two gods in particular who are
rising to the highest rank, Vishnu and Siva ; for as
to Brahma (the masculine form of Brahman), though
he was looked upon, now and then, as superior to
both, he gradually disappears, and becomes merged
into the philosophical Brahma (the -'cuter form of

dispute; in the great epos, the Ma/idMi&rata,
however, which, unlike the former epos, is the pro-
duct of successive ages, there is an apparent rivalry
between the claims of Vishnu and Siva to occupy
the highest rank in the pantheon; but Sanscrit
philology will first have to unravel the chrono-
logical position of the various portions of this
work, to lay bare its groundwork, and to shew
the gradual additions it received, before it will
be able to determine the successive formation of
the legends which are the basis of classical Hindu
mythology. Yet so much seems to be clear even
already, that there is a predilection (lining this
Epic period for the supremacy of Vishnu ; and that
the policy of incorporating rather than combating
antagonistic creeds, led more to a quiet admission,
than to a warm support of Siva's claims to the

rank. For the character of these gods, for
the relation in which the conception of these
beings stands to that of the Vedic time, for the new
ideas which they impersonate at the Epic period,
and for the group of myth. .logical beings connected
with both of them, we refer the reader to the
respective articles. We will point, however, to one
remarkable myth, as it will illustrate the altered
position of the gods during the Epic period. In the
Vedic hymns, the immortality of the gods is never
matter of doubt; most of the elementary beings
are invoked and described as everlasting, as liable
neither to decay nor death. The offerings they
receive may add to their comfort and strength ;

they may invigorate them, but it is nowhere stated
that they are indispensable for their existence. It
is, on the contrary, the pious sacrificer himself who,
through his offerings, secures to himself long life,
and, as it is sometimes hyperbolically called, immor-
tality. And the same notion prevails throughout
the oldest Brahmanas. It is only in the latest work
of this class, the S'atapatha-Bnlhnana, and more
especially in the Epic poems, that we find the inferior
gods as mortal in the beginning, and as becoming
immortal through exterior agency. In VaeS'alapatha-
Brahmana, the juice of the Soma plant, offered by
the worshipper, or at another time clarified butter,
or even animal sacrifices, impart to them tnis
immortality. At the Epic period, Vishnu teaches
t!i. in how- to obtain the A mrita, or beverage of immor-
tality, without which they would go to destruction

;

and this epic Amrita itself is merely a compound,
increased by imagination, of the various substances
which in the Vedic writings are called or likened
to A mrita, i. e., a ' substance that frees from death.'
It is obvious, therefore, that gods like these could
nol strike root in the religious mind of the nation.
A\ e must look upon them more as the gods of poetry
than of real life

; nor do we find that" they enjoyed
any of the worship which was allotted to the two
pi incipa! gods, Vishnu and Siva.
The philosophical creed of this period adds little

to the tundamental notions contained in the Upani-
shads

;
but it frees itself from the legendary dross

which still imparts to those works a deep tinge of
mysticism. On the other hand, it conceives and
develops the notion, that the union of the indi-
vidual soul with the supreme spirit may be aided
by penances, such as peculiar modes of breathino
particular postures, protracted fasting, and the like;
in short, by those practices which are systematise
by the "i oga doctrine. The most remarkable Epic
work which inculcates this doctrine is the cele-
brated poem Blaujarud.jild, which has been wrongly
considered by European writers as a pure Sankhya
work, whereas S'aitkara, the great Hindu theologian



who commented on it, and other nal .

tators aft. ,

tin- Yoga belief. The doctrine ol the reunion <>t the
iinlivi.lii.il soul with the supreme soul, waa neces-
sarily founded on the assumption, tli

•

must have '•'••in'- free ir..m all guill

i be re-merged inb
whence il proceeded

\ and since one hnman lit'.- is

- I'll h) attain
its accomplishment, the Hindu mind concluded that

in order t.i i plete the work
it bad left undone in ..-.•. ami that
it mast Mil. nut to the same fate until its tusk is

fulfilled. Tins is the doctrine of n

which, in tin- absence of a belief in grace, is a logical

aonaaqnence of a system which holds tin- human
smil to 1 f the same nature as that ..i an absolute
Go.L Thi- hegiiMiing ••! this doctrine i

covered in -
t Cpanishads, but its

t'autisti.-al ih.vi-l..|'im nt l.ili>ugs to tin- Epic time,
when- it pervades tin- legends, ami affects the social

life of tin- nation. - imsis.

The PuraNIC period of Hinduism is the period
of its decline, bo far .-us the popular creed is oon-
oerned. Its pantheon is nominally the same as
that of tin- K|.i,- I'.-i-i. ..1. I'.raimia. Vishnu, and Siva
n-niain still at tin- head nt its imaginary gods; but
whet', as tin I

a friendly harmony between the higher occupants .'if

the divine spheres, tin- I'ui-auio period shews discord
tion of the original ideas when., the I pie

rods aro-e. Brahma withdraws, in general, from
the popular adoration, and leaves Vishnu and Siva
to tight their battles in the minds of their worship-
pers for the highest rank. The elementary principle
which originally inhered in these deities is thus
completely lost' sight of by the followers of the

• ue legends of the Epic poems relating

to these gods I nine amplified and
;•• the .sectarian tendencies of the mass s

;

and the divine element which still distinguishes
ill the K.uiiayaiia and M ih

now mors and more mixed up with worldly con-
cerns and intersected with historical

figured in their turn to suit individu

is implied by the Vedic rites, scarcely
risible in the Pur&nas and Taotraa,

which arc the text Looks of this creed. In short,
the iiul.ridled imagination which pervades these

ither pleasing from a poetical, nor ele-

vating from a philosophical point of view. Some
Parana*, it is true for instance, the Blidgavala
makfl in some sens.- an exception to thi

of original Hinduism; but they are a i ipromise
between the popular and tie- Vedftnta creed, which

i remains the creed of the i

They do Dot affect the worship of
the masses as practised by the various sects ; and
this worship itself, whether harmless, as with the
worshippers of Vishnu, or offensive, as with the

3iva and his wife Dnrgft, is but an empty
ceremonial, which, here and there, may remind One
of the symbolical worship of the Vedic Hindu, but,
ns a whole, has no connection whatever with the.

Vedic scriptures, on which it affects to rest It is

this creed which, with further deteriorations, caused
by the lapse of centuries, i- still the main religion
of the masses in India. The opinion these entertain,

o mtenanced by the ritual, as well as by
'I ol the V, ,1 is,

i

'

r

.-.ue th.ir mind on this sere, by reviv-
iu.' the st'i.i i ind sacred language,
»nd by enabling thi m . oldest and
meet sacred books, it may be hoped that a proper

I

pie in this respect, by learned
and enlightened natives, will remove many of the
existing errors, which, if they continued, must
inevitably had to a further and, ultiinat.lv, total
degeneration of the Hindu

I

The philosophical creed ..f this period, ami the
creel which is still preserved I.,

is that derived from the ten
philosophy. It is l.a.sed on the belief of one supreme
being, which imagination and
v.iur to invest with all the pi

I

by the hnman mind, but the true nature of which
i be reach of

thought, and which, on this ground, is d. lined as

ing any of the qualities by which the
human mind is able t.. comprehend intellectual or
material • -ntity. See Vi hanta.
Hindu Sects.—This designation applies to the

sects which arose during the thiid period oi Hin-
duism, Tie v suppose that their woiship is counte-
nanced bj the v., las; but its real origin is derived
from the Purdnas and Tantras. See these articles,
There are three chi.f divisions of these sects—the
adorers of Vishnu, of Siva, and of the wives or
female clier-i.s ,,f these g , „| s _

si,,,, VaISHNAVAS,
s .vivas, ami Saktas. Besides these great sects,

.I.- of limited extent and total insignifi-

cance, such as the worshippers of Agni, the god of

fire; of Sin/n, the sun-god; ,.i Oanesa, the god of
wisdom, and the nloiatm- of impediments. See 7V
Reliffiotu 8eeU of India, h\ If. ||. Wilson, ami articles

Hhaiima, Hiiaiimammi. and GACTAMA.in The Uni-
versal Pronmm ; 7c'..

, .,;, „/ llingraphg and
Mythology, by .1. Thomas, I'hihuhi., l.sTii.

at many different I

dialects are spoken in this vast country. The
languages spoken in the north of India, by the
Hindus proper, are descended from the ancient
Sanscrit. i.p v.). The chief dialects are : Hindi, the
principal literary language of the non-Moham Ian
population ; Hindustani, or Urdu, which is Hindi
corrupted by a mixture of Arabic and Persian

h
; Punjabi; .Mahratti; (iuj.-ratti ; &C.

- of the Pecan have only a slight

infusion of Sanscrit roots, and an- more akin to the
Tartar languages of Central Asia. Thej are i died
thi I >ia\ i. n. in [ ... up, and include 'I am l. l . u. n,

Mal.iyaliiin, and Cauarese. Thi languag ol the
bill-tribes or aborigines have not hitherto been

examined, to warrant any conclusions
with regard to their affinity.

Manufactures and Attn, in manufactures, the
Hindus attained to marvellous perfection at a very
early period, and the courts of imperial Koine
glittered with the g 1.1 and silver 1 lades of

Delhi. The muslins ol I i.-icea were famous ages
ago throughout the civilised world. In the Inter-

national Exhibition of lSr.-J, splendid

id patient industry
of the Hindus were displayed. Textile fabrics oi

inimital.le Idleness; tapestry glittering with gems;
rich embroideries and brocades; carpets w.indertul

"i -it.' harmony nt colour; sil

work, line and delicate as lac.-; enamel of the most
brilliant hue ; inlaid wares that requin b

lying power to reveal their in

goblets oi .hast,, design; furniture most elabor-
ately carved ; swords of curious form ami excellent

i

n prove the
the art-industry of India. All these

are produced with the rudest tools, and without
in tin- European sense a) the word.

I he iimdu, though sxceesivi i, .hxterous. is totally
devoid oi ingenuity. Arts and manufactures have
conscipiontK made no progress in I. for the last

1000 years. The system ot caste has led to the



of professions from
he traditions of each
ll from father to son.

appears well suited' to the country. " They have prac-

tised it from very remote times, for even during the

Veilie period they cultivated Jirlih, and removed the

produce in carts. The native farmers alternate the

pulses with the cereals, and Dr. Royle is of opinion

that the system of rotation of crops has heen derived

from India. The Hindu farmer understands extremely
well how to maintain the producing power of his land.

Architecture. See Indian Architecture.
For an account of the philosophy, literature,

&e. of I., see Sanscrit Literature, MImansa,
Nyaya, Saxkhya, Vedanta.

History. See following article.

INDIA, British, includes not only almost the whole
of the country described in the preceding article, but

also several provinces on the eastern side of the Bay of

Bengal. It extends from the gloomy passes and cy-

clopean gates that shut iu Hindustan on the north and
north-east to Cape Comorin about 1800 miles; and
from Kurrachi in Sinde toTenasserim in long. 99° E.,

about 2000 miles. Its area is fully 1,500,000 square
miles, with a land boundary of about 4800 miles, and
a coast-line of almost equal extent.

For administrative purposes, the various countries

and provinces of British India arc grouped into several

local governments, under governors, lieutenant-gover-

nors, and commissioners, all of whom are subject to

the supreme authority of the governor-general. The
political divisions in 1870 were the following territo-

ries under the governor-general in council : the presi-

dencies of Madras and Bombay ; the lieutenant-gover-

norship of Bengal ; the North-west provinces; and the

Punjanb, the chief commissionships of Oucle, the Cen-
tral Provinces, and British Burmah. The state of

British India in 1S59—1860 and in 1865—1868 is pre-

sented in the following tables

:











secretary, who is independent of the eon

assisted by an under-secretary (salary, £2000), a

membi i .mil l«'tli lose oil » ith

which the secretary of Btate is a

Thi ••• are, k" si«li s, a
]

. i nini.-nt umlcr-

'l"li-- total annual est of the home estaoljal nt.

iiieludin", salaries t< > subordinates, is about t ISO 000.

Tht Cecal and Execvth > adminis-

tered liy a -.•'v.-i ti.T -.-ii.-r.-il mi- viceroy, governors,
...I . .

i

governor-general, who holds

filled by an uncrowned bead, is appointed by the

orown for a term ol al«'iit s:x year-, v

mi. I r i < i .
j

> In I. 11 1 ly ni a p.il.i,

il i lalcul i i. and a country
kpur. II.- is assisted by a

council of five ordinary members, who maj be

regarded as Ins minis! i - three i

appointed by the secretary of state in council from
servants of the Crown or Company of ten years'

stanilini:, ami tin.' mil lining two by Iiit Majesty's

warrant. The i mander in ohi aj be consti-

tutiil .in I'xtracirilinarv member nf eouncil by the
There is. besiile-j, a financial

member of the Bupreme government, a kind of

clian.ell.ir of the Indian exchequer. The execu-
tive council becomes a legislative eonncil by the
addition "i from six to twelve membi rs, one half

Of whom must be non-otiicial. nominated for two
years by the "ovcrnorccneral. The new legislative

"il. le.l in .January 1862, and included
five non-oli ' litlclneii ami three

natives of India.

mi. irs of Madras and Bombay may also

a legislative council oi men four to

eight members. Legislative, i-ouneils met at. both
i ucies m January (862. The assent ol

i.ler valid t!

i iiiii-s of Madras and
B bay in council, and they are furthei jed

!
' in! gOVl I'll"!'

,.t Bengal, who rules 10, ,000 oi | pie, is also

assisted by a legislative . .nn.-il. consisting ot four

official, Tour non-official, and three native members;
md similar councils have been organised in the
North-west I'lo', mi', s. tin Punjaub, and probably in

Oude, A mo cj towards the natives
ol L than hag hitherto liim urn in ton, Im- all '.-ads

been partially adopted with marked success, and
extension, while securing their fidelity

to the British crown, will offer to native talent an
honourable employment in the administration ol

civil allairs. a vocation op.-n to

Mogul,
\ ative Slab i is gene-

. i pi. I ilc-potie prince,

aided, it may be, by a council of nobles, and
controlled in Irish resident
The Hi il i-li governm nl bai e lateli

i

adoption in regard failure ol

natural Inn I

the en ns increase of our territoi

lly limb r tin- aillnii itinli of 1 I

Da ..si-.

luot the general a

oi British India. It includes about sun members,
i

• ,,i the i om -naiit. d < a il and .Mdi-
'

i lately a monopoly ol lie East

Civil s.Tvnc is now recruited from il

it conn* titive examinations, instituted

for the !>>' I- - iful administration of

l and growing importance to Creat
Britain, for the loss ol 1.. besides depriving the

Bi itain of a

tine field for their energies ami talents, would
cjs of the debt of L, winch amounts

to £120,000,000, besides £75,000,000 invested in

vs. both sums derived chiefly from
British capitalists. £20,000,000 more tu

in banks and joint-sto

Wee, appointments to

which arc made by the authorities m I., is com-
posed of Kuropeans, Eurasians (the class spnine.

' i ua1 a mo1 b rs by European fal bei I, and
names, Willi silains in'mon". liiini CI 2 to £3000
per an a. Candidates are not subjected to the

throiiiji which those who enter the

Covenanted branch must pass. In the \- u 1861,
the service iii, 'linl, ,1 I'iJI'J members, ni whom .'t'.INt

«|',i lliii.ipeaiis ami Eurasians, ami H'Ji'.S natives

of India.

Military Force.—The Indian military service,

like the civil service, has 1 u 11 m h'l-e. i,n _' a thorollell

reorganisation, coii.scpi.iit ,,n the er,at mutiny, and
the transfer ,.| the "overiiincnt of the country from
the East India Company to the Crown. In 1857,
at the outbreak of the mutiny, the Indian Army

|. 1 i consist"! of about -JTT.CIIII men. of whom
•I.i.llllll were Europeans and •..il'.llllll natives. Hiuni",

the mutiny, the native a' my ot bengal was almost
entirely broken up. Fifteen regiments of regular

native infantry, the local infantry, the Gurkha
and irregular line regiments, eight regiments of

irregular eavalrv, and the sappers and in

all that remained at the close of I860 of the old

By the army estimates the strength of the British

forces in India foi 1869 70 is : horse artillery , 2680,
cavaln oi the line, 4466, artillery and engineers 7936,

non-commissioned. The total cost of the army in

1868 9, when there were 64,704 Kuropeans ami 122,-

984 natives on the pay-rolls, amounted to £16,044,061.
ie I Inn i :sildll European officers at l a, 'he. I to

the army in I., and son commission,', I i lieal officers.

The army in Imlia in L867 numbered 183,148 men;
r.l.ris bei ii". Europeans, ami 121,Bad Indian forces.

Tlu Police, civil and military, forms ai portant
force, and is to a great extent taking the place of

tie- regular army. In Bengal, for instance, the
military police includes ten battalions of infantry,

b 7"" I , tl quadrons ol cavalry, ami
levies; in all, about 10,000 men, ,,f

I, with forty European ol

whole police fori f I. has lately been re-organised
ni "in uniform system, with a cen
oi ii, own in each presidency.

i

separate Indian navy, but a Pilot Servi I

Ailniiiiisri-iiti.nl of I'iiil Justin-. This,

in I., is in a state ni ti in iiinii. The
i at Calcutta, and the Sadder Mofussil,

" 'i in 1 861, b\ .ni act
and higl irts ol judi

and in tin- North-
'.1 of a chief-justice,

h,r Majesty may appoint 'These high courts are
i\ il. eriininal. adm
1 iiiatnuioui.il jurisdiction, original ami

appellate, by single judges or by division courts;'
and now, for the fil nets of the

inferior courts will be submitted to men of hi-b



laws are i



was appointed Bombay and Madras were after-

wards provided with bishops, and tin—
uaintainad a( an annual coal of £12,716, The
Domberof chaplains « 129, with .in

allowance "i £96,000; Soman Catbolii

annually more than s-SO.mi tor then
as military chapiains.

'Pie educational system has a rlistincl

ganisation in each presidency nnder a dire
pnhlic instruction, assisted hi the inspectors of schools.

Incntiona] institutions,

attended by 663,484 pupils, in aid "f which the gov-
emmenl expended £461,378. A university has been
established at each presidency town; two grades
of education in the se< ondary or middle , i

in the primary or popular classes of schools. In
'. 18,000 scholars attend the 300 colleges

It endowed by government The local

iiinatlolial purposes is

i department of

Mailras is maintain at an annual
est of aboot £50,000. ' In Bombay, there are 23
English schools, with 3000 scholars, and 500 vema-
i ui.u- scl Is, with 28,000 si holars, boh

beaidV a colleges at Anmi dabad and
Belgaam, and an engineering school at Poona.
In the Northwest Provinces, Iii.Oiio

b.-1ioo1s, with •J-.'o.DiM) boys, are in operation, and
there are colleges at Agra, Benares, and other
cities. The natives mana.'e and maintain GltOO

indigenous schools, with »;.">.< i< mi hoys.

</ in India.— India was one of the
earliest fields of Christian missions. Tradition

IS the scene Of the apostle Thomas's
labours and martyrdom. Whether this was the case

or not, we find a Syrian church planted in Malabar
in Southern India, which undoubtedly had a very
early origin. The Jesuit missionaries, from the

middle at the 10th e. onwards, had a large Buccesa
in India. To disarm prejudice, thi

j

have introduced themselves to the n

people, not as foreigners, but as white Brahmans,
and by fostering the native system a

large amount oi compromise in the way of relig s

hi abi ra to reo a e the
outward form of Christian baptism ; and the number
of professing Roman Catholics now in the country
is considerable. See Xavtkb, Fi: w< is. The i arliest

miasionariea in India came from Holland
mission, tie- eminent.

Schwartz was connected. England's first missionary
effort was pat forward by the Socii

Propagation < ile- chri tian Knoti

OI tli" I Mil i-., by aiding the I). in h in,- .mi .ill ,nlv

established in South
East India Company ., oi o\,iiidiiij

i heir territories ; but
since the beginning of this century, when these
restrictions were withdrawn, a great work has been

. :n which all denominations ate n-pn-
ever, is necessarily slow. The

resolution of government to exclude tb

_ in its sol Is. has been the subject of

-Mleh dispute. By Mr Mulll
n in IMJJ. the loll. .win j I

b... n aacertaine I. the uumber of male and female
pupils in tin mew-hat understated:
European in ordained natives, SI;

1079 ; native ohnrohes, s:iu
; uative

ll\V.I.'l; eommillil.-auts, 21,252 ; boy
vie-In--, 54,888; girl - Bolai i I 723

' iropeana and
iin. Tons hospitals and di-pou-aries. In

•inmeiit supports 17 of th

the Madras presidency, 3S ; and in the Bombay

presidency there are five i v il hospitals, and several

goveri nt dispensaries.

|
The railways now in operation, or in coarse of

construction, are the East Indian, Madrn
Indian Peninsula, Great Snnthern of India, Bombay
Baroda and Central India. Eastern Bengal, Sind'e

and the fanjauh -giving, when completed, a rami

1867, 3S97
miles were open for traffic. Some of the bridges
an.

I viaducts on these railways ore amongst the

finest structures in the world.
i here is a weekly communication between Eng-

land and India by the overland miif.-

and the Red Sea, Bj going overland to M
j steamer and railway to Alexandria and

Sui /. and thence again by steamer, the journey from
London may be accomplished to Bombay in _'<

> -•>

days, and to Madras in about a month. The
Ic ii. li Mi s. , -, ,, I ii ,

(

..
i in ... uay e also

I

lisheil a new monthly steam-packet s. i

'

• .1 India, An ither and m
route is proposed <•/,! the Euphrates
the Persian I mil.

Roads. A grand trunk road extends fi

wnr to Calcutta, a distance ol 1400
Bengal, there are 11 imperial trunk roads already
formed, or in course of construction, with an aggre-
gate length of o.iihi miles; also I III" in.

branch toads, and more than lino mil, -

projected. Tramways in connection with the rail-

ways and rivet- transit ate about to be formed. A
military frontier rn ad. 380 miles in length, extends
from the l'ey/u Bass to tin- Sinde 1, a

from the same pass rill Biinntt and Buhadur Khcyl
to Kohat, a distance of ll'n mill i

:

there are 152 miles of lesser military roads, a
great trunk road from Lahore to Pcshawur, °(J4

miles, estimated to cost more titan a millii

is in progress, and will be an engineering work of
no otdiii.ny erandetir and utility. 'It p
\itiold. * upon In:; Li-,-, it bniieis. ami 459 smaller
ones, penetrates the heart of six mountaii

on immense , mb.-mknieiits the morais

of two-great rivers.' The roa 1 sanetn I
i

|)alho,i.|, . fiom Kalki, near Cmballa. to Simla, and
with branches to the hilly stations and sanitaria,

18 an niidertakiii _' of extraordinary magnitude.
Canals and Irrigation. Rapid communication

and a fully develop.-,! system oi irrigation are still

the two great wants of India. Canals have been
formed by the upper water,, of both thi l

the.Iumna. S>-c C vsnl s I 'an u. Tin i
.

more than t-'.iS miles of wator-e. .111 e
; lie \\ '.-!

Jumna, 425; and the East ,lut i. l.Vi. The famous
Bari Doah Cai
Lord Dalhousie's -iff to the Punjab, will

in- 166 miles lone;; the main line i

L'tT nnles. and the Lahore, BJ
- -Jl'.l miles

:
mi, re than oil in:

pleted. The total cost of this ma-.uni,

, limited ai '.1.."nil 1,1 K II I. The profits on all works
of public utility in I. are verv large.

Telegraphic Communication, which now extends
over 13,390 miles, was started during the administra-

tion of the Marquis of Dslhouaie. The lines were
constructed at a cost of £15,848; the annual expense
is E136.27S, and the total receipts £143,078.

Pnxtnl i '„„„„, i „i. .,(„, „ extended, in 1867, Ovei 17,929
miles. The rate ot postage, which, m tbs year
IS.'il lS.Vi, wa- t-.-dii. ,-d i half an anna, or three

I
Ii iter, is Lowei than in any

nit ry

.

Thi Pultkc Works Dtpartmenl undertakes the
ol military, end. and •

igricultural v,,,ihs, including irrigation

canals, and ambankinenl i, al el-



Iii the year 1859—1860, the expenditure of this de-
partment was £12,159,620, of which £7,206,999 were
spent on railways, £172,043 on the electric telegraph,
and £4,780,578 on miscellaneous works. In 1866—
I867j £5,770,000 were expended on public works.
A trigonometrical survey of I. has for some time

heen in progress.

Commerce.—The commerce of I., which even- year
assumes vaster proportions, is capable of almost in-

drtinitc extension. According to the returns of 1866
— 1867, the imports were : merchandise, £29,0.18,715

;

treasure, £13,236,904; total, £42,275,619; and the
exports for the same venr amounted to: merchan-
dise, £41,859,994 ; treasure, £2,431,503 j total, £44,-
291.497. I. takes more British goods nnd manufac-
tures than any other country in the world, except the
United States' of America. " About £74,000,000 ster-

ling are now invested in Indian undertakings of a
public character.

Colonisation.—In the strict sense of the word,
colonisation must ever be impracticable in India on
account of the unfavourable character of the climate,

for the European race settled in the country rapidly

degenerates, and in a few generations becomes effete,

and bodily and mentally enervated. A constant
stream of British capital, bow ever, and fresh direct-

ing energies in its application, is the great want,
and what would secure, as nothing else can, the
development of its unlimited resources. Indigo and
sugar factories, and coffee and tea plantations,

have been the principal undertakings in which inde-

pendent British capital and energy have been
hitherto embarked, and the results have been most
satisfactory. The failure of the American cotton

supply has drawn much attention of late to India.

Undoubtedly, India could supply Gnat Britain with
all the cotton she needs ; but confidence is required

to engage in the speculation of raising it, owing to

the uncertainty of the present demand. However
that may be, railways, loads, and canals are fast

opening up the country; civilisation is making rapid

strides, creating new demands for trade ; and a
better knowledge of local sanitary laws is doing
much to lessen the risks of climate. At the same
time government, by a wise and liberal policy, is

going the right way to establish its claims in the
good-will of the native population, and thus secure

the stability of British administration; and the
restoration of Indian finances to their equilibrium
on the principle of reduced expenditure, instead of

increased taxation, meets with the approbation of

both Europeans and natives. India, therefore, pro-

mises before long to offer to capital and energy
one of the most profitable and secure fields of

investment to be found in any of our colonies or

dependencies.
Natural Productions.—Cotton is the most import-

ant product, of Hindustan. During the four years of

cotton famine, 1862—1865, India exported to Great
Britain more than 1.700,000,000 pounds of cotton.

Wool will probably soon become a great Indian staple.

Tin- chief supply is from the Himalaya and Afghan
regions. Hemp' and flax, silk from the high lands,

coffee, linseed, tobacco, and indigo, are all valuable

productions of British India. The leaves and silver

blossoms of the tea-plant are beginning to cover the

Himalaya slopes and the hilly districts of Bengal, the

North-west Provinces, and the Punjaub. Great
quantities of rice are raised in Southern I. and Brit-

ish liunnah. The Malabar district, Murtnban, and
Ten.-isserim furnish thousands of logs of the best teak

timber. The cinchona or quinine plant has been in-

troduced, also, on the Neilgherries and at Darjeeling,

in the Sikkim, where, in March, 1870, 1,500,000 were

History. — The oldest history of I. is entirely
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legendary ; it is shrouded in mythical narratives,

which, though of the highest interest from a
religious and archaeological point of view, do not
enlighten us as to the dates of the personages

J

concerned, nor as to the reality of the facts which
they record. Thus, the solar and lunar dynasties
spoken of in the epic poems, the Hdindi/ana and
MahMMrata, and in the Purdnas, as well as

other dynasties, like that of Pradyota, S'isunaga,

and others mentioned in the Pur&nas, are, for the
present, at least, beyond the reach of history, in the
sense in which we use this word. The first reliable

date to be met with in ancient Hindu history is

that of Chandragupta ; for he is the king whom the
Greek historians call S(iu<tr<ico(tux ; and as he was
the ally of Seleucus, we may safely conclude that
he reigned about 300 B.C. He belonged to the
Manrya dynasty, which contains another distin-

guished name, that of the king AsOka, who plays
a prominent part in Buddhist history, and prob-
ably reigned from 263 to 226 B.C.; but since the
history of this and other dynasties which reigned
in different parts of India up to the time of the
Mohammedan conquest, concerns more the special

student of Hindu antiquity and Indian history than
the general reader, we must content ourselves here
with referring those who take an interest in it to

the admirable work of Professor Christian Lassen,
the Indische Altcrthiim-tl-aiide, where they will not
only find the richest material collected in any one
book hitherto devoted to this subject, but also

learn to appreciate the difficulties which beset the
questions of ancieut Hindu history and chronology.

From the Mohammedan Conquest (1001) to" the

close of Viscount t'niinimfs administration (1S62).

—

House of Ghizni (1001— 1 167). The Sultan Mahmttd,
sovereign of the small state of Ghizni (q. v.), was
the first conqueror who permanently established the
Mohammedan power in India. In 11S6, the House
of Ghizni became extinct, and the Hindu princes
fell one by one before a succession of Mohammedan
dynasties, whose names and dates are as follow :

Slave Kings of Delhi (1206— 12SS).—One of these
sovereigns, Altmish, who ascended the throne in

1211, added the greater part of Hindustan Proper
to his dominions, and in his reign the Mongol
Genghis Khan devastated the north-eastern parts

of India. In Balin's reign (about 12S4) the Mongols
made a second irruption into Hindustan, but were
totally defeated by the monarch's eldest son, the
heroic Mohammed, ,who fell in the action. The
KhUjis and House of Togldalc (128S—1412).—In
1290, the Mongols made their third and last great
irruption into Hindustan, but were almost anni-

hilated by Zafir Khan, whose name became so

proverbial among the Mongols, that when their

horses started, they would ask them if they saw
the ghost of Zafir Khan. In 1397. during the reigu

of the last of the Toghlak kings, the Tartar Timur,
or Tamerlane, sacked Delhi, and proclaimed him-
self emperor of India. The Syztds (1412—1450).
The House of Lodi (1450—1526). To the kings
of this dynasty succeeded the Great Moguls or

House of Timur (1526—1707). Baber, who had for

twenty-two years been sovereign of Cabul, invaded
I. for the fifth time towards the end of the year
1525 (see Baber), and after doing battle with Sultan
Ibrahim on the plain of Paniput, April 1526,

entered Delhi ill triumph, and established Ir'mself

as emperor of the ^Iohammrdan dominions in I.,

in right of his ancestor Timur. He died in 1530,

and was succeeded by his son Humayun. The
celebrated Akbar (q. v.), son of Humaytm, became
emperor in 1556, and reigned for nearly twenty-five

years. His son ascended the throne in 1605, and his

grandson, Shah Jehan, in 1G27. In 1658, Shah Jehan



was imprisoned by his s..n, the famous Aurungsebe
(<|. v.), who n-urju-.i the imperial power. Tins

remarkable man raised the Mogul empire to the

highest pitch of greatness and splendour, and was
the ablest ami m..-t powerful, as well as the most
ambitious and bigoted, of b -

took place in IT117. and I

which hail begun
I" nominal

-uiik in indolence and
sauntered away life in .-•lml. 4 j

>

• 1 .
i

of the Great Mogul formed their pn
independent states; whilst Hindu and Moham-
medan advent - carved out kingdoms with

il,,- \|,._i,i

empire opened a wide Held for ambition ami eutcr-

n itdoae of Europe. Th

•

1

... t COMPANY.
In 1653, Madras was raised into a presidency,

the island of Bombay «

of Portugal wm4 i!.ui-!.i T..1 l.y tin

Company. The invasion of the Persian, Nadir
Shall, in 1738 ..lightered its

inhabitants, and carried away the Peacock Throne,
and vast tr . the fall of the Mogul
empire.

ITt"' 1761. Great jealousy existed between
the English and French, who had als.. established

• I India. i >u tin' declaration of war
between England and Fiance, hostiliti a lommen :ed

in the Madras presidenev, nor were thi

p ii.
. in 1748. The

struggle m the Carnatie was continued with ard •,

mis ..; rival

native prim •

and most in i ulster-roll of

British soldi

such lustre on the B biorj of I., laid

the foundation of I ni-y in tin-

East His in.' m 1 ...[ in 1751,

and his mi , broke, the spell of

French invincitnlil norable event
was the aiegi Calcutta, on the

2tith .lune 17."ii>. by Suaia Dowlah,
Ali Verdi Khan, and governor or snl.ili.lar of

Bengal. The prisoners, Ui> in number, were
oonnned in the m on or Black
Hole, of whom only 'j:i survived till the morning.

Clive quickly took

fitted ..'it at M idi

i by Admiral Watson, prosecuted tin-

war with his usual vi_'..nr, till alter a

and a renewal ot hostilities. Sniaja ltowlah was
eomiiletely defeated by Clive in th<

battle oi Plassey, 23d June 17~.7. Meet 1

i
•

nin-nn.l bj from this time ruled

;

ol Buxar, foughl in

17nt with • i _' \ izier of

dm I... the Mogul emperor, Shah Ami
pre\ ionsly been in the powei i

bow lah. el.aim i British. 1

1

confirmed the Company in their possessions, and
granted them the coll ictoral • pi

l. I'.ah.ir, and i >i issa, on condition of receiv-

ing the Mini ut ii-jfiii.iHKi per minimi. During the

lent limineiiil ilitlii ulties of the Company, they

repudiated tins and other conditions which they

bad guaranteed to shah Alum; and the <•

. of maintaining their authority and stand-

ing army prevented them imin umicrtaku

works and developing the resources of the country.

The Regulating Act was passed in 177 1. and a
ointed. In 17(io, Clive

i corruption, and from that, Ins last visit,

dates the purity ot the administration ot ..m .

empire.
AdminUli-ntliu ..," Warren Hastings (177.')— 178/)).

—Warren Hastings was the first

of In. In. A new power, the Sup
Judicature, appoin •

. i, came
in tration. Tins

.nil. u i: . it. tO w In. in It

in. -id... Il.istiir i upulons,

and at I
•- verj unjustifiable mi ins to replenish

I mlia I 'oinpany's exeheijuer, l.nt. l.y lin

it, he averted dangers that threat-
' iiiiiliil.it.- the British supremacy iu India.

I in- powei ml Mussulman
1 1 der Ali

and the Ni/am of the 1'

olliiers, comliined with the Main :

!'
I ' l ,,.,. Iiroke ii|i the conl.-.leiacv,

I ,der Ali in 1781. En 1782, the
ol .lll.il. itlire w is ,l,|.l ived of ita

independent powers, and the p >li j ol Bastings was
. Loth in tin- •.. in ii ,,,i.l in the field. In

17SF Mr 1'itt institute It. B ni : I ontroL
llaryui-i <:.rinrni/i.< ii;^; 1 71*3).

—

Lord Corn-
wallis, wln> succeeded Warn n Hastings, was l.i.th

governor general and commander-in-chief. His
administrative measures wen' important, and con-
sisted most notably in tiring the land-rent through-

Igal on that system of land tenure known
i.mlan, and reforming the judicial

In IT!'", l-oid (.'ornwallis, with the N1/..1;

Mahrattas. and I
I oorg for allies,

made war on 'J'ippoo, Sultan of Mysore, who had
iinaih-d Travancoie, then under l'.i i . j.i .:. < ..n.

T. ini- w.re dictated to Tip]...,, at Ins capita .

'- r-

ingapatam, and he was compelled to cede had his

dominions to tin ' • In \1 iiipus ( 'orn-

wallis was .succeeded l>y Sir John Sin. re (1793—
• rule was in no respect memoralile.

M irqu i Well J,,j U7'.K Isn..,. The i.

empire in the Fast, like that of Napoleon I. in

Europe, could only he maintained l.y constant
lijitmg: it was the price paid for empire, and t.

stand still was to retrograde. Tip] Sahib broke
his faith l.y intriguing against the English both
with the French and with native princes: Ins bad

t him his crown and his life. Iii May
i ingapatam was captured, and Tippo

T... Il.ii I:

e and the admimstr iti >n • at i ad on most
illy for tin- yoiitbfu] i

•

alt.-rward- 1 hike ..1 U ell

famous i

Mahrattas under Scindia : and the vi.l ,,,
,

i the i
' pany. Tl po

Buit the I i
•.'. ..i t lie Fast [mlia ( '..nip

he was superseded by Ford I 'ornwallis. win ly

Lord Minto succeed

1806 to 1813.

Nothing of much importance occurred ui

Mur.pns o! 1 1. 1 t
:

'

i il I I
s| .'[

1823). II

who wen- entirely suppressed Hi had previ-

ously defeated the tiurkhxs ; and before tl

of his brilliant administrat he made thi

power supreme ill India. The civil admui
I

I

the moral condition of the people
of India.



The next admiiiistnilioiis were those of Enrl
Amherst and Lord William Bentinck. The first

was signalised l>v the Burmese war, the seeond hy
the suppression of sutti and the Thugs.

Earl of Auckland (1835—1842).—Thia governor-

general is known chiefly by his unjustifiable and
disastrous Afghan policy, ending in the horrible

massacre of British troops in the Khyber Pass. See
Afghanistan.
Earl ofEllenborough (1S42— 1844).—The'army of

retribution' proceeded to Cabid soon after Lord
Ellenborough took the reins of government. Cabul
was sacked, several public buildings razed to the
ground, after which the country was evacuated.
The conquest of Sinde by Sir Charles Napier,
followed by its annexation, also belongs to this

administration.

tiir Henry Hardinge (1844— 1848).—Lord Ellen-

borough having been recalled by the East India
directors, from alarm at his martial tendencies, Sir

Henry Hardinge was sent to take his place. The
attention of the new governor-general was, however,
soon diverted from works of peace, to do battle with
the bravest people of India. Ever since the death
of our ally, Runjeet Singh, in 1S39, the Punjab
had been in a state of disorganisation. The Sikhs,

uneasy at our conquests in Sinde and Gwalior, and
remembering our discomfiture at Cabul and the
Khyber, resolved to anticipate the attack they con-

sidered imminent. The first Sikh war commenced
on the part of the Punjabees by the passage of the
Sutlej, and was followed by the terrible battles

of Moodkee, Ferozeshah, Aliwal, and Sobraon, in

which, after very hard fighting, the Sikhs were
defeated with great slaughter. The war resulted in

a British resilient and British troops being stationed

at Lahore, although the boy-prince, Dhuleep Singh,
was acknowledged as Maharajah. The Cis-Sutlej

states, the Jullundur Doab, and the alpine region

between the Beas and the Sutlej, were annexed.
Marquis of Dalhousie (1848—1855).—The admin-

istration of the Marquis of Dalhousie ' consummated
a pokey and closed a period,' and the century of the

Company's empire has few so rich in events, and
rife with consequences. Beneath his rule, the terri-

tory of ' the British merchants trading to the East
received its latest extension ; and at his departure
the sun of their power verged to a stormy setting.'

It is memorable for the commencement of superb
public works, cheap uniform postage, railways, tele-

graphs, improvements in government, and social

progress generally ; a second Sikh war (ending in

the crowning victory of Gujerat, 21st February
1S49), a second Burman war (finished in 1S52) ; and
the annexation of four kingdoms, the Punjab, Pegu,
Kagpur, and Oude.

Viscount Canning (1856—1862).—When Lord
Canning took the reins of government, everything
promised a reign of peace and prosperity ; but it

was only the treacherous calm—the burra choop,

or great silence—that precedes the tempest. With
the early days of 1S57 came the first mutteringa of

the storm that was to sweep over so large a portion

of British India. At the commencement of the year,

chupattees (cakes of flour and water) were circulated

mysteriously through the North-west Provinces ; a
proclamation, a kind of politico-religious encyclical

letter from the Shah in Shah, the head of the
faithful in the East, was found in the tent of the
Shahzada at Mohumrah, appealing to the faithful to

exterminate the Feringhees ; treasonable placards

appeared at Delhi, and other suspicious occurrences

gave warning of Mohammedan disaffection or con-

spiracy. The Enfield rifle and its greased cartridge

was at thia time put into the hands of the sepoys

without explanation or precaution ; and General

Anson, the commander-in-chief, snubbed caste, and
was against all concession to the 'beastly prejudices'

of the natives. The first actual demonstrations of a
mutinous spirit broke out at Dumdum (January).
Berhampore (20th 1'ebruary). and liarrackpore (29th
March), where the native soldiers refused to touch
the greased cartridges ; but the grand centre of the
outbreak was Mcorut (32 miles from Delhi). Here
were stationed the 6th Dragoon Guards, the first

battalion of Her Majesty's 60th llitles, and other
European troops, amounting to about ISO!) men,
besides sappers and miners, and about 2900 native
soldiers. On the 23d April, the skirmishers of the
3d Cavalry, on parade, refused to touch the new
cartridges, although permission was given to break
off the end with the fingers. The 85 mutineers
were tried, found guilty, and sentenced to various
terms of imprisonment. The parade when the
troopers were ironed was held on the 9th May,
but the punishment only maddened and infuriated

the native troops, for within six-and-thirty hours,
Meerut was a scene of bloodshed and desolation.

On the evening of the next day. the native troops
rose, liberated their comrades and the felons of

the jail, shot down their officers, and the doomed
station was given up to conflagration and massacre.
The military authorities, taken by surprise, were
paralysed. There was no loader for the 1800 Euro-
pean soldiers, and until too late, no attempt was
made to put down the revolt, or to stop the march
of the mutineers to Delhi. The outbreak at Meerut
was the crisis of the rebellion. Its prompt suppres-
sion would probably have crushed the mutiny, as
its mismanagement involved the fall of Delhi, the
sacrifice of thousands of lives, and the temporary
triumph of the seditious. The next day, the 11th
of May, the Meerut mutineers reached Delhi. There
were no European troops to oppose them, and the
city fell into their hands, but was retaken by
General Archdale Wilson the following September.
At the end of June, General Wheeler was forced to
surrender to Nana Sahib at Cawnpore, and, in spite

of the promise of safe-conduct to Allahabad, all the
men were immediately massacred. The women were
butchered on the loth of July by order of the Nana,
when he heard of Havelock's march from Alla-
habad, which began on the 7th of the same month.
Meanwhile the mutiny had spread all through
Oude. The Europeans in the Residency at Lucknow
were besieged on the 30th of June by an enormous
horde of infuriated mutineers. Five days after-

wards, the commandant, Sir Henry Lawrence, died

of his wounds, and his place was taken by Brigadier
Inglis, who bravely held out till he was relieved on
the 25th of September by the heroic Havelock. The
relieving force, however, was itself too small to raise

the siege ; myriads of mutineers swarmed around
the Residency, and Havelock's troops, with those
he had come to rescue, were in their turn besieged.

The final relief was achieved by Sir Colin Campbell
in person. He marched from Cawnpore on the 9th
November, with an army of 4200 men, reached the
Alum Bagh (a palace three miles from Lucknow)
on the Pith, and on the morning of the 14th
advanced towards the Residency. After storming
the various fortified positions of the enemy, he
reached the beleaguered garrison on the following

day. The evacuation of the Residency followed,

and was so cleverly accomplished, that the sick and
wounded, the women and children, together with
money and treasure, were brought away through
' a narrow, tortuous lane—the only line of retreat

open—in the face of 50.000 enemies, without molesta-

tion.' Lucknow itself was in the meantime allowed
to remain in possession of the rebels, but on the 3d
of March 1S58, Sir Colin Campbell commencal
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1

1 on the I7tb the

in complete possession ol the British. Central
. its, and \\ hil-

lock. Jliansi was re-occupied ley tin- 4th of April.

The surrender uf Calpl and Gwalior followed
; and

the rvMs suffered further by the d

illy, in Rohilcund, was taken in May;
and by June 1858, no citj or fori

iui|»>rtance remained in the li i

Onde was entirely reduced by the b

I J59. The able rebel lead* r, Tantia

Topee, was al last taken, tried by court-martial,

ana banged. During the mutiny, vain..]

and prot ction were recett i .1 from do

,1 honours were in
i

on Scindia, the Maharajah ol Qwalior ;

ih rajah oi tndore ; on (hi

Hyderabad, and many othei

were found on the -

Wh, and 71st regiments of native infantry at

Lucknow remained true to their salt, in sj.it.- of

-til.l.. temptation; while in the Punjab
a land of faithful sepoys were i..n 1 into an

! i>s, called the Faithful Begiment
Mam causes have been assigned for the mutiny .>f

1857- 1858; bnl the tacts all point to the existence

.f a Mohammedan conspiracy. The Bengal army in

its unsound Btate was ready instrnmenf in the hands

of political schemers, and Bnch an experiment as that

<.f the greased cartriil^s was only wanted t.. lire the

train of craftily laid treason. The trial of the kin;:

of Delhi resulted iii his conviction as 'a false traitor

to the British government, and mi accessory to the

massacre in the palace.' It "as the fate of the last

representative of the K:i-t India ('..tnoain to sentence

i Mogul and heir of the House of Timiir
' to be transported scros - — tafi << Hews
transjMirte.l a udin-ly, accompanied bl hi- .piccn

and -on. to Tongn, in Pegn, where he died in l B62.

On the close of Visconnt Canning's ride, in 1869,

the government was committed to Lord Elgin, whose

brief administration was ended bv his death, in Nov.,

1883. Ho was succeeded by sir John Lawrence,
elicited the highest encomiiuns from the

Indian press. On his arrival the insurrection at I'm-

t.alla was BUbdned, and a great 'Durbar' held at

Lahore, where be addressed cm of the kings and

,of the Afghan border and thePnnjaub,
each in his own tongne. No native monarch had ever

convoked such a court. Sir John was recalled in

1888, and l/.r.l Ma;,.., the present Viceroy, appointed

in his place.

'Hie end of the (.-rent Company, and the proclama-

tion, in I. of the sovereignty of tli.ecn Victoria on

tie- 1st November, 1858, have been nlready alluded t...

As a result of this, the financial condition of theconn-
trv is completely cllll!l'_'cd. N:.ti\cs of tin- lii"lier

class are nominated to -cats in council in each presi-

ilonev, and a native liia-_-i-t ruev has la-en estllhlishe.l
;

in short,* n.w maxim has obtained in the adminis-

tration of the country- vi/, that 'India should be

rnl.-d for the Indian-, and that no imperial necessity

mil In 1 stroic_'er than ini|M'i ial ol. ligations.' The inu-

terial and moral progr f India lime heen greatly

ii.lvniii cd. Ilailroads and canals have 1..-
.

on a gigantic scale, schools have been established, and

a new in a has dawned upon the loinr-oppressed people.

For further information npon [., the following works

may i-o consulted with advantage: Th*

0} .lame- Mill , I-

\dta, by I'.. Thornton

Empire, l.y K. M. Martin; The
India, l.y M

Oy War i'u Ju

iia, I8S7 1858, bj J. W. Kaye (Lond. 1865)i The

History of India, by .1. T. Wheeler, 2 %.ds. (Lond.
i

i
i mi ...r tAi i/-'

and of i/ir Siege <>t' the Ituknovs Residency, Sec,, by

M. R. Gubbins (1858) ; The Ifarqvie of Dalfioiuie't

Administration of British India, ay K. Arnold

(1862), and Sir ''.' »'...../•« Atlmiuhtratlm of l„,l,m

. 1859 1866, l.y A. West.

INDIA. French, comprised, in 1868, Pondicherry,
Karikal, Malic. V i, and ( 'han.lci iia-..r, with a

population, in 1866, of 253,171; Cochin-China, the

three ,.1.1 provinces, pop. 5112,1 Hi; and the three new
provinces ,,i \ minion;;, t'hau.loe, and llatieti, pop.

477,000. Total, 1,232,287.

INDIA, I'm; in; I i:st:, is now confined to Goa, Sid-

ed-, Bardes, &c, on the western coast, with a popu-

lation, in 1864, of 474,234 ; and Damanli and Din, ill

Cocun, Sec, p..p. 53,283, a n.ial of 527,517.

INDIA BtTBBEB See CAOUTCHO0C.

INDIAN ABCHITECTUBE. The styles of art

which have existed at .litl.i.iit times in India, as in

other countries, vary with the religion prevalent at

the time. Tin- ..li. -t t.i.th ..f which we have any
architectural monuments is that of Buddhism (q. v.l.

About -oil B.a, Asoka. a powerful monarch, became
a strenuous supporter and propagator of Buddhism,

and to his 7. al we ..we the oldest architectural

remains of India. From his time to the present day,

th.- sequence is unbroken, and the whole history of

Buddhist architecture can he most, distinctly traced

either in India or in Ceylon, .lava, and Tibet The
wide subject is as yet. however, hut imperfectly

illustrated, the best account of the Indian styles

contained in Fer-itsson's Handbook of

ure, and bis other wot I i

The Buddhist remains an ol two kin is :
1. Com-

memorative monuments, call.-l Topes or Stupaa
op v.l ; the earliest st.lpas al- -in J- pillars, h. arm-;

1
1
.in. and thus afford-

ing a clue t" the history of Indian art. 2. Temples
. i-s (v. haras). I If the chaityas

no built examples remain; they are

all excavated out of the solid rock. There are no

less than 40 or all ZTOUP8 of these monuments, each

-roup coinprisin- from 111 to 100 distinct excava-

tions. A few ..f these belong to other religions, but

ijority are Buddhist, and nearly the
..,,., terns, not ov-r -'0 to Ml b. in .

temples. The oldest are at Bahar and Cuttack in

Bi Qgal (200 B ... but th. y few in number, nine-

tenths ill the ea\. * b. I
presidency.

This probabl .

in which they an- cut, the eastern caves being in a

hard granite, and those of the w.st being in a very

uniform and c paratively soft amj d doid I h

l.irt.-i dati 1 1 ..in the be- in- to about the loth c.

of the Christian era, The cave-temple at Karli is

one of the lar-est, and is of a -nod Style. See sec-

tion iii art Ih udh \. In plan and genei

rongly, though no doubt
,-. ..iiilile a llii.s'tian basilica, with nave, aides, and

and an apse v ith the shrine in the

place of the altar. There is also an outer hall or

atrium, and a gallery like the rood-loft On the

roof, are numerous w ..

vault; these and oilier portions indicate that the

building from which tlie cave was copied was

Wooden, which may account for th.

earlier built examples. This cave is 128 feet long,

4,"i feet 7 inches wide, and 40 to la f.
I

The vihara or monastery caves are very numerous,

redbj the enormous number of Buddhist

be oldest and simplest examples arc m
Bengal, but the finest arc in Western India. Tliuy

Th
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consist of a central hall, with cells rounil tliree sides,

nml a verandah on the fourth side, next the open
air ; opposite the central entrance, there is usually a

large cell or shrine, containing an image of Buddha.
There are Hue caves at Ajunta, Baugh, &c, many
of them beautifully carved and painted. The pillars

are most elaborately ornamented, and have the
bracket capitals which distinguish all Indian archi-

tecture. From the absence of any built example,

there has been great difficulty in forming a correct

idea of the exterior of the buildings from which
these eaves were copied. By following the style

into other countries where the religion has prevailed

at different times, Mr Fergusson has been able to

trace it up to the present day, and to establish

by analogy the probable external appearance of the

early Buddhist architecture.

The temple of Brambanam, in Java, seems to

shew the original form of built cells. They are

quite detached, and arranged in a square round a

central temple—evidently suggesting the arrange-

ment in the caves at Ajunta. Some rock-cut

temples which have an exterior (at Mahavellipore),

shew the cells attached to the main building. In

Burmah, where the monastic system still prevails,

the monasteries, which are of wood, are built in

stages in a pyramidal form. The temple of Boro
Buddor (q. v.), in Java, has a similar arrangement,
consisting of a large number of cells or niches in

tiers ; but in place of being occupied by priests,

they are filled with cross-legged Huddhas, a con-

version quite common in later Hindu architecture.

In many styles of architecture, the niches or other
subordinate parts are frequently copies on a small

scale of the facade of the building itself. Thus,

for instance, the windows with pillars and pedi-

ments in classic architecture, are a repetition of a

temple end. The niches inside the caves, containing

statues of Buddhist saints, are in a similar manner
imitations of the main facade. In the same way
externally, the Burmese pagodas and Hindu temples

are ornamented all over with models of the buildings

themselves.

Mr Fergusson has thus traced, in fuller detail

than our space will allow, the transformations that

have taken place in Buddhist architecture, which,
whatever its artistic qualities may be, has at least

the very interesting feature of being a style which
has existed from 200 years before Christ up to the

present day.

The other styles of Indian architecture are illus-

trated by the temples of the Jainas and those of

the Hindus. The former seems to have been an
imitation of the Buddhist temples without the cells

for the priests. Their religious structures consist

of a sanctuary surmounted by a spire ; in front of

this, a pillared vestibule, with a dome, and round
the whole an arcaded enclosure, with cells all round,

containing images. The cells are also surmounted
with spires, and the arcades with domes are often

repeated to a considerable number within one

enclosure. The most striking feature of this style

is the dome, which is constructed by horizontal

jointing, not with regular arches. The domes, with
the pillars, bracket capitals, &c, are all elaborately

decorated.

Hindu architecture is divided into two styles

—

northern and southern. All the finest examples are

southern, and are found south of Madras. The
temples consist of the temple or vimana, in front of

|

which is the pillared porch or mantopa, the gate

pyramids or gopuras, forming the entrances to the

enclosure, and the pillared halls or choultries. In the

south, the temple is always pyramidal, and in many
stories ; in the north, the outline is curved, and in

one story. The finest example is tha pagoda of

Tanjore. It is S2 feet square at base, and 14 stories,

or about 200 feet, in height.

The gopuras are similar to the pagodas, but oblong
in place of square.

tUo^

i the i SiThi-t) ,111.

The pillared halls are very wonderful structures,
containing sometimes as many as 1000 columns, and
as these are all elaborately carved, and all different,

the labour of their construction must have been
enormous. They are used for many purposes con-
nected with Hinduism, their most important use
being as nuptial halls, in which the mystic union of

the divinities is celebrated. The general arrange-
ment of these halls sometimes produces a good
effect ; but from their fiat roofs, they cannot equal
the beauty of the domed arcades of the Jains.

These buildings are of various dates, from the com-
mencement of the Christian era to the last century,
and it is remarkable that the oldest examples arj
the finest—the style growing gradually more an 1

more debased, till, at the present day, it has become,
like the religion, a mass of absurdity and obscenity.
The celebrated rock-cut temple, called the Kylas,
at Ellora (q. v.), belongs to this style.

When the Mohammedans conquered India, they
imitated the style of the country in their mosques,
and afterwards the Hindus borrowed from them, and
thus a mixed style was created, which, in the palaces,

tombs, &c, of the native princes, produces picturesque
effects. The Mohammedans also covered the country
with specimens of their Moorish style, which will be
treated under Saracenic Architecture.
Some of the finest buildings of India are the

ghauts or landing-places, with their broad flights of

steps ; the reservoirs or bowlees, and dams, all orna-

mented with temples, kiosks, stairs, &c. ; but our

space will not permit us further to describe them.

There is one very remarkable fact connected with

Indian architecture, viz., that although the form
of the arch is constantly used— in domes, arcades,

&c., especially in the style borrowed from the

Moslems— yet the radiating arch construction is

never adopted. The architraves are supported on
bracketed capitals, which project, bracket over

bracket, till the space is spanned by one lintel.

This leads to many beautiful results in the early

styles, and in the later mixed style the bracketed

cornices are amongst its finest features.
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Indian ARMY. See Bast Imha Abxy.

IM'I \n CORN. See Mu/r.

INDI \\ FIG. 81 e Pbicxi v 1'i.m:.

INDIAN PIRE, a bright white signal-light, pro-

duced by burning a mixta f 7 porta uf sulphur,

14 ol nitre.

INDI \N OB kSS M kTTING, or INDIAN
MATTING, a km. I of matting imported in large

1 m in .1 species

m Papybcb q. v.i. /'. Pangorei, called Madoorkati
. very abundant.

four
i

> i s, which, i" -" that tin-

tact ; and w hen woven
into matting, they shew nearly the same beautiful

shining surfac i bol

INDIAN IMC. The cakes of this

which is .'i mechanical mixture, and not, like the

true inks, a

lampblack and size or animal glue, with a little

perfu The lampblack must be remarkably fine,

and is said I
i ollecting the

smoke of Chi ' little camphor (about

ound in the ink mad
ight to improve it. This Bubstance is

used in that country with a brush both for writing

ami for paiiitin_' u|h>h papi-r ol Dative manufacture,

while, in this country, it is extensively employed
black and white, and all intermediate

.in-. Much curious information on this

pigmeut may be found in Merimce's b
Peintureil CHuik.

INDIAN OCEAN, one of the five grand divi-

led on the 8.

by a line drawn from the I Good Hope to the

most soutl . mia or Van
Diamen's Land. Its other limits, re»

i. int. are Van Diemen's Land,

Australia, the Indian Archipol.c,.,, I'.utii.-r India.

Hindustan, Persia, Arabia, and Africa, Gradually
narrowing from south to north, the I. 0. forks at

CapeCoi in into the Bay of Bengal on the east,

ami the Arabian Sea on the west, the latter again

branching off into two anus, the Persian Gulf and
the Red Sea, which the mouth
of the Euphrates an. I the lleiolil„iui'i

Mediterran. di the waters

of the Indian Archi] jing rather tn

il, the I. O.

lat from 43 35" S. to 30 N., and in K.

18 -J'i to 146 I- . I

of islands, i I i a". is. i if these,
. :

i the continent ol

Africa is to the west, lie Bourbon or Reunion
A uiritius towards the

north Next ill Bi/.e to Ma la._-ase.-ir. ami, in fact,

the only other island of any
i , this oeean
il. find a place

Mediterranean that

nt S.loi :ii' extend further

than the Straits of Bab si U indi a In this respect,

during full.

being habitually traversed, in the line

of the crow's Bight, between Arabia and Hindustan,
while eon-tin;.' vomi._-.-s nl..ne were known in the

Atlantic This coinfiaratively In, hi navigation was

suggested and facilitated by the periodical mon-
soons ..i the northern part of the I. <>., blowing,

as they do, alternately from the south-west and the

north-east,

INDIAN SI It iT (Canna Indiea), s plant com-
mon in almost all tropical countries; a herbaceous
perennial, with a creeping root-stock [rl

n simple Stem, formed by the inhcritc.- I ..-. - ol the

large, tough, ovate-oblong leaves. It belongs to

the natural order AfaraiUOOeCB. It derives the

name I. S. from the Beed, which is hard, round,

and about the size of a very small pea, and is

ad as si.ot. The •

mill red ."lour. The root-stocks arc cry lar^e,

B] gy, and jointed, and are used in Brazil tor

emollient poultices in tumours and ah I
-

are more valuable, yielding the sta

I ... S ii 9 Mots (([. v.).

INDIAN TERRITORIES, a phrase of vague
meaning, is peculiar to the gi o

Originally and natural'-v, it indicated such portion

of each country as had not yet been colonised, a
portion which, of course, was consta mil
tailing. In this sense, therefore, the Wl

sarily varied in extent of application from year
to xear. In 1821, however, the I. T. of British
America were defined by statute as

only the unsettled wildernesses beyond the Hud-
sons Bay Company's chartered domain, which was
itself generally held to be identical w.th tie- basins

of all the feeders of Hudson's Strait an 1 Hudson's
Bay. Hue west, thia vast region bordered on
Ku-sian America, while from the parallel ol 54° 4ff

southward to that of 4°.°. it touched the Pacifio

Ocean. Subsequently to 1821, this maritime section

was partly ceded to the United States, and partly

erected into the colony of Bri

that the I. T. of the present day nowhi re n h the
s.-a excepting on the ice-bound shores ol I u north
Within this limited range, too, the] bavi

...
i

eh. ii .i ter.l ii. _ it i I'.oK i. leased

(see Hudson Bay Cohfaxi from th

Byate i trading-licences. Hitherto, .

change has been mi n Ij nominal, for, independently
of tie- iniin .,,, __, moral and physical, ol

sion, the Hudson'a Bay i oiiipanv liinl-

and Be iluaion, a gu traur. • str,.n _, , ii, u> aux par-

liamentary titl i. If competition is
I I

i } ears to come, . olouis.lt u.

be so for ages under the combined prohibitions of

soil and climate. The 1. T. Btreteh 111 N. lat. from
about 521 to about 70°, and in W. long, from about
IIB* to the international bomidai v between Kussia

and England oi 111 . They consist ehielly "t the

valleys of the Back, the Copperntini

Mackenzie. Beyond all the analogies of civilised

the native population is incredibly

sparse and scanty, certainly uol . i

extravagant estimate, 10,000 in number,
engaged in hunting and fishing ;

while less than
of i very desra Lotion

abroad in hovel-like forts, hundreds ol mil I

distant from each other. Th I

the diocese ol Rupert's Land. .

I
s..,s ih.,1 t |,c; I

..I ions.

INDIAN TERRITORY, a countn reserved by
the goven tnt oi the I nited Stale- l,,r the Indian

tni.es removed weat of the Mississippi, and those

[| lie- between 88 '• . and 37 V
I

,i
. and ''I -'"' and 103 W. long., being 870 miles

Ion- la 220 wide, with an area of 74.1-7 square

miles. It i- bounded on the N. by Kansas, K.

bv Arkiiiisns, S. mid W. by Texas and Ne« Mexico,

being separated from tin- former on the south by the

Red River. It isabeautifuli itry, with vast fertile

plains, watered by innumerable -main-, including the

Heil River, the Arkansas, and their branches. The
Itt



INDIAN YELLOW-INDIANS.

wheat, and fruits. Its
]

consisted of Clicrokees, (

Chicfcasaws, and remnan
vidcd with schools, mis
ments from the Un

cotlon, toll!

Creeks, Seminolcs, ('hoctaws,

its of smaller tribes. Pro-
ssionaries, and annual pay-
States government for the

civilisation. The young women are educated in female
seminaries, and many of the Indians cultivate large
plantations.

INDIAN YELLOW, or PURREE, is a colouring
matter highly esteemed by artists. It is exported
from the East Indies in masses of three or four
ounces in weight, which are of a dark-brown colour
externally, but of a bright orange yellow in the
interior. Nothing certain is known regarding its

origin,, but it is generally believed to be a urinary
sediment of the camel or buffalo, after the animal
has fed on decayed and yellow mango leaves. Its
odour is peculiar, and resembles that of castoreum.
This substance consists chiefly of the magnesian
salts of an acid termed purreic or euxanthic acid. It
is almost insoluble in cold water or alcohol, but is

soluble in hot alcohol and in ether ; it also dissolves
freely in boiling dilute hydrochloric acid, from which
stellate groups of acicular crystals of euxanthic
acid (CaiHisOii) are deposited on cooling. Alkaline
solutions dissolve this acid, and form a yellow liquid.

A solution of euxanthate of potash, when mixed with
the solutions of the salts of the earths, gives brilliant

yellow, sparingly soluble precipitates, and, with
tate of lead, it forms a yellow insoluble lake.

By dry distillation, this acid yields a yellow,
crystalline sublimate of pumnone or euxiinthone
(C20H12O6), water and carbonic acid being evolved

;

and, with nitric acid, it yields several nitrogenous
bodies of considerable interest, in a purely chemical
point of view, but of no practical importance.

LNDIA'NA, one of the United States of America,
organised in 1816, with a governor and legislature,

extends from 37° 47' to 41° 46' N. lat., and from
S4° 49' to 88° 2' W. long., having a length of 275
miles, a breadth of 135 miles, and an area of 33,809
square miles, or 21,637,760 acres. It is bounded on
the N. by Michigan, state and lake, E. by Ohio, S. by
Kentucky, from which it is separated by the Ohio
river, and W. by Illinois. The state is divided into
92 counties. The capital is Indianapolis, near the
centre, and its chief towns are Evansville, New Al-
bany, Madison, Vincennes, Terre Haute, Lafayette,
Fort Wayne, jind its only lake-port, Michigan Citv.
The population, in 1800, was 4875 ; in 1810, 24,520;
in 1820, 147,178; in 1830, 343,031; in 1840, 685,-

866; in 1850, 988,416; 1860, 1,350,941, of which
nearly half were immigrants from other states, and
from Germany and Ireland ; and in 1870, 1,688,169.
The state is level, with sluggish streams and great
prairies. It is chiefly drained by the Wabash river

ami its branches. There are 7700 square miles of coal,

portions of which, on the Ohio, are cannel coal of ex-
cellent quantity. The soil is fertile, and the staple

productions are wheat, maize, cattle, swine, tobacco,
fruit, wine, &c. The development of the mineral re-

sources of I. has recently received much attention,

and in 1869 rich mines of coal and iron and quarries
of building stones were discovered, much resembling
the celebrated Rath stone of England. There are'

over 2977 miles of railway, and a canal of 467 miles,
uniting the Ohio river with Lake Erie. In 1860,
there were 2933 churches and 184 periodicals. In-
diana has a State university, which furnishes tuition

free, a normal school, and numerous common schools,

upon which the State expended, in 1865, nearly one
million dollars. Vincennes, on the Wabasl

this century, the settlements were disturbed by In-
dian hostilities ; the Indians were defeated in 1811
by General Harrison, and the territory was peopled
with great rapidity.

INDIANA'POLIS, a city and capital of Indiana,
United States of America, is built on the west fork of

White river, near the centre of the state, 109 miles
north-west of Cincinnati. It is a regularly built and
beautiful city, with a handsome state-house, court-
house, jail, and state asylums for the blind, deaf and
dumb, and insane. It has a university, 2 female col-

leges, 33 churches, 8 banks, numerous printing-
offices, hotels, and woollen factories, iron-fonnderies,

planing-mills, flour-mills, and pork-honses, with abun-
dant water-power. It is the terminus of eight radiat-
ing railways. In 1840, the population was 2692; in

1860, 30,000.

INDIANS, American, the collective name now
generally given to the various nations and tribes
inhabiting North and South America, at the time
of their discovery by the Spaniards, and to such of
their descendants as survive at the present day.
The name of Indians was first given to the natives
of America from the mistaken notion of the early
voyagers, Columbus himself included, that the
newly found continent was in reality a part of India.
This was soon shewn to be au error ; but the name
of Indians, thus wrongly applied to the inhabitants,
continued to be used in every narrative of voyage
and discovery, and has descended even to our own
times, ouly that we now qualify it in some measure
by speaking of them as American Indians.

In the classification of PJumenbach, the Ameri-
can Indians are treated as a distinct variety of
the human race ; but in the threefold division of
mankind laid down by Dr Latham, they are ranked
among the Mongolidse. Other ethnologists also
regard them as a branch of the great Mongolian
family, which, at a remote period of the world's
history, found its way from Asia to the American
continent, and there remained for thousands of years
separate from the rest of mankind, passing mean-
while through various alternations of barbarism and
civilisation. Morton, however, the distinguished
American ethnologist, and his disciples Nott and
Gliddon, claim for them a distinct origin, one as
indigenous to the continent itself as its fauna and
flora. 'The American race,' says Dr Morton,
'differs essentially from all others, not excepting
the Mongolian ; nor do the feeble analogies of
language, and the more obvious ones of civil and
religious institutions and arts, denote anything
beyond casual or colonial communication with the
Asiatic nations ; and even these analogies may per-
haps be accounted for, as Humboldt lias suggested,
in the mere coincidence arising from similar wants
and impulses in nations inhabiting similar latitudes.'
Even Prichard, whose views with respect to the
unity of the human race differ essentially from those
of Morton and his school of ethnology, acknow-
ledges that, ' 011 comparing the American tribes

_ ther, we find reasons to believe that they must
have subsisted as a separate department of nations
from the earliest ages of the world. Hence, in
attempting to trace relations between them aad the
rest of mankind, Ave cannot expect to discover proofs
of their derivation from any particular tribe or
nation in the old continent. The era of their exist-

distiuct and insulated race must probably
be dated as far back as that time which separated
into nations the inhabitants of the Old World, and
gave to each branch of the human family its primi-
tive language and individual! by.' Thus, on all hands

id an admission made of the most remote
tied by the English In the early part of

|

antiquity with respect to the origin of the various



Am. ri. -in tribes. It is also admitted that between

Horn, then >nnity of physical struc-
ture ami p. i

other quarter of the globe. There a

h true, and I of a very striking kind.

The • Red Men,' aa th ol the United
i anada, diner in many respects from

iguay. ami both fn

evidence of belonging to the same gn it branch of

the human family. 1'pon this point, i

of a writer like Hnmliol.lt is vwy imp...

Indiana of New Spam,' Bays Humboldt, 'bear a
mblance to those who inhal.it Canada,

Florida, Peru, and Brazil Over a million and
a half of square leaj l n Horn to thi

Strait, we are
stnu-k at the first glance with the general resem-
blance in the features. We think wi pi

all t.. be d< i... k. ii. .t « iiii-

atanding the prodigious diversity of thi

trait drawn by Volney oi th
Indians we recognise the tr. I

he ( 'an my. The same
style ..i features exists in both Americas.'

Generally, the physical characteristics of the
American Indians are as follows: a square head,
with a low but broad forehead, the back of the
head Battened, full Face, and powerful jaws; cheek-

ii. nt; lips full: eyes dark, and de ply

Pet ; lie- hair loll.', not absolutely

man.', and like that,

beard—where it does
: die.. ted with twi

of the skin reddish or copper; height of the men
about the average, but looking taller from their

w unen rather

shorter, and more inclined to obesity, but many of

theui with symmetrical figure and pi.

..is and feet of both men and women small.

as some hun-
dreds of tribes among the American Indians, there

eparturea from these general charac-
: only in individuals, but entire septs.

.' . .id. • are not all of the

hue denomin . of a copper colour
;

inj European nations

;

a ..r yellow; others are black, or, at

.east, they are described by travellers as very much
resembling in colour the negroes ..f Africa. Anato-

l the human skull : they were

marked characterist ular tribes as

I he Alncri. an nations ale spread over

. and live in different climati -. and the

Shape of their heads is .1 ii.ienl in dill, rent parts.

>'or will any epithet derived from 1

1

ill the tribes of this depart mi nt. The
; hunters I

there are

many fishing em; some are nomadic ;

i arth, and live in

tations ; and of these, a part Were agriculturists

before the arrival i.l ..thers have
i - - Till the sod, and have

we may b< nee infer, ware no! the m
il and ln.stni. live pro-

oil this subject Mile

HtaotiaUy agree with I d; and both

concur in adopting the teat of langus

of one common origin for tin

of both North and -

I iii, is thus

briefly itated by Mr Albert Gallatin : 'Amidst

of American languages, eoo-
.. oidai ics, th"

siiuil.u lty of then structure and grammatical forms
..I pointed ..nt by the Amerii an

I i -nit appears to cnlinn the
opinions already entertained on that subject by Mr
Do Ponceau, Mr Pickering, and others: and to

1i..\. lii.it all tie' languages, not only of our own
iidians, but ..f the native inhabitants of America.

from the Arctic Ocean to Cape Horn, have, as far

as the\ h.ive been i u ve.st igat c I, a distinct character
common to all. and apparently differing from any of

those of the other continents with which we are

most familiar.'

The next question that comes under consideration
is: Whence does it arise that, with all th

of physical i format and language, 1

have l.e.n only two nations among so many millions

—

namely, the Mexicans and Peruvians— \vlm attained

to any high degree of civilisation? When tho
i i. Hind in it a rich,

powerful, and warlike nation, living in walled cities,

in which were palaces and otlier sumptuous resi-

denci Thej were ruled over by an emperor or

king, whose swaj i xtended over many other nations
own. They worshipped the sun, and

.
th.y had also fixed

laws, w.re acquainted with many of the arts and
s.'ie s. especially astronomy ; they praci

culture, worked mines, and .b

skill in manufactures, both indii.-tiial and orna-

mental. The nation thus discovered was that of

the Aztecs, who professed to have among them
antiquity dating as far back as the

year 554 of our era. A few years later, m Peru,

the Spaniards found another nation, al

ingly ri. h. numerous, and powerful, with a civili-

sation fully as much extended as that of the

.lill'.-iing from that in many essential

particulars. This was the nation of the Quiclmas,

frequently termed Incas and Peruvian Incas, asso-

ciated with whom w.-re the Ayiuaras, whose country
had ben subjugated by the lncas two or three
centuries before the arrival of Pizarro in Pern. Bach

us the Mexicans and Peruvians — is

supposed t.. have slowly developed its own civilisa-

tion during a Ion proci - ol i ee. in every other

part ..I Amelia, Kiiiopeau settlers and explorers

have found only complete or soim-b irl.nrism. Su.-h

was the ease in Virginia; such in New England,
Canada, the Hudson's Hay Territory, Call

i u I 'eiitral America, however, there have
been tound extensive i. mains of architecture and
other tra.es of civilisation, which would seem to

o:,t back to even a more remote period than that

oi the Mexican or Permian •inp.ivs. Immense
artificial m Is also exist in the valley of the

Mississippi and . l.-cv. I. nierica, sup-

posed to be the Work o the present

leruig triln

in the tbeorj ol Dr Mm
I '..it tie I.

not in a stall ol pi n

that they are.

truth

distinguished German
World are

trbarism or living in

ultivated nature, but
• mains of

mental improvement, now*almost worn out and
perishing, and sunk into the lowest stage of decline

-I appears inclined to

the same Mew. adding: 'Attentive observers have

I rigour, of more
,t. r forti-

1 11.1. , ami in in enter]

and all pursuits, when they have colnp:

natives of the -New World with the sen:

• d the
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volatile, ami almost animali-cd savac.es who are still

to lie fount! in some quarters of the old continent

They have been equally impresaejl by the sullen and
unsocial character, In the proud, apathetic endurance,
by the feeble influence of social affections, by the

intensity of hatred ami revenge, and the deep malice-

concealing dissimulation so remarkable amid the

dark solitudes of the American forests.'

Leaving this interesting discussion, let us men-
tion that the Indians of North. America have
been classified by Mr Schoolcraft, one of the best

authorities, as follows :
' I. Northern, extending

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean ; II. East of

the Mississippi ; III. Between the Mississippi and
the Rocky Mountains; IV. West of the Kooky
Mountains.' These embrace altogether thirty-seven

distinct families, under which, however, there are

numerous subdivisions. The names of these families

are :
' 1. Eskirnaux ; 2. Athapaccas ; 3. Algoukius

;

4. Iroquois ; 5. Catawbas ; 6. Cherokee ; 7- Chocta,

Muskhog ; 8. TJtchces ; 9. Natchez ; 10. Sioux

;

1 1. Gros Ventres ; 12. Pawnees; 13. Kiaways; 14.

Kaskaias ; 15. Cumanches ; 16. Pani, Towiacks

;

17. Caddoes ; 18. Adaize ; 19. Chetiinaches ; 20.

Attaeapas : 21. Natchitoches ; 22. Jelish ; 23. Sahap-
tiu; 24. Wailatpu; 25. Tshinook ; 20. Kalapuya;
27. Jakon ; 28. Luturim ; 29. Sasti ; 30. Pidair'ih

;

31. Shoshonees ; 32. Kituanaha ; 33. Uialjachrnutzi

;

34. Koulischen ; 35. Naass ; 30, Skidegattz ; 37.

Wakash.'
Again, M. d'Orbigny has classified the Indians

of South America under three great groups, viz.,

the Andian group, the Mediterranean group, and
the Brasilio-Guarani group ; and these he sub-

divides into thirty -nine distinct nations ; viz.,

' 1. Quiehua ; 2. Aymara ; 3. Chango ; 4. Atacama
;

5. Yuraeares ; 6. Mocetenes ; 7. Taeana ; S. Maropa ;

9. Apolista ; 10. Araueananian ; 11. Fuegian ; 12.

Patagonian; 13.Puelche; 14. Charrua; lS.Mbocobi;
16. Mataguayo ; 17. Abipones ; 18. Lengua ; 19.

Samucu ; 20. Chiquito ; 21. Saraveca ; 22. Otuke ;

23. Curuminaca ; 24. Covareca ; 25. Curaves ; 26.

Tapiis ; 27. Curucaneea ; 28. Paiconeca ; 29. Cora-

beea ; 30. Moxo ; 31. Chapacura ; 32. Itonania ; 33.

Cauichana ; 34. Movima ; 35. Cayuvava ; 36. Paca-

guara ; 37. Iteues ; 3S. Guarani ; 39. Botocudo.'

Other classifications have been attempted, but all

more or less arbitrary. Morton is content with two
grand divisions, viz., the 'Toltecau Nations ' and the
' Barbarous Tribes,' the former embracing the ancient

Mexicans and Peruvians, and the latter all the

uncivilised or semi-civilised tribes from the extreme

north to the extreme south. Of the Tolteeans,

whom he supposes to have been the builders of the

remarkable series of mounds found throughout

North America, Dr Morton collected as many as

213 skulls, taken from the oldest burial-grounds;

and of the Barbarous Tribes, 211 skulls, partly

modern and partly ancient Accurate admeasure-

ments of these, together with many curious parti-

culars, are given in" his celebrated work the Crania

Americana.
With respect to the numbers of the Indian nations

and tribes as at present existing, no perfectly accurate

statistics can be given. Those in North America,
however, may be fairly set down as amounting to

between 5,000,000 and"»,n00.iii)0. and those in South
America as reaching about 7,000,000. Of the former,

only about 400,000 belong to the United States,

about 110.001) to the British possessions, 40,000 to

Russian America, and the rest, being the great bidk,

to Central America and Mexico. Of the United
States' Indians, several thousands have been reclaimed

from barbarism to habits of order and civilisation,

with respect to whom, Mr Schoolcraft, in a report,

dated November 1S54, speaks in the following hopeful
556

•s
less fully embraced agriculture, raise large stocks of

cattle, live in fixed dwellings, and have ado]. ted the

civilised costume. These occupy the Indian territo-

ries west of Arkansas ; four of the tribes, numbering
60,000 persons, have adopted systems of government
and written constitutions. All these tribes have been
transferred from the northern, middle, or southern
states. No small part of them are the descendants
of tribes who occupied the area of the Union on the
first planting of the colonies. Much effort and much
expense have been incurred with them. They have
been the subject of humanitarian and benevolent
care and sympathy during two centuries. To con-
found them in our policy with the wild tribes—
for a moment to suppose that they partake of the
habits and feelings of the robbers, plunderers, and
murderers of the bleak plains and mountains, would
be the highest injustice. There are men in these
reclaimed tribes who are exalted in their feelings,

principles, and manners, who acknowledge the best
truths of letters, arts, and Christianity, and who live

an honour to human nature.'

For more com plete information with reference to
the Indians of America, on the subjects here only
alluded to in the most summary manner, the reader
should consult the works, not only of Prichard,
Latham, and Morton, but of Humboldt, Du Ponceau,
D'Orbigny, Gallatin, Schoolcraft, Catlin, Pickering,

Prescott, Stephens, Tschudi, and Fremont ; not
omitting the several reports of the United States'

Commissioners of Indian affairs.

INDI'CTION, a period or cycle of 15 years, the
origin of which is involved in obscurity. Connecting
the original meaning of the word, viz., ' the imposi-

tion of a tax,' with its signification in chronology,
several writers have propounded theories explana-
tory of its origin, none of which, however, are

supported by a tittle of evidence. It began to be
used in reckoning time, chiefly by ecclesiastical

historians, during the life of Athanasius ; it was
afterwards adopted by the popes, who still continue

to use it, and through whose influence it came to be
so generally employed during the middle ages, that

the dates of charters and public deeds of this era

are expressed in indictions as well as in years of the

Christian era. The time from which reckoning by
indictions commenced, is, according to some, the

15th September 312 ; according to the Greeks of

the Lower Empire, 1st September 312 ; but when
this method was ad pted 1 iy the popes, it was ordered
to be reckoned as commencing 1st January 313.

The latter, which is now alone used, is called the
Papal Infliction. If we reckon backwards to the

commencement of the Christian era, it will be seen

that 1 A.D. does not correspond to the 1st, but to

the 4th vear of an indiction—hence, if to tun, .//<• n

year of 'the Christian era 3 be added, and the mm
divided by 15, tlie remainder will give the positior,

of that year in an indiction—e. g., 1803 a. d. is the

6th year of an indiction.

INDI'CTMENT is the name given to the written

accusation of crime against a person, and upon
which he is tried by a jury. An indictment in

England commences with a caption, i. e., a descrip-

tion of the style of the court, which, however, is no
part of the indictment ; then follows the venue or

statement of the place where the crime was com-
mitted ; next follows the aecusation, which is in the

name of the jurors, i. e., the grand jury. In Scot-

land, an indictment is also the accusation on which
a prisoner is tried; but it runs in the name of

the Lord Advocate, addressed to the prisoner. In

England, a prisoner is not entitled, before trial, to

a copy of the indictment or a list of the witnesses
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against him, except in treason
; but he can in most

cases pmcnrc a copy of tin- depositions of witnesses.

tak. n In-fore a iJi.iiri-t i-.it.-. at a trilling

Dot inquired into .-it

all before a

en uniform!] in 1

nd, on tl ther hand, a
p

ipj of the indictment
giv. n to him Gfteen days before trial, and al- i a lit.

of the n itin ss.s to i

INDIES. See Kw [irsiEsand Wesi Indies.

INDIGESTION, or OYsl'l. I'sl A, is a term
somewhat vaguely applied to various forma of

o the small intestim a

the natural pr Be of dig
assimilating the fond is < I

.
• i . 1 1 1 _r

. -d.

Tin- syni,. I.y no nirans

Chere is often i

want 1.
1 appetite), but occasionally the appetite is

Nausea not unfre-

quentl; cornea on soon after a meal ; while in other

rase*, I. ut after the lapse of a
us, the f t is \ . .in it. (1. tin- vomited

ng very acid, and often bitter, from the

admixture of bile. In sew ri

known to occur after every meal for

ths. Flatulence, relieving itselt in erue-

tations, is one of the standard Symptoms Ol tins

use to this symptom
Ived from undigested matters

iu the stomach, and son,, tines being apparently

secreted by the walls of that viscus. It is very apt
dys]>e|itie patients if they have lasted

'o
I
popularly

artburn), Pyrosis (q.v.), or water-brash,
i.-.l #/hi«iii or

oi at uncertain

intervals in mo 1 paroxysm i), are other
somewhat less common symptoms of indigestion.

The treatment. <.| mnige-i is d>. i. t e

than medicinal Thi i I which can

lie dissolved by the gastric }Uice and intestinal

fluids being limited (see IMukstion), care should he

taken that i i ded ;
more-

over, the meals should not succeed each other too

rapidly. Mr Abernethy, who was a great authority

on this subject, laid the principle,

that the Stomach should have time to porter le

task before another was imposed upon it, and he
mmended his patients to allow si\ hours

to intervene between any two meals. With regard

to the nature of the food 1" -t -nit, .1

parsons, it may be safely asserted that a mixture of

well-, ked animal and vegetable food is in general

BlVely. .Mi: " tilt' lllost

. inds of animal i I ; and pork and all

cured meats, sueli as salted beef, ham. tongue, fee.,

hllolild he av.

prohibited. In most
.

1
1 do well to

avoid ail stimulating drinks; but in

little cold, weak hrandy and «

sherry, ora little letter ale, may he taken with advan-
tage. But upon all points of eating and drinking, a

. need by Ins

nee. The unqui I

\e fiom a visit to a

hydropathic establishment is due perhaps not so

much to any specific action of the wati

well-regulated diet, the withdrawal of the mind
from personal cares, and the change of scene. A

two months' tour ai eg the moun-
' .d will m the same

way often do a dyspeptic patient more good than

he could have experienced from any amount of

phj sicking at home.

A few words must he said regarding the mode of

treating the most urgent of the individual symp-
tom! I - of appetite may be remedied bj the

employment of hitters, such ns qninine, gentian,

chirctta, fee., or of mineral acids, or of both com-
bined. Nausea and vomiting may he treated with

hydrocyanic acid, chli isote in very
small doses. Two or three drops of dilute hydro-

cyanic acid in an effervescent draught are often an

effectual remedy. Ill intense vomiting, the am. unit

i food t dcen at a tune must, be redo 1 to the
lowest possible limit. A taUespooiiful of milk,

mixed with lime-water, will s times remain on

the stomach alter all other kinds of food have he. in

rejected. There is no better remedy for flatulence

than peppermint-water j if it fails, a drop of oajeput
oil on a lump of sugar may be tried. When the

eructations are attended with an odour of rotten

eggs—that is to say, when sulphuretted b

evolved from the decomposition of matters in the

stomach—an emetic is the l.est cure. The remedies

for the pain in the stomach vary with the character
of the pain

; drug medication is rarely of real

service, and medicines should not he taken with-

out advice. A teaspoonful of the aromatic spirit

of ammonia in a wine glass of camphor mixture,

often gives instantaneous relief, and if not too often

resorted to. can he taken with impunity.

INDIGI'RKA, a river of Siberia, in tie- govern-

ment of Jakutsk, rises in the Yablonoi or Stavonoi

Mountains, and after a northerly course, estimated
at 7: li -. through a frozen desert studded with
a lew x .11 1 .-. [alls into the Arctic Ocean in hit 71°

X., and long. 150* E.

I'NDIOO (Or. Imlikoii, Indian), a most important
vegetahle dyestull', yielding a beautiful blue and
very dtirahle dye. the basis also of the best black

dye in woollen cloths. It has been used in India

from a very early period, and was imported thence

Indigo Plant [Indigo tmctoria):

A, pod ;
f>, block of Indigo.

:it Greeks and Romans, but was lost

to Europe . hiring great part, of the middle ages -

iiltn.itn.n ..f the plant and preparation

of the dye were described by Marco Polo in the
13th c.— until re-introdiie, d by the Dutch al t the

middle of the 10th century. Its use in England,



prevented by a strong prejudice against it, arising

from the difficulty experienced in fixing the colour.

Since this has been overcome, the cultivation of

plants producing indigo, long confined to India, has
extended to many other tropical and subtropical

countries, as Egypt, the West Indies, Mexico,
Brazil, &c. These plants generally belong to the
genus I ndigofcra, of the natural order Legnminosce,
sub-order Papilionacece. The keel of the corolla is

furnished on both sides with an awl-shaped spur.

The species of this genus number at least 150, and
are natives of almost all tropical and subtropical

countries. Of these, /. tiactoria is the species most
generally cultivated in India. It is a half-shrubby
plant, 2—3 feet high, with pinnate leaves, which
have five or six pair of long-obovate, dull, bluish-

green leaflets, and racemes of axillary pale red
Sowers.
The province of Tinnevelly produces a great

quantity of indigo. Bengal produces, on an average,

about nine millions of pounds annually. The sum
which Europe annually paya for indigo is estimated

at eight or ten millions of pounds sterling.

Indigo is, however, obtained from plants of

other genera, particularly from Wrightia linctoria

(natural order Apocgnacew), East Indies ; Baptisia

tinctoria (natural order Lvgiiminosa'), North America,
which yields indigo of a pale colour and very
inferior quality ; Taphroxia linctoria (natural order

Leguminosce), Malabar; and T. Apottinea, Egypt
and Nubia ; Marsdenia tinctoria (natural order
Asclepiadacem), in Sylhet; and Polygonum tinctorium

and P. C'hinenxe (natural order Pohjgcnacem), China
and Japan.— Wrightin tinctoria is a large shrub,

indigenous to great part of India and to Ceylon,
yielding indigo of the finest quality, and is recom-
mended by Dr Roxburgh for cultivation, as less

dependent than the common indigo plants on
rain and irrigation. It grows very freely, and
throws out shoots rapidly on their being cut away.
—In times when East Indian indigo was not
known, or was brought to Europe only in small
quantity, the same dyestutf was obtained from
Woad (q. v.).—A coarse kind of indigo, called

Bastard Indigo, was also at one time made in

North America from the young shoots of A morpha
ccerulea.

Tlie Manufacture and Applications of Indigo.—
The indigo plant, in its general appearance, is not
unlike the lucerne of our fields. The seed is sown
in drills about 18 inches apart, and soon makes its

appearance above ground, when it requires inces-

sant care to keep the weeds down, which otherwise
would soou choke so tender a crop. In about two
months, the plants begin to flower, and are then cut
down, but soon shoot up again, and give two or

three more crops in the same year. Formerly,
indigo was carefully dried after being cut, and even
fire-heat was sometimes used for the purpose, but
now— at least in India—the practice is abandoned,
and it is found in every respect better to use
the plant whilst fresh and green. The first pro-

cess is to place in a shallow wooden vat as much
as will loosely cover the bottom of it ; water is then
let in so as to cover the plants about three inches,

and heavy wooden frames are put on the top,

to prevent them from floating. Being left in this

state for from fifteen to twenty hours, fermentation
is set up, and ranch gas disengaged, the water
becoming a light-green colour. The green liquor

is then run off into the second vat, which is placed
below the level of the first, in which, whilst the
fermentation process is being repeated upon a fresh

supply in the first vat, it is violently agitated by
being beaten with poles: this causes the gram,
as it is called, to separate, and the green matter

suspended in the liquor becomes blue and granular

;

and this change is promoted by the addition of a
little lime-water from time to time. When this

operation is sufficiently advanced, the contents of

the vat are allowed to settle, and in a short time
the now intensely blue granular matter has sunk to

the bottom, leaving the super-natant liquor almost
clear as water ; this is then run off nearly to the
bottom, and the sediment is then run into the
third vat, which is below the level of the second

:

here it awaits several other additions from suc-

cessive operations; and a sufficient quantity being
accumulated in the third vat, it is suffered to
subside, and when thoroughly settled, the clear

liquid is drawn off, and the granular matter is then
removed, and filled into coarse bags, which are

hung up to drain. When sufficiently drained, the
blue paste is filled into very small boxes about
three inches square, and set to dry in the sun, which
soon renders it fit for packing.

This dye is, without doubt, the oldest in use; the
Greeks and Romans obtained a knowledge of its uses

from India, where its employment has been very
general for a great length of time. Much obscurity
involves indigo and it's eaily use, in consequence of

the variation in its name ;' for instance, the Tamools
of India call the plant Averie, and the dye itself

Neelum ; in Sanscrit, the plant is VislmslwdaniR,

and the dye Kill and Niltnl, whence the Anil of

the Portuguese. The Malays call the dye 'I'aroom,

and the Arabs, Neel.

Commercially speaking, indigo maybe said to be
the produce of India and Central America, as these
are the only localities which supply the recognised

form of the article. In India, the chief seat of the
indigo manufacture, Bengal is the most important
district. The total quantity received in Great
Britain in 18G1 was nearly '80,000 cwts.—a vast

quantity, when it is borne in mind with what
difficulty it is cultivated and manufactured. When
pure, indigo has a rich, dark-blue colour, almost
purple ; it is in small cubes or parts of cubes,

and its fracture shews a tendency to break up
into square pieces, and indicates cracks in its

substance, often filled up with a film of whitish

efflorescence, probably the lime used in precipitating

it. It has neither taste nor smell, and its specific

gravity is about T50 ; if rubbed with any hard
substance, it gives a streak with a bright coppery
lustre. The varieties recognised in commerce are—
1st, Bengal, which, from the care taken in its pre-

paration, and the large scale on which it is made in

that district, is the best ; and its various gradations

of quality, ten in number, varying from 9s. to 5s.

per pound, are always kept distinct. In other
sorts, they are usually much mixed. 2d, Madras
and Kurpah ; 3d, Oude ; 4th, Manilla ; 5th, Java

;

and 6th, South American. The last is packed in

serons or cases of dried ox-skin, and its qualities

are distinguished as follows : 1st, Flores ; 2d,

Sobres ; and 3d, Cortes ; all the others are in

wooden chests, containing about 251) lbs. each.

Few materials are of greater importance to the
dyer than indigo, and none require the exercise of

more care and skill in using. Being insoluble in

water, it requires the action of other solvents to

render it capable of penetrating the fibres of the
materials to be dyed. The method generally

employed is the following : The indigo is broken into

small lumps, and these are soaked in hot water, and
left for at least 48 hours, in order that the moisture

may soak through and soften them; after which
they are put into the indigo-mill, which is a levigat-

ing machine, consisting of a vessel in which a roller

is made to work by machinery, so as to rub down
the indigo, mixed with plenty of water, to a very
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fine paste. This is a tedious operation ; therefore,
large establishments, there arc usually num. n.
null- in the grinding room. N hen sufficiently ;r.uin.l,

inn * at. v>h, iv I"
• indigo i- idded one pari

three-fourths ol sulphate of copp ir; tl

mixed with sufficient water to till the rat, and the
dyer then pi ,.i„r cotton, linen, or

See I'm mo. Alter being dyed, the
goods are dipped into a bath of diluted sulphuric or
hydrochloric ,.. ss a u.l purity
to the colour; they are then finished by washing in

a stream of pure water, and drying.
/ in, called Lol.no hi the Chinese, is a

eulistance resembling indigo, which is ,,i.

1 Hom-bi ; it is highly value, 1 by the
Chinese an i

:

ful permanent green colour to e.,tt >n an.l -ilk .!. .s.iis
;

it is however, bo rosily, that it never can. unless
differently pr- prod, h, used as a dyeing material.

1 cotton cloths with it,

' .i. thi' process "I I II' -

paring the lo-kao, which is this: A well-macerated
' the hark of the hom-bi tree is largely

dilated with water mixed with a little lime; pieces
of cotton cloth are then dipped into the vat, and

in. I exposed to the sun, which Chan
them t, a bright green; they are then placed

in ".iter, and agitated until the water
"louring matter; this

water is then evaporated, and the small sediment
. ka.i. It is the cotton cloths thus

'ii dyed goods. It is said that
a similar dye stuff is obtained from another tree
called Pa-Si, and although this, as made by the
natives, is miieli too costly to us,. j u European
dyeing, yet probably, if better means of obtaining
it can be pointed out, it may become an important

ommerce.
C/temiatry of Indigo.—The plants which yield

indigo ]resent no indication, when growing, that
t'ie\ ntain any clironimjen, or matter capable of

yielding pigment, nor is it definitely known to what
tonn tic indigo exists in the vegetable tissues.

The indigo of im by ni means a homo-
and most important

. ' u or /ii'lii/n [line, hut it like-
wise contains Indigo Broieii, Iiiili/n I;,, I, and other
ingredients.

Indigo Blue.or Indigotin (CsHsNO), is obtained
fr •..uiinereiiil in,le_'o by extruding the ingredients
with which it is mixed by acetic a, id. alkalies, and
boiling alcohol. It occurs either as a dark-blue
amorphous powder, or in purple ei vstallino scales,

with a metallic lustre. It is devoid of sin.-ll and
ta-te, and is insoluble in water, alchol. ether, dilute
a. lids, and alkalies. When carefully heated, it may
be sublimed without decomposition. A n« the
products ol its destructive distillation are hydro-

id carbonate of ammonia, aniline, Ac.
Indigo blue dissolves without any evolution of gas

ulphuric acid, forming a blue solution
i.tirneil, which is extensively used for

Under the action of reducing agents, such as
alkaline fluids containing .sulphate- of iron, or a

10I and strong soda lye,
indigo blue becomes converted into Indtgo White

' ins a
J allow .solution

in alkaline fluids, but which, on b ixposure to

d i tverted into
'go bin,-.

I the bi it mi thod ol

"I man. the bone, and the cow, and occasionally in
the milk of the com. when the-,- fluids have been
exposed for some tin,, to til, action

I I

Nchunek obtained it from the urine in .--,,

(in the urine ol 39 persons out of 40), lb it Endican
(or the ohromoeen yielding indigo blue) must be
regarded as a normal urinary constituent. See M.
Sohunck'a paper in The Memoirs of tin I

ofManchester, Is."",;, voL xiv.,
or Hays f/„„ii.t,

: i hi it* H.lutkm* to I'll i/xiolo,,,, and
Medicine, I860, pp. 310—312,

Indigo White or /,',,/»..,/ I„ili,o, in a state of
purity, OCCUrS in white (lakes, which are devoid of
taste or smell, are perfectly neutral, and are
insoluble in water, but dissolve in alcohol, ether,
.-Hid alkaline solutions. It is represented In tin- lor-
inula CuHuJTjOi, and is produced hv the action of
reducing agents <>,, indigo blue, from a double
mole,', ile ,,| ulneli it .litVeis onlv In containing two
atom, more of Hydrogen. If van,',,,- woven goods
be immersed in an alkaline solution of this sub-
stance till they are thoroughly saturated, and are
then exposed to the air, indigo blue is formed
within the fibres of the tissue. The blue , lye thus
obtained is very intense and permanent. I'Voin its

property ol becoming blue on exposure to the air,

indigo white is a sensitive test for the presence of
free oxygen.
Many c pounds of great chemical interest have

been derived from indigo blue. It was from
indigo that aniline (now so largely employed in the
production of the pigments known as mauve and
magenta) was first obtained.

LANGUAGES. SeeIXDO-GERMAXIC
Aryan Lanoi 'QE&

IrTDO'RE, a Mahratta principality of Hindustan,
consists of several detached tracts. 'some of them
lying very remote from each other. With an
aggregate area of 8318 square miles, and an aggre-
gate population oi about 800,000, the territory, as a
whole, is traversed from east to west by the Ner-
budda, an 1 also by the Viudhya Mountains, their
loftiest point witlini its limits being JolHI feet above
the s.-a. The revenue is nearly a quarter of a million
sterling; and the armed force amounts to about
20,000 men. Besides the capital, the chief towns
are Rampura, Mehadpore, Dhi, Pitlaud, Mundlaisir,
Bhanpura, and Mhow. I. is peculiarly the country
of the llheels, one of the wildest and' most savage
of the aboriginal tribes of India. The country,
including all between its extremes, stretches in
N. hit. from 21 Is to 24" 46', and in E. long, from
74 :;:i' to 71; -.v. The climate is sultry, the ther-
mometer ranging from 0'.)° to '.III F. in the shade.

IXDORE, the capital of the principality of the
same name, is situated in 22° 4-2 N.. and lone
7-V 50' K.. on the left bank of the Kuthi. ft
stands about 2000 feet above the level ol the Bea,
and is estimated to contain 16,000 inhabitants.
This place, mean and insignificant eiioujh in itself,

acq 1 Considerable notoriety in connection with
the grand revolt oi is.,:. Though Holkar. the rajah,
remained faithful to the British government, yet Ins
troops mutinied on 1st .Inly, holdin.. tin 1 1.1 nice as
a prisoner in his own palace, and butchering many
Europeans, men. women, and children, in cold blood
I. is of modern erection, having been founded in

1767 . and its original namesake, now .b-innah, still

exists on the opposite bank of the river.

INDORSED ENDORSED, or ADD0R8ED,
obtaining the latter in a state of purity from terms applied in Heraldry to two animals placed
eouiinen aal indigo, ,,f which it should form about back t.,, back. Two keys," two wings, &,-., may also
60 per cent be indorsed, and a pelican is always drawn with

Indigo blue occurs in small quantity in the urine his wings indorsed.



INDORSEMENT—1NDRE.

INDORSEMENT, tli

denote the writing of the

the back of a bill of exchange or promissory note, on
transferring or assigning it to another. Signing the
name ' A. 1!.' alone is a blank indorsement ; and if

the transferee is named, it is a special indorse-
ment. The usual form is, ' Pay C. D. or order.

(Signed) A. B.' In Scotland, it is, ' Pay the con-
tents to 0. D. or order. (Signed) A. B.' When
personal liability is to be avoided, the words ' with-
out recourse ' are added. The word indorsement
is also frequently used in English law, to denote
any matters written or indorsed on the back of
writs or deeds, as indorsements on declarations, on
writs of summons, &e.

I'NDRA (from the Sanscrit id, which probably
meant ' to see, to discover,' hence literally, ' he who
sees or discovers,' soil., the doings of the world) is

the name of one of those Hindu deities that were
worshipped more especially in the Vedie period of

the Hindu religion, but enjoyed a great legendary
popularity also in the Epic and Puranie periods.

See India, sect. Religion, In that class of R'ig-Veda
hymns which there is reason to look upon as the
oldest portion of Vedie poetry, the character of I. is

that of a mighty ruler of the bright firmament, and
his principal feat is that of conquering the demon
Vr'ttra, a symbolical personification of the cloud
which obstructs the clearness of the sky, and with-
holds the fructifying rain from the earth. In his

battles with Vr'itra, he is therefore described
'opening the receptacles of the waters,' as 'cleaving
the cloud' with his ' far-whirling thunderbolt,' a"

' easting the waters down to earth,' and ' restoring
the sun to the sky.' He is, in consequence, ' the
upholder of heaven, earth, and firmament,' and the
god 'who has engendered the sun and the dawn.'
And since the atmospherical phenomena personified
in this conception are ever and ever recurring, he
is ' undeeaying ' and 'ever youthful.' All the
wonderful deeds of I., however, are performed by
him merely for the benefit of the good, which in the
language of the Veda means the pious men who
worship him in their songs, and invigorate him with
the offerings of the juice of the Soma plant. See
India, sect. Religion. He is therefore the ' lord of

the virtuous,' and the ' discomtiter of those who
neglect religious rites.' Many other epithets, which
we have not space to enumerate, illustrate the same
conception. It is on account of the paramount influ-

ence which the deeds of I. exercise on the material
happiness of man, that this deity occupies a foremost
rank in the Vedie worship, and ih.it a greater number
of invocations are addressed to him than to any
other of the gods. But to understand the gradual
expansion of has mythical character, and his ultimate
degradation to an inferior position in the Hindu
pantheon of a later period, it is necessary to bear
i_ mind that, however much the Vedie poets call

I. the protector of the pious and virtuous, he is in

their songs essentially a warlike god, and gradu-
ally endowed by imagination, not only with the
qualities of a mighty, but also of a self-willed king.

The legends which represent him in this light

seem, it is true, to belong to a later class of the
R'ig-Veda hymns, but they shew that the original

conception of I. excluded from his nature those
ethical considerations which in time changed the
pantheon of elementary gods into one of a different

stamp. Whether the idea of an incarnation of the
deity, which, at the Epic and Puranie periods, played
so important a part in the history of Vishnu, did
not exercise its influence as early as the composition
of some of the Vedie hymns in honour of I., may
at least be matter of doubt. He is, for instance,

frequently invoked as the destroyer of cities—of

seven, of ninety-nine, even of a hundred cities—and
he is not only repeatedly called the slayer of the
hostile tribes which surrounded the Aryan Hindus,
but some of the chiefs slain by him are enumerated
by name. The commentators, of course, turn those
'robbers' and their 'chiefs' into demons, and their
cities into celestial abodes ; but as it is improbable
that all these names should be nothing but per-
sonifications of clouds destroyed by the thunder-
bolt of I., it is, to say the least, questionable whether
events in the early history of India may not have
been associated with the deeds of I. himself, in like
manner as, at the Epic period, mortal heroes were
looked upon as incarnations of Vishnu, and mortal
deeds transformed into exploits of this god.
The purely kingly character of I. assumes its

typical shape in the Ailareiin-Bnlliinnna, where his
installation as lord of the inferior gods is described
with much mystical detail ; and from that time ho
continues to be the supreme lord of the minor gods,
and the type of a mortal king. During the Epic
and Puranie periods, where ethical conceptions of the
divine powers prevail over ideas based on elementary
impressions, I. ceases to enjoy the worship he had
acquired at the Vedie time, and his existence is

chiefly upheld by the poets, who, in their turn, how-
ever, work it out in the most fantastical detail.

Of the eight guardians of the world, he is then the
one who presides over the east, and he is still the
god wdio sends rain and wields the thunderbolt;
but poetry is more engrossed by the beauty of his
paradise, Siranja, the happy abode of the inferior
gods, and of those pious men who attain it after
death in consequence of having, dming life, properly
discharged their religious duties; by"the charms of
his heavenly nymphs, the Apsaroms, who now and
then descend to earth, to disturb the equanimity of

austere penitents ; by the musical performances of
his choristers, the (in mlIt areas ; by the splendour
of his capital, Amnrdrali ; by the fabulous beauty
of his garden, Nandana, &c. A remarkable trait

in this legendary life of I. is the series of his
conflicts with Krishna, an incarnation of Vishnu,
which end, however, in his becoming reconciled
with the more important god. As the god who is

emphatically called the god of the hundred sacri-

fices (S'ahikratu), I. is jealous of every mortal who
may have the presumption of aiming at the perfor-
mance of that number of sacrifices, for the accom-
plishment of such an intention would raise the
sacriiicer to a rank equal to that which he occupies.
He is therefore ever at hand to disturb sacrificial

acts which may expose him to the danger ot having
his power shared by another Indra. According
to the Puranas, the reign of this god I., who is

frequently also called M'akra, or the mighty, does
not last longer than the first Manwantara, or mun-
dane epoch. After each successive destruction of the
world, a new I. was created, together with other
gods, saints, and mortal beings. Thus, the I. of the
second Manwantara is Vipas'chit; of the third,

Sus'dnti; of the fourth, S'iri; of the fifth, Yihhu ;

of the sixth, Manojava; and the I. of the present
age is Purandara. When represented in works of

ally seen riding on his elephan
painted, he is covered with eyes.

INDRA NT, a name of the wife of the Hindu
god Indra (q. v.).

INDRE, a central department of France, formed
out of the western portion of the old province of

Berri, lies immediately south of the department of

Loir-et-Cher. Area, 2679 square miles ; of which
1550 are in tillage, and 321 in pasture. Pop. 270,054.
The department is well watered, the chief rivers

being the Indre, the C'reuse, and its tributary the
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Anglin. The surface is for the most part Bat, and
tli'- land is u\„ rally fertile, producin_' lar^e crops

of wheat and barley. Tin- two principal resources

of the department, however, are its vineyards

and its Socks. The climate, except in the district

-.is mild and healthy. The principal

manufactures are woollen and linen cloi

worked, The department is divided into tour
me, Issoudun,

and La Chatre, The capital is Chateauroux,

[NDRE, ii river • i i the northern
border oi the department of ('nus,.. Bows north-

west through i oi Indre and In. Ire.

et Loire, and joins die Loire 17 miles below Tours,
after a com the last 40 of which
it is navigable.

I \ HKK KT-LOIRE, an inland department of

rmed out of the ancient

Tonraine, lies north-west of the department of

.. 2340 square miles, of which mure than
."•7-. The department

is watered by the Loire, the chief river, and by its

the Cher, the Indre, and
-. ig ible. I'll e Loire, to prevent inun-

dations, which otherwise would be frequent and
disastrous, is hanked in by dykes thro
course in this department. .See Loire, [n the

south, the surface is hilly, and either wast.- or

w lcil, hut in the other districts it is undid it;n_

or flat, and very fertile. Of the products, which
include an abundant yield of the ordinary bread-

. of which about 11. II 10,00 I

made in ordinary years, is one ofthemos
bar-iron, powder, files,

woollen cloth, silk, and leather. The department
is divided into the three arrondissements oi Tours,

Chinon, and '. Tours.

i\m ri.i; LEGA'LES, in Scotch Law, means
the number oi days which a defender lias to answer

ii is not used in England, the

I to many d ryg to answer, to plead, &c.'

I \ hi i
I ii >\ hi used in Eng-

land and Ireland to denote tin- invo.-tiuo or oivin.'

In Ln
land and Ireland, this is done by a iii.nnl.it. from
the bishop to the - rrcspondilc-;

official to make the induction. The inductor takes
ii by the hand, and lays it on the ring-

key or Utch of the church-don. then opens the

door, and tints him into the church, and generally

. bell is tolled, to

L Iu Scotland, the presbytery induct

the nuiiist -r.

INDUCTION, the name for one of the great

processes ol rj and proof. It has

been seen under I .i m:;; \i isvni.v. that when we
rise from particular facts to generalities, the result

may take one of two forms a vner.d ..,',../,. or .,

generaljpro) a notion-, 'the circle

U the hue til.' t ancle . -
.' is a pro-

of arriving at

affirmations, truths, or laws, is what is called

I
hi ining oi the term is ' the

I diteov ring and proving < a<

Sltions :' while dedu hand, is the

Dietli id of ii/./ilnhifi eeiier.il propositions one,- ilis-

wjthin their s-opo. I'.y induction we establish tie-

law that heat expands bodies; by deduction we
plain why a clock is slower in rammer

than iu win- i tin- length
of the pendulum.

induction ii the only process of real inference—
i b we proceed from the kmm a to

tic unknown : or from a limited range of facts, wo
affirm what will hold in an unlimited ran.'e. All

re do not know by actual 1

1

on, we know by an indie
I

ten. Deduction is not i,

i

i d proposition already covers the
t uc apply it to ; in a proper d.

By the inductive method, wi

• the unknown, and
what we have not yet seen. This operation neces-

sarily implies a certain hazard; and it may l.<

.il -. I e,
|
111- lie

in working it. Nothing is more common than the
i I inductions ; and accordingly it is now

rloi inane this eieat operation.

A prelim in

be entitled t.

actual experience; to conclude, for in

five miles below the surface of the earth, then- is

heat enough to make water boil? The answer to this

question supplies us with what is called the ground
i,f hnhlflhiii. which is the fact, nOW cst.ih'i bed D)

e of centuries, thai

What has h

videil the same circumstances and sil

thiiiL's are exactly repeated. At a form
the world's history, there mioht have be. u doubts

on I Ins matter, and ..pinions were actually held th.it

implied a want of perfect uniformity, but now those
doubts are dispelled, - rith reference
to a siu-Je question— viz.. the freedom of the will

:i i.i. Accordingly, the problem to be
o ascertain « hat is t be order of nature

in tic- in- 1 nee, : „ -sil.lt.- to our observation.

The uniformity of nature is a compound of many
- i-.i.i- •" iu:-i,-s. Iii other words, there are

or classes of pic a..

determined byei parate laws Thus, we have m ithe-

statemelit of which severally con

r of each m the-,- ,. cue -. N..w, a distinc-

ol e a importance
. mi thod of indict,, e investigation.

Some ,.i the phenomena thus conjoined me

the plop, itles of 1,1 e hem lt:eal limn-. -

end atiirui order in tunc, the most
important of all which is that p.-cuh o

denominated cause and i Sect See I 'u SB. The
inductive inquiry is in a great measure

occupied with this one department, although there

are also induct on- re p , i ,i_. . , ml em
;

- .1 .i i

eei-tie. Natural history is ill part

made up Ol aninnations ot siinultaiieen

as. for example lh

and in part of affirmations of cans.- and . Il'oct. as in

I. ii sustain life, and
r. pi-o.lu, r i. .ii. e.owlh. and death.

K.s] nn- the whuli ol i lie phenomena implied

tion, the principle of nature's uniformity

is embodied in n at and c-..mpn I

incut, called the la« of causation ; li.

P. exist is uniformly
preceded bj I

• which it invariably

Bucceeds. Events do not arise of tbemsel
of nothing; and althouoh there is .such a thine ,ls

Plurality of Causes, everything that ai

ced.-d by some other thing at a cause, and always
follows when that cause occurs; then

The aim ol the

scientific inquirer, tl ml from the
,e accompanied and

pr 'I'd any event, some on.- or more that invariably
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precede tlit- occurrence of that event, which being
found, are thenceforth known ns its cause. This
lms tn lie accomplished by a process technically

called elimination, by which is understood a series

of operations intended to separate everything that

is indifferent to the production of the phenomenon,
until we arrive at some one tiling or more that

cannot be removed without making the effect to

cease.

Mr John Stuart Mill, in his Logic, has illustrated

in detail the methods to lie adopted for making sure

that we have singled out the true causative circum-

stance from among the many that may precede a
given effect. They resolve themselves mainly into

two. ' One is, by comparing together different

instances iu which the phenomenon occurs. The
other is, by comparing instances in which the pheno-
menon does occur, with instances in other respects

similar in which it does not. These two methods
may be respectively denominated the Method of

Agreement, and the Method of Difference.'

The Method of Agreement supposes that we make
it a study to vary the circumstances under which
the supposed phenomenon is produced. Either

by observation of cases presented in nature, or

by artificially contriving new cases, in other words,

by experiment, we do our utmost to obtain the

effect in a great many different connections,

whereby we ascertain what things are indifferent

to it. Whatever circumstance can be excluded,

the phenomenon still happening, or can be absent
notwithstanding its presence, is not connected with
it in the way of causation. The accidental or indif-

ferent circumstances being thus eliminated, if only

one remains, that is the cause ; if the elimination

does not go so far, but leaves three or four circum-

stances or agents, we can only say that the cause is

among them. Mr Mill enunciates the Method of

Agreement in a formal canon, or rule of induction,

to the following effect : If two or more instances of
the phenomenon under investigation have only one

circumstance in common, the circumstance in which

alone all the instances agree is the cause (or effect)

of the given phenomenon.
If we could always obtain the requisite variety of

circumstances for the exclusion of all indifferent

adjuncts, this method would fully answer the ends

of inductive inquiry. But this is not always to be
had, and even when practicable, the operation is often

very laborious. When the other method (Difference)

can be applied, the desired end is reached by a

shorter route. If, instead of excluding the indifferent

agencies one by one, we can contrive an experiment,

or make an observation, that excludes one agency

or circumstance, followed by the cessation of the

effect, we conclude at once that what has thus been
left out is the cause, or an essential condition or

part of the cause. Whenever we are so fortunate

as to light upon two instances suited to this method,

we establish causation at once and beyond all

question. The experimentum crucis of Bacon was
something of this nature ; only it supposed that a

question lay between two alternative or competing

agencies, which an experiment had been hit upon
for deciding ; such an experiment behoved to be

one of Difference. This method is embodied in the

following canon : If an instance in which tlie plieno-

menon under investigation occu?-s, and an instance

in which it does not occur, have every circumstance,

except one, in common, that one occurring only in the

former, the circumstance in which alone the two

instances differ is the effect, or cause, or a necessary

part of the cause, of the phenomenon.

These are the two leading methods, but there are

certain cases met by a procedure somewhat different.

Sometimes we have a phenomenon made up of causes

m

partly known and partly unknown. It is then
possible to subduct the effects due to the known
causes, and wdiat remains will be attributed to the
remaining agencies. This is expressed by Mr Mill
in the following rule or canon : Subduct, from any
phenomenon such part as is known by previous
induction to be the effect of certain antecedents, and
the residue of the phenomenon is the effect of the

remaining antecedents. The more our knowledge is

extended, the more able are we to proceed upon
this method, termed the Method of Residues. ' It
is by this process, in fact,' says Sir John Hersohel,
' that science in its present advanced state is chiefly
promoted.'

There remains a class of laws wherein the appli-
cation of any of those three methods is rendered
impracticable, from the circumstance, that the agency
in their case is irremovable and indestructible, so
that we cannot obtain any cases where it is entirely
absent. Such an agent is heat, wdiich can never be
entirely separated from any body, so as to ascertain,
by comparing cases of its presence with those of

its absence, what effects are due to it. So we can
never get out of the sphere of the earth's attrac-
tion. The difficulty hence arising is surmounted by
observing the variations of degree of the cause, and.
whether there be a corresponding variation in the
degree of the effect. Thus, we infer that heat is the
cause of the expansion of bodies, and that its total

absence woidd lead to their maximum condensation
and consolidation, by watching the effects of any
additions or subtractions of a body's temperature.
Solids, liquids, and gases (with certain limited and
special exceptions) are found expanding steadily as

they are heated, and contracting as they are cooled ;

and this is to us a sufficient justification for con-
sidering that the law in question holds good. This
process is termed by Mr Mill the Method of Con-
comitant Variations, and is expressed by him iu

the following terms : Whati rer phenomenon varies in

any manner whenever another phenomenon varies in
some particular manner, is either a cause or an effect

of that phenomenon, or is connected with it through
some fact of causation.
There are many problems growing out of the

applications of induction to the great variety of

natural phenomena, the main principles being never-
theless the same. An important extension of the
means of scientific discovery and proof arises after

a certain number of general laws have been dis-

covered, and wdien phenomena can be shewn to be
results of the operation of one or more of such laws.

Thus, the great induction of universal gravity was
applied deductively to explain a great many facts

besides those that enabled the induction to be made.
Not merely the motions of the planets about the
sun, and the satellites about the planets, but the
remote and previously unexplained phenomena of

the tides, the precession of the equinoxes, &c, were
found to be inferences from the general principle.

This mode of determining causes is called the
Deductive Method. When several agents unite in

a compound effect, there is required a ]>rocess of

calculation to find from the effects of the causes
acting separately the combined effect due to their

concurrent action, as when the path of a projectile

is deduced from the laws of gravity and of projectile

force. It is the deductive stage of science that
enables mathematical calculation to be brought into

play with such remarkable success as is seen iu

astronomy, mechanics, &c. See DEDUCTION.
The circumstance that phenomena may result

from a concurrence of causes, leads to the distinction

between ultimate laws and derivative or subordinate
laws. Thus, gravity is an ultimate law ; the move-
ment of the planets in ellipses is but a subordinate
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law. These inferior lava may be
|

within their own limits, but not necessarily beyond
certain limits, of time, place, and circumstance.

determine a planet's motion, would cause a cir-

onlar or a parabolic orbit : and thi

th.it when phenomena n suit from a combination of

ultimate law

they are n< t .1 the sphere

where that arrangement holds. These inferior laws
aresometim .- that have not been
resolved into their constituent laws, and then they
bo under the name of ' Empirical Laws.' Tims, in

the hands 6f Eepler, the elliptic orbit of the planets
was only an empirical generalisation. :-.

into a derivative law, when he shewed that it

resulted from the more general lav.

many of those empirical laws
as physiology, medicine, &C.—the greater number of

inductions are of this character. The cure of

ipecially an example of this : hardly any
medicine can have its efficacy traced to ultimate

e uncertainty

attending the application of remedies I

ami also r

them in circumstances where we thin!

Induction applies to other laws :
!

causation namely, to uniform
For the illustration of these, as well
parts of induction, see Mill's Logic, book iv.

INDTJCTIOM OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS.
The discovery of the power a

induce currents in neighbouring condui

IS due to !'..
I

named by him volto-tUctric induction,

lished in* the Philosophical T, ,:, ; ..,,. Is.:i

1832). Hen;
I iat when c mtact was

broken in a lon_' galvanic eil

occurred, which .lid not occur when the Circuit was
h< wn by Faradaj

due to the extra current induced l>y the various

01 each other. Bachhoffner

iron. li

the indncti'

orders, lie la l.ive •!• -i-no.l, m 1*4:!, an electro-

cleinieal e, primary coil,

which, by m
'1 anic cell to dei

sition, however, bad her

Wright in 1840. RuhmkorS
I

of which v.
I by the proper insu-

lation of th

immensely its power by adding a condenser. Richie's

American Bnhmkorff coil" i- capable

spark- two feel in length, and received in 1*<'.4 the

prizeof 50,000 francs for the most important discovery

connected with the eti 'city.

tion may be

/'/' (fig. l!

parallel and close to

each other. oi th le, pp, are in

connection with the poles of a galvan

and tlio.se- of the other, .-s, with

oi a galvanometer, <r. The
the Lattery is completed, and
along pp, a current in the opposite direction is

the Wire is, Mil

the lleedle of the -ill Vale . lie -tc|\ This

indued current 1 ly momentary, for though
the current continues to circulate in t .

soon falls ba ' position of rest, and
passage to other currents, and

ted. If, now, wlen

1

]
circuit be broken,

and the em ren

by the galvanometer no die,

the inducing
current Tl

frhntiri/. .and are so .1

\> ire and curn nt, « !

- .../„,•_,/. The
idition of the wire while thus under

ril ii .1 by Faraday as electro-

tonic An electric throb, so to Bpeak, marks the
setting iii oi ther its vanishing ;

the former in the opposite direction to that of

tic inducing current, and the Latter in the same
I' the primary wire. ppt

]„ movable, so

that i! c.-i.m be suddenly hroujit near to, and with-

the seeondary. .-.«, while the battery
its are induced as in

the former case, the approach of the wire being
marked by an inverse current, and its withdrawal
by a direct i As long, however, as the primary
wire remains in .any one position, all evidence of

eli ctricity in

the primary current
should be increased or diminished,

currents in thi

ii the primary, th

I. -ere;. , a 1 1 red ourronr. II. in o

we conclude, that " run: ill ttli'rh litt/ut.t. ti rnrrtut

which approaches, or t, <•«/)• «

strengtli, indt <

. and that ti current

wliicli stops, ti current which retires, or a run-tut

I'or inverse,

the word iifjat'ti-r, and for direct, the v.

are frequently employed in reference to induced
currents.

In expei in much more
convenient to wind the primary and secondary

l.\ side

round a bobbin,

in fig. •-'.

The Win
insulated from V
each other by a

of wool
v.i only
h a dis-

admit of

very l.Hi

I. but it

Fig. 2.

greater ad
if the primary v. i

only on thi

w in-, but .a -: it. The inductive

effect of such a coil is much greatei than that

Which Would be obt lined by the - n

wires running side by side in a straight

that the two wires
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be wound round together, each may he wound on
o, separate bobbin, and the one placed inside the
other, as in fig. 3. The primary coil, P, here

Kg. 3.

represented, is made of wire ^th of an inch in
diameter, covered with wool ; and the secondary
coil, S, of silk-covered wire, about ^th of an
inch, and much longer than the primary wire.
With two such coils, the illustration of the pre-
ceding principles of induction can be conveniently
given. If the primary coil be placed in the circuit
of a galvanic cell, by two loose and flexible

wires, so as to allow of its easy motion, and if the
terminal binding-screws of the secondary coil be
placed in connection with a galvanometer, when P
is inserted into S, a momentary inverse current is

indicated, and when it is removed, a momentary
direct one ; or if, when P remains in S, the strength
of the primary current be altered, the needle
announces the induction of currents according to
the principles stated above. In order, however, to
obtain the greatest effect from the secondary coil 8,

it is necessary, whilst P remains within it, to have
some means of continuously completing and break-
ing the primary current. A contrivance for this
purpose is called a r/teotom, or current-break A
simple rheotom may be made of a common file, by
holding one wire from the battery against the end
of the tile, and running the other along the teeth,
the current being stopped each time the"wire leaves
a tooth. Iu this way, a rapid series of interruptions
is effected, each of which is attended by an inverse
and a direct current in the secondary wire. A
break of the same description, but more constant,
may be also made by causing a metal spring to
press against the teeth of a metal wheel, both
spring and wheel being connected with the battery.
As the wheel is turned by a handle, the spring
breaks the contact each time it slips from one tooth
to another. The most convenient form of break,
however, is one which is made self-acting by the
action of an electro-magnet, which receives the
name of a magnetic hammer.

(Juautiti/ and Tens-inn of Induced Currents.—Let us
place the coil P within S ; let P, along with a self-

acting rheotom, be put in the circuit of a galvanic
cell, and let 8 be connected with a galvanometer.
The interruption in the primary current being
effected by the rheotom with great rapidity, the
induced inverse and direct currents are sent with
corresponding rapidity through the coil of the
galvanometer. If this last be of a short and thick
wire, so as not to tax the tension of the current
transmitted, the induced currents will not deflect

the needle ; or if they should happen, through the
unsteady action of the break, to do so, it only

oscillates round its position of rest. This proves
that the quantity of electricity transmitted by the
induced inverse and direct currents is the same, for
they each exert the same influence on the needles.
But if the coil of the galvanometer consist of a
long fine wire, the needle is kept deviated in a
direction which argues the action of the direct
current. This leads us to conclude, that both
currents, though equal in quantity, are unequal in
tension, the direct current having ihe highest tension,

for it has more power to force its way through
the fine wire of the galvanometer than the inverse.
Other proofs of the same principles may be easily
furnished.

The difference of the tension of the two induced
cm-rents is accounted for iu this way : when a change
takes place in the primary current, the quantity
of the electricity induced by it in the secondary
wire is the same whether this change takes place
quickly or slowly ; the tension, however, is very
different. When the change takes place slowly, the
total quantity of electricity iu circulation continues
to pass as slowly, and there is little in motion at one
time ; but when the same occurs quickly, it is sent
with momentum, so to speak, and the quantity in
circulation at one time is as much greater, in com-
parison with the former case, as the time is shorter.
It is this quick dispatch of electricity which consti-
tutes the tension of the current. Now, as it takes
some time before the primary current is fully estab-
lished, the inverse induced current is slow and of
low tension ; but when the contact is broken, the
primary current ceases much more suddenly than it

began, and the direct induced current is quick and
of high tension. This view of the matter is borne
out by experiment, for it is found, that whatever
favours the suddenness of the changes of the primary

'enl, heighkus the tension of the currents induced by
these changes. The break, from this circumstance,
forms an important element in the construction of
all induction apparatus.

The inductive power of the primary coil is

immensely increased by placing a bundle of soft iron
rods or wires in the centre of it. The magnetism
which begins and ceases in these at each passage of
the current acts in conjunction with the inducing
force of the coil. The centre of the bobbin P (rig. 3)
is hollow, to receive a bundle of this kind. The
greater part of the inductive action is due to the
iron core, and the induced currents got with and
without it are not to be compared in point of energy.
A solid bar of soft iron may also be used, but
with much less advantage, for the induced currents
which linger in it after the stoppage of the main
current, acting themselves inductively, impair the
suddenness with which the current disappears from
the primary wire and magnetism from the core.
The thin layer of oxide which forms on the rods
insulates them sufficiently from one another, and
prevents the formation of such curreuts. It is partly
for the same reason that metal tubes cannot be used
for bobbins for either primary or secondary coils.

If such were used, closed circuits would be 'formed
in them, the reaction of which would prolong the
changes of the primary inducers, and consequently
impair the tension of the secondary current. Metal
bobbins would uot be open to this objection if they
had a longitudinal slit, which would make the
transverse section a broken ring and circuit.

The excitation of magnetism in the core is the
principal aim of the primary coil, and as a strong
current is essential to that object, it is made of thick
wire and of moderate length. In the secondary
coil, the tension of the induced current alone is

aimed at, and with this view it is made of as thin
wire as can he made, so as to admit of ns many
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turns as possibli
'

whole forming a condensing apparatus like a Leyden
of the core and primary coiL The electric < forma- jar. the odd shi

tioi. .if i

in tin- it of a ipilvanic battery, connected with one of the wires of the prin u

Tlu' total electro-motive the sum The cm placed in the sole of the

of that of all tho turns in i meet the eye. I

motive force of the battery is proportionate mutator consists of an ivory cylinder covered with
t.i the number of cells.

M unit the current

induce electricity in a m-i .dibom-iin,' circuit, Imt it through the coil in either dil

also acts inductively on itself. Winn contact is An ini constructed by I

broken in a battery circuit, the galvanic Bpark is London, is represented in li_-. 1. The forms under
which the instilment ap] ious, and

feeble, hut it in. i v ith tlic the one ii u general

length of the circuit, and this 1 cularly

wound round in a coiL

This certainly does not arise from the cum
strong with the long wire, and weak with t

i i.'!.: in be

shewn witli tic aid of a ealvanoi

cause of the superior brilliancy of the galvanic
spark with the !

i nf tin- primary current on the varioi

of itself, excitin .

in the primary wire. It has 1 n full;

!

I parts of Ui cin

As tie- extra current requirements in its construction. The two binding-
site to the main current, it does not screws, /> and n, are for the battery-wins ;

I ' is the
appear as a separate current, hut only retards the commutator. Tie- two coils, V., li hoi.

instant' the main current. The on tie- wli o) the instrument, S. The secondary
extra current dir I main current, and coil alone is seen, the primary being within
has con-- nee. It is what out of view. The breaking hanim. i

irrent is the coil, is likewise not shewn. The condenser is

Bpoken of. This extra current is of much higher contained by the box which constitutes tie- -oh-, and
tension than the original current, i .nn.-i-tiou is established 1 1. t

-.-

extra current on Tie- direct indu 1 current of the coatings and the wins -•
i 'II...

. terminations nf the secondary coil are fixed to the
If a way he mad' heads nf the glass pillars. 1'.

I , In.-: ., iimii-l..-d

of the induced current falls prodigio with pointed rods capable of universal motioi

coil-machine, which gives freely sparks of one or two excellence ,.f the instrument depends on the proper
inches in length, when the two porl I'he bobbin must
are joined by a thin wire, so as to ; ol all) vul-
current to pass, -parks will not trs

ii 1 by the primary coil. Care must
no such communi taken to insulate th .iiilei.nt p arts of the
current secondary coil from each other. If this .-.

.

the break, and in s i< fai •'< . -.-ity of don.-, the spark which completes the secondary
alary current. The condenser of thec.il- current, instead of taking place at the rods, the

machin. for its place at which il d pass within the

current, but the manner in which it i

not yet properly explained. The prejudicial effect

- urrent on the in-i

.-.h.-n we bear in mind that it prolongs
-

in the primary coil, and thiis impairing
the suddenness of this chain.- .

of the in-iue d current.

Ihe css.-ntid parts of this

apparatus have been already described in detail

A primary coil with its core of iron wire, and a

»e lary coil exterior to, and insulated fr a

.
tonu the main portion ol

nieiit. The primary coil is connected with the poles

nee, to have
each layer of the .-oil insulated from thi

interposing gutta-percha paper, and .

with s hot in.,, to the iidi of the bobbin. The
indued current must thus pass through all the
turns of the wire, and is prevented from
its course by leaping oyer one
coil

•

at with a coil like the one shewn in

icb yields readily sparks of from four
to live inch.-s with s I

and setting

introdn parks is

essential to its inductive
led to are the looser and tl 11

of several sheets machine, but seem to be made up of several sparks
of tinfoil and oiled -ilk. laid altcrnatelj the one occurring tant, which are whi
alioy.- the other. The Hrst, third, fifth,

l

of tinfoil are con I
. [.pear-

rial; so are the second, fourth, and sixth, 1 the spiral sparks, the
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convolutions of which are in constant rotation. This
hazy spark can be blown away by the breath, and
separated from the white spark which cannot
be so removed. As the rods are withdrawn from
each other, it disappears, and when they stand

above three inches apart, the spark resembles in

every respect the forked single spark of a powerful

electric machine. When the points are withdrawn
beyond striking distance, electric brushes still

play between them, which become visible in a

darkened room. If the hand be brought near the

rod connected with the exterior end of the coil,

sharp stinging sparks, two or three inches in length,

are got. The rod connected with the inner end
does not yield them so readily, and this is the

same whether it be the positive or negative pole.

When a gold leaf electroscope is brought near, the

leaves part energetically from each other; ami when
a spark is received by it from one of the rods, it

remains permanently charged. When, however, the

knob of the electroscope is brought into actual

contact with either of the rods, this action cease's,

because the induced currents, inverse and direct,

neutralise each other. When the knob touches, both
currents affect the leaves equally ; but when it is at

some distance, the direct current alone has tension

enough to act. Each pole of the induction coil

is the seat of two opposite electricities, alternating

with each other, alike in quantity, but differing in

tension, and this accounts f i ir the resemblances and
differences between the coil and machine electri-

cities. When the poles are put in connection with

the coatings of a Leyden jar, the sparks passing

between the points are much more brilliant, and the

sharp snap of the simple spark grows into a loud

report. The Leyden jar effects a condensation of

the electricity of each direct current, and each spark

discharge takes place in shorter time, and conse-

quently with greater intensity. The condensed

spark punctures paper and the like with great

facility, but it is of very low heating power. The
uncondensed spark, more particularly the hazy spark,

got when the poles are near each other, kindles

paper, gunpowder, coal-gas, and other combustibles

with readiness and certainty. It is from this pro-

perty of its spark that the ' induction coil is of so

great use in mining operations. The two ends

of the wires coming from the coil are fixed near

each other without touching, and are imbedded in

a charge of gunpowder at a safe distance from the

operator. The wires are insulated by gutta-percha,

and when the induced current is sent through them,

sparks pass through the gunpowder between the

ends of the wires, and set lire to it. When several

charges have to be ignited simultaneously, the

spark of the coil-machine is considered much more
reliable than the action of a powerful galvanic

battery in heating thin wires connecting the ends

of the battery- wires. See Galvanism. The power

of the direct induced current of even large induction

coils to deflect the magnetic needle, and to effect

chemical decomposition's very insignificant. This

shews that it is very much inferior to the inducing

current in quantity, however much it may be supe-

rior in tension. The physiological effect, on the

other hand, is tremendous, and the experimenter

must take care not to allow any part of his body to

form the medium of communication between the

poles, as the shock so got might be dangerous, if

not fatal.

When the induced current is made to pass through

nearly vacuous spaces, a very splendid effect is

produced. The Electric Egg (lig. 5) is employed to

display this. It consists of a glass vessel in the

shape of an egg. with an open neck above, and

another below. Brass fittings are attached to these.

5GG

The lower opening is fitted with a stop-cock, and
can be screwed to the plate of an air-pump. A
brass rod and ball rise a short way into the

The fittings above are intended

to allow of a rod ending in a
ball passing up and down air-

tight, so that the two balls can
be conveniently set at different

distances. When the egg is

exhausted, and the wires from
the coil are attached, the one

above, and the other below, a

luminous glow extends between
the balls, which is wide in the

middle, and contracts at either

extremity. When the exhaustion

has reached one-twelfth of an
inch, as shewn by the gauge of

the air-pump, Black bauds are

seen to lie horizontally in the

light, so as to wear the appear-

ance of stratification, as shewn
in the figure. These occur more
readily when a drop or two of

turpentine, alcohol, or ether

have been introduced into the

The cause of the stratifi-

. is as yet a matter of

speculation. The ball which
forms the negative pole is enveloped :

of blue light. The glow, which is of

tint, appears to proceed fro

egg.

Kg. 5.

a covering

i beautiful

the positive

baU, and reaches nearly to the negative ball, from
which it is separated by a well marked non-luminous
space. By means ot' the commutator, these appear-

ances at the balls can be instantly transposed.

Serving the same purpose as the electric egg, there

is a great variety of vacuous tubes hermetically

sealed and ready for use at any time. These have
been first filled with particular gases, and then
exhausted, and they exhibit lights of various tints,

according to the gas contaiued by them.

INDULGENCE, in Roman Catholic theology,

means a remission, by church authority, to a

repentant sinner, of the Irmporit! punishment which,

in the Catholic theory, remains due after the sin

and its eternal punishment have been remitted. A
doctrine which has been the subject of so much
angry controversy, and which may be regarded
ast'he chief among the proximate causes of the

Reformation, deserves very careful consideration.

We must confine ourselves, however, to a brief

authentic explanation of the doctrine such as it is

held by Roman Catholics, together with a history

of the practice in the various ages of the church.

By the discipline of the first centuries, a severe

course of penitential observance was exacted of all

who fell into any grievous crime, especially apostasy,

murder, and adidtery, such sinners being excluded

from church commuuion for various periods, in some
cases even till the hour of death. These j>enitential

observances, which Protestants regard as purely

disciplinary, were designed, according to the Catholic

view, as an expiation, on the part of the penitent,

for the temporal punishment which, after sin and
the eternal punishment due to it have been remitted

by God. still remains to be undergone ; and some of

the most acrimonious of the early controversies, the

Montanist and the Novatian, arose as to the power
of the church to relax these penitential observances,

and to admit grievous sinners to communion. These

ancient relaxations (of which thev regard that

referred to in 1 Cor. v. 5 and in 2 Cor. ii. 10 as a

type) are considered by Catholics as examples of the

up in the 3d and 4th centuries, and which even then
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i extremes, of granting such
t martyrs or

illustration of tli it prm. pi. .t • u u i-

according to which, in the theorj ol indulgences,

the church is supposed to supply, fro:

•- .it' ( ihrist, and of

the ' supererogatory ' works of the saints, what may
be wanting to the c " itont men! of

tly penitent sinner to

rants tin- indul-ence. That this practice

>ii. whatever may have lieen its real

he judgment
:i ion of the penitent,

laid down by the council of Am-vi-i in

308, and by that of Nice in 325. In si]

ever, the person granting the relaxation was to

i works as a partial substitute

for the penalty which bad been relaxed ; and a og
i nl at tirst been purely personal,

came by degrees to be included money payments for
.

,
.. in. i. niM-

ing of a church, or the foundation of s m
hospital i ice app ars to have

In-ill:,' liy Alexander II. in tile 11th e. ; lint the insti-

tution itself is found in full development daring the

wars of the i • hi contributing

to serviee in which, * provided it were for devotion

alone, and not from motives ol

accepted in the council of Clermont 'as an equiva-

lent substitute for all
j

3 ' in indulgence

was called 'plenary;' where a portion only of the

penitential works was relaxed, it was c.-i 1

aud in order to put a bar to their excessive multi-

plication and to other abuses, Innocent 111. declared

th.- power of granting 'plenary induhj

reserved to the pope alone. bishops being only

authorised to grant the 'partial' or limited indul-

l ibed above. The fourth Lateran council

condemns the 'indiscreet and superfluous' granting
ot indulgences

j and among the abuses which grew
up iu the church during the western

i remarkable was the lavish dispen-

oatinii of indulgences, in the -.'ranting of which the

contending pop. < rivalled -a- h other in prodigality.

treme, however, was not reached until

ing of the 16th ft,, when, with a view to

raising the funds n. .-> -- i\ f-.i th- erection of the

rt church of 81 r I - pope, Leo
published a plenary indulgence, ti.

condition for the gaining of which was a contribu-

tion to this work. Catholic historians contend that

in itself such a condition was perfectly justifiable,

and that if duly explained to the people, it might he

lawfully and even meritoriously complied with
;
but

they admit that many of the preachers ol

eence, in extolling its natural effects, went to indc-

men, and that, even making the fullest

for exaggeration, it cannot be denied

were committed in Germany and in -

decree of the council of Tn-nt, while it

ailiim" that the ns.- of indulgences, .is being 'most
ople, ami approved by

the authority of councils, is to b<- retained in the

church,' yet orders that, 'in -rant in- tie in, mod, ra-

tion I bserved, lest, it y, discipline

Diav be enervated.' Upon the special

of "this council all the i lern legislation on the

subject of in-: ii founded ; but as the
i. -t explicitly declare

what is the precise effect of an indul

further explained by Pope Pins VI., in his cele-

brated luill, Auctorem Fidei, that an indulgence,

inuuiiul with due dj sot alone the

ii "i"' attached to certain crimes m this

the temporal punishment which would

From the al.ove explanation, it will c
.111.1. I -1.111. I ll\ .!

a |. uiis-iou ol sin, much less a p

sin, or a pi

contend, m .

. d by a sinner w ho has
rep lit-. I of sin, and re-olvci| to i-inl iracc a lew lite.

the imputation of introducing laxity ot c

easy self-indulgence i^ intir.-ly un warranted. \nd
although, foi :

. orka which
are reiiuired as the i ditiou ot obtaining indulgences
may appear easy and .veil trivial, yet tli

pensable preliminary sorrow for Bin

purpose amendment in itself involves the very

highest effort of Christian virtue.

On the subject of indulge s, Pro!

accustomed to quote the language used l.\ p. pes in

"I he vi. w s put forth

by Roman Catholics in defending them. And
nothing is more common than Eoi popes in their

l.nlls of jubilee, to grant tin »m.<' /.'•<. -

on certain conditions specilicd. Aud although this

granl is made only to 'the faithful who are truly

penitent and have confessed.' yet being limited to a

certain period, as the year of jubilee m.l i,,,..tuii

conditions, as saying certain prayers. \i-
•

i. or the like,

it is argued that these cannot but acquire, in the

estimation of the people, an impm-tan
very unfavourable t.. penitence, virtue, faith, and
piety. It is likewise urged that the whole doctrine

of indulgences is founded not only on an unwar-
ranted assumption of power given to the church,
but nl-i a doctrine ot human works and merits
inc. insistent, with what we are taught in Scripture

as to the office of Christ as a Saviour.

I'NDUS (Sanso. SUndha, probably from a root

signifying 'to How'), the eieat river that bounds
It rises in Tibi I near th

sources of the kindred S.itl.-j. in Lit. 31° '-'<>' -V,

and long. ST .'in K. 1'i. pi. . . -p.. I is said to bo

18,000 t'ect above the level of the Bea, and to I a

the north aide of the Eailas, a Himalayan peak
m l.i. li ovei tops it by al leasl 4000 fei t.

course, till it forces its way between the Himalaya
Proper and the Hindu Rush, is towards the -th-

west, being pretty nearly at right angles to its

fneral direction through the plains, (hi reaching

ussi (near the borders of Budakshan
n.irth'-rn point, it turns southward. I.

the hills, and reappears at Takot in Kohi
of the Punjab. After a run of f>70 miles, having
still 940 miles before it, it becomes oavi

point which, on other grounds also, is worthy of

notice. B
affluent on the right ; and here is Atak (Attook),

anciently Taxila, I he se, nc ,.| Ucxander the < treat s

passage About hall way from Atak to its lie.nth,

it receives, on the left, the accumulated waters
ingle channel of the

l'uiijiiud. Bach of the ' five watei courses,' as well

mountains, li.li.w its coutlueiice with the Punjnud,
the L, instead of increasing in volum
gradually hss. Its basin is here narrow, so that

the affluents are insignificant, while its arid sandy
nature causes the river to sufler from al

||

from the circumstance, that the river lure divides

into numerous channels, many of which neverreturn
at all to the main stream, win I.
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shrunken in volume. This wasting of the waters

is, however, not very apparent to the eye, owing
to the gradual slackening of the em-rent ami the

ascent of the tides. At Migani, eight, miles north

of Hyderabad, commences the Delta Proper, which
measures 7"> miles upwards, by 130 along the coast

of the Arabian Sea. The area of the drainage—its

extreme dimensions being respectively 900 miles and
750—has perhaps been "over-estimated at 4SS.000

square miles, fully four times the extent of Great
Britain and Ireland.

The value of the I. as a route of traffic is less than
that of most other streams of equal magnitude. In
the winter, one only of its numerous outlets is at

all available for communieatiou with the sea ; and
even after the melting of the spring snows, there is

no passage anywhere for au ordinary sea-going vessel

of more "than 50 tons. Still, in another respect the

river is favourable for navigation, as the fall from
Atak to the sea is only 1000" feet in 040 miles.

The I. abounds with fish of excellent quality, and
is infested by crocodiles. The alluvium brought

down by the stream has been calculated to be
sufficient for an annual formation 42 miles long,

27 miles broad, and 40 feet deep. Near Rori, a

short distance below the first point of divergence,

both the main stream and one of its offsets pass

through a ridge of limestone, which must at one

time have turned the descending floods lateraUy

into what is now a desert, but bearing the plainest

traces of former cultivation.

IXDU'SIAL LIMESTONE, a singular variety

of fresh-water limestone, found in Auvergne. It is

formed of the cases or indusia of caddis-worms,

great heaps of which have been encrusted with

carbonate of lime, and formed into a hard travertine.

Several beds occur-, some as much as six feet thick,

each cubic inch of which contains as many as ten or

twelve cases. See Caddice. The Auvergne cases

are formed of the shells of a minute Paludina, so

small that 100 shells may be counted in a single

indusium.

INDUSTRIAL ACCESSION,aphraseborrowed
by the Scotch from the Roman law to denote the

increased value given to a thing by labour and skill

being exercised upon it. This" phrase includes the

case of a person building by mistake on another's

laud, in which case, in England, though the build-

ing was done bond Jide, it belongs absolutely to the

owner of the land, who is not bound even to pay
for the materials, which he can keep, or their value

;

but in Scotland, the owner of the land, though
entitled to the materials, would be liable to pay for

their value.

INDUSTRIAL FRUITS, in Scotch Law, the

produce of land which the life-renter is entitled to

;

called in English law, Emblements (q. v.).

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. This term is used

very variously, sometimes being synonymous with

ragged schools, in which mechanical arts are taught

;

sometimes designating ordinary elementary schools,

in which agriciiltural or some other industrial art is

taught to the boys during one portion of the school-

day^ or in which sewing, cooking, washing, and
ironing are taught to the girls. In England, Scot-

land, and Ireland, attempts have been made to

attach practical instruction in agriculture to elemen-

tary schools for boys, but with very small success,

except in the last-named country ; there the Glas-

nevin Agricultural Training School has accomplished

much good. See Agricultural Education. Nor
can it be said that the attempt to attach other

industrial arts to national and parochial schools has

been attended with better results. The Privy

Council on Education gave special grants for many

years to schools which combined industrial with
literary instruction, but these grants are not con-

tinued in the Revised Code. In elementary schools

for girls, industrial work, to the extent of sewing,
shaping, knitting, and netting, has been almost
universally introduced, and forms one of the most
important and interesting features of female primary
education in Great Britain ; but the attempt to

connect with these subjects instruction in cooking,
washing, and ironing, has been tried as yet only
to a limited extent, and has been only partially

successful. In ragged schools, on the other baud,

no department of the school-work seems to thrive

better, partly because it enters so largely into the
scheme of instruction, partly because the children
are removed from the control of parents, and li ft

solely to the management of the school committee
;

for the great obstacle in the way of connecting
industrial arts with ordinary schools is the unwilling-

ness of parents to see their children engaged in

manual occupations during the time which ought, in

their opinion, to be devoted solely to intellectual

training and the acquisition of literary knowledge.
The ragged schools to which we have just referred

are recognised by the legislature as ' industrial

schools,' and may be defined as schools in which the
pupils are fed and clothed (wholly or partially), as

well as taught the elements of an ordinary educa-

tion, and the practice of some trade. By a statute

passed in 1S61, children under 14 found vagrant or

begging, or convicted of petty offences, may be sent

by a magistrate to an industrial school that has been
certified by the Home Secretary. Parents also, on
paying for board and lodging a small sum, may
place their children in industrial schools if they can
shew that they are unable to control them. The
Treasury may contribute to the maintenance of these

schools on the representation of the Home Secretary.

If a child abscond from the school before he is 15,

the justices may send him back, or place him in a
Reformatory School (q. v.). In 1S61, there were in

England 23, and in Scotland 16 industrial schools,

and the number of pupils attending was respectively

1574 in the former, and 1606 in the latter.

INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES are societies which
carry on some trade, the profits of which are

applied to an object of mutual benefit, resembling
the object of Frieudlv Societies (q. v.). A statute

was passed in 1S62 (25 and 26 Viet. c. 87), to
regidate these societies on improved principles, the
first statute having been passed in 1S52. By the
latest statute, all industrial societies then in exist-

ence were entitled to be registered, free of expense,
by the registrar of friendly societies. Any number
of persons not less than seven may establish such a
society, for the purpose of carrying on any labour,

trade, or handicraft, whether wholesale or retail,

except the working of mines and quarries, and except
the business of banking, and of applying the profits

for any purposes allowed by the Friendly Societies'

Acts. The rules of the societ3" must define the object,

name, and place of office of the society, and it must
in all cases be registered as one of limited liability.

The rules must also state the terms of admission
of members, holding of meetings, voting, transfer-

ability of shares, audit of accounts, investment of

capital, mode of withdrawing from society, claims
of executors, application of profits, and appointment
and remuneration of managers and officers. A copy
of the rules must be delivered to every person who
demands them, on payment of one shilling. No
member's interest is to exceed £200. The name of

the society is to be painted conspicuously on the
outside of the office, and put on all bills of exchange,
bills of parcels, invoices, receipts, and letters of

credit, and a penalty is incurred for neglecting these
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lame footing as fritrmlly societies in respect of the

exemption bom stamp duties ami income tax- of

settlement of disputes by arbitration 01

of compensation to members unjustly

the power <>i" justices oi

cults in case of fraud, and of the jurisdiction of

Any in. mU r may Qi

jH.rs.in into whose name his interest in tin- society

iseahall be transferred, but the society

such n. .mini'.- the full

value of his interest. The Bociety may be wound
up lik.> a joint st... k company by the county court

at the district, and in the event of its

up, past and presi at membi rs are liable to contri

int siilliciont to pay
the debts ; l"it no nasi member is bound to contri-

bute who has ceased for a year to be a member, or

: he left the

society, <>r unless the existing members are unable
-. In pay the

iy. unpaid on the sharee
- liable as a past or present member.

Every person oruu-mlier having an im

tun. 1- is entitled t.. inspect the 1 ks ami the names
of the members at all reasonable hours at the office

i the funds of

- and liabilities, must
be sent to the registrar nine eery year, ami every

member ami depositor is entitled to demand ami
receive without payment a copy of such .statement

from the treasurer or secretary. The registrar of

friendly societies in his Report (1862)
.1 -uiie particulars, and

a new one will be shortly required, but the suh-

16 law will doubtless remain as above
stated.

INI'.T.TI.V (bat. 'inactivity'), a term expressive

nf that indifference to a state of rest or motion
which is a universal property of matter, and may

I

latr. r part of this prineiple was known to the

ancients, and by them attribui
:

i i-Ile oi all

matter; but it was shewn b\ < ialileo that tin- former

part was equally true and general. This property
of matter has been called by Kepler vi

INKScr'TCHKON, in Heraldry, a eingle shield

barge. When thi re are tw • more,
they are simply eal for an iiiei-

il is said, must always occupy the fess
'

: nee, which is

l\l-'\ I.I.I IJI'UTY. in Controversial Theology,

means the immunity in. in error, in all that regards

faith and morals, which is claimed by the Soman
Catholic Church, an I Irds the past,

oi the eouii.ils which that church looks upon as

scumenicai The latt.-r claim, however, which does

not ... beyoi

widely from tii.it of infallibility, as put forward by
the l(. .iii.in Church, which involves not alone an

actual historical immunity from error, but also

such a p.. -.tic- .ind abiding ..

II ill at all times both pi < i

the possibility of error, and guide and direct in

the faithful t'e.i.liiiie of all n.

infallibility claimed by the Soman Church is tuus

of two buds, pa&wt and aeauw—the lirst (Matt.

xvi. 18), in virtue of which the church never
doctrine, mi

matt.r by whom prop..s..i; the second, in virtue
of which she is charged with the function (Matt
xxviii I'.l; Mark XVI 15; Kphes. iv. 11— 1G) of

permanently !,„/,;„. / to the world the essential

i y access of

error, and of authoritatively deciding every oon-

of belief among the

faithful may be endangered. Catholic -

gift as a natural an. I i
:

,

m uiin.iit of

S
in matter., of faith with

believe the l hui.li to be invested, and which, if not
em, led in it< exercise by siirh infallible assistance,

would be but a false light, and ail attractive but
ii~l 1 iiiuent of .1.

Such is tin- notion of infallibility as claimed by the
I.' aurch. Two very important aiidcpractical

questions, I i _ irdlllg it, both of

which have been the occasion of much i

1\.-s ; viz., as to the

,
He- seal ..i lie- organ .•: this infalli-

bility, and as to the object, that is, the matters to

which it extends.

As to the first, all I

believing that the body of bishops, morally speak-
in-, throughout tin- church, acting in common with
tile pope, eoustltute tile most perfect organ of the

infallibility of the church ; and hence, that when
they unite in anyway, whether as assembled in a

general council or by any joint action, though
separated in place, their judgment is infallible.

Thus, if a doctrinal .1
i

I officially by
the pope to the whole church, and be< ither expressly
continued or tacitly accepted by the I . : ,s I

, ,

.
j , i us

decree is hi Id to be infallible. In like manner, if a
doctrinal decree, emanating in the first instance

even from a local council, as that of a national or
even a provincial church, should be I

there is found the united judgment of i

11 agree in accepting it as the infallible

judgment oi the church. But should the pope
without the bishops, then arises the well

known dispute ..1 tie- (Jilliciu and ultramontane
latter affirming, the former denying,

the papal judgment to be infallible. .

s e. Papacy.
It will be en. .ugh to s,iv here that all alike are
agreed in holding, whatever may be (

opinions as to the objective infallibility of the

events, binding at an article 0/ Catholic faith, so

long as it shall not have received the .

bodj oi 1I1

.

infnllib.llty ,-xti lids. 1

1. it embraces all tlio

tln.se only, wiic :

of divine truth in the church, lb Di c
|

I h and morality, all subj, cm
cipline, so far at least as to pie. bide

the introduction, by authority of thi

... which should be injurioo
1 In the other hand, it does not

1 Of fail, ..r

abstract opinions unconnected with n

this point, all

very celebrated dispute arose in the 17th c, on
occasion of the Aiigiutimu of Janseniu
infallibility of the church in judgin

vvi 11 known Jaiisenist

Oi law and of J

nisins as a
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Decessary couditinn to the effective infallibility, tbat

it shonlil extend to the judgments upon books so

far as to decide whether the doctrine contained

therein may or may not be opposed to sound faith

or morality.

The arguments in favour of the infallibility of the

church, which Roman Catholics derive from texts

of Scripture, are set aside by Protestants on the

ground that these texts only teach the permanence
of the church and the continuance of God's grace

towards it (as Matt. xvi. IS; Matt, xxviii. 19,20;

&c), and have no relation whatever to the special

subject of infallibility.—It is common also for

Protestants to urge, that on the supposition of

infallibility and of the need of an infallible inter-

preter of Scripture, as commonly declared by Roman
Catholics, there cau be no value in any argument
from Scripture; and that the Roman Catholic

theologian, in attempting to prove the infallibility of

the church by Scripture, and the authority of Scrip-

ture by the "infallibility of the church, is involved

in the sophism of reasoning in a circle.—It is some-

times added, that if God's word needs an inter-

preter to make it a safe rule of faith, man's word
may well be supposed equally difficult to compre-

hend.—And the notion of infallibility, with the

whole system of which it forms an essential part,

is protested against as contrary to the rational

nature of man, and to that personal relation and
responsibility to God which are at the foundation of

all true religion.—Something is also made, in argu-

ment, of the difficulty which the advocates of the

infallibility of the church have found in agreeing as

to where it is lodged.

INFA'MED, or DEFAMED, in Heraldry, an
epithet applied to a lion or other animal which has

lost its tail, the loss being supposed to disgrace or

defame it. Defamed looking backwards occurs in

ancient blazon for counter-rampant regardant, the

lion being supposed to be flying from an euemy.

I'NPAMOUS. Infamy was, in point of law,

formerly a ground for rejecting a witness in a court

of justice ; but now, in the United Kingdom, the

witness is allowed to give evidence subject to

comment, and to state what he can say for what it

is worth.

INFAMOUS BEHAVIOUR, DISCHARGE
WITH INFAMY, terms in use in the military and
naval codes to designate conduct (and its penalty)

which is not only opposed to discipline, but is also

disgraceful in a social sense. As infamous behaviour,

have been always classed in all countries desertion

of colours on the field of battle, failure to attempt

to succour comrades in danger, cold-blooded cruelty,

and other crimes which are greatly subversive of

morality. If a man is found guilty of any of these

crimes by a court-martial, and not sentenced to

death, the sentence is ordinarily discharge—or dis-

missal—with ignominy or infamy. So severe an

enactment adds to the force of the penalty, and
stigmatises the offender for life as a disgrace to his

country and his cloth.

INFANT, in English Law, means every male and

female under the age of 21. As a general rule, an

infant cannot enter into contracts ; at all events, they

are not binding except at his or her option. But a

contract for necessaries is always bindiug, and an
infant may be imprisoned for non-payment of these,

like other persons. The father, or, after his death,

the mother, of an infant can in general only be

bound for an infant's debts where some express or

implied contract to pay for these can be made out

;

and the mere fact of the infant living in the same

house is not always sufficient to imply liability,

though it is generally an element for the jury. If

an infant enter into trade, he is nevertheless only
bound by his contracts at his option. But in all

cases, if the infant, on coming of age, ratify the
contract, then it is binding on him.
An infant in England generally requires the

consent of his parent or guardian to marry, though
it is more correct to say, that if he misrepresent in

the preliminary formalities that he is of age, he
may he indicted for perjury, but nevertheless the

marriage will be good, and cannot be annulled. An
infant cannot make a will either of his real or

personal estate. He can only sue in a court of law
by a near friend or prochein ami, who is his father if

alive, or any other friend.

InScotland. the law differs in many respects from
the law of England on this subject. The term
infant is not used at all in a technical sense. All
persons, if male, are in legal strictness called pupils

till 14, and if female, till 12 ; and from 14 or 12 to

21, they are technically called minors. In general,

the contracts of a pupil are absolutely void, and
he is under the care of tutors, who are either his

parents, or others appointed by the court. A minor,
on the other hand, may enter into contracts, but if

they are to his lesion or prejudice, he can reduce
or set them aside any time within four years after

majority. Moreover, if a minor go into trade, his

contracts bind him, as they do other persons.

Further, a minor can make a will or testament,
operating on his movable estate, though he cannot
alienate his heritable estate in like manner. The
four years which are allowed to him after majority
to consider whether he will set aside contracts are

called quadrknnium utile; and if he can prove lesion,

he is in that period entitled to restitution. In
Scotland, also, a minor may marry as freely as if

he were a major, and, indeed, he is in general his

own master, or sui juris, at the age of 14 (as a
female is at the age of 12) ; whereas in England he
would be liable to have a guardian appointed to

control Ins person till he attained 21.

INFANT SCHOOLS. Oberlin (q. v.), the pastor

of Waldbach, in France, may be regarded as the
founder of infant schools. He appointed females
in bis own parish to assemble the little children

between the ages of two and six, his object being
to interest them by conversation, pictures, and
maps, and to teach them to read and to sew.

The first infant school attempted in this country
was in connection with Robert Owen's socialistio

establishment in Scotland ; it was taught by James
Buchanan. In 1819, through the efforts of Lord
Brougham and Lord Lansdowne, an infant school

was set on foot in London. One of the first

teachers was Wilderspin, whose labours in connection
with the extension of infant schools are well known.
His methods, based on the Pestalozzian system, were
further matured by the Home and Colonial Infant

School Society, founded in 1836. This society, by
training teachers and instituting model infant and
juvenile schools, has done more than any other to

propagate the infant school system.

Infant schools are not yet very numerous either

north or south of the Tweed ; but they have certainly

been more extensively encouraged in the southern

than in the northern half of the kingdom. Two
causes have operated to prevent their more rapid
increase—the want of means, it being necessary to

devote to juvenile schools the money which can be
collected for educational objects ; and the defects

which have hung about the system, and brought it

into disrepute. Too much has frequently been

attempted in the way of direct instruction. In

Germany, under the names of Kleinkinderschulen

and Kindergarten, infant schools are numerous. la
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France, under the name of ' Asylums,'
w idespread.

liil.int s
I -.minaries which arc

Hiit purely /»'i*.»>;»/wl in their aims, ought to k..p
in \i.-w the t In . . i..l.l nature ..i the child's mind, and
appeal to its different facultiea in turn. Bui while

•he intellect, the moral nature, and the imagination
ought to receive their proper Food, it has to be borne
iu mind that we contradict the laws of nature when

and exacting
il, and that

. : tin. ami nonsense « hich i- connect) -i

with it. and which is peculiar t" infancy, ami not

ig even the gravity of manhood. By
marching, exercises, toys, and, above all, by the judi-

cious use of a large open playground. lull provision

should lie made for tin- mil

ad for their love ol pl..\
. The room in

which they nrc collected should he lim

a well-ordered, covered playground, la tie' play-

ground, whether open it covered, ordi I

Moderation, ci\ iln

temper, an '

the infant school attained. May, and the moral

training which ma} th it, Bhould
1,,- the leaiii pi...-.

, and to these

everything else should In- subordinated. Next to

this, tie- intellectual nature of the infant has
• future anticipated, and the

reading taught, hut with the help

as call tor the mini-

mum of mental exertion. An infant school which
has cultivated the moral nature of its children

through "am md has taught them
to read easy hy tin- time

they reach the age of six. has accomplished its work
well. At the same time, other means of awakening

intelligence may Im- reported to with

advantage, but under this restriction, that, if they
forth spontaneous and unconscious

attention, either through the want of skill on the
iiimi, -s to present them in an attractive

form, or through some defect in the apparatus
they should at

s of a moral
or narrative kind—rhymes and nursery jingles

—

description- i the children

under the teacher's euidan.

concealed purpose being tun.!'

Then, again,

children around her
and reel to then) fairy tales and sin.]

incident and the affections. All this i

actually is attained ; hut the ipialiticatinus in the

teacher for the attainment of them are rarely to he

niet with. -

moral or imaginative kind, they are natural endow-
ments ; but they m.'i . litenmeiit and
direction b) a judicious system of trainiug. In the

Krai Report of the Home and Colonial School

Society, it is truly said, 'that few situations in

lit.- require mui b energy,

So much tenderness, so much sclfoonti ol and love,

<w that of a teaeh.i- of babes.' Without a oon-

I,

hould for a

moment contemplate the career of ail infant-school

The question st.ll remain

whether inl desirable -it all, and
whether the family hearth, and the I

tnetBj do not constitute the best, because nature's

be, that inl ' irtful even at the beet.

and that, when we hear in mind tie

their being h .

a puhlie nuisance. Hut rt

a normal state : and while infant schools proper are,

perhaps, superfluous ill rural parishes, they are in

tees a boon aud a blessing, if not a
necessity.

IXFA'NTK (from the Lat. in/am, an infant), the
01 Spam and Portugal to tie

the roj al family .
the .

; of Infanta.
to the princesses. Since the 14th c,

ir.-iit to the throne in Spain
oae I" en styled t lie l i mil the hcir-

apparent iu Portugal, until the separate .

from the m-.thi-r , oiintn, Lore the title of Prince
of Brazil. The personal domain of an I

Infanta is called the InfnilmUi. and th

of a district which was made a
dukedom in 1 17-">.

INFA'NTICEDE, theact or practice of murdi ring
infants, which is abhorrent to modern civilisation,

was common in ancient times, and now prevails

among many barbarous nations. It prevailed in

Rome, and (such l-

found defenders in Plato and Aristotle ! The latter,

.
-at s the law should forbid the nurtur-

ing of the maimed, and where a .heck to popula-
tion is required, abortion should be produced before
the quickening of the infant. In Sparta, we are
informed that the law directed when a child was
horn, the father was to cany it to an appointed
place, to 1"' inspected by the elders of the com-
munity. If they perceived that its limbs were
tin. lit, and its look was wholesome, they returned

rents to he educated; otherwise, it

was thrown into a deep cavern, at thl

mountain Tayg.-tus ; and it was said this law had
a wholesome .il, ,-t, for it made women with child

very careful as to then- eating, drinking, and exer-
cise, and heme tln-y piove.l excellent nurses. In the
other Grecian republics, a similar disregard of the
life of sickly infants was shewn. With regard to
the practice among the Romans, little definite
information exists, though learned authors discuss

length. It seems certain that it lay

with the Roman father to say whether his child
should he permitted to live or not The exposition
of infants, indeed, was the rule, rather than tho
exception, ill most intnes in old times. Among
the Norse, the child's life always hung in tho
balance till the father handed it to the nurse to be
nar.-d ; if, on account of its being weak, or' a
daughter, he disapproved ot its living, it was exposed
to die li\ W il.l Leasts or the v.

times, the practice is cruelly eom i at

peoples. Child-murder prevails to t ;

throughout the whole of the South -

Annum the Fijiaus, it is a system. A reeeut
\ s, that in Vanua Levu in some parts,

the extent of infanticide reaches nearer two-thirds
than a half.' Among the Hindus, the practice of

. prevailed
frightfully, till it was checked in the time oi the
Marquis of Wellesley's rule. The llajputa, it is

all female children but the first-born
- a peculiar custom, •• being a point of

honour with a Rajput to nearly ruin himself in

the marriage feast and portion of his daughter,
so that he could not afford to have more than
.me. The M lined to the

by means of abortion. In New Holland, the
a think nothing ..f destroying, by

. ompression, the infant in the womb, o

troublo of rearing it alive. In China, infanticide
Hi
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is supposed to be coramnn, the chief cause being

said to be the. right of periodically repudiating their

wives, which is possessed by Chinamen. Some
statistics, recently published in the Esperanto of

Nancy, indicate the fearful extent to which life is

lost through this practice prevailing in so vast a

population as that of China. In all the cases above
cited, it may be assumed there was no feeling of

infanticide being wrong or criminal. In some, it was
owing to religious feeling of a perverted kind ; in

some, to the ""difficulty of living ; but in many, as

among the Fijians, it would appear that the mother
killed her child often from whim, anger, or indolence.

Modern civilisation deals very differently with
the subject of infanticide, for one of its maxims is

that human life, from its first to its last hour, is

sacred, and whoever wilfully puts an end to it is

a murderer, or a criminal of the same category.

Instead of encouraging the destruction of life,

modern civilisation abounds in every kind of

machinery for preserving it, however unsuccessful

the attempt. The chief cause which uow leads to

infanticide is that of shame, which, however, operates

only in the case of the child being illegitimate. The
parents often incur the risk of committing the

crime of murder, to avoid social disgrace. In order,

therefore, to appreciate the force of the check

Eut by the law on the tendency to infanticide, the

iw of Bastardy (q. v.), the practice of instituting

Foundling Hospitals (q. v.), and the kind and degree

of the punishments attending any attempt more or

less direct to destroy the child either before or after

birth, require to be taken into account.

The criminal law deals with the cognate offences

which make up infanticide in the following manner,
whether the child is legitimate or illegitimate. As
regards the procuring of abortion, every woman who
takes poison or other noxious thing, or uses instru-

ments or other means to procure her miscarriage,

is guilty of felony, and liable to penal servitude

for life, or not less than three years ; and so is

any person who administers poison or uses instru-

ments upon the woman with such intent. Whoever
supplies drugs, poison, or instruments for the same
purpose, is guilty of a misdemeanour, and liable to

penal servitude for three years. The concealment
of birth is also made a criminal offence. Whoever,
after a child is born, by any secret disposition of

the body, endeavours to conceal its birth, is guilty

of a misdemeanour, and liable to imprisonment for

two years. This is the offence which, perhaps, is

most frequently committed, or at least made the

subject of prosecution in such cases, as the attempt
to establish the larger crime of murder to the

satisfaction of a jury, is frequently foiled by the

secret sympathy shewn towards the mother, who is

presumed to have been the victim of seduction, or

otherwise wronged. The existence of this offence

shews the necessity which every woman likely to

become a mother labours under of making public

her situation to some extent. As the destruction

of children may be effected by the negative fact of

not supplying food and clothing, as well as by the

positive act of wounding or ill-treating, the refusal

or neglect of a parent or other person who is bound
by law to supply food and clothing to the child, and
neglects to do so, thereby causing its death, amounts
either to murder or manslaughter, according to the

circumstances. Moreover, the unlawful abandoning
or exposure of any child under the age of two
years, whereby the life and health of the child are

endangered, is a misdemeanour punishable with
three years' penal servitude. Where a person is

charged with the murder of a very young chdd, it

is essential to prove that the child was in life. The
toet of this is not that it breathed, or had an inde-
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pendent circulation after it was separated from the
mother, but it is enough that the chdd was fully

born; hence, if a man strike a woman with child,

so as to cause the death of the child, he is neither
guilty of murder nor of manslaughter of the child.

The judges of England, in 1848, had to deliberately

consider whether though a child was still attached
to the navel-string, the killing of it was murder,
and they held that it was. In all cases of the
murder of infants, the question whether the child

was fully born, and so the subject of murder, is

generally one of medical jurisprudence, upon which
medical skill is needed to throw light, and medical
men have certain well-known tests for ascertaining

this important fact. The above offences in reference

to infanticide are punished in a similar manner in

Scotland.

One of the coroners in London recently stated
that an inquest is held daily upou the bodies of

children destroyed through the design, the neglect,

the ignorance, or the mental infirmity of the
mothers. Even when the act may fairly be regarded
as a crime, its enormity is generally greatly lessened
in the eye of the law by the consideration of the
physical condition and moral disturbance of the
parent. Where puerperal insanity supervenes, the
infant is often sacrificed during the despair or
violence of the mother; but even where there is

no motive discoverable, no delusion, no explanation
afforded, no outraged feeling or fury, there has been
observed a morbid disposition to kill the newly
born. This disposition is observed in certain of the
lower animals ; it has appeared epidemically. After
the murder perpetrated by 0. Cornier, five similar
atrocities were noticed. (Rev. J. Cave Browne,
Indian Infanticide, 1857.)

I'NFANTRY, the foot-soldiers of an army.
Among semi-barbarous nations, fighting on foot has
always been considered less advantageous than
fighting on horseback or in chariots ; but as war has
become a science, the principal strength of armies
is found to lie in their infantry. See Akjiies,
Tactics, War, &c.

INFE'CTION is distinguished from Contagion
(q. v.) by some medical writers, who would restrict

the latter word to the cases in which there must be
contact of the healthy person with a patient, while
they apply the term infections to diseases which can
be conveyed by the atmosphere. The distinction is

unimportant.

INFE'CTIOUS DISORDERS in cattle have
been made the subject of special enactment, in order
to protect the public from the calamities arising

from the spread of disease in so important an article

of food. Though passed for a temporary period,

the act 11 and 12 Viet. c. 107, has been continued
from time to time, and will probably be ultimately
declared permanent. The statute gives power to
the police to seize any sheep or lambs exposed in
any market which are infected or labouring under
a disease called the sheep-pox, or variola orina.

The parties who so expose them are liable to
penalties, and the cattle may be destroyed ; so if

any person depasture diseased sheep on commons,
woods, forests, waste lands, open fields, or the
roadside.

INFE'FTMENT, or SASINE, a Scotch law-term,
used to denote the symbolical giving possession of

land, which was the complel ion of the title, the mere
conveyance not being enough. The instrument of
sasine was the notarial instrument embodying the
fact of infeftment. But now the necessity of a
separate formality is unnecessary, it being sufficient

to register a conveyance in the register of sasines

in Scotland. Li England, there is no similar register
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fur deeds, and the titl

tecuted and delivered to the purchaser.

In Scotland, an in/e/ Is a temporary
infoftment t<i secure payment of some deht ; and an

/ )t//./ is a similar security

Cautioner.

INFINITE. Tin's word is the source of much
controversy and difference of opinion. Some hold
•

Is to infinity a distinct not ion,

which we are entitled to entertain and n

wish the same confi i

Intervals, as a yard or mile j while othi

rd is a name (or a mere m
\V. Hamilton - iy that ' the Infinite

anil tli.- Al.solutc an- only tin' ii:mics t. >r t»" eountor-

i of the human mind, transmuted into
i tin? nature of thii

[inverted into objective affirmatives'

. ,.. 2] |,
\u'l Mi .!. S. Mill holds a

similar view. It lia.l n's.. Inm maintain"'! by Locke
that we have no positive idea of the infinite, that it

was ..nly 1 d or termination
: hap. 17).

a of the infinite has, indeed, been
itl,..,, :. a-nnni'j. i .' i '-11111

t ould seem to implj thai

it with exa. ti .it could n..t

be altogether an in.-. .rn]u-t .n.' inilx

understanding. It appears, however, that mathe-
maticians use the word under peculiar restrictions.

They employ it in the two extremes of the infinitely

gn-at and the infinitely little. 'It we see a con-

clusion, which we can nearly attain by the use of a

tude, more nearly by the use of a larger,

ibsolutely attained by
any magnitude lum li conclusion

when the m '

' Infinite'). Tie very Bame statement might be made
regarding the infinitely small, which is

in mathematics by the symbol for nothing, although

it is not the same as nothing in the sti

nani.-ly, the n. .t hi

.

.l: caused 1 > siil.tracting a quan-

tity from itself, as two from t\v... It is nothing in

that if added to a finite quantity, as

lit. it produces no augmentation that can be made
Oga of; the quantity for all purposes remains the

same. The m
higher mathe-

matics, and i
j introdu I in order to compare two

nieiisurate. Thus, in esti-

mating the ares oi a curvi d in

the difficulty was got over by a sort of fiction,

namely, l.y "supposing the circle to

by a right-lined figure or polygon, of such a ven
ereat number of Bides that they coincide to all

int.iit- and purposes with the curved circumfer-

ence. The coincidence can n

by imagining the sides to l>

, lently, more and more numerous, the

differe between the polygon and thi

I.e.-.,me l.ss than an\ .-i--i-n.-d.li' .piantity, or, as it

id infinitely little, in fact, as good as
in a of the one

This de\ io

sural. ility of straight and curved, and of number
an.! motion,

of the term in question. N.>r doi i it

ii datioa for the \ ii w th it would regard

the infinite as a positive conception of the mind,

whi.h we may apply to objects with

meaning

This will be more apparent when we attend to th.'

diffi n nee between I
.-.

.
.- nations.

le.se negative brings
dive; thus, not hot, brings before

us a po namely, cold ; not white,

IE to what is intended, turns dp either Mack
or all other colours, which are to us as much a
positive, or real, conception as white. Unjust, or
imt just, is the name fi r a distinct class of really

:

.
ti'.ns, ill contrast to the class named

just actions. All notions, such as these, which havo
posites really existing things, arc real and

genuine notions of the mind ; they are com
u as to the full extent ti.

.

of con-
caving anything whatsoever. In fact, the highest

nuincuess, reality, and conccivability, is

the existence of a negative, which is also real' and
Bodj or matter v a real conception by

I he one resists our move-
ments, and the other permits them. Body and space
together make the extended universe," the world
of externality, or objective existence; which has
a Mi-tmet meaning by contrast to the inextended
mind, or the subject universe. But cnVe?»v, as a
whole, is not a real conception, because we havo
nothing to oppose it to; nonexistence is not a

it.-, like space to body, or mind to exten-
sion ; it is only a formal or verbal opposite, made
up by using the word for negation to a ease that
does not admit of the operation. Non-existence
is total annihilation, which, of course, we cannot
conceive, as we do cold or black, in their opposition
to hot and white. This being so, we have nothing
to album resp, nug c\i t ing the
ah olute totality of things. See Kxthnsiox.
Now, to which .

. i infinite belong!
Is it a real opposite to the finite, like cold t

or a verbal and formal opposite, like non-e\
Finite means what has a boundary or termina-
tion, and applies strictly to body, which is always

I by u- as l, ..mi, l.-d and terminating in

pace. The bounded is, in fact, body (or BOme
of body, as when we fancy an enclosure

which we do not actually construct); the absence
of bounds • Inch is a real conception.
It means Bcope tor movement, freedom from

on, and its opposite is some inert matter,
ni our way, to prevent further movi

The unbounded ia thus another name for space :

and when we arrive at a space with no further

of obstiiietion, we may call that a bound-
less spa.e, but the only meaning we have thereby
is a -pace which no longer contains material
obstruction. \ ml we i an -. \o of no other end
oi -pace. Our whole experi no other

contrast i ind body, and
where the one ends, the mind must conceive the

Other. We may conceive the not-extended, it is

true, by passing to the sul.ject mind, with its feel-

vol ii. ns; but within the sphere of the
. ..tended, we have I|o cllOlCS Dnt hetweell SpaCO
and body. We cannot conceive the end of space

than l.y the beginning of resistance; any-
thing el '. subject lllllld) Would OS

e, or annihilation.

The infinite may thus be the name for an abbre-

viation in but as a real let ion ..| l he

mind, it merely expresses our inability ;

b.yoii.l the region of our experience of matter and

;

I \ I I NITE'SIMAL CALCULUS. See
Caicoxub.

INFINITIVE. See Vehd.

inflammation is the most important of

all the morbid yrw essi-s that fall under the notice



INFLAMMATION.

of tlie physician or surgeon. The most obvious

symptoms or phenomena of inflammation, when it

attacks an external or visible part, are pain, redness,

heat, and swelling, or, in the words of Celsus, ' rubor
et tumor cum calore et dolore,' The general char-

acters of the process will lie best understood by an
assumed case. If a healthy man gets a splinter of

wood or any other foreign body imbedded in any
fleshy part, be begins to experience pain at the part,

and this is soon succeeded by redness of the skin, a
firm and extremely tender swelling at and around
the spot, and a sense of abnormal heat. These
purely local symptoms are succeeded, if the inflam-

mation reach a certain degree of intensity, by a
general derangement of the vascular and nervous
systems, to which various names, such as consti-

tutional disturbance, S3Tnptomatic or inflammatory
fever, pyrexia, &c, have been applied. If the
foreign body is extracted, the probability is that
all these symptoms will gradually abate untd the
part at length regains its natural appearance and
sensations. In this case, the inflammation is said to

terminate by resolution, and this is the most favour-

able mode of termination. If, however, the cause
of irritation is not removed, or if the intensity of

the morbid process exceed a certain point, the
following phenomena occur : the swelling assumes
a more projecting or pointed form, the part becomes
softer, and the skin at its centre, which is usually

the most projecting part, becomes whiter. There is

a sensation of throbbing pain, and if the skin be not
divided b}' the knife, it finally breaks, and a yellow,

cream-like fluid, known as Pus (q. v.), escapes, after

which the symptoms rapidly abate. This termina-
tion is known as suppuration.

If the original injury was very severe, and the
inflammation intense, there may be actual death
of the part affected. In that case, the red colour of

the skin becomes purple or greenish b'ack, the pain

ceases, and the part becomes dead and putrid. This
is mortification. Under favourable circumstances,

this dead part, which is called a slough, spon-

taneously separates from the adjacent living parts

by a vital process known as Ulceration (q. v.), and
the cavity which is thus formed graduaDy tills up
and heals.

The pain may vary from mere discomfort to

intense agony. There is usually most pain in

those parts in which the tension produced by the

swelling is the greatest, as in bone, serous and
fibrous membranes, &c. The pain occurring in

inflammation is always aggravated by pressure, and
by this means the physician can often distinguish

between inflammatory and non-inflammatory dis-

orders. The heat is seldom so much increased as

the sensations of the patient would lead him to

believe ; it does not rise above the maximum heat

of the blood in the interior of the body. This

increase of heat depends upon the increased flow

of arterial (or highly oxidised) blood to the part.

The redness depends upon there being more blood

than usual in those vessels in the affected part

which usually carry red blood ; upon the blood

containing an increased number of red corpuscles

;

and upon red blood entering into vessels which,

in the normal state, convey colourless fluids only,

or which naturally admit so few red corpuscles that

they cannot usually be observed. The swelling

depends in part upon the distension of the blood-

vessels, but mainly upon the effusion of various

fluids, such as blood, serum, coagulable lymph (or

fibrine), and pus into the tissue of the affected part.

These fluids are termed the products of inflamma-

tion. This coagulable lymph frequently becomes
organised, and many changes, some of a reparative

nature (to which a reference will be presently made),

and others of a morbid nature, depend upon its

effusion.

Numerous observers have attempted to trace the
exact phenomena of inflammation, by microscopic
examination of the transparent parts of animals in

which the process has been artificially excited.

From observation made on the web of the frog's

foot and other transparent parts of animals by
Wharton Jones, Paget, and others, the following
general conclusions may be drawn.

1. The primary effect of a slight stimulus applied
to the blood-vessels is a slight and gradual contrac-
tion, with a retardation of the current through
them.

2. During this contraction, the blood is impeded,
or altogether stops. But the vessels soon dilate to
a size larger than they originally possessed, and the
blood now moves through them more rapidly than
in the normal state. The slight stimulus that pre-

viously caused the vessels to contract, has now, if

re-applied, little or no effect ; but on applying a
more powerfid irritant, such as a minute drop of

tincture of capsicum, the phenomena of active con-
gestion or determination of blood become almost
instantaneously developed. The vessels become
lengthened, dilated, and tortuous, and are distended
with blood which contains a great excess of red
corpuscles, and is circulated with far more than the
normal velocity.

3. But if the injury be still more severe—if, for

example, a red-hot needle be inserted—then, in

addition to the active congestion described in the
preceding paragraph, there is a retardation, and
finally a complete stagnation of the blood in the
capillaries of the injured spot, while around it the
blood moves rapidly through turgid but less full

vessels.

The blood obtained by bleeding a patient suffering

from inflammation of any important organ, usually
presents a peculiar appearance after coagulation.

In health}' blood, the clot consists of a uniform
admixture of blood corpuscles and coagulated fibrine,

and is of a deep red colour ; but in inflammation,
the upper part of the clot consists of a layer of a
yellowish or whitish colour, to which the term buffy
coot is applied. This buffy coat is often concave, or
hollowed out into a cup-like form, in which case

the blood is said to be both buffed and cupped. The
cause of this buffy coat is still to some extent an
open question ; but the phenomenon is clearly due
to a subsidence of the blood corpuscles, by which a
layer of fibrine, forming the buffy coat, is left at the
surface. Another and a more important change in

the blood in 'inflammation is the augmentation of

the fibrine, wdiich often rises to two, three, or more
times its normal quantity.

Reference has already been made to coagulable
lymph or fibrine as one of the products of inflam-

mation. This effusion of coagulable lymph is so

important a process both for good and for evil,

that a few lines must be devoted to its special

consideration.

When coagidable lymph is effused between mem-
branes that are normally in contact (or nearly so)

with one another, it often causes them to cohere.

In this way we often have adhesions of the adjacent
surfaces of serous membranes, such as the pleura?,

the pericardium, and the peritoneum, which mate-
rially interfere with the natural free motion of the

parts, and occasion various persistent morbid symp^
toms. In inflammation of the iris, the pupil may
be rendered irregular or immovable, or may even be
closed up by the effusion of coagulable lymph. In

endocarditis, or inflammation of the lining mem-
brane of the heart, coagulable lymph may be depo-

sited in wart-like masses on the valves, and may thus
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ic of the worst forms of CM
<in the other hand, in many cases, the effusion of

ooagulable lymph has a reparative and
influence. It is by the organisation of this fluid

thai the lips of recent wounds are glued together,

and that parts recently severed from the body may
be sometm still live. The success

•ii.ni operation, by which a new nose is

Bon of that which had been
lost—of the operation of injecting a stimulating

fluid into cystic tumours, etc., with the view or

setting up adhesive inflammation and of various
.1 ntially ih'iionds upon

tin' pr"|tert\ of urbanisation j
..

It is thus, too, that uleers are gradually till" I up

oi the most important
d under their SJJi

and. as a general rule, the t.

ployed to indicate an inflammation. Thus, pleuritis

ilammation of the pleura

inflammation oi the p> lit urn; iritis, inflammation
fcc. Inflammation oi the lungs, how -

idly known as pneumonia instead of

pneumonitis.

It is unnecessary to enter into the consideration
of the treatment of inflammation further than to

remark (1) that if possible we must remove its

exciting cause, which can seldom be done except
when the inflammation is external; and (2) that

the patient should be placed on a strictly anti-

phlogistic regimen (which imp'

i and stimulating drinks, due
attention to veetil.it temperature, Ji.l. < e tie

lies, the most importanl
persons of weak or broken-down constitutions) is

• although at present it is somewhat
out of fashion. Tie i,

preparations ol mercury, tartar emetic,
and opium; while, as external applications, hot

fo ntations (occasionally cold lotions),

irritation by means of Misters, sinapism-
are often oi

INFLE'OTION is a general name used by
grammarians for all those changes that words
undergo when planed in relation to one anothei

in a sentence. See D» u nsion, >

GmrmvE. Most of these changes occur in the
end syllable or ayflal irdj and with
regard to these at lea ry reason to

believe that they were originally Separate words

ds * I i

that through the natural processes of phonetic

the compounds thus formed
gradually assumed the forms now- known m
grammar as eases, numbers, persons,

in be readilj
•

Grammar, much has been done in recent times in

tracing the more di-guised inflections to their

edie.l. ( 'ollfiuillg our remarks
to the Ilulo Kuropeaii languages, we may safely

ossert, that the syll ibl DO ag the eases
i rmmations of verhs are of pro-

nominal origin. Thus, mi, >i. ti, as tl ndings of

the three [> i -
r singular ol the verb,

are evidently connected with the personal pronouns
l), trt ; and the plurals ID

contain the same with an indication of the plural

number. The nomm masmlini i

and feminine*, ending in a (souu-s, .

wirn-i), contains the personal pronoun of the thud
the plural, pisefe,

mifmmit, is probably only a corruption
pronoun put twice [piset-SO-sa i.e., fish that and

doubling of the pronominal element
. uiliolieally a plurality of the same

thing. In the obliqm I with other
pronominal elements, which indicate t:

•

three fundamental directions of tnotioi

whither, where, and whence. I

exponent of the direction of an action towards some
object, and its termination <», in the plural ru (ic,
m with the plural termination »), is c

yon. I (romp. Lat. is, i-d, i-M)
is the pronominal syllable employed for signifying
that an action has arrived at a c ri tin goa£ and IS

continuing there, giving the dative BJ

ease.-; while the starting from a certain point is

indicated by the pronoun of the third p I

ni ea (thai I, corrupted to i and t, the
termination of the ahlative

The dative and genitive ,,f the phn d

same relation

clear as to their origin. If, notwith I

identity of terminations, the aggregai
must, by
several distinct declensions, this, in most cases, it

manifest analogy, he classified into

the formation
of stems or l.ascs previous to their coming in contact
with the affixes. It is natural that the BO-called

should undergo a difl'erei!

contraction according to the nature of their final

vowel. The dative hi/,.;, from the erudc form lupS,
is as much a contraction of hipo-i, as is tl

ajtni-i Consonantic bases, or of the vocalic,

ineh end in u {)), a vowel of a decided
consonantic quality, are most apt to preserve the
inflections in their unaltered form, hem.
to change on the conflict of congruous or incom-

i
-. Accordingly, we find that the third

Greek, and the third and fourth Latin declensions,
present a much more normal no
inflections than the others. This does I

the possibility of a peculiar inflection 1" i

in one or other declension: for riothii

certain than that language, at a certain

development, created and applied a go at

means to the same purpose, and that these became
huiiiid . -iily wlen the rising intellect of the human
tril.es, ami their distrilmtion into larger or smaller

political bodies, taught and compelled them to
heir ways of expression.

In the formation of certain tenses of the verb, wo
nt from the combination of a

nominal or verbal base with a pronominal syllable.

The Latin subjunctive of the first coup

and future, the Latin
md the peril et ending in avi, ui, hit,

le verbal root with an already inflected

for E the vi

strange this may appear at first sight, i

I would be (for \r-mt,

Ser. .1 li'l in. I.

in being, I am in

being ; that r .. -- .:, thou wilt do. is literally trans-

doing.' The Latin i-lml for

i/mit, or i-ri' for if'i'tt, is still more clearly, 'he
was in the act of going.' That auxiliary \

the function of

b future, where forms like

lions of the

infinitive with the verb avoir (finir-ai, 1 have to

finish).

iib,d affect the end
icter of a composition

it ive word or root w ith n bj liable of

local import, or an inflected form of I

language also employs other means of a symbolical
r in the middle or
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r. We find

longer forms
s commonly
crted nasals

verbs, with the object of repi

aspects in which an action c;

that the present tenses genera

than those of the past. The
used are long Towels or tliphth

and semi-vowels, or, lastly, reduplication. It seems
that the weight given to the verbal root by these

appliances is intended to exhibit the continuance of

an action in the present tenses, in contrast with the

fleeting or momentary operation of the past. In a
similar manner, the long vowels peculiar to the
Bubju active in Greek (7iTT!™-ri/V7iin>, ritm/uf
ruTTHfta) convey the idea of doubt or uncertainty,

by means of the longer interval required for the
pronunciation of the intermediate long vowel, thus

expressing the hesitation of the speaker with regard

to the reality of his judgment. The reduplication

in the perfect, being originally a repetition of the

root (tu-tudi), is not so much the sign of a past
time, as the symbol for an action having passed

from the stage of incipience into that of completion.

The wear and tear of time exercises its influence

as well on the radical part of words as on their

inflections. Grammatical terminations of a totally

different formation by corruption become obscured,

and identical in shape with others of hetero-

geneous purport. The Latin fiomae takes on itself

the functions of liomd-i-s (gen.), of Iiomd-i (dat.),

Eomd-i (locat.), and Romd-i-es (nom. pi.); or populo
those of 'popul6-l (dat.), popitlo-d (abl.), and at

a very early age that of populo-m. The absence

of written standard works of such a national

importance as to penetrate into the masses of a

people, and to check their inclination towards mis-

applying or neglecting inflections which in progress

of time have lost their inherent meaning, and there-

fore appear cumbersome, accelerate the change of

the inflective system into the analytical. The
demand for a precise, and, so to speak, material

expression of those manifold relations appropriated

to inflections in ancient languages, is felt more keenly
with the waning distinctness of the latter; and
sudden political revolutions, such as the invasion

of Italy by Teutonic tribes, or the conquest of

England by the Normans, interrupting the influence

of the privileged classes of a nation, bring the

struggle to an issue, and give the ascendency to the

popular movement. Articles, prepositions, pronouns,

auxiliary verbs, take in modern languages the place

of inflections; and notwithstanding that these are

not entirely destroyed, they have a precarious

existence, and are in danger of being Anally

supplanted by the tendency to represent every dis-

tinct relation of words to each other by a distinct

expression. The application of the s as a mark of

the possessive case becomes more and more limited

in modern English, and the mistaken effort to

supersede this relic of Saxon inflection by the

substitution of the pronoun his, has only been
defeated because it proceeded from learned pedants,

and not from the people. The termination nl as

a sign of the plural in French verbs (aiment,

aimaient), maybe called almost a dead letter, only
traditionally preserved in spelling. The loss of

inflections has deprived modern languages of the
wonderful simplicity and power of the ancient

tongues, and the periphrastic mode of expression

they have adopted prevents them from arranging

all the parts of a sentence with the same degree of

liberty. On the other hand, they have gained in

perspicuity. After all. they have only reversed the

process of the combination of pronominal and
auxiliary words with others ; but by placing them
in front, the attention of the hearer or reader is

called at once to the particular modilication of every

possible shade of a given thought.

INFLECTION, in Optics, see Diffraction.

INFLORE'SCENCE (Lat. in, and Jtore«co, to

begin to flower), in Botany, a term employed to

designate the flowers of a plant considered collec-

tively and with reference to the manner in which
they are arranged and the succession in which they
are developed. The flower-bud being a modified
leaf-bud, and the parts of the flower modified leaves,

it might be expected that the inflorescence should
exhibit a close ennvspundence with the ramification

of the plant, but the modification in the parts

immediately concerned in the production of flowers

is so great, that this is far from being the case. A
most important classification of kinds of inflorescence

is into Centrifugal and Centripetal (q. v.). When
the flowering axis produces only a single terminal
flower, the inflorescence must be regarded as of

the centrifugal kind. The terms used to desig-

nate more specifically the different kinds of inflor-

escence are numerous. The principal of them are

explained under separate heads, as Catkin, Cone,
Corymb, Cyme, Panicle, Raceme, Spike, Umbel.
&e. But it is to be regretted that such terms are

still used somewhat vaguely or carelessly, even
by very eminent botanists, or in such varions senses,

that the inflorescence of the same plant is often

described by one term in one botanical work, and by
another term in another. And hence arise confusion

and difficulty, not entirely to be ascribed to the
endless variety which is exhibited in nature.

INFLUE'NZA, one of the class of diseases to

which the term Zi/mutic (q. v.) is now applied, has

been long recognised by medical writers, although its

name, borrowed from the Italian, is comparatively

modern in this country. Cullen called it catarrhus e

contaffio, but although, in most cases, it closely

resembles ordinary catarrh, it presents certain points

of difference from that disease. In addition to the

ordinary symptoms of catarrh, there is a sudden,

early, and very striking debility and depression of

spirits. This early debility is one of the most
marked and characteristic signs of influenza. The
mucous membranes (especially the pulmonary mem-
brane) are much affected. The tongue is white and
creamy, the sense of taste is lost, there is no appetite,

the pulse is soft and weak, the skin, although at

first hot and dry, soon becomes moist, and the

patient complains of pains and soreness in various

parts of the body.

In simple, uncomplicated cases, convalescence

supervenes in the course of a week or sooner, but
influenza is very frequently conjoined with bron-

chitis or pneumonia, in which case it is much more
persistent and dangerous.

Influenza affords an excellent example of an
epidemic disease, a whole community being often

attacked in the course of a few hours. From this

it may be inferred that the occurrence of this dis-

ease is connected with some particular condition of

the atmosphere, but what that condition is, is not
known. Not unfrequently, influenza follows close

upon a sudden thaw ; sometimes it is preceded by
thick, ill-smelling fogs. One hypothesis refers the
complaint to some change in the electrical state of

the air ; and one of the latest and most probable

conjectures regarding its exciting cause is that of

Schijnbein, who refers it to the presence of an excess

of Ozone (q. v.) in the atmosphere. Like cholera,

influenza generally follows a westerly direction,

or one from the south-east towards the north-west,

and its course seems to be altogether independent

of currents of air, as it frequently travels against the
prevailing wind.

The most important point in the treatment of

influenza is not to bleed the patient, or in any way
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to depress his vital powers. Ee should be kept substance in an earthenware vessel fitted with a

in bed; bis bowels should ted; his cover. Cold wit. , is preferable when the active

skin slightly acted upon, it dry; and, if the cough be prim iple is very volatile, or when it is expedient tit

me, a mustard-poultice should be applied avoid the solution of smur ingredient in t
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whi, itate with l i . ivy

sions of their bodies. Some have stiff bristle-like

organs, which they use as feet for crawling on
the surfaces uf other bodies ; ami some have hi inks,

by which they attach themselves to foreign bodies.

All I. have a distinct, mouth, and many have
also an anal opening, sometimes near the mouth,
sometimes at the opposite extremity of the body.
Between these, Ehvenbevg imagined that he could
trace an intestine, straight in some, variously bent
in others, with which along its course many small
stomachs are connected ; whilst in the I., having
only one aperture, he supposed all the stomachs to

open immediately from it. But other observers

have failed to find the canal and stomachs, although
Ehronbcrg's experiments, by means of fluids coloured

with indigo and carmine, have been often repeated.

And it seems probable that the food taken into the
mouth is simply conveyed into the midst of the

soft gelatinous substance of the body, being formed
into pellets as it passes from the mouth through a

kind of gullet in the firmer integument. The food

of I. consists of organic particles of various kinds,

and different species have been remarked to shew a

preference, like those of higher animals, for parti-

cular kinds of food. Many of them feed on micro-

scopic plants and on other infusoria. Their great

use in the economy of nature is probably to con-

sume organic particles, the decomposition of which
would otherwise be baneful to all life, and the
return of which by decomposition to their primitive

elements woidd diminish the fertility and wealth of

the world. The numbers of the I. are prodigious.

They are found in all parts of the world, and both

in fresh and salt water, in stagnant ponds and
ditches, in mineral and hot springs, and. in moist
situations. Any infusion or other liquid containing

vegetable or animal matter, if left exposed to the

atmosphere, is sure to be full of them. Their multi-

tudes are so great that leagues of the ocean are

sometimes tinged by them. Some, which, instead

of swimming freely, like most of their class, become
surrounded with a gelatinous substance, are found
adhering together in masses sometimes four or five

inches in diameter, although the individual animals

are so small that a cubic inch of the mass may
contain 8,000,000 of them. The I. contained in a

single cup of putrid water may exceed in number
the whole human population of the globe !

The organisation of the I. is still very imper-

fectly known. There appears in many of them a

cavity not far from the mouth, the contractile apace

—variously regarded as a cavity without proper

walls, or as a vesicle—from which branches some-

times radiate through the substance of the body,

and which, being capable of contraction and expan-

sion, is regarded by some as the centre of a kind
of vascular system. It is with considerable prob-

ability regarded as furnished with proper walls.

There is also, probably in all the I., another organ,

evidently of great importance, although its use is

still uncertain, called the nucleus, which is usually

roundish or a little elongated, sometimes much
elongated and band-like. It is enveloped in a

membrane, and is more compact than the sur-

rounding substance. In the multiplication of these

animals by spontaneous division, a fission of the

nucleus always takes place. Each of the halves

becomes furnished with a complete mouth, set

of cilia, and other organs. The division, in the

same species, is sometimes longitudinal, sometimes
transverse, perhaps alternately longitudinal and

578
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The multiplication of the I. in this way
rapid. A Paramecium, well supplied

lias been observed to undergo division

every 24 hours, from which would result 16,384
individuals in a fortnight, or 268,435,450 in four
weeks. Reproduction also takes place by gemma-
tion ; buds or gemmules forming on the outer
surface of the body, and gradually assuming the
shape of the parent animal, although they do not
attain to their full size till after separation. More
extraordinary is another mode of reproduction by
encysting or encapsulation. The animal contracts,

closes its month, becomes surrounded by a viscid

secretion, and finally by a membrane, becomes
attenuated, and dissolves, all but the nucleus, into

a mere liquid containing granules, which afterwards
form within the cyst a new infusorium, different in

form and appearance from that by which the cyst
was produced. The metamorphoses of the I. have
been traced to a certain extent in some kinds, but
not fully in any. Whether any truly sexual
propagation takes place, has not been perfectly
ascertained, although the observations of Balbiani
have made it extremely probable as to some of

them. A reproduction, different from all that has
yet been mentioned, has been observed to take
place in some, by the formation of internal germs,
to which this character has been ascribed, but
the subject is still involved in doubt ; nor is it

improbable that there may be amongst these
minute creatures a production of real eggs, which
has hitherto eluded observation.

In the integument of some I., very minute fusi-

form bodies are thickly imbedded, called trichoajsts,

which are capable of throwing out long filaments.

Their use is unknown, although they are supposed
to be urticating organs. The filaments are thrown
out when the animal is subjected to annoyance by

up of the liquid in which it lives, or
ication of some irritating liquid.

INFUSORIA, Fossil. See Diatomacke.

INGEMANN, Bernhakd Sevekin, one of the
most distinguished poets and novelists of Denmark,
was born May 28, 1789, in the island of Falster.

His literary career may be divided into three
distinct periods. The first of these, extending from
1S11 to 1814, embraces his best lyrical productions,

viz., the collection of poems entitled Prvrne (1812),

and the allegorical epic of De Sorle Biddere (1814) ;

while the second, or 'liainatie, ending in 1S22, was
marked by the appeavanoe of numevous tragedies,

which have maintained their place on the national

stage, and among which the bo.st ave his Masaniello,

Blanca, SSsten i Oerken (1815) j Byrden of Tolosa,

Reinald, Underbarnet, Loveridderen (1816); and
Tasso's Befriede (1819). Since this period, I.'s

writings have been characterised either by a leaning
to historical disquisition, or a strongly religious

bias. His admirable epic poem of Valdemar den
Store or/ Jiang Main/ (1S24) was the prelude to the
various historical novels, in which, taking Walter
Scott for his model, he endeavoured to portray the
social life and habits of his own country in the
middle ages. Valdemar Seier, the first of the series

(1826), and Erik Menved's Barndom (1828), which
ave generally regarded as the best of these produc-
tions, may compete favourably with some of the
most successful efforts of his great model ; while
even the less popular of his historical novels, Kong
Erik og de Fredlose (1833), and Prinds Otto o'g

Hans Samtid (1S35), may justly entitle him to

rank among the first novelists of the day. The
poems of Dronning Margrete (1S36) and Jlohjcr

Danske (1837), which arc based, like his novels, on

incidents of Danish national history and tradition,

the drying
by the applh
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rank among L'a most successful efforts. The
relujona element in this writer's mind has bond

merit—as, for instance, in his collection of anthems
and psalms, /, ; -J n his render-

ing of some of the syinholical or trailitio

of the church

I
I. held the

i iture at the

I, tear (

published in 38 vols.,

I
i igen, and the greater number of his

prose works and many of his ] ma have been

LNGERSOI.L. <

man. was born in Philadelphia, October .'!. 1782.

His father, Jared Inevrsnll, was an active partisan

nlution, and a membel ol the

convention which adopted the Federal constitution.

1 a libera] education, which
was completed by European travel. In 1801, he

produced the tragedy of Edi

Mr Ji ifcrson, and a satirical

review of '
. entitled Illrlih/ nilt's

Lttttrt (1810). He published two series of //.-

ii o/ 1812 (1846-1852).

He was elected to Congress in 1812, and in 181 t

n a powerful speech, the pi inciple I hat

good He was U.S. Dis-

trust Attorney for Pennsylvania from 1816 until

1829, and from 1840 to 1846 Again represented his

dii-iriei in t'l.iijrress. In 1M7 President 1'i.lk ap-

Minister to France, but (he Sen ite did

not confirm the nomination. From ih

his death. May 1 1. 1862, he took no part in politics.

I STOOLSTADT.orlNOOLDESTA] I

and by the Latin writers of the I6tb c.

called A",.

situated in a fertile district, on the left bank ol the

Danube, whi I

46 miles 11"

nine churches, a hospital, an

ring-card
\. tics and i

tried on. Pop.

19,397.

I. is an ancient, melancholy-looking town, too

large for the numlier of its inhahitants. A university

was foundi d here in 1 172, which reckoned Reuchlin,

Aventin. and other eminent Bcholan

it was removed, :

in [800, and to Mn i

this univer.-itv, m the L6th c . Drb. I

rrt, known liy the n

man town at which the Jesuits

chairs. Loyola gave

1773, Ndam Weiss-

irder of the Dlnminati

(q. v.). In ls-JT. the fortifications oi I., which had

u]k.i: a large scale, the two forts on t

of the rivet

elegance and strength.

1M.K \l LED. Si I .in.vii.ED.

; ter, was born at Montauban, 16th Sep-

tember 17M. studied under David (q. v.), and subse-

quently went to Lome. Here be resided for fifteen

rhich he spent four yean in Florence,

by which time liis fame was so well established,

that he was cull,,! to the School of Fine Arts in

l'aiis as the successor of Denon. In 1829, he suo-
:

i

at Rome; and m 1846, hi was made Commander of

i of ] tonour. II is merits as a painter

have been verj keenly canvassed, and unanimity
of opinion is yet far from having been attained,

i sort of middli

to the former. His admirers praise him for cor-

rect ,!e-i_n, ideal conipoMiinn, nn.l soher painting.

he in

playi

brewi

Anions his niiincroiis piece- iinr. he in

'Raphael el la Fornarina,' • l; alas, Vainqueur
..' Virgile lisant son / a \

i juste et

a i Ictavie,' ' La Mori de I onai I de Vii ,' ' Le
Vocn de Lonia XIII.,' ' L'Apothe' d'H imere,'

Stratonice,' 'Jesus an Milieu de- l)..cteui

as son Cabinet,' and ' I.'Apothcose de Napo-
leon I.,' with a motto flattering enough to •

111., /« «./<..'. r. .///'o'/k. See a continuation in

i l.l.MI.M', \'.il. X. lie died ill .lallllal'V,

1867.

INGRIA. See Si I'lli .1! XT m'.

mGRO'SSING, orENGROSSING, a deed means,
in Law, the writing it out in full and regular form

On parchment or paper for signature, 'lie

.In. in]' or clerk.

Iii Scotland, thi res]

a deed,' and the name of the person who does so

must be named in the testing elm.,,., which is not
necessary in England.

INGULPH, Alihot of i 'r. .viand, l.niu' considered
... ..i

: n.. Ui '.i ia \fona : r'n i roylancL nsi»

of the M,,n:i-t. it ..: i i..\ land or Crow-
land, in Lincolnshire), is supposed to ha
born in London about 1030 \ o. According to tho
account ol hi life in bis i listm v. I

and philosophy at Oxford; hecaine a favourite of

.-. idiaiii of Normandy at his own .

1051 ; am i
to the

II. .1 1 Land, i ntered a Noi a

nil 1(176, when he was in

l.v the I 'iin.pier. ir, and made Aliliot of I

17, 1109. The h
- i vile at

I .. '
'.. .Mid in a more e

'
I lord ii 168 I It has I.e.. ii translated into

KileV.

Some w i it' CS even ..I t:i.. 1 i-t century ipe

eeuuineliess ,,f the I k ; I. lit ti-

nt interp.,1 hi. i i- I... .i lat-r writer; hut in IS'JIi,

in the
'O'.iw. i to prove t hat the

..'ii'.i
1

1
1

t..i
.

.... little better than a
novel, and was pel. ,

1 1
1. .11 ,,1 .1 k

in the l.'ith or 14th century. Hi- i-ouelusions have
'... bole, almost mm eraallj adopted.

INHERITANCE See Hedw, Intestacy, Will,

INHIBI'TION, in Scotch Law, is awn-it which is

issued in order t.. prohibit a person from al i

paid.

IN 1 1 -ii il. ..f

mbling a dolphin,
w it li a l..n_' and slen.l.r snout It is the onl\ known

which ii r. It is found in

' "lis. and in the
lakes near the Cordilleras. It 1- from seven to

twelvi o mg. The I. feeds chiefly
67a
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on fish. It is pursued for the sake of the oil which
it yields. It is generally found in little troops of

Inia (Bolivicnsis).

three or four. The females shew great affection for

their young.

INITIALS. Though in general it is usual and
regular in all legal deeds and writings for a party to

write his full Christian name and surname, yet in

many cases, especially in documents of a mercantile

nature, signature by initials will bind equally with
the full signature.

INJE'CTIONS. This term is applied in medi-
cine to fluids thrown into the passages or cavities of

the body by means of a syringe or elastic bag. The
fluids thus injected into the rectum or lower bowel
are termed Clysters (q. v.). The injection of a dilute

solution of salt into the veins has been found to be

of great service in even advanced cases of Asiatic

cholera. The injection of blood into the veins is

described in the article Transfusion of Blood.
INJUNCTION, a writ by which equity interferes

to prevent the commission of fraud and mischief,

either (1) by staying proceedings in other courts

where they are perverted into instruments of injus-

tice, (2) by restraining the infringement of a privilege

granted by statute, as in copy-and patent-rights, &c,
(3) by staying waste, preventing nuisances and tres-

passes, &C, (4) by restraining the assignment of

negotiable securities where they have been obtained

by fraud, and to prevent them from being passed into

the hands of an innocent purchaser against whom the

fraud could not be set up. See Interdict.

INK. Inks may be classed as Writing Inks and
Printing Inks.

1. Writing Ink.—The composition of the ink used

by the ancients is not well understood ; it is, how-
ever, certain that their ink exceeded ours in black-

ness and durability. Mr Underwood (wdio read a
paper upon the subject of ink before the Society of

Arts in 1857) thinks that some old ink was merely
a carbon pigment, like the Indian ink of the present

day, while other kinds were veritable dyes of iron

and acids (true chemical compoimds), with the
addition of a good deal of carbon.

The essential constituents of ordinary black ink

are galls, sulphate of iron (popularly known as

green vitriol or green copperas), and gum ; and the

most important point is the regulation of the pro-

portion of the sulphate of iron to the galls. If the

former is in excess, the ink, although black at first,

soon becomes brown and yellow. The gum is added
to retain the colouring matter in suspension, and to

prevent the mixture from being too fluid. The
following prescription by Professor Brande yields a

very good ink: 'Boil six ounces of finely bruised

Aleppo galls in six pints of water, then add four

ounces of clean and well crystallised sulphate of

iron, and four ounces of gum-arabic. Keep the

whole in a wooden or glass vessel, occasionaDy
shaken. In two months, strain, and pour off the

ink into glass bottles.' The addition of a little

creasote is useful as a check to the formation ot

mould. Stephens's ink—a blue liquid, which in

a few hours after its deposition on paper becomes
of an intense black— is one of the most popular of

our writing fluids. It consists essentially of gallo-

tannate of iron, dissolved in sulphate of indigo,
while in ordinary ink the colouring matter is merely
suspended by means of the gum. liunge, a German
chemist, has discovered a simple and cheap black
writing fluid, prepared from eliminate of potash and
a solution of logwood, which possesses tiie properties
of forming no deposit, of adhering strongly to the
paper, of being unaffected by exposure to water or

acids, and of neither acting on, nor being acted on
by steel pens, but soon become glutinous, and useless.

Various receipts for imbli'.le inks have at different

times been published. Dr Normandy asserts that
the ink obtained by the following combination
cannot be obliterated or defaced by any known
chemical agent: Twenty-four pounds of Frankfurt
black (which is supposed to be a charcoal obtained
from grape and vine lees, peach kernels, and bone-
shavings) must be ground with mucilage, formed by
adding twenty pounds of gum-arabic to sixty gallons

of water, and the mixture strained through a coarse

flannel ; four pounds of oxalic acid are then added,
together with as much decoction of cochineal or

sulphate of indigo as will give the required shade.

Bed Inks are of two kinds, one variety consisting

essentially of the tinctorial matter of Brazil-wood,
and the other being prepared from cochineal or

carmine. Stephens's red ink, which is one of the
best of these preparations, is obtained as follows

:

' Add to a quantity of common carbonate of potash,

soda, or ammonia, twice its weight of crude argol

in powder. When the effervescence has ceased,

decant or filter the solution from the insoluble

matter. To this fluid add by measure half its

quantity of oxalate of alumina, prepared by dissolv-

ing damp, newly precipitated alumina in as small
a quantity as possible of a concentrated solution of

oxalic acid. The mixture thus prepared is next
coloured, when cold, with bruised or powdered
cochineal, and after standing for forty-eight hours,

is strained, when it is fit for use.' (Muspratt's
Chemistry, vol. ii. p. 378.)

Blue Inks are now chiefly made either directly or

indirectly from Prussian blue. Stephens's unchange-
able blue ink is formed by dissolving this salt (which
should be first well washed in a dilute mineral acid)

in an aqueous solution of oxalic acid. Ink of which
Prussian blue is the basis, is unaffected by any of

the numerous physical causes which operate injuri-

ously on black ink, unless it be exposed to a strong
light, when the iron (which exists as a sesquioxide in

Prussian blue) becomes deoxidised, and causes the
colour of this ink to fade ; but on removing the
writing from the influence of light, the colour is

restored.

Purple, green, and yellow inks have been formed
by various chemists, but they are not of sufficient

importance to claim a notice in this article.

Sympathetic Inks leave no trace of colour upon
the paper, but when exposed to heat or chemical
action of some kind, become more or less distinctly

apparent. The following are a few of the principal

kinds of this class of compounds. On writing with
a solution of sugar (acetate) of lead or of ternitrate

of bismuth, and washing the paper with a solution

of hydrosulphuric acid (sulphuretted hydrogen), the
letters come out black. On writing with a solution

of nitrate of cobalt, and washing the paper with a
solution of oxalic acid, the letters come out blue

On writing with a solution of subacetate of lead

and washing the paper with a solution of iodide of

potassium, the letters come out yellow ; or on writing
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with a dilute solution of chloride of copper, and
gently bi u b »• re

which ling. On writing with a

solution ••! arseniteof p. :

witli .1 solution of nitrate

2. I'rinlinij I compound, alto-

p. ther differem i
im ml.

whii li have !>• en aliva.h

irding to Mr Underwood (ha thi

already mi. rr.si toi, 1 1 1

.

good printm' ink: 1. It must
.
ilistrilniti- fn.lv; 'J. It

In paper t ban
for the type; 3. It must dry almost immediately

but not dry at all on the type or

rollers ; this is a great d daily for

newspapers; 4. It Bhould be literally pmot against

the effects o) time and chemical rra^-i

should never change colour. It. is prepared by

boiling i
i.il m an iron put, kindling

ami allowing it
I ort time; by tins

ii the oil acquires the necessary drying
quality. After being again boiled, i mi

in it, in order to communioate body to the fluid,

which ii-

The colouring matter which is lampblack for

black ink ; carmine, lake, vermilion. fcu., for n d ink ;

indigo or Prussi For bin. ink ; lemon and
i brome (chromate aud bii

1
1

i iy mi, ,*.,.
i i ben added to

the hot mixture, and tile whole is drawn
tinalK ground into a smooth uniform paste.

In Lithography, a imtimi and a prinl'm^

employed, both of which differ alt.

n ink is

composed, according to Muspratt, of the following

m. white wax, and tallow

i ii i ions, to which is added a si a

f gum sainlaraeli, and it is coloured with
ink, which is em-

. itli a view to their trai'i. to the

composed of tallow, wax, soap, shell-lac,

gum-mastic, black pitch, and Lampbl

I [JKERM \- '

u village in the
i unity of

the harbour of Sevastopol. It is til innr.il.le In' ill.

War, 1"
I

li'UMI'l strong,

and detacl

14,000 1

1

of the 5th November 185 1. the

. who hud marched westward from Sevas-

topol, alo ire of 1 be harbour, and
I l.y the darkness

and a thick, drizzling rain, appeared crowding up
i to th nth, on which the

Dies were posted. Here a bandfu
1

i

.'

made
ib ibly ten

mini. Tons. Reinfni'' in.-nf -. l.oi I i

and French, cor

W< re hn.iM;, ilnv n from the field.

INI, \M> BIL1 ' bill of

. ilmw ii by and upon persons livin

differ ii.

inland 1

n England on persona in Scotland or Ireland,
1 Hid bills.

IM.i viM.i- in' art of deco
l.y tie ii.

ihus.w.Hjd of "' oorated by inlaying

0U1 -
: to this kind ni

French term imir'/if/--rir

• Metal ol one kind is inlaid with
"Mi " " '

!
i feel

' I is inlaid with gold or brass,
i

' a .-

produced in India is called Kmi gori in tins, the
inlaid mi id. usually gold, occupies mi
.in... '

1 1. .ii the in. 'i .1 i-riniii 'ii" i"'.

beautiful variety ol Indian inlaying is called int.n-

a rue or B del | a ork, n bi h a a i I in making
- I- inlaid, mosl fn luentli . book a

howl. ... iii, alh.v -i-t, , .,., ,• ,.,,, ,,,

pewter four parts, This .- bard, bul is I

the pattern is then engraved, and little pieces

ol thin m!\ er cut to the di lired foi m are dexter-
on-Iv hammered into the spa.es thus eut out to

[vol ,. peal I. -hell, hone, ,. '

bl '

mhslan.es lor mlivuig wo.„l • and
stone or marble is inlaid with an aense variety

the Flon nt s bare long held the palm ; their
-

' work is black marble, with inlaid figures

of brilliant-coloured ork is called
pietra dura, or Florentine work. Very beautiful

work .'i this kind, excelling the Florentine, is

now made in the imperial works at Si Peters-

burg, where the ai i has ol bite bei a

cultivated by the Ru q mi I

was always a favourite one in I lelhi
i

where some ol I bi mo I i cqui ite worl is ;i' pro
• In ed. I •Hilly, in the In.lian w..rk. n bite ii. u ble
I. inns t he Mloiuidwork, and th.

Ol ' " in Ii hi. j.'i per. ii i
.

' ...
. I i

]
ns-lazuli, and

other e..stl\- hard stole s. Aii -t-'iie-iulavin " his
the

M . I. .nil. ..I the sultana of Shah
Ji ban, ..• \ r . I

:

. desif as are \ ei v artistic, the
ecution almo I marvel i . and t be ban iy of

iced by i be different stone

most beautiful. Many other materials than those
in. in I ne used i..

i inlaying; and there is a style
of inlaid-work in which .small squares of e.. loured

oi potten are made to form pictorial
• ions ; tins is called Mosaic-

work (q. v.).

INLET, an arm o Iy on one
the land, is distinguished

|. v.] only by its smaller sit i

..i .Mel .1 toil-:. < T
"

I

"
. , ... 'I

Examples of inlets are seen in t he

way ; as of

bays m the deeper and wider indentations of the
coast ol Italy.

INN (i ient CSma), a river of Gen
"i the Danube, rises

iton of Orisons, at a

height of 1293 fei I and flowing
.. mi ms the v. .Mr, of

junction with the Danubi !

Switzerland, it Rllter I be \ ii
li i urn doi

i
.

, 1
1 ..,.'. - through

Bavaria, after « Inch. i.

Bavaria and I'pp.r \ .

'so miles. Its prin-

cipal affluent is the Salza from the
regularly n... town of Hall, eight
miles I., low Inn il'iiick. At its junction with the
I tanube, thi I

INN UiB 1NNKI ITI.I;
|

,. II,.,,,, i. |„ point
of law, an inn is merely a house

'
"M n. .. 'i up w Hie. nt

my other t I
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INNOCENT IN Nim ENTS.

confirmed and extended [n

of ttaly), who ni a waid of L'a, the authority of verdict on the career of tnnocentlll. that 'hi* kiri,the pope within l„s own ,fc,l £ wise and wnrtedated, ami his inline im « the other states of •' ••
Italy w

of Othoand I beinterposed
effectually in behalf of Ins ward, l-'i-.-. I- nek II. In
France, espousing thi

I
I

had unlawfully married, ami totake hark I.

In 8p
kin.- ..t Leon, who badmarr,,! « \<

an.l unprincipled J,,im ,,f lingland \v,.ul i

beyond the spa©
L'a •

and his lofty in.

I

ilit-n
;

tlii' .

exercised the same authority in

usurper s .. ero. In Ai
of the king V

the investiture of hi> kingdom. And, as if in order
that nothing might be wanting to th.- complete-
ness of Ins authority th.

, known
world, the Latin conr|u.-st.of Const intinople, and the
establishment of the Latin kingdom of J

pnt an end, at least dim
shadowy pretensions of the eastern rival

-piritual as w.-ll

'
i which inspire! I,

of the church within her own dominion «,,
' al

extent. To him. . very offence against r. I

a crime against Bociety, and. in his ideal i

republii was a rebelli ,n

duty of the ruli
i

was at his call, therefore, that th.

the All

although he can hardly lie held i.

fearful exe. ss, s int.. which it ran, and altfa

•
! .1 ... ...

on of the lands of th

Toulouse, yet it is clear from his letters that he
regarded the mid. 11 I,

' i. .n and piety.'

'ator, I. holds a high

public and private morality.

the weak, zealous in

of the time. He prohib I

trary mult.,: ,; ls orders by private

bis power and

which the t ; ,

Dominican (q. v.), bad their origin. It was under
him that th

held in 1215. In the followin
with his fatal illness, mid died in Julj ll

the early age of 56. His work*, consisting princi-
pally of letters and sermons, and of a remarkable

published in two vols, folio (Paris, 1682). It is from

of the age, and the true significance ol the chnrch-
policy of this cm.:. . .,, be fully

.
and it i- only from a careful Btudy of

them, that the nature of his views and objects can
... their integrity. Howi

men may dissent from these views, n

lory will refuse to accepl Dean Milman'a

one ol the "hole succs.i f i;,,,,,.,,.

.". !«1 ''-''i oi a :, ,,,,1 tha ,
.

in
him, il ever, may seem to be realised the church-

of a vicar „i ( !

277).

I7thcentury. II

tl "' '"" <•' !
.

tora-iil veL-brity is mainly ,,\m„
I... ins XIV. -

pint of the
ag,-. 'Hi- dispute began from an attempt on the
part oi the pope to put an end
king's keep,:, ,

,,, „.],.,,_ ^^
called the Jh

to (he I

,

i. unities

dm,, in
';' •

:utl1
' |'--ially the ri . lit of asylum,

iily for their own re'sideiie, s, but
aUo for ii .ei-tain adjoining district of the city.

districts had gradually become so many
foci of crime, and of frauds upon the revenue; and

while he would respect
the rights of the existing amba d,„ I, .. would

"It ii iv,. the credentials of any new
ambassador who should notrenouncethe.se abusive
Claims for himself and his successors. The ..,-,

, t t

murmured at this threat, but it was with
l-'i-anee that the crisis occurred, on the death of the
M.u.chal ilTlstrecs. 'J he pope renewed his notice
in May 1687. Louis XIV., on the other hand,
instructed his new ambassador to maintain the
dignity of France, and sent a Leg, I,,,,!, ,,, military
and naval officers to support Ins pretensions. I.

in refusing to giant an audience to the
ambassador. Louis, m ropii.-.d. , . ,d ,.,, ihe papal
territory of Avignon, and 1 1,

; ;v (jeet
ia t of the Papal states, but 1. was immov-

able; and in the end, the ambassador was compelled
to return with his credentials unopened, nor was
tin- dispute adjusted till the followm-. pontilicate
I. died in 1GS9.

INNOCENTS, lb, iv. Fkast op, one of the
beld in the Wee* m Chun b

28, and in the I ,

under a title similar to that of (he Latin festival
It is intended to commemorate the massacre of
the children 'from two years old and upward'
at Bethlehem. See Hebod. These children are
" " ""' to i Si Cyprian, and still

,1 is to them
Prudentius, Salvete

Flares Afartyt
of the East and West in celebrating the festival

n evidence of its antiquity. In ,

Las a spe.ial holid iv

urious customs con-
nected with it prevail iii Catholic countries. One

that in private families the children
, privfli jed to weai th

x.-rcise authority

tins day superioress of the house, and exeroasei
a sort of sportive authority even over the real
superiors.



INNOMINATE ARTEFY—INOCULATION.
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INNO'MINATE ARTERY (J r!

is the first large branch riven off fi

the aorta. It varies from an inch a

inches in Length, and divides into t

and the right subclavian art.-ri.-.

TION, Organs OF. This art' rv. ::.:•'._:. v.:.: i all both sides

the blood to the right side of the head and neck, bronze fiea

and to the right arm. flows, has been tied by several the princip;

surgeons for aneurism of the riuht subclavian, but House of H
the operation has never been successful. An the Museun
important fact has, however, been established, viz., of the prod

that the circulation of the blood in the parts

supplied by this large vessel, is re-established by
Anastomosis (q.v.) after the operation.

INNOMINATE BONE. See Pelvis.

INNOVATION, or NOVATION, a name some-
times given in the law of Scotland to the exchange
or substitution of one obligation for another. It is

in effect taking a fresh security.

INNS OF COURT, the name given in England
to certain voluntary societies which have the exclu-

sive right of calling persons to the English bar.

There are four such societies in London, viz., the
Inner Temple, the Middle Temple. Lincoln's Inn, and
Gray's Inn. Each of those inns possesses certain

smaller inns, which are mere collections of

, although constructed at the reqnest
.n. and intended for his burial-place,

*r all contain his remains—consists

sarcophagus supporting the emperor's
nze, in a kneeling posture, while on
£ the aisle are rows of monumental
s, 2S in number, representing chiefly

personages, male and female, of the

psburg. The other chief buildings are

Ferdinaudeum, in which are collections

ctions of the Tyrol in art, literature

and natural history ; and the university (founded in

1672, and, after several vicissitudes, organized anew
in 1825), with faculties of law and philosophy, and

which, in 1S57, had 211 students and IS professors.

There are also numerous art collections, many
interesting churches, and valuable educational

and benevolent institutions. I. carries on important

manufactures of woollen cloth, silk, gloves, ribbons,

and carved work, as well as a flourishing transit

trade. Pop. 14,000.

INNUENDO, a part of a pleading in cases of

libel and slander, pointing out what and who was
meant by the libellous matter or description.

INOCA'RPUS (/. edulis), the Mape or Rata of

the South Sea Islands, is a tree important to their

or chambers, as Clifford's Inn. New Inn. Furnivals inhabitants tor its fruit, a nut covered with a thin

Inn, &c. The four inns are each governed by a fibrous husk, which supplies a considerable part of

committee or board called the benchers, who are their footl - and ls sometimes called the South Sea

generally Queen's counsel or senior counsel, self- I
Island chesnut. The fruit is pulled in a green

chosen, i. e., each new bencher is chosen by the ;

state, and roasted. Tne tree is a very beautiful one,

existing benchers. Each inn has also a' local ot stately growth and fine foliage; the leaves oblong,

habitation, consisting of a large tract of houses or SB or eight inches long, evergreen, but ot delicate

chambers, which are .in -eneral" occupied exclusiveiv texture. It is one ot those winch, as they advance

by barristers, and sometimes by attorneys, and are in age, instead of increasing umiormly m thickness

a source of great wealth. Each 'inn is self-governing, throw out buttresses to support the trunk. Small

and quite distinct from the others, all, however, !

projections first appear, extending in nearly straight

possessing equal privileges ; but latterly, they have !

hues from the root to the branches, which finally

joined in imposing certain educational tests for the !

become like ^so many planks covered withjbark.

admission of students. It is entirely in the disc

tion of an inn of court to admit any particular

person as a member, for no member of the public

has an absolute right to be called to the bar, there

being no mode of compelling the inn to state its

reasons for refusal. But. practically, no objection is

ever made to the admission of any person of good
character. Each inn has also the power of disbarring

its members, that is, of withdrawing from them
the right of practising as counsel. This right has
been rarely exercised, but of late years there have
been examples of persons abusing their profession,

and indulging in dishonest practices ; in such cases,

the inn has its own mode of inquiring into the facts

affecting the character of a member, and is not

bound to make the investigation public. By this high
controlling power over its members, a higher charac-

ter is supposed to be given to the bar as a body,
than if each individual was left to his own devices,

unchecked! except by the law. See Barrister.

INNSBRUCK (Ger. brucke, a bridge), capital of

the Tyrol, is charmingly situated on the Inn, at

the height of 1S00 feet above sea-level, in the

midst of a broad valley, surrounded by mountains
rauriii" from GOOfl to !I2'HI feet high. It consists of

an Old Town, a New Town, and five suburbs. The
New Town, beautifully laid out, and furnished with
broad streets, is united with the older portions of

the town by a wooden and a chain bridge across the

Inn. The" houses are chiefly in the Italian style,

four or rive stories in height, with flat roofs, the

first story arcaded, and occupied with shops. The
most interesting public building is the Franciscan

or Court Church, finished in 1563, and containing

the tomb of the Emperor Maximilian I., one of

the most splendid monuments in Europe. This

The central stem continues for many years perhaps

only six or seven inches in diameter, whilst the

buttresses, two or three inches thick, extend from
it at the bottom two, three, or four feet. These
natural planks are used for paddles of canoes and
other purposes.

INOCULATION. If the matter of a variolous

(or small-pox) pustule, taken after the commence-
ment of the eighth day, lie inserted in or beneath
the skin of a person who has not previously suffered

from small-pox, the following phenomena are

induced : 1. Local inflammation is set up ; 2. At
the end of six days there is fever similar to that of

small-pox ; and 3. After the lapse of three more
days, there is a more or less abundant eruption of

pustules. This process is termed inoculation, and
the disease thus produced is denominated inoculated

small-pox. The disease produced in this artificial

manner is much simpler and less dangerous than
ordinary small-pox ; and as it was an almost certain

means of preventing a subsequent attack of the
ordinary disease, inoculation was much practised

till the discovery (about 1706*) of the antivariolous

power of vaccination.

The importance of inoculation was recognised in

the East at a very early period. According to Br
Collinson {Small-pox and Vaccinution Historically

and Medically Considered, p. 14), the Chinese had
practised this process from the 6th c., and the
Brahmans from a very remote antiquity. La

* This was the year in which Jenner inoculated his

first case (the boy Phipps] with matter taken from the
hand of a girl who had been directly infected by the
cow. He was aware of the protective efficiency of cow-
pox as early as 1770, and mentioned the circumstance

in that year to his master, John Hunter.



INOFFICIOUS TESTAMENT- INQUISITION.

it to in iis.>, and
.1 to have been employed in Scot-

land and Wales. It wag not, however, till Lady
Mary Wortlev Montagu wro

.

i J the operation

became generally known in tins country. In that

writes: 'The small-pox, s. > fata] and
»> genera] amongst us, is here entirely harmless,

by tho invention of mgrajling, which is the term
they give it. Every year, thousands undergo the

operation. There is uo exampl
died of it, and you may believe thai I

fied of the safety "f tiiis exponm. nt, siuce I intend

to trv it on my dear little son.' Four
wards, she had her daughter puhliclx

tins country: the <x]..i im.iit w.is tlu-n performed
on six condemned trim in

eat.-, an. I on
I

mis taken of in.

.

i irolini', Prim-ess of Wall 3, « bii h gave

a sanction to the practice.' Collinson, op. at. p. 15.

Ii ulation was not, however, thoroi

lished for more than a quarter of a century after its

: |
, ent opposition both

from the medical or ulergy. A
sermon is extant which was preached in 17-'-'. by
tin- Rev. Edward Massey, in which it is asset

Job's distemper was confluent small-pox, and that

ho had 1 a inoculated by the devil? The great

drawback to turned out, however, to be
this: while it was invaluable to him who under-

went the operation, anil completely pii.-inli.il him
from the natural disease in its see. re form, its .tl.it

upon the community at large was extremi ly perni-

cious, in keeping alive the natural disease, and
i ho- who were not

inoculation. Whil • in five or six of

those who took the natural .1 -

numb r of d D dal in Boapil J was
only 3 in 1000 : and
of Beberden. in evcrv thoii-aml .Laths within the

bills ..f mortality in thi I of the 18th c.

i] ition was at all general), only 74 were
due to small-pox. The deaths from

I

amounted to 95 in lOOOdurin
the century; so that, notwithstanding the preser-

all who were

operated on, the total i Eromthisdis-
i in lull vears in the ratio of about 5 to 4.

15) states that,

at the beginning of the I Sth c. about on

of the population died of small-pox ; when as, at the

a tmber (nol -

withstanding, or perhaps rather in coe

ii ulation) had increased to one-tenth ; and this

immense consumption of human lives was not the

total evil, for many survivors were left with the-

re loss of sight and with d
. . it will be seen that

in inoculation

were far from b.-ing realised, ami small-pox would
donl.tl.ss have gone on increasing in its destructive

power, if it had not been checked by .lemur's

invaluable discovery of Vaccination (q. v.).

I\.i| PI'OIOTJS TESTAMENT, a will made
whereby mar relatives have not been provided for

by I he testator.

iNowi: vcr.wv (called also Juva Brbblav,

B, is situated on an eminence,

in a fruitful plain, 26 mihs south

Biomberg. It is an ill-built town ; 00
i :i cm adorable trade,

and the manufacture
re; and has a population of 0000.

1\ PA'RTIBUS ENPIDETilUM (bat. 'in the

Titular bishops in the
( 'lunch of Rome have been styled bishop

ace the 13th i entury. Thi

;

bishops, who have no dm. -.-., nn.l take their titlt'3

from places where there is now nobisho]
i-. This practice originated

after the I o 'ei-al m tho

time of the Crusades. The places eon.piered by the

crusaders in the East were furnished with Roman
Catholic bishops; bul

again lost, the popes i tinned to appoint and
consecrate th

the power which had prevailed over their alleged

right, and to signify their hope of restitution. The
same policy his I n pursued with regard t.. 1'ro-

testant countries. But in Bril I

of territorial i

Roman Catholic bishops actually resident have
usually borne titles derived from distant places.

Thus, the present bishop in Edinburgh is styled

Bishop of l.imyra. The Roman Catholic bishop in

England w. re similarly designated from places

abroad until nuptioii of titles

from their actual s

( 'hureh of England, and led to the p -

I Titles Bill, which, however, has been
permitted to remain a dead letter.

1 fQUEST. See Coroner.

INQUISITION, in English Law, is the return or

report made by a sheriff or coroner as to the
finding of a jury on matters inquired iuto.

INQUISITION, Titr, called also the HOLT
OFFICE, a tribunal in the Roman Catholic Church
for the discovery, repression, and punishment of

heresy, unbelief, and other oil. e

From the very first establishment of Christianity

as the religion of the Roman Empire, laws, more
,
existed as in most of the ancient

religions, for the repression and punishment of

di sent from the national creed ; and thi

Tl h.sius and Justinian appointed officials called

'inquisitors,' whose special duty it was ,.

and '-,
|

i
, ivil tribunals ..Hen. 6s

of this class. The ecclesiastical cognizan
audits punishment by spiritual eeiisui.

"I I he c] i.ll S\ ll.nl . hi

machinery for the purpose was devised until the

Spread, in the 11th and l'-'th ceiituii. . . ,
i mi

siots reputed dangerous alike to the -

the church the Cathari, Waldensea, and Albi-

genses—excited the alarm of the civil

.-i ical authorities. In the

dition of the public mind, however differently it

is IIoW constituted, heresy was I. ...

l.-ss than against the church.

An extra....

I

i was sent by I'ope

I al > tl ; of France, to aid the
local authorities in cheeking the spread ol the

Ihe fourth Lateral! Council
fly impressed, both on I)

the necessity of increased vigilance

against heresy; and a council held at Toulouse
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Italy, Spain, Germany, and the southern provinces

of France, So long, moreover, as this constitution

remained, it must be regarded as a strictly papal

tribunal. Accordingly, over the French and Ger-
man inquisition of the following century the popes
exercised full authority, receiving appeals against

the rigour of local tribunals (Fleury, v. 266), and
censuring, ' or even depriving,' the inquisitor for

undue severity (ibid. 303). In Fiance, the inquisi-

tion was discontinued under Philip the Handsome
;

and though an attempt was made under Henry II.

to revive it against the Huguenots, the effort was
unsuccessful. In Germany, on the appearance of

(he Beghards (see Beguines), in the beginning of

tin; 14th c., the inquisition came into active opera-

tion, and inquisitors for Germany were named at

intervals by various popes, as Urban V., Gregory
XL, Boniface IX., Innocent VIII., down to the

Reformation, when it fell into disuse. In England,
it was never received, all the proceedings against

heresy being reserved to the ordinary tribunals.

In Poland, though established in 1327, it had but'

a brief existence. The history of the times of its

introduction and of its discontinuance in the various

states of Italy, would carry us beyond the limits

at our command.
It is the history of the inquisition as it existed in

Spain, Portugal, and their dependencies, that has

absorbed almost entirely the real interest of this

painful subject. As an ordinary tribunal similar

to those of other countries, it had existed in Spain

from an early period. Its functions, however, in

these times were little more than nominal ; but
earl}' in the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, in

consequence of the alarms created by the alleged

discovery of a plot among the Jews and the Jewish

converts—who had been required either to emi-

grate or to conform to Christianity—to overthrow

the government, an application was made to the

pope, Sixtus IV., to permit its reorganisation

(1478) ; but in reviving the tribunal, the crown
assumed to itself the right of appointing the

inquisitors, and, in truth, of controlling the entire

action of the tribunal. From this date forwards,

Catholic writers regard the Spanish inquisition

as a state tribunal, a character which is recognised

by Ranke, Guizot, Leo, and even the great anti-

papal authority, Llorente ; and in dissociating the

church generally, and the Roman see itself, from
that state tribunal, Catholics refer to the bulls

of the pope, Sixtus IV., protesting against it.

Notwithstanding this protest, however, the Spanish

crown maintained its assumption. Inquisitors

were appointed, and in 14S3, the tribunal com-
menced its terrible career, under Thomas de

Torquemada. The popes, feeling their protest

unsuccessful, were compelled, from considerations

of prudence, to tolerate what they were powerless

to suppress ; but several papal enactments are

enumerated by Catholics, the object of wdiich was
to control the arbitrary action of the tribunal, and
to mitigate the rigour and injustice of its proceed-

ings. Unhappily, these measures were ineffective

to control the fanatical activity of the local judges.

The number of victims, as stated by Llorente, the

popular historian of the inquisition, is positively

appalling. He affirms that during the sixteen years

of Torquemada's tenure of office, nearly 9000 were

condemned to the flames. The second head of the

inquisition, Diego Deza, in eight years, according to

the same writer, put above ltiOO to a similar death
;

and so for the other successive inquisitors-general.

But Catholics loudly protest against the credibility

of these fearful allegations. It is impossible not to

see that Llorente was a violent partisan ; and it is

alleged that in his work on the Basque Provinces,

he bad already j roved himself a venal and unscru-
pulous fabricator. Although, therefore, he haB
made it impossible to disprove his accuracy by
appealing to the original papers, which he himself

destroyed, yet his Catholic critics—as llcfele in

his Life of Cardinal Ximenes—have produced from
his own work many examples of contradictory and
exaggerated statements ; Prescott, in his Ferdinand
and Isabella, (iii. 467—470), has pointed out many
similar instances ; llankc does not hesitate (Fiirsten

vml Volkur tier .Slid, liuropas, i. 242) to impeach
his honesty; and Prescott pronounces his 'compu-
tations greatly exaggerated,' and his 'estimates most
improbable' (iii. 468). Still, with all the deductions
which it is possible to make, the working of the
inquisition in Spain and in its dependencies even
in the New World, involves an amount of cruelty

which it is impossible to contemplate without
horror. When it was attempted to introduce it

iuto Xaples, Pope Paul III., in 1546, exhorted the
Neapolitans to resist its introduction, ' because it

was excessively severe, and refused to moderate
its rigour by the example of the Roman tribunal'

(Llorente, ii. 147). Pius IV., in 1563, addressed a

similar exhortation on the same ground to the
Milanese (ibid, ii/ 237) ; and even the most bigoted

Catholics unanimously confess and repudiate the
barbarities which dishonoured religion by assuming
its semblance and its name.
The procedure of the inquisition deserves a

brief notice. The party, if suspected of heresy,

or denounced as guilty, was liable to be arrested

and detained in prison, only to be brought to trial

when it might seem tit to bis judges. The pro-

ceedings were conducted secretly. He was not
confronted with his accusers, nor were their names
even then made known to him. The evidence of

an accomplice was admissible, and the accused
himself was liable to be put to the torture, in order

to extort a confession of his guilt. The punish?
ments to which, if found guilty, he was liable, were
death by tire, as exemplified in the terrible Auto da
Fe (q. v.), or on the scaffold, imprisonment in the

galleys for life or for a limited period, forfeiture of

property, civil infamy, and in minor cases, retrac-

tation and public penance. This form of procedure
is strangely at variance with modern ideas ; but it

is fair to recollect that some of the usages were but
the ordinary procedures in all the courts of the age,

whether civd or ecclesiastical.

The rigour of the Spanish inquisition abated in

the latter part of the 17th century. In the reign

of Charles III., it was forbidden to punish capitally

without the royal warrant; and in 1770, the royal

authority was required as a condition even for

an arrest. From 1SUS, under King Joseph Bona-
parte, the inquisition was suppressed until the
Restoration: it was again suppressed on the estab-

lishment of the constitution in 1820 ; but it was
partially restored in 1825; nor was it till 1834
and 1835 that it was finally abolished in Spain,

its property being applied to the liquidation of the
national debt.

The inquisition was established in Portugal in

1557, and its jurisdiction was extended to the
Portuguese colonies in India. The rigour of its

processes, however, was much mitigated in the

ISth c, and under John VI. it fell altogether into

disuse.

The inquisition in Rome and the Papal States

never ceased, from the time of its establishment,

to exercise a severe and watchful control over

heresy, or the suspicion of heresy, wdiich offence

was punished by imprisonment and civil dis-

abdities ; but of capital sentences for heresy, the

history of the Roman inquisition presents few
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other objects of ancient art, on wax tablets or

puglllaria, and tlie scrawls discovered on the walls

of public ami private edifices, as at Pompeii and
elsewhere. The study of the letters and their form
will be seen under Alphabet; that of the different

languages and the mode of deciphering, under their

respective heads. Those found upon cuius will be

mentioned in NUMISMATICS. The most remarkable
inscriptions arc the trilingual inscription of llosetta,

that of Shalmanazer on the obelisk of Nimrud, and
the cylinder of Sennacherib ; the trilingual inscrip-

tion of Darius I. on the rock at Behistun ; the

Greek inscription of the soldiers of Psammetichus
at Ibsamboul, and of the bronze helmet dedicated

by Hicro I. to the Olympian Jupiter; the inscrip-

tion on the coffiu of the Cyprian king Asmnmazer;
the Etruscan inscription calld the Eugubine Tables;

that of Mummius. the conqueror of Corinth, at

Panne, and the will of Augustus at Aneyra ; the

inscription of the Ethiopian monarch Silco ; the old

monument of Yu, and the inscription of Se-gan-fu,

recording the arrival of Christianity in China
(631 A.D.); the inscriptions of Chandra-gupta and
Asoka in India. The study of inscriptions is so

difficult, that it has formed a special branch of

scholarship, such as decipherment for those of

which the language has been lost, or epigraphy for

the dead languages. Special collections of the

inscriptions of different localities, and general ones,

have been made of those in the same languages

as Assyrian, Greek, Etruscan, Oscan, and Latin, by
Grater, Muratori, BUekh, Franz, Orellius, Momm-
sen, Letronue, Lebas, and others. Inscriptions

have also engaged the scholarship and attention

of the most accomplished philologists with various

euccess, from the end of the 17th century. They
have been forged by Fourmont and others.

—

Gruter, Thesaurus Inscr. (fo. 1003—13(53) ; Mura-
tori, Novus Thesaurus (4to, 1739) ; Kellerman, Spec.

Epigraph. (1811) ; Mommsen, Inscript. Neapol. (fo.

18.52) ; Biickh and Franz, Corpus Inscript. Orcec.

(fo. 182S—1851) ; Osann, SyUoge (1S22) ; Lepsius,

Inscr. Urnbr. et Osc (1841) ; Gesenius, Script. Liivj.

Plum. (1S37) ; Garucci, Graffiti (1S56).

INSECTIVORA (Lat. insect-eating), in Cuvier's

system of zoology, one of the divisions of the mam-
malian order Carnaria (q. v.). None of the I. are of

large size ; most of them are small timid creatures,

generally nocturnal in their habits, and useful in the

economy of nature chiefly in preventing the undue
increase of worm and insect tribes. Although
many of them are not exclusively insectivorous,

all of them have the summits of the molar teeth

beset with small conical tubercles, as for the pur-

pose of breaking up the hard coverings of insect

prey. Their dentition is otherwise very different in

the different families. Their legs are short. They
all place the whole sole of the foot on the ground.

The snout is generally elongated. The families of

Talpidce (Moles, &e.), Snricidie (Shrews, &c), Erina-

ceadai (Hedgehogs, &c), and Tupaidce (Banxrings)

are referred to "insectivora. The I., although in

some respects very different from the Cheiroptera,

exhibit an affinity to them in others.

INSECTS (Insecta), one of the classes of Arlicu-

lata (q. v.), or Articulated Animals, of the division

having articidated members. All the Articulata

having articulated members were included by
Liunajus in the class of I. ; but the Crustacea

and Araclmida were soon separated from it, and
afterwards the Myriapoda. See these heads. This

restricted application of the terra I. corresponds

more nearly with its popular use, and so well accords

with its derivation, that it may be regarded as one

of the most appropriate names employed in natural

history. It is from a Latin word, signifying cut

into; a derivation exactly answering to that of the
Greek entorna, from which the science having insects

for its subject receives the name of Entomology.
Insects, a natural and extremely well defined class

of organised beings, are remarkable, in their mature
or perfect state, for the division of their bodies into

three very distinct portions—the head, thorax, and
abdomen; the divisions being often so deep, that the

slenderness to which the body is there reduced
cannot be contemplated without admiration.

The body of an insect, as of all the other

Articulata, is composed of a certain number of

rings. One of these forms the head ; or, if the
head ouuht to be regarded as really composed of

several rings, modified and condensed together, aB

the skull of vertebrate animals is formed of modified

vertebra?, yet no distinction of rings appears. The
eyes, the antenna?, and the organs of the mouth,
are the most conspicuous organs connected with
the head.
The thorax is formed of three rings, closely com-

bined, but easily distinguishable. The first is the

prothorax ; the second, the mesothorax ; the third,

the metalhorax (Gr. pro, before ; mesos, middle ;

and mela, after). Of these rings, one or another is

often remarkably developed. The legs and wings
are attached to the thorax. Insects have six legs,

and generally four or two wings, never any other

number ; but some are wingless, and this is the

case not only in all the insects of certain groups,

but also in particular species of groups ordinarily

winged, and is sometimes even a distinction of sex,

as in the glowworm. The first pair of legs are

attached to the prothorax; the second, to the meso-
thorax ; and the third, to the inetathorax. The first

pair of wings are attached to the mesothorax ; the

second, to the metathorax. In dipterous (two-

winged) insects, the place of the second pair of

wings is occupied by two small organs —little

threads, terminated by a knob—called balancers

(halteres), the use of which is not well known.
The abdomen consists of nine segments, or of

fewer ; as some are often obliterated, or modified,

to form various appendages. It contains the prin-

cipal viscera. In it, the sexual organs are situated.

The rings of the abdomen are much more separate

and movable than those of the thorax. The
terminal rings of the females of some groups form
an oviduct or ovipositor, which is sometimes
capable of being employed as a borer, to make
a place for the eggs in the animal or vegetable

organism destined to receive them, and which in

wasps and bees is replaced by a sting.

The nervous system of I., in all their stages i>f

existence, exhibits the general characters noticed

as belonging to the Articulata (q. v.). There is

a brain, or ganglion of the head, from which arise

the nerves of the eyes, antennas, and mouth.
The rings of which the body of an insect is com-

posed appear most distinctly in the external cover-

ing. This is in most parts hard, but more or less

flexible, of a horn-like substance, chiefly composed
of Chiiin (q. v.). The external covering of insects is

the principal framework of their bodies, and to it

the muscles are attached. The external covering of

each ring is more or less distinctly divided into

two parts—a dorsal and a ventral—the .connection

at the sides being effected by a softer and more
flexible membrane, a still softer membrane con-

necting the rings of the abdomen, so as to allow
considerable freedom of motion ; whilst between the

rings are minute pores called slU/iimta or splrircli-x,

by which air is admitted to the trachea or air-tubes

(q. v.), the organs of respiration.

Insects respire neither by means of lungs nor of
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diversities being characteristic of different orders.
The bodies of I. are often very much co I

with hairs, which are often very long and thick
in proportion to the size of the animal, an, I ,.n the

win.'s of butterflies and other ;
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Butterfly), often richly coloured, and also, by
reason of very fine parallel stria-, with which they
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his,,ts feed on very different kinds of food; some
prey on other I., some devour animal, and some
vegetable substances, some suck the juicel of

animals, some the juices of plants or the honey of

their flowers. The structure of the mouth varies

accordingly, and the digestive organs also vary.
itii is either adapted for gnawing, cutting,

mil', or merely for suckim:. or it is adapted
partially for both of these purposes. The parts ,,f

a mandibulate mouth are figured !n the article

: i i:a. and arc an upper lip (labruin) and an
under lip (labium), moving vertically j a

pair of jaws or mandibles (mnntlilmlin

pair of jaws InxuHl.t). moving horizontally. The
Upper and under lip meet when the mouth is shut.

Both are as hard as the jaws. The lower lip is

sometimes regarded as consisting of two parts,

called the chin (mentum), and the tongui

which is more membranous and fleshy. I

on the inside of the chin. The upper jaws or

mandibles a,-c usually powerful, and oft
hooked, sometimes furnished with

1 like sharp scissors, an,
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The mouths oi mandibulate I. are sometimes
called perfect, and th.ee which exhibit a differ-

ent character, imperfect. The terms, however, are
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B. III 'll It is to be Used. Yet a ciTcS.
-tructure may be b
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is and very remarkable modifications



a remark.il.le provision is made in the female for
the consequent fertilisation of eggs, that in some,

flies the

The alimentary canal of I. is usually more or less
convoluted. Between the mouth and the proper
digestive stomach, it sometimes exhibits a crop
(honey-bag of bees) in I. which live by suction, and
this is either a dilatation of the lower part of the
gullet or a lateral vesicle; sometimes a gizzard,
with muscular walls, often armed with horny pieces,
for trituration of food. The stomach is of a very
elongated form. The liver is represented by long
slender bile-tubes, four or more in number, which
wind around the intestine, and pour their secretion
into it, where it originates from the stomach. The
salivary glands are generally similar tubes.

f
/

Section of the Eye of a Cockchafer (highly magnified) :

front of the e. nera] r< t i n :i ; p. i>[air nrrvi's of tho in.Miiiual

much magnified : f, bulb o! optic nerve
; ,/, layer ( .| pi-aunt

;

h, vitreous humour ; i, cornea.

The eyes of I. are of two kinds

—

simple or stem-
matic, and compound or coniposite. See Eve. Some I.

have only simple eyes {ocelli), some have only com-
pound eyes ; but the greater number have two large
compound eyes on the sides of the head, and three
Bmall simple eyes between them. Compound eyes
occur in I. only in their mature or perfect state

;

the eyes of larva? are simple.

The Antennas (q. v.) are generally regarded as
organs of touch. They are attached to the head,
in front of the eyes, and are always present, and
always two in number. They exhibit a vast
variety of different forms, some of which are figured
in the following cut. I. make much use of their
antennae to investigate surrounding objects by
contact, although, if this is their sole use, it is not
very easy to assign any probable reason for some of
their forms ; but there is not much plausibility in
the conjectures which assign to them a part in'the
exercise of the senses of hearing and smell, although
these senses and taste are evidently enjoyed by f.,

or at least by many I. in great perfection, and
their particular seat and organs are not well ascer- i

tained. The sense of smell appears to be of great
importance to I. in guiding them to their food.
The sexes are distinct in all I., and very remark-
able differences are often exhibited by the males
and females of the same species, in size, colour,

|

and the form and structure of parts that have no
immediate connection with the reproductive system.
What are called neuters in some tribes are imper-

j

fectly developed females. The connection of the
6exes takes place only once in the lives of I., and

|

, continue for a long time afterwards to be
successively developed.

Insects are generally oviparous; a few are ovo-
viviparous. The A)>ltidrs afford an instance of what
has been called the Alternation of Generations.
The greater number of I. take no care of their esrgs
after depositing them, and many themselves pass
out of existence before the eggs are hatched

; the
chief part of the lives of I. being generally spent in
their immature states, and their brief existence in a
perfect state serving mainly for the propagation of
their species. Thus many insect tribes disappear
entirely on the approach of whiter, their eggs await-
ing the warmth of spring or summer to behatched.
The case is very different, however, with bees, ants,
earwigs, and some others, which carefully tend and
rear their young.—The number of eggs laid by

\

I. is very various, but often very great. The flea,
indeed, only lays about twelve, and many dipter-
ous and coleopterous insects about fifty; but the
silkworm produces from 500 to 2000; a single
queen bee is supposed to lay 40,000 or 50,000 in a
season

;
and the female termite or white ant, laying

about sixty eggs in a minute, and for a period of
very considerable though unknown duration, exceeds
as to the number of her eggs any other known
animal in the world.
The eggs of I. are generally white, yellow, or

green; they are of very various shapes—round,
cylindrical, conical, lenticular, &c. ; they are some-
times smooth, sometimes beautifully sculptured.
The stage of development at which I. come

forth from the egg is very different in different
tribes : in some, they appear as footless worms ; in
others, they have rudimentary feet, but still with
very little power of locomotion; in others, besides
little claws representing the six feet of the perfect
insect, there are on the abdominal segments of the
worm-like body fleshy tubercles serving as feet; in
others still, the legs are well developed, and the
insect, on issuing from the egg, differs little from
the perfect insect, except in the want of wings;
whilst, anally, in a comparatively small number
(bee, Sir.), there is no obvious difference except in
size. .Similar differences of the degree of develop-
ment appear in the mouth, eyes, and other organs.
Hence the subsequent changes by which the mature
state is reached are very different in degree ; and I.
being primarily divided into those which undergo



and those which do not undergo metamorphosis, existence is not comprise.! within a

omi of the former are commonly spoken of many I. ..f temperate
bate of torpidity. All

i, not be om inpletely torpid in cold

and maggots are the larva of different orders of become partially bo. It i.s only in warm
insects. Prom tl into that of a that I. display their greatest activity. As to

[..), or nymph a chrysalis nr onnlm is \ !..in..n, I. an found in all

tin- i»tp" of a lepidopt. rmis insect — and finally it coontrii alpine and polar limits of

becomea an imago l>le life. .Many I to parti-

I. liinatcs and COUntl i

have always Ix-cn regarded with great admiration. Archipelago and of Australia, like t loir other
i!.: a muddy pool, becomes a winged n very diflen-iit

creature tliat sports in the air. A crawling eater- from those of other parts of the world, The I.

pillar, that ravenously devours some kind of herb- of elevated untainous regions within the tropics

: its horny jaws, eating vastly more in generally resemMe those of the temperate and
pro|N.rtion to it

rfly, flitting from flower to flower, it. 'I

and feeding only on ncetar.ous juices. The inter- i don , 0] b

wonder, numerous than all those of vertebrated animals

The caterpillar, after several I gether.

of skin, and when it has attained its utmost size, A lew I. are important for their usefulness to

ai cat in;:, pel haps lixes itself under a leaf, man, and a -n it. a- number for the injuries which
i they inflict 01 the Former, bees and silkworms

to be fir I named ;
and aft. r them the

or a butterfly. Man;, larva, also, when about to cochineal ni-.-et and oantharides or blistei i

change into the pupa Bta e, pin Cocoons (q v.), bo which we are indebted
!

i they envelop themselves, by means of for sill I arts, .03

spumereto on the under lip, through which a ac, galls, &c. t. inllict.-d

i passes in fine threads which harden into by I., the m..-t serious are those .au-.d by the

silk. Bat whilst the ptiptB of many I. ,uv . I .a..p

motionless, or nearly so, and eat no food whatever, of locusts, of some kinds of caterpillars, and
the pupea of other I., as dragon-flies, are active of numerous trih ius and dipterous
and voracious. The intermediate or pupa state insects. See Corn-fly, Turnip-fly, &c.

often differs little from the larva I The primary division of I. into those which do
-d f wings, or from tb rhieh do undergo metami

ig merely rudimentary and [Ametabolia and Metabolia of Leach), hi

still unlit for tli_'b.t. aliva.l;, n.,-. .1. I :. former are divided into the

An opinion at one time prevailed, that tl • '.j. v.) and I'a

larva were all contained : re all included in I

from the beginning within the first, within them (see Aptbroi I > tngl

the covering of the pupa, and within it the perfect insects uu !.-r_-..iu_' m -tamorphosis, which are far

insect This extraordinary fancy has given place more numerous, arc divided into two great

to the belief, established on sufficient observation, MandUn 'ata and ffaustellata, tl

that the envelopes which the u't-owiny larva loiitli fitted for m
sively casts off, are merely a hard, thick, extra- suction. The Mandibulala f i

vascular and ui is; thai the jaws,

claws, &c., of the larva, with which it parts when /' , ., ' . / oi ,-,,, and
aes a pupa, in the case of I. undergoing ders//em-

lorphosis, are connected with the i

epidermis ; and that the covering of the pupa is .

a new secretion. Discoveries, however, do not some), s.
. th. .

ire admirable, the conspire to make
changes which take place. Oi these, son f the the r. mams of I. in tb

portant are in the u of the

organs, and the nervous system. ..t flight, their soft and speedily decomposinj;

eel has a voice or
i preyed

cry, although the origin ol

Is is, however, very evident In

the death's-head moth, is not known. TB
of which we do know the on.

duCed by the mouth or t h.iITKII, tain.-d in th. m. ha\. 1..-.-U call..!':

Iii \in i re crowded vi ith the wins
at has I., en comm tire, are

to the extremely rapid vibrations of their rings of

ber, however, supposes it to be
produced by vibratory lamina- in the respiratory I iderable thickness
spiracles of the thorax, acted upon by the forcible i entirely c

. .,f air during the violent muscular action cases of the aqua
for ili-ht. ids in I.,

are ail animals of Small size, and many of mil was
. mads

and I. of all sizes abound in warm far more than permanent in the transparent stone, with every
in cold climates. The I. of the polar regions njinute detail of structure beautifully pp

o uativ.ly few, and are to be seen only The i ma have
duriug summer; those of them whose whole . )>criod.
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The remains consist of fragments of Neuroptera,
Orthoptera, and Coleoptera.
The Lower Lias I. belong to various orders

;

they are generally of a small size, apparently indi-
cating a temperate climate. In the Upper Lias, they
are not infrequent; a few specimens have been
found in the Oolite proper; and in the Wealden,
both land and water forms occur. None have been
noticed as yet in the deep sea rocks of the Cretaceous
period, but in the newer Tertiary strata they are
common, especially in the amber from the lignite
beds of Germany, and in the cavern deposits. It is

worthy of remark that no new forms have been
observed ; all are either referred to living genera, or
placed in new yet nearly allied genera.

INSESSO'RES (Lat. perchers), or PERCHING
HI l;DS, an order of Birds called Passerine (sparrow-
like) Birds by Cuvier. In respect of the number of

species which it contains, it is by far the largest
order of the whole class of Birds. Cuvier says :

' Its character seems at first sight purely negative,
for it embraces all those birds which are neither
swimmers, waders, climbers, rapacious, nor gallin-

aceous. Nevertheless, by comparing them, a very
great mutual resemblance of structure becomes per-
ceptible.' A principal characteristic is found in the
structure of the feet, which are particularly adapted
for perching on the branches of trees, and have
three toes before and one behind, the hind toe ou
the same level with the others. The legs are neither
very long nor very strong ; nor are the claws in

general very long or very sharp. The wings are
often long, and the power of flight very consider-
able, but this is not always the case. The neck
is not long. The bill exhibits many varieties in

length, thickness, &c, being very short and thick
in some, very slender in others, but never exhibits
the characteristic peculiarities of the ' accipitrine

beak, although there is an approach to them hi the
shrikes, which are a connecting link between the
two orders. The I. with short strong beaks are
principally granivorous, those with slender beaks
insectivorous ; but very many adapt themselves
almost indifferently to both kinds of food. Some
feed on pulpy fruits ; some on vegetable juices

;

6ome chiefly on can-ion. The stomach is a muscular
gizzard. To the order I. belong the singing-birds,

and throughout the whole order a variously com-
plicated structure of the lowrr larynx prevails. The
I. pair, but the attachment of the sexes in most of

them seems to endure only for a single season. They
generally build interwoven nests, and lay numerous
eggs. The young are always naked and blind on
coming forth from the egg.—The I. are divided into

four great tribes or sections. Dentirostres, Oonirostres,

Tenuirostres, and Fissirostres. See these heads.

INSOLVENCY, or BANKRUPTCY, is the state

of a person declared to be unable to pay his debts.

Insolvency is a term which in England has long
been confined to the case of a non-trader who was
unable to pay his debts. All who were traders (a

term which was not always easily defined) were said,

in the same circumstances, to be, not insolvent, but
bankrupt. Different courts, called the Bankrupt
and Insolvent Courts, were applicable respectively

to these two great divisions of mankind, traders and
non-traders, and the chief points of difference in

the procedure were these. In the case of traders, the
Court of Bankruptcy was the court to which they
or their creditors applied for its summary interven-

tion. That court, whenever a man who was a

trader was unable to pay his debts—certain tests

of which inability, called acts of bankruptcy, were
assumed as infallible symptoms—on the application

of a creditor, took forcible possession of his property
|

or his assets of every kind and denomination, con-
verted these into money, and distributed the pro-
duce impartially among the creditors, according to
certain rules, at the joint expense of the creditors.
In the course of doing this, the court required the
bankrupt to state all the property he had, where
it was, and to give explanations as to what had
been lately lost ; and it was a crime for him to con-
ceal or make away with any part of his property to
the prejudice of this impartial distribution. The
creditors also came in and proved their debts
against his estate, thereby shewing their title to
share in it. In this way the debtor was entirely
stripped of everything (with a few trifling excep-
tions) which he had, and which was saleable

; and,
on the other hand, he received a certificate which
entirely cleared him of the incumbrance of his past
debts forever—freed him not only from imprison-
ment, but even from the liability to pay more in
future, should he afterwards become rich ; and he
coidd thus begin the world anew.
On the other hand, the non-traders, who consisted

of country gentlemen, professional men, gentlemen
at large, and nondescripts of every decree 'who were
not traders, fell under the care of the Insolvent
Court. These non-traders petitioned the court
voluntarily, instead of their creditors doing so, as
was the case in the Bankrupt Court, and they of
course put off this application till the last, when
they wore in prison, though they might also petition
before any creditor put them in prison. The sole
condition on which the Insolvent Court granted
them its protection, and discharged them from 'prison,
was, that they should not only give up all their
property, but state fully all the debts and liabilities
they had incurred. If they did this satisfactorily,
the court relieved them from imprisonment, which
was the most obnoxious of their terrors, but did not
entirely free them from the debt they had incurred.
On the contrary, they were still liable for their
debts ; and if ever they shoidd in future become rich
enough to pay twenty shillings in the pound, they
were still held liable to make up that amount. This
contingency, however, seldom happened, and, more-
over, when it did happen, considerable leniency was
shewn to the debtor, so that practically, both in
bankruptcy and insolvency, the debtor "was more
or less whitewashed, and was at least saved from
imprisonment.
Recent changes have been made in the English

law on this subject, and more are impending. It
was originally intended to abolish entirely the dis-
tinction between traders and non-traders, to fuse the
enactments together, and make all insolvent persons,
whether they were traders or non-traders, subject
to the same law, as is the case in Scotland, and as
has been the case in America since 1S41. This
intention has not yet, however (1S62), been entirely
carried into effect in England, though a great deal
has been done towards that consummation. The
distinction is, therefore, still kept up for several
purposes, and it must be admitted that there is a
difference in the nature of things between the two
cases.

The bankruptcy laws date from the time of Henry
VIII., and the insolvency laws from the time of
Elizabi-th, the distinction as above explained having
always been kept up between them till the late
statute 24 and 2.5 Vict. c. 134, passed in 1801. By
that statute, the Insolvent Court was abolished. The
court now administering this branch of the law is

called the Court of Bankruptcy, which, as far as the
London district is concerned, sits in Basinghall
Street, City. The London district includes all the
counties near Middlesex within an area of about
10U miles. The rest of England is divided into
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rict^ such as Birmingham, L Is, Id ount to £70 they may jointly' " ' E I Meweastl upon, petition: orifthedebt of threi•upon

nave sal ountj conrt
'

. : i
. ,,i: ; i,

powers of commissioners. The other ohiel

km i bars, with Balariea of £1000, 61200
—a taxing-master with a .salary..! £1400, and to

taut in bankruptcy with a salary of t'l.-iio.

• Ilii-.-i-.-s v, ith" salaries of

£1200, E1000, £800, in whom the .state of the
bankrupt immed
with tl liankrii]it

and convert it into money. The mi
of bankruptcy are a sort ..f 'haihil's. >,-.

manual possession ..f the bankrupt's premises and
..

. >vi-., before the
. hut their salaries

are now i and £400.

The teste of bankruptcy, or rather the acts done
by a trader which make him liable to be proceeded
against as a bankrupt, i .-ailed acts
of bankruptcy. These are : departing the realm
—remaining abroad —absenting himself from his
dwclln -. (himself prisoner in his)

house rested or taken to
prison for debt—or allowing his goods to be taken

.1. l.t i-\c. aitn.g a fraudnl.-:

gift, oreonv. ii.in f his Ian. Is. .i- goods. It a trader
reyance of his whole property to a

for the benefit of his creditors, this will be
an act of bankruptcy, if any creditor

i within three months tii.-t. .•(..'

him a bankrupt So, after a petition has been
,. bog or giving security to any one

creditor, bo that he shall receive more than I

:

creditors, is an act of bankruptcy. If any creditor
make an affidavit of debt, and give notice be the
trader requiring immediate payment, the Conrt ..t

Bankruptcy may order this to 'be tiled, and call ..n

dl-ptlte the debt.

I into a bond with sureties to pay it in a
given time, and I end or to
pay this, is an act of bankruptcy. With regard to

a non-trader, the acts of bankruptcy are those: if,

with intent to defi tl or delaj his creditors, he
depart the realm, or remain abroad, or make a

fraudulent gift, conveyance, or transfer of his real or
- oiirt will not

declare him bankrupt until it is shewn that he has.

whether abr. ... rs.mally served with
I a]. plication, or'at least that

ible . 11',. rt has been mad.- to

bO say, to |.ut into his
hands written notice and full information of what
is intended against him. Other acts of bankruptcy,

I- -' -I-: -mil non-trader
debt nil. i ing

'i tor debt tiling a declaration
.ruptcy that he is unable to

meet his engagements, provided a petition for adju-
I him within

two month- thereafter. It thus appears that a
person may be mad.- bankrupt either on his own
pel itcn or on the ).. ; ....

; ,tt. i our
these acts of bankruptcy has been

committed.

The mode in which an adjudication in bankruptcy
I illom : lie ... t ot

bankruptcy, as already explained, must he icurred
within twelve i h

. r by i he d. btoi w s

creditor. 1
j

,. ;

i.

debt amounting, b t lew than £60: or if the debt
•1W

petition : or it the debt of tin-

£100, th.-y may jointly petitdo
i

be due 1111. i- .

costs and int

d bl I p... i oi tl.. c. I., li ,l. !.[, If .-, person
in prison for debt is too p....i- t,. pj\ th.

be .'ill. need t.. pi i In pel ition

and as a liumthh n turn of all

the]
i.. \ ..ml a limited I in

brattei
I nd a fortnight, and if nun tu

two months without voluntarily pel itio

court will compulsorily make them bankrupts, and
deal with them accordingly, including the power

.' ll i ... them fr....i prison, ( l„ the p |

i on foi

adjudication of bankrupi
with .in affidavit of the debt, i1 is fill d i rt,

and on proof of the trading and act of bankruptcy,
the court adjudicates the debtor a bankrupt. The
court then appoints an olln ..! : i,, take
po .hi of the property and premises. Before the
adjudication is advertised in the C, . I

is to have notice personally, or by s.-r\ ice, at his
prcinis.-s, and a certain Dumber ol days, from seven
to fourteen, are allou.-d to him to „l„ a, cause why
the adjudication should not be dee .1 valid. The
bankrupt is then to deliver up all his books and
papers on oath to the official assignee. lie is bound
t.. give information to the official a

curt, and to attend from time to tunc for that
purpose, and he is allowed remuneration for that
purpose. A small sum is also allowed for his and
his family's maintenance during the proceedings.
In general, the bankrupt from this time to the end
of the proceedings is free from being arrested by
individual creditors, and receives a protection from
the court. The petitioning creditor, at his own

the petitionI pro cute I
la- petit ion up bo the stage whi

ststhe creditors choose their assignees, whe
arc repaid to him. S

ruptcy. a ten days' notice is given in :' <

the creditors to meet and appoint .
i, a,

,

".'
i ion I hi en ditore must first prove I i

. debts,
which they do by their alii. lint or oath, together
with production of any security or document \ .a liv-

ing tin- debt. All creditors 'having thus poo ,1

whose debt exceeds .till, have power to choose one
or '. persons as creditors' assignees; but the
court has power to reject such choice, if unlit. The
creditors may lx- represented on such occasion by
hi agent or deputy, whose authority needs no stamp.
Creditors may determine whether Buch assignee
shall gave s.eurity. The court declares the appoint-
incut final. From the moment of their appointment,
the whole of the bankrupt's real and personal
property of every kind vests iii them. They can
sell it, and in

| bine v. h>. li the bank-
rupt himself could have .1 11, ^ ..,,-,. account-
able to the creditors, and must render quarterly
accounts to the official assignee. v> lu.-h a, t's

must be print. .1 an. I , : I,),,,-, They
managi I realise thi i tab tnd a lied the debts,
except those under £10, which
collects. The court can summon the bankrupt, his
wife, and all persons for examination. A sitting is

appointed for the last examination of tie |, „i ,,.;
,

when he must prepare a statement of the aci ounl :

'

li-" of the creditors. Meanwhile all
' 1 I inlet eon, pi,

I

'

01 sending II, ,! post, to the official

I
I'" igne. ! been

appointed, then to the latter a statemi i b
debt, and of the account of any. and a declaration
si-.ii.-ii by such creditor appended there!
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statement is a full, true, and complete statement of

account, and that tbe debt is justly due. If the debt
is undefined, and consists of unliquidated damages,
then the court orders a jury to be empannelled,
either before itself or a court of law, to fix the sum.
Debts which have been incurred, but are payable at

a future time, may also be proved, and so may con-

tingent debts and liabilities. 'When wages are due
to clerks and servants at the time of the bank-
ruptcy, the court may order a sum not exceeding
three months' wages, and not exceeding £30, to be

paid in cash ; and for any surplus that may be due,

the clerk or servant must prove aud share with the

other creditors. If the other creditors oppose a

particular debt and shew it is unfounded, the court

will expunge it. When all the examinations neces-

sary of the bankrupt have beeu gone through, a day
is appointed for considering his discharge. The
court allows creditors to oppose this step; and if it

appear he had traded with fictitious capital, or had
no reasonable expectation of being able to pay the

debts he contracted, or if his insolvency was caused
by rash and hazardous speculation, or unjustifiable

extravagance in living, or if he vexatiously put his

creditors to expense, the court may either refuse or

suspend for a time the discharge, or may grant an

order of discharge subject to any condition as to

salary, pay, emoluments, profits, wages, earnings

that may afterwards become due, and touching after-

acquired property, or may sentence the bankrupt to

be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one
year. If the discharge is granted, no classification

of certificates is awarded, as formerly ; but in case

of a suspension or sentence to imprisonment, the

discharge shall simply state such facts and the

reasons. The effect of the discharge is to free the

bankrupt entirely from all debts capable of being

proved under the bankruptcy. The creditors have
it in their power to determine whether any and what
allowance should be made to the bankrupt up to

and upon his discharge.

If, after an adjudication of bankruptcy has issued

against a debtor, three-fourths of the creditors at

their first meeting resolve that the estate ought to

be wound up under a deed of arrangement, composi-

tion, or otherwise, the court, if it appear such

course will be beneficial to the creditors, is bound
to confirm such resolution, and stay the proceed-

ings. So if the debtor enter into a deed with his

creditors for winding up his business, it shall be
valid and binding on all the creditors if executed

by three-fourths in value of the creditors above

£10, and if the debtor's solicitor attested the

same. Such deed is to be registered in the Court

of Bankruptcy, and the court has jurisdiction in

most respects as regards the carrying out of the

deed.

United States. The Bankrupt Act of 1800 was sub-

stantiallv for creditors only, and was derived from the

English statutes. The law of 1841 was for the bene-

fit of debtors, and its existence was but short-lived.

The third Bankrupt Law of Congress was passed

March 2d, 1807. Under this act any person residing

within the jurisdiction of the U. States may petition

in the district where he ' has resided or carried on
business for the six months next immediately preced-

ing the time of filing such petition, or for the longest

period during such six months.'
His debts must exceed §300. He must present a

schedule of his debts, and to whom due, verified under

oath, either to the judge, or the Register, or one of

the Commissioners of the Circuit Court of the U.
States. Such debts may be mortgages, pledges, liens,

judgments or collateral or other security given for the

payment of the same. He must also annex to his

ueiition an accurate inventory, verified in like manner,

of all his estate both

under this act, descrihin

tinted, whether incumbei

peti
'

1 personal assmmdile

me, statins where sit-

to what amount. The
r, and

the petitioner deemed a bankrupt, provided that before

any proceedings thereon he has taken and subscribed

to an oath of allegiance and fidelity to tbe United States.

If no opposing party appear, and the proceedings

are satisfactory, the marshal of the district is au-

thorised by warrant from the judge or register to pub-

lish notices in such papers as the warrant specifies, to

serve written or printed notices by mail or personally

on all creditors, filed with the debtor's petition, &c,
forbidding payment of any debts or delivery of goods
or property to such debtor, and appointing a time for

a meeting of the creditors at a court of Bankruptcy to

prove their debts and choose one or more assignees, at

a time not less than 10 nor more than 90 days after

the issuing of the same. At the first meeting the

greater part in value and number of the creditors

who have proved their debts are to elect one or more
assignees, but if they omit to make a choice, if there

be any dissension the judge may appoint the assignee,

and if there be no opposition, the register may appoint

one. Tbe assignee may be required to give security

in good and sufficient bond to the U. States for the

faithful performance of his duties. The property of

the bankrupt is then transferred by the register, if

there is no opposing interest, to the assignee, with all

his books and papers relating thereto, excepting the

necessary household and kitchen furniture, and such

articles as are set apart, but not in any case to exceed

$500, the wearing apparel of the bankrupt, of his wife

and children, and such property as is exempted from
levy and sale or execution, &c, by the laws of the

state, in 1864, in which he resides, with sundry other

exceptions. Strict regulations are established desig-

nating the manner in which creditors may by proving

their debts entitle themselves to a share of the distri-

bution, which must be made pro rata, without any
priority or preference whatever, except that wages
due from the bankrupt to any operative or clerk or

house servant, to an amount not exceeding $50, for

labor performed within six months next preceding

the adjudication of bankruptcy, shall be entitled to

priority, and shall be paid in full. At any time after

the expiration of six months from the adjudication of

bankruptcy, or if no debts have been proved against

him and no assets have come to the hands of the

assignee at any time after the expiration of sixty days

and within one year from the adjudication of bank-

ruptcy, the bankrupt may apply to the court for a

discharge from his debts, clue notice by mail and
newspaper having been given to the creditors to show
cause why a discharge should not be granted, to pre-

vent which the proof of concealment of his property,

that he has not kept proper books of account of a

tradesman, has committed any fraud, has preferred any
of his creditors when contemplating bankruptcy, &c,
shall be sufficient. Finally, a discharge duly granted

under this act, with certain exceptions, releases the

bankrupt from all debts, claims, liabilities, and de-

mands which were or might have been proved against

his estate in bankruptcy, and affords a full and com-
plete bar to all suits brought on any such debts,

claims, liabilities, or demands. Creditors of said

bankrupt, who may see fit to contest the validity of

said discharge on the ground that it was fraudulently

obtained, may at any time within two years after the

date thereof apply to a court to set it aside and annul

the same. See E. James' Bankrupt Law of the JT.

Stales, 1867, and Gazzam's Treatise on the Bankrupt
Laws, 1S70.

INSPECTOR, IXSPECTOR-GEXERAL, terms

in military affairs, having a somewhat vague signi-

fication. There are inspectors-geueral of cavalry,
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infantry, artillery, engineers, militia, and volun-

really those which their

infer—viz., the periodical inspection of the

oorpe of their respective anus, and the

orps being onder
amand, however, of its own officers, and not

of tlie inspector -

musketry ami ginnery instruction are chai

i nteii.lenee anil ordering of snch
instruction throughout the army, In the medical

stitnte •

director-general of tl>.- whole department: an officer

of this rank has charge of the entire medical
arrangements of an army or of a large command.

tors are employed in many
m of volunteers are staff officers charged

with the administration, battalioning, and ..>

of the detached corps ,,f •,

in their several districts. Inspectors of musketry
superintend the instruction in musketry, as i

imetital instructors. Ac.

I N > 1'KCTORS OF SCHOOLS. See National
Education.

IXSPKiToKsimi* DEED is a deed executed
between an insolent person and Ins creditors,

whereby they accept a part payment, and allow the
insolvent debtor to carry on the business under their

supervision, with a view to further payments.

INSPIRATION (literally, breathing into) is

applied in theol e turn ol the

divine mind upon the human mind, whereby the

latter is both sapernaturally informed and qualified

to communicate the information received. The term
rry-l'it'inn is used more distinctively to express the

first part of this action, and inxpirnli-ni t

ond part. But, in truth, all inspiration, as

the word itself hears, implies revelation. There
is a necessity for supernatural qualification in the
utterance of truth, only where the truth is such
as has not heen reached by the ordinary exercise

of the human faculties, but in some degree at

least supernaturally communicated. The
Ij as the ntterer 01 know-

• ond the ordinary reach of human intelli-

gence,

The inspiration nf Ihr Scripture* signifies a super-

natural qualification or social divine authority in

the Looks of Scripture as depositaries of truth. When
the theologian asserts any l.ook of the Bible to be

inspired, he means that il mthority
different from any other hook, that it i

truth not mere!

.

i 1; may do, hut

da] divine impress. It is different from

ordinary 1 ks, as conveying in a more ,,.,..

and direct, and therefore authoritative, manner
divine truth. All orthodox theologians may he said

II ' Scripture; but further there is no agn
Tie- mode ,,f inspiration, the

II subjects of di-pute. On one side, there

liration, as it is

called ; then tie • various

n. The
of plenary inspiration tend

I

whole :

mediately dictated by the Holy Spirit,

and are literati] < of God, I nd not of man.
ing more

than the penmen of the Divine Spirit, under whose
control they ribral barp in

the hands of an artist. They were at a piece of

mechanism touched by God himself. Thi

maintain this theory, speak, indeed, of the indi-

viduality and diverse characteristics of the writers
.

of the Scriptures, but only as one would
the different tones which the same artist would
produce From our and the same musical instrument.

The differences are not so much in the moral or

intellectual individuality of the writers them-eke-,
as in tic diverse aims and uses with which the Holy

mploys them; for, according to this theory,
the Divine is till in Scriptui e, ind 1 h< hum

1- mere vehicle or passive instrument. The
words of Scripture are no less the word
than if He were heard to utter them from heaven.
It follows from the same theory, that inspiration is

essentially intermitting. It is not a higher quality
of any soul, but a divine afflatus, seizing the soul

ii moments, and abandoning it at others.
While the canonical ipistlos of St Paul and St
I i in to be held inspired, the words of these

;t other times may not have ]vosaessed any
special authority. The authority of the Scripture
which they have delivered, however, is absolute.
The inspired or theopncustic document is through-
out faultless, as the sole work of the hivine Spirit,

faultless equally in its form and in its essence, in
its spirit and its letter. It admits of no gradation;
all is equally divine, .and therefore equally accurate,
whether it relate to some ordinary fact, or to
some great truth of the supernatural life, whether
it treat of a dogma or of the details of a narra-
tive. As one of its recent supporters writes:
' livery verse of the Bible, every word of it, every
s\l]:iliie of it, every letter of it, is the direct

utterance of the Most High.' It follows no less

that what ll"d has ,!,,,, ,,, , ,
..,, .,, loiisly written, lie

must have miraculously preserved. A providential
canon is the plain sequence of a plenanly inspired

Bible.

In opposition to this theory are various others,

all of Which impose certain limits upon the perfec-

tion oi Scripture. Some confine inspiration to ; ,11

that is directly religious in the Bible, to all that is

directly of the character of revelation, having out of

the question all that belongs to the sphere of science
or ordinary history. Others exempt the form or

letter or > tribute inspiration only to
dea

, ordoct a. Others go still further,
and comprise in the fallible form the mode of argu-
ment and expository details. Kadi .

inspiration to be connected primarily with
i li.ui n ith the I ks ot Scripture,

sometimes with the extraordinary edits accompany-
ing the first preachers of the Word of (Sod, some-
times with the peculiir Inmlo.s of prophets Or
aposths, and sometimes with their special position

ts of revelation

and their singular religious aptitude. Whatever
of these

views, it is plain that they, one ami
all, have abandoned the ground of tiie absolute

tter of Scripture.

In a matter ol controvers] uke the present, it is

e a ..hi mm I
...

' OUT ol any |iar-

ticular view, but simply to indicate what the more
import. I.' id the grounds on which
they are h.ld. Those who chum for the li

the Bible a freedom from all error ,,r imperfection,
ity; such

infallibility is hi Id to be implied in the very idea of
a revelation ol the divine will ; while t ho <

w Inch s.eni im oi

i

j . or w ith other parte ol the Bible itself,

satisfactory explanation.
i panciea

to the current ( omnicn-
i . w ho

hbility, and hold that the

rred to never have and never caD
est
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he satisfactorily explained away (and their nuniljcr

lias been for some time on the increase), argue in

Che following way: It is plain, first of all, ami espe-

cially, that the question is not one to be settled

according to any preconception, but according to

the evidence of the facts given us in Scripture.

The only right idea of inspiration is, as one has
said, 'that which we form from our knowledge of

the Bible itself. It is a question to be solved not

by speculating what the Bible ought to be, but by
examining what it actually is.' All a priori argu-

ments are evidently at once inapplicable and dan-

gerous on such a subject. The partisans of plenary

inspiration maintain that it is necessary to the

preservation of faith to hold, that God has not

only revealed the truth to man, but that He has
deposited that truth in an infallible record. Not
only so ; but the infallibility of the canon is no
less indispensable ; for all would be lost if any
doubt was allowed to rest upon any portion of

the Word of God. But if an infallible text and
an infallible canon be necessary, why not also an
infallible interpretation? Without the latter, the

two former may be of no use. All may be lost by a
false or defective commentary of the sacred text. It

is plain that the idea of verbal inspiration cannot
stop short of the conclusion of an infallible inter-

pretation ; and even such a conclusion, which upsets

Protestantism, by denying the right of free inquiry,

would not save it ; for an infallible commentary
would not necessarily insure infallible instruction

—all might still lie lost by the weakness, ignorance,

or defect of the recipient mind. No infalli-

bility of text, of canon, or even of interpretation,

could insure the infallible reception of the truth,

thus trebly guarded. If we would not be_ caught,

then, in this absurd chain of assumption, we
must break its first link, and ask, not what
the Bible must be or should be, but what it is.

This view is strongly argued in a recent treatise

on inspiration by M. de Pressense, one of the most
distinguished of the French Protestant divines

belonging to the evangelical school of theology.

According to this writer, who may be taken as

the representative of a large class of theological

thinkers, the Bible is a mass of documents of

varying age and varying authenticity ; its text has
undergone the usual changes attending the trans-

mission of historical documents ; it is marked by
the usual inequalities and varieties of style that we
meet with in any other collection of ancient litera-

ture ; it presents in many cases peculiar difficulties,

differences and even contradictions of detail, scien-

tific and historical errors. All who have studied

the Gospels minutely, and especially the quotations

in the Gospels and the Epistles of St Paid from
the Old Testament, know that there are various

inaccuracies anil misapplications "t facts throughout

them. The same microscope of criticism that reveals

to us the depths of the inner meaning of the divine

message in all its manifold fulness, reveals to us

also the imperfections, and even the contradictions,

of the human messenger. The following are only a

few of the instances in which such ' imperfections

and contradictions' shew themselves.

1. The recital of the temptation in St Matthew
and St Luke. In the former (Matt. iv. 6—8), the

vision from the pinnacle of the temple is placed

first; in the latter (Luke, iv. 1—10), that from a

lofty mountain takes precedence.
•2. In Matt. x. 10, Jesus commands his apostles

to take for their missionary journey neither ' scrip,

neither two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves.' In

Mark, vi. 8, he commands them to ' take nothing

for their journey, save a staff only.'

3. In the narrative of the Passion, as in that of

the Resurrection, there are numerous contradictions
of detail resting on a fundamental and striking
unity. According to Mark, xiv. 72, the cock is

represented as crowing on each of the first and
second occasions on which Peter denies his Lord. In
the accounts given by the other evaugebsts, the cock
only crows upon the third denial (Matt. xxvi. 74;
Luke, xxii. GO). The statement of the death of
Judas differs materially in Matthew and in the
Acts of the Apostles: According to the former,
Judas casts down the pieces of silver, and departs
and hangs himself; and the chief priests after-

wards purchase with the price of his guilt the
potter's field for the burial ot strangers, hence called
the field of blood. According to the Acts of the
Apostles, i. IS, Judas himself is represented as
having purchased the field 'with the reward of

iniquity;' then as baring in some way (not explicitly

stated in the narrative) met there a bloody death,
from which circumstance the field took its name.
In the narratives of the Resurrection, it is well
known there are numerous variations; and numer-
ous palpable errors of memory as to historical facts

occur, such as may be seen by comparing Mark,
ii. 26 with 1 Sam. xxi. 2— 6, and 1 Cor. x. 8 with
Numb. xxv. 9.

4. As to the citations of the Old Testament in the
New, they are almost entirely taken from the
Septuagint, and evidently in many cases quoted
from memory, with little regard to their exact
sense in the original. Thus, St Matthew (ii. 6), in

"ng to the Messiah the pro;

2), says of Bethlehem precisely

Septuagint. ' Thou art too little to be reckoned
among the thousands of Juda,' he translates :

' Thou
art not the least among the princes of Juda.' In
many cases, the New Testament writers, while
repeating the inaccuracies of the Septuagint trans-

lation, turn them to admirable account ; this is

especially remarkable in the gospel of St Matthew
and the Epistles of St Paul. Thus (iii. 3), St
Matthew translates with the Septuagint: 'The voice

of one crying in the wilderness ; ' while the Hebrew
is :

' A voice cries, Make plain in the wilderness the
ways of the Lord' (Isaiah, xl. 3). Compare also

Matt. xii. 21 and Isaiah, xlii. 4, also Matt. xv. 8
and Isaiah, xxix. 13.

None of these errors, it is maintained, are of

any material consequence so far as the substantial

veracity of Scripture is concerned. The very fact

that a microscopic criticism can detect no more
serious inconsistencies in the Scriptural writers, is

rightly held to, be one of the most striking testi-

monies that could be given to their truthfulness.

Such slight inaccuracies are the mere freedoms
which writers, thoroughly honest, and animated
with a high interest which overlooks trifles, permit

•ever unimportant in them-
dered by many theologians

istent with a theory of verbal

minute, they are recognised

human imperfections in the
: consequently proving that

the mere text or letter of Scripture is not infallible,

that it cannot be regarded as a ' direct utterance

of the Most High.'

Inspiration, therefore, according to these theo-

logians, does not imply the infallibility of the
Scriptural text ; it is something consistent with
scientific, historical, exegetieal, and even argument-
ative errors (witness, to quote no other example,
St. Paul's allegorical argument about the sons of

Abraham, Gal. iv. 22, 25). There is nothing valid,

no divine authoritative element, it may be said,

that can survive such deductions. If there are

such errors in Scriptures, why may it not all be

themselves. But
selves, they are con

to be altogether incoi

inspiration. Howev
as real discrepancies-

sacred record—and
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imperfect or erroneous* Tin- sullicimt answer is,

that it is not bo th.it. judgi d bj thi

remains an <

mind recognises in it a higher divine 1 i

authority than in aicdit else. The divine spirit in

[| [|
r -i,

and tins ia inspiration in

inil .it (bid in. .tiii2 nui min
tnre. enlightening. •_, purifying

tlieni. There is nothing in. .re in roalit) to be got
from an] theorj than this. \n inspired letter, or
iffy/, or message ia nothing to any one in itwtf;

|Im naming is everything. We must urn

word or message. Tier.- is m, ,i, L r,,- of ..1
. j. . 1 1\ <•

antii.il ity t h ' ins subjective pr.ie.ss

i i. .n on our part, There cai t, 1

1

fore, be immunit] tn.in error, let thi

It is only to

ns what we see it to mean; and this

« itli a divine power
and lustre such as invest no other 1 k. It hears

its own divine witness, [n such an idea of inspira-

ii> finds nothing inconsistent, nothing

impossible, and no higher idea can be well formed
of it.

INST U.I. A Tit >\, in Church Law, means
the ceremonial act or process by which a person

,1 legally confirmed in a benefice is

formally put into |... . Dice, and by
which li. is rally empowered not alone to exercise

its functions, lint to enjoy its honours and emolu-
ments. The ceremonial form, as well as the name,

nling to the office which
as ' enthr..nidation ' for a bishop, 'induction' lor

' Installation" pniperh
non .t prebendary. The word is also

ill) for a forma] introduction to any
office.

raSTERBURG, a town of Prussia, in thi

province of East Prussia, is pleasantlj situated

on the left bank of the Angerap, 16 miles west
l It i ontains a castle.

and s. v.ral educational institutions. I loth weaving,
nil distdlin.-, with a trade in

earn and linseed, are here carried on. Pop. 11,814.

I. had its origin in a castle of th<

Order of Knights, built here al an

8 llith c, it had att.i i the

rank of a town, which increased eon idi

the 17th c, about which time a numbi i

ttled at I. On account of its trade

I H81 INCT. It has been common
t t the lower animals as guided by prin-

ciples different from what obtains in the human
constitution. The power of selt-preservation is

considered as reason in man. and as in

k I not contain a real

opposition. '1 here is much that is common in the

impulses of men and animal-. When an animal,

having found a morsel a reeable to its taste, masti-
.. dlows it, and takes up another ol the

.it
: 1 1 1 \ diffl t-

cut from what a human being would go through in
•

\\ ill, or volition, which
operates to promote the pleasures and ward oil the

pain- of the sentient lieinc.

i ted with the

term [nstini

education, and acquired knowledge. I

or innate tundenciee and powi rsoi mindai
hi ! ii in the powers that grow up in

I
ii the animal's experience ol the world,

and its couipaiii'-n.-hiji with other livis

There has 1 m to undcr-rate the
aeipnred aptitudes ol n, I ... and to

refer th.ir capability of self-preservation purely to

their natural or primitive endow hum
point of fact, men and animals alike

i

instincts ami ac.pii itionsj foi although in man the
prepond :e i irreai Ij in favoui ol the acquin .1,

nm sum. thine priiuorilial, the
basis "i the other. To ascertain n i.

primitive in the human mind, is an interesting

problem both on its own ., i, and also as
i in

| - M li.ht on the still more difficult subject

In the lie placi there
importance to the safety and well-bob
individual that are ten 1 Reflex, or Automat le.

They seem to lie aim., l oui "I I lie
•

|'l" mind
proper, as tlu-y aie pel f..i imd even unconsciously.

are th< propulsion of the t 1 along
the alimentary canal, siioiving. rospii.n .

all these, we haw important activities, which are
inherent in tin- eon-til ut n oi. ami are performed as

effectually at the beginning oi life as at the full

maim n\ ol the being.

In tlm second place, there is a certain original

provision for Rhythmical and Combined Movements
among the a. • . aally those

ooncemed in Locomotion. Thus, there is a natural
. alternate the limbs, alll h thi

human infant cannot turn this to account at once
lor tl mis oi walkiuc. as sonic of the quadrupeds
can. From this alternation, the two eyes and the.

two sides of the face are specially exempted, .and

brought under another arrangement equally primi-
tive—namely, c mrrence; for it may be noticed

alwaj - mot e together, and cannot by
any effort be prevented from so doing. The con-
junction of the two si. I, s oi"the face is less rigorous;

we may acquire the power of opening on
and ol eoiilortimj the matures, by making OUI Side

act without the other. Hut all these cases alike
illustrate the pies, nee of an original mechanism of
the frame, by which the movements an grouped up
to a eei tain point,

In the thud place, it may be safely maintained
thai there is a born tendency in all animals to

to ,

.• ortfa ili < oi i is that they
] - s. wi-houi w.i.tn... i,.r the stimulus of their

more or less in every creature after rest and nutri-

tion. The dog and the horse take the field without
any special aim, in the lirst instance; they are

simply urged on by an inward batter] i idi

charged power. Thej soon learn to bring thii

power into tl n ants, or to ourei I it

for their preservation and pleasure; but it shews
fore its eileets are known or

' aleul.it. d. 8 animals haM this tendency in a
verj In. h .I.- i.e. Destitute of any sj lal direction
at the out

' t. n yel promote to a gn »t many
experiments or ti ials upon things, in th

winch the animal disci in.iii.it. s the suitable from
the unsuitable by means ol tl d

therebj learna to follow up tl ne and
other. This is a most vital consideration m ten

lents Of animals, for il enables lis to

surmise that some of thi ir aptitudes the
themselves o early o to appeal insi native, may be,

itii r all, nothing more than ran rapid

the " "h ! thai i pi tal ion prompted by the
inborn or spontai on

Fourthly, in connection with our E turns, there
•i imitive links ol mental tate with

bo.blv manifestation, which constitute a natural
i

I bj the whole
hum in i.i.e. The meaning of the smile, the frown,
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illllu

oth,

primitive and instinctive elements in the constitution

to start from. See Will.
Sixthly, there must he certain primordial powers

of the human Intellect. What these are has heen

much disputed. Every one mast concede the exist-

ence of some intellectual forces or faculties, as, for

Retell tiveness, the faculty of retaining everything

that is acquired ; and agreement, or Similarity (see

Intellect); but it is contended by one school that

we possess not merely powers of receiving know-
ledge by our contact with the world, and our con-

sciousness of our minds, but actual, notions or ideas

that cannot be traced to our experience of the

material or mental phenomena that we encounter.

This is the doctrine of innate ideas, intuitive con-

ceptions, & -priori cognitions and judgments, first

truths, &c, and it has been applied both as regards

knowledge and as regards practice or duty. Locke's

l£ssaij on the Human Uiau rs'aiuliuu contained the

tirst elaborate examination of this doctrine, against

which he produces an array of most formidable
objections (Book I. Jr.

t
Kant and his school have

maintained the & priori view with reference to a

certain class of first principles, such as the axioms
of mathematics and the law of causation. Sir John
Herschel and Mr John Stuart Mill are among the

most distinguished living advocates of the opposite

opinion, which would refer such principles as the

mathematical axioms ('things that are equal to

the same thing are equal to one another,' Sc.) to

experience, like any other species of knowledge.

See Common Sense.

Seventhly, closely allied to this last contro-

versy, if not a part of it, is the instinctive foun-

dation of belief. The facidty of believing must be

pronounced a genuine instinct, for although expe-

rience supplies us with natural conjunctions, as

that 'water drowns,' 'fire burns,' 'the stars are

distant,' that peculiar energy called belief, and which
implies a readiness to act upon our know ledge, must
come from some other part of our nature, which
can be no other than the sources of action. See
Belief.
So much as regards the human instincts. The

meutal system of the lower animals is much less

perfectly understood, and no sufficient observations

exist to enable us to draw clearly the hue between
the intuitive and the acquired powers in any single

species. The popular tendency has been to under-

rate the acquired knowledge of animals, if not to

ignore it altogether. It is then made a matter of

vulgar marvel that they should do by inborn power
what human beings require an education to perform.

We even attribute to them something like a super-

human inspiration, as when we speak of the bee as

a geometer, of the swallow as a meteorologist, and
of "the beaver as an architect, implying that these

creatures have fouud a royal road to the sciences.

The facts confidently asserted and universally

believed respecting animals so familiar as the chick

aud the duckling are really, if examined, such as

to stagger credibibty, for they involve in these

creatures the knowledge at birth of the facts of the

external world, as when it is affirmed that the

duckling knows on first seeing water that this is

its proper element, where it can swim and float,

instead of walking awkwardly on its two feet. Now,
although such knowledge A priori of the matter

of fact of nature is not intrinsically impossible, yet

it is so completely at variance with all our best

grounded observations, that we must pronounce it

698

incredible, until it shall be established by at least

some hundreds of unequivocal experiments made for

testing this very point. It is likewise said that
the chick recognises grains of corn at first sight,

and cau so direct its movements as to pick them up
at once ; being thus able to know the meaning of

what it sees, to measure the distances of objects

intuitively, and to graduate its movements to that

knowledge— all which is, in the present state of

our acquaintance with the laws of mind, wholly
incredible. It may be possible, not only for this

incredibility to be removed, but also for the alle-

gations themselves to be established as true ; but
the evidence requisite for that purpose has never
yet been obtained.

The same uncertainty attaches to those far-sighted

provisions that are made by certain animals for

futur. for their progeny yet
unborn. The precise immediate motive that induces
the bird to build its nest, and the circumstances
that determine it in the choice of locality, material,

and pattern, have never been made the subject of

accurate experimental inquiry. It is not known
how far imitation cau work in the lower animals,
nor to what extent they can derive instruction from
the elders of their tribe. That they are observant

of one another's movements is shown in many ways

:

their keeping company and acting in concert imply
as much. The analogies of the human feelings,

will, and intellect, might go far to explain their

conduct, without supposing a mysterious occult

revelation made to them specially, and not partaken
of by the higher forms of the animal organisation.

At present, we are not in a condition to dogmatise,
owing to the want of proper observations in the

whole department of brute intelligence. Various
striking examples of the mistaken interpretation

of the conduct of animals might be quoted in

confirmation of the remark now made. See Crouch's
Illustrations of Instinct.

INSTITUTE, a term used in Scotch Entail Law
to denote the person who is first mentioned or

described as entitled to take the entailed estate.

All those who come after him are called substitutes.

When the institute dies before the entailer, the
next person mentioned takes as institute. There
ore certain rides of construction which favour the
institute, but these are entirely technical.

INSTITUTE, The, in English Law, is the mode
of citation or reference to Chief-justice Coke's great

work, in four volumes, on English law. Another
name for the first part of it is Coke upon Littleton,

owing to its being a commentary by Coke upon a
work of Littleton. The second book is a comment
on acts of parliament, the third is a treatise on
the pleas of the crown, and the fourth on the
different kinds of courts.

INSTITUTE OF FRANCE. On the revival

of letters, assoeiatious for mutual intercourse and
co-operation, called Academies (q. v.), were formed
in Italy and France, one of which, composed of poets

of no great note, was converted by Richelieu into a
national institution, under the name of Academie
Francaise, and met for the first time 10th July
1637. The chief object of this institution was
the cultivation of the French language ; but this

was indifferently accomplished, owing to the inter-

meddling of the court, which arrogated to itself

the right of directing the public taste. Many of

the judgments of this Academy were strangely

Bruyere as members. The Academy was intrusted

with the preparation of a Dictionary of the French
language ; but the merits of this work have been
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much .lisM.it. ,1, and the plan ol

,|,M '• Tl " '

nedab, which prevailed in tin- 17th c, -n
l.oius XIY. tin- Inundation ..1 .!

-
li tte objeol of

adent ol
tlf l:..\.-il Library. «e. in-.i its perpetuation, with an

ii of its Held of labour, as the 1

i. I. r w in. h
tion it met foi bb< July 1701,
third ioademj is present the

most distingui
I , iu tli

world,

founded by Colbert in Hit if., r. mod. II., I l, v i;i ,„,„

U 1699, and further cnlarevd in lTs/i. II,',. j.amt.r
I Brun founded in it; is.

tor which he ..:
. ,, n. . . ,,nd

in If.tii. Colbert remodelled and established it

lie I'initiire it >

\n AcatUmie lioyale dCArchitecture «as also
founded.

All these Academies were suppressed by an edict.

i .in 'J.ith

I a great
national association, for the "promotion ,,f the arts
an.l sciences, ealle.l the 1 n.<>,t„l X,,ti,„i„l. It was
at first divided into three classes—viz., Sciences

Itathematiquea j Sciences Morales et
Politiques; Sciences de Litterature et Beaux-Arts;

s by the
First I lonsul in -rs were

i,pi..S et
Math. matnpios; Lan-ue it I. literature Franchise;
Hist. .in- et l.lttcrature Ami. -line ; lioall\ \rt.s; an.l
this arrangement continued ilurinj; the First Em-
pire. On 2lst March, 1816, a royal ordinance
commanded that the four classes shonld be re-
placed by four Academies, hut the -enerul title,

I
i Hire.' was retained, l„ ,,,_ , lilie.i

hi the epithet ' Koyul,' ' Imperial,' or ' Nutii.nul,' in

harmony with the political chun-es in Plane,..

it Academies are— 1. AM,, /./,•„,„ />./«-
/„:„;,/, t„,„s ,1 ii,ll, s-l,t-

''' v •' 3 I. /.' |, ,„/,',„„

iux-Art»; and an ordinance, Ion,
26th (let,, her. |.s.')2, re-estublislie.l the ..III second

fifth Academy, VAeadfmie da Sciences,
i, and this organisation still

bllhsislS.

Each Academy has its own independi at govern-
' the fne disposition of the fun. Is allotted



INSTRUMENT—INSURANCE.

after the ' election ' of a bishop by the chapter, or

his ' nomination ' by the crown, when that right

belongs to the crown—it is only the pope who
confers 'institution.' In English usage, Institution

is a conveyance of the cure of souls by the bishop,

vests the benefice in the clerk, for the purpose of

spiritual duty, who thereupon becomes entitled to

the profits thereof. But the title is not complete
till Induction (q. v.).

INSTRUMENT, in point of law, is scarcely a
technical term, though it is frequently used in Eng-
land as descriptive of a will or testamentary writing

—and often any document not under seal. In Scot-

land, on the other hand, it is usually descriptive

only of a notarial instrument.

INSTRUMENTATION is the arranging of

music for a combined number of instruments. The
nature and character of the musical ideas must
alone determine whether the instrumentation shall

be simple or artistic, and perhaps complex ; the
latter being the case when some of the instruments
take a more prominent part than others. For both
purposes, a thorough knowledge of every instrument
in the orchestra is absolutely necessary, as without
this, instrumentation becomes only a deafening mass
of sounds. The stringed instruments, from their

nature, in most cases, form the principal parts of a
score, around which the other instruments move,
without depriving them of their importance. The
wind instruments represent, more or less, as it were,
a subordinate chorus, which may again be divided

into two kinds, viz., the wood instruments and the
brass, which, with the stringed instruments, give

three essentially different choral effects, that may
be mixed up together in endless variety. A know-
ledge of the art of instrumentation is only to be
acquired by great experience ; at the same time,

much may be learned by consulting the following

Works : Die Instrument/mug fur das Orchestra,

von A. Sundelin, published in Berlin by Wagen-
fiihr ; and Dr Joseph Frohlich's Systematise-Tier

Unterricht In den rorzui/lichili. n V rein sterinstrumenten.

INSTRUMENTS, MusiCAi, may be divided
into three classes—stringed, wind, and percussion.

Stringed instruments are of three kinds : those
whose sounds are produced by friction, as the violin,

viola, violoncello, &c. ; by twitching with the finger

or otherwise, as the harp, guitar, mandoline, &c.
;

by striking, as the pianoforte and dulcimer. Wind
instruments are of two kinds, viz., the reed species

—as the hautboy, clarionet, &c.—and the flute

species, as the flute, flageolet, &c. The trumpet,
horn, trombone, and all similar wind instruments, are

generally classed among the reed instruments ; but
whether the sound is produced by the lips of the
blower acting as a reed, or by the compressed stream
of air, as in flute instruments, is not yet deter-

mined. Percussion instruments are those which on
being struck produce only one fixed sound, as the
drum, triangle. cymbals, tambourine, &c. Whatever
material may be used to form a musical instrument,

there are only two means of producing musical
sounds, and these are by the vibrations of a fixed

elastic body, such as the string of the violin or

pianoforte, the reed of the hautboy, bassoon, &c.

;

or by the vibrations of a confined column of air put
into motion by a stream of compressed air, as in the
flute, flageolet, and all the ordinary flute species of

organ-pipes.

I'NSUCKEN MU'LTURES, in ScotchLaw,mean
the payments made to the miller by persons who
are bound to grind their corn at a particular mill,

under a servitude called Thirlage (q. v.). Out-

sucken multures mean the payment for the mere
grinding, which strangers pay ; and the insucken
multures include that jdus a small premium, which
goes to the proprietor of the mill.

INSU'RANCE, a contract of indemnity, whereby
one party, in consideration of a specified payment,
called a ' premium,' undertakes to guarantee another
against risk of loss. The first principles of insur-

ance would appear to have been acted on at a very
early period, since, without attaching undue import-
ance to the opinions of writers who contend, on the
authority of Livy, that they were known during the
second Punic war, or that the Emperor Claudius
can be considered an insurer, because, in order to

encourage the importation of com, he took all the
loss or damage it might sustain upon himself—there

are yet extant rules of sundry ' guilds,' or social

corporations of the Anglo-Saxons, whereby, in return

for certain fixed contributions, the members guar-

antee each other against loss from ' fire, water, rob-

bery, or other calamity.' It was, however, to cover

maritime casualties that insurance, viewed in its

commercial aspect, seems to have been first under-

taken. So early as 1435, the magistrates of Barce-

lona issued an ordinance relating to this class of

business, and we find in the speech of the Lord
Keeper Bacon, on opening Queen Elizabeth's first

parliament, the allusion, ' doth not the wise mer-
chant, in every adventure of danger, give part to

have the rest assured.' The merit of being the

first to apply mathematical calculations to the

valuation of human life belongs to the famous John
de Witt, pensionary counsellor of Holland, whose
Report to the States-general, on the valuation of

life annuities, has been lately brought to light

by Mr Hendriks. The first insurance company
established iu Britain appears to have been the
' Amicable,' founded iu 1696 ; not the office known
by that name now, but the one that still exists as

the ' Hand in Hand.' Omitting the gambling and
other objectionable projects for which the science of

insurance has been held responsible, it would exceed

the limits of the present article to give any detailed

account of even the more legitimate applications

of it which are current at the present day : the

traveller can be protected from the pecuniary loss

entailed from damage by rail or flood ; the gardener

from the devastation of the hailstorm ; the farmer

from the inroads of disease among Iris cattle ; and
employer and employed alike reap the benefit of a

guarantee on fidelity. Two hundred established

offices within the United Kingdom appeared in an
accredited list published in 1S62, and although

there were, besides, 56 winding up in Chancery,

there is an amount of confidence to be placed in

the stability and integrity of the greater number
existing, that cannot be exceeded in any other

commercial interest. We propose confining our

remaining remarks to the divisions of fire, life,

and marine insurance.

1. Fire Insurance.—Although the business of fire

insurance is not founded upon such exact data as

can be made available in the practice of life insur-

ance, yet considerable progress has been made by
the offices towards a correct classification of the

risks they run, and the rates of premium range by
slight gradations from a minimum of Is. &d. per

cent., which covers an ordinary private dwelling-

house, to £3, 3s. per cent, and upwards, charged for

insuring cotton-mills, su^ar-refinerics, theatres, and
like specially hazardous risks. The average rate of

premium received for risks in the United Kingdom
may be estimated at 4s. per cent. A duty of 3s.

per cent, per annum is levied by government upon

all fire insurances, except farming-stock and public

hospitals, and the parliamentary returns made of it



afford valuable statistical information of I

amount insured, The duty paid in the year I860,

per return last published, amounted to

r mi? year
of £1,039.072, 149, and there wae likewise

by the different companies, farming-stock to the

stent of £73,309,898 !

I of suoh a heavy
UnDOSt SS the duty, is Celt to he a sel ions impediment
to the progress of lire insurance, although •

and trifling expense at which it is ••II. r
-

•
. 1 ..tier

great inducements to sunv-nv ohancello

t to perpetuate the tax. Conceding that
the revenue must be obtained, a tax

it, and it is hk. wise found to be an inequitable one
A very large proportion of the whole property
insured is covered at the minimum rate of 1* 6c£

per cent., and from this the office having to pay its

agency and other expenses of management, it is

hardly too much to say that in such cases the tax
is threefold the net premium required to cover the
risk. Fire in too familiar use
to require explanation here, hut one point in con-
nection with them may be noticed : unlike a marine
policy, the] - tired to the extent of

the whole amount specified in them, without regard
to the excess of value of the entire property before
the tire, unless an exceptional 'average clause' is

attached to the
]

n its widest sense, is a contract

entered into by the assurer to pay a certain benefit
upon th.- duration of one or more Uvea

: hie' oi single premium co

ince of £1, payable at the end of the
year of death of an individual, is deduced from the
value of an annuity on tie „ame life (sec Annuity),

formula v— (1 — u) A.,

; he sum which will amount to £1 in one

r- equal to , r being the interest of

£1 for a year), and A, is the value of an annuity of

£1 per annum on the life aged x.

common form in which a life assurance
it is, h.ovev.-r. by the payment of an

annual premium to the company assurii

me symbols as above)

by the formula j— ,,
- (1 - »). The demonstra-

tion of which, in a popular form, is thus ingeniously
done by Mr Gray. The present value of an ' imme-
diate' annuity on a life aged s i.e.. of an annuity
of which the first payment falls to be made at the

mq ' * ^'- 't

i duoed by proportion that .tl will pur-

chase an immediate annuity of , the recipro-

cal of the first vain.- ; and this would be the proper
premium for the benefit if the hitter w. re paid to

at the end of the last year of the duration of the

jK.liey ; hut inasmuch as the benefit is not paid
until the eloae of the stipulated period, the ilifTcr-

. ilue and its value if

due a yar hence (1— 1>) has t.. be deducted from
premium, and the formula is the result.

The three important elements that have to be
taken into account in the calculation of office-

preuiiums ai interest which is to

uccnie from their investment, the mortality returns
with which the future experience of the insured
is expected to agree, and the proportion or ' loading'
to be added to the net rates to meet expenses of

management, and afford a profit to the insurer.

The rate ot :< per cent. has. with a very few excep-
tions, been adopted as a basui for such calculations,

as the nearest to what can 1 rpected to ba realised
1

1

ei- exti iel ag ovei
The mortality I

lly published by Mr Milne,
of I h- llev-h.m on

the rate of mortality m t.'arli.sle during the nine
, I7S7 inclusive, and 1.. nee known as

l.il.le. It is admitted to be a correct
1 '1, and from

the great number of published eon. pi it it i- ns founded
ly to retain its place in tl,

The following are examples of net premiums
calculated on t uese data :

SI.NOLX AND ANXI.'AI. ritlMICMS FOR ASMRINCK np £100, 1-01

*B».



annual p-emiums payable, therefore, being between
five and six millions—a sum equal to y^th of the

net public revenue of the United Kingdom.
A greatly increased facility for making the neces-

sary calculations in connection with life-assurance

has' been developed within the last few years by the

use of ' Commutation Tables,' the invention of Mr
George Barrett, and of which a large collection,

calculated by Mr D. Jones, is published by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. For
the best information on their construction, and other

fonnuke, the reader is referred to the standard

works of De Morgan, Gray, Milne, and the trans-

actions of the Institute of Actuaries, published

quarterly.

3. Marine Insurance.—Although this branch of the

subject does not possess such a general interest as

the preceding, it is one that requires quite as great

an amount of study and experience to insure its

successful prosecution. In estimating the rate of

premium, the insurer has to take into account not

only the quality of the vessel covered, but the

season in which she sails, the known character of

her captain, the nature of the commodity carried,

and (the contract being an indemnification both

against the elements and the enemy) the state of

our political relations. Nevertheless, losses at sea,

like other incidents, are observed to follow certain

laws, and if the average from which the value of

the risk is deduced is of sufficiently broad basis, the

result over equal intervals of time can be predicted

•with reasonable certainty. Until 1824, the only

companies that could grant marine insurances were
the ' Royal Exchange ' and ' London Assurance ;

' and
although the monopoly of these offices then ceased,

and various other companies were established, such

is the force of usage, that by far the greater por-

tion of the business continues to be transacted

by individual insurers designated ' underwriters.'

The underwriters of London form an influential

society known as 'Lloyd's' (q. v.), from having

originally met in a coffee-house kept by a person of

that name in Abchurch Lane ; and their extensive

business, numerous agents for procuring information,

and general influence in the mercantile community,
havelong gained for them a world-wide reputation.

As a small number of risks, viewed in connection

with the great hazard to which property at sea is

esposed, would not secure a safe average to the

individual insurer, he finds it prudent to take but a

ft actional part of the entire risk on himself, and
this is done by subscribing or 'underwriting' the

stipulated proportion on a policy drawn out For the

whole amount to be covered. The necessity for

circulating the policy for this purpose, and other-

wise negotiating the insurance, has given rise to

another "business, that of the 'insurance broker,'

with which, however, that of the underwriter is

often combined. A system of mutual insurance is

frequently carried out by associations of ship-

owners forming ' clubs,' differing in some degree

from the protection afforded by the ordinary under-

writer, inasmuch as a club grants an indemnification

for the loss for which the insured may at law be

held responsible for damage done by his ship to

another. As such a 'collision' guarantee is now
frequently made a stipidation in an ordinary policy,

this distinction is, however, gradually disappearing.

Marine insurance differs from an ordinary fire

insurance, in respect that in case of partial loss the

underwriter pays ouly such a proportion of the sum
insured as the damage sustained bears to its whole

value at the time of insurance. See Average. In

adjusting a partial loss, it is usual to deduct one-

third of the nominal value, for new materials fur-

nished to replace the older destroyed, and labour.

60S

Policies are of two kinds, ' valued '—where the insur-

ance is based on a specific bill of lading—and 'open,'

where, in case of loss, the value of a ship with her
stores is estimated as at the date of sailing, her
freight at the amount she would have earned had
the voyage terminated favourably, and her cargo at
its invoice price, adding premium and all charges.
The insurance is binding although the ship may
have been lost when the policy was executed, but
any warranty, if not true, is held to vitiate the insur-

ance, even although the misstatement is not material
to the risk. A stamp-duty is levied upon all marine
insurance policies, although well-grounded objec-
tions are urged against it. A tax on prudence, it is

unfairly made to increase with the risk. In the
coasting traffic, it presses unequally on the carriage
by sea in competition with the land' traffic on which
no such burden is imposed, and in other business it

offers an inducement to employ the foreign in pre-
ference to the British underwriter. In fixing the
amount of stamp-duty, the choice lies with the
insured of doing so with reference to the term of

insurance (not exceeding one year), or to the rate of

premium per single voyage, by the following table :

Not exceeding 10*. per c

The revenue of the government from this source
was for the year ending March 1861, £328,735, but
although this was a slight advance on the amount
of previous 5'ears, it has been shewn, from returns
obtained by Mr Leone Levi, that the proportion of
vessels insured to the number of wrecks has over
the same period been gradually diminishing, a
diminution in the ratio of insurances which Mr
Levi attributes to the pressure of the duty.
Insurance, in Law.—The law on the subject of

insurance is substantially the same throughout Great
Britain and the United States.

Fire Insurance.— The contract is generally pre-

ceded by proposals, in which case the proposals and
policy of insurance must be read together, if the

policy refers to these proposals. In order to insure

property, the insurer must have some interest

in the property insured, for otherwise there would
be an inducement to commit arson. But he need
not be owner ; it is enough that he be accounts

able for the goods, or hold a lien on them, as a
carrier, wharfinger, or bailee. Thus, many carriers

keep up a floating policy to cover all goods which
may happen to he on their premises within a given
period. In all these cases, the words of the policy

are the important points ; and good faith is required

in giving a correct description of the goods or
premises, for every statement or representation as

to anything that is essential is taken to be a war-
ranty. The premises must not he materially altered

during the risk, otherwise the policy will he void

;

but often the policy stipulates that alterations may
be made on giving notice. A person in lodgings

may insure his goods, and may safely call the

house his 'dwelling-house' for that purpose. But,

as a general rule, great care must he taken by the

insured not to misrepresent anything material, and
not to conceal any extraordinary risk which the

insurer ought to know. If a fire happens, either

on the premises or in neighbouring premises, tba
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insurer cannot set up in defence that it v.

by the negligence of the insured or Ins servant, for

lly the very things which an insur-

intended t.> guard against. When a fire

ihvays provided by the
policy that notice ol the loss is to bi sent in, and
full partdculare of the damage done, and the sili ged
value, for it is onlj the actual loss which .

r • and that only can be recovered. Thus, if a

5
arson insures

I $600, and
done by

nly recover the *,MI, lor otherwise he
wo ild be l» tter off thai, he was before the fire, and
the contract is one merely of indemnity Le.,it does
Dot add to cue's wealth, hut merely B6CU1

loss. It is often provided that the annual

has expired, but it is dangerous to allow the pay-
ment to i long, for if a fire happen
in the interval, the insurer will nol in general be
liahle. insured in

several offices, hut in that case the insured party
can nevertheless only r. ver the value of his loss

-i ither .il the insurers,

however, for the amount, if each policy cover the
whole value, and the party who pays can then
recover a proportionate part from the other co-in-

surers, for they all divide the loss among them.
I where carriers and others take out a Boat-

ing policy of tire insurance, the carrier can sin- for

the full loss of the goods, though far i

extent of his own int. est m them, hut ill that case

the owner of the .

recover the balance from the carrier, even though
originally he never gave authority to the carrier to

insure (hem. And s.., in like manner, il a p i on is

insured, and recovers his loss ic in the

then Sues a third party for the w B

I .1 what may
' " .luninllti t his own lo.ss.

ana i< nol a contract ol indemnity . like

fire insurance, and therefore a pers c

life in as many insurance oliices as In- picas, s, an. I his

ill r ver tie- full amount insured from
each of the insurers, reg ndl.-s ,,ttho rest. I l,. r

,

however, to inslip- a lite, the illslllel

himself be 'the life' or must have a pecuniary
interest in tie- hi.-. Thus, a creditor is entitled to

insure lus debtor's life; a wife may insure her
husband's, because he is hound to supiH.it her; or

the husband may insure the wife's, u she has an
annuity or property settled upon her for life, in

wnich In- has an interest Formerly it was ,. igh

thai the interest of the insurer existed at

l ntered into, and a credit..,- u |„,.,. ,1,i,i „„ s

satisfied might recover on the policy; but recent de-
ei-ion- have reversed this, and sonic insurers ah w
provide thai il the debl is paid, it must be paid to

them. In entering into contracts ol life insurance,

od faith is exacted in the di

the nal ( the life insured, and anj fraudulent
misrepresentation in a mat. -rial jxiint is fatal to the

I
. r. Some companies even go

' is in their policies a clause, that
if any inisropn-.. m ation ( i. e., however trifling) be
made, ih,. policy will be void. But pai

should be taken to avoid such offices, for the policies

taken out on such terms will generally he so much
waste paper, as far as any security is c :erned.

At the sami a dangi rous for the
insurer to treat lightly any misrepresentation, for in

tin- end the question, whether it is material or not,

not for him or hi

lury. In MM an action is brought When the poll y
is affected through an agent on the principal

•

life, and the ag" nt, unconsciously and without the
authority of the ] apal. makes a misrepresenta-
tion, this will hind the principal. Where the person
whose life is insured or is hanged,
the poh.y is void, unlrs.s. in the case of suicide, he
was in a state of insanity at the time. The policy;,

howevi r, frequently has an e.\]uess provision on this

subji ;. the terms of which will he in tb

important, and will govern the liability. In case

the poh.y provides, as it often does, for its con-
tinuance, if payment after the expirati f the

year is made within 1.1 or -1 days, it is dangerous
to run the risk of this interval, for if the part] dies

during the l"i days before the premium is paid, the
policy will not be set up by his exei nt

: itllill tho
. days. Put the policy

ouietiiui
. \pressly allows of this. In which r.t^i- it

will be competent for the executors to make the
payment. Life assurances are often

security of a debt, in whii h casethi
ally covenants to pay the premiums, so as to keep
the security up; and failing pay incut by i

i i. _, 1 1
.

i
.

1 1
. \ aut'ioi i-e.l to pay them

himself, and recover the amount from the assignor.

a assignment of a life policy should
always be given to the insurance company, so as to

let them know whom they are to pay.
Mtiritiw. /itxui-iiucr is effected either mi a voyage

from one port to another, in which case it is

called a voyage policy, or it is from one given
day to another, in which case it is called a time
poh,\. When the value of the property insured
is expressed in the policy, it is called 'a valued
policy, and when not so expressed it is an open
policy. In general, wagering or gaming policies am
void by statute, and the insurer must have some
interest in the ship, such as the profits of the
voyage or the freight The insurance oi seamen's
wagi j, however, is not competent, for it tends to

i Horn the crew.
When the policy states a tixed sum as the value of

the property, and expressly provides that the policy

shall be deemed sufficient proof of interest, the
insurance is an insurance ' interest or n i

and void by the statute. When the policy is a
voyage policy, there is an implied warranty icy the
insurer that the ship is seaworthy at the commence,
incut of the voyage, hut there is no such warranty
in a time policy. As is the ease in tire and life

policies, any fraudulent concealment of material
meos which increase the risk will void the

policy. But everything done in the usual course
of navigation and trade is presumed to have been
lor. son, and in contemplation of both parties. The
policy is understood to cover the risk, not only
of the perils ol the sea. properly so called, but of

' hut on the part of the master or

mariners. But the loss caused by mere tear and
Wear is not covered by the policy

; the cause of the
loss must be something fortuitous or accidental.

Kvery policy impliedly assumes that the vessel will

pi'...- I straightway to her place ol destination,

without, unnecessary del iv. Put sometimes, from
unioie-eei, , oi .i ,, i! i. ill. for the

deviate, in which case, and In which only,

the policy will remain g I, strict proof, however,
being always given of tins imperious necessity.

When the ship has been so injured or deterior-

ated as to render it hopeless to restore it, and tho
repairs will cost more than the ship is worth, the
assured mav abandon the ship, and claim for a total

,.- , See V

l\T\ OLIO 'il d 'cutting in'), i term in art,

ite Of lellel (see A I IO I'll II Vol, IIIC'IUS tl.C

' ition of a subject by hollowing it out in

gem, 0C other substance; so that in
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rNTERQALAHY—INTERDICTION.

oader his order* are those in charge of all the finance f'NTBBDIOT, an ecclesiastical censure at
tli.- provisions, stores, hospitals, artillery penalty in the Roman Catholic I

1 transport departments, besides the inter- in the withdrawal oi the administration of certain
guides, and such Like temporary services, sacraments, of the celebration of public worship,

to army is the repreaenta- and of the solemn burial-service. Interdicts are "f
Mimsterof War; mnl. short of superseding three kinds— lu-:«l. which affect a particular place,

and thus comprehend all, without distinction, who
«-

•
that high officer of state, rhe reside therein ; peraonai, which only affect a person

Lntendanoe is divided into attendants, ranking with or persons, and which reach this person or persona,
general officers, sub-intendants with colonels, and ami those al , no matter where found; and

which atle. t lioth a place and its inhabitants, so
who reeeue no pay, and constitute a probationary that the latter would be bound by the interdict
grade u«iile ot its purely local limits. The principle

During the Ci lal penalty is founded may
such a department in the ! 1 in the early discipline ot public penance,
felt, when the on .nt see- by which penitents were for a time iloharri d Hum
Wons ' mil frmn the pril

dull] tiie army in the at the celebration of the Eucharist ; but itwas only
• in the medieval period that, owing to cir.iiu

at hand ]\, ommi-mcvi kini, it

tended, with Other reasons a Ig which was the came into use as an ordinary church i

difficulty of disposing of such a functionary during then frequent conflii t- d and civil

the matter, power. It was designed to awaken the national
Pile Chief of the Staff holds the office in the British conscience to the nature of the crime, by including
army which _ to that of Intcndant; all alike in the penalty with which it .

but the functions of tfa >m identical. Tin- most remarkable intenbets are those laid upon

fNTEBCAXABY Lat mteroalaria, for inser-
s, '1111111111 in 1180 by Alexander III.; on Poland l>y

Gregory VII, on occasion of the murder of Stanislaus, uu'.i'i \ > i ,., (mi in ci -c hi mi i iic nun i ici- o ,-via rs us
ti.m . an epithet apnli. d to thus.- months ,.r days . ., • ,. , , . , TT ,, ,

1

n . i .i i i
St the altar; by Innocent III. on France, under

^m,,'' E^ppe^ml^andonEng,
J

j.
..

r J John m 1209. rhe description ol Ehudand under
the last-named interdict, as detailed bj

INTKKCK'SSIOX, DocTROra OT. Scripture, in the I temporary chroniclers, presents a strangely

many pi I jurist, after having tinished striking picture of the condition of the public mind,
his redemptive work on earth, and which it is difficult with our modern ideas fully to

of glory and exaltation, as ever pleading realise or to understand. It would be a great

A on behalf of those whom 1
mistake, however, to suppose that, during the

_ oi his bl I (Rom viii.34; Heb. continuance of an interdict, the p.

vii. •_'">; l.lohn. ii. 1 1. Tie uln-ians say, however, destitute of spiritual assistance The '

that wi to be mainly regarded the «<' itiiiitb* ..f public worship;
interceded with, as if he were still reluctant to it was permitted to administer baptism, confirma-

; intercession makes him tion. and the Kueharist in all cases of urgency;
more merciful than before. They tell us, that since to confess and absolve all who were not

tent fr the whole tenor of the New ally the guilty participators in the crime which
nt, as w.ll as from a multitude of special the interdict was meant to punish

; to celebrate

passages, that tin- penal sacrifice of Christ on marriage, but without the solemnities ; and to

Calvary reconciled tied to man. we must regard confer orders in eases of necessity. And under the
iv work of Christ rather as serving popes (In-gory IX.. Innocent 111. an.! IV'., and

to illustrate the eternal holiness of God and tin- I: face 111., still further mitigations of its rigour

of the Saviour, ami were introduced, one of which was the removal of

atinually in view the sacriliic of atonement the interdict and restoration of public worship
on which it is founded. The doctrine of tl i certain great festivals, especially Christmas,

i I
.

.
.,-!. .Wninption, and Al'l Sou

and Soman Catholics ; but the latter, in addition, council of llasel enacted very stringent rules as

believi . ..f the to the use of this penalty, and in later times the

Virgin and the taints, who, however, do not directly general interdict ha- ben .-i itii eh di-us. 1 1, alt lum \\

intercede for Bien with Go mally, m very special eireumstai s, and to

mark the horror ol the church for some en

of the in. crime, instances are still recorded in which a par-

lOTEBOOLTJMiaATION.in Classic Arehitec * "" Pi"
06

, ""'•""J. J"
beeu visiteJ with tho

build-
Penalty of a local interdict

tag, m. the shaft. The [NTEKDICT, in Scotch Law, is an order issued
inturcol ilea, but by the Court of Session to stop or prohibit a person
the moat favourite distal as to be fr doine; an illegal or wrongful act, [t is obtained

-i. pension and interdict to
ins is called EiutyU. The centra] inter- the Lord OnUnan on the Bills. The party applying

columniation of a colonnade is frequently made for it must have both title and interest — that is. he
wider thin the others when required for access most be more than a mere stranger. The principles

In Doric architecture, the on which it is granted in Scotland are isubstantially

mniation is decided by the spacing of the the same as those in which the parallel Writ
iiims bein- usually placed under of Injunction (Q. v.) is granted by the Court of

of every other triglyph. Chancery in England.

IN I Kino MMI-M\ r. Ill: I U noX is a process peculiar tn the
d by the Scotch Privy Council, law of Scotland, by which persona of imbecile minds

Warning persons not to harbour rebels, may either restrain themselves, if conscious of their
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weakness— then called voluntary interdiction—or

may be restrained by the Court of Session in i

turn, then called judicial interdiction. The effect

of both is to appoint trustees or interdictoi

whose consent is necessary to all deeds whereby
the imbecile's heritable estate is alienated. See
Imbecility.

INTERE'SSE TE'RMINI, a term sometimes
used in English law to denote the kind of interest

which a lessee takes in land when the lease is

executed. It amounts to a right of entry on the
lands, which is assignable.

INTEREST, the payment due by the borrower
of a sum of money to the lender for its use. The
interest of £100 for one year is called the rate per
cent. ; the money lent, the principal ; and the sum
of any principal and its interest, the amount. The
current or market rate of interest fluctuates

widely, by reason, not, as is often supposed, of

the extent of the supply of money, but of the
variable rates of profit, as in Holland, where it

has always been comparatively low, and in our own
time in Australia and California, where mercantile
profits being in excess, the rate of interest is rela-

tively high.

A strong prejudice against exacting interest existed

in early times, arising from a mistaken view of some
enactments of the Mosaic law ;* and as late as the
reign of Edward VI., there was a prohibitory act

passed for the alleged reason that ' the charging
of interest was a vice most odious and detestable,

and contrary to the word of God.' Calvin, the
famous reformer, was one of the first to expose the
error and impolicy of this view, although a series

of enactments, known as the Usury Laws, to some
extent perpetuated it, by an attempted restriction

of the maximum rate to be paid. In England, this

rate was fixed by act 21 James I. at 8 per cent.

During the Commonwealth, it was reduced to 6
per cent. ; and by the act 12 Anne, c. 16, to 5 per
cent., at which rate it stood till 1839, when the law
was repealed. In Scotland, any charge for interest

was prohibited before the Reformation. In 15S7,
the rate was fixed by law at 10 per cent. ; in 1633,
at 8 per cent. ; in 1661, at 6 per cent. ; and by
the act of Anne, as above noted, at 5 per cent.

It is now admitted that the operation of such
laws tended only to raise the real rate of interest,

by driving men in distress to adopt extravagant
methods of raising money—the bonuses thus paid
being really and in effect an addition to the nominal
interest.

Interest is computed on either of two principles :

1. Simple interest, where, should the interest not
be paid, as due, no interest is charged upon the
arrears. Although this mode of reckoning has little

to recommend it in reason, it is adopted in many
transactions, and receives the sanction of the law.
The computation of simple interest is easy, it being
only necessary to calculate the product of the prin-

cipal, the rate per cent., and the period in years and
fractions of a year, the result, divided by 100, giving
the sum required. Thus, wanted the interest of

£356, 6s. &d. for 3J years at 4 per cent.

356^ X 3J X 4 -=- 100 = £49, 17s. 9d.

2. Compound interest is the charge made where—
the interest not being paid when due—it is added
to the principal, forming the amount upon which
the subsequent year's interest is computed. The
rules for most readily making computations by com-
pound interest can only be effectively expressed

* See Exodus, xxii. 25 ; Leviticus, xxv. 39 ; Deuter-
onomy, xxiv. 19 : the application being to money lent
for the relief of distress, and not advanced to the
h n-rower that he might improve it.

v-rW

algebraically, and, using the symbols in article

Discount, we annex a few of the elementary
formulfe.

1. Since £1, increased by its interest r, at the end
of one year becomes 1 + r, this amount at the end
of the second year becomes (1 + ?•)'-, and generally

at the end of the n'h year (1 + r) n. Example : To
find the amount of £1, improved at 5 per cent, for

six years, r, the interest for £1, is -05, and n = 6 ;

therefore (L05)6 = L34, or £1, 6s. 9^d. 2. Since
£1 becomes in one year 1 + r, it is found by ordi-

nary proportion that the fraction of £1 which will

amount to £1 in a year is (1

= v ; and reasoning as above, the sum which will

amount to £1 n years hence is (1 + r)~" = v". 3.

The amount of £1 in n years being (1 + r) n, it will

be seen that the excess of this sum over the original

£1 invested, or (1 + r)" — 1, is the amount of an
annual increment or ' annuity' of £r for the period,

and from this, by proportion, is deduced the for-

mula for the amount of an annuity of £1 for the

same time, being

l
- (1 + r)- - 1.

4. Reasoning as in (3), the present value of an
annuity certain of £1 for n years, or the sum which,
improved at interest, will meet the annuity is

r l
l

(1 + r)«J

Tables for the four classes of values above described,

based on various rates of interest, are given in

most works on annuities. Those by Mr Ranee
are computed for each quarter per cent, from J to

10 per cent. It may be useful to note two results

that can be easily deduced from a table of the
present values of annuities (4). 1. The annuity
which £1 will purchase for any number of years is

the reciprocal of the corresponding value in such
a table. Example : A person borrows £100, to be
repaid by annuity in 15 years, with interest at 5
per cent. ; required the annuity ? The present value

of an annuity of £1 per annum for that period, at

the rate stated, is £10-38, and 100 X 10-38"1 =
9-6342 = £9, 12s. 84<Z. 2. To find the annuity
which in a given period will amount to £1—sub-

tract from the annuity that £1 will purchase,

ascertained as above, r, the interest of £1 for a year.

Example : The annuity which, paid for 15 years,

will amount to £1, taking interest at 5 per cent, is—
Value of annuity which £1 will pur- ) »„nM ,

chase as last found, . . . \

* UJb^
Subtract ), at 5 per cent., . . . -050000

Annuity required, . . £-046342
Or £4, 12s. S^d. will amount in 15 years to £100.

Interest, in Law.—In England and Ireland,

when a debt has been for some time due, there
is no obligation imposed on the debtor by the
common law to pay any interest whatever, though
the sum has been fixed and often demanded. The
creditor can always sue for his debt, which is his

proper remedy, but he derives no benefit from
giving time to his debtor. Therefore, if interest is

to lie paid, this must be, as a general rule, by
virtue of express agreement. Nevertheless, there
have always been one or two exceptions to this rule.

Thus, by the usage of merchants, it has always
been usual, when an action has been brought to
recover the amount of a bill of exchange or pro-
missory-note, for the jury to add interest from the
time it was due ; but even this was not a matter of

course—it was a matter of discretion for the jury,
and was generally withheld when there was delay
in bringing the action. Another exception existed
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.rise of money due apon an award by an

from tin'

day when the award was made. A thud
Waa i-i tin' oase of a bond for money, in wl

interest »n added from the day it ought to have
<L And lastly, if a surety had to pay

for liis principal, he could recovei
with interest In all other cases, if thi

none could
he claimed. If, however, there was a course of

between the parties, ,,r i

t, then, without
express agreement) this was understood. A recent
statute somewhat amended the aluo-e defect of the

i law, for by .'! and 4 Will. IV. e. 4-2, a 28,
a jury may now add interest at the ordinal"]
all d btt or sinus certain, which are inaile payable
under some written instrument at a retrain time;
htiiI even if not due under a written instrument,
then if a written demand has heen made exprc"lv

notice thai interest will be charged from and
tbe date of the demand, if not paid then,

interest "ill also !» due. But even in these last

cases, it is discretionary in the jury to give the

Interest, and therefore it is not claimable as a
matter of course. A- regards compound interest,

it is n fortiori not claimable in any case, except
white it has been expressly stipulated for, ur where
there is in some particular trade a definite cu.-toin

to pa] interest, and such custom must always be
proved.

It ought also to be added, that the Court of
Chancery has always been in the habit of charging

- who have misapplied funds with 5 per
cent, interest on the amount, and also compound
int. -test; but in simple eases of retaining moneys
in hand without investing them, they have been

ed 1 percent. Formerly, it was p,,,hil.:t.-.l l.\

in England to lend money mi the security

per cent.

;

but tl i been abolished, and now
raon may borrow or lend at whatever rate

• wirh the other party.

Pawnbrokers are allow, rest not
a fixed sum. See Pawnbrokers.

In Scotland, the law has always been much more
liberal in allowing interest to be claimed oi t-

Btanding debts, for there th iverse principle was
acted on, that on nearly all debts whatever, interest

imable either by statute or by common law.
Thus, interest is due on hills of .\ihau_'. .

amount contained in a horning or charge to pay, on
sums paid by cautioners, on the price of lands sold,
i'ii in. .ley advanced at request, on the price of
goods sold, if tie credit has expired,
and generally on all debts which there has beeu
delay in paying.

[1 Ti:i:l i: RENOE, a b ran i mployed to express
the effect which rays of light, ait.

1. produ i. h i.ther. It' the i

'. when allowed to fall on
. will be divided into bars or strip.

ight and dark, as is shewn in the article

Vifwbai l bis phenomenon I

the touchstone of th- two rival theories of

thus explained : if tWO him IU

unit.memisly impel ;i molecule of Stl

t i.f the original impulses;
and if the two motions (as in the -

dt nit will
be nearly their sum; if opposite, their difference.

Thus, v.

ta wave, and if, while in

motion, anothen
will be inoMaae of light, if the motion of th

wave conspire with that of the first ; but a decrease,
if they oppose each other; and total darkness, if,

while opposing, they are equal in velocity. Let d
be the .1 'inline; to a complete period

: en
; then, if the second wave impinge upon

the molecule alter it has accomplished one ,.

whole vibrations corresponding to the distances d,

2d, 3d, &C., and has retur 1 to it - .

Will evidently c.

produce more violent motion ; but if it

the in"! cule, when the latter has only a
half a vibration, oorrespoiidiii'j t.

wave »dl oppose the part

'1 position; thus producing diminution
i a the funnel- case, the

intensity hi lieht is increased
; in the latter, dimin-

ished ; and it the undulations are of equ
the light is doubled ill

i

t! ry totally fails to
explain interference. In light of differ
the value of ./ differs for each colour, being leai I tor
violet, and greatest for red light. The principle of
interference accounts in the nest satisfactory way
for the colours of thin plates, the fringes that

j

accompany shadows, &c. ; and its explanation forms
the most, decisive reason yet known for adopting
the unduiatory in preference to the emission theory
of light See Light.

IXTERJK'CTIONS arc exclamations expressive
not SO much of a thought as of an emotion—as,

ah! alas! hurrah ! pooh ! They are, therefore, hardly
parts of speech, and never form part of a sen-
tence. They are, in fact, more akin to the sounds
emitted by the lower animals, than to articulate
language

I'NTERIM, in the history of the Reformation,
the name given to certain edicts of the German
emperor for the regulation of religious and ecclesi-

astical matters 'in the meantime' (I. at. Interim), till

tiny could be decided by a general council. The
first is the Batitbon Interim, the result of the
deliberation- ot a commission appointed during the
diet of Ratisbon (Begensburg) m 1641, of which
l'.ek, Pflug, and Gropper were the Roman Catholic,
and Mclancthmi. I hi. it, and Pistorius the ProteS-
tant members. On the erenter number of doctrinal
points, the commission found it possible to agree on
terms which might be deemed consistent with tho
views of both parties; but as to the sacraments
and the power of the church, the differences were

(able, B] the Protestants in general, tho
whole movement was looked on as a scheme to

entrap them into a formal return to the Church of

Rome, At the mxt diet, at Augsburg in 1548, a
new .interim was by the emperor's command pre-
pared by l'llug, lidding (Sidmiiusi, and Agricola.

tt is called the Augiburglnterim. Initthen-
cup by the laity, the marriage ,,t priests, and s ,•

.1: I i.ite-talits;

but it nut with very genera] opposition,
|

larly in the north md was revoked
in 1552. By the exertions of the Elector Maurice
of Saxony, a third interim, the Leipttc
was adopted at the diet "f Leipsic on 22d December,
1548, which guarded the rroti tanl I, hut

admitted gn at part of the Roman < lathol

in . .1 tin power of popes and
-. hen not abused. But the off m i

the nn. re /ealous Protestant a, which
Mclancthmi, liugeuhagen, and Maim- support! d. led

I hlllvll.

INTKIM.VKKN ('between the lakes*), a village

of Switzerland^is delightful!] ritnated on th

bank of the Aare, in a plain between Laki
and r.ilell'. \|.c.
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between the lakes, there is an almost uninterrupted
[

that the country affords. Ten miles southward ia

line of hotels or petitions. Within a few miles of the Staubbach (the ' sky-horn waterfall '), with its

the village are many of the most wonderful sights I perpetual iris ; a few miles further south, and in

View of Interlaken and TJnterseen.

full view from the village, are the magnificent Jung-

frau and several other remarkable peaks of the

Bernese Alps. The visitors are the chief source of

income to the inhabitants, who number from 1000

to 2000.

INTERLINEA'TIONS in a deed are additions

or corrections written either on the margin or

between the lines. In England, interlineations in a

deed are not fatal, provided only it is proved that

they were made before executing the deed. It is

usual to put the parties' initials opposite the place

where the interlineations occur, in proof of this, or

at least by way of memorandum. In affidavits and
other documents, the initials should also be put at

the places interlined. In Scotland, if the interli-

neation is at all material, it ought to be signed by
the parties, and the fact mentioned in the testing

clause, otherwise it will be presumed that the inter-

lineations were made after the execution, and will

vitiate the deed.

INTERLOCUTOR, in Scotch Law, means a

finding or judgment of a judge or court in a cause.

In England, the word is not used.

INTERLO'CUTORY JUDGMENT, in

England, Ireland, and Scotland, means a judgment

which is not final, but which is merely a step in the

suit or action. So as to interlocutory decrees or

orders.

I'NTERLUDE, in Music, is a short melodious

phrase played by the organist (generally extempore)

between the verses of a psalm-tune. In the German
Protestant Church, the interlude (or zmisdienspiel)

is generally played between each line of the verse,

to give the congregation time to breathe. To
accompany the chorale of the Lutheran Church with

scientific and appropriate interludes, is reckoned in

Germany the chief test of a good organist.

INTERMA'RRIAGE. The intermarriage or

intercourse of near relatives has been universally

believed to entail degeneration upon the offspring,

and the act has been condemned and prohibited.

The physical deformity and mental debasement of

the Cagots of the Pyrenees, of the Marrons of

Auvergne, of the Sarrasins of Dauphine, of the

Cretins of the Alps, and the gradual deterioration

of the slave population of America, have been
attributed to the consanguineous alliances which
are unavoidable among these unfortunate peoples.

More recently, the same opinion has been sup-

ported by the history of deaf-mutism and of idiocy.

Of 235 deaf and dumb children whose parentage
could be traced, 70, or nearly 30 per cent., were the

offspring of the intermarriage of blood-relations.

But in opposition to, and apparently destructive

of such an hypothesis, may be adduced the unim-
paired condition and symmetry of the Jews, of

the small Mohammedan communities in India, of

the isolated tribes in North America, among whom
the repeated intermarriage of near relatives is com-
pulsory. Moreover, this opinion does not hold in

the analogous cases among the inferior animals, as

the Arabs can trace the pedigree of their most valu-

able horses to the time of Mohammed, whilst they
avoid all crossing ; the stud-books in this country
record the ascendants of racers for 200 years, and
shew the perpetuation of the qualities of strength,

and weight, and ileetness by propagation within the

endowed family, both Eclipse anil Childers being

descended from a horse the offspring of a parent

and foal ; and the descendants, again, of these horses,

which still maintain the highest estimation, afford

many instances of very close breeding ; and lastly,

the Durham ox and the Ditchely sheep were the

result and triumph of breeding in and in. The
present state of the controversy, as it has been
recently conducted in France, may be summed up
in the proposition, that consanguineous alliances are

not necessarily hurtful to the offspring, provided

the parents be healthy and robust ; but the obser-

vations of Devay and Bemiss in America shew
that such generalisations should be received with
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caution. It should be added, tint even wei

established that mental din ise generally followed
such unions, the transmission might 1 1,

j
.. -ml rather

upon the increased certainty of reproducing here-

tendencies, than upon the violation of any
physiological law.—Steinaa, Efsay ../< Ii

and Inlermnrr Danger
,n,,/,iin* I -'.J i : I '.i! « in,

ami Plantt undtr DomwH-n. "*n (1869); and The
Origin and Descent »,' -I/"", t e. 1 1870).

INTI'KMl; MATi: HARMONIES, in Musi,-,

are the harmonies intro.lu me non-
related keys, while modulating from the one key to

the Other, which harmonies prepare tin- rar t ei\o

the new key.

in .ERME'ZZO, a short dramatic comic scone,

with singing, peculiar to the Italian stage, and
introduced between the acts ol an opera or play.

INTERMITTENT FEVER. See Aou*
INTERNA'TIONAL LAW is divided into public

international law and private international law.

1. Public International Law, or tike law of nations,

nt nations
agree anion.,' themselves to be just and fair in regu-
lating tlieir dealings with each other in turn 3 of war
and peace. The mode in which th \ arrive ai this

common understanding of what is just am] fair, is

by comparing tlie opinions of text-writers who
to set forth and collect the general opinion

of civilise. 1 nations, tor all tie's*' u i :
.

' .

ultimately to the pniieipl'-s of naturtl reason and
I mion sense, as the test of what they profess

i proper rule. I i .dhance,

and commerce also d. line and modify the existing

international law as l.ctw. i parties.

The decisions of prize-courts, which proi. s< to pro.

I
tural justice, of n

application, are ' t. i national

law. I

follow- i- one which governs itself

independently ol even! of

a civil war in one nation, other nations may remain
i ancient govern-

ment as sovereign, and the governm
entitled to the rights of v.

i niy. If

the for ; v. it is hound to

allow impartially to both belligerent parties the

ri hta which war
public ' .. h otln-r. such as the
right of blockade, and of capturing contraband and

property. Where a colony or province

asserts its independence, and has
to main' ;

. nee. the re. ognitioll of its

sovereignty by other foreign states is a ipiostion of

. but until acknowledged,
and private individuals are hound

to consider the ancient state of things as remaining
nnaltnred. When a change occurs in the person ol

;t. rnal constitution of a

aid to the former SOVI
I

be binding on the su voeding «m . r.-i_n.

All sovereign states are, in the eye of inter-

natichaal

' its own

all it- I- lOUrCSS in the manner it thinks tit, so long
•

! lights

of other ti items. When, however, one state unduly
If, and augments its military and

id what all th.

aider proportioned to it e other
6tatca have some ground to interfere. This, how-
L'V.r. , u. 'ss. and not to

be attempted rashly; ami it is ditlicult to define
•J 17

what is a just ground of interference. The aecpiisi.

t :< ill ot clonics end d. p.n.l. ncle.s has never I II

According to Wheat on (I nlrriiiilimiiil l.mi; 88, 6th
o.U, int. 'i'i.' i to pn rve th I

have I.ecu generally conlincd to prevent a sovereign,

already powerful, from iucorpoi .

into Ins t.i riton , or increasing a d.et.i-

torial influence over th. lineils and con. In i of
.ehcr independent states. The aversion t.. inter-

ference has loubt, in modern tun J, I.e.. in..

stronger and stronger; and it may he taken to be
now almost an axiom, that no foreign state has any

n .d ..i interfering in what is merely au
internal revolution of a state or a mode ol readjust-

ing its own constitution
i

in short, •

wed to manage its own internal

and to choose whatever follll of government best
suits the people, foi ol this light can,
in general, nowise allet ..( her states.

Kach state has the natural right to make its own
laws i. ii' ting the property and status of till the

within its territory. On the high seas, both
the public and private vessels of every nation are
subject to the jurisdiction of the state t.. which
they belong. Offenc there mitted against its

own municipal laws gi\e to the tale I.. which tho
vessels belong juris.li. t ion ; but no right of visita-

tion and search belongs to a nation in time of peace,

thou h piracy and otic r ...lends against the law of

nations, being crimes not against any particular

nation, but against all mankind, may be punished by
any state in which the ., (Venders can be found. The
tratlic in slaves is. h..w. \. r, n..t classed with piracy
bj the law of nations, though nations uia\'declare
it tO be SO m« u sub|,cts

; and they
may a I-,, . at. r int.. a compact as to that matter, as

done b\ l-rcat llritaiu with other nations.

With regard to crimes and th. ir puiiishinciit. though
each state will punish all crimes by whom

•'. thill it - ow II tel

ami also all crimes committed in its public mil

private vessels on the high seas, or in a foreign

port; likewise all crimes, wherever committed, by
- ov. ii subjei 1

1,
vet it cannot arrest

of its own citizens if In- is within the territory of

another state ; to do BO would be an invasion of the
municipal law of that state ; In-nee it can old ;

it. criminals in foreign states by the leave of such
tate i uch state i noi i uch

. request Hence arises the expediency of two
state- . iit.raig into an extradition treaty, by which
t'i, \ l l themselves to gn e up to eai

criminals who have committed certain
|

offend s.

'I h. re arc certain usages or c.-n moniale of

shewn by One nation to another in certain circum-
and these ire led on the I heoi j

i I the
reign slates. As regards the right

precedence among kings, emperors, and pi

then i |.i. per-

haps, that Catholic powers,' :ede the precedency
to the pope Bui - regards minor matters, it is

the settled courtesy for one nation to salute by
striking the llag or the sails, or by firing a i

numbei < hip of

war, or entering afortilied port or harbour. Some-
times th. lated by express

honours exacted by Denmark from vessels passing
tie- Sound and IV-lts at the entrance ol th [

S.-.-i.

The rights of states in tin f pew sist ol
the rights ,.f legation ami of negotiation. Every
independent slate has a right, in point ol COUTi

or n piesciitativea

e.plality
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a view to avoid that last necessity; these are

laying an embargo on the ships or property of

the offending state found in the territory of the
offended state; also taking forcible possession of the
thing in controversy, also retaliating and making
reprisals. When war is once declared, the first step

is to seize and confiscate all the enemy's property
within the territory. It becomes unlawful for the
subjects of each belligerent state to trade with the
subj eets of the other belligerent. The test of whether
a person is a subject of either state is generally
his domicile ; so the character of ships depends on
the national character of the owner, as ascertained
by his domicile. As regards the conduct of one
belligerent state against the other, some writers
have laid it down, that everything is fair against an
enemy, and that no means of punishment are too
severe ; but this rigid rule has been qualified by the
more humane practice of modern times. Instead of

putting prisoners of war to death, the practice is to

exchange or discharge them on conditions. Instead
of indiscriminate destruction of the enemy's pro-

perty, temples, public edifices, monuments of art

and science, are spared. The laws of war are more
unsparing at sea than on land ; the practice prevails

of commissioning privateers to prey on the com-
merce of the enemy, the captor being in general
entitled to the property. When property taken is

recaptured, states differ as to the mode of dealing
with the property recaptured. The validity of a cap-

ture at sea must be determined in a prize court of the

captor's country or of an ally, and the prize court
professes to act on universal principles applicable to

all countries.

As regards neutrals in time of war, the leading
doctrines are stated under the heads Contraband

;

Blockade ; Foreign Enlistment Act.
At the Congress of Paris, 1S50, the ambassadors

of Great Britain. France, I'uissia, Austria, Prussia,

Turkey, and Sardinia, agreed to a joint declaration,

modifying the state of the laws of war as follows :

1. To abolish privateering; 2. To adopt the maxim,
' free ships free goods '— i. e., an enemy's goods
shall not be taken in a neutral ship unless they
are contraband of war ; 3. To allow a neutral's

goods in an enemy's ship to be free except as to

contraband; 4. To abolish blockades unless they
are real, and kept up by an effective force. These
declarations were not acceded to by America, because
it objected to the abolition of privateering, so that

though, in the event of war between the countries

which agreed in the declaration, the above modifica-

tions will probably be adopted, this will not be the

case in the event of America being at war with one
or other of these parties. See Wheatou's Inter-

national Lam ; Mackenzie's Studies in Roman Law

;

Macquecn's Chief Points in the Laws of War.
2. Private International Law is that collection of

laws that regulates the mode in which ordinary

courts of justice administer the remedies and give

effect to the rights of parties where such rights

were acquired partly or wholly in a foreign country,

and where different remedies must otherwise have
necessarily applied. In such cases, the court which
administers the remedy, acting on what is called the

courtesy of nations, or cornilas gentium, endeavours

to put the parties in the same position as if they

were stdl bound by the foreign laws, and gives

effect to those laws so far as they do not conflict

with the native laws in essential principles. The
fundamental doctrine which underlies this branch of

law is, that each subject of a foreigu independent
state is entitled to have the protection of his own
laws, so far as is compatible with the equal inde-

pendence of the state whose courts administer the
remedy, and hence, though a court can in general
only administer the laws of its own state, it may,
pro hac vice, incorporate part of the foreign laws as

part of its own remedies. Accordingly, in carrying
out this doctrine, certain fair and equitable rule's

are adopted in dealing with foreigners in certain

situations, the chief of which arise out of the heads
of marriage, death, intestacy, and remedies generally.

This branch of the law has been long cultivated

by the continental countries of Europe, where many
learned jurists have discussed its principles. But
probably owing to the insular position of the United
Kingdom, little attention was given to it there ; and
indeed no work even incidentally treated of the
subject until Mr Justice Story, an American judge,
in 1S34, first produced his celebrated treatise on
the Conflict of Laws, and gave to British lawyers
a methodical view of the results at which foreign

jurists had arrived. In the United States, where
each independent state had its own municipal laws,

which often differed materially from those of the
other federal states, it was natural and inevitable

that some system should be adopted as to the way
each state should deal with the rights of persons
coming from the neighbouring states ; and hence
America preceded England iu the development of

this branch of the law. Story's work is still the
standard authority in the United Kingdom. Since
the laws of Scotland differ in many respects from
those of England and Ireland, and each country has
its own courts exercising independent jurisdiction,

it is a matter of course that questions of conflict

under these two codes of law should often arise.

Not only do the courts of Scotland anil England
treat the laws of the other country as foreign laws,

and deal with each other in much the same way as

they would deal with France or any other foreign

country, but the laws in other respects are mate-
rially different, and give rise to conflicts. On this

particular branch of the law affecting England and
Scotland, Mr Paterson's Compendium ofEnglish and
Scotch Law contains a summary of all the material
differences existing between the laws of these two
countries, that are of the greatest practical import-
ance to residents in the United Kingdom.
As regards marriage, the leading doctrine of the

cornilas gentium is, that it is immaterial in what
part of the world a man is married provided
he is married, and when once married according
to the law of the place where he then is, such
marriage will be held a valid marriage all the
world over, and wherever he goes. This doctrine,

however, is qualified in this way, that the lex

loci contractus— i. e., the law of the place where
the marriage was contracted—shall regulate the
validity of the marriage only so far as any cere-

mony is essential to the institution of marriage

;

but it is not allowed to dictate who the parties

are who may validly marry, nor to vary any
essential part of the contract. The reason of

the latter qualifications is, that there may be rules

of policy in one country which may prohibit

marriages between certain persons, or may prohibit

certain consequences, and therefore the evasion of

the native law by persons going abroad for such a

purpose is not to he tolerated. For example, in

Scotland marriage is treated as a mere contract,

which requires no particular ceremony beyond mere
mutual consent; whilst in England some ceremony
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is absolutely essential via,, the ceremony of Che
1 in a parish church h\ a

or m a supcrint i. Mice, it

i to Scotland, and
by exchanging a mutual declaration of n

and the] ly return to Knelaml, and
will be there ami rv. rywln r,

married persons. On the other hand, if two
go tu Engl mil, they cannot be married

mere v. rhai decimations ; they

i tng to the English law,

either by a jiriv-st in a church, or without

a rapenntendent-iv:,'istrar's office; ami it' so, they
will In- held to In' married all tin- world over.

the law. if Knjaml declares that linlii;irn:i'.'r

shall In- valid within certain prohi lited d<

man is there all

Hi nee, if a m ui

i>tiT _o tT mi ICngland to

Denmark, where the law allows such pi i

marry, and they there ai og to the

f.rra there prevailing;, ami then return t- ]

where their ih.mieile is, tiny will not ! treated

as married pen
;n law in a matter whieh is considered of

vital import race. It would ho«
if a mm all.l i

and domiciled in Denmark at the tun.' of

their marriage, eaine afterwards t.. this country;
they would in that case he treated as properly

then Danish, and
I a right t.> follow their own law.

Cher important bead of international law is as

property of a person deceased. On tin. uhj.ct tin

that it is the law ..f the country in which a

jian was domiciled at the time of his death which
re.'ulat. ..ll property, even

though such property is scattered o\ cr all parte of

tin- world ; hen
where the deceased person had Ins domicile. See

Domicile. The above rule a< Co Che domicile of
•

I applies

only to his pel IS to his landed or

real property, Ch rned by
the law of the country where such laud is situated.

an Englishman dies ,| iciled in England,
leaving

according to the Scotch, and not the En
and it is well known tin n dill, r

couiitncs. S.-e I'at.r 'a

i 'i /. mr. \\ n. re

the perSOll does not die int. slate, but leaves a

will, then it is merely statute, almost immaterial
whether his will was in id

Scotch law.

Another important h.ad of private international

law is as t.. tl urt in whu b

obtained on ordinary contracts. The rule is. that
where i

he valid ao ording to tic law of tin- plan, whi re it

b, l.ut the remedy may he had anywhere
ei-e »l : I lie,..

ontracl or incuts a debt
land, ami afterwards goes to England, be

cr
, though the

ill only allow the i, medy, pi

I" s, ,,|,-|, );lW

It follows also from this ini, that it .,

in. hit. 1 in Scotland which would pi. icribe in

I

he can he sued any time w. thin six years, for

that i . ii remedy, It is ..it. n

of no t. to kie.w where and m
what country a person may he sued. The general

rule is, that one must follow his debtor, ind 01

• resides,
i i. how m r, s.-otchin. u have greater

i

Scotchmen, for while the rule in Kn_lan.l is, that a

il

provided such Scotchman is actually present in

England, and can he p. isolially served with process
i. o. w 1 1 Ii a copy of a v.

land the ml.- is, that in many cases
an Englishman can he sued though he never in

hi- life were in Scotland si all; it is enough if

he has ome dehl .In.- to him thet e, oi has Ii I

some trifling article of property—such, for example,
as his umbrella— which can be arrested. In the
'.alter case, the chattel or debt is first seized by

the Scotch creditor, in order to found jurisdiction,

or, as it is technically called. «i.

-". ami then the Englishman can
be sued, ami judgment may be obtained against
him in his a

.
... ..ui. fill Ji-hiucn have often compli id of

this as a barbarous practice ol Che Scotch courts;
nevertheless, • itista in Che
city of London, though nowhen else in England
When judgment is on btained either in Eng-

land, or Ireland, it is nol

for the judgm nl credit ir at once Co imprison or

- i ' Che g - oi the debtor in either of Che Cwo
other en. ,tnes, if iii the meantime the debtor has
gone th.-re. The creditor must commence a fresh

action in the new country Co which the debtor has
removed, and eo through pre e, \\ th.

a.'aili. This circuitous process has h. en son-lit of

late years to he remedied hv an a.-t of partial it,

which, however, has hitherto 1 a suco fully

opp.,- 1 ii p.o lane lit. .... I V- _im'11i.1 th it -.. _lc.it

determine which ,,t ... v.-ral parties claiming the

there was
>u is ..I common law

w In i. in Bevi id pai i ..ii, could he

I ii inll in contest Cheir claims, hut in

ive power to do this Co a limited
'M' ni I h in -p. iiii.nj p. ts in the law of

Scotland is an action of Multiph poinding (q. v.).

1 VhllUI'ol.A tion, the insertion of a word,
line, v.c.s.-, sentence, part ol a sent, lice, or whole
pi

' ' .
In in > ll.llin.ci In "

some oiiinion by Chi ap|>arenf support of antiquity,

instano o in ' o •. r ... ' kn .w n, and others
- probability sn pected, in which the

works of early I 'hristian writers have heeu tampered
• them j ield support Co novel docti ini s

and practices. In mat h. in it i. -. interpolation is the

i een two members of a aeries increas-

to a certain law. of other members
such as, if nol absolutely, yet very nearly, may
accord « ith Che same law.

TNTKllVAI.. in Musi,-, is the differs f pitch
i depth, or the

to another,

• lie-h is two s ids

exactly ..I the same pitch. Prom I be n

-\ -t. in ..i mimic d notation, « bich is oi

and the I ml. r\eiiiii_ spaces, and floin the Dod 1

being named by the 111 if aevi u letti 1

1

of the alphabet, with repetitions in cv- i

nt intervals

in the natural diatonic scale until the octave ..I the
i. L To reckon Hum (' upwards, wo

find the following intervals ; thus, C to 1 1 is a
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second ; C to E is a third ; C to F is a fourth ; C
to G, a fifth ; C to A, a sixth ; C to B, a seventh

;

and from C to C is the octave, or the beginning of

B similar series. Intervals above the octave are

therefore merely a repetition of those an octave

lower ; thus from C to D, above the octave, although

sometimes necessarily called a ninth, is neither more
nor less than the same interval which, at an octave

lower, is termed the second. A flat or a sharp

placed before either of the notes of an interval does

not alter the name of the interval, although it

affects its quality; for example, from C to G$ is

still a fifth, notwithstanding that the G is raised a

semitone by the sharp. Intervals are classified as

lYrfeet. Major, ami Minor. Perfect intervals are

those which admit of no change whatever without

destroying their consonance; these are the fourth,

tilth, and the octave. Intervals which admit of being

raised or lowered a semitone, and are still consonant,

are distinguished by the term Major or Minor,

according as the distance between the notes of the

interval is large or small. Such intervals are the

third and sixth ; for example, from C to E is a major

third, the consonance being in the proportion of 5 to

4 ; when the E is lowered a semitone by a flat, the

interval is still consonant, but in the proportion of

6 to 5, and is called a minor third. The same
description applies to the interval of the sixth from

C to A, and from C to A flat. The second and
seventh, though reckoned as dissonances, are also

distinguished as major and minor. The terms
' extreme sharp ' and ' diminished ' are applied to

intervals when they are still further elevated or

depressed by a sharp or a flat. For the mathe-

matical proportions of intervals, see Harmonics.

INTE'STACY, the state of a person who has

died without leaving a will. Every person in the

United Kingdom has the right, as one of the inci-

dents of ownership, of regulating the succession of

his property after his death; that is, of executing

a will which must comply with certain requisites,

so as to shew that it was solemnly and deliber-

ately made, by which will the owner can give his

property to whomsoever he pleases. The forms

in Scotland differ from those in England and

Ireland, and there is some restriction on the right

of testing or bequeathing property, but in all

places the principle is, that if no will, or deed

equivalent to a will, is executed, or, if a will

executed is invalid from defect of form, then an

intestacy occurs, and the law provides an heir or

next of kin, in lieu of the owner himself doing so.

See Heir; Succession; Will. A person may die

partially intestate, for his will may have included

only some of his property, in which case the property

not so included goes to the heir-at-law, or next

of kin, according as it is real or personal estate,

as if no will had been made. But it is often a

difficult
-
question in construing the will, whether

the property not specially mentioned was not con-

veyed by general words to the residuary legatee

or devisee—a question which turns entirely on the

language used in each case.

INTE'STINES. See Digestion, Organs aud
Process of.

INTO'NING, according to the general use of the

word, is the recitative form of offering prayer.

Intoning differs from ordinary reading in having

fewer inflections of the voice, and these only at

stated parts of the prayers, and according to certain

rules. The greater part of the prayer is recited on

one note, the last two or three words being sung to

the proximate notes of the scale. In the longer

prayers, the terminal inflection is generally omitted.

The words Intoning and Chanting are sometimes

used interchangeably, but, though there is ground

common to both, each has a domain peculiar to itself.

Intoning may lie defined as ecclesiastical recitative,

and when several voices are employed in its perform-

ance, they sing, for the most part, in unison, break-

ing into harmony at the termination of the clause or

sentence. Chanting embraces recitative and rhythm,

both divisions being in continuous harmony. In

the Anglican service, as performed in cathedral

churches, all those parts of the ritual, speaking

generally, which are not set to rhythmical music,

are intoned ; these embrace that part of the morn-

ing and evening service which precedes the daily

psalms, the litany, and the prayers in general.

John Marbeck (1550) was the first in England to

adapt the offices of the reformed church to music

;

his work contained melody only. He was followed

by Thomas Tallis, who flourished during the reigns

of Henry VIII., Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth.

The grave melody (founded on the ancient usage)

and sublime harmonies of Tallis have never been

equalled, and have continued in use till the present

day with but slight modification. Tallis seems to

have invented the form of the Anglican chant

now used for the psalms. In the Human Catholic

Church these are sung to the Gregorian tones. See

Gregorian Chant. The canticles are sung to

rhythmical music of a more elaborated character,

in which form they are technically named 'Ser-

vices.' The lessons, previous to the last review

(1601) of the Book of Oommon Prayer, were intoned;

since then, the invariable practice has been to read

them.
The practice of intoning existed among the Jews

at a very early period, and there is great prob-

ability that the ecclesiastical chant in present use

throughout Christendom is but a modification of

that which formed part of the ancient Jewish ritual.

The eastern and western churches, at variance on

most points, are at one on this. Mohammedans
also make use of this mode of prayer ; and barbarous

tribes (American Indians and South Sea Islanders)

are wont to propitiate their false gods in a species

of rude chant ; all which seems to point to some
deeply seated instinct of human nature, and to indi-

cate an intuitive perception of the truth, that a
solemn and reverential manner, distinct from his

manner of ordinary intercourse with his fellows,

best befits the creature in his approaches to the

Creator. The Lutheran Church and the Church of

England have continued the practice, though only

to a permissory and non-essential extent. The latter

uses it in her cathedral and collegiate churches, and
in these vast edifices its advantages over reading

are strikingly manifest.

INTOXICA'TION. Whether induced by fer-

mented liquors or by distilled spirits, it is through

the alcohol contained in either that the effects of

intoxication ensue. These may be considered under

two heads : 1. As they immediately manifest them-

selves during a single act of intoxication ; and,

2. As they gradually arise through the frequent

repetition of the act. The one refers to the state

of drunkenness simply, the other to the habit

(Intemperance).

The effects of alcohol, in a single act of intoxi-

cation, vary according to the way in which the

spirit has been taken. If swallowed rapidly, in

large quantities or in a concentrated form, the

agency is that of a powerful narcotic poison. The
mode of action here is partly through a direct

impression by the alcohol on the nerves of the

stomach, and partly by its absorption into the

blood, and its transmission thus to the brain, which
is proved to take place with great rapidity. The
individual falls into a deep stupor, from which it
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IXTJ1ADOS—INVALIDING

TNTRA'DOS, the under or inner side or soffil of

.111 Areli (i|. v.), the upper or outer curve being culled

the eztrados.

INTRE'NCHMENT, in a general sense, is any
work, consisting of not less than a parapet and a

ditch, which fortifies a post against the attack of

an enemy. As a means of prolonging the defence

intre

dal-

lied at the

it fortificatio

y a breastwork and ditch,

forming riflier a re-entering angle or a small front

of fortific, -.'.ion. Such a work across the gorge of

the Redan at Sevastopol caused the repulse of the

British attack in September 1835. A cavalier, with
a ditch, is also an intrenchinent. An army in the

field often strengthens its position by intrenchments,

as by a continued line of parapet and ditch, broken
into redans and curtains, or by a tine villi inter-

vals, consisting of detached works of more or less

pretension flanking each other.

INTRODUCTION (Ttal. introihrJone),m Music,

is a kind of preface or prelude to a following move-
ment. Formerly, the introduction was only to be
found in large musical works, such as sym



INVARIABLE PLANE INVERNESS-SHIRE.

invalided retnnu to his duty .13 soon as bis

hi alth justifies th

in v \i:i u.1.1. Pt \
'

ition 1

point in space i~ deterinini'il a- explained m 1 In-

article Co-ordinates by referring it to pi

; and in

iuing the motion of the point by this means,
the planet must either be immovable, or al

inn t lie made for their altered position. .111 operation
i r.il.le complexity. In astronomy. Done of

tin obviously marked planes, Buch as thai of the

Ecliptic (q. v 1 or ol the Equator (<|. v.). p.,

|ua
• li.'.r, .Mils I >• ,. j r ,

1

tarred a boon on astronomy, when b

that, in tin- Bolar system, there d«
invariable plane, about which tl bite perpetually
oscillate, ileviatin,' from it only to a very small

extent oil either side. Tins plan.' pass.* through
the centre of gravity of the solar system, anil it is

so situated, that if all the planets be projected on
it. and if the m.v-s of each planet be multiplied

. corresponding to any given time, w bich
il I i.lllis \eetor. the sum

of such products will he a maximum. I- mi IE

this property, which is independent of any particular

epoch, it will be easy for astronomers in future ages
to determine th ex icl p isition of 1 hi

t uuparc observations together h\ m
(Urn at'* HUtitrii hi' l'l,,isi.;,l Aitriiiimini.) Such a

plane is not peculiar to the solar system, lint must
exist in all systems where the bodies
liv no ..tier force than their mutual attl

INVE'CTVA IT IT.LATA, a phi

Scotch lav. to 1

1 - h.s household furni-

ture, tools, uten-ils, ise of thirlage,

ought within the limits of the thirl or

servitude.

1 ill), or INVKiKi:i>. See Ekoradued.

INVENTION. S... Patent.

I WVENTORY, a list or schedule of goods or

eulars, so as to inform

I

. In Scot
land, it is also ii.v tn the property of

an infant, pupil, or minor, wh
1 rdian, tutor, curator, judicial factor. In

Scotland, il connection with the
various pleadings ami
or iis.-<l in a suit or action, then called an iu\'eiitory

of process. So as to an inventory of titles, that is,

the titles of an estate shewn to a purchaser.

INVERA'RAY, a small royal and parliaraen-

1 count] tow 11

-I mi the west
i iv tails into

the loch, 45 miles north-west of Glasgow. It con-
sists of one principal street ninniuo parallel to the
loch, and a square with a church in the centre, An
obelisk, standing near the church, commemorates
the death of 17 gentlemen, all Campbells, who were

1 without trial in llis."i. In

1

1

I., the ancient town, the capital of the
West Highlands, was situated at Bonn
the north of the present town. Not a vestige of it

I he trade of I. is chiefly in herring-

ashing. Pop, (1861] l'»7o.

INVERC LRGILL, & nd in population, as

Dunedin is the lirst, 111 » the settleu

province of nt I.-.., iii N.w /.calami, stands on the

Middle I land In I860, it

received 117

679, exported
,,

1

16s. 'al. The corres] d

i>r ls.,:i hid shewn olio iinmi.-i ml . •J.i.n-Jt; of

12 of exports, and £1903, 8*. '.<•/. of

customs di

INVERNE'SS, a ro 1
.and muni-

bank, of the river Ness. It is the
ol the county to v. bich

d as the cap tal ol the High-
lands. Its em irons, well eultn ated and

us hen, Ids, foruiiiu,' altogether a most
Hid interesting; landscape. Pop. (1861)

12,509; annual value of real property, £33,166;
corporation revenue, £2100 a year. It mutes
with Fortrose, Nairn, and Forres, in returning one
member to parliament. Th.
as a burgh me granted bj Cine William the Lion
(1165 1214 ah.). By one of these, it is stipu-

lated that when the kins has made a duel md
the bureh, the l.iu-je-. .hall make a pah-ade ,,n

the e,
I
_'• ot the , lit i -b, and keep j( in good repair for

ever. In 1411, the town was burned bj bonald,
Lord of the Isles, on his way to Harlan (q. v.),

Macaulay, writm _ of the vear' lbs'.l. de
'0 S lolony am.ms the Celts, a I,,-.,

n i
< rbanana The Uaatlebill, on the south

Jide "i the town, pari oi i Id ses terrace, was the
site "i a eastli . « h, in 1303, was tal

K in" Edward I. of England, but sub-
sequently retaken bj those of Kills Ibil.ert l.nuc
hong James I. is said to have held a parliament in

the castle in 14J7. An iron suspension br ,1 e, , ,,u-

-'i a- in I
s'm.

. "imects the two parts of the town.
lull. I I ',

s;
,

..
t

. 1 1 1
. 1 the tow inn. . and l.< hie

it the /.incus Ci.u h-na-cudilin, a In/on sc-shaped
blue slab, formerly regarded as the palladium of

reet, are the Town hall

in 1708. "i the old .. Ihj ,

foundations oi I., t tei i is littl n bhai mere
tradition. 'I e .. I, . i. ,,| ,,

ended by Kill" Alexander II., in li'i3.

i are oi Ue. ed to luce had a
convent ,n the town. Among more modern build-
Hi-.' and loillelatli.n-. n.a\ be enumerated Kailline's

S ol . tal lished 1747 ; the pire ol the old jail,

150 feet 1 b. bii It a 1 7'.ll, in ..usly twisted by
the earthqual 1816, and since readju ted

; the
Royal Ai ademy, 17'.i_.'

; the 1 lount] Bu
1 I

1 he eastle, 1 S.T,
.

i Parities' Institution, ou the

adjoining, surmounted by a tower and dome fitted
i ... n are an in

lall wool! 11 in. ii. .

.Mechanics' Institute and library, several printing
establishments, two newspapers, a native bank (the
I '.de.loiii.ini, and live other baukllis olli, .

I . I, s

sub it' r _i.at annual fairs, but tl"

throughout! the count] ha i itly

diminished tni
I

built at different times, and a .

. bippin bj the Moray Eirth and the I

INVERNESS-SHIRE, tl lai

b, Glenroy, and the
vail. \ "t tin- Spej on the east; Lochaber on the



INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS—INVESTITUEE.

south : Glenelg, Glen Garry, Arisaig, Moydart, and

Erasers' county on the west; Glen Urquhart and
Glen Morriston towards the centre. It incluiles

also Strathglass on the north ; and several of the

western islands, viz., Skve, Harris, North and
Smith Hist, and Barra, &c The mainland portion

lies between N. hit. 56° 40' and 57° 36', and W.
long. 3° 30' and 5° 55' ; and is hounded on the

E. by the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, and
Nairn; on the S. by Perth and Argyleshire ; on
the W. by the Atlantic and Ross-shire ; and on
the N. by Ross-shire. It measures from north-east

to south-west S5 miles, and from north-west to

south-east 57 miles ; and has an area of 4256 square

miles, of which more than two-thirds consist of

barren heath. The wildest and most mountainous
portion is towards the west, comprising a tract

70 miles in extent, and designated the Bough
Bounds. The most extensive moss in Great Britain

lies on the south of Badenoch, where, in the natur-

ally formed wooded islands, large herds of deer

find a refuge. These mosses had at one time been
mostly, if not wholly, covered with trees, some of

them of great magnitude. In Strathspey, three

tiers of stocks, one above another, have been found,

shewing that a succession of forest trees must
have grown up, flourished for ages, and then, one
after another, disappeared by the work of time or

the axe. At present, the natural pines occupy a

larger space than in any other county of Britain.

There are also many thousand acres of plantations

of ordinary forest trees. Some mountains attain

considerable altitude. Ben Nevis, now ascertained

to be the highest in Great Britain, is 4406 feet

above the level of the sea. Cairngorm, partly in

this county, is 4050 feet high. The geological for-

mation of the county is various ; but primary rocks

consisting of gneiss, mica-slate, granite, porphyry,

and trap rocks, mostly prevail. The most fertile

soil of the county rests on the red sandstone in

the valley of the Aird, and between the county
town and Beauly. There are several lakes of some
extent, as Loch Ness, Loch Lochy, Loch Laggan, Loch

Ericht, and a number of other lochs forming arms
of the sea. The principal rivers are the Ness, Spey,
Lochy, Beauly, Findhorn, Nairn, Garry, Morriston,
and the Foyers (q. v.). The county is divided
among SO or 90 proprietors, a few of whom possess
above 100,000 acres of surface. The old valued
rent was i6099; the valuation for 1S62—1S63 was
£224,288. The assessment on the land for all

county purposes amounts to £5500. According to

the last agricultural statistics, taken by the High-
land and Agricultural Society, for crop and year
1S57, the total acreage under a rotation of crops was
42,920, of which there were 19S0 acres of wheat,
2341 acres of barley, and 13,749 acres of oats,

averaging respectively 24, 29, and 2S| bushels per
acre. Of green crops there were 5842 acres of turnips,

and 3070 of potatoes, averaging resjiectively 12
tons 1J cwt. and 2 tons 7A cwt. per acre. Of live-

stock, there were 3741 horses, 23,209 cattle, 452,795
sheep, and 1706 swine. There are comparatively
few antiquities worth noting in the county. These
consist principally of remains of vitrilied forts and
ruins of old castles. The battle which decided the
fate of the Stuarts was fought 16th April 1746, on
Culloden Moor, a few miles from Inverness.

The Gaelic language is still generally, but in

scarcely any district exclusively, spoken. Pop.
SS,8SS. The constituency, which numbers 955,
returns one member to parliament.

INVERSION, in Music, is the transposing of one
of the two notes of an interval by an octave upwards
or downwards, to a position the reverse of that
which it before occupied with respect to the other
note, so that if the transposed note was the lower
note of the two. it shall now be the higher one,

and vice versd. The new interval thus formed takes
its name from the complement of the octave ; for

example, a unison inverted becomes an octave, a
second becomes a seventh, a third becomes a sixth,

a fourth becomes a fifth, a fifth becomes a fourth,

a sixth becomes a third, a seventh becomes a
second, and an octave becomes a unison. The
following shews how these arise

:

-©55 c :§.
—«=» .g,. .,2,. , _ _e^ .e.

3d. 6th. 5th.

By inversion diminished intervals become augmented,
and augmented become diminished ; major become
minor, and minor become major ; but perfect inter-

vals are also perfect when invested. For inversion

of chords, see Chord. An important use is also

made of the word inversion, in reference to a whole
passage or phrase, for which see Double Counter-
point.

INVE'RTEBRATE ANIMALS (Invertehrata)

are those animals which have not a vertebral column
or spine. The division of animals into Vertebrate

and Invertebrate is a natural and unavoidable one,

acknowledged in all systems of zoology. But these

groups being formed, the one on a positive, and the

other on a negative character, are by no means of

equal value in the classification of the animal king-

dom. In Cuvicr's system, the invertebrate animals
form three of the great divisions of the animal
kingdom—viz., MoUusca, Arlicutata, and Badiata,

each of which, like Vertehrata, exhibits a peculiar

type of structure. There are also animals of lower
organisation than those which can with certainty be
referred to these divisions, although included by
Cuvier amongst the Badiata, forming the Acrita

and Protozoa of recent systems. Amongst the lower

invertebrate animals, much more than amongst

5th. 4th. 6th. 3d. 7th. 2d. 8t. Unison.

vertebrate animals, the arrangement into groups
must be regarded as at present, in a great measure,

tentative and provisional ; although in the higher

departments of invertebrate zoology many of the
classes and other groups are very well defined. The
organisation of some of them, as Insects, however
different from that of vertebrate animals, is not
evidently lower, but exhibits a perfection as admir-
able as in any of them, whilst ail vital powers are

most fully displayed.

INVE'STITURE (Lat. in, and vestio, to clcthe),

in feudal and ecclesiastical history, means the act

of giving corporal possession of a manor, office, or

benefice, accompanied by a certain ceremonial, such

as the delivery of a branch, a banner, or an instru-

ment of office, more or less designed to signif}r the

power or authnntv which it is supposed to convey.

The contest about ecclesiastical investitures is so

interwoven with the whole course of medieval
history, that a brief account of its origin and nature

is indispensable to a right understanding of many
of the most important events of that period. The
system of feudal tenure had become so universal

that it affected even the land held by ecclesiastics,

and attached to most of the higher ecclesiastical

dignities, monastic as well as secular. Accordingly,



INVESTITURE-INVOCATION OF ANGELS AND SAINTS.

ecclesiastics who, in vii tn the ecclesiastical office the real evil of simony and corrupt promotion of

which they held, oam< is of the lands unworthy candidates for church dignities. Still the

attached to such be > audi d

. tn the SU/CiaHl

of these lands ; and, as a not unnatural result, the

suzerains thought themselves entitled to claim, in

refer™ inages, ths same rights

which they enjoyed over tho other feudatories of

tin ir domains. Among these rights was that of

granting Bolemn investiture. Now, in the case of

bishops, abbots, and other church dignitaries, the

form iif investiture consisted iti the delivery of a

pastoral stall or crosi r, and the placing a ring
upon the finger; and as these badges of office were
emblematic—the one of the spiritual care of souls,

'-. as it were, between the
pastor and his church or limn istery tin- assumption

of this right by the lay suzerains became a subject

of constant and angry complaint on the part of the
church. On the part of 1 1

» - suzerains it was replied,

that they did not claim to grant by this rite the

spiritual powers of tl tliee, their function being
solely to grant pa mporalities, and of

the temporal rank thereto annexed. But the church-
party urged, that the ceremonial in itself involved

Iting of spiritual powers; insomuch that ill

order to prevent the clerg\ from electing to a see

when vacant, it was tie- practice of the emperors
to take possession of the Crosier and ring, until

it should he their own pleasure to grant inves-

titure to their favourites. The disfavour in which
the practice had long been held found its most
energetic expression in the person of Gregory
VII.. who having, in the year 11174, enacted most
stringent measures for tl ol simony,

I, in 107-1. to condemn, under excommu-
nication, the practice of investiture, as almost
necessarily connected with simony, or leading to

it This prohibition, however, as is observed by
M osleim (ii. .fjiii, only regarded investiture in the

objectionable form in which it was then practised,

or investiture of whatever form, when the oflice

had been obtaiie'l simoni.u-ally. Hut a pope of the

same century, Urban II., went further, and (1095)
absolutely and entirely forbade, not alone lay

investiture, but the taking of au oath of fealty

to a lay suzerain by an ecclesiastic, even though
holding under him by the ordinary feudal tenure.

The contest continued during the most of the 11th
century. In the beginning ot the 12th e., it assumed
a new form, the pope, Pascal II., having actually

agreed to surrender all the possessions and royalties

with which the church had been endowed, and
which alone formed the pretext of the claim to

: ii lie- part of the emperor, on condition

ror (Henry V.) giving up that claim to

investiture. This treaty, however, never hail any
practical effect ; nor was the contest finally adjusted

until the celebrated concordat of Worms in 1 122, in

which the emperor agreed to give up the form of

investiture with the ring and pastoral staff, to grant

. the right of free elections, and to

restore all • the chorcfa of I;. mi"
which had be n seized either by himself or by his

father; while the pope, OH Ins part, consented that

the elections should OS held in the presence of the

emperor or his uliicial, but with a right of appeal

as • perfectly ace.

of the age.' It

principle upon which the opposition to investiture

was founded was almost a necessary part of tho

id Modiciin In 327) regards it

accordant with the religious principles

was, in fact, but oi I I be many
forms in which the spirit of churchmaiiship has
arrayed itself, whether m ancient or modern limes,
against what are called the Enurtiau tendsndes
winch never fail to develop themselves under t ha
shadow of a state church, no matter what may be
its creed or its constitution.

INVESTITUKB, the term used in Scotch law
to denote the giving feudal possession of heritable
property. It was i.irui ilv given to the vassal in

presence of the pares curue, but latterly has I n
Stiperseded by Uifeftment or sasine, and now it is

effected by mere registration of the deed of con-
veyance.

INVOCATION OF ANGELS AND SAINTS,
the act of addressing prayers to the bli

wdio are with God, whether the an ,'els or the souls
of the just who have been admitted to the happi-
ness of heaven. The practice of addressing prayers
to angels, especially to the angel-guardian, to the
Virgin Mary, and to other saints, prevails in the
Roman, the Greek, the Kussn-Groek, and the eastern
chinches of all the various rites. In the Christian
rolLion, the principle of the unity of Cod excludes

of subordinate sharers of tho divine nature,

such as is to be found in paganism, and all alike,

Koniau Catholics as well as Protestants, agree that
its very first principles exclude the idea of rendering
divine worship, no matter how it may be modilied, to
any other than the One Infinite Being. But while
Protestants carry this principle so far as to exclude
every species of religious worship and every form of
in.oeation addressed to angels or saints, aa trench-
ing upon God's honour, ami irreconcilable with the
S i iptures, which hold Him forth as the sole obji 1

1

of worship and the only fountain of mercy, the
Koniau Catholic religion permits and sanctions a
worship (called douUhi) of the saints, inferior to the
supreme worship [latreia] offered to God, and an
invocation of the saints, not for the purpose of
obtaining mercy or grace from themselves directly,
but in order to ask their prayers or intercession
with God on our behalf. For this doctrine and the
analogous practice, they do not advance the direct
authority of Scripture (except a few passages which
seem to them to imply the intercommunion of the
two worlds, as Matt. xiii. 3, Luke xiv. 17, Exod.
xxxii. 13), but rely on what to them is equally
decisive testimony, viz., the unwritten word ol Coll

i by tradition. Origen (Opp. ii. p, '27.'!)

speaks of the belief that 'the saints assist us by
their prayers' as a doctrine which is 'doubted by
no one.' St Cyprian, addressing the confessors going
to martyrdom, engages by anticipation their prayers
in his behalf when they shall have received their
heavenly crown i Ep. 60, Dodwell'a edition). To the
same effect an- cited the testimonies of Basil (Opp.
i. 1.1.1 1, Gregory Xaziaiizon (Opp. i. L'SS), Gregory of

\;.s-a in. 1017). Anil. rose (it 'Joe

(iv. 149), and many other Fathers, M well'

to the provincial synod; that investiture m the various ancient churches, whet In

a by the emperor, bat only by the touch of the aoman, the Greek, the Syrian, or the I

vtd other church rile.

1 barge all the feudal On the other hand, Protestant historians, even
ipality.

|

admitting the full fore,

Such was the oe ol the practice, allege that the practice
Contends ng only
sidcrable effect iii restraining one class of q into the church system oi Alex-
bat it went only a little way towards eradicating audriau Neo-platonism and Oriental Ma
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the so-called orthodox Chi

and fifth centuries. But Ie

controversy, the fact at 1

the fourth, ami still more ii

•e is fn

which
(that

rlt truces even in

nty of the fourth

aside the doctrinal

is certain, that in

fifth and following

sal; and a curious

rushed by the fact,

f the Collvridian.s)

; who themselves confessed the lawfulness

practice when confined within its legiti-

its. That similar excesses in the practice,

evidenc.

that tin

by thos

of the
mate lin

and similar abuses as to the nature and limits of

the legitimate invocation of the saints continued

through the medieval period, Roman Catholics

themselves admit, although they allege that such
abuses were at all times reprobated by the authentic

teaching of the church; and the multiplied devo-

tions to the saints, especially to the Blessed Virgin,

the efficacy claimed for them, and the extraordinary

legends connected with them, and the prominence
which the worship had assumed in the church, were
among the most fertile themes of invective with the

first Reformers. The Council of Trent (25th Sess.,

On the Fin-oration of Saints) defines very precisely

what is the doctrine of the Catholic Church on
this subject. It declares ' that the saints who
reign with God offer up their prayers to God for

men ; that it is good and useful suppliantly to

invoke them, and to resort to their prayers, aid,

and help, for the purpose of obtaining benefits of

God through his son Jesus Christ our Lord, who
aloue is our Redeemer and Saviour.' From this

decree it is inferred that the Catholic doctrine on
the saints does not prescribe the practice of invoking

them as necessary or essential, but only as 'good
and useful,' and that what is to be asked of them is

not the direct bestowal of grace and mercy, as from
themselves, but only their prayers, their assistance,

and their help in obtaining benefits from God

;

and although many forms of prayer which are in

use among Catholics bear, especially to a Protestant

reader, all the appearance of direct appeals to the

saints themselves for the benefits which are implored,

yet all Catholic authorities are unanimous in

declaring that these forms of words are to be inter-

preted, and that, from habitual use. they are so

interpreted, even by the most superficially instructed

Catholics, with the understood explanation, that

all the power of the saints to assist us consists

exclusively in the!

prayers

de Stairl,

Protes

See Bellarmine,
'Undine

ject to the invocation of saints

and of angels, that it is without evidence of divine

authority, contrary to the whole tenor of Scripture,

and derogatory to the rnediatorship of Christ. They
ask what reason can be adduced for believing that

prayers addressed to saints are even heard by them,
or that they have always a knowledge of the -wor-

ship addressed to them? They further deny that

the prayers addressed to saints—and particularly to

the Virgin Mary—are always capable of explanation

as merely an asking of their prayers on behalf of

those who invoke them, and quote many instances

in proof.

I'NVOICE, a list or account of merchandise or

goods sold, either seut along with the goods them-
selves or separately.

INVOLU'CRE (Lat. a wrapper or envelope), in

Botany, is a group of bracts surrounding flowers in

their nnexpanded state, and occupying a place on
the floral axis beneath them after their expansion.

The bracts which form an involucre are generally

grouped in a whorl. In umbelliferous flowers, there

is very commonly an involucre, not only to the
umbel, but to each division of the umbel, or umbel-
tide. The former is called the qeneral involucre, or

simply the involucre; the latter are partial involucre*,

or involucela. The cup of the acorn, hazel, chesnut.
&c, may be regarded as an involucre.

I'NVOLUTE. See Evouite.

INVOLUTION and EVOLUTION are two
operations the converse of each other. The object

of the first is to raise a number to any power,
which is effected by continuously multiplying the

number by itself till the number of factors is

equal to the number designating the power, thus,

2 raised to the third power is 2 < 2 2, or S;

7 raised to the fourth power is 7 < 7 - 7 ,7, or

2401, &c. Evolution, on the other hand, is the
extraction of a root of any number, that is, it is a
method for discovering ivhal number, when raised

to a certain power, will give a certain known
number— e. g., the square root of 64 is 8, that is,

S is the number which, raised to the second power,
will give 64; 3 is the fourth root of 81, that is,

3 raised to the fourth power is 81, and so on.

The symbols expressive of the two operations are

as follow : 5 s means that 5 is to be raised to the
third power; (7

2
)
1 means that the square or second

power of 7 is to be raised to the fifth power ; V9 or

^9 or 9* signifies that the extraction of the second

or square root of 9 is required
; ^/256 or 256s that

the fourth root of 256 is to be extracted ; and sc

on. Involution and evolution, like multiplication

and division, or differentiation and integration, diner
in the extent of their application; the former, or

direct operation, can always be completed, while
there are numberless cases in which the latter fails

to express the result with perfect accuracy.

I'ODINE (symb. I, equiv. 127) is one of a group
of four non-metallic elements to which the term
Halogens (q. v.) has been applied. It derives its

name from Gr. iodes, violet-like, in consequence of its

magnificent purple colour when in a state of vapour.

At ordinary temperatures, it usually occurs in solid

dark-gray glistening scales ; it is, however, crystallis-

able, and sometimes appears as an octahedron with
a rhombic base. It is soft, and admits readily of

trituration, has the high specific gravity of 4'95, and
evolves a peculiar and disagreeable odour, which
indicates its great volatility. It fuses at 225°, and
at about 350° it boils, and is converted into the
purple vapour to which it owes its name ; it has an
acrid taste, and communicates a brownish-yellow
colour to the skin. It is very slightly soluble in

water, but dissolves readily in watery solutions of

iodide of potassium aud of hydriodic acid, and ia

alcohol and ether. Iodine vapour is the heaviest

of all known vapours, its specific gravity being
8716. It combines directly with phosphorus,
sulphur, and the metals. Its behaviour with
hydrogen is analogous to that of chlorine and
bromine (see Hydrochloric Acid), but its affinities

are weaker than those of the last-named elements.

It likewise combines with numerous organic sub-

stances, and the compound which it forms with
starch is of such an intense blue colour, that &
solution of starch forms the best test for the
presence of free iodine. By means of this test, one
part of iodine may be detected when dissolved in

one million parts of water.

The following are some of the most important
iodine compounds. With hydrogen, it forms only
one compound, hydriodic acid (HI), a colourless

pungent acid gas, which, in most respects, is

analogous with hydrochloric acid. It is obtained

by the action of water on tcrioilide of phosphorus
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Tin' soluble iodi.bs of tl»- rn<-t.ils may Li

by the direct combination of h \ ) r i. ..U. .11 i.l with the

apounds being the
metallic iodide and water. Some of the

are of extreme brilliancy, and others are -

value in medicine; amongst the latter must be
ilo of potassium, iodide of

iron, ana the iodides of mi 1

,1 to quinine and 1

tin- in" 1

I
pint. It

• :one (q. v.).

following i 1

bion of potash until a brown tint begins
to appear, iodide of potassium (KIl and iodate of

potash iKlu.,1 me formed. By gentle ignition of

obtained by cvap
decomposed into 1. ,;,

v. ater, an. I allowed I

Iodide of 11

I Wl
of iodine Biupended in wab r

1 is formed,
which liy • . 1

the solution which is most commonly employed in

medicine, hut as, 011 exposure
decomposed, and iodine is liberated, it is usually

1 strong syrup, which retards this

The three iodides of mercury are th

1 mcrciii ic 1 I I
-

I ,1, and I he II

COric(Hgl). They null he funned cithei ! liie due
union of tin or by the double deconv

.....
There are two ivell-detined compounds .

oxygen, t\z., iodic acid (HIO3) and perioilic acid
- undine to chloric and perchloric acid,

neither of which i- of any Bpecial interest,

Iodine in small quantity, and usually in combina-
tion with sodium, 1. |< mm. is very
widely diffnsi d over the earl

r, in marine animals and plants, and in

certain mineral sprii 1 ind in several
.

ores, in Silesian zinc

Upper Palatinate, and in coal.

Iodine was discovi red in 1811, bj I

'

I

mi ntary body. It is obtained from the
I li is known
in this country as Kelp (q. v.), and in

as Varek, ana contains the iodides

1 ' Mini in con-

prepared
b

nations of iodine are emplo
i

Iodide of pot preparations of iodine
• entitled to be

I

Matron, l.ic-ol, and others hue shown the trains

of the iodine-treatment in scrofula. I

ti. us of iodine are also eminently successful an

resolvents In chronic induration, and
of the liver, spleen, uterus, Sto. I

in, and in certain

1
. dm to d sj philit ic tail

m IS of tie- urea tost mti !'!
; ami its value

in the tn is not
bo generally k I

1 rof< ssion,
1 .111! .11--

imds of lead with ali ten, librine,

ftcwhichaliound inthe body in c hrunic I, a.i p. u-i.n-

ing ; ll.il :

by the kidrn \ -. lot hi e 1 fton be
Hi tile III ill.', .1!

It. li milai
action in chronic 111. r.ur al

ir id salivation !

during the use ol iod de ol pot

quence ..1 -1 m. n urj , w hich had
he.n previously !i\..l ill the system.

Iodide ..f iron, which mav ho Liven either in svrup
or in the form of Id Beard's Pills (an excellent

French I •
-

1 . 1 1 -.u * 1
s salt), i especially

le in si rofuli as atf. I as of thi glandular
. « hi. I

1 lie '. te both ol iodini and ol iron

id.
1 he iodii . .. in. rcurj bai 1 h en pre-

h good efl i 1

..'i
1 1

I hey must he uivcu v, .ih . i
•

; . .
i

!.. IIYOIIW. dose i.l 1 lie ,, ,| \o6 >e befog 8
fraetii'm (,',-, to ; :

.!
. : I

,

1

.

I internally : but in the form of tincture

n.l ., ntment, it is a most useful topical :.ppl, cation

ii ... , .. :
. .in.-. 1... al i iil.neciii. nt.-, diseases of

joints, chilblains. &c.

In large doses, iodine and in., i

act as irritant poisons ; but verj

ecord In the ing with
the tincture of iodine, the Hist point

the Btomach; and the vomiting is assisted by the
use of tepid liquii i

i
hy

....... -r....t

boiled ill V. He|
; tile ..hi. et l.en.i t., | ,

1 1 1, 1 loil.dcof

H »'N A, the modern name of the

originated in a
leading of /,. for n ; the word, in the oldest

it.ii / o. I'rom the
the 17th c, the i

ailed /, /;, /„. In. /:„, Ihl. Hi, Hii, II:.. Illl. >',

or Yi that is, simply, 'i 1

I .!,»/; ill,

a;/., or ffU-Colum-KUle—that is, 'the
Island of L'oluniba of the Church.'

It is about tine.- miles long, and varies in breadth
from a mile to a mile and a half. In 1861, it had
a population Of -til. Its area, computed by l.cd.'

or 'five I td< - . i

: ...i ' the
i-. iiil. red in thi Angle Si icor. I

ed at 2000 imperial acres, of whii

more th in a fi art) part is u ider I 11 ige The -oil

is n.itiu ,l!y fi n.l ful, ni '... dl ' i !:. i rops than
own before

i Foi i sickle in

regarded
es, and, no doubt,
b.iia. Diinii, the

th" island, is .'(.'in feet above the
(I . le'. . 1

Its history begins in the year SS3, when St
I '..hniih . lion of Ire]

I
i. I a

crant of the island, as ua II from his kinsman I .mall,

Brnidi,
. kit.- of the I'iets, he Imill upon

is long re n.l.. as the
'i.l, ..f the Pict ted not

only am. ed, but
ai g th.- Angli ol England, who
owed their cm. i ion '.. tie ell .1. a

i na. Prom the , mi ,,i the 6th t.. the

01 I

'

as miraculous in the
led tO thi



IONIA—IONIAN ISLANDS.

end of the 8th c, I. was scarcely second to any
monastery in the British Isles ; and it was this
brilliant era of its annals which rose in Johnson's
mind when he described it as 'that illustrious
island which was once the luminary of the C le-

donian regions, whence savage clans and roving
barbarians derived the benefits of knowledge and
the blessings of religion.' But neither piety nor
learning availed to save it from the ravages of the
fierce and heathen Norsemen. They burned it in

795, and again in 802. Its 'family' (as the monks
•were called) of OS persons were martyred in S06.
A second martyrdom, in S25, is the subject of a
contemporary Latin poem by Walafridus Strabus,
abbot of the German monastery of Reichenau, in
the Lake of Constance'. On the Christmas evening
of 9S6, the island was again wasted by the Norse-
men, who slew the abbot and 15 of his monks.
Towards the end of the next century, the monastery
was repaired by St Margaret, the queen of King
Malcolm Canmore. It was visited in 1097 by
King Magnus the Barefooted, of Norway. It was
now part of that kingdom, and so fell under the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Bishop of Man and
the Archbishop of Prontheim. In 1203, the bishops
of the north of Ireland disputed the authority of the
Manx bishop, pulled down a monastery which he
had begun to build in the island, and placed the
abbey under the rule of an Irish abbot of Derry.
The Scottish Church had long claimed jurisdiction
in I., and before the end of the 13th c, the island
fell under the rule of the Scottish king. Its
abbey was now peopled by Cluguiac monks; and
a nunnery of Austin canonesses was planted on
its shores. Towards the . end of the l"th c., it

became the seat of the Scottish Bishop of the Isles,

the abbey church being his cathedral, and the
monks his chapter.

No building now remains on the island which can
claim to have sheltered St Columba or his disciples.

The most ancient ruins are the Laithricheau, or
Foundations, in a little bay to the west of Port-a-
Clnrrraich ; the Cobban Ciiildich, or Culdees' Cell,

in a hollow between Duuii and Dunbhuirg ; the
rath or hill-fort of Dunbhuirg ; and the Gleann-an-
Teampull, or Glen of the Church, in the middle of
the island, believed to be the site of the monastery
which the Irish bishops destroyed in 1203. St Orau's
Chapel, now the oldest church in the island, may
probably be of the latter part of the 11th century.
St Mary's Nunnery is perhaps a century later. The
Cathedral, or St Mary's Church, seems to have

course of erection by the Duke of Argyie, proprietor
of I. ; by which means tourists and antiquarian
explorers will be enabled to make visits of satis-
factory duration. During summer, steamers from
Oban (see Hebrides) call at I. twice a week ; they
land passengers by boats at Baile Mor, the only
village on the island, and usually stay an hour, to
allow time for visiting the ruins.

IO'NIA, the ancient name of the most flourishing
country of Asia Minor. It received its name from
the lonians (one of the four most ancient tribes
in Greece), who, again, according to the mytho-
logical account, derived theirs from Ion, the son
of Apollo by Creusa, a daughter of a king of
Athens. According to the usually received tradition,
they were driven out of the Peloponnesus by the
Aehaians, and removed to Attica, whence, about
1050 B. c, bands of them went forth to settle on
the coast of Asia. I. was a beautiful and fertile
country, extending, according to Ptolemy, from the
river llerraus to the river Meander, along the coast
of the yEgean Sea, but Herodotus and Strabo make
it somewhat larger. It soon reached a high point
of prosperity

; agriculture and commerce flourished,
and great cities arose, of which Ephesus, Smyrna,
Clazomense, Erytline, Colophon, and Miletus were
the most celebrated. These free cities, which
formed the nucleus of the Ionian League, were,
however, gradually subdued by the kings of Lydia,
and passed (557 B.C.) under the sway of the Pers'ians,
but were allowed a considerable measure of internal
liberty. During the great Persian war, the con-
tingent which they were compelled to furnish to
their ( Inciital masters deserted to the Greeks, at the
battle of Mycale (479 B.C.), whereupon the lonians
entered into an alliance with Athens, upon which
they now became dependent. After the Pelopon-
nesian war, they were subject to the Spartans, and
again (387 »c.) to the Persians till the time of
Alexander the Great. From this period, I. shared
the fate of the neighbouring countries, and in 64 B. c.
was added to the Koman empire by Pompey.
after the third Mithridatic war. In later times, it

was so ravaged by the Turks that few traces of
its former greatness are now left.—The lonians
were regarded as somewhat effeminate. They were
wealthy and luxurious, and the fine arts (see Ionic
Architecture) were cultivated amongst them at
a much earlier date than amongst their kinsmen
in the mother-country. The funic Dialect excels
the other Greek dialects in softness and smooth-

been built chiefly in the early part of the 13th cen-
ness, chiefly from tUe greater number of vowels

tury. It has a choir, with a sacristy on the north !
mtroduced -

side, and chapels on the south side ; north
transepts ; a central tower, about 75 feet high ; and
a nave. An inscription on one of the columns of the
choir appears to denote that it was the work of an
Irish ecclesiastic who died in 1202. On the north
of the cathedral are the chapter-house and other
remains of the conventual or monastic buildings.
In the ' Reilig Oran'—so called, it is supposed, from
St Oran, a kinsman of St Columba, the first who
found a grave in it—were buried Ecgfrid, king of

Nprthumbria, in GS4 ; Godred, king of the Isles, in

1188; and Haco Ospac, king of the Isles, in 1228.
No monuments of these princes now remain. The
oldest of the many tombstones on the island are two
with Irish inscriptions, one of them, it is believed,

being the monument of a bishop of Connor who
died at I. in 1174.

After centuries of neglect, this interesting island
seems now to be in the way of improvement. It

possesses a church connected with the Establish-
ment, also a Free Church, and a school. At present
(March 1863), a small and commodious inn is in

IO'NIAN ISLANDS, a group, or rather chain,
running round the west coast of Epirus, and west
and south of Greece. It consists of about 40
islands, of which Corfu, Paxo, Sauta Maura, Theaki,
Cepkalonia, Zaute, and Cerigo. are of considerable
size ; the total area is about 1041 square miles, and
the population (1865), 251,712, is mostly of Greek
descent. The proportion of females to males is

as 100 to 116. The collective term 'Ionian' is of
modern date. After the division of the Eoman
Empire, these islands were included in the eastern
half, and so continued till 1081, when the Duke of
Calabria (subsequently king of Naples) took posses-
sion of them. Prom this time they underwent a
continual change of masters, till the commencement
of the 15th c, when they by degrees came into
the possession of the Venetians, who in 1797 ceded
them to France. They were seized by Russia and
Turkey in 1S00, by France in 1807, by Britain in
Iso:), ami Nov. 5, 1815, were formed into a republic
('The United States of the Ionian Islands') under the
protectorate of the hitter. The following is a sketch
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of their condition in i nment was car-

ried "a by two assemblies, and the Lord TTlgh Com-
who represented Rer Majesty. 1

1"' to r

lected bj the islander?
ind 1

1 bj the Lord High Commissioner

;

their term of office mw li v.- years, during which pe-

riod tliri'f — -— i. hi- «rrc In-i.l. of three n

i
, .i| i-r.i ,.f i;., members, which the corn-

power to increase to soven, formed the

executive. The nminiiv-ininT »n< invested with ex-
tensive poweraj be could convoke an extraordinary
meeting of parliament, confirm or reject

tions ..I tin- senate, and veto all bills passed bj the

legislature. He had the nomination of most of the

pnblic fnnctionaries, and had supreme jurisdiction in

all matters of tiimifi-, pi .':..'. :inl public <;ilrlv. l')i

t.i 1848, the press via- restricted, and the government
.Hi

Iran

first instance in Corfu.Zante, i i I Santa Maura The
protecting force formerly con.i-ted ..In Ilriti-h garri-

son, I. nt a Greek garrison is n . . - r ; . ! ai (
'.

,i i'n.

In 1- .ii. ill.' i-la.,.1- . i, i

,.'..-•
'

: irrels ,,f olive-
- •: 1!.-. ..r currants, ai I 1 18,5 19 barrels of

wine, and .if wheat only i".7."'-" !: -li.-ls ; the value
considerably exceeding 'J.'iii'i.n m. Tin- live-stock for

the sain.- v.-ar .'..n-i-t.-il ..f i.'i.iti horses, 10,374 cat-

tle, 131,684 sheep, and 111,907 goats, a considerable
iiirr "ii tin- |nvviiiiis v.'urs. The revenue fur 1862
was £174,754, and the expenditure (which generally

'.'1 60,64 i. The chief item in the

the export-duty on cm rants and olive-oil.

In l -''.;. there were imported into 1 1. Bi itain 1,0 12,866

mts (a small grnp
and in 1869, 944,489 ewts., valued at £1,166,905.
Currants are the Maple pn.-lnri ..f iln- islands, hut are

in the Mores in the vicinity of Patras.
During the protectorate the I. I. cost Britain, on an

00,000 per annum.
spread dislike t.. Brit-

ain, and the people, impntienl of her protection, de-

manded annexation to Greece. In May, 1864, the

'United Stat.-- of the Ionian Islands' were formally
annexed to Greece ; on the 6th of June the kin;,' of

n <! at Coi in, and was enthusiastically re-

ceived by the inhabitants. The reception of the Ionian
representatives at Alliens is described us a perfect

national fete.

Io\I v.N .Mod:', in \I iisio, one of the old church
hi am "Mi I rreek mode

agrees with mir modern
Ionian mode being the same as our key

df ( major. The character of the Ionian mode,
i-t have app'-ar.'.l to the an.a.-nts more

properly ilciinnl than it can t.. lis, as it was the onlj

tvhich had a major third and a
i nth.

Id Mr ARCHITECTURE, a style of Greek
architecture which took its origin in Ionia, and seems
i : tic leaturea
•

bitecture in the capital

v.), which is decorated with

spiral ornaments called Volutes (q.v.). The columns
b were not need in

tectiire. 'I'll i.\ the .lentil

band, an ornament lirst introdoced in this style.

(o. v.i, so much need

bitecture, is one of the features which
mdicate its eastern origin.

Many large temples were erected in this style
Anion.' the linest

examples now
til. 'lis ami Minerva I'.ilias on tin- Acropolis at

Minus, Apollo l ii.lym Tiw at Mileti

I'l.lias at Priene, and Bacohua at Teos; and the

temple ol Fortune at Rome,

IONIC SCHOOL is the collective name given
i I In i k pl.ilo-oph.Ts. I'hali m, \ oil i-

in.inii.T. AiiaMiii.n.s, Heraclitus, and Anaxagoras,
on account of their following one general tendency,

a - for the nest part to Ionia. See the

biographies ot these philosophers.

! I. O. U., a memorandum of debt given by a
borrower to a lender, so called from being made in

this abbreviated form

:

I.oM'ON, January 1, 18C2.

Mr A. B., I. 0. U. £20.

CD.
It is a convenient document, because it requires no
stamp, and yet it is valuable evidence of the

.. t in- debt, iii i'
i

.- an a. tion is after-

wards brought. If, however, the I. O. I con! kin

any promise to pay the debt, then it will amount
to a promissory-note, ami be void unless it have
a stamp.

l'( IWA, one of the United States of America, was
organised as n state, with governor and legislature, in

1846. It lies between 40° 20' and 43° '("' N. Int.,

and 90° \l' and 96° 53' W. long., and extends 208
miles from north to south, and .'tun from east to west,
with an area of 55,045 square miles, or 35,228,800
acres. It is honnded on the X. by Minnesota: E. by
Wisconsin and Illinois, from which it is separated bv
the Mississippi River; S. by Missouri j and W. bv

Nebraska and Dakota, from which it i- separated by

thi M o .
l; an • Siou: R. It I i 100 ounties,with

I).- M" I
.•-

I a it- capital. Tin' population in 1*10 whs

on its ea-tern anil He-tern borders, and the lie- Moines,
Iowa, Kid Cellar, and their branches. The surface is

Undulating and beautiful, with alternate forests and
prairies. There are no mountains; but hold bluffs,

with picturesque ravines, line the rivers. In the
north-east, there are rich deposits o!' lead, ami coal in

the south and west, with iron, marble, clay, gy psiun,

&C The -oil is exceedingly fertile, mid the climate

healthful ; the peach blossoms in the middle of April,

but the winters are severe, with an average of 26°.

The chief productions are wheat, maize, flax, tobacco,

cattle, and hogs. It has not i h din
commerce, hut trade- extcnsiiel.v with the Atlantic

and Gulf towns, and with the interior. The chief

river purl- of I. arc Keokuk, Fort Mmli-on, liurling-

t.m, Muscatine, Davenport, Clinton, Bell

Dubuque, There are many manufactories, and in

1870 there wen- 2140 miles of railway, representing a
capital ..f .*s.-,,7i;.'i,iiii(i. There are 28 colleges, and
ti'J^'.i public schools, sustained bv a permanent school-

fund "I |2,221,475.

low \ CITY, a city in Iowa, United States of

America, formerly the capital of the territorial

government) is situated on the Iowa River, SO

miles From its mouth. It is built on a succession

of plateaux, rising from the river. The first is a
public promenade; the third is crowned by the
capitol, now the state university. It has also

county buildings, and the state asylums, with
factories on the falls of the river. Then
boat navigation to the Mississippi, and connection
with tl ast by railway. Pop. in 18f>0, 2262;
in I860, 5214.

Ml
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ends of the
bite flowers,

of I. used in

divided into

as a goose-
s size, some-
as if closely

much nausea and depression as tartar

Strang on a central woody cord. The different kinds
known in commerce [Gray, Red, Brown) are all pro-
duced by the same plant; the differences arising
from the age of the plant, the mode of drying, &c.
I. root is prepared for the market by mere drying
It is collected at all seasons, although chiefly from
January to March ; the plant is never cultivated,
but is sought for in the forests chiefly by Indians,
some of whom devote themselves for mouths at a
time to this occupation. It has now become scarce
in the neighbourhood of towns.

"Various other plants, containing emetine, are
substitutes for true ipecacuanha. The I.

tela is produced by Sarcostemma glaucum,
ler Asclepiadece ; and to this order belongs
I asthmatica, the root of which is found
e substitute for I. in India,

is in the bark of the root that the active
pie, the emetine, almost entirely lies, and in

goou specimens it amounts to 14 or 16 per cent.

;

the other ingredients, such as fatty matters, starch,
lignine, &c., being almost entirely inert. Emetine
is represented by the formula C„H27NO 10 . It is
a white, inodorous, almost insipid powder, moder-
ately soluble iu alcohol, and having all the charac-
ters of the vegetable alkaloids. It acts as a violent
emetic in doses of T\,th of a grain or less, and is a
powerful poison. The incautious inhalation of the
dust or powder of I.—as iu the process of powder-
ing it—will often bring on a kind of spasmodic
asthma.

In small and repeated doses—as, for instance, of
a grain or less— I. increases the activity of the
secreting organs, especially of the bronchial mucous
membrane, and of the skin. Iu larger doses of
from 1 to 5 grains it excites nausea and depres- I

sion, while in doses of from ""

of Venei
of the oi

yy, v,/„„

a valtiah

It is

principle

action or

emetic.

I. is useful as an emetic when it is necessary to
unload the stomach in cases where there is great
debility, or in childhood. As a nauseant, expect-
orant, and diaphoretic, it is prescribed in affections
of the respiratory organs, as catarrh, hooping-cough,
asthma, &c. ; in affections of the alimentary canal,
as indigestion, dysentery, &c. ; aud in disorders in
which it is desired to increase the action of the
skin, as in diabetes, febrile affections, &c.

Besides the Powder, the most useful preparations
are the Wine of I.—of which the dose to an adult as
a diaphoretic and expectorant ranges from 10 to
40 minims, and as an emetic from 2 to 4 drachma—
and the Compound I. Powder, commonly known as
Dover's Powder (q. v.). To produce the full effect as
a sudorific, a dose of ten grains of Dover's Powder
should be followed by copious draughts of white-
wine whey, treacle-posset, or some other warm and
harmless drink.

IPH1GENTA, in Grecian legend, a daughter
of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, or, according to
others, an adopted daughter of Clytemnestra. Her
father, having offended Diana, vowed to make
atonement by sacrificing to the goddess the most
beautiful tiling born within the year. This happened
to lie Iphigema. Agamemnon long delayed the
'""'I nt of his vow, but at length the Trojan
expedition drew on, and the Greek fleet being
detained in Aulis by a calm, the seer Calchas
declared that Agamemnon must keep his promise.
When I. was brought to the altar, however, she
disappeared, and a hind lay there in her stead,
Diana herself having carried her off in a cloud to
lauris, where she became her priestess, but was
afterwards recognised by her brother, Orestes, who
carried her, along with the image of Diana, to
Attica. The legend is of post-Homeric origin. It
has, however, been much wrought into Grecian
poetry, and afforded many subjects to painters and
sculptors. In modern literature, it has beeu again
employe

1 with great power of genius and poetic"art
by Goethe in his Iphigenia auf Tauris.

IPOM^E'A, a genus of plants of the natural order
''""'"^«'''e"<r, differing very little .from the genus
Convolvulus. The species are numerous. They ;

mostly natives of warm countries. Some of them
are often to be seen in flower-gardens and hot-
houses, being very ornamental, ami readily covering
trellises with their twining stems, large leaves, and
large beautiful flowers. The roots of some of them
yield a resinous substance, which possesses proper-
ties resembling those of jalap, and the true Jalap
(q.v.) plant itself has sometimes been referred to
this genus.

IPSAMBU'L. See Abousambul.

I'PSICA. SeeMoDicA.

I'PSWICH, a market-town, parliamentary and
municipal borough, and river-port of England
capital of the county of Suffolk, is acrreeably
situated on the river Orwell, at the foot of a range
of hills, GS miles north-east of London. The older
portions of the town consist of narrow and irregular
streets, some of the old houses of which are orna-
mented with curious carved work. It contains
numerous churches, and benevolent and charitable
institutions; a Mechanics' Institution, with about
700 members

; and a Working Men's College, with
200 members. Of its educational establishments, the
principal is the grammar-school, founded by Cardinal
Wolsey, and endowed by Queen Elizabeth. It has

grains it an income from endowment of £11C, 6s 8d hasan emetic, without producing such violent
j
six scholarships, exclusive of an Albert scholarship,
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bonded as a memorial of the late I'

and two exhibitions at Pembroke I

orn-muls, and ship-budding docks. In

1861, 2209 vessels, • •! 162,4 i7

lb ;in-.l tin' port Tl sports are chiefly agri-

cultural produce, ami agricultural imple iits and
machinery ; in ij > >rt ^. wine, coal, iron

'I he tow D tan In- a].]- . Ml .Mill tons.

It sends two incmlicrs to tin- imperial parliament,
1..,.. 1861] 37.!' I'.'. I. v.;. pilla -,-,1 ami dismantled
by the Danes in 991, and again in 1000,

[RA'K \ .1 I'M l.

the N. by the proi inces of Azerbijan,

Ghilan, and tfazanderan, and on the E. by
On the S. and W., the boundaries are

Ij laid down. In

tli.' Llluir, M i the pro\ in.-.-

i .us. all of then) running from
i no] th west. \ great portion of the

surface of the province consists •>! el

lands, bnt tl merous fertile valleys

traversed by rivers. Many of tin- rivi

wallowed ti]> l.y sandy tia. i - int.. which they flow,

towns of the province are the capital

Teheran and Ispahan,

IB \ K \ i:\l.I. a di8tricl in Turkey in Asia.

the ancient liabylonia up v.), comprises the rums
of th" ancieni cities "t Babylon, Seleucia, and
Ctemphon. During the last 'J.""' >

califate, this was the poor remnant of their once
Ion which remained to the successors

of Mohammed.

II! A \. the modern native name of Persia, See
Aiais Race.

ikli t, district town of the government "f

1
77.">

; founded (Ki.'i.l)

m c 'I he town is ,-n uated on
the rivers lrl.it and Nit /a, in I. it. 57° 35 N.,

and long. I",-J /ill E., is lTUO miles distant from St

ami .-nut,, ins :;_'1S inhabitants. It i.s

remarkable for its extensive fair, tl.

I ter that of Nijui-Novgorod
takes place annually from the 27tb of February
till the end of M
inure than 200 years, and attracts about 10,000
merchants and visitors fr..in Ku --:a. Si In i ia. I ' i -i a,

Bokhara, ftc. The p
o, dot h--, -ilk

stuffs, brocades, sugar, coffee, china, and hard-
ware- from llussia; tea and nankeen from ('lima,

through Kiaelita ; in: -..in; cotton
Ktuil^ ir.un Kokliai • quantity ol

goods brought to market is valued at £5,500,000,

of which mora than three-quarters are generally

I'RELAND, an island, forming part of the United
Kingdom of Great I'.ritain and Ireland, lies between

- long 5 20 1 10

26' W. It is washed on the N., V7., and S. l.y

I

North i l. .-u.iiel. i

and St I ;,-.,,

u i in ,.t Britain
' ,-1 in Antrim to Crow Head in Kerry,

. i ii, between
the extreme points of Mayo and Down, is 1 s-J

miles, lot between Galway Bay and Dublin, it

' n ...n 120. Aie i about 32,510 square
miles. l'..|i. ilMil) .-,.7C1..-.I.I. I. is divided into

the four province, Leinster, Minister,

ami Connaught, which again are subdivided into

:f.' comities. The following table exhibits



a large portion of Kildare, Carlow, King's and
Queen's counties—having a summit elevation of 280
feet. Extensive tracts of deep wet bog also occur

in Longford, Roscommon, and other counties, and
give a peculiarly dreary and desolate aspect to the

scenery. Notwithstanding the quantity of water in

these bogs, they exhale no miasma injurious to

health, owing to the large quantity of tannin which
they contain.

Hydrography.—The principal river of I., and the

largest in the United Kingdom, is the Shannon
(q. v.). The streams which drain the eastern part

of the central plain are the Liffey and the Boyne ;

the south-eastern part, the Suir, the Barrow, and
the Nore ; while the waters of the north-eastern

part are collected into Lough Neagh, chiefly by
the Blackwater, and thence discharged into the

sea by the Lower Bann. The rivers external to

the great central plain are necessarily short. The
principal are the Erne, flowing to the north-west;
the Foyle and the Bann, to the north ; the Lagan,
to the north-east ; the Slaney, to the south-east

;

and the Bandon, Lee, and Blackwater, flowing in

an easterly course through the county of Cork, the

most southern county in the island. None of these

rivers are naturally of importance to navigation.

The Shannon, however, has been made navigable

to its source by means of locks and lateral cuts

;

the Barrow, by similar means, to Athy ; the Foyle,

by canal to Strabane ; and several of the others

have been artificially united by such lines as the

Lagan, Newry, Ulster, Royal, Grand, Athy, and
other canals—which now intersect a considerable

portion of the inland.

The lakes of I. (called loughs) are, as might be
expected from the surface-character of the country,

both numerous and extensive in proportion to the

size of the island. The largest is Lough Neagh
in Ulster, covering an area of 100,000 acres. The
other loughs of consequence are Loughs Erne and
Derg, also in Ulster ; Conn, Mask, and Corrib, in

Connanght ; the Allen, Eee, and Derg, which are

expansions of the river Shannon, and the lakes of

Killarney (q. v.) in Kerry.—The bays and salt-water

loughs which indent the island are also numerous
and of considerable importance. About seventy are

suitable for the ordinary purposes of commerce

;

and there are fourteen in which the largest men-
of-war may ride in safety. The principal are

Loughs Foyle and Swilly, on the north coast ; the
Bays of Donegal, Sligo, Clew, and Galway, the

estuary of the Shannon, Dingle Bay, and Bantry
Bay, on the west ; the harbours <>f Cork and Water-
ford, on the south ; Wexford harbour, the Bays
of Dublin, Drogheda, and Dundalk, and Loughs
Carlingford, Strangford, and Belfast, on the east.

—The islands are, generally speaking, small and of

little importance. On the east coast, the largest is

Lambay, about two and a half miles off the coast

of Dublin ; on the south and south-east coasts

are Clear Island, the Saltees, a dangerous group of

islets, about eight miles south of the Wexford coast,

indicated by a floating light, and Tuscar Eock, about
eight miles east of C'arnsore Point, also a dangerous
ledge, rising 20 feet above the sea, and surmounted
by a bght-house after the model of the Eddy-
stone ; on the west coast, the Skelligs, Valentia, the

Blaskets, the South Arran Isles, Innisbofin, Innis-

turk, and Clare, Achil or 'Eagle' Island, and the

Inniskea Islets ; on the north coast, the North
Arran Isles, the Tory Isles, and Eathlin.

Geolony.—A great series of grits and slates of

Cambrian age occur in the south-east of I. ; th

upper portion contains a few fossils of zoophytes and
worms. Lower Silurian strata rest unconformably
on the Cambrian rocks in the same district. They

consist of flags, slates, and grits many thousand
feet in thickness, extending over large portions of

Kildare, Wicklow, Wexford, and Waterford. Several
detached patches occur to the west of this district,

forming the Keeper, Arra, and Inchiquin Mountains.
A tract of similar beds stretches from the centre
of I., near the source of the Shannon, to the coast

of Down. The strata in proximity to the Wicklow
and Dublin granites are converted into gneiss and
mica-slate. This is the condition of all the beds in

the north-west, in Donegal, Tyrone, and Mayo ; they
appear to be a continuation of the highly altered

strata of the north of Scotland. Detached portions
of Upper Silurian measures occur on the western
side of the island, in Kerry, Galway, and Mayo.
Between the Silurian and Old Red Sandstone is

an enormous thickness (11,000 feet) of sandstone
grit and shale in Kerry and Cork. No fossils

hitherto have been found in these strata.

QUI Red Sandstone strata, consisting of red and
yellow sandstone and slate, cover a large tract of

the south of I., stretching almost continuously from
the extreme west of Cork and Kerry into Waterford
and Kilkenny, being stopped by the Silurian rocks
of Wexford and Carlow. Along the bases of the
Silurian mountains of the south centre of I., and in

the southern portion of the county of Cork, occurs

a great thickness of sandstones, which have hitherto

yielded no fossils; some gonhr^Uts refer these to

the Old Red series, others hold them to be Lower
Carboniferous.

The Carboniferous Limestone is extensively devel-

oped in I., occupying the whole of the centre of the
country, except in those places already alluded to,

where the older rooks appear on the surface. This
great tr-act is an extensive plain covered with drift,

and with peat-moss and freshwater marl, in which
are found the remains of Meijaceros Hibernicus and
Bos longifrons. In Kerry, Cork, and Waterford,
the strata are very much contorted, the coal-seams

are changed into anthracite, and so squeezed and
crushed as to be got only in small dice-like frag-

ments. Further north, the strata are nearly hori-

zontal, but the coal-fields are limited, and the seams
are generally of inconsiderable thh-kness. They occur

chiefly in Tipperary, Kilkenny, Tyrone, and Antrim.
Small deposits of Permian strata are found at

Ardtrea in Tyrone, and at Cultra near Belfast

;

the sandstones of Roan Hill near Dungaunon are
probably of the same age. The red and variegated

marls containing beds of gypsuru and rock-salt,

which exist on the coast north from Belfast, are

probably Triasnc. Resting on these marls are a
few thin beds of Lias. Cretaceous strata occur in

Antrim and Derry.
Climate.—Though the climate of I. bears, as

might have been expected, a' strong resemblance to

that of Great Britain (q. v.), it has yet a character
pecidiar to itself, owing to the marked difference in

the configuration of its surface, its greater distance

from the continent of Europe, and its being, as it

were, more completely bathed in the warm waters
of the Gulf Stream. The mean annual temperature
of the central parts of the country is about 50°'0,

rising in the south to 51 -5, and falling in the north
to 48°'5. There are thus 3°'0 of difference between
the extreme north and south, and it may be uoted
that, speaking generally, this difference is constaut
through all the seasons of the year. The mean
temperature in winter is 41°"5; in spring, 47

&
'0; in

summer, 60°'0; and in autumn, 51°'0.

The annual rainfall averages from 25 to 28 inches,

except in the neighbourhood of hills, where the
precipitation is considerably augmented; thus, at

Valentia, in Kerry, the rainfall of 1SG1 amounted
to 73 inches, and doubtless this large fall was



eded in tlnsc porta which are situated

among the higher lulls. The rainfall m winter,

particularly in the »

other seasons, owing to the low tsmpei
. L_'nni!nl during winter, w bii

chills the warm and nioi-t south-west winds tint

prevail, eepeoi illy at this tu

> -.. ir vapour into rain. Sin. e in I In at

Britain the chief mountain ranges are in the west,

it follows that over the whole eastern slope of the
island tin: climate is drier, the amount and he-
qnencyol the rainfall much less, and the sunshine

more brilliant than in the west. In I., on the other

hand, the lulls in the west d.> not op
continuous barrier to the onward pro

oath-west winds, l>ut are more broken up and die-

i .ilate.i groups, it ['"Hows that the sky
hl'd, and rain falls more frequently in

I., and tlie .-Innate is thus rendered more genial and
f..-t.uii_- to v.-L'etation ; lence the appropriateness
of the name 'Emerald Isle.' Again, owing to its

tance from the continent, I

:

east winds of spring are less severely

north-east winds have acquired
more warmth and moisture in their progress, It

ICCOUnt that the 1 t salulirious SjiriliL;

v England, Scotland, and 1.

are situated in the south-west of their respective

countries. Thus, (Juccnstowu, in the south west of

I., enjoys an average spring temperature as high as

BOTH), which is about the highest in the I'.ntish

Islands, and nearly .S"'0 higher than the east of

Kent, which is nearly ill the same latitude.

Si • wheat ripens in these latitudes with a mean
sunnier t. mperatiire ,.t .10 II, it follows that the
climate- of 1. is Quite sufficient for th

cultivation of the liner sorts of grain, which are sub-

jected to much less risk in backward seas., us than

i- the .as.- in North Britain, where the summer
d. i e and a half fr.nu the

exti'ine hunt of wheat-cultivation. Also, consider-

rkably open winters, whii b

the ]K-riod of grazing, its mild and genial climate
through all the seasons, and it

from droughts, it will be seen that its climate is

equally well adapted for the rearing of cattle. These
considerations, nl.inc.l with the fertility of the

soil, open up for I., as far as the physical i.litions

1. a prospect of gnat national pl'os-

perity, based on most remarkable, though as yet
only partially developed agricultural i

i. -The system of agriculture is

bed, though the Boil

fertile. From inl'ornmtion laid l.efore Parliament in

1870 it appears that then- are i',s-j,ii.ii i farms, .,1 which

512,080 are valued at less than £18 per annnm; 94,-

nd andi t £86; 88,584 at 686 and under

B60;24,857a( E60an I ler £l20,and 72,668 al £120
and upward-, < If tl farms 526,389 arc tenancies at

will. B3,287are lei on extremelj long leases, and 20,-

jij7 only arc in the occupation of proprietors in fee.

'I°hc acreage under each of the principal crops in

1861, 1868 and 1870 i- given in the following table:

The estimated produce ]*t statute

and 1861 was as under

:

t, in barrels uf 20 I



cleared out at the 10 principal Irish ports, in the
j

Coasting, Colonial, and Foreign Trades in 18(11, were I

as follows: vessels. 44. ISO; tonnage, 7,144,538.

Government.—The government of I., since the

Uiiiou in 18011, is identical with that of Great Britain.

It is represented in the imperial parliament by 32
members of the House of Lords, and 105 of the

House of Commons. The executive government is

invested in a Lord-lieutenant, assisted by a Privy
Council and Chief Secretary; and the law is adminis-

tered by a Lord Chancellor, a Master of the Lolls,

and twelve judges of the supreme courts of Queen's I

Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer. County,
peace, and municipal matters are conducted much in

the same way as in England, with the exception of

an armed national 'constabulary or police force oil

nearly 12.000 men, with 34S horses.

Rf!Uf\on.—A vast majority ot the inhabitants of 1. :

are Koinan Catholics. A bill" to dis-establish the Irish

Episcopal Church in January, 1871, was passed in

July, 1869. According to the statistics of 1861, the
proportion was as follows: Roman Catholics, 4,505,-

414 ; Episcopalians, 691,509 ; Presbyterians, 523,300
;

Methodists, 45,390; Independents, 4530; Baptists,

4225 ; Friends, 3695 ; Jews, 386 ; all other persua-
sions, 19,784.

Education.—I. possesses several universities :

Dublin University (q. v.), was founded by Queen
Elizabeth in 1591 ; the Queen's Colleges of Belfast,

Cork, and Galway, were opened in 1S49, and are

united in oue university. Maynooth College, for the
i

education of Roman Catholic priests, is supported at

the public expense, and is attended by 520 students.

There are also several Irish colleges and medical
schools in connection with the London University.

The primary schools of I. are mostly under the

management of the ' Commissioners of National

Education.' This system, established in 1833,

proceeds on the principle that ' the schools shall

be open alike to Christians of every denomination
;

that no pupil shall be required to attend any
religions exercise, or receive any religious instruc-

tion which his parents may not approve ; and that

sufficient opportunity shall be afforded to pupils of

each religious persuasion to receive separately such
religions instruction as their parents or guardians

may think tit.' The following table exhibits the
progress of the system :

*-.



close of the 8th to tin- 12th C, I., all ho

mlinaviaus, produced many writers of

merit, among whom were Mngaa, the b

I tallenan, king .1

1 i'li, the aunalisl

cholera who during these I

1

1

Dichuill, the geographer; Doi 1. or Donatua,
llishop uf Kiesol, ; ami Man, inns S din. I If the

elaliorate specimens survive

Patrick's b 1 in Mayo (12th c. ;

the Limerick and Cudi.1 « --•
. - ;. 1-. ami the Tara

brooch, all displaying minute skill and peculiar

assign the E
Gospels in the Irish character, in the library of

Trinity College, Dublin, which Mr Westw 1 has

manuscript of early art now in existence, and of

which fac-simili

1

<il' the period, examples survive at

CaaheL The well-known round towei I are

belfries, and to ser security for

ecclesiastics during disturb Che -kill of the

Irish musicians in the 12th c. is

the enthusiastic encomiums bestowed by Giraldua
Cambrensis upon their perform
naviana have left behind them in I. no traces of

!. at Dublin, Water-
ford, an. I Limerick, in which towns 1

the must part, suhject an.l triliu

'I'he first st.p towards an Anglo-N.
anon I. was made by Henry 1 1., who
1155 a bull from Pope A.Irian IV., authorising
him to take possession of the island,

of paying to the papal treasury a stipulated

HUB. Political circumstances prevei 1

Henry from entering anon the undertaking t.ll

HGti, when Dermod MacMurragh,
bo him, and obtained

authority to enlist Biich of bis subjects as might
be induced to aid him in at ;.

forfeited Ian. Is. Dei ,n 1 I re. 1,

l of Lis I'on 1-11 mere, nari -s. ami still

more numerous Irish in recovering

Iiarl of his t r

)uhlin an.l other towns on
Alter his death in 1171, the succession to the king-
dom of Leinster was claimed by his son-in-law,

Kichard Kit ' I'l-mla-oke, suiiiaine.l

Strongbow.' In the folio* is

with a formiilatile ,n I., r. . , i\ ,1

homage froi

and from the chief adventun
latter chart

to take po cue island, in virtue

ol the grant made to him by the pope. The chief

Anglo-Norm i

' . I, 1 .c
encountered

f..nnida'nle opposition h.fi.re they

thus claimi d

a viceroy, and th lystem was

r. • i ii.-.-. I t.. obedii nee to England. 1

;. i
:

. . into I. in

U84; but the injudicious conduct ol

to England. John, when km;, mode an expedition

into I. in 1210, to curb the refractory spirit nt

Ins barons, who bad 1 nine f. .i-m i. I.il !.- through
1 og the 13th

c the pi- ipal Anglo Norman a.h eiiturers 9UC-

elves, w nil
1 he 1 udal

parts .,1 I.,

1 suppression of n

1 ills, or (oral. lines, ac.|iiirc.l almost

and I in -1 Munster,
or Desmond; the Le Botillors, or Butlers, in

* 'no 1
.11- West Men 11, and 1 be 1 >i

Iiurkes, in ( '..imall Jit. Alter the hit

nookburn, tl north invited
:n.

1 attempted bo

power in Ireland. The court of Rome,
"i I-m. 1,1ml, excoi 1.

1 co ed
linice with In- Ii. Ii allies ; I, ut although his enter-
prise failed of success, the general result, was a

comparative dominion in

Ireland. Tie 1 lie mosl DOWI rful

me 1,
1 ntified w nli the natives,

, 1 1
1

1

i laws the
-0 jr.'it an ,

.;. in, th,, 1 I to- Aeulo hull parliament
passed, in 1367, tin- -statute of Kilkenn
excommunication ami heavy penalties' against all

those who followed the customs of, or allied them-
selves with, the native Irish. This statute, how-
ever, remain, il inoperative; and although Richard
II., later in the 14th c, made expeditions into 1.

11 tth 1. 11 ., forces, he failed to .-lie, t, an;

result; and the power and influence oi

, much, that the authority of the
Knglish crown liccame limited to a few towns on

I the ill- I net t, 1 111. . I 'till

prising a small circuit about Dublin and Drogheda,
In l.",::l. I , ,

1 the viceroy

of Henry VIII., revolted, hut not meeting with ade-

quate Suppoi t 1 1 his Anglo-Irish 1

was, after a short, time, suppi.

Hem 1 eived 1 be title ,,1 ' King ol Ireland ' in

1.VI1, by an act passed l.j the \ 1 1 _ I •
• Il

ment in Dublin ; and alioiil the .nine period, soma
of the native princes were induced to acknowledge

>. ei eign, and bo t pt peerages. The
do.-ti in, , ,,1 th,- II. -to rina t ion met littl.- favour either

, lidants of the old KnM ,

with the native Irish. Al.oiit the middle of the
llit.il c, Sham- II' N, ill. a pi in. I t he most p.,wei nil

ancient family of I l.-t. 1 . attempted to -

rivals, and bo assume the kingship ol 1 b

in which he v, iiccessl'ul ; hut after

ill.-i ,1, Hill 111 1567, his Sllee, ,11 I, CelX e I

Barl .u Eronc from Elizabeth. The attempts of the
• cent in I, to introduce 1

1

ii, oglish institutions I

s.-usioiis iii Inland. Among the first to revolt was
ii I ... 1 1 .1 i

: '".
,

1 w ho c di at h. 111 l.i.s.;,

[unstei w I-, pan elled out to

Kllgll.sll set I 1.

I later book up anus; and in opposing them, the

Com ol Eli ,, in ,,

mil. toy r, p in, .in hi, ,- ml, .

1 ,is ,.| which was that in I

battle of the fellow Ford, near Armagh, where the
l.u:_ ll-.h .11 111V was 1

,, i, r.d slain.

Philip III. oi Spun, at II,, olicil n 00

chiefs, despatched a bod .
..1 troops to tl

anee in 1601, which, landing m
instead of in the north, as bad 1 exp
ileal. h- to cll'ect, anything, and were constrained to

Uthough K.h/ahcth was sii

,
,

and 1 I'llolilnll, held Out till the qui 'Il

603, ri

as Earls of ISrone and Tiroonnell. In 1608, these

ii-.l-l. nieii, having appr..-lieiisi., us |,,r 1 1

..
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afety, quitted Ireland unexpectedly, and retired to

the continent. Their withdrawal enabled James L
to carry out that project of parcelling out the north

of Ireland to Scottish and English settlers, which

is usually known as the 'Plantation of Ulster.'

The Irish took advantage of the contentions in

England to rise in insurrection (1641) and massacre

the" Protestants. It is believed that nearly 40,000

fell victims to their fury. The country contiuued in

a state of anarchy till 1649. when Cromwell overran

it. At the Revolution, the native Irish generally

took the part of James II., the English and Scotch
' colonists ' of 'William and Mary ; and the war was
kept up for four years (16SS— 1692). From this!

time till 177S. history records little beyond the pass-

ing of penal statutes against the Eoman Catholics.

In 177S, parliament relaxed the stringent pressure

of these acts ; but the widely spread disaffection

which they caused gave birth to numerous societies,

resulting in the rebellion of 179S, which was not

suppressed till 1800. On January 1 of the follow-

ing vear, the legislative union of Great Britain

with" L was consummated, and from this period the

history of the country merges in that of Great

Britain.

IRELAND, Arms of. The insignia of Ireland

have been variously given by early writers. In

the reign of Edward IV., a commission appointed

to inquire what were the arms of L, found them
to be three crowns in pale. It has been supposed

\

that these crowns were abandoned at the Refor-

mation, from an idea that they might denote the

feudal sovereienty of the pope, whose vassal the

king of Endand was, as lord of Ireland. How-
ever, in a MS. in the Heralds' College of the time

of Henrv TIL, the arms of L are blazoned azure,

a harp or, stringed argent ; and when they were

for the first time placed on the royal shield on the

accession of James L, they were thus delineated:

the crest is on a wreath or and azure, a tower

(sometimes triple-towered) or, from the port, a

hart springing argent Another crest is a harp

or. The national "flag of L exhibits the harp in a

field vert The royal badge of L, as settled by
sign-manual in 1801, is a harp or, stringed argent,

and a trefoil vert, both ensigned with the imperial

crown.

IRELAXD, Xew. See Xew Ikelot).

IRELA>"D ISLAND, one of the Bermudas (q.v.).

IREX-ETS, one of the most important of the

ante-Xieene Christian writers, was an Asiatic by
birth, but is known in history solely through

his connection with the Greco-Gaulish church of

Southern France, of which he was a bishop. He
was a scholar of Polycarp, through whom he may be

regarded as having" sat at the feet of St John the

apostle and evangelist L was a priest of the church

cf L-on under the Bishop Pothinus, upon whose

martyrdom, in the persecution of Marcus Aurelius

in 177, he was himself elected to the same see, which

he continued to govern for twenty-five years. L
is commonly believed to have suffered martyrdom

at Lvon in the persecution under Septimius Severus

in 202. His principal, indeed almost his only

perfect, work is that which is commonly cited

as Advers'ts Hmmux <Against Heresies i. It is

directed against the Gnosticism of his own age,

and is most valuable as a picture of the doctrinal

and moral condition of that age. Most of his

other works also were doctrinal, but they are

known onlv bv description or by fruements. The

earliest edition" of the works of this Father is that

of Erasmus (Basel, 1526>. They have been several

times re-edited, the most prized edition being that

of the Benedictine, Dom Massuet 'Paris, 1710, and
Venice, 1734).

IRE BIB, a celebrated Byzantine empress, was
born in Athens about 752 A.D. Her beauty and
talent excited the admiration of the Emperor Leo
IV., who married her. 769 A.D. She is believed to

have poisoned her husband, 780 A.D., after which
event she became regent during the minority of her

son, Constantine VL\ then only nine years of age.

A great worshipper of images— in fact, this species

of idolatry had during the lifetime of her husband
caused her to be banished from the imperial palace

—she quickly began to plot for their restoration,

and with this purpose assembled a council of bishops

at Constantinople, 786 A.D., which, however, was
broken up by the troops of the capital. A second

council held at Xice in the following year was more
successful, and imase-worship was re-established in

the Eastern Church. In 7S8 a.d_ her army was
defeared in Calabria by Charlemagne, who threatened

the Byzantine empire. In 790 A.D., Constantine

succeeded in taking the government out of her

hands ; but seven years after, she caused him to

be deprived of his eyes, and shut up in a dungeon,

where he soon died. Still she was not free from

anxieties. Her two favourites. Stauracins and -Etius,

were constantly embroiled with each other, and their

jealousies only ceased with the death of the former,

800 A.D. She now tried to secure her possession of

the throne by a marriage with Charlemagne, but

the Frank emperor had apparently no relish for

a woman who had committed so many crimes, and
the scheme proved abortive. Two years later, her

treasurer, INicephorus, rebelled against her, and
suddenly seizing her person, banished her to the

isle of Lesbos, where she was forced to spin for a

livelihood. Here she died of grief, 803 A-D. L
was a wise, able, and energetic ruler ; but her crimes

were so great and unnatural, that history can speak

of her character as a whole only in the language of

reprobation. The Greek Church, however, on account

of her zeal for image-worship, has placed her in the

catalogue of its saints.

IRIARTEA, a genus of palms, all South Ameri-
can, having lofty, smooth, faintly ringed stems, and
pinnate leaves with somewhat triangular leaflets.

The leaf-stalks rise from
a sheathing column. The :-^r~

Pashtcba or PizirBA .jfS^S^S ^sSKfesfta,
Palm </. exorhim),c'--- - -_- ^~ ~-~T

^,
mon in swamps and . _
marshy grounds in the /SJS^* K'fS&^L
forests of the Amazon ''$• ?' "*\
district, is remarkable ,''.' !'

for sending out roots

above ground, which
extend obliquely down-
wards, and often divide

into many rootlets just

before they reach the
soil ; the tree as it grows
still producing new roots

from a higher point than
before, whilst the older

and more central ones

die, so that at last a

lofty tree is supported
as on three or four legs,

between which a man
may walk erect with a

palm of seventy feet

high rising straight

above his head. The outer wood is very hard, so

as to be used for harpoons ; splits easily, and into

perfectly straight laths ; is excellent for floors,
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ceilings, shelve*, be; and
America f>>r umbrella-sticks.

IRIDE'JB, or IU1HA VK.K, r natural order of

plant-, tuo-tly lirrbjieeou-, ullhoueh n

i,-u are somewhat Bhrubby. They have verj gener-

nllv either root-atocka or corms. Thi

generally sword-shaped, in two row-, and tquitant

(so placed that one seems to ride on the back of

another). Tin- peria

very beautiful, in some regular, in nth
I

- are three, with Bothers turned out-

wards, Tin' ovary i< inferior; there is one style,

with three stigmas, which are often petal like, and

O.M much t.. the beauty of toe flower. The fruit

ia a 3-celled, 3-valved capsule. Almost 600 species

are known, of winch the greater number are natives

of warm countries. They are particularly abundant
in South Africa. A few are British. Ma, Oladioliu,

and Crocus are familiar examples oi

Bafiron is the principal economical product Acridity

is a prevailing characteristic, and somi

medicinal; but the corms ami root-stocks of some
i

IBI'DIUM (sym. Ir, eq. 99.18, Bp. gr. 21.15) is one

of tlce so-called noble metals. It i- ..oru-ionalh I'onn.l

nearlj pure in considerable masses ai g
the 1'raliau ores of platinum, but is usualrj combined
with osmium as an alloy in tint scales. It is a very

hard, white, brittle metal, which may lie melted hy the

oxyhydro^en blowpipe, or by the heat of a voltaic

current. In it- i-olated form, it is unacted upon by
any acid, or by aqua regia, but as an alloy it diss,,Pes

in the latter fluid.

It form- four oxides, Ir..O, 1 1>< >. Ir..( ).,, and [raOs,

which p ass readily into one another, and thus onea-iou

the various tints which solutions of the Baits of this

metal assume. It was in con-e.pie if ilm

ing tints dial the name of iridium, derived from
Iris, the rainlmw, was oiven to this metal. Four
sulphides and chlorides, ciTe-piin.line; to the oxides,

ha\c been obtained. This metal was di-cncivd at

the same time as osmium (1803), by Smith-on Teu-
nant.

I'RIS, in Classic Mythology, the daughter of

Thaumus ami i:i ribed (in Homer)
as a virgin goddess ; but later writers state that she

was married to Zephyrus, by whom she became the

mother of Eros, she was employed, like \b rem ..

as the messenger of the cods, and to conduct female

souls into the sfa ted those of men.

She is frequently represented on vases and in bas-

reliefs as a youthful winced virgin, With a herald's

stall' and a pitcher in her bands. There can be no

doubt that this myth originated in the physical

phenomena of the rainbow, which was peis.iiiilicl

at first a- 1 pe u e in nature.

The broad chaired ring in I ailed the
lie of tllO

1 in 1847.

IKIS, or FLOWER-DE-LTJCE, a genus of plants

itiird order Irid as, havin

segment of the perianth rotlexed, the tin

arched inwards, and three petal liki

in.' the stamens. Tie- sp < . chiclly

The Vrii.nw I.,

. I'i.m. 1/. pteudaamu), is a well known
native of moist grounds in all parts of Britain, often

spreading over a considerable extent of land, and

conspicuous . von al distance by its tall leaves

and large deep yellow flowers. The Stixkim:

I. i /. t
. ,i,.l, .0,011 is wry abundant in some oi the

southern parts of England, hot does nol extend far

north. It has livid purple (lowers. Tin- leaves have

a very disagreeabl 11. The south of Europe

, a greater number of spi

bed to North North America. The (lowers oi most oi

are beautiful Some of them have- received much
attention from florists, partioulai 1

times called Spanish I.; /. iW/iAiW.w, or Kmh.ish I.-.

tamco, or Common I., all conn-rooted

1. Yellow Water Flag 2. Florentine Orris

[Ifti pacudaconu). (Ins Florentina).

and all European. Many tine varieties

11 produced. The PERSIAN I. (/. Pertiea),

the Sxakk's-hi ah I. (/. tuberosa), and the 1 iiai.ce-

DOHIA.N 1. {/.Sll ,•...,:. I aie al 11 much esteemed. The
Persian I. is delightfully fragrant The roots of all

these species are annually exported in considerable

quantities from Holland. Many other species are

oi frequent occurrence in (lower-burdens.— llie com-
mon blue Hue "I' marshes on the Atlantic , na-i are /.

rir
:
/inh-<i and f. r, rsi.nl, ,r ; the d win !-n 1- ol the We-t

and South are / in rna, erfetata, and laciaM*. Tin- 1 1
rid

rimi-stoeks i.f I. /',',, ,-,„,',„.,, T. pallida, and T.9erma-

,,,,,, Bre 1 iBBia Root (q. v.). '1 hose ol /. dichotoma

are eaten in Siberia; those of T.edulU in South Africa.

IRISH (G \KI.K') LANGUAGE and LITER-
ATI i: r [he Irish b'c) is one of the still

living Celtic languages i Celtic Nations^ The
alphabet consists of the following eighteen letters—
,;, b, '•. '/, ',./'. ;/. A. 1. '. '». ". 0, p, '". 8, ', ". cures.

ponding in their forms with the l: an characters

,,i ii,, 5th c .in. i Chri i. I" Cri ih, there is no
indefinite article ; nouns are masculine or feminine,

and auei. inly a neuter gender existed. The nomi-

native and accusative arc the same in f,.rm, as are

also the dative and ablative; the nominative and
feminine, and the ceinlne and vocative

ma-culm.-, alv.u, - line im ilar terminations. Nouns
substantive have live, and nOUUS adjective four

,1 e|, i, inns. Verbs arc active, passive, regular,

,
mipi I tonal, and dl lecln e • their i 1-

are indicativ.-. cusuetinliual. pest indicative, im-

perative, inlinitive, and. Iitmual ; r ilar a.m.-

verbs have n>. subjunctive; the tenses arc the

pN gnt, consuetudinal present, preterite, consuetud-

inal p.i-t, and Inline; m liie tenses of the passive

\ there i no distinction of number or person.

Prepositions are rarely compounded with verbs or

adjectives, instead of winch the Irish use pre]

tens or adverbs placed after the verbs. Adverbial
j of two or more parts of speech

are very numerous both in ancient and in modern
Irish. The simp few, but there

are many conji tional phrase-. Interjections are

numerous, aud vary throughout the provinces. The
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regular versification of tin- Irish consis

distinct metres, styled Oglnchas, 1)

Brullingeacht, and Dau Dii pf the

ises of popular poetry
syllabic components.

features. There are

possessing distinct It

The best authorities on the
'

the Irish Grammar, by J. O'Donovan (1S4S)'; the
Grammatica Celtica of J. C. Zeuss (1856) ; and
Irish G'x>ss?s (1SC0), published by the Irish Archae-
ological and Celtic Society.

The oldest existing specimens of the Irish lan-

guage are to be found in sepulchral inscriptions

in Ireland, and in the glosses or interpretations

affixed to Latin words in documents transcribed

by Irish ecclesiastics of the Sth and succeeding cen-

turies, now preserved in some continental libraries.

The principal ancient vernacular manuscripts in

Ireland are Leabhar na-h- Uidhre, and the Book of
Leinsier (12th c); the Books of Battymote, Lecan,
and Dun Doighre, or Leabhar Breac (14th c.) ; all

compiled from older writings on historical and
miscellaneous subjects. The most ancient manu-
scripts in Ireland containing original matter in

the Irish language are the Book if Armagh (9th

c.) and the Book of Hymns, of a somewhat later

date, both, ecclesiastical in their contents. The
writings extant in the Gaelic language of Ireland
consist of ecclesiastical documents, laws, bardic

or semi-historic tales, historic tracts, genealogies,

historic poems, treatises on medicine, translations

from foreign authors, proverbs, compilations of

the 17th o., popular poetry, political and satirical

poems and songs, composed by native Gaelic

writers in Ireland within the last century. Of
the ecclesiastical documents, the next in import-
ance, after the Book of Armagh and the Book of
Hymns, are the metrical Festologies of iEngus Ceile

De (9th a), the Martyrology of Tallaght (10th a),

and that of Marianus O'Gorman (12th a). In this

department there are also extant many lives of

saints, monastic rules, devotional and religious

poems. A large body of old Irish jurisprudence,

known as the Brelion Laics, is preserved in manu-
scripts of the 14th and loth centuries. Of the Irish

bardic or semi-historic tales, numbers are extant
ranging in date from the 12th to the ISth century.

The principal Irish historic tracts are those on the
tribute styled Borumha, the wars of the Danes with
the Irish, and the wars of Thomond. Copious gene-

alogies of the principal native families exist in various

manuscripts, and from such sources MacFirbis, a

learned Irish antiquary of the 17th c, made an
elaborate compilation known as Leabhar Genealach,

or the ' Genealogical Book,' now considered a high

authority. The chief composers of poems on the

history of Ireland were Eochadh O'Flin (10th c),

Gilla Caemhain, and Flan of Monasterboice (11th

century). The most important ancient Irish annals

are those of Tighernach, of Ulster, of Inisfallen,

and of Connacht.
The Irish manuscripts on medicine contain original

treatises by native physicians of the 14th and
15th centuries, with commentaries on the then
known medical authors of Europe and the East.

The Irish translations from foreign languages are

chiefly versions of medieval Latin and continental

books—historic, scientific, romantic, and religious.

Of original adages and proverbial sentences, great

numbers exist, of various ages. The privileges

enjoyed by the Irish poets under the clan system
enabled them to devote themselves to the produc-

tion of elaborate metrical compositions, many of

which possessed high excellence, and elicited the

praises of the poet Spenser. During the wars
against Elizabeth, the bards were energetic' in

stimulating the chiefs to whom they were attached.
The merit of the elegiac poem on the deaths of

the Earls of Tirone and Tirconnell by their bard
Mac an Bhaird, who accompanied them in exile

(1608 A.D.), attracted the attention of the critical

Lord Jeffrey, who became acquainted with it

through Mangan's English version in the metre of

the original. Among the native writers in Ireland
after the establishment of the English dominion, in

the reign of James I., was Dr Geoffrey Keating,
compder of a history of Ireland in the Gaelic lan-

guage, and author of religious treatises and poems.
About the same period, historical and hagiographica]

compilations were made by the O'Clerighs, the
most important of which was that styled the Annals
of the Kingdom, by lite Four Masters, extending
from the earliest period to 1616 A. D., edited in

seven large volumes (Dublin, 1848), with an English
version and copious notes, by the late Dr John
O'Donovan, the ablest of Irish scholars. The
Gaelic continued to be the language of the native
rural population of Ireland during the 17th and ISth
centuries, aud many religious and romantic pieces

were composed in it for popular use. Differing from
the English settlers in religious and political senti-

ments, the native Irish found gratification in satiris-

ing and ridiculing them in the Gaelic language, in

which they composed numerous songs in favour of

the Stuarts, and ilciiiineiatory of the Hanoverians
and their adherents. Members of old Irish families

who attained high distinction in military service

on the continent, retained with pride the Gaelic
tongue ; it was also commonly spoken by the
soldiers in the Irish Brigades in France, aud in

the American army during the War of Independ-
ence. Various attempts were maile since the middle
of the last c. to print Gaelic documents, but the
critical knowledge of the language in its archaic
forms having fallen into abeyance, such publications
proved entirely unsatisfactory, until the subject was
taken up about 1830 by government, during the
progress of the Ordnance Survey of Ireland. From
this may be said to date the true Irish school of

accurate historic and linguistic learning, which has
since produced many valuable volumes, under the
superintendence of the Antiquarian seeticu of the
Royal Irish Academy and the Irish Arebeologieal
and Celtic Society. On the works issued by these
two bodies, which for many years have included
nearly all the most erudite scholars ot Ireland,

philological and historic students must now depend,
as other publications on these subjects are, with
few exceptions, illusory and misleading.

The Irish, in its modern forms, is still spoken
commonly by the rural classes and native land-
owners in Connaught, Minister, the remote parts of

Ulster, the south of Leinster, as well as in the islands

off the western coast of Ireland. The provincial

dialects vary considerably in words, pronunciation,
and idioms. The Irish emigrants have carried their

language across the Atlantic, and songs and poems
in the Irish language and character occasionally

appear in American newspapers. Professorships

of the Irish language exist in Trinity College,

Dublin ; in the Queen's Colleges at Belfast, Cork, and
Galway ; and in the .Roman Catholic College at

Maynooth. The chief collections of Irish manu-
scripts are those of the Royal Irish Academy and
Trinity College, Dublin; numbers are also preserved
in the British Museum, in the Bodleian, and in some
private libraries.

IRISH MOSS. See Carrageen.

IRISH SEA, a continuation northward of St
George's Channel (q. v.), separates the north of

Ireland from the central districts of the United
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on.l the North Channel on the north iaal

miles.

1 1: i TI8 ; the term applied to in:;

iris is stretched, and the iris itself, which projects
ity. and divides ii int. i an

a posterior chamber, .-in' lined or m

..-. [ii.-i it iy tli" inllanun itimi of this

membrane is of the adhesive kind.

matii'V. When it is added thai thi

lymph may limit ur entirely stop the mi

the iris, and may alter tile form, or evi

the aperture of the pupil, the serious nature of the
i be at once per< eived.

il itis (th which ran

b il by the physician I - I

tl rity of the sclerotic

;

U Ii. ii |j 1 1

1

5 .1

1

i i the ti \tiue of tli" iris,

eye is rendered yellowish or gi . •ni-li. while in a
dark eye a reddish tint is produced. The brilliancy

ur of the iris also disappears. \\ hen the
inflammation is very violent, or has bei n unchecked

suppuration may take place. :i. Irre-

gularity, and sometimes immobility of tli" pupil,

kof i Ii" iris to

the crystal Mne lens. I mptoms (those
i patient alone is con , :.,I| :nv ml,.!, i

-

it, dimness of vision, and pain in and
around t

1

I of iritis are various. The disease
, il operations

performed on the eye; from over-exertion, and
I continuous us.' of tin

is common among i dlewomen, engravers, and
;

or from some constitutional taint,

ilnlis, tout, rheum

it, luit the

great remi

noderating the febrile disturbance, and
of facilitating the operation of tin- sea
which is, •_'. Mercury, which need to b

ir i • grams, with
a littl" opium, every four or six hours), but which
is preferably given in small doses, Buch as two

is of bydrarg. c creti, with a little

twenty-four
I as soon as the

t.. l„. tender, ai

lymph will be found to break np, and leave the
pupil clear, I he pupil should be
kept well dilated by the application of the extract of

belladonna to the skin round the eye, or, far better,

ii eak solution

of sulphate oi atropine, with the vnw of preventing
the iris, or ol breaking, or, al all i vents,

of stretching and .1 ne hands
that may I." formed ; and 1

1

•i ii is, and any
Irregularity of the pupil, after the inflammation

1 1: K i 'V<K, capita] of the I

of that name, is the residence of tl

, Siberia, and thi

bishop, it is situated on the right bank of the
its confluence with the river Irkut, in

lAt_ 52 17' N., and long. 104 26 !:..

B i St Petersburg. 1 he town is

about 1200 feet above the level of the sea, and

.i winter
the ""Id is .so

, ii. The
ii nt and « i.le, l.ut ,11 pavi d, and

tin- houses mostly built of tin.

Iillildln
!

u con-
tains a public library, a museum of natural !

and some other public institutions. The population
in 1863 was gs.o.

and Buri , [i d in 1 661 bj <

chief named I » ,n Poi bapof, and, ow n

. I lastem and
Western Siberia, between China and Ru

I

,
i .

for the tea-trade The current of the '

rapid that tin cover it bul i Idom
M II ll I.e. Ne'.ellll. Ii -.-, it IS I

tutes the mainway for the goods bound for Kiachta
by means ,,(' Lake Ilaikai, as well as for those
coming from I . . . .. I , ,

China to Irkutsk. II

metals; the latter, tea, meat, and fish from Lake
Baikal. The communications L.tween I. and
.Jakut.sk, and the other northern townsol
carried on by the river Lena The I

of I. are purely local, and supply the

Buriats and funguses, inhabiting the adjacent
country.

IRKUTSK, a government of Eastern Siberia,

bounded by tl," government of ,l,.,„ ., k, the

provin f .lakut.de and the Chinese Empire,
occup.i s an :n. a of °li7,").","i square miles. The

partly fertile, partly hilly and marshy; the
chmate m general severe The Baikal and Ner-
chinsk .Mountains, with their numerous bl

L'ive the country a high alpine character; I.

these, the Saian range extends along the southern
bold. as, and the Jab] '. v or 'pplc lai

the eastern. The principal ihels ale the Lena,

Shilka, Agi'm; the largest lake is

(q. vi. The productions of the country are rye,

wheat, barley, oats, rhubarb, hops;' reindeer,
sables, ermines, foxes, seals; fish— sin

si lure; minerals - gold, silver, had, j.asp. i

topa/es, enielal. Is, yellow amber, rock-snlt, and c.al.

The population of the government in 1863 was
365,810, and consists of Buriats, Tunguses, nnd
Russians. The inhabitants are for the most part

employed in agriculture, and to some extent in fish-

ing and hunting. As a local industry, I

facturing oi an excellenl oil oui oi stone-pine nuts

desei vi a not* e. The foreign commen
t in- trade with China, carped on 1 hrou h l'i..ii I....

Savsk and Kiachta q. V . and has risen to great

The government of I. is divided into two dis-

tricts—Irkutsk and Kir.iisk and the township of
i , is Irkutsk ; the i

an- Talma, with a .'

Kiachta, Kirensk on the Lena, Nijneudinsk, and
Vei hi"-!, n .!..

IKON (sym. Fe [l.at. femtm], eq. 28, sp. gr.

i'MI] ... "in , i .il.iin 1 1; l li.r

metal In its native form ii

ores of plain. quently of npara-
tively rate oeeurrciicc, but the 30-called iron oivi

widely dis-

tributed. Thi

mentiom d below.
may 1 btained by U rdinaty

ribed below, and also by reducing the
..nans of hjilrogeu gas and heat, when

it is obtained lu the form of a line black powder,
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or by heating the protochloride in a glass tube
through which a current of dry hydrogen is passed.
In this case, pure iron is deposited as a glistening
mirror on the glass.

This important metal will be most conveniently
considered under the three heads of

1. Chemistry of Iron.—Chemically pure iron is of
so little general interest that we shall confine our
remarks on the properties of this metal to those
which are exhibited by bar or wrought iron. Its
colour is gray or bluish-white ; it is hard and
lustrous, takes a high polish, is fibrous in texture,
and when broken across, exhibits a ragged fracture.
It requires a very intense heat for its fusion, but
before melting passes into a soft pasty condition,
in which state two pieces of iron may, by being
hammered together, be united or welded so com-
pletely as to form, to all intents and purposes, a

single portion. At a red heat, it may be readily
forged into any shape ; but at ordinary temperati
it possesses very little malleability, as compared with
gold and silver. In ductility, it stands very high,
being barely exceeded by gold, silver, and pla't iuuiu ;

and in tenacity, it is only exceeded by cobalt and
nickel. Its susceptibility to magnetism is one of its
most remarkable characteristics. See Magnetism.
At a high temperature, it burns readily, as may be
seen at the forge, or (more strikingly) when a glow-
ing wire is introduced into a jar of oxygen. In
dry air and at ordinary temperatures, tlie lustrous
surface of the metal remains unchanged

; but in a
moist atmosphere the surface rapidly becomes oxi-
dised and covered with rust, which consists mainly
of the hydrated oxide of iron. At a red heat,
iron decomposes water, and liberates hydrogen, the
oxygen combining with the iron to form the Mack
or magnetic oxide (Fe3 2), which occurs in minute
crystals. This is one of the ordinary methods of ob-
taining hydrogen.
The affinities of iron for most of the non-metallic

elements are very powerful. The chief of the iron
compounds are

—

a. Oxides of Iron.—Iron forms two oxides with
oxygen, viz., the protoxide or ferrous oxide (Fe 20),
the sesquioxide or ferric oxide (Fe.i0 3), and several
oxides of intermediate composition, called ferroso-
ferric oxides, which may be regarded as compounds of
the two before mentioned. The most important of
these is the magnetic oxide (FeeOi = FesOyFeiOs)
Ferrous oxide is the base of the green salts of iron,

and is very readily oxidised into the brown ferric

oxide. Ferric oxide occurs in nature very abundantly,
and is a source of much of our iron product. It forms
salts known as ferrates.

The most important protosalts of iron, or ferrous
salts, are the carbonate, the sulphate, the phosphate,
and the silicate.

Carbonate of iron (Fe 2C03) exists naturally in vari-

ous minerals, and may be obtained artificially by pre-
cipitating a soluble protosalt of iron with carbonate
of potash or soda, when the carbonate falls in white
flakes. On exposure to the air, it absorbs oxygen,
and gives off carbonic acid, and is thus converted into
the hydrated peroxide, or ferric hydrate. Ferrous
Sulphate or protosulphate of iron (Fe 2S04,7II20)
is obtained by the solution of iron, or its sulphide,
in dilute sulphuric acid ; in the former case, there is

an evolution of hydrogen, and in the latter of
sulphuretted hydrogen or sulphydric acid. The
reactions in the two cases are expressed by the equa-
tions,

Fe2 + IL.SOt = Fe,SO., + II2
Fe2S + H2SO1 = Fe.SO., + H 2S.

On evaporation of the solution, the salt is obtained
in clear bluish-green rhomboidal crystals, containing
seven atoms of water. This salt "is commercially
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known as copperas or green vitriol, and its various
applications in technology are noticed in the article
Vitriols, Blue and Green.

Ferrous, ferric, and fcrroso-ferric phosphates exist,
some of which are produced by art ; others are found
abundantly in nature. Bog iron ore and many coprc-
lites contain ferric phosphate.

All these salts, especially the carbonate and sul-
phate, are extensively used in mediciue.

Silicate and phosphate of iron occur naturally iD
several minerals.

The peroxide of iron, termed also sesquioxide, red
oxide, or ferric oxide, is obtained in an anhydrous
form by igniting the protosulphate, and is known in
the arts under the names Colcothar, Crocus of Mars,
or Rouge, according to the degree of levigation to

which it lias been submitted. It is employed for
polishing glass, jewellery, &c, and is also used as a
pigment. It occurs both in the anhydrous and in
the hydrated form in various minerals.
The hydrated peroxide (Fe40.i,2HjO) is obtained by

precipitating a solution of a persalt of iron or of a
ferric salt, with an excess of potash, ammonia, or al-

kaline carbonate. It falls as a yellowish-brown floc-

culent precipitate, which when dried forms a dense
brown mass. This hydrated peroxide of iron, when
freshly prepared and suspended in water, is regarded
as an antidote in arsenical poisoning. Rust, as has
been already mentioned, is a hydrated peroxide, com-
bined with a little ammonia.
The most important of the persalts of iron, or ferric

salts, are the neutral and the basic sulphate, whose
formula' are Fe 2 ( >::,.'5S( >:i and Ve-A ) 3,2S03 , respectively,
the nitrate (Fei< >: f,:3X 2 ( b,isll 2()), the phosphate, and
the silicate. Of these, the neutral sulphate, the phos-
phate, and the silicate occur in various minerals. The
nitrate, which is obtained by the solution of iron in
nitric acid, is a useful medicinal agent.
The black or magnetic oxide (SeeOt) occurs abun-

dantly as a natural mineral, and is one of the richest

Trioxidc of iron or Ferric anhydride (Fe203> is not
known in the free state.

6. Haloid salts ofiron—the chlorides, bromides, and
iodides—next require notice. There are two chic-

les—viz., a protochloride (FeCl) and a perchloride
sesquichloride (Fe 2Cl3). The latter may be obtained

by dissolving peroxide of iron in hydrochloric acid.

The tincture of the sesquichloride of iron is perhaps
more generally employed in medicine than any other
preparation of this metal. The protiodide is esteemed
a valuable therapeutic agent.

c. There are several ferrous sulphides or sulphurets

of iron. The ordinary sulphide is a protosulphide
(Fe 2S). It occurs in small quantity in meteoric iron.

It may be obtained artificially by the direct union of
the two elements at a high temperature, or by the
precipitation of a protosalt of iron by sulphide of am-
monium. It exists in glistening masses, varying in
colour from a grayish-yellow to a reddish-brown. It
is insoluble in water, but in moist air becomes rapidly
oxidised into protosulphate of iron. With acids, it de-
velops sulphuretted hydrogen. The di-sulphide of iron
(Fe 2S 2 ) is the iron jjyrites of mineralogists, and the
mundic of commerce. Under the hitter name, it is

used extensively in the preparation of the oil of
vitriol. There are also other sulphides of less import-
ance.

The protosalts and the persalts, or the ferrous and
the ferric salts, give totally different reactions with
the ordinary tests. The solutions of the former
have a greenish colour and a peculiar metallic taste,

while those of the latter are generally of a brownish-
ellow colour, and are very acid. Sulphuretted

hydrogen gives no precipitate with an acid solution

of a ferrous salt, while it gives a milky precipitate



of sulphur with a solution of a feme silt. Potash,

soda, and ammonia throw down a white hydrated
aside from the former, anil a brown hydrated
peroxide from the latter. Kerrocyanidc of | >< >t.i-i-

Hun gives with ferrous salt.-* a win:

which I i becomee blue, while with ferric salts

it at onoe produces a blue precipitate, even in

a very dilute solution. Tincture of galls (tannic

acid) produces no immediate change of colour with
the ferrous, hut a deep blackish-blue colour (ink)

with the ferric salts. Sulpkoeyamdc •

with the ferrous, but gives a

red tint with the ferric salts. Succinate

and benzoate of ammonia produce no precipitate or

ehange of colour with the former, while with the

latter, if the solution is not too acid, they throw
down pale reddish-brown precipitates.

'2. Manufacture of Iron.—The increasing use of

iron is a prominent characteristic of tic

Ev.tv day sees Borne new application of it in the

arts of life. Although the most useful ol

the first known. The difficulty of

reducing it from its ores would naturally make
it a later acquisition than Gold, Silver, and Copper

also Bronze, and BRONZE Per
The reduction of the ore known as thi

of iron, however, has been carried on in India from
-t times.

In Europe, the rich specular and other ores of

Spain and Elba Were much used imn; the Roman
period; in Greece, also, iron was known, though, as

anion,' the Uoinan-. its use v. ,-

bronze. We are informed, too, by the Roman his-

torians that this metal was employed hy the ancient

Britons for the manufacture of spears and lanes.

Ihfl Romans, during their occupation of Britain,

manufactured iron to a considerable extent, as is

evidenced by the cinder-heaps in the Forest of Dean
I he rude processes then in use

i ; iron in the cinders, that those of Dean
Forest furnished the chief supply of ore to twenty
furnaces i',, r between 2IIII and 3011 years. In those

early times, the iron ores were reduced in a simple

conical furnace, called an air-bl uei

the top of a lull, in order to obtam the greatest blast

of wind. The furnaces were subsequently enlarged,

and supplied with an artiiicial blast. Charcoal was
the only fuel used in smelting till lills, when
Lord Dudley introduced coal for this purpose; but

the iron-masters being unanimously opposed to the

change, Dudley's improvement died with himself.

It was not reintroduced till Abraham Derby, in

1713, employed it in his furnace at Coalbrook bale.

i method was not properly understood,

the production of English iron 6j

ol hi I, till, in 174(1, it was only three-

fourths of what it leel loi in

\ i this, however, the introduction of coke
gave renewed vigour to the iron-trade, and then

followed in rapid .succession those great improve-

ments in the manufacture which have given to the

b u n the interest of a romance. The
i of Watt's steam-engine in 177", the

i puddling and rolling invented by Henry
I ii emploj on ut oi i

I
I

inestimable service. So recently as lVii'i, Mi Henry
I I itented a process (see Bebsbmkb's Pro-
0H88) lor the production of malleable iron and steel,

which has already proved eminently Valuable, and is

esteemed one oi the greatest improvements over intro-

duced into the iron manufacture.

The great supply of iron is derived from its

numerous ores, which are abandantly distributed

oc.-r the ..-lobe; the chief of which are 1, llannl-

tile, saccular, or red iron ore; 1. Brown lueiuiilite,

or brown iron ore; .'t. Magnetic, or black iron ore;
4. Ironstone, blaokbaml, or clay iron ore; 6. Bog
iron ore. or phosphate of iron.

The ore richest in the metal is tin- .-.

iron. When pure, it

contains nothing but oxygen and iron, its chemical
formula being Fe.-.O,, which gives 7.'! per cent.

iron by weight, tt< urs in dark heavy masses
lack crystals, and is found in the older primary

rocks. Sweden is famous for this ore, and for the
iron produced from it, which is esteemed the beet

l he a lebrated mines of Dannemora,
in that mtry, have been constantly «

Dtury. Russia, tOO, has great iron

works in the Oral Mountains, which are supplied
with thi- ore . It occur- in v.-i-t 1.,-d- in the 1

the Ailironilai-k region in Northern New York; also

at Franconia, \. 11.. at Franl tin, N Jersey, Goshen, in

,
Sen-! co., California. No ore of iron

i- in .- ilh .iilt'ii-ei] than the magnetic, anil none
superior for the manufacture ol iron. It is easilj dis-

tiugui-hed Ii, ii- being atiracied rcndily hy the inag-

net, mid hy the black colour of its streak and powder.
The ml „t„h- dill'crs from the last only in contain-

ing proportionally a little more oxygen, its formula
being FeiOj, that is to say, to per cent, of iron by
weight There are several varieties of this ore, but
only two need he referred to. The first of these, «p«e-

i ailed I rom its bright metallic lustre,

occurs in large crystalline masses ill the island of KM in,

where it has been worked lor more than 2000 years.

It abounds also in Marquette, L. Superior, and the
Iron Mt., Missouri. From the former nearly 3,000,-

000 tons of iron have been made. The other variety
is /-../ hirimilitf, an ore whose origin is still a curious
problem, as its deposits occur sometimes in veins,

and sometimes in apparently regular beds. Its

characteristic form is in large kidm-y-shapcd nodules,

with a line radiated structure. This shape, however,
is only assumed in the cavities ol ma bivi

be is sometimes called hi Istona. It is

ii id lor polishing metals, and yields a blood-red
powder, used as a pigment. This valuable iron ore
is found in many countries, but perhaps nowhere

abundance than at Whitehaven and
I Ivi i -tone, in the north-west of England, where
splendid masses of it occur, 15, 30, and even 60 feet

Tin se two districts produced, iu istil,

about 1,000,000 tons of haematite.

Broom hamuUUe is a hydrated peroxide of iron,

and has the same composition as red ha -inutile,

except that it contains a certain proportion of water.
It is generally found massive, more rarely crystalline,

and a variety, occurring in small rounded nodules,
is called pea iron ore. When mixed with earth or

clay, it forms yellow ochre and brown umber, so
s pigments, but the latter also contains

manganese. I.im '!•
,
of which brown hiematite is a

variety, is one of the most important ore- ol iron.

Extensive beds occur in X. England, X. York, and
Pennsylvania to Alabama.

Bog Won on Is a mixture of brown ha-matit and
iron, occurring in marshy distril .s of

recent formation. This ore is also extensively
smelted in France.

a sparry carbonate of iron, termed
spathose iron ore, ol considerable importance on tho
continent of Kurop.-, .-| i.dly in Prussia, where

il eXIst. It IS of 8 ylloW |sll-

gray colour, very much resembles thi

mineral calc-spar, and yields from 40 to 50 jier

cent, of iron. It is muck used for the manufacture
01 Ste. I.

: u oil already deSel

either by their bright metallic surfaces. ,.r the beauty
of their crystalline forms, a certain attraction for



et of the mineralogist. But there remains
oticed a dull, blackish or clay-coloured

tiv; this the ironsb

,n„l </.,

the

iron, and blackband. It is essen-

of carbonate of iron with clay,

ater, and in the case of blackband,
ous matter. It is estimated that

of Great Britain produce about
nine-tenths of her iron ; and it is a fortunate thing
that, along with the ore, are found both the fuel

and the limestone that are indispensable for its

reduction..

About ten years ago, the three great iron districts

of Britain were South Staffordshire, South Wales,
and Central Scotland, each producing nearly equal
quantities, and together yielding about four-fifths

of the total produce of the country. Now, how-
ever, the South Staffordshire field is being rapidly
exhausted, its produce having diminished about, a
half, whde that of the South Wales and Scottish
districts have increased, and they are now yielding

nearly a million tons each. North Staffordshire,

Shropshire, Derbyshire, and the West Hiding of

Yorkshire are the principal remaining districts

yielding ores of this class, but their total produce
is not more than that of South Staffordshire,

although the iron of the West Riding is the best in

Britain as regards quality.

There is yet another great iron district, yielding

an ore belonging to a more recent formation than
the carboniferous beds—namely, the lias. This
deposit, which twenty-five years ago was unknown,
is now producing iron to the enormous amount of

1,500,000 tons per annum. It is the ironstone

of the Cleveland Hills, in the north-east of York-
shire, which, from its resemblance to common sand-

stone, passed unnoticed till 1847. About that time,

isolated blocks of it, found on the sea-coast, were
discovered to contain about 30 per cent, of iron. On
further examination of the district, these were
proved to be detached pieces of a massive bed, no
less than 15 feet thick, which could be traced for

many miles along the sides of the hills. Some idea

of the value of this vast deposit of iron ore will be
found in the fact, that the ironstone seams of the
coal-measures seldom exceed 20, and are worked as

low as 8 inches in thickness. Another mass of

ironstone of great thickness, also belonging to the
lias beds, has very recently been disc- ivered in North
Lincolnshire. In the oolite, too, beds of brown iron

ore have been discovered in several comities, but
chiefly in Northamptonshire, where it has been
worked with so much spirit, that from 150,000 to

200,00(1 tons of ore per annum have been raised.

To those remarkable discoveries may be added
that by Mr Bogers of Abercarn, who, after exam-
ining the position of the pisolitic ore at the base of

the carboniferous limestone in Belgium, searched
the corresponding strita in Smith Wales, and curi-

ously enough was rewarded with the discovery of

a precisely similar bed at Cwm Noddi. The same
gentleman, struck by the appearance of the sparry
carbonates of iron in the Austrian and Prussian
departments of the Exhibition of 1851, soon after-

wards noticed veins of a like ore in the Devonian
rocks of Somersetshire. In fact, the sources which
have been discovered within the last twenty-five years

are already yielding a larger supply of iron than the

total produce of any other European country except

France.

Before proceeding to describe the manufacture of

iron, we give two analyses of British ores ; the Hrst

is by Mr. J. Spiller, taken from a series published in

the Memoirs of Ike. Geological Survey, and the second
is by Dr Murray Thomson.

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid.

Metallic iron per c

9 26
17-92

Metallic iron per cent 2835

It will be noticed that in the case of these ores the
impurities are rather numerous. Nevertheless, the
modes of preparing and smelting them are some-
what rude and simple, as the low price of iron will

not permit of its ores being treated with the same
care as the ores of lead, copper, tin, and some other
metals.

Iron ore is still reduced in the south of Europe by
the old and imperfect process of the Catalan forge,

not unlike a common smith's forge. In Great -

Britain, however, as well as in all other countries

where iron is largely smelted, the blast-furnace is

now universally employed, by means of which the
metal is obtained in the state of crude or cast iron.

For the finer kinds of iron, charcoal is the fuel

employed, because, unlike coal or coke, it contains

no sulphuret of iron or other injurious ingredients.

The Russian and Swedish furnaces smelt with char-

coal, and on this, as much as on their pure ores,

depends the high reputation of their iron. A solitary

charcoal-furnace at Ulverstone in England, and
another at Lorn in Scotland, were working in 1864

—

the only relics of times past, when this was the only
fuel employed.

As a preliminary process to the actual smelting

in the blast-furnace, clay and blackband ironstones

are generally roasted. This is accomplished by
breaking the ore into small pieces, spreading it in

open heaps on the ground, and mingling it more
or less with small coal according to the nature of

the ore. Blackband commonly contains enough of

carbonaceous matter to burn without the addition

of coal. The pile, which may contain from one to

several thousand tons of ore, is lighted at the wind-
ward end, and burns gradually along, aided by
occasional fires in the sides, till the whole heap has

undergone calcination, the time required for this

purpose being generally about a month. Sometimes
the operation of roasting is pi-rlomed in close kilns,

instead of open heaps, a mode by which the ore is

considered to be more uniformly roasted, and with

considerably less fuel. By calcination, clay iron-

stone loses from 25 to 30, and blackband from 40
to 50 per cent, of its weight, the loss consisting



id and water. W
ntaina about tO per oenfc more "S iron

than it does in it* raw state; and, mo
raduoed t.. the state of black oxide of iro

It is now ready to be Bmelted.

Th.' blaat-fnmace is generally built in the form
of a truncated rone, with ;i ma-ive s.piare 1':;-..

Internally, it is either barrel-sh iped or in t li form
of a doulile CUM', hi..- two I'ower p its

;

to mouth. Tin- iii— i

!

built of th.'

iry firebrick. The extei a

nmon brick or stone, secured with iron

thout tlii-. t!i" jr. mi heat would soon
.1.. A _'. .. ol-

sift-d blast-furuaoc measures about 3U feet across

oil met in height Three sides

of th.- base have archi

v.yiiig the I .last, ami on the fourth then
in' openings tor runn

metal an ;

Fie 1 is a seetional vi.-\v of a hot b]

I h.-r appliances, which
ii ion, from Mr J-.iir-

bairu'a work on Iron.

in' 11 .ii.ill\ supplies 1 he 1.1. 1 tlo -."> e| il

I is the body of furnace ;

!"•

above which are pla 1 the tuyeres, C; l> is the

around which thei

the workmen to have access to the
at E. The blowing-engine is shewn at 1'. Air is

I
-

i the furnace by means of the blowing
cylinder, (1, from which it p.

H. and thence along a
]

I
ating-oven, L

B i is exposed, in arch-
-

F. an. I upwards—a heat

melt lead. At this temperature, it enti

part of the

set of air is discharged

int" the furnace per minute.
, •

.
.. -.

• .

. coal, and lime [fhi

or. if the nature .,t the ..'round permits, moved alone

a platform or gangway to the gallery near the top
it. inten ds through

i iu the side. We may b i

the furnace is kept continually bun
when miller repair.

i. heat, and gradn
I the ironstone then

unites with the lime to form a eoarse glass, or slag ;

the oxide of iron at the sain.- time

and allows the a

Collect on the hearth at the bottom Of the flllliaoo,

,
i.

i .

the fuel, forming the variety called east

iron. Every twelve, and I

hours, the m '

means of a tap-Hole at the bottom of the hearth,

Boats on tie- ni.lt.d iron

an opening at the top of the hearth. If the furnace

is working well, the Blag should be "f a light-gray

colour; a dark-brown or black clour shews that
ten liiileh iron is passing int.. it.

The Quantity of materials l. •. ..m t . \iild a

ton of pig iron may be taken roundly as follows :
'2

;
•_' tons ,.t coal, of which

. are required for the bio

and h..t air pipes; and from 12 to 16 cwts. of

bone. The \v..k|y produce ef a single

.aril's extremely— oil, Kill, and even

00 I" .
i- BOW 001 i-

.1. Th.- last amount, howevi r, can
only be procured from hcemal
There are about -

1

will be sufficient to desenl.e ihr. I them. N... I

.1 clear main, is of a dark-gray colour,

i hrough its sub-tan. . 1

1

used for eastings, .specially for those of a lino

description. losei grain, is of a
i dull gray colour, and contains its

carbon partly dill'us.d through it and partly in

. i ljin.it o.ii. It is

ery iron, and has all

i not in much
> usually produced when the furnaces

are working badly. The qualities of the inter-
ei's differ only in degree from th.isa

deser.be. 1 ; thus, No. -J is i.ith.r le.-s gray, crystal-

line, and fusible than N... I. and s i.

The hot-blast process which



above, was introduced, in 1S30, by Mr James B.
Neilson, of Glasgow, and has been productive of
very remarkable effects on the iron trade. The
whole invention consists in simply heating the air

blowu into the furnace, and yet the saving of fuel

by this is about one half, and the production of iron,

since it came into use, has increased at least four-

fold. The ' cold blast' is still, however, to a limited
extent employed, and produces the strongest iron,

though necessarily at a much higher cost. The
difference in quality appears to be caused by the
greater heat in the case of the hot blast facilitating

the passage of impurities into the iron.

We pass now to the consideration of malleable or

wrought iron. It differs from cast iron in contain-

ing no carbon. The great object in the processes

adopted for the conversion of cast into malleable
iron, accordingly, is to deprive the former of its

carbon. But it is also very desirable to get rid

of deleterious ingredients, such as sulphur and
phosphorus, which are generally present in minute
quantities in the cast iron. The ordinary processes

for the manufacture of malleable iron are refining,

puddling, shiii'/lii/if or luniimfi-'tug, and rolling. The
refinery is shewn in section in tig. 2. It consists

of a flat hearth, A, covered with sand or loam, and
surrounded with metal troughs, B, through which a
Btream of water is constantly flowing, to keep the

Fig. 2.—Refinery.

sides from melting. C are the tuyeres in connection
with the blowing-engine. The cast iron is melted
with coke on the hearth, and a blast of air kept
blowing over it, which causes its carbon to unite
with the oxygen of the air, and pass off as carbonic

oxide gas. Oxygen also unites with silicon to form
silica, and with iron to form the oxide. The silica

of the sand uniting with oxide of iron, produces a

slag of silicate of iron. The refined metal is finally

run out in cakes on a bed of cast iron, kept cool

by a stream of water. Being only partially decar-

bonised by this process, it is next broken up f

the puddling furnace. About 10 per cent, of in

is lost in the refinery

Fig. 3 shews a puddling furnace in longitudinal

section. A represents the hearth ; F, the grate or

fireplace ; and C, the chimney, which has a damper
at the summit, to regulate the draught. The grate

is separated from the hearth by means of a bridge,

D, which prevents the direct contact of the fuel

with the iron. In the operation of puddling, about
four cwts. of refined iron are placed on the hearth,

and the heat raised till it is melted ; the metal is

then thoroughly stirred with an iron rod, so as to

expose fresh surfaces to the oxygen of the air which

is flowing over its surface. In this way, the carbon
and other impurities are burned off, the fusibility
of the iron is diminished, and ultimately it becomes

a spongy, granular mass. The whole charge of the
furnace is now divided and formed into ' balls,'

weighing from 80 to 110 lbs. each, which are then
raised to a welding heat, and taken singly to be
shingled.

Instead of being both refined and puddled, pig
iron is now largely decarbonised by means of the
single process of ' boiling.' By this method, which
is very similar to puddling, gray pig iron is deprived
of nearly the whole of its carbon in the puddling
furnace. In this way the metal requires to be raised

to a higher heat and more frequently stirred than in
ordinary puddling, so as to expedite the escape of

the larger amount of carbon ; which has the effect

of causing the metal to boil or bubble as the gases
become disengaged. The boiling process requires
about 24 cwts. of pig to produce a ton of bar iron,

while the two processes of refining and puddling
require 2G cwts. or thereby for a ton of similar bar
iron. There is therefore least loss when the single
operation of boiling is adopted, but, on the other
hand, with it there is more tear and wear of the
furnaces, and also more manual labour required.

The process immediately following the puddling
or boiling is called ' shinglim:.' and consists in ham-
mering the puddled balls with either the helve or
steam-hammer, or in passim,' them through a, squeezer

till they are sufficiently consolidated, and the greater
part of the cinders forced out. Fig. 4 represents Mr
Nasmyth's steam-hammer (see Hammer), which is

now largely used in shingling as well as in heavy
forgings. Puddled balls which have undergone
shingling are called slabs or blooms. These are
next passed through heavy rollers termed 'forge'

or ' puddle-bar rolls,' and reduced to the form of a
flat bar. For all the better kinds of iron, the bars
thus treated are cut into, short lengths, piled

together, reheated in a furnace, and again passed
through the forge rolls. Once more the iron is

cut, piled, and heated, and then passed through
the 'mill-train,' consisting of what are termed the
'bolting' or 'rough rolls,' and finally through the
' finishing rolls.' Botli these sets of rolls in the case

of plates and sheets are plain, but in the case of bars
are grooved, so as to form them into the required
shape, such as flat, square, round, octagonal, or

T-shaped iron. Fig. 5 indicates the arrangement
and appearance of the 'rough' and 'finishing rolls'

of a bar mill-train.

There is still another important variety of iron,

viz., Steel, the manufacture of which remains to be
described. Steel is essentially iron containing from

4 to 1 !, per cent, of carbon. Remembering that cast
iron contains some 5 per cent, of carbon, the unini-

tiated reader will he a little astonished to learn

that, in this country at least, most of the steel is

made from malleable iron, seeing that, at some stage



of the conversion of east into wrought iron, the ing malleable iron into steel is called cementation.
metaJ must have passed into the condition of steel. See Blistered Steel.

As blistered steel is full of

cavities, it is necessary to

render it dense and uniform,

especially for the finer purposes
to which steel is applied. By
one method, it is converted into

what is called ' shear steel.'

This is done by breaking
the bars of blister steel into

short lengths, heating them in

bundles, and partially Welding
with a forge-hammer. The roil

so formed is heated again, and
now brought under the action

of the tilt-hammer a heavy
mass of metal weighing nearly
2 cwts. Here, by a succession

of blows, it is formed into bars,

which are much more compact
and malleable than blister

steel, and consequently better

fitted for edge-tools and the
like. Sometimes this kind is

called tilted steel By another
method, viz., that of melting
the blister steel in fireclay

Crucibles, and casting it into

ingots, 'Cast Steel' (q. v.) is

made. This is the best kind
of steel, being finely granular,

homogeneous, dense, and well
adapted for the finest cutting
instruments.
There are other modes of

manufacturing steel, such as

by the partial dcearbonisation

of cast iron on a charcoal

hearth, a method largely prac-

tised on the contiuent.

Besscmer's method of pro-

ducing malleable iron directly

from crude pig iron is described

elsewhere. See 1

1

Process. Malleable iron made
by Mr Bessemer's process is

apt to be cellular and unsound,
defects which the inventor has
had great trouble in over-
coming, if even now he has
thoroughly succeeded. Accord-
ing to the same process, steel

is made by introducing into the
Nevertheless, our manufacturers have hitherto melted iron a given quantity of '«;«'";/. /> /.«„ (a p. euliar

i! best to take the whole of the carbon out kind of cast iron), containing a known percentage
Of the cast iron, and then restore a certain portion of carbon; and so steel may be produced with any
by heating with charcoal. This process of convert- required proportion of carbon. The spiegeleiscc

Fig. 4.—Steam-h

Fig. 5.—Rough and Finishing Rolls.

the iron like sueuigar in water, rendering I innately, when pig iron containing phosphorus is

the metal more fusible and very liquid. I'nfor-
j
operated on in this way, this injunon



not separated in a sensible degree, as is the case in

the process of puddling ; so that only those varieties

of iron which are free from phosphorus, such as

haematite pigs, &c, can be advantageously used.

Short as is the time since Mr Bessemer took out his

patent, his process has been already put into prac-

tice on a large scale in Knjand, France, Belgium,
Sweden, and 'India.

We will now take a glance at the properties of

each of these three kinds of iron, and the purposes

to which it is chiefly applied. Cast iron, as the
crudest, cheapest, and most fusible, is used for the
heavy portions of engineering work, such as bed-
plates for machines, cylinders, columns, cisterns, low-

pressure boilers, water and gas pipes, rollers, girders,

and the like. A large quantity is consumed in the
manufacture of ' hollow-ware,' which includes pots,

pans, and other cooking-vessels. For ornamental
objects, again, it is almost exclusively used, because
here its property of being readily cast into moulds
gives it a great advantage on the score of cheapness.

Thus, fountains, statues, vases, gates, balustrades,

garden-seats, candelabra, stoves, fenders, and many
smaller decorated articles, even to the minuteness of

a watchguard and breastpin, are almost invariably

made of cast iron.

Malleable iron differs considerably in its properties

from cast iron. The latter is practically incom-
pressible, but it can be comparatively easily torn

asunder. Malleable iron, on the contrary, possesses

great tenacity ; it is, moreover, very malleable and
ductile, especially at a high temperature, so that it

can be rolled into sheets as thin as paper, or drawn
into the finest wire. Further, it possesses the valu-

able property of welding, that is, two pieces can be
completely united together by hammering at a white
heat. Malleable iron is largely employed for the

innumerable variety of articles "included under the

general term ' hardware,' such as locks, keys, hinges,

bolts, nails, screws, wirework, and the so-called tin-

plate, which is merely sheet iron dipped in melted
tin. It is the mainstay of the railways and the

electric telegraph, and is fast displacing timber

as a material for bridges and steam-ships. A high

interest is at the present time attached to the

manufacture of rolled armour-plates for war-ships.

Several were shewn in the late International Exhi-

bition (1SG2) of large size ; one of them measured
21 feet 3 inches long, feet 3 inches wide, and
5 1 inches thick, and weighed about 13 tons. The
possibility of rolling such great masses of iron would,

a few years back, have exceeded belief.

Steel possesses several valuable properties which
do not belong to either cast or wrought iron. It is

harder, denser, and whiter in colour. It is also

more elastic, takes a higher polish, and rusts less

easily. But its most characteristic property consists

in its admitting of being tempered at will to any
degree of hardness. If, for instance, a piece of steel

be heated to redness and plunged into water, it is

made hard and brittle ; but if it be again heated

and slowly cooled, its original softness is restored.

By gently reheating the steel, it will acquire a

gradation of tints indicating various degrees of

hardness, beginning with pale straw colour, and
passing successively to Ml yellow, brown, purple,

and finally to blue. The straw colour is the result

of a temperature of about 440 , and the blue of

about 570° F., the former being the hardest, and the

latter the softest tempering.

The chief use of steel has hitherto been in the

manufacture of files, edge-tools, and cutlery, for

which its peculiar properties render it so admirably
adapted. A large quantity is also consumed in the

manufacture of needles and steel-pens. But the

nse of steel is no longer confined to the production

of these comparatively small articles. By means of

improved machinery and processes, steel is at present
manufactured on a scale that was little dreamed of

a few years ago, so that such objects as field-guns,

railway-axles, tires, boiler-plates, and the like are
now being made of this material. The superior
tensile strength of steel, which is about double that
of malleable iron, gives it a great advantage where
lightness is required.

Perhaps few things illustrate more strikingly

than iron the great difference in value that exists

between the same material according to the quality
and form in which it is sent into the market. Thus,
the average, price of British pig-iron for 1861 was
£.3, 2«. per ton ; malleable iron in the foi in of bars
£6 per ton ; Swedish bars £15 per ton, and Lowmoor
bars (the finest English iron) about £18. Superior
sheet iron about £20, and fine wire about £40 per ton,

and steel ranged from £.30 to £60 per ton ; while one
ounce of steel, converted into hair-springs for watches,
becomes worth upwards of £1600.
The mining records of G. Britain show that there

were, in 1867, 20.3 active iron works and 563 furnaces
in blast, producing 4,761,02.3 tons of pig-iron, costing

at the place of production £11,902,557. In 1868,

4,970,206 tons were made, valued at £12,381,280.
In 1866, 1,691,945 tons of iron, wrought and im-
wronght, including unwrought steel, were exported
from G. Britain. The values of the exports of 186S
and 1869 were £20,000,000 and £24,500,1100, respect-

ivelv, while that of hardware and cutlery for each year
was about £4,500,000. The imports of iron and' un-
wrought steel into the U. States in the year ending
June .30, 1S70, were valued at $35,775,327. More
than .300,000 tons of rails are included in the above,

valued at $9,669,571—an extraordinary importation

into a land abounding in coal and iron ores, and where
every pound of iron and steel demanded in the arts

should he produced. The iron and steel production

of the U. States is, however, increasing. In 1869,

1,916,641 tons of pig-iron were made, while 593,586
tons of rails and 642,420 tons of rod, bar, and sheet-

iron were turned out from her rolling-mills, and 35,200
tons of steel were produced.

3. Iron in it* Plnixhilii.iical and Therapeutic Rela-

tions.—Iron is an essential constituent of the colour-

ing matter of the blood-corpuscles of all vertebrate
animals ; and according to the best authorities, 1

part by weight of iron is found in 230 parts of

blood-corpuscles, and the total quantity of this

metal in the blood of a man weighing 140 pounds
is' about 38 grains. It is the presence of iron in the
blood that communicates to the ashes of that fluid

their reddish-brown colour, the iron being found in

them as the peroxide. The ashes of the hair, of

birds' feathers, of the contents of eggs, of the gastric

juice, of milk, and indeed of most animal fluids,

contain traces of this metal.

Nothing is known with certainty regarding the
chemical condition of the iron in the animal body,
that is to say, whether it is present as a protoxide,

a peroxide, &c. It is introduced into the system
with the food and drink, and any excess beyond
what is required is discharged with the excremeuts.
When an insufficient quantity is .contained in the
nutriment, chalybeate medieines become necessary.

The iron that is set free within the system bj' the
constant disintegration of blood-corpuscles is carried

out of. the system partly by the urine, partly by
the colouring matter of the bile, which is highly
ferruginous, and probably is in part eliminated by
the hair. The exact part which the iron [days in

the body is uncertain ; but it is most probable that
the power which the blood-corpuscles possess as

oxygen carriers is maiuly due to the presence of

this substance.



IRON I'.AKK TKF.i: !i;iiN MASK.

When from any cause the blood corpuscle* are
in number, the state known a-

produced, which is accompanied 1 \

i

impounds art' of incompar-
ably more service than any other remi

aorrhaja, and in certain painful

affectie

OS in which iron may In- pi

hi their utility,

taken tip into the hi L

pound iron mixtun
the carbonate), the sulphate, the pott

i cif iron and
co use i>t' Chalybeate ;

.. [in s.-nU d w itli -I'' it :i< l\

'. • .:r the administral a

! mil form.

IRON BARE TREE, a nam.' given in Australi
to certain species of v.), and parti

cnlarly /.'. r- .;./'• ,./. on account of the extreme
the bark. These trees attain a height

mil a circumference mar t he
1>.is.- of l'ip t.. 23 feet. The timber is very valuable
for ship-building, and for other pnrpi

hardness and durability are required. It with-
stands vicissitudes of weather fur a great number
of years without injury, or even underground
remains uninjured for 4~> years or more
Gatherings of a Naturalist in An..', ..'. '.<'•. lsiin.)

IRON CROSS, a Prussian order of knighthood,
or March in. 1813, by Fredi rii k \\ illiam

III., and conferred for distiiijn I I

War which Was then beine en ii

tion is an iron cross with silver mounting. The
. was presented

exclusively for the gaining of a decisive battle, or

the capture or brave defence of a fortress.

IK' >N CROWN, the crown of the ancient LongO-
bar.lian kings, (liven, according (o an unautlienticatcd

tradition, by Pope tirc-orv (he Crcat to l

v
iiu-cn Tlien-

d.. liiida, and preserved tiil 1859 in the Cathedra] of

Mooxa, Henry of Luxemburg, in 1311, is the first

German emperor who is known to have worn it. In

1859,11 WSS relieved b\ (lie Au-tiialis In Mantua, and

afterwards to Vienna,' but In

was restored to die Italians. The outer part of the

OTOWn consists of a golden hoop, with enamelled
Dowers and precious stones, in form like an ancient

diadem, within which is a thin plate or fillet of

iron, which is declared by a tradition long opposed

by tic eiuiieli at -Milan, but adopted by tic- con-

Rome, t.i have bean
ol t'ne n. uls of the true cross;

. .led U saero chiodo.
•

'• ing of Italy iii 1806,
n, the tetoro of .Moiua, where

.: i the time of Chai lee V., and
• a it, disdaining to nn ne it

from the ban In same time,

i older of knight] 1, taking its name
from the iron crown. The reigning kings of Italy

were to be grandmasters of tie order; .and the

i Older, at lirst 620 in number, and
nit ne s, unandi m.,

was the iron crown, and in

the middle, e with raised wines.

Hound the ring of the crown was tii

,
ni'ii a chi la toeea ('God gave it to

in who touches it')— the words used

D .'.lien placing the crown on his head;

and the front exhibited the ctligyof Napoleon, The
order forgotten after the fall of Napoleon was
restored and re modelled in 1816 by the Emperor

it the name of the Austrian
Iron Crown, limited its members of

Iron Crown of Italy.

the Is) class to 20, "f the 2d to 30, and the 3d to
'

of the princes of the imperial house.
lb- introduced a new decoration in place of the
torniei' , I'oiisi-tino of a "old crown ot tie- same
form with the iron crown, on which is placed the

Ic on both Miles, bearing upon the
ol.veise a blue escutcheon upon the breast, with the
letter F (Francis) in it ; and on I tie revel •

, i he
y.ar Isli;. The kniidits of the 1st i I.

addition, a silver star embroidered on the left

breast, with the iron crown in its centre, and round
[ge the words Avita tf aucta. There

is also a inch mred costume, COnsil

yellow under- garment, white stockings and shoes,

and a blue velvet cap and mantle.

IRON MASK, The Man with the. The story
. .

o called, confined in the Bastile and
other prisons in the reign of Louis XIV., has long
kept up a romantic interest. The first notice of

him was given in a work entitled MSwain* .Vi .;>(.*

\im-\ 17 1.'. 17 16),

According to this writer, he was the Duke of
1 natural s f Louis XIV". and lie

la Valla ie, who. having oiven a box on the car to
his half-brother, the grand dauphin, had to expiate

. eminent for life. I

without foundation, for the Duke of \

died in camp in 1683; but the confident frith

which it was made caused a Jeep sensation, and
oi Mouhy, VHomme, av Masque dt

i
mi . 1 i.i 1

1 ly followed (Hague, 17 16),

b all the mole a\ nlity that it W :H

prohibited. Voltaire, iii his .s'lVe/e ,/,.. /,„„/., A'/I'.,

him, the prisoner was young, and of n >.

lu journeying from one prison to another, be wee
a mask, and was at last transferred to the Bastile,
h.ae he was treated with great distinction; and

so on.
' :ine. an endless variety of hypoth. .0.9

wen formed on the subject. Some Dutch writers
asserted that the prisoner was a young foreign

the chamberlain of Queen Anne, ami
' • ; Louis XIV. I 1

attempted to prove, 11. . • for 17.V.I,

that the Mask was no other than the I hike of

Beaufort, the King uf Me Mark
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a supposition conclusively set aside by Sainte-
Anlaire in his History of the Fronde.
The first authentic information with regard to

the Iron Mask was given by the Jesuit Griffet, who
acted for nine years as confessor in the Bastile, in

his Train ilex differentes Sortes de Preuves qui
serrent it itahlir la Virile dans Vllistoire (Liege,

1769). He brought forward the M.S. Journal of

Dujonca, the lieutenant of the Bastile, according
to which Saint-Mars arrived, on the ISth September
1698, from the Isle de Sainte-Margnerite, bringing
with him in n litter a prisoner whom he had already

of the Duke of Mantua. This minister. Count
Matthioli, had pledged himself to Louis XIV. to
urge his master the duke to deliver up to the
Freuch the fortress of Casalc, which gave access to
the whole of Lombardy. Though largely bribed to
maintain the French interests, he began to betray

and Louis XIV., hav: ?g conrlusn

: TOl.

riic jouconcealed l>v a mask of Mark vcl

mentions his death on 19th No
that lie was buried in the cemetery of St Paul.
This is confirmed by the register of burials for the
parish of St Paul's, where the prisoner is mentioned
under the name of Marchiali. Griffet himself in-

clines to the supposition advanced in the Memoiret
Secrets.

After long silence, Voltaire returned to the sub-
ject in his Essai sur les Manns, but he brought
forward nothing new. In the seventh edition of

the Dictionnaire Pli ilosophique, he related the story
anew, under the head Anna, corrected his errors as

to time from the journal of Dujonca, and concluded
with the assurance that he knew more about the
matter than Griffet, but chose, as a Frenchman, to

be silent. An addition to the article, apparently
by the editor of the work, freely states the opinion
that the Mask was an elder brother of Louis XIV.
The writer makes Anne of Austria to have had this

son by a favourite, and being thus undeceived as to

her supposed barrenness, to have brought about a
meeting with her husband, and in consequence born
Louis XIV. Louis is held to have first learned the
existence of this brother when he came of age, and
to have put him in confinement, to guard against

any possible unpleasant consequences. Linguet,
in 'the Bastille Devoilee ('The Bastile Exposed'),
ascribes this paternity to the Duke of Buckingham.
Saint-Michel published a book in 1790, in which he
relates the story of the unfortunate being, and
points to a secret marriage between Queen Anne
and Cardinal Mazarin. What is remarkable is, that
the court continued to manifest an interest in the
matter, and took every means to keep the identity

of the prisoner in the dark. When the BastUe fell,

the prisoner's room was eagerly searched, and also

the prison register; but all inquiry was vain.

The Abbe Soulavie, who published Memoires de
Marechal Richelieu (Lond. and Par. 1790), tries to

make out from a document written by the tutor of

that unfortunate prince, that the Iron Mask was
a twin-brother of Louis XIV. A prophecy had
announced disaster to the royal family from a
double birth, and to avoid this, Louis XIII. had
caused the last born of the twins to he brought up
in secret. Louis XIV. learned of his brother's exist-

ence only after the death of Mazarin, and that
brother having discovered his relation to the king
by means of a portrait, was subjected to perpetual
imprisonment. This view of the matter was that
almost universally prevalent till the time of the
Revolution. It is also followed in Zschokke's
German tragedy, and in Fournier's drama, founded
on the story.

The first conjecture of what seems the truth is

contained in a letter dated 1770, written by a Baron
d'Heiss to the Journal Fnei/clojiidique. The same
is repeated by Louis Dutens in his Intercepted

Correspondence (1789), who declares that there is

no point of history better established than the fact

that the prisoner with the Iron Mask was a minister

proofs of the treachery, contrived to have Matthioli
lured to the French frontier, secretly arrested, 2d
May 1679, and conveyed to the fortress of Pignerol,
which was his first prison. The conclusion of
D'Heiss and Dutens, that Matthioli was the Iron
Mask, though acute, was only a conjecture. But
the documents since discovered and published by
M. Roux-Fazillac in his Iiecherches historupies et

critiques sur VHomme au Masque de Fer (Par.

1800), and by M. Delort in his Histoire de VHomme
au Masque de Fer (Par. 1825), leave little doubt on
the subject. The reason why so much pains was
taken to preserve the secret seems to have been
that Matthioli being a minister plenipotentiary at
the time, his seizure was a flagrant violation of the
law of nations, which it was safer to be able to
deny than to attempt to justify ; and the denial
once made, the honour of the court was involved in
upholding it. See The True History of tlie Iron
Mask,hy G. A. Ellis (Lond. 1826) ; The Man with the
Iron Mask, by Marius Topin, translated by H.Vizetelly,
and Lc Masque de Fer, &c., par Jules Loiseleur, Art.
de La Rev. Conteinp., 1S67—1869, and by Th. Jung,
Ibid., 1870.

IRONS, otherwise caRed Bilboes, are shackles
of iron into which the ankles of a prisoner are fixed,

and which slide on a long iron bar. Refractory
sailors and soldiers, who evince violent behaviour,
and become unmanageable, are commonly put in
irons, several being placed side by side along the
same bar. In cases of extreme violence, the wrists
may be similarly treated, but instances of this latter
punishment are rare. The punishment of ' putting
in irons ' is more common in the navy than in the
army.

IRONWOOD, a name bestowed in different

countries on the timber of different trees, on account
of its great hardness and heaviness.—Metrosideros
vera belongs to the natural order Miirtacem, and is

a native of Java and other eastern islands. It has
ovato-lanceolate, shortly stalked, smooth, sharp-
pointed leaves ; and axillary, many-flowered, stalked
cymes. Its wood is much valued by the Chinese
and Japanese for making rudders, anchors, &c.,

and is imported into Britain in small quantities
under the name of Ironwood. The bark is used in
Japan as a remedy for diarrhoea and mucous dis-

charges.

—

Mesua ferrea, a tree of the natural order
Guttiferce, is a native of the East Indies, and is

planted near Buddhist temples for the sake of its

fragrant flowers, with which the images of Buddha
are decorated. The flowers resemble small white
roses, and contrast singularly with the deep crimson
buds and shoots. The timber, known as I., is very
hard, as is that of M. speciosa, another tree of the
same genus and region.—The wood of Vepris
undiilata, of the order Diostnacece, is called White
I. at the Cape of Good Hope. It i3 very hard and
tough, and is chiefly used for axles, ploughs, and
other agricultural implements.—The wood of Olea
laurifolia, a species of olive, is called Black I. in the
same country, and is used for the same purposes,
and for furniture.

IRONY (Gr. eironeia, from eiron, a dissembler)
is the name given to that peculiar style of thought
and expression by which words are made to convey
a meaning exactly opposed to their literal sense.

When skilfully used, irony is one of the most crushing
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ad irresistible figures of rhi I

readily occur tn every reader of history and liters-

where Elijah t

priests of Baal on Mount CarmeL The
I iron; in ancient 1

1

been happily said, raised it to the diguity of a

IBOQXJOia See Indians.

[BBATIONAL NUMBBR8, a term applied to
: nomben which cannot be accorately

For instance,

x 'i' is an irr.it, , n d number. Ii the d

circle is one foot, the oircumferenoe is an irrational

nuuiU-r. In been denned to

be nomben which are incommensurable with unity.

i bo commonly termed Surds,

li:i:\\VVI>I (said to mean, like Mississippi,

'father of « river of Farther India,

near lit. 28* V, and
long. 98° K., terminating in [at. Hi" -JO' N., and long.

ly due south, and
in length. After

receiving the Ning-thee, the Mogonny, :l Bhamo
and the Lungtchnen, it begins to form its delta

about 17 N.. "huh, between the Lang i on the

on the west, comprises 10,000
of fores! and pasturage, curiously

by an inextricable network of the
smaller branches of the stream. Witl

i communication, the I

decidedly superior to the Indus and the Ganges,
being navigable even at low water, for vessels of

200 tons, as far as Ava, which is 4<)U miles from
the sea. and for canoes as far as Bhamo, which is

180 miles higher up. The I. successively traverses

ih, and Pegu, As the region last

mentioned, forming the lowest part of it-- hasin, is

a province of British India, the I., as a whole, may
i> virtually under the control of Eng-

land. In both our Lurmesc wars, it constituted

of advance lor <mr armies.

tBBl DU CIBLB CASE occurs in the solution
' mi thod when

'-, and — greater than -- (abstracting

from the sign). These conditions render \'( - + ^p )

an imaginary quantity, and tlius Card
fails in us application. The difficulty is got over by
the aid of ti I'.onom, try.

n:i;i: i.i:v \\r .-, term used in Scotch law to

denote that what is said or put. forward by an oppo-
nent in an action has no bearing on the subject, even
if it were true. The corresponding term, in English
law, is that the pleading containing the irrelevant

. murrabli

[RRIGA'TION a.at. watering), a method of

producing or increasing fertility in soil

tidal supply of water, or by inundating tshl in ,il

Ofls. Irrigation was probably In I i oil-d

to In countries where much of the land must other-
wise have remained barren from drought, as in

Egypt, wle-re it was extensively practised nearly
2IMKI years before ( In-i,t, and where great systems of

I tificial 1 ikes were formed

tote antiquity
lia, I 'hina. and some

other part- ad in such of these
Colintl les as have ni

it. In many parts
"ii. at least at

us of the year, is so strongly felt, that
249

• even of comparatively rude tribes
ib pi nds on the facility with which it ran be SO Om-
pushed. Some plants also require a very abundant
supply of water, and irrigation has I.,.

ultu.itioli prevails. 'I his is particu-

i. Irrigation is supposed to have beeu
introdii 1 into I'.ritain by the Uonians, but was
very little practised till the beginning •

century. In Lurope, irrigation prevails chiefly in

the south, where it was extensively pi

from whom it was adopt
Lombards; and it is most extensively practi ,d u
Lombard)', and in some parts ot Spam and ••!' the

' plains and valleys

of the I'", \di_-. Tagus, Douro, and other rivers,
•iiii'dy nb|,et,il to a systematic irri-

gation, which prodigiously increases their fertility.

the extent oi irrigated land in the valley of the
'

I
-it l.l'.ll i.lino acres, and the'increase

ni ii in d thus caused a1 £830,000.
n liritain, and in most parts of Europe,

except l.oiubanly. is almost exclusively employed
for the purpose of increasing the produce of grass
by converting the land into water-meadows. The
value of it. even for this one purpose, d

to be sufficiently understood. Poor heaths have
been converted into luxuriant meadows by means
of irrigation alone. But in the countries in which
irrigation is most extensively practised, the pro-
duction of all crops depends on it.

'II gation of laud with the sewage water of

towns is, under another name, the application of
liquid manure. In no small degree the water of
rivers and of springs depends mi its m- and
mineral constituents for its fertilising properties,

so that the application of it is not in principle

different from that of liquid manure; but it must be
borne in mind that the mere abundance of water
itself is of great importance for many of the st

valuable plants, as the most nutritious substances
mtaet with their roots are of no use

to them unless in a state of solution ; whilst it is an
additional n a irrigation, that the
supply of water most favourable to the growth of

many valuable plants, is destructive of some which
in many places naturally encumber the soil, as

heath, I >. &c The water which is used for

irrigation should be free from mud and such
impurities as mechanically dog the pores of leaves,

or cover up the hearts ot plants, and interfere with
their gro1 from being so exten-
sively practised in Croat I'.ritain as seems desirable.

The extent of water-meadows m laid., ml is stated

to be not more than 100,000 acres. They are

mostly confined to the west and Bouthof England.
Individual farms, irrigated with sewage water, are

to be met with in Nottinghamshire, Staffordshire,

Lancashire. Cheshire, and in one or two counties in

most successful instance, however, of

it Bl it.iin is to be found
mar Ldiiilniicli, where an extensive tract of

n lutwa en Portoholln and I

a rent of £20 I" £40 ai is cut from
three to five times a year, and as much as ten tons

been obtained at a cutting. See

The method of forming and laying nut water,
meadows will be easily gathered from the following,

the different species of irrigation as
practised in tins country.

1. Bed-work [rrigal od can only
1 i.nvcniently applied CO ground which is nearly
level. If consists in laying out the ground into

. I i .'Id to HI feet wide,

lure of the soil, I
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upper ends lying in a gentle slope from one side to
the other of the meadow. Along the upper ends
of the lieds is drown the drain or comlurtw; which
brings the water from the reservoir or river, as the
case may be ; and this conductor must be tapered
off towards its further end, in order that the dimin-
ished supply of water may still overflow. From
this conductor, small drains, called feeders, are led
down along the crown of each ridge. In the lowest
part of the meadow, a main-drain, which must be
made nearly as large as the conductor, is cut across
the lower ends of the beds, and the water, after
having served the purpose of irrigation, is led into
it, by means of small drains cut in the furrows.
The feeders should, like the conductor, taper
towards their further extremity, both for the pur-
pose of retarding the velocity of the water, and
of preserving a continual overflow along then- whole
length. On the contrary, the small drains should
gradually widen towards their lower extremity,
where they meet the main-drain. The dimensions
and inclination of the conductor and feeders should
be so regulated to the water-supply, that the beds
can be wholly laid under water to the depth of
about one inch. The expense of bed-work irriga-
tion ranges from £20 to £40 per acre.

2. Catch-work Irrbjation differs materially from
the former ; it can be applied to land whether level
or not, costs only £4 per acre, and, in the opinion
of many,is quite as effective. The conductor formed
as before is led along the highest side of the Seld,
then with the aid of a level, a succession of perfectly
level gutters (which, of course, must be winding),
are drawn across the field in the same direction as
the conductor, and not more than ten yards from
each other; these are crossed by feeders running
from the conductor to the lowest side of the field,
thus forming a kind of checkwork. The main-
drain is made as before, and the feeders, which
taper towards their lower extremity, serve for small
drains. This plan is more effective than the former,
when the supply of water is limited ; and as it can
be applied to a hillside as well as to a level field,
its application is rapidly extending.

3. Subterraneous Irrigation is only applicable to
perfectly level fields, and consists, first, of ditches
being formed all round the sides. At right angles
to these, drains or conduits are drawn across "the
field in parallel lines. When the land is to be
irrigated, water is let into the ditches, and thence
to the cross-drains, till it rises to the level of the
surface; and when the ground is to be laid thy, the
side-ditches are emptied by sluices. The bottom
of the ditches is below the level of that of the
cross-drains, so that they serve both as conductor
and main-drain.

The first two methods of irrigation are only
applied to pasture-lands, and the third to fens
and drained morasses, which are apt to become
parched in summer; the last method would be
very valuable for land under green crop in cases
of drought.

The management of water-meadows requires
great skill and care, but we can only here mention
the chief points to be attended to, which are these :

the water, if limited in quantity, must be confined
to a part which it can effectually irrigate ; too
much water or too rapid a flow tends to wash
away the soil ; the meadow may be kept under
water for a fortnight at a time, in November, but
the time should be diminished till April or May,
when regular watering should cease ; after the grass
is cut or eaten down, the water may be let on
for a few days ; and it is necessary that between
the times of watering the land should be "

'

winter, to guard against any bad effects resulting
from frost, Ac.

IEBITABI'LITY in Plants, a term employed to
designate phenomena very interesting and curious,
but than which none connected with vegetable life
are more imperfectly understood. Such are the
phenomena of what is usually called the Sleep (q. v.)
of plants; the motion of the Spores (q. v.) of many
cryptogamic plants by means of cilia ; the motions
of Usclllalonie, jhtitcwiaceic, and others of the lowest
Alejm; the successive approaches of the stamens of
Pamassia palustris to the pistil ; the movements of
the leaves of the Moving Plant (q. v.) of India ; ami
those caused by agitation or by the touch of a foreign
body in the leaves of Sensitive Plant* (q. v.), of the
Dionma or Venus's Fly-trap, &c, in the stamens of
the Barberry, Se/u-.anlhus, Ac, and in the stigmas
of Mimulus, Ac. Many explanations have %een
proposed of these phenomena, but none satisfactory.
Of the existence of anything anal. .g. ms to the nervous
system of animals, which has been imagined, there
is not the slightest proof, closely as some of the
phenomena resemble those of animal life. The
explanations which have been proposed are no
better than mere guesses. See Musoues.
I'REITANCY (Lat. irritus, of no effect), a term

in Scotch law to denote something in the nature
of neglect or injury which destroys or makes
void an existing right ; in English law it is called
Forfeiture. Thus, there is the irritancy of a feu-
right from non-payment of the duty for two years.—Irritant Clause, in a Scotch entail, is a clause
which makes void certain prohibited acts of the
heir of entail, such as selling the property.

IBBITA'TION is the term applied to any morbid
excitement of the vital actions not amounting to
inflammation

;
and it is often, butnot always a cause

of that condition.

In cases of irritation, remarkable sympathetic
symptoms are often observed. Thus, irritation of a
calculus occasions intense sickness and vomiting
lint of all sources of sympathetic morbid affections
of this class, irritation of the stomach and intestines
is at once the most common and the most important.
The ordinary sick headache is the most frequent
form of this sympathetic affection; but in certain
morbid conditions, and especially in the puerperal
state, the symptoms may be such as pretty closely
to resemble those of acute inflammation of the peri-
toneum, the heart, the pleura, or the membranes of
the brain. It is to Dr Marshall Hall that the credit
is mainly due of pointing out those eases in which
irritation so closely resembles inflammation. He has
shewn that blood-letting affords a certain means of
diagnosis in these cases. In true inflammation, 30
or 40 ounces of blood may be taken before then; :»re
any symptoms of faintness; while in irritation, the
loss of a very few ounces (nine or ten) of blood will
cause the most decided syncope.

IBTI'SH, a river of Siberia, an affluent of the
Obi (q. v.).

I'RVINE, a royal and parliamentary burgh,
seaport, and market-town of the connty of Ayr,
Scotland, is situated on both banks, but principally
on an eminence on the right bank of the river Indue,
which is here crossed by a handsome stone bridge!
about a mile above the embouchure of the river °in
the Firth of Clyde. It is 11 miles north of Ayr,
and 2il miles south-west of Glasgow by railway.
The harbour has now become so much sanded up,

ly to admit vessels of about 100 tons burden.
The 'Academy' is one of the most flourishing educa-
tional institutions in the west of Scotland. Ship-
building, and the manufacture of book-muslins

perfectly dry. Special precautions are necessary in
|
jaconets and checks, are among the branches oi
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xistenca as a distinct sect dates from about the year to thoroughly prepare a people for Christ when he
.SJO. In the winter of 1S29-1S30, the Rev. Edward comes in his kingdom. A very special feature of

[.
v.), then a minister of the Scotch Church, the Catholic Apostolic Church is its extensive and

of lectures elaborate symbolism. In regard to the sacrament of
spiritual gitts, in which lie maintained that the Lord's Supper, however, it appears to entertain

the habit of calling ' extra-
|

very much the same view as the Roman Catholic

I

Regent .Square, London, delivered a seri
on spiritual

those which
ordinary' or 'miraculous,' were not meant to be

j

Church.
confined to the primitive church, but to be con- The Catholic Apostolic Church has established

d""!l*™
Ug

\i
the

i.^
ll0le pe2id °f

*A
e l

,re
?.

ellt 'feelf in England, Canada, the United States, Prussia,
Erauce, and Switzerland, but the congregations are

ispensation. About the same time, as if to confii_
the views of the great preacher, there occurred at
Port-Glasgow, in the west of Scotland, certain
etraxge phenomena. It was alleged that miraculous
acts of healing had happened, and that the gift of
tongues had reappeared. After what seemed to be
a sufficient investigation on the part of some of the
members of Mr Irving's church, it was concluded

not numerous.

that^ the manifestations were genuine. Similar
manifestations shortly after occurred in his own
church, which were also pronounced to be genuine.
They were held to be of two kinds : 1st, speaking
in tongues, and 2d, prophesying. As the former
bore no resemblance to any language with which
men were conversant, it was believed to be strictly
an 'uuknown tongue,' the Holy Ghost 'using the
tongue of man in a manner which neither his own
intellect could dictate, nor that of any other man
comprehend.' The latter, ' prophesying,' consisted
chiefly of 'exhortations to holiness, interpretations
of Scripture, openings of prophecy, and explanations
of symbols.' After some time, Irving was deposed
from his office for heresy by the Church of Scotland,
but meanwhile the religious opinions with which
his name is associated had been assuming a more
definite and ecclesiastical shape. The final result
was the Apostolic Catholic Church, the constitution
of which is briefly as follows :

There are, as in the apostolic times, four
ministries: 1st, that of 'Apostle;' 2d, that of
'Prophet;' 3d, that of 'Evangelist;' and 4th, that
of 'Pastor' or 'Angel.' The apostles are invested
with spiritual prerogatives ; they alone can convey
the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands ; to
them the mysteries of God are revealed and un-
folded to the church, so that they may be described
as sacred 'mediums' of communication between
Heaven and earth. Nothing that transpires in any
church in the way of ' prophetic utterance ' can
be authoritatively or infallibly explained save by
them ; and the various ' angels of the churches ' are
bound to bring all such utterances under their
cognizance, in order that they may be rightly
interpreted. The function of the 'prophet' has
been already indicated. The work of an 'evangelist'
mainly consists in endeavouring to 'bring in' those
who are without ; while the ' angel ' of the Catholic
Apostolic Church corresponds with the pastor or
teacher of other Christian denominations. The
ministers, of each congregation comprise an angel
with six ruling presbyters ; various assistant minis-
ters, deacons and deaconesses ; evangelists, and those
who may have prophetic or other gifts. This
ministry is supported by tithes, the people giving a
tenth of their income for the support of the priest-
hood. Church affairs are managed by a council of
ministers of all classes, whose selection and arrange-
ment are conceived to have been foreshadowed in
the structure of the Mosaic Tabernacle.
The Catholic Apostolic Church does not differ

from other Christian bodies in regard to the common
doctrines of the Christian religion; it only accepts,
in what it considers to be a fuller and more real sense,
the phenomena of Christian life. It believes that the
wonder, mystery, and miracle of the apostolic times
were not accidental, but are essential to the divinely
instituted church of God, and its main function is

ISAAC ('he will laugh'), a Hebrew patriarch
and pastoral chief, was the son of Abraham and
Sarah, and half-brother of Ishinael. His birth
happened when both his parents were advanced in
age. The incidents of his life, as recorded in Genesis,
are well known. He died at Hebron, aged 180 years,
leaving two sons, Jacob and Esau.—I.'s character
has always been very differently interpreted. What
has been called by some his mild and gentle dispo-
sition, simple pastoral piety, others have termed
weakness and want of character. His (for the most
part) blameless ways, however, call forth onr love
and esteem. The Midrash ascribes to him, in
allusion to Gen. xxiv. G3, the institution of the
afternoon prayer.

ISAAC I., CosDfExr/s, emperor of Constanti-
nople, was the first of the family of the Comneni
who attained to that dignity. His father Manuel,
liis brother John, and himself were employed in
important military and civil capacities by Basil II.
(970—1025); but during the reign of the latter's
imbecile and tyrannical successors, in whose eyes
it was criminal for any one to excel in wisdom
and ability, I. was exposed to considerable clanger.
Such, however, was his prudence, and the affection
of the people for him, that the emperors unwill-
ingly suffered him to live unmolested ; and on
the deposition of Michael VI. (105G— 1057), I. was
elevated to the vacant throne. On his accession,
he f.jund the affairs of the empire in what was by
this time their normal condition ; rebellion withiu,
aggression without, and the treasury exhausted.
He succeeded in establishing a system of great
economy in all branches of the administration,
and in order still further to lighten the taxes on
the people, called upon the clergy to contribute
their share. But the clergy, then as now, refused
to endure the imposition of any such burdens,
and the patriarch .Michael is reported to have even
threatened him with deposition. But death delivered
I. of this formidable opponent, and the clergy were
compelled to submit. In 1059, he repelled the Hun-
garians, who had encroached upon his possessions
in the north-west; but soon afterwards, to the
great grief of his subjects, he was attacked by a
violent fever, and believing his dissolution approach-
ing, appointed his famous general, Constantine
Dueas, as his successor. He, however, recovered
from his illness, but resigning the crown, retired to
a convent, where he lived for two years in the odour
of sanctity, and died in 1061. He was one of the
most virtuous emperors of the East, and to great
learning, wisdom, and prudence, united an adminis-
trative ability and energy, that would, had his reign
been of longer duration, have gone far to regenerate
the effete Byzantine empire. Nor was he deficient
in literary attainments. "We still possess by him
Scholia—hitherto unedited—on Homer, his favourite
author ; further, a work, Oliaracteristka, soil., of the
Greek and Trojan chiefs mentioned in the Iliad;
and finally, a treatise On the Works of Homer.

ISABELLA of Castile, queen of Spain, born on
23d April 1451, was the daughter of John II.,

king of Castile and Leon, and in 1469 married
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Ferdinand V., sm named 'the c
On the death "t' bar brother, Henry IV.,

in [481, she ascended the throne of Castile and

I won the support of great pari "i the

states of the kingdom during her brother's life, and
orious .inns of her husband compel

l'i ums'ami). I. was a

woman of remarkable energy and talent, and pos-
; .1 inconsiderable beauty and much winning

grace, although proud, ambitious, and deli ii

true womanly gentleness. She
in meetings
ted on tlie

use of her name along with that

in 1 in all public do il-

Medina did

Campo, on 26th No*
after having exacted from her
husband, of whom she was
always jealous, a promise, con-
6 bj oal h, at i er to mai rj

again.

ISABELLA THE CATHO-
LIC, OrdEB OF, a Spanish order

Of knighthood, founded by Fer-

dinand VII., on the 24th March
1815, as a reward ol

for the defence of the posses-

sions of Spanish America. At
lit, it is conferred for all

Order of Isabella kinds of merit. The sovereign

the Catholic. is the head of the order, which
is divided into the three classes

of (Iraml Crosses, Commanders, and k

IS U.\ll ill.l. )" ihayahu, 'Salvation of God'),
the most sul B bn w prophets, "as the

oracles in the

Jotham, Aha/, and II. kiah,

.1 life, almost

D resided ai

J in the vicinity of the temple, was married,

and bad three sons, given him, he says, 'for signs

and for wonders in IsraeL' The period of his

death is not known, but according to a rabbinical

legend, app
Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. :i;'i, is.-mli. 103 fc, &c),
I

ii asunder by order of km
who abhorred his oracles let". .I..s. Ant. x. ,'il).
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of scholars of no i later

hand. I

earning the a prop] ies, but
in1 hoi -h p. Did bhi j all proceed

from one and the same person, 01

i! Orthodox cni

unity of authorship, and assert that I., it he did not
....

tiist who doubted this was the German Bcholar

1779 1781 1, who suspected thai the 1 1 I

27 chap .'rk of a later

hand. Me was followed bj 1 N > let ll in , Kiellllorn,

nnd Justi, and the same view has been substan-

tially adopted by Paulas, Berthnldt, De Wette,

Iliuig, KiioIh-I, I mbreit, and Ewold.

The chief arguments against the Isaiah authorship

are: 1. That the sub joct-niatti r of these burdens
. after I.'s death. ll«l

years at least, viz., the redempti
from c.ipi ivity, eon equenl upon I hi

uniau monarchy by the Mi

army. 2. That the writer speaks ei :

"i.i "i the desolation of Judah
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.ind au Ultimate knOW-
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II, e style "i l. possi tea an astonishing richness

and variety. It reaches the pinnacle of grandeur,
and melts into the softest pathos. Ewal

,
il as oi philologic criticism,

. him 'the most profound prophetic
excitement and the purest sentiment, the most inde-

fatigable and successful practical activity amidst
,,,i life and
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I'sai:, or ISER, a river of Germany, rises in the

Tyrol, to the north of [nnsbruck, and, entering

Bavaria, Hows generally in a north and north east

direction, and joins the Danube at Deg endorf,
, of about 180 miles. Munich and

,1 upon its hanks. In 1 he first

part of its course, it is an impetuous mountain
torrent; and even after it. leaves the Alps, it has

many rapids and islands, hut for a on at part of its

I'Si'll I \ '"/#), an island situated
r..i\ of Naples and thai ol 1 1 leta 11
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I'SCHL, a small town of Upper Austria, sur-

rounded on all sides bv burdens, is linelv situated on
the river Trami, amid magnificent Alpine scenery,

28 miles east-south-east of Salzburg. It is the

chief town of the district called the Salzkatnmeigut

fq. v.). The situation of I., and the salt baths which
were established here in 1822, have •attracted to it

vast numbers of visitors. The emperor and many of

the Austrian nobility have built villas here, "and

the town has also acquired celebrity from having
been the. scene of various diplomatic conferences.

Pop. 3000.

ISE'O, I,tEE, or LACUS SEVTNUS, a lake of
K Drthern Italy, situated between the provinces of

Bergamo and Brescia. Its extreme length from
north to south is about 20 miles ; its average
breadth, 6 miles; and its greatest depth, 98-1 feet.

On its banks is situated the town of Iseo. The
lake is fed by the rivers Oglio and Borlazzo. The
surrounding scenery is highly interesting, broken
into picturesque heights, and studded with hue
villas, vineyards, and olive-gardens.

ISERE, a river of the south-east of France, rises

in Savoy, at the western base of Mount Iseran,
flows in a general south-west direction through
Savoy, and through the departments of Isere and
Drome, and joins the Rhone 8 miles above Valence.
Its entire length is about 190 miles, for the last 50
of which it is navigable, but not without difficulty,

as its channel is interrupted by shoals and islands.

ISERE, a department in the south-east of

France, is bounded on the N. and W. by the river
Rhone, on the E. by the department of Savoie,

and on the S. and S. E. by those of Drome and
Hautes-Alpes. Area, 2,078,799 acres, of which
nearly a half is in arable land, and a fifth in wood.
Pop. (1866) 581,386. The surface is level in the
north-west, but becomes mountainous as one pro-
ceeds south, where the scenery is very imposing.
Mount Olau, on the south-eastern border, is 12,664
feet high. The chief rivers, besides the Rhone, are
the Isere, from which the department derives its

name, and its affluents the Drac and Romauche.
The department of I. is one of the richest of
France in mineral productions. Mines of iron, lead, .

copper, and coal are worked, and gold and silver

occur. The vine is carefully cultivated in the valleys

;

5,.'.>24.O00 gallons are said to be produced annually.
Arrondissements, Grenoble, La Tour-du-Piu, St
MareeUin, and Vienne; capital, Grenoble.

ISERLO'HN, an important manufacturing town
of Prussian Westphalia, is situated in a picturesque
and mountainous district, on the Baar, a tributary
of the Ruhr, IS miles west of Arnsberg. The
industry of I. is chiefly directed to the manufacture
of hardware of various kinds, especially of brass and
bronze articles. Pop. 13,429.

ISE'RNIA (anc. JEsernia, a city of the Samnites),
a town of Naples, in the province of Molise,

is situated in a commanding position on the crest

of a hill, 24 miles west of Campobasso, and is

surrounded by scenery of romantic beauty. The
modern town consists chiefly of one long and
narrow street, and is surrounded by walls. Among
numerous other antiquities is a subterranean aque-
duct, hewn in the solid rock, which still supplies
the fountains and manufactories with water, and
remains unimpaired throughout its entire course of

one mile. I. was much injured by an earthquake
in 1805, when some of its linest buildings were
ruined. Woollens, paper, and earthenware are here
manufactured. Pop. 8584.

I'SHIM, a river of Siberia, an affluent of the Obi

(1 V'L
'

I'SHMAEL (Heb. Yishmael, 'God will hear'),

the first-born of Abraham, by Hagar, the Egyptian
r is fou.id of his wife Sarah. His chara tor jund

Hagar sitting by
way to Shur, whither she had tied to avoid the harsh
treatment of her mistress : 'And he will be a wild
[literally, ' a wild ass-'] man ; his hand against every
man, and every man's hand against him ; and he
shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren'

' (Gen. xvi. 12). Expelled from his father's house,
along with his mother, when he was about the age
of 15, he went into the southern wilderness where
he grew up to manhood, and became famous as an
archer. Scripture represents I. in a not unfavour-
able light, and it was predicted that he should
become a great nation. This ' great nation ' is

commonly believed to be the Arabian ; and there is

no good reason for doubting that at least the

northern Arabs—the wild Bedouins who roam over
the great wastes between the peninsula of Sinai

and the Persian Gulf—may, to a certain degree, be
the descendants of Ishmael. There is, however,

;
not a shadow of reason, as all scholars now admit,
for the notion that the founders of the great
Joktanite and Cushite monarchies in the south of

Arabia were of Ishmaelitie origin ; and the descrip-

tion given in Scripture oi the character and habits

of I. and his descendants does not in the least apply

to these monarchies. The Bedouins of Northern
and Central Arabia, on the other hand, are full of

Ishmaelitie traditions. Mohammed asserted his

descent from I., and the Mohammedan doctors

declare that Ishmael, and not Isaac, was offered up
in sacrifice—transferring the scene of this act from
Moriah in Palestine to Mount Arafat near Mecca.

I'SIAC TABLE, a monument much esteemed and
quoted by archaeologists previous to the discovery
of hieroglyphics, being a flat rectangular bronze-
plate, inlaid with niello and silver, about 4 feet 8
inches long, by 3 feet in height. It was sold by a
soldier of the Constable de Bourbon to a locksmith,

and bought of the same by Cardinal Bembo in

1527, passed after his death to Modena, and finally

to Turin, where it is now deposited. It consists

of three rows of figures of Egyptian deities and
emblems. Its object was supposed to have been
votive, or even to have been the nativity of the
Emperor Trajan ; but it is now recognised as a very
late or spurious monument.—Winekelmann, Op. hi.

113, v. 450; Wilkinson, Sir G., Mann, and Oust.

I'SIDORE OF SEVILLE (IsiDOEirs Hispjj-
lensis), one of the most distinguished ecclesiastics

of the 6th century. He is particularly remark-
able as among the earliest representatives of the
church of Spain, and of that great movement in the
Western Church by which the doctrinal and moral
system of Christianity was brought into harmony
with the habits and institutions of those various
races and nationalities which, by successive immi-
grations and wars, were eventually erected into

the Hispano-Gothic kingdom, which exercised so

powerful an influence on what is called Latin
Christianity. He was born about 560 or 570, at

Carthagena, where his father, Severianus, was pre-

fect. Two of his brothers, Fulgentius and Leander,
were, like himself, bishops, the first of Carthagena,
the second succeeding himself in the see of Seville.

The episcopate of I. is rendered notable by the two
half-ecclesiastical, half-civil councils of Toledo in

619 and in 633, which were held under his presi-

dency, and the canons of which may almost be said

to have formed the basis of the constitutional law
of the Spanish kingdoms, both for church and for

state, down to the great constitutional changes of
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the l">th oentury. He also collected with the same

object all t i ill and other church
laws anterior to hie time His death, » b

in O.'iC, forma one of the most remarkable scenes in

early Christian history. When he '"

and charity, prayed their forgiveness for all his

o\\ i\ shortcomings in his .hit;.

property bo unoug the poor. His

works, which are in the most various d

of knowleil ascrtieal, liturgical,

scriptural, historical, phil pineal, and even plnlo-

- Srst published in 1680; but the most
complete edition is that of Arevali, 7 vols. 4to

(I; e, 1797—1803). We arc indebted to I. for

many fragments of Greek and Latin autl

she mind" i- several oi whom hardly any other

remains have been preserved.

I -.1 1 >< i I: I \ N DECRETALS, also called False
DbcBKAU, a spurious compilation of tire 9th c,

winch. by a singular idiina;

obtained currenoy in the Western Church, and con-

tinued for several centuries to enjoy unquestioned

Dp to the 9th c the only authentic
i

. that of 1 »i(in\

eommenced with the decrees of Pope siricius in the

end of the 4th century. The so-, ailed [sidorian

Decretals stretch back through the predecessors

of siricius up to Clement himself, and comprise do

fewer than ;VJ decrees or epistles anterior to the

his. In a later part of th

collection, moreover, are interpolated nearly forty

similar documents, unknown till the time of that
compilation. All these documents are presented

not rely as authentic, but as the genuine pro-

attributed. The subject-matter of tie

is most diversified, comprising the authority and

firivileges of the pope, the whole system of the
n.rarchy, with the rel

each other and to the common head. In all, there

-umptioii of the papal

same time more than
doubtful whether the direct object oi

: ition ..i the pap
much more likely that the obj

rights of bishops against the arbitrary rule of the

metropolitans. Dean Miliuan thinks it probable

that the author believed that h

for Rome any prerogative which Rom.
not claimed' lj."tiit ('hrinHiuiilii. ii. :>7*). Catholic

B . further, and while they admit
and d< nounee the clumsy fraud, contend that the

met, furnishes the strongest presumpt

d, was already in full poss.

the fonnal and written law which the d

turer attempted to provide in the decretals of tin-

early ]jontitl's.

It" is CoriOOJ that the author, the place, mid the

date of this singular forgery are siill matter of

uncertainty. It is certain that it .li.l not come
and the most probable conjecture

assigns its origin to Met/., »t some time between

340 and 847. It "as introduced under the

name of Isidore oi Seville, as a partol

collection known us his, an.l was l.eli.-\c.l to have

hi from Spain bj Ricolf, the Archbishop

of Molts. It is hardly possible, in an age of dig"

in-, to doubt that, «hen the decretals

lirst appeared, even the most superficial inquiry, or

the slightest criticul investigation of the historical

sources, would have sufficed to detect the fraud.

•It is impossible,' says Dean Milman, ' to deny that

i
i b M it .

"i.

the Roman pontiffs _ ite sanction
H is equally

fix the limit beyond which, in an age
so uncritical, lit- 1 .11 > or historii .1 credulity might

I
without provoking its BUS.

or distm !

From the iir ' circulation of the ' J

d..wn to the loth c, no doubts
i
n

-_; tin-in. Nicholas ....'. id I irdinal Turre-

the first to question their genuineness,

but after the Reformation, tin

opened. The eeiituriat. .is of Mag.leln:

strated their utterly apocryphal character. A reply

rather de la Torre; but the
question may be said to have been finally settled

bv lilondel. Sec Milmau's Latin '»,

370- 380; Walt-heirs KinAenrecht, p. loo; Gfrorer's

Kirch »../ 1

['SING I. ASS. See Gf.latixe.

I'SIS, the name of an Egyptian deity, the sister

and wife of Osiris, called by that people ffes,

daughter of 8eb or Chronos, and V,
according to other versions, of Hermes and Rhea,
born on the 4th day of the Epagomenss, or five

days added to the Egyptian year of 360 days.

After the murder of Osiris by Typhon, and the

throwing of bun in a colriu into the Tanitic mouth
of the Nile on the 17th Athyr, I. was informed of

the deed by the Pans and Satyrs, and went into

mourning at C'optos ; and hearing from s..m. . Inl.li n

wdiere the chest bad been thrown, proceeded to seek

for it in company with Anubis, and d

enclosed in a tamarisk column in the palace of

Malcander, at Byblos ;
and sitting down at a fottn-

... i.d by the ambrosial scent

..f her hair, and invit.d to the ...nit by the Queen
Astarte, to nurse her children. I Ine ol 1

1

with her finger, and end, a\ v.l t.. render immortal
by ]i lacing him in flames, while she herself, under
the form of a swallow. Bew round the column and

i
i fate. Having obtained the column,

1. took out the chest of i isiris, wrapped it in

linen, and lamented so deeply, that the youngest
of the queen's sons died of fright. She then
set forth with the chest and eldest son to Egypt,
dried up the river I'hadrus on her way, and
killed with her glances the eldest son. named
Maneros, who bad spied her secret grief in the

desert. Having deposited the chest in a Becret

place, she proceeded to Buto to Horns ; but Typhon
discovered the chest, and divided the body into
JS, ,„• -.'I', ]>, l tl.CI-, .111.1 scattered it "VlT tile colllltry.

mi ...iijit, and f.

the phallus, which I

wherever she found any of the limbs,

figure of the go.l, to the principal tritii
I

each of which Sllbse.|!lelith .

I

I isiris. After the battl. oi II s

an.l Typhon, 1. liberated Typhon, and had her

diadem torn off, and rep] n the shape

of a cow. She was the motl

Osiris before her birth, and of Harj
i I Isiris. She buried ( Isins at I'lnl.e.

in Hades. Her soul i have passi d

into the stai - Her worship was
1

worshipped at Fhike and ai I

special festival was celebrated to her; and her
: .. inundation of the

Nile. Another festival was celebrated to her at the

Id the moDuments.she is called the goddess-mother,
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the mistress of heaven, sister and wife of Osiris, and
nurse of Horus, the mourner of her brother, the eye
of the sun, and regent of the gods. In her terres-
trial character, she wears upon her head the throne
which represented her name ; in her celestial, the
disc and horns, or tall plumes. She is often seen
Buckling Horus ; sometimes she has the head of a
cow, indicating her identity with the cow Athor,
of whom the sun was born. Occasionally, she is

identified with other female deities, such as Pasht.
On her head, she wears the vulture symbol of
maternity. Her attributes were assumed by the
queens of Egypt, and Cleopatra sat and gave
responses in the character of the youthful Isis.

The worship of I. was introduced into Rome by
Sulla (86 E. c.) from Tithorea, and shared the fate of
that of other Egyptian deities, being assneiated with
that of Serapis, Anubis, and others, and the temples
from time to time destroyed. It flourished under
the Flavians and Hadrian. At this time, I. was
represented with a sistrum or rattle, a bucket, and
a dress with a fringed border, knotted at the chest.
On the Alexandrian coins, I. appears as Pliaria,
before the Pharos, holding a full sail. The test i sals.

seclusion, rules of chastity, attracted many followers,
but the worship was not altogether considered
reputable by the Romans. It was more extended
and respected in Asia Minor and the provinces,
but fell before Christianity (391 A.D.). I. was
worshipped as the giver of dreams, and in the
twofold character of restorer of health and inflicter

of diseases.

The myth of I., as given by Plutarch, appears to
be a fusion of Egyptian and Phoenician traditions,
and the esoterical explanations ottered by that writer
and others shew the high antiquity and unintelli-

gibility of her name. She was thought to mean
the cause, seat, or the earth, to be the same as the
Egyptian Neith or Minerva, and Athor or Venus ; to
be the Greek Demeter or Ceres, Heeate, or even Io.

Many monuments have been found of this goddess,
and a temple at Pompeii, and a hymn in her"honour
at Antioch. The representations of her under the
Roman empire are most numerous, I. having, in the
pantheistic spirit of the age, been compared with
and figured as all the principal goddesses of the
Pantheon.—Plutarch, De Iskte; Herod, ii. c. 59

;

Ovid, Met. ix. 770 ; Bunsen, Egypt's Place, i. p. 413

;

Wilkinson, Sir G., ihmn. and Oust., iii. 276, iv. 366 •

Birch, Gail. Ant. p. 31.

ISIS. See Thames.

ISKANDEROO'N, or ALEXANDRETTA, a sea-
port of Asiatic Turkey, on the coast of Syria, is situ-
ated on a gulf of the same name, 60 miles west-north-
west of Aleppo, of which it is the port. Its harbour
is the best on the Syrian coast ; but the town itself,

though much improved within late years, is still

poor and miserable. In 1856, 392 vessels of 133,114
tons, and the value of whose cargoes amounted to
upwards of a million sterling, entered and cleared
the port. Galls, silk, cotton, and fruits are exported

;

and the chief imports are rice, corn, salt, and goods
of British manufacture. Pop. 1000.

I'SLA DE PI'NOS, an almost circular island, of
800 square miles and 900 inhabitants, is the largest
of the numerous satellites of Cuba, lying off the
south coast of the Queen of the Antilles, pretty
nearly on the meridian of the capital, Havana. It
is celebrated for its excellent climate, exuberant
fertility, rich mines, and valuable timber.

ISLAM, or ESLAM (Arab.), the proper name
of the Mohammedan religion ; designating complete
and entire submission of body and soul to God, his
will and his service, as well as to all those articles

of faith, commands, and ordinances revealed to and
ordained by Mohammed the prophet (see Moham-
medanism). Islam, it is held, was once the religion
of all men

; but whether wickedness and idolatry
came into the world after the murder of Abel, or
at the time of Noah, or only after Amru Ibn Lohai,
one of the first and greatest idolaters of Arabia,
are moot -points among Moshm (a word derived,
from Islam) theologians. Every child, it is believed,
is born in Islam, or the true faith, and would con-
tinue in it till the end were it not for the wicked-
ness of its parents, ' who misguide it early, and lead
it astray to Magism (see Gueeres), Judaism, or
Christianity.' See Mohammed, Koran.

ISLAMABA'D. See Chiitagono.

ISLAND (Ang.-Sax. ir/land, 'properly, eye-land, a
spot of land surrounded by water, as the eye in
the face '—Wedgewood ; Ice. ey, Dan. de, meaning
isle, and akin to eye; the s in island crept in
through the influence of Fr. isle, derived from Lat.
insiihi). in Geography, land surrounded with water.
New Holland is sometimes regarded as a continent,
and sometimes as an island ; so that the distinction
of the terms is somewhat vague ; even the great
Eastern and Western continents are surroundedVith
water. In the ocean between New Holland and Asia,
aud to the eastward, islands are more numerous than
anywhere else in the world. There, also, the largest
islands are found. Excluding New Holland, the
largest islands in the world are Borneo and
Greenland; after these, New Guinea, Madagascar,
Sumatra, and Great Britain. Islands are often in
groups, and when the number is great, the assem-
blage is called an archipelago. Some islands have
the appearance of intimate geological connection
with the continents near which they are situated,
and some of such connection with each other that
they seem as if they were the remaining parts of
a former continent ; others, generally of a more
circular form, have their geological character more
complete in itself. In the South Seas, there are
two very distinct classes of islands, the one
nniuntainous, and often with active volcanoes; the
other low and flat, formed of coral. See Coral
Islands.

ISLANDS OF THE BLESSED were, according
to a very old Greek myth, certain happy isles
situated towards the edge of the Western Ocean,
where the favourites of the gods, rescued from
death, dwelt in joy, and possessed everything in
abundance that could contribute to it.

I'SLAY, an island on the west coast of Scotland,
belonging to the group of the Inner Hebrides, and
to the coimty of Argyle, lies west of the peninsula
of Kintyre, from which it is distant about 15
miles, and south-west of the island of Jura, from
which it is separated by a strait called the Sound
of Islay. Greatest length, 24 miles

; greatest
breadth, 17 miles; area, about 220 square miles;
pup. (1801) 10,332. In the north, the island is hilly,
and along the eastern shore runs a ridge rising
from 800 to upwards of 1500 feet in height.
The central and western districts are undulat-
ing or flat. Agriculture has of late years been
greatly improved

;
the number of acres under colti-

vation is about 20,000, and abundant crops, bo^h
white aud green, are produced. There are nine
distilleries on the island, which produce about
4(10,000 gallons of whisky annually. Chief exports,
black cattle, sheep, aud whisky. 'Lead and copper
ores have been worked in mines in the interior,
but have not yet been shipped to any considerable
extent.

I'SLINGTON, a suburb of London, but so closely
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ta form part of it, is situated bland), one of the many islands which ne off the

two miles north of St Paul's. I'np. in 1SI1, .Vi.tipo ; western coast of 1 >alm.it ii, in tin' Adriatic Sea,

in K.I. !i.-.. :;•.'!); in lsci, I.">.".,.'til. It in remarkable extends between 43* 61' and 44 11' X. hit. Greatest

for the number of its religious, educational, and length, 27 miles; greatest breadth, 3 miles; pop.

benevolent institutions. 12,000.

[BM kl%, a town and river-port of Turkey, in the ISOLA MA'DRE. See Borromean Islands.

ol Moldavia, on the north bank of the [SO'MERISM (from the Greek word ItonOrtt,

B i of the Danube, about 40 miles from composed of equal parts), a term applied to those

Hie mouth of that river. It was taken, destroyed, organic compounds which are identical in their

ami its garrison put to the sword by Suwaroff ultimate or percentage composition, hut present

ia December \~'M> ; came into the possession mi iiiiirrcne.-s iii their eli. niieal properties. Isomeric

Bussia after the peaoe of Bucharest in 1812; but compounds, or ieomerides, are divisible into meta-

reverted to Turkey by the treaty ol Paris, 18 lund . or mtUxmeridea, and polymeric

i on an important trade in corn, as well as a compounds, or potymerid a
considerable ui-neral trade. 270 vessels left the port In all metaincne compounds, the equivalent

- i, 1868. Pop. (1866) 31,779. Previous number is the same, while in all polyi

•hi to Turkey, it was the station of the pounds the equivalent numbers are Simple multiples

I t of the Danube. of the equivalent ol the lowest number ol I

ISMU'D, ISM ID, or IZ.MID. See Nicomedia.
illustration of llletameii.les, hlltvrie aciil,

BKTK.TIZNBCK. B. M. < .. ^h} C.H.O., and acetic ether,gff }
O =

I"""'-" !•'"•*
„,!,,, eet i, will he a. e seen thai the, h.ne the

which exhibit the same mean dilleienee between .

«MI,«l 2I-,n...l consequently
the motrthly extremes of the barometer. 11, -e I

.,.,.,.,„„.._,. 1 ,„„ |1„Mti , m>and the eamVequiv-
latmus are ereat.r in a countnes, as Hindu- ^ „„„>„.,.,^ ss

As an illustration of pnlynierides, tiie hydrocarbons
homolo-ous with oleliant i;ns may he taken, defiant

gas is represented by the formula C1H4, tritylene

ii- i

'

:
l 1... butylene by ('ills, smylene bj I fiio.

The-e -ill.-lalieo- have the -an II' percentage com-
position, but different equivalent numbers, all the

formula- being multiples of the more simple formula,

I'll., which represents the composition of an al-

cohol-radical, methylene, which has not yet been iso-

lated.

The carbo-hydrates, which are represented by the

pendulum. Isochronism is closely approximated eeiieral formula, C\H, l2 < 1.., present wcll-m

practice by causing the pendulum to describe a ph-s of isomerism. Thus, cellulose (CeHioOs), starch

\:

stan and Newfoundland, than in others, as Western
Europe anil the Antilles.

ISO OH ROB ISM a eqc J,

A pendulum is isochronous when its vibrations are

rformed in equal times, whether these vibrations

large or small; but it can only possess this prd-

]K-rty by being constrained to move in a cycloidal

arc. See CroLOED. This is managed by causing

the string to wrap and unwrap itself round two

equal cycloi diameter of whose
i irele is equal to half the length of the

pendulum. Isochronism is closely approximated

in practice by causing the pendulum to describe a
very small circular arc. (I !jHuc Is), and gum (CgHioOs), are metameric ; while

, , , , -, ' lli'illr.l I i'--is the same percent-
Grecian orator, was ,„„' ,.„m ilm„, .„„ twil .c M high .,„ equivalent

born at Athens. 4.ib n. <;. He had a weak voice,
,„,,„, ..,„ hv ,!,,,„.,, |,„., i(

.

; ,, i( | .tMh.n,. I the
and much natural timidity, which shut him out

<>vm . ,.,„„,,. eomposition, but tin
from a political career ; but he taught rhetoric,

U] ., u „„ , m: ,|,,„ t „„ er< ,ls hvdrated aeetie and
and wrote orations for others, for which hi c. ed ,.

ff }
,„., the three last-named substances are

large sums; and though be did not mingle in the
1>t> i vincrii-

tlv interested in the '" ,,,,,,,.,,., r , „ .

! country's independence and 1. r.
IsoNH I M IIIsM (derived Ir ,b, i :, e. I I

The fatal battle of L'h.er '

'

! unities siuii-

' " '"' " ,s """' restricted by chemists

.
:::;s 1-..I-.. in the "i.sth year of his .-._.

'"!' !'' "Inch are not only similar in

end of Plata His orations, of which '[ '

''.'
' '

''.'' '"''"' ,l '" am Jrj">
!.'" :,1 "- ,

|

" 1 - "'

twenty are extant, are chai ' '.'"" i; '' ,;
' ,:i

- '
: ."' 'hiimond (< l,

extreme carei tyle, but an- "<"-'' if o
>

lc.i,i..i.

ompared with those of Demosthenes in (AlK(SO«)U2HjO), all crystallise in octahedra, but

fervour, or with tln.se of Ly-ias in natural beauty there •- "hvioi.sly no analogy in the chemical com-

and simplicity. ThebestmoderneditionsaretlK.se p..-.n..„ ,,i th.-e substances; on the other hand.

ii He, 1803), Ad. Cora* (Paris, 1807), G. *« npinelle ruby c
M-,c i.Al.c ) ,., ,,,a^,e,,e oxide ,.i

ind Baiter and Bauppe '">'" <
''' ' ' IV i< ' •'. and ebrolne ore ,1, ,111 ',,<>

,

(Zlirich i

""' on '.v crystallise in octahedra, but ins their tor-

si-., analogous in their chemical
Isiii.VN \'Mlc',IS()(T.rxiC,andI>.it:i>\Ic ,,„„,„,.;,,,„ lb..-, the members of the latter

MITES '' '<**, equal. dynarnU, force, kkno, to group are truly isomorphous in the restricted sense,

A force, equal while the members of the former group present

inclination, and equal declination, an three systems ,,„i v ,„„. ,,i ,i,- combinations of chemical lsomor-
n b.iii- hud do-.M .lit phi's, „. i„ -i ease-, however, iis Mitscherlieh

' as exhibited at the
( t( , whom we ..v..- inneli of our knowledge ol this

as of phenomena, the -,,i
,

,. ti„ ehemieal , position ,>f miI.-

irying dip or jtances thai correspond in form is analogous; and
inclination ot the ne. -.lb-, and its varying d'.liiiatiou ,|„„ chemist has further endeavoured to prove that
from tb. i.ii.sM. ,.],,„. I',,,,,, is independent of the chemical na-

IBOTi \ BE II. V. Sec Borromean Isi-ant*. •» •* *" Bto.ms, and that it is determined solely

by their erouping and relative position; the -ame

[gOL | QBOSS \, I
M 1 in the same way
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l>s in which the existence of isomorphism has

form! I been distinctly ascertained. Prom these we select

Miller, in his diemical Physics, gives fifteen
|
three groups—oneof elements, and two of compounds:

Arsenic
Antimony
Tellurium

Chloride of Potassium, KCI
Iodide of Potassium, KI
Bromide of Potassium, KBr
Fluoride of Potassium, KF1

Alumina, AliOj
Sesquioxide of Iron, Fe 4 3

Sesquioxide of Chromium, Cr 4 3

Sesquioxide of Manganese, Mn 4 O a

The discovery of the coincidence of similarity

in crystalline form where the chemical composition

ia also similar, is the most important generalisation

yet arrived at in the science of crystallography

;

and in chemistry it has been of essential service in

facilitating the classification of compounds, and in

determining the combining numbers or atomic
weights of the elementary bodies.

ISO'PODA (Gr. equal-footed), an order of Mala-
costracous Crustaceans of the section Edriophthahna

(q. v.), mostly aquatic—some marine, some inhabit-

ants of fresh waters—but some terrestrial, inhabiting

damp places, as the armadillo, woodlouse, &c. The
body is flattened. The thorax consists of seven seg-

ments beai-ing seven pair of feet;—six in the young
before their first moulting. The females have usually

large plates attached to the thoracic segments, meet-

ing to form a pouch for the eggs aud young.

The interesting fossils called Trilolites (q. v.) are

supposed to be Isopoda, or nearly related to them.

ISOTHE'RMAL LINES (Gr. isos, equal, and
thermos, warm) are lines laid down on maps to con-

nect together places of the same mean temperature.
—Isotheral Lines (Gr. theros, summer) are those

which connect places of equal mean summer tem-
perature.

—

Isocheimonal Lines (Gr. clieimon, winter)

connect places of equal mean muter temperature.

—

Alexander von Humboldt was the first to lay down
these systems of lines on maps in 1817. Their

importauce in reference to climate, meteorology, and
the geographic distribution of plants and animals,

can hardly be over-estimated.—If the whole surface

of the earth were uniform, it is evident that iso-

thermal lines would precisely correspond with the

degrees of latitude, and there would be no isotheral

and isocheimonal lines, as distinguished from the

isothermal ; but neither would the earth be habit-

able for man, or suitable for almost any of the animal

or vegetable tribes which actually exist upon it.

Isothermal, isotheral, and isocheimonal lines are

therefore laid down altogether from observations

recorded and compared. In laying them down, care

must be taken to make allowance for the elevation

of each place of observation above the level of the

sea, they being all laid down as for that level.

Isothermal hues are named according to the mean
temperature which they indicate, the line of 50°, the

line of 60°, &c. They are far from corresponding

with parallels of latitude, nor are they parallel with
one another, but are curved in such a manner as to

indicate two northern and two southern poles or

centres of greatest cold. It is in the extra-tropical

•Darts of the northern hemisphere that these curva-

tures are greatest. The northern poles of cold are

situated in the arctic regions, one to the north of

Siberia, nearly in the meridian of Jakutsk, and the

other to the north of America, nearly iu the meridian

of the most western part of Hudson's Bay ; and the

isothermal lines throughout the greater part of the

northern hemisphere descend to a lower latitude in

the east of Asia and in the east of America than
elsewhere, ascending, however, to a comparatively

hi'_ih latitude on the western coasts of both the

great continents. Thus, the line of 50° F., which

] .asses through the north of England and the north

of Ireland, and there reaches its most northern

latitude, descends to near the latitude of New York,
on the eastern coast of America. The distances of

the isothermal lines are also remarkably various in

different parts of the world. Thus, in the east of

North America, from Charleston to Labrador, the
mean annual temperature varies more than a degree
and a half for every degree of latitude ; whilst in

Central Europe the variation is only about nine-

tenths of a degree, and on the western coasts of

Europe still less.

The isotheral and isocheimonal lines are neither

parallel among themselves nor with the isothermal
lines, and it is in this that a chief difference of con-

tinental and of insular climates appears, the summers
of the former and the winters of the latter enjoying
comparatively large proportions of the heat of the

Another interesting system of lines relative to

temperature has been laid down by Mr Dove, which
he calls Isabnormal Lines—the term, however, is

objectionable, as formed from words of two lan-

guages—lines connecting places which have the
same excess above or defect below the normal
mean temperature of their latitude. See Climate,
Meteorology, and Physical Geography.

ISPAHAN, properly ISFAHAN, a famous city

of Persia, capital of the province of Irak-Ajemi,
and formerly capital of the entire country, is situated

on the Zenderud, in an extensive and fertile plain,

226 miles south of Tehran ; lat. 32° 40' N., long.
51° 43' E. The Zenderud is here 600 feet broad,
and is crossed by three noble bridges, one of them
1000 feet in length, and having 34 arches. Groves,
orchards, avenues, and cultivated fields surround
the city for miles ; but the permanent beauty of

the vicinity only serves to make the contrast all the
more striking between the former splendour of the
city and its present ruinous condition. Miles of

street are now almost tenantless, and many of the
palaces are deserted, and rapidly falling to decay.
In the C/iahar Barjh, an extensive pleasure-ground
on the south of the city, is a palace called the
CheJiel Sitton, or 'Forty Columns,' once a favourite
royal residence. Along the front of this palace is

a double range of columns, each rising from the
backs of four lions in white marble. The pillars

are inlaid with mirrors, and the walls and roof are
profusely decorated with glass and gilding. The
suburb Julfa, on the southern bank of the river,

once a flourishing Armenian settlement of 30,000
inhabitants, is now little better than a mass of

nuns. I., however, is still an important city, and
the seat of extensive manufactures, including all

sorts of woven fabrics, from rich gold brocades
and figured velvets to common calicoes. Trinkets
and ornamental goods in great variety, with fire-

arms, sword-blades, glass, and earthenware, are
also manufactured. Many of its bazaars are still

crowded daily, and its merchants are still influential

enough to affect prices in India. Of late years, too,

I. has shewn considerable signs of improvement

;

many of its edifices have been rebuilt ; rice, an
important article of commerce, is now largely culti-

vated in the neighbourhood. Pop. estimated at
60,000.

I. was a trading town of importance, and the
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capital of Irak, under the califs of Bagdad. It was

taken by Timor in 1387, when 70,000 of the inluil.it-

id to have been m
17th a, onder Shah-Abbas the Great

the capital of Persia, and reached the climax of its

prosperity. Its walls were then 24 mill

id to have had between 6

1,000,000 inhabitants. It was then the emporium
k- world; the merchandise of all

nations enriched its bazaars, and ambassadors fr,,m

Europe and I
I its court In 1722,

afterwards the seat of government was transferred

bo rehran

1 SB U'.L, KuiCDOMOF. Si

IS80IR1 , a town of France, in

I

' .in.', at the continence

of the Couze and Allier, '20 miles Bouth-east of

Clermont Pop. 6 ,

ISSllI IM'N. a manufacturing town ,

the department of Indro, is situate,! on the river

I

IS miles i
' uroux. The principal

manufactures are woollen eloth and yarn. Toil
14,282.

ISSUE, in Law, means the point of fact in

dispute which is submitted to a jury.

I s>t s, anciently, a seaport on a gulf of the

same name in (Jilicia, Asia M
a victory which Alexander the Great obtained here

over Darius (333 B.C.), by which the camp and
family of Darius fell into his hands. Its exact

site has not been aa ertained.

ISTALI'F, a town of Afgl
of < labul, on a tributary of

the Tabid river. In 1S4_\ it was partially destroyed

l,v the Bril ; oal i 1 1 at, it h id

15,000 inhabitants, who were employ
spinning, weaving, .:

I'STHMUS ii .i.i, in Geography, a narrow neck

of land joining two portions of land. The name
• by the ancients often employi .1 without

any addition l

joining thi • i at tnental Hellas,

i was a famous temple ol Si ptune, and

of the four 1

u, and afterwarde

year. They were

instituted by Sisyphus, and afterv. .:

The games, like those

tious in music and poetry. The victors

were crowned with garlands of lir, and
i ptum Down to

: ion of Corinth by the Roi

Mmiiiiiiiis (I4l> U.i'.j, the B

in the hands ,,| 1 b

though the Athenians always enjoy oil the seats of

honour. The Romans added the coals, r and more
brutal aun, itoiial exhibitions and

l he -pi, ad ol i Ihristianity

was fatal to their popularit ,

.

thi m in i i I Julian.

['STRIA . ate, which, with

tbe c i 'I,,- town
and territory of I

KUatenland. It

• into the nort ti-

ll itli the

!
lamero Islands,

IsVuRM K. SeeZvousiK.

ISWABA (from the Sanscrit W, to

to different Mm, In divinities, but in mythological
, mostly designates 8'rvi op v.).

ri , ii w w:< HITECTURE.

i

1

,
i- 16th, 16th, and 17th centuries, ami

which has since been adopted in every country in

l.uiope. I In d in a revival of the

ancient architecture of Rome. Altho
I, „1 been practised in Italy during

Me- 13th -ind 1 Ith centuries, it had
;

' Iways shewed
for the rotiud arch over :

northern form : and even iu the buildings they erected

I style, there is a certain

indicative of a cli

.mo, in tie- b, a'lt itlll

i In- pulpit at l'isa, sliewed a return

-it models. Arnolplio di Lapo built

tlie cathedral of Florence (1290—1300), and in his

,li uii piop,. i-,l -. i--.ii .1 i ii in n kably Roman
i.-atimi over the crossing of tlie nave and transept

This he did not live to complete; bul he prepared

the way for BrnneUeschi, the chief aim of whose
life was the accomplishment of the great dome of

the cathedral He went to Rome to study the

ancient buildings there, at thai

hardly known to the Italians themseh
.1. ,.,ti,i_' . considerable time to exploring these

monuments, he returned to Florence ; and, after

J I
,^__ -

. .^-— ^

1 1

Library of St vr-il:'-. V. nl, , Kicunli Palace, Florence,

bv Sansovina by lliohelossD.

gl-ejit oppo- :

Struction of thi dome as it now stands. From tics

ture want ,,i

rapidly. It was encouraged by tlie popes and Other
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princes of Italy ; and the invention of the printing-

fress soon spread a knowledge of the works of the

taliau architects over Europe. At first, the Roman
mouldings and ornaments only were copied and
applied to the existing forms. As the ancient

style became better understood, its general prin-

ciples were gradually adopted, until at length the

Modern Italian style was formed. This style may
be defined as ancient Roman architecture applied

to the forms and requirements of modern buildings.

It has been admirably applied to domestic, but it

has never been so successfully used in ecclesiastical,

edifices. The domes of the Italian churches render

the interiors of these buildings very impressive,

and are a feature, for the introduction of which
into the west of Europe, we are indebted to this

Btyle ; but the facades of the churches are broken
up into stories, and want the unity of a Gothic front.

Italian architecture is divided into three styles

or schools, according to the places where it was
practised—viz., the Florentine, Roman, and Vene-
tian. The Florentine buildings are massive and
grand in effect ; they are indebted to ancient Roman
art chiefly for details, the outlines being the same
as those of the older buildings, formed to suit the
requirements of the place. Florence being a turbu-
lent city, every man who had anything to lose had
literally to make his house his castle. Accordingly,

the basement floor is massively built with large

blocks of stone, and the windows are small and
plain. The Roman school naturally resembles more
closely the ancient Roman buildings so numerous in

that city—pilasters, arcades, &c, being freely used.

In Rome, the plan of including two or more stories

in one order of columns or pilasters with their

entablature, with an attic or low story above, first

originated, and was afterwards extensively, but,

as already explained, not successfully applied to

churches.

The Venetian style is, as might be expected in a
city long accustomed to elegant palaces, the most
ornate and picturesque of the Italian schools. Venice
is crowded with specimens of all kinds from the
earliest to the latest renaissance, and retains its

individuality of style from first to last. Each story
is marked by a separate tier of columns or pilasters

with their entablature ; the windows are arched
and ornamented with columns, and the spandrils

commonly filled with figures. The outline is varied
in form, and is usually finished with a balustrade,

broken by pedestals, and crowned with sculp-

tured figures. It is from this most picturesque
of the styles of the Italian renaissance that the
other countries of Europe derived their peculiar
forms. See Renaissance, Elizabethan, Cinque-
cento.

ITA'LIC VERSION (Vetus Itala), the name
given to a translation of the Scriptures into Latin,

which preceded the Vulgate. Its origin is com-
monly supposed to date from the middle of the 2d
century. The Italic Version was in general use
down to the time of Jerome, who, being dissatisfied

with the imperfections which it exhibited, under-
took to revise and amend it, but ultimately pro-

duced the new translation known as the Vulgate
(q.v.). The Italic Version of the Old Testament
was made, not from the Hebrew, but from the
Septuagint.

I'TALY. The geographical territory comprised
under the name of I. consists of a considerable

stretch of peninsular mainland, closely resembling
a boot in shape, besides several islands, situated in

Southern Europe, between lat. 3G° 35' and 47° N.,

and between long. 6° 35' and 1S° 35' E. From
the southern extremity of Sicily to the Alps its

maximum length is about 600 miles, its utmost
breadth being 300 miles.

Boundaries.—Its boundaries on the N. are Austria
and Switzerland, on the S. the Mediterranean, on
the W. France and the Mediterranean, and on the
E. the Ionian and Adriatic Seas, while its natural
limits are strongly delinod by the Alps and the sea.

Area.—The kingdom of Italy, which now comprises
the entire peninsula and several adjacent islands, except
the unimportant principality of Monaco and the Re-
public of San Marino, embraces a total area of 1 14,(329

English square miles, and a population of 24,965,882.
It is composed of the following provinces:

2. iiui

3 Grll

4. Nov
5. 1'orl

G. T..ri

22. Yi-a.-zia,

23. Verona, .

24. Vicenza,

32. Ravenim,
33. Keggio Emilia,

Emilia, .

37. JV-sal-1) and Urljiuo,

Marches.

38. Umbria (Perugia), .

49. Molise (Campouiii

SI
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hemp, flax, cotton, which are largely grown, and
even the sugar-cane is successfully cultivated in the
Two Sicilies. Agriculture, however, except in the
north, is in a very backward condition. Neverthe-
less, the annual yield of cereal crops is considerable,
and not only suffices for home consumption, but
likewise for foreign export. The northern pro-
vinces or great plains, Tuscany, and the islands of
Sardinia and Sicily, furnish most of the grain of
Italy. The minor alimentary products are beans,
pease, Indian corn, lupines, and chesnuts, which are
largely used. The wines of I. are very numerous,
but owing to the defective mode of their manu-
facture, are unfit for exportation, as they can
neither bear transport, nor do they improve by
age. The wines of Naples are esteemed the best,
small quantities of the famous La&ima OhrisU and
the Vino cPAstl being exported, while the Sicilian
wines of Marsala form a considerable export trade.
The most superior oil and olives are furnished by
Tuscany, Lucca, and Naples; the oil of Florence,
and that of Gallipoli and Puedia, being unequalled
for purity and sweetness. Silk is chiefly manu-
factured in the northern provinces, the cultivation
of the mulberry and the rearing of the silk-worm
forming in Lombardy a principal occupation of
the population. In Lombardy alone, upwards of
17.111)0,000 mulberry-trees are required to furnish
food for the worms; and the silk exported from
the Lombardo-Venetian provinces alone yields
an annual revenue estimated at about £7,000,000,
The best manufactured silk comes from Piedmont,
Tuscany, and the Roman provinces. The cotton-
plant is grown extensively in Sicily, and yields
annually about 2,000,000 lbs., which is manufac-
tured in the native looms of Tuscany, Piedmont,
Lombardy, and Pome. The fruits of the Two
Sicilies are exquisite in flavour, and embrace several
tropical species. Oranges, lemons, almonds, figs,

dates, melons, and the pistachio-nut are common to
all orchards, and are largely exported. A consider-
able cheese-trade exists in the northern provinces,
that of Lombardy alone yielding a revenue of more
than £2,000 000. I. also furnishes various valuable
substances, such as sulphur, alum, &c. All the
domestic animals of Western Europe are to be found
in I., besides buffaloes and camels, which are not
uncommon. The fauna of I. includes most of the
British species, besides the wolf, lynx, boar, marmot,
vulture, ibis, flamingo, and pelican. On the coast
of the southern provinces are to be found many
species of African water-fowl. The ortolano and
beccafico are small birds, much esteemed for their
flavour. The nocturnal fireflies are a remarkable
feature of insect life.

Fisheries.—The sea and fresh-water fisheries of
T. are considerable; the Mediterranean furnishing
immense quantities of tunny, anchovies, sardines,
mullet, pilchards, and mackerel. The export of
anchovies and sardines is of vast extent. The
river-fisheries yield salmon, trout, sturgeon, lam-
preys, tench, and barbel, &c. ; and the lagoons con-
tain excellently flavoured eels. See Commacchio.
The crustaceans and shell-fish of the Italian seas
are of great variety and delicate flavour, and are a
favourite article of Italian consumption.
Exports.—Among the exports of I. may be noted

raw silk, rice, fish, fruits of various kinds, marble,
alabaster, sulphur, alum, silks, velvets, cloth of gold
and silver, perfumes, mosaics in stone and wood,
carvings in wood, macaroni and similar culinary
pastes, porcelain, majolica, preserved fruits and
meats, musical instalments, jewellery, and objects
of art.

Army and Xavy.—On Jan. 1, 1870, the army was
composed of 138,644 men on the peace-footing, and

ted of 94,800 infantry of the

, or sharp-shooters; 14,326
cavalry; 15,597 artillery

; 2320 engineers
; 1127 mili-

tary train
; 19,509 caraliinicri; 2.300 administrative

troops
; 700 military instructors. The total number

of troops on the war-footing numbers 546,442 of all
ranks. At the beginning of 1S70 the Italian navy
was composed of 91 ships of war, armed with 798
guns: of these, 22 were iron-clad steamers, of 201
guns

; 29 screw steamers, of 380 guns ; and 32 paddle-
wheel steamers, of 113 guns ; 8 sailing vessels, of 104
guns, the whole manned hv 20,892 sailors.
Finances.—The budget I'm- the vear 1870 gave a total

ordinary income of about Sl78,uiin,000, and from the
property of the Church §190,000,000, The expenses
of all kinds amounted to £223,000,000. The interest on
the public debt in 1870 amounted to 467,314,812 francs.

Religion.—The dominant form of religion of [. is
the Roman Catholic. The native Protestants dwell
chiefly in the YValdensian valleys of Piedmont and
number only about 20,000. There are also between
40,000 and 50,000 Jews scattered throughout I., who
are chiefly engaged in commerce. Political rather
than theological reasons have recently, however,
brought the papacy into great disrepute among the
progressive and national section of the country
Freedom of worship, until of late, was denied to
native Protestants by all the states except Pied-
mont; but since the late political changes of I,
freedom of religions belief is not only tolerated, but
promoted and encouraged by the government. The
Roman Catholic' clergy are estimated at about
•
'OO.(HK), including the monastic fraternities. The
church revenues of I. have of late suffered con-
siderable diminution, owing to the suppression of
several orders and the confiscation of their property
which has been devoted to the cause of public education.'

Education.—The mass of the Italian people
are incredibly illiterate; the primary elements of
education, reading and writing, are by no means
universal even among the better classes. A great
educational impulse, however, has been imparted to
all the recently united states, in which new public
and endowed schools are daily being inaugurated.
Normal schools, on the British' principle, have been
already founded for the training of I.'s future
teachers; ami the judgment, tolerance, and discrimi-
nation displayed in the various appointments to
these institutions, give the happiest promise for the
future education of Italy. The universities of I. are
numerous, many of them being of ancient date and
European fame. The chief are those of Salerno,
bologna, Naples. Padua. Rome, Perugia, Pisa, Siena'
Pavia. Turin, Parma, Florence, Catania, Caglian
(m 17G4), Genoa (remodelled and extended, 1783),
Modcna (recently reopened). See Venetia, Papal
States, Monaco, Marino.
History.—The ancient history of I. will be more

conveniently treated of under Rome; see also
Etrttria, Umbeia, &c. We proceed to the dawn
of modern history. The Western Roman Empire
fell before a mixed horde of barbarous mercenaries
chiefly composed of the Heruli, who proclaimed
their leader, Odoacer, king of Italy (476 A. it.)

After 13 years of military despotism, he was slain,
and his followers vanquished by the Ostrogoths, led
by their great king Theodoric. The Ostrogoths (see
Corns!, in their turn, were vanquished (552 a.d.)

;

and I. was then governed by an ,.,;ur!i, or delegate of
the emperor ol ( 'onstautinople, whose scat of govern-
ment was Ravenna. Narses, the first exarch, havina
been disgraced, in revenge invited the Lombards to
invade Italy (568) ; and under their rule the ancient
political system of Northern Italy was superseded
by the introduction of feudal and Teutonic institu-
tions. The Lombards, in their turn, were conquered



by Pepin (754) and Chorlemagni (774), the latter of

wltomwasci
h.w.v. r, retained the great dui bit to
Bpoleto, ftc, till the advent of the Normans. In 842,

is invaded I., and took possession of many
important places on the southern coast, which they

i oui by the

Normans. On the fall «»f 1 1

1

• • Carlovn

own of Italy fell to !'• rengaritu I.', chief

Of tli" Friuli. who
did homage to Otho I. of Germany as his lord-

:.|
. and in 961, Otho deposed his

vassal, and assumed sovereign rights over the Italian

kingdom. From this period, the chief towns of

Italy rapidly emerged from their previous insig-

irinfttintr* A foremost I bo and In*

iras the ahascnii tit "I tin- papacy; and
for a time these emperors bu<

; be right of Dominating to the chair of

St Peter til oupaut moi-l

rule. The
various tumultuous risings of the It.il

their German rulers, who had grown I

n aeral detestation. Important feudal modifications

during this reign tended still further to weaken the

great Feudal

and citizens. Under the reign of b

Henry II I., we find I

" I
!.:!'.

.
'Ill

aggrandisem. ruelphic House of

F.sto ic|. v.i, tin- lil I . stiture (q. v.),

and the establishment of an ameliorated form of

;
i mment (1100), are the three most

notable events that occurred under the Franconian
dynasty.

Under the Holienstaufcn dynasty. Italy enjoyed

nn interregnum b of about 60
yars. which, however, was wasted in Buicidal con-

n the two factions of the I

Ghibellines. The most teiril.li- incident of this

period was
(q.v.). Notwithstanding the inveterate internecine

v, it was a perio

and prosperity. The free cities or republics of

Italy rivalled kingdoms in the extent and import-

ance of their commerce and mann

of tin ir public e.lilie. - and n

individual and national wealth to whieh

they attained. Unhappily, spirit of rivalry and
intolerance grew up during this period of medieval

splendour, and in the arbitrary attempt of these

over each other, they

gradually worked their own destruction.

From tie

Henry VII. i l.'iliSi. the chief i

tin- war betv
..I i In Line, (1284);

the quarrels of the Guelphie factions, the Bianchi

and the Neri, in Tuscany ; the papal efforts for their

104 1377 j and th
Mi. I hiring

the first half of the 1 Ith C. '

H 1. ; but in 1366, tin- Bo
i

whnin the forei I were thi Vi sonti or lords of

Milan, replae. d that ol the emperOl

middle ..I the 14th c. to the end of thi 16th, the

eollective history of L ceases, each cil

by some powerful 1 tor example,
Verona by the Delia Bcala, Padua by the Carrara,

Ferrara by the Est

mi, ami Sfor/.ii fnniilii-

Genoa, Pisa, Florence, Venice, Naples, &c
I'r.nn 1496 to 1626, I. was the theatre of the

sanguinary struggles between France, (be native
ruler*, and the rXapsbnrgs, but the battle of Pavia
(l.vj.'i) thou.

i

ascendency of the
German emperor, who appointed over the various

lectioi l

'

17th e., in. 1 1. the history of I. ;

tin- country being at peace, the various states

nl industry, as far as

ted. In the following

re effected

during the war of the Spin,

n coalition

ii ins, however,
i
roved

irresistible. By the treaty of Campo Formio. 17th

October 1797, the en1 i i
was trans-

ferred to An : rest of the country,
under various d.sigiia r the most
part a dependency of Fiance. In this anomalous
condition it remained during the rule of Napoleon.
After the battle of Water!, " i. t he till. 'I

tion of I. was decreed as follows by the congress
of Vienna: the kingdom of Sardinia reverted to

the House of Savoy, to which were added all the
ill lie : the Lomhardo-

Venetian kingdom fell to Austria; the principalities
i M irandola, to w aid « as soon

. re restored to the
i.hihK of Este; Lucca was created a duchy, for the
rightful Duke of Parma, whose hereditary state was
conferred on Maria Louisa, ex-empress of the French;
the duchy of Tuscany was restored to the Austro-
Lorraine dynasty; the Papal State: to the pope; the

kingdom of Naples to the Bourbons; while the petty
state of San Marino was allowi

lican form ; and \h -,, ,l ;ui

tinois.

i Vienna, I. was again east at

the fi 't of the papacy and of Austria, and this at a
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rule on the 17th of March, and after five days of

heroic fighting, the Austrians were expelled from the

city, and Radetsky, with 70,000 troops, compelled

to retreat from its walls. On the 29th, Charles

Albert entered Lombardy, the avowed champion of

Italian independence, and the leader of the national

struggle. All the sovereigns of I. contributed their

best~troops for the war, and on the Roman volun-

teers setting out for Lombardy, the pope himself

in public pronounced a solemn benediction on their

banners.

But ere a month had elapsed, Pius IX. suddenly
halted in his career of liberator of Italy, and aban-

doning the national cause, launched (19th April)

a severe censure against ' this unjust and hurtful

war,' which, chiefly by his own benediction, had
been consecrated in the eyes of at least the more
ignorant of the people. The recall of the Neapolitan
troops was the first-fruits of the encyclical letter,

which may be considered the tocsin of the subse-

quent fierce reaction through all Italy. For a time,

however, the revolution made way ; at the close

of the year Rome became agitated ; the pope fled

to Gaeta; and on the Sth of February, the Homan
Republic was proclaimed, under the presidency of

Mazzini. On the same day the Grand Duke of Tus-
cany abandoned his state. Piedmont again assumed
the lead, but the disastrous battle of Novara (23d

March) finished the national Italian war of 1848.

The treacherous French expedition against the

Roman republic, and the return of the pope in 1850,

are the concluding acts of this great revolution.

The reaction was complete and merciless in every

state save Piedmont, the king of which kept faith

with his subjects, and observed the constitutional

forms conceded in 1S48. Austrian troops exercised

a crushing tyranny, and from time to time Europe
shuddered at the recital of the dark cruelties prac-

tised in the dungeons of Naples and Rome. In

the Congress of Paris, at the close of the Prussian

war (1850), Cavour (q. v.) forcibly exposed the un-

avoidable dangers of a continuance of Austrian and
papal misrule. He strongly urged the expediency
of a withdrawal of French and Austrian troops from
Rome and the legations. In the beginning of 1S59,

Victor Emmanuel proclaimed from the Sardinian

parliament his intention of actively aiding in the

deliverance of the oppressed Italian population from
the yoke of Austria. Towards the close of the year,

Sardinia and France jointly prepared for war with
Austria, and in April 1S59 the war commenced.
The victories of Magenta and Solferino were quickly

followed by the abrupt and inconclusive peace of

Villafranca. 1 1th July 1859, by which a confederation

of the Italian states with the papal protectorate

was proposed as the best solution of I.'s difficulties.

The whole of I. energetically rejected the scheme

;

and early in 1S60, the various states whose sove-

reigns were in flight from the Lombard campaign
voluntarily declared in favour of annexation to the

kingdom of Piedmont. On the ISth of March,
Parma, Modena, and the Emilian provinces were
'ncorporated with Sardinia ; and the grand duchy
of Tuscany on the 22d. On the 17th March, the

law by which Victor Emmanuel assumed the title

of King of Italy was promulgated amidst universal

rejoicings. On the 24th March, the provinces of

Nice and Savoy were ceded to France. On the

6th of the ensuing May, Garibaldi, with about a

thousand volunteers, set sad from Genoa for Sicily,

where a revolutionary outbreak had taken place.

His swift and comparatively bloodless conquest of

the Two Sicilies is one of the most extraordinary

incidents in modern history. Meanwhile, the Sar-

dinian generals Cialdini and Farini having advanced

into the papal provinces, the papal forces under

Lamoriciere were routed at Castelfidardo, which
was followed by the capture of 4000 prisoner's

at Loretto, and the surrender of Lamoriciere at
Ancona. Thence the Sardiniau forces marched into
the Abmzzi, while Victor Emmanuel proceeded in
person to Naples. On November 7th, at Teano,
Garibaldi unconditionally relinquished to his sove-
reign the southern provinces liberated by his genius
and valour. Umbria and the march of Ancona
were next incorporated with the kingdom of I.

The kingdom of I. was soon formally recognised by
all the great European powers, with the exception
of Austria. On the death of Cavour, June 1861,
the ministry of Baron Ricasoli was formed, but
after a brief term of office was succeeded by that
of Ratazzi, 31st March (1S62), whose avowed sub-
serviency to the French empire created considerable
alarm amongst the liberals of Italy. One of ita

earliest acts was the incorporation of the southern
volunteer forces with the regular army. On the 9th
and 10th, a great aggregate meeting of deputies from
all the liberal clubs of the kingdom was held under
Garibaldi's presidency; and on the 20th, having pre-

viously been entertained at a grand banquet by the
royal princes, he set out on his almost triumphal
tour throughout I. with the view of organising rifle-

clubs amidst the youth of all the chief cities. An
apprehension on the part of the government that
Garibaldi contemplated an armed expedition in aid
of Venice, led to stringent and unlooked-for measures
of repression. Ministerial orders were next trans-

mitted to GaribaMi, pr"lnliiting any further organ-
isation of the rifle societies. On the 20th of June,
Garibaldi arrived in Turin, and on the 28th landed
at Palermo, in Sicily, where he met with a warm
reception from Prince Humbert, the heir-apparent
of the Italian crown. On the 4th of July, the
ministry was seriously disturbed by the warmth
with which Garibaldi denounced the French occu-
pation of Rome. On the 7th, a grand review at
Palermo was held in his presence. Volunteers
speedily hastened to join him, with the avowed
intention of proceeding to Rome, despite the royal

proclamation, which accused them of rebellion

against their sovereign. A special message, accom-
panied by the royal proclamation, was forwarded by
the king to Garibaldi, who, under the impressiou
that he possessed the covert approbation of the
sovereign, declined to desist in his expedition to

Rome, but expressed his unshaken sentiments of

loyalty to the king. On the 22d August, Sicily was
declared in a state of siege, the liberal clubs were
dissolved, and an armed force despatched to pursue
and disperse the volunteers. Garibaldi reached on
the ISth Catania, and some days later succeeded in

effecting a landing on the coast of Calabria with
the greater part of his followers. General Cialdini

having been appointed commissioner extraordinary
in the island of Sicily, with full powers over the
civil and military authorities, proceeded to the most
stringent measures to effect the capture of Garibaldi.

The ' affair of Aspromonte,' in which Garibaldi's

small force of volunteers were compelled to sur-

render, their heroic leader ordering them not to fire

on the royal troops, put an end to the semblance of

revolution. The wounded chief was conveyed as a
prisoner to the fortress of Varignano, at Spezzia.

The amnesty granted to him and his followers by
the Italian monarch enabled him to proceed to
Pisa, from whence he soon afterwards returned to his

island-home of Caprera.

On the meeting of Parliament, Ratazzi was defeated,

and resigned his portfolio on the 10th of Dec, and
succeeded by Signor Farini (q. v.). At the close

of the German-Italian war, for which see Germany
in the Supplement, Venetia became a part of the K.



Of Italy by treaty with Austria, Oct 8, 1866. In Oct.,

1870, the Papal territories yet unappropriated were
annexed ti\ iiptttion ami the rote of the people.
Authors i -nit,.,! : Sism.imli,

MachUvelli, Ttl . Guiccardini, Storia
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For some centuries, this corrupting process went
on, in the course of which the Latin gradually

divested tteelf of its original classical peculiarities,

ami degenerated into the impure or vulgar form
known as the Rnmana rii.ilii-n, or Ui,,/i/<i 1,'nmanzti,

which hecaiue the prevailing language of the various
.th-western Europe, and
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their own native dialects.
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rescued from this state of degradation ; adopted by
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,
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the order of the (,'avalleri Gaudellti. ha- hit several

•s and odes,

l.ut Ins most interesting literary li

of forty letters in prose, which are regarded as a

valuable specimen of early Italian, being the most
ancient epistolary composition in the language.

Ih. writings of these early poets possess more
linguistic than poetic interest, and an- to he found
in various collections, chiilly in '

(1618), the /'"/; Antic!,, byAlacci (1661), and tho
li rn work ol r.aunucvi.

Florence, 1837, 3 vols.).. I
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obscene levity of which earned for aim a place in

the lnhrno of his pupil Guido Cavalcanti, the
w as more oi a phi]

than a poet. Italian also began to be now adopted
as the Vehicle of learned and -oi. atific prose. The
hi-t..ideal chronicles of Mattco Spinola, a Neapolitan,

oldest spceiincii ,.i 1 1 ill...,
j literature

(1217- 1-JllS) ; hut tin- Florentine Malc-pilii (dud
about 1280) is the first historical writer whose

! style is elevated and polished. In short, contem-
porary with the appearance of Dante (q, v.), the
Italian dialect was rapidly superseding Latin in

composition, as well as ill

s i became the recognised oral and written polite

language of the entire country, while various local

dialects were preserved in use amongst the illi-

terate da-Ms of the people. It has been finely

mil that Dante found the Italian language in
its cradle, and exalted it to a throne; the
i '..,//, ,„,/,, , imprinted on the Italian tongui

and majestic character, which at once qualified it

to rank with the languages of Greece and Rome.
The impetus imparted by Dante to the l.u

and intellectual life of his country, has co

nt day.
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oi Italian lyrii il poetry, and the enricher and

Tin- lu-tre of Petrarch's
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alone. Apart from their exquisite beauty and
pathos, their classical elegance and simplicity of

diction render them an abiding standard ..
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being (is distinguished for the sublime originality

of their genius as those of the 15th c. were
famed for their abstruse erudition and philosophy.

Italian was the chosen language of the Trecentist),

and in their writings attained a high degree of

refinement and purity. On the other hand, the
scholastic writers of the 15th c. almost entirely

excluded Italian from their works, substituting for

the language of Dante and Petrarch a faulty form
of Greek or Latin. To this circumstance may
probably be attributed the languid development of

literature during a period in which the most mag-
nificent protection was afforded both by the pon-
tifical and sovereign courts of Italy to the literature

and art of the century, and when the discovery of

printing imparted an impulse to the intellectual

vitality of Christendom. Foremost among the
encouragers of literature and art were the Medici
at Florence ; the Visconti, and, later, the Sforzas, at

Milan ; the houses of Gonzaga and Este at Mantua
and Ferrara ; the house of Aragon at Naples ; and
the Pontiff at Rome. Marsilio Ficino, Pico della

Mirandola, Leon Battista Alberti, are some of the
most distinguished writers who discarded their

mother tongue and adopted Latin ; while a host

of grammarians, historians, philologists, and theo-

logians openly pronounced the illustrious Italian

language a vulgar dialect, unfit for philosophical

or learned composition. But this debasement of

literary taste was happily of brief duration, and
to Lorenzo dei Medici, entitled the ' Father of

Letters,' is owing the literary revival of the Italian

tongue. Under this princely patron of letters,

arts, and sciences, public libraries were founded
or replenished, learned societies inaugurated, rich

antiquarian treasures collected, universities opened,

and a true standard of literary truth and beauty
once more set up. His friend and protegg, Angelo
Foliziano, wrote elegantly both in Italian and Latin,

and composed the first regidar dramatic work in

the former language, under the title of L'Orfeo.
Towards the close of the loth c. and the opening

of the 16th, a taste for the romantic and heroic in

poetry began to shewitself. This taste was cultivated

by Durante da Gualdo, by Luigi Pulci (q. v.) in his

Morr/onfe .lfo/ji'ore, and by the still more famous
Matteo Boiardo (q.v.), whose Orlando Innamoralo
evidently suggested the greatest of all the works of

this kind, the Orlando Furioso of Ariosto. But by
far the most important historical works of the time
were written in Latin—for example, those of Silvio

Piccolomini, Marc Antonio Sabellicus (died 1506),

Bernardo Giustinianus (died 14S9), and Georgius

Stella (died 14S0). During the century of scholastic

erudition, the spring of Italian eloquence flowed

with sluggish course until the impassioned and
unstudied oratory of Jerome Savonarola (burned

149S) revived the traditions of ancient Konie, and
reminded his hearers that Cicero too was an
Italian.

The 15th c, though not marked by much creative

genius in literature, unquestionably exercised au
immense influence on the Italian mind. The revival

of letters, the invention of printing, the discovery

of a new world, and the opening up of a maritime
channel to the wealth and traffic of the Indies,

co-operated, one may say, in producing that won-
derful development of art and enterprise which the

succeeding age exhibited ; while the advancement of

learning and science was promoted and systematised

by the founding of numerous universities and lite-

rary institutions, the aim of these latter being the

diffusion of general knowledge and sound practical

science. Many of the magnificent typographical

treasures with which the great public libraries of

Italy abound, belong to this golden age, and are

due to the artistic taste of Aldo Manuzio. See
Aldine Editions.
The 16th c. is confessedly the Augustan age of

Italian letters, art, and science. In a galaxy of
splendid names, the brightest are those of Ariosto
(q. v.), Tasso (q. v.), Macchiavelli (q. v.), Guicciardini

(q. v.), Raphael (q. v.), Michael Angelo (q. v.),

Palladio, and Viguola. Pope Leo X. and his
successors vied with the other sovereigns of Italy in
their munificent patronage of those men of genius,
who, under the title of C'iuqueeentisti, are considered
models of pure and noble Italian composition. The
Orlando Furioso of Ariosto, held to be the first

genuine epic of chivalry and romance, celebrates the
deeds of the legendary ancestors of the house of

Este. It exercised immense influence, even amongst
the most illiterate classes, by whom its choicest
beauties were committed to memory, in order to
be sung as the solace of labour in the field or city.

The next great work of the century was La Gcru-
salemme IAberata, by Torquato Tasso (q.v.), whose
father was also an excellent poet and scholar. Tasso's
prose writings and epistles are noble in style, and
grave and philosophical in matter (1544—1595).
Their best imitators are L'Alamanni, II Giron
Corte.se and L'Avarchide; Bucellai ; and Erasmo
da Valvasone, in his La Caccia and L'Anyeleida
(or The Wars of the Angels), from which Milton
probably borrowed some valuable hints (1593).
Giangiorgio Trissino wrote the first notable ItaUan
drama, hiofonisba. Besides this, the Tullia of

Ludovico Martelli, the Canace of Sperone Speroni
(1500—15SS), the Tomsmondo of Tasso, and the
Edipo of Andrea dell' Anguillara, deserve mention
—the last is considered the best Italian tragedy
of the time. The comedies of Bentivoglio, Salviati,

Cecchi, Firenzuola, and others, are stamped with
that prevailing spirit of licentiousness which dis-

figures many of the finest productions of the age.

The popidar dramatic pieces, or Commedie dell' Arte,

enjoyed as high repute among the lower classes as
the higher drama did in courtly and patrician
circles. Some of the chief composers of these panto-
mimic comedies are Flaminio Scala, Angelo Beolco,
Andrea Colmo. The writers of pastoral dramas
inundate this epoch, but none can compete with
Guarini (q. v.) in his sweet idyllic work, II Pastor
Fido. Poetry was first combined, during this

century, with music—one of the earliest operatic

compositions being the Dafne of Panuccini (died

1621). The sonnets of Michael Angelo excel in a
certain dignity and originality of thought. Vittoria
Colonna, celebrated in the verse of Ariosto, was the
most illustrious poetess of her time; which pro-

duced numerous other female writers, whose works
have been collected aud published by Doinenichi.

Foremost among the prose-writers stands Macchi-
avelli; his Arte della Guerra (Art of War), Istorie

Florentine (History of Florence), and political

treatise, II Principe (The Prince), all excel in their

various styles. Giovanni Botero, Giannotti, and
Paruta, are also political writers of high merit.

Greater than either is Francesco Guicciardini, whose
History of Italy has only one blemish, viz., want
of brevity. The works of Bembo (q.v.), historian

and poet, exhibit the Italian language subjected
to a regular grammatical system. Literature was
historically treated by Barbieri and Doni ; art, by
Vasari, Campi, and Lomazzi; aud architecture, by
Vignola and Palladio.

The progress of the age is equally perceptible in

philosophy, which, bursting the fetters of scholastic

formalism, displays the utmost freedom of specu.
lation in the works of Cardan (q.v.), Bruno
(q. v.), and Vauini. Many celebrated institutions

or academies for the discussion and diffusion of
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I be politii

apart from tin il political tendencies, ha'

nunc nae influence on the youth oi It

il

.

1770 1846), Mami-
anl. Kosmini, (liol.erti. and I on
exponents nf ecclesiastical philosophy; while Testa,

Fran. In. Mastriani. and Cattaneo are the exponents

of speculative and independent philosophy. Anti-

lllustrai V hi mi. . i. Manno, I.itta,

I



ITASCA—ITCH-MITE.

and Rosini have written the host, dissertations

art. Biography, which as yet has been somew
neglected by Italian writers, has found in Piofes

Villari a successful cultivator; his Life of Saw
rota •ltte

The most complete histories of Italian litera-

ture are Cresciinbeni, Storia- ddhi )'ol</ar Poesiu, 6

vols. (Rome, 169S ; Venice, 1731); Quadrio, Storia

c Regione d'ogni Poesia, 7 vols. (Bologna, 1739);
Tirabosohi, Storia delta Letteralura Hatiana, 14

vols. (Modena, 1772-1783; 16 vols. 1787—1794;
12 vols. Rome, 17S5 ; 16 vols. MUan, 1S22— 1826) ;

Coruiani, Secoli del/a Lcltmttura llaliana, 9 vols.

(Brescia, 1S18— 1S19) ; Maffei, Storia delta Lettera-

lura hatiana, 2d ed., 4 vols. (Milan, 1834); Cimor-
elli (Milan, 1S45); Giudici (Florence, 1847) ;

Levari (1S31).

ITA'SOA, Lake. See Mississippi.

liable to be affected, but the most common seats

of the disease are the wrists and hands, and
especially between the fingers. The first sign of

this affection is an itching sensation, which, upon
minute examination, is found to proceed from a

minute conical vesicle, while the adjacent portions

of epidermis present a more scaly appearauce than
is natural. This condition of the skin is due to

the presence of a minute acarus, the Itch-mite

(q. v.), which burrows within the epidermis, and
excites the cutaneous irritation. The affected parts

itch with increased intensity when the patient is

warm in bed, or after the use of stimulating drinks

or exciting condiments ; and as he cannot refrain

from scratching himself, the vesicles get more or less

broken, and become interspersed with numerous
little bloody points.

The itch being popularly regarded as a somewhat
disreputable affection, and being highly contagious,

it is very important that it should lie distinguished

from other cutaneous disorders. Eczema, prurigo,

and lichen, are the affections most likely to be
confounded with it ; but eczema, though a vesicular

disease, presents rounded and not conical vesicles,

and at most only a pricking sensation, and nothing

like the irritation of itch ; while prurigo and lichen

are papular disorders, and are not accompanied
by the presence of vesicles ; moreover, none of these

diseases are contagious.

The itch is always communicated by contact,

either immediately, as by the act of shaking hands,

or through the medium of articles of clothing or

bedding which have been used by a person suffering

from the disorder. In some cases, the proximate

cause of the disease, the itch-insect, is conveyed to

the sound person in its perfect form ; while in other

cases, the ova or embryos suspended in the fluid of

the vesicles may be the mode of transmission.

The disease, if not cured, will go on for an
indefinite period, probably for life ; but in cold

and temperate climates, never gives rise to serious

injury to the health. Numerous external remedies

have at different times been employed for the cure

of this disease, but the great remedy is sulphur,

which may be regarded as a specific. In the case

of an adult, Mr Erasmus Wilson, our highest

English authority on skin-diseases, recommends that

'four ounces of sulphur ointment should be well

rubbed into the entire skin before the fire, and
particularly into the affected portions, morning and
evening, for two days. It is desirable also that the

patient should wear a flannel shirt, and retain the

same during the whole of the treatment. On the

morning of the third day, the patient should take a

warm bath, and wash the skin thoroughly with
plenty of soap, when the cure will generally be
found to be effected.'

When patients strongly object to the smell of

sulphur, which is not unfrequently the case, an
ointment made by digesting over a vapour-bath, for

24 hours, three parts of stavesacre in powder, with
live parts of lard, and then straining, may be used.

According to M. Bourguignon (who has made
numerous experiments on the deleterious action of

medicines on the living itch-mite), this ointment
will cure the disease in four days.

ITCH-MITE (Acarus scabiei or Sarcoptes scabiei)

is supposed by some naturalists to have been
referred to by Aristotle in the 5th book of his

Historia Animalium, cap. 31. But although the
itch was undoubtedly known both to the Greeks
and Romans, there is no certain evidence that a
mite was recognised as the cause of the disease

earlier than by Avenzoar, an Arabian physician
of the 12th century. Throughout the whole of

the middle ages, and till the present century, the
necessary connection between the disease and the
mite was universally recognised, as is obvious from
the writings of Scaliger (1557) and others; and
a paper read by Adams before the Royal Society

in 1805, contains two very good figures of the mite.

During the first ten years of this century, many
practitioners, not succeeding in finding the animal,

expressed doubts concerning its existence, and in

1812 there occurred a remarkable incident in the
history of this mite. M. Gales, the chief apothecary
to the Hospital of St Louis, tempted by a prize

offered by one of the unbelievers, published in that

year a treatise on the itch, in which he declared that

he had seen more than 300 of the mites, and in

which he gave a drawing of the animal, which,
although it differed materially from the delineations

of earlier observers, was at once accepted as an exact
representation of the true parasite, and was copied
for several years into all works treating the itch,

until Raspail discovered that M. Gales's Memoir was
a tissue of deceptions, and that the animal which he
had figured was the cheese-mite! The existence of

the itch-mite was now more distrusted than ever,

until, in 1834, Renucci, a C'orsican student, demon-
strated the presence of the creature. Many points

regarding the structure and habits of this curious

animal have been since revealed by the investiga-

tions of Gras, Raspail, Hebra, Gudden, and especially

De la Foad and Bourguignon, who have presented

to the French Institute A Practical Treatise on the

Entomology and Comparative Patholog;/ of the Itch

as it occurs in Man and the Domestic Animals, which
has been published in the last volume (1S62) of the
ilemoires prteentes par divers Savants rf I'Academie
des Sciences.

The adult female mite is considerably larger than
the male ; it is visible to the naked eye, and forms a
roundish grayish-white corpuscle, not unlike a starch

granule ; it is about |th of a line in length, and Jth
m breadth. When seen under the microscope, it

presents a truncated tortoise-like shape, and is seen

to be studded with hairs and bristles. The head
terminates in two pairs of mandibles, and as these

mandibles afford good characteristic distinctions of

the species, representations are given in tig. 2 of tho

mandible in the female itch-mite and in fig. 3 of

the mandible in the sugar-mite.

In order to penetrate the horny layer of the
epidermis, the mite assumes, according to Gudden,
a nearly perpendicular position ; aud to avoid as

much trouble as possible, it usually selects such spots

as give least resistance, such as the space between
the fingers, the inside of the wrist, &c. Once fairly

buried, it does not again come out, but burrows, anil



ITHACA- I VAX.

forms tortuous galleries within the skin. These
mlili- tli.' mark wliich is formed when a

pen is drawn lightly over the skin without OM ill

a scratch. In young child*) n, and in persons with a
... they appear of a grayish

while in ]>ersons with a coarse dirty skin they arc of

a blackish tint. At certain interval-. :

are pier 1 by small openings, for the admission of

air; it is through tie e, soinetiines

appear lik« vi .
. : the yeinc

li
i he itch dis-

bj the mite.

The males are smaller and much Bcarci

females.

There are numerous species of itch mite [Sar-

Copies) which infest the lower anile.

I (Oj.v.) in dogs :

oxen iii some parts of Europ .

sheep. Bonn . transferred

to human i .11 and annoy.

'.
i lie situation

i

For further informatioi the structure and
habits of tins animal, the reader is rei

second volume of Kiich. mm ,-;
. i "s w.uk on I'aia-

i. d for the Sydenham Society), and to

Bourguignon's treatise.

II II LCA (now Till \KIi. o,„. ..

i

,
and the Miiall.

mainland of Creeee,
and 2 miles north of Cephalonia. The surface is

mountainous, but there are many pies

Length, 15 i

. tie- .'i nt -

lipality and home ..

Cyclopean ruins near Porto Molo are called by the

I

1861, the population of the island amounted to] 1,940,
of whom about 2500 were in the town of Vathi, it-

seuport nml capital.

ITU \''\,a village in the state of New York,
America, at the southern extremity of Cayuga
Lake, 162 I iy-80Uth from Albany. It.

hf trade in it, and :jo mills and manu-
P ip, (I860) 6843.

III NEB \i:\' I .'.rived from
iter, a join e . a by 1 hi B m to a

I

mother. The
ntrihute much to our

lequaintance with ancient geography. Of these,

! ntonini and
i vrn. '1 he ttim raria

i .'... in i niei.i i, t he /-'"" rarium provin-
aarvm and i

1

ae tes through the Eloman provinces
1

principal route- of navi u at..rs. who then sailed only
coasts. They take their name from

Antoninus l 'araealla. L\ w horn they were published,

I n original

was drawn up ,'133

I

.

isalem, i If these itiner iri

editions have been published.

ITINERATING LIBRARIES are small col-

lections of I ks for populai

boxes, one of which, after being stationed ins pillage
i I ii t

... i in. i
. 1

1
ii, •

i

with any assigned nui h ich with its

special assortment. The principle ,,t shifting about
boxes of books in this waj in rural districts is

referred to in the memoirs of Oh.rliii dp \ i. and
i i I- . D long known in Wales, as well as the High-
lands; but it met with no si",nilicant approval,
until it was unproved upon and carried piMctieillv

Oil a broad scale by Saniih I brow,,, '

;l

i lied 1839), who
deep interest in popular instruction, set on loot it iii-

eratiuc libra, e Ka-i I ., ,i 1
, , ,,,.

1817. The 1 k i were assorted to tl

box. At first, there were four boxes

;

i allowed lor each was two years
at. a \ iliac,., | ,.,. inhabitants of tour villa

perusal ol 200 volumes in the space ol eight yi us,

a t be 63 pense oi the h hole. '

I be

j

B as begun and loi ill] 111 Luc ,1

' .
'."!. nee, and the I ks Were

supplied oiatuitoush . i , 1 1
. i j ,

,

_. tins

economic method of establishing libi

country district, led to its extension over a wider
id. i .. paying a small

sum per annum, all o of forming the a

of I ks from the used new works in a central
library

.
In 1862, the:

itinerating divisions in use in East Lothian, while
I. as also in

12 divisions were latelj

to Jamaica, v. hi re tl i o bi undi i I be i bat s

I '"'"I ..ii 1 1, ii can be gal i i.

the establishment. o[ libraries of this

to schools, churches,
and other agencies of social improvement. For a
variety of |. .

vob Stmu Account of Id) i

f'TZEHOE, an ancienl how., in i

1

,

Ibil-i. an, and tl Idesl ill the illlehv, is situated on

the StSr, in s valley bai ki d bj finelj \

..l t "in miles bj t oi Hamburg.
Tobacco, ." a

are held hi re. I 'I a .

i » ith Altoua and Hamburg.
Pop. 6691.

.1 .a ih an. nn. 1 wliich I. gradually arose
w.-i- bii.lt l,v I h.n Iclnajlic III Mill. I. was twice

. down bj the
Swed. s.

I \ \\. or I ay w (the Ru dan farm of John),
l\ i\ I.

Russian empiri He « i a.1 Si tonl, I



IVES—IVORY.

of Moscow, but succeeded in slink im^ off entirely

the yoke of the Tartars, and in subjecting a number
of the Russian principalities to his own sway. In

1472, he married Zoe, a niece of the last Byzantine
emperor, and thus brought the two-headed Byzantine
eagle into tin' Russian arms, an e.ml.lem with which
arc connected pretensions ii"t likely to be forgotten

by th'- Russian emperors, although they may not

be openly urged. This marriage opened up a way
also for the entrance of European civilisation into

Russia.—Ivak II. (1533—1584) did much for the

advancement of his country in arts and commerce,

as well as for its extension by arms. He concluded

a commercial treaty with Queen Elizabeth, after

the English had discovered the way to Archangel by
sea. He bore, however, the surname of the Cruel,

and merited it by his deeds, amongst which was the

slaughter of 60,(100 persons -other accounts make
the number ouly 25,000—at Novogorod in six weeks,

on account of a supposed plot to deliver up the city

and surrounding territory to the king of Poland.
—Ivan III., born 23d August 1740, was the son of

the Duke Anthony Ulric of Brunswick-Wolfen-
biittel, and the Russian Grand Duchess, Anna
Carlowna. The Empress Anna Ivanowna adopted

him as her son and heir, but she dying soon after,

and Elizabeth, the daughter of Peter I., seizing the

throne, he was imprisoned during the remainder of

his life ; and by the orders either of the Empress
Catharine II. or of her counsellors, was put to death

by the officers of the garrison at Schliisselburg,

where he was confined, on 5th December 1764.

Those Russian Ivans are sometimes differently num-
bered, the reckoning being made to begin further

back, with those who were only Grand Dukes of

Moscow. "

IVES, St. a municipal and parliamentary borough

of England, in the county of Cornwall, beautifully

situated on the north-east shore of the bay of the

same name, with an outlook on the Bristol Channel,

about 10 miles north-north-east of Penzance. It is

a very old and picturesque town ; its church, a

granite building of the early part of the loth c,

stands on the beach, and is reached by the spray in

rouch weather. Its harbour admits vessels of 200

tons. I. is the head-quarters of the pilchard-fishery.

In the vicinity are several important tin and copper

mines. Pop. (1861) of parliamentary borough, which
returns one member to parliament, 10,354.

IVES, St, a small market-town of England, in

Huntingdonshire, is situated on the left bank of

the Ouse, 6 miles east of Huntingdon. A very large

weekly cattle and corn market is held here. Brew-

ing and malting are the chief branches of industry.

Pop. (1861) 3321.

IVTZA (anc. Musus), one of the Balearic Isles

(q. v.), lies about 50 miles south-west of Majorca.

It is 23 miles long, and 12 miles broad; pop.

11,000. Iviza, the chief town, has a pop. of 5100.

Salt, the principal article of export, is extensively

manufactured on the shore.

I'VORY was the name formerly given to the

main substance of the teeth of all animals, but it is

now restricted to that modification of dentine or

tooth-substance which in transverse sections shews

lines of different colours running in circular arcs,

and forming by their decussation minute lozenge-

shaped spaces. By this character, which is pre-

sented by every portion of any transverse section of

an elephant's tusk, true ivory may be distinguished

from every other kind of tooth-substance, and from

every counterfeit, whether derived from tooth or

bone. Although no other teeth, except those of

the elephant, present this characteristic, many other

animals, such as the walrus, narwhal, hippopotamus,
662

&c, possess teeth, horns, or tnsks, which, from their
large size and from their density, can be used for
the same purposes in the arts as those for which
true ivory is employed. The ivory of the tusks of
the African elephant is held in the highest estima-
tion by the manufacturer, on account of its greater
density and whiteness. The tusks are of all sizes,

from a few ounces in weight to more than 170 lbs.

each. Holtzaptt'el states that he has seen fossil

tusks from the banks of the rivers of Northern
Siberia which weighed 186 lbs. each. There are
various chemical processes by which it may be dj^ed

of various colours, as black, blue, green, yellow, red,
and violet.

Ivory articles can be made flexible and semi-
transparent by immersion in a solution of phosphoric
acid of sp. gr. 1-130, till they become translucent.
They are then to be taken out, washed with water,
and dried with a soft cloth, when they are found to
be as flexible as leather. They harden on exposure
to dry air, but resume their pliancy when immersed
in hot water.

Much important information on the subject of
ivory generally will be found in Holtzapffel's
Me>'ltaiiknl Manipulation.
The tusks of the elephant have from very early

periods constituted an important article of trade, in
consequence of their great beauty as a material for

ornamental manufactures, and even works in fine

art. I. is frequently mentioned in the Old Testa-
ment. With the Greeks it became a most important
material, and by the hands of the sculptor Phidias
a statue was produced of the Olympian Jupiter, of

such marvellous beauty and imposing majesty that
it was considered a misfortune to die without having
seen it. By the Romans, who were supplied from
Africa, it was also extensively used, and by them
its use was diffused over the whole of Europe. The
art of working in ivory doubtless had its origin in

India, where it has always been a much valued
material, and formerly supplied indirectly much of

the ivory sent to Europe. The value of ivory is in

proportion to the size and soundness of the teeth.

Below the weight of five pounds, they are called

scriveHoes, and are of the least value, rarely reach-
ing five shillings per pound; but double that price

has been given for teeth of unusually large size.

The quantity imported into Great Britain from all

parts rather exceeds 500 tons per annum, the value
of which is nearly £400,000.

The so-called ivory obtained from the hi) po-

potamus is in especial favour with dentists for

making false teeth, on account of its pure white
colour and freedom from grain. The fossil ivory,

which is found in considerable quantity in Siberia

and the arctic regions, is imcommunly hard and
brittle ; it is also whiter, and wants its waxy soft-

ness. At present, the demand for ivory is rapidly
increasing, owing to the great taste and skill of some
of the artists who work in this material, and as the
supply increases but very slowly, it is likely to
become very dear. The works in ivory exhibited in

the International Exhibition (1862) shewed a very
extraordinary advance in the beautifid art of ivory-
carving, and single specimens were shewn of the
value of £500.

IVORY, Vegetable. This curious material is

furnished by one of the most beautiful of all the
palm tribe. It grows on the Andean plains of

Peru, and on the banks of the river Magdalena, and
other parts of South America. The stem of this

palm (the Pkytelepfias viocvocarpa) is short and
procumbent, but it has, proceeding from its crown,
a magnificent tuft of light-green pinnated leaves

of extraordinary size and beauty ; they are like

immense ostrich-feathers ri.-iuir from 3U to 40 feet in



IVORY-BLACK-IVY.

Bowman on a crowded
hive neither calyx nor corolla. The fruit, which is

agists of many 4-celled

leather; drupes aggregated together, and contains

nnmorooa nnta of a Bonn wliat triangular form, each

nut being marly u large aa

n commerce. 'I

\ liar. 1 anil

white, in fact they resemble ivory -

ory. Tiny have oi

manufacture
oi buttons, umbrella-handles, and small trinkets,

and so close! rorj aa frequentlyto
I • • three millions

of these nuts are now imported annually, and are

chiefly used, by the London and Birmingham
turners.

IVO KY-BLACK. See Bosb-Black.

1V|;i:a, a town of Piedmont) and capita] of a

bionol 9238,

ami is situated on the left bank of the Dora Baltea,

1 ground and partly on an eminence
exposed to the sirocco winds. The
supposed to

i ancient sepulchral monument of the

•us. The carnival of I. is famed for its

ii-al pageants.

1VI;V>1 ItSKINK, a manufacturing town of

Fran..-, in tb ol Seine, is situated on
the left bank of the river of that name, three miles

above Paris .ware, and chemical

products are the chief manufactures. Bop. 8G79.

IYV //«/cra), a genus of plants of the natural

of shrubs and trees,

mostly natives of tropical countries. The flowers

or ten petals, and Bve or ten converging

fruit is a berry with
I iMMON Ivy (//. helix)

is a well-known native of Britain, and of most
parts of Europe, although it is more rare in the

northern countries. Its long, creeping, branched
stem, climbing on trees and walls to a great

height, and closely adhering even to very nard
by means of rootlets winch it throws

out in great abundance aim,' its whole length,

acquires in very aged plants almost the thickness

of a small tree. Its 5-lobed, shining, stalked,

leaves, clothing bare walls with green
off rain, whilst the

the stein suck out the moisture, so as

to render d i mtrary to a common
prejudice, that ivy tends to produce dampness in

walls. It injures trees, however, both by abstract-

ing their sap and by constriction. Thi

br.inches of ivy have ovate, entire 1

dill, lent from the others. Its small greenish

flowers are produced in the beginning of winter,

and the Small black berries are ripened in the follow-

ing year. The berries are eagerly eaten l \ m ny

birds, although they have a pungent taste, and

Ivy, shewing the Rootlets.

contain a peculiar bitter principle called hederine,

and an acid called lmbrk ari<l ; which are also

found in a gummy exudation obtained by incisions

from the stem, and occasionally used in medicine as

Mid a stimulant, and in varnish-making.

An ointment made from the leaves is used in the

Highlands of Scotland to cure burns. In Egypt,
the ivy was sacred to Osiris, in Greece to Bacchus
liionysosi, whose thyrsus was represented as sur-

round. d with ivy; the Romans mingled it in the

laurel crowns of their poets.

There are several varieties of ivy often planted

for ornamental purposes, of which th

known in Britain as Irish Inj, and on the continent

as Kwjlixh Inj, is particularly esteemed for its large

luxuriant growth. It is said to be a
native of the Canary Isles. Ivy grows readily from

cuttings.— //. umbeUifera, a native of Amboyna, is

said to produce a finely aromatic wood; and H.
tertbmthaeea, a Ceylonese species, yields a resinous

substance which smells like turpentine



THE tenth letter in our alphabet,
has in Eng. the power of dzh; in Fr..
o£ zh; and in Ger., of y. Both the
sound and the character have sprung
out of the original vowel i. When

_

such a word as Julius is pronounced
rapidly, it naturally slides into Yulius.
The Romans, though they had but one

character for both, recognised this distinc-
tion between the vowel and the semi-vowel

;

and in the case of such words as cuius, mains,
eome writers doubled the i, and wrote one or both
long, as cullus or cuilus. There is little doubt that
the original Roman sound of this semi-vowel was
that of Eng. y (youth), still given to it in German.
But as this sound has a tendency to convert the
consonant preceding it into a sibilant (see letter C),
so it has a tendency to become itself sibilant, and
Yul slides into Fr. zhul-, Eng. dzhul-. This transi-
tion had already taken place in the later ages of the
Latin, at all events, in the popidar pronunciation,
as appears from such inscriptions as congiunta, for
conj-uncta ; Zesu,ior Jesu.

It was the Dutch scholars of the 16th and 17th
centuries that first introduced a regular distinction
between the consonantal and vowel"powers of i, and
marked the former by the distinct character j (a
long i, projecting below the line). The character
has been adopted in the modern Teutonic and
Romanic languages, with the exception of Italian,
which represents the sound by gi or ggi, as Giovanni,
from Lat. Johannes; maggiore, from Lat. maior. In
Span., it has a guttural power, and is interchange-
able with x, as Xeres, or /eras.

JA'BIRU {Mycteria), a genus of birds of the same

widely distributed in South America, Africa, and
Australia.

JABUTICABA. See Eugenia.

JA'CANA (Parra), a genus of birds of the order
Orallm, commonly ranked in the family Hallidm,
natives of the warm parts of Asia and the Asiatic
islands, Africa, and South America. In general
appearance, they much resemble gallinutes and
coots. The feet, though not webbed, are adapted,
by the great length of the toes and claws, for
walking on the surface of weed-covered hikes and
swamps, the native haunts of these birds, where they
never fail to attract the attention of the traveller.

The Common J. (P. Jacana) is a South An

Australian Jabiru.

family with storks and adjutants ; the chief dis-

tinction from the storks being that the bill is a
little curved upwards. The species are few, but are

Common Jacana (Parra Jacana).

species, abundant in Guiana and Brazil. It is about
ten inches long ; black, except the back and part
of the wings, which are of a bright chesnut colour.

The Indian J. (P. Indica) and the Chinese J.

(P. Sinensis) are also among the best known species.

Both are found in India and other parts of the East.

JACARA'NDA WOOD, a very hard, heavy,
brown wood, also called Rosewood, from its faint

agreeable smell of roses. It is brought from South
America, and is produced by several trees of the
genus Jacaranda, of the natural order Bignoniaceoz.

Several species of this genus are called Caroba in

Brazil, and are there accounted anti-syphilitic.

—

Several species of the nearly allied genus Tecoma
also have an extremely hard wood, as T.pentaphylla,
a native of the Caribbean Islands. The Brazilian

Indians make then: bows of the wood of T. toxiphora,

or Pao d'arco.

JACK. 'The Jewish Jacobus was corrupted
through Jacquemes to Jaques in France, and James
in England ; and Jaqncs being the commonest
Christian name in the former country, was used as



JACK-JACKDAW.

a contemptuous expression for a common man.
Jacquerie, an insurrection of the peasants. The
introduction of the word in the same sense into
i ma to have led to the us.- of .lark as the
familiar synonyms of John, which happened to be

ommonest name, as Jaquea in France.

The term was then applied to any mechanical con-

replacing the personal service of an
at, or to an implement subjected to rough

and familiar usage.'—VYedgewood'a Dictionary qf
w ill be found to explain

aried use of this word, whether Bingle

jack (a leathern jug for household sei v

(the diminutive of Jack) ia a short coat for homely
use.

J.M'K. JAK. or JACA [A

ins with the Bread-fruit (q. v.),

t Indies. It is a larger tree
| .ad-fruit, and has undivided leaves.

The fruit is very lai
|

i live to titty,

venty pounds. The fruit, which is

Clnced in very great abundance, i

id-fruit, hut is of very inferior quality, the pulp
having a strong unpleasant flavour; yet it forma

' the food of the natives in some parts
Iwi. fte. The seeds, which lie imme-

diately under the rind, are very palatable when
I be timber, which is yellowish, is used

for almost every purpose, being both

Ornamental, ami is imported into Britain for making
trnments, cabinet-work, the backs of

.r.pieterie Boors. &c. The J. is now
much planted in many tropical countries of which
it is not a native.

JA< KA-LANTERX. See Ion-is F 1 1 its.

JA'CKAL (corrupted from Sp. and Fr. chacal),

i name of a number of species and
in many parts

of Asia and Africa, but not found in any of the

cept that one of the
kinds extends into Greece, They agree in all their
Diost important characters with wolves and dogs,
anil many naturalists suppose that some of the

rietics of dog are of jackal parentage.
'i

i
is circular, as in the dog and

wolf, although the form and tail are Somewhat fox-

l:k". The head is narrow, and the muzzle pointed.
The ears are erect, and rather large. The tail is

not so long as in foxes, but is almost equally bushy.
All the jackals are of small size, as compared with

Jackal (Canit aureus).

n exceeding IS inches in height at the

shoulder. Their colours are bull' and tawny, more
led; the tip of the tail ia always dark.

They mike holes for themselves in thi

r tike possession of such as already

rocks or ruins; and in these they

spend the day. not venturing abroad till the dusk
i'hey hunt during the night in troops,

and their bowlings are described by all who have

heard them aa peculiarly horrible. The notion that
the .1. is the /irm'a /iroriilrr, and gun.

prey, is one of the exploded Cables of

natural history, although it may have some founda-

tion in the lion'a occasionally following a troop of

jackals in full cry, and appropriating 'the lion's

shin.-.' Jackals are not only ready to

animal which they can run down, but

may meet with. 'I'hey follow armies;
i the ill-buried dead ; tie j rob hi n roosta

and' outhouses ; but they are as omnivorous as

-
. eating farinaceous or oi hi

food when it lomes in their way; they are even
said, like foxi s. to enter v im\ aids, ale

grapes. They have a very offensive smell, which,

however, is said to diminish through <l itica-

tion, and they are domesticated without difficulty.

Ol I I1MMHN J. is son, i i.. i
i.o

I aureus) which is found iii .

ii, and which is in general yellowish

gray above, and whitish below, with yellow legs

But it is doubted if this animal was
imes plentiful, as it is now, in Syria

oring parts of Asia. It is thought not

improbable that it may have followed

a i he farther east. It is pn

that it has, in comparatively modern times, become
common in parts of Asia more northern than it

formerly inhabited. It is not improbable, however,

that it is included under the name fux in the
Hebrew Scriptures.

JA'CKASS, Lat/OHIN-0 (Daccln ni/rnilrrA, a bird

of the Kingfisher family [Halcyanida), and some-
• i in works on natural history aa the

Cre.it Hi-own Kingfisher. It agrees very nearly with
the kingfishers in its form i

i but

them in its habits, not frequenting

waters, nor feeding on lish, but preying on beetles,

i una]] mammalia. It i
al -.

inches long, and mostly of a brown colour. It is

a common bird in Australia, and has received its

English name from the colonists, on ac< l1 oi the

inda which it utters. The a

parently in imitation of its cry. It is

in preventing the excessive multiplica-

tion of reptiles and other pests. Its bill is powerful
enough to crush the heads of snakes. It is easily

tailed, and is sometimes kept in gap
which it does not seek to escape.

J \< K-nooTS, tall boots of tough thick hitler,

hove the knee, and formerly worn by
cavalry. In some instances, as an additional protec-

tion against sword-cuts, they were lined with thin

in-iits in the British

ii ii still retain i In

cumbrous boots are the Life Guards and Royal
ds. See Boots.

.1 \'('K DAW c '/

ler than the rook -

I

black, with o la itish

ph-llt lllll al-o in some pai :

oi oi il l luroj

i ca> It builds it - Dl

fco. Ct frequents towns and villages,

often making its nest in a chimney, by dropping

are piled, affording a firm base for a G

other soft substa 'lie- J. lavs from four

Dstancea are recorded of the quantity of sticks

form n jackdaw's m-st, in situations

; illy live) bluish-white i

with dark-brown spots.
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where an unusual height of pile was required. In

1842, a pair of jackdaws, in seventeen days, made a

pile ten feet high in the staircase of the bell-tower

of Eton College. The J. is a social bird. It is easily

domesticated, and becomes very pert and familiar.

It has considerable powers of mimicry, and even

Imitates the human voice.

JA'CKSON, a town of North America, capital of

the state of Mississippi, is situated on a plain on

the right bank of the Pearl River, which becomes

navigable here, forty miles east of Vicksburg, and

about ISO miles north of New Orleans by railway.

Being the capital, it is the seat of several important

state institutions, as the lunatic asylum, institutions

for the deaf and dumb, and the prison. Here, in

average years, from 30,1)0(1 to 40,001) bales of cotton

are shipped annually. Pop. in 1860, 3199.

JACKSON, a flourishing city in the state of

Michigan, United States, situated on the left bank
of the Grand River, 76 miles west of Detroit, and

38 miles S. by E. of Lansing, with both of which it

is connected bv railway. In the vicinity are numer-

ous factories and mills of various kinds. Agricultu-

ral implements are extensively manufactured here,

and there is a flourishing general trade. Within the

city limits, there is a mine of bituminous coal ; that

material occurs also in the vicinity. Pop. in 1S60,

4799.

JACKSON, Andrew, General, and seventh Presi-

dent of the United States of America, was born

at Waxhaw settlement, South Carolina, March 15,

1767. His father, -who was a Scotchman by birth,

emigrated to America in 1765, and soon afterwards

died, leaving to his widow a half-cleared farm in

a new settlement, with no negroes to assist in its

cultivation. When J. grew tip, he was sent to

study for the church, but on the breaking out of

the American revolution, he and his brothers were

summoned to the field, and the elder lost his life

at Stono Ferry. Andrew, though but thirteen

years old, fought with his remaining brother under

Sumter, and remained with the army until the end

of the war. The life of the camp had ruined him
for the clerical office, so in 17S4 he commenced the

study of the law, and in 17S7 was appointed solicitor

for the western district of South Carolina, now the

state of Tennessee. This frontier settlement had
for its neighbours several powerful tribes of Indians,

against whom J. fought with such success as to get

from them the complimentary titles of 'Sharp Knife

'

and ' Pointed Arrow.' In 1796, he was a member of

the convention which modelled the constitution and
organised the. state of Tenuessee, and was elected

to the legislature as representative, and then aa

senator, and appointed judge of the supreme

court (an office he soon resigned), and major-general

of the state militia. In 1813, at au outbreak of

hostilities with the Creek Indians, he raised a

volunteer force of two or three thousand men,
and defeated them. When destitute of supplies,

he is said to have set an example of endurance by
feeding on hickory-nuts, and hence, according to

some, to have acquired the popular sobriquet of

'Old Hickory.' J.'s final victory (March 27, 1814)

at the Horseshoe peninsula, in the Tallahoosa, com-

pletely broke the power of the Indian race in

is'orth America. In consequence of his skill and
energy in Indian warfare, he was appointe

"

major-general of the army of the United States

;

and in the contemporaneous war with England had
command of the forces which captured Pensacola,

and defended New Orleans (q. v.) against the

attack of the British under General Packenham,
December 1S14. The result of this action, so

flattering to the pride of Americans, gave General

T. a great and enduring popularity. After Spain

had ceded Florida to the United" States, he was

made governor of the territory, and subsequently

was chosen United States senator from Tennessee.

In 1S24, he received the highest vote of four can-

didates for the presidency of the United States,

but by the influence of Mr Clay, John Quincy

Adams was elected by the House of Representa-

tives. He was, however, in spite of bitter and
violent opposition, elected by the democratic party

in 1S2S, and in 1S32 re-elected by a still more
overwhelming majority. His administration was
marked by singular firmness. He vetoed important

measures against large majorities, and after a long

struggle, destroyed the Bank of the United States,

and took the first steps towards a specie currency

and independent treasury. But he manifested too

much, perhaps, of a partisan spirit in removing

nearly all his political opponents from office, and
appointing his supporters—an example followed by
his successors of both parties, and which has led to

wide corruption. His administration, as a whole,

was successful, and he retired with undiminished

popularity, after witnessing the election of his

favourite, President Van Buren. He died at his

farm of the Hermitage, near Nashville, June 8, 1S45.

JACKSON, T. J., a general in the Confederate

army, was born in Virginia in 1826. J. entered

West Point in 1842. and graduated in 1846. During

the Mexican War he was attached to Magruder's
battery, and was made a captain for gallantry at

Contreras, Chapultepec, and Churubusco. He re-

tired from the army in 1852. and became Professor

of Military Science in the Virginia Military Insti-

tute. At the battle of Bull Run, July 21, 1861,

he commanded a brigade; and the firmness of his

troops earned him the well-known title of ' Stone-

wall Jackson.' In May, 1862, he attacked Gen.

Banks at Front Royal, and drove him up the

Shenandoah Valley and across the Potomac. He
was in turn pursued by Fremont, Shields, and
Banks, but escaped, and united his division to the

army under Lee, at Richmond, enabling that gene-

ral to defeat the army under McClellan. Upon
the invasion of Maryland, J.'s division operated

against Harper's Ferry, which was captured Sept.

15, 1862. He died of wounds received from his

own men at Chancellorsville, May 9, 1863.

JA'COB (Heb. Yaalcob, derived variously from

'heel,' Gen. xxv. 26, or from 'to deceive,' Gen.

xxvii. 36), one of the three chief Hebrew patriarchs.

He was the second son of Isaac and Rebekah,

and on account of his docile, domestic character

was the favourite of his mother. His conduct

towards his brother in regard to the birthright

(Gen. xxvii.) does not greatly redound to his credit.

After an exile of 21 years in Padanaram, whither

he had fled to escape the vengeance of Esau,

he returned to Canaan with two wives (Rachel

and Leah), two concubines (Bilhah and Zilpah),

twelve sons (the fathers of the subsequent Hebrew
tribes), and a daughter named Dinah, who was the

unintentional cause of a vindictive massacre of the

Shechemites by her brothers Simeon and Levi. In

his 130th year, he and his family went down to

Egypt, where his favourite son Joseph had become
a great man under Pharaoh. Here he lived for 17

years longer in the land of Goshen, and died in his

147th year. His body was embalmed, carried back

to Canaan with great pomp by his sons, and there

buried near Hebron. Mention is frequently made
of J. both in the Old and New Testaments, and

there are also many legends about him in Rab-

binical and Patristic, as well as in the Mohammedan
literature.
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JACO'BI, 1 H_ .miii, a German phil-

osopher, l»ini at Ilussoldorf, goth January 17 U.

B lotted at Frankfurt, « hi

Q nevawith a view tc preparing himself
r. In lTTn, In- -.-.

B

literary pursuits. In

1804, In- removed to Munich, where he had been
appointed n n .- Iv instituted .Vadi my

1807. He died on March in, 1819. Bis writings

tnd parti] of philo
I In- ' .ii ,)/./, in, a- \-l

i

. .1/. i,,li lesohn

|l!n -'. 17v""n, a |»-l- -•
I until- nU cit

moral truths
, and Dav d II

"-. in which tin- same
which an attempt is

irate that the mind or nature

of man possesses another laeulty viz., faith, or

moral intuition, by win- ': ih.- In. I

i truths are as

[led, as, b\ faith in the p, ivcptions of the

peak, lay hold on thi

rial world. Herein lies the difference

between Kant (and indeed the whole school of

German idealists) and .1. ; the former appear to

admit only i '. such coneep-
i. the soul, iiinmm

i hi an 'oliji .-live' reality. Kant denies
! uowleilgo ,' ill

.1. allirms that it does.

One ill ln^

| L«ip 1811), was 1

i. him and
oker, and did

1 peel d,

in. i hod and

ioth warmth and clearness. It lias lieen

compared by Ins countrymen to that of Plato. His
I ., ipaic [G vols. 1S12

—

1824).

JACO'BI, Karl Gdbtav Jakob, a celebrated

I I'-.t .i.iui, in Prussia,

nber 1804; studied at the university of

Berlin, where he mad-
philology, an-1

,
.mil in 1 329 became

.
i KSnigsberg. In 1829, I

i ova Them ><

nil. for which he red bhi

Ol the Academy ot Si- of I 'an ,
;

the work, however, only contains a ]nution of his

1 Elliptic functions.

In the same year, he mad.- a tour through
Northern Germany and Prance, forming the

acquaintance of Gauss, Legendre, Fouriei Poi ion,

[n 18 12, he took

ind. Scotland, and atfc nd
---on after his return

nam I i bi ke do« n, and
remove n

i

)sth February 1851. above men-
tuned, J.

tin- different branch I ler i

and Mas a

regular eontriluitor to tl. l.l.i.,t-d .h,„n„,l /,;,-

• i idle.

.1 \ I l IKI N, tie- iiaiin- h> i

Dominican order were popularly know)

ii mat. d from the fact, that their m,,tl,cr-

rstahlishinent was situated in the /,'"

in Para ; and it was thence ...
oidcr throughout _
JA'COBINS, i he mi tubers of i pi

during tho
French devolution. It was ..

I at Versailles, when
'

I
.
nihil -I there in 1/89. It then

.ii- its of tin- States-
general, all more or less Liberal or revolutionary,
hut ot very d Bferenl ..mi. On the
rei '

I ol the court and National Assclnhly to

Paris, this chj [uire impoi tance, It

DO a hall 01 the former .1 1. m cur., nit in

i he Jacobin
Chili, which wa-i iir.-t liini to it by its enemies;
tin- name uhioli il a, I , ,n (he .s, „;,/,,

It now also admitted
members who wen- noi members of the National
Assembly, and held regular and public sittings.

It exercised a -.Teat iiillueiin- ii\crthc
which the eh US was in the capital,

and this influence was extended over the whole
country 1 >y alliliated societies. Its power increased,

until it lieeaine greater than that of the National
Assembly. It formed branch societies or clubs
throughout Fiance, of which there were soon not
less than 1200. When the National Assembly
dissolved itself in September 1791, the election of
the Lei.dslat.ive Assembly was mainly accomplished
under the influence of the Jacobin Club. Almost
all the gnat, events which followed in rapid
succession were determined by the voice of the

deliberations were regarded with more
interest than those of the Legislative Assembly.
It reached the zenith of its power when the
Nil .1! Convention met in .September 17112. Tho
agitation for the death of the king, the storm
which de broyed the Girondists, the excitement of
tin- lowest el isses against the l„iin;j,,ii.iie or middle
classes, and the reign Of tenor ever all France, were
tin- work ot the .la, a, bins. But the overthrow of
Robespierre 011 the !)th Thermidor 17!>4, gave also

the deathblow to the Jacobin Club. The magic of
1I1 ni sought in

vain to contend against a reaction wine! , ,(

daily both in the Convention and among the people.

A law of 1 lot.,her Hi forbade the affiliatioi lubs,
and on November 9, 1

7
'. > t , the Jacobin Club was

Anally Closed. Its place of meeting was soon alter

demolished.—The term Jacobins is often employed
bo di ignate persons ol exti erne rei olul ionary senti-

ments.

.1 A Ci 1 1 IITES, in Church History, is the common
name ol tl ntal sect ol V) p it [q 1 1,

but it belongs more specially to the M
"t Syna, Mesopotamia, and Clialde.a. The name is

derived from a Syrian monk called J.i

.loan I [Jar dai), who ill the 1 1 1 ju ,,. !

his country

in le party. Ihe J. at present number
aboul i" 1 families, and are subject to two
patriarchs, ap) it.-d l>\ 1 h. mli.ni ,me resident

with the tul Patriarch

tl ther at Sap_ran, under the style of Patriarch

.1 LCOBIT-S (Hum Latin farm of
name given to thi .:'

8 Ho
and Ireland after the Revolution of 1688. Many

l royalists followed James
iter port of the J.

il suhmisaiou to the new
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whilst they secretly supported the cause of the

Pretender. Their intrigues and conspiracies were
incessant till the middle of the ISth century. Their
hostility to the House of Hanover broke ont in

rebellions in 1715 and 1745, in consequence of which
not a few of them lost their lives upon the scaffold,

titles were attainted, and estates confiscated. After

1745, their cause became so obviously hopeless, that

their activity in a great measure ceased ; and it was
not long till it ceased altogether, and those who
still retained their attachment to the exiled family

acquiesced in the order of things established by
the Revolution. In Scotland, the hopes and wishes

of the Jacobite party were expressed in many
spirited songs, which form an interesting part of the

national literature. See the Culloden Papers (Lond.

1815) : Hogg's Jacobite Belies (2 vols. Edin. 1819) ;

and Chambers's Jacobite Memoirs (Edin. 1S24).

—

The J. of England were also called Tories. They
were generally distinguished by warm attachment

to the Church of England, as opposed to all dissent,

if they were not members of the Church of Rome,
and held very strongly the doctrine of non-resistance,

or the duty of absolute submission to the king. The
J. of Scotland were also generally Episcopalians

and Roman Catholics. Macaulay, however, points

out that the Highland clans which espoused the

Jacobite cause did so on other grounds than the

English J., and were far from having previously

received the doctrine of non-resistance. In Ireland,

the Jacobite cause was that also of the Celts as

opposed to the Saxons, or the native race against

the English colonists, and at the same time of the

Roman Catholics against the Protestants. These

diversities prevented a complete union, and greatly

weakened the Jacobites. Further information will

be found in a History of tlie Rebellion in 1745, by
R. Chambers.

JACOB'S LADDER, in a large vessel of war, is

the short rope-ladder, with wooden steps, which
slopes inward from the lower portion of the main

and fore shrouds to the upper deck. It gives easy-

access to the shrouds, and thence to the tops.

JACOB'S LADDER (Polemonium cceruleum), a

herbaceous perennial plant of the natural order

Polemoniaxcce, a rare native of Britain, but more
common in the centre and south of Europe, found

also in the temperate parts of Asia and of North

America. It has long been a favourite and very

common plant in flower-gardens in Britain. It has

pinnate leaves, with ovato-lanceolate leaflets, a

smooth stem 1—2i feet high, and a terminal raceme

of bright blue (sometimes white) flowers, with wheel-

shaped 5-lobed corolla. The plant known as Jacob's

ladder in the Eastern United States is the PoUmotiium
reptans, which is smaller and fewer-flowered than the

above. It is to be found in many cottage gardens.

JACOTOT, Jean Joseph, the inventor of the

'Universal Method' of education, was born at

Dijon, in France, in 1770. He served for some time

in the army, but in 1790 was appointed by Napo-
leon, first to the chair of mathematics in the Normal
School, afterwards secretary to the Minister at War,
and a director of the Polytechnic. He retired to

Belgium in 1815. where he was appointed lecturer

on French literature in the university of Louvain,

and afterwards director of the military Normal
School. He returned to Paris in 1838, and died

there 30th July 1840. His system, propounded in

general rules, which, however, without his own
explanation, would have been quite unintelligible,

appears to consist in directing the student's exer-

tions to particular subjects, encouraging and inciting

him in every possible manner to make use of his

mental powers, and there leaving him; the teacher

is on no account to become an expounder, but
after setting the student on the right track, is to

leave him to explain away his own difficulties.

J.'s method very much resembled that of Hamilton
(see Hamiltoniax System), and, like it, was crude
and one-sided. The valuable elements of it have
been incorporated in the more rational and catholic

methods of recent times. The wonderful results

said to have been produced by J. are, so far as

real, to be attributed to the exceptional zeal and
energy that always characterise the apostle of a
new system, as much as to the system itself.

JACQUA'RD LOOM, a loom fitted with the

Jacquard apparatus for the purpose of pattern-

weaving. This apparatus was the invention of M.
Joseph Marie Jacquard, an ingenious Frenchman,
a native of Lyon, who, being necessitated to carry

on the weaving business of his father, for which he
had a distaste, and, according to some accounts,

still further stimulated by reading an account in

an English newspaper of the offer of a premium
for any person who shoidd invent a machine for

weaving uets, set his wits to work to improve the

existing machinery for weaving. By his invention,

he enabled an ordinary workman, with comparative
ease, to produce the most beautiful patterns in a

style which had only previously been accomplished
with almost incredible patience, skill, and labour.

Nevertheless, the reception of his great invention

by the public was most dispiriting, for although
rewarded with a small pension by Napoleon, the
silk-weavers themselves offered such violent oppo-

sition to its introduction, that on one occasion he
narrowly escaped with his life, and his machine was
broken up by the body of men who, under the

title of the Conseil des l'rud homines, were appointed

to watch over the interests of the Lyonnese traders,

and it was destroyed in the public square of Lyon.

To use Jaequard's own language :
' The iron was

sold for iron, the wood for wood, and he himself

was delivered over to universal ignominy;' never-

theless, on that same spot where the machine was
publicly destroyed, a statue now stands, to shew the

gratitude of a more enlightened generation.

Even after the partial adoption of his machine,

which was patented, Jacquard had numberless
annoyances to contend with ; the workmen, as usual,

opposed ignorant prejudice to its progress, and their

masters, little better, took it up so lukewarmly, that

it failed in many instances, and actions were entered

against the patentee for injury done to material,

&c. The value of the invention was, however, too

great to admit of its being long suppressed, and
when its value was once fairly recognised, it effected

a complete revolution in the art of wearing, espe-

cially in the finer kinds of figured silk fabrics.

The Jacquard apparatus can be adjusted to almost
every kind of loom, its office being merely to direct

those movements of the warp threads which are

required to produce the pattern, and which pre-

viously were effected by the weaver's fingers ; its

arrangements generally are very complicated, but
its principles are remarkable for their extreme
simplicity ami Certainty.

In ordinary weaving, the alternate threads of the
warp, or longitudinal arrangement, are raised so as

to enable the weaver to throw the shuttle contain-

ing the weft thread transversely across from his

right to his left hand between the warp threads so

raised and those left at rest. When the weft is so

passed through, the raised warp threads are lowered,

and the other set raised, the shuttle being then
passed through from left to right. This is the most
simple idea of plaiting or weaving. If, however, a
pattern has to be produced either in plain materials

or varied colours, it is necessary, instead of raising
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and 'I pressing the whole threads of the warp, in

itlmvc described, tn raise only such as
arc required to develop the various parts of the
figure, and this, of course, must be done with great

• '..rv thread tells upon
the formation of the pattern. "The apparatus of
Jacquard is fur the purpose of regulating these

1

The warp
weaving process) passed through a small loop in

the lifting thread, bo .
; U is ,, t the

treadles, which act directly upon the lifting bars
;

these lifting threads (tig. 1, i, i, i, i, f) are attached

Fig. 1.

to certain wires in the Jaequard apparatus, which
farm a rigid continuation ending in a 1 k, which,
when nothing interferes, is caught and raised by
each opwan 1 motion of the lifting liar; thus, A i's

the lifting liar, and it has live projections {Is, it, k,k,t),
ii|Min which the liiml t.-h when in a
straight position, as at B, B, but which miss them
it' they be thrown out of the perpendicular, as at

C, C, C. Thi

tieally tin-re must lie

i it is, one for

in the « idtfa of I be clol h to be «i a\ i a.

Each of the biting wires passes through a hori-

D
.

1

», D I >, !

',

• loop formed for thi purp
I his needle passes freely through an

Fig. 2.

opening in the frame at /'. and is so looped on to

box I'. that it moves
freely with - laci nn lit, and if pushed

; iral springs E, v.
I

.1 IS heed pressure. In the
diagram (fig. 1 I. tl,

exerted upon thr I the lifting v. ,

consequently, if the lifting b

two, B, 13, being in position, catch the projections

k, k on the bar, are drawn up with it, and thus
raise the threads of the warp to which they are
attached.

Now. tin- regulation of this pressure upon the
horizontal needD .-. a revolving square
roller, which has each of its four sides perforated
with rows of holes, which, like the D
lifting wires, correspond in number to the threads

This roller, when in its p]

the Whole row I if

i
oil li the frame at h,

and it has a motion oivi-n l.y the machinery which
row mi its four surfaces in regular order

into the same position, and if no impediment is

oil' red. all the I,,,. lies are II lid isttlrl ll-d, .111(1 tll6

upright "ins lift th,. entire Bet of warp threads to
which they are attached. Bui in order to produce

variations of motion required by tho
pattern, a set oi cards are made each of the width
of the square roller; these also are so perforated
that when placed on the surface of the roller their

- orrespond exactly with bl

roller immediately beneath them
; but the cards are

per:orate,| ,., ,
..,

I a.e..rdaiiee Ultll the pattern, SO
that intervals ir in whiob then' are no perfora-
< s In eiinespon.l with those on the roller ; hence,
when the roller I, (fig. I) is brought up to the frame
/'.some of the needles will limf entrance into the

the mller through the eiUTcspiinding per-
forations in the ciivermg card, seen in section .M,

fig. 1 ; I. nt others will he prevented entering by tho
ahsei ' siieh perforations, and tl ani, by the

tame it oilers, will force the needles "thus
opposed hack upon the springs K, E, K, removing
thereby the honks of the lifting wires from the
action of the Lifting bar. The cards are looped
together at the corners, and move as an endless
chain on the rollers, and the entire gel ol pi i Eora-

tions on the whole chain of cards exactly repre-
sents the pattern to be produced ; the same as tho
noies represent the air in a piece of music. Of
course, the simple operations here described require
mechanical arrali"omi-tits of ureal nicety to regulate
tin in. ami these are so complicated that mere verbal
description would hardly help much to explain
th in

. ind 1. even with the loom and its apparatus,
and its cumbrous arranuemciit ol bundn d

even thousands of eai.l r/ n .. lb- mi].

eye finds great difficulty in comprehending its

movements.
A very wonderful simplification of the Jaequard

apparatus was shewn in the International I'Mii-

iMi-.'i bv I aieemo \ me, ii. i of Moilena, by
which a savins of bulk alone is effected bo bhe

Ol two-thirds, and the toil of the artisan
i h .no "h itly by the corresponding lightness
hi th" parte ot the machine which be baa to move.

I
!

' i. in nl.abli p ut of this new invention is

the extn m. .1. b- .. i ion, bo that
tlnre is no shock when the caul oilers icsistanoe,
lenee the inventor has ben enabled to substitute
paper for thick "ai.lboar.l, and can consequently
perforate a do/en with the same case as one, hence
the pattern maj be repeated without extra labour.

I
" bi Lutiful little lo.. 111 w ill certainly displace the

onbii .
1 1 \ .lacpianl, if it. is not itself superseded by

the wonderful invention of the electric loom by
Signior Bonelli, for a description of which sec
\\ I l\ [NO.

JACQUERIE (i .1 ick), the „:,,, iven to the
of tho

1 lib e.. in the !
i insurrei tion of

the J. Li"
i ranch

king was a prisoner in England, and Fiance in a
state of the greatest disorder and anarchy. Tho
immediate occasion of it was the enormities
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perpetrated liy Charles the Bad, king of Navarre,

'

and liis adherents; but it was really caused by long-

continued oppression on the part of the nobles.

Suddenly rising against their lords, the peasants

laid hundreds of castles in ruins, murdered the

nobles, and violated their wives and daughters,
I

practising every enormity, and acting, as they
said, ou the principle of doing as had been done
to them. The insurrection broke out in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris, but extended to the banks of

the Marne and the Oise. For some weeks this

part of France was entirely at their mercy ; but
the magnitude of the danger induced the quarrel-

some nobles to make common cause against them,
and on the 9th of June the peasants were defeated
with great slaughter near Meaux by Captal de
Buch and Gaston Phebus, Count of Foix. This
put an eud to the insurrection.

JACTITA'TION OP MARRIAGE is a suit

which was formerly competent in the English eccle-

siastical courts, and now is competent in the English
Divorce Court, to settle a question of disputed
marriage. If a party boast or profess that lie or

6he is married to another, the latter may institute

the suit, and call upon the former to produce proof .

of the marriage. If this is not done, then a decree
passes which enjoins the party to perpetual silence

on the subject. This remedy is now scarcely

ever resorted to, for, in general, since Lord Hard-
wick's Act (1706), there is sufficient certainty in

the forms of legal marriage in England to prevent
any one being in ignorance whether he or she
is really married or not—a reproach which, however,
is often made against the law of Scotland. The
Scotch suit of a declarator of putting to silence,

which is equivalent to jactitation of marriage, is

often resorted to, the latest and most notorious

instance of its use being that in the Yelverton
marriage case.

JADE, a name somewhat vaguely applied to a
number of minerals, not very dissimilar—nephrite,
axestone, serpentine, &c. Nephrite and axestone
appear to be the minerals of which Jade ornaments
are generally made. But Yu, or Chinese J., of

which very beautiful vases and other articles are

made in China, is supposed to be Prehnite (q. v.).

J. of all kinds has a greenish colour, and when
polished, has a rather dull and greasy aspect.

JAEN, formerly an independent Moorish king-
dom, is now a province of Spain, forming a portion

of the old province or kingdom of Andalusia (q. v.).

It lies wholly within the basin of the, Guadalquivir.
Area, 5184 square miles; pop. in 1864,379,419. Con-
quered by the Moors on their entrance into Spain, J.

maintained its independence as a Moorish state till

12:54, when it fell into the hands of Ferdinand III.,

and was added to the kingdom of Castile.

JAEN, a city of Spain, capital of the province
of the same name, is most picturesquely situated

in a mountainous district, at the foot of a rugged
castle-crowned hill, on the Rio de Jaen, a tribu-

j

tary of the Guadalquivir, about 50 miles north of

Granada. It is surrounded by old Moorish walls,

surmounted by numberless towers and pinnacles.
Though situated in the midst of plenty, in a fertile

neighbourhood, the town is poor. The principal

buildings are two cathedrals and several hospitals.

Outside the walls are charming well-watered fruit-

gardeus. Pop. 22,938. In former times, the town
was called Jayyenu-l-harir, 'Jaen of the Silk,' on
account of its silk manufactures, for which it was,
but is no longer, famous.

JA'FFA. See Joppa.

JAFFNAPATA'M. a seaport in Ceylon, on a

peninsula at the north extremity of the island, with
a pop. of 8000. The place is of Dutch origin,

and a large proportion of the population of Dutch
descent.

JAGE'LLONS, The, the name of an illustrious

dynasty which reigned in Lithuania, Poland, Hun-
gary, and Bohemia. The name is derived from
Jagellou, the last of a long line of hereditary grand
dukes of Lithuania, who succeeded to his patri-

monial possession in 1381, and was (13S6) appointed
successor to his father-in-law, Lewis the Great,

king of Poland and Hungary, in the former of

these kingdoms, after having embraced Christianity,

and changed his name to Wladislas IV. He was
engaged during the whole of his reign in repelling

the attacks of the Teutonic Knights, whom he finally

overthrew by the help of the Hussites of Bohemia..

He made an unsuccessful attempt to wrest Hun-
gary from the Emperor Sigismund, founded the

university of Cracow in 1400, and died in 1434
at Grodek. His son, Wladislas V., king of Poland
(1434—1444), was also elected king of Hungary on
the death of Albert of Austria in 1439, mainly
through the assistance of John Huuyady (q. v.),

vaivode of Transylvania. After a war of two years'

duration with the Emperor Frederick III., Wladislas
turned his sword against the Turks, drove them
repeatedly from Moldavia, Wallachia, and Bulgaria,

and returned to his capital of Buda loaded with
spoils. In 1444, Amurath II. sued for peace, which
the warlike Wladislas granted, swearing a solemn
oath by the Holy Evangelists ; but the pope having,

in defiance of all truth and equity, sent Cardinal

Julian to cause a rupture of the treaty, and absolve

Wladislas from perjury, that gallant prince sum-
moned to his side John Huuyady, and being joined

by Seanderbeg, at the head of an auxiliary force of

Epirotes, invaded Turkey, but was totally defeated

and slain at Varna (November 10, 1444) ; Cardinal
Julian being also left dead on the field. He
was succeeded in Poland by his brother Casimir
IV. (1444—1492), whose three sons, John Albert
(1492—1501), Alexander (1501—1506), and Sigis-

mund (1506—154S), reigned in succession. Sigis-

mund August (154S— 1570), the son of this last,

and one of the wisest of the Polish monarchs,
added Livonia to his kingdom, and passed an edict

of universal toleration. His sisters, Anne and
Catherine, married respectively Stephen Bathory
of Transylvania, and John III. of Sweden, and
the Jagellou dynasty was continued on the Polish
throne till 1668.

Wladislas, the fourth son of Casimir IV. of Poland,
was elected king of Bohemia in 1471, on the death
of George Podiebrad, and also succeeded Mathias
Corvinus in Hungary in 1490. Wladislas died in

1516, and was succeeded in both kingdoms by his

son, Lewis II., who was defeated and slain by the
Turks at Mohacs (29th August 1526), and with
whom terminated the Jagellons of Bohemia and
Hungary.

JA'GER. See Skua.

JA'GERNDORF,a small town of Austrian Silesia,

is situated on the Oppa, 14 miles north-north-west
of Troppau, has manufactures of cloth, hosiery, and
linen. Pop. 6000.

JAGGERNATJ'T, or JAGGERNAUT PURI, or

PURJ, is the name of a town in Orissa (S5 54' long.,

and 19° 45' lat.), celebrated as one of the chief places

of pilgrimage in India. It owes its reputation to

a temple erected there in honour of Vishnu, and
containing an idol of this Hindu god, called Jugger-
naut (commonly Juggernaut), a corruption of the

Sanscrit word JniiauiuVhu, i. e., lord of the world.

According to a legend related in the Ayeen Akbery,
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a kin;; desirous of founding a city si'iit a learned

Brahman to pitch upon a proper spot. The Brah-

man, altera long search, arrived ape
01 t li • sea, and (here saw a crow diving into

1 its body, making
banding the language

of the l.ir.Is. he learned from the crow that it be

remained there a short time, he would comprehend
the wonders of this land. The king, apprised of

]
11 it will'].- tin' crow

hi ed a large city and a phv e

Tli. I: ij.ih one night heard in a dream a voice

tying: 'On a certain day, cat

seashore, when there will arise out of I

true form of the deity; take it op, and

keep it hidden in thine house seven days; and in

whatever shape it shall then appear, place it in

the temple, and worship it.' It happ
Rajah had dreamed, and the image called by him

J ibjed "t wiii-lup lit all

ranks of people, and performed many miracles.

fashioned by Wwakarman, the architect

. into a fourfold idol, which represented

mple itself was erected

over it, and inaugurated by the god Brahma and
his divine court. The present temple was finished

in 119S A. D., under the government of the cele-

bratcd Uajah Bbim] Whether
the worship ivas originally one in

honour of Vishnu or not, may be doubtful The
I

lias gained is due especially to the
.1 still induces, thou-

their lives.

in the hope of attaining eternal bliss, by throwing

themselves under the wheels of the chariot which
curies m procession the id.il of the god. It is just,

however, to state that this practice, which in former

times prevailed to a fearful extent, is greatly abating

in our days.

JA'GGERT, the name given in the East Indies

: obtained by inspissation from the sap

[nera or toddy) of palms. The sap of many species

of palm yields jaggery, and probably that of almost

nacle to yield it. Tl

yields much of the jaggery oi •

1 and used in the East Indies,

gar; chemically, it is the same

agar. 'J he sap, which bj

yields jaggery, becomes also. :.

wine, and from it by distillation arrack is made.

J ACTA B
md by tar the most powerful

oih ..I the An prey. It is sometimes

Ball .1 the Ami lie Va Tiger. It is nearly eipial to the

tiger in size; the heel is large, the body thick, and

the limbs robust; the tail is long, and of equal

throughout. The colour varies cousider-

OSuaUy a rich yellow, with large black

spots and rings, small Mack Bpol

Within the rings, a mark by which the skin "t the

1 • 1 . 1 1 1 v di-tiiigui-hed from that of the

A black or

very dark-brown variety occurs, but th<

;
- may be seen in cerl tin lights, deeper

in clour than the" rest of the fur. Tin J

enough to drag away a horse, and swift enough to

, mi the open pampas. It is chiefly,

however, an inhabitant nj forests. It abounds -o

11,11, li in some districts, that settlement- have been

deserted on account of the destruction of domestic

llliliniiN. It climbs dee-, however smooth the Item,

iiliout with great agility among the

branches, making even monkeys its prey. Instances

of its attacking man. although tiny sometimes
occur, are not frequent, but it is bold enough to

Jaguar (Fclis onfa).

approach enclosures, and even to enter villages in

Bt, in quest of prey. The J. is often

taken in 'trap-; and it is sometimes hunted with

dogl, when it generally at la
'

there shot! The skins of

exported from South America in great numbers.

The J. is found in almost all parts of South
America, but it- range dm s not extend north of the

Isthmus of Darien. it 1- called Ounce [Onfa) in

some parts of South America.

JAIIX. Jon unr, a distinguished Roman Catholic

,,i I. I. li.-al ci ilia, was born at Tass-

witz, in Moravia, June 18, 1760, received

education at Ziiaim and I llmiitz, and in 177- entered

the I'rcinonstratcnsian convent of Brack, where he

took his vows in 1774, and was appoint.

of Oriental Languages and Biblical Criticism. On
the suppression of this convent, in 1784, J. was

in ( llmiitz,

to the university of Vienna, v.

undertook tin- chair of llo'gmatlc Theology. So far

the Roman Catholic literal

uiauv. .1. ma', be regarded as the fatln-i of biblical

. !u1 tl.c boldness of e f
I

i
i ieal author-

ities, he was honourably removed from his chair in

the university, by bring promoted to a canonry of

.

'

Vienna, in 1803, He continued,

however, to pursue the same studies with gnat

II his death in 1816, and published many
a h departments, tin

books of the Hebrew, Syria
'

:, t,l III, I lid

• vols. IT'.lg. and again in A voll 1802
vols. 1707—1805, of

both Which Willi a
'

•<• d HI 1N"»,

a, 1814; ' Manual • <

m j, 1812; an \ i.e. di t of Di

this work, 2 vols., in 1813 - 1815 J
and "

the Hebrew Bible, 4 vols. 1806. Five year- after

his death, a collection of posthumous h

which, altl.ee has been

me through

i
in f> rmany,and I

into several languages.

JAIL FBVBB (known also as Putrid or Pesti-

lential Fever] is now oonsidi

severe form of Typhus Fever (q. v.), and not a dis-

tinct disease. At the present tin..

improved sanitary regul.it

is almost unknown ; but we learn from Howard's
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Account of the State of Prisons, that, in his time,
the disease was very frequent in the prisons of
England, although unknown in those of the con-
tinental countries. In the celebrated Black Assize
(q. v.), held at Oxford in 1577, there is no evidence
that the disease prevailed amongst the prisoners,
and yet it broke out among the persons present
at the trial. It is little more thau a century a"o
(May 1750) that the lord mayor, an alderman, two
judges, most of the jury, and a large number of
spectators, caught this disease from attending the
assizes at the Old Bailey ; aud many of those who
were infected died.

JAI'NAS is the name of a heterodox sect of the
Hindus, numerous .adherents of which are found in
every province of Upper Hindustan, in the cities

along the Ganges, and in Calcutta, but more espe-
cially to the westward ; the provinces of Mewar and
Marwar being apparently the cradle of the sect.

They are also numerous in Guzerat, in the upper
part of the Malabar coast, and are scattered through-
out the peninsula. They form a large, and, from
their wealth and influence, an important division
of the population of India. The name of the sect
means a follower of Jina, the latter being one of the
denominations of their deified saints; and as another
name of these saints is Arhat, their followers are
also called Arhatas.
The tenets of the J. or Arhatas are in several

respects analogous to those of the Buddhists (see

Buddha), but they resemble in others those of the
Brahmanioal Hindus. With the Buddhists, they
share in the denial of the divine origin and authority
of the Veda, and in the worship of certain saints,

whom they consider superior to the other beings of
their pantheon. They differ, indeed, from them in
regard to the history of these personages, but the
original notion which prevails in this worship is the
same. With the Brahmanical Hindus, on the other
hand, they agree in admitting the institution of
caste, in performing the essential ceremonies called
Sdnskdras (q. v.), and in recognising some of the
subordinate deities of the Hindu pantheon, at least
apparently, as they do not pay especial homage to
them, and as they disregard completely all those
Brahmanical rites which involve the destruction of
animal life. It deserves notice, too, that though
rejecting in general the authority of the Vedas, they
admit it, and quote the Vedic texts, if the doctrines
of the latter are conformable to the Jaina tenets.

According to their doctrine, all objects, material
or abstract, are arranged under nine categories, called
Tattwas, truths or principles, of which we need notice
only the ninth and last, called AInksha, or liberation
of the vital spirit from the bonds of action—i. e.,

final emancipation. In reference to it, the J. not
only affirm that there is such a state, but they
define the size of the emancipated souls, the place
where they live, their tangible qualities, the dura-
tion of their existence, the distance at which they
are from one another, their parts, natures, and
numbers. Final emancipation is only obtained ' in
the state of manhood (not in that of a good demon
or brute), while in possession of five senses, while
possessing a body capable of voluntary motion, in a
condition of possibility, whde possessing a mind,
through the sacrament of the highest asceticism, in
that path of rectitude, in which there is no retro-

gression, through the possession of perfect know-
ledge and vision, and in the practice of abstinence.'

Those who attain to final liberation do not return
to a worldly state, and there is no interruption
to their bliss. They have perfect vision and
knowledge, and do not depend on works. See J.

Stevenson, The Kalpa Sutra, and Nava Taltwa.

common to all classes of J., but some differences
occur in the practice of their duties, as they are
divided into religious and lay orders, Yatis and
S'rdvakas. Both, of course, must placo implicit
belief in the doctrines of their saints ; but the Yah
has to lead a life of abstinence, taciturnity, and
continence; he should wear a thin cloth over
his mouth, to prevent insects from flying into it,

and he should carry a brush to sweep the place
on which he is about to any
living creature out of the way of danger ; but, in
turn, he may dispense with all acts of worship

;

whilst the S'rdvaka has to add to the observance
of the religious and moral duties the practical
worship of the saints, and a profound reverence
for his more pious brethren. The secular Jaina
must, like the ascetic, practise the four virtues—liberality, gentleness, piety, and penance; he
must govern his mind, tongue, and acts ; abstain,
at certain seasons, from salt, flowers, green fruits,
roots, honey, grapes, tobacco ; drink water thrice
strained, and never leave a liquid uncovered, lest
an insect should be drowned in it ; it is his duty
also to visit daily a temple where some of the
images of the Jaina saints are placed, walk round it
three times, make an obeisance to the image, and
make some offerings of fruits or flowers, while
pronouncing some such formula as 'Salutation to
the Saints, to the Pure Existences, to the Sa<*es,
to the Teachers, to all the Devout in the world.'
The reader in a Jaina temple is a Yati, but
the ministrant priest is not seldom a Brahman,
since the J. have no priests of their own, and the
presence of such Brahmanical ministrants seems
to have introduced several innovations in their
worship. In Upper India, the ritual in use is
often intermixed with formulas belonging more
properly to the S'aiva and S'akta worship (see
Hindu Sects under India), and images of Siva and
his consort take their place in Jaina temples. In
the south of India, they appear, as mentioned before,
to observe also all the essential rites or Sanskaras of
the Brahmanical Hindu. The festivals of the J.
are especially those relating to events in the life

of their deified saints ; but they observe also several
common to other Hindus, as the spring festival, the
S'ripanchamt, and others.

The J. are divided into two principal divisions,
Digamiaras and S'wetdmbaras. The former word
means ' sky-clad,' or naked, but in the present day,
ascetics of this division wear coloured garments, aud
confine the disuse of clothes to the period of their
meals. S'wetdmbara means ' one who wears white
garments;' but the points of difference between
these two divisions are far from being restricted to
that of dress : it is said to comprehend a list of 700
topics, of which 84 are considered to be of para-
mount importance. Amongst the latter are men-
tioned the practice of the S'wctambaras to decorate
the images of their saints with earrings, necklaces,
armlets, and tiaras of gold and jewels ; whereas the
Digambaras leave their images without ornaments.
Again, the S'wctambaras assert that there are twelve
heavens and sixty-four Indras ; whereas the Digam-
baras maintain that there are sixteen heavens and
one hundred Indras. In the south of India, the J.
are divided into two castes; in Upper Hindustan,
they are all of one caste. It is remarkable, however,
that amongst themselves they recognise a number
of families between which no intermarriage can
take j .lace, and that they resemble, in this respect
also, the ancient Brahmanical Hindus, who estab-
lished similar restrictions in their religious codes.
As regards the pantheon of the Jaina creed, it is

still more fantastical than that of the Brahmanical
The principles of" faith, as mentioned before, are I

sects, whence it is borrowed to a great extent,

laipa
of f;
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but without any of the poetical and philosophical
int.r.-t which inheres in the gods of tie

The highest rank amongst their numberless hosts
of divine beings - divided bj them into four classes,

with variipn to the ill itied

saints, which they call Jina, or A that, or Ttrlhakara,

besides a v, uric names. The J,

: w nty-four Tlrthakaras of their past
age, twenty-four of the present, and twenty-four

bo come ; and they invest

: with thirty-six superhuman attributes

I extravagant character. Notwithstand
it tributes, they distill-

guish the twenty-four Jinas of the present age
from each other in colour, stature, and longevity,

: ed, two « bite, two blue, two
black j the rest are of a golden hue, or a yellowish
brown. The other two peculiarities are regulated

.:, and according to a

babha, the first Jina,
i" poles in stature, and lived 8,400,000

great years, down to MahdiAra, the 24th, who had
degenerated to the size of a man, and was n<

more than -40 years on earth ; the age of his prede
t, not exceeding one hundred

years. The present worship is almost restricted

; Tirthakaras ; and as the stature and
years of these personages have a reasonable possi

bility, H. T. Colebrooke inferred that they alone

are to be considered as historical perso
moreover, amongst the disciples of Mahavira there

is one. [ndrabhuti, who is called Gautama, and as

Gautama is also a name of the founder of the
Buddha faith, the same distinguished scholar con-
cluded that, if the identity between these names

lad to th. further but-

toth these sects are branches of the same
against this view, which would assign

to the Jaina religion an antiquity even higher than
Christ—the date winch is commonly

h osis of ( iautama Buddha-
alleged by Professor Wilson.

:1 date, however, of the origin of the
Jaina faith, as the same scholar justly observes, it

m the same obscurity win !

ry amongst the Hindus. We can only

infer from the existing Jaina literature, and from
the doctrines it inculcates, that it came later into

ui the Buddhist sect,—Tie

ts, mythology, observances, and liter-

sect are those by Colebrooke in his

Ettayt, and by Wilson in the first

Volume o! his works (London, 1802).

JAXTJ'TSK [TakooUt), chief town of the terri-

tory of that name in Eastern Siberia (see Siberia).
I i bank of the river Lena,
hit. 62 I X., long. LlC 44' E. ; distance from St
Petersburg. fiT'd miles ; pop. in 1S58, 3400 inha-

bitants. The whole industry of the to

in candle- works, but it is, notwithstanding, the

principal market of Eastern Siberia for traffic

itive liuntiii:: tril.es of the Jakuts and
rmer, mostly nomadic tribes,

: Is of cattle and b

.

back to the port of Okhotsk. I
,„

nomadic tube, bring to Jakul
ii

the months of May and June ; in the

former, the g is are despatched to the sea-

porn; in the latter, an important fair takes place

annually. during which the Quantity of merchandise
Sold, chiefly furs and mammoth tusks, amounts to

£60,000 in' value. Manufactured g Is, hardware,

ic, are brought from Irkutsk by the Lena, and
261

requires a whole

.1 A I. A P. a well-known purgative medicine, is tho
plant oi the natural

wlacea. It is found m \i

elevation of about 6000 feet above thi I rel oi the
sea. in the neighbourhood of the town of .lalapa or
Xalapa, from which the name jalap is derived.
It is a perennial twining plant, with large flowers
and a turnip-like root, varying from the size of a

Jalap [Ezoaonium Purga)

:

hazel-nut to that of a man's fist The roots when:
fresh are white and fleshy, and abound in a milky
juice. They are prepared for the market by drying.
— Jalap was long erroneously referred to other
plants, amongst others to MirnhHii ,l,r,t/„i, known
in our flowed-gardens as M.irr.l of /'.//(.—The root
known as Male Jalap or He Jalap, with which tho
true jalap of commerce is often adulterated, was
recently declared by .Mr Hartweg to be Ipomcea
batatoiOi . It, properties are somewhat similar to
those of true jalap, but it is very inferior.

Jalap seems to have been fast intra
this country as a medicine about 1G09.
The dried roots are brown and wrinkled externally,

'el "i > I
• p yellowish-gray colour internally ; their

odour is faint and disagreeable, and their "taste is

nauseous. The active ingredient is the resinous
portion, which varies from about 10 to nearly 20
per cent., and which is Composed of two distinct
substances, Jalapim 1

1

'- 1 II j;
i i,,

:
> and J&ilapie add.

Jalap rein may be di-tingiiMir-l li.nn .,,i, ,,

resin by its insolubility in volatile oils. Jalap is a

raluable cathartic, but is seldom given alone, its

lurgative action is increased By the addition of a
ittie calomel, and its iiydragogue action by bftartrate

of potash, while its tendency to proi

is obviated by tin- addition of a uttli

is extremely UBeM in those febrile I

children which are associated with i

id purgative
to select, in consequence of its derivative action. In
the for f Compound Jalap Powder, which consists

o i, put of powdered jalap, two put- of bitartrato

, it is of great sen-ice

in some kinds of dropsy, in consequence of its

Iiydragogue action.
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The ordinary dose of powdered jalap for an adult

varies from ten to thirty grains, a scruple generally

acting smartly and safely ; for children under
year old the dose is from two to five grains. The
dose of the compound powder is double that of the

ordinary powder. The Tincture of Jalap, in the

dose of one or two drachms, is a useful addition to

the ordinary black-draught when it is desired

increase its activity.

JALA'PA, a city in the Mexican confederation,

is second in importance among the towns of the

state of Vera Cruz. It is on the grand route

between the capital of the country and the seaport

of Vera Cruz, and is about 60 miles west-north-

west from the latter. Situated at an elevation of

4335 feet above the level of the sea, its climate

may be said to be that of the temperate region, and
it is a favourite resort of the invalids of the coast.

Pop. in 1865, 37,200.

JAMAI'CA, aboriginally X^nnnaca, or Land of
Wood and Water, one of the West India Islands,

and by far the most important of those belonging

to Great Britain, is about 90 miles to the south of

Cuba, and stretches in N. lat. between 17 40' and
18° 30', and in W. long, between 70' 15' and 78° 25'.

Area, 6400 square miles (rather more than that of

Yorkshire); greatest length, 150 miles; greatest

breadth, 50 miles. It is traversed from east to west

by a heavily-timbered ridge, called the Blue Moun-
tains, which rises to about 7000 feet. From this

range, at least 70 streams descend to the north

and south shores, but owing to the shortness and
declivity of their courses they are not navigable,

with the exception of one, the Black River, which
affords, for small craft, a passage into the interior

for 30 miles. Excellent harbours are everywhere

to be found. But incomparably the best of these

is formed by a deep and capacious basin in the

south-east quarter of the island, which washes the

most spacious and fertile of the plains between the

hill-country and the coast. Around this inlet, and
within a few miles of each other, are all the con-

siderable centres of population, Port Royal, King-

ston, and Spanish Town. The soil and climate are

so genial, that coffee-plantations are found at an
altitude of 5000 feet above the sea-level.

The climate varies considerably—the torrid belt

of the coast gradually passing into the temperate

region of the central heights. The latter is said

to be remarkably favourable to longevity ; and,

after having long been a retreat for the residents

themselves, 'it has lately begun to attract invalids

from the United States. To contrast two posi-

tions—the one near Kingston Harbour, and the

other at the intermediate elevation of 4000 feet

—their annual means are stated to be respec-

tively 81° F. and 6S° F. The rainfall appears to

differ widely in different years, ranging from about

60 to upwards of 120 inches—the consecutive

years of 1835 and 1836 having given 122-12 and
59'13. Hurricanes are understood to be both less

frequent and less violent than in most other parts

of the archipelago—a peculiarity ascribed, in some
measure, to the shelter afforded by the larger

islands of Hayti and Cuba. Earthquakes have
occasionally occurred, one of them, in 1692, having

almost overwhelmed Port Boyal.

J. was discovered by Columbus during his second

voyage in 1494, and was taken possession of by the

Spaniards in 1509. So great was the inhumanity

of the conquerors, that 50 years after the Spanish

invasion of the island the native population is said

to have entirely disappeared. On May 3, 1655, a

British expedition, sent out by Oliver Cromwell,

under Admirals Penn and Venables, assailed and

captured the island, which was formally ceded to
England by the treaty of Madrid in 1670. During the
150 years of Spanish colonisation, the inhabitants,
including Africans and Europeans, had not attained
the number of 3000. Within about the same period
of English rule (from 1655 to 1S01), the estimated
census shewed 340,000—30,000 whites, 10,000 free
people of colour, and 300,000 slaves. In 1861, the
total population amounted to 378,433, of whom
13,81G were whites. More recently the pop. was
441,255. But in J., as in the British colonies

at large, the distinction between the two races is

now merely physical. Even as early as 1S30, free-

holders of colour received the elective franchise

;

and, subsequently to 1838, they became themselves
qualified to sit in the local legislature—a quali-
fication which, by 1S53, had placed one of them in

the council, and fifteen in the assembly. On the
productiveness and trade, however, of the island,

emancipation has undeniably had an unfavourable
effect. But, even previously to the new order
of things, the commercial crops had been steadily
decreasing. To take by itself the grand staple
of sugar, the last 3 years of the slave-trade, 1805
—1807, had averaged fully 144,000 hogsheads ; the
4 years before the commencement of the abolition
of slavery, 1S31—1S34, under 91,000 ; the 4 years of
gradual abolition, 1S35—1S3S, nearly 70,000 ; and
the first 4 years of perfect freedom, 1839—1S42, less

than 42,000. According to the returns of 1834 and
1S60, the principal exports—making allowance at
the same time for a growing consumption on the
spot—were as follow

:

Coffee (lbs.), . . 17,725,731 6,145,362 6,264,861

Among the other productions of the island are
ginger, logwood, mahogany, cocoa-nuts, arrowroot,
&c. Indigo, once widely cultivated, is now
neglected. But while the exports have diminished,
the imports, more particularly of food, have
increased.

Flour [barrels),

Pork (barrels),
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ami other Protestant Indies, Roman Catholics are

lire so.

'i of Iiritain,

the capabilities of J. are Mill very inadequate); de-

veloped, though it posses-es almost virgin sources of

wealth am! plenty in it- pa-turcs ami it- lisheries. In

1863 a riot baring occurred at Moranl Bay, it was
followed I iv the imliseriiuinatc slaughter of the Macks

engaged therein. Ti rnorEyreon
H awakened indignation throughout Eng-

land and the United States.

JAMAICA BARS See Caj i k Bark.

JAMAICA PEPPER. 8 . TiMLXTO.

.1 \ 'l i:. in Architecture, the side of the apertures

in walls, such as doors, windows, firej

.1 LMBOS. S

.1 LMES (Gr. Ja , and really the same word
'...me by tw : three persons

in the New Teetami ai

Zebedee, and James the 'brother' or 'cousin ' of our

Lord, who is considered by many to bi I

3 ii of Alpheua Jambs the son of Zebe-
dee, surnamed the Elder, was the brother of the

apostle John, and before his call to the apostleship

was a fisherman. After the a-cns; .ii of Chn-t, lie

seems to have remain. .1 it .1. m .i 1. -m. ami was the

suffer martyrdom, being slain

the year 44 a.d. There is an incredible

legend of his having planted the gospel in Spain,

ami heist! ,,,try.

—

James
the 'brother' or 'cousin' of our Lord, surnamed

of this name, appears

to have resided, like .lames the Elder, chiefly in

i ipses of him which are

ad the Epistle
- d he presidi 1 over

•hurch of Jerusalem. According to the

,
i ippus who Qourished

about the middle of the 2d o.), he was considered a

miracle of '
ri even by the unbelieving

m the name of the Just. The
enmity of t i .lews, however, pro-

cure.rhis eonileiiinatiiin. ami the high-prii-t A nanus

gave order that, he Bhould be stoned to death.
• Josephus. the execution of the sen-

i ion among the people
i i. cannot be

precisely fixed, but it was probably about 62 oi 63

A.I'. Tin: Ki-isii.e GbxEBAL OF Jvm.
npiisition of his. The

I'lieh. however, placed i1

among tie •• riptures of doubtful

genuineness), ami sometimes even among the noiha

(or spurious scriptures). In the 4th c.,its authority

|
,. 1 the Council of Carthage (397 a.d.)

i inrse, did not
settle the question of its authenticity; and at the

period of the Reformation, both it- authenticity

and religious teaching were attacked by Kia-inus

tan (in the B an Catholii I

Lnear (in the Greek ('hunhK and by Luther, who
call.d it ' a downrii le,' the work
of some unknown James, who misun.l.i-t 1 the

doctrines oi nl Modern divines,

generally, profess to see no discrepancy between

they are looking at the same great verity from
i points (see

Jt sum m ion i. T, polished, and
poetical. V. IV ''II

that its possessor was a man of superior

spare Alford's Greek Test •

1859).

.1 LMES I., kin- ..f Scotia,,. I i KM i 137), was
the second sou of Robert III., by Anuabella Drum-

mond, daughter of Sir John Urummond of StobhalL

,y, having
been murdered by hit I

. t.. the throne. Fearing
ificed to the tinscrupulou

Albany, his I I
-• -ml him to France,

Accordingly, in I4u.",

reached it ; the vessel in which he was
embarked having been taken by the English. J.

...
i

..,,....: and
Tow, ,. In l 107, hi

Castle. In 1-117. he accompanied Henry V. in his
1 1,, the death of Robert HI.,

in I Hid, the government devolved on til D I

i. ,,, l 119, his bod Mm loi h

the regency. In 11-4, J.'s long

me to an end : on giving b

paym.i.t of '- 10,000, hi v. ,- allowed '

his kingdom. Previous to leaving England, he
married Joanna, daughter of tl

fourth son of John of Gaunt To the excellent
education which he had received in England, J.

' for the development of Ins very con-
siderable powers of mind. Bis poems, Christ's Kirk

ithe authorship of which, however, is

disputed i, and Kiwi's Qiiltnir, shew him to have
been possessed of high poetic talent. With the acts

of his tirst parliament, in 14-4. the regular series of

,.- may be said to begin. Many excel-

lent laws were passed for the regulation of trade,

and for the internal economy of the kingdom;
while these were followed up by an executive vigour
whii I, S otland had never known before. No sooner

did J. feci himself thinly seated on the throne, than
he resolved to execute vengeance ou the Albany
family. By a partial I erth in 14°.i,

the two sons of the late Rc_<-nt Muni..
father-in-law, the Earl of Lennox, were found guilty
-I certain crimes laid to their charge, and imme-
diati ly beheaded. The next few years of J.'s reign

are among the most really peaceful in ti.

Scotland previous to the union of the crowns; the

whole efforts of the king being directed to the
repression of the internal disorders of the kingdom

;

especially of the Highlands, where scarcely any
law except that of the strongest had hitherto been
known. In 14.'!G, J.'s eldest daughtt
was married to the Dauphin of France, afterwards
Louis XI. AnioU"-t those wh.'in the .

policy of the king had offended was Sh Robert
,.| the Far] of Strathearn. He bad

been imprisoned in 14'2."i, on the impeachment, of the
Albany family. Owing to this cause, or to some
real or imaginary injury done to his family, (Iraharn

was so irritated, that in 1435 he acta. illy used
to the king himself when pre-

siding in parliament. For this he wa
and hi- possessions declared forfeited, n • red

to the Highlands, to brood over a plan of revenge,

which circumstances soon put it into hi

execute. In 14::7, the court, hcl.l the Christmas
festival at Perth. The king was about to retire

l of mi n in armour
outside the gates. It w-

accompai 1 by 'ion armed men. The locks of

the chamber-door having been pur]"

Ca Douglas, with a spirit worl

nam.-, thrust her ai m to make ,t

serve the purpose of a bar ; but her arm was
broken, and the ruffians entered the chamber,
Tin- kin--, who bad hidden himself in an aperture
under the floor, w:,-

cruelly murdered, in the 44th year

Graham and the ether ringleaders were afterwards
seized, tortured, and pal to death. J. was uniiues-

moat able of the Stuart
I le
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his tellectuol and practical ability were of a very
J

to Sir Thomas Boyd, son of Lord Kobert,liIhomas being at the s.nmo +;,.,<> j-.j tC_i
high order.

JAMES IT., king of Scotland (1437—1460), was
the son of James I. and llueon Joanna, and was
born in 1430. He was crow I at Edinburgh when
only m the sixth year of his age. Sir William
Crichton, the Chancellor, and Sir Alexander Living-
ston, contrived to keep possession of the person of
the young king, and consequently to wield the royal
authority until he had reached his fourteenth year
J.he power of the House of Douglas had now risen
to so great a height as almost to overshadow that
of the crown. In the hope of curbing it, Oichton
had treacherously caused William, the you,,., carl
and his brother to be put to death. The policy
Of the act proved to be as bad as its spirit for
by the marriage of the heiress of the murdered
youth with her cousin, the family was restored
to more than its former power. The young king,
tired of the rule of Crichton, put himself' under
the control of Douglas. A parliament was held by
which Crichton and Livingston were declared rebels
and their estates forfeited. Under the rule of the
earl, the kingdom fell into complete anarchy, and
became one scene of violence and disorder. ] ),',„ das
however, maintained the warlike renown of

°
his

House; m 144S, the English having invaded
hcot and, he gave them battle on the banks of
the little river Sark, in Annandale, and defeated
them with very considerable slaughter. In 1449
J. married Mary, daughter of Arnold, Duke of
Gelderland. The character of the king appears to
have been much strengthened after his marriage
Like most of the Stuarts, he possessed great aniinai
courage; lie seems also to have possessed much of
his father s clearness of perception in framing laws
and of his energy in enforcing their observation
Chafing under the sway of Douglas, he resolved to
assert his independence. Crichton, who had pre-
viously contrived to make terms for himself was
constituted the royal adviser. Douglas driven
from power, formed an alliance witlAhe Earl of
Crawford. By the union of these two powerful
nobles, it seemed that the royal authority in Scot-
land had virtually become extinct. J. had recourse
to treachery

: he invited Douglas to visit him at
.Stirling Uistle, where, picking a quarrel with liini
he murdered the earl with his own hand. But the
power of the Douglas family was not yet broke,
Through the aid of the House of York, fchen
dominant m England, and by the martial influence
of his name, the heir of the murdered earl wis
enabled to raise the standard of rebellion at the
head of an army of 40,000 men. But J., listening
to the wise advice of his councillor Kennedy, soon
succeeded in quelling this insurrection. D ]„
was compelled to flee; and his lands were granted
to the Earl of Angus. In 1460, from causes not
clearly known J. infringed an existing truce with
r.ngland by laying siege to the castle of Box-
burgh, then in the hands of the English. While
he was standing beside one of the rudely made
cannons of that time, the gun burst, and a fragment,
s hiking Inin. produced almost immediate death

?e m the 29tl1 year of his aSe >
and 24th of

JAMES III., king of Scotland (1460—1488), was
the son of James II. and Mary of Gelderland, and
was born in 1453. On the death of his father,
the government appears to have been conducted
by his mother, guided by the wisdom of Bishop
Kennedy. On the death of the latter in 1465
the young king fell into the hands of Lord Boyd

rp,
~,—

.

—"j «j °"u ui ijuru x\,ooert, sirIhomas being at the same time created Ear]

?Arn1\ nr
the kiu -' s carriage, however, in

1469 with Margaret of Denmark, power changedhands: Lord Boyd was obi,,,,! t„ ilee, and "fen

din!'?

11

t^mIw lnt0
,

exile
;
iQ which condition hedied In 1474, his widow married Lord Hamilton

ot which marriage were born James, created Ear

M ft™
11

w
m

, ^t3'
and E^abeth, who married

Matthew, Earl of Lennox. J. was all his life underthe influence of favourites. Conspicuous among
these was a man named Cochran, originally a mason?Through his means, the Duke of Albany, brother
ot J., was forced to flee from the kingdom, bavin"
bee, charged with witchcraft; while )]„-, la el ,7f

ar also a brother of the king's, was actually
put to death on the same absurd accusation. The
rule of Cochran and other low-born favourites
I'ocamc intolerable to the haughty Scotch nobility
I'ispules having arisen with England, and an Enrr-
lis li loree having advanced on Berwick, J. put him-
self at the head of an army to oppose the invaders.Angus trawlord, Argyle, and others resolved topel,

t
by this opportunity to rid themselves of theobic-Mous favourite. They met in council to

deliberate upon their plans. It was on this occa-
sion that Angus acquired his well-known sobriquet
o

I 1-1 the Cat.' The result was, that Cochran and
ln'""ther ot the lending favourites were seized and
suiiiniar, ly l,a,,ge

;

d. The king himself was imprisoned
witbiii the castle of Edinburgh. The banishedDuke of Albany had joined the English army. On
a treaty being made, he was, by some unknown
means, restored to his brother's favour. He did
not long hold it, however. In 14S7, Margaret of
Denmark.died J.'s love of pursuits which, for the
age in which he lived, were intellectual, brought
"l»>n him the contempt of a warlike and illiterate
nobility—a contempt on which the weakness of his
moral character imposed no check. A conspiracy
whose ,,r,gin is obscure, ended in a rebellion, having
for its avowed object the dethronement of the kin£Many of the pcerSj howeveI,

; remained j ,
°
Q

that J. was enabled to put himself at the head
ot a considerable force. But, mainly through the
cowardice of the king, the royal army was defeated
at saucl.ie, ISth June 14SS. J. escaped from the
held; but he was afterwards discovered by one

of 36
murdered. He died at the age

JAMES IV., king of Scotland (1488—1513), was
the son of James III. and Margaret of Denmark
and was born March 17, 1472 A movement
headed by the Earl of Lennox, having for its
object the subversion of the new government
was soon quelled; and the rule of the youn<- kin«
gave promise of being both vigorous and popular!
-LllC avarice ot tl ,. 1 : ., . .. , „' L

, .

. ,™-« ui uenig notn vigorous and popular
_. avarice of the preceding reign was followed by
profusion which conciliated the nobles

; while the
king s personal beauty and open manner won the
hearts of the people. The naval exploits of SirAndrew Wood of Largo, in the beginning of this

fn^"r+ T?
f

f°,
te\ With a P«atly inferior'

ioice, he twice defeated the English; on one occa-
sion, capturing as many as five of their ships of
war. Instead of avenging this defeat by force of

resolved to endeavour to win Scotland by concilia-
tion and policy He proposed a marriage between
J. and his .laughter Margaret; but his wise schemes
were for a long time frustrated by the gold and
intrigue of the king of France. But at length the
prudence ot Henn prevail.;. I. and in 151):; J married
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gain by policy what it wu lliillvli'

rod loi

old easily

Had be lived longer, a lasting

d established between the

ire headstrong than .). bin
treaty was followed by a period nf almost

unexampled peace ami prosperity; hut lis ti

nry VI I., in Linn
i.ii il 1 1 nry VII I.

bad been two me that a rapture
took p!

reparation fur an al 1.-_;.<1 outrag i tin- Selfish
Hi nry hail returned a contemptuous answer.

M.- 'i .1 lui • !. .i.-li kin,' l.y . -..1111-

g certain Kuglish liunh-i- .-hi.-ftains who had
i.i th- murder of Sir Robert Ccr

;

he had also declined to deliver a legacy of jewels

bequeathed to Queen Mai her. Long
and a i followed, which ended in

I
|

' .md Kngl.in.l in the

battle ol Flodden

The bod on the field after

II died in the 41st year of his age, and
26th of In

JAMKS V., king of Scotland (1513—1542), was
the sou of Janus IV. and Margaret of Kuglan.l.

He was horu at Linlithgow, Kith April 1512.

The period of his long minority is one of the
gloomiest in Scottish history. Such was the law-

less state of the country, that it was impossible to

pass from one place to another except in armed
i take of Ubany was chosen regent

by the parliament, but his government was almost
ho jealousy and enmity

of the Earl of Angus, who had married the ,

1

i„., ,|.

mother. I
i pn i a led, and i he

duke retired to France. For a while, the Angus
branch of the Douglas family ruled Scotland in the

same manner as the elder branch had ruled it in

i igof the reign of James II. When in

nth year, th.- king, resolved no longer
to bn.ok th.- authority of the earl, escaped from his

i his funds were b

! In 1536, J. visited

the court of Franc,-, and on the Lsl .1

I. This amiable ipiceu I i v .
•

. 1 for but a few weeks ;

and in the same year, J. was again married. His
second wife was Mary of Lorraine, daughter of the

I nry VEIL having dedl 1 his

irons that his
on pie ; but J. remained

had two sons

by Mary of Quise, but they both died in infancy,
' each other -an event which

seems to have greatly all'—tcd the mind of James.
With the view of gaining bis m-phew over to his

views. Henry proposed that they
should have an interview at York. He actually

I

ior six days,

e arrival of J., whl I

S'ece of real or fan

enry. In lot'.', the Knglidi having made an incur-

. were attacked ...
!

with great |a I
of Huntly and Home.

To avenge this defeat, Henry sent the Duke of

Norfolk into Scotland with an army of 20,000 men.

The spread
mi item had no-,-.

kingdom ; the nobles being mi

the king sided with the clergy. When

1506.

wu,
S67.

illy

be

In

\".ii folk's retreat. The nobles, actual
.ii log dty, or by (lion hi . a I h,,ld i .

which he was bent. While this contra
pending between -hand the nobles, a report arose

i. a royal favourite, had '" . u

appointed to 1 he ehlel i-ouilliand. Tile &4

r. While in this dis-
co mi ed state, It was attacked bj Dacre and Mns-
erase, tsvo Kiirh.-h h-aders, at the In i.l .a ;. ,. 1.

I Tins dishonour to

quite <

Jami i. II lhut himself upin Falkland Palace, where
I Dei nil., i l::, 1542, Beven dai

birth "i hi

'iUt year ol bis age, ami 30th of bis reign.

JAMES I. "F I'.MII.ANI. AVI. VI. in

i l 16031 1625), only son of Mary,
i -, and Henry Lord Darulcv, was b,.rn

within the castle of Edmburgh, 19th Jui ""

i In in- in..; he: forced r .u it ion ol the
.1. was pro, dim,, d l.in. .' Scol .1 2 H h i i

The direction of Ins ,-l.il.ii, 1 devolved pri
!

i .a Mar. Hie ds leal educa
received from the famous George Buehani
loTS, the Kail of Morton, then regent, was driven
from power, and J. nominally assumed in

ot all in . llut the new government was unpopular,
and Morton soon sneer... led In re-establishing him-
self. His fall was, however, ultimately olk-tcl by
the united inline I tin- Duke of Lennox and of
the Karl of Arran. Morton was eondennied ami
executed on tbeehai'L i having been accessory to
the murder of Darnley. Aft"i

and Arr.ni ruled 'or some tune without control.

(In the 12th of \ u gust. 1 .".Si', however, a party of tbo
...[

i hi i. .n
j

al ii'ni in en I Is I le
;
and by

authority thus aeipiired, they inipri-auird \rr.ui, and
banished Lennox. hi lo.S'l, a eoiintei-plot ,

I i I ;
be iiinuo.li.it, -Is ii i 1 An.m to

power. Th" led, rue h.rds ss.-ie ol.hj.
I I,,

il.-.- t.i Kiiglan.l. In lo.s.i. through the connivance
iii i.iiieen Klizabetb, they returned, and with an
army of 10,000 men, obliged J. to capitulate in

\nali Was again I riliishe, I. In

L586, Queen Mars, tin. ' in, I, was
e I'lUll. d le, I he I aigll.sh e t to he I NiCCUted.

, be neverthe-

less, after his mother's
1

execution, concluded an
oH'endse and defensive allianee with Kiiglaiid. In

the winter of 1589, J. went to Denmark, wl

married the Princess Anno. .I ,n .hi. .a Frederick

II. , king of that j I' i 1591 1" 1694,

the kingdom was disturbed by var a ti

able attempts by the Kails of Kothsvell. Huntly,

and oth.-r Roman Cafholic lords. It, was not
till J. had m ir. led against Huntly in person
that these disturbances ssere supi ssed. Long

nt'S toll, H'.od In t V,. ell I.
'

clergy. In 1600, occurred the <;,,s-.

(q. v.). P.y tl

led ! 1 1" i '" 'i. "i. i. i

'

I... in. unpopular with his nesv subject*. The
. .

Il * 'at le II'' - al the esi'l itleS ||.M d
I.e.. .ml , t ln-iii s i he famous < .im-

pose, hr Plot (q. v.). oovered
on the 5th ol November 1605. Nor did time
increase the popularity of J. with any class of his

Subjects. \\ . il.

his exchequer to be degraded thoSt til lea of

Id be ben in f e hum. , I, ,,i,i,

an earldom for 620,
,

of I 'air .
i I sear

10(17 i
h ii

' were .showered
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upon liim, and in 1613 he was created Earl of

Somerset In his turn, Somerset gave place to

Buckingham. Under these minions, the name and
power of England, so formidable under Elizabeth,

sunk to insignilicance. In 1617, J- revisited Scot-

laud ; a visit which his angry disputes with the

clergy did not give him much leisure to enjoy. In

1619, his eldest sou, Henry, Prince of Wales, died,

to the great grief of the nation. J. had set his

heart upon effecting a marriage between his son

Charles (now Prince of Wales) and a Spanish prin-

cess. For some time, it seemed as if his design

would succeed ; and in 1623, Charles actually went
to the court of Spain, along with Buckingham, to

prosecute his suit. Buckingham, however, having

quarrelled with the leading men of the Spanish

court, the negotiation ultimately failed through his

pique. A war with Spain was the result. J. died

on 27th March 1625. He was aptly termed by
Sully ' the wisest fool in Christendom.' ' He was
indeed,' says Macaulay, ' made up of two men—

a

witty, well-read scholar, who wrote, disputed, and
harangued, and a nervous, drivelling idiot who
acted.' His reign is interesting to the student of

English constitutional history, as it was during it

that parliament may be said to have taken its first

decided stand in its long contest with the crown.

The parliament of 1621 is especially memorable on
this account.

JAMES II. of England and VII. or Scotland
(16S5— 16SS), son of Charles I. and Henrietta Maria,

was born loth October 1633. In 1643, he was
created Duke of York. In 1648, during the civil

war, he made his escape to France. For some time

he served in the French army under Turenne ; but

on peace being made with Cromwell, he was obliged

to leave both the army and territory of Louis

XIV. He then entered into the military service of

Spain. At the Restoration, he was made Lord High
Admiral of England, twice commanding the Eng-
lish fleet in the ensuing wars with the Dutch. In

1660, he married Anne, daughter of Lord Chancellor

Hyde. On the death of the Duchess of York in 1671,

J. avowed Ms conversion to popery. On the passing

of the Test Act in 1673, he was obliged to resign

office. On the 21st November 1673, he married

Mary Beatrice, daughter of the Duke of Modena.
During the great "irritation against the Roman
Catholics which arose in England on the publication

of Titus Oates's supposed discoveries, the Duke of

York resided for a short while on the continent.

The bill for his exclusion from the throne was
twice read before the House of Commons, and only

prevented from passim; by the prorogation of par-

liament, 26th May 1679. In 16S0, the Exclnsiuu

Bill passed in the House of Commons, but was
rejected in the House of Lords. On his return from

abroad, and while the Exclusion Bill was before

parliament, the duke was sent down to govern Scot-

land. On the death of Charles II., 6th February

16S5, J. succeeded to the crown without opposition.

He had scarcely been many hours a king when
he violated the fundamental laws of the constitu-

tion by contiuuing the levy of customs, settled on

the late king for life only, without the authority of

parliament. At war with his parliament, in order

to obtain money, J. was forced to become the pen-

sioner of Louis XIV. In Passion Week 1685, the

rites of the Church of Rome were openly celebrated

at Westminster with full splendour. In the same
year, the suppression of the Duke of Monmouth's
rebellion in England, and that of the Earl of

Arcyle in Scotland, was followed by great severities.

On" the western circuit alone, well known as the

Bloody Assize, presided over by the infamous

Jeffreys, 320 persons were hanged." On the meeting

of parliament on the 9th November of this year,

J. requested extra supplies to maintain a standing

army, which was a favourite scheme of his. He
noticed in his speech, that in some recent appoint-

ments he had thought fit to dispense with the

Test Act. After a stormy debate, government was

finally beaten on the question of supply. To aid

his endeavours in favour of the Roman Catholics,

J. resolved to try to conciliate the Puritans, much
as he hated them. On the 4th of April 1687, appeared

the memorable Declaration of Indulgence, in which

he announced his iutention of protecting dissenters

in the free exercise of then- religion ; and the nation

beheld the extraordinary spectacle of the House of

Stuart leagued with republican and regicide sects

against the old Cavaliers of England. The attempt

to conciliate the Puritans was, however, unsuccess-

ful ; and in March 1687, it began to be evident that

the war between king and church must soon reach

a climax. At that time, a vacancy having occurred

in the presidency of Magdalen College, Oxford, a

royal letter came down recommending Anthony
Farmer, a Roman Catholic, to the vacant place.

For Farmer was afterwards substituted Parker,

Bishop of Oxford. He was known to be a Roman
Catholic, though not avowed ; besides which, he

laboured under other legal disqualifications. The
Fellows of the college declined to elect him. A
special ecclesiastical commission was then sent to

Oxford, escorted by three troops of cavalry with

drawn swords. Parker was installed, the Fellows

expelled, and declared for ever incapable of holding

any church preferment. On the 27th April 16S8,

J. published a second Declaration of Indulgence ;

this he ordered to be read in all the churches in the

kingdom. The order was generally disobeyed by

the clergy, and seven of the bishops having ventured

on a written remonstrance, were committed to the

Tower on a charge of seditious libel. On the 10th

June of the same year, J.'s luckless son, known
in history as The Pretender, was born. The history

of the trial and acquittal of the seven bishops on

the 29th June 16SS, forms one of the most glowing

passages in the splendid narrative of Macaulay.

On the night of the same day, an invitation was
despatched"to William, Prince of Orange, signed by
seven of the leading English politicians, to corne

over to England and occupy the throne. On the oth

of November, William landed at Torbay with 14,000

men. J. found himself deserted by the nobility,

gentry, and army ; even his own children turned

against him. He retired to France, where he was
hospitably received by Louis XIV, who settled a

revenue upon him. Early in March in the follow-

ing year, he made a hopeless attempt to regain

his throne by invading Ireland with a small army,

with which he had been furnished by the king of

France ; he was totally defeated at the battle

of the Boyne, 1st July 1690. He returned to

France, continuing to reside at St Germain's till

his death, Oth September 1701. There is hardly

a sovereign mentioned in history of whom one can

find less good to say than of James II.

JAMES, George Pavne Rainsford, a fecund
and popular novelist, was born in London in 1801,

and commenced the career of authorship at an

early age. Before he reached the age of 17, he
wrote seven eastern tales, entitled The String »/
Pearh; but the first work that bore the author's

name was R'u-lirli, u, which appeared in 1825. From
this period till his death, which happened Oth

June, 1S60, in Venice, where he held (since 1858)

the office of British consul, his publications were,

we might almost say, incessant. The principal are

—Darnley, Be L'Orme, Philip Anr/nstits, Henry
Masterton, and ilary of Burgundy. He also composed
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ml s.-m lal lu-torical works of a

biographical kind, su

writings are cheerful and pleasant in spirit, but

his notions of the romantic whether in scenery or

char* • onventional, and i

make quick-witted readers smile at the juvenility

of the author's fancy.

JAMES, Joi eminent Congrega-
tional I

,.1 for a short time at a

port, .ui.1 was placed on
the 'preaching list at seventeen.' Se was highly

popular, and when only twenty, was settled as

pastor of the 'church meeting in Carr's Lane,'

Birmingham, when bis death, 1st

October 1859. In the course of years, Angell James
red tli" si important and

influential public man in connection with his own
denomination, and on account of his

'

views of i

both by the Low-Church party in I

Establishment, and by dissenters generally in

Scotland and America. He piibli-ho.l

tract-, addresses, and small religious

volumes (the best known being I

Inquirer), which had—and some of them still have
and Letters

ne< (Lond, 1862).

JAMES RIVER, an important river of North
iied by the union of the Jackson and

Cowpasture streams, rises near the middle of

Virginia, and has its entire course in that state.

It Bows in an east-south-east dired
i i and Richmond; and widening into an
estuary for the last GO miles nf its c

Ltlantic at the southern extremity of

Bay. It is 150 miles in length, and is

ml, 150 miles from
Its chief tributaries are the Appomattox on the

right, and the Chickahominy on thi

mad., historical by the battles of 1862. It was at

Jamestown, •'!-' miles from tie- mouth of tins river,

b settlement in '

formed, 1607. By the James River and K inawha
Canal, which extends westward alorj

. tmond to bi yond the
1 iocs is carried

Virginia.

.1 IMES TOWN, the chief place and only sea-

port of St Helena (q. v.).

JA'MESTOWN, a village in tfev, 5

58 miles southwest of Buffalo,
on Chautauqua Lake, and near Lake Erie. It lias a

large trade and considerable manufactures, pop. in

JAMES'S BAY.a southerlj urn...! Hudson's Bay,

extendi in lal from 51 to 5S V, and in long, from
.•< W. It is so beset with

it- navigation is more dangerous than
other divisions of the -auie inland sea. Near its

southern extremity is situated M Factory, the

mo-f important station, next to York 1-
'

,

Hudson's Bay Company on thi

JAMES'S I'AI.Ai K. St. a large ini

structure, fronting towards Pall Mall, succeeded
Whitehall n- tie- London residence of the British

sovereigns, and remained as such from William III.

by Henry VIII., I i a hospital

dedicated to St James; Henry also

it h park, which he enclosed with n brick "all, to
i iuie-'s with Whitehall, the then royal

residence, .volitions ,„„i iiuprov euieiits gradually

made, totally

at the present tune little, if any. of tie- old structure
remains. In lS.'iT, the royal I,

! .'
! i I- I

"
1

1
I. in I mi I'.il c. . and St .tunes'- is

ttlj for li vces and draw in. i

Court of St James's is the UN J
' -art.

sr .Iami s's Pass lies southward Eron

and extend-
i

a thin the last thirty

improved, and is now
richly embellished with avenues of trees, and a line

piece of water in the .

waterfowl. On the east side is the Parade, where
the body-guards on duty are mustered, and where
the regimental bands perform in finevi

i On
the whole, this park is one of the greatest oraa-
ments of London. On the outskirts are situated

no and 3t Jami
I

|

Hmi
.
Marlborough House, &c.

JAMES'S POWDER is a patent medicine dis-
covered by a Dr Robert James, « ho b
as a licentiate of the ( 'ollege ..;

and died m 177b. aged 7.'!. The fame that he might
otherwise have acquired —for he was a man of consi-
derable professional skill, and a voluminous medical

1
by hi- patenting his 'fever

i
i still more by his falsifying the speci-

fication to such an extent as to render it impossible
to prepare the powder from In

the Com </</ Powder of Antimony has been
or it in the "British pharmacopoeias.

From the analysis of the patent medicine, for
which one or two London chemists assert that they
have the true original prescription, it appears to

ore than 50 per cent, of triphosphate
Of lime, which must be altogether n

anti-febrile medicine; of from 35 to 4.1
|

antimonious acid, and a little antimorj
and ten.xide of antimony. The pharmac
paration very closely resembles it B. I

aibed under the title of Pulvit Jacobi
ivn'l and antnnoiiial powder are very unci rl I

their operation, at om- n |>.

activity, and at another being almost
may be prescribed in doses of about Svi
a sudorific in fevers and rheumatic alb

may be given alone, or in combination with a few
i

i lomeL

JAMESON, Rev. John-. D.D., a meritorious
it-, was born in Glasgow, .March .'1,

1759, Btudied for the ministry, and in 17s] was
••"I I pastor of a congregation ,, t Forfar, in

i body. In
IT'.'?, he was translated to Edinburgh, where he
died July !•-', ISMS. J.'s reputation as a man of

Sro/'i,/, La,,,,,„,.,.
1
1st IS lSll'.l,, ot w Inch' be pub-

Ii-lnd an abridgment in 1818, and to which he
in 1825, It is a w.ak of

great industry, and • value as a
collection of scotch words, phrases, customs, &c ;

'

I little critical mi

present stand ird. Among J.'s other pi

may be mi nt oned, An //'
ma (1811); Uerrm -

a Lan-
1814); An B

ilit llniial ,,f rjar .

hour's |»iem The Bruce. (1820); and Blind Harry's
d works

of a pre which do not call for
special mention.

.1 iMESON, ROBBBT, distinguished as a naturalist,

was born at Lath, July 11, 1771, and died in ICdin-
burgh, April 28, 1854 Although originally intended

t,7»
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for the medical profession, J.'s strongly manifested
love for the study of animals and plants early

led him to devote himself to various branches of

natural history. After having given evidence of

considerable ability and indefatigable industry in

various able memoirs, he went in 1800 to Freyberg,

to study under Werner. He was elected in 1804 to

the chair of Natural History in the university of

Edinburgh ; and during the term of his professor-

ship, numbered among his students many of the

best naturalists of the present day. In 1S08, he
founded the Wernerian Society of Edinburgh ; and
in 1S09, brought out his Elements of Oeognosy,

in which he gave a comprehensive exposition of

the Neptunian theory as it had been modified

by Werner. In 1S19, he founded, in concert with
Sir David Brewster, the Edinburgh Philosophical

Journal, and in 1826 the Edinburgh New Philo-

sophical Journal, of which he continued to be
the editor till his death. His principal works, in

additiou to those we have already mentioned, are

A System of Mineralogy (1S04) ; A Mineralogical

Description of the County of Dumbarton (1805),

which was intended to have been the first of

a series of similar works on all the counties of

Scotland ; Manned of Minerals and Mountain
Pocks, &c. (1821) ; and Elements of Mineralogy

(1837). The Natural History Museum of the uni-

versity of Edinburgh is largely indebted to the

care and skill of J. for its present improved con-

dition, for, besides having carefully arranged its

collections, which had been almost created by his

own and other liberal donations, he obtained, by
his representations to government, an annual grant

for its maintenance. He was a fellow of almost all

the learned societies of Europe.

JAMESON, orJAMESONE, George, an eminent

Scotch portrait-painter, called by Walpole the Van
Dych of Scotland, was born at Aberdeen in 15S6.

Of his early history, nothing is known. He was at

Antwerp in 1616, studying under Rubens, had Van
Dyck as a fellow-pupil, and returned to Scotland

in 1628. He was first patronised by Sir Colin

Campbell of Glenorcby, for whom he painted many
portraits of the kings and queens of Scotland

;

i > oth> Robert Bruce' and 'David Bruce.'

His great talents being at once acknowledged,

he was largely patronised by the nobility, and
in 1633 Charles I. sat to him. He died at

Edinburgh in 1044. Though the pupil of Rubens
and associate of Van Dyck, his productions bear

very little resemblance to those of either of these

great masters ; distinguished for their clearness

of outline, delicacy and softness of shading, and
beauty of colour, they have neither the richness of

the former nor the vigour of the latter. Though
celebrated only as a portrait-painter, he has left

numerous historical, miniature, and landscape pieces.

His productions are very numerous ; the largest

collection of them is in the possession of the Earl

of Breadalbane j and many others of the Scotch
nobility possess paintings by him; there are also

several in the halls of the university of Aberdeen.

JAMESON, Mrs Anna, an English authoress,

born in Dublin, May 19, 1797. She was the

daughter of Mr Murphy, a painter, and was
married in 1327 to a Mr Jameson, a barrister, but
soon after separated from her husband, and devoted

herself to literature. She died 17th March 1860.

Her principal works are—Diary of an EnnuySe

(1826); Lore* of the Port* (1S20)
;'

Characteristics of
Shakspeares Women (1832); Memoirs of fhe Early
Italian Painters, &e. (1845); Sacral, and, Legendary
Art (1848); Legends of the Monastic Orders (1850) ;

Legends of the Madonna (1S52) ; Commonplace Book
680

of Thoughts, Memories, Fancies (1S54) ; and The
Scriptural and Legendary History of our Lord, &c,
as represented in Christian Art (1S60).

In all her writings, Mrs J. evinces a fine fancy, a
delicate, womaidy perception of the beautiful, and
a genuine poetic enthusiasm. She is regarded as

one of the first art-critics England has produced.

JA'MROSADE. See Eugenia.

JAMU', a town and fort in the north of the
Punjab, is in lat. 32° 44' N., and long. 74° 54'

E. It stands, amid the more southerly mountains
of the Himalaya, on both banks of an affluent of

the Chenab, the town on the right side, and the fort

on the left. It contains S000 inhabitants.

JA'NESVILLE, a city in Wisconsin, United
States of America, on both sides of Rock River,

45 miles south-south-east of Madison. It is built

partly on a plain by the river, and partly on a
bluff 100 feet above it, where the public buddings
are seen to great advantage. It is connected with
Chicago, Milwaukee, and the towns on the Mis-
sissippi by intersecting railways. There is a large

water-power for many mills and factories, and a
state asylum for the blind. Founded in 1S36, it

had, in 1860, a pop. of 7703.

JAN IN, Jules Gabriel, a very clever French
critic, was born at St Etienne, in the department
of Loire, December 11, 1S04, studied at the college

Louis-le-Grand in Paris, and addicted himself to

journalism at an early period. His wonderful
piquancy of style, his airy grace of sentiment and
wit, and his dashing paradoxes of criticism, have
been greatly relished by his countrymen ; so much
so, indeed, that J., without fear of ridicule, has been
able to dub himself le Prince de In Critique. For
many years he made and destroyed literary repu-

tations in the columns of the Journal des Debats.

He has also written a good many novels, tales,

narratives of tours, &c, among which may be
mentioned L'Ane mart et lajeune Femme guillotinte,

Contes fantastiques, Conies nouveaux, Voyage, de

Victor Ogier en Orient, Les Catacombs, La Nor-
mandie historique, pittoresqne et monumental, La
Bretagne historique, &c. Voyage de Paris a la Mer,
and Les Symphonies de VHiver.

JA'NINA, a city of Turkey, capital i >f the e3'alet of

Janina (the ancient Epirus), is situated on the south-

western bank of a lake of the same name, 40 mdes
inland from the shore opposite the island of Corfu.

The lake of Janina, called by the ancients Pambotis,
consists of two portions connected by two channels.

Its extreme length is about 12 miles, its greatest

breadth about 3 miles. At its southern end, stood
the ancient city of Dodona. The city of J. stands
in the midst of an extensive and fertile plain, which
produces fruits and grain in abundance. Its chief

buildings are 19 mosques, 6 Greek churches, a
Greek college, and two synagogues. Gold brocade
is here extensively manufactured by Greek work-
men, as well as gold lace for the east, morocco
leather, silk goods, and cob aired linen. J. was long

the head-quarters of the gifted but unscrupulous
Ali Pasha (q. v.). It is now in part deserted ; its

population, which was 40,000 under Ali Pasha, is

now 25,000. Little is known of its early history.

JA'NIZARIES (Jeni-tsheri, new soldiers), a
Turkish military force, originally formed by the
Osmanli sultan Orkhan, about 1330, of young
Christian prisoners compelled to embrace Moham-
medanism ; and more perfectly organised by Sultan
Amurath I., after 1362, when the number was
raised to about 10,000, and especial privileges

were conferred on them. They were for some
time recruited from Christian prisoners ; but their
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privileges soon induced many young Turks to seek

on int.. their body. There
of .7., on.- regularly organised, dwelling in barracks
in Cm : tO 08, and
whose number at one time amounted to 60,000,
but was afterwards reduced to 26,000 ; and the

other composed of rnegnlar troops, called Jamais,
scattered throughout al! tin- towns of the empire,
and amounting in Dumber to 300,000 or 400,000.
At ili: ' d "i the whole January force was the
Aga of the ,7., whose power was limited only by
the danger of revolt, and extended to lif< and
death. The J. were always ready to break out

into deeds oi violence if their pay or perquisites

were withheld. In times of pence, they acted as a

police force. They served on foot j
generally

.• of the Turkish army, and w. re noted
for the wild impetuosity of their attack. The
sultan's body-guard was formed of them. The J.,

howevei be very unruly ; and their

histoi v abounds i itions of

sultans, viziers, agas, ic, and atrocities of every
kind; mi tliat,li> degrees. the\ became more dan-

m rous to the oreign enemies.
The attempts of the sultans to reform or dissolve

them w.rc always unsuccessful, till Sultan Mah-
nioud II., in lM'ti, being opposed in some of his

measures by the J. in Constantinople, displayed the

flag of the Prophet, and succeeded in arousing

on his own behalf the fanatical zeal of other

portions of his troop-. The .T., deserted by their

aga, and othi r principal officers who remained
faithful to the sultan, were defeated, and their

bumed, when SI II 1(1 of them perished ill

the ftami \ >< June 17, 1826,

the Janizary force for ever dissolved.

All opposition was debated with blood-lied. Not
fewer than l.i.u ii were executed, aud more than

ished.

JAM U \ V'l'N's I. USD, an island in the An tic

Ocean, named after a l>ui whom it

was discovered in 1611. It lies between Iceland

and Spitzbergen, and is the northernmost known
volcanic land. Its highest point is the volcano of

'. iioh covi red

mountain, from which Barnes and -.

seen to proceed, and the sides of which exhibit
: - and frozen waterfalls. Another

volcano, ca I d Esk, about 1500 feet high, was

discovered by Scorcsby in 1817. An int. i

account of the island is to be found in Lord
Dufferin's Lettersfrom High Latitude*.

JAXSI'X, CoI'.NELirs, a celebrated divine, horn

of humble parentage in 1585, at Akkoi, near

Leerdam, in Holland, from whom the

Janse.msis derives its name. He was nephew of

the well-known biblical commentator, and

of Ghent, of the same name. The studies oi J.

were (I

u

trecht, Lniivain. and I'aris.

Having obtai 1 a professorship at Bayonne, be

devoted himself with all his energy to scriptural

-i.dly of the '

St Augustine. From Bayonne, he returned to

l.ouvain, where, in 1617, ne obtained the

r, was appoinb I

- ripture,

and took a prominent part in the affairs of the

university, especially in a contest with the Ji suits,

t.. the court of M idi d I" 1630, he wai

i pamphlet on the war with

Trance, ' in 1686,

to the i-
'

> this city he died of the

Bl he had completed his

peat work, tie- A ugut&mtl, which proved tl

of a theological controversy, the most important,

D d, BOCial, and' even political results,

which has ai ! formation. Its main
object, in which it coincideil with the scheme of

doctrine already condemned in Bajus (q. v.), was to

prove, 1>\ an elaborate analysis of Si Augustine's

work-, that the teaching of this Father against

the Pelagi in tana (q. v.), on Grace,

g of the modern, and especiallj of the

oli i-i e Moi iv\i, which
ng he held to be identical w it h thai 1)

Pent u i d 1

1

, he submitted the work
to tlic judgment of the Holy See : and on it- publi-

cation, in 1640, being received with load clamour,

especially by the .1 suits, and at once referred to

Home for judgment, tl .ether with

the antagonist publications of the Jesuits—was
prohibited by a decree of the inquisition in 1641 ;

ins year, it was condemned as heretical

b. i rban vill.' in the bull In Bmh i bis

bull encountered much opposition in Belgium; and
in France, the AuffUttinuS found many partisans,

who were animated by a double feeling, as well

of doctrinal predilection as of antipatln to the

alleged laxity of moral teaching in the schools

of the Jesuits, with whom the opposition to the

A <;,jtist;„„x was identified. See Just its. The most
eminent of the patrons of the Attgustinus were the

celebrated association of scholars and -

formed the community of Port EoYAt (q. v.),

Arnauld, Nicole, Pascal, &c. Nevertheless, the

syndic of the Sorbonne extracted from the Augua-
tinus seven propositions (subsequently reduced to

five) which were condemned as heretical by Innocent

X. in 165.'i. Hence arose the celebrated distinc-

tion of 'right' and of 'fact.' The friend of the

Augustitmt, while they admitted that in point of

right the five propositions were justlj condemned as

heretical, yet denied that in point of fad these

propositions were to be found in the A <

least in the sense imputed to them bj the bull.

A further condemnation was therefore issued by
VI VI I. in li'ioli. which was rigid!

France, and generally accepted ; and in 1668,

peace was partially restored by I 'lenient IX.,

least all overt opposition was repressed by the ii

rule of Louis XIV. The more rigid Jansenism, how-
and at their head Antoine ArnaiiM,

and formed a kind of community in

the Low Countries. On the death of Arnauld in

1694, the controversy remained in abeyance for

some years; but it 'was revived with new acri-

mony by the well-known dispute on I

'case of conscience,' and still more angrily in the

person of th v.), whose

Moral Reflection* on the Nt w I

published' with Iul.1i ecclesiastical authority, at

various intervals from 1<»7 1 till bis death, 171", was
denounced to the pop,, t lemenl XL, as a text-book

of undisguised Jansenism This pope issued in

1713. in the constitution ' Onigenitus,' a condem-

nation in in om
the Moral Reflections, which, however, mel with

... in E ranee I be death oi Louis XIV.
caused a relaxation of tl

regent, Duke of Orhaus, was urged to refer the

OVeisy to a national council, and the

council. The party thus formed, which numbered
four bishops and many inferior ecclesiastics, were

called, from this eireumstance. the A ppi

firmness oi the pope, and a oh it

,ll-l.i\ out. \ll • diet

l.i , the bull;was published, J' 4, 17-0, receiving the I ill

and even the parliament of Pari to
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register it, although with a reservation in favour
of the liberties of the Gallican Church. The
Appellants for the most part submitted, the
recusants being visited with severe penalties ; and
on the accession of the new Icing, Louis XV., the
unconditional acceptance of the bull was at leugth

formally accomplished, the parliament being com-
pelled to register it in a lit de justice. From
this time forward, the Appellants were rigorously

repressed, and a large number emigrated to the
Netherlands, where they formed a community, with
Utrecht as a centre. The party still remaining
in France persisted in their inveterate opposition

to the bull, and many of them fell into great
excesses of fanaticism. See Convutsionaries.
In oue locality alone, Utrecht, and its dependent

churches, can the sect be said to have had a regular

and permanent organisation, which dates partly

from the forced emigration of the French Jansenists

under Louis XIV., partly from the controversy
about Quesnel. The vicar-apostolic, Peter Codde,
having been suspended by Clement XI. in 1702,
the chapter of Utrecht refused to acknowledge
the new vicar named in his place, and angrily

joined themselves to the Appellant party in France,
many of whom found a refuge in Utrecht. At
length, in 1723, they elected an archbishop, Corne-
lius Steenhoven, for whom the form of episcopal

consecration was obtained from the French bishop
Vorlet (titular of Babylon), who had been sus-

pended for Jansenist opinions. A later Jansenist

Archbishop of Utrecht, Meindarts, established Haar-
lem and Deventer as his suffragan sees ; and in

1763, a synod was held, which sent its acts to Rome,
in recognition of the primacy of that see, which the
church of Utrecht professes to acknowledge. Since
that time, the formal succession has been main-
tained, each bishop, on being appointed, notifying

his election to the pope, and craving confirmation.

The popes, however, have uniformly rejected all

advances, except on the condition of the acceptance

of the bull Unigenitus, and the recent act of the

Holy See, in defining as of Catholic faith the dogma
of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin

Mary, has been the occasion of a new protest. The
Jansenists of the Utrecht Church still number about

5000 souls, and are divided over 25 parishes in the

dioceses of Utrecht and Haarlem. Their clergy are

about 30 in number, with a seminary at Amersfoort.

So far as they can be said to possess a theological

system, it may be described as a compound of

Jansenist and ultra-Gallican principles.

JANS SENS, Abraham, a celebrated Dutch
painter, is supposed to have been born in Amster-
dam about 1569. Of a thoughtless and excitable

disposition, he made himself completely miserable

by his marriage with a girl of extravagant tastes,

ami spent hislatest years in extreme want. The
year of his death is unknown. Many churches

in Flanders possess pictures executed by him

;

the most famous are the ' Burying of Christ ' and
a ' Madonna and Child,' in the church of the

Carmelites at Antwerp. There are also good
epecimens of his style in the galleries of Munich,
Vienna, Dresden, and Berlin. J. displayed great

vigour in drawing and designing ; he was an admir-

able colourist, and he certainly ranks next, among
the historical painters of the period—though at a
considerable distance—to Bubens.—Cornelis J.,

probably born in Flanders, died in Amsterdam in

1665, acquired a reputation as a very fine painter of

portraits and historical subjects.—Another eminent

artist of this name was Victor Honorius J. (born

at Brussels 1664, died there 1739).

JANTHI'NA, a genus of gasteropodous molluscs

of the order ScutibrancJiiata, and of the same family
(HaliotiJai) with ear-shells. The shell is very
similar in form to that of a common snail, but thin

'%:-/
Common Oceanic Shell (Janthina fragilis).

Shell with the animal, the float expanded.

a, head; b, mouth; c, tentacles; d, eyes; e, horder of the
mantle at the entrance ol the branchial cavity; /, foot, the
posterior part, which is flat

; g, lateral expansion of the

in;,' a Mjrt uf pouch
; /, /. bunch ol ai'ialcd vr>iclcs, serving to

suspend the mollusc at the sui lace ol" the water; m, hi, eggs

and beautifully pellucid. These molluscs are remark-
able as inhabitants of the open ocean, in which they
swim at the surface of the water by means of a

float formed of vesicles containing air, and secreted

by the foot. To the under-surface of this float, the

egg-capsules are attached. The vesicular float has

no more anatomical connection with the animal
than the shell has. The Janthina? abound in the

seas of warm climates ; are plentiful in the Medi-
terranean, but rare on the British coasts.

JANUA'RITJS, St, a martyr of the Christian

faith under Diocletian, was a native of Benevento,

or at least became bishop of that see in the latter

part of the 3d century. According to the Neapolitan

tradition, he was taken prisoner at Nola; and the

place of his martyrdom, in 305, was Pozznoli,

where many Christians suffered the same fate.

His body is preserved at Naples, in the crypt

of the cathedral, and in a chapel of the same
church are ako preserved the head of the martyr,

and two phials (ampitU'r) supposed to contain his

blood. On three festivals each year, the chief of

which is the day of the martyrdom, September 19,

and on occasions of public danger or calamity, as

earthquakes or eruptions, the head and the phials

of the blood are carried in solemn procession to

the high-altar of the cathedral, or of the church
of St Clare, where, after prayer of greater or less

duration, the blood, on the phials being brought into

contact with the head, is believed to liquefy, and
in this condition is presented for the veneration

of the people, or for the conviction of the doubter.

It occasionally happens that a considerable time
elapses before the liquefaction takes place, and
sometimes it altogether fails. The latter is regarded

as an omen of the worst import ; and on those

occasions when the miracle is delayed beyond the

ordinary time, the alarm and excitement of the

congregation rise to the highest pitch. Those who
are curious as to the literature of the controversy

regarding this celebrated legend, will lind many docu-

ments in the sixth volume of the Bollandist Acta

Sanctorum for September.

JANUARIUS, St., Order op, an order of

'

knighthood, founded by King Charles of Sicily

(afterwards Charles III. of Spain), on the 6th July,

1738. It was abolished after the French invasion

of 1S06, and reintroduced in 1814. The badge is

a gold octagonal white and red enamelled cross,

with gold lilies in the upper and side angles. The
obverse represents St. Januarius in episcopal robes,
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with mi open book. The round middle of the

reverse thews golden open l»«>k, end two phials

partly filled with 1.1 1. The kr,

in sou noble

generations, or Cat

JA'X UAH Y. the first month of the year. It was,

among the Romans, held sacred t.. Janus (q. jr.),

from whom it derived its nam.', ami was added to

imI.h- along with February by Numa, it was
not till the 18th • -. that .1. was universally adopted
by European nations as th. Jir.^l month of the year,

nsidered it as such as tar

back as 261 B. c.

JA'.M'S and JANA, two very old Latin divini-

ties, male ami female, whose names are merely
different (probably the Sun) and
IHuna or Lunn (certainly the Moon). The worship
of the former held a high place in the regards of

the loimans. Ill every undertaking, his name was
first invoked, even before thai of Jupiter, which is

the more singular, as Jupiter was unquestionably

the greatest o! the Loman gods. Perhaps it may
be taken as a verification of the tradrt

Janus was the oldest of them, and ruled in Italy

before any of the others came thither. He presided

not only over the 1" nnning of the year, but over

the beginning of each month, each day. and the

ent of all enterprises. On Hew-Year's
made each other presents of tiu'S, dates,

1 9, sweetmeats, &c, wore a holiday-dress,

saluted each other kindly, &c. The pious Romans
nioiiiiiiL'. whence his name of

Father of the Morning'). He
1 with a sceptre in his right hand,

and a key in his left, sitting on a beaming throne

(probably a relic of the original, or at least very
old worship of J. as the sun). He hi

faces (whence the expression applied to a deceitful

person, 'Jam: youthful, and the other
aged, the one looking forward, and the other back-

Ward, in which some have pi..:

of the wisdom of the god who beholds both the

past and future, and others, simply of 1

1

'. i.mi di dicated to him the passage close

by the Forum, on the road connecting the Quirinal

with the Palatine '1

a temple, but which was men
containing a statue of Janus) was open in times of

war, and closed in th a is a striking

commentary on the military habits ot the Romans,
toe was shut only thrice in Tim yean,

Gist by Nnma himself, again at the close of the first

! ind for the third I
>

It was al.-o clos. d by Vespasian in 71 a.d.

JAI'A N (native name, Xipon—or DM -V /< . .

Great Nipon—Le., the Laud of the Rising Sun),

an island-empire of I

the proud isolating policy of its rulers, and now
claiming special consideration from its recent

. lations with the civilised world.

:
i prebends four large islands,

viz., Nipon ah.. Japanese mainland), Sikoh or

M.l extends from 31"

to 4.V 30" N. fat It i- divided into 8 provinces,

t>8 departments, and G'22 districts. The empire
of J. tie area of which lias been

t 3800 small

islands and i
: four larger ones, and

is situated between 26* 62" N. lat., and 128°-151°

ii .1 on th.- N. by the Sea of

Okotsk, on the E. by the North Pai

the B. by thi
- China, and on the W.

by the Bea of Japan.
The islands of J. nppear to

be of volcanic origin, and that pari of the Pacific

on which they rest is still intensely affected by
volcanic action. Earthquakes occur v< ry fri quently
ill J., although certain pints ol t lie C0U1 it rj al'e

exempt. Tii ii that, on an average,
some one of their citi

years by this agency. J. has been called the land

of mountains
; hut though these are very numerous,

and many of them volcanic, they are of moderate
elevation, and rarely attain the limits of perpetual

snow. The country -en.-rall\ is of moderate eleva-

tion, with fertile valleys, picture.-que landscapes,

I indented with magnificent harbours
;

the soil is productive, rich in mineral wealth, and
teeming with every vai t. ol agricultural pro-

duce, The great vol.-anie mountain Wunsentake,
on a

l
uonioij of kiii-iu. reaches to the line of

OW, and is both feared and worshipped
bj the Jai se, The celebrated and sacred l-'u.-i-

j
una I- ffich Scholar Peak'), the I'm ,:

is an cm net volcano, the highest peak of which
reachi 9 to the height of 1-1.177 feet. Springs, lakes,

and rivers are numerous; but the last. I

. huked and very impetuous, are valuable chnlly for

the ] mi] loses of irrigation.

Our knowledge of the donate of J. is yearly
June, July, and August are the months

of rain, which sometimes ,1, ,, n,l, m unceasing
torrents, The months of October and November
are the pleasantcst and most eeninl ,,t the twelve,
when fine weather is enjoyed without thi

heat of summer. The summers are very hot, and
the winters in the northern parts almost Siberian

;

the thermometer rising to 9ti° in the shade 111 the
former, and sinking to 18° below zero ill the latter

season. Alcock says: 'The thermometer in the
shade (during the summer) ranges from 70° to 85°,

and averages 80 between the morning and the
evening, while it is sometimes below 70° at night.'

Hurricanes and waterspouts arc frequent; dense
fogs hide the sun, sometimes for four or five days
together; and about the change of the monsoons,
typl US and equinoctial gales frequently sweep

am se seas.

I'. 7./11/,/. I'rt/illiclltinx.—hl Hodgson's Japan will
be found a systematic catalogue of Japanese tiora

by Sir William Hooker. We can only mention
a few of the most noteworthy trees and plants.

Cheanut, oak (both deciduous and evcigrceni, pine,
beech, elm, cherry, dwarf-oak, elder, sycamore,
maple, cypress, anil many other trees of ' familiar
name abound. The evergreen oak and the maple
are the finest of all Japanese trees. Ti

forests of pine, and oaks of pro. I

Yesso; but the. /.'/i«s n ni'c'tf, rtt or laeker-tree,

the l.aurus eam/Jiifi-ii or camphor-tree, the Broue-
simtiiii papyri/era or paper-mulberry-, the Rhus

tx-tree of J.,

the remarkable and
country. Bamboos, palms, n

and 150 species of evei

Thus, the vegetation oi the tro] 1

mingled with that of the temp, rate 01

tin- tree-fern, bamboo, banan 1, and 1 *
side by side with the pine, the oak, and the beech,
and eonifi 1 1

parnassia till the lakes and morassi .-.
' The tobacco-

plant, the tea-shrub, the potato, rice, wheat barley,
ami maize are all cultivate,; 1

.- to that of the North
.i.tin. -nt.

istheohief occupation of theJapanese.
They are very careful fanners, and their farms

Ol older and lent ,,, Jg. They besteW
hfy under-

stand cropping and the rotation ol 1

cultivated laud is chietly a light friabli loam of



great fertility. It grows cotton, rice, wheat, maize,

buckwheat, millet, potatoes, and turnips. The rice

harvest commences in October. Wheat is sown in

drills in November and December, and reaped in

May and June. Flails and winnowing-machines,
similar to those used in England, are common.

Animals.—Wild animals scarcely exist in J., in

consequence of the universal cultivation of the soil.

A few wolves, foxes, and wild boars still roam in

the north of Nipon. Wild deer are protected by
law. The principal domesticated animals are horses,

of which there is an indigenous race; oxen and cows,

used only as beasts of burden ; and dogs, held in

superstitious veneration by the people. Birds are

very numerous, and include two kinds of pheasants,

wild-fowl, herons, cranes, and many species common
both to Europe and Asia. There are few reptiles

;

and of insects, white ants, winged grasshoppers, and
several beautiful varieties of moth, are conspicuous.

JUineralof/y.— J. is very rich in minerals. The
gold mines of Matsumai and the north-east part pf

Nambu have long been celebrated ; but the north
of Nipon is, according to the Japanese, one con-

tinuous bed of gold, silver, and copper. Silver also

comes from the islands to the west of Matsumai,
from the province of Shanday, and from the islands

in the vicinity of Neagata. The iron mines of Yesso
are sealed to Europeans. Both lead and copper
mines are worked within a few miles of Hakodadi.
The sulphur of Yesso and the adjacent isles is

almost inexhaustible, and of wonderful purity. In
its abundant supply of coaL J. resembles Great
Britain ; coal-beds extend from Nagasaki and Fizen
to Yesso and Saghalien. Basalt, felspar, green-
stones, granites red and gray, rock crystal, agate,

carnelian, amber, scoria and pumice-stone, talc,

alum, and other minerals are found in greater or

less quantities.

Inhabitants. — Ethnologists have referred the
Japanese to different types of mankind : Latham
classifies them as Turanians—a tribe of the Asiatic

peninsular stock ; Pickering, as Malays ; Priehard,

as belonging to the same type as the Chinese ; and
in the Narrative of the United States' Expedi-
tion, they are ranked as a branch of the Tartar
family. Physically, the Japanese is distinguished

by an oval head and face, rounded frontal bones,

a high forehead, slightly oblique eyes—the irides

of a brown-black colour, the eyebrows heavy and
arched. The complexion varies from a deep copper

colour to the fairness of western nations, but is

more frequently of a light-olive tint. The expres-

sion of the face is mild and animated. The
mental and moral characteristics of the Japanese
are a proud, sensitive, and somewhat vindictive dis-

position, punctilious notions of honour, together with
pride of birth ; and they are generally described as

a friendly race, good-humoured, contented, indus-

trious, intelligent, brave, frank, manly, energetic, and
polite, with the exception, however, of the military,

feudal, and official caste. The town costume of the

Japanese gentleman consists of a loose silk robe

extending from the neck to the ankles, but gathered

in at the waist, round which is fastened a girdle of

brocaded silk. Over this is worn a loose, wide-sleeved

jacket or spencer, decorated with the wearer's

armorial device. A cylindrical cap made of bamboo
and silk, white stockings, and neat straw sandals,

complete the attire. Trousers are only worn by
official persons on occasion of special ceremony.

A head entirely shaven is the distinctive mark of

priests and the higher class of medical practitioners

;

in others, the hair is shaved off about three inches

in front, combed up from the back and sides, and
glued into a tuft at the top of the head, where it

is confined by pins of gold or tortoise-shell The

hair of the women is more abundant, but otherwise
their dress very much resembles that of the men.
In the country, a short cotton gown is often the

The Japanese Ambassadors to Europe in ] 862.

(From a photograph by Vernon Heath.)

1, Take no Ouchi Shimodzti KOno Kami ; 2. Malsudaira
Iwamino Kami ; 3, Kio^ului Nmono Kami.

only clothing, and the lower classes go almost in a
state of nudity. The men are generally elaborately
tatooed over the greater part of the body with
figures of men and women, bright-blue dragons,
lions, tigers, &c. The women have a mania for
painting and powdering their skin.

Manners and Customs.—The most remarkable
custom of the Japanese is that of Harri-kari or
Hara-kiru (or Mara wo Kiru, i.e., 'belly-cut'), a
legalised mode of suicide, by making two cross-cuts

on the abdomen with a sharp-pointed knife. This
custom, according to some recent accounts, is now
less frequent, and the ceremonies with which it was
once performed have become obsolete. There are
still, however, professors of the art in most large

cities. The curious custom of nay-boen or naibun
consists 'in ostentatious secrecy as regards events,

or incognito in reference to persons.' Well-known
events are totally ignored, and individuality is unre-
cognised under shelter of the nay-boen privilege.

The social position of women is, in some respects,

more favourable than in most pagan countries.

The ladies of Japan, however, live in strict seclusion,

and little is known about them. Female education
is not neglected. Polygamy is not allowed, but tho
power of divorce is permitted to the husband by
law. The laws against adultery on the part of the
wife are severe, and death is the penalty, which may
be inflicted by the husband. He, on the contrary,
may take as many concubines as he pleases or can
afford. The marriage ceremony is an important
part of social etiquette ; the families of both bride
and bridegroom meet and celebrate the event. Saki
flows abundantly, and great feasting and hilarity

prevail. When a maiden marries, her teeth are
blackened, her eyebrows plucked out, and artificial

igliness is henceforth cultivated to the greatest
possible extent. The Chinese custom of affiancing

children is followed by the upper classes, and
aristocratic usage interdicts a personal interview
to the bride and bridegroom previous to marriage,
but this rule is now much relaxed. Prostitution

is a legalised custom ; and i father may sell his

daughter, for this purpose, for a term of years

;
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whilst ill-- .1 1
1 ..in— .- gentleman, nutwith tanning of tin- Shog which were professedly done in the

notions .-i honour, often i name ol the * juv<- emperor. It appear-, hnwcver,
iron, amongst the inmates of those houses of ill- that tin- Slmj liim-<-lt was nt a later date shorn of
fame, which are at once supported and controlled muchoi hie power bj the tuo < u-ii>, cm,]— i „i

ion. lit. The bath is a great institution in tin- i/,ii»Min tcrritoiinl lord- ami primes; ami tin-so

[onus a l.m.l ot people's parliament. It is form tin- imperial cabinet at ieddo,and the real exeo-
the general custom throughout tin- country for men ntive government at the present time. The higher
and women to latin- together, with a total absence council of five i- called (7o lo uu, 'Imperial old

.inn. but without Benae of immodesty. 1" Men,' or • Imperial Senator-. ' Tin. lower council, of
J., the social position of every man is fixed 'hy Ins sown member-, is termed 11./,-.. ,,,*,>, ,-;,' Vmum ill.

I

l.'rtli. ami the line that separatee class from class is Mi-n,' or 'Junior Senators.' Tin- otliec ..t sin.-

not only olearly defined, but impassable Daimios » ;l , hereditary in tin- line of male descent; l.iTt if

ami aaimioe, priests ami soldiers, an- considered to this failed, a member of f those families originallv
belong! BSj and in the Others arc allied I iv relationship to the Shogoon was cl ,,

. I,,

Officials, great daimios Of the empire, and tin- eonse '

Hi,-

merchants, retail dealers, and labourers. There arc spiritual emperor was nccossarv to render the election

eight Classes of soiiity, half of which belong to the valid. ' As a general sunn.
i

,. I '.i.,hop of
upper, and the other half to the lower ranks of Victoria in his aide and philosophical treatise on
society. .Men of rank only can enter a city on J., Erom which, ami Sir It. Aleck's aide work, this

t Tl.r ordinary vehicle in J. is a dasexip- account of the govenum nt of th inntry has been
tn.ii oi palanquin; the < imi.n .sort, made of principally derived, ' it will lie apparent that w l.ilc

; the better kind, mad.- of in i linn the theory of government is a bureaucracy
Uoqnen The Japanese manifest —a form of administration carried on under an auto,
great regard for the dead. The ancestral tablet Cratic emperor, served by an aristocracy of literati

1 on the Chinese model, and is raised from the democracy by literary trial and corn-
placed in the family ahrine with th< . p.-titivc examination, conducted without preference
In a Jap -

the solid and elaborately of birth, and in total absence of hereditary caste

—

Carved granite monuments arc beautiful sp. cimens Japan, on the contrary, is ruled by an aristocracy of
.turd taste. Each body is buried in a 266 hereditary daimios or territorial lords of the

Bitting posture, with the hands folded in the attitude soil, with a close oligarchy of inner councillors, at
of devotion : and the eoflius are all circular. The their head, controlling the secular emperor, having

observe many holidays, and celebrate the their title to power grounded on the privilege of
opening of the year in the Chinese fashion. There

'

hereditary descent and caste, with all the wealth
are, too, many holidays of a religious character, and prestige of the empire concentrated upon tho

1 festivals are five in number.

The Japanese are I theatre loving people, and inve-

terate gamblers. They delight in wri I

national sport—perform wonderful feats in spinning
tops, an v.-rv cxp, it jugglers, and excel in archery.

Fish and ri. ... -.1 "f the people, and

tea and saki la spirit distilled from ill. n

I he population of J. is estimated at

about .-itMM i.t It hi .„ :;::.ooo,iiihi.

.'.—The government of J. may
be briefly -1 : nned by two
councils of state. It is generally represented that

tln-re are two ernpt roi -. viz., the Mikado or spiritual

emperor, and the Siogoon (from Ta-tsUvi'jhiun, the
. i- 1 or commandi t of

the army') or Tycoon (Chinese, Tai Soon, i.e.,

I'), as he is called in recent treaties, the

secular emperor; but the Japanese, from the highest

iise one sovereign only, viz., the
Mikado, who dw.-lls at the sacred capital Miako,
and is the only emperor dejun —the deeo ndant ol

a long line of king-. The T\ conn was the head of the

executive, solely a- the lieutenant or generalissimo of

the Mikado, from whom be received hi- iuve-titure ;

hut wa- virtnallj emperor until the conflict between
the Mikado ami the Tycoon in ISC,;—1868 resulted

bolition oi the Tycoonate. I bis double
follOWS : J. "II- eollsoli.

empire con t:. i-
, and the most power-

ful of the native chieftains liecntnc the imperial ruler.

During subsequent civil wars, the administration ol

military affairs was vested in an hereditary 'general-
issimo,' commander-in-chief, or Inrd-lieutenanl .1 the

empire. This high officer, in the person of Voritomo,
obtained tin j ii authority in

1148, under the title of Bbogoon—the true appellation,

signifying 'generalissimo', and by which it is now be-

ginning to Ik- recognised anion- Kuropenn- ; and in

- .ma. at that ti Shogoon, deprived tin.

reigning Mikado ol what yet remained to him of execu-

tive power. The consent of the Mikado was still re-

quired—nominally, at least—to give validity to the acta

capital, as the metropolis and seat of power. A
middle class is unrecognisable in such a system of
government.'
The laws of J. are severe and sanguinary in

principle, death being the one general penalty. This
death-penalty is, however, modified in practice, and
the tribunals of justice are seldom corrupt. There
is no written code of laws," and they consist oi
imperial edicts and immemorial usages. Every new
edict is read by the magistrates to the pc.ph-, and
affixed to all public buildings. The people have a
share in promoting civil and criminal administra-
tion. A street is formed into corporal - oi five
families, and all arc mutually responsible for the
good i luct of each member. The stie.t. again,
elects an official called Ottona or Headborough, who
registers births, marriages, and deaths; and his

appointment must be confirmed by the council of
state.

Two remarkable and leading features in the poli-

tical system of J. ai< ;..../../. ,» and ..-././'.. //.../.-. Tho
mesne consists of several provinces and

towna, but the empire is divided, for th. ,,,,,
| part.

tend.
feudal

preyai

to that'
the

k to the Europe ,,f the 12th century. The
n and pay-

ment of a stipulated rent The army of the Tycoon
ai iitted to 80,000 men, while the daimios together
maintained an effective infantry and cavalry of 410,-
000 tin- intaiitrv being armeii, disciplined", and ma-
n. envied like the French soldiers. A number ol Japa-
nese officers were instructed by French military men in

i
\

- ' I he naw consists of war-junks and sun-
A jealous surveillance or spy yetem is

* The niinisti is told Ale.., -k, h.vv. v. i. that u written
code exists, and he Mlbsi -iplclitly obtained n copy of

punt, d laws and i diets ; but ' whether onl

portion, or the whole, yet remains to be uscci mined.'
(Vol. ..p. 410.)



established, and rims through every grade of society.

The highest public otlieer, no less than the humblest

citizen, is subject to this espionage ; nor can the

Japanese believe any country to exist without it.

Mr Olipbant, Bpeaking of an interview between

Lord Elgin and the officials of J., says :
' So when

everybody was watching everybody else, it was
only natural that the Japanese should wonder

who was watching us. They solved this difficulty

in an amusing way. Finding that there was only

one British minister on board, but observing also

that his letter had been signed Elgin and Kin-

cardine, they gave us to understand, in the least

offensive way possible, that Kincardine, who was
nowhere visible, they supposed to be engaged in

keeping his eye on Elgin.'

In addition to the crown lands, the revenues of

government are raised by taxes upon houses and
land within the precincts of the towns ; and there

is an export duty of 5 per cent, on all articles of

commerce. Forced loans are also, at certain times,

exacted from the public. A modified system of

slavery exists : it is a contract by which an indi-

vidual sells his services for a stated period, at the

expiration of which time he is again free.

The daimios, or territorial princes of Japan, play

no unimportant part in the history

of the country, and rule large

provinces with despotic authority

and almost independently of the

supreme government. There are

now 266 vassal chieftains of the

first class. These are the daimios

proper, with revenues varying from

10,000 to more than 1,000,000

hohus or measures of riee—the

koku of rice being equivalent to

13s. lOd in money. The saimios

are petty baronial chiefs, with

revenues below 10,000 kokus. The
policy of the government is to di-

vide the territories of these princes,

and so, by weakening their power,

to bring them more under its

authority. The greater part of

the land is divided amongst these

grandees, who receive seven-tenths

of the produce of rice, whilst

three-tenths are reserved to the

cultivators. The great feudal

barons must spend every alternate six months ill

Yeddo, and their wives and families are always

detained there as hostages.

Religions of Japan.—The two principal and
national religious of J. are Sintuism or Sin-syuism,

(from sin, the gods, and syu, faith), the ancient

creed of the country, and Buddhism, which is exotic

and comparatively modern. The doctrine of Con-

fucius, as held by the literati of China, has also

considerable influence under the name of Sooto,

or ' the way or method of philosophers ;' but it

is less a religion than a system of morals and

philosophy. 1. Sintuism. The hierarchy of Sin-

syu is composed of the Mikado, two ecclesiasti-

cal judges, together with the monks and priests.

The chief object of Sintu worship and belief is

Ten-sio dai-sin, the Great Sun-goddess. The Mi-
kado is held to be the direct descendant of the

sun-goddess, and, as such, unites in his person

all the attributes of the deity. The minor deities

of Sintuism are very numerous, for every hero,

warrior, patriot, or public benefactor receives a

regular apotheosis and canonisation at his death,

and is henceforth reckoned among the Icami or

demi-gods. Every district has its patron saint or

kami; and the shrines erected to the popular

divinities are innumerable. Sintu temples are

usually built on elevated ground, and surrounded
by groves ; no idols are visible in them ; but above
and around, written sentences are inscribed. A
mirror, as an emblem of the purity required in the
worshippers, is placed on the altar. The chief

doctrines of this indigenous religion of J. are

—

1. Inward purity of heart ; 2. A religious abstinence

from whatever makes a man impure ; 3. A diligent

observance of the solemn festival and holy days ;

4. Pilgrimages to holy places ; and 5. According to

some, chastising and mortifying the body. The
form of worship is simple : the worshippers first

wash themselves in the font, pray opposite the
mirror, throw a few cash into the money-box, and
finish by striking a bell, to intimate that their

religions duties are over.

2. In J., Buddhism, which was introduced

552 A.D., has been modified by its contact with
Sintuism, with which it has to a certain extent

amalgamated. No less than eight Buddhist sects

exist" in Japan. Buddhism has properly no priests,

but here the monks appear to have assumed the

functions of that order. Dr Smith has given an
interesting description of a Buddhist service he
saw at one of the temples in that country (see

Japanese Temple.—Oliphant's Japan.

his Ten Weeks in Japan, p. 34). 'Amongst the

services which I ever witnessed,' he says, ' I seldom
beheld in a pagan country an assemblage of native

worshippers so nearly approaching the appearance
of a Christian assembly, and the details of an
ordinary Christian service.' Amongst the more
educated classes, the same sceptical indifference to

the religious observances of the multitude that
prevails in China is observed. The religious duties

of the Japanese consist chiefly in worship at the

temples, and the observance of festivals, pilgrimages,

periodical worship of tutelary divinities, reverence
to parents, obedience to magistrates, and more than
all, the customary offerings at ancestral tombs.

of duality, which pervades the life of the Japanese,
extends to their mode of writing, for two distinct

alphabets and kinds of writing are in use. There
are 1st, the ideographic system of Chinese hiero-

glyphic symbols, which dates from the 3d c. A.D.

;

and 2dly, the phonetic syllabarinm, of more recent

invention, consisting of an alphabet of 47 characters,

and a few supplementary monosyllabic sounds.

Prior to either of these, some antique form of

writing, now consigned to oblivion, is supposed to
have existed.



The phonetic alphabet, invented about the year

ragatta form .if char-

acter. Iu process of time, this system was rendered
more complex by the addition of variations, and
this led, apparently, to the introduction oi another
and simpler alphabet, entirely without variants,
and known as the Katagana character. Both
I > it ten in perpendicular
columns. It is not a little remarkable that the
Chin, sc ideographic symbols retain t

ency over the indigenous alphabets, and are adopted
almost exclusively for diplomatic documents and
the higher <!a-s ,,f books. I.i common life, the
Qunase w ritten language is in familiar and constant
use.

There is no similarity whatever between the
spoken languages of china and J.; the latter

—

nt et Italy is not
very difficult of acquisition, and is without the
' in nt intonations; it is not mono-
syllabic, bit what Dr Latham calls agglutinate.

umlaut and various, and
irks on history and science, encyclo-

ISe fiction, and translations of

European works. Besides original writings, the
t.il the whole circle of Chinese

Confucian literature; the Chinese classics indeed
a of their literature, system of ethics,

and tyi f thought.
In the mechanical aril, the Japanese have attained

to great excellence ; especially in metallurgy, and
in the manufacture of porcelain, lacquer ware, and
silk fabrics; indeed, in some of these depart-
ments wanks of art are produced, so exquisite in

design and execution, as to more than rival the
beat products of Euro;. •

•
•<• have long

Itl hronie-printing. Their drawings
of animals and figures generally are wonderfully

t me ; but in landscapes
they fail, from erroneous perspective ; and of the
art of painting iu oils, they are entirely ignorant.

exchanged at the rate of three to a dollar. The fol-

lowing illustration represents a copper coin. The car-

A Jnnk in the Bay of Yeddo, from a native drawing.

—

Oliphant's Japan.

A commercial intercourse with J. has sprang up
opening of certain Japanese ports to

European merchants, and foreign settlements ha\e
be.u Formed. Tea and silk are the staple exports.

1 inlets, sliirtings, gin.

and window-glass are amongst the
Imports from Europe chiefly in demand.
Tbe topee, ..r iron cash (the 5320th part of a

dollar i, is the base of the Japanese currency, and
is their only real circulating medium — the people

saldom ate any other. The reduced gold cohang was
valued, previous to Jan. 1*68, at .'>.«. 64 It is under-
stood that n new coin of 4 icliibus will replace the

gold rio or cobang, which lias already almost diaap-

Japaneso Copper Coin.—Hodgson's Japan

lier treaties failed to establish a fixed standard of ex-
change; and when the trade was first opened to Eu-
ropeans, gold coins were 1 ght at one-third their

real value; but the .lapanesc discovered their error,

and stopped the export of gold money.
The numbered' foreigners in .(. is at present very

small. At the end of lmi2 the foreign community at

Kanagawa consisted of 126, of whom 38 were Ameri-
cans. In 18(14 the permanent foreign residents at

Kanagawa had increased to 300, n.it. counting soldiers,

of wh 80 were Americans. At Nagasaki, the 2d
port thrown open to trade, in Jan. 1866, there were
166 foreigners, ol whom 33 wen- Americans. Hako-
da.li, in the N. of Japan, the 3d port Opened I" tra-

ders, was deserted by nearly all the foreigners settled

there, it being found impossible to establish any satis-

|
factory intercourse with the natives.

The trade of Japan with Great Britain has been of

late years constantly on the decline. In 1867 the im-
ports from Great Britain were i'l .;, l.>,386, and the

exports to the same, t'.t 1 7,7!H» ; in 1868 the imports
were £1,112,804, and the exports to the same, £188,-
222 ;

iii isfi.) the imports from Great Britain amounted
to L

,

l,.Via,si'.s. The intercourse between Japan and
the I'nited States is constantly increasing. In 1862 but
2 vessels entered our ports from J., and none cleared

for that country. In 1868, 14 vessels of i;:ii 1 ton- en-

tered our pons, with Japanese goods valued at $2,429,-
1N2; and 4 vessels, of 2S64 tons, cleared, carrying
'1 -tie ami foreign products valued at $66,040. Iu
1869, 17 vessels, of 7680 tons, entered, with cargoes
valued at $.

-

i,:!45,317, and 2 vessels, of 60S tons,

cleared direct for J. with domestic goods valued at

$2,836,720, and foreign re-exported, $1,119,341, a
total of $8,986,061.

In 1869, \">74,299 pounds of ten were exported
from Yokohama, of which 6,988,6*0 pounds were re-

York, and from Nagasaki, Hiogo, and
Oaaca, 7,855,514 pounds were exported.

imerce is still opposed by the govern-
ment of Japan, though several treaties have been
made with commercial nations: with the II, States in

1854—7—8; Great Britain in 1894—8; Russia and the
Netherlands in 1856; Prance In 1859; Portugal in
i860; Russia and the Zollverein in 1861 ; Switzerland
in 1864) Italy in 1866; Denmark in 1867, and Austria
in 1*69 ; and the polls of Nagasaki, Kanagawa, Yoko-
hama, Niagala, Hiogo, 1 )-nca, and Ilakoda.li were
opened to foreign commerce. Yeddo mi opened m
1869.

687
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JAPANNING—JARGONISING.

cSod i

tnres
' ^y which a resemblance is produced to the

rotai. 'er
beautiful lacquered wares of Japan and China.

597
I

120' The term is more generally applied in this country

I I to metal-works upon which a dark-coloured varnish
is applied with heat, but the process is quite as
extensively applied to papier-machg works. See

_
On Jan. 6, 1869, a new era in the foreign political Lacquering. The japanned works of our manu-

intarcourse with J. commenced ; on that day the Mi- facturers are chiefly iron and tin, such as coal-
kado or Emperor emerged from his seclusion, and, (lis- boxes, tin canisters, and other articles, which are
regarding the traditions which forbade the' barbarian' | thereby made more ornamental, and are at the
to gaze on his sacred countenance, received in state the ' same time protected from rust.
foreign ministers residing at Yeddo, and exhibited an The japanning material consists of anime or
earnest desire to maintain poaceful relations. In Oc-

|

copal varnish, alone, or mixed with ivory-black, to
tober of 18G3, when a treaty was signed between the produce a black japan ; or with asphalt, to produce
Mikado and the Austrian admiral, the former presented a dark or light brown, according to the quantity
the latter with a letter for theEmperor of Austria, writ- used. For very cheap tinned wares, a single
ten by his own hand—a most remarkable instance of coating is all that is usually given. After being
departure from immemorial usage. The Japanese varnished, they are put into a heated oven for a
government, however, has shown itself very hostile to time, after which they are ready for use; but in
the Christian religion, only one member of the Par- the case of more valuable articles, such as the
liament having dared to defend it, while 240 voted for, handsome coal-boxes of iron which are now exten-
a resolution declaring it to be opposed to the state. • sively manufactured, and which are still further

History.—The empire of J. dates from the 7th c. ,
ornamented by gilding and painting, several coats

B.C., and one emperor ruled the country till 1143, !
of black japan varnish are applied, each being

when Yoritomo possessed himself of the greater dried in the oven previous to the application of
share of sovereign power, under the title of the next, so that a coating of sufficient substance
Siogoon, and towards the close of the 16th c, the i to bear polishing is thus obtained. Rotten-stone
Siogoon, Taiko-Sama, deprived the reigning Mikado and Tripoli powder are used by the polisher, and a
of all executive authority, and became the de facto beautiful surface is obtained, in no respect inferior
sovereign of Japan. The Portuguese commenced to that of polished jet. The polishing powders are
trading with the country in 1540; the mission of at first applied with leather, but the finishing is

Francis Xavier followed ; and at one time it seemed done by women, who use the palms of their hands
probable that J., as a nation, would embrace the only with small quantities of Tripoli.
Roman Catholic faith. The intrigues of the mis-

J

The beautiful black surface thus produced is
eionaries at last excited the alarm of the govern- admirably adapted for decoration by gilding; and
ment, which, urged on by the jealous machinations of much taste is now shewn in these matters by our
the Dutch, who had appeared on the scene in the

:
manufacturers, who surpass all others in the high

year 1600, decreed the expulsion of the Portuguese
,
finish and cheapness of japanned wares. Under

and the extermination of the Christian religion. Lacquering will be given the Japanese process,
The Dutch now monopolised the trade, and sub-

i
which is thus imitated on metal, under the name of

mitted to the grossest indignities. The policy of japanning, in Europe.

cessor Eyay-yes, and the imperial edict of 1638 fe,™ S ^"T, **S P ft
°pea

' ^T
. - NJtwiLtanding several attempts on the I

£*? &?"&*2» 't^'E^L*
part of European nations to open intercourse

'widely dispersed.' Gesenius and other
.,, „x -.u!,™™™^ „u WpCu ^ia„i„«„ u,u

scllolars however, suggest a derivation from yaphah
,
the government maintained its isolation imtil the <+„ ,.„ t > n 4 •* i > ,

'
'

countr|was opened to the five great western powers '
*° £ f'™ °

f

r 2 ? ? '*
" T™ *° the **"

by the American treaty of March 31, 1854, the'ESfeS I *^, JaPhetle or European races,

result of the United States' Expedition under Com- !

fn
°

n°ofN§ 1 f T"T^ T?% TS*
modore Perry. The Dutch now got rid of their mostCffi ^f? descendants peopled first the

galling conditions of trade. The Russian admiral ne- ' f^Zt tl , f fel

\
wh

f{ *™7 Proc
f,

ed«d

J. once more took its place amongst the family of
nations.— See The Capital of the Tycoon, by Sir
Rutherford Alcock, K.C.B., &c. (Lond. 1863) ; Ten
Weelcs in Japan, by George Smith, D.D., Bishop of
Victoria (Lond. 1S61) ; A Residence at Nagasaki and
ILiknihuU in 1859— 1S60, by C. P. Hodgson (Lond.
1861) ; Japan, &c, by H. A. Tilley (1859) ; First the Granadian Andes, in lat. 1° 26' N., long. 76'

not merely from its similarity to the Greek name
Japetus, the supposed founder of the human race—
been used as a typical expression for ' Greek.' Cf.

Meg. 71, b.; Ber. E. 40, 6. &c.

JAPU'RA, or CAQUETA, a river of South
America, and tributary of the Amazon, rises in

Elements of Japanese Grammar, &c, by R. Alcock, ,

50' W., and joins the Amazon about 65° 50' E. long.

Esq., Her Majesty's Envoy, &c, at Yeddo (Lond. |

1*3 entire length is upwards of 1000 miles ; the
1S60) ; Narrative of the Bad of M&ito's Mission, to navigation is impeded by cataracts.

China and Japan in the years 1857, 1858, and 1859 1 JARGONI'SING is a phenomenon observed
by Lawrence Oliphant (Lond. ISoO)

;
Narratwe of, chiefly in acute mania; it consists in the utterance

1:&F(to 1,o^,
;

K.l,,«.«^Vi .,»/r™.l»./,jW»i» o£ mlcouth and unintelligible sounds, which may
the years 18*2 Is.,.,.and \*:A nnder the command of resemble articulate words, or be little more than
Commodore Perry (New } ork, LS57)

;
Memorials of harsh ejaculations and bellowing. This symptom

the Empire of Japan in the 10th and 17th Centuries, must not be confounded with those imitations of
by Thomas Rundall (Lond ls.,0,

;
Ihc U,,tory oj foreign tongues or provincial idioms, or the perver-

/apan, by Engelberthrunpler, M.I). (Lond. 1727); R.
J

sions of the faculty of language characteristic of
Pumpelly, Across America and Asia (N. Y. 1870). mania and other forms of alienation, as these sounds
JAPA'NNING is the art of giving a coating

j

are not intended to be, nor to appear, the vehicles
of varnish and other materials to certain manufac- of thought or manifestations of feeling. They stand
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in the same relation to the excitement and violence,

as the rapid motion, the furious gesticulation, and
I j to injur.' and '1

is seemly and harmonious. The tone in whi h they
illy harsh and defiant, because

ion thrills through every mo
; roc d app nm;i;

i

ig is, in .ill probability,

involuntary. It occurs at the comm i

oia, w hen the po« i

and to regulate moduli is nest impaired. It may,
the result of volil

individual desires and determine, t .
> -p. ak, l.ut mil,

from the rapidity m i .it Btocall

articulation. Such u be heard in

soliloquy, if the phrase may be used, and during
sleep. The feature has been
nomonic of mania. It has, however, been noticed in

the delirium and of drunk-
nding upon

1 abstrac-

I

healthy men. In all these

the natural operatiou of the will would
p. tided.

.1 w:\ \- foughl at the town of

that name, in t lie department ..f
• 'liaivnte. France,

li I, 1" tw. ii
_'.'.. 'all. "las under the

rwards Henri III., and 15,000
li under Louis, I'tin. I I 'onde. The

completely routed. See i'oxuk.

.1 \ ROSLAV, Gov] i if the central

pi I European Russi i
: an .. about 1 1,000

square miles; pop. in 18G4, 9G9,642. The soil is

generally not fertile; it hardly supplies the wants
of tin- inhabitants, and f..rees them to be industrious,

furnishes nearly the « hole oi
! carpenters, masons, smiths, &e.

Tie- -t iple industry is dressing, spinning, and weav-
ing tlav. which occupies in.. re than 25.000 hands,

mostly near .1
'

. \ .

i m i Poshekhonje
the whole population of many i llaget n at Eacture

nails, springs, and other articles of hardware. The
f the i;,..i..i district have the reputa-

tion of being the best kitchen-L-ardeneis and i..wl-

i crosses the
government . es a special

iabitants are
remarkably
"

JAROSLAV (pron. S"aroslaf), capital of the
a Kussia, is a

Urge and line t"'.vu. situated ..n the right banks of
..I i I.. .I, in hit. .17'

! . at a distance of 16 I

ii i. nt Russian
i founded by Jaroslaw

the Great in the Huh century. During the feudal

period, it was the seat of powerful feudal princes,

ifEsred from the ii

the Mongols. The town ha, a vast go
i

-! linen fabrics, flax,

iron, ilnur, and -ram. J. is l.ut a second-rate com-
mercial phv incipal trade

miles up the
river, and
of white had and minium,
speciality of the town industry ; next

ii mills on the
i my built cotton-mill of 40,000

i . i 1.1. rated silk, an

linen and damask fact. Ties, arc at present on the
Z>1

mnteJ to

27,741 inhabitants, and is constantly increasing with
the wealth of the town, owing to the development of

steam-navigation on the Volga and the Kama. The
extensive trade on these rhcrs occupies at pn-ciit ii .

less than 150 steam-boats.

JA'SHER.B l i.t'illeh. .*.,,/.,,- ha-ya ri ir.'the

Book of the Upright;' translated u the l.W.
i:,il),,„is, and l.y the \ ill

Justorum; but the Peshito [Syriac version] has
Bephar Bashir, 'Book of Praises or Hymns'., is

one of the lost books of the ancient Hebrews, which
is quoted twice (Joshua x. 13; '-' Samuel L 18).

Regarding its character and contents, there has
lieen much sj.. i u l.i 1 1. .n. Tahnu.lie and later Jewish
authorities ident iti. d u \a. sis « t ) i ;. n. i . i ..m.-

tiiu.s called 'the Book .a the (piight'l, 1 p. ul. i
-

onomy, Judges, Jtc., to all which notions tie re i- the
i.hviuus and i.ital ul.jcci i..n, that the two quotations
from it which Burvive are not to be found many of

d aoi possiblj be found m the
first two, as they reter to incidents will. 1 1 hit

I

ai I
lii

1
i|iu nt period 111 the national history. The

conjecture oi the Syriac and Arabic translators
li. been adopted by l>r Lowth, Herder, and other
scholars, viz., that the Book of J. was a collection oi

national ballads a Hebrew minstrelsy, in short —
r irding the warlike deeds of the national heroes,

1 praises of otherwise celebrated men.
in. lined to adopt the same view, and

suggests that it may have acquired its name, ' the
Hook of the ('plight,' from having been written
chiefly in [.raise of upright men. Donaldson, in

his recent work, Jasliar, ur Fragmenta •

Cfiriiiiiiiiin //. I.rohnritui in .l/.i.s..c, //.

Testammti Textu passim teisettata, contends for its

in i' in. .led in the de i I the more religious of

the community to posses, a i . . . .1 .1 of the nil I

history which should chiefly set forth the
ness of the true Hebrew's, and he attempt, to

extract from the so-called ca al boo] ol the
• Ihl Testament such passages as he believed to have
Originally formed part of it. It must be added,
lu.wov.r. that l>r Donaldson's theory has m t

with little favour cither from the mass of ij.-iiuau

scholars or from the few in England who arc
competent to consider the question.

jasmin, .1 veins, the most eminent modern
" ' poet 1 1 la and. in the words of his
anient admirers, 'the la t of the troubadours,1

! 1798. 1
1.- has gii en in his

Sovbena a but ous account of his early life.

bo it. he was of very humble birth, and
it.li 01 11 the trade of a hair dri

agreed well w ith that of poet, as he bin

because both arc a kind oi head-work, I

is full of beauty and power; the
pie. es, and the w it a ad 1

productions, are 1 .piall.-.l. and l.oth have been
received with great enthusiasm In France, and even
in other parti ol Europe, lie was made a t'hevali. r

of the Legion of Honour in 1846, and died in 1864.

J.'s principal work, are, J 1 829) . Coa
Chalibarl (The Charivari, I82S), a comic poem;

t
. . ' . , 1 1„ HHnd ifbuth of Cas-

1. 1 < -us].
1

- 16), translated by Longfellow; and /.".<

Che Carls of Jasmin), of which
the firs! pari appeared in 1835, and the second in 1843.

.1
\ 's \i 1 n 1

'.
.
a .1 ESS \ M 1 N K [Jasmimm |, a genus

Of plants Ol tin- natural ol'.l. i I

order is allied to Oi acta, and contains about 100

ol th. in baying exquisitely fragrant flon



JASON-JAUNDICE.

are chiefly natives of the warm parts of Asia.
Many belong to the genus J., which has its calyx
and corolla each 5 or 8-cleft, two stamens attached
to and included within the tube of the corolla, and a
two-lobed berry, one of the lobes generally abortive.

The name J. is from the Arabic Tasmeen. The Com-
mon J. [J. officinale) is a native of the south of Asia,
but now naturalised iu the south of Europe, and as

far north as the Tyrol and Switzerland. In more
northern regions, it is much cultivated in gardens,
but does not easily endure very severe winters. It
is a shrub from six to ten feet high, with evergreen
pinnate leaves, the terminal leaflet the largest, and
very fragrant white flowers. The flowers were for-

merly employed in medicine, for strengthening the
nervous system, but- are now only used for preparing
Oil of Jasmine, a delicious perfume. The commercial
oil of jasmine, however, is not the pure essential oil,

but merely oil of ben flavoured with it. and is pre-
pared by placing layers of the flowers alternately
with layers of cotton soaked in oil of ben.—/. gran-
difloram, a native of the East Indies, has flowers
still more fragrant, from which, and from those of

J. Sambac, oil of jasmine is also made. The flowers
of /. Sambac are often scattered about in houses and
temples in the East Indies, to diffuse their fragrance.
—Several other species, some with erect, and some
with twining stems, are not uncommon in gardens
and green-houses. Seme have white, and some have
yellow flowers.— Oil of jasmine cannot be obtained
from J. flowers by distillation.

JA'SON. See Abgosjauts.

JASPER (Gr. kispis), a mineral generally regarded
as one of the varieties of Quartz (q. v.), and dis-

tinguished by its opacity, owing to a mixture of clay
or other substances with the silica of which it is

chiefly composed. There are many kinds of J.,

some of them of one colour, as brown, red, yellow,
green, white, blue, or black, and some variously
striped, spotted, or clouded with different colours.

J. is a very abundant mineral ; it is found in veins
and embedded masses in many rocks, sometimes
appears as a rock of which whole hills are formed,
and is very common in the shape of pebbles. It has
been prized from the most ancient times for orna-
mental purposes, as it takes a high polish. Many
kinds of it are very beautiful ; and it can often be
obtained in pieces of large size, so that it has been
much used not only for rings, seals, and other small
articles, but for the decoration of palaces. One of

the best known kinds of J. is found in Egypt, and is

therefore called Egyptian Jasper. It is generally
yellow, prettily mixed with brown.—J. with very
distinct stripes is called Ribbon Jasper.—The kind
called Porcelain Jasper is rather rare. It is often i

full of minute holes, or is cracked in all directions.

It is regarded as a kind of natural porcelain, formed
by the action of tire.

JA'SSY, the chief town of Moldavia, one of the
provinces of Rouinania, is picturesquely situated

on the slope of the Kopoberg Mountains, near
the borders of Bessarabia, and about ten miles west
of the Pruth. It is irregularly built and dirty,

and in its crooked streets the palatial mansion of

the Bojar—the Moldavian noble—alternates with
huts of the most inferior description. It contains
about 90 ecclesiastical edifices, one of which dates
from the 14th century. Ou a height is the Prince's
Court, formerly the residence of the governor of

Moldavia. The streets are covered with dust in

summer and with mud in winter, on which account,
conveyances are here in great requisition, and every
one except the Jew and the mendicant employs a
drosky. In J., there are 1300 private carriages,

6000 droskies, and 12,000 hordes. The manufactures

of the town are few ; there is, however, considerable
trade in agricultural produce. Pop. 90,000, of whom
about 30,000 are Jews.

JASZBERE'NY, a considerable town of Hungary,
in the county of Jasygia and Rumania, is situated
on both banks of the Zagyva, 42 miles east of Pesth.
Pop. 19,000, who are employed in agriculture and
in the trade in corn, cattle, and horses.

JATAKA (literally, 'relating to birth') is with
the Buddhists the name of a work or a series of
books containing an account of 550 previous births

of Sflkya Muni, or the Buddha. Several tales that
pass under the name of ^Esop's fables are to be found
in this collection of legends.

JATI'VA, or XATIVA, San Felipe be, a town
of Spain, in the province of Valencia, 22 miles south
of the city of that name. Its climate is delicious,
and the well-watered plain on which it stands is

luxuriant in fruits and flowers. Its trade and
manufactures are unimportant. Pop. 13,200.

JATJ'ER, an interesting old town in Silesia,

Prussia, situated on the Neisse, 10 miles south-
south-east of Liegnitz. The town is famous for its

sausages; and there is a weekly corn-market, which
has been regularly held since 1404, and is the most
important hi Silesia. J. was formerly a very pros-
perous town, being the only market for the linen-

trade of Silesia; but the Thirty Years' War did much
to reduce its extent and prosperity. Pop. 76S0.

JAU'NDICE, a yellow colour of the skin and
conjunctiva of the eye. arising from the presence of
the colouring matter of the bile in the blood and
tissues, is a symptom of various disordered condi-
tions of the system, rather than a special disease.
With this colouring of the skin and eyes the

following symptoms are associated : the faeces are
of a grayish or dirty-white tint, in consequence of
the absence of bile, and the urine is of the colour of
saffron, or is even as dark as porter, in consequence
of the presence of the colouring matter of the bile.

There is sometimes, but not in the majority of
cases, an extreme itching of the skin. It is a popular
belief, as old as the time of Lucretius

—

Lurida prseterea hunt qucecunque tuentur arquati—

that to a jaundiced eye everything appears yellow.
This, however, bke the preceding, is only an
occasional symptom.
The most obvious cause of jaundice is some

obstruction in the gall-ducts, preventing the normal
flow of bile into the intestine. This obstruction
may arise in any of the following ways : 1. It may
be caused by the impaction of a gall-stone in the
common hepatic duct. See Liver. Iu this case,
the jatmdice is usually of short duration, and dis-

appears soon after the gall-stone has passed into
the intestine. 2. Another cause of jaundice is the
obstruction of the gall-ducts by cancerous disease
of the head of the pancreas, by tumours in the
liver, or by a diseased condition of the duodenum,
the portion of small intestine into which the common
hepatic duct opens. In these cases, the obstruction
is usually permanent, and causes a persistence of
the jaundice. 3. Obstruction or closure of the gall-

ducts sometimes occurs in the inflammation of the
liver that is brought on by spirit-drinking, and
si imetimes may be' caused by inflammation origin-
ating in the duets themselves, which, from their
small size, may lie readily closed up by inflamma-
tory swelhng of their mucous membrane. 4. The
jaundice that occasionally arises from constipation,
or that occurs during the advanced stage of
pregnancy, is probably caused by pressure upon the
common hepatic duct.
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But although jaundice is frequent i-

I imiK-dimeati to the Bow
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in the blood may also suspend
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the rirulent fevers of tropical climates.
Tin' prognosis in jaundice is generally fa
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and as the entire island is intersected with excellent

roads, it is not difficult to reach the most beautiful

and salubrious districts. Inland of Semerang, at an
elevation oi 4000 feet, Europeans enjoy a pleasant

retreat during the dry season.

History.—The history of J., previous to the 14th
c., is involved in fable and obscurity. It appears,

however, that the Javanese, from a very early

period, possessed a considerable decree of civilisa-

tion, which was probably the result of the labours

of Brahmauical teachers from Hindustan. It is

impossible to say precisely when Hindu civilisation

and religiou were introduced into J., though it must
have been very early in the Christian era. Buddhism
was superadded about the 10th c. ; and there are

many old Buddhist temples scattered throughout
the island, memorials of the former prevalence of

that religiou. The most famous is that called

Boro Buddor (q. v.). Towards the close of the 14th

c., Mohammedanism found a footiug in the eastern

provinces; and in 1475, the Hindu empire was over-

thrown, and Mohammedanism became the faith of

the country; yet as late as 1511, when the Portu-

guese first visited J., they found a Hiudu king in

Bantam. In 1595, the Dutch sent out an expedi-

tion under Houtman, who, on arriving at Bantam,
found the king at war with the Portuguese, and
offered him assistance, obtaining in return permis-

sion to build a factory. In 1G77, after many con-

tests with the native princes, the Dutch obtained

extensive territories and important trading conces-

sions. In 1811, when Holland became incorporated

with France, the British took possession of J., which,
after five years' occupation, was restored to the

Dutch. A long and bloody war ended in the whole
island becoming virtually a Dutch province in 1S30.

though two states are still nominally ruled by
native princes. Slavery was abolished by a law which
took effect Jan. 11, 1S60. bv the legislature of Hol-
land.—See Sir Stamford Barnes's History of Java ;

Crawford's Eastern Archipelago; Java, or Horn to

Manage a Colony, bv J. W. B. Monev, Lond., 1861 ;

A. Bickmore, E. I. Archipelago, Bond., 1868 ; W. B.
d'Almeida, Life in Java, Lond., 1864.

JAVELIN, a short and light spear used for

darting against an enemy. In the Roman legion,

the first and second lines (the Hastati and the
Prineipes) were both armed with two javelins to

each man. Each javelin (Lat. pilum) was in all

about 6:j feet in length; the shaft 4£ feet long, of

tmgh wind, an inch m diameter; and the remainder
given to the barbed pyramidal head. In action, the
legionary hurled one javelin on the enemy at the
first onset ; the second he retained as a defence
against cavalry. The Goths and other barbarians

used a javelin.

JAXA'RTES, now called Snrifrf, or Sir-Dabia
(i. e., Yellow River), a river of Turkestan, which
rises in the high plateau south of Lake Issikul, in

the Thiau Shan Mountains, flows in a westerly
direction through the valley of Khokan, receiving

in its course numerous accessions ; after passing
Otrar, it divides into two branches ; the largest and
most northerly retaining the name Sir-Daria, flows

west-by-north, separating the Russian territory

from the steppes of Turkestan, and, after a course
of 1150 miles, falls into the Sea of Aral; the
lesser branch, called Kuvau-Daria, flows westward,
supplying some small lakes in the line of its old
channel, but for several years back has not reached
the Sea of Aral, though sixty years ago it had a
greater volume of water than the Sir-Daria.

JAY, John, an American statesman and jurist,

and first chief-justice of the supreme court of the
United States, was born in the city of New York,

December 12, 1745. He graduated at King's, now
Columbia College, New V

T
ork, in 1764, and was

admitted to the bar in 17G8. He took a moderate
and conciliatory part in the American Revolution,
was a member of the Congress of Philadelphia, was
president of Congress in 177S, and minister to Spain
in 1779. He was very influential in negotiating the
treaty of peace, and it was, according to Lord St
Helens, ' not only chiefly, but wholly by his means
that it was brought to a successful conclusion.'

He wrote a portion of the Federalist. His services

to the Federal party were deemed so great, that
Washington offered him his choice of the offices in

his gift, and he selected that of chief-justice. He
resigned, and became governor of New York, and
in 1794, minister to England, and was accused by
the Democratic party of having sold his country to
England against France. On the defeat of the
Federal party, he retired from public life, and lived

in great seclusion, only taking part in religious,

peace, temperance, and anti-slavery movements.
He died at Bedford, New York, May 17, 1S29.

JAY (Garrulus), a genus of the Crow family
(Corvidce), differing from magpies chiefly in the
rather shorter bill, and in the shorter and rounded,
or sometimes almost even tail. They are inha-
bitants of forests and wooded districts, chiefly in

the temperate parts of Europe, Asia, and North
America ; and feed more on fruits and seeds than
crows and magpies generally do ; but they have
the omnivorous character of the rest of the family,

and often rob the nests of other birds, whether
containing eggs or young.—The European J. (O.
glandarius) is a well-known native of England and
of the south and middle of Scotland, although less

common than it once was, in consequence of the
incessant war which has been waged against it,

both by gamekeepers and bv the legislature itself

;

an English statute of the 17th year of George IL
having empowered grand juries to offer threepence

European Jay (Garrulus glandarius).

for the head of each jay, on account of alleged injury
done to young trees. It is rather smaller than "a

jackdaw ; the plumage is mostly ash-gray, finely

tinged with red or purple, the quill-feathers and
tail mostly black, a beautiful mottkd patch on each
wing rayed with bright blue, a broad moustache-
like stripe of black extending for an inch from
the base of the lower mandible on each side ; the
head is furnished with a crest of erectile feathers,

each of which has a streak of black in the middle.

Jays are most frequently seen solitary or in pairs.

They build in thick trees or bushes, and their nest

is a basket-like structure of small sticks, lined
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with line roots and eras* or six in

numl<er, an' yellowish white, minutely an. I thickly

i with light brown. \\'hi in taken youug,
familiar

and am i II othi r British

birds in i d sounds.
! N. \iuerica, a

abundant from the Gulf ol Mi

is smaller than the Common J.; it has a

similar creel or tuft on the head, and a longer an.

I

more rounded tail. The general colour of the

npper parts is bright ]>ni|iii>li Line; the wings and
tail white, barred with black; the neck m,

with a curved Mack collar. It is more trreunriniis

than lla union J., and partially migratory.—The
Canada J., or Carbion Bird

. i- a more northern American species.—Other
very beautiful species are found in the north-west of

II lalaya .Mountains.

the I ' inin on .1. in their

habits an. I

JAYADEVA, 1 Hindu
poet, mIi he middle
of the 1

!

ihonl the middle
of the 1 * renowned work

ii hi in honour of

:, an incarnation of Vishnu, and las wife

Radha; it is interpreted both in a literal and
mystical souse.

JEDBURGH, an old town, and royal aud
parliamentary burgh of Scotland, capital of the
county of Hoxhurgh, is beautifully situated on the

left hank of the Jed, 14 miles east-south-east of

Selkirk, and 40 miles south-east of Edinburgh
ture of the

town is the remains of the

i.l.-.l 1'V Kiu_' I'aviil I. about

1130. Of this structure, the
The abbey "as rilled and burned

in 1523 by the Earl of Surrey, and
Karl of Hertford in 1544 Thepreaeni

:i which .Malcolm the

I, and William the Lion, Alexander II.,

and other early Scottish kings frequently resided.

The principal manufactures of '. are blankets,

flannels, shawls, plaids, and hosiery. Pop. (1S61)
3fjs.

I I as early as the 9th

century. Between the years 829 and
lltshep of I, inilisiai no, wle.se

to the north of the Tweed, built two towns at

Jedburgh. f the e is now repress

ol Old Jedburgh ; the othi i

the reign of David I. Situated on
cs were a warlike race, v.

'Jeddart's here!' waa seldom long silent. Their

chief weapon Idart axe,' or 'Jeddart
staff,' a stout pole about four feet long with a steel

head

JEDDAH, s. .in. i. mi.

BHOT, SlB JakBKTJXS, a Farsee mer-

and philanthropist, w:us born of poor

parents at Bombay, 15th Jul} 1783.
iitu.le for mercantile

.
his father-in-law,

. and England. After he had
partner in bis father by-law's firm, the

wealth of which rapidly and pr.

i! events in

Europe; and whi a
\

there .after

lu a trad

benefited that, bom 181 1 to L819, the value of

the imports from Europe rose from 687 to
--.ii iii which I. uformed,

• the b I and his father-in-law

I

i

l I., be tb first r t
'' 11 » in I

ile, his

creatures.

llil>..-> 'iipe.-s
; In- .

Parse*
'

ition, I W.0O0 rupees; the
Malum i :i. .i 150,600 rupees j

the Dhurumsalla, or r i Isylum, 150,0
the wat
180,000 ' 1 wmi d of the Jam-

1

\. • - 100,000 r ipei 9.

1 1. i •.•.. .ii ti... yi rs I 922 ' i 1858, Sir
.lainset i of a quarter of a

:. endow ing, or support.
m.' uml.

!

alike the obji d ol ' Lendid and m
I'.'ll. licence. At lelC'l ll the i 1 1 1 11

'

I

i \ ictoria, « ho c

on him the honour of knighthood—the first occa-

sion on which thai been bestowed on
i Eastern. mrs followed; and in |s.".7

he was made a baronet of the United Kingdom.
He .lie.! loth April 1N.V.I, ami was succeeded in the
Lamm toy by his eldest son, Cursctjee Jam

:

of his father's will, took hi;

JEFFERSON, Thomas, third President of the
I'm..',

I
-!..:. . mi \ni. ri... . planter,

born at Shadwell, Albemarle County,
Virginia, April '2, 174:!. He studied at V.

andMary's College. Williamsburg; 11

of law. In 1769, '

i irgini i

House of I '.tu l .

the revohtt ary party. In 177 3, as a member of
mbly. Ii-- took a pr incut part in the

- -hieh resulted in the calling of the

to « hich he was Bent .as a
' ...' in. the celebrated I icclara-

tion of Independence. lJnring the wai

.i this Decls
in L784 was Ben1 dd

..lid qualities

did much to rful alliance
i .in ITS!), he

was appointed, by W 'a-hingl ....

!.. his abilities, his inllic "

ipted, and the two pai ti a » bii b -
i

bhemselvi s.

\\'a bington, John \d.nn-, .lay. and Hamilton were
in favour of a strong . ut : ,1 1. d

id a Federal

government of restricted andcai
of Federalists ; the

latter Were I: :

' l.-rals, then Ucpil' -

licans, and finally adopted the title first given till ::l

ami a new
I

1
v

•
. having the

.li nt, \\ bile J. having

culminated in 1800,

when J. and

candidate. On entiling upon the pr
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reduced the goveri
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l..ft bank of the Oka. Woollen cloths, vitriol, and
sulphur tire hero manufactur. .1. ['..p. 660ft

JELE'TZ, a town of Russia, in the

town of that 11:1111 .

famous for it* wheaten flour, which 1* exported
throughout the whole of Russia. Pop. 1

JELLACHIOB vn\ 1:1 ZIM, Joseph, Baron,
a distinguished Austrian general, nnd B«

I

in tin- Austrian M-n i.e. ... . iI.Itiiv in

the Turkish war^, ami in tlm 1 the French Revolu-

tion. Von Jellachich wasearli employed in military

the Turkish frontier, and distinguished
r ami skill. U,.

in winning in a hijih degree tin- ion liil.-m-c nl' tin- ( '••,,.

atians, bo thai in 1848 the courl oi Vienna was glad
tu appoint liiiu Man ..I 1

, rdei to secure the

support lit' the Slavonian Croatians icMiinst the Mag-
ran of Hn 1

ik a vet • active part

in the suppression of the Hungarian rebellion. He
DOt only displayed talent- l,.r "...wiiiincnt ami mili-

tarj command, but also for poetry. Hi- poems
were published in 1850, and his death occurred in

.11.1.1 M. See JHELTJM.

.IKMA'ITKS, a village (pup. uhnut dot 11 1) not far

nun Mens, a 11 muuli,

vhich has acquired an

victory won lure 1 >y 1

strong, nnd
over the An . pril ..

By this victory, the way into

te army and
of the people greatly elevated by t]

victory of their raw
1 troops.

.11; n \. a town iii the grand duchy of Saze-

oach, and formerly the capita] of the
li.-autifully situated in

a romantic valley at the confluence of the Leutra
h derives its celebrity

chiefly from its nnh
1 tch and the

I was founded
boat the John Fred
eriek of Saxony, who supply the

tati.in. The imperial nutli,.l i-ati.m

delay and difficulty, in 1658. It is the

by oontnbnl
mount to 40,000 thalars (£5793 sterling). The

I

on of art and
I

demic honours in J.

to employment in other German nnivi

many of tin - uts of other

g .
1
in-. Some of

:< w.re among I

nay of Kant.
Fiehte found
iii 1794, and thi nan > II ..1 aie

I

have added to

ralebrity in literature and science,

of medicine, as well as tl u" theology and law,

1 many distinguished nami

einillPllt theologians, howevel

the name of

Tallin- may 1 . mentio 1 a- a sufficient example.

uiiinlier of professor- ami teaiher- was

67 ; of Btudents, 380 ; and there are about 24 ordinary

battle of Jena was fought i

hour) 1
-I the town on 14th Octobet I

Prussian arm), numbering about "0,000 nan. was
under the ri.nui.aihl of the aged Hake of Ii —
wick ; while the French, commanded b

amounted to 90,000. The former were

defeated. On the same day with the bottle of Jena,

rtin 60,000 Pro

a-. "1 that eventful daj and

to 50,000 killed, wo

• to be 7000, including
.-

JENNER, Edward, the discovers
11 a at I '.1 rkele\ ,,,.

thi 1; 10 1 13 1749, and was the third son oi the

tin' pal 1.-I1, ami iv, tor

I
ptoli. His sehula

'mi ied, 1
' h n mot ed to

111 oilier to ho uistrll' I .

bj M r 1 itidlow .
an

1 mi u

i his term with this

gentleman, he went to London, in the 21st year of

pi if. ssioiial studies under
I

1. Ill whose family he ivsi.luil for two
years. 1 ader Buster's superintendence, he b. came

11 h.-t. The influence

of the mast, 1 .
. (! .-I on 1 h. pupil ;

and I [venter's tetters, which 3

evince the affectionate feeling ami community of

ta-t.'S Whirl. , 1 ill 111. I III l.'UV lllg

I, Ion, .1. settled i1 I his sound
[a,,!' -1

! knowledge ami km
acquired for him a large am..nut of prai

17SS, hid well-known memoir, On .

'

//i.-'-.ty ,1/ !>,- ( '»(/.'.. ... appe.'livil 111 the i

of thi Ii--. il Society, eontainin
.

1 itions begun at the 1. .pie t ,.t Hunter. A few
year- :i;'t. 1 ward-, tli, .. .1 practice

having be ae irk-. .me to him, he
; I with that view he

obtained the degree of M.D. from the university of
-1 \ mil 1 .1 .

power of

vaccination, by which the nan I •!
I

num.. I I ili.-.e.l, was t lie re uli of 3 pi-!,

uts. Ill- attention,

whilst he w a -Iv attracted
to the nature of cow-pox in thi

nal education in the

leu t In- master at Sodbury, when a young
country-woman .Mine to seek advice. The subject
of small-pox

observed :
'

I a, for I have
had cow-pox.' Tins was be the year 1770. It

was not till 177o th e

tershire, he had an opportunity "' examining into
. . ..

,

it was live t.e began clearly to

.see his was ,

for him. In the month of May 1780, while ridian

with his frii oner, on the roaa

,' pox
.

i il. ,1 In- opinion as

in the h, , 1 ,.| the

1 ,,111 til" Lira -I-]
.

IM which attacked the milkers
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when they handled infected cows ; dwelt upon that

variety which afforded protection against small-pox ;

and with deep and anxious emotion, mentioned his

hope of being able to propagate that variety from

one human being to another, till he had disseminated

the practice all over the globe, to the total extinc-

tion of small-pox.'—Baron's Life of -Tenner, p. 128.

Many investigations regarding the different varieties

of cow-pox, &c, delayed the actual discovery for

no less than ]6 years, when at length the crowning

experiment on James Phipps (see Inoculation)

was made on the 14th of May 1796, and J.'s task

was virtually accomplished. This experiment was

followed by many of the same kind ; and in 1798

he published his first memoir, eutitled An Inquiry

into the Causes and Effects of lU Variola Vaccina;.

Although the evidence accumulated by J. seemed

conclusive, yet the practice met with violent opposi-

tion until a year had passed, when upwards of 70 of

the principal physicians and surgeons^ in Loudon

signed a declaration of their entire confidence in it.

His discovery was soon promulgated throughout the

civilised world. Honours were conferred upon him

by foreign courts, and he was elected an honorary

memberof nearly all the learned societies of Europe.

Parliament voted him, in 1S02, a grant of £10,000,

and in 1S07, a second grant of £20,000 ; and during

the hist few years, a public statue in his honour has

been erected in the metropolis. His latter days

were passed chiefly at Berkeley and Cheltenham,

and were occupied in the dissemination and elucida-

tion of his great discovery. He died of apoplexy at

Berkeley in February 1823.

JERA'SH. See Gerasa.

JE'RBA. See Gerbi.

JE'RBOA (Dipits), a genus of rodent quadrupeds,

of the family Muridoz, remarkable for the great

length of the hind-legs, and kangaroo-like power of

jumping. The fore-legs are very small, hence the

ancient Greek name ilipovx two-footed). The tail is

long, cylindrical, covered with short hair, and tufted

at the end. The jerboas are inhabitants of sandy

deserts and wide grassy plains in Asia and the east

of Europe, Africa, and Australia. They are bun-ow-

ing animals, nocturnal, A'ery destructive to grain and

Jerboa [Dipus JEgyptius).

other crops, laying up hoards for their winter use.

They take prodigious leaps when alarmed ; the

fore-feet are then not used at all, but by means of

the hind-feet and the tail, they leap, although

thev are small animals, several yards. Their flesh

is said to resemble that of the rabbit.—Closely

allied to the jerboas are the Gerbils (Gerbillus),

small quadrupeds, also distinguished by great length

of hind-legs and power of leaping, inhabitants of

the warm and sandy portions of the Old World.

JEREMI'AH (Heb. Yirmiyahu), a Hebrew pro-

phet, was the son of Hilkiah, a priest of Anathoth,

a place about three miles north of Jerusalem. He
prophesied under the reigns of Josiah, Jehoakaz,

Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and Zedekiah (630—590

B.C.), and even later. His character and fortunes

are clearly discernible in his writings. To him,

a man of an emphatically spiritual, truthful, self-

sacrificing nature, it was given to predict in the

midst of the, both politically and religiously, rotten

state of the commonwealth, under the successive

weak kings, its speedy destruction. Fearless

yet hopeless, he delivers his mournful messages

"from year to year, and battles with despairing

heroism against' the inevitable. His life thus became
one long martyrdom. We read of his enduring

'reproach and derision daily' (xx. 8); his townsmen
of Anathoth threatened to slay him, if he did not

stop prophesying woe (xi. 21); his own brethren,

the house of his father, ' dealt treacherously' with

him (xii. 6) ; so that his spirit at times failed him.

There were two political parties in Judah at this

time—in favour of a Chaldfean and an Egyptian

alliance respectively. Like the earlier patriotic

prophets, J. repudiated both at first. The course of

events, however, had necessitated a compromise,

and the religious party—gradually decreasing in

numbers and 'influence—had" declared against Egypt,

and in favour of Chakkea. King Josiah, who
belonged to it, perished at Megiddo, in the valley

of Esdraelon, in an attempt to' stop the progress of

Pharaoh-Necho (609 B. a). After this, things grew

worse. The Egyptian party became predominant,

and J. was now forced to take a side, and become a

partisan as well as a prophet. He speaks of the

king of Babylon as God's servant, and prophesies

the destruction of the temple. A cry arose from

the priesthood and the prophets for his life, and he

escaped with difficulty (xxvi.). At last came the

judgment. The best portion of the people were

earned into captivity; and J. urged his country-

men to wait for the period of deliverance with

religious fortitude and patience. A sudden irrup-

tion of the Egyptians drove the Chaldseans out

of Judah, and J. was again exposed to perse-

cution, thrown into a pit to die, and only rescued

by the kindness of an Egyptian eunuch. The
capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar rendered

the prophet's position more tolerable. J. had always

preached submission to the Chaldseans. He was
even patronised by the conqueror, and offered a

home at Babylon, but he preferred to reside among
the wretched remnant of the people left in Judah

(xl). Intestine strifes, however, soon drove some to

take refuge in Egypt. J. was carried off along with

the exiles, and here he is believed to have died,

and his grave was long shewn at Cairo. According

to other's, however, he came back to Judaea. The
writings of this prophet, dictated by him to Baruch,

have b"eeu arranged with little regard to order, and

the text is in a state of great confusion, notwith-

standing that J. himself undertook two distinct

redactions. They exhibit great tenderness and

elegiac beauty of sentiment, but lack the sublime

grandeur of Isaiah. He often borrows largely from

his poetic predecessors. Several of the Psalms

have been attributed to him, especially by modern

critics. Hitzig numbers 34, which he believes to be

the composition of Jeremiah. There is no reason to

doubt that the Lamentations are properly ascribed

to him, while the apocryphal work of his, men-

tioned by Jerome (Matth. 27), deserves little notice.

Among commentators may be mentioned Origen, Je-

rome, Theodoret, Oecolninpadius, Sanctius, Venema,
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' iiilii.lt. Henderson, Haider, Kunbel,

Ewald, Hengstenberg, ami Uunsen.

.1 1 RI( in i. once one of the most flourishing cities

. two hours' journey westward from the

.Ionian, and six hours north-east from Jerusalem.
Westward from ,T. lies a waste tract of limestone
mountains, rising in stag's; but the immediate
vicinity is well watered and fruitful, yielding dates,

raisins, balsam, and honey, yel o favourite abodi

also, in earlj times, of poisonous - i I

capture ol J. by the Israelites on their first entry

iiilu Cmniiin, its destruction, mnl the rchuildine;

oi it bj Hiel the Bethelite in the reign of Ahab,
u, c., are fonnd recorded in Josh, vi. ,

l Kin- ~ .wi. r.4. It ap| ears to have been after-

wards tlie -eat ol a -i h, ., ,1 ..I' prophets 12 Kin-s ii. 4,

ffec). Herod il.e (iieit re-ided in .>., mid beautified

it. It vva- de-troved ill tile lei-" oi Yi-I ,a-isn . and

.l.llt

completely dc-troyr. I. At the prc-cnt day, its place

is occupied by a miserable village called Richa, or

Ericha, with scarcely 1'iW inhabitants.

JERKED-BEEP, beef preserved by drying in

the sun. It is properly called charqui, and, like its

name, is of Chilian orijrin. although now made in

large quantities in .M . tyres, and
other places in South America, whore the vast

:

•
i tin' praii ie- an- a\ ailahlo for the

purpose. The beast, are slaughtered when in g 1

condition, and the di rteroush

pared off in Buch a manner as to resemble a succes-

sion of skins being taken from the -

of flesh, which are rarely more than an
inch in thickness, I., in- exposed to the sun, dry

npositioii eoiutn-nces, and in that state

i- in I"- kept almost any length of time. S.niKti s

.i into brine, or rubbed with

i _ til. -l.u .-s.

or |. , k, ;l l„ ,!. h.i

been introduced into Australia, and in 1862, ship-

ment- oi it w.-io undo from Victoria to tic inother-

oountry, but with what success is not known.
As it contains all the

«BV

4'

nutritive matter of

animal food, and only

Wants proper kin-

to make it pal. it fble, it

may become an import-
ant article of consump-
tion. The price is about
three-halfpence or two-
pence per pound.

JERKIN-HEAD, a
ifing w liich

,le, hall hip.

Jerkin-Head.

the Couples, above which thi

.1 i:i:i i m ; H mtojn tn a Sophbo-

unknown, o •
I

nearer to thi ear. B
Christian*. Hi i early education was superintended

by bis father, after which h

Latin ih. toric and philosophy under I

ilo the rite of

baptism. After a -

have revisited Home; but in the year 370, he had

•sttled in Aquileia with bis friend 1:

some unknown reat be suddenly went hence to

the East ; ami aft. r a danger

which a pp. an to have still further added to the

rvour of his disposition, he retired, in

here he spent four
years in peini.

ol the llel.nw language. 1 u ,'i7!', he was ordained

a pi ;. i n \ntioeii, an i
i three yean

|| pie HI el..-" intiin |. V U

Of Na. ianziis • and in 882 b

connected with thi M bIi I in schism at Antioch (see
... here he resided, until 385, as

i

.

on ..I the Bible, I

to [
ie.it pop i

:

.

learning, and eloqtn nee. Many pious persons placed

ipirituaJ direction, the most
remarkable •

| he Lady Paula, and
i ji bochium.

him to the Holy Land, whither be returned n 384,

Hi i
i mentiy £ ei d his i idi no at Bet hlehem

in 386, the Lady I 'an la bavin- founded four convents,

three for nuns, and one for m
bj J. himself. I; v

retreat that .1. puisne. 1 or . . .m
|
!• !• o

literary labours of his life; and it was from these
solitudes, all peaceful as they might seem, that he
s.ul loith the licrv and vehement invectives which
marked not only his controversy with the heretics

Jovinian, Vigilantius, and the Pelagians (q. v.), but
eion with his ancient ally, llutimis (ij. v.), ami,

although in a minor degree, with St A u _u-t in.-.

His conflict with the I'.'l.i. ' m i ol - even his

life insecure at Bethlehem, he was npelled to go

into concealment for above two years; and soon

after his return to Bethlehem in 41S, be was seized

with a lingering illness, which terminated in his

nl.er 30, 420. His oi igmaJ •. oi I
i on

of lei ters, treatises, noli mica] a i

commentaries on Holy Scripture, and hi i i ton

i. L revi ion of former versions of the Bible, war.!

first published by Erasmus, '.) vols, folio (Basel,

1510), and have been several times reprinted. The
best editions are that of the Benedictines, S vols,

folio (l'aris, 1C93— 1706), and. still more, that of

Yallirsi, 11 vols. (Verona, 1734—1742). St J. is

universally regarded as the most, learned and
eloquent of the Latin Fathers. His commentaries
on the Bible are especially valuable for

which tiny display; but his opinions are ofteu
..id fanciful, and through his contro-

versial writings there runs a strain ..I \ i..l. nt invec-

tive, which contrasts unfavourably with the tone of

his contemporary St Augustine. .-.
. \

JEROME iif PRAGUE, the ...

John lie--, whom be surpassed ill learning anil

elo.pieme. tllolle.ll he Was infel lor 111 pi..

leral ion, ws - b ra a1 l'i a jue in I he ia( ber half

ol the 1 III, century. \ll. i att. n.bioj Hie university

Cologne, Oxford, end lb idelbi r
,

and in 1399 took

out hi degree as Ma I Bai helor of!!
that his advice was taken by l.adislas II., king of

Poland, with i the univer-

sity of Cracow m I I 111; and Sigisniund, king of

.1 him |..|

.
: oul

carried on by liis friend HuSS again •

r. by and the profligacy of the clergy.

His zeal, however, carri.,1 linn too far; be publicly

i relics under hie feet, ooi itted to

prison the D ks who did not share his opinions,

and even ordered one of them to be thrown into

the Moldau. Wli.ii II ii

.1. hastened to def 1 him; but receiving no satis-

fa. lory answer to a letter in which be had .1. m.ni.le.l

a safe-conduct from the council, he set out on
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his return to Prague, when he was arrested at

Hirsehau, in April 1415, by the orders of the Duke
of Sulzbaeh, ami conveyed in chains to Constance.

Here he was cast into a dungeon, and placed on

trial. After some months' imprisonment,ne recanted
his opinions, hut subsequently abjured his recan-

tation with horror, and went to the stake with
great firmness. He was burned alive, 30th May
1416. J.'s life has Keen written by Heller (Tubingen,

1S35) aud by Becker (Niirdlingen, 1858).

JERROLD, Douglas, dramatist, journalist, and
miscellaneous writer, was born in London on the

3d January 1S03. His .early efforts in literature

were directed to the theatre, and some of his pieces

—Black-eyed Susan (1829), for instance—still hold

possession of the stage. At a later period, he pro-

duced several five-act comedies, the best known of

which are Time Works Wonders, and The Bubbles

of a Day. J.'s reputation stands more securely

on his novels, sketches, and essays than on his

dramatic works. His Men of Character was origin-

ally published in Blackwood. He joined the staff

of Punch (1S41), and contributed to that periodical

A Story of a Feather, Punch's Letters to his Son, and
the world-famous Caudle Lectures. Later appeared
The Chronicles of Clovernook, the kindliest and most
delightful of all his books, and St Giles atid St

James, his most elaborate novel. For several years

beforehis death, he edited Lloyd's II"' ekly Newspaper.
He died from disease of the heart, at Kilburn Priory,

at the age of 55.

J. was a brilliant rather than a great man of

letters. His plays are sparkling, but they want
body and substance, and uninteresting matter had
never perhaps so epigrammatic a setting as in his

novels and tales. His reputation as a social wit

stands higher than his reputation as a writer. He
was greater in society than in his closet. Like a

flint, every stroke brought fire from him. See Life

and Remains of Douglas Jen-old, and Douglas
Jerrold's Wit and Humour; both by his son,

William Blauchard Jerrold (Lond. 1858).

JE'RSEY—THE CHANNEL ISLANDS. J.

is the chief of the group called the Channel Islands

(q. v.). The other inhabited islands of this group

are Guernsey, Alderney, Sark, Herm, aud Jethou,

and there are numerous uninhabited islets and
rocks. The coast is very dangerous, but light-houses

are placed ou most of the island headlands, and on
the dangerous rocks called the Casquets, west of

Alderney, a triple light is exhibited. The Chaussey
Islands belong to France. The following table

exhibits the area aud population of the principal

islands :

Name of Island.
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yield of wheat is

average of

i Iho ( bannel I

i.illy known

sviuin. tie. and for the quantity and qualify of the
milk which tlicy yield. A large number of choice

island of Jerooj have been recently im-

ported into the (J. States. Fruit is much cultivated in

.1
i i.illv the vine, and the peach, apricot,

kins extraordinary size ana flavour in

»iv annual! to Lon Ion

nn.l I'aris. -
':

jful cultivati.il of the Brazilian arum, for

tin- manufa

The other produc
red mullet, John Dory.

.

j
quantities of which are exported. A

traffic is carried on in granite from all

the islands; the blue grand
iiiaea.l.iiiii-in_'. and the pink syenite from AI. ouit

purposes, are highly
. i largely imported int- • '

1861, 731
-tone.

The " early history ••:' the Channel
Islands is mythical and l.-end -iry ; but it is

probable that the earliest inns

The islands wire IUH

the 3d and 4th ecu,

the Anton

n

dlleed by n i! dtjil A. 1>. -

ably a mixed
population . and Gauls

betook them-
J, is the Franks p

'J'le- islands were talon possession of by Rolf or
:. ol Normandy. Afteray.

the Norman jue.-t, the islands were alternately

lgli.sh. under William the Coll.jUeror ; Xonnan.
ider Rufus ; English, under Henry I. ; and

dn, under Stephen. With Henry 1 1..

of the islands reverti d

ii of Normandy as well

and after the loss of Normandy, the islands still

remained fa I

John i, I. iitution to

to Normandy, the l; bei in,' their

[IX and Henry V. materially

not wholly
h oh (in 1658)

In I7M. during the iir»t An
expedition, under the Baron de Etulleeo

in* Grouville Bay, and marohed into
-i lleiier, but was repulsed with loss

i militia. Durin

I be island) 1 1 fitted oul many

I

linallv suppressed in 1800. Sin< e th

Channel Islands have thriven and prospered bycom-
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' lilies from England, who
been attracted thither by the beauty of the

scenery or the salubrity of th

H ra many crom-
tle> islands; the Ingest remaining arc

ml at L'AncreBsc
I

i me remain. Tin oldest ehureh in

! id. , said to have Wen built in

1111.

language of the islands
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I
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.
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with the smaller adjacent islands, under the baili-

wick of Guernsey.
The laws of the islands are very peculiar, being

mainly derived from the ancient customary law
of Normaudy. The laws relating to property are

singular : arrest takes place in Jersey without proof
or affidavit. Until recently, the Queen's writ had
:io power in the islands, and the Act of Habeas
Corpus has only lately been admitted. Encroach-
ments on property are sometimes met by a curious

appeal called Ha! Ro! d I'aide, mon Prince! repeated
thrice. It is considered to be the remains of an old

appeal to Rollo, Duke of Normandy, and is still a
valid form of injunction.

Ecclesiastical State.—There is a dean in each
island. The livings are in the gift of the crown, and
of small value. The principal educational establish-

ments are Victoria College in Jersey, and Elizabeth
College in Guernsey. In both, a first-class educa-
tion is given on very moderate terms, by an excellent
staff of teachers, and they have various exhibitions

at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
There is regular steam-communication between

England and the Channel Islands, also between
Jersey and the French ports of Granville and St
Malo ; and in summer there is generally an excur-
sion-boat once a week to Sark and Herm.
The islands are protected by numerous forts,

especially about the harbour of refuge in Alderney.
Boolcs of Reference.—The principal historical

authorities are the Rev. P. Ealle's History of
Jersey; Mr Duncan's and Mr F. E. Tupper's
Histories of Guernsey; and Mr Dally for the
agriculture of the islands. The most recent and
comprehensive work is The Channel Islands, by
D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., and R. C. Latham,
M.A., M.D., F.R.S., &c. (Loud. 1S62).

JERSEY CITY, a city in New Jersey, United
States of America, on the west bank of the Hudson
River, opposite New York, of which it is, in fact,

though in another state, an extension, and to

which it is united by large and powerful steam
ferry-boats, lighted with gas, which ply night and
day. It is the entrepot of the Cunard steamers,

and the terminus of the New York and Philadelphia,

Erie, Easton, Morris and Essex, and Northern
Railways, and of a canal for coal-transport. It

has manufactories of locomotives, machinery, glass,

crucibles, &c. ; and about twenty churches, the
finest of which once stood in Wall Street, New
York, but was removed, and built up, stone by
stone, in this city. Pop. in 1S50, 11,473; in 1860,

29,226.

JERU'SALEM (Heb. Yenishalem, Gr. Hierous-
alem, Lat. Hierosolyma ; called also in Arabic El-
Khuils or El-Koils, 'the Holy'), the Jewish capital

of Palestine. Its origin and early history are very
obscure. Joseplras (Antiij. i. x. 2) identifies it with the
' Salem' of which Mclelnzedek (Gen. xiv. 18) is called

king ; but St Jerome doubts the correctness of this

view. Critics are better agreed as to the identity

of J. with Jebusi, the city of the Jebusites (Josh,

xviii. 2S), and we know that the Jebusites retained
possession of the strong positions of the hill of Zion
for a considerable time after the conquest of Canaan,
and even after the storming of J. (Jud. i. 8), while
the tribes of Judah and Benjamin occupied the
lower city. They were finally dispossessed by David
(2 Kings v. 7). The name J. is first mentioned
in Joslraa x. 1. It lies upon the original border
of Judah and Benjamin, the line of which runs
through the valley of Hinnom ; so that Zion and
the northern city lay within the territory of Benja-
min. Its historical importance dates from the time
of David, who there fixed his residence, calling it

by the name of the 'City of David,' transporting
to it the ark of the covenant, and building in it

an altar to the Lord, on the place of the appari-

tion of the angel by which the plague was stayed

(2 Kings xxiv. 25). The building of the temple
under Solomon was the consummation of the dignity

and holiness of J., which was further enlarged,

strengthened, and beautified by this king and by
his successors. It suffered a diminution of political

importance through the revolt and secession ot the
Ten Tribes, from whifh date its history is identified

with that of the kingdom of Judah. It was pillaged

(973 b.c.) by Sesac (Shishak) king of Egypt
(2 Chron. xii. 9), by Joash king of Israel (4 KiDga
xiv. 13, 14); and finally (588 B.C.), it was taken,
after a siege of three years, by Nabuchodonosor,
who razed its walls, and destroyed the temple and
palaces by fire (4 Kings xxv.). Having been rebuilt

after the Captivity (536 B.C.), it was again taken and
pillaged under Ptolemy Lagos (320 i.e.), and under
Antiochus Epiphanes (161 n.c.1, after the well-known
and mysterious repulse of Heliodorus (176 B.C.): and
Pompey (63 B.C.) took the city on the anniversary of

its capture by Nabuchodonosor, put 12,000 of the
inhabitants to the sword, and razed the walls to the
gv.iuud, sparing at the same time the treasures of

the sanctuary. However, a few years later, they
were pillaged (51 B.C.) by Crassus ; and from these
beginnings dates the coutiuued series of Roman
aggressions, which terminated in the complete
destruction of the city and dispersion of the Jewish
race, under Vespasian and Titus (70 a.d.). From the
description of the contemporary historian Josephus,
we learn that at this period, J., which occupied the
four hills Zion, Acra, Moriah, and Bezetha (separated
from each other by deep valleys or gorges), consisted
of three distinct regions—the Upper City, with the
citadel of Zion ; the Lower City, which lay to the
north, on the hills of Acra and Moriah ; and the New
City, still further to the northward. The temple
stood on the hill of Moriah, and John Hyrcanus
built, on the north-western angle of this hill, a
fortress called Baris, which was strengthened and
beautified by Herod, and called ' Antonia,' in honour
of Mark Antony. Herod's own palace stood at the
northern extremity of the Upper City, and on the
eastern angle was an open place called Xystus,
surrounded by galleries, and communicating by a
bridge with the temple. The environs of the city

were adorned with gardens, parks, ponds, and tombs.
In the progress of ages, ancient J. was surrounded
by three walls, the direction of which, in some
portions of their course, is difficult to be deter-

mined, although it is upon this that the contro-
versy as to the authentic site of the Holy Sepulchre

(q. v.) mainly turns. (A plan of the city will be
given along with the map of Palestine, q. v.) The
first and most ancient wall surrouuded the Upper
City on the hill of Zion, and joined on its northern
side the proclromum of the temple. The second
wall, or the wall of Ezechias, enclosed the hill Acra,
around which stood the Lower City. It was con-

nected at the south-western angle with the first

wall, from which it ran in a semicircle to the north
and north-east, surrounding the Upper City till it

joined the fortress Antonia, described above. The
third wall, built by Herod Agrippa, which enclosed
the hill Bezetha and the so-called New City, appears
to have started from the north-western angle of the
first wall, probably at the tower called ' Hippicus,'
and to have taken a northerly and north-easterly
direction around the New City till it met the
north-eastern angle of the temple wall. It thus,

for a part of its course, was external to the second
wall The site of the Church of the Holy S=p-i'ohre

and the Hill of Calvary are thus Bupposed, by the
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defenders of their authenticity, to have been without
the wbD of J. as it stood in the days of our Lord-
that is, the second wall, abb

in of the citj ;i short

rda, when the third wall was built, at

some distan ud, by Herod
Agrippa, The inv. :

with biblical antiquaries, and it is |i

the excavations now projected or in p
remove :ill uncertainty.

The city destroyed bv Titus was rebuilt by
Hadrian ; but only as a heathen and Roman city,

under tin- nam- ,-Elia Capitolina, with a temple of

Jupiter ; not as the capital of tl

Iden, under pain of death, to visit it.
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sit.- of the Tower Anton i a. The i lnu-eh of the Holy
Septdchre (see EOLY Places), with its enclosure,

which is occupied by all the Christian commu-
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-, for their own worship.

..f St Saviour; it is attached to the Franciscan
convent, in which Europeans of all denominations

receive ready hospitality. In like manner, the

Greeks, Arm i pts, and Abyssinian*
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imunions. That of the Armenians on
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Of our Lord or of BO 01 BVi itb. The
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the modern city possesses few advantages. It is
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entirely without commerce ; and its only branch of

industry is the manufacture of beads, crucifixes,

and sculptured shells, or tablets of mother-of-pearl.

In these objects, an active traffic is practised with
the pilgrims, who number about .10,000 annually;

and considerable quantities are exported to Spain,

Italy, and France. The beads are either berries or

are manufactured either from date-stones or from a

species of hard wood called Mecca fruit. For the

use of the Mohammedan pilgrims—for whom the

Mosque of Omar is only inferior in sacredness to

Mecca and Medina—a considerable manufacture is

carried on of amulets of black stone, which are

reputed to be a protection against the plague.

In ecclesiastical history, J. has not rilled the

space which might at first sight be expected. When
the city was rebuilt after its destruction under
Titus, the new city JElia, was so inconsiderable as a

Christian community, that it became a suffragan see

of the metropolitan of Cresarea. The Council of

Nice recognised a precedency of honour ; but it was
not till the Council of Chalcedon that the church
of J. was raised to the rank of a patriarchate, with
jurisdiction over all the bishops of Palestine. J.,

however, ranked last among the eastern patriarch-

ates. In common with the other eastern churches,

J. followed iii the train of Constantinople in its

secession from the West. The patriarch of J. was
a party to the decree of union in the Council of

Florence ; but his flock soon fell back into schism
;

and although the titular rank of patriarch of J. has

been maintained in Rome, the church remained
under the care of the Franciscan community, and
the Latin patriarch had
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JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE, or TOPINAM-
BURI (IMianllms IhIktosh*), a plant of the natural

order Composites, and of the same genus with the

common Sunflower (q. v.), is a native of Brazil. The
•word Jerusalem, in the English name, is a corruption

of the Italian ffirasole, sunflower; the name artichoke

is merely from a supposed similarity of flavour in

the eatable part—the tuber—to the artichoke. The
J. A. has straight simple stems from eight to twelve
feet high, and many rough ovate acute stalked

leaves ; and in the end of autumn, but rarely in

Scotland, produces yellow flowers resembling those

of the common sunflower, but smaller. The thick,

fleshy, and knotted perennial root produces, pretty

closely around it, oval or roundish tubers, some-
times thirty or fifty in number, which are reddish

on the outside, and whitish within, in appearance
very similar to potatoes. They have a sweetish,

mucilaginous taste when boiled, and are much more
watery and less nourishing than potatoes." They
are, however, very palatable, when properly pre-

pared with sauce, and make very good soup. The
nlant is also useful for fodder for cattle, yielded

by its leaves and the more tender parts of the stems.

The fibre of the stems may probably be found
valuable for paper-making. The stems and leaves

contain much nitre, and have been used for making
notash. The J. A. is scarcely an agricultural crop
in Britain, although it is to some extent in some

parts of Europe. It is common, however, in gardens,

and was known in our gardens before the potato,

to which it in some measure gave place. It is

T^

Jerusalem Artichoke {HOiantltus lubcroms).

generally propagated by small tubers, or cuttings of

tubers, like the potato ; and its cultivation is iu

most respa
plant is ver

JERVIS

l„i!:i ilthough the aspect of the

Earl of St Vincent, a British

admiral, was born January 9, 1734 He obtained a

commission in the navy as lieutenant in 1755, and in

1769 commanded the Alarm frigate in the Mediter-
ranean. When she was paid off, he made a tour
of inspection to the naval arsenals of France and
Northern Europe. He was then appointed to the
Foudroyant, the finest two-deck ship iu the British

navy, and engaging the Penose, 74, off Brest, he took
her without "the loss of a man. For this gallant

exploit, he was made K.C.B. In 1787, he was made
rear-admiral ; in 1793, he commanded the naval
part of the expedition against the West Iiidia

Islands, Sir C. Grey commanding the troops ; and
so successful was this expedition, that although the

French were well prepared, and fought desperately,
every island fell in succession into the bauds of the
British. In 1795, he received the command of the
Mediterranean fleet; and here, for the first time, he'

made the acquaintance of Nelson, Hood, Colling-

wood, Hallowell, Tn.ul .ridge. So. On the 14th Feb.

1796, with only fifteen sail of the line, he fell

in, off Cape St Vincent, with the Spanish fleet of

twenty-seven sail. Without a moment's hesitation,

J. determined to engage the enemy ; and the battle

of St Vincent was fought. The genius of Nelson,
however, contributed greatly to the success of the
day. For this victory, the king created J. Earl St

Vincent, and parliament settled upon him a pension

of £3000 a year. After having, by .great firmness,

repressed a mutiny off Cadiz, which threatened the
loss of the whole fleet, he was compelled by ill

health to return home. He was soon applied to by
government to subdue the spirit of sedition which
had openly manifested itself in the Channel fleet

;

and his endeavours were eminently successful. After
having held the appointment of First Lord of th.
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Admiralty, and for a second time commanded the
Channel Beet, he retired into private life, and died
March 13, ls-j:i. A public monument
to his memory in St 1'aul's Cathedral. '

enroll.. I tl i t in the first rank
oders who broke the

maritime power of Franc; and Spain, and cstal-

hahed the naval supremacy of Great Britain.

JE'SSAMINE. See.Iasm ink.
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'

I
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JESSO. B Y

JESS< ' 'UK. a t..wn of Bengal Proper, capital of

the same nam.

.

i. in hit. 23° Iff N., and loin:.

89° 10' E. Here, in 1838, was erected, by the
zemindars of the neighbourhood, a ban

"ii is riven

:'_' square mih' .

i.Hants. Salt i

.tier; and sugar and rum are largely

prepared from the sap of the palm-tree.

JESS1 I.MEKK. a fortified city ol B

capital of t

:• 35,000 inhabitants. It is in hit. 26°

66' X., and lone. 7" ."-

I a ina temples,

tanks and wells,

water-supply.—The stale of

: I'J.'.'.'.l' square mil -. and about 75,000
The country is poor and sterile, and

the public revenue is under £9000.

JESUITS, orSOCIETY OP JESUS, a celebrated
r Church, which
ha-s tilled a large space in the ecclesiastical and even

the political history r.f the world. It was founded
in 1554, by the well-known Ignatius of Loyola (see

.yard; three Span

Francis Xavier, and Nicholas Bobadilla; and a
i The original object
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infidels ; lmt as all
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D :
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tendency of this relation, the J. and their apologists

plead that, both in the rules of St Ignatius and in

the so-called 'examen' of the candidate, there is

contained, in the duty of obedience to a superior, an
explicit reservation for the subject, 'unless where
the superior should command what is sinful.'

Such is the internal organisation of this extraor-

dinary association. The system of training applied

to the formation of its members exhibits the most
profound knowledge of the human heart, and the
most correct appreciation of the religious instincts

and impulses of mankind. The long exercises of

the novitiate were designed by Ignatius to form the
individual character in habits of personal holiness,

and practices of personal piety. It was the business

of the s ihool and college to form the social char-

acter of the future teachers of men, and directors

of the destinies of society. To learning carefully

adapted to the actual condition and progress of

knowledge, they sought to add manners and habits
calculated to inspire confidence, and to disarm pre-

judice and suspicion. Unlike the older orders, they
made no parade of a special calling, whether by a
peculiar habit, or by peculiar exterior indications of

austerity or asceticism. They enjoyed, indeed, in

these respects, some exemptions from the more
austere practices of other orders. Their churches
were but designed as supplementary to those of

the parish clergy (whose ordinary costume they
adopted as their own conventual dress), without
the canonical services, without much imposing or

attractive ceremonial, being chiefly appropriated
for religious instruction, and for the duties of the
confessional. Their casuistry avoided all harsh
and excessive rigour ; and it cannot be doubted
that many members carried it to the opposite

extreme. But above all, they addressed them-
selves to the great want of their time—education

;

and through the mastery which they soon obtained
in this important field, as well as their eminence in
every department of learning, divinity, philosophy,
history, scholarship, antiquities, and letters, they
attained to unbounded influence in every department
of society. It may be added that to their extraor-
dinary success in thus drawing to themselves, for

education, the youth of every country into which
they were introduced, the historians of the society
ascribe much of the opposition which they encoun-
tered from the universities and collegiate bodies
whose monopolies they invaded.
The organisation of the society is settled, in

every important particular, by the original rules

and constitutions of St Ignatius. The opponents
of the J., however, allege that, in addition to these
public and avowed constitutions, there exists in

the society, for the guidance of their hidden actions,

and for the private direction of the thoroughly
initiated members, a secret code, entitled MoniLa
Secreta. (Secret Instructions), which was meant to

be reserved solely for the private guidance of

the more advanced members, and which was not
only not to be communicated to the general body,
but was to be boldly repudiated by all, should its

existence at any time be suspected or discovered.

This singular code, a master-piece of craft and dupli-

city, was first printed at Cracow in 1612, and has
been repeatedly reprinted by the enemies of the
J. ; but it is indignantly disclaimed by the society.

The accounts of the time and circumstances of its

discovery are suspicious and contradictory. It has
been repeatedly condemned, both at Rome and by
other ecclesiastical authorities, and its apocryphal
character is now commonly admitted (see Barbier,

Dictionnaire des Anonymes).
The history of the society is so varied in the

different countries, that it is necessary, although
7U1

very briefly, to allude to each separately, dividing
it into three stages—the rise, the suppression, and
the restoration of the order.

In Italy, its early career was brilliant and
unclouded. Before the death of the first general,
Ignatius, in 1556, the Italian J. had swelled to 1000
in number, and the order was established in twelve
provinces. Their first check in Italy occurred in
Venice. In the contest of this republic with Paid
V. (q. v.), the J., taking the side of Borne, accepted,
in 1006, the alternative, proposed by the senate,
of leaving the Venetian territory ; nor was it till

1656 that they were re-established in Venice, from
which time they continued to enjoy undisturbed
influence in Italy until the suppression of the order.
The earliest settlements of the J. outside of Italy

were in Portugal and Spain. In 1540, Rodriguez—who was a "Portuguese nobleman—and Francis
Xavier opened colleges in Portugal, at the invita-
tion of the king. Francis Borgia,' Duke of Gandia,
in Spain, was equally well received in his native
country, where the order flourished so rapidly,
that, at the time of the suppression, the Spanish J.
numbered above 6000.

In France, although a house for novices was
founded in Paris by St Ignatius in 1542, the
university opposed their introduction as unneces-
sary, and irreconcilable with its privileges. They
were distasteful to supporters of the Gallican
liberties, and still more to the Huguenots. The
jurists, the parliament, and the partisans of abso-
lutism, were alarmed by the free political opinions
which had found expression in some of the Jesuit
schools. On the other hand, the democratic party
attributed to them a sinister use of their influence
with courts. And thus their progress was slow, and
their position at all times precarious. It was with
much difficulty that the parliament of Paris con-
sented to register the royal decree which authorised
their establishment. In more than one instance,
the university protested against their schools as
invading its privileges. In the wars of the League,
they did not fad to make new enemies ; and at
length, the assassination of Henry III. by Clement
(although no evidence of any connection with the J.

appeared in his case), and the circumstance, stdl more
industriously urged against them, that Chatel, who
attempted the life of Henry IV., had at one time
been a pupil in their schools, led to their expulsion
from France in 1594. They were reinstated, how-
ever, in 1603; but on the assassination of Henry IV.
by Ravaillac, the outcry against them was renewed.
Although it seems quite certain that this clamour
was utterly without foundation, yet the opinions held
by one of their order, Mariana (q. v.), on the right
of revolt, although condemned by the general, gave
a colour to this and every similar imputation. A
less deep but more permanent and formidable move-
ment against them was gradually stirred up at a
later period, by a combination of all the causes
of unpopularity already described, to which new
point was given by the well-known Janseuist con-
troversy, and by the questions as to the imputed
laxity of the moral teaching of the J., and their
alleged corrupt and demoralising casuistry. What
the ponderous and indignant prelections of the
Sorbonne, and the learned folios of the Dominican
and Augustinian schools had failed to accomplish,
the wit and brilliancy of the celebrated Lettres
Provinciates of Pascal (q. v.) effectually and trium-
phantly achieved. The intolerable laxity of some of
the Jesuit casuists was mercilessly exposed by this
brilliant adversary as the authorised teaching of the
order, and the crafty maxims and practices popu-
larly ascribed to the society were placed before
the world in a light at once exquisitely amusing
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all

by the the

abolished

le Jesuits. An attempt at oom-
ised to the general, Father Ricei,

moxious constitutions might be
ified ; hut his unbending reply,

they'Sint ut sunt, ant non sint' ('Let thei

are, or let them cease to exist
' ), cut short all negi

tiation ; and a royal edict was published ill 1764,

by which the society was suppressed in the French
territory. This example was followed by Spain,

under the ministry of Aranda, in 1767, in circum-
stances of great harshness and severity ; and' by
the minor Bourbon courts of Naples, Parma, and
Modena. The court of Rome had zealously but
vainly interposed in their behalf, and during the
pontificate of Clement XIII., they received from
him a support only the more warm because of

the hostility which they encountered elsewhere.

But his successor, Clement XIV. (q. v.), inclining in

this and all other questions of church and state

to the side of peace, having in vain endeavoured to

procure from the courts by which they were con-

demned a relaxation of the severity, and being

pressed by the ambassadors of France and Spain,

at length issued, July 21, 1773, the celebrated bull,

' Domiuus ac Redemptor Noster,' by which, without
adopting the charges made against the society, or

inquiring into the question of their justice, acting

solely on the motive of ' the peace of the church,'

he suppressed the society ill all the states of Chris-

tendom. The bull was put into execution without
delay. In Spain and Portugal alone, the members
of the society were driven into exile. In other

Catholic countries, they were permitted to remain
as individuals engaged in the ministry or in literary

occupations : and in two kingdoms, Prussia under
Frederick tin Great, and Russia under Catherine,

they were even permitted to retain a quasi-corporate

existence as a society for education.

What was meant, however, to be the suppression of

the society, proved but a temporary suspension. The
ex-members continued in large numbers, especially

in the Papal States and Northern Italy; and soon

after the first storm of the Revolution had blown
over, measures began to be taken for the restoration

of the society. The first overt reorganisation of

them was in 1799, in the duchy of Parma, at an
inconsiderable town called Colorno, in which one

of the earliest novices was the afterwards celebrated

Angclo Mai. This proceeding on the part of the

Duke of "Parma was barely tolerated by the pope;

but in 1801, Pius VII. permitted the re-establish-

ment of the society in Lithuania and White Russia,

and with still more formality in Sicily in the year

1804. It was not, however, until after the restora-

tion, and the return of Pius VII. from captivity,

that the complete rehabilitation of the Jesuit order

was effected, by the publication of the bull Sollcitudo

Omnium Eceleski rum, August 7, 1S14. In the same
year, they opened a novitiate at Koine ; and in 1S24,

their ancient college, the Collegio Romano, was
restored to them. In Modena. Sardinia, and Naples,

they were re-established in 1815, as also in Spain,

where their ancient property and possessions were
restored to them. They were again suppressed by
the Cortes in 1820, and again restored in 1S25 ; but
at the final change of public affairs in Spain in 1S35,
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the J. shared the fate of the other religious estab-

i
lishments, which fell under the double 'influence of

revolution and retrenchment. In Portugal, they
j

have never obtained a firm footing. Doiii Miguel,
iu 1832, issued a decree for their restoration ; but
almost before they had entered into possession, the
order was reversed by Dom Pedro iu 1833. Their
position in France has been one of sufferance
rather than of positive authorisation ; nevertheless,
they are very numerous and influential, and their
educational institutions hold the very highest rank.
In Belgium, they established themselves after the
revolution, and they now possess many large estab-
lishments, professed houses as well as colleges, which
are very numerously attended by the Catholic youth,
as well oi Belgium as of other countries. In Holland,
also, they possess several considerable houses, as
well as iu England, Ireland, the United States, and.
within a recent period, Scotland. In Switzerland,
they opened in ISIS a college at Fribourg, which
became a most flourishing establishment, and sub-
sequently they extended themselves to Schwytz
and Lucerne ; but the war of the Sonderbund (one

of the main causes of which arose from the Jesuit
question) ended in their expulsion from the Swiss
territory. Of the German states, Bavaria and
Austria tolerated their re-establishment for educa-
tional purposes. Iu the Italian provinces of the
former, as also in the Tyrol, they had enjoyed a cer-

tain freedom until the revolution of 1S4S. In Russia,
they were placed under sharp restrictions in 1817;
and a few years later, 1S20, in consequence of their

successful efforts at proselytism, they were banished
by a final ukase from the Russian territory, whence
they still remain excluded. The Italian revolution
has seriously affected their position in that country :

iu 1S4S, Pius IX. found it expedient to permit,
and it is supposed even to counsel, the breaking
up of the college and other houses in Rome. They
returned, however, with the pope himself, and were
placed iu possession of their ancient establishments.

From Sardinia, Naples, Sicily, and the annexed
territories of the kingdom of Italy in general, they
withdrew at the first indication of the change, the
members of these provinces being now distributed

through the houses of the order in different parts

of the church. The literature of the history of the
J., whether hostile or friendly, is almost endless

in extent and variety ; we shall only refer to the
two most recent works on either side, Gioberti's

// Oe.ia.ita Modento, 1847, and Cretineau Joly's

Histoire de la Oompagnie de Jems, 184o.

JESUITS' BARK. See Cinchona.

JE'SUS, the Greek form of the Hebrew word
Joshua, Jehishiia, ' Jehovah, the Saviour," is the
name given to the son of the Virgin Mary by the
angels who announced his approaching birth (Matt.

i. 21; Luke i. 31). The reason of the name was at

the same time declared: 'for he shall save his

people from their sins.'

The date of the birth of J. is now generally fixed

a few years—at least four years—before the com-
mencement of the Christian era. The reasons of

this opinion we cannot here state, but it may be
observed that the reckoning of dates from the birth

of Christ did not begin till the 6th c, when error

on such a point was very probable. The precise

date of the birth of J., however, cannot be deter-

mined, nor can the year of his death be much more
confidently stated. The common computation fixes

his death in 33 A. D., or when he was probably ut

least 37 years of age. As to the month or day of

the birth of J., nothing is known, although the
circumstance, that shepherds were watching their

flocks by night, makes it very certain that it did
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this saving abroad among the brethren, that that

disciple should not ilk-.' It arose, probably, in the

13th c., when it is first related by Matthew Paris,

and may be supposed to indicate the Jewish people,

scattered throughout the world, and nowhere find-

ing a home. According to the current

Wandering Jew is Ahasuerus, the shoemaker at

Jerusalem, who, when the Saviour wished to rest

before lus house, on his way to Golgotha, drove him
away. Another legend states him to be Pilate's

door-keeper, Kartaphilus, who struck Jesus on the
back, as he led him out of his masters judgment-
ball. .So recently as the last century, impostors took
advantage of the belief in this legend, and gave
themselves out for the Wandering Jew ; and people
were not wanting who, from time to time, main-
tained that he had appeared to them under different

forms. A popular book relating in detail the history

of the Wandering Jew has been repeatedly printed
in the German, French, Dutch, and Latin lan-

Fhe legend has likewise been frequently
worked up in a poetical form, as by A. W. von
Schlegel in the romance entitled Die Warming; by
Schubert in his poem of Ahasuer ; by Goethe in

Atis meinem Lehen ; by Mrs Norton in The Undying
Our: (Lond. 1S42) ; and by Eugene Sue in his Le
Ji'if errant. Compare Griisse, Die Sage voyn Ewigen
Juden.

JEWEL (ItaL nioitllo, from nioia, joy), a per-

sonal ornament, usually understood to mean a
decoration in which one or more precious stones are

set. Popularly, there is much confusion between
the terms gem and jewel ; the former belongs espe-

cially to precious stones, and the latter to ornaments
formed of the precious metals with or without the
aid of gems. The word is derived from the Italian

ffioia, joy. "whence gunetto, a jewel, such ornaments
being indicative of pleasure.

JEWELLERY. The manufacture of jewels has
in all times been a test of the artistic powers of a
nation ; for, being intended only for personal adorn-
ment, the genius of the jeweller has been directed

to the production of the largest amount of beauty in

the most limited space. It is probable that the
wearing of ornaments of gold and silver is almost
as early as the discovery of those metals. A mere
hole drilled through the small pieces of gold or

silver, to enable them to be struug round the
waist or neck, would be the first stage ; then,

when the ductility of the metals became known,
they would be beaten probably into bands or

_ I • to i ----- :. ;. ; th - rings, wl *d

increased in size, would beeom
waist, neck, arms, or ankles, labrets for the lilts,

and rings for the ears and lingers. As refinement
increased, these articles would be mad
more ornamental ; and the original object, of mere
convenience and safety in carrying the much-
valued metals, would be lost in the secondary one
of personal adornment; the art of the goldsmith
woidd be called into play, and the r -

nation would be marked by the good or bad designs

in demand for this purpose. Jewels beiug mere
articles of luxury and taste, their possession always
indicates to a certain extent the wealth of nations,

and we are as much impressed with the advanced
state of the ancient Egyptians by the nice art and
refined taste exhibited" in the jewellery found in

their tombs, as by the vast architectural works of

which they have left so many remains ; indeed,

modern art, with all its wondrous advances, cannot
do more than equal the exquisite workmanship
.-: tho

tnan equal tne exquisite worKniansuip
elegant golden jewels sent by the late i

viceroy of Egypt and M. Mariette to the Inter-
|""'"'" , Exhibition, which were taken from the
,

tombs of ladies of distinction, whose mummies
they were found decorating. There is an essential

difference between the jewellery of ancient and
modern times. Our goldsmiths depend very much
upon t'ae processes of casting, drawing, stamping,

fcher metallurgical 0] cations, and produce
thereby great accuracy of outline and high finish.

The ancients wrought by hammering, chasing, and
'. depending entirely upon the taste and

skill of the artist, instead of the ]>erfeetion of his
tools and mechanical arrangements; consequently,
their works bear the stamp of artistic produc-
tions, whilst modern works, however beautiful,
have usually the character of mere manufactures

j

executed with mechanical precision rather than
artistic taste ; and what they gain in nicety of

finish is more than counterbalanced by what is lost

in richness of effect. See Diamond.

.JEWELS. Use of. i>- Hekaldky. By an
e_-re_iouslv absurd and unnecessary complication of

nomenclature, introduced by way of adding dignity

to the science of Heraldry, the tinctures of the amis
of peers have sometimes been designated by the

names of precious stones : argent is pearl or crystal

;

or, topaz ; gules, ruby ; azure, sapphire : sable,

diamond -. vert, emerald ; and purpure, amethyst.

JEWISH LITURGY. See Littkgv.

JEWISH SECTS, a term generally applied (after

Josephns) to certain divergent schools which grew
up in the midst of Judaism, subsequently to the
Syrian wars. So far, however, from forming, as the
word would seem to imply, separate communities
with places of worship and a religious law of their

own, antagonistic to that of their brethren, the
disciples of the different 'sects' belonged to the

same religions community, adhered to the same
practical religious Law, and consequently could not
well look upon each other as, in a manner, heretics.

The chief points at issue were certain abstract

doctrines, in connection with the peculiar manner
in which this Law, as far as it is contained in the

Scriptures, was interpreted and further developed.

While the Pharisee* (q. v.) claimed for certain time-

hallowed observances and doctrines not found in

the Bible a divine origin, drawing them back
through tradition— orally transmitted from genera-
tion to generation — to Moses and the Sinai itself,

and while they, by peculiar rules of an exegesis of

their own, proved the*e same doctrines to lie often

latent, as it were, in the very letters of the Bible— the SacMucfS (q. v.) rejected the divine origin of

the 'oral law,' as well as certain spiritual dogmas
not distinctly set forth in the Sacred Record. An
advanced or exalted class of Pharisees w^-re the
/- q. v.), who formed a kind of brotherhood,
far away (with only solitary exceptions) from the
corruption of cities, chiefly intent upon the exercise

of practical virtues, and ruled by a severe code of

morals. The tenets of each of these three 'sects'
will be fouud treated separately under the headings
indicated.

At a later period, shortly before and after Christ,

numerous divergent religious doctrines, for the most
part the result of a contused mixture of Judaism and
Hellenism, or rather Alexaudrianism see G
were promulgated, and found adherents both within
and without the pale of Judaism. Many and obscure
are the names of these 'sects' recorded by the early-

fathers of the church, but very little is known
respecting their historv and dogmas. Mention is

made of //.//.„o„„ (Hiilelites?), not to he con-
founded with the large body of the Hellenists (q. v.)

istic school of Shamai »), Gali-
stianising Jews?). Helvetians (adherents

of the foreign government'), GauUinitai iLabbinists
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if the Priests (q. v.) was in the hand!
of Levi (q. v.), more especially tin

.f Aaron (q. v.). The Levites assistec

en.ent of the sanctuary and the hob
arid expounded the Books of the Law
neulogieal lists, and had the care o

preserved. These, however, are obviously the most

important, as they contain an elaborate account of

the giving of the law (Exod. xix. ef-aeq.), which is

represented as a direct revelation made to Moses by
Jehovah himself, who descended upon Mount Sinai

in lire, amid the roar of thunders and the quaking
of hills. The antiquity, however, of the priestly or

ecclesiastical portions of the Pentateuch is keenly

disputed by many modern scholars of the highest

reputation, who endeavour to shew the probabilitv

of such passages having been composed and inserted

subsequent to the great organisation of the priest-

hood by David ; and hi proof of this, point, among
other evidences, to the Book of Judc.eS (q. v.), wllicli

narrates the history of the Hebrews for ! years

after the conquest of Canaan, and which yet cm-
tains scarcely a single trace of the existence of a

religious institution among them. Yet it is allowed

almost on all hands, that the i»™t./«», at least,

of the Jewish theocracy, and probablv also a large

part of the superstructure, were the direct work
of Moses himself, who indeed appears to have been
pre-eminently fitted for the task of a legislator :—
not to mention the fact that the ritualism of the
Hebrews has many striking points of contact with
that of the ancient Egyptians, with which he was
well acquainted. This view, of course, does not
interfere with the theory of a later composition of

the Pentateuch (q. v.), in its present shape and its

successive redactions and enlargements. But what-
ever period be allowed for the sojourn in the desert,

the rough nomadic life, the frequent fighting with
the fierce Beduin tribes, through whose' territories

they passed—besides the lofty influences of a stern

religion—had transformed the runaway slaves of

Egypt, by the time they
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ays be kept ill

h day the bodv

11 of a kii

ry city h

To the

utly of

(q. v.)|

st of

r the

aents

HV.te
.the

the city was to be taken, and the males were to be
put to the sword. In all other cases, the virtues

of charity, justice, and kindness, even towards
animals, are repeatedly impressed upon tin- people.

_f Canaan, into a nation of high-spirited
]

How far.these fundamental rules were either further

stible warriors.
j
developed or neglected, we cannot shew in this

place.

The 'land of promise' became theirs at last

(about 1430 B.C.), under Joshua (q. v.), the successor

of Moses. Tribe after tribe was swept from its

ancient territory, and for the most part either

annihilated or forced to rice. Yet the whole bulk

Before proceeding further, it behoves us t(

a general outline of the Mosaic legislation.

laws promulgated under the 'Covenant' w.

we said, not entirely new. Many were men
solemn confirmation of ancient patriarchal

such as the worship of One Supreme Being tl

sacrifices, prayer, vows; circumcision; the g
ment by heads of tribes and families. &.. '

must have been adaptations of Egyptian i:

tions. Others, again, owed their existence

altered circumstances of the community; an

undeniable that some of the ordinances con

in the Pentateuch were never carried int.. pi

The fundamental features of the religious as .

political constitution- both el,.., Iv int. nv„u-
each other-are the following: Cod is Croat

Lord of the universe. The universe is His

and to man the use of all created things ha

intrusted by His wiU. God is therefore the h
the people. By the priests He is visibly roprc;

>"o man has the right to dispose of his own 1

The soil is only given to the people for the hsi

man has no further individual right of pos:

The

f the uaciv. inhabitants was not extirpated or

i wholly expelled, nor even subdued till a much later

period: a circumstance fraught indeed with th;
I most disastrous consequences to the new common-
wealth. The country was now divided among the
tribes. The magnificent pastoral region to the east
of the Jordan had before been chosen by the tribe;

„f Keiiben, Gad, and the half-tribe of Manasseh at

an earlier period, because they 'had a very great
multitude of cattle' (Numb, xxxii. 1); but thev
now for the first time entered on possession of it.

The land west of the Jordan was parcelled out
to the remaining— Judah, .Simeon, Dan, Benjamin,
Ephraim, the second half-tril ,e of Manasseh, Issachar,
Zebulon, Naphtali, and Asher. The tribe of Levi
received, instead of a province, 48 cities scattered

I

throughout Canaan and the tenth part of the fruits

it. Every: .thy. it is to be left to itself, of the fie

The sale of land is prohibited;

seven years, every lease and i

ifte:

of it is null
,

(Lk

and void, and it is to return to the heirs of tho

vere allowed generally to settle

illv throughout the land where they chose
i, Pkilst.CHigh-fkiest).

After the death of Joshua (about 1350 B.C.), th.



want of a
in- • Mosaic

'

individual interests; intermarriaees with tin- idol-

• 11Illr.ll .-till

fiirtliiT; and the next consequence -

hi.. In. .1 by the surrounding
nations. At tliis juncture there arose at intervals
valiant men and women SI

Philistines, Ammonites, Anialekites, 4c.

Fiit en of
• • hom appear

to have been contemporary with each other, ami
authority in .lit!- •

the country. This p the ' heroic'

age of Hebrew history. An
q, v. I,

i rideon [q.

I

\. i, ami the prophet

I

tally notable ; I b

ttoned was, in every sense of the word,
Hebrew that had as -

tin- days uf

the develo]

instrumentality n

hnmanising, influence was by him first

tly bn>ui;lit to Lear upon the common-
wealth. Samuel, the tirst of the prop!

• In- republican cl-i '

trifa Wearied of their int tine Ft nds, harassed
ii iirsions uf tlii'ir p

all tl titer nations' il Sain. viii. 5),

the ] pie compelled him, when he had become
gray-headed' il Sam. xii. 2 while thi

his s..ns, whom he had made judges,

them a king (1080 B.C.).

il authority was Saul

warrior, and a man of royal

not t.. have possessed the mind of

ami his wilfulness, ami tin- p

brought "ii chiefly, as it would seem, by the
0]H.'iiry-<-N]iri

of his subject--. Aii. r hu di ath on

David (q. v.), his son-in-law, was proclaimed king.

His monarch was by far the _r.ai.-t that ever

sat "'i the throi
:

1, as is com-
monly computi i. 1058 1018 b.i B
that of his equally i

r-_-aphd ni history. The
remainint. >'

; its borders
viz., tin.- l'liilistiin-s. I -. Moabites,

thoroughly subdued; the boundaries of

tin- II. l.r.-w kingil i as far as
i rusalem was

i

cultivated ; sol i

established, probably, by Samuel) b.-_;an to flourish;

D( temple for the worship of .1. hovah was
. ipital ; ami c.iiii:

earried on with Phn i i-'- «ith In. ha

and Ceylon, and perhaps with even Sumatra, Java,
ami the Spice [stands. But there was a canker at

The enormous and
him to lay

His wi iith ili.l not

i ther m i.le them | n r ; and
altlcii.-h gifted « )

i iadom and
>n. nt.il powers, I

end of in, :

a common . idolatrous,

lly even cruel, ami his reign (1018 DT8

li.r.i caiin.it I. nt In- iv.iuMi-il, l.ulli piiliticnlly am
liminciallv, a- a splendid failure. Alter hi- ileath

(978), tin- Hebrew monarchy, in which
of ili— i-ii-ii.n- chielly jealousy against the intliicnco

of .Imhih — hail been silently growing up for many

the kingdom of Judah, under Beho-
i

. ami the kingil"..

'

t. n. \fi, -i- 19 Km _-, of different dyna I

.loiam. .I.i-I

q. il iii Israel, few of

- l. .1 to the throne othei » n I ban by
the murder of their m . .mntry was
finally compter. .1 h\ -

i
-. the muss

720 B.C.) into

the far east, the mo of Media,
and their place supplied h\

brought from Babylon. Persia, Shushau, Flam, and
by Asmippar. These, mil

intermarrying with the remnant of t 1

formed the mixed people called Samaritans (<|. v.i.

Among the twenty kings oi the Hon
who ruled over .In, I. ,li. .lcho-liaph.it, t'/ziah, llezc-

kiah, and Josiah distiiieiii-hed thctn.-che.- I.oih I,-,

their abilities as rulers, and by their zeal for the
worship of Jehovah. Y. t ei - n

most part, unable to staj the idolatrous practices of

the peop!e. against which the prophet,'

could not prevail < HSher kin.

Or less unfaithful tin in,
I

religion of tin it- fathers, and unable to withstand the
power of tin- l.jyptiau-. Assyrian-, and I

:

om the; is tui n became tributary,
until at la-t

N ".'\.
'.

< tr stormed Jerusalem
(S86 b. a), plundered and burned the temple, put
...! the eyes of Kino Zcd.-kiah, and carried "if

the most illustrious ami wealthy of the inhabitants
I' "". I..ii. Tin I r.i. I't.-s, who had

been exiled 134 years before the inhabitants of

Judah, never returned. What beeam.
.-ih\.-i\ . been, and, we presume, w ill ah-

matter of vaguest speculation. See Babylonish
Caitiv.ty.

All that we know of the condition of I
:

iluniiL,' the captivity, relates exclusively to the
; the kingdom of Judah. And so

.
i -, was the

treatment which they received in the Babylonian
empire, that when liberty was announced to the
wliol.- body of the captives, only til

the low returned, t. ..-ether with the I- I

hu. Kidd. iv. 1). The Book of Esther

had remained scattered o\.-r the vast empire, See

BABTXON] b

however, was of a

most striking and lasting nature. Babylon hen....

forth became and remained, up to about lllilll A. n.,

und ..f [srael' in i

prized than Palestine. To this brief

tra 1 many of the

most import

its wider .-, Q . tin^s, with
1 - I ; many "l the Mosaic lav.:l

rigour; and
the body of the 'oral law' began to -hap.- itself,

however rudely, then and there. Besides, there
ro-H up and unfold itself the I-. Ii. 'l iii

i

'

-ii » liu hould redeem the
people from then bondage. The writer of the last



chapters of Isa usually called by was vested in a society of pious and pre-eminently

the 'Younger Isaiah,' is held to learned men, founded by Ezra, out of which grew
belong to this period, and expresses m glowing
language the hopes of the exiles ; no less do many
of the. Psalms belong to this time. 'From this

period, likewise, the immortality of the soul, and
the belief in another life, appear more distinctly

in the popular creed, in winch, if they had existed

at all, they had l>een obscured by the more imme-
diate hopes and apprehensions of temporal rewards
and punishments revealed in the law. But in the
writings of the Babylonian prophets, in the vision

of dry bones in Ezekiel, and in the last chapter of

Daniel, these doctrines assume a more important
;

of a

place ; aud from the later books, which are usually
j

yi

called the Apocrypha, these opinions appear to have ""

entered fully into the general belief. In other
respects, particularly in their notions of angels,

who now appear under particular names, and form-
ing a sort of hierarchy, Jewish opinions acquired
a new and peculiar colouring from their intercourse

with the Babylonians' (Dean Milman's History of
the Jews, Lond. 1829, vol. ii. pp. 13, 14). Compare
articles Demons and Devil.
The exile is generally computed to have lasted

seventy years. This is not strictly correct ; it

lasted seventy years, if reckoned from the appear-
ance of Nebuchadnezzar in Anterior Asia (606),

but only fifty-two counting from the destruction

of Jerusalem. When Cyrus, the Persian king, had
overthrown the Babylonian kingdom (53S B. c. ), the
condition of the Hebrews improved considerably.

The new monarch must have felt that he could rely

on them, as Vicing really strangers in the land, and
necessarily more or less hostile to their conquerors,

the Babylonians. Daniel rose higher and higher in

dignity and power, and finally became ' supreme
head of the pashas to whom the provinces of the
vast Persian empire were committed.' Through
his influence, Cyrus was prevailed upon to issue

an edict permitting the exiles to return home. A
minute account of the circumstances attending
this joyous event is given in the Books of Ezra and
Nehemiah. Upwards of 40,000 persons, including

four of the twenty-four courses of priests, set out
under the leadership of Zerubbabel, a descendant
of their old kings.

Notwithstanding the many and harassing obstacles

raised by the Samaritans, the mixed people of Assy-
rians and Israelites, against whom the scrupulous
exiles entertaiued strung religious and national

objections, the rebuilding of the 'Temple of the
Lord' was at last commenced in the first year of

Darius, and in the sixth year of his reign it was
finally completed. [Haggai ; Zachariah.] The
waste cities were likewise rebuilt aud repeopled.

During the long reign of Darius, the J. were blessed

with a high degree of material prosperity. Under
his successor, Xerxes, probably occurred the incidents

recorded in the Book of Esther. In the seventh
year of Artaxerxes, the successor of Xerxes, Ezra
the priest, invested with high powers, and accom-
panied with a great retinue of his professional

brethren, headed a second migration. Thirteen
years later, during the reign of the same monarch,
Nehemiah, his cup-bearer, but a man of Jewish
family, was ordered to proceed to Jerusalem, and,
aided by Ezra aud others, succeeded in secretly

fortifying the city, notwithstanding the continu-

ous opposition from Samaritans, Ammonites, and
Arabians. The strictest observance of the ' written

law,' oven of those of its parts which had been for

some reason or other disregarded, was now rigor-

the ' Great Synagogue,' of who existence modern
scholars no longer see any reason to doubt. The
compdation and transcription of the sacred records
began, periodical public leadings and expoundings
of the law were instituted, and the vast Tar-
guiuic, as well as the so-called rabbinical literature,

generally dates—in its earliest beginnings—from
this point. During the life of Nehemiah, the breach
between the J. and Samaritans became final, by
the erection on Mount Cerizim (near Samaria) of a

al temple to that at Jerusalem, and the creation

Ival priesthood. For more than a hundred
the J. lived quietly under the Persian yoke,
significant to excite any attention from the

Greeks, then in the full meridian of their political

and literary greatness; and scanty are the accounts
which, as yet, have out of the mazes of ancient
Jewish literature been brought to light, with respect

to the inner intellectual life of the J. during that
period. That, although silent, it must have been
extremely active and rich, is amply evidenced by
the sudden appearance, immediately afterwards, of

a vast number of literary productions.

Alexander the Great, on his way to conquer the
whole East, did not deem it necessary to storm
Jerusalem. The inhabitants submitted, and he even
deigned to have sacrifices offered em his behalf to

the national god of his new subjects, a. great number
of whom, and of Samaritans, he carried away to

Egypt (where J. were supposed to have immigrated
as early as the time of the last Icings of Judah,
and later under Artaxerxes Ochus), and peopled a
third of his newly-founded city Alexandria with
his Jewish captives. After him, Ptolemy the son of

Lagos, surnamed Soter, one of Alexander's generals,

who had become king of Egypt, invaded Syria,

took Jerusalem (301 B.C.), and earned off 100,000
of its inhabitants, whom he forced to settle chiefly

in Alexandria and Cyrene. The Egyptian (Alex-

andrian) ' Dispersion ' (Golah)—destined to be of

vastest importance in the development of Judaism
and Christianity—gradually spread over the whole
country, from the Libyan desert in the north, to

the boundaries of Ethiopia in the south, over the
Cyrenaica and part of Libya, and along the borders
of the African coasts to the Mediterranean. They
enjoyed equal rights with their fellow-subjects, both
Egyptian and Greek, and were admitted to the
highest dignities and offices : so that many further
immigrants followed of their own free-will. The

. free development which was allowed them, enabled
them to reach, under Greek auspices, the highest
eminence in science and art. In Greek strategy

and Greek statesmanship, Creek learning and Greek
refinement, they were ready and brilliant disciples;

even their artisans and workmen were sent for
by distant countries. From the number of Judaso-
Crcck fragments, historical, didactic, epic, &c. (by
Demetrius, Mnlchos. Eupolemos, Artapan. Arisheos.
Jason, Ezechielos, Philo, Thcodot, &c), which have
survived, we may easily conclude wdiat an immense
literature must have sprung up here within a few
centuries in the midst of the Judseo-Egyptian
community. To this is owing, likewise, the Greek
translation of the Bible, known as the Septuagint

(q. v.), which, in its turn, while it estranged the
people more and more from the language of their

fathers, the Hebrew, gave rise to a vast pseudo-
epigraphical and apocryphal literature (Orphica,
Syliillines, Pscuilnphocleu; poems by Linus, Homer,
Hesiod ; additions to Esther, Ezra, the Maccabees,

ously enforced, and many 'oral ordinances' were put Book of Wisdom, Bariieb, Jeremiah, Susannah, &c.)

into practice, which do not seem to have been much ' not to mention the peculiar Oncco-Jewish philosophy

heard of previously. The supreme spiritual authority ' which sprang from a mixture of Hellenism and



Orientalism, nf which we have spoken at some
length in the art Gnosth -

I-'nr t hundred years, Jud '

nnder Egyptian rule, During the reigns of the

Ptolemies, Soter, Philadelphus, and
prospered, but after the accession of

Itolemy 1 "Iiil. .j >:it. -v. .1 chaium for t lie

over the fortunes "i fate became
harder still under his son, Anl
! tii,- Madman). With .--.

cruel and foolhardy policy could devi

nation, .111,

1

I
t,i tear ,,ut every root of the sacred

ereed. At d

t,> Jerusal, n I
1,, force the

1 nph- at .Icni-

1 ( Hymphls;
lilt in every village, and the

people forced to offer sui lailj

.

many tied, tin' "mater part preferred martyrdom
in some ship othi r.

At this juncture the heroic family of Matathia,
the Asmoneans, rose,

together with a f,v. . 1 In » »„
power of tin- Syrians. Tile n

pith-Tcd >tl-.-iii;tll. .'iii.l alter tin' death ol Mat.ltliia

r.) led the national
is. After his

death (161 n. <'.)", his brothers Jonathan and Simon
e pleted the work of deliverance, and re-insti-

tuted the Sanhedrim (145 in.). During their rule,

Romans, and
the country once more began to pro '

Simon more especially, Syrian nilr bee ;i in. m

sha,low : his was an |n,w, r. So
t in the year 17<> of the Seleucidian era

(142 B.C.), a new Jewish era was commenced, and
public i In. hi

l
,i i ., Brst j ear of

Simon, nigh-priest and chief of the Jews.' Simon's

on, John Hyrcanus, aft.-r a brief period ,,i \.i. ., I._
to tin- Syrians, ext, n.l.-.l his authorit] OVi

i in, I triumph, in the
r.Vi's ol his e,.nntr\ tin-li. 1„ im; tin' destruction of tin'

Samaritan temple on Mount Ceri/im (129 B. C.)
J

lint in reality his most surprising succs.s was tin-

of the Idumeans, ami their conversion
i riliu'ion. His son. Aristobulus, added

district at the base of the Anti-Libanus
— to his dominions, but died, after s

murder of his mo
Alexandra, to whom the secular dominion hail been

v Hyrcanus, but « I;. mi V
cast into prison, ami caused there to die of hunger.
Tim son who succeeded him was Alexander Jannasua.
Constantly fighting, an i n-m-ralU 1„ it. n, this kill _.

yi t. stranm
.. , nt, rjirising as be Cruel

...
i its no rest,

nonents were all his neighbours in turn.

of a pagan, be was disliked by t

and a civil war "t -i\ years'

ilnrat msued. After a brief period of peace, he

rever, his wife,

Alexandra, to throw herself into tin- anus of the

very party who bad thwarted him nil his life, the

Pharisees (q. v.), «- tin- best way of retaining her

authority. This she did ; an, I govei m d

prudently fur niui* years. Tin' I'hiiri-iiie party, how-
! tin' power whieh fell into their hands,

and a reaction t'»'h place. Aristobulus, youngest
-,,ii ,,f ilie qneen, and a prince of great spirit, placed

liiui-elf nt the head ol the movement, mar. - i »•-. I to

Jerusalem, t..,,k ) esshm of the city, ami ejected

biii elder brother, Hyrcanns II., from the

authority inni passed
1 1. ami espneiallv "

Idu in dynasty, wh

. Is, however, the I
-. ation of

[i ,~l the

Great, >' hern Arabia, who
was in, hue. I. by the pro

l of the
territory which had been iquin d in, \

take up an
to the interfereni f the I: ans, v. In, «,

nles. .lerns 1 1' in was captured (63 i

the I:. .111:111 pi,..

rim a Sj n ...
1 Hyrc - appointed ethnarch

ami high pin it A;,.;. .'-nil,-, however, with hi- two
sun-, Alexander ami Antigonna, and two daughters,

In 54 B.C., Licinius Crassus plundered the temple,
which r pe\ ha,l piou-h -pari-.l ; hi- ill-gotten gains
are said to have amounted to E2, , 1 if. 1

if

shortly afterwards in the war againsl the Parthians,
unit his companion, Cassias Longus,
ei.niph lelv loiuin- Aii-toliulus' army.

Meanwhile, the « ar i„

t

•>

broke out. In Syria, the partisans of the latter were
id contrived to poison Aristobulus, and

• .-a Alexander, who wen -

ber the death ofPompey, however, things
,-h n .1,1

;
and Hyrcanus, or rathi r An! pati 1 the

the noeo~m of Seelll-UlJ til-- tl- -111 „l I'll ..r. \\ nil

11,. — ted (nominally) supreme authority both
in the civil and religious .-itl.ui- of Palestine, i.e.,

they w.-re both soven ens and high-priests; but,

as we have already indicated, the real religious

1- of the priest-

1 < I

'"
the \s in-all,

virtually commenced with Antipater, who prevailed

on 1 1 to ' tint Syrcanus to the high-priest-

hood, and obtained for himself the office 01 pro-

curator of .lu. 1.' n while In- eldest son Phazaelwas
appointed governor ,,| Jerusalem, ami hi- younger
son Herod governor of Galilee, The Jewish or

national party took the alarm at. tins sudden
increase 01 [dumean power ; strife ensued; and ulti-

mately Ami
j
later perished by poison; hut Herod,

by the assistance of the Romans, finally entered

Jerusalem in triumph i"7 n. im. ,-.ni-,-,l Anti-mmis,

the last male representative of the Asiuoiiean line,

.-Hid 111- line! d 111"., loll- enemy, to In- put to death,

and ,-,.iiiiiii. 1 tin- difficult task of governing a

people « In. ..-I,- and more unruly
every day. The pohtie.il events whieh oceurrcil

during the government of tin- Herod

-

toUChl d ii|„,ll Mini. , i

;

' .1 I I 1 1 ip v.),

Alter Herod's death (.'! It. a), ArchelauS, one of
I .1 11. l.-i-.-i ami Samaria ; hut his arhi-

trarini 'mi til] 1 e his con itant attacks

tip m i.in.
, made him hateful t,, the 1 pie ;

and Augustus, listnniiiL,' to tlmir just, iplaints,

deprived him of his power, and banished him to

Vienna (6 a.h.i. Judsea was now thrown together
h Syi ia. and was ru'

-...,, 38 LD.,
a lint ordering divine honours to he pud to him-

1 irhere 1 hroughoul the l; an dominions
i to obey. \' Uexandria, a frightful
i. place, ami tor a moment

b -I,- of the inhabitants of Judsa, t,,.,,

ri h; i-ot Mm,, i

,nd a friend
1 ,1 tin- , mperoi fri

,,ut Ins barbarous design. \ 1-

the Babylonian J. became involved in a quarrel
led ill vast

with Syria, and was ruled by I

38 i 11
, the Emperoi 1 Falignla issued
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almost permanent state of mutiny. After the death
of Herod Agrippa I. (his sou being but a youth
of seventeen) the country was again subjected
to Roman governors. The confusion soon became
indescribable. The whole land was overrun with
robbers and assassins, some of whom professed to be
animated by religious motives (such as the Siearii),

while others were mere ruffianly freebooters and
cut-throats ; the antipathy between J. and Samari-
tans waxed- fiercer and fiercer, and the latter way-
laid and murdered the orthodox Galileans as they
went up to worship at Jerusalem ; all sorts of

impostors, fanatics, and pretenders to magic made
then- appearance ; the priesthood was riven by
dissensions ; the hatreds between the populace and
the Roman soldiery (mostly of Gneeo-Syriau origin),

and under the commands of cruel procurators,
such as Albiuius and Gessius Floras, increased

;

frightful portents (according to Joseph us) appeared
in the heavens, until, in 613 A. v., in spite of all

the precautionary efforts taken by Agrippa, the
,

party of Zealots, i. e., the Siearii or Assassins,

burst into open rebellion, which, after a horrible
carnage (Joscphus calculates the number killed at
1.356,4611), was terminated (70 A. D.) by the conquest
of Jerusalem by Titus, the destruction of the temple,
and the massacre and banishment of hundreds of
thousands of the unhappy people, who were scat-

,

tered among their brethren in all parts of the world.
The defence of Jerusalem (as narrated by Joscphus)
is one of the most magnificent and melancholy
examples of mingled heroism and insanity that the
world affords. Still very considerable numbers
were allowed to remain in their native country,
and for the next thirty years, although both hated
and treated with rigour, thev appear, on the whole,
to have flourished. The Emperor Nerva was as
lenient to them as to the rest of his subjects ; but
as soon as they had attained some measure of
political vitality, their turbulent and fanatical spirit

j

broke out anew. Their last attempts to throw- off .

the Roman yoke, at Gyrene (115 a. d.), Cyprus (116
A.D.), Mesopotamia (US A. i>.), and Palestine, under
Bar-Coehba (q. v.), (130 a. d.), were defeated after

enormous and almost incredible butchery. The
suppression of Bar-Cocbha's insurrection (135 A. D.)

marks the final desolation of Judaea, and the dis-
J

persion of its inhabitants. Talmud and Midrash
(especially M'lJnmh Erlia) appear to exhaust even
eastern extravagance in describing what followed
the capture of Either—the great stronghold of the
Jews. The whole of Juda;a was made like a desert,

about 985 towns and villages lay in ashes, 50
fortresses were razed to the ground ; the name of

Jerusalem itself was changed into JlVm Ca/iitolina,

and a heathen colony settled in the city, from enter-

ing which every Jew was strictly debarred. The
hardships to which the unfortunate race were sub-
jected, were again alleviated in the reign of Antoninus
Pius, whom the Jewish writers represent as secretly

attached to their religion (sec Just's Oeschichle tier

Israeliten, &c), and better times seemed in store

less exiles. Alexander Severus also
placed Abraham on the same divine level as he did
Christ, and obtained from the grateful people the
title of -Father of the Synagogue.' Heliogabalus,
among his many senseless whims, patronised" various
Jewish practices, such as circumcision and absti-

nence from swine's flesh; and generally speaking.
from the close of the 2d c. till the establishment of

Christianity under Constantine (330 A. v.), when
their hopes were once more dashed to the ground,
the J. of the Roman empire appear to have thriven
astonishingly. In this period falls the redaction
of the chief code aud basis of the ' Oral Law,'
the Mishna (q. v.) completed by Jelmda Hanaasi
(the Prince), or Hnkhulnsk (the Saint), president
of the great school at Tiberias (220) ; upon which
code were grafted subsequently the two gigantic
commentaries or complements, the Palestinian and
the Babylonian Gemaras (q. v.). The Babylonian
J. were even more fortunate than their western
brethren, though they did not perhaps attain the
meridian of their prosperity till the revival of
the Persian, on the downfall of the Parthian
empire. Their leader was called 'The Prince of
the Captivity' (Besh Oelutha), and was chosen from
among those held to be descended from the House
of David. He lived in great splendour, assumed
among his own people the style of a monarch
(though extremely submissive to the Parthian or
Persian ruler), had a bodyguard, counsellors, cup-
bearers, etc. ; his subjects were, many of them, at
least, extremely wealthy, aud pursued all sorts
of industrial occupations. They were merchants,
bankers, artisans, husbandmen, and she] .herds; and
in particular had the reputation of being the best
weavers of the then famous Babylonian garments.
In fact, his government was quite an imperium
in iin/ii-riu, and possessed a thoroughly sacerdotal
or at least theocratic character. The reputation
for learning of the Babylonian schools, Nakardea,
Sura, and Pnmbeditha, was very great What was
their condition at this time further east, we
cannot tell, but it seems quite certain that they
had obtained a footing in China, if not before the
time of Christ, at least during the 1st century. They
were first discovered by the Jesuit missionaries of
the 17th century. They did not appear ever to
have, heard of Christ, but they possessed the Book
of Ezra, and retained, on the whole, a very decided
nationalism of creed and character. From their
language, it was inferred that they had come origin-
ally, from Persia. At one time, they would appear
to have been highly honoured in China, and to have
held the highest civil and military offices.

Reverting to Europe, the ascendency of Christi-

anity, as we have already said, was baneful to the
Jews. Imperial edicts and ecclesiastical decrees
vied with each other in the rigour of their intoler-

ance towards this unhappy people. They were
prohibited from making converts, from invoking
(in Spain at least) the divine blessing on the
country, from marrying Christian women or holding
Christian slaves ; they were burdened with heavy
taxes; yet no persecution apparently could destrov
the immortal race. About this time," they are found
in large numbers in Illvria, Italy, Spain, Minorca,
Gaul, and the Roman towns on the Rhine; they are
agriculturists, traders, and artisans ; they hold land ;

their services, in fact, cannot be dispensed with

;

Constantine, during whose reign a fierce revolution,
incited by his co-regent, Gallus, broke out among
the Arinns and Jews (35.3), terms them, in a public
document, 'that most hateful of all people;' yet in
spite of this, they fill important civil and military
situations, have special courts of justice, and exer-
cise the influence that springs from the possession
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of wealth and knowledge The brief rule of Julian In Italy, theii position waa made tolerable by
even shed a momenta . and there,

splendour over their destinies, and tb iterrals, a spirit

which they manifested nil obtaining his p. runs-ion break out,
t.i rebuild the temple at Jerusalem, is i. n, of the protection of the

i

in. >st sublinii as theii lot dnring the >>t >i

death of this emperor, however, frustrated their and Oth centuries in Prance, especially in Paris,
labours, and the rapid iucr. ! I,yon, Umguedoc, and Provence, At the court

I course, hurtful to them in a van by of • ictually all-

ot ways, although the emperors now began, in the powerful Aiter 677 k.d., however, when the weak
decline of their authority, to p l-viii-ians had l„ ym to ,.'

they oonld. In 418 A.B., they were excluded from was ad\am m. with impei-iou

I barons, and
bed. After tin -. all joined in

West Roman empire, their fortunes were different persecution. From the llth to the l:

in different countries. In Italy, .Si.ilv. ami Sardinia, history is .-.

For a time almost unmolested; in the manner of wild stories war. , in ulate.l a-ainst them:
Byzantine empire, tiny suiVcred m.my oppressions
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no doubt that more blame is attaehal.le to those
whose tyranny, by di priving them o) I

ity into the
ionally, however,

in. :i !.
'
:

:
- ;._,... n. ; ion . had
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I lie the .lews seem to have>

norm. .11- value on bhe estates oi

church and state dignitai i

lue to them, forced them to surrender the
Is. and

kuusiied iii . .
,. I'i ... e; but the decree appears

to have taki . i ,. t < hii By in the north
;

yet in

less than 20 years, the same proud but wasteful
monarch was u l.-i. t t.. let them come back and take
up their abode in Paris. Louis IX.. who was a very

and Spanish Visigoths intlieted on bb
pd-. .llti. MIS.

The sudden volcanic outburst of Mohammedanism
in the Arabian peninsula, was at first disastrous
to the J. iii that part of the world. For several wnoee tyrai

ill kingdom had existed ill the possess lam

SOnth-West of Arabia. It was call.. I Hue.
or Bomeriti

' ;n .v. 0. . the
Jewish religion ,v. n .

1

and the Christian religion was introdu I in that

part in 630 a. i>. At tirst, Jewish t:

Mecca and Medina entertained opin
1

.1.111 chief, but when
:i to threaten their own :

existence, they rose in arms
Mohammed proved the Btronger: hi

Ch.ubar tribes in 627 Arabian J.

were finally dispossessed .i I and
removed to Syria, Tic- spread of .Mohammedanism

i

.spain was, nevertheless, on the whole
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d, under the
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and they became famous for their le

,

.-.- ph\ sicians t.. tli

: golden age of

Jewish literature. Pi
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numbers : and il
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probably lost tor ever. Different from their fate
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. . and before

.1 the I 1th c. 1

tivity had perished on the scaffold, the schools th
. ; banished' from the middle of

omnium:;, had fled bo I

Bpain, and those that remained were i

abject condition, from which they have never risen, period of the Saxons, They are nc.nti

• I. had against his

-•.ill.' An edict was
also issued .d destruction of their

:
and we are told that, at Paris, twciiU

-

four carts tilled with copies ot the /"<,/,„<„/, \,,., wue
bhe flames, In the reign of Philippe

p 111 o from Pi •.
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but the st.ii rendered "it

little more than a '

them; and they were allowed
..l the debts due to tin-in. on condition that two-
thirds of thi ; . the king :

lie, known as bh<

-.t France
113-1 a. i i.i. by horrible

; so horrible, indeed,
that in • place, Verdun, on the Garonne, the J.,

in the madness ,,f ti. down their
children to the Christian mob, from i

hi-, but in vain, to

i.i. and the

Jew was burned
and 160 .>/

• / toytther/ Vet Christianity never
produced more resolute martyrs; as they sprung
into the place of torment, they sang hvimis as lliou-h
they were going bo a wedding. Finally, in I39S,



ecclesiastical constitutions of Egbright, Archbishop

of York, 740 a. p. ; they are also named in a charter

to the monks of Croyland, 833 A. d. William the

Conqueror ami his sou. William Rufus, favoured

them ; the latter, on the occasion of a public debate

between them and the Christians, even swore with

humorous profanity, that if the rabbins heat the

bishops, 'by the fare of St Luke,' he would turn a

Jew himself. The same reckless monarch carried

his contempt for the religious institutions of his

kingdom so far, that he actually farmed out the

vacant bishoprics to the J. ; and at Oxford, even

then a seat of learning, they possessed three halls

—

Lombard Hall, Moses" Hall, and Jacob Hall, where
Hebrew was taught to Christians as well as to the

youths of their own persuasion. As they grew in

wealth, they grew in unpopularity. On the day
of the coronation of Richard the Lion Heart (11S9

A.D.), some foreign J. being perceived to witness the

spectacle, from which their nation had been strictly

excluded, a popular commotion against them broke
out in London ; their houses were pillaged and
burned; and though Sir Richard (ilanville, the chief-

justiciary of the realm, acting under the orders of

the indignant king, partially succeeded in arresting

the havoc, and even in bringing some of the mob
to justice (three were hanged), yet the barbarous
bigotry of priests and people prevented anything

like just or salutary punishment. Similar scenes

were witnessed at Norwich. Edmundsbury, Stam-
ford, and York ; in the last of these towns, most
of the J. preferred voluntary martyrdom (liitl<ln.t]i

Hasltem) in the synagogue to forced baptism.

When Richard returned from Palestine, their

prospects brightened a little ; though still treated

with great rigour, yet their lives and wealth
were protected—for a consideration ! John Lack-

land at first covered them with honour, but the

popular and priestly hatred only became the

stronger ; and on a sudden, the vacillating and
unprincipled king turned round on his proteges,

after they had accumulated great wealth, and
imprisoned, maltreated, and plundered them in all

parts of the country. Under Henry III., they were
mulcted enormously. Accused of clipping the coin

of the realm, they had, as a penalty, to pay into

the royal exchequer (1230 A. D.) a third of their

movable property. To this reign belongs the now
exploded story of the crucifixion of the Christian

boy, Hugh of Lincoln. The accession of Edward
did not mitigate their misery; some efforts, indeed,

were made to induce them to give up their pro-

fession of usury, as was also done in France and
elsewhere during the same period, but the fact is,

that they were so heavily taxed by the sovereigns

or governments of Christendom, and at the same
time debarred from almost every other trade or

occupation— partly by special decrees, partly by
the vulgar prejudice—that they could not afford to

prosecute ordinary avocations. The attempt made
by the Dominican friars to convert them, of course,

failed utterly ; and in 1253, the J.—no longer able

to withstand the constant hardships to which they
were subjected in person and property—begged of

their own accord to be allowed to leave the country.

Richard of Cornwall, however, persuaded them to

stay. Ultimately, in 1290 A. D., they were driven
from the shores of England, pursued by the execra-

tions of the infuriated rabble, and leaving in the
bauds of the king all their property, debts, obliga-

tions, and mortgages. They emigrated for the most
part to France and Germany. " Their number is

estimated at about 16,000.

In Germany, they were looked upon as the special

property of the. sovereign, who bought and sold

them, and were designated his KammerknecMa
713

('chamber-servants'). As already said, they made
their appearance in that region almost as early as

the time of Constantine. About the 8th c, they
are found in all the Rhenish towns ; in the 10th c,

in Saxony and Bohemia; in the 11th, in Swabia,
Franconia, and Vienna ; and in the 12th, in Bran-
denburg and Silesia. The same sort of treatment
befell tliem in the empire as elsewhere ; they had to

pay all manner of iniquitous taxes—body-tax, capita-

tion-tax, trade-taxes, coronation-tax, and to present
a multitude of gifts, to mollify the avarice or supply
the necessities of emperors, princes, and barons. A
raid against the .1. was a favourite pastime of a bank-
rupt noble in those days. The Crusades kindled
a spirit not in Germany only, however, but through
all Christendom, hostile to the 'enemies of Christ.'

Treves, Metz, Cologne, Maiuz, Worms, Spires, Stras-

burg, and other cities, were deluged with the blood
of the ' unbelievers.' At such epochs, the passions
of the populace and of the lower clergy could not lie

restrained. The word Hep (said to be the initials

of Hicrosohjma est perdiia, Jerusalem is taken)
throughout all the cities of the empire became
the signal for massacre, and if an insensate monk
sounded it along the streets, it threw the rabble
into paroxysms of murderous rage. The J. were
expelled—after being plundered and maltreated

—

from Vienna (1190 A.D.), Mecklenburg (1225 A. D.),

Breslau (1226 A.D.), Brandenburg (1243 A.D.), Frank-
furt (1241 A.D.), Munich (1285 A.D.), Niirnberg
(1390 A.D.), Prague (1391 A.D.), and Ratisbon (1476
A. D.). The ' Black Death,' in particular, occasioned a
great and widespread persecution (134S—1350 A.D.).

They were murdered and burned by thousauds, and
many even sought death amidst the conflagrations
of their synagogues. The race almost disappeared
from Germany ; only, however, to return, for their

services were indispensable. Only here and there,

however, they possessed the rights of citizens, or were
allowed to hold immovable property ; in general,
they were permitted to prosecute only commerce
and usury, and the law turned on them' its harshest
aspect. Repeatedly, too, the emperors gratified at
once their piety and their greed by cancelling their

pecuniary claims. In niauy places, tbey were com-
pelled to live in certain parts of the town, known as
the Judenxtraxxe (Jews' Streets).

Switzerland, whither they came at a comparatively
late period, commenced to persecute them about the
middle of the 14th century. In the course of the
15th c, they were expelled from Schaffhausen,
Zurich, Geneva, Thurgau, and other places.—Their
treatment was more humane in Poland and Lithu-
ania. As early as 1264 A. D., they enjoyed iu these
countries certain important privileges. Favoured
by Casimir III., their numbers were swelled, after

1348 A. D., by fugitives from Germany and Swit-
zerland.—Russia and Hungary, like most other
countries of Christendom during the middle ages,

received, persecuted, and banished them.
In Spain, the condition of the J. was long highly

favourable. The horrible persecutions of the Gothic
princes in the 6th and 7th centuries, made it, of

course, absolutely inevitable that the first gleam of

a Moorish scimitar on the coast would turn them
into allies of the invaders. During the whole of the
brilliant period of Moorish rule iu the Peninsula,

they eujoyed, indeed, what must have seemed
to them, in comparison with their common fate, a
sort of Elysian life. They were almost on terms of

equality with their Mohammedan masters, rivalled

them in civilisation and letters, and probably sur-

passed them in wealth. The Spanish J. were conse-
quently of a much higher type than their brethren
in other parts of Europe. They were not reduced
to the one degrading occupation of usury, though
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they followed that t ry, they were
husbandmen, landed proprietors, physicians, financial

administrate d pi i\ il> .••-.

ami had 00 '

this stat.' i>f t)iin_> n.iiiin. .1 to those port

under the scvfiiiuiit> of the M<».rs

lually came to

gei « ices, and we find
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the nobles and (it is also believed) th
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Gradually, the J. wen- deprived of the privilege

of living where they pleased; their rights were
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of Majorca, outbursts of priestly ami p"|
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through 1 1
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at the point of the sword. The number oi these
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200,000. The fate of the J. in Spain during the

15th c, h. .v.
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i iinie.l alne. 'In eii" year, 280 were

burned in Seville alo -
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and for a moment tl
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The wand navi met with much
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During the 15th an«l 16th centuries,
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the edict of Edward I. remain
than 300 years; and the first
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during the Protectorate of Cr
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Spanish persecutions. Tiny are numerous in Fes
and Marocco, though they are not alv
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itai I that the
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above-mentioned age. Such being the case, we
must recognise not only the internal arrangement,
but a gooddeal also of the contents of the Hebrew
writings, as a later elaboration. That criticism has

discovered, as it believes, here and there traces of

much later hands than those to whom tradition

ascribes the authorship of the particular works,
does not necessarily always throw discredit on the

incidents narrated, nor destroy the value of that

peculiar spirit by which they are characterised.

The composition of the extant works in Hebrew
Literature proper would, on this view, extend over
a period of nearly 900 years—viz., from the times

of David to those of the Maccabees. This period

was preceded by a preparatory one of sagas, songs,

fragruoiicary historical notices, inscriptions, laws,

and probably also priestly registers. The nature and
contents of the particular writings are determined
by the changing fortunes of the people, who were
at first strong ami nourishing; then disrupted and
weakened; then held in subjection by Assyrian,

Egyptian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek, and Syrian
rulers ; and, finally, once more independent under
native princes. Nevertheless, the prevalent idea

—

the basis, so to speak, of the whole Hebrew litera-

ture, looked at from the merely human point of

view—is a passionate enthusiasm for independence,
and for the preservation of a nationality founded on
their law and history; hence its patriotism is of a
profoundly religious character. The law and the
doctrine are the 'word of God;' the Hebrews are

the ' people of God,' liis ' chosen people ;' their

fortunes are, in quite a special sense, ' providences ;

'

and their poetry has God or the nation for its con-

stant theme. In a certain sense, therefore, as we
might expect, all the productions of the Hebrew
muse shew a marked similarity to each other ; still

they can he arranged, according to form and con-

tents, under the five heads—law, prophecy, history,

lyric poetry, and speculation. (For a special account
of these, see the articles on the separate books of

the Old Testament; also Bible, Pentateuch, &c.)

The same epoch in which took place the tran-

sition from Hebraism to Judaism—the epoch of the
captivity—was also that which marked the com-
mencement of Jewish literature, properly so called.

Pounded on the earlier and more creative Hebrew,
and for the most part written iu the same language,

it is yet qualified by the presence of religious

conceptions borrowed from the Persians, of Greek
wisdom, Roman law, and, at a later period, of

Arabic poetry and philosophy, and of European
science ; though everything is strictly subordinated

to the great ideas of the ancient faith. Since the
return from exile, the Jewish—also, but erroneously,

called the Rabbinical— literature has, without the

slightest external encouragement, actively taken
part in the cultivation of the human mind ; and in

the results of this activity, which arc still far from
being duly appreciated, there lie concealed the

richest treasures of centuries. Jewish literature has

been divided chronologically into nine periods.

The first period extends to 143 B. C. After the

return from exile, the Jewish people naturally

enough became animated by an intense nationality

of feeling: they had nearly lost name, country,

life ; and now that these were restored again, they
strenuously resolved never more to place them in

jeopardy. Guided by Ezra, the intellect of the nation

began to exhibit surpassing reverence for the Pen-
tateuch and the Prophets. Expositions and addi-

tions to the earlier history (Midrashim), as well as

Greek translations, were executed, and several of

the Hagiographa—such as particular psalms, the

so-called Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, the

Books of Chronicles, portions of Ezra and Nehemiah

—were written. To this period also, if to any, must
belong the uncertain performances of the Great
Synagogue (q. v.), a body the existence of which
has, as indicated above, been doubted by some early

critics, but which is now established 'beyond any
doubt. To this the work of completing the canon
of the Old Testament is chiefly ascribed. Towards
its close (190— 170 B.C.), several writers appear in

proprid persond, as, for instance, Siraeh and Aristo-

bulus. The doctors of whom the Great Synagogue
chiefly consisted were called Soferim (Scribes), and
the Aramaic finally became the popidar dialect of

Palestine.

The second period extends from 143 B. C. to 135
A. D. The Midrash (q. v.), or the inquiry into

the meaning of the sacred writings, was divided
into Halacha (q. v.) and Hagada : the foi-mer

considered the improvement of the law, with a

view to practical results ; the latter, the essence of

the religious and historical interpretations. At first,

both were the oral deliverances of the Soferim, but
gradually written memorials made their appear-
ance. The public interpretation of the Scripture in

schools and synagogues, the independence of the
sanhedrim, the strife of sects, and the influences of

Alexandrian culture, furthered this development.
To this period also belong various Greek, but not,

as is still erroneously supposed by some, the written

Targums or Aramaic Versions of the Bible (see

Targcms), which sprang at a much later period from
oral translations of the Pentateuch in the synagogues
instituted after the return from the exile ; further

the whole of the Apocrypha (q. v.), and the earliest

Christian writings, which are at least the produc-
tions of men nurtured in the principles of Judaism,
and which contain many traces of Judaistic culture,

feeling, and faith. It was also characterised by
the drawing up of prayers, scriptural expositions,

songs, and collections of proverbs. The poet (not
the prophet) Ezekiel, the author of the first book
of the Maccabees, Jason, Josephus, Philo, Johannes
(see above), are names specially worthy of mention

;

so also are the doctors of the oral law— Hillel (q. v.),

Shamai, Jochanan-boii-Saoeai, Gamaliel, Eleazar-

ben-Hyrcan, Joshua-ben-C'hananja, Ishmael, Akiba,
and others of like eminence. Rabbi (Master), Talmid
Chacham (Disciple of Wisdom), were titles of honour
given to those expert in a knowledge of the law.
Besides the Maccabean coins, Greek and Latin
inscriptions belonging to this period are extant.

The third period reaches from 135 to 475
A. D. Instruction in the Halacha and Hagada now
became the principal employment of the flourishing

schools in Galilee, Syria, Pome, and since 219 A.D.,

in Babylonia ; the most distinguished men were
the masters of the Mishna (q. v.) and the Talmud
(q.v.)—viz., Eleazar-bcn-.Tacob, Jehuda, Jose, Meir,
Simeon-ben-Jochai, Jehuda the Holy, Nathan, Chija,
Bab, Samuel, Joehanan, Hunna, Eabba, Pava, Papa,
Ashe, and Abina. Besides expositions, additions to
Siraeh, ethical treatises, stories, fables, and history
were also composed ; the prayers were enriched,
the Targum to the Pentateuch and the Prophets
completed, and the calendar fixed by Hillel the
second, 340 a.d. After the suppression of the
academies in Palestine, those of Persia—viz., at
Sura, Pumbeditha, and Nnhardea—became the
centre of Jewish literary activity. Ou Sabbaths
and festal days, the people heard, in the schools
and places for prayer, instructive and edifying
discourses. Of the biblical literature of the Greek
J., we have only fragments, such as those of the
versions of Aquila and Symmachus. With this
period terminates the age of direct tradition.

The fourth period (from 475 to 740 a.d.). By
this time, the J. had long abandoned the use of
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—chiefly cultivators of literature with reference to

their own creed anil nationality.

To enumerate names of those who were and are

illustrious in general literature, in law, philosophy,

medicine, philology, mathematics, belles lettres, &c,
we cannot even" attempt, since there is not one

.country in Europe which does not count J. among
the foremost and most brilliant representatives of

its intellectual progress. Of Germany—considered

to be in the vanguard of European learning—Bun-
sen says that the greater part of the professors

at its universities and academies are Jews or of

Jewish origin iNeander, G-ans, Benary, Weil, Benfey,

Staid, Deruberg, Valentin, Lazarus, Herz, &c, &c.)

—certainly a most startling fact. Another extra-

ordinary and well-authenticated fact is, that the

European press, no less than European finance,

which means the freest development of all the

resources of soil and science for the gigantic

enterprises of our day, are to a great extent in

their power ; while, on the other hand, names like

Heinrich Heine, B. Borne, 11. v. Ense, Berthold

Auerbach, Hcnrik Herz. Jules Janin ; Felix Men-
delssohn-Bartholdy, Halcvy, Meyerbeer, Moscheles,

Joachim, Ernst, Rubinstein, Wieniawski, Grisi,

Braham, Giuglini, Czillag, Costa; Rachel, Davison,

Rott, Dessoir ; Bendemann, &c. ; besides hosts of

others less familiar to English ears, who shine in

all branches of art : music, sculpture, painting, the

drama, &c, shew plainly how unjust is the reproach

of their being an 'abstract' people, without sense for

the bright side of life and the arts that embellish

it. Briefly—they are, by the unanimous verdict

of the historians and philosophers of our times,

reckoned among the chief promoters of the develop-

ment of humanity and civilisation. What has been
their reward we have seen. Terrible has been
the punishment for sins and shortcomings, real or

imaginary, over which both Christians and Moham-
medans have thought good, at different periods,

to constitute themselves judges; and the most
hideous spot in the history of the hist 2000 years

is the systematical but futile endeavour to sweep
the ' chosen race ' from off the face of the earth.
' If there is a gradation in sufferings, Israel has

reached the highest acme ; if the long duration of

sufferings, and the patience with which they are

borne, ennobles, the Jews defy the high-born of all

countries ; if a literature is called rich which con-

tains a few classical dramas, what place deserves

a tragedy lasting a millennium and a half, composed
and enacted by the heroes themselves ?' With these

grand words of Zunz (Synagor/ale Poesie) we con-

clude our brief sketch : proudly pointing to the

final triumph of humanity which belongs to our

own day and generation.

JEWS, in point of law, are now, if natural-born

subjects, on nearly the same footing as English

subjects, the following peculiarities only being

noticeable. By the 8 and 9 Vict. c. 52, they were
allowed to hold offices in municipal corporations, on
condition of signing a declaration (in place of the

usual oaths) not to exercise their influence so as

to injure or weaken the Protestant Church. By
the statute 9 and 10 Vict. c. 59, they were placed,

as regards their schools and places of worship, of

education and charities, on the same footing as

Protestant dissenters. Before 1845, doubts had
prevailed whether the marriages previously cele-

brated in England among the J., according to their

own usages, were valid, and the statute 10 and 11

Vict. e. 59 put an end to such doubts, by declaring

all such marriages valid, provided both the parties

married had been persons professing the Jewish
religion. But now, as then, though it is compe-
tent for J., like other dissenters, to superadd any

religious ceremony they please to their marriages,
there must in all cases be notice given to the regis-

trar of the district of such marriage being about
to take place, the only exemption being that the
marriage may be celebrated in the synagogue, and
not, as in the ordinary case, in the superintendent
registrar's office, or a registered building. A licence

may also be procured from the superintendent
registrar, and the secretaries of the respective

synagogues are recoguised as the persons to keep
the register books of the Jewish marriages. In Scot-

land, there is no peculiar legislation affecting Jewish
marriages. Lastly, by the statute 21 and 22 Vict.

c. 4S, s. 5, which substituted one oath for the oaths of

allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration, an extension

of the 8 and 9 Vict. c. 52 was made, to suit the case

of the J. in all cases where the declaration set forth

by 9 Geo. IV. c. 17 requires to be taken. The result

is, that not merely as regards municipal offices,

but all other offices where the same declaration is

required, a Jewish subject is entitled to be admitted
on making the declaration substituted by 8 and 9
Vict. c. 52. Moreover, the complete emancipation of

the J. may be said to have been attained by the
statute 21 and 22 Viet. c. 49, which enables either

House of Parliament, when a Jew would be entitled,

but for the oath of allegiance, to sit and vote in the
House, to modify that oath by omitting the words,
'and I make this declaration upon the true faith

of a Christian.' When these words are omitted, a
Jew has no longer any conscientious objection to

take the oath, and so is practically admitted, like

other subjects, to become a member of either House
of Parliament. It is, however, still in the discretion

of either House to refuse to make the resolution to

omit those words, so that J. have not an absolute

right to admission, though practically it is not likely

that the admission will in future be refused, at least

by the House of Commons. The same act specially

excludes J. from holding or exercising the office of

guardians and justices of the United Kingdom, or

of Eegent of the United Kingdom, or of Lord High
Chancellor, Lord Keeper or Lord Commissioner of

the Great Seal of Great Britain or Ireland, or the

office of Lord Lieutenant or deputy, or other chief

governor or governors of Ireland, or Her Majesty's

High Commissioner to the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland. Whenever a Jew holds any
office in the gift of Her Majesty, to which office shall

belong any right of presentation to any ecclesiastical

benefice, such right of presentation shall devolve upon
the Archbishop of Canterbury for the time being.

JEWS-HARP (Fr. jcu, a toy?), a very simple
musical instrument, made of metal. When played

on, it is held between the teeth, and the souud is

produced by the inhaling and ejecting of the air

from the lungs, while at the same time an elastic

tongue or spring, which is fixed in the middle of

the frame, is set into vibration by being twitched

by the finger. It is a pretty old invention, and
is mentioned by Pr'atorius in his Organograpllia,

in 1619, under the name of Crembalum. The best

Jews-harps are made in Riva, a town in the Italian

Tyrol. The first performer of any celebrity on the

Jews-harp was a Prussian soldier, under Frederick

the Great, called Koch. In modern times, Kuuert,
Amstein, and others, were famous for using a variety

of harps, all differently tuned ; and their perform-

ances were so wonderful, that, like other artists,

they travelled over Europe, and appeared at public

concerts with great success.

JEWS' MALLOW. See Corchorus.

JEWS' THORN. See Jujube and Paliurus.

JEYPOO'R, capital of the protected state of the
same name, and perhaps the handsomest and most
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n

1

public
I

--ion. The story had obtain

certainly, m I latter part ol

I

bill I ..-
1 lie lit doe- not

appear to I... ntil the 10th
.-., when the conn Panvinius,

in-, it. .1 a note in refutation of it I

have published replies
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JOAS OF AHC^JOR

elaborate investigation of the question was that the Dauphin to Rheims, -where he was crowned,
of a Calvinist divine. Blonde], who demonstrated 17th July 1429, and Joan, with many tears, sainted
the historical groundlessness of the story. He was him as king. .She now wished to" return home,
followed on the same side by Leibnitz: ::m- 1 although deeming her mission accomplished; but Charles
attempts have been made from time to tame by a importuned her to remain with his army, to which
few •writers to maintain the tale, it has been all but she consented. Now, however, because she no
universally discarded, its latest patron being Pro- I longer heard any unearthly voice, she began to hare
lessor East of Leyden, who, but a few years since, fearful forebodings. She continued to "accompany

elaborate essay. I" . French army, and was present in many con-
: ie subject. A few words will filets, till, on 24th May 14."o. she threw herself,

Suffice to explain the state of the histuika] evidence, with a few mpiegoe, which the
assigned to the sup]»sed pa] >es, is between Bunruudinr. - _ driven back

the historical popes Leo IV. and Benedict III., the by them in a sallv. was "taken prisoner, and sold bv
latter of whom died March 10. S5S. It is alio.- _ r to 1 ' _ '

: r a sum of
t:i..t tlie Joan of the story occupied the papal chair 10,000 francs. B.-iiij. conveyed to Rouen, the head-
for two years and five months. Now-, according to quarters of the English, she was brought before
all the chroniclers, with the doubtful exception of the spiritual tribunal of the Bishop of Beanvais
Mariaims Seotus, Leo IV. ditl not die till July 10, as a sorceress and heretic; and after a long trial,

So.3. BO that the interval between his death and accompanied with many shamefid circumstances, she
that of Nicholas I., the successor of Benedict III., was condemned to beburned to death. She recanted
would be entirely tilled up by the two years and her alleged errors ^t the stake, and

months of the papess, and no room would
be left for the undoubted pontificate iof two and
a half years) of Benedict III. Further. Hincmar
"f Pdieims. a contemporary, in his 26th letter to

Nicholas L, states that Benedict III. succeeded
Leo IV. immediately. It is proved, moreover, by
the unquestionable evidence of a diploma still pre-

serve!, and of a contemporary coin which Garanipi

penitence, in the hope of having her punishment
commuted into perpetual imprisonment. But this

did not accord with the views of those in whose
pow-er she now was. Words which fell from her
when subjected togreat indignities, and her resump-
tion of male attire when all articles of female dress
were carefully removed from her. were made grounds
of concluding that she had relapsed, and she was

has published, that Benedict IIL was actually again brought to the stake, on 3oth May 1431, and
reigning before the death of the Emperor Lothaire,

*

which occurred towards the close erf S55. The
earliest authorities for the story of Pope J., not
reckoning a more than doubtful M.S. of Marianus
•Seotus, are Martinus Polonus, a writer of the

latter part of the 12th c, and a writer named
Stephen de Bourbon, who wrote about 122.5.—.See

Gicscler's A". •/' .,!-.*/-', ('cA.'e. th. ii. b. ii. s. 5; also

- _ Paurin Joanna—in reply to Kist

—

(S"Gravenhage. 1S45- : and Bianchi Giovini's E.-anif

.!/(•; alia PapteM Giovama
(Milan, 1845).

JOAN OF ARC (Fr. jEiiras Dakc), the Maid of
Op.leaxs, was the daughter •: i -

and was burn in 1412. in the village of Bomremy,
in the department of Vosges, France-. She^was I

like ether young women of her statie'n in

:_.-.- i to spin, but not to read and
• istinguished from other girls by

hergi ter -. Ii ty, m d -ty. industry, and piety.

t 1 rtee :: . :- _ iehc-Ved that

lash of light, an unearthly

voice, which enjoined her to be modest, and to be

diligent in her religious duties. The impression
•.able mind by the national dis-

- sees , soon gave a new character to the
.;. • - pos d herself to receive, and

when fifteen years old, she imagined that unearthly

voices called "her to go and right for the Dauphin.
Her story was at first rejected, as that of an insane

person ; but she not only succeeded in making her

way to the Dauphin, but in persuading him of her

heavenly mission. She assumed male attire and
warlike equipments, and with a swerel and a white
banni r, she put herself at the head of the French
troops, whom her example aud the notion of her
heavenly mission inspired with ne'W enthusiasm.

On 29th April 1429, she threw herself, with

supplies of provisions, into Orleans, then closely

. the Euglish, and from the 4th to the

>th of May. made successful sallies upon the Eng-

lish, which resulted in their being compelled to

raise the siege. After this important victory, the

national ardour of the French was rekindled to

the utmost, and Joan became the dread of the

previously triumphant English. She conducted
724

burned. Her family, who had been ennobled upon
her account, obtained, in 1441 >, a revisal of her trial;

aud in 1456, she was formally pronounced to have
been innocent
Few facts in history seem letter authenticated

than the death of ' the Maid ' at Kouen in 1431. and
3"et grave doubts have been raised e<n the point.
There was a popular belief at the time that some
one had been executed in the place of Joan; and
many pretended Maids appeared, who. however,
were punished as impc>stors. But a Father Vi ..Trier,

in the 17th c found among the archives of Metz a
paper purporting to be written at the time, and
giving an account of the arrival at Metz, on the 20th

: the Maid Jeanne, who was at once
_ .

- by her two brothers, and was subse-
quentiy married to a Sieur de Hermoise.

md in the family muniment-chest of a
M. des Armoise, in L >rra:ne, a contract of marriage
between ' Robert des Armoise, Knight, with Jeanne
D'Arcy, surnamed the Maid of Orleans.' In addi-
tion to this, there was found, in 1740. among the
archives of the Maison de Viiie of Orleans, under
the dates 14::". ]-: ... -. .-

: . : e-.-.-t ,in payments

Maid, and also to her brother John dui.
(De Lys was the name by which the family of Dare
was ennobled.) A subsequent entry, 1st August
1 431>, records a gift on the part of the council

of the city for services rendered by her at the
siege. M. Deiepierre. who has discussed the sub-
ject in his Jjoute hiis>oriqv* (privately printed, 1855),
atlduees various other facts tending to the same
conclusion.

J OB [Heb. Jydb, derived by Gesenius from ayab,

'to be an adversary :' hence (passive) 'one who has
an adversary,' or ' a ]K-rsecuted one'], the leading

personage in one of the canonical books of the
Old Testament, which is called after him. He is

said to have lived in the land of Vz [Sept
cf. PtoL v. 19. 2), a locality somewhere between
Idumea, Palestine, and the 'Euphrates. Whether
Job was a real or a fictitious personage, has been
discussed with superfluous animation" bv critics.

The Talmud (Baba Bathra, xv. 1) holds that ' Jjob
neter van, and never inn created, but is an allegory.'



JOB'S TEAKS JOGGLE.

The belief of most scholars at present is, tli.it the

torical tradition

Hamlet of

Bhakspeare U .1 real person; i.e., tor each there

genuine groundwork of ant

b

incuts and
the author, and when he lived, cannot

be, or at anj rate i
' rmined with

exactitude. Some critics make him anterior to
1 \\ identifies him with ' Jobab, king

of Edom ' 1

arc many of the Talmudical authoi

\i Mosaic pei tod

is claimed for it l>y Saadia, many of the church
1. lelis, Jahn, Hum

approximation to what would
is the view held by Gregory Nazianzen, Luther,

DSderlein, and others, who assign the work which
rtain affinity w itli the Pn \

•

full bloom, and a broail catholic spirit perva.lo.l tin 1

ritioa The reference to the

gold of Ophi
position earlier ;

ami while in K/. kiel, Jen miah,

Isaiah, Amos, which
|

11 !y existence,

Kenan, a recent French critic, considers that it

pronounces for a later |«-rio.l, ami assign- the |«hiii

to the beginning of the 7 1 !• century. This date is

n^ain—among whom arc Clerii

Umbreit, Knobel, De Wette, &c- place it in the

period of the exile; Hartmann, Vatke, Refer, and
other*, in the 5th Christian century.

!

&c. looked lip.. n tin- author
;

entirely, abandoned. 1 auiue product
brew muse, not, however, standing on

i anal gr id the very -
1 m

in a foreign country road ground ol

! humanity :— it is the attempt of a

Hebrew thinker, of enlarged mind, to

D _" eminent ol the world.

minutely into

a consideration of the design of the poem, or to dis-

ies which have !•

!

the insufficiency of the current

sation.' It 1 ondi n

mection between sin and suffering, and
latter in the

I man, distil

tru<t in the wisdom of the Divim
It exhibits a noble spirituality; and

mysterious contradictions
; .'i the anul of the « ritei I

. in which <i.«l will

idieate I B

friends, with tin.

by Job himself, which, by a little I

»v inaj •! [iie poem

th.-ir words have a rhythmic Bow; and tl

logues Bwald,

1854). 1 the poem in itt

1
1. .lit y mi a lib 1 point of

utainili'.' tin' S|« .

Elihu (xxxii.—

3

than the nature of

the prologue and epilogue, are thought to indicate

I 1 hand.
tin- 1 ..nilii. 'lit n i.

Kiclihoi 11
1 wald 1 « itli trai

rjmbreit, !>.- Wette, Hin ttmanu,
with an admirable translation into 1

I

-

In. .i.i hi .11 . ...mi'tinii'S risimj ;
.

which also ii Mic.l -, but the male
an. I female i! in spikelets,

shining, bluish-white seeds, which are

article of food. This plant is cultival

work both of v'.-nius ami art, it occnpiea well-nigh
1 Hebrew literature, and is unsur-

[H—nil in sublimity of imaginative thought by

and artificial in thi

le and epilogue ; the

1

•

may be ten

naturalised in Spain i Hour ma.le

the poor in I

.11 iiu:i.v a 1 .

..I ing with the

falsi it., voice in nai in... hieh exists

n- Swiss.

JO'EL (Jehovah is God), th

of the twelve Minor Prophets, who d
.

others, however, place him vai sly, in thi tin [

Hizi'kiah, Maiiassoh, 1.

is known. 'I

, accompanied bj a 1

' Jit, which -inn. .I the land. \n. r

them that

belief in the glory of the futon di

people, rim tlnon-ii the w hole

1 tually applied bj 1

(Acts ii. 16—21). Tl

finest of any..! the writer.,..! the 01
< >||!' Ilf til" II

re also Bwald, Umbreit,
on, &c.

JO'GGLE notch or curve in the

lu 1. Fig. 2.

joints, adopted in fit!

prevent them from slipping. !



JOHANNA—JOHN.

The joggle-joint is con

for 'I"- 1 .1,1-

±
I'.". :

I where very tight

joints are required to resist

water, &e. Sometimes the

joggle consists of a piece of

hard atone let into a groove

cut in both the stones form-

ing the joint (see fig. 3).

JOHA'NNA, one of the Comoro Islands (q. v.).

JOHN, the Apostle and Evangelist, was the son

of Zebedee, a fisherman of the Sea of Galilee, and of

Salome. He was born at Bethsaida, and, till he

was called by Jesus to be his disciple, seems to have

followed his father's occupation. The events of his

life, from this time to the ascension of Christ, are

to be learned from the gospels. After the out-

pouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, he

appears to have laboured for the spread of the

Gospel first in Jerusalem and Samaria, and after-

wards to have had his residence chiefly in Ephesus.

During the reign of the Emperor Domitian, he was
driven by persecution to the isle of Patmos, but

returned to Ephesus under Nerva, and died there

at a great age. The dates assigned to this event

range "from S9 to 120 A. D., and in any case he
must have long survived his brother apostles. It

is believed that he was the only one of our Lord's

apostles who died a natural death. Tradition

accounts for this by representing his life as miracu-

lously preserved. He is represented in Scrip-

ture as of a peculiarly affectionate nature, ' the

disciple whom Jesus loved;' and tradition makes
his last words to have been, ' Little children, love

one another.' The works attributed to him are the

Gospel, the three Epistles of St John, and the book
of Revelation. The first is generally believed to

have been written by the apostle at Ephesus
about 7S A. D., but attempts have been made by
modern writers to disprove both its Johannine
authorship and its early origin. The Tubingen
school, headed by Baur, place its composition in

the middle of the 2d c, and assert that it obviously

rose out of the conflicts of opposing teachers. This

view, however, is rejected by the greatest critics

and scholars of Germany, and its Johannine origin

is now admitted. The three so-called Epistles of

St John do not stand on exactly the same footing.

It is highly probable that the First proceeded from
the same writer who composed the Gospel. In style,

language, and doctrine, it is identical with it, and
from the earliest tunes it was quoted as a work of

the Apostle John's ; but the Second and Third are

classed by Eusebius among the AiUileijomena (Scrip-

tures of doubtful genuineness), and were suspected

by the most learned and critical of the early Fathers.

For an account of the Book of Revelation, see

Revelation, Book op.

JOHN, the name of a long line of popes, the

number of whom is variously stated by different

historians, owing to some uncertainty as to the

designation of two of the popes in the series—John
VIII. (872—882), who is styled the IX. by some
writers, who, accepting the story of Pope Joan

(<]. v.), reckon her as John VIII.; and John XV.
(985—996), who is also called XVI. by those who
place before him another John who died within

a few days of his election. Without entering

into this question, it will suffice to say that the

last of the line of popes called John is John XXIII.
The following appear to deserve some special

notice.

—

John XII. was the son of Alberico, and
grandson of the notorious Marozia, who, during

the pontificate of John X. (913—927), ruled with

almost supreme power at Rome. John was origin-

ally named Octavianus, and on the death of Pcy*>

Agapitus, in 956, being elected pope through the
lawless intrigue or violence of the dominant party,

when only in Ids 19th year, was the first in the
papal line to originate the now familiar practice of

changing his name. His life, a rding to accounts

which it is impossible to discredit, was what might
be expected from such antecedents, scandalous and
disorderly; and although he had crowned Otho
emperor and king of Italy in 962, that monarch,
in 903. in a synod of the clergy, overstepping all

the ordinary rules of canonical procedure and legal

precedent, caused sentence of deposition for scan-

dalous life to be pronounced against John, and Leo
VIII. to be elected in his stead. John, however,
re-entered Rome in the following year with a strong
party, and drove out Leo ; but his career was cut

short by a dishonourable death. He was killed,

according to Luitpraml, while prosecuting an unlaw-
ful intrigue in 964. In his effeminacy or licentious-

ness, Panvinius and other historians find the origin

of the fable of Pope Joan.—John XXII. is one of

the most celebrated of the popes of Avignon. His
family name was James de Cahors, and he was
elected pope in 1316, on the death of Clement V.
Attempting to carry out, in very altered circum-

stances, the vast and comprehensive policy of

Gregory VII. and Innocent III., John interposed

his authority in the contest for the imperial crown
between Louis of Bavaria and Frederick of Austria,

by not only espousing the cause of the latter, but
even excommunicating his rival. The public opinion,

however, and the political relations of the papacy
founded upon it, had already begun to change. The
diet of Frankfurt refused to obey, and a long contest

ensued, not only in Germany, but also in Italy,

where the Guelph or papal party was represented

by Robert, king of Naples, Frederick of Sicily being

the chief leader of the Ghibellines. The latter was
placed by John under the same ban which had
already been proclaimed against Louis; but in 1327,

Louis came to Italy in person, and having been
crowned at Milan with the iron crown, advanced
upon Rome, expelled the papal legate, and was
crowned emperor in the church of St Peter's by
two Lombard bishops. Immediately on his corona-

tion, he proceeded to hold an assembly, in which
he caused the pope, under his original name of

James de Cahors, to be thrice summoned, to answer
a charge of heresy and breach of fealty ; after

which lxe caused him to be deposed, and Peter de

Corvara, a monk, to be elected pope, under the

name of Nicholas V. These measures, however,

were attended with little result. Louis returned to

Germany, and the Guelphic predominance at Rome
was restored, the papal representative resuming his

authority. But John XXI [. never personally visited

Rome, having died at Avignon in 13.34, when,
although without incurring the suspicion of personal

aggrandisement, he had accumulated in the papal

treasury the enormous sum of 18,000,000 florins of

gold. This pope is remarkable in theological history

as the author of that portion of the canon law called

the Kiirnrivjaiilrn, and also as having held the

singular opinion, that the just will not be admitted

to the beatific vision until after the general resur-

rection. This opinion he formally retracted before

his death.

JOHN, surnamed Lackland, king of England,

and the youngest of the five sons of Henry II. by

his wife, Eleanor of Guienne, was born at Oxford,

24th December, 1166. His father having obtained

a bull from the pope authorising him to invest one

of his sons with the lordship of Ireland, J. was
appointed in a council held at Oxford in 1178, and

in March, 1185, he went over to take the reins of



! so badlj tli it he was 1800, he received the command of the defeated

recalled in the following I >.
. .ml,, r. .1. latterly Austrian army, formerly under Kray. His military

united with hia brothers in their rebellions against career »» t brilliant. !!•• »»< defeated at

their father, and it was the sudden nullification Hohcnlinilen in 1800, and a) Austerlitz in 180S

of the news ..t' his having joined his brother I" the war of 1809, he advanced with an Austrian
I'arebellion tliat ruu-e.l tli.- .U-.itli nf Henry, armj into Italy, defeated the viceroy Eugene at

When Richard I. succeeded to the crown, he Sacile, and made biswaj as far as the Adige, when
.ins which tin- reverses of th irces af Landahut,

amounted t.. uearl] one-third of the kingd Kokmiilil, and Kntisl compelled him to

This did not, however, prevent .1 . n.i. ' .n . II -I .. u > , ] ,„ n, ,-. for which he manif. ted

ii iliiriii-j I ; 1.-I1.1 r.l's captivity in an . ai 1 y pi .-.lili-.-i . continued undiminished amidst

Austria, J. was, however, pardoned, and treated all the Ins life; and Austria -

with gi id is said to hai e been indi bte.l

nominated his mi.v,>,..h bv hi.-, l.r..ther on his death- tions and enterprises. Living in political retirement,

di ath, to obtain he hewed s wan very improv, men! and
unl then public work, and became exceedingly popular; so

land, and was crowned al West that when the German national congri i assembled
on26thMaj 1199. Arthur, the s ii ifterthe commotions of 1848, he was called bi a

i-lder lu-.ithei- tie.illi-. \. was lin. ill'. the rightful heir ;n ,i n.!'.' '. ... ii the 29th of June of that
rown, but at this tine 1 1.. L« ,,i |.niu.e.iii yi ar, I \ u u "i Reg, nl ol the Germanic empire.

tine was but in < ed. The claims Tin- fall ..f M. tternieh had also, in the meantime,
of Arthur were supported b] Anjoii and the k" -'--

1 him from In- politieal is.. Ian. m in An.-tria ;

".niperor l''erdii

obtained a e i. -i -.. h .- 'i-t w ., Helm a head of atlairs there, and intrusted to him the
of France, but J. 1 I

influenc, .1. and the Kinpoior Ferdinand had plaeed him at the

1 married Isabella of tagouleme. opening of a constitutional assembly in Vienna. In

In the war which ensued, Arthur, who was njim as Regent, the archduke acted on
by Frane.. was t ik. n pn-..n r, and eontined strictly constitutional principles; l.iit the

|

'
.

in the castle of Koucli, where there is every reason .vents being iinfavoin.il.!.- to the An-ln..n int. rests,

to believe that he was privately putt" death; l.ut lie resigned his oithe on 20th December 1849, and
jlish monarch lost Normandy, Touraine, returned to Gr&tz, where he lived, as formerly, in

Maim-, ami Anjou. retirement till his death. .May III, 1859.

.1. now quarrelled with the pope, and the king- His marriage was one ..t an unusually romantic

dom v. as pl.ie.d uiid.r an lnterdlet ; while J., in kind Late On a January evening in I
sj;

return, confiscated the property of the clergy who a.-iou to r. ,| the -....i.e. .a ih. postmaster
..l.ey.-d the interdict, and l.anishe.l the bishops, of Au.ssco, a minintain-village in the vicinity of

(itli.rwise. too, he displayed considerable activity. Unit/.. The postmaster was from h..m. ; but his

He ...nip. lied William, kino „f Scotland, who daughter, Anna l'loehel, volunteered to drive- him
'" d" 1 homage il-Jiith, over the bill to bis destination. 1'he conversation

put down rebellion iii Ireland (1 -J It i), and .-ui ..1
i

-. nd pi'i . i th n..,;.i, n -ecm to have charmed the
Llewellyn, tlu- independent prim f Wales (1212). archduke, and within three we.l.s he married her.

now. iii I'Jl.'l. solemnly deposed .1.. and Th" till.
I of CoUJlteSS of Meian and BaTOl

absolved his subjects from their allegiaiie. . an.

I

I '.: .. n. Ih.
.

w . r. -nl ,,,-ipi. -ut lv conferred upon this

commissioned Philippe Auguste to execute his lady. See Mukhaxatic Marriages.
bj t hureli. and hated JOHN, PjBJBSTER ('Priest John'), the supposed

for his cruelty and tyranny by his subjects, found christian king and priest of a medieval kiii-..l..in

ition untenable, and was compelled to make j„ the interior of Asia, the locality of which was
-iibmissioii to Koine, and hold his kingdom vague and undefined. In the 1 ltli and l'Jtli cen-
of the papacy. Philippe proceeded with his tunes, the Nestonan missionaries

t

..-,,.-
1 ... t ., 1 mi..

invasion scheme, though no longer approved by Kastorn Asia, and mad- inauv converts anion the
Koine; but the French Meet was totally debated iii Kcraeit or Krit Tartars, including, accordiie' to
the harbour of Damme, .it tit .f th

,
,„ ..,,, .., , . .,, ,,, ,i„ ,,

captured, and above I lestroyed. Subsequent (,„- [ughi Khan, who resided at k.n ak..i urn. and
however, prov-.l v favourable to Fiance. ,,, „!„,„, ,)„. -.itcrwards c. I. I

...
. t

.
-. i i;, ,, I,,., Khan

and at length i he ..ppoi- „-as tributary. This name the Syrian missi..,

tllliity to end the tyranny ol .1. : they drew up a translated by analogy with their own l.o.

.. id by the king, and this converting C,,,, into ' Jacliauau ' or ' Johl
was th.- signal for war. lie- a,any of the ban., is rendering Kl„,„ by • priest.' In their reports to t he

i at St. in, lord, and marched to London
; Christians of the West, accordingly, their royal

they met the king at Kuiinymede, and on th. I.cl llM hgnrcd as at mice a p. i.-sl and t he sov ei-emu
'

'
'"

'

'Magna ,,, ,, ,,,-1, and ,,,; nl km 'I. .in. (i, u,d,i.s Khan
•'' The having thrown off his allegiance, a war

on aft.r annulled the charter, and tin- which ended in the defeat and death nl I

war brol barons now called ovei than in 1202; but the tal
i

i
„! magni-

the dauphin ol France to be then- leader, and ficence long survived, and not ,.,,.

1 M
'

i-jic. In nurteri J i inchmay
,hll lost his regalia be read in vsseinalii's /;./,!„,/,, ,;, I h„ nl, ilis. III.

.n.s; was take, ill, and died at Newark ji 484), but supplied 1 1 ecisi..,, of s.v ,-ral of those
a 19th October 1216, in the 49th year of missionary expediti , \\ , .,,,„i hu-tendom.to

w Inch we owe almost all our know lodge of uic.h. v ,d

JOHN, r.viii i Joskpb Fvr.iv-. Sebabtian, i fa o bo raphy. Th.- reports regarding I ag
Archduki lished Austrian Kb... i rrieatoE pe bj the Armenian et

DI
:

. Januarj 1782, t,. Bon a< I
m .

.

and was th,- sixth so,, ,,1 the Emperor Leopold II. and the lettei iddn y d in Ins name, hut drawn up
: n. -tonan missionaries, to the pope, to the

of Charles 111. ol Spain, He earl] ga ol Erance and Portugal, and to th
of considerable talent for military affairs; and iu emperor, impressed all with a lively hope of the
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speeily extension of the gospel region hitherto

stinnity. They
are printed in Asseinimi's Jlibliotfieca Orientalts.

The earliest mention of Prester John is in the

narrative of the Franciscan Father, John Carpini,

who was sent by Pope Innocent IV. to the court or

Batu Khan of Kiptchak, the grandson of Genghis
Khan. Father ( 'arpini supposed that Prester John's

kingdom lay still further to the east, but he did

not prosecute the search. This was reserved for

a member of the same order, Father Rubmquis,
who was sent as a missionary into Tartary by St

Louis, and having reached the camp of Batu Khan,
was by him sent forward to Karakorum, the seat of

the supposed Prester John. He failed, however, of

his hope of finding such a personage, the Khagan of

Karakorum, Maugu, being still an unbeliever; and
his intercourse with the Nestorian missionaries,

whom he found established there, satisfied him that

the accounts were grievously exaggerated. His
narrative, which is printed in Purchas's Collection,

is one of the most interesting among those of the

medieval travellers. Under the same vague notion

of the existence of a Christian prince and a Chris-

tian kingdom in the East, the Portuguese sought
for traces of Prester John in their newly-acquired

Indian territory in the 15th century. A similar

notion prevailed as to the Christian kingdom of

Abyssinia, which, in the hope of finding Prester

John, was visited so late as the reiyn of John II.

of Portugal (1481—1495) by Pedro "Covilhani and
Alfonzo di Payva, the former of whom married and
settled in the country. See Gieseler's Kirchen-

geschichte, III. hi. 43 ; Bitter's Enlkunde, th. ii.

b. i. 256—2S3.

JOHN, St, the commercial capital and largest

city of New Brunswick, stands on the north or

left bank of the estuary of the river of its own
name, in lat. 45° 14' N., and long. 66° 3' W. Pop.

in 1861, 27,317. The harbour, which is protected

by batteries, is good, and accessible to the largest

vessels at all seasons of the year. Ship-building

and the. timber-trade are the chief branches of

industry ; 435.661 tons of shipping were entered at

this port in 1861.

JOHN, St, the most considerable river of New
Brunswick, in British North America, rises in a

lake of the same name in the state of Maine,

and after a south-east course of 450 miles, the

last 225 of which are within British territory, it

falls into the Bay of Fundy by an estuary five

miles in width. Near the sea, it is navigable for

large vessels; while for craft of 120 tons it is

practicable as far as Fredericton, which is SO

miles from its mouth, and the seat of the colonial

government. The stream is of some historical

interest in connection with the long-contested

adjustment of the international boundary. Through
most of its upper course, it separates Maine from
Canada.

JOHN III. (John Sobiesei), king of Poland,

1674—1696, one of the greatest warriors of the

17th c, was born in 1624, or, according to others,

in 1629, and educated with the utmost care, along

with his brother Mark, by his father James Sobieski,

Castellan of Cracow, a man of virtuous character

and warlike spirit. The brothers travelled in

France, England, Italy, and Germany. Their

father's death recalled them home in 1648. The
Poles were defeated by the Russians in the battle

of Pilawiecz. The Sobieskis took up arms to

restore the fortunes of their country. Mark fell

in battle on the banks of the Bog ; John distin-

guished himself by his valour, and became the

admiration of his countrymen and the dread of

72S

the Tartars and Cossacks. He received the highest
military dignities and appointments, and on 11th
November 107-"!, deflated the Turks in the great
battle of Choezim, in which they lost 28,000 men ;

after which he was, on 21st May 1674, unanimously
elected king of Poland, and was crowned hi Cracow
aloug with his wife, Maria Casimir Louisa, daughter
of the Marquis Lagrange d'Arquien, and widow of

the woiwode John Zamoiski. When the Turks
besieged Vienna in 1683, John hastened thither
with 20,000 Poles, and, aloug with the German
auxiliaries who had also come up, raised the siege
by the victory of 12th September of that year.

In this battle, he took the banner of Mohammed,
which he sent to the pope. Ou his entrance into

Vienna, he was received with unbounded enthusiasm
by the inhabitants. His subsequent undertakings
against the Turks were not equally successful. He
died of apoplexy on 17th June 1696. John Sobieski
was not only a statesman and warrior, but a lover
of science, and a man of gentle disposition and
agreeable manners ; but his constant Avars prevented
that attention to the internal condition of Poland
which its critical situation urgently required, and
this oversight on his part helped to hasten the
downfall of'Poland.

JOHN OF AUSTRIA, or DON JUAN
D'AUSTRIA, was a natural son of the Emperor
Charles V., and was born at Regensburg, on 24th
February 1546. It is uncertain who his mother was.
He was early brought to Spain ; and after the death
of his father, he was acknowledged by his half-

brother, Philip II. ; honours and an annual allow-
ance were bestowed upon him, and he was educated
along with the Prince of Parma and the Infant Don
Carlos. He was intended for the church ; but his

own inclination was for military employment, and
in 1570 he received the command of an army sent
against the rebellious Moors hi Granada, whom he
completely rooted out of the country—signalising
him self at once by valour and by cruelty, "in 1671,
he was appointed to the command of a maritime
expedition—in which the forces of Spain, the pope,
and Venice were united against the Turks— and
defeated the Turks in a great battle near Lepanto
(October 7). Discord breaking out among the
allies, Don Juan separated himself from the rest,

took Tunis, and conceived the design of forming a
kingdom for himself in the north of Africa. But
Philip, jealous of this design, sent him to Milan,

to observe the Genoese ; and afterwards, in 1576,

as viceroy to the Netherlands. In this capacity,

he sought to win the favour of the people by
mildness ; but being left unsupported by Phdip,
he was hard pressed for a time, till the arrival of

the Prince of Parma with troops enabled him to
restore the fortunes of Spain by the victory of

Gemblours over William the Silent, in 1577. But
Philip was now apprehensive that Don Juan might
make himself king of the Netherlands ; and the
untimely death of the latter in his intrenched
camp at Namur, on 1st October 157S, was not with-
out suspicion of poison. See Dusmenil's Hisloirt

de Juan d'Autriche (2d ed., Paris, 1828).

JOHN O' GROAT'S HOUSE (or, more cor-

rectly, it woidd seem, Johnny Gkoat's House),
on Dungansby Head, the north-eastern extremity
of the mainland of Scotland, has been loug widely
known as marking one of the limits of that country,

as in Burns's line :

Frae Maidenkirk to Johnny Groat's.

It stood on the beach at the mouth of the Pentland
Firth, and was probably built for the reception of

travellers crossing the ferry to the Orkneys. Tradi-

tion gives a more romantic origin. In the reign of
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Kiug James IV. [1488 bi ithers

Malcolm, Gavin, and John Grool or Grot
to In- II. .11, uj,l, r-, settling in Caithness, nrijllil'eil

the Units i if W ' -ly. W'lu-u their

mts had so multiplied that they were
eight families, disputes .11 lency at

d which they were wont to keep.

John Groat settled the controversy by building
an eight-sided house, with a d - and a window

id,-, anil an ri

that the head oi

bis own
head nl" tin- table. Whati i due to

this legend, there can be uo doubt as to the exist-

John ' Irot In the year 1 196, ' Ji >hn I

son of Hugh Grot,' b id a grant of a penny-land in

1 >- frniii William, Earl .of Caithness. In

1526, ' Joint Clot in M,

written, chamberlain and bailie of John, Earl ol

leisin to the Triniti Pi

1 ntland Earth. He died soon after-

wards, ami was succeeded by his son \\ ill

ha In 1540, there was a
p

from the Scottish trcasui
I Grote,

it of his ship Bent by the queen's grace. iVoin

raws to I Irkney. i i .- w itli

In 1547, John Grot had a pardon from
Miry for helping the Earl of Caithness to

Urir ill About
1741. Malcolm Groat sold his lanils in Mm
with the ferry-house, to William Sinclair i

wick. The family of Groat still exists; but .1

sen knoll is all that now remains of John
- House. The shell C<///,-«« /;./,. ,/„<.(,

which abounds in the neighbourhoo
1 Imcky.'

JOHH (Sr) or JERUSALEM, Kkights of,

otherwi ailed Knights o» Hi
I

-. and
wards o» Malta, the most celebrated of all the
military and religious or.lers of the middle ages. It

originated in 1048 in an hospital dedicated to St
John the Baptist, which \lnalli

Jii or Egj pt to build for

prion of the pilgrims i i Europe who
Sepulchre. Tin- nurses were at

lirst known as the Hospitaller Brothers of St John
the Baptist of Jerusalem. The Seljuk Turks, who

the Egyptian and Arabian Saracens in

plundered the hospice, and3. n.l.-l- ( Jeoll'l-nV

e Bouillon in 1099, the Bret superior, Gerard, was
found in prison. Rel

nal aid to the

led, and was joined bj

B i the brethren
took vowsol poverty, chastity, and obed

' ali in. Pope Pi eal 1 1 gi -

in the institution in I I l.'i. I: i\ moml

superior, drew up a b

i- l i
i 1 1. To lie-

i bed in different maritime towns of

pilgrims, who were
tin re provided with the means ol setting out lor

I i order ha\ ing bee i
military as

Well as rel I

rank and influence, ami wealth Bowed i

| in th iq i

rialadin in 1 1ST, tin- Hospitallers retired to \l.ugat.

in Phoenicia, whence the progress of infidel aims
drove them first, in 1285, to Acre, and . :

1291, to 1 B B '" Cyprus,
i them a resides

I ites "t

l;.i\ iicnd. tin- ho

Knights, Chaplains, and Serving l

last liein- lighting squires, who toll,, wed the knights
in their expeditions. Th . piently

divided into eight langu i

I'astilc. Kaeli nation |n

Priories, under which wen- a nutnbi

ml was
the I'riory at I 'lerkeiiwoll. w hose I

i ppei House ol Parliament, and was styled
I u I I '.a i mi of Kngland.

1
ii 1310, the knights, under then • ind ms b r,

di V li'.n i
.
in conj 1 1 .

, , i « nl. a pai ty of
crusaders from It.iU . capt nred Rhodi
adjacent islands from tin- tlreekandS n

bj » bom ii was then occ ipied, u 1 1 ied on from
nci --nl war against the Sara eus. In

1523, thej were compi lied I in

- toViterbo. V 1530,< fa rl iV.

The knig <• ml i ied! • some tunc to be power-
ful bulwark against tie- Turk,: but ttfte] i

inatlon a hit il . _. m i.iev ,,,.>-,„, ,,| i
I,,, order, anil

]. declined in pout
i tnd in

1798, through the treachery of some French knights
a in I lie cowardice o! tin- -rand-master, MTLh
Malta was surrendered to the French. The lands
still remaining to the order were a] about this

i- .il, d in almost all the F,ur,,],o.iu

but though extinct as a m.m nun body, the order
bi conti ring the pre* nt ent in j to drag on
a lingering rist no in »omi parte : |i,k. as well
as in Russia and Spain. Since 1801, the office ol

i. nid in ister has not been filli d up : a deputy
grand-master has instead been appointed, who has
In re nl. nee hi S|,aui. I'll ler at lirst u.,ic a
lone, black habit, with a pointed 1 1. mini n, d w ith

the left breast, as al.-o a golden cross in the middle
Of the breast. In their military cap ,

red silicate w it Ii ere and behind.

Th,- badge won, by all the Knight- is a M
cross, enamclleil white, and edged with -old; it is

suspended by a black rile, , ii -llisll-

tient- attached to it .litter in the dillcreiit countries

where th ler .-till

John OF LEYDEN (properly, John Bockkl-
III. I' ii at l.ey.ien ill 1510. lb'

i bailiff in the Hague, and of a
W t

[
. 1 1 . 1 1 i . 1 1 , 1 Iwoinan. He wandered about for

ii tailor, and i hi D I ttled

in Leydeii, but v, e fonder ol amu
In-, i cade. Be possessed niua, and
was noted for In

1

1

.linen . .a the Aiiabijiti i -. (.| \.i. in i„
, .mi

01 t their wandering prophets. In I.,:!.'! I

to Munster, wa th i n a

or Matt io. i ben , and i I

life in 1534, b< ii i Si

i

and applied in BJ

theocracy. He himself

king of /a. hi. Ii

for his conduct, and tie-

which he exercised, without the supposition of

real fan .- dity, vanity, ami blo.nl.

w.-i-e intimately combined with it. IL-

real love
of kmgly pomp. I hoi rid

.
.

liishop of Minister. John and his . hi. I
.< .ompliees
m



JOHN OF NEFOMTJK—JOHN'S.

Buffered death with circumstances of fearful cruelty

(January 26, 1536), and his body was suspended

in a cage from a high tower. He attempted to

save his life by confession and submission.

JOHN OF NEPOMUK (more properly, Pomuk),
a popular Bohemian saint of the Catholic Church,

and honoured as a martyr of the inviolability of the

seal of confession. He was bom at Pomuk, a village

in the district of Klatau, about the middle of the

14th century. Having entered into orders, he rose

rapidly to distinction, being created a canon of the

cathedral of Prague, and eventually vicar-general of

the diocese. The queen. Sophia, the second wife of

Wenzel or Wenceslaus IV., having selected him for

her confessor-, Wenceslaus, himself a man of most
dissolute life, conceiving suspicions of her virtue,

required of John to reveal to him what he knew of

her life from the confessions which she had made
to him. John steadfastly refused, and the king

resolved to be revenged for the refusal. An oppor-

tunity occurred soon afterwards, when the monks,

of the Benedictine abbey of Kladran having elected

an abbot, in opposition to the design of the king,

who wdshed to bestow it upon one of his own
dissolute favourites, John, as vicar-general, at once

confirmed the election. Wenceslaus, having first

put him to the torture, at which he himself person-

ally presided, had him tied hand and foot, and
flung, already half dead from the rack, into the

Moldau, in March 1393. His body, according to

the tradition, being discovered by a miraculous light

which issued from it, was taken up, and buried with

the greatest honour. His memory was cherished

with peculiar affection in his native country, and

he was eventually canonised as a saint of the

Koman Catholic Church, his feast being fixed for

the 20th of March. By some historians, two
truer per lages name are enumerated

e, the martyr of the confessional seal ; the other,

of his resistance to the sinniniaeal tyranny of Wen-
ceslaus ; but the identity of the two is well sustained

by Palaeky, Geacliidite von Bu/tiiici), iii. 62.

JOHN THE BAPTIST, the forerunner of

Christ, was the son of the priest Zacharias and
Elizabeth, the cousin of Mary, the mother of our

Lord. John and Christ were therefore second-

cousins. The wonderful circumstances attending

the conception and birth of the former, are recorded

in the 1st chapter of St Luke's gospel. After a

life devoted to preparing his countrymen for the

coming of the Messiah, he was thrown into prison,

and afterwards executed by Herod Antipas. J.'s

followers existed as a separate body till long after

the spread of Christianity, and a sect still exists

in the East professing to be his disciples.—J. the

B. was, from an early date, regarded in England

as the patron saint of the common people, and on

this account, apparently, great masonic festivals

are held oh St John's Day, the day dedicated to

him, which is the 24th of June.

JOHN THE PARRICIDE, commonly called

Joun OF Swabia, son of Rudolf II., and grandson

of Rudolf I. of Austria, was born in 12S9. On
attaining his majority, he applied to his uncle,

Albeit I. of Austria, to resign to him the whole or

a part of his patri ny, which consisted of Kyburg
and some estates in Swabia ; but this Albert refused

to do. After making many other abortive attempts

to gain his end, J. formed a conspiracy with others

who had cause to complain of Albert's rapacity,

and determined to assassinate the emperor ; seizing

the opportunity when Albert was riding alone, on

the bank of the Reuss, near the castle of Hapsburg,

they attacked and murdered him, 1st May 1308.

Lie conspirators fled in different directions, J.

betaking himself to Italy, where he led a wandering
life, and died in obscurity.

JOHN'S, Eve of St, one of the most joyous

festivals of Christendom during the middle ages,

was celebrated on midsummer eve. From the
account given of it by Jakob Grimm in his Deutsche
Mytholoijie (Bd. i. pp. 5S3—593), it would appear

to have been observed with similar rites in every

country of Europe. Fires were kindled chiefly in

the streets and market-places of the towns, as at

Paris, Metz, &c. ; sometimes, as at ( lernsheim, m the

district of Mainz, they were blessed by the parish-

priest, and prayer and praise offered until they had
burned out ; but, as a rule, they were secular in

their character, and conducted by the laity them-
selves. The young people leaped over the flames, or

threw flowers and garlands into them, with merry
shoutings ; songs and dances were also a frequent
accompaniment. At a comparatively late period,

the very highest personages took part in these

festivities. In England, we are told (see R.
Chambers's Book of Days, June 24), the people

on the Eve of St John's ' were accustomed to go
into the woods and break down branches of trees,

which they brought to their homes, and planted

over their doors, amidst great demonstrations

of joy, to make good the prophecy respecting the
Baptist, that many should rejoice in his birth.

This custom was universal in England till the
recent change in manners. Some of the supersti-

tious notions connected with St John's Eve are of

a highly fanciful nature. The Irish believe that
the souls of all people on this night leave their

bodies, and wander to the place, by land or sea,

where death shall finally separate them from the
tenement of clay. It is not improbable that this

notion was originally universal, and was the cause
of the widespread custom of watching or sitting up
awake on St John's night, for we may well believe

that there would be a general wish to prevent the
soul from going upon that somewhat dismal ramble.

In England, and perhaps in other countries also, it

was believed that, if any one sat up fasting all night
in the church porch, he would see the spirits of

those who were to die in the parish during the
ensuing twelve months come and knock at the
church door, in the order and succession in wdrieh

they were to die. We can easily perceive a possible

connection between this dreary fancy and that of

the soul's midnight ramble.' The kindling of the
fire, the leaping over or through the flames, and the
flower-garlands, clearly shew that these rites are

essentially of heathen origin, aud of a sacrificial

character. They are obviously connected with the
worship of the sun, and were doubtless practised

long before the Baptist was born. In old heathen
times, Midsummer and Yide (q. v.), the summer
and winter solstices were the two greatest and
most widespread festivals in Europe. The church
could not abolish these ; it could only change their

name, and try to find something in the history of

Christianity that would justify the alteration.

JOHN'S, St, a city of the West Indies, capital of

the islaud of Antigua (q. v.), and the residence of'

the governor-in-ehief of the Leeward Islands, is

situated at the western side of that island, close to

the shore. Pop. S515. The town is well laid out,

having spacious streets, of which the principal run
east and west, being so arranged in order to obtain
full advantage of the refreshing easterly or trade
winds, which prevail here from April to August
The harbour is comparatively shallow, and there is

a bar across the mouth of it, so that vessels heavily
laden are obliged to drop anchor outside. The.

cathedral, the court-house, and the new market-
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an. I mi long dry seasons the inhabit

that rain water colli et< d in iron and
forma the only supply •! this invalual

'Jin- maximum heat i-
%

': the minimum, 0'2°. The
ini bes.

JOHN'S, Si own of Newfoundland,
standi mi the east toast ..t tin- island, in lat. -17

33 N., and tone 52 i:; w
harbour, whi I

port in America to I

Mil. -si. and connected w ith

ipli, st John's h

acqnireil importance m the commercial and political

world in connection with steam -navigation between

the two continents. It lias suilend severely t'r.nn

us; m 1 S40, it was more than

hall desl
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JOHN'S COLLEGE, or tl

older institu-

tion, founded by Archbishop Chichele in 1456,

tor monks of the Cistercian order. Mr Th. .ma-

White procured a licence from tine Philip and

Queen Mary, and in l.'i.Vi founded a college,

dedicated 'to the honour of God, the Virgin

Mary, and St John the llapti-t,' on :

The foundation

50 1 Hows and scholars,

and a choir. Six of the fellowships u

km ; two from Cov< ntry, two from B

from Reading, and one from Tunbridge Schools;
i Taylor's School. In

M.d by the will oi

i tire. These are open, with a

to founder's kin, and
second, to natives of Staffordshire,

.... [n 1860

about 350 names on the books. The i

I
: i the commissionei s

nd 18 Vict SI. Thi mmissioners of

1852, indeed, proposed ex* osive changes, which the

out, but thi

recommended by the Commission..,

the throwing open of half the

t. Qowshipa [iieiitly introduced by

the authority of the Privy Council.

JOHM - I "i.i.i 01 , 8i Can
foiu, led in 1511 by Lady Mar-ant. Countess of

Richmond, and mother of Henry VII. ; but her
npleted.

I to effect, j

site of the oollege had I ii long b

of the pi".

Ely, fuundi d r Canons Ri pilar in

1184; 2dly, when Hugh de Balsham

i

;

! nidation

i, ch. t.-d by the Society, tifty-six fellows, sixty

bchnlara, and nine proper sizars, Ti

I
chibitions of isidsrable value, and

death happening before the .!• -un v

eight minor scholarships o|mii pirn war to , pe-
lition for students who have not yet commenced
residence in the university. An

itioned William Grinds), tutor

to Q Elizabeth; Roger Ascbam; Cecil, Lord
Burleigh; Uiclmr.l licnllev (who liceiune master oi

.
: Bkirke White, the poet ; Henry Mar-

. lull particulars, see Coopoi

iridge.

JOHNSON, Sunn, gon at Michael Johnson,
was b..in at Lichfield, on the 18th S. pteml.. r 1709.

Hi n .

; earlj education in hie d

d ii.. d Hunter; of whom he I

that 'he beat meverj well' adding, 'without that
I should have done nothing.' Ill I T-S, he went to

Pembroke College, Oxford, having U'.i. .

the two pr. vimis \ .ars ot his hie in I

fathi r"a business ..t bookseller. The .s'/,

/ 1819, says that book., ,.i his binding
are still extai i in ii.. i city. At I Oxford, J. spent

probabl] the nest unhappy period of his unhappy
life, i iverpoueie.l l ,.,.,, and reli-

gious doubt . in i« came s prej to the morbid
melancholy of his .'.institution, l'oveitj prevented

degree. In 1731, Ins father
.lied insolvent. In the same yeai

Bosworth as usher of a school. Finding the
i Ins situation unbeai'.il.l. . I.

lure livelil 1 by working for

I ksellers iu Lirminglunn. In 1736, he married
Mis Porter, a widow : she brought him '.sun. He
then set a",oin_. a school, whicli having no mi. .

IT.'lTi to Loudon in the company of his

eclebiati d pupil, I 'avid I l.'irriek. lb le he tolln. d a

. ..an.', ti. .ii « nh i lave, the editor of the C

o which periodical he becam
butor. In the following year he published /...„./,.»,

. ..n i. .ii of the Third Satire of Juvenal,
in il.lv received, I 'ope, ill parti-

cular, being warm in its praise. But for many
years lie was miserably remunerated for his work,
in.

I bad great difficulty in keeping the wolf of

hunger from his door. Little is known respecting

J.'s life from this period till hi

We may form, however, some guess of the measure
of its unhappiuess. when we consider thi

i i. .11 of the man. and what Was the

mi a of letters at that

darl 'i "i '

..i patrician patronage.

i it ronage had
not yet dawned. After IT to. he began to 'n-port'

. in I., allow.. 1 to misuse this word) the

parliamentai \ debates h.r taw's Ma-a-on.-. Th. -,.

drawn up b\ .1. himself, alter he had
ascertained the order in winch the different speakers
rose, and th One can

readily believe that stat.sm.

the splendour and pomp of their own eloquence

when they saw it in print. In 17+1, •). published
I S,i,;i,j, ; in 1749,

his best poem, Tm I an t$ oj Humw
;!:e Tenth Satire of Juvenal ; and in

Rambl r, »
\

he conducted for two years, ami the contents

of which were almost wholly his own composition.
. . iihc i

lexicography, appeared in IrSS, altei

of sohd [about ; Thi Idli r, ani

begun by J. in lToS. and carried on foi two yean
also; and in 17.VJ occurred one of the most touch-

in.' episodes oi bis

pay tl

of a week.'

At last he emerged from obscurity. In 1762, ;\



JOHNSTON—JOINT AND SEVERAL.

pension of £300 a yearxraa conferred on him by Lord
Bute ; and in the following year occurred an event,

apparently of little moment, but which lias had a

lasting influence upon his fame : this was his intro-

duction to .lames Boswell, whose Life of Dr John-
son is probably more imperishable than any of the

doctor's own writings. In 1704. the famous Literary

Club was instituted, and the following year began
his intimacy with the Thrales. -In the same year
appeared his edition of Shakspeare. In 1773, he
visited the Highlands with Boswell. In 1781,

appeared his Lives of the Poets, his last literary

work of any importance. He died on 13th December
17S4. He was buried iu Westminster Abbey, close

by the grave of Garrick.

Strength, or at least force of mind, a certain sage

solemnity in the treatment of moral themes, a sharp

eye for the observation of character as it manifests

itself in society, and a great power of caustic wit,

are the chief qualities noticeable in Johnson. He
had little aptitude for abstract thinking, and no
great vigour of imagination—hence he was neither a
philosopher nor a poet ; but he had good sense, a
soKd judgment, and a serious thoughtful nature

—

hence we find seattered through his numerous works
a multitude of valuable remarks on books and men
and manners. His written style is very sonorous,

inflated, and antithetic ; the language is frequently
grander than the thought, but his conversational

style, as reported by Bus well, is terse, robust, and
felicitous in the highest degree.

JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith, the most dis-

tinguished name in British cartography, was born
near Edinburgh, December 28, 1804. The elegance
of design that characterises all his productions,

and which, in spite of their purely utilitarian aim,
gives them a right to rank as specimens of fine

art, was probably acquired or developed during his

apprenticeship as an engraver. His first important
work, the National At/a* (fol), was published in

1843. Its merits received immediate recognition,

and J. was appointed Royal Geographer for Scot-

land. Five years later, appeared his far-famed
Physical Atlas of Natural I'liemnnena, the publi-

cation of which was the signal for a shower of

honours from the geographical societies of Europe

—

that of Paris, in particular, pronouncing the work
' one of the most magnificent monuments that has
yet been raised to the scientific genius of our age.'

A second edition, greatly improved, was issued in

1856. In 1850, appeared a very useful Dictionary of
Geography, better known as ' Johnston's Gazetteer

'

(3d ed. 1859 ; 4th ed. of more recent date). His
last and greatest work, the Royal Atlas of Geography
(Edin. Blackwood and Sons, 1S61), is probably the
most beautiful and minutely accurate atlas ever
executed. J. has also published, in conjunction with
other savants, Hind, Murchison, and Nicol, atlases

of Astronomy and Geology ; besides a great num-
ber of very valuable educational atlases, physical,

general, and classical, which have obtained a wide
circulation.

JO'HNSTONE, a manufacturing town of Scot-

land, in the county of Renfrew, was founded
in 17S1, and is situated on the Black Cart, about
three miles west-south-west of Paisley. It contains
several cotton factories, brass and iron foundries,

and machine-shops. Pop. (1S01) 6404, one-third of

whom are employed in the cotton manufacture.

JOHNSTONE, James T. \Y, an eminent
chemist, was born at Paisley in 1796, and died at

Durham in 1853. He was of humble parentage,

and was for the most part self-educated. In 1825,

he removed to Durham, where he opened a school,

which he continued till 1830, when, having married

a lady of considerable fortune, he resolved to carry
out the plan which he had long desired, of devoting
himself to the study of chemistry. He accordingly
repaired to Stockholm, and became the pupil of

Berzelius, the most celebrated chemist of the time;
and his reputation rose so rapidly, that in 1833, while
still pursuing his studies abroad, he was invited to
take the readership in chemistry and mineralogy in

the newly-established university of Durham. ^For
some time after his return from the continent, he
resided iu Edinburgh, and held the post of chemist
to the Agricultural Society; but shortly after its

dissolution, he took up his permanent residence at

Durham. It is as an agricultural chemist that he
is chiefly known. His Catechism of Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology has gone through more than
fifty editions, and has been translated into almost
every European language ; and his Lectures on
Agricultural Chemistry ami t',',,,l,,gy arc held in high
esteem. The last of his works was his Chemistry oj

Common Life, which originally appeared in Black-
wooers Magazine, and has since gone through two
editions. In the summer of 1853, while travelling

on the continent, apparently in his usual health, he
was seized with spitting of blood, which terminated
in a rapid decline.

JOIGNY (ane. Joviniacum), au old walled town
of France, in the department of Yonne, about 90
miles south-east of Paris, noted for its red wines
and extensive trade in wool. Pop. about 6500.

JOINERY, the art of joining or framing together
the wooden finishings of buildings, such as the
doors, windows, shutters, stairs, &c. See Carpentry.

JOINT AND SEVERAL, a legal phrase in

England and Ireland, meaning that a contract or

obligation is made by, or in favour of, each of

several parties, independently as well as jointly

with the others. The general rule of law is, that

a contract of several persons is joint, and not
several—that is to say, if it is sought to be enforced
against them, they must all be sued together, and
an action cannot be brought against one. Thus, for

example, if A, B, and C jointly accept a bill, or

make a promissory-note, without saying, ' we jointly

and severally promise, &c.,' the whole of them must
be sued on such bill. If, however, any one pay the
whole debt, he can sue his co-contractors for their

respective contribution or proportion—namely, one-

third from each. If, on the other hand, the parties

had, by express words, jointly and severally made
the promissory-note, or bound themselves, tben 'the

creditor coidd sue any one of them he pleases, with-
out taking any notice of the rest. Whichever of

them, however, first paid the debt, would be equally
entitled to sue his co-debtors to contribute their

fair proportions. So, if a contract is made in favour
of two or more persons, the general rule is, that all

of them must join in any action brought to enforce

the contract. But in some cases, when a contract

is capable of being separated into distinct interests,

it is not necessary that all of the creditors should
sue. Much depends on the nature of the contract,

the situation and relations of the parties, and who
paid the price or consideration. In Scotland, the

phrase conjunctly and severally is more frequently

used than jointly and severally, though the mean-
ing is the same. There are, however, some differ-

ences between the laws of England and Scotland on
the subject. In Scotland, the general rule is the
reverse of what it is in England. "When a contract

is joint, each is concerned and liable only for his

share; but when it is expressly stated to be a
conjunct contract, each is liable for the whole.
Moreover, where one of several debtors is discharged

without an express reservation of the remedy against
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the rest, this op rates in England a* a discharge to

tin- whole; wlinvas in Scotland it opi

a discli .1

.hunt in; s,-,.- si.\.cit\rr.

JOIN [ OWNER is, in English Law, a person

who i- on« "i several owners of property. The
n J or real, goods m-

1.111.1. ( 'ill' Mt tllf I'll ,'

is. that it one of the parties dies, his ii I

to the others, and does not go to tl

co-owner's 1

1

• tves. Thus, if A and
1! are joint owners of a horse, and A dies, the horse

. to I'-. 9o it is with real

property, snch as houses, lands, and estates. This
i« called the doctrine of survivorship. Sometimes
in wilis and deeds it is not clearly expressed
whether the property was given to A and B as

I

ommon dies,

'.ants iii com-
mon, but belongs to his representatives or heirs.

i ies, a court of e

b " racy in c mon was
meant rather than a the former
is the more fair of the two kinds of ownership. In

it is in the power of a joint

i\ ert his jo m tenancy in!

ij simply executing a d 1 of partition

or alienation, if the property consist of land; or

Selling his share, if it consist of personalty. And
there is an exception as to the survivorship in the

case of a firm ol partners, for in that
one part ii- i

• own personal repre-

i ption to the

ihip, created for th •

Benefit of trade, bo that, in the case of a firm, the
ownership is an ownership in common, and not joint

I n Scotland, the genera] i ii]

from what prevails in England, and jo.nt property

is there always equivalent to what is called in

England property held in common, and not joint

in the above sense. It requ i

Scotland to make the property be held so as to be
equivalent to what is joint property in England.

JOINT-STOCK COMPANY, an as

individuals who unite to carry out a particular

ich taking and paving

:
i ale or coin-

i oi banking or ini m
genera] to do whatever work of a private nature

dual can do; but H !

execute public undertaking, such as a railway,

a canal, harhour, or other work of imp
company is not called a joint

a public company, and of parliament
is required in order I . : regulate its

In many raspe

I tl, all. I public com;
of what arc called joint-stock companies. Inordinary

took of a joint-stock

company is beyond what any single individual, how-
ever wealthy, would be sbleot inclined t. ' adventure ;

it is mainly od this account that the joining of

ipedient and
unavoidable ; though
the case of Co-operation (q. v.), where a union of

small sums by a large number >.f person
u.iaMe. Joint-sto I

are of comparatively modern origin, and they can
exist with a chan [ sine.-— only m a community

good business notions aud habits, along

with a spirit of enterprise, and where there is that
: ...ill give stability

adingly, from a

of favourable
th.- lead in this kind of undertaki
how ever. Ii: , iturity on a

plan .a ii.. \ therlanJ
Slates. .Inint-stock associations arc not common in

the United States, incorporation being a better

method of union and more readily obtained.

The n- commencing a joint-stock

company is to - detailing the
object of the undertaking, inviting the subscription
of shares, and specifying the probable profits, As
the proposed compam necessarily recpi

secretary, w ho istructer and
future attach

ise m tl ney m ok t, scheming
solicitors and others devise pro

i cd capitalists to take shares
;

ii being a collapse of the company,
to the loss of all concerned, the projl

excepted. On this account, scrupulous care is

necessary in making such investment

-

the propose.] companies an of -. mini. .

be administered by persons of thorough integrity,

llv.rv joint st'-ck company sets out on certain
rules of management, which receive the approval
of the shareholders, who name a chairman and
board ..f directors, and these, on being appointed,
choose subordinate ollicials. Whatever be the
rules, and also the implied responsibilities, the
practice is to allow- considerable latitude to the
chairman and other directors in conducting the
affairs of the company, for they alone are in a

i
in a correct judgment, on points deeply

concerning the character and welfare of the asso-

ciation. As. with the best intentions, they may fall

into error, and thereby incur heavy losses of capital,

it. is reasonable to hold them blameless, unless

chargeable with fraud in their representations and
genera] dealings. Ordinarily, and with reckless

imprudence, shareholders ask no qui

: as they are getting

satisfactory dividends an iiuliU'er. nee to i *
- .mi-times sii (hi s a severe retribution.

Joint-stock I tpanies are at best a clumsy and
often not very satisfactory method for accomplish-

ing a pattieul ii- purpose, i londucted b

.. hatevi-r dexterity, they fall

immeasurably behind as regards the energy, breadth

of calculation, vigilance and pr ptitude with which
b\ a single individual,

, lliree a. t ic, p rtners. ready on the

instant to tal > very important turn

te i xceptional

circumstances refi rred t... and also in gigantic

c .ncerns which no single individual

copartnery would uml k companies
are economically inexpedient.

-ions inter-

posed to rego of joint stock com-

panies, and protect tin- public against the injuries

which tiny may recklessly inflict. The safest

undertakings are those of an
w hieli an- tin .1 by special act of

parliament, for besides that their rules have been
> ies of tin- i lommons and

Lords in terms of certain standing 0]

liability of shareholders is limited exp
amount of their respective stocks. 1;

lucre is DO
-ueli limitation by statute, any single shareholder

incurs a rcspon uuit] equal to the wind- debts ..(

ml he can seek relief onlj

brother shareholders conjointly or severally. The
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appalling nature of this responsibility, and the
necessity for as far as possible averting it, have
induced' the legislature to empower the organisation

of companies on a method of limited responsibility
;

in this respect copying a plan which had worked
successfully in the United States. To participate

in the benefit of this limitation, companies need to

be publicly registered according to certain statutory

obligations, by which means all have an oppor-

tunity of judging of their character. We add a brief

analysis of the laws aH'eotine' joint-stock companies
without and with limited liability.

Numerous statutes have been passed during the

last 30 years in England, Scotland, and Ireland, to

regulate the constitution and proceedings of joint-

stock companies, and there were separate statutes

for each kingdom, and also for different kinds of

companies in each kingdom. The principle of limited

liability was first introduced in 1856. All these

separate statutes, which led to much confusion, have
been now repealed, and replaced by one consolidated

statute, called the Companies' Act, 1S62, 25 and 26

Viet. c. 89, which, taken along with the common
law, constitutes the code of joint-stock companies
now applicable to the United Kingdom. This
general act contains provisions for enabling existing

companies previously registered to register them-
selves under the new act. The same formalities are

made applicable, with slight variations, to all joint-

stock companies, whether limited or unlimited. The
grand distinction between limited and unlimited
companies is, that whereas formerly, if a company
contracted debts, no matter how large, every mem-
ber was liable, if his co-members proved to be unable
to pay their proportions, to pay the whole of these

debts, even to the last shilling of his fortune—

a

resrdt which proved ruinous to the richer members

:

now, on the other hand, if the company is limited,

though it contract debts however large, yet each
member can in no event be called on to pay more
than he expressly guaranteed ; thus he knows at

the outset the worst that can befall him. Hence
it follows that if a limited company contract exces-

sive debts beyond wdiat the members are bound to

pay, it is the creditors alone who will chiefly suffer

;

but they have such ample means of satisfying them-
selves beforehand about the position and capabilities

publicity

access to books now provided, that they can
if the

of the company, by reason of the publicity and
irovided, that they can only

blame themselves if they credulously give too large

credit.

It may be also noticed, before stating the details

more particularly, that no partnership of bankers
which consists of more than ten persons shall be
formed in future unless it is registered and conducts

its business under the Companies' Act, 1S62 ; and
other partnerships consisting of more than 20 per-

sons, are in like manner compelled to register as a

company, unless they are already registered, or are

formed by some act of parliament or letters-patent.

The subject will be most conveniently noticed

under certain heads.

1. Constitution and Incorporation of Companies and
Associations.—Any seven or more persons associated

for any lawful purpose may subscribe a memor-
andum of association, and may define their liability

as follows. They may limit their liability either to

the amount, if any, unpaid on their shares, or to such
amount as they may respectively undertake to con-

tribute to the assets of the company, in the event of

its being wound up. If the liability is limited by
shares, then the word ' limited ' must be added to

the name of the company; and the amount of capital,

object, place of business, and declaration of the limit,

must be defined in the memorandum of association.

If the liability is limited by guarantee, the word

'limited' must also be added, and the amount of

guarantee defined, so as to extend to all liabilities

incurred while the party is a member, and within
one year after. If the company is formed on the
principle of no limit being placed on the liability of

its members, the declaration of any limit is omitted,
and it is called an unlimited company. The memor-
andum of association is to be stamped and signed
by each subscriber in presence of one witnessrand
when registered, it binds the company and members.
A company in general cannot alter this memorandum
of association, unless where it is a company limited

by shares, and wishes to increase its capital or shares.

Nor can a company alter even its name, unless by
special resolution of the company, approved by a

|
secretary of the Board of Trade. Besides the
memorandum of association, there must be articles

I

of association, also signed by the subscribers, stating

the rules of the company ; or if the company ia

limited by shares, and has no such articles, theu the
' rales stated in schedule A to the act occupy their

place. The articles of association. must be pnnted.
The memorandum and articles must be delivered to

the registrar of joint-stock companies, who shall

register the same, and grant a certificate of incor-

poration. Each member is entitled, on request, and
payment of Is., to have forwarded to him a copy
of the memorandum, and articles of association,

otherwise, the company forfeits a penalty of £1 in

each case. Companies are prohibited from adopting
the same name as another company, and in some
cases they cannot, without leave of the Board of

Trade, hold more than two acres of land.

2. Distribution of < 'npitrd oml LiobiUti/ of Members.—The interest or share of each member is part of

his personal, and not real estate. A member is

entitled to have his name entered on the register of

members, which contains the name and address of

each, his date of entry, his shares, &c. An annual
list is to be made out of all members, with the names,
addresses, and occupations of each, as well as the
amount of capital, shares, calls, &c, possessed and
paid by each, and this list is to be sent to the regis-

trar of joint-stock companies for inspection. Every
member is entitled to inspect at the office of the
company the register of members gratis, and any
other person is also entitled to do so on payment of

Is., or such member or person may demand a copy
on payment of Gd. for eVery 100 words. If the name
of a person is without cause entered or omitted in

the register, he can set the matter right by appli-

cation to the court. When a company is wound up,

every member past and present must contribute
towards the assets enough to pay the debts of the
company, subject to the following qualifications

:

1. No past member shall be liable who has ceased for

one year to be member ; 2. No past member is liable

to contribute to any debt contracted after he ceased
to be member ; 3. No past member shall be liable to

contribute, unless the existing members are unable
to pay the debts ; 4. In case of a limited company,
no member is bound to pay more than the amount
unpaid on shares, or the amount guaranteed by him
to be paid, according to the memorandum of asso-

ciation. In insurance companies, if the policy or

contract makes the funds alone liable, such contract
will remain good. If, at the windiug up, any divi-

dend is due to a member, this is to be deemed part

payment of his contribution. The result, therefore,

is, that in all unlimited companies, while one rich

member may be liable to his last shilling to pay the
whole debts of the company, in the event of his

co-members not being able to bear their shares of

these debts ; in limited companies, each member can
never be liable to pay more than the maximum
share or guarantee, whatever be the amount of the
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company's debts, and whether the other members
pay then shares or not.

ft, Management ami .{•lnthi!»fr<iHi>ii

i impany must have an offi

c uried on, and give notice I i

registrar. It the company is limited, it must have
its name painted up in a conspicuous

|

its office, and its name must, under a penalty, lie

printed or engraved mi all its notices, advertise-

ments, bills ..:

tpany must also seep a register of mort-
property, which any member

is entitled to inspect a1

aMe tunes. * i/.. limited banking,

insurance, deposit, pro, ident or beni I

• .mil nspend i" tin Ir

; capital dh idi d

must kn-pat its ..tii. o a n-._-ist.-r of its directors and
N., company is to carrj or bo nnesc

lumber of members is less I

shall be liable fur tin- whole di

I the company must be held once
:, year. The company may in general

I Its regulations by S|vi i

passed l.y imt liss than three fourths of the members,
and a copy thereof must be sent to tl

and given to each member. The Board of Trade
may appoint one or more ins]., it. us to i

rej>. irt on the affairs of the company on the following

application: 1, in case of a hanking company having
a capital divided into shares, on the application of

members holding one-third or more of the shares;

•J, in tin- case of any other company with shares, on

toe application of m. i tilth m n-

..i any company not
ipital divided into shans, on the appli-

lifth or more of the i

reasons of the application must, however, be sup-

such examination shall fall on the members requiring

ol Trade order them to !" paid

out of the company's fun. Is. The company itself

may also by special resolution appoint

n tin- company's .

i .if, i, f i '<im/"iuif».—X company may lie

wound up whenever it passes a special resolution to

also, whenever it does not commence
business within a year after incorporation, or sus-

• v. hole year ; also, whenever
it-- members are reduced to l.-s than s.v.-n; also,

whenever it is unable to pay its debts ; ami lastly,

whenever t: t is jll.-t all.l eipllt.ll ill-

th.it it should be wound up. A company is in the

p i\ its di bta

debt above £50 has formally demanded in writing

payment of sm h debt, ami the company for three
Weeks ll.Ue i. Ol com] lid

for it. Other teste of being on

arc, when th

i. to wind up
tin- company by petition presi nt. d b
or ti .Inn d V. In iirii i- an

for winding up, all

uita an- to be stayed, and the remedy
..t v. hiding up then
, boding up, the com I is to hai e

regard t.. ti,.- wishes "i the creditoi

I
, or.l. r t.. conduct the proceedings In

winding up. and t.. official li'pii-

datois may be appointed by slnh court, and the

liquidators are thereupon invested with full powers

to bring and defend actions, sell property , and do
iil thing! necessary for winding up the company's

atlairs, and may appoint a solicitor to .

lie- court, also, after an order

to wind up. -
: - il.nt i it .. i. .-.. of all

persons who are bound to contribute to pay tho
debts "i the company, also makes calli on such con-
tributorics, and may summon suspected poisons who
have property ot the company. Besides a ipul-

sory winding up of a company, there is also a power
winding up. whenever a special roso-

l to that eir.-i-t, or when the
loiiud its liabilities too _t. ,, ,,, ,

i ben appointed « ith
i b pov. ase. There is also

a third i Il ailed a tt ill. I-

i to the supervision of the -

ii'.vo power to compromise calls and
i' ills, as well as debt pi.--.-iit or future,

u| nich terms as may be reasonable. And where
-I., to i -.- misappued, „ -, o, be.

bi ti a irt, notwithstandin b is

pa ""''', "" '

:,M
[" "<]"•'

moneys so misapplied. Che court may ale ler
tlie.-l - of the

.in.! tit. -I- to In- paid out of the assets.

5. Reyutration, Thi appointmenl o

companies is made by the Board of
Trade, and there must be at least o Mice for

registration in each of the three kingdoms. Every
person is entitled to inspect tin- documents kepi by
the registn paying a fee uol ex
shilling, and he may require a copy oi

documents at .
-.- i... ..-,, u

folio.

Moreover, as regards other remedies, it is now a
criminal oil. nee for directors oi companies to declare
and publish fraudulent ace its; and not only are
directors personally liable to third parties buying
shares on the faith of sin-li t.i I

.- n-p.., t and sullciiii:;

I..--, but i -mu lie- oiliciaji who knowin _dy i-.niiiil.ute

to these false rejiorts, arc also personally liable in

JOINT TENANCY, in English Law, the owner-
hip of land i - along w ith oi i moi - ol b .

persona See Joist i iw mi:.

JOINT Ti; Mil-:, or LDVENTURE, means a
partnership limited as to a particular undertaking,
and not, as in the usual ease, i.,,

1 oi time. II. il e th
-.-Hue liabilities as ordinary

nnii. Thus, a partnership of this kind
in. iv be limited to the working ol a patent. In all

the parties

are mm h li tho e ol ordinary pai i-

nerships; but. - - ._ .'

;
I <n the particulars

of the . ontt • de between them.

.I( WN'TI.l.SS, m En-Jisli Law, means a lady who
hi l Jointure (q. v.) secured to her.

.HUNTS
may 1" defined >.. i..

1 1,. ,.,r, ,

of the skeleton of an animal body, through the inter-

vention "I a si! II, till -Il lletlll-.-S ,

ini in.
.

Th. t.- -.tin i-s w In. li . ni. i into i In- formation
..I the more compli i ji

lot m.s the di joints; ligament,
in various modilieations, is employed as li..- bond oi

union between tin- bony ... -mints; while the three
ir ill those joints in

its vary in

the degr f motion h almost perfect immobility
to tin- great* I t. nt oi motion that
ai npatible with the maintenance "i the bony

i. .-ir proper relation with each othi r.

Joints have been divided i.;. anatomists into two
great clauses, to which the t-



Diarthrosis are applied. In synarthrosis, tip pints

are continuous—that is to say, there is no synovial

sac intervening between the bones; and the joints

belonging to this class are so very limited in their

motion as to be considered by some as immovable;
while in diarthrosis, the articular surface of each of

the bones is covered with cartilage, and between
these cartilaginous plates is a synovial sac; and
mobility is the distinguishing feature of this class of

joints. In briefly describing the leading varieties

of these two classes of joints, we shall, as far as

possible, avoid the barbarous terms which have been
introduced into this department of anatomy.

In synarthrosis, the articulation is said to be by
suturt when the bones seem to grow somewhat
into one another, and to become interlocked and
dovetailed together, each bone having a jagged or

serrated margin, or when there is a degree of

bevelling of one bone, so that it is overlapped by
the other. Both these kinds of suture are at once
seen in the human skull, the serrated suture being

well seen in the union of the two parietal bones,

the bevelled suture being shewn in the overlapping

of the temporal bone above the side of the parietal,

and a combination of the two being exhibited by
the coronal suture between the frontal bone and the

anterior edges of the parietal bones. In all these

there is a thin ligamentous membrane interposed

between the hones, which disappears as the growth
of the cranium becomes completed.

When a slight amount of motion of one bone
upon another is required to be combined with great

strength, the contiguous surfaces of the bones are

united by a thick and strong layer of fibro-cartdage,

with which a little elastic tissue is intermixed.

This is an intermediate variety between the two
classes of joints, but approximates most nearly to

synarthrosis. As examples of this kind of joint,

may be mentioned the agfciculatiou between the

bodies of the vertebras and that between the two
pubic bdhes at what is termed the symphysis. See
Pelvis.

In diarthrosis. the degree and nature of the motion
are very various. There may be merely a little

gliding motion between the ends of the bones, as,

for example, in the articulations between the various

bones of the carpus and tai-sus. See Hand and
Foot. In these cases, the surfaces are plane, or one

is slightly concave, and the other slightly convex
;

and the motion is limited in extent and direction

by the ligaments of the joint, or by some projecting

point of one of the bones. In some cases, instead

of a slight concavity and convexity, one bone pre-

sents a cup-like depression, while the termination

of the other assumes a hemispherical, or more or

less globular shape. Hence the name of ball and
socket that is applied to such joints. The best

example of this variety is the Hip-joint (q. v.),

and the next best is the shoulder. In these joints,

the ball is kept in apposition with the socket by
means of what is termed a capsular ligament, which
may be described as a barrel-shaped expansion of

ligamentous structure, attached by its extremities

around the margin of the articular surfaces com-
posing the joint, and forming a complete investment

of it, but not so tight as materially to restrict its

movements. This species of joint is capable of

motion of all kinds, as any one may readily test for

himself, especially in the shoulder-joint.

Another important variety of articulation is the

hinge-joint, in which the contiguous surfaces are

marked with elevations and depressions, which
exactly fit into each other, so as to restrict motion
to one direction. The elbow and ankle joints, and
the joints of the lingers and toes, are the best

examples of this variety. The knee-joint is a less

j
Pel feet example, because in certain positions it is

ipable of a slight rotation. These hinge-joints are
always provided with strong lateral ligaments. The
shells of bivalve molluscs are united by a very
strong and perfect hinge-joint.

The last kind of joint requiring notice is that
which admits only of rotatory motion. A pivot and
a ring are the essential parts of this joint, the ring
being generally formed partly of bone and partly of

ligament. The best example of this articulation

is that between the atlas (the first vertebra) and
the odontoid or tooth-like process of the axis (the

second vertebra). See Hand.
Diseases of the Joints.—Formerly, all the severer

forms of diseases of the joints were vaguely desig-

nated under the one general term white sicellimj : but
during the last half century', thanks to the labours
of modern surgeons, amongst whom the name of

the late Sir Benjamin Brodie stands prominently
conspicuous, the diseases of the joints are tolerably-

well understood, and can be discriminated from
one another with very considerable accuracy.
In diseases of the joints, we may have one or

more of the following textures affected: (1), the
synovial membrane; (2), the cartilage; and (3), the
bones themselves.

The synovial membrane may undergo either acute
or chronic inflammation, giving rise to the serious
affections known as acute and chronic Synovitis

(q. v.).

Loose substances of a fibrous structure, and usually
resembling a small beau in size and shape, some-
times occur in joints, especially in the knee-joint.
They commence as little pendulous growths upon
the synovial membrane, which after a time become
detached. When they get between the ends of the
bones, which they are apt to do during exercise,
they cause a sudden and often a most excruciating
pain, which is often followed by inflammation, and
arrest all motion of the joint. These symptoms are
not relieved till, by gentle flexion and manipulation,
the loose cartilage (as it is usually termed) has been
removed to a position in which it ceases to give
annoyance. When the' displacement of the loose
body is only occasional, and does not cause intensely
severe pain, the treatment shoidd be limited to the
application of an clastic bandage or a tightly fitting

knee-cap, which shoidd be constantly worn, with
the view of restraining the loose body to a position
in which it is inoffensive. If, however, this pallia-

tive treatment fails, the offending body must be
removed by sub-cutaneous incision, which avoids
the danger of a direct wound into the joint.

The cartilage may be affected in various ways.
There maybe (1) simple destruction of cartilage;

(2), scrofulous destruction of cartilage; (3), hyper-
trophy of cartilage

; (4), atrophy of cartilage, and
other modified forms of disease of this texture, all

of which, especially the second, are of a very serious
character, but not of a nature that admits of popular
explanation.
The most important diseases of the osseous struc-

tures of the joints are (1) ulcer and (2) caries. These
diseases often, but not always, begin with the dis-

organisation of cartilage, and then extend to the
bones. Sometimes, however, they commence in the
bones. The consideration of the symptoms and
general treatment of these diseases would be out of

place in these pages, but a reference to one very
important mode of treating articular caries will be
found in the article Besecxion of Joints. Several
of the preceding diseases, even when the result of

our treatment may lie regarded as satisfactory, leave
a certain amount of stiffness of the joint (sometimes
extending to perfect immobility), to which the term
Ankylosis (q. v.) is ajipUed.
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. i » I NITKI". ,n English Law, menus an estate or

ii _. r )>«iii«l in an estate

settli 1 upon a « if.-, in the event of her surviving her

husband. The jointure was at lirst adopted as a

substitute for Dower (q. v.), and dower is barred if a

jointure is provided. The requisites of a jointure

arc: 1. That it must commence and take effect

on the husband's death ;
'2. It must

be (or the wife's life, ..r fur -

It must be raven t.. the wife herself, and not merely
i. It most be expressed to be

made in satisfaction of lu-r whole .lower: .">. It must

be made bel

jointure is usually by way of a rent-charge on the

husband's i- t of which is to allow

bar to r.-main in possession of the .-state, or part of

it, aft.r the husband's de itb

e be created out ,-i

net sell tin- .-state afterwards,

uture. A jointure is not lost

Dn or felony "f the husband, nor by the

he wife.

I
, the word jointure is al

.',
[i

i j either of an annuity

to h.-r or oi

liferent of lands, ca fn whatever
way the jointure is constituted, it also exelu.les the

i e, unless it is otherwise expressed.

JmIWILLE, JlAK, SiKtR or Sire de, one of

I i
- whose Works possess

iuueli interest OT value, was born about 1224, of an

old family, in I'hampa-u.-, and hold lu_li offices

under Thibaut IV.. km- of Navarre, "in 1248,

lie join.-d Louis IX. of France with nine km Jus
and 700 armed men in his .-ru-ade ; shared that

ipti\ its ; and r.-tui nin_' to Prance in

. nt his court, but

accompany him in his second crusade

U I J. wr.-te his

ol the most valuable

Work- ill the who!. I middle j;is,

combining an excellence of style then v. ry rare

with a most interesting exhibition of individual

character in the minute record of events. II,- died

about the year 1318. Tin- /'

lirst published at Poitiers in 1546; the latest edition

, 1858).

.Ti ilsTS, horizontal tiuib. -

l-'t- ta.

JO'LIBA. s-eXioKi:.

JOLLY-BOAT (D« pawl), a small

boat k.-pt on board -hip for the purpose ,,f com-
with the shore. It is a broad, safe

JolU B t.

rx.at. and is specially devoted to the use of the

st.-war.l and to the conveyance of his purchases

I

.loMIM. Hi .11, I'.wiovboin 6th March 1771'

Jment in the French
Eterwards, chiefly tin. .n_li the friend-

-hip ,,i \o, • i v rank by
the Emperor Kapoleoa [n 1804, hi

'/ H oi tin-uisho.l hiinseli

at the treatment whi, li he received Erom Napoleon,
. . to 1 he allie

l'laeswit/, and enter.-d the service of H

hi active pari in the military opera-

tions at Varna; and in 1855 he s.-ttl,,

Besides the work already I tioned, Ins Histoire
l/c'iV.lilv ./..« I 'tHII/HKIHt* lit It, lli'lt,hlt!nH

(5 vols. Paris, lsnc.i. in- r;. r, ,!,<;,,„

i vols. Tar. 1827), and I

A nah/tii/iie tl,.t Prinfi/nilt .< ' '„iiiliiiiii',snif

(Petersb. 1830) are of great value to the military stu-

dent, lie died in 1869.

JO'KAH ill.-b. V, ,„„],. a 'dove;' Or. Jonas), A
Hebrew prophet, sou of i mil I

i i
_' Kings riv. 25, a oath a of Gat

town of (lalih-c in Zebiilun, and not far from Phoenicia.

He appeal s to I, o . ll lied about the , e I I) ill

oi tie 81 li .-. i'-.
<
'., in the reign of Jet

'

and was prob I he eai liest of those

propllets whose writin-s an- extant. It lias been
nr_-ed by Koseniniilli-r and other critics, that the

miracle recorded in the book known under his

name is not to be regarded as an hi

but only as an allegory, founded on the I'h.cnician

myth of Hercules reseiiin- Hesione from the sea-

monster by leaping himself into its jaws, and for

tine,- days and three nights continuing to tear its

entrails. The ,le-i",u of the author in n.

this myth with tin- actual voyage of •'., and the

I the heathen N no \ it ,- ,, w is. it is

suggested, to brine out more vividly the truth,

that <;...! will not permit his inereiful intentions

j it--d by the dis.,1.

prophet. On the other hand, it has been thought
by orthodox tl lo-ians -.morally, that the lan-

_ua-, ,,t I hl-i.st (Matt. xii. o'.l II ; xvi. -t ; I.uke

\i. 29), and the manner in which it is mentioned

in .losephus and the Apocrypha, preclude the
possibility of our slipposin- this miracle to be

other than strictly historical. .1. has been supposed

by early authorities to have been the son of the

widow of Zarephath il Kin^s xvii. 24 1, also to have

been the pupil of ESisha. J.'s tomb is shewn at

\. In 5 iiini- i Prop .1 ' ill 1, near Mosul. Leusden,

Jonat llhutr'i'i - . I'i-a| h'.'.H'i ; Fricdnohsen, Krili-

ick a\ r Amiclib n mm Biteli Jonat
Uton i. 18171 ; lo.si-nmiillor, l'r,,l ./

•' .It, null mill Htm it,

by the Rev. W. Drake [Cambridge, If

JOKES, Lnio.o, a well known Kn-lish architect,

was born in London in 1572, Of In-, ally history,

little is known till the tune wh.u the Karl of

Pembroke, attracted by his great aptitude at draw-

in-, sent him abroad for four years to tudy the

master-pieces of architecture in Pra -, Germany,
and Italy. While in id particular

attention to the works of I'alladlo, wl,

introduced into l-ai-lan.l, whence we sometimes hear

English I'd: idi i.' In 1605,

he was ,u [i : In in ranging the

scenery, 4c., for the inas.pi.-s ,,i |'„ n I,

.T,,ii-o,i afterwards satirised his fellow-labourer in

Barlhalon Fair, In 1612, J. revisited Italy, still

further to improve his style, and on b

England was appointed surveyor-genei d of the

royal buildings, .1. was at this time accounted the

first ar.hitect of England, and aooord
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the first of the age. He died in 1653. The state of Menu cq. v.) appeared in 1794. He was busily
of architectore in England daring J.'s time was an employed on a digest of the HinJa and Moham-
excellent foil to his genius, as the praise bestowed medan laws, when he was attacked with an inflam-
npon his works shews, bnt still in any age he would marion of the liver, which terminated fatally on the
have ranked high as an architect. His master-piece 27th April 1794. J. was one of the first linguists

; to be the Banqneting House at White- and oriental scholars that this country has produced,
hall. Other works of his are the church of St. Panl, The East India Company erected a" monument to
in Coral Garden, Ashbamham House, and Surgeons' his memory in St Paul's Cathedral, and a statue in
Hall, which, however, are very mediocre. _ .1 A complete edition of his works, in 6 vols.

JONES, T,,hx Paul bom at Arbigland, in the ^V™ P""^8* b
f,^ 'Jon<? ?Jj99 \fDd

I
- Scotland, 6th Jrfv

mother »ppe^ in 13 vols. 8vo, m 1S07, w.th »

the am of a gardener named John Paul
;

** ot °* autW b?^ Te-gnmouth.

He became a sailor, was for a short time engaee-l in JOHJS SIA, a genus of trees of the natural ord»r

the slave trade, and afterwards settled in Virginia. Leguminouc, sub-order Casalpiniece. having a two- .

assuming the name of Jones. He ardently embraced leaved calyx, a funnel-shaped 4-fid corolla, seven

the cause of the American colonies. When the
]

stamens attached to a ring which springs from the

Congress, in 1775, resolved to fit out a naval force, tube of the corolla, a scimitar-shaped pod The
he offered his services ; and visiting the British t leaves are abruptly pinnate. The Asoea of San-

-formed some remark- sen* poetry (/. Asoea) is one of the ]coast in a brig of 18 guns, performed i loveliest trees

ably bold exploits, and took advantage of bis <* me East- Its orange and crimson flowers grow
with the scenes of his boyhood to make m graceful racemes. Indian poetry abounds in its

a hostile "visit to the shores of the Solway Firth. [
praises.

In 1779, he was appointed to the command of a 3&SK&FESG, a town of Sweden, and one of
small squadron of French ships displaying the the most beautiful and finelv situated in the
American flag, with which he again visited the country, is capital of the hen of the same name,
British coasts, causing great alarm, and taking some

j
and stands at the southern extremity of Lake

king of France made him a chevalier Wetter, and is backed on the south and west by
i Military Merit. After the war was pine-dad hills. It is a maritime and trading town,

ended, J. attempted, along with John Ledyard to and contains an arsenal and a factorv for arms. Pop.
establish a fur-trade between the north-west coast ! in 1869 10,810
of America and China, but failed In 1787, lie

j
JOTTQUII.' (Fr. jompdUe, from La-

accepted an appointment in the Russian service, Ta^h a name ^Ten to^^ s^ss ;

-.iniand ot a fleet at the mouth of the
( , ^^ ^.Ufee leaTes. TheCoiiMOX J. <A'.

Dnieper, with which he took an active part m the jOBqualaU a nathre of the sonth of Europe, is one
?;--;--.-•- \r- -:-- v_ -y — -

----

He *£ £/?"*
i ; -

T
'• K ^* T^ nower-borders. It has from two to six yellow

was attended by a deputation of the Legislative flowers at ^ smamit of i{s ^^ ae.tol
*

telll) .

The Sweet-scexted J. (X. odorus), also a native of
the south of Europe, is another species very gener-

-'!-.' -.-.r. - '- I-r.:i:_-l-.:;i- r .- l_ ..".; iz .:_ J.

flowers.

3es, or BEyjAjnx, an English dram-
atist, was bom, according to the most reliable

accounts, at Westminster, though one authority
Warwickshire, in 1574. the Scottish

JONES, Sni Wilxiam,
September 1746, and was sent to Harrow in 1753.
where he soon eclipsed all his fellows, particularly

in classical knowledge. In 1764, he was entered at
' 'liege, Oxford where he was enabled

to gratify that desire for a knowledge of the oriental

languages which had shewn itself during the last

: Ins residence at Harrow. In 1765 he
left Oxford, to become tutor to the eldest son of
Earl Spencer, with whom he remained five years.

I"_ .7" „ ' '.-_r ".. ..: z'-r r -i : -.'..-. iiinj ::

Denmark, a Life of Xadir Shah, translated into
French from the Persian ; in the following year, a
PtTivxn Grammar, republished some years ago, with

y the late Professor
Lee; and in 1774. he on Asiatic

'- hhorn at Leipsic, in
1776. In 1780, he completed a transkr

ems, known as the JloaWitat, which
obtain their collective name from being ' suspended'

le at Mecca ; wrote an essay On Ote

of Suppressing Biota, and another,

f Bailments, and two
or three odes. In March 1783. J. obtained a judge-
ship in the Supreme Court of Judicature in Bengal,
and landed at Calcutta in September. He at onee*set
about the acquisition and promulgation of the know-
ledge of oriental languages, literature, and customs.
He established the If

;
S iety, 'for inves-

Drummond of Hawthomden, states that J. told him
his grandfather was a Scotchman of Annandale, who
settled in Carlisle, and his father a clergyman, who
died before Ben was born. The latter received his
education at Westminster school, where he had for
his preceptor the illustrious Camden. Our know-
ledge of his career from this point until the period
when he became famous as an author is very
obscure. It is said that his mother took a second
husband a bricklayer (but this is doubtful), and
that Ben was forced very unwillingly - - his

stepfather. ^The story of his residence (for a few
months) at St John's College, Cambridge, may be aa
authentic tradition, bnt it really rests on no better
evidence than the present of some books now in
the library of that college with his name inscribed
on them. If he went thither at all, he was soon
forced to return home for want of means ; but hi3

antipathy to the trade of a bricklayer -

that he finally ran oft, and served as
the Low Countries for some time. After coming
back to England, he tried the profession of an actor,

tigating the history, antiquities, arts, sciences, and but did not succeed whereupon he started as
literature of Asia,' of which he was the first presi-

i
writer for the stage. Even in this capacity he did

dent To the volumes of the Ascitic Researches, Sir fc not rapidly acquire a reputation. The first piece that
William contributed largely. Besides these, he wrote procured him a name was Erery 3Ian in his Humour
and published a story in verse, called The Enchanted (1598). The best of his subsequent productions are

1 a translation of an Volpone, or theFoz (1&05), The Silent Woman (1609),
ancient Indian drama, called Saamtala, or the Fatal and The Alchemist (1610;. . These are comedies fall

Ring. A translation by him of the Ordinances of rich, dry, carefully-elaborated 'humour.' He
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i l.'iO miles, hiivini;
]

•.! through the

1611), on which he but only small lake of Kl Haleh (The Waters ol Merom)
i rata II 1/ .-. written for and tli<- Laki • of Galilee), it falls

the coiirU of James ami Chaj illy into the northern extremity ..I the I >.
- :i . 1 Sea

.1. For many yean J. was in receipt of (q. v.). The bed ol the ri»er varies much in

pension from those i an-hs. Imt In

profoae habits involved him constantly in ilitricul-

i

i 1637. •!-

i now, and never were,

own day. There is an aii

boat his hs thai spoils their effect

Yet, on the other band, he possesses a rode force,

and a humour which, if heavy and saturnine, is

also genuine and pu illy, to,,, his

lyrics shew a Lightn almost inex-
plieahle, eonsiih-riiij; the ordinarily enmbrous move-
ment of his faculties. The influence which he ex-

the wife of his time is proof of the

breadth, and its banks are in some places flat,

in others, steep. Where it enters the Dead Sea,
it is 180 yards broad, and •'! feel de

little way further up, il is onlj SO

md 7 feel deep Prom the Lake of Tiberias
.1. is cros ••'! by no bridge,

although in twn rir "
i Tiberias is a bridge

called Jacob's Bridge, over which the road from
number of

i is fordable; in some, even when the
river is in flood The course of the J. was explored
\y Lieutenant Molyrn ax, an Engli b

t the man. Shakspeare Angus! 1847, during eaaon ; and by

held at the Mi rmaid Tavern, Be was an inunense
drinker, and Ins potations do not seem to hive

institution. The
beat edition of bis works is that byGi
jianied l.y a 1 .

i
• _r r .

i

j .1 1 :
. il memoir (Loud. 11 \o!s.

lsir.i ; the Harry Cornwall, pub-
1838 j 3d ed 1853).

.iii PPA, thi nami pv< n in the I In ek of the
m to a town called in Hebrew Tafo

ill an expedition sent . ,, 1 1 1,\-

the Tinted .-• m \|„ ii 1848, when
the nver was n, Il 1.

JORGENSEN, Jobgen, a

who. in the I. ntiiry, made
1

ind Of Id land.
I

iv ue.-ks. was the
son of a watehmaker in I '..]„ uli.e, u. an.

I

in 1779. On thi 21 I ru , 1809,
in -I \ \ isit.-d the island ship

letn, )'"/' Or Jaffa, i. e.. beauty. It is situated wliieh lie held tie p.- i i interpreter, J. arrived

Syria, about -'i.'i miles north

weal of Jerusalem, and, according to Stanley, still

place of great anti-

quity. Her.-, according to the classical myth, it

was thai Andromeda was chained to the rock,
and expoa I fcory that has

low out in an obscure way
the early intercourse between Greece and Syria.

In sacred I port of Jeru-
alem in tie and Solomon, and the

at loikiavik in the Margaret and Ami, an aimed
merchantman from London, nmn,.. i i'j.. U ii-.

A few days after, h.- surrounded the hon t the
governor, took him prisoner, and in

thai he should hold [celand in possi s-

ir England
relieve him.' He then issued sevei d

proclamations, mn m.- -thai relations with Great
dd be set on a firm footing, and [celand

be placed under her prot. 1 1 ... h, i

o whieh the ee.hirs of Lebanon were floated 'government oiiiee.' . oniiseatin^all Danish p..

from Tyre for the building of the temple. It with whatever else h uld lay hands on, u, thr *i.lt*

i. that the Apostle Peter saw the vision I jecting the inhabitants to all the
which i

em. i in the 9th
In August, I

r. ign was brought to a
the Great, J. wat i val ol a British man-of-war, the

i .1 its highest prosperity commanderof which, hear ii

in the •
I

lev when it became the of J., immediately seized upon and impris -d him,
principal landing riore of Christen-

dom. In 1799, it a/as stormed bj the French under affairs. .1. was earned r. i:,, -l.nl. I.ut he does not
Bonaparte, and here was perp I bj the punishment he so

' in. d fully merited II . London fur

All mad •'< "> i..l,bery in 1820, and
Botany] in 1826.

from him again in 1840. Thei tern Jaffa is within .i,,i:\ \ \iu;s, or JOBDANES, a historian of

dad up, and it has very httle trade. Pop. about Gothic di a\ Hi was first a notary, but after-
"11 and was made

JORDAENS, J \Knn, a celelirate.l Put. h painter, Bishop of Croton, in Italy. He wrote two nisi

twerp in 1994, and died in 1678 i thi fii t. //. /

His works are e\eee.ini.. . mpendium
found in ne.st Kuropcai of the most important events j,, 1

nd vigour of ]ior- creation down to 652 a.m. j but the wink is only
valuable from the accounts in it of several barbarouu

H ithei

a Among his best known works
' Mi n\ in .kin.-. Goths), is a « oik which has ol

and Hot,' 'Pan and Syrinx,' and - nown, chiefly fr its being our onlj
.•n.' it the I

JO'RDAN, the principal river of Palestine, the tribes, except wl onudby
bad oi which forms a treat valhv, stretching fr '

"»i- The work is, how-
north to south m the e,„teru part of the country. ' "' r

• full "f "> uracies, l.oth of time, place, and

The J., deriving its head-wal my editions of both works,

branches ol the Lebanon Mountains, and JOBU'LLO, a volcanic l inta
• im Mount Hermon, Hows south, and after I Confederatson, situated loo md.

thi I

sand

sooo.
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of the city of Mexico, -was thrown up, in Sep-

tember 1750, to the height of 137S feet from a

plain, which itself was 2890 feet above the level of

the sea; lat. 19' 10" X.. long. 101° 2'W. This new
creation originally consisted of a scries of cones of

various sizes. Many of the subordinate eminences
have since disappeared altogether ; some have
changed their form; and few now emit vapour.

The temperature of the surface has gradually

declined, and mnch of the locality has been covered
with forest trees.

JOSEPH I., Emperor of Germany, the eldest son

of Leopold I., Avas born at Vienna 20th Jtdy 1678,

was crowned king of Hun-ary in 16S9, and lung of

Rome in 1690, became emperor in 1705, and died in

1711. The influence of the Prince of Salm, who
had the charge of his education, ami bis subsequent
connection with Prince Eugene, led him to embrace
opinions much more liberal than those which have
generally prevailed in his family, and he granted
privileges to the Protestants of Hungary and Bohe-.

mia which had been refused by his predecessors.

He also concluded a treaty in 1707 with Charles

XII. of Sweden, by which he granted religious

liberty to the Protestants of Silesia, and restored to

them 120 churches which had been taken from them
by the Jesuits. He was fond of courtly ceremonial,

but mild and affable, and sought to improve the

condition of the peasantry in his dominions by
relieving them from some of the oppressions to

which they were subject. He eagerly and success-

fully prosecuted, in alliance with Britain, the war of

the Spanish .Succession against France.

JOSEPH II., Emperor of Germany, son of

Francis I. and Maria Theresa (q. v.), was born 13th

March 1741, at a time when his mother's fortunes

were in their lowest state of depression. He early

gave proof of excellent abilities. After the peace

of Hubertsburg, he was elected king of Rome, and
after the death of his father (18th August 1765),

emperor of Germany. Maria Theresa also asso-

ciated him with herself in the government of the

Austrian states ; but for some time his actual share

in it amounted to little more than the chief command
of the army. On her death in 17S0, he inherited all

her dignities and power. He was ambitious of

increase of territory, and although he failed in his

object of adding Bavaria to the Austrian dominions,

which he thought to consolidate by obtaining it in

exchange for the Low Countries, yet he was success-

ful in acquiring Galicia, Lodomeria, and the county
of Zips, at the first partition of Poland, in 1772 ; anil

he appropriated, in 17S0, great part of the bishoprics

of Passau and Salzburg. He was a zealous reformer,

having imbibed, like Frederick the Great, the

principles of the philosophy which prevailed in that

age, but he attempted his reforms too rasldy, and
too much by the exercise of mere authority, and was
compelled to restore many time's again to their former

condition ; the hostility of the nobles and clergy,

whose power and privileges he sought to reduce,

producing rebellions in various parts of his domi-

nions. The clergy in particular regarded him witli

detestation. He had early shewn a dislike to them,

which caused no little vexation to his mother ; and
as soon as he found himself in full possession of the

government of Austria, he proceeded to declare him-

self independent of the pope, and to prohibit the

publication of any new papal bulls in his dominions
without his Placet regium. The continued publica-

tion of the bulls Unigenitus (q. v.) and In canul

Domini (q. v.) was also prohibited. Besides this, he
suppressed no fewer than 700 convents, reduced the

number of the regular clergy from 63,000 to 27,000,

prohibited papal dispensations as to marriage, and

on 15th October 17S1, published the celebrated

Edict of Toleration, by which he allowed the free

exercise of their religion to the Protestants and Not-
united Greeks in his dominions. Pope Pius VI.
thought to check this corn-Be by a personal interview
with the emperor, and for that put-pose made a visit

to Vicuna in 17S2 ; and although he was quite
unsuccessful in his object, he carried away with him
the conviction, that the people were utterly unpre-
pared for the reforms which their sovereign sought
to accomplish, a conviction the correctness of wliich

the event abundantly proved. J. engaged in a
war with Turkey in 1788, in which he was unsuc-
cessful; and the vexation caused by this, and by
the revolts in his own dominions, and the necessity
under which. he felt himself of revoking many of

the edicts by which he had sought to promote
the welfare of his people, hastened his death, which
took place on 20th February 1790. He founded
many valuable institutions, and did much to pro-

mote the progress of arts, manufactures, and
commerce in Austria.

JOSEPHINE, Marie Hose, Empress of the
French, was born, 23d June 1763, in the island of

Martinique, where her father, Tacher de la Pagerie,

was captain of the port at St Pierre. She had only
an indifferent colonial education ; but her qualities

of mind and heart, even more than her beauty, won
universal regard. When about 15 years of age, she
came to France, and soon after married the Viscount
Alexandre Beauharnais ; of which marriage were
born Eugene, viceroy of Italy, and Hortense, queen
of Holland, and mother of the Emjieror Napoleon
III. J.'s husband having been executed during the
Reign of Terror, she herself just escaped through
the events of 9th Thermidor (27th July 1794). She
was married, 9th March 1796, to Napoleon Bona-
parte, accompanied him in some of his campaigns,
and exercised a great influence in restraining

him from measures of violence and severity. At
Malmaison, and afterwards at the Luxembourg and
the Tuileries, she attracted round her the most
brilliant society of France, and contributed not a
little to the increase of her husband's power. She
regarded his exaltation to the throne, however, with
a presentiment of evil ; and from the day of her

becoming empress, seemed to dread that political

motives might lead him to seek the dissolution of a
marriage which had proved unfruitful. After scenes

of the most painful kind, this took place. The
marriage was dissolved by law on lGth December,
1809. J. retained the title of empress, corresponded
with Bonaparte, and if the allied sovereigns had
permitted, would have rejoined hiin after his fall.

She lived near Evreux, and died, after a short

illness, on 29th May, 1814. Compare Histoire cle

Vlmpiratrice Josephine (2 vols., Paris, 1S59), by M.
J. Aubenas.

JOSE'PHUS, FLAVIUS, a celebrated Jewish
historian, was born at Jerusalem, 37 A. D.' He
was of both royal and sacerdotal lineage, being

descended, on the mother's side, from the line of

Asmonean princes, while his father, Matthias,

officiated as a priest in the first of the twenty-

four courses. The careful education he received

developed his brilliant faculties at an unusually

early period, and his acquirements, both in Hebrew
and Greek literature—the two principal branches of

his studies—soon drew public attention upon him.

Having successively attended the lectures at the

paramount religious schools of his time—' sects,' as

he inaccurately terms them—he withdrew into the

desert, to a man whom he calls Banos, and who is

conjectured to have been either a follower of John
the Baptist or an Essene. Three years later, he
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returned to Jerusalem, and li.-invfnrth 1.,]..n^il to Kphraim, and was born in Egypt I

the body of the 'Pharisees,' \rhich, in fact, comprised [sraelitea had reached Sinai, he "a* chosen bj
the bulk of the ] pie. So great was the regard for Moses to command the troops that fought against
his abilities, thai at the age ol only twenty six years Amalek ; and shortly before the death 01 the grei t

In- wa< I'liiisi-ii .1.1. -air t" Nero. Win n the Jews lav. publicly invested by the latter

rose in their last and fatal insurrection against with the whole civil and military

J, was appointed governor of Galilee, of the Israelites. The vigorous and, on
Here he displayed the greatest valour and prudence j successful manner in which he pursued tl in-

", f tin. Rom if .

i

,,i .iiMnl.iit.'.l tin' land among
(67 A. D.) in- .1 in the hook w hick
Jotapata, into which .1. had thrown himself, .- [I died a! thi age of 110, and
taken after a deapei ol 47 day-, was huri.-.l at Tiiiinath-Serali, in Ephraim.- Th«
Along with Bome others, he cuneealed himself in so-called Book of Joshua, in n

a cavern, but his hidiu- pia.-e v*..s dis.-ovor.-.l, and taininj uni ol tl" conquest and division
being brought before Vespasian, he would have ol the 'Land of Promise,' was neither written by

irding to his him nor bj any of Lis < temporaries ; In.t the
own account, for .1. is his own and his Bole compiler has certainly made copious use, espe-
I prophesied that his captor would yet cially in the earlier ehapters, of doemn.

Rome. Nevertheless, he was up during I

kept in a sort
i about three passages as that relative to the barlol Rahab

I in i le Soman army at the 'and she dwelleth in [srael unto thi d

siege of Jerusalem by Titus; and after the fall of the —del own antiquity; bul on tl

• it;. (70 \. iM. was instrumental in saving the lives other hand, su.-h p.-.ss.-. >.-
; . ih. ...m ...

of some of his relatives. After this, he appears to eaptur. of llel.n.n |..f whioli there an
Rome, ami to have .1. voted himself which did n..t t.-.ko p!; till after the death oi

awry studies. The exact period of his death .T. ; the frequency ot the expression, 'unto this

ined. All we know is. that he snr- day.' in connection! that forbid us to suppose the.ui.'.i. .\n we Kin.w is, mar iie stir- nay. m connections wai lorm.i ns to suppose tie-

pa II., who died 97 A. D. He was thrice interval a brief one; the allusion to Judah and
i had children ley his seeund and third Israel as distinct (xi. 21) : the lateness of many of

Wives. His works are : //i~:„ii ,,///„ ./,„;,/, II',,,-. the gramniatieal forms, &c, clearly indicate the
in 7 1 ks. written both m Ifel.r.-w and I !reek 1 1 hi- gradual growth of the I k iimh-i sin-.-.

Hebrew version is no longer extant i ;
./ „-,V, . I

„/,"- the last of whom is pla.-ed l,y Ma-ius, Spinoza.
quitim, in I'll I ks. containing tin- history of his Hasse, ,Ve., after the exile, and liy Kwal.l in the
countrymen h to the end tin f Mana-s.-h ; while Ki-il and others plaei- the

.-: N.-i-o (tie- lirtilli.u- II. -1. r. w ./..-,'/.,.»„,. hook ill the time Of Saul. A Samaritan Hook
which for a long time was identified with .l.'s ,,t .loshua I' 7,,-.„,„-.,,, \.,„, ,,,-,'/,, „,,,.,), containing i

Attiimuiies, dates from the 1 0th e. v.n.l; a treatise chronoL.gieal narrative ,.t events Irnm tin- .l.-.ith

,-.,- r,i qf ih. ./,„.,-. against Apion, in of Moses down to the time of the Roman emperor
2 vols., valuable chiefly for its extracts from old Hadrian.. .p. led from Aral. ic and Hebrew sources,

- ten; and an .I,,'.,'.;....,,-.,/./,,, i:{7 90 about 1300 ...n., is extant in Aial.e-, .,,

A.n.i. in one hook, which may lie eoiisideivd sup. edited at Leyden ill 1348, by .liiynl.oll

pl.-uientary '

' The other works a I I
-i-e-i- i.-n ...... ..1,-ial.U Ii - o.i

Attributed to him are not 1.. liev.-.l t.. 1..- L-. nuin.-. th -
. i

1 B -
I Joshua.

meter of J, is not difficult to JOSI'AB (Heb. )'..-''•,,.,/, .,. 'Jehovah will help'..
describe. He was. in the main, honest and vera- one of the km -s ..f .I.idah. wa- the .-..n ..! \ n ...d

cious; he had a,iueere liking for his .-..., nt.vi, ,.-,,. .|,,. , ,11 ...... .til
and rath.-r more pride and enthusiasm in tl ,..,, ||,. ,. ,„ . .

., |, ,,,_!,, ,,,,

national history than he eould well justify ; hut the hTi.I.-i- the ear, -of' the pi n-t h. '. -..I. . n
• "' attempting to withst n,.i

,| |„,,,i„. .. determined i. I

">""• 1"'"" a- r. purging .In. lull and .l.-i

mm to side with the enemy:- „l.,latrv. In like manner, it seems, he marehed
perhaps i„ the mint ho, |. lll(1 „f [^,-^,-1. '[his si

"-''- I' 1 '' l " 11 " 1 "
i illv v itei tch snip..-.-. For more than a

; '''• WMllI.eS, |„.,1 v ,,,, ._ , ),,. I,,,,..,!,,,,, ,,, | M ;„ |

and. as tar as l.il.l.eal history i--,- . -rued, mlused ,,,,, ,, ,
, „,,„,,.. ,ts people were, for the

into it a ton II p. iki Ol VI ,,„i their pla.-e sup.
M a human, rath.-r than a divinely ,„.,,,,, d law- ,,j„.,| |, s

- |„,, t |„. n ,,,lom,t-. It was in '

giver; be doubt* the mtraele in the ei-ossim.' "t the i ,,,.,, |{ Iki.ili the high-priest found the 'Hook of

Red S.-a; the swallow. ng of Jonah l.y the whale
; the Torah' by which some understand Denter-

1 *" onomv. otle
,

- n, the whole
teach «iat there was a special miraculous Pr.o. ivntat.-u.-h while the workmen
dence at work on behalf of the ohosen

i
pie. Ih- ,.,,.

I
i appear to have hi

style is easy and elegant, and .1. has often 1 n existent* b fore; at least, th.
Called th- Creek I.1W. |l,e .1,.'

), 1 . 1 1 .. - so, „ .1 I . I II .' I ,o V e
1 . a I , d , \ e , t e the pi'of . .1111. loSt

Greek text appear.-.! at I'.as-l (Froben) in 1544 emol 1,., l.r.-a-t. In eon. ...rati.-n ..I I h.

Sine.- then, the most important editions iwith ii. -i
. !.,, ,-. 1. I.i-n.-d th.

"' ,| l"'-* 1 ". '•'*' " " ' th a sph-ndoui- ii..\,-r l,.-i
,

i dh d.

I

"
s - '>••'. "'"

'

1 his work .-I

1827), and Dind a I „, ,,l„l..t,-,. Wizards, eoujurors. 'all

has been freer, now u th. ahouiinations' that could be 'apied in the land,'
(Lond. 1702) „,.,,. 'put away.' In these efforts, the monarch

and Winston (Load 1737). to have K|«-iit the greater part of his reign.

JOSHUA Heb TehoAua, 'Jehovah help '), B bis. tl I Itt. iddo, in the vallej of

the name ,,f tl • h '.rated Hebrew warrior under bsdraelon, when attempting I

hip the land of Canaan was eon- of Pharaoh "

mured. He ww the son of Nun, of the tribe of Herod. 11. LV.i.j J. was the last of the
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of Judah. In his days prophesied Jeremiah and
Zephaniah.

JOSIKA, Miklos (Nicholas), a very remarkable

Hungarian novelist, was born of a distinguished

family, 28th September 1796, at Torda, in Tran-

sylvania. In his youth, he served for some time in

the Austrian army, but resigned his commission in

ISIS, married a wealthy Hungarian heiress, and for

many
;

:lf to agriculture and studv.

first works appeared in 1S34 under the title of

Irdny and V&datdk, and were exceedingly popular.

From that period till the revolution in 1S4S, he

wrote about GO volumes of novels, all of which

a-ere published at Pesth. The most important are

Az vtolso Bdtdty (The Last BatSry, 3 vols. 1840),

Zrini/i a Kolto (The Poet Zrinyi, 4 vols. 1843),

A Cuehek Magyarorsz&gban (The Bohemians in

Hungary, 4 vols. 1S45), and Josika Istvdn (Stephen

Josika—one of the author's ancestors—5 vols. 1847).

Involved in the Hungarian revolution, he was obliged

to abandon his native country, and retired to Brussels,

where he continued to reside until his death, which

occurred in 1865. Among his productions written

in exile, the best are A';/,'' JIafiyar Csah'ula forra-

ilalom Alatt (A Hungarian Family dining the Kevo-

lntion, 4 vols. 1851) ; The Mailly Family (2 vols.

1S50) ; and Ester (Esther, 1S53). J. is a thoroughly

natural novelist, and lias drawn his materials almost

wholly from the history of his own land, of which

he possessed a most minute and profound knowledge.

He has been called the Walter Scott of Hungary.

JOST, Isaak Markus, an eminent Jewish scholar

of Germany, born at Bernburg in 1793, died 1862.

His principal works are Ges.hkhte dtr IsmelHen

(History of the Israelites, 9 vols. Berl. 1820—1829,

to which was added a tenth during 1846—1S49,

entitled Nniere Geschicli/e J>r Isnviilen von 1S15—
1845); Allgemtine Geschichte c/<-.< Jihl. Volkes (Uni-

versal History of the Jewish People, 2 vols. Berl.

1831—1S32); a Translation (into German) of the

Mislma with text and commentary (6 vols. Berl.

1S32—1834) ; Gesch. des Judenthums, &c. (3 vols.

Leipsic, 1857— 1S59). He also edited a journal

entitled Israelitische Annalen (Fkf. 1839—1841).

Besides being a savant, he was a patriot, and

warmly interested himself in behalf of the social

and political liberties of his countrymen.

J OUDPO'KE, a city in Eajpootana, Hindustan,

capital of a protected state of the same name,
stands in lat. 26° 19' N"., and long. 73° 8' E. The
population, not accurately ascertained, appears to

amount to at least 30,000. Besides several magni-

ficent tanks, the place is remarkable for its elabor-

ately constructed and deep wells. The stale of

Jotdpoke is the most extensive and populous of

all the principalities of Eajpootana. Area, 35,672

square miles
;
pop. 1,783,600 ; army, 11,000 ; revenue

of the rajah, £180,000. J. is chiefly within the

basiu of the Lnni ; and its central parts, being

level and well watered, are highly productive,

yielding wheat, opium, tobacco, and cotton.

JOUFFEOV, Theodore Simon, a French philo-

sopher, was born, 7th July 1796, at Pontets, a village

of the Jura, early devoted himself to the study of

philosophy, and became a teacher of it, and in 1832

a professor in the College de France. His bad health

compelled him to resign his professorship in 1S37,

and he died 1st March 1842. His works consist

chiefly of studies of the Scottish philosophy, and

he published translations of the works of Eeid
and some of those of Hugahl Stewart with notes

and introductions. Of his original works, the most
valuable is il;-lui,<r* I'A;'-,..rJi7 »,< (1S33). He was
also known as a political writer, and in 1824 took

part in establishing the newspaper Le Globe. He

was for some time a member of the Chamber of

Deputies, and was a follower of Guizot.

JOUGS, JUGGS, or JOGGS, the name .given in

Scotland to a form of pillory which was used also

in Holland, and probably in other couutries. The
jougs were nothing more than an iron ring or collar,

fastened by a chain of two or three links to a pillar

or wall in some public place, such as a market cross,

a market tron or weighing post, a prison door, a

church door, a churchyard gate, a churchyard tree,

a tree beneath whose branches courts were held,

and the like. The ring or collar opened by a hinge

or joint, so as to enclose the culprit's neck, when it

wa3 secured by a loop or staple, and a padlock.

The jougs were employed as a punishment as well

for ecclesiastical as for civil offences. They may
be traced as far back as the 16th c, and although

they have not been in use for the last hundred
years, they may still be found hanging at a few
country churches. The accompanying wood-cut

Jougs.

represents the jougs at the churchyard gate of the

picturesque little hamlet of Duddingston, within

about a mile of Edinbm-gh. The jougs obviously

take their name from a widely-spread root, which
appears in the Sanscr. yuj, the Gr. zvgon, the Lat.

jiKjiun, the Ital. giogo, the Fr. joug, the Ger. joch,

the Aug. -Sax. iocc, and the Eng. yoke. The Brakes
(q. v.) were occasionally hung on the same pillar

with the jougs.

JOULE, James P., one of the most distinguished

living experimental philosophers, was bom in 1S18,

at Salford, near Manchester. In his youth, he had
the good fortune to have for instructor in science

the celebrated Dalton ; and he early shewed, by
constructing for himself electrical machines and
other philosophical instruments, the bent of his

genius. His earliest notable experiments were made
with reference to electro-magnetic engines ; from
which he passed to quantitative determinations

regarding heat, and the transformation of various

forms of energy (see Force). He is justly entitled

to be considered as the experimental founder of the

modern theory of conservation of energy—the grand-

est generalisation ever made in physical science. A
sketch of this principle is given in the article Force
allow referred to.
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JOUNPU'R, a town intheNot'i

of India, is situated on botli builu of tin' Ciimti,

which is here croesed by an ancient bridge, so strong

u to be periodically submerged without injury.

l.,it. 25 if N.. ! mg. 82 II I. Hue 91

commanded bv a fort still older than itself, a work
latter half of the 14th century. The popu-

lation is 16,000. J. is tin- capital of a district of

tie' tame name, with an area of loo- square inilrs,

and about 800,000 inhabitants. Sugar is I

I

iiii R i) v \. Jeab Bapttstb, Com R, r Pp acta

i.oru -'9th April 1762, at Limoges, where
his father was a -uige,.n. lie early entered the

with great zeal the cause of the

n, an.) ......n ros,- to tin- rank of a

lion. Ill September 17'.':!, lie ollt.'lllli 'I thi-

ol the Army of the North, and on 16th
i - -1 an important victory at Wattigniea.

In 1
7'.

' 4 and IT'.io. he commanded the Army of the

Meuae and Sambre, and prosecuted the war with

- and success. In 17!"i. hi

way far into Germany, but was driven back by the

Charles ; and this discomfiture l< d bo

nation of his command. In 1799, the

1 ) 11-.
. !, tv intrusted him with the conimand of the

Army of the Danube; but he was defeated by
the Archduke Charles at Stockach. Although he

opposed the ampd'l'it of lsth P.runiaire, tl

Consul employed him. in 1SIH). in the reorganisa-

tion and administration of Piedmont ; and on the

establishment of the Empire in 1804, lie was made
a marshal, and a member of the Council of State.

He accompanied King Joseph to Naples, and after-

wauls to Spain, and in his service In

I. II, ..lien '1 In

Na]~ileon after his return from Elba. Louis -Will.

lint in 1815. In 1819, he was made
a peer of France; but his republican principles led

bun to enter heartily into the revolution of ls.'iii.

...I died poor. His death took place on

23d November 1833,

JOl BTS, exercises of arms and horsemanship,

performed in tie- middle ages byknights and nobles.

In the j.in-t, the combatants engaged one another

against his antag -t. and let in a

troop, as in the Tournament (q. v.). The number
•

. be run and strokes to be given was

generally three, but sometimes a larger number.

The weapon most in use in the joust wi

but -.met:! lie and sword were

employed. To direct the lance anywhere but at

the body of I
med foul play.

In the joust

uted combat. In the

loth i-., the u-age, ot j
.

.
1 1

- 1 1 1 1 _' had collie to dill'er

- to such an extent, that an

elaborate treatise was written in exp
the various modes, distinguishing the characteristic

JOWLOPPED. Bee 3 1 ixopfed.

,ir\\. I
>o-. See Dos Juaw.

.it \\ FERNA'NDEZ, called also M.vs-a-

tii:i:k\, rocky island in the Pacific Ocean, about

ifl Valparaiso, on the const of Chili, to

which it belongs. It is is miles long, 6 miles broad,

and is for the most part covered with high rocky

peak-, the highest of which, Yuiigu, is about 4(iu0

feet above sea-level. There are also m
fertile Tellers, which yield outs, turnips, apples,

strawberries, melons, peaches, figs, grapes, -nndul-

w i, and other varieties of timber. Numbers of

wander on the cliffs. A few settlers

from the United States and Tahiti hold the island

under lease from the Chilian government Here

Alexander Selkirk, a huc-meer, from the fishing-

tou n ol I. .u : o, in Fit. -hue. S. i.tlancl.

solitude for four years (1704 1708).

is cointnoiih supposed to have suggested the idea of

the Robituon '
. ol I'- Eoe, bat tins is doubtful

JTJBj! \. a genus of palms of the same tribo

with ii a nut. ./. tptctabilis is a palm ol 30

or -in feet high, with a wnl.- -preadm

pinnate leaves; a native ol I bill, where it is called

Coquito. The Chilians cut ofl the crown, and collect

the Bap, w bich Bowa freely for several

the top of the stem being - u

i ing. A good tree will yield ninet; gallons of

f ;ip, w iii. !i being bulled down to a syrup ot the con-

sistence of treacle, reo ivea the name ol miei •'

pal/ma (palm-horn and an important article of

, eononrj of the country. The Jubaa
is, in fact, the Jaggery (q. v.) palm ol < Suli.

.11 BILEE -I "ii -m "i (Heb. Yobel), a peculiar

institution anion the Hebrews i Leviticus XXV.), by
which, i -.i i.\ fiftieth [not forty-ninth) year, the land

that in the interval had passed out of the pos-es-

sion "t those to whom it originally belonged was

restored to them, and all who had been reduced to

poverty, and obliged to hire themselves nut as ser-

vants, were released from their blindage; no less

were (Jos. Ant. iii. 12. 3) all debts remitted. The
jubilee forms, as it were, an exalted Sabbatie.il \ . ar

(q. v.), and the laud was completely to be left to

itself in the former as in the latter. The design of

this institution was chiefly the restoration .if the

equilibrium in the families and tribes. It was to

;., ,,i tl. growth of an oligarchy of landowners.

and the t"tal impoveri-lilnent of si Hue families ; as

well as to increase the fertility of the soil and the

growth ol the population. It was proclaimed at the

end ol the harvest-time, like the sabbi

on the tenth day of the seventh month—the day of

.-; i
i

i by the vol"! (a kind of horn), hence

also its name. There is no trace in the whole his-

tory of the Hebrews down to the Babylonian exile

that the jubilee had ever been observed: alter the

return, however, it appears to have been rigorously

kept, like the sabbatical year, for some time at lca-t ;

but, from its general impracticability, it must soon

have fallen into disuse. When the sabbatical year

was de facto repealed by Hillel'fl Protbol (a legal

document entitling the creditor to claim his debt

during this period i, mention is no longer made nt tin-

yobek The speculations of modern critic- on the /.....-

tibUUy ol the yobel, and on the date ..t its inaugura-

tion, cannot prevail against the undeniable fact that

it has been kept, and also that it is much more in

bar n v with the primitive theocratic character of

the Mosaic institutions—according to which all the

land was held as a kind of loan from Jehovah, who
alone had an ab-olute right oxer it— than with those

of any later period, to which it. otherwise would have

to be referred.

JUBILEE, or JUBILEE TEAR, an institution

ol ih, Roman Catholic Church, the name of which

i- borrowed from thai of the Jewish jubilee. The
Catholic jubilee is of two kinds— ' ordinary ' and

'extraordinary.' The ordinary jubilee i- that which

i- celebrated al stated intervals, the length of which

has varied at different time,. It- origin is traced to

Pope Boniface VIIL, who issued, for the year 1300,

a bull granting a plenary indulgence to all pilgrim-

risitort of Borne 'luring thai year, on condition of

thait penitcnth in lib-— ing their -ins, and visiting

the church of St. Peter and St. Paul, fifteen time- if

BtrangerS, and thirty times if residents of the city.

The invitation was accepted with marvellous enthu-

siasm, innumerable pa ol pilgrims from evwry

part of the church Hocked I
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Villani, a contemporary chronicler, states tlint the

constant number of pilgrims in Rome, not reckoning

those who were on the road going or returning,

during the entire year, never fell below 200,000.

As instituted by Boniface, the jubilee was to have

been held every hundredth year. Clement VI., in

obedience to an earnest request from the people

of Home, abridged the time to fifty years. His
jubilee accordingly took place in 1350, and was even
more numerously attended than that of Boniface

;

the average number of pilgrims, until the heats of

summer suspended their frequency, being, according

to Matthew Villain, no fewer than 1,000,000 ! The
term of interval was still further abridged by Urban
VI., and again by Paul II., who, in 1470, ordered

that thenceforward each twenty-fifth year should be
held as jubilee—an arrangement which has continued

ever since to regulate the ordinary jubilee. Paul
II. extended still more, in another way, the spiritual

advantages of the jubilee, by dispensing with the

personal pilgrimage to Home, and granting the indul-

gence to all who should visit any church in their

own country designated for the purpose, and should,

if their means permitted, contribute a sum towards
the expenses of the Holy Wars. The substitution

by Leo X. of the fund for building St Peter's Church
for that of the Holy War, and the abusive and
scandalous proceedings of many of those appointed to

preach the Indulgence (q. v.), w~ere among the proxi-

mate causes of the Reformation. In later jubilee

years, the pilgrimages to Rome gradually dimin-

ished in frequency, the ' indulgence being, for the

most part, obtained by the performance of the pre-

scribed works at home ; but the observance itself

has been punctually maintained at each recurring

period, with the single exception of the year 1S00,

in which, owing to the vacancy of the holy see, and
the troubles of the times, it was not held.

The extraordinary jubilee is ordered by the pope
out of the regular period, either on his accession, or

on some occasion of public calamity, or in some
critical condition of the fortunes of the church ; one

of the conditions for obtaining the indulgence iu

such cases being the recitation of certain stated

prayers for the particular necessity in which the

jubilee originated.

JUDjE'A. See Palestine.

JU'DAH (Heb. Yehuda, 'the Bepraised One')
was the fourth son of Jacob and Leah, and founder

of the greatest and most numerous of the twelve

tribes. In the march through the wilderness, it had
the post of honour—the van—assigned to it ; and
tradition narrates that its standard was a lion's

whelp, with the words :
' Arise, O Lord, and let

thine enemies be scattered !
' After the conquest

of Canaan, its territories stretched from the Dead
Sea on the east to the Mediterranean on the west
(though the Philistines long held possession of the

fertile district west of the mountains of Judah),

and from Jerusalem (excluding that city) on the

north to the laud of the Amalekites on the south.

The capital of the tribe was Hebron.

JUDAI'ZERS. See Eeionites.

JUDAS TREE (Cercis), a genus of trees of the

natural order L/yinintiosrr, sub-order Caxalpinierc.

The European J. T. (C. NiUqnnxtrnm) is a native of

the south of Europe, and of the wanner temperate

parts of Asia. It has almost orbicular, very obtuse

leaves. The flowers, which are rose-coloured, appear

before the leaves. There is a legend that Judas

hanged himself on a tree of this kind. The
American J. T. (O. Canadensis) is very similar, but

has acuminate leaves. The flower-beds of the

former are frcqucutlv pickled in vinegar. The wood
74«

of both species is very beautiful, vemed with black,

and takes an excellent polish.

JUDE, Epistle of, one of the smallest and least

important books iu the canon of the New Testa-

ment, was placed among the Antilerjomena (Doubtful
Writings) by the primitive church, while some
even considered it spurious. It was not made use of

by the Asiatic churches until the 4th c, and does not
appear to have been known in the West until

towards the end of the 2d. Even those who quote
it do so with hesitation, such as Clemens Alexan-
drinus, Origen, and Jerome. At the Reformation,
similar suspicions revived, and were entertained

first by Luther and Calvin, and afterwards by the
Magdeburg Centuriators and Grotius. In modern
times, the tide of critical opinion has run strongly

against its canonicity.

JUDGE is the generic descriptive name given to

those who are invested with the power of judging

and deciding causes in the highest courts of common
law. In Great Britain—though it is otherwise in

America—it is not usual to designate the highest

class of judges by the epithet of judge, and British

lawyers never do so. Tints, instead of saying Judge
Blackstone, Judge Pollock, Judge' Eldon, the proper

description is—Mr Justice Blackstone, Chief Baron
Pollock, Lord Chancellor Eldon, &c, according to

the particular court in which they presided. In
Scotland, the usual prefix to the name of a judge is

Lord ; and the. judges there, on their appointment,
often assume new titles in addition to the prefix
' Lord.' In England, the judges of the superior

courts are only called lords while they sit in court,

and are so addressed by counsel, but not elsewhere.

The practice has long been for the crown to confer

the honour of knighthood on all the judges of the

superior courts of law and equity in England, but
not in Ireland or Scotland. All the superior j udges
are appointed by the crown, and since 12 and 13
Will. III. c. 2, have held their offices during good
behaviour ; since 1 Geo. III. c. 23, they have also

continued to hold their appointments notwithstand-

ing the demise of the crown. They can only be
removed from their office on the address of both
Houses of Parliament. They are all, except the

Master of the Rolls, disqualified from sitting in the

House of Commons. Judges have no privileges

over other persons in respect of their obeying the

law, except that the common-law judges iu England
have the privilege of suing and being suedIn their

own court, though not of judging in their own
cases.

The term judge has also been appropriated as the
proper descriptive title of the judges of the county
courts established iii England in 1846.— Judge
Ordinary, in English law, is the descriptive title of

one judge only—viz., the judge of the Divorce and
Probate Court. In Scotland, the phrase is often

applied to all judges, superior and inferior, when-
ever they have a fixed and determinate juris-

diction, in contradistinction to commissioners, who
have an occasional and temporary judicial authority
delegated to them.

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, the supreme
judge, under the Mutiny Act and Articles of War,
of the proceedings of courts-martial. This officer is

also the adviser, in legal matters, of the Commander-
in-Chief and Secretary of State for War. Before
confirmation, the sentences of all courts-martial,

with the evidence adduced, are submitted to him

;

and it is for him to represent to the commander-
in-chief any illegality of procedure, or other cir-

cumstances rendering it undesirable that the Queen
should he advised to confirm the court's decision.

The judge-advocate-general receives a salary of



judges .irn.;\ii'NT.

£9000, ami is a member of tin !

an. I "t tin- ministry changing, of course, with the

general ahould have an intim

the military law, U well U with i

law nt" the bod, he ia provided with
vr deputj

.

|

i iiiim nt. and who is

(elected from miunn barristers nt eminence.

The /''/ ia an officer holding
. commission aa public pro

every curt-martial. Hi- must be an i ffi

H js part of bis dut\ to i

the court of any illegality in tl

the functions which l» long t.. the jud

general in regard to the whole army.

JUDGES Boob . a canonical

book of tin- i lid Testament, i

m.nts of ti ' different periods in

the e.uly history of the Hebrews, before the con-
• the government under

from Joshua t" Samuel, arose to deliver their

countrymen from the oppressions of I

torn, I )i borah, Eli, and
Samuel, were Judge* in our Bense oi the word. '1 he

the book have
It eann.it be saul to b

properly speaking. The events recorded in it do
not follow eaeh other chronologically, nor is there

any other order to be perceived in their arrange-

traditions from the time of the Hebrew republic

—probably redacted in tin- commencement of the

reign of David from ancient poems and popular

sagas. It exhibits (whether with a royalistic

tendency, as has been supposed by some, or in

order to point the moral that however deeply sunk
i J

slavery or idolatry, or both, God would always send

them a deliverer from either at the right time) the

[arael daring the

ot this |n-rioil, ami the ,-vil <

their intimate connection with the idolatrous nations
• upon them. The 1 1. natnr

nto two portions the first, up to chapter

xvi.. containing tie •' the single

judges;' the second, from chapter xvii., the two
the idol of Micah, and of I

Benjamin. The .-pace ot t ime over which the book
extends has of old been hotly contested: that it

comprises no li aa than 300 years (cf. c
• the only poini on « hich we can feel

mbf thai many of the

irded in the book did not follow upon
i.ut fell in the sane- period : a cir.-iim-

Btance which ehr..no]..gers generally have failed to

onnt 'I li- book .t-.-.i d

ably from the "tin r historical bonks ,,i the Bible by

its simplicity and originality. That iimst ot the

haps, under a highly | tical guise true historieal

. .ii doubted hy l.ut a very -in. dl number
I

: itions make Samuel the

author, or rather redactor of the book, and there is

certainly little to be said against, and much for. this

Compare Kw.d.l, Wette, Bosenmuller,

. &c See Jews.

,ii DOE'S ' HAMBBBS means the place where
a single oommon law jmlg- sit

London, in an informal manner, to heir attorneys

make applications of an aniniportant d

out of a. tens pending in court. If tie- judge refuse,

or d.ci.le wrongly, there is an appeal to tin- court

of which he ia a judge. In general, a judge sits at

chambers nil the year round to dispo t tbese ap-

plications, which are chiefly mattera of form, but of

urgency.

JUDGMENT i-. in English Law, the term usually

applied to tin- linnl iletcrmination of a common-
law conrl in an action, and when the liti

is at an end. In tin- courts of equity, tin- more

usual corresponding term is a decree or order, and

in criminal and Admiralty courts, a Bentence. All

judgments of the superior rts an-.

rule, capable of lieing appealed against (see Arm: i.i.

When a judgment is not appealed against within a

allowed for the purpose, then it is final,

and binding on the parties. If the judgment is

s J! have the effect ol pn
tor from selling or alienating his lands,

chattels or personal estate, except money invested
• stock. In order to maki

effectual in an action of debt, if the debtor refuses

to pay, a further process is necessary on the part of

died Execution (q. v.). u

judgment is usually call.-d a Decree (q.v.), and
judgment by default is called a decree in absence.

JUDGMENT. This familiar word of everyday
discourse has a technical meaning in Logic, to n hicn

corresponds its acceptation as the nam. .

of the mind. A •judgment,' in logic, is an affinna-

kind or other, as 'snow is white,' 'man
is mortal.' The contrast to it is a mere notion, as

white, mountain, mortality. In a judgment, two
notions must always enter, but this is not the

whole; there must he some declaration coupling

the two together, a function performed in all

cases by a verb. A complete meaning, as exprt seed

in a grammatical sentence, is a judgment. Other
an i thing an proposition,

assertion, predication.

The intellectual faculty called Judgment has

reference to the logical force of the word, and means
the power of forming judgments, and by implication,

the further power of . 1 . t miming tinm to l.c true or

false. This last function is perhaps what is most
prominently implied in the faculty, as commonly

The intellectual power of judging, when .probed
! foundations in the mind, resolves

itself into one of two things the discrimination of

difference, or the perception of agreement in the

midst of dill, flee ise- 1m1I.I1. I I. A judgC 111 a

court of law finds thai

.i ate ; \\ hich finding

constitutes Ills decision. A scil HI llic In

theory to be i '

w ith obsei i el fact, ija arti

proves a work of ait b

with his standard, 01 productions

that have settled his conception of excellence in that

species.

JUDGM KXT (in Theology). The doctrine of a
i has a i ways been

with the I., li. I in man's immortality, and is main-

tained as a doctrine of natural religion on the ground

of that responsibility of which conscience always

more or less d

absence of a due proportion of rewards and punish-

ments to human actions in this lite. Tins doctrine,

however, as a doctrine of the Christian religion,

of which th.-re ia no e\ loence

apart from revelation. Thus, we are told of a chw
. when, in great solemnity, and

i an assembled universe, I In

shall be pronounced ; also, that the Lord Jesus

Christ is to appear in glory as judge. As a dl ..trine

of revelation, the doctrine of a linal judgment is

149



JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY-COUNCIL-JUOGLERS.

also brought into close connection with that of the
Resurrection (q. v.) of the dead

JUDI'CIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY
COUNCIL, those members of the privy-council

who sit as a court of justice in the hearing of

appeals, &c. See Privy-Council.

JUDICIAL DECLARATION, in Scotch Law,
means a declaration made by one of the parties

to a suit, and who has been specially ordered

bv the court to be examined on a particular point.

It is not a statement made on oath. In England,
the phrase is seldom used, though the same result

is obtained by what are called admissions of the

parties.

JUDICIAL FACTOR, in Scotch Law, is a
person appointed by the Court of Session, on special

application, as a guardian to protect the interests

of minors, absent parties, and lunatics. In England
and Ireland, the corro?] ">im liu-j; officers are called

receivers or trustees, according to circumstances.

JUDICIAL RATIFICATION, in Scotch Law,
means the declaration made by a married woman
in the absence of her husband, before a justice of

the peace, to the effect that a disposition or deed of

alienation of her heritable property has been made
without coercion or fear on the part of her husband,
and voluntarily on her part. A notary and two
witnesses must also be present, and the former
indorses on the deed a memorandum of the ratifi-

cation. The object is to remove objections which
might otherwise be made to the validity of the deed.

In England, a corresponding process is called .an

acknowledgment of a deed by a married woman.

JUDICIAL REMIT, in Scotch Law, is a refer-

ence by a court or judge of a cause, or part of a
cause, to the decision of an arbiter or nominee, such
as an engineer or accountant. The matter referred

is generally some technical matter in which the
referee is specially skilled. In England, the corres-

ponding phrase is a reference to an arbitrator or

expert to report.

JUDICIAL SEPARATION, in English Law, is

the separation of two married persons by order of

the Court of Divorce. Married persons may, if

they please, mutually agree to hive separate, and
they may enter into a deed of separation for that
purpose, which to some extent is recognised as

valid by courts of equity. This is called voluntary
separation. But, in the eye of the law, two married
persons living apart are still married, and retain

the status of married persons, and must sue and be
sued in all respects the same as if they were still

cohabiting. And a deed of separation is always
revocable by the parties, though to some extent
binding on each, if the other do not consent to

renew the cohabitation. But when the parties

have not mutually consented to separate, one of

them can compel a judicial separatum for certain

grounds of misconduct. Thus, either party may
apply on the ground of adultery, or cruelty, or

desertion without cause for two years and upwards.
The kind of cruelty which has been held a ground
of judicial separation is difficult of deliuition.

The consequences of a judicial separation are as

follow. The parties, not being divorced, cannot
marry again ; but there is no longer the duty of

cohabiting. Part of the decree may consist of an
award of a certain income to the wife after separ-

ation, and the court may make orders as to the
custody and maintenance of children. But, irre-

spective of this, the wife becomes, to all intents

and purposes as regards her future property, in the

same position as if she were unmarried. On the
other nand. the husband is no longer responsible for

maintaining bis wife, except so far as he may have
been ordered to pay her alimony, and he is not
liable for her future debts. These last consequences
have been declared in England since 1S57, when
the law was materially improved on the subject,
and a new Divorce Court established.

In Scotland, the law has also been recently
changed, and now nearly coincides with the English
law in many respects, this improvement being
made by the' Conjugal Rights' Act, 24 and 25 Vict,

c. S6. By that act, whenever a decree of separa-
tion a memo, el thoro is obtained at the instance
of the wife, all property which she may acquire,

or which may devolve upon her, is held entirely

separate from and independent of her husband ; she
can bequeath it by will as if he was dead. She can
also enter into contracts, and sue and be sued in her
own name, and the husband is no longer liable for

necessaries or her debts, except so far as he is bound
by the decree of separation to pay to her aliment.
As regards the grounds of judicial separation in
Scotland, they are nearly the same, being described
by Mr Bell in his Principles thus : whenever life is

endangered, or there is fair and reasonable ground of
apprehension of personal violence, or there is con-
tinued annoyance, wearing out and exhausting the
party, or there are adulterous practices. It will,

however, be found that the grounds of divorce are
more ample in Scotland than in England. See
Marriage.

JU'DITH, the heroine of an apocryphal and
fictitious book (probably of the 2d c. B.C. ; Movers,
Ewald, &c.) called by her name, is represented as

a beautiful Jewess of Bethulia, who perils her life

and chastity in the tent of Holofernes, general of

Nebuchadnezzar, in order to save her native town,
by the assassination of the Assyrian commander.
This she achieves, and escapes with the head of

Holofernes to Bethulia. Her townsmen are inspired
with a sudden enthusiasm, rush out upon the
enemy, and completely defeat them. The tale is

not mentioned by Josephus ; and has, from an early
period, been held to be an allegory ; but it seems
more probable that it is a legend founded on some
real fact. It has frequently furnished poets and
painters with subjects.

JUGGERNAUT. See JAGGERNAUT.
JUGGLERS (Fr. jonrjlevrs), a term now almost

synonymous with conjurer, and applied to persons
who perform tricks of legerdemain, originally desig-

nated the professional musicians who attended the
troubadours and trouveres of Provence and the
north of France, either singing their poems, or, if

they sung them themselves, accompanying them
with an instrument, which was reckoned beneath
the dignity of the poet himself. The word is derived
from the medieval Latin joculator ; in Provencal,
jo'jhir, jv'ilnilor : in old French, junglere or jonrjleor ;
in modem French, jtmghur. These musicians soon
began to be also kept in the service of kings and
princes, whence they received the name of menestreh
or minstrels (Lat. minister, a servant). The profes-
sion was at this time an honourable one, and good
endowments were devoted to the maintenance of

minstrels ; and when the art of the minstrel ceased
to be exclusively employed for the entertainment of
courts, those of this profession formed a separate
guild in some towns, as in Paris. But it gradually
lost respectability. Rope-dancers, and all who
sought to gratify the populace by sleight of hand

feats of agility, were designated by the name
ngleur, until it 'becomes restricted to its present

acceptation.— The ancient Romans had their con-
jurers or wonder-workers (praestigiatoi-es), then
throwers of knives (veniilatores), and their players



JUGLANS-JULIAN CROSS.

with Kills ami rings (pifeml). But the greatest

proli.-ii-nts in everything of this kiwi are and hare

lor many ages ben the llin.hu and Chinese,

.1 UG LANS am. J I rGL anhai'i:..;. See

W.u m i.

.11 i.i RTHA, king of Numidia, son of Mastan-
ahal, who was a natui ' i. w:c rar-

ii Hiempsal,

the sons of his uncle Mioipsa, who
MMiniMia on the throne. Afl

boon caused ,: murdered (118 b. a),

ami Adherbal Bed to Rome. J. succeeded in bribing

great part of the Roman senate, and obtained a

decision in hit .

! im from the charge

of the murder of Hiempsal, and assigning him s

of the km.. loin than «

Adherbal i 1 IT B.C.). l'"t .1- soon invaded Adhcrhal's

dominion- ; .in.l notMith-tamliug injunctions by the
I

... in the town
J n. im. and 'caused linn an.

I

I
iritfa him to be put to death

with horrible toi it Hi upon, war was declared
,.!.

; but, by bribing

I

Roman power 11 '.'
'

(l "

him m 109 and 108 B.C., bo that he was com-

pelled to flee to the Mauritanian kin

Marina, who succeeded Metellus in the command,
carried on the war against J. ami Bocchus, till at

last Bocchus delivered up .1. to the Romans, who
exhibited him at Rome in the triumph of Marius

.i.i then threw him into prison to die of

hunger. J. has obtained greater prominence in

history than he deserves, on accou I Sallusl i

... the Roman campaigns

against him,

.li .ii BE \Z\ . .

'

i,
' genus of spiny and deci-

duous shrubs and small trees of the natural order

are pretty numerous. The
c.mmon .1. \/.. r»/./.n.'.<i of tin- south of Europe,

Syria ftc, is a low tree, which produces a fruit

resembling an olive in shape and si?... red, or some-

The fruit is dried as a

sweetuic.it. and forms an article of commerce.
.'..-.

; but

the *. paste, or P&ti aV •'., of the shops of Britain is

made of gum-arabic and sugar, without any of the

dried j-llv of this fruit. The .1. of India (Z. .!><i,<i„n

idar small tr.r, with round nr i.Unnj fruit,

sometim
ol .1. [Z. nitida), has a very pleasant yellow

fruit about an inch long; and other species not

much inl ^oiith A rica,

and other warm c.initi i.-. The l.onsiZ. I.<>Iik), a

shrul. two or three feel high, a native of Persia, the
i

i ,s in great abundance a

fruit about as large as s sloe, and with a large stone,

lnt having a i pulp, winch the

.bread. A kind of wine is some-
'>'. another native

..untrics near the Mediterranean, is some-

id to I',- the plant Ii l the b,

which OUT Saviour's crown of thorns was made, and
I

. ["HOBS and .li:ws'

on, are also

i
,. about the

]
acidulous,

.11 I.I \ N. - '
. "ii a unt of

his reiiunciati.'i

n.iple 17th Novell!

ber 831, and waa the *•„ ol Julius Constantino, the

Qallus, who were too young to be dangerous, were

spared when Constantins EL, s i Constantine,

massacred the rest oi the imperial family. They
were, however, r ved to a castle in Cappadocia,

where they weie subjected to a System

espionage. J.'e life was very miserable, and the

.

ii ation winch he i.

\ mi a strong .1. testation oi the n lig on
II,. was fond oi III. 11-

ilalion, and he instinctively turned

away tr i m, .1 ny piety, and
..id Homolou-

.;...,,. to the eh, . riulnc-s, r, lincnicnt, and pure intel-

leetu ,1 .lltativelless of tin- old Creek pllil, ISO] .hers.

Some of ins teachers appi ar to have bi

pagans, for the sudden change in the state religion

brought about by Constantine had necessitated a

great deal of hypocrisy, especially aim

and governmei

brother ol Constantine the Gi

vat Flavins Claudius Julianus. He ami hhis brother

I Officials. At the .l.e ,.1 I'll. ,1. Wis

at heart a disl.eliev, r in the ,1m n _m of Chris-

tianity. (In the death of his brother Callus, he was
r. iu.oc.I l.v I ..iistantuis tO Milan, but was subse-

quent Ij allowed to go to ai hi 'i
.

i hi homi oi I Iri ek
leai g, wheic he eave himself up to philosophical

and enjoyed that cultivated society which
he so highly iclished. The emperor though still

jealous and suspicious—ll"W CMiitetiv.l .mi i

title of Cicsar, and scut him to Caul to protect

it from the incursions of the Hermans. J. defeated

the Alcnianni at Strasburg (337 A. H.l. and com-

pelled the Franks to make pee.-. His internal

administration in Gaul was mild and judicious.

His popularity, in oonseipienee, became very great,

and when Constantins ordered him to set out for

the East, J.'s soldiers rose in insurrection, and
proclaimed their favourite emperor, who most
reluctantly acceded to their demands. The death of

Constantius at Mopsoerene, in Cllicia, oil November,

.'ibl A. Ii., removed the only obstacle out of his way;
and on the 11th of December he made a triumphal

. into Constantinople. He now publicly

avowed himself a pagan, but surprised both Chris-

tians and pagans by his edict of toleration. Yi t lie

was not absolutely impartial, for he chose most of

his officers from the professed followers of the old

religion, and compelled the Christians to contribute

to the restoration of the heathen temples. In 362

A.o.. he made great preparations at Antioch, in the

hope of bringing the war with the Persians to a

rmination; and in the following year

advanced to Ctesiphon and across the Tigris, but

want ol pioM-Mins and tieaehcry necessitated his

retreat He was followed and attacked by the

enemy, who wire repeatedly repulsed, but in oue
wounded by

an arrow, and died 26th June 363, J. was both a

b and a great man. His rule, com-

pared with that of many of the so-called Christian

id, and humane ;
and though

only 32 years of age when he perished, he had com-

posed a great number of orations, letters, satires,

and even' ] I published bj Span-

heim in 1696). Among his lost works are his

Refutation of ilf VlirUl'mn Hrlitj'itiii, and M i - of

his tieiinau Campaigns, ami his lliary. The cause

leu to Christianity has been already

\\ , may say further, in elm
hi point, that .1. appeal - l

mare attached to philosophy than religion, and that

lily apprehended as truth what com-
i to the intellect, than what spoke to

the In art.

JCI.IAN CALENDAR. See CAl f.npar.

JULIAS CROSS, or CROSS OF 81 JL'l.IAX,

placed saltirc-\va\s.



JULIAN EPOCH-0 ULUS.

JULIAN EPOCH. See Chronology.
JULIAN YEAR, See Ykar.
JULIEN, Stanislas-Aignan, the first Chinese

scholar in Europe, was born at Orleans, in France,
21st September, 1799, and in 1823 became a pupil of
Abel Rcmusat, who had recently been appointed to
deliver a course of lectures on Chinese. In less than
a year, he had made himself master of the principal
difficulties of the language, and actually executed
(in Latin) a translation of the great Chinese phil-
osopher, Mencius, which was "published at the
expense of the Asiatic Society of Paris (2 vols. 1824),
and pronounced to be faultless. From this time,
his labours have been chiefly directed to the lan-
guages and literature of the far East. Ancient and
modern Chinese, Mantchu, Sanscrit, the Mongolian
tongues, are familiar to him ; although, at the same
time, he is said to know almost the whole body of
European languages. His translations (into French)
embrace the most important works in all depart-

given speei-ments of Chinese literature. He
mens of the Chinese drama in his Hoei-lan-ki (The
Circle of Chalk, 1S32) and his Tchao-chi-banu)
(The ( 'hincse ' >rphan. IS 34) ; of ( 'hinese romances, by
his White and Blue, or the two Snub: Fairies (lN.ui.
and several other pieces which appeared in Salmi-
gondis and the Constitutionnel. J. is also the first
who has succeeded in translating Chinese poetry well
—the constant use of allegory, and allusion to facts
not known to Europeans, rendering it nearly unin-
telligible. But more valuable still than those' purely
literary productions, are his translations of the -iva't
works that enable us to understand the religion and
philosophy of the Chinese, such as the Book ofRwords and Punishments (1S3.">), in which are con-
tained the doctrines of Tao-sse, the Book of the 117,//

and of Virtue (1841) by Lao-tseu, written in the. ('.til

c. B.C., and forming the oldest and most illustrious
monument of Chinese philosophy ; and above all. the
hi-tory of the Life and Travel* of Hioueu-Tsaug
(1S52), a work of immense importance for the earlier
history and geography of India, and the knowledge
of Buddhism. But not content with these brilliant
labours, J. has sought to instruct us eoncemin;
the industry and arts of the Chinese, in a variety o.
treatises, of which we may mention his Sum,nor)/ of
tile Principal Chinese Treatises upon the Culture of
Mulberry Trees and Silk-worms (1837), and his
Treatiseon the art of Manufacturing Porcelain (1S56).
He is also reported to have the materials prepared
for a great Chinese dictionary. On the death of
Remusat, he became his successor at the College de
France, and in 1855 president of the college. He is

also conservator of the Bibliotheque Imperiale, and
is specially charged with the oversight of the Chinese
department.

JUNIUS, the name of three popes, of whom the
second and third deserve to be noticed.—J. II.,

originally Cardinal Delia Rovere, a nephew of Sixtus
IV., was born at Albizzola, near Savona. He was
vehemently opposed during his cardinalate to the
designs of Alexander VI. for the aggrandisement of
his family, and one of his earliest measures on his
election to the pontificate, in 1503, was to resume
possession of the duchy of the Romagna, which had
been bestowed upon Ca?sar Borgia, "j. was himself
beyond all suspicion of nepotism or selfish designs
of aggrandisement ; but his public career during his
pontificate was almost entirely devoted to political
and military enterprises for the complete re-estab-
lishment of the papal sovereignty in its ancient terri-
tory—Bologna, Ferrara, &c, and for the extinction
of foreign domination and foreign influence in Italy.
In pursuing his designs, for the purpose of com-
pelling from the republic of Venice the restitution

7«f

of the papal provinces on the Adriatic, J. not only
entered into the league of Cambray with the emperor
Maximilian and Louis XII. of France, but had
recourse to spiritual arms, by placing the republic
under the ban of the church; and on the submission
of Venice, apprehending the ambitious designs of
Louis, he withdrew from the league, and entered
into an opposite alliance, the 'Holy League,' to
which Spain, England, and Switzerland were parties.
Hence arose his bitter quarrel with Louis XII.,
in which the latter attempted, but ineffectually,
to enlist the sympathies of the church against the
pope. The Council of Pisa, which was convened
under Louis's influence, was an utter failure ; and
the opposing council, fifth of the Lateran, assembled
by J., but not brought to a close during his lifetime,
completely frustrated the designs of Louis. It is

alleged that, in his hatred of France, J. was desirous
of drawing even thy Turks into the league ; but this
allegation is negatived by his entire career, one of
the main features of which was a design for a holy
war, in which he himself should take the command.
As an ecclesiastical ruler, J. has little to recommend
him in the eyes of churchmen. As a political sove-
reign, he is described by Ranke as ' a noble soul,
full of lofty plans for the glory and weal of Italy;'
and Professor Leo considers him, with all his defects,
as one of the noblest characters of that age in Italy.
He was a liberal and judicious patron of art, and a
friend of the risine literature of the time. He died
February 22, 1513.—J. III., a native of Monte San
Savino, near Arezzo, was known before his elevation
to the pontificate as Cardinal del Monte. He was
one of the four legates of the pope under whom the
Council of Trent was opened ; and after his election
to the papacy in 155(1, he himself re-opened (in 1551)
that council, which had been suspended for upwards
of two years. He is connected with English history
as having sent Cardinal Pole to organise with Mary
the' reunion of the kingdom with Rome ; but his
general government of the church is marked by no
very striking events, and his private character is
sullied by the taint of nepotism. He died March
23, 1555.

JU'LLUNDER, a city of the Punjab, stands in
the 1

>
•

. 1 1
>
of the same name between the Sutlej and

the Beas, in lat. 31° 21' N., and long. 75" 31' E.
Having once been the capital of the Lodi- Afghans,
it is surrounded by a vast number of large and
magnificent mausoleums. The soil of the neigh-
bourhood is remarkably productive ; and the place,
fallen, as it is, from its former greatness, still

contains 40,000 inhabitants.

JULUS, or IULUS, a genus of Mijriapoda (q. v.),

of the order Chilognatha. The whole of this order

Julus Terrestris.

was included in the Linna»an genus /., and it is
still the family JvMdm of many naturalists. The
genus J., as now restricted, contains many species,
several of which are American and some ~
The largest is the

They resemble
Npirobolns marginalia of Sav.

ipedes in form ; but their feet are
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mare numerous nine having 120 pair and are so

weak thai the animal seems to glide alou>; on its

belly, the feet moving like a wavy f

»ly is nearly cylindrical, nut flattened.

On any alarm,' the animal rolls itself up iu a coil.

The Jitii have not the laws perforated as poison
duel, like centipedes. They inhabit moist and dark
places, and feed chiefly on decaying vegetable sub-

statues, sometimes also mi decaying animal substances.

.' i I il enth month of the year in our
: In the Roman i alendai .

•

called Qnintilis (the fifth). Originally, it contained
3(i days, but was reduced !

to 31 days by Julius
i Iteear, in honour oi whom it was nami d

or mead-mi or after-mild
month, by the \ng|o Saxons.

.MM Bl SE •' town of British India, pres*

dency of Bengal, is situated in the district of

Bharuch, and 20 miles north-west of the tow
Pop lo.ooo. who are principally

in the cotton, grain, and i

trade.

.TI'MIT.LA, a handsome town of Spain, in the
modern province of Miircin, is situated in a dclight-

5 miles north of the citv of that name.

•II XIN'A, the principal feeder of the Qangi -. is

perhaps the only Indian river of the first class

winch has its course wholly in Hindustan.—the
Indus. Sutlej. Oauges. and I'.raliTnaputra all rising

in Tibet i
: height of 111,840 feet

above the sea, is in lot. 31° N., and long. 78 82

oath-west base of the Jumnotri Peaks;
and. after flowing GSO miles chiefly m a south-east
un.-tioii.it joins tie- (ouig.-sat Allahabad. After
its first Km miles, during which it re©

affluents, of which the Touse it

the plain of Hindustan in lat. 30 W K., and long,

having still an altitude of 1276 feet

above the sea. Below this point, it is joined bf
many considerable streams: the ChumVuil, the Sin.i,

the Betwa, and the Cane on the right; and the
Hindoo, the Seengoor, and the Kind on the left.

All the way downwards, the .1

nnd. excepting as to .1. -.
•. nding rafts, unlit for

By artificial means, however, its waters
' ndered doubly available both for com-

merce and for agriculture. From either hank, a

canal lias Keen drawn at once for the
iirigation. The one

ll side, begun in l.Vil'i, lea\ . ii

low the point of its

emerging from the mountain-; while thi

mmenced in 1824, take- it- departure a

little Farther down, near the village of Fyzabad.
: in rejoin the parent stream "i Delhi.

liticnlly, the J. oo n

pr inenl position than the Ganges
their junction. 'I'he tnnoer wa- lioce-sliril V the

Ith of every invader from the

north-west \
and hence on it wen- bnilt both Agra

and Delhi, the two capitals of the Mussulman con-
' India.

.H'.MN'i i'THI, hot springs near the source of the

Jumna, in hit. .'to :>'.)' X., and long. 7* :i:.' I-:., 10,849
f.et above the sea. Their temperature i- |o| : |'.,

nearly that of boiling water at their elevation. They
te.l mountains known as

Peaks, ul altitude- respectively are

81,153, 10,916, and 20,133 bet

.11 Nil' K, or .11 M' V( i:.K. a natural order of

plants, herbaoeous, generally perennial,
•n tistular

lai flowers; the pi riantti partite ; the
stamens six ; tile fruit a 3 valv. .1 Capsule. This
order is nearly allied I ithstonding

very great di

known examples of it. i

about 200 in number, are mostly natives of cold
ami temperate climates.

.1 1' X K, the sixth month of the year in our
calendar, but the fourth among the Romans. It

Oj 26 • I i\ a, to w hid) lour were
added by Romulus, one taken away by Nuina, and
the month again lengthened to :ill days hy.lulius

wlios.- tune no variation has taken
s.i -his .ailed this month aear-

monath, or dry-month, and midmmer-monaih,
.1 1'NC. .Inn \x\ 111'im:ii ii. generally called .Ti so

Srii.i.iMi, an author, the evi of i oi « n

whose Mitts ot imagination render him
m Ii at one time his merits were greatly

over-estimated. He was bom of |
' parents at.

Iingrund, in Nassau. l'Jth December 1740, and after

trying various occupations, became a student of

Strasbuxg, where he lived in intimacy
with Goethe, who conceived a great liking for him,
on account ,,t his simple, pure, affectionate nature,

settled as a medical practitioner at K11..-1 1. 1. L and
distinguished himself as an operator for cataract
He is saal to have improved the eyesight of more
than •JIMKI pel-sons. .7. siihsc.|llolitly In I

ships at Marburg and Heidelberg. He died at

Carisruhe, 2d April 1817. His first publication
was an autobiography, //. - ft Jugend,
./iiii.iHii./KJnlir:; Wnmh rni-lmil, /./.,, .</,,.. llun.-lirlns

L&en md Alter (3 vols. Berlin, 1777—1778), which
attracted much attention, and was followed by
other publications from time to time, continuing
the history ot the author's career. In religion, J.

represents a .lass by no means uncommon in tier-

many Viz., tile /'. Ii.ilir ,nl'h,i,iil',.i'.i, men who put
upon the (written] word oi God, but

are full of vein ration (often degeic-rating. however,
into a mere sentimental enthusiasm) for the spiritual

tint lis. i>i t'hristianitv. J.'s collected works were-

published I 18:18) at Stuttgart in 14 vols.

JUNGEHMA'NNIA, a Linnsean genus of cryp-

tognl s plants, containing a great nuuilicr of

Species, Which BOme modern botanists have divided

into many genera, and some have even formed into

an older. ./«/../. rim 000'.'.
.

<i
, although it is more

,-.). Tin- distinctive charai ten ol the

sub "uli r are that the spori -coses open bj 1

valves, and that the spores are mixed
uch 1 ipj

Many are natives of Britain, some ol

• in "hi t

I-' '

Th tropical pe ii are
very numerous, and son t tin in an to be found

young shoots and leaves of plants,

.ii M.i'i: \i (the Us den) orn ol the highest

mountains of 1

1

son the boundary-
line between the cantons of Bern and Valais, and
attains a height oi 13,720 feet It n

name 1 ither from the unsullied purity and dazzling
1 he snow by which it is coven d, or

"1 ly no traveller had
ever reached its highest point. In 18'J8, its summit
was attain, d h\ ill ( Irill.lel wahl

;

ami in 1841, by Prof. Agassis and Prof. Edward
1 .1 bee, si

' ompanied by others.

.11 M II. 1. I'l 1\\ I,, the mime given by the

Australian colonists to a bird {Mkgapodiiu tumulus),
vliiih bai llsO been culled the MEGAPODE, totally
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different from the jungle-fowl of India. See Fowl.
It belongs to the family Migapodidce, All the
species nre large birds, with short wings and tail,'

and of slow, heavy flight. They are remarkable
for the thickness of their Ices (kirxi), and their long
and thick toes ; and for their habit of heaping up
mounds of earth, decayed loaves, &c, in which they
lay their eggs, which are hatched by the heat pro-

duced by fermentation. The Australian J. makes
heaps sometimes fifteen feet high, and sixty feet in

circumference at the base, under the shade of thick
trees or shrubs, where the heat of the sun may not
evaporate the moisture. In these heaps, it makes
holes of several feet in depth, in which to deposit
its eggs. How the young birds emerge, is not yet
known, nor if they are assisted by the parent birds.

The mounds of the J. were at first supposed to be
sepulchral tumuli. The J. is mostly of a brownish
colour. Its size is rather less than that of the
common domestic fowl. The propensity to heap
up earth is very early manifested by young birds.

JU'NIPER (Jimiperna), a genus of trees and
shrubs of the natural order Coniferce, sub-order
Cupressineoz, having unisexual flowers, the male
and female generally on separate plants, and the
fruit a fleshy (/allude (popularly a berry), contain-
ing three small nuts. The species are all ever-
green, and have small, narrow, rigid leaves, which
are opposite, or in whorls of three or four, or
imbricated in four rows. They are natives' chiefly

of temperate and cold regions, and are found in

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.—The Common
J. (/. communis) is

found in all parts of

Europe and the north
of Asia, and in the

northern parts of North
America. Only in

favourable circum-
stances does it become
a tree of 15, 20, or at

most 30 feet in height,

and in general it is

only a shrub from 2 to

6 feet high. The fruit

takes two years to

ripen ; it is round, of

a bluish-black colour,

with a whitish bloom;
it is of the size of a
small currant, and is

produced in great

abundance. The little

nuts or stones of the

fruit have on the shell

three glands, which
abound, especially be-

fore ripening, in an
essential oil— Oil of J.

—present also in the
Common Juniper {J.

communis)

:

l, branchlet with mule flow

/,, pin t of branchlet with fei

flowers ; c, unripe fruit.

rtici

tin 'I'h,

II,,wish
in the h,

hard, and fragrant. When of sufficient size, it is

much valued by turners. It is also used for veneer-

ing. The dry twigs, roots, and berries are used for

fumigation. The berries have a strong and peculiar

flavour. They are much used for flavouring gin,

which derives its name from them (see Gin). They
also enter into several medicinal preparations, being

stimulant, sudorific, and diuretic—The bark of J.

may be made into ropes, and in some parts of the

Highlands of Scotland, the roots are woven into the

coarse baskets which are used for potatoes, peats,

&c.—Oil of J. is lighter than water ; specific gravity,

0-S39. It is limpid and nearly colourless. It is

obtained by distilling the unripe fruit, or the twigs,
with water. The medicinal pri ipertics of J. depend on
it ; six drops are a dose.

—

Spanish J. (/. oxycedrus)
grows in arid situations in the countries around
the Mediterranean .Sea. Its fruit is about the size

of a hazel-nut ; and from its fruit and wood is pro-
cured an essential oil of disagreeable odour, called

Huile de Cade (q. v.), which is used in veterinary
practice, particularly as a cure for scab in sheep.—Virginian J. (/. Virginiana), the Red Cedar of

North America, is an evergreen tree, often 30—50
feet high, of conical form, with horizontal branches
and very small leaves ; a native of North America,
from Lake Champlain to the Gidf of Mexico. It
grows in sandy or rocky places. It is often planted
m pleasure-grounds in Europe, and succeeds well in

Britain. The berries are small and bright blue.

The heart-wood is qf a beautiful red colour, and is

valued by turners, coopers, &c. It is imported into
England for making pencils. There are often found
on the branches fungous excrescences called Cedar
Apples, which have been recommended as a vermi-
fuge.—The Bermudas Cedar (/. Bermudiana) is

a native of the Bermudas, a lofty tree, with very
fragrant reddish-brown wood, which is used for

furniture, pencil-making, &c, and also for lining

cabinets, its flavour preventing the attacks of moths
and other insects.—The Himalaya Mountains pro-
duce several species of J., trees of considerable
size, beautiful appearance, and valuable wood. The
only species of J. which is a native of Britain

is the Common J., and it is found chiefly in the
more mountainous parts.—The Swedish J. of our
shrubberies is merely a variety of the common
juniper.

JU'NITJS, Lettep.s op, a famous series of poli-

tical letters signed ' Junius,' which appeared in a
London newspaper, The Puhlic Advertiser, during
the last year of the administration of the Duke
of Grafton and the first two years of that of Lord
North. They were 44 in number ; besides which, are

to be reckoned as proceeding from the same pen
15 signed Pliilo-Junius, 6- business-letters (mostly
very short) addressed to his publisher, Woodfall,
and 10 to Wilkes (privately); and in addition, 113
letters under various signatures. The first of the
letters of J., published January 21, 1709, treats of

the ' State of the Nation,' and may be said to strike

the key-note of all the subsequent correspondence.

In it, the author singles out several leading members
of the ministry, and boldly denounces their ineffici-

ency ; and the last of the letters, dated January 21,

1772, closes somewhat suddenly the long indictment
against ministers in the same spirit in which it

had begun. No sooner did the first Junius appear,

than the court-party took the alarm. An invisible

and dreaded censor was evidently moving among
them—one who, though as yet the days of parlia-

mentary reports were still far off, seemed cognizant
of all the proceedings of both Houses, who not only
knew intimately tic public career of ministers, but

[

was fully informed regarding the follies and the

|

crimes of their private character. Sir W. Draper,
i who entered into controversy with this unknown
adversary, was in the end overmastered, and reduced

' to mere humble complaint and confession. The
I Duke of Bedford, Lord Mansfield, and chief of all,

I the Duke of Grafton, writhed beneath his lash

—

|
the last of these being more indebted for immor-
tality to the splendid sarcasm of Junius than to

any measure which it was his fortune to introduce.

It cannot, however, be denied that the hatreds of

Junius, though springing for the most part from
his detestation of injustice, and his contempt for

incapacity, were increased and imbittered by party
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spirit and personol dislike. Tin- style of t

letters, though perhaps o casionallj Bomewhat stiff

and fi.rniiil, is of tic v.

irgurni ni. fi licitj

and allusion, and brilliant - pi i mi. W lioever Junius
was, liis life depended upon bis preserving liis nom

He bad made too many enemies to be safe

in acknowledging liiins.lt. From the day of the

Enblication of hia liis<t letter, however, conjecture
ils been busy framing tin-inns of the authorship,

shell. urn, i i.|..n.d liana-. Lord George
Backville, ff Cooke, Thomas Lord
Lyttelton, among others, were supposed in turn

to be Junius; but the general opinion now is, that

sir Philip Francis (5. v.) was the author of these

letters. The Franciscan theory is supported by
a weight of evidence, which, although entirely

circumstantial, is sutlicicnt. Macnil-iv think-. Mo
support a verdict in a civil, nay. in a criminal

proceeding.' The handwriting of .lumiis is the

handwriting of Francis slightly disguised. Jiuiins,

as is evident from his letters, knew the forms

office, was intimately

acquainted with the lni.-in.-ss of the War Office,

Ho 1 ul I ommone in 1 77' '. and

. il ham ; denounced tin- promotion of Mr
1 Mr Francis,

and was bound by some strong tie to the first Lord
Holland. All thes> cii 1 iimstances in I

and actions of Junius, the unknown author of the

letters, correspond exactly with the history of

Francis, and do not agree in more than two points

with the history of any other public man of that

period. 'If this argument,' says Macaul.ay, ' does

not settle the question, there is an end of all reason-

ing on circumstantial evidence. See Allibone's Diet.

o.'.'Vi M-uj.r.uit

for January, 1870, p. 118.

JUNK, a Chinese vessel, often of large dimen-

sions. It has a high forecastle and poop, and ordi-

narily three masts. Junks, although clun

incapable of much seamanship or s|>eed, have proved
tl -.Ives seaworthy on voyage* extending even

to America and Europe. The junk of Japan is

eoiisi.lcral.lv superior to that 111 use in China,

J link, in the British navy, is a familiar term for

.It meal supplied to vesse"

.. 11,..' prol.al.lv deriv

..id 1 n jh as old rope, pieces

of which are otiicially styled jiinh.

.11 CTKSBYLO'XT, or SALA NO, an island in the

Bay ot Bengal, lie* in lafe 7 46' N.. and long. 98" 18'

E., near the w. -t coast of the peninsula ot Malacca.

It belong* to Siam, and trades chiefly with tho
,1. ni- ..I Malacca. I'cnang, anil Singa-

pore. It yields tin, edible l.iids'-tiests, and Japan
wood.

JU .NO and HE'RA, the Roman and Ore, 1; names
.. ..f h.av.n. and wife of the supreme

divinity-. The two C ptiona have unfortunately

been confounded, and hence their esscni

larity has liceii lost sight of a dissimilarity, it may
l.c remarked, as great as that which existed l.etwcen

the lloinan and I .!., k character. We shall °ndea-

vour to distinguish l.etween the two conceptions.

lliaiv (meaning ' nn-ti e ;-
'!, the Creek goddess,

was the daught.i ..1 K1..1,.. an. I IIIi.m She was
the sister of Z.us, and afterwards became his wife.

Her jealousy is proverbial, and was unfortunately
too well founded, for Zeus was the reverse of a
faithful husband. In the Homeric poems, she

appears, on the whole, as an ohstinate, quarrelsome
.low,, whose temper is a source of frequent discord

1 If and her lord, whom, how. ...... -lie

greatly fears. She is represented as often spitefully

. 1 ons who were the objects of the dis-

pleasure of /.ens, and has to be punished for her

disagreeable way*. Z. us scolds and even beats

her; and on 01 CM On, We lead of his having tied

her hands, and hung her up in the clouds. But
she is, neverth.le--. a i.-niale of majestic beauty,

I
ot the Olympian dames. As the

only wedded goddess in the deck mythology, she

naturally presided over marriage and at the birth

of children. She rode in a chariot drawn by two
horses ; and in her famous temple at Mount Eubcea,

her statue, made of gold and ivory, bore a crown,
symbolic of hi t que. oly dignity. Her favourite

residences were Argos, Sparta, and M\..n. . I.ut

she had sanctuaries in many parts of Greece. The
Greek artists loved to represent her as a majestic

woman of middle age, possessing a maternal dignity

of mien, with beautiful forehead, huge .\. •-. and
venerable expression. Homer repeatedly calls her
' the venerable ox-eyed Hera.'

Juno (the name is from the same root as

Jupiter), the Soman goddess, was the queen of

heaven, and, under the name of Heginn, was wor-
shipped in Italy at an early period. She bore the

same relation to women that. .Jupiter did to men.
Like the Creek Hera, she took a special interest in

marriage, whence hei nan 1 Juga or Jugalis (the

, but she was also a kind of female
Providence, protecting the si x from the cradle to

the grave. Her epithets, Virginall* (the goddess
1

1 mothers '), indicate

this. It is a very significant feature of the Roman
character, that .1. was also believed to be the

guardian of tl.. national finances, watching over
1 and housevi lie. A

temple. 1 1, lining tlie mint, was erected to her
1. .I/.....:.' (the mo .

.
and prosti-

' bidden to t :h her alt. us. She had
a multitude of other surnames, whioh we cannot

afford space to enumerate, Her great festival was
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culled the Matronalia, and was celebrated on tbe
1st of March. Her mouth (June) was considered
the most propitious for fruitful marriages ; and
even yet, after eighteen centuries of Christianity,

this old Roman faith lingers supcrstitiously in the
popular mind.

JUNOT, Andoche, Duke of Abrantes, and
Marshal' of France, was born October 23, 1771, at

Bussy-le-Grand, in Cote-d'Or, entered the army as a
volunteer in 1792, and distinguished himself in the
early wars of the Republic. In 1798, he followed
Napoleon to Egypt, was there created general of

brigade, and particularly distinguished himself at

Nazareth, where, at the head of 300 cavalry, he
put to flight 10,000 Turks, after a conflict of 'four-

teen hours' duration. In 1807, he was appointed
to the command of the army of Portugal. His
army, after undergoing dreadful privations, reached
Lisbon, aud J., with the greatest expedition, made
himself master of all the strong places in the
kingdom, and reorganised his army. For his

brilliant conduct at this time he was created Duke
of Abrantes, and appointed governor of Portugal;
but being defeated by Wellington at Vimeira, he
concluded a convention at Cintra, returned to

France, and subsequently served in Germany, Spain,

Portugal, and Russia. In 1812, he was disgraced

by Napoleon for a supposed want of energy, and
sent to govern Illyria. This, along with other

causes, produced mental derangement. He was
taken to his father's house at Montbard, near
Dijon, and two hours after his arrival, precipi-

tated himself from a window (22d July 1S13),

and fractured his thigh-bone. Amputation was
performed, but J. franticly tore off the bandages,

and died some days afterwards.—His wife, Laure
Perron, the celebrated Duchess of Abrantes, has

gained a reputation in the Uterary world by her

Memoires on Souvenirs hUtorupj.es stir Napoleon, la

£'evolution, le Directoire. le Cunsuhd, VEmpire et la

Restauration (Paris, 1831—1835), and by several

minor works.

JUNTA, i.e., an association, the name given in

Spain to a body of persons combined for any
political or civil object. The term was formerly
applied more exclusively to assemblies of represen-

tatives of the people meeting without authority of

the sovereign, but has been extended to those of

the most strictly legal character.

JUPATI PALM [Rapkia ladinera), a palm
which grows on rich alluvial tido-llouded lauds near

the mouth of the Amazon. The stem is seldom
more than six or eight feet high ; but the leaves

are often 50 or GO feet long, rise vertically from the
summit of the stem, aud bend out on every side in

ceful curves, forming a magnificent plume. The
eaves are perhaps the largest in the vegetable

kingdom ; they are pinnate, the leaflets about four

feet long. " The leaf-stalks, which are often twelve
or fifteen feet long below the first leaflets, and four

or five inches in diameter, perfectly straight and
cylindrical, are almost like birds' quills in strength

aud lightness, when dried, of a soft substance, with
a thin, hard, glossy outer covering. They are used
for various purposes, as for laths, window-blinds,

&c. The interior part is soft enough to be used
instead of cork.

JU'PITER, or JUPPITER, in Roman Mythology,
was the greatest of the gods. The name is a modi-
fication of Dioris pater, or Diespiter (Diovis, or Dies
= dirum, heaven), i.e., the Father of Heaven or

the Heavenly Father. As such, J. had all power
over the phenomena of the skies ; hence his numer-
ous epithets, such as Pluvhis (the Rain-giver),

Tonans (the Thunderer), Ftduiiiiutor (the Lightuing-

gra.

leai

hurlcr), and St n iintm- (the Weather-clearer). But be
possessed still higher and diviner attributes. The
future was spread out clearly before his all-seeing

eye ; the destinies of men were in his hands, and
events were but the expression of his omnipotent
will. But he was not careless of mankind. He
revealed himself in a variety of ways to them, and
taught men to interpret these mystic and symbolic
revelations. Wonderful appearances in the sky, or
unwonted circumstances happening on the earth,

were the media of his communications ; hence- his

surname of Prodigitdis (the Sender of Prodigies).

As the national god of the Roman people, he went
with them into battle (like the Jehovah of tbe
Hebrews), fought for them, procured them victory,

and, generally speaking, Mas their protector at home
and abroad. This conception of J. is shewn in

such names as Imperator (the Ruler), Victor (the

Conqueror), Stator (the Stayer or Stander-by). Tbe
strong sense of morality which marked the old
Romans also found its expression in their view of the
character of the best and greatest {•iplintits mrt.rimus)

of their gods. J. was the guardian of law, justice,

and virtue ; oaths and all solemn engagements were
made as to him ('in the sight of God,' as we say).

He had temples erected to"him at Rome under all

his different names ; but the principal one was that

on the Capitol, whence he had the title of Capitol-

imis, and where, with beautiful significance, the
statues of Fitles (Faithfulness) and FirtoWn (Vic-

tory) were placed beside his own. When consuls

or other magistrates entered on the duties of their

office, or when the army was about to open a
campaign, or a general returned victorious from
war, sacrifices were solemnly offered to J. and his

favour invoked. When the Romans began to know
the religion and literature of Greece, they foolishly

sought to identify their own noble, majestic, and
gravely upright J. with the slippery, lustful, and
immoral Zeus of the Greeks. Hence have originated

much confusion and misconception. See Zeus.

JUPITER. See Planets ; Solak System.

JUPITER SERA'PIS, Temple op. The ruins

of this temple at Puzzuoli, near Naples, afford a

remarkable instance of the changes which have
taken and are taking place in the relative position

of the land and water on the earth. Only three of

the original forty-six pillars exist. They rise out

of the water, the pavement of the temple being at

present submerged ; but they bear evidence that

they have been at one time submerged to half their

height, which is 42 feet. The base of the pillars as

high as twelve feet is quite smooth ; for the next
nine feet they are penetrated by a boring shell,

which is still active in the neighbouring rocks. The
water must have covered this portion of the pillars,

and while the molluscs were busy, the lower twelve

feet must have been protected from their ravages by
being buried in mud. The changes of level have been

so gradual that the pillars have not been moved from
their original position.

JUPON, or JUST-AU-CORPS, a surcoat. The
name jupon is chiefly applied to the short tight

form of that military garment in use in the 14th

century.

JU'RA, a range of mountains, of a peculiar lime-

stone formation, known as the Jura Limestone,
extending from the angle formed by the Rhone
and the Ain, in a north-easterly direction (with a

gradually declining elevation), for more than 450
miles, to the upper part of the course of the

Maine. The Rhine, breaking through it between

Schaffhausen and Basel, divides it into two parts,

the Swiss or French, and the German Jura. The
loftiest peaks are Reculet de Toiry, Grand-Colombier,
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attention to this speculative side of the law in this

country are Bentham, whose various works abound
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masterly work on tirst principles, to whom may hu
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JURY TRIAL (Fr. jurr. sworn), is a mode
of trial in the bnited Kingdom, by which a few
citizens, selected for the purpose, are constituted

the judges of the truth of the facts in suits

sanetitv of their oath, but in sub-

ordination to a hi del judge, Who has distinct

functions of control. Various theories have been

justice in the United Kingdom. Jury trial does
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up by Mr Forsyth in his History of Jury Trial, and
he states these conclusions. Courts were presided

over by a reeve, who had no voice in the decision,

and the number of persons who sat was usually

twelve. The assertions of parties were admitted
as conclusive, when supported by the oaths of a
certain number of compurgators. The testimony
of the neighbourhood was appealed to for the

purpose of deciding matters of general concern.

Sworn witnesses were appointed in each district,

whose duty it was to attest all bargains and trans-

actions, in order that they might be ready to give

evidence in case of dispute. Every care was taken
that all dealings between man and man should be

as open and public as possible. It was by a gradual

process of improvement that the precise functions

of the jury were defined, and it would be beyond
our limits to discuss the details of this progress. It

will suffice to describe the institution of jury trial

as it now exists, and has for centuries existed with
little alteration.

In criminal cases in England and Ireland, there

are two or three kinds of juries in requisition. In
all cases of sudden death, homicide, or murder, the

coroner of the district summons a jury of twelve
men, who inquire into the circumstances of the

death, and if it appear that such death was caused
by the criminal misconduct of any person, the jury

may find that such person was guilty of murder.
This inquisition, or finding, is sufficient, without
any other process, to put the alleged criminal on
his trial; but it is often considered expedient to

proceed also against the prisoner in the ordinary

manner. In all criminal cases, the grand jury is

the medium of accusation. They perform the duty
of public accusers ; they do not try a prisoner, but

all indictments are in the first instance submitted

to their consideration, for the purpose of seeing

whether there is enough of doubt and suspicion

to make it necessary to put the accused on his

trial. Accordingly, in every county and bor-ough of

England where sessions of the peace or assizes are

held for criminal trials, a jury of not less than
12, nor more than 23 men, are summoned to see

that there is some foundation for each indictment.

The judge first charges them—that is, gives them
general directions as to particular crimes, and they

hear witnesses for the prosecution only and ex parte,

finding a true bill, or ignoring the bill, according as

they think there is or is not a case worthy of trial

against the prisoner. See Graxd Jury. The chief

duty, however, as to the trying of prisoners is dis-

charged by the petit, jury, which consists of twelve

men, who are sworn to try the cause between the

crown, as prosecutor, and the prisoner. Previous

to this trial, the prisoner is not, as a matter of

course, entitled, except in cases of treason, to a

copy of the indictment, though in many cases he
can indirectly obtain a copy, or at least is generally

made acquainted with the particulars of the charge

against him. Nor is the prisoner entitled, except in

cases of treason, to have a list of the witnesses who
are to be brought against him. The first thing is

to arraign the prisoner at the bar, and ask him it he
pleads guilty or not guilty. If he do not plead

guilty, he is then put on his trial. He is not

entitled to demand from the court to have a counsel

to defend him, though practically there is little

difficulty in procuring one. The jury are then
sworn. The number of jurors is twelve, but a much
larger number is summoned, and the prisoner is

entitled to challenge those of the jury who, he has

good cause to believe, will be hostile to him. He can

challenge a certain number of these without giving

any reason ; but when he exceeds such number,

he must state some valid reason. The prisoner is

not, however, entitled beforehand, except in cases

of treason, to have a list of jurors supplied to him.
At the trial, the prosecuting counsel begins and
makes a speech to the jury, commenting on the
case. He then calls his witnesses, and it may be
observed that it is a public duty for witnesses to
attend, and they can be compelled, subject to fine

and imprisonment, to attend and be examined.
Each witness is first examined by the prosecuting

counsel, and then re-examined by the prosecuting

counsel. A witness testifies on his oath, and if he
speaks falsely, may be prosecuted for perjury.

After the prosecutor's case is closed, the prisoner or

his counsel addresses the jury, and if he has any
witnesses, calls them, and they are examined, cross-

examined, and re-examined in like manner. If the
prisoner calls witnesses, the prosecuting counsel has
the right of making a speech in reply; and even
where the prisoner calls no witnesses, the prosecutor
can frequently insist on replying, and thus having
the last word. The judge then sums up the evidence

by going over it in detail, explaining any points

of law that may arise ; but he carefully informs
the jury that it is for them exclusively to say

whether, upon the evidence as laid before them,
they think the prisoner was guilty or not guilty.

The jury must be unanimous in their finding. If

they have a difficulty in agreeing, they are locked
up a reasonable time, which means generally about
six hours—though no definite limit is fixed—without
food, till they agree. If, after this reasonable time
has elapsed, they are unable to agree, they are

discharged without a verdict. The consequence is

that a new jury are summoned, when the same
process is repeated. If they find the prisoner

guilty, it is for the judge exclusively to pronounce
the appropriate sentence, and some discretion is

allowed to the judge on that point. But neither

the judge nor the jury can pardon the prisoner ; it

is for the ci-own alone to do so, and practically the

propriety of doing so is left to the Home Secretary,

whose duty it is, if any application reasonably

supported by evidence is made to the crown, to

inquire into it, which he does by examining the

matter and consulting the judge. The settled rule

is, that no new trial can be had in criminal cases,

even though some error may have been made by
the judge or jury. The only mode of obtaining

redress is by petitioning the crown to pardon the

prisoner, or commute the sentence, as the case may
be ; and the Home Secretary advises the crown as

above.

In civil cases, the established practice in England
and Ireland is for most questions of disputed fact

which are material to the case to be referred to the

decision of a jury. It is the only regular mode of

solving the dispute which the law provides. The
necessity of a jury trial is arrived at after the

parties have, by their mutual pleadings, come to

an issue— i. e., one party distinctly asserts some
fact which the other as distinctly denies, the fact

being material to the cause. A jury is then sum-
moned, and the rule is, that all causes of action

are tried in the county in which the dispute arose.

The jury consists of twelve persons. Juries are

either common juries or special juries: the former
act compulsorily, but are not paid for their loss of

time ; the latter also act compulsorily, but they are

selected on the ground of their supposed superior

intelligence, and they are paid a small sum for

their services. In most cases, the plaintiff's counsel

begins, and makes a speech to the jury; then calls

his witnesses, who are examined, cross examined,

and re-examined on oath ; after which, if the

defendant's counsel do not intend to call witnesses
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England, there is no such absolute right of a widow
to a share of a husband's goods, unless he died
intestate, in which case, but in which only, she gets
a similar share of the personal estate by virtue
of the statute of distributions. See Goods in
Communion, Husband and Wife, Succession.

JUS KEPRESENTATIO'NIS. a phrase adopted
by the Scotch from the Roman law, to denote that
in heritable succession, and also to a limited extent
in movable succession, when one or more of the
children of a deceased person have predeceased, the
children of such predeceasing children represent
their parent, and take his or her share. Thus, if

A die, and one of his children, B, had predeceased
A, leaving children .C, D. E, P, then C, D, E, F
collectively take the share of A's property which
would have come to B if B had survived A.

JUSHPO'RE, a protected state on the south-
west side of Bengal Proper, is entirely surrounded
by British territory. It contains G17 square miles
and 27,U00 inhabitants. Its chief place is a town
of the same name. The country, a table-land, is

much overrun with jungle, the cleared ground pro-

ducing grain, chiefly rice, and oil, and the uncleared
portions abounding in wild silk.

JUSSIEU, De, the name of a family which, for

more than a century and a half, has numbered
among its members some of the first botanists of

the age.

—

Antoine de J., who was born at Lyon
1GS6, and died at Paris in 17.">S, was Professor at

the Jardin du Roi, and the author of various works
on botany ; amongst others, an Appendix to Tour-

nefort (Lyon, 1719). He made several voyages and
journeys to foreign countries for the purpose of col-

lecting plants, on which occasions he was accompanied
by his younger brother Bernard, who co-operated

with him in all his investigations, and acted as his

assistant.

—

Bernard de J., who was born at Lyon
in 1609, and died in Paris in 1777, contented him-
self through life in assisting his brother and nephew,
without seeking renown by the publication of his

own important observations. Hiving been named
superintendent of the gardens at the Petit-Trianon

in 1759, he arranged the plants in accordance with
a natural system substantially the same as that

which his nephew and pupil, Laurent de J., subse-

atly elaborated in a more perfect manner. As
" e prin-

based,

the glory of his labours devolved upon Laurent, who
alone possessed the key to this botanical enigma.

—

Laurent de J., who was born at Lyon in 1748,

and dieil at Paris in 1836, was worthy the rich

heritage left to him by his learned and disinterested

relatives. At the age of 17, he began his botanical

studies under his uncle Bernard, and, four years

later, was nominated demonstrator and assistant

to Lemonnier, the Professor of Botany in the Jardin

du Roi. He at once began to reform the arrange-

ment of the gardens and collections of plants under
his charge, and to apply to them his own and his

uncle's ideas in regard to the natural method. For
thirty years he continued to develop his novel views

;

and when his Genera Plantarum, which he began
in 177S, was finally completed in 1789, the natural

system was finally established as the true basis of

botany (see Botany). In 1793, J. became Professor

of Botany in the newly organise,! .Tanlin des Plantes,

where he continued to teach till 1S26. when blind-

ness compelled him to resign his chair to his son
Adrien. During his tenure of office, he founded
the library of the Museum, which is one of the

best in Europe. His papers in the Annates da
Museum (from 1804— 1S20), and his articles in the

Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles. rank among
756

the most valuable contributions to the literature

of botany, and embody all the results of his own
investigations.

—

Adeien de J., his son, was born
at Paris, December 23, 1797, and died in the same
city, June 20, 1853. From his earliest years, he
hail shewn himself a worthy representative of the
reputation of his family. As a youth, he carried

off the first prize in the Concours, or annual com-
petition among all the collegiate schools of Paris

;

and on taking the degree of M.D. in 1824, he pre-

sented as his thesis a memoir on the family of the
Eupliorbiacea', which attracted the attention of all

botanists. His subsequent papers on the Rutacece,

Meliacece, and Malpighiacece, fully realised the
expectations that had been entertained of him.
His memoir on the embryo of the Monocotyledons
is a work of great merit, and was to have been
followed by a series of papers on similar subjects,

when ill health compelled him to relinquish this

project. He was also prevented, by the same cause,

from extending his Cours Elenientaire de Bolaniqae

(1848) into a complete and general treatise. In

1S31, he was elected a member of the Academy,
and, shortly before his death, he was nominated
to the presidency of that body. J. contributed

many valuable papers to the Annates du Museum,
the Coinpt'-s I'endns. and the Dktionnaire Universe!

d'HUtoire Xaturelle ; but the services which he
rendered to science were not due only to his

writings, for his influence as a lecturer was of

even higher importance, and has been manifested
by the number of able botanists of all nations
who have owed their training to him.

JUSTE MILIEU, a French term, signifying

the just, mean, or, accordiug to the common expres-

sion, the golden mean. After the revolution of

1S30, this term acquired a political signification,

and came into very frequent use, because of the
declaration of the organs of Louis Philippe, that

meut which could secure the welfare of France.

JUSTICE, one of the cardinal virtues of the
ancients, and the name for a principal department
of social and moral duty in all ages. Practically,

justice is considered to be clear and definite

;

but theoretically, there have been great disputes

as to its ultimate analysis and the source of its

binding quality. It lias been maintained very
generally, that both the perception of what is just

and unjust, and the powerful sentiment in favour

of the one, and in opposition to the other, are

instincts of our nature, or make a part of that
comprehensive instinct termed Conscience, or the
Moral Sense. On the other hand, it has been held

that utility, in other words, the general interests

of mankind at large, is what determines justice,

and that the sentiment enforcing it grows out of

a regard to those interests.

The supposed instinctive origin of the sense of

justice is encumbered with all "the objections that

attend the hypothesis of innate notions generally,

so powerfully set forth by Locke in his Essay on
the Understanding (see .Ethics). But neither is

the other view free from serious difficulties, of

which the greatest is the universally felt contrast

between the Just and the Expedient, or the simply
useful. We are frequently called upon to sacrifice

expediency to justice, which would seem to imply
an obligation higher than the interests of mankind.
Fiat justitia, mat ccelum—'Let justice be done,

although the universe should collapse.' Whence
arises this paramount obligation?

If we inquire into the nature of justice by exam-
ining the particulars coming under it. we find such
instances as the following : It is unjust to deprive a
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JUSTICE OP THE PEACE.

while the Other is merely the Lord Chief-justice of
the Court of Common Pleas.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, in England, is

a person appointed by commission of the crown,
or by act of parliament or charter, to exercise
certa n judicial authority in a county or borough.
The person who practically appoints to the office

is the lord chancellor, who in his discretion may
include in the commission certain persons who
must have an estate of £100 a year, clear of all

rents and charges; or if he has no estate in

possession, but is entitled to the reversion thereof,
if it be of the rent of £300 a year. All persons
having the above qualification may be appointed
justices of the peace ; but practising attorneys
or solicitors are not eligible for counties, though
they are for boroughs. The office of justice of the
peace is entirely gratuitous, for they receive neither
salary nor fees, and hence the justices are often
called the ' great unpaid.' But in modern practice
it has been found necessary to deviate from this
rule, and to appoint in all the cities and many large
towns certain paid justices called stipendiary magis-
trates at a lixed salary, who discharge the duties
of justices, which are necessarily onerous and import-
ant. In the city of London and certain other
places, the mayor and certain corporators are con-
stituted by charter justices of the peace by virtue

of their office.

The institution of justices of the peace is very
ancient. Previous to 1327, there were conservators
of the peace in every county chosen by the free
holders out of the principal men of the county to
perform similar duties, but by a statute of Edward
III., a change took place in the practice, and ever
since, the election of justices has been taken from
the people, and exercised by the crown. At first,

however, they were still called merely conservators
or keepers of the peace, and were not dignified
with their present title. Gradually, the office grew
more and more important, in consequence of many
statutes adding to their duties and jurisdiction,
until, in the thirtieth year of the reign of Elizabeth,
the form of commission was revised, aud was
settled nearly in the form which is now used. The
commission is in the name of the sovereign,
addressed to certain persons by name, and directing
them ' to keep our peace in our county of . and
to keep all ordinances and statutes for the good of
the peace, and for the good rule and government of
the people, and to chastise aud punish all persons
that offend against the said ordinances.' The com-
mission then assigns them to inquire ' by the oath
of good and lawful men of all manner of felonies,

poisonings, enchantments, sorceries, arts, magic,
trespasses, forestalling!?, regratings, engrossings, and
extortions whatsoever, aud of all crimes and
offences. &c.' Formerly, it was usual to select the
most eminent to be of the quorum, a name derived
from the first word of the clause quorum cdiquem
vestrum A, B, C, D, &c. unum esse volumus, and one
of these must, always be present; but now nearly
all are included in the quorum clause ; and it is no
longer an objection to a warrant that one of the
convicting justices is not of the quorum. When
new justices are appointed, the commission is sent
by the clerk of the peace to the crown-office, where
the names are inserted. On appointment, the
justice must take an oath that he possesses the
necessary estate as a qualification ; and if lie act
without taking such oath, he incurs a penalty of

£100. Each justice, on appointment, also takesJthe
oath of allegiance, supremacy, and abjur
appointment of a justice of the peace

country. As the appointment is practically in the
hands of the lord chancellor, it is a frequent charge
brought by one political party against another that
the appointments are given as rewards for political
service ; but owing to the frequent alternation of
power among parties, the undue preponderance of
one set of politicians is speedily neutralised by the
acts of their successors.

The functions of justices of the peace are exceed-
ingly multifarious in the present day, for there are
few departments of the law in which the aid of
justices is not required for purposes either of
administration or of judicial decision. For the last

century especially, there has been a continual addi-
tion to their duties created by successive acts of
parliament, and this is caused by certain remedies
which either did not exist before being created, or
by their being transferred from other courts and
jurisdictions to the summary powers of justices. Of
late, about twenty statutes every year involve mate-
rial alterations, chiefly byway of addition to this
branch of jurisdiction. To enumerate all the heads of
law which in part have been confided to the disposal
of justices, would require too much space ; but it

may suffice briefly to indicate the general character
of their duties. These- are either administrative or
judicial. Thus, in carrying out the provisions of
the poor-law, if the parish officers require to remove
a pauper from one parish to another, instead of
intrusting this power to these officers, they are
required to go before justices of the peace, so as to
shew the circumstances under which the removal
takes place, and to satisfy the justices that the
statutes on the subject have been complied with.
But the great and distinguishing functions of
justices are concerned in the judicial decision of
what are called offences punishable by means of

summary convictions or orders. The theory on
which all this jurisdiction is founded is, that while
the graver crimes must be left to the ordinary
remedy of an indictment, and the slighter wrongs to
that of an action at law, there are many interme-
diate offences which are not worthy of the solem-
nity of an indictment, nor yet fit to be left to the
slow, expensive, and often elusory result of a civil

action. Hence this intermediate class of cases arises,

which justices can punish by fine and imprisonment
swiftly aud decisively. Thus, if certain classes of

servants employed in agriculture or mechanical arts

suddenly break their engagement, they may be
fined or imprisoned by justices, for if there were
no speedy remedy like this, the mischief often
caused to the master might go unredressed. In
like manner, justices punish poaching offences,

whether against fish or game, personal assaults,
vagrancy offences, &c.

Another important, class of duties consists in the
preparatory proceedings of all criminal trials, as
issuing the warrants to arrest, and examining wit-
nesses so as to see if there is a primd facie ground
of suspicion sufficient to warrant the committal of

h persons to be tried before juries. There are also
ions offences of the class of misdemeanours which

justices are entitled to try with the aid of a jury at
arter-sessions, but n. me of the more serious offences
! intrusted to their jurisdiction. The courts com-
sed of justices are general or quarter sessions
lere indictable offences may be tried by juries; and

petty sessions and special sessions, where a great
riety of judicial and administrative business is

performed. All these duties are not only performed
gratuitously, but the justices are liable for mistakes

The
j

often of a very innocent description, and have to

pay damages for the injuries thereby caused to

ular estimation, aud is eagerly
{

third parties. They are protected to some extent,

t after by men of station, especially in the :SO far as they have acted judicially, but if anything
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like malice oan be proved against them, thi

escape being sued and amerced in heavy damages.
la i

•
• 1687, o 32 Tl See waa

further regulated by acta in 1609, 1617, 1633;
•'.v '"' '

i in 1656,
embodied in the aol 1661, which is the ]irim.-i|i.-il

statute regulating the .lut i. - ..

1 to form a quorum. The jurisdie-
timi of justices is confined in practice to the penal
statutes in refi i fishings,

game, ami public- houses, and in many of ties,- the
sheriffs have cumulative jurisdiction. Their ordi-

(>f the peace, petty thefts, and trifling

They appoint a procurator-fiscal or public prose-
cut, .r for their own court. The civil jurisdiction is

chiefly confined to the

the only
tribunal resorted to. N
regards rank or property appoint-
ment is less popular, and the range of authority
and jurisdiction

to what it is in England. Tins is chiefly dor to
a different arrangement of judicial business, and to

tiquity of the pr*
in Scotland, which are presided over l.v tn 1

lawyers, who are paid by a fixed salary. These
office] oisdiction

i England.

JUSTICE-CMJRK, Low), a high judicial officer
Mind, being the > nil highest judge in

rank, and m theabs.-n. f the I.onl Justice-
nliir,' judge mi tin- i "Hit hi Justi-

ciary. His usual duty i

the divisions of the Inner Mouse called i

in its origin was, as its name imports, of a more
bumble ch

.ii STIOE ci m:i: \i

'

!
Hid. also called t r ,,'f the

Formerly, the office of Justice-
general 'I ll.it : jll.lio l] ..Hire, I, lit

the title is now. since 1831, associated with
the Lord President

JUSTICES, !
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The statute 12 and 13 Will III
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JUSTICES' CLERK, u rally a
solicitor, appointed by justices ..f tin- p. .,,

laud to assist thei theii duties, Owing to the
jiistiee, themselves aol being trained lawyers, and

called upon to administer many branches
11 l In I. Hi

.
and .',,.. ii in- ... t - ot p.n li.Lineiit, all of

which require much skill, the justices' el.-rk is a
person of mm I. lo.-.-.l ii.tlu.-ii.-e, and in practical
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, properly speaking, not a
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JUSTI'CIARY COURT, the highest criminal
-ll Hid. Its jiidg.- are five Ol thl

of il.. • Court of Session viz., the Lords President,
• Inst ice clerk, ,-i.nl i loee others a] .pointed by |.,n. nt.

The quoi um ol the high curt .- .

judges. It sits usually in Edinburgh, but also
holds .-in , a y,,ar in some ,,f the

being divided for that purpose into three do.

"i
, diet ibrace i all -

. irdg

riminal tribunals. Its decisions are final,

there being no .,;,;, ll to I In Mouse ol Lords.

•
IC -Till \m.l-: HOMICIDE is the killing of

a human creature without incurring legal guilt,

lit, ed I,- I h.u, , ,1 .

wh'i necessarily kills another
i.is own life, &c.

JUSTIFICA'TION, a term of technical theologj
An g I' Hi it is believed to express
an act of divine favour whereby a sinner is absolved
from the penalty of his sins, and accepted as rigln is,

not on account of anything in himself, but on account
of the right.. nisin-ss ,,! Christ imputed to him. Ac-
cording to this view it is :i purely forensic act—the
act of a judge silting in the lorniu, ,,r ph„ -,. of judg-
ment, and acquitting the condemned bi an exercise
of clemency, in c. ,i,-i. ler.-it ion of the merits of .mother,
who has paid the penally which was justly his due.

in- unrd Ihc apostle is un-
derstood by many l'rolesianls to -peak i IJ.i 1 f

(in,
I
as ' the jusiilier of him which bclievcth in .les,,-.

-

•iii-iin. an,, ii i- not by Protestants generally bed
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to be attained by virtue of any spiritual birth. In the

opinion of others who appear to have a clearer view

of Christian faith as shown bv their Christian works,

it is the inward birth of Christ in us bringing forth

righteousness and holiness that justifies us, which new-

birth, having removed and done away the contrary

nature and spirit that bore rule and brought condemna-
tion, comes into dominion over all in the heart of the

believer. Those who are thus clothed with Christ,

who ' have put on Christ,' are they whom God there-

fore truly accounteth righteous and just. The formal

cause of justification is not the works, they being but

an effect of it, but this inward birth, by which we
come to be made partakers of the divine nature and

are made one with Christ, as the branches with the

vine, so that his obedience becomes ours, his righteous-

ness ours, his death and sufferings ours. Many Pro-

testant sects esteem the distinction between justifica-

tion and sanetification a cardinal one, but others above

referred to believe the term should be more frequently

understood as implying making one just, its original

signification, and not reputing one merely so, and to

be identical with sanetification.

The doctrine of justification is laid down plainly in

the Epistle of Paul to Titus, wdien he says :
' Accord-

ing to his mercy he hath saved us by the washing of

regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost,' &c,
and clearly ascribes the immediate cause of justifica-

tion to this inward work of regeneration, which is

Jesus Christ revealed in the soul, the washing or re-

generation being that inward power and virtue whereby
the soul is cleansed and clothed with the righteousness

of Christ. This view of justification appears to be

that entertained by many of the Christian Fathers of

both the earlier and the latter age of the Church.
Jlelanchthon says, ' To be justified by faith signifies in

Scripture not only to be pronounced just, but also of

unrighteous to be made righteous.' According to St.

Augustine, to be justified was no other than of un-

just to be made just, through the grace of God, for

Christ.

Zuinglins asserts' that the sanetification of the Spirit

is true justification, which alone suffices to justify.'

JUSTIN, a Roman historian who flourished, in

all probability, in the 3d or 4th c, although some
assign him an earlier date. His History—which is

of great value, from its being our only authority

on many important points—is merely a selection

of passages from the Universal History of Trogus
Pompeius, a work now lost.

JUSTINIA'NUS (JUSTINIAN) I., Elavtcts

Axicius, nephew, by the mother's side, of the

Emperor Justin, was born 483 A.D., in the village of

Tauresium, which afterwards grew into the splendid

city of Justiniana, and on the site of which the

modern Kustendje stands. Although of obscure

parentage, he shared the success of his maternal
uncle, Justin, being invited at an early age to

Constantinople, where he received a carefid educa-

tion, and if the reports of his courtly biographers

can be accepted, attained to considerable eminence

in philosophy, theology, and law, as well as in the

more elegant pursuits of poetry, music, and archi-

tecture. When his uncle was elevated to the

purple in 51S, he appointed J. commander-in-chief

of the army of Asia. The tastes of J., however,

inclining him rather to civic pursuits, he declined

this appointment, and remained attached to the

court of Constantinople. In 521, he was named
consid, and during the remaining years of the reign

of his uncle, he continued to exercise great influence.

In 527, the Emperor Justin, by the advice of the

senate, proclaimed him his partner in the empire.

Justin survived the step but a few months, and J.

was crowned as sole emperor, along with his wife,

the famous Theodora, whom, despite of her more
than dubious antecedents as" an actress, he had
raised to the position of his wife. J., on his acces-

sion, was in his 45th year. His reign, which extends
over 3S years, is the most brilliant in the history of

the late empire. Although himself without the
taste or the capacity for military command, he had
the fortune or the skill to select the ablest generals

of the last days of Eoman military ascendency.
Under the direction of his generals, and especially

of the celebrated Narses (q. v.) anil Belisarius (q. v.),

his reign may be said to have restored the Eoman
Empire, at least in outward appearance, to its

ancient limits, and to have reunited the East and
West under a single rule. In his first war—that
with Persia—he concluded a treaty by which the
crisis that had so long threatened was at least

warded off; but the rejoicings which celebrated

its termination had almost proved fatal, by a
domestic revolution, to the authority of J. himself.

A conflict of the so-called Blue and Green factions

in the circus in 532 was but an outburst of political

discontent, which went so far as to elect a rival

emperor, Hypatius. J. himself was struck with
dismay, and had made preparations for night; but
the vigour and determination of Theodora arrested
the revolt. Narses, with a relentless hand, repressed
the tumults, 30,000 victims having, it is said,

fallen in a single day. By the arms of Belisarius,

the Vandal kingdom of Africa was re-annexed to

the empire ; and the same general, conjointly with
Narses, restored the imperial authority as well in

Pome as in Northern Italy and a large portion

of Spain. One of the most extraordinary, though
in the end ineffective, works of the reign of J.

was the vast line of fortifications which he con-

structed, or renewed and strengthened, along the
eastern and south-eastern frontier of his empire.

These works of defence, and the construction of

many public buildings both in his capital and in

other cities of the empire, involved an enormous
expenditure, and the fiscal administration of J., in

consequence, pressed heavily on the public resources

;

but it is admitted to have been ably and uprightly

conducted. It is, however, as a legislator that J.

has gained renown. Immediately on his accession,

he set himself to collect all previous legislative

enactments which were still in foi'ce ; and in order
to do this thoroughly, he first compiled a code,

which comprised all the constitutions of his prede-

cessors (527—529). See Code. The authoritative

commentaries of the jurists were next harmonised,
and published under the title Dhji-sta Pandecta (529

—533). See Pajtdects. The code was republished

in 534, with the addition of J.'s own constitutions.

His third great legal undertaking was the composi-

tion of a systematic treatise on the laws, for the

guidance of students and lawyers. This was pub-
lished a short time before the Bit/eat, under the title

of Institutiones, i. e., ' Institutes.' AH these works
were accomplished under the careful superintend-

ence and direction of Tribonian, and were written

originally in Latin. The later treatises which J.

caused to be written were in Greek, and were
entitled Novettce, i. e., ' New Works.'
The character of J. as a ruler contrasts favourably

with that of most of the emperors, whether of the

earlier or the later empire. His personal virtues

were of a class and in a degree seldom united in one
of such station ; and his public administration, with
the single exception of that of ecclesiastical affairs, in

which he was an arbitrary and imperious intermed-

dler, exhibits great ability, and just and upright inten-

tions. He died at the age of 83, and in the 38th year

of his reign, November 14, 565.

JUSTTNUS, surnamed the JIaktyk, and



JUSTINUa I.-JUTE.

frequently the Philo r, and, after in S65 a. t... and c
|

Teitulliun, the n.

n Church, «as I M.ltive of I'lavia 8

;n 8 . i of Ins birth i-

. to the yean 89, 113, in. ana lis lb. Bit
father Prisons was a heathen, and J. was educated
in the religion of his tat! an anient
student 01 the philosophy of his aire, 1

with the school of the Stoics, but finally adhering
to that of the Platonigte, With the fast, as he
him» II ! m highly

1 ; hut, as he was one day wandering along

venerable aspect, v. In. created in J.'s mind a

higher knowledge than Plato had reached, referring

him to the study of the Jewish prophi

t was his conversion to

Christianity, at some date between 119 and 14(i

a.i>. After his conversion, he retained the garb of

a philosopher, but, as a Christian ]-hil

db to brine
others to the truth whieh he had him- elf .li.-o..\or. d.

He is -aid t" hive 1 u beheaded about tl

165, in the reign of Ma
ods. His

1 to till I l.l.i.U

and malignant arte of the< lynic philosopher Crescens,
The works . f .1.. although not very vohiminous, are

highly iutere.stin^and important. The hooks useril.eil

to hirn with certainty ai for the

ins, the first addressed 'to Antoninus 1'ius.'

I'i-ii/i/h'ii

hi actual

on held at Ephesus. The Address to the

(Tresis is not so certainly a genuine work of J„ anc
rrtation to the

ii , and bis work On the

Monarchy of (Sml, an argument against the poly

tainly spurious. The first edition of his
works is that of Robert Stephens (Paris, L661). The
Benedictine edition of J. IS thai ol M

tioii has apii.ai.-d in (hnnanv
i Otto, -J v..!-. 8vo (Jena, 1842 1844).

'

.1 rsTi M's i. ,,r JTJ8TIK in I ELDER,
a- horn in 450 A.D., ofbarbarian

body-guard, of which he rose to be commander. He
till the .hath of v

118 L». Keel-
ing that, from Ins total want of learning, he was
mi litted to direct the internal civil administration.
he wisely resigned ti

whose administration gave c.ueral -.ii

:• uu nt with the pope,

to_ Theodoric, king of Italy, the righl
-

—of appointing 'consuls' in Rome; and the same
year he heeame involved in a war with tie- king

which laid

Dyrrachium in ruins, and the ill-fated Antioch was
completely destroyed by lire and h
bin.. I. On hearing the news, J. took i

put on i ilj ,.f money

i is death, which took place in August
327, he had adopted Ins nephew .in

associated him with himself in the govi

.ii vi ims ii. ,oi .ii 31 1\ Tin: YOUNGER,

! itil'ul and al.'e, hut
man. In old. r t natlate himself

ople, he immediately paid his j.re.le-

she too often allowed her passions to blind her
i.asin. Tl jh her iullu. nee, Naises (ip v.) was
dismiss. .1 from the exarchy of Ravenna, though
at the time J. was fully aware that

meditating an invasion of Italy. The
jOy Of tiles,-

Ol th man whom they dreaded, v.

and in 668 they hurst like an avalanche up,.n

Italy, which from th; r lost to the
Creek Empire. The emperor had better fortune

i t .in.l north
;

l.ut though he had
enough of abl

i Mercian, Tib rius,

.1
. yel i he in '.mi].. i.nt government

found it impossible to raise :l dis. iplm..!

was obliged to have recourse to the
dient of employing mercenaries. hi

ifter a Ion- and e;,li

mice, and followed up his success by roni|iiei ing
Mesopotamia and Syria. He was repeat.

hack hy Maurieius, hut returned with redoubled
fury. In the midst of this war. .1. died. 26th
September ">.s. after appointing Tiba in

generals, as his successor. J. had heen in

574, from which time till his death the supreme
authority was in the hands of the empri

JUTE is the fihre of an Indian plant, th

of hotainsts i-.e t iib ;rs), and
.,i;t„riii.s ; the former, how

th.- • from which the til .re is ehielly obtained. The
fibre constitutes the inner hark, ami is separated hy

Jutu (Con-horns cap

maceration. It is sometimes obtained 12 feel long.
a very important

commerce of this and other countries, altl ;, its
introduction to Europe f,., th. ,

Previous to 1830;
ro ly known, except in thi

HI Which BUgar, lie, pepp i

products of India h
, ., imported,

without atti

material of which th. v were made. V. b
Emperor of the Juist, n

. i introduced, its great length led to
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the impression tb.it it would be useful for cordage
;

subsequent trials, however, soon shewed that its

liability to injury from moisture made it useless for

that purpose. But its capabilities for employment in

such fabrics as matting and coarse carpeting soon

became apparent, and a vast trade sprang up. Its

employment for coarse bagging is immense ; it is

used for the cottons of India and America ; all the

sugar and rice, the pepper, ginger, cinnamon, gums,

dye-stuffs, oil-seeds, and numerous other articles of

Indian produce, reach us in gunny-bags, and almost

every producing country either imports gunny-bags
or jute for making tliem. In Great Britain, large

quantities of gunny or jute bagging are manufac-

tured at Dundee and other places ; and it has the

beneficial effect of relieving large quantities of hemp
for the more important purposes of sail-cloth and
cordage. Jute can be bleached only with difficulty,

otherwise, the worn-out gunny-bags would furnish

an abundance of paper material. Very mucli^ is

employed, especially in India, for making inferior

kinds of wrapping-paper. In 1866 gunnies and gunny-
bags, valued at £102,858, were exported from British

India. In 1S69 there were imported into the U. States

5743 tons of gunnies and gunny-bags, valued at $347,-

000. It is imported in bales, usually weighing about

3| cwts. each.

The cultivation of C. capsular™ has been success-

fully attempted in England, a good crop of fibre

being obtained ; but the plants, although attaining

14 feet in height, did not ripen their seeds well.

JU'TERBOGK, a small manufacturing town of

Prussia, in the province of Brandenburg, is situated

on the Nuthe, 27 miles south of Potsdam. Here
considerable wool and flax markets are held, and
wine is produced to some extent. Woollen-cloth

manufactures, spinning, weaving, and dyeing are

also carried on. Pop. 6257. In the vicinity is the

field of Dennewitz, where the Prussians defeated

the French under Ney and Oudinot, September 6,

1813.

JUTLAND (Dan. Jylland), the only considerable

peninsida of Europe that points directly north,

forms a portion of the kingdom of Denmark, and
comprises the province of North Jutland. The duchy
of Slesvig (q. v.), now separated, was called by

the Danes South Jutland. The province of North
Jutland has an area of 9670 square miles, and a

population (1860) of 703,813. See Denmark. J. is

said to have been inhabited iu the earliest times

by the Cimbri (q. v.), and from this circumstance

it has received the name of the Cimbrian Peninsida,

or Chersonesus. In historical times, we find it

inhabited by the Jutes, who took part in the expe-

dition of the Saxons to England. As allies of the

Saxons, they waged war with Charlemagne, and
under the name of Normans (Northmen), frequently

desolated the coast of Germany and France.

JUVENA'LIS, Decimus Junius, the Boman

satirist, was born at the Volscian town of Aquinum.
The year of his birth is unknown ; but it may be

taken for granted that he was a youth iu the reign

of Nero ; that he was come to man's estate, and
was writing in that of Domitian (81—96 a.d.) ; and
that he survived into the times of Hadrian (117

—

138 A. D.). He seems to have enjoyed a competence.

He practised at Borne as an advocate ; and there are

some reasons for supposing that he visited Egypt.

Among his friends were Martial and Statins, aud
perhaps Quintdian. But nothing is known of his

personal history except a few leading facts—among
them, that he recited some of his satires in public

with much applause ; and even these facts are

not known to us in any detad. His interest for

posterity depends altogether on his writings—on big

sixteen satires, still surviving, which occupy the

very first rank in satirical literature, and are of

priceless value as pictures of the Roman life of the

Empire. J. and 1 lorace respectively represent the two
schools into which satire has always been divided ;

and from one or other of them every classical satirist

of modern Europe derives his descent. As Horace
is the satirist of Ridicule, so J. is the satirist of

Indignation. J. is not a man of the world so much
as a reformer, and he plays in Pvoman literature a
part corresponding to that of the prophets under the

Jewish dispensation. He uses satire not as a branch
of comedy, wdiich it was to Horace, but as an engine

for attacking the brutalities of tyranny, the corrup-

tions of life and taste, the crimes, the follies, and
the frenzies of a degenerate state of society. He
has great humour of a scornful, austere, but singu-

larly pungent kind, and many noble flashes of a
high mi >ral poetry. We would especially point out
that the old Soman genius—as distinct from the
more cosmopolitan kind of talent formed by Greek
culture—is distinctly discernible in Juvenal. He is

as national as the English Hogarth, who perhaps
gives a better image of his kind and character of

faculty than any single Kngiish humorist or moralist

that we could name. J. has been better translated

in our literature than almost any other of the
ancients. Drydeu's versions of five of his satires are

amongst the best things Dryden ever did. Dr
Johnson imitated two of the most famous in his

London and Vanity of Human Wishes; and the
version of the whole of them by Gifford is full of

power and character. The best known modern
edition of J. is that of Buperti, and there are good
recent English ones by Macleane aud Mayor.

JUVENILE OFFENDERS. The practice of

singling out offenders of a tender age from adult

offenders, aud subjecting them to different punish-

ment and reformatory treatment, has gained ground
of late years. In the eye of the law, persons are

considered capable of committing crime when of the
age of seven, and are punishable like other persons.

But in England and Ireland, in cases of larceny,

whenever a person under the age of 16 is brought
before justices, and is convicted, he or she may he
committed to the house of correction for three

calendar months or less, or, in the discretion of the
justices, shall be fined £3 or less ; or if a male under
14 years, shall be once privately whipped (with a
birch rod, not more than 12 strokes), either instead

of or in addition to such imprisonment. The juve-

nde offender, however, may object to be tried by
justices of the peace, aud may insist upon being
tried by jury, if he prefer it. And in all cases of

juveniles under 16 being convicted of offences, the
justice or magistrate may, in addition to the sen-

tence then passed, provided such sentence is not less

than 14 days' imprisonment, direct the offender, at

its expiration, to be sent to a reformatory school for a
period of not less than two years, and not more than
five. But the parent or guardian may have the
child sent to another reformatory school than the

one named by the magistrate, oil paying the addi-

tional expense, if any. The expense of the convey-
ance of the offender to the school is paid by the
county or borough, but his continued maintenance
there must be paid for by the parent or step-parent,

if of sufficient ability, such sum, however, not
to exceed 5s. per week. Children who have not yet

committed crime, but are in a vagrant and neglected

state, may also be sent to an Industrial School (q. v.).

In Scotland, there are also statutes with regard to

reformatory schools and juvenile offenders similar to

what exist in England.



K
TILE eleventh li

^f alphabet. 'I'll.- s.-miti.-

^i had tw.i chara

or very similar oonsonantal power
Hi .1 in Hebrew Kaph

(hollow of the hand), the other

'at lii r j t , the Grei k

into Latin
; but in

. nr 7. V. ;is .11 Iv ill-ii]i|i(.(l,

ami in Latin,

Aj i'ii M.i.i. and letter C), < tci pi to I

feu words, ' In the languages
derived ir.iin Latin. accordingly, k is used only in

writing foreign words. Although link

alplialii-t, it lias in modern English to

a considerable extent taken the place of c in words

: I i, .1,1', ,ii tin- i-.iniliiii.-itinii 'in. 'J'his is

clearly a i
••• nature of written
i'".l .-\ llabaries rather

•

antal articulation followed by a pari

sound ; bo th

another fur bo; one for to, and anothi i

as in hieroglyphs. A •!.. sharp mute
-. /.-, ;/. •!>. gh. -

k are indicated under C.

CAABA Irab. 'square house'), the name of an
oblong stone building within the greal mosque

lirst worshipped on I

for tins purpo . 8i th subsl il nted for the tent
' ,", u lii.h was, how-

. . ,1 by the I leluge, but afterwards
relillilt by Abraham ami I- Inn

of idolatrous worship, probably i" Zohal (Saturn

I iiift in 1627 35 to 40

with silver, is opened only three times in the year

—once f..r men, once for women,
the purpose

door, in the north-east n, r ..I tli.- edifice, is set

the fainc.ns lava-like I'.laek Stone whi
second year
Kilili-h, i. .-.. as an indicator ol I

towards which all M turn in tln-ir

Etoni paradise together with A. lam, is held in

extreme veneration, and one of its principal Dames
is 'The Right Bat d I th.' It was
originally ol white oolour, but the sins of man-
kind have caused it to shied so man]
that it has 1, I," (externalrj

I
quite bl

explain this change "t oolour by the unnumbered
i -.. i. ins bestowed npon it bj

-

part of whose ceremonies (see HajjJ

coinpassingtheK. seven times, each time eitherkissing

_ it with the hand, and kissing

the latter. A smaller stone, to which, however, less

veneration is shewn, is set in the south

of the Kaaba, 'I he o I

! -, <m which
:

'

i
i

•
i ibul of the califs,

later of the sultans of Egypt, now of the Turkish

emperors. The K. has a double roof, supported
<1, an. I it is said 1

1

ever rests upon it. The whole edifice is surrounded
by an enclosure of columns, outside which there

are found tin ci oratories, m- places .,t devotion, for

diffi ii nt Beets : also the edifice containing the well

Zem-Zem, the cupola of Abbas, and the 1

All these arc further enclosed by a splendid
enl.ninaile. snrnnmnted by cupulas, sleep].-

nt -. all gilded and adman d with lamps, which
.sh.d a lirilliant lustre at night. These surround-

ings, between which ami
'

n paved

causeways, were firsl d vised by Omar, fur the

better preservation of the Iv. itself.

K LAM \. or I'AAMA (AntiUypt

species of antelope, a native of the .smith of Africa,

nearly allied to the BubcUua (q. V.) Of the north oi

the Dutch colonists

of Good Hope, where it. is the most
common of all the lar_,. ant, I. .pes. Its horns are

ratlu-r short and thick, curved like the

lyre. It inli. ilnts plains, and congregates in large

herds. Its flesh is vc milling beef

than that of alnn >t an\ other antelope, it is very

domestication.

K \ i:\-\ LGY, a tn.ill town of Hungary, situ-

ated in a plain litl nn a Debreczin.

Pop. 6600.

K ABYXiES, another name for the Hi i

K \T'I' \. a fortilicd tnH n ,.

Russia, in ti,.

-uiiter.ip.il. The harbour, a portion

m tin bay of K., an inlet of the Klaek Sea. is deep
and sail It Contains a citadel, a barracks, and a

,
..ii.-, ted in the

vicinity ; and ill hmi :h it hi- .-icatk I
.

-« Inn

still tin '

. t, i I 'I In pi lncipal

'ckcloth, and gnats' hair.

[n 1859, 213 vessels oi 12,194 tons entered and

K., ti, s in the
l:;th ... uh. n it was under the Genoese dominion,

i . In 1 165, it fell into the hands

of the i hi it had 100,000 inhabit-

ants In 17s.;. it was taken by the Russians, to
whom it was ceded by the treaty of JaSSy III IT'."-'.

KA'FFIR, or KAFIR, the name of a great

family of tin' human race inhabiting the MMlth

part oi th it in. lit 'it Am a, classed by Dr
Latham in division b ol tin v..i n ty Atluntnhc. their



physical conformation being modified negro, and
which also includes the Betjnans (q. v.), Ovampos,
Damaras, and other similar tribes living in the
region south of 18° south latitude, and extending
to the boundaries of the Cape Colony. By the
term K, however, the tribes inhabiting the coast-

country on the east side of South-east Africa are
generally understood, and recent events have further
narrowed the designation in a popular sense as more
particularly applying to the tribes living in the
country between the" Cape Colony and Natal, those
east of the latter colony, as far north as Delagoa,
being now better known as Zulus or Zulu Kaffirs.

General distribution of the K. races : 1. Tribes
(Amatabele, Amazulu, &c, north of Natal; Amam-
pondo, Amaxosa,* &c, in Kaffraria Proper) speaking
the Zulu language and its dialects, inhabiting the
east-coast region"; 2. Tribes (Makololo, north, and
Bakuku, north-west of Lake Ngami ; Bakalihari,
&c.) speaking the Siclmana language and its dia-
lects, inhabiting the central region, ami known under
the general name of Betjnans ; 3. Tribes (Ovampos
and Damaras) speaking the Ovampo or Otjikerero
and its dialects, inh.-il uting west -coast region.

History, d-c—The word K. is derived from
the Arabic Kiajh; 'an unbeliever,' which was
applied by the Mohammedan inhabitants of the
east coast to the native tribes living south of them,
and adopted by the Portuguese, after their settle-

ments at Meliuda and Mozambique, to designate the
inhabitants of the vast region lying to the south,
and extending to the country of the Hottentots, now
the Cape Colony.
The oldest genealogical records of the K. chiefs go

back to 1617. In 16SS, the old Dutch colonial
records first mention the Kaffirs as having at
that early period driven the Hottentot aborigines
as far south as the Great Fish River ; and in 17S4,
the latter was declared the boundary of the
Cape Colony to the east. In 1798, commenced our
series of K. wars, and between that and 1811
they were repeatedly attacked and driven across
the Fish River. In 1S19, under the leadership of a
false prophet called Makanna, they ventured to
attack Graham's Town, but were repulsed with great
slaughter. A period of broken peace and ill-kept
treaties then succeeded, during which time a con-
siderable European and Hottentot population had
been settled along the frontier (1S20). In 1828, they
were driven out of the Kat Paver Valley, which
was filled with Hottentot settlers ; then came the
great war of 1834—1S3S, which cost upwards of
a million sterling, and ended in the Kaffirs being
driven to the east of the Great Kei, and the
territory between it and the Great Fish Kiver was
taken possession of by Sir B. Durban, but imme-
diately restored by the then Colonial Secretary,
Lord Glenelg. In 1846, war, which had been long
inevitable, again broke out, and the Gaika and
Islambie Kaffirs, members of the great Amaxosa
tribe, invaded the colony, and overran the whole of
the frontier districts as far west as Uitenhage,
and north to the Stormbergen, inflicting great
loss even on the imperial troops on many occasions.
Again, under Sir H. Smith, they were in 1S4S
driven back, and the country they inhabited once
more annexed to the British crown, under the title

of British Kaffraria. Unfortunately, however, the
influence of the chiefs remained unbroken, and they
used it for evil by again invading the colony in 1S51,
and this time not only the Gaika tribes, but the
whole of the Amaxosa and Amamtembu, besides a
numerous body of rebel Hottentots, all well armed,
and provided with ammunition. Again, after a

* The prefix Ama signifies tribe or family.
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struggle of many months, the enemy was finally

repulsed ; and Sir H. Smith being relieved by Sir

H. Pottinger, and he by Sir George Grey, the
latter, by his wise and astute policy, succeeded in
breaking up the power of the chiefs, dispersing the
tribes amongst the European settlers, and utterly
destroying their strength, in which he was not a
little assisted by a terrible famine which about that
period fell on the unfortunate people, they having
neglected to plant their fields, and having killed

nearly all their cattle, at the command of a false

prophet called Umlangeni, whose influence the
deluded chiefs used to urge their people to this last

war. Since 18.">2, the principal actors in these great
frontier contests, the well-known chiefs Macomo,
Pato, Seyolo, &c, are miserable exiles and prisoners
on a sandy islet in Table Bay, and another K. war
appears to be a very remote contingency. A well-

armed European population now occupies British
Kaffraria, and the natives look for justice to local

magistrates instead of to their former chiefs.

Beyond the Kei Paver, the chiefs still rule, but their

power is very much broken, as our frontier police

control matters with a pretty high hand on both
sides of the border.
The K. races are a tall, well-made, and generally

handsome people, of a dark brown or bronze colour,

and hair in short woolly tufts. As we proceed to
the north, they gradually became more assimilated
to the negro type, until at last the two races seem
to blend together. They are brave, and in times of

peace, kind and hospitable to strangers, affectionate
husbands and fathers ; and their" minds have a
peculiarly acute and logical turn, which in many of

our ' palavers ' with them often gave them the best of

the argument. They are an honest people, except,
perhaps, in the article cattle. Although their idea
of God appears very indistinct, and their feelings

of veneration but small, yet they are very super-
stitious, and dread the influence of wizards and
sorcerers. Their huts, which are built by the women,
are of a bee-hive shape, composed of wattles stretched
with grass, and a collection of them is called a
' kraal,' a word of Portuguese origin signifying an
enclosure. The general rule of the chiefs is patri-

archal, they being assisted, however, by a number
of ' pakati,' or councillors, whose advice is generally
followed by the chief. Polygamy is allowed, and
wives are generally purchased for cattle. The chief

has absolute power over the property of his whole
tribe, although he seldom exercises it. If any indi-

vidual accumulates great wealth, an accusation of

witchcraft is sure to make him disgorge it. They
practise, in common with all other African nations,
circumcision and many peculiar rites of purification,

many of them analogous to those prescribed in the
Mosaic law; but these rites appear, both in Africa

and Asia, to have been generally practised at an
earlier period even than the Jews adopted them.

The K. criminal code is very simple: a fine, great

or small, of cattle pays for almost any offence, and
the lex talionis is strictly forbidden even in case

of murder. Many of their ceremonies and dances

are of a very gross and obscene nature, although
the K. women, especially after marriage, are very

chaste and modest in their deportment, and present

in this respect a striking contrast to the Hottentot

race. The Kaffirs are strictly a pastoral people,

and the men tend their herds exclusively, even

to milking them, leaving to the women the

labour of cultivating their gardens, building then-

huts, gathering fuel, &e. They generally wear
a blanket ; the former robe of softened ox-hide

is now very seldom seen. In time of war, the K.

appears in the field naked and painted with a

fiery red clay. The native anr.s are assagais and
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the dm of Grearms is now prevalent
ml in the late

war, tin- K. warriors, in skirmishing, excited the
admiration of tin- liyht companies .1 some ..f our
most di.tiii..'iiishcd re-iin.nts. 'I'll.' K. lan-miec is

considered 1 n.i, which is

the 11 unnal stock of the diffi -

line, Bonorons, and expressive, ^^ 1 1 1 1 a

1- .ili.l Ci>Ill]>1ic:lt

On the Cape frontier, many Hottentot and Dutch
. and in the Zulu

Natal have published many excellent

!
to elucidate 1

1

African langii

The Am r ]

various Zulu tribes, refugees from the wars of

Chaka, reduced to shivery l-y tin- Amaxosa Katliis,

' y Sir B. Durban in is.15, and settled

by him along the frontier of the Cain- Colony. They
id man} ol them are

ciuivertcil to Christianity. They have always been
our linn allies against their I;

Kaffirs, although of the same race and Language.

The Fingoes are often, from t In i r money-making
propensities, called the Jews of the K. race. The
Amampoudo, Amabaxa, and other tribi 9 living m ar

the Natal frontier, have never 1 a at war with
lis, althoiieli
•

not near so line a ra Kallirs.

The number of tie I.

llions, scattered over an area of about a
1

'

. there may be about
.•(IMI.IKK) in Katiraria Projier. 150,00

Kaffraria and Cape Colony, an

KAFFIB CORN. See Dobra.

K \l'l ",: \ III A. Puorl > 01 lM.r.i'FNDEXT. The
was formerly

• ie whole of the 1 oast region of South
id extendim;

as far north as Sofala, but it is now limited to a

1 ain ealle.l Kalalnl.i,

of about I- ' 1

of the 1 lap ' 1. ami comprising all

area of ah..

i.ei and riii/iinril'i

K. is drained by the Great Kei, the CTmzimvoobo
or st John s River, and its I

1 lilamba, the

streams, with shoit courses, which rise in a high
escarpment or ridge, I buttress to

an undulating grassy but woodless plateau, which
extends alone tie- foot ol the mountain
of about 2500 feet above the sea The rivers,

es|iecially ne through deep-wooded
surrounding

country, and none

Hot be appi

age may be found in one or two shallow bays east

lohn's River.

K. is inhabited by the remains of the Amaxosa
and Am nut. moo tube- ol Kallirs (wl

annexation of liritish Katiraria, havi -

the Kei K.

Amagaleka, Amampondos. and Amaba)
remains of many broken Zu.u
the wars of Chaka and Dingaan, who have found

shelter in that |H.rtion of the country that borders

u -Natal. The total Jer of natives may be

roughly estimated at 300,000; but it i-

a very few years the whole region will lie alinorheil

inlo lie iieielil,oniin_- colonies of British KnlVi'iirhl

ami Natal, as tin- population is rapidly decreasing,

and the chiefs fast 1... mil influence,

mnl chief is liili, or Creili, of the Ainiigu-

leka tribe, who has his | nil i<i i .;il kraal a

cast of the Ureal Kei River.

K. is fertile. The natives raise suffl-

li Indian and Kaffir corn, pumpkins,
ftc., for their own use. Cotton fa

grown in in ui\ local oast, < lattle,

hor.es, and -..at, thrive well, and a oolisi.ler.il .Ie

trade with the a. liar, nt colonies IS can led on 1:1

hides, horns, goat skins, tallow, and Wl

s.iei.'tj nave established many well
ui

. iiient halting-places

along the lines of road which traverse Kaffraria
between the Cape Colony and Natal, and where
travellers will a kind reception.

KAFFRARIA, British, a country of South
ween the Great Kei, the White Kei.
ma, and Indian Ocean (wrested from
', tin- Cape colonists in the war of

1846 ls47i, forms what is now the independent
colony of British Kaffraria. I; has an area ol 1500
square miles, and is bounded on the north by a

high and picf in iqui r inge ol mountain i

\ni.ioI,i (4000 to '"i 11 ' 111 feet), a continuation of the
< ii-eat Wiiitcrhcrg and Kathcrg ramies in the Cape
Colony. It is well watered by the Keiskamma,
I'hiiniie, Biitlalo, Ibinubi, and other minor streams

running; in deep and rugged
beds, and by the (ireat Kei, a cnsi.lei,:

dividing it from Independent Kallraria. None of

..able.

The physical aspect of British K. is similar to

that of Lower Albany, or the east-coaal
i

the < ape Colony. Many fertile, well-watered valleys

are found amongst the spurs of tin- Ain
tains. Behind these inoinitaius are high grassy
plateaux, extending to the Kei River, and well
adapted both for grazing and agriculture.

In 1S.V.I. British K. was ,li\ ..l.-d into farms of from
1 1 II in to .'iiiuii acres, which were granted free on
certain term i

> < :. n .
; and it now

- to 10,000 souls .,f

lid probably 100,000
of the native races, Amaxosa and Aiiiaf.ngu Kallirs.

The principal town is King William's Town, the
head-quarters of the military and seal i

incut, and containing a population of about 2.1110

-..ills. The port of Briti-li K. is I'.a-t London,

at the mouth Etiver, wl
good anchorage. There are numerous mil

villages extending along the line of
i. in the sea to the mountains, and '

al-o several luls-ioii-stall'ilis. '.

Presbyterian, and German; and the n •

1868 nil. lim.d from heathenism, anil

becoming an orderly and civilised population. In

ISf>l,l>y her Majesty's letters. patent, British K. was
declared an inde|.endent colony, under a lieutenant •

.i of the 1 'ape belli,' stj led

lues are deri, i d from
quit-rents of the farms granted, and the revenue

i at the port oi Last London, and are
.out sufficient to pay the expenses oi

the limited executive.

una have nearly disappeared,
i back the high plains north

.. eall.d the I'.oi.tebok Flat, were the
favourite hunting grounds Of South African sports-

men. A i o| the < tl iiuali I., o .11,

.-.nt her Crii ie m war, have i

grants of land, and make excellent settlers. Two
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English, and one or two'German newspapers are
imMisbed in King William's Town.

British Kuffrnriii, formerly n depurate government,
was incorporated with Cape Colony in 1866.

KAFIRISTA'N (i.e., country of the Kafirs or
infidels), a country of Central Asia, on the south
declivity of the Hindu Kush. forming part of the
northern liasin of the Cabul, in 3.V— 36 N. lat., and
69° 20—71° 20' E. long. ; area, 7000 square miles.

The country is divided into narrow valleys by
spurs of the Hindu Kush. The inhabitants, whose
number is unknown, differ, as the name of the
country implies, ill creed and origin from the great
body of the neighbouring tribes; in features and
complexion, they claim kindred with Europeans.
Their language, too, is said to be wholly independent
of the other dialects of Central Asia. This state of

isolation is mainly owing to the natural strength
of the region, which, though repeatedly invaded,
has never yet been subdued. The soil is fertile

enough to render external intercourse comparatively
unnecessary, yielding, as it does, fruits, wheat, and
millet, and feeding large herds of cattle, sheep, and
goats. Metals and timber likewise abound, the
people working in the same with considerable skill.

RATTAN, an article of Turkish dress, resembling
a dressing-gown, which is in use also amongst other
oriental nations.

KAIN, an old term in Scotch Law, used to denote
rent paid in kind, as in the shape of poultry or

animals, to a landlord. The word is said to be
derived from eanum, a Latinised form of the Gaelic

ceann, 'the head.'

KAIRWA'N, a decayed town of Northern Africa,

in the state of Tunis, is situated SO miles south of

the town of that name, in a treeless, marshy plain.

It is surrounded by a brick wall, surmounted by
four towers. It contains about 50 ecclesiastical

structures, of which the Okbah Mosque, one of the
most sacred of Islam, is compassed by a quadran-
gular wall, and contains numerous ancient pillars of

marble, granite, and porphyry. The trade is chiefly

in furs ; saddlery and sandals are manufactured.
Pop. 12,000.

KAISARIYEH. See Cesarea.

KAISERSLATJTERN, or LATJTERN, a small
town of Rhenish Bavaria, is pleasantly situated on
the Lnuter, 25 miles north-west of Landau. Pop.
12,029.

KAKODYLE. See Cacodyle.

KALAMAZOO', a city of Michigan, United
States, is situated in the south-west portion of the
state, on the west bank of the river of the same
name, 65 miles from its mouth, and 143 miles west
of Detroit, on the Michigan Central Railway. It

has a state lunatic asylum, a college for both
sexes, ten churches, two newspapers, and several

manufactories. Pop. in 1860, 6070.

KA'LBE, or CALBE, a town of Prussian Saxony,
in the government of Magdeburg, is situated IS

miles south of the town of that name, on the left

bank of the Saale. Spinning and weaving, with
manufactures of paper, tobacco, and sugar, are here
carried on. Pop. 6S63.

KALE, or BOPvECOLE (Ger. Kohl), a cultivated

variety of Brassiea oltracea, differing from Cabbage
in the open heads of leaves, which are used for

culinary purposes as greens, and also as food for

cattle. There are many sub-varieties, of which some
are of a green, and others of a reddish-brown or

purplish colour; some have the leaves comparatively
plain, and others have them very much waved or

curled, some also fringed or laeiniated. Most of the
kinds are biennial, like the cabbage, but some may

|

be reckoned perennial, as the Milan Kale (Chou de
Milan), and are frequently propagated by cuttings.

The kind called German Greens is one of the most
delicate, and is very much cultivated in Britain,

chiefly as a winter vegetable. The more the leaves

are curled the more is it esteemed. The mode of its

cultivation nearly agrees with that of cabbage.

KALE, Sea. See Sea Kale.

KALEI'DOSCOPE (from Gr. kalos, beautiful,

eidos, image, and sl-opeo, I see), an optical instru-

ment invented by Sir David Brewster in 1817. It

consists of a tube, through whose whole length pass

two mirrors or reflecting planes, which are hinged
together along one edge, and make with each other
an angle which is an aliquot part of 1S0°, whilst the
one end is fitted up with an eyeglass, and the other

is closed by two glasses, at a small distance from
each other, between which are placed little frag-

ments of glass or other variously coloured objects.

The eye looking into the tube now perceives these

objects multiplied as many times as the angle which
the reflecting planes make with each other is con-

tained in the whole circumference of a circle, and
always symmetrically disposed ; and the slightest

shaking of the instrument produces new figures.

There are various modifications of the kaleidoscope,

by some of which its power is much increased ; and
it is not only a pleasing toy, but of great use to

pattern-drawers and others, to whom it supplies

endless varieties of figures.

KALENDAR. See Calendar.

KALENDS. See Calends.

KALEWALA. See Finnish Literature.

KALGUE F, or KOLGUEV, an island of Russia,

in the Arctic Ocean, 240 miles in circumference,

belongs to the government of Archangel, and is

situated 115 miles east of the northern extremity
of the peninsula of Kaniu. It is the resort of innu-

merable flocks of mid-fowl, especially eider-ducks,

geese, and swans, which are caught in great numbers
by the fowlers who visit the island every summer.

KALIDASA, the greatest dramatist, and one of

the most celebrated poets of India. He is known
to the literary public of Europe especially through
his drama S'dkinittiln, which, first introduced to the

notice of the western world by Sir William Jones
(17S9), created so great a sensation throughout
Europe, that the early success obtained by Sanscrit

studies in England and Germany may be considered

due to this master-piece of Sanscrit literature.

Another drama of the same poet, and next in renown
to S'&kuntala, is the Vikramorvas't, or the Hero and
the Nymph. Besides these works, Hindu tradition

ascribes to his authorship a third drama and several

poems, which no European critic will believe could

ever have sprung from a mind like that of Kfllidilsa.

Professor Lassen, in the Indische Altertliumshmde,
passes the following judgment on this poet :

' KSlli-

dflsa may be considered as the brightest star in the

firmament of Hindu artificial poetry. He deserves

this praise on account of the mastery with which he
melds the language, and on account of the consum-
mate tact with which he imparts to it a more simple

or more artificial form, according to the require-

ments of the subject treated by him, without falling

into the artificial diction of later poets, or over-

stepping the limits of good taste ; on account of the

variety of his creations, his ingenious conceptions,

and his happy choice of subjects ; and not less on
account of the complete manner in which he attains

his poetical ends, the beauty of his narrative, the
deUcacy of his sentiment, and the fertility of his

imagination.' But although we are enabled by
his works to appreciate the merits of this poet,
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we K n i\v little of his personal history. 'I'll, t | and even just emoluments, throng
lived at Djjayint or Oujein, and that he was ' one of the prevalent f th< ft, falsehood, ami fraud, are

duallydiminishc.l 1>\ :• • n. ... l,y a fourth

'I t •
-

, stimato m which this K
Id 1 I

'"' :

' ra Hindus may be

M uncertain as tliat of any ]vi...iu^' of t ]
i> an ,, .mo of t ! i

• i r in- i

learned and th. ipter of the

I'o.-t. Kill i, Lisa' Kr iySyo-a-flra of this I'liraim, tin- follow

it :
' In the Kaln

I to identify Kight will li

Vikramaditya, the contemporary of K.. with Harsha in • vil. The four cs d to wicked-

Vikramaditya, ami that the great poel would thi i
wliich is lit

fore have lived in the middle of the 6th o. of the for them. The Brahmans will

Christian era. hanker after presents, be lustful and cruel. They

KALIHA'RI DESERT. The Kaliliari is a vast Vi "

central and nearly uninhabited tract of country
1

""'',r
',"""r ,

"'/ ws
' ' ',,,' '

'

tfamaqualand and the Betjou- livelihood, some lirahmans will become .arrant rogues

,rl, Africa, cxtcndine from the • • • ' '" *'"''•'•'< «',ll endeavour to lead the lite o

i.,.rthern tanks of the Cariep or Mr.n,
! ""< "' fnendsbip

the latitude of _>l south, or th,

redo,,, a J.

,i prc-ctm- <" „....,.,

on which rain seldom fa .;
upon debts, sell the

courses, with a substratum .

eessively fickle. . . In the

station, and Ivaliy ,,-:». the earth will bear l.ut lilt

.: of tiu-cape ll " ll ' ls " in
-:,

1

;" 1 '"'* h,t
;'

.'""'•> »" 1 '•''*. <'"'• ""*

Colony, which have .
-,

' '"' ,' -'"""'l toed »,, ordure, and give

.1 ,,,„„ t |„. ,,.„,. aud little milk, and the m.lk will yidd no butter;

, i and Arabia. No "'"l"
ls .»" <1 '"ll,t "* tli:lt

- •
frees, even, will

raWe .„;.,,,. wither ... twelve, years, a.,,1 the age oi mankind

arc found ,n .
, eel of which "'

J"
1 *

...as be eon ,.1 I'l, " ;!

;

', ,"
haiml."'. their y„„.i

'' '' "
,

" ! •'';
;

"

led »'e» w.ll he, ,o tro„ „„l.,n ,,,

Betjouana B 'I" 1 " evil; and those living in

he skins of which thevn.ake ''.re,,,, eountr.es will
!

•. ,,,d ,,ul

the lur-rohes called* carouses.' The Kalihan !

many wives In the

.... and othe-s. ,„ar I'rs tw.l,,h. , ... „,,!...,, I! ,1, , ,.,a,,l

I ,,,,.
Nisi,,,,, ; a.,., ,t, uoone will even

is known. After heavy rain-, immense herd- oi
mention his name.

elephants, rh ire found in KA'LMAR, a town and seaport on th nth-east
its dense thick, t-. and I... I on the - ul.nr .

called • Kengwe,' which then abound then

ith-oi thorn-
f Oland, and about -' I, - s,.u

Stockholm, It. ..

B \ T.ISZ. a town of P '

' ""'' » lai »i beau! i istle, in which,

„u the 12th July 1397, the treaty called the ' TJuion

[1 ' Oil ' of t! I Kallnar,' vvhi, I, ,, i

'

i. . [ I i.. n . i..,,

|
three ll Htlicm lan-,1 5 upon Hi, eel. Mar

of a palatinate. Population I
•_',•->• ,o, who cans' on Denmark and lea- heirs for eve,. .'. . ,,_,,,., I toby

le. The adjoining county is the "'-- 'I'l.c union,

l„st cultivated in the !, '.,
I
.. famous nevertheless, lasted ,,nh , I]

irst between the (see Dsnmakk, Hbtoby of). The commerce of the

I
i., in i;ini: the town is considerable, and manufactures of sugar

d Saxons in 1813. and d on. Pop. 7554

K U.lVl i;a. in Hindu chronology, the fourth KA'LMIA, a genus of plants of the natural order

or last of the p ly ah.., it

i

' r three teet 1 1 e_ 1
1 . ,, ,i:V es III N", ill '

line to with red, pink, or white flowers, generally in corymbs.
.1 years, The (lowers are very delicate and beautiful, and

v. ids a,„l shallow

ll ion of the lour J !. ,1 bj a hell. Son

Britain.

ie worst of all. ' In tie soil. A ".
I

Kl it.,

in the form of a bull) stands firm Alleghany Moan' t of t, n

inr feet, nor dot i ue to fi et and the wo
in. n from iniquity. But in the following ages, by dangerou poisonous to many animals,

i unjust gains, he is deprived successively and the homy of the ii
p aoxiona



KALMUCKS-KAMA.

properties. A decoction of the leaves has been used
with advantage in cutaneous diseases.

KA'LMUCKS, or, as they call themselves, the

Derben-Ueirat (the Four Relatives), and also desig-

nated by the name of Eleutes and Khalimik
(Apostates), are the most numerous and celebrated
of the Mongol nations. They are divided into four

tribes, the first of which, the Kho»k6ta (Warriors),

number nearly 00,000 families, and inhabit the
country around the Koko-mvr, which they consider

the native country of the race. One. portion of

this tribe migrated to the banks of the Irtisch,

and became subsequently incorporated with the
second tribe, the Dzungars ; another portion

grated to the banks of the Volga, in the 17th c, and
is found at the present day in the government of

Astrakhan. The second tribe are the Dzttnr/ars,

who give the name to a large territory (Dzungaria)
in the west of Chinese Tartary ; at the present
day they number about 20.0011 families. The third
tribe are the Derbets or Tehoros, who deserted Dzun-
garia, and finally, to the number of 15,000 families,

removed a few year-s ago to the plains of the Hi and
the Don, where they are bring rapidly incorporated
with the Don Cossacks. The fourth great tribe of

the K. are the Torgots, who, about 1660, separated
from the Dzungars, and settled in the plains of the
Volga, w-hence they were called the K. of lite Volga;
but finding the Russian rule too severe, the majority
returned to Dzungaria.
No Mongol or Turkish race presents such charac-

teristic traits as the K. ; indeed, they answer exactly
to the description given of them by Jornandes 13
centuries ago, when, under the name of Huns, they
devastated Southern Em-ope. The Kalmuck is short
in stature, with broad shoulders, and a large head

;

has small black eyes, always appearing to be half-

shut, and slanting downwards towards the nose,

which is flat, with wide nostrils ; the hair is black,

coarse, and straight, and the complexion deeply
swarthy. The Kalmuck is considered to be the
original type of the Mongol and ManchCi races, and
his ugliness is the index of the purity of his descent.

They are a nomad, predatory, and warlike race, and
pass the greater part of their lives in the saddle.

Their usual food is barley-flour soaked with water,
and their drink is the 'koumiss' (made from fer-

mented mare's milk). In 1S20, Russia established a
Kalmuck institute for the training of interpreters

and government officials for the K. of Russia, and
she has since been making great efforts to introduce
civilisation among them. Many still retain their

native Buddhism.

KALO'CSA, a town of Hungary, near the left

bank of the Danube, about 70 miles south of Pesth.

It contains a fortified bishop's palace, with a library

of 30,000 volumes. K. is a steam-] laeket station on
the Danube, and contains a population of 11,400.

KALONG, a name originally Javanese, and
belonging to one or more species of frugivorous Bat
(q. v.j inhabiting Java, but now frequently applied

to all the frugivorous bats, the family Pltropidw, or

at least to all the species of the genus Pteropiis.

The Ptcmp'vUr are all large bats, and some of them
are the largest of all the Cheiroptera. They are

j

called Rouseette by French naturalists, and often,

popularly, Flying Fox by Europeans in the East.

Tiny arc found in the East Indies, Japan, Australia,

Africa, and South America. There are many species.

Their food consists chiefly of soft fruits, as bananas,

figs, &e. The Javanese K. (Pteropiis Javanicus)

measures about 5.\ feet in expanse of wing. The
head and body are more than a foot long. It is

gregarious, and during the day, great numbers may
j

be seen hanging by their hinder claws, motionless
,
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and silent, on the blanches of trees which they have
selected for their abode. The body is covered with
fur of a reddish-brown colour. This and the other
true Pteropi have no tail, and a smaller number of

vertebra;—24 in all—than any other mammalia.
Some of the Pteropidce have a very short tail. The
flesh of some of them is eaten, and one, inhabiting
the Moluccas and Isles of Suuda, has been called

the Eatable Kalong
(
P. edulis). It is said to be white

and delicate. Some of the species are migratory.

KALPA, in Hindu Chronology, a day and night
of Brahma, which, according to some, is a period of

4,320,000,000 solar-sidereal years, or years of mortals,
measuring the duration of the world, and as many,
the interval of its annihilation. The Bhavishya-
Puran'a admits of an infinity of kalpas ; other
Purunas enumerate thirty. A great kalpa comprises
not a day, but a life of Brahma.—In Vedic literature,

kalpa is a Vedanga. See Kalpa-Sutba.

KALPA-SUTRA is, in Vedic Literature, the
name of those Sanscrit works which treat of the
ceremonial referring to the performance of a Vedic
sacrifice. See Veda.—In Jaiua Literature, it is

the name of the most sacred religious work of the
Jainas. See Jainas. It is chiefly occupied with the
legendary history of Mahavira, the last of their 24
deified saints, or Tirthankaras, but contains also an
account of other four saints of the same class. The
name of the author was Bhadra Bahu, and the work
was composed, as Stevenson assumes, in the year 411
of the Christian era ; but the conjecture of another
writer places it 632 after Christ. It is held in so

high respect with the Jainas, that, ' of the eight days
in the middle of the rains which are devoted to the
reading of those works esteemed peculiarly sacred,

no less than five are allotted to the Kalpa-Sutra.'

Stevenson, The Kulpit-tititnt and JS
rava Talva (Loud.

1S4S).

KALTJ'GA, a government of Russia, lies imme-
diately south-east of that of Smolensk. Area, 11,780
sq. miles

;
pop. in 1864, 964,796. The surface is fiat

;

the soil, stony, sandy, and only moderately fertile.

More than half of the province is under forest. It

is watered by numerous rivers, the chief of which
is the Oka. The principal occupation of the inhabit-

ants is the cultivation of hemp. Sailcloth, which
is not only sent to the ports of Russia and Europe,
but also largely exported to America, is the chief

article of manufacture. Coloured cloths for the
China trade are also made. The government of K.
is divided into eleven districts.

KALUGA, chief town of the government of the

me name, is situated on the right bank of the
Oka, hi lat. 54° 31' N., long. 36° 20' E. From the
14th to the 18th c, its stronghold was a great

protection against the invasions of the Lithuanians,

the Tartars of the Great Horde, and especially

against the Crimean Tartars. Situated in the centre

of the empire and on a navigable river, it carries

on an extensive corn-trade, the corn being sent

down the Oka to Nijni-Novgornd, and thence up
the Volga, the Volga canals, and the Neva, to St
Petersburg and the Baltic ports. The value of this

branch of trade is 22,000,000 rubles (£3,500,000).
,

There are several leather and other factories in the
town. Pop. 34,668. K. has for many years been a
place of banishment for political offenders; aud is

at present the residence of Schamyl, the Circassian

chief.

KA'MA, a navigable river of European Russia, the

principal affluent of the Volga, rises in the govern-

ment of Viatka, and after a south-west course of

1100 miles, joins the Volga in the government of

Kasan, 50 miles above the town of that name. Its
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chief tributaries ar.- the Viatka, the Tchouasovaia,
an>l (he Bicl.ua. This river is navigable 40 miles

lurce, and tin' n.ivi-_at:..n commences ill

the beginning of May. The annua! i

Ion ( • K i

The river abounds in Bah, especially salmon.

K \\1 \, or K \\l \l><:\ \. the Sindn god of

Love, and 1 the -I pl.-.Lsin l: creations of

Hindu faction. In

oi a later period, be is tin.- tavourite them dcscrip-

tions ami allusions ; and mythology exalts his power
so much that it allows even the god Brahma to

Bucoumb to it. A,w>rding bo

Originallv a son of Brahma . -i

rata (the genius o i

i Faith), herself a daughb i

one oi the mind-born sons of Brahma.
:

..-, j. ion greatly ineeiised

at K., red But ultimately,
moved l>y the alllietion of llati (Volu
the wife of EC, he pn her husband
should be reborn i • The god

I -..nlingly, having married Kiikiuiui. she

od of Lovi
I'.ut when the infant was >ix day- old, it was stolen

from the 1. "\ the terrible demon
S aiul.ar.-i : for the latter foreknew that Pradyumna,

would be his destroyer. I

thrown into the oeean. and swallowed l,y a large

fish. Vet he did not die; for that fiah was caught
by fishermen, and delivered to Miliar, iti, the mis-

nara's household ; and when it Was CUt

open, the child was taken from it. Whilst Mayavati
wondered who this i Id be, the divini

satislied Ie i - nn i II. ,1 her to roar

tenderly tin- ma. She acted as he
Pi Lj uiniia grew up, and

Learned his own history, he slew the demon S'ambara.
M.navati, however, d l.y Krishna
that she was not the wife oi Saiuliara, as she had

be, but that of Pradyumna—in
fact, an. .tier form of Rati, who was the wife of lv.

in his prior existence. K. is .1. ,;-ril..-d ..r r. pre-

sent.-.! as holding in his hands a bow made of sugar-
eane, and strung with Lees, besides live arrows,

each tipped with thi blossom of a Bower which is

Conquer I ..I the sondes. His standard

bly to the legend above i

i. called Makara ; and he rides on a

1

narrow—the symbol of voluptuousness,

are numerous, but

aces ii. on. -.1, ami from the effects

i... has Makara in his

banner ;' Mada, ' the maddi ni
i

ilso called Kthiitibili),

'a portion of Kami.' or Priti, 'affection.' Jlis

daughter is / desire;' and his son is

K wii bTBTZ-PODO I.sk. or PODOLSK, a

!.- '_'..\ el lllllent oi

i n* the A ustrian

bore the river Smutritza,

SO alllueiit ..f th | Lite. u .1 it s

from t bi Pop. 19,679. 'J he most
not • -worthy building! ire tic- I loth 1-- C ith. -drill and
tie- Dominican Church. The fortiii.-ations, which
w.re raced in 1 s

i

-j . hove been renewed. K. was,

before the partiti bulwark
untry against the Turks.

K.VMl'KN. one of th.- prettiest towns of the

Netherlands; in the province ! Ovei

sitnated near the mouth oi Zuyder
Zee. Hi

I
upwards

of 20 fa river. Though
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il.le General trade. Pop. 12,316.

KAMl'Tl' I. let in to a newly
invented II --cloth, which is said to I

india-rubber and cork; much of it, however, con-
sists ,.f o\i,h-.-d linseed oil and e..rk. The COrk

• I to i

dust, and kneaded ii|i with the .

With the artificial kind made of oxidised linseed oil,

the whole lii in..' kept v.ry soft lrylio.it. The mass
Mil., she. Is l,\ pas-iug through c\ Un-

der rollers heated with steam. The sheets, when
cold, are read} for use, when no ornamental Biirface

is requin .1
; but very excelli i

painted upon it, the same as upon ordinary floor-

cloth. Kamptiili notvi ithstandin
with which it is made, is in. .re expi

the floor-cloth made l.y painting hemp, n or linen

fal.rics ; it has. lew .\
.
r. .pi

very valuable for S] ial purposes ;
i

I not only makes it agreeable to walk
on, hut it is noiseless, and is consequently well

adapted for hospital pes^iec and ol

in which quiet is desiral.le ; it is also impervious
to damp, and thereby well suited to damp stone

re other fahrics would soon decay.

KAMTCHA'TKA, PjEONSlJLA OP, forms the
south-east extremity of Siheria, from which it

stretches southward, extending in Int. I.etwcen .""]_•

and lilt ,N.. and in long, lietweon l.Vi -111 -md lilt"

20 E. It is 7-"i miles long, and aver.e_.es llln miles

in luva.lt h. A chain of volcanic mount am i t -.-i\
. a -..,

..I the peninsula, and gi\os 1 i.-.- t.. the

rivers, of which the Kamtehatka is 150 miles in

length. There are ahout I f \olcailocS ill tllepollill-

snla. the most rciii.ukal.le of which ti.

I'lut.lievsky—is 16,000 feet high. This mountain
now only emits smoke and embers; but in former.

Ions Used to take place every seven or

eight years. The soil, in general, U
m tracts of mountain slope which are

ricultiirc, however, is much hindered l.y

untimely frosts, periodical rains, and s.n

multitudes of mice and rats. The bread required

by the inhabitants of the fortresses of P< tr .pauloi <k

and Tagil is supplied from Okhotsk. The principal

occupations of the inhabitants are fishing and
hunting. The most valuaUc . 1. .no ~t c- : I i i

peculiar kind of dog which never harks. K. was
I

!

lid of the 17th C, after tin)

expedition of the Cossack chief Atlasof. Pop, 10,000,

up i
i hadales, K detri, I Imototri,

The Kamtcha.l.des the preponder-

ating race of the iuhai it- la.- mostly iii the
.south. They are small in stature, with a large lead,

broad face, black hair, oad shoulders,

and banging lips and stomach. Formerly, they

livi -I m t. m- made oi i ifl dwell in

huts. They have nominally embraced <

I. lit retain much of th. .. and super-

.-titiolis. Nipn Katiilchatsk. the chl.-I town of the.

d on thi rivei Kamtehatka.
The fort of Petropaulovsk, with fine harbour
covered with ice only during a brii I p riod oi I b

nitcd, and enjoys a

healthful i

K \ M YSI1 I N, a town of Kussia, in
I

i
-I i. thi - bi bank ol thi \

long hi 29 i

I. \N tOA'WA, a town ,,f Japan, and the

shippin port of Veld... It wi la
; oti

.a. the It July 1809 bj tin- tn it] - in - L8S&



AN VUIN-KAXOAROO.

It is situated on the northern edge of a bight on
the western side of the great bay of Yeddo, and
about 16 miles from that city. Here is located
the official section of the small foreign community
which, through the manoeuvres of the Japanese,

has been established—not at K., but at Yokohama

—

on the opposite point of the bay. K. has a larger

foreign trade than any other port of Japan. In 1868,
385 vessels, of 304,3+1 tons, entered, and 363, of 289,-

552 tons, cleared ; of which 1 14 of the former and 116
of the latter belonged to the U. States. The value of

exports from K to the U. States, during 1868, was
$3,863,208.

KAXARIS, Konstaxtix, a native of the isle

of Ipsara, distinguished for his exploits in the
Grecian war of independence, and particularly for

the destruction of Turkish vessels by fireships.

He was master of a small merchant-vessel before

the commencement of the war. In 1S22, he blew up
the Turkish admiral's ship in the Strait of Chios,

and thus avenged the cruelties which the Turks
had perpetrated on the Greeks in that island. In
November of the same vear, lie burned the Turkish
admiral's ship in the harbour of Tenedos. His
native isle of Ipsara having been ravaged, he took
revenge, on 17th August 1824* by burning a large

Turkish frigate and some transport-ships which

Samos from the calamity which Chios and Ipsara

had endured. In 1S25, he formed the bold design

of burning the Egyptian fleet in the harbour of

Alexandria, where it lay ready to carry troops to

the Peloponnesus, and it appears that only an
unfavourable wind springing up prevented his

success. He was appointed to important commands
by the Greek president, Capo DTstrias, aud in 1S4S
and 1S49 was war minister of Greece, and president

of the cabinet. Recently (1S62), as admiral of the
fleet, he took part in the revolution which over-

threw the government of King Otho.

KANAWHA, Great. See Great Kanawha.
KANDAVU, one of the Fiji Islands (q. v.).

KANE, Sin Robert, M.D., a celebrated chemist,

was born in Dublin in 1S10. He was educated for

the medical profession, and in 1S32 was received as

a member of the Royal Irish Academy, and in the

same year projected the Dublin Journal of Medical
Science, which at first treated only of chemical and
pharmical subjects. In 1840, he received the gold
medal of the Royal Society of London for his

tresearches into the colouring matter of lichens.

From 1844 till 1847, K. was Professor of Natural
Philosophy to the Royal Dublin Society, and in the
last-mentioned year received the Cunningham Gold
Medal of the Royal Irish Academy for his dis-

coveries in chemistry. In 1S46, he originated the

Museum of Industry in Ireland, was appointed its

first director, and the same year received from the
Lord-lieutenant the honour of knighthood. At
ipresent (1870), he holds the office of President of

ithe Queen's College, Cork. His important works
are—Elements of Chemistry (1S41—1S42, 1849). a
work of widely acknowledged merit; Industrial

Resources of Ireland (1844), being the substance
of a lecture delivered in the previous year, and
published at the expense of the Royal Society of

Dublin.

KANE, Elisha Kent. M.D., a celebrated Arctic

explorer, was born in Philadelphia, United States,

February 3, 1820, entered Virginia University in

1836, afterwards studied medicine, and entered

the navy as a surgeon, in which capacity he visited

China, India, the East Indies, and, under leave

of absence, Arabia, Egypt, Greece, and Western
Europe. Soon after returning home, he was ordered

to the west coast of Africa in May 1S46, but being
attacked by fever, was compelled to return in the

following April. He was then transferred to the
military staff, and served in Mexico. In May
1850, he commenced his career of Arctic discovery

as surgeon, naturalist, and historian to the first

Grinnell expedition. In the spring of 1S;">3, he
was again sent out, this time as commander of a

second Grinnell expedition, in which he achieved
important results. These results are fully detailed

in his Second ijrimn-ll Expedition in Search of Sir

John Franklin (2 vols. Philadelphia, 1856). Ou
his return, in the autumn of 1855, honours were
showered on the fortunate adventurer ; he received

gold medals from the Queen of Great Britain, the
Royal Geographical Society of London, the Ameri-
can Congress, and the New York Legislature ; but,

his health, which had been precarious since 1844,

was rapidly failing, and after a visit to London,
where he grew rapidly worse, lie sailed to Havana,
where he died on February 16. 1857. His life has
been written by W. Elder, M.D. (Svo, Philadelphia,

1S57).

KAXGAROO' {Macropus), a genus of marsupial
quadrupeds, of which there are many species, almost
all Australian, although a few are found in New
Guinea and neighbouring islands. The genus, which
some naturalists subdivide, is the type of a family
Macropidoz, including also the Kangaroo-rats or
Potoroos (q. v.), which have canine teeth in the
upper jaw, whilst the kangaroos have no canine
teeth, and in their dentition generally, and in their

digestive system, make a nearer approach than any
other marsupial quadrupeds to the ruminants; the
potoroos, ou the other hand, approaching the rodent
type. Kangaroos are said sometimes to ruminate.
The stomach of kangaroos is large, and is formed
of two elongated sacs. They are entirely herbi-

vorous. The Moervpida> are all characterised by
great length of the hind-legs, whilst the fore-legs

are small ; but the radius allows a complete rotation

of the fore-arm ; and they make use of the fore-feet

as organs of preheusion. and for many purposes, with
great adroitness. The fore-feet have five toes, each
armed with a strong curved nail ; the hind-feet

have four toes—one very large central toe, with a
very large solid nail. The hiud-feet are very long,

through an extraordinary elongation of the meta-
tarsal bones. The tail is very long, thick, strong,

and tapering, and is of great U5i in balancing

the animal in its leaps, and also for sustaining the
1 body in its ordinary erect sitting posture, in which
it uses the hind-legs and the root of the tad as a
tripod. In this posture, also, it usually walks by
the hind-legs alone. The head is in form somewhat
like that of a deer ; the ears moderately large, and
oval ; the eyes large, and the aspect mild.

The Great K. (.1/. g'>ijanteus) is generally about

7i feet in length from the nose to the tip of the tail,

the tail being rather more than three feet in lentrth,

aud fully a foot in circumference at the base. The
height of the animal is rather more thau fifty inches,

in the erect sitting posture already mentioned, but
it sometimes raises itself on its toes to look around
it, and its height is then greater than that of a man.
The Woolly K. or Red K (J/, lani-jer) rather exceeds
it in size. The Great K. was first discovered in

Cook's first voyage, 22d June 1770, and untd that
tune it may almost be said that kangaroos were
unknown to Europeans, although a New Guinea
species (M. Brunii) had been described by Le Brun
in 1711. It is of a grayish-brown colour, the fur
moderately long, and moderately soft. It is found
in many parts of Australia and in Yan Diemen's
Land. It sometimes attains the weight of 160 lbs.,

or upwards. Its flesh is highly esteemed, and it is
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KANGAROO GB LSS KANT.

much sought after by the cola
in- in regions where it was once abundant It is

Dot pronerrv gregarious. T
timid animals, makim mi their pur-

Gnat Kangaroo [Maer ./"<

swift Cor greyhounds. When driven to

bay, it son..
1 j liy a single stroke of

its hind-leg, the great nail rippin-; lam
Son f tin- kangaroos inlial.it ..pen plains, some
an- more n.-n. -rally f '1 in forests, some an- fn ape-nt

OWJ summits of tile highest Australian
mountains. Tlley are of very various si/e ; some
are not mnch larger than a rabbit. Th
taloe.l ; some species have ln-en brOnghl tO I I it, on.

ami have 1.red 111 zoological collection .

yet been properly naturalised.

eedingly immature state in which young
ire bora, and the manner in which they

an- nourished, fall to he noticed in tie

si 11 m v Ere they finally desert tin- pouch of the
in. -tier, th. y.iui- may he seen poking their heads
out of it, and lul.l.iiicj tin- le-i-Ii;i.i- aniline which
eh.- moves.

KANGAROO GRASS [Anthuth
- -1 Australia. It

-lows to a height linleh aliove that -

'

i'-iitain, affords aluin.laiit herbage, and is

uni. h relished by cattle. Th.- genus is allied to

Andrapogon, ami has clusters ..1 flowers m Hi an
involucre. The awns an- very long and twisted,

both in the K. (I. aid in a n.-ailv allied spc.-i.s.

Which is one of the tin.

India.

KANn', a great manufacturing ami tnercantili

town and capital of a provini

in tin- empire ol S, ,koto, Central All

.

l.t 12 2 v. and long 8 i» EL The province
is estimated t<. contain 600,000 inhabitants, and

e-ty and wealth, has been oalled the
'Garden of Central Africa.' The wall which .sur-

rounds the town of K. is IS miles in circuit, and
between it ami th.- town, which is circular in shave.
and is about three miles in diameter, a spa

h to supply the inhahitants with
corn in . houses an- built of clay,

covered f..r the most part with conical thatched
•

ami dyeing of cotton cloths, which are export d from
K. ti. the value ol £30,000 annually, to Timbuktu and
la Tripoli owr Boron.

Kansas, one of the United States ..1 Ann inn.

lying between Int37°and 40° N., and long. 94 40/

and 10S VY. It is hounded on the N. by Nebraska,
V.. by Missouri, S. by Indian Territory, and W. by
Colorado, having a breadth of 208, and an extreme
length of -His. mile-, and containine; s I ,:t I s s.|. miles

or 52.04.Vi2iincrcs, L'l.iiin, f which remained nn-

surveyed in 1869. Three-fourths of this area is es-

teemed adapted to agriculture, one-fifth i- both agri-

< 11 1 1 .11 nl 1.1.1I mineral, and nearly -', ,000 sen -
- re

stricih mineral lands, Coal and iron an- tin- prim ipal

minerals, no precious metals or copper having been
found. din- u'l'a/.iliu' laliih. me principal!! v.e-i -.1

the 99th degree of VV. longitude, and cover an area
-I 13,1 ' acres. No mountain-ranges or swamps
exist in K., 1. ut tin- land rises in bluffs and rolling

prairies. The timbered hinds lie principally along
in. .1

1 earns, bul rvm tin- di \ pm tious, now destitute

1
tn

, are susceptible of reclamation by planting
SDd irrigation. I'nder the supervision of H. S. V.\-

I1..1, Industrial Agent of the Kansas Pacific R. ft.,

i-IVi.rts for the redemption of the arid plains on-e
cnllcil the '(.rear A inaii Desert 1 appear to Ik-

highly pruiiii-iiur. Already the climate is hcli.-\. ! n,

hni' channel, iiinl the rains me increasim: \ early ; hut
that this is ,1,,,. to cnltiMition mid forest-plmitiii'-. 1,

in' yet fully ascertained. The cli te experie s

extremes of heat and cold, hut is general); healthy.

Daring the year IKil'.l the crops yielded inosl

dandy. Immense he. is of iron have been discovered
in the northern part. Lignite and a superior coal are
abundant, and niarl.le, kaolin, mid salt have i- in

found. Ivducation is in a lloin i-hin- state, and tin re

are 17H7 schools, with 4s,nu7 pupils, a state univer-

sity, agricultural college, normal school, blind and
deaf and dliuih a-\ lum-, and '.I colleges siistnincd liy

religioos denomina 1-. The prairies al ml in

gi , the rivers with fish. In 1870 then- wen- IS00
miles of railroad open to traffic, and 2l!i7 re pro-

jected. Topeka, on the Kansas river, is the present
capital. K. was oro.ani-o.1 as a territory in 1>."i4,

and became the scene of violent contests between
northern and southern settlers, on the question of

slavery. Organised and armed parties ol emigrants
were sent from the free states, and armed hands in-

vaded it in. in Missouri. A civil war broke out 1«-

tween these parties, both of whom formed state con-

stitutions in 1856. After much violence on botl

a i stitutii.n was adopted in 1859, excluding si

and K. was admitted into the Union, January 29, 1861.

Pop. I860, 107,206; 1870, 361,089.

KAN'S!", the most m nth western province of
1

'. bj Shi 11 s.-, on the S.
...d s,

1 ;,,,, ., v,
. , .tmiated at from

B0,l to I
11 ". ' tqnari miles ; pop. at 16,00

1 the lloalie-ho.

I
-

In 1, other

cities of the firs! rank.

KANT. Im\m-

Idh 1, ot >. ..t. h ih so. nt. .nid WSJ horn at
'

1 -il 17'JI. He was educated at
-i p. inline;

tul ir, took In- di

I-.-, in IT-ii. and began to delivei

natural philosophy, in,

I

•
'. 762, he » is offi red, bul declined

in. Hi ITTo. he was ap| ted

lie died 1-Jtll

1SIH. K.'s privat hie was me v.-otllll.

11 .1 . 111. - Ii lined

nduoad
\th. us. so K. .-Iiiiil; with

. tenacit) to the city ol his birth
haviiin it .luiuc; the thirty \. ai - of his pn.tcssondiip.



He remained a bachelor .ill his life. K. wag
a man of unimpeachable veracity and honour,
austere even in his principles <>f morality, though
kindly and courteous in manner, a bold and fearless
advocate of political liberty, and a linn believe in

human progress. The investigations by which he
achieved the reputation of a reformer in philosophy,
refer not so much to particular sections or prob-
lems of that science, as to its principles and limits.

The central point of his system is found in the
proposition, that before anything can be determined
concerning the oh/eels of cognition, the 1'urnl'i/ of

cognition itself, and the sources of knowledge lying
therein, must be subjected to a critical examination.
Locke's psychology, indeed, at an earlier period in
European speculation, had shewn a similar tendency

;

but before K., no thinker had definitely grasped the
conception of a critical philosophy, audit himself
was led to it not so much by Locke, as by Hume's
acute scepticism in regard to the objective validity
of our ideas, especially of the very important idea
of causality. The Kantian criticism had a twofold
aim : 1st, to separate the necessary and universal
in cognition from the merely empirical (i. e., from
the knowledge we derive through the senses) ; 2d,
to determine the limits of cognition.

In regard to the former of these, it is of import-
ance to observe, that K. did not subject the old
psychological doctrine of 'faculties' to any analysis,
but attributed to each of these—viz., to the faculties
of Sense, Understanding, Judgment, and Reason

—

certain innate d priori forms, conceptions, and
functions, which, as constituting the necessary con-
ditions of any experience whatever, possessed, on
accouut of their subjective necessity, a universal
subjective validity. Thus, in the Sense, as the
faculty receptive of external impressions, there
must lie, according to K., the forms of Space and
Time ; in the Understanding, as the faculty by
which the manifold in appearance is combined
in the unity of conception, the Categories ; in the
Reason, as the faculty of principles, the Ideas of the
Unconditioned and the Absolute ; in the Judgment,
in as far as it is not merely substitutive, but also
reflective, the conception of Design or Conformity
to the purpose in view ; finally, in the Will or the
Practical Reason, the Categorical Imperative of
the Moral Law.

In regard to the latter aim of the Kantian criti-

cism—viz., to determine the limits of theoretical
knowledge—the efforts of K. go to shew that uni-
versal forms existent a priori "in the human mind,
can afford knowledge only uniler the condition that
the objects which they cognize are presented by
experience ; while for the determining of what lies

beyond the limits of Experience, they are merely
empty forms, by which something indeed is thought,
but nothing known. Even within the limits of
Experience itself, we are cognizant, according to K.,
through the forms of the Sense and of the 'Under-
standing, not of things as they are in themselves,
but only as they appear ; hence the opposition
between noumena and phcenomena. But when we
try to transcend those limits, and to ascertain the
intelligible basis of the phenomenal world by the
forms of the Sense and the Categories, the Reason
becomes entangled in an unavoidable Dialectic, for
which there is no objective, but only a critical solu-
tion. The objects of this Dialectic, the carrying
out of which constitutes an essential and leading

)
art of the Critiijue of the Pure Heaxon, are the
Soul, the World, and God ; and in relation to the
cosmological conceptions in particular (viz., of the
Beginning and End of the World, of the Unity or
Non-unity of the ultimate particles of Things, of
Causality through Freedom or through the necessity
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of Nature), the Reason is involved in a series of
self-contradictions (in the Kantian technology, anti-
nomies). The result, according to K., of the critical
examination of all claims to a knowledge transcending
Experience in the regions of rational or speculative
Psychology, Cosmology, and Theology, is the neces-
sity for abandoning the hope of attaining such. The
idea (native to the Reason) of the Unconditioned
is allowed to possess, a regulative, not a constitutive
value

; that is to say, it is a principle necessary for
the extension of our inquiries beyond the fixed
limits of experience, without, however, yielding us
an extended knowledge. So far the philosophy of
K. is purely negative and destructive. Hamilton,
Mansel, and others have—in regard to the limits
of the knowable—merely reiterated the arguments
of the .great German, while in regard to the points
in which they do differ from him, as, for example,
the nature of our knowledge, it is a matter of very
great doubt if they are as logical and consistent as
their predecessor.

But the austere and stoical morality of K. was
something too positive to allow him to rest satisfied
with merely negative results ; hence he sought in
the reality of his Ethics a compeusatiou for the
nihilism of his Metaphysics. He maintained the
unconditional validity of the Moral Law, and of the
consequences which legitimately flow from it. This
validity, however, it should be observed, is simply
moral, and in no way demonstrates the metaphysical
reality of the ideas, which, nevertheless, by a power
of its own, it compels us to accept. The Reason, as
o] .era dug in the sphere of Ethics, is called by K. the
Practical Iteason, or the Praetico-legislative Reason.
The ideas which the Practice legislative Reason
postulates are, 1st, the idea of Freedom; 2d, of
Immortality, as the necessary condition for an
ever-increasing approximation to the fulness of the
Moral Law ; and 3d, of the Being of God, as the
necessary condition of such a regulation of the
universe as shall shew the order of nature to be the
expression of a moral design. Rejecting all the onto-
logical, cosmological, and physieo-theological proofs
of the existence of God as mere futilities, K. based
his belief in God on the inward necessities of a prac-
tical morality. Religion -i. e., the recognition of
our duties as divine commands—has, in the system
of K., the closest dependence on Morality ; in fact,
becomes identical with it. This purely ethical con-
ception of religion led him to a criticism of the
positive dogmas of theology from an ethical stand-
point, in which are contained most of the elements
of theological rationalism. The application of
the Practical Reason, as understood by It, to
.-Esthetics and Jurisprudence is equally fruitful
of important results.— It's first work, Gedanken
von <ler wahren .Sehiit-ini,/ der leiiendjqen Kriifte
(Thoughts on the True Estimation of 'the Active
Powers), was published in 1747. The principal of
its successors were, Die falsche Spitzfindir/keit der
rier siilloiii«r:sch'n I'i.janii (The False Hair-splitting
of the Four Syllogistic Figures, 17(52), Beohaeh-
tun,/. ii iilirr das Cfiild des '.Sehijaen and Erlaibenen
(Observations on the Beautiful and Sublime,
1704) ; De Mundi Kensihilis el Iiitelln/ihili* Forum
et PHncipiu (On the Form and Principles of the
Sensible and Intelligible World, 1770); this is the
prelude to his Kritik der reinen Vernuafl (Critique
of the Pure Reason, 1781) ; Grwndlegung der Meta-
physik der Sitten (Basis of the Metaphysics of
Ethics, 1785), Kritik der praktischen Vermmft
(Critique of the Practical Reason, 1788), Kritik
der Urtheilskraft (Critique of the Judgment,
1790), and Religion Innerhalb der Orenzen der
blosscn reran aft. (Religion within the Limits
of Mere Reason, 1793). For an account of the



KAOLIN-KAKKon.

i. ut of speculation in

- i Qj cm \n PhXLOBOPHY'.

k \ OLIK
the fine « bite clay which tin"

rniahed by the decomposition

of a granitic rock, the constituents of which are

. and Fi Ispar, thi

mouldered, b ol air and water, into

this subetan nilar day, to which the
i! e has been given

in Cornwall, nml near I.ium^e* in France j near New-
oaatleand Wilmington, Del., Perth Amboy.N. J., Rich-

mond, Va., nml various other localities in \ c in,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, &c All clays are sili-

cates or liyilriitril silicates of alumina : mid these days,
which arc nun li valued liv tin- porcelain-makers, may
be represented by the formula Al«0»,2SiOi + 2HO.

KA1'1I-A. the ivn the Sankhya
fa. v.i, one ol the philoaophi.il systems of tin-

Hindus. Professor J. E. Bail, in ins learned and
excellent preface to his edition of the text-book of

the Sankhya, the SduM"/" /'<" !'

inUlioloL'y, Kapila 13

reputed to have been a son of Brahma; but he ia

othei wise dea ribed m of Vishnu.

to have been born as the son
of Derahuti; ami a I with one of

r lit.--. La itly, it 1- affirmed that

then have the first, an embodi-
ishnuj the other, tin- igneous juimij.lt-

iu human disguise. It must be acknowledged, in

(short, that we know nothing satisfactory concerning
Kapila; tin of him that are pro-

^ '. e.l in uncertainty,

ami inextrieal.lv eml.arrasseil by fable. Vet it may
d with but little hesitation, that he was

6ouiething more substantial than a myth ; and there

seems to be tolerably g I ground foi 1

an historical fact, his all. -e.l connection with the

Sankhya,'— Bibli . 7. < /»./;.-./, s,i„l.li :/,i]>r., p. 14, leq.

KARAITES. See -li.wi-i:

KARAMA'N, KAKAMAMA. or ('AHA-
MAMA, an . \-ia Minor, is bounded

bj Anatolia, on the E. by Rumili, on

the Taurus Mountains. Cattle-breeding
employment of the inhabitants, who are

for the nest part nomadio Turks. The town ol

Earaman, said t.. be the .-hi.-f trading town of this

,: una a p..]. illation v.irn.u

at from 10,000 to 20,000.

KARAMSIN, N is Michahowitsh, the
. historians, was I..

ll. e. niber ITlili. at !'..

an officer of Tartar
descent, and placed him in the army, bul he b

ret. red from it, and d I to literary

.I published volumes of tali i, poetry,

be w.nk which first gained him a hign

of a Rus$ian Trawu r

ow,1797 1801), awork which exercised

n the in. pi. em. ut ni

literary tasti ol her literary

att lii].t- el Si '
. he directed his

attention t.. the history of bis country. In 1808,
he was appointed 11 i.pher, with

0l 2000 rubles; and from this time
i uuinternipte.l!-.

1816—1829
J.arat|..n of w hi, h he had ad I

archives, l m Uexander,
- I part of it iii in

1.0. (Mill rubles. h

into other languages, it isa down only to 1011.

It is in high repute in llussia, displays much
r.seaieh and judgment, and is. in fact, l.y far the

mott valuable work ml - .1 literature.

k. ih.,1 on M i\ 13, 1826.

KAR i.'Stl B \z LR, a manufacturin
north-east of Simfer-

opol. It i- sum. nil. led by eanlel.s. in

-.ill uiinari -. I p.

l>,->>7. win. carry on considerable trade, and m nn-

facture mor leather and other articles.

K vi: . 11 111: r. .. town in the north-west of the
ni 1 hel, tSuropi an i. i

Sniejas, an affluent of the 1 1<

I'.'tli ... and contains 10,760 inhabitants, who carry
on a Lai ge trade in 001

KAKDZSA'G-UJ-SZALLA S. a mark I ton ol

ipital ol the district of Gre it
,

is situated ab.mt SKI miles east .south-east ol I'.-th.

It is the centre of a district <"

and is the 111.ut Foi the grain, fruit, wine, and cattle

...I district. I'.'p. 12,000,

K A K I .'I.I \
,

.111 11
1

,,| Sweden, Hear
the ' 'ii.'i in l-'uiland, annexed to the Kil.-slan empire

Great, and now forming portions of

the governments of Finland. St. l'ctcrshnrg, (ll.m, ,

and Ird angi L Th 01 igmal inhabitants were of

Finnish origin.

KARE'NGIA [Pmnuetum disticJaim

closelj allied to the Millets, and produi

ut the M kind. It is a native of Central Africa,

iii.l 1- .lie ly plentiful mi the southern borders
..I the Sahara, supplying in sonic places the prim ip, I

I 111 t he inhabitants.

KAKIKA'L, a remnant of the once exti a w •

ol France in India, lies on the 1 loro-

man. lei ( '..ast, on tin- estuary of .me of the branches
nt the K.iM'ii. within the limits of the British

district of Taiijor.-. It contains Onlj 63
miles, with about nll.lKM) inhabitants, ..f whom 111. no
than 19,000 are natives. K. was led to the
bo nob bj the Rajah of Tanjore in 17S9. Having
Bubaequenl ly fallen into the hands of the English, it,

was restored at the general pacilication of INU...11

condition that it should neither contain any I. nt. Il-

eal mil- posses any enm-nii. unless for pin p.— -

.a police 'I lus tract ia of little commercial impoi 1

Onlj dlirilie the season of h 1- h w a', r

oavigabli ven for coasting craft.

K. is loll miles to the south of Madras, b, 11, _ m !., .

Ill on X., and long. 79 53 li.

KAKNA'C. s,c Thebes.

KAItKIMl' is the ol-ieinal Hottentot term. How
generally adopted into the language of phy-i.-.-d

e.-oe-raphy, for the immense barren tracts ol table.

land -lino feet above the sea-level, which
occupy snob a large portion of the aui

d tl ' 01 th of it. The
karroos ol South Alriea are generally i| .1

of shallow beds ol th,- richest daj -oil, resting
on a substratum of slaty rook, and only want the
fertilising power ol water t.. render them as pro-

any other part of the surface. Aft r

heavy rams, luxuriant vi-i tati

up. which a- ouicklj perishes ; and tl

- 1, ni i
j water-courses, « it b

i' mis in their beds. In the
at barren pa mn.li impregnated

matter.

found extending in a north .-asieil

\i,.ii
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60 milea, and only inhabited by the Boers in the win-
ter season, when water and grass are abundant.

Within the last few years, by the introduction of
merino sheep, and the construction of dams, land in

the karroo is becoming more valuable; and farms
that, a few years ago, were considered nearly value-
less, now realise considerable sums.

KARS, the capital of a pashalik in the Turkish
eyalet of Erzerum or Armenia, 110 miles north-

east from Erzerum, near the Russian border. It

is situated on a table-land of upwards of 6000 feet

in elev ition ; the climate is therefore rather severe.

Pop. 12,000, mostly Armenians, who carry on an
active transit trade. In 1S2S, it was taken from
the T.irks by the Russians under Paskievitsch.

The siege of It. by the Russians under Mouravieff,

and its defence by the Turks, with the aid, and
under the conduct, of General Williams, form one
of the most brilliant passages iu the history of the

recent Russian war. The siege began on the 16th of

June 1855, and the place held out till the beginning
of December.

KARTTIKEYA, the Hindu Mars, or god of

war, a being represented by the Puranio legends as

sprung from S'iva, after a most miraculous fashion.

The germ of K. having fallen into the Ganges, it

was on the banks of tins river, in a meadow of S'ara

grass, that the offspring of S'iva arose ; and as it

happened that he was seen by six nymphs, the

Kr'ittikds (or Pleiades), the child assumed six faces,

to receive nurture from each. Grown up, he ful-

filled his mission in killing Taraka, the demon-king,
whose power, acquired by penances and austerities,

threatened the very existence of the gods. He
accomplished, besides, other heroic deeds in his

battles with the giants, and became the commander-
in-chief of the divine armies. Having been brought

up by the Kr'ittikas, he is called K&rtlikeya, or

Shdii'mdtura, the son of six mothers ; and from the

circumstances adverted to, he bears also the names
of G&ngeya, the son of Gangfl ; S'arablul, reared in

Sara grass ; Sltari iiutkhn, the god with the six faces ;

&c. One of his common appellations is Kumara,
youthful, since he is generally represented as a fine

youth; and as he is riding on a peacock, he receives

sometimes an epithet like S'ikhhxlhana, or 'the god
whose vehicle is the peacock.'

KA'SCHAU, a town of Hungary, is situated in

the beautiful valley of the Hernad, surrounded by
vine-clad mountains, 131) miles north-east of Pesth.

It contains 15 churches, of which that of St

Elizabeth (built 1342—13S2) is said to be by far

the finest Gothic edifice in Hungary. Stoneware,

leather, cloth, sugar, tobacco, and paper, are manu-
factured. Pop., exclusive of suburbs, 13,100. Two
battles were fought near K. during the Hungarian
revolution, both of which the Austrians gained.

KASHA'N, one of the most flourishing towns of

Persia, is situated in a well-peopled, well-cultivated

district, 3690 feet above sea-level, and 92 miles

north of Ispahan. The vicinity is celebrated for its

fruit, and the town for its extensive manufactures

of silk-stuffs, gold brocade, carpets, and copper-

wares. It is a large town, and abounds, like all

Persian towns, in mosques, bazaars, baths, &c.

Pop. 30,000.

KASHGA'R. See Cashgar.

KASKA'SKIA, a river of Illinois, United States

of America, which rises in the eastern part of the

state, and running south-west, falls into the Mis-

sissippi at Kaskaskia. It is navigable to Vaudalia,

150 miles.

KASSIMO'F, a town in the north-east of the
government of Riazan, European Russia, on the

left bank of the Oka, dates from the 12th century.

Pop. 10,088. The chief branches of industry are

tanning, rope-making, and chemicals. In the

vicinity are several tombstones and other interest-

ing relics of the time of the Mongolian rule.

KASTAMU'NI, a town of Turkey in Asia, in the
north of Anatolia, is capital of an eyalet of the

same name. The glory of this city has to a great

extent departed. It contains thirty mosques, and
about as many public baths ; but its industrial pro-

ducts comprise only cotton goods to a small extent,

and some copper-wares. Pop. 30,000.

KAT RIVER, a branch of the Great Fish
River, in the Cape Colony, rising in the Didima-
berg, in the valleys of which, in 1828, were settled,

under the care of the London Mission Society, a

large body of Hottentots and Bastaards, who occu-

pied the country formerly inhabited by the Kafir
chief Macomo and his people. But in the com-
mencement of the war of 1850, the credulous

Hottentot population believing that the Colonists

were about to drive them from their farms,

threw themselves into the arms of the Kaffir chiefs,

and expelling the missionaries, invaded the Colony.
This led to the breaking up of the settlement as a
mission station and exclusive native reserve ; and
it now forms the division of Stockenstroem, and is

inhabited by a rather dense, mixed population of

Hottentots, Fingoes, and Europeans. It is one of

the best watered, wooded, and fertile districts in

the Cape Colony, and includes an area of about 400
square miles.

KATER, Henry, a mechanist of considerable

eminence, was born at Bristol in 1777, and died in

London in 1830. At his father's desire, he began
the study of the law, but in 1794 relinquished his

legal studies, and obtained a commission in the 12th
Regiment of Foot, then stationed in India. During
the following year, he was actively engaged, under
Colonel Lambton, in the trigonometric survey of

India ; and on his return in 1808, became a student
in the senior department at Sandhurst, and was
shortly afterwards promoted to a company in the
(>_M Regiment.
His contributions to science are chiefly to be found

hi the PhiU>fiui>/i irnl Trim-suctions, to which, between
the years 1S13 and 1S2S, he contributed fifteen

papers. The most important of these memoirs are

those relating to his determination of the length of

the seconds' pendulum at the latitude of Loudon

;

and those which describe his ' floating collimator,'

an instrument for aiding the determination of the
horizontal or zenith points. For the invention of

this instrument, he received the gold medal of the
Royal Astronomical Society. In addition to these
memoirs, he was, conjointly with Dr Lardner, the
author of ' A Treatise on Mechanics ' in the Cabinet
Cyclopaedia. Most of the learned societies in Great
Britain and on the continent enrolled him among
their members. His memoirs on the verification

aud comparison of the standards of weights and
measures of Great Britain aud Ireland, induced
the emperor of Russia to employ him to construct-
standards for the weights and measures of that
country ; and for these labours he received the
order of St Anne, and a diamond snuff-box. He
died from an affection of the lungs in the fifty-third

year of his age.

KA'TRINE, Loch, one of the most celebrated
of Scottish lakes, is situated near the south-west
border of Perthshire. It is eight miles in length,

and three-quarters of a mile in mean breadth

;

greatest depth, 78 fathoms; height above the sea,
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about 370 feet Its shape is serpentine, and dis-

playa great variety"! shore and I ..i. k - 1
.

-i
.

-

Venae and Ben An axe on it- bai

several islets, one of which, Ellen's Isle, is the
: the action of the Lady o/ the Late.

Jso of Wordsworth's lyrics were written

mi subjects suggested in this locality.

Tli.- waters ol Loch K. are remarkably pure,

having only one degree of hardness, ami in all,

two grains of solid matter to the ^ ( 1 i. m. Tin'

new water-supply to 1 1 1
•

- city of (ilasgow (q. v.) is

drawn from tins lake ami I with it

(Vennachar ami A«-lirayi. '1 ho water is conducted
tirst byatuiuii'l li'.i""' toot Ion.; through a mountain,
ami then by aqueducts, pipes, ami tunnels, to the

reservoir near the city—a distance of upwards of

2S miles,

KATSFXA, a large, but now desolate town of

Sirica, capil il of a proi u

the 3ultan ol So

in a beautiful and salubrious district in lit. 12° 54'

N., and Ion,'. '" 28 &, ninety miles north-wi I ol

Kano, It is surrounded bya wall about fourteen

miles in circuit, and contained at one time at least

100,000 inhabitants. In 1.S07. the conquering Fiilbe

it, and a war was commenced, which lasted

for upwards of seven years. The capture of K. was
achieved onlv throiiL.d'i its destruction. It has now
a population of from 7000 to 80 10, and K.im. (q. v.)

:en its place as the centre of commerce for

the country.

KATTIMrNTHK)', or < TTTIMrXDOO, a
substance somewhat resembling gutta-percha. It is

the milky juice of the East Indian plant. Eiiphurhiu

i. and is either ol,tamed as a natural lim,

irk, or by making
u Inch Hows. It

is much used in India as a cement for knife-handles,

and for similar purposes, but is not exported to

•it ries.

k \'l l'VW \ K. a t no originally applied to one
•j of the peninsula ol (riizerat, baa

gradually t ml. as a collective name,

to the whole of them. In tiiis larger sense, it stn toh. s

in N. lat. from 20 b2 to 23 I"', and in K. long, from
litainillg about :!0,OIIO sipiai

and al.out I '500,000 inhabitants, 'I Ins provin

India, touching on part of its eastern Inm;
.1 Ahlm-dabad, is o\ ei ywhore . I.-. I

by water the Etunn andGt Arabian
i

'

I

:
1 1,

i
lie country

is divided among more than 200 chiefs, some oi

them paying tribute to the Quicowar ol I

and the re.-t to the British government, but all of

them beino under the protection of the latter.

• £500,000 sterlii •
I
about

4000 cavalry and I The climate is

unhealthy, and tl. rally undulating.

The principal crops are millet, maize, wheat, sugar,

and cotton.

K \TY \V \\ \, a na f great celebrity in tin-

literary history of India, it belonj 1" ill prob-

ability, to several personages renowned Eoi

i nd ritual litera-

e rirahtiiame.il Hindus ; hul

D Ollis ()f tile el, lei l||SeiplcS of tile

Buddha, S'.ikyamuni.—The most celebrati d

age of this name, however, is K.. tl ritii

immarian I'an'ini ; and he is most likely

(na -urn with the K. who wrote tin- gramma-
i. white

Vajurv. icker, in

his J'uii'iui, &c..

[London, 1861), has shewn that he cannot have been
n contemporary of I'an'ini, as was ocncrnlb assumed

;

mi.l in a paper recently read by him before the le.val

Asiatic Society (February, 1863), he 1ms proved that

this K. lived at the same time as the great en, ,a-

rian Patanjali, whose date he had previously |i\ed

between 140 and 120 before the Christian era. Bee
l'\ TAX. I 111.

KA'TVI ill), a species of (b-asslioppcr (q. v.) of a

pale-green colour, a native of North America, very

plentiful in some parts ,,f the United States, where
its peculiar note is frequently beard during the sum-
mer, I r. on the cioning twiiiirht till the middle of

llns note is almost like a shrill articu-

lation of the three syllables kat-y-did, following
each other in .puck succession, after which there is

a pause "t two or three minutes. The organ of

sound is a transparent elastic membrane in a Strong
oval frame, in e.n li <u the win", covers

; these mem-
branes, by the • ei lapping ol I he n in

be made to rub against one another, and the sound
i produced by the friction.

I, V'TZI! V( II. a sin J] rivci in the I'm sian pro-

vince oi Silesia, falling into the Oder at Parchwitz.
It has lieeomc famous in history from the battle

banks on L'lith August Is]:!, between
the French troop, under Marshal Maoi lonal. 1, and
the 1'iussiaus under lUiicher, in which the latter

were completely victorious. The French lost in the
battle oi the K.5 killed, and 18,000 wounded
and prisoners, with 103 cannons, two eagles, and
250 ammunition-^ a

KAULBACH, .Viluki.m vox, a celebrated
German painter, was born at Arolsi n. in the princi-

pality of Waldcek, loth Ootobei ISO."., and in his

ear entered the Academy of Arts at

Dlisseldorf, where he a ion b same on,, of Cornelius's
best pupils He -

' med thorou dilj pen
the severely ideal and ale _ '.I,

|
lit of that great

master, yet even from the lli.st he displayed no' lack

of individual L'enius. Among his first important
productions (lSi'.S 1S'J!I), were six symbolical ligures,

the best known of which is 'Apolh, among the
Muses.1 To the same period belongs a work of a
wholly different and even opposite character, ' The
Madhouse,' conceived and executed in the most
vigorously leahstic spirit. It added i

and King l.iidwig of Havana now
employed him to decorate Duke Maximilian's palace
I., Munich Foi this hi executed, in

antique style, sixteen fivsi s 1 1 1 list rat I 1

1

it Psyche and Cupid. His designs from Klopstock,
Goethe, and Wieland, for thi - un

also worthy of mention, in |s.;;, B
h s • Battle of the Huns,' a pii tun

le in mid-
lUl I

oi the Huns and Rom uis w ho
had fallen before the wails oi Some, which was
regarded as the culmination of the new German
sel 1. Nevertheless, the r.-ali.siii of winch we have

ken still found expression in various works.
patient study oi Hogarth is quite visible in

h Her, of ( loethe
1

I:, ,„,!., /',„/.,. iii 1846, K. oompli >

probabl I Destru tion of
runs.' It is a m. i

mliol .in. i )i K
to iii. ntiou ' The Tower of Babel ' (for

the new me
tile rdiais-

Vfunich). Latterly,

he has painted a great number oi portraits. K. is

: hi ii painters
', has produced.

KAUNITZ, U i.x/.i i ii a VWEHOKT, I'imnce VON,

r
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of Kietlierg, a great Austr

nients from the Emperor Charles VI. lie continued

to till important situations under Maria Theresa.

He gained great fame as a diplomatist, in 1748, at

the congress of Aix-la-Chapelle. He was afterwards

Austrian ambassador at the French court ; and in

1753, was appointed court and state chancellor, and

in 1730 chancellor also for the Netherlands and
Italy, and continued for almost forty years to have

the principal direction of Austrian politics. The
project of the partition of Poland originated with

him. He had so much to do in the management of

the political affairs of Europe, that he was jocularly

called the European coach-driver. He was very-

vain and confident of his own abilities, so that

his highest praise for anything which he thought

well done was to say with an oath: 'I could not,

have done it better myself.' He was narrow in his

political views, regarding exclusively the supposed

interests of Austria, but sincere and upright accord-

ing to his notion of his duty. He took a very active

part in the ecclesiastical reforms of Joseph II., so

that at Home he was styled the heretical minister.

He was a liberal patron of the arts and sciences.

He retired from public life on account of old age,

when Francis II. ascended the throne, and died 27th

June 1794.

• KATJ'RI, or KOWRIE, or K. PINE (Dammara
avstralis), a species of Dammar (q. v. I, a native of

New Zealand. It is a tree of great size and beauty,

and is said sometimes to attain a height of 140

feet or more, with whorls of branches, the lower

of which die off as it becomes old. The timber

is white, close-grained, durable, flexible, and very

valuable for masts, yards, and planks. It is much
used for masts for the British navy, no other being

considered equal to them. The Fiji Islands, New
Hebrides, and Australia produce other species, the

timber of all of which is sold under the name of

K. Pine, although there are differences of quality.

All of them are trees of dark dense foliage. All

of them also produce a resin called K. Resin,

or K. Gum, and sometimes Australian Copal and
Australian Dammar, of which large quantities are

imported into Britain and North America, chiefly

from New Zealand. It is sometimes found in pieces

as large as a child's head, of a dull amber colour,

where forests of these trees have formerly grown,

and is obtained by digging. It is also collected

from the trees from which it lias newly exuded, and

is then of a whitish colour. It is used for making
varnishes, &c.

K.AVA. See Ava.

KAZA'N,- a town of Russia, capital of the govern-

ment, and ancient capital of the kingdom of the

same name, is situated on the river Kazanka, four

miles from the north bank of the Volga, and 200

miles east-south-east of Nijui-Novgorod. It was
founded in 1257 by a Tartar tribe, and after various

vicissitudes, was made the capital of an inde-

pendent kingdom, by the Khan of the Golden

Horde, which flourished in the 15th century. In

1552, the Russians, under Iwan the Terrible, carried

the town after a bloody siege, and put an end to

the existence of the kingdom. Pop. in 1866, 71,806.

K. contains 70 churches and 9 mosques ; a university,

theological academy, and other educational establish-

ments. The manufactures are leather, soap, cloth,

and silk.

KAZAN (in Tnrtnr, a gald-bottomed kettle),

a government of Russia, between Astrakhan on the

east, and the government of Nijni-Novgorod on the

west. Area, 23,050 square miles, -fths of which
is cultivated, ^th in pastures, and ^th covered
with forests. Pop. in 1864, 1,607,122—mostly Chris-

tians, with a number of Moslems, and some idol-

aters. The soil is for the must part fertile ; corn is

exported ; the climate is rather severe, but healthy.

Cattle-breeding, keeping of bees, and fishing are

the chief employments of the people. There is

an extensive trade in timber, pitch, and wooden
dishes. '

KAZIMI'RZ, a town of Poland, in the govern-

ment of Lublin, on the right bank of the Vistula,

30 miles east-south-east of Radom. It was founded
in 1350, and formerly carried on a flourishing trade

in grain, in which a number of English commercial
houses established here were engaged. K. now
contains only 0700 inhabitants, of whom a great

many are Jews.

KEAN, Edmund, was born in London about
17S7. His father was a stage-carpenter; his mother,

an actress. From his infancy, Hie glare of the foot-

lights was familiar to him as the light of common
day. While but a child, he made his appearance on
the boards, and on one occasion gave a recitation

before George III. at Windsor Castle. In 1S03, he
joined a strolling company in Scotland, and for

eleven years he performed in country theatres. He
came to London in 1814, in which year he appeared
as Shylock in Drury Lane, his immense popularity

rilling the coffers of the managing committee, and
enriching himself. All London flocked to hear
him ; and Hazlitt, Hunt, and Lanib, who were con-

stantly in the pit, declared that his acting was like
' teaching Shakspeare by a flash of lightning.' He
twice visited America, made meteoric visits to the
provinces, and ever in the heyday of his powers
'the pit rose at him,' to use his own expression.

Unhappily, his habits were dissolute, and almost
constant intoxication impaired his memory and his

physical vigour. In 1S33, while his son Charles was
playing Iago to his Othello, the great actor broke
down, and was led off the stage. He never again

appeared in public. His death took place at Rich-

mond on the 15th May 1833. His great characters

were Othello, Shylock, Richard III., and Sir Giles

Overreach. He was amongst actors what Byron is

amongst poets, and Napoleon amongst generals.

KEAN, Charles, son of Edmund, was born in

1811, and educated at Eton. When his father fell

into ill health, he adopted the stage as a profession.

He was popular in the provinces and in America be-

fore he achieved reputation in London. He married,

in 1842, Miss Ellen Tree, and after that period they

acted together. He became the lessee of the Prin-

cess's Theatre in 1850, and the director of the royal

theatricals. His management at the Princess's The-

atre was distinguished chiefly by the splendid manner
in which certain plays were produced. The utmost

pains was expended on scenery and dress, and as

much care was taken to avoid anachronisms as to se-

cure good acting. Hard'tiinpidus, produced in 1853,

was perhaps the most striking of these ' restorations,'

as they were called. K. attempted the parts in which

his father shone, but did not succeed in heing more than

a comparative to the superlative which the elder gene-

ration of play-goers yet remember. In a lower line of

character, and in such pieces as The Oursican Brothers

and Tlie Wife's Secret, he was more at home than in

the world of Shakespeare. He made several visits to

America, the last of which was in 1866, and died in

KEANG-SI, an inland province of China, lies im-

mediately north-west of the maritime province of Fo-

kien. See Chinese Empire.
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>U', an important maritime proi ined by interna] tie-beams. A
of China, the wealthiest and
district ol the empire. See Chdtzsb Km tike.

KEATS, J
i

poi t. was born in

London in 1796 II

Fterwards apprenticed to

Certain of bis sonnets were publishi

Examiner, then edited by .Mr Leigh Hunt, and
received In* cordial admiration. He published
in lsi; bis tirst volume of poems; and in the
following year A'«. /.</<«;..« appeared, dedicated to the
memory of Thomas Chatterton. This poem was
severely handled in the •>•;<;'•;/.„ /..,;„, „„1 ,„ shl Tll „
Blackwood. Be published a third, voli

containing Lamia, I- - Agnes, the
fragment of Hyperion, ana th les to the Nightin-
gale and the Ora ia/i f/rn. His health
time delicate

but the
away one previ stive to

i la To be 'on a i

is to have the keel parallel to the surface of the
water, L -.. the bow and sfa rn equally

KEELAGE, a toll ..r custom payable by ships for
resting in a port or harbour.

KEELHAULING, a punishment in us.*, nr
formerly in use, for sailors m the Dutch navy. The
culprit was suspended from one yard-arm, and

Mill WaS .1 |H|II' |l:

keel tojthe yard-arm <ni the opposite >i.l ol the
listed in ilnn the

ml shortly after the publicati if

his 1 k he went to Italy, ami died at Rome, on
the 'Jit,

I February 1821, his last ni.-v

by the t- a i. r

-

I.- inclui.il-

"! K . « i" .mi - -. :., lions ir.. in his 1
i

been published by Monckton Milnes, Esq., M.P.
1

anil affectations, but his hit st place liim aiiion_st

I Milton.
His intlncncc is stMkin.lv nj>parent in the subse-
quent efforts of the English muse Browning has
his colour without bis melody, Tennyson has bis
colour and his melody both.

KECSKEMET, a town of Hungary, .".I miles
south-east ol IVsth. is railway
between that City an. I T. var. It is .-.n.i to be

b st in il-kct-tou i' ml H itli

its extensive suburbs, n .hug ami
low bin the
Magyar town. Agriculture a

camel on to some extent ; but the inhabitants are
chiefly employed in rearing cattle, sheep, horses,
ninl swine. Five m
the cattle-market, a

important in Hung iry. Pop. 42,089.

'

KEDGE, or KEDGE-ANCHOR, a en

used in In-- be bow ••! the vessel
clear of the bower, or principal anchor. Another
use of the kedge is t.. move the ship En

to ii ring in a harbour; for this pu
i v.-ve I to a distance in a boat, I

d up towards r

attached

KE'DJERT, a seaport of Bengal, stands on the

1

1

the pi incipal approa- .

id th.- metropolis there
in miles in length,

being the lirst work of the kind in India.

;

running l.«ii_itu.linally along the middle of the
bottom. It siste of massive timben clinched

_ together lengthwise. From il

v In. li the ship a sides are laid, and
H- bow and st.-rn respect i\

and the stern poet As th.- .leek* b.-.ir by trans-
ii]h.ii the ribs, it follows that the whole

I h ship and its cnt.-nt-

oblique lateral pressure on each sidi o
i

'

that the keel mai be as little injun d

ill the event ol tile ship till.

iron vessels ol modern traction,

frequently dispensed with, corresponding strength

prisoner suddenlj into the water, and hauling him
beneath the keel up to the yard-arm on the other
side.

K EE'LSi i\. in a -hip, passes insid
i B in fig.), from stem to Btern, as
the keel The
floor-timbers are p issed In-low it,

i_ bolted through the keel,

ami alternate ones through the
keelson. Like the keel, the keel-
son is composed of several nias-ive
timbers scarfed longitudinali} t.._, th. r.

KEEP, in medieval tortiiieatioii. u as I h.- cent - -al

and principal tower or building of a castle, and that

tie ."it T ramparts had fa I. a. See Castle. A fine

specimen ol I
.- an it ke p is still extant amid

the rums of II. .chest r Castle.

KEEPEB OF THE GBEAT SEAL, a judicial
officer, whose duties are now generally L in
those of the lord ch i

KEEPING THE PEACE. When a person has
I n assaulted, or is apprehensive of an
may apply to just a to ordei the assaulting or
in it. hum party with sureties to keep the peace,

This is do ord . ing the
enter into recognisances under articles ol the Peace

.ailed in Scotland a bond in pursu
letters of Lawburrows (q. v.).

KF.I EtrVEB, GlU _T. Tins imp... I -in-

divides British Kallraiia on the south-west from
Kaffraria Proper, and with its branches, the Black
or White Km. the [ndwe and Ts , all rising in
the .Stol-mb.-l-_-.il. .bains a basin of about 7000
square miles. It is very rn.a-.l in its l..w. ,-

and its month, like all other Kalli-arian rivers, 13

hopelessly barred. Its banks have been tl

during our wars with thfl

Kafir tribes.

KETCH LEY. a market and manufacturing town
in the West 1 1 i . 1 1 1 1 _' of Yorkshire, i- -itn.it.. I ..11

11
i miles north wesl ... B

Vinoii;.the I, v, int. -..--tin- institutions of the town,
is the I'l.-e Ilrumiuii ..-I1..0I. with an endowment
of £240 per annum. The » ,,.•« are
important, and machine manufactories and paper-
works are 11, p ia ion Pop (1861) 15,006.

KF.ISK.A .MMA. This river forms the boundary
between the Cape Colony ami that of British

Hottentot nam. .
-

in the \.iial..!a, and with
-

I . waters a very
t.a tile tract ..t ,,-.

, h u |,,. id-quarters
ol the Vma\i. a bain

, now densely settled with
industrious I lei man and English settlers.

KBITS this, as
of most other Scottish historical b.011 I

; .pears in record during the 1 uter
halt of the L2th c, and undoubtedly took il

from tie- lands of Keith in a

the office ot the kind's in.iiis.-h.il was attached.



KELAT-KKi.LS.

The tiiinilv enters tile page of history in the hcgin-

ning of the Uth century. In 1.305," Sir Robert of

Keith, hereditary marischal of Scotland, is found
high in the eonli.lenee of Kin- Edward I. of England,
holding under him the office of joint justiciar of

Scotland from the Forth to the Mounth, and sitting

in the English council at Westminster as one of

the representatives of Scotland. He kept his

allegiance to England for some years after Bruce
was crowned king of the Scots, but joined that

prince before Baunockburn, where he commanded
the cavalry, and by a well-timed charge upon the

English archers, contributed not a little to the
fortune of the day. His services were rewarded by
a large grant of land in Aberdeenshire ; and the
possessions of the family were still further increased,

before the close of the century, by a marriage with
one of the co-heiresses of Sir Alexander Fraser,

chamberlain of Scotland, Brace's brother-in-law.

Through this alliance, the Keiths acquired great
estates in Kincardineshire, and having added to,

them the remarkable sea-girt rock of Dunnottar,
they built or restored a castle upon it, which was
henceforth their chief seat.

Earls Marischal.—About 1458, the family was
ennobled in the person of Sir William Keith, who
was created Earl Marischal and Lord Keith. His
House reached its highest pitch of power in the
person of his great-great-grandson, the fourth earl,

nicknamed, from the seclusion iu which he lived at

Dunnottar, 'William who kept the Tower.' By
marriage with his kinswoman, the co-heiress of

Inverugie, he nearly doubled the family domains,
which now included lands in seven shires, Hadding-
ton, Linlithgow, Kincardine, Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin,

and Caithness. He was reputed the wealthiest

peer in Scotland, having a rental of 270,000 marks
a year, and being able, it was boasted, to travel

from the Tweed to the Pentland Firth, eating

every meal and sleeping every night on his own
lands. These vast possessions passed to his grand-

bou, George, the fifth earl, who, in 1593, founded
the Marischal College and University of Aberdeen.
Its walls were inscribed with the words :

' Thay
HAIF SAJD : QCHAT SAY THAY : LAT THAME SAY;'
in allusion, it would seem, to the popular reproach

which the earl had brought upon himself by adding
the lands of the ancient abbey of Deer (q. v.) to his

already overgrown estates. The story ran, that his

wife earnestly entreated him to forego the spoil.

' But fourteen score chalders of meal and bear was a

sore temptation,' says Patrick Gordon of Cluny, and
the earl was deaf to her entreaties. Hereupon, it

is said, she dreamed a dream, which was thought to

portend the downfall of the House of Keith. She
saw the monks of Deer set themselves to work to

hew down the crag of Dunnottar with their pen-

kni ves, and while she was laughing them to scorn,
' behold ! the whole crag, with all its strong and
stately buildings, was undermined and fallen in the

sea.' This was written before 1660. Within little

more than half a century, Dunnottar was in ruins,

and its lord a landless exile. At the age of 22,

George, the tenth and last Earl Marischal, took part

with" his younger brother James in the rising of

1715. He was attainted, and his estates (yielding

£1676 a year) were forfeited ; hut he himself escaped

abroad, where he rose to distinction in the Prussian

service. His communication to the British govern-

ment of a political secret which he learned when
Prussian ambassador at Madrid, procured his pardon

in 1759. A year or two afterwards, he revisited

Scotland, and bought back part of the family estates,

but refused the proffered restoration of the family

titles. He speedily returned to Prussia, and died

there in 1778 at the age of 86. His brother, who

had risen in the Prussian service to the rank of
field-marshal, fell at Hochkirch in 1758.

Lords Keith.—Neither having any issue, the direct
male line of the House came to an eud. His sister,

Lady Mary, by her marriage, in 1711, with John,
sixth Earl of Wigton, had a daughter, Lady Clemen-
tina, who married Charles, tenth Lord Elphinstone,
by whom, besides other children, she had Sir George
Keith Elphinstone, who, in 1797, was created Lord
Keith of Stonehaven Marischal in the Irish peerage,
and in 1803, Lord Keith of Banheath in the peerage
of the United Kingdom. His daughter, the Baroness
Keith, is the wife of the Count de Flahault.

Earls of Kintore.—Six John Keith, third son of

the sixth Earl Marischal, was, for his services in
saving the Scottish Regalia during the Common-
wealth, raised to the peerage by the titles of Earl
of Kintore, and Lord Keith of Inverury and Keith-
hall. On the death- of his grandson, the fourth
earl, in 1761, the estates devolved on the last Earl
Marischal

; and on his death in 1778, the estates
and titles passed to Alexander, sixth Lord Falconer
of Halkertoun, the grandson of the eldest daughter
of the second earl. Her descendant is now the
ninth Earl of Kintore and eleventh Lord Falconer
of Halkertoun.

KELA'T, the capital of Beloochistan, stands at an
elevati.ni of more than 71*00 feet, in lat. 28° 52' N.,
and long. 66° 33' E. The district round about is

fruitful, and thickly peopled. K. contains about
12,000 inhabitants. Seated on the summit of a
hill, K. is a place of military importance. In the
Afghan wars, it was twice taken by the British.

KELLEPvMANN", Francois Chkistophe, Duke
of Valmy, born 2Sth May 1735, at Wolfsbuch-
weiler, in Alsace, entered the French army, and
had risen to the rank of a marechal-de-camp
before the Revolution broke out. He warmly
espoused its cause, and contributed much to its

progress in Alsace. In 1792, he received the com-
mand of the Army of the Centre on the Moselle,
repelled the Duke of Brunswick, and delivered
France by the famous cannonade of Valmy. Yet, on
allegation of treason against the republic, he was
imprisoned for ten mouths, and only liberated on
the fall of Robespierre. He afterwards rendered
important services in Italy, and on the erection

of the Empire he was made a marshal and a duke.
In the campaigns of 1S09 and 1S12, he commanded
the reserves on the Rhine. At the Restoration, he
attached himself to the Bourbons. He was moderate
and constitutional in his views. He died 12th
September 1S20.

KELLS (originally, Kr-nlis), an ancient corporate
town of the county of Meath, Leinster, Ireland, is

situated on the Blackwater, 13 miles north-north-

west of Trim, and has been associated, from a very
early period, with the most important events of Irish

history, sacred and profane. The town originated in

a monastery, which was founded in the middle ot

the 6th c. by St Columba, and among its antiquities,

which are most numerous and interesting, are shewn
a stone-roofed cell or chapel, evidently of very
great antiquity, and popularly regarded as built

by St Columba. K. was frequently plundered in

the wars of the Danes, and after the Conquest, it

became an important stronghold of the Pale. It

was a bishop's see, and before the act of union, it

returned two members to the Irish parliament. Its

oldest charter is of 11 and 12 Richard II. This
was modified by several succeeding charters, under
which the municipal body Mas maintained until the
Irish Municipal Reform Act, which created a body
of town commissioners. The population in 1851
\\as 3997 ; in 1861, it had fallen to 3225, of whom



kelp-k i:\ir.i. i:

members of

KIOI.P (Fr. vane) is the crude alkaline matter
produced by the i ibustion ol sea-weeds, of which
the moat valued for this pui p

k/o.-ms, /'. xrrnitH-*, Ltiminaria digitata,

r, aud ' 'horda JUum.
dried iu the sun, and then burned in

shallow excavations at a low heat About 20 or

'Jt tons of sea-weed yield one ton of kelp, which,
as met witli ! bard, dark-
gray or bluish masses, which have an acrid, caustic

caste, and are composed of ohloride of sodium, of

I by i he deoomp oition

of the organic «:ill< lit soda), slllph.it
I

i! potassium
i>r sodium, insoluble s.-ilts. ami colouring matter. It

used tn be the greal source of Bod

;
l.ut as this salt ran mm

at a lower price and a better quality from the
red in far less

quantity than formerly. V tun of good kelp will

yield about eight pounds of iodine (which is

solely obtained from this source), large quantities of

chloride of potassium, and additionally, l.\ do hk
hi t

.

hi r tu ten

volatile oil, from fbur to fifteen gallons
uf paraffine oil, three or four gallons uf naphtha,
ami from one and a half to four hundred-weight of

'ill S I '/lillliir/ Ixl.itiil*.

p. 515. Except the iodine and chloride of potassium,

n 3 of these substances are obtained under the

present treatment.
In Brittany, the total annual production of kelp

has amounted to 24,000 tons, bnt in all the British

Islands the total manufacture to only 10,000 tons,

listed, in the work already quoted, slews
that the manufacture of kelp might he made a

source of great wealth to the Channel Isles. The
Guernsey sea-weed is stated by Professor Graham
to be the richest known source of iodiue, and the

d inland for that substanoe for photo-

graphic purposes renders the subject highly import-
ant Prom the numerical data given in" pp. ."il-l,

515, of tli ' it appears that they
might yield annually about 10,000 tons of kelp.

Worth about i'4 per ton. The British supply would
. aetly doubled.

Before the remission of the duty on salt and on

rilla, the kelp manufacture was carried

v large extent, and the value of many
estates in the Scottish Highlands and Hebrides
greatly incn u e of it. The rent of

ii the I h kni ya ro e from £40 bo 6300

;
. u Man] thousand tons were made .-1111111 illy

it Britain, which Bold for 17 to

£10 p t ton 11 to a great
number of people. The manufacture is now almost

extinct, and shores formerly worth ,£jon a Mm an-

now almost valueless, the rea.lv jiroiluetion of soda
from -alt, and the repeal of the high salt, duty, having
riiineil the kelp manufacture.

K ki P, in point of law, if found beyond high-water
mark, belongs to the owner of the adj

sepai
lilely trmn lie : ,! Lndg ol Sootl UlA

B B L80, a t ,u n in Scut] 1 11. 1, lie !

bank of the Tweed, oppc
point where that stream receives the waters of

the Tcviot. The name was anciently written
'li'jii, and is supposed to have had its

origin m a precipitous bank aboundin

its importance, if not it- existence, from a richly

endowed abbey ol Tironensiah monks, planted

at Selkirk in the year 1113, by King David I.,

when Prince .it Cumbria, ami transplanted, after
his accession to tin- Scottish throne in 1124, 'to

the church of the blessed Virgin Mary, on the
bank 111 the Tweed beside Roxburgh, iu'the place
c.iil.d Calkou.' 'The abbey was rui 1 by the
English under the Ear] of Hertford in l."il.">, and ali

that now remains of it is part of the Abbey Church.
It is 111 the later Norman or Romanesque style, ami
had a nave of two bays, north and south transepts
each of two bays, a central tower still 111 feet high,

and a choir of unascertained length. The more
modern parts of the town arc well built. A hand-
Some In id".-, ile-l. led l.y Kellllle, connects Kelso

With its Suburb of Max Well lieu oil, :i lid en. n.l , a

noble view. On the north-west of the town, in the
midst Of a beautiful park, is Floors Castle, the seat

of the Duke of Roxburgh : it was built in 171S,

from the design of Sir John Vanbrugh, and was
enlarged and unproved l.y the present duke from

of the late Mr Playfair of Edinburgh.
On the opposite bank of the Tweed are the ruin- of
l.o Inn jh i astle, once the strongest fortn-ss on the
eastern border. The town of Roxburgh, which rose

under the shelter of its walls to be one of the four

chief towns in Scotland, has so completely disap-

peared, that scarcely a vestige of it remains. K,

was made a. burgh of barony in IC'i-I. It has no
manufactures, and little trade, although three news,
pipers are published in it. Its population in ISoT
was 4309.

KK.MBLE, John Philip, son of Roger Kemble,
an actor, was born at Present, in Lancashir • on the
1st February 17".7. He ived hie education at a
school in Worcester, afterward- at a Rom in < 'itlmlie

seminary in Staffordshire, and finally at the English
College of Douai, in France. On his return to

England, he adopted the stage as his profession,

mating his first appearance at Wolverhampton on
January 8, 1776. On the 30th September 1783,

he made his first appearance at Drury Lane in

Hamlet -always a favourite character o

in 17'dl>, he sue. del to the management of that
theatre. In ISO.'!, he purchased a share m I'.o.-ut

Garden Theatre, of which he also became manager.
I hi the de- traction of the building bv lire K i i.-.-d

a new theatre, which was opened in Isu'.l. the

management of which he retained till the cl if

his theatrical career. Iu June 1S17, he took leave

of his patrons in Loudon ; and a few d iv

a public dinner was given to him, under the presi-

dency ol Lord Holland. Thomas Campbell male
his retirement from the stage the subject of a

He lill.llly took lip lilt: lo-l-

dence in Switzerland, where he died, on the 26th
February LSi'S, aged sixty-six years.

K. was a groat actor, and lie loved to

the loftier characters of the drama -kings, prelates,

heroes, His figure wa i c i indin ;, bis voi a

sonorous and well modulated. He was es| lally

slice, ml iii llrutus and Coriolanus
; and the

ancient, playgoers, Who remember his ml..

his Roman look, find the si ige of the present day
comparatively unworthy of regard.

BJSMBLB, I'n mii i,. brother of the foregoing,
was born at I '.re-knock, in South Wale ,

N bar 1 7 7
-"">

II i-
.

., ,..,,( ],,< education, like

Ins brother, at Douai, and like hlui also

return to England, devoted himself t..

In April 17'.M, he made his first appearance at

Drury Lane in the character ol Malcolm. In July
1808, he man i.,l \L g 1 1, Camp, a lady who had

hi i .ii in the walk of high-comedy.
K .

..,, being appointed Examiner of Plays, relin-

u the 10th April 1840, He
nt



KEMBLE-KEXDAL.

died on the I2t& November 1354, having almost
completed his 7i)th year.

KEMBLE, John Mttciif.l, chiefly distinguished

for liis researches in Aujlo-Saxon literature and the
earlv history of England, was the sou of Charles
Kemble. and was horn in London, 1S07. He studied

at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took the

degree of B.A. in 1830, and afterwards that of TULA.

While an uudergraduate, he spent some time at

Gottingen, under Jacob Grimm, which perhaps
determined the bent of bis mind towards Anglo-
Saxon studies. The first fruits of these studies was
sn edition ' 1833i of the poem of Beowulf (q. v.), to a
second edition of which lie added a translation, with
a glossary and notes. Not to mention several minor
publications, he edited for the English Historical

Society a valuable collection of charters of the
Anglo-Saxon period, entitled '.'<</<" Diolomaticus^Evi
Saxonici, 2 vols. (1839—1840). But his most import-
ant work, which contains the chief residts of all his

researches, is The Saxons in England, 2 vols. (1849).
'

This work is unfinished. The author bad been
making preparations for two more volumes, when
he died suddenly, March 20, 1S57. K. was for

a good many years editor of the British and Foreign
Review ; he also held the office of Censor of Plays,

under the Lord Chamberlain.

KEMPIS, Thomas .i, so called from his native
place, Kempen, a village in the diocese of Cologne,
was born probably in 1379. His family name was
Hiimerkeu (Latinised, Malleolus, ' Little-hammer').
He was educated at Deventer, and in 1400 entered
the Augustiuian convent of Agnetenberg. near Zwoll,
in the diocese of Utrecht, of which his brother John
was prior, and in which he took the vows in 1406.

He entered into priest's orders in 1413, and was
chosen sub-prior in 1429, to which office he -was

re-elected in 1448. His whole life appears to have
been spent in the seclusion of this convent, where
he lived to an extreme old age. His death took
place in 1471, at which time he certainly had attained
his 90th year, and most probably liis 92d. The
character of K., for sanctity and ascetic learning,

stood very high among his contemporaries, but his

historical reputation rests almost entirely on his w*rit-

ings, which consist of sermons, ascetical treatises,

pious biographies, letters, and hymns. Of these,

however, the only one which deserves special notice
is the celebrated' ascetical treatise On the Follou/ma
[or Imitation.) of Christ, the authorship of which is

popularly ascribed to him. This celebrated book
has had", next to the sacred Scripture itself, the
largest u'.unber of readers of which sacred literature,

ancient or modem, can furnish an example. In its

pages, according to Dean ildman {Latin Christianity,

vi. 482), 'is gathered and concentred all that is

elevating, passionate, profoundly pious in all the
older mystics. No book, after the Holy Scripture,

has been so often reprinted ; none translated into

so many languages, ancient and modern,' extending
even to Creek and Hebrew, or so often retranslated.

Sixty distinct versions are enumerated in French
alone, and a single collection, formed at Cologne
within tile present century, comprised, although
confe.-sedly incomplete, no fewer than 5110 distinct

editions. It is strange that the authorship of a
book so popular, and of a date comparatively so

recent, should still be the subject of one of the
most curious controversies in hterary history. The
book, up to the beginning of the 17th c., had been
ascribed either to Thomas a K. or to the celebrated

John Gerson (q. v.), chancellor of the university of

Paris, except in one MS., which, by a palpable ana-

chronism, attributes it to .St Bernard ; but in the year
1604, the Spanish Jesuit, Mauriquez, found a MS.

in which it is attributed to the abbot, John Gersen,

or Gesen, whom he regarded as clearly a distinct

person from the Chancellor Gerson. From the time
of this discovery, three competitors have divided

the voices of the learned—not alone individuals,

but public bodies, universities, religious orders, the

Congregation of the Index, the parliament of Paris,

and even the French Academy ; and the assertors of

these respective claims have carried into the con-

troversy no trilling amount of polemical acrimony.

The most recent and best account of the details of

the discussion, as well as its history, will lie found
in Malou's Recherches historiques et critiques sur It

veritable Auteur du Livre de V Imitation de Jesus
Clirist (Louvain, 1S49). We shall only state that

M. Malou gives his verdict in favour of the claim

of Thomas a K., an opinion in which the learned

have now generally acquiesced. The first edition

of the Imitation was printed at Augsburg, in 14S6,

and before the end of that century, it was reprinted

upwards of '20 times in Germany. The most remark-
aide modern edition is a Heptaglot, printed at Sulz-

bach (1837), containing, besides the original, later

versions in Italian, Spanish, French, German, Eng-
lish, and Greek. The theology of the Imitation is

almost purely ascetical, and (except in the 4th book,
which regards the Eucharist, and is based on the
doctrine of the real presence) the work has been used
indiscriminately by Christians of all denominations.

KE'MPTEX (anciently, Campodunum, Campi-
dona), a city of Bavaria, situated on the river Iller,

64 miles south-south-west of Augsburg, with which
it is connected by railway. Like most of the
Swabian cities, K. grew up around a monastery,
which was founded by the disciples of the great
Irish missionary monk. St Gall, about the end of the
7th century. Partly by the favour of the emperors,
partly through the natural sequence of the events
of the period, the abbots of the monastery were
the suzerains of the towni and its environs, and
eventually the abbot of K. became a prince-abbot

of the empire (134S). In the secularisation of the
ecclesiastical principalities in 1S03—1S04, it shared
the common fate ; the abbey, as well as the city

and territory—comprising at that time 7 market-
towns, 85 villages, and above 40,000 inhabitants

—being assigned to Bavaria. The present city con-

tained in 1867, 10,998 inhabitants, and is divided

into the abbatial town (Stifts-Stadt) and the city

proper, which lies in the plain at the foot of the
hill on which the abbey stands. It is a place of

considerable trade, and carries on manufactures of

cotton and linen.

KE'XDAL, or KXRKBY KENDAL, a municipal
and parliamentary borough of England, in the county
of Westmoreland, is situated on the right bank of

the Kent, 22 miles south-south-west of Appleby.
Here, in the reign of Edward III., a settlement of

Flemings, under a certain John Kemp, was formed,
and afterwards the town became well known for its

manufactures of woollen cloths, called, from the
name of the town. Kendals. The letter of protec-

tion, dated 1331, and granted by King Edward 111.,

' on behalf of John Kempe of Flanders, cloth weaver,
concerning the exercise of his craft,' may be found
in Pymer's Fcedera, voL ii. p. 283. The name,
' Kendals,' is still applied to the cloths produced
here, which, with carpets, worsted stockings, cottons,

linsey-woolseys, doeskins, tweeds, and coat-liuings,

are the staple manufactures of the town. In the
immediate vicinity are also several mills, dye, marble,
and paper works. The weekly market is the chief

one for corn and provisions in the county. K returns
one member to the imperial parliament Pop. (1861)
12,029.
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Ki MUVmn II, a market town ol
!

the county of Warwick, ritual i

1 1 <
I
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the town of that name, and the fashi Me town of

i Tanning opera!
i

, and oomb-makinfi to some
i be town, however, is

chiefly interesting from liistorir.il association. The
united to the crown domains in

the reign of H ; by Elizabeth

npon Koberl Dndli y,
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i

ir,-\ n-t.ri ... 17 days, at a daily

: ooble owner is the

nrablethe Marl of Clarendon

remains of I b ist, which are well

preserved, and much visited by the ari

from all parte of the country. There

are also ruins of the D

kin \ EBE'C, a river in Maine, I
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K Eli N IC< »TT, Bi nt biblical

i last eenturv, was l.orn .m

Devonshire, April t. 171 ."..i n-d at Oxford,
.

I liilii.-.ll. He took

ui \l. \- in 1750,
, 1707, he was

,; idcliffe librarian ; and in ITT'i. I lanon of

m September

is. i 783. I

i
:,, i real ui

the improvement of the Hebrew text, In 1763, he

i work entitled Th" Sim,' of the Printed
<• " d This

various readin

for a much eollati in order to

« I H' hn w

t ,. st ]{,. ,. . ute the work m the
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.,,, published at Vienna (1806) a very

. mbracing the most important
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Scotch Law to di ao

widow, whose husband has
!" l!

'

She n by la
; one-third of

I

.i'. lands, called her

and set out

a particular portion of the lands to which her life-

KE'NSINGTOH LRDEN8, of the public
in the west

side of Hyde Park, from which it is partly separated

.-nl by walks, and

omamenteo with rows and clumps oi ooble trees,

Ne.u- the western b i
i

park standi

i
.

|

|
pa] . ;,,, edifice of brick, originally

.. ii .
I mm i. inl of Nottingham and

Lord Chanei I! Engl id, and afh rwartts bought

!,, hin,. Willi m ill. William III.. Qn Mary,

, and i " orgs 1 1, all died in this palace,

i.. i m. .ii \ i.-ioiia was bora
. .. nds attached

t.i the palace, and wen- only 'Jii acres in ax* at, but

enlarged, and now are two and

a half miles in circuit.

KENT, an important maritime County "f Eng-

land, occupii j a portion of bhe south e

and i- bounded on the N. by the

the 'I bamee, and on bhi E and S.E
; of Dover. Ar,:,, l.(i::fl,410 statute

acres
\

pop. (1861) 733,887. Beeidi - bhe rivei

,
i .... n. ii... ..... bh . ;. i idaa i <" ii"- county,

i,, ;,,,i- are the Medway, the Stour,

and bhe Darent, all of which How north-east

tuary of the Thami Thi

undulating', I»ihl' t ra\ er-.-d In. in w. -

the North Downs | » e artii le Downs). With a

1, is in M.neial mild and genial, and

:, rtile .. 1 of mixed chalk, gravel, and clay,

K. is. m an a.jrienltural sense, a licdih productive

II. idee the usual erops, vreat ipialltltios

oi teed are raised for the I Ion markets, aa

Canary and radish Is, spinach, eresses. and white

mustard. There are ai^o Domerons mai I

Hops (q. v.) are one of bhe chief

products of the county. Twenty-nine thousand

ae that ..I an\ other hop crowing ty

of England, are hen- devoted to the cultivation ol

this plant, '

on the . .,.. H.iii. pasturage found on the tracts of

alluvial I

ks "' ,u ^ Thames
and Medway. and es| iallv on the ! tourney Marsh,

.

i
. 00 acres. The county returns

tour memb i

K. is unusually rich in h.storical association. For

article Hbpxa] cht. It has

b ,, flu a !•' oi frequent siegt ), battles, and

revolutions; .
.

i
also bound up with

well-known insurrections which l.rol i I..
.

under Wat I
le, and Sir Thomas

Wvatt. <m "' interesting eccle-

siastical edifices, it will suffice to

mterbury and Rot
'

I

"I

Chatham, and SI.,,,,,,

K i:\lil SEE N, BT. See Mr\,ai, St.

KENTISH FIRE a term employed to denote

the vehemi il ad protracted i been with which

1

1|c rabbl rceted 1 be No popery oral

,l |;c ,,,,., , n,... L, I I in Kei.i i

1

KENTISH RAG, a dark coloured, hard, oaloa-

..I llvtlic. and oilier

Kent, m the Lowi i

ins a thickness of GO

KENT'S HOLE i ' " '
•'

' " i,! '

D von, It is aai



KENTUCKY—KERGUELEN'S LAND.

feet long, with a breadth varying I'niui 2 to 70 feet,

and a height from 3 to IS feet. The bones of the

cave-bear, hyaena, &c„ have been found in the mud
of the cave" below the stalagmitic covering. See

Caves.

KENTU'CKY, one of the United States of

America, in lat. 35° 30'—39° 6' N., and long. 82' 2'

S9° 32' W., is liounilcil on tlie N. by Ohio, Indiana,

nn<l Illinois, E. by West Virginia and Virginia, S. by

Tennessee, and W. by Missouri. Area, 37,680 square

miles, or 24,115,200 acres. It has 110 counties. The

capital is Frankfort, and the chief towns, Louisville,

Covington, Newport, Lexington, Danville, Maysville,

and Padncah. The country is rolling, hilly in some

portions, and in the south-east mountainous, some

of the elevations rising to 3000 feet. Its chief rivers

are the Ohio and Mississippi on its borders, and

the Tennessee, Cumberland, Kentucky, Licking, and

Green. The soil is mostly fertile, and the state con-

tains some of the finest agricultural regions in Ame-

rica, producing wheat, maize, cotton, hemp, tobacco,,

and all the fruits of the warmer temperate regions.

Herds of cattle find rich pasture, and thousands of

swine fatten in the woods. There are coal-beds, some

rich in oil, extending nearly across the state. Of

the many caverns, the Mammoth Cave (q. v.) is the

most celebrated. There are also deposits of lead,

iron, beautiful marbles, and salt. There are 907

miles of railway, a taxable property of $400,000,-

000, and annm-d'agricultural products of $50,000,000.

In 1S64 there were 10 colleges in operation, 4 theologi-

cal seminaries, 1 medical school. The Public-School

system is attracting the attention of the government.

An agricultural college, with 200 students, was estab-

lished' in 1S68 at Ashland. Kentucky was formerly a

portion of the western territory of Virginia, and once

the home of warlike Indians, from the sanguinary

contests with whom it derived its name—' the dark

and bloody ground.' It was settled by Daniel Boone

(q. v.) in 1769, organised as a territory in 1790,

admitted as a state in 1792. Upon the breaking

out of the rebellion in 1861, strenuous efforts were

made by Governor Magoffin to force the state into

t he vortex of secession, or at least to place her in

an attitudeof so-called neutrality. Better counsels,

however, prevailed, and the loyalty of the state

was maintained, thougn many of her citizens

joined the ranks of the rebels. Pop. in 1860, 1,15s,-

713 (225,490 slaves) ; in 1870, 1,323,264.

KENTUCKY, a river of Kentucky, which rises

in the Cumberland Mountains, on the south-east

frontier of the state, and after a winding north-

west course of 260 miles, enters the Ohio, about
50 miles below Cincinnati. The river runs through
most of its course between perpendicular limestone

rocks, through which it appears to have worn its

bed, and is celebrated for the romantic beauty of

its scenery. It is navigable by steam-boats to

Frankfort, 60 miles, and by means of 17 dams
an. I locks, to the Forks. Its banks abound with
anthracite, iron, and marble.

KK'OKUK, a city of Iowa, in the south-east corner

of the state, on the Mississippi Uiver, 205 miles abovi

St. Louis. It is the site of the State Medical Col
liL< , and has several academies and public schools

10 churches, 4 banks, and a hospital. K. has a largi

commerce, being at the bead of the low-water naviga

tii >ii of the Mississippi and the terminus of two rail

ways. Pup. in 1864, 10,735.

KEPLER, or KEPPLER, .ToHAXN, one of the

greatest astronomers of all ages, was born

Magstatt, a small village in Wurtemberg, ten miles

from Stuttgart, 27th December, 1571. While
mere child he was left to his own resources, and

his early education in consequence would have been

entirely neglected had he not been admitted into

the convent of Maulbrun. K. afterwards studied at

the university of Tubingen, and devoted nearly the

whole of his time to mathematics and astronomy.

In 1593, he was appointed Professor of Mathematics
at Gratz. At this time K.'s views of astronomy,

as seen in his Prodromus, were somewhat mystical

;

he supposed the sun, stars, and planets were
typical of the Trinity, and that God distributed

the planets in space in accordance with the regular

polyhedrons, &c. Yet this searching after harmony
led him to the discovery of the three remarkable
truths called Kepler's laws. K., about 1596, com-
menced a correspondence with Tycho-Brahg, and
in 1599 went to Prague to aid him in his lesearches.

Tycho obtained for him a government appointment

;

but the salary was not paid, and K. lived for eleven

years there in great poverty. He then obtained

a mathematical appointment at Linz, and, fifteen

years afterwards, was removed to the university of

Kostock ; but poverty from the same cause still pur-

sued him, and he died shortly after at Katisbon,

15th November 1630. K.'s connection with Tycho-
Brahe had a salutary effect upon his fiery enthu-

siasm, but, happily for science, the timid counsels

of the old astronomer were only partially followed.

K. established the law of the diminution of light

in proportion to the inverse square of the distance,

and was acquainted with the fact ' that the attrac-

tive force of the sun decreases as his light
;

' it is

strange that this latter fact did not lead him to

anticipate the discovery of Newton. In 1609, he
published his Astronomia nova, a commentary on
the motions of Mars, in which, taking for his base

of operations the observations of Tycho, he deter-

mined the excentrieity and aphelion of this planet,

on the supposition of a circular orbit, and found the
results quite irreconcilable with observation. This
led him to his first law, that the planets move in

ellipses with the sun in one of the foci. The second
law, that the Radius-vector (q. v.) sioeeps over equal

areas in equal times, he at first asserted dogmatically,
and was for a long time puzzled to find some proof
of it (the infinitesimal calculus not having at that
time been invented) ; but at last he hit upon the
expedient of dividing the ellipse into an immense
number of small triangles, whose areas could be
easily found. His third law (the first discovered)
was an attempt to harmonise in some way the
period and mean distance of the planets, and
after twenty-two years of vigorous application, he
discovered that the square of the periodic lime is

proportional to the cuhe of the mean distance. These
discoveries, great as they undoubtedly are, are
rendered still more so when we take into account
the little real knowledge of the heavenly bodies
existing at that time, and the scanty means in the
hands of astronomers for making discoveries. K.
also affirmed the essential inertia of matter, the
first of Galileo's laws of motion ; the dependence
of the curvature of the path of planets on the
attraction of the sun (K. unfortunately thought it

was maanetic attraction) and the proportionality of

the mutual attraction of bodies to their respective
masses ; he demonstrated the four new planets of

Galileo to be satellites of Jupiter
;
gave a complete

theory of solar eclipses ; and calculated the exact
epoch of the transits of Mercury and of Venns
across the sun's disc. He also made numerous
discoveries in optics, general physics, and geometry.

KE'RGUELEN'S LAND, or ISLAND OF
DESOLATION, is situated in the Southern or
Antarctic Ocean, the latitude and longitude of its

southern extremity, Cape George, being 49° 54' S.,

and 70° 12' E. It is about 100 miles long,

aud about 50 miles broad It consists chiefly oi
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1 r.«ks of primary formation. It is

. r, to produce coal tit tor Bteam ships.

The island was discovered in ITT- bj the French
navigator, ives Joseph de Kerguelen Tremarec.

Ki EtGtTELEirS I.am> UBB \<:i: [Pringlea

a), the only known apeo e

ti Datura] order Orud-
irthar interesting as being found only

In tli.it most lonely of islamic, Kcrguolcn's Laud,

ami as being extremely oseful to the crews of

whalers and other vessels which have occasion to

touch there. It has a long, stent, perennial, root-

very similar to those

of the common garden cabbage. Captain Cook
red this plant, ami directed attention

to it. It is fXi luiuly ahnmlant in all pails of

Kerguelen's Land, which produces onlv seventeen

other Dowering plants. The root stork, have the

flavour of horse radish. The
the cluster of Lavs tastes like mustard and cross,

r. 'I'll.- whole toil. i-r al ids in a very

pungent palo-ycllow ess, nti.il oil. win

i
it run parallel to the vein

The K. I..
<

'. is used liy vo\

ith beef, pork, ftc., and its antiscorbutic

make it very important to them.

Kl'.l; ">; I N such > of the easternCll l no,,, Men, is, an. ; I r I

t ot ahoiit .1'. I.l II II I square miles. The
north and north-east arc occupied by a frightful

llh d the JtrKi ii ,,/' l\ , num. » hi. Ii forms

a part of the great central desert of Iran. (In this

extensive tract, not a blade of grass is to be Been.

The southern portion, although mountainous, is

equally and and barren with the north, except the

small tract of Nurmanshir, towards thi

ind well watered. Rosea are cultivated

for the manufacture ol 'attar of roses.' Silk and

• i
i .i

i h and fineness.

The inhabitants, who number about 600,000, arc

ins proper ; thi

i.l ot hex wandering tribes.

middle of the provil in the central mountain

range, and contains a population estimated at

30,000. The manufactures arc chiefly shawls,

carpets, ami matchlocks. The trade, though still

considerable, is very small compared with what it

was during the last century, when K. v

emporium for the trade by the Persian Qulf and the

Indian (lean. In IT'-' 1. it '>'
' taken and pillaged

by A;'.i Mohammed, and olUKMI of the inhabitants

i lint the chief cause of tic di .line of

its trade was the fall of Gombroon (q. v.), its port,

before the rising prosperity of Bushire.

K II: M AN -si I \ II. a nourishing modem town of

Persia, in the province of Ardelan, mar the right

bank of the river BLerknah. It is the centre of eon-

I
s from Bagdad, Tehran, and Ispahan.

It- commerce is considerable, and then are tnanu-

and weapons. Pop 30,000.

K B RME8 known iii oommerceas

ot the femali - ol a ij let of I

It has I ii supplanted over the greater part of
1

fa. V.), but is still used in some
outfa of Europe, u

in India and Persia. The K. insect is abundant
in th.e regions, attaching itself to the leaves of a
mall specie- ij . ,1.. He K .

I la

shrub with evergreen spinous leaves,

ibling a holly. In some parts of Spain,

the K. Oak growl in great profusion, as on the

slopes of the Sierra Mor.ria. Many of the inhabit-

ants of Murcia live by collecting Kormes, This
is chiefly the employment ol women, who scrape

.in tie- toes with their nails, which
grow long on purpose. The KL iuseet

attacks the youni shoots ol the Bhrub, the female

affixing its. h and remaining ii vable, till, after

attaining its full size, about thai ol a pea, it deposits

its eggs, and diea K. is gathered b. i..,

It is tlnou n into \ inegar, and after-

wards dried in the sun or in an oven. It has
been employed from time immemorial to dye cloth

of a blood-red colour. It was . ill.

the rii.cnieians. CmruK by the Greeks, K. by the

Arabians. I ,
,.

,

is supposed to have been the substance employed
in dyeing the curtains of the Jewish tabernacle

(Exod. xxvL).

K E ! 1 M ES MIH ERAL, so called from its resem-
blance in colour to the insect rlermes, is an
antimonial preparation which was .1.

Glauber (q. v.). The method of prcpai in

qui ntlj b. c ime kn ow ii to M. de la l

whom the kin,' of France purchased the proscription

in the early part of the l.Nth century. It was at

that period often described as Carthusian Powder, or
.</•//<<. in consequence of a Carthusian

friar having effected some remarkable cures by it.

( 'hetnists dill'er slightly as to its composition, but, it

is oencrally regarded as a tersulpluirct of antimony.
K. M. is scarcely ever employed in this country,

but it is much used in France and Italy. Its

effects are much the same as those of the golden
sulphuret (sulphide) of antimony, and of the oxy-
sulphiirot of antimony of the I, Ion pharmacopeia,
it being a Budorific in small doses (half

i

instance), and an emetic and purgative in large

doses.

KEKX, a name applied formerly to Irish and
.liintry soldiers.

KUKNKR. Anhr. .H'stint-s, a German poet, one
of the leading members of the so-called ' Swabian
Scl 1.' was born at Ludwigsburg. in Wiirtemherg,
1Mb September lTsii. He studied medicine at

Tubingen, and finally settled .as a physician at

Weinsberg. Sere he died. 21st February 1862.

The most conspicuous qualities of K.'s poetry arc a

dreamy fancy and a highly original humour. Bis
chief works oiK—Reumchatlen am dan Schatten

(Heidelb. 1811); Romantuchi Dichtun-
[pin (Karlsr. WIT) ; and J)rr lets&e 8
(Stuttg. und Tub. 1853). As a physician, he dis-

played quite a morbid interest in the phenomena of

and wrote several books on theanimal l

subject, one ot which, />,r Si hi, -in co„ /',-,, .,„.s(

r_' vols, stuttg. ls-j'.i; 4th edit 1846), excited a
great interest in America, and is believed to have
originated the recent spiritualism.

Kb. I ; I ; V , a maritime county in the south-west

of Ireland, in the province of Minister, is bounded
On the X. by the mouth of the Shannon, and on
the W. by the Atlantic ( lecan. Area. 1,185,917
statute acres, of winch 414,614 are arable, 726,775
an- uncultivated, and 32,761 are under water, [n

ISIig. the total acreage under crops was 161,062,
the half of which was m meadows and pasture,
(lie ti ' chief!) in ...its and potatoes. The county
is I'll i miles iii length from north to south, and ,58

miles broad. Its e.,.i t line n about 220 miles in

length, fringed with islands, of which the chief am
Valeiitia, the Blasquets, and the Bkelligs, and is

deeply indented by Keiiinaie, Dingle, and Tra'ee

Bays. Between these bays are two peninsulas,

occupied by branches of the mountain system,
which, stretching westward from the county of



KERSEY—KEUPER.

Waterford, traverses the whole of the south of Ireland.

The principal croup is that of Macgillicuddy's
Reeks, the chief summit of which, Carran Tual.
3414 feet, is the highest in Ireland. The largest

rivers are the Laune, the Maine, and the Cashen.
The county contains numerous lakes, some of them,
especially those known as the Lakes of Killarney

(q. v.), of exquisite beauty. The climate is mild,

but moist, especially on the coast. The soil rests

on slate and sandstone, with limestone ; consists of

a rich loam in the central districts, and is pro-

ductive in grain-crops and in pasture. The manu-
factures arc inconsiderable ; oats and butter are the
chief exports. The fisheries on the coast are

extensive and profitable ; they employ nearly 3000
men and boys. K. returns two members to the
House of Commons.
KE'RSEY, or KERSEYMERE, a variety of

woollen cloth, differing from ordinary broad doth
by being woven as a twill. See Twill. It is easily

distinguished from the common cloth by the diagonal,

ribbed appearance of its under side, where the nap
not being raised, admits of its structure being seen.

KERTCH, previous to 1S55, the most important
port of the Crimea, with the largest trade in the
export of corn, is situated on the eastern shore of

the peninsula, on the strait of Kaffa or Yenikale.
The town has a distinctively eastern air; and the
appearance of the houses is greatly enhanced by
the pillars and balconies with which they are

furnished. The streets, like those of Constantinople,

are haunted by troops of homeless dogs. K., the
ancient Panikapazum or Bosporus, was the capital

of ancient Taurica. Previous to 1475, it belonged to

the Genoese ; subsequently, it came into the hands
of the Turks; and finally, in 1774, it was acquired
by the Russians. On the 25th May 1855, it was
taken by the allies during the Crimean War, on
which occasion the Catacombs, a very valuable
collection of antiquities connected with early Greek
times, was ruthlessly plundered by the soldiery. Pop.
1863,21,414.

KE'STREL, or WINDHOVER {Falco tlnnun-

euhus), a small species of falci in, and one of the most
of the British Fakonidce. It is rather

Kestrels (Falco tinnunculus)

:

1, the male; 2, the female.

larger than the merlin, its whole length being from

thirteen to fifteen inches. It may be at once

recognised by its peculiar habit of hovering or

sustaining itself in the same place in the air by a

rapid motion of its wings, always with its head to

the wind, evidently looking for pre}' on the surface

of the ground. Its prey consists m great part of

mice; and although of course included by game-
keepers in the large category of 'vermin, and
destroyed on every opportunity, it deserves the
most careful protection by farmers, as a check to
the excessive multiplication of mice. It more rarely

captures small birds, and does not disdain cock-
chafers and other insects. It is a very widely
distributed bird. The male and female differ con-

siderably in colour; ash-gray prevailing more in the
former,^ and rusty brown in the latter.

KE'SWICK, a market-town of England, in the
county of Cumberland, is situated in a charming
district on the Greta, at the northern extremity
of Derwentwater, 22 miles south-south-west of

Carlisle. Manufactures of coarse woollen cloth

and blankets are carried on here. In the vicinity,

at Borrowdale, black-lead mines are worked; and
K. is well known for the black-lead pencils here
manufactured. Pop. (1861) 2610.

KESZTHE'LY, a market-town of Hungary, in

the county of Szalad, is situated on the western
shore of Lake Balaton, 96 miles south of Presburg.
The breeding of horses is carried on, and there is a
good trade in corn. Pop. 7500.

KETCH, a broad, strongly built vessel of two
masts—viz., the main and mizzen. It is now almost
obsolete, but formerly was the favourite form for

state yachts, and, till very lately, was the prevail-

ing mortar-boat. Iu this latter capacity it was
called a bomb-ketch.

KE'TCHO, or KESHO. See Caceao.

KETCHUP, or CATSUP, a name common to
several esteemed kinds of sauce, much used with
meat, fish, toasted cheese, Sc.

—

Mushroom Ketchup
is made from the common mushroom (Agaricuscmn-
pestris), by breaking it into small pieces, and mixing
it with salt—which so acts upon it as to reduce the
whole mass to an almost liquid state— straining,

and boiling down to about half the quantity.

Spices of different kinds are added, for which there
are many receipts, and sometimes wine. Mushroom
ketchup must be kept in tightly-corked bottles.—
Walnut Ketchup is made from unripe walnuts,

before the shell has hardened. They are beaten to

a pulp, and the juice separated 1 iy straining. Salt and
vinegar are added, also spices variously, and after

considerable boiling down, the ketchup is bottled,

and may be kept for years.

—

Tomato Ketchup is

made in a similar manner from tomatoes, but is

not strained. These are the three most esteemed
kinds.

KE'TTERING, a market-town of England, in

the county of Northampton, is situated 13 miles
north-north-east of the town of that name. The
parish church is a large and handsome specimen of

the perpendicular style, with a tower, dating from
about 1450. The Free School has an endowment of

£155 a year. Silk-weaving, and plush, and wool-
combing are here carried on. Pop. (1861) 549S.

KE'TTLEDRUM, a drum formed by stretching
vellum over the circular edge of a hemispherical
vessel of brass or copper. This instrument, which
gives forth a sharp, ringing sound, is used by
regiments of cavalry and horse-artillery in lieu of

the ordinary cylindrical drum, which would, from
its shape, be inconvenient on horseback.

KEU'PER, the upper division of the Triassic

Period, consisting in the typical German series of

a thickness of more than 1000 feet of (1) various
coloured sandstones ; (2) marls, with gypsum
and dolomite; and (3) a series of carbonaceous



shit.' -clay, with gray sandstones ami small

I

of (1) u . of red mails, with

i
. ami (2) white

an. I bron I he
whole reaches a maximum ickn J 1300 feet
Tin- keii|H-r is extensively developed in Worcester, Staf-
fnnl. ami Cheshire, Fngland, where Mts of salt, ofti n

ns urn. h Th.-

contained organisms differ from those of the Permian
and older periods, and have some resemblance to

bins nn. I
I ),,lite. The plants, -.insist of 1,111-,

eqnisetnm-like plants, cycads, and conifers. The roi ks

contain a quantity of oxide of iron. In China and
North America this period is represented ; in the latter

country in a belt from Connecticut to South Carolina.

ii 8j of interest to the paleontologist
of the nmnerolls footprints they con I

Ichkoloot), and tin- remain- of the reptiles which
I them, Dinosaoria, Crooodilia, Belodon, etc.

The largest -|.eeies from the Pennsylvania beds is the

pturut, Cope
;

i
. I.en, was

a bird-like form. Here are also found the only ob-

mammal
yet known, the Dromnlli-rinin xijlrr.slrr of Kmmons.

KEW, a small village in Surrey, on the right bank
) urn's, an. I six miles «, s | ot Hyde Talk

Con Brenl
ford, with which B by a bridge. The
most in! ! Ilotamc
Glanieus, containing a large and choice coll ction of

plants, native ami <-x. .tie, which have be n arranged
• skill and ear.- by Sir W.J. Hooker. The
and conservatories are very numerous.

There are also a palm-hmot, 362 feet by 100,

. "i the same
ii- ..t an acre; ami a

i over about 75 acres,

n be taken as a new
.In- I.. ys major, and

tho miii. iiiui.l.. r minor, all dill, -ring 111 pitch. In
writl i

I
a. tin - lie "i i he Dote named <

' has
ho. n i-- i '- I I.'' na! 11. il !..

that scale bem- la M I "to tin- iv. iiii-

It follows
that it anj ol taken as a key-noti . one,

' "t the notes of the BO-caUed natural
seal, must be alt, red, l.y 1„ in-; either -harp,' I or
llattened. to I. the new key into the

placed at the beginning of the stall, and is termed
key. ]

key ot A minor stands exactly in I lie

: .
i

,
.

... ,,

other major keys, A being tin- key m.t which
the natural minor scale is found.

'

All other keys
have .-harp- , or I.— number, .is

I nit from the natural key of (
' major

or A minor, reckoning; by perfect lifth

or descending: thus, th k.-y of (. major, which
'I' :"""

. C, h is one -harp for its

signature—viz.. F sharp; the kej o) D
two fifths above I '. b i us., F sharp

. and SO on to the key ot F sharp,
adding a sharp for every asocial, ii" tilth. The
keys with tlats are found' exactly in the reverse
order—viz., hv descending tilths 'thus, the kev of

F. a perfect lifth below <
'. has one flat—viz., B flat

;

the key of B flat has tw., Bats—viz., B flat and
I. t! it

; and bo on to the key of G flat with six Hats,
which in practice i- regard, ,1 a- the same as the key
of F sharp with six sharps. The numlier of flats ,,'r

sharp- is in some cases, for a harmonica! pm -p..-.-,

extended still further; such as the key of C -harp
' lieh is I he as I) Hat with

and ti

L'40 acres. The 11. .tauic i Ian u- u i, c DO

by then [II., but owe much of their
celebrity to the aide management of tie

keeper. Sii 1840 th.y have been open to the
pulilic in the aftern is. Sundays not excepted.

t uy. m hidi, however, is

used chiefly as meteorological station.

KKV. a common heraldic hearing in the insignia

under i

:

3t Peter. 1 wo
saltire are frequent ; and 1. inter-

o'-s i. c, rings.

away from cadi other. In secular heraldry, keys

KEY, a musical term synonymous with
The diatonic -oil. . as

p
by nature, is a certain succession of tones and -. mi-

;,,.i,i any sound taken as
|

tin of which
will be found to lie between the 3d and 4th, and

7th and 8th degrees, .ascending from
the iii-is. Ill i.-nd. ring this succession of sounds
available for musical purposes, by our artificial

method of notation, the sounds have,
been fixed :

'
- d pitch. Any of the

sounds of the natural

to form th..- ba is of a new scale, observing always
: tones and semitones. 1

mated the Key-note
and such scale is said to be in the key

A- ii r notation, each w hole tone
can be artificially divided in,

•'. lie already
i atones, there ,'||V I

, ,
I. ' mil it o. tavc ; and

five Hats : or the key of O sharp with eight sharps,
which i- th. same as A flat with four Hats. The

Hiorea-ing of cither sharps or Hats only
difficulty of reading the musi •. The

' toll loosely Used HI the SeliSe of ,„.,./,',

and we frequently hoar of the major or miuor key.
Much confusion has arisen from this.

KEY WEST, a city of Florida, United
America, situated on the island ,,t K
< ',,',.. I! a .... Bone Key), the mo iresterl

roup of Florida Iv

Cape Sable. 1 i oral island. H
mill - I"". . J v. ale, and nOV I

feet above the level of the sea. It hai
tropical fruits, and an artificial salt lake of 350
acn -- Th. re are extensive fortificati

harbour, two light-houses and a light-ship, Bevcral
marine hospital and barrack-. The city

is beautiful, with ornamental cottages and g ird. ,,-,

and is inhabited by army and naval ollie

..I invalids. The exports are
and -pollges

;
I. Ill i

i -Ian. Is afford the most profitable busi-
ness, which vessels, manned chiefly

Bahama Islands, and
their descendants. The climate is delightful, the
temperature being from 60 t,, 90 F., with per-
peto d la, o .-. but there are also violent hurricanes.
Pop. in 1860, 2832.

Kl'\ - POV, i i. "1 'mi. ,!'

Roman Catholic Theology, properly
supreme ami' ,

I

.

hi metaphoi
rd to Peter in Man

,n the analo-

i \xn. -'.', Ap..c. in. ;,



KEYS—KlIEIiSON-.

and again i. 18, and also in classical writers, under-

stand as implying the supreme power in the church.

The power of the keys is divided by Catholics into

two branches—that of order, which, though possessed

by all bishops and priests, is believed to belong

specially and primarily to the pope ; and of jurisdic-

tion, which childly regards the supreme government
of the church, and embraces the power of enacting

laws and dispensing in them, and of directing and
governiug not only the Christian Hock, but also its

pastors in their several spheres. The jurisdiction of

the keys is exercised in a more limited field, and in a

subordinate way by patriarchs, primates, archbishops,

bishops, and other dignitaries ; but that, according

to the Roman theory, it has its source, as well as

its chief seat, in the pope, is implied in the dis-

tinctive use of the end ilem of the keys as a symbol of

papal jurisdiction. The technical phrase, 'power of

the keys,' is also used in a more restricted sense by
Catholic theologians, as applied to the sacrament of

penance, in which use it designates the power of

remitting or retaining sin. To this more limited'

sense of"the word is also applicable the same dis-

tinction of order and jurisdiction, of which the

former is imparted to every priest by his ordination,

while the latter is only communicated by an express

act of the bishop or other superior.

Protestants in general regard the power of the

keys as equally intrusted to the whole ministry of

the church of Christ, and as including doctrine and
discipline. They admit the argument from the use

of the key in Scripture as a symbol of authority;

but refuse to acknowledge any limitation of that

authority inconsistent with their views of Christian

doctrine and of the relation of the ministry to the

whole church of Christ, and of Peter to the rest of

the apostles.

KEYS, Queen's. In Scotch Law, when a messenger
or bailiff executes a caption or warrant under an
extract decree, a writ in the former case, or in the

latter, that part of the wan-ant which authorises

him to break open the outer door of the house of

the debtor, is called the rpieen's keys, or letters of

open doors. English courts have no power to give

a bailiff the right to break open an outer door in

executing writs of execution for debt. See House,
Imprisonment.

KHALKA'S. See Mongolia.

KHAN, a title of Mongolian or Tartar sovereigns

and lords. A khanate is a principality. Khagan
means ' khan of khans,' but has seldom been applied.

The word khan is probably of the same origin as

King (q. v.).

KHA'NIA. SeeCANEA.
KHARA'SM. See Khiva.

KHARGEH. See El-Khahgeh.

KHARKO'W, a government of Little Russia,

immediately east of the government of Poltava.

Area, 20,737 square miles; pop. (1864) 1,590,926.

The surface is flat, with chalk hills following the

courses of the streams. The soil is a rich and fer-

tile loam, watered chiefly by affluents of the Don.
in the north-west, the principal occupations are

agriculture and distilling corn-brandy ; in the south-

east, the breeding of cattle and sheep. The breed-

ing of horses is also carried on. Corn, tobacco, wax,
honey, and tallow, are largely produced, beet-root

sugar is manufactured, and there is an extensive

trade in sheep and cattle ; but as there is almost no
communication with the surrounding governments,
the resources of K. may be said to be still in great

part undeveloped.

KI1ARKOW, capital of the government of the

same name in European Russia, on the banks of
786

three streams, affluents of the Dnnetz, in lat. 50°

N., long. 36° 14' E., 916 miles south-south-east of

Petersburg. It has now a population of 60,000, and
ranks as one of the chief towns of the Ukraine. Its

position between Moscow, Odessa, Kief, Taganrog,
and the Caucasus has made it an important market
for the exchange of the products of the north
and south. The chief mercantile transactions are

effected during the time of the fairs, of which
there are four, the principal being the Troitsk fair.

The transactions during the fairs amount to about
£10,000,000. The staple article of commerce rf»

wool. The town contains seventy factories of various

kinds, and manufactured goods are supplied to the
surrounding governments. An enormous quantity
of wool (value, £1,150,0001 is washed here annually.

The university of K, founded in 1805, and the other
educational institutions, constitute this town the
intellectual as well as the commercial centre of the

Ukraine.

KHARTOU'M, an important town of Africa, the

chief centre of trade in Upper Nubia, stands in a
sterile district, in lat. 15° 35' N., long. 32° 30' E., at

the junction of the Blue and White Nile. Previous
to 1847, it was the residence of the governor-general

of Egyptian Sudau ; it is now the seat of the local

governor of the province of its own name. The
principal stores of the government are kept here,

and there is a government arsenal for the building

and repair of boats. The houses are built principally

of sun-dried bricks. K. is the centre of many
converging caravan routes, and carries on consider-

able commerce. The imports consist chiefly of

Manchester manufactured goods ; the exports are

ivory, gum-arabic, ostrich-feathers, bees-wax, and
hides. Pop. 40,000.—See JCi/i/pt, the Sudan, and
Central Africa, by J. Petherick.

KHATMANDU', the seat of government in

Nepaul, in lat. 27°
_

42' N., and long. 85° 18' E.

With narrow and dirty streets, and generally mean
houses, it contains about 50.000 inhabitants. The
architectural pretensions of the town—for even the

residence of the rajah is a very ordinary edifice-

are confined to its temples, some of them of brick,

and the others of wood.

KHAY'A, a genus of trees of the natural order

Cedrelaceat. The Kassou-Khaye of Senegal (A".

Sener/alensi?), one of the most abundant forest-

trees in that part of Africa, attains a height of

eighty or one hundred feet, and is much valued
for its timber, which is sometimes called Cailatdra,

and is reddish coloured, very hard, durable, and
of beautiful grain. The bark is astringent and
febrifuge, and contains a peculiar alkaloid.

KHERSO'N, a government of Southern Russia,

on the borders of the Black Sea, first appearing in

history during the 4th c. B. c, when it formed a
portion of the kingdom of the Bosporus. From
the 11th e., the right of possession was claimed by
the Poles, the Cossacks, and various Tartar tribes,

the last being ultimately successful. In the 17th

c, Russians commenced to settle in the province
;

and during the next century, their example was
followed by a number of Servians. The province,

with an area of 2S,666 square miles, is uniformly

fertile in the north and north-west; in the south it is

sometimes dry and arid, with here and there sandy
wastes, which towards ( Idessa become iucrusted with
salt. Notwithstanding that three large rivers—the

Dnieper, Bug, and Dniester—run through the south

of the province, the want of water is often severely

felt, especially in July, when the vegetation is

almost completely burned up by the heat. The
climate is very changeable, being very hot in sum-

mer, and piercingly cold in winter. Destructive



KHERSON -KHORASSAN.

ravages by locoata are nol ancommon. The popu-
lation in 1864 mis l,.!.'!(l,l.iS, . . -I t - 1 - 1 i Hi; of Little

natives of the 1 famine), Moldavians,

Qraeka, Qermans, and Jews, who are

chiefly employed in agriculture. :

cultivate tobacco, and rear Bilk-worms, Much of

the arable land, however, is lost fr

capital .-mil labour. Cattle and sheep breeding are
al-., carried on, on a large scale.

KHERSON, or CHERSON, capital of the govern
mont of that name, in European Russia, lies mi the
right bank of the Dnieper, ir to where it wii

out into th" estuary at the l.iuiiii, and 808 miles
south-by-west from Moscow. It was built by i Catha-

rine 11. in 177s. as a port for the construction of

sliips of war ; I nit. in awn few years, was supplanted

by Odessa ami Nikolaief. both

commercial outlet Only ships of light draught
are now built at K., and only such sh

iry. K. is the centre ol the coasting
ami staple trade in timber ami other goods, floated

down the Dnieper ami its tributaries, ami in

Crimean salt Itope-makinc;. tallow in It mc. ami
wool-was!-.. ;

> ani hes of trade, and
the products are largely exported. Pop. (1866) 48,-

885. K. has a crvinnnsiuin, naval school, Bchool for

training pilots, mid an observatory.

KHI'VA i. KIIAUREZM,
KHARAs.M...rri:t;r\i;K.aKiianaie,,i r„,kest:,„

in Central Asia, lies between Iat. .'(7 45'—44° 30"

N.. ami long. 50" 15' 63* I'... and contains about

195,000 square miles mot including that part of the

Ki/.ilkum Desert over which the khan
sovereignty). '< > s hounded on the X. by tin- Russian
territory ami Sea of Aral. K. by the khanates of

Khokan ami Bokhara. S. by l'ersia, ami \V. by the

Caspian S.a -. in whieh the capital,

Khiva, is sit i "in the mouth of the
Amu-Daria for -il-O miles alone its hanks, and is

water.-. 1 by canals supplied from that river. Its

extent is variously estimated at from 2000 to -luini

square miles, with a population of about 200,000.

The dominant race, though not the most numerous,
are the I'zbeks. Agriculture is here in a very
advanced state, for though the BOil is naturally

barren, the perseverance and energy of the people
have, by means of skilful tillage, irrigation, an.]

the application of in. e, on, , rt ,-,] aii.l tracts

into a most productive soil. The principal crops
are wheat, barley, rice, potatoes tton, tlax, ami
madder, licsides the mulberry, vine, apple, and
other fruits. Woollen, cotton, and rill

use and export arc manufactured by the », m;
and a large trade in th-se fabrics, but ohc-lly in

agricultural produce, is carried on with Orenburg,
Astrakhan, Cabul, and Bokhara, b.

K.. in ancient times, was nominal!
iiiently it form.. I

I

kingdoms of Baetria, I' art In e I

nil.- an independent in. mi ircliy in 1092
umhr a Seljuk dynasty. The Khivans, or, as they

i.

in" the wh
nccumb to the Moguls, u

Khan in 1221. In 1870, it cam,, int., the hands of

Timor. Timui's descendants were subdued in 1511
sliciluini Khan l,v < e-iei u \. i i-

tcrsi, chief of the Uzbeks, a Turkish tribe, and to-

ll rule over IChiva. In 1717, Peter the

Great attempted to conquer it, bnt his arm] was to-

tally defeated ; the attempt was renewed in 1839 by
the Czar Nidi,,las, with the same result ; the greater

Russian armv perished in the desert The
hostility to Russia is greatly on the Increase, the new

province of Ku-sian Turko-lim ( Sir-Darin unci Ssomi-

retchensk) having been established on the borders •:

Khiva in I sua, unci remain-,,] in lsc;7. — Khiva.
the capital of the khanate, is situated in the great

ii to v. .in,! Ion
i

60 13 I-... and
.

i h huts, not excepting
,,| tin- khan, tin • only stone-buildings

,..,,|ii. -s, a school, ami a caravansary.
o of the trad,- ,,f the country, and its

bazaar is well supplied with English, Itussian, and
native cloths an, I pottery, together with groceries

and hardware, which arc chiclly imported from
Pop al t 13, i.

Kilo.li: M>. a town of Independent Turkestan,
mi the Sir I

' ., rtes, about 90
mil. - n.

i
td « rl of Khokan. it. is I

some cotton manufactures, and ol a considerable
transport trad,- between the Itussian dominions and
Hi, I.I, an. it,- of Khokan, to which it belongs. Pop.

,i marly 30,000.

KHOKAN (originally Kokand), a khanate of
Turkestan, lyin _- east from Khiva. Its area has
been estimated at J-J7.."iill( square miles, and its

population at from ]..-.00,001) to _».Oi Ht.lMHK On the
right bank of the Sir-Daria the chief river of
tin- khanate- the country is mountainous. On the

,
-i immense sandy waste The climate is

various, hcim.; ic-oroiis on the heiedits, and genial
in the plains and valleys. K. is famous for its

which the aprict. apple, pear, almond.
melon, in.

I water-melon are cultivated with the
•rcatest success, tile last-incut iolled hcin" specially

prized. All the towns and villages are surrounded
with gardens; the vine and mulberry tree arc every-
where cultivated. K. is now locked within Russian
fortifications, and may soon become absorbed into
that empire. — Kiiiikax, the capital of the khan-
ate, is situated on both banks of the Sir-Daria,
_':!n miles northwest of Cash-tar. rt is surrounded
by a mud-wall, pi-rood bv twelve _at, s. and enclosed
by a ditch. Besides laths ami bazars, the town
e-'U' on- :;r,ii in,,-, pi. s. K. m.is founded about the
middle of the 18th c, and has now a population
of ."(1.(1(10, or. accordin,' to Chinese and other reports,

of 60,000 or 100,000.

KID II, Mi iGl i K Y a . .

I overnment of
Archangel, European Russia, was a place oi great
icte when the White-Sea trade was in it- glory, but
Lnci the eat ol oi ei am ni hs been removed to
\rch.in_, I, K. hi ; stc i.hli decline], and now con-
tains only llll inhah he Great, on
his return from his travels, brought to K. several
specimens of the Dutch breed of cattle, by means
of which the natives have so improved their own,
tic it the EC brood i- now isidcrcd to be the best

KHOXSA'K. a town of Pel ia, ill the province

of Irak- A j. nil. 80 miles north wesi oi Ispahan, and
out- i, .,,, that .

it
, t,, ll.iinadan. Orchards

.
in.

I
here, and the raisin" of fruit, with weaving,

•
. 1 lie people. Pop Al

12,000.

Mini: tsSSA'N /,;«". and
Ari'l). til f Pel sic. lies between
].,t. 31 38 30 N.. and long. S3 62 30 E., and

i, -'I ion in.
I

.,,:„,.! I, nearly
on, t In,.. ...

i-l ii "ii sand ;

ide districts are
in the urn tic « here the hi EUburz

oi mill";

a mountainous district, alioiimliii" with fertile a. id

\i t He a cl tcrtili-at. by
means oi canals was h,-,.- earned .,,, to a ire ri

in ancient t s, but tin- incessant ajsturbahcea



KHORSABAD-KIAHTA.

which have unsettled the district for the last

1000 years, have almost put an end to this practice.

The chief products of K. are grain, cotton, silk,

hemp, tobacco, aromatic and medicinal plants, fruits,

Wine, salt, gold, silver, and precious stones, also

camels, horses, and asses. In the more thickly-
peopled districts, manufactures of silk, woollen,
and camels' and goats' hair fabrics, also of muskets
and sword-blades, are carried on to a considerable
extent. The chief towns of the province are Meshed,
the capital, Nishapur, Yezd, and Astrabad. The
inhabitants are Mohammedans of the Shiah sect.

K., in ancient times, also included the desert of

Khiva or Kharasm. and the district now known as

the kingdom of Herat; but the first was separated
from it by the Seljuks at the commencement of

the 11th e., and the latter about 1510, since which
period it has been on several occasions seized and
held for a short time by the Persians.

K. has been several times separated from the
Persian empire, but was finally re-united to it at

the commencement of the 16th c. by Ismail Sofi, the
first Suffavean shah of Persia. See Persia.

KHORSABA'D. See Nineveh.

KHOSRU, or KHUSRU I., sumamed Nushirvan
(the noble soul), and known in Byzantine history as

Cbosroes I., the greatest monarch of the Sassanian

dynasty, was the son of Kobad, king of Persia.

K. mounted the throne on his father's death in

531 A. r>., gave shelter to great numbers of those

whom Justinian, the Byzantine emperor, persecuted

for their religious opinions, in 540 commenced a
war of 20 years' duration with the Roman emperor;
but though the Persians reaped an abundant harvest

of glory, the other results were unimportant. On
the aeeession of Justin II., the Persian ambas-
sadors having been igiiominiously abused, and the

Greeks having taken possession of Armenia, K.,

justly indignant, again declared war in 570, took
Dara, the eastern bulwark of the empire, but was
terribly defeated at Melitene (577) by Justinian,

grand-nephew of the emperor of that name ; this

defeat was, however, counterbalanced by the vic-

torious Greek being in his turn totally routed in

Armenia. K. did not live to see the end of the

contest, as he died in 579. His government, though
very despotic, and occasionally oppressive, was yet

marked by a firmness and energy rarely seen among
the orientals. Agriculture, commerce, and science

were greatly encouraged, ravaged provinces were
repeopled from his conquests, and wasted cities

rebuilt. His memory was long cherished by the

Persians, and many a story of the stern justice of

K. is still current among them. Persia, during his

reign, stretched from the Red Sea to the Indus,

and from the Arabian Sea far into Central Asia.

—(For a full account of this prince, see Sir

John Malcolm's History of Persia.)—Khosbu II.,

grandson of the preceding, sumamed Purviz (the

Generous), was raised to the throne in 590, but
being immediately deposed by another claimant,

was, by the assistance of the Emperor Maurice,
reinstate I, and in gratitude surrendered Dara,
Nisibis, and a great part of Armenia, to the Romans.
In spite, too, of numerous and just grounds of

quarrel, he preserved peace with that nation till

the murder of his benefactor by Phocas. K. then
invaded Mesopotamia in 604, took Dara, and during

17 years inflicted upon the Byzantine Empire a
series of disasters, the like of which they had never
before experienced. Syria was conquered in 611

;

Palestine, in 014; Egypt and Asia Minor, in 616;
and the last bulwark of the capital, Chaleedon, fell

soon after. At this crisis, the fortune of war
changed sides. See Hekacxius. K., driven in turn

to the very gates of Ctesiphon, was deposed and
murdered by his eldest son, Shiroueh, or Siroes, 2Sth
February 02S. It was to this prince that Mohammed
sent a letter demanding a recognition of his mission.

See Mohammed.
KHUZISTA'N (anc. Susiana), a province of

Persia, in lat. 30 —33° 7' N., and long. 47° 45'—51°
E., having Fars and the Persian Gulf on the S., is

divided into two almost equal portions—the one,
the north-east, very hilly, the other, the south-west,
so level as to be almost a stagnant sea during the
rainy season, changing to an arid waste in summer.
K. contains extensive pastoral districts, on which
vast herds of cattle are reared, and naturally
abounds in alluvial soil fitted for such crops as

rice, maize, cotton, sugar-cane, indigo, &c. The silk-

worm is also reared in some districts. The chief
towns are Shuster, Dizful, and Mohammerah.
KHY'BER PASS, the most practicable of all

the openings, four in number, through the Khyber
Mountains, is the only one by which cannon can be
conveyed between the plain of Peshawur, on the
right bank of the Upper Indus, and the plain of

Jelalabad, in Northern Afghanistan. It is 30 miles
in length, being here and there merely a narrow
ra%'ine between almost perpendicular rocks of at
least 600 feet in height. It may be said to have
been the key of the adjacent regions in either
direction from the days of Alexander the Great
to the Afghan wars of 1S39-1S42. Here a British
army, on its retreat from Cabul in January 1842,

j

was absolutely annihilated (see Afghanistan). The
gorge is understood to be extremely unhealthy.

KHYERPU'R, a town of Sinde, stands about 15
miles to the east of the Indus, in lat. 27 30' N.,

j

and long. 6S 48' E. The town owes its importance,
I such as it is, to its having been selected as the resi-

dence of the northern Ameers of the country. The
place, however, is little better than a collection of

filthy mud-hovels, and it is estimated to have only
15,000 inhabitants.

KIABOTJ'CCA, KIABOOCA, KYABUCA, or
AMBOYNA WOOD, a beautifully mottled wood,
which is found in our timber-yards in small pieces,

very evidently the wens or excrescences formed on
the stem of the producing tree, Pterospermum Iwli-

cum (natural order Byttneriaceoe). The colour of this

wood is yellowish red, of different shades, and
covered with a most elegant mottled figure in darker
shades. It is much used for small ornamental
articles, especially snuff-boxes, its scarcity and the
small size of the pieces forbidding its employment
in the manufacture of larger articles.

|

KIA'HTA, or K.IACHTA, a town in Siberia,

150 miles south of Lake Baikal, and close to the
Chinese frontier, being only separated by a piece of

neutral-ground 2S0 yards broad from the Chinese
town of Maimatehin. Resident population only
285. Through this town began the commercial
intercourse between Russia and China, which had
been arranged by the treaties of 16S9 and 1727.
Since the middle of last century, a lively and profit-

able barter-trade has been carried on both m K.
and in Maimatehin ; but it was not till the end of

the century that the Russians were able to produce
on their side any articles besides furs, but since

then, cloth and cotton goods, first of English or
French, and later of Russian manufacture, have in

part been substituted. Formerly, the export to
China of coins and the precious metals was for-

bidden at K., but this restriction is now in part
removed. The exports from China consist chiefly

of tea, of which about 100,000 cwts. finds its way
into Russia by this road. This tea is very dear,

on account of the enormous distance it has to be
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import duty, whii om in to
.'.n.T.-illy imported liy the Russians

at 1< !!'./. per lb. But it must not he >

that the K. tea is the ii>-

to all that reaches Europe bj anj other route.

Kl DDERMTNSTER, a well-known manufactur-
ing town and municipal and parliamentary boroneh

situated
on the Stour, four miles above its junction with the

irish church is a I

di orated and partlj in th

dicular style. K. i- chiefly noteworthy on

of the cantet manufactures which are here
on. The borough returns a member to t

of Commons, fop. (1861) 15,399.

Kl l>\ IPPING Lsnot it is fre-

quently applied in popul t

i ; i .1.1 or adult
I ig off s grown per-

r il, now amounts only to at

iimcnt. though formerly punishahle with
death, ('liihl-stealin.'. where the 'child is under 14

if dene with intent to steal any article

anon or about the person of the child.

u ol the ehild,

d and Ireland a fi

penal servitude for n nor more than
two ' imprisonment See

also Abo

KIDNEY BEAM aus of plants
of the natural order Z,«;/"«ifw«,r, sub-order Pn/tili-

iog nine stamens united by the idaliients.

and one sep .....,i\ sti-ma, a 2 lipped

Calyx, and the keel of th -olla with the stamens
and style Bpirally twist d. The .],n,s are mostly
annual herbaceous plants, natives of the warm parts
both of the Kastern and Western Semisp I

Common K
French. In Britain, it is sometimes i

the south of Europe, and as far north as

Germany, in the United States of America, and
many otic :

m important arti<

Within the tropies, ii

1

• used for f 1

it in the most favourable situations in

tin- south. The plant is th. refer.- cultivated chiefly

for the sake of the unripe pods, which, when boiled
with tin- yiiun'.: s Is in them, form a well-known
and very .1.1

< merely a

larger varii I

is doubtful, however, if they hp

sain-- native country; an American origin }< ;n-
• Runner, which is also a perennial -

although in the climate of Britain usually destroyed
by the winter's frost, and therefore treated ae an
anmi.d and has tuberous roots. The roots, in com-
mon with tl -i Phateolus,

"ii
I Q -

dental eating of them.
t ted for the same u

even in Scotland, a very abundant crop

of green pod- in the latter part of autur
till about the i-t of Mai. It

is a very ornamental plant, particularly the common
variety with scarlet (lowers. I

trellis or paling, and requires, stakes of

height The varieties of beans cultivated in the U.
States deemed most valuable are the Early Mohawk,

and WMU Kidney. In some parts of India,

Mooko, i
i'Mi /' Mx tgo); in others, the Kala

M i B li Gram ,/'. Afax).

KIDN] I VETCH I;nthyttt . a .onus of plants

naC«B,OOntainine a muni iei of species, some shi ii bbv,

and some h n chictly of the warmer
phere. '1'hcy

have the p ! in length, and an
oval 1—3-seeded pod. enclosed in the
inflated and generally downy calyx. The only
British species is the Common K.. [A. vuinernria),
also called lady's t'ili

:
/,s. a 1

with pinnated unequal leaves, and crowdi
ilowers. It grows on

very dry soils, and is eaten with avidity by cattle,

tot yield much produce,

KIDNEYS .hi- for their
office the 8cci. That this office or
function is of extreme importance, is sufficiently
shewn by the facts tii.it it. in e>

;
i suspended in the human subject,
or two, death not unfrequently occurs,

and that me m function
to our kidn

i
a only in all verte-

brate animals, but in almost all molluscs, in the
arachnidans, in insects, and in mj riapods.
The human kidneys are situated in the b ;ion

of the loins, on < ,,. h

imbedded Ins Layei ol fatty tissue. Their form is

too well known to reipiir.- am d i-ii.t Tie

lb kidney is a little more than
foui inches, and its usual weight is from four to

Vertical Section of the Kidney.
(Iroln (Jrnv'i, Anatomy.)

a, juprn-rennl .

,
,- id,!,,,,-; c-

/. tllC Ullt I, |.M.i,r,nil- id tie- I.;

i
I ubstance of the kidn

I of a deep red |

tion of the kidi

it substances, which
are named, from their position, the external or
cortical, and the internal or medullary substance.

. ... ...

inwards between the pyramids of the medullary
miliar, and contains inline-

out it, which ar died, from th, ir d



Malpighian hoilies, and which will lie presently

noticed more fullv. Its substance is made up of the

urijuferaua tuhes (which are described in the notice

of the medullary portion), capillaries, lymphatics,

and nerves, held together by an intermediate paren-

chymatous substance.

The medullar;/ substance consists of pale-reddish,

conical masses, called the pyramids of Malpighi.

They are usually about twelve in number, but vary
from eight to eighteen, and their apices (the papiltce)

point towards the hollow space (termed the sinus

or peh'ii) which occupies the interior of the gland.

The medullary structure is firmer than the cortical,

and instead of being granular, presents a striated

appearance, from its being composed of minute
diverging tubes (the urinifernus tubes, or tubes of

Bellini), w'hieh run in straight lines through this

portion of the kidneys, after having run in a highly
convoluted course through the cortical portion.

The cavity occupying the interior of the kidneys
(the sinics or prlris) is lined by mucous membrane,
which, through the medium of the ureter, is con-

tinuous with that of the bladder, and which extends
into the tissue of the kidneys, to line the uriuiferous

tubes. The mucous membrane forms a cup-like

cavity around the termination of each pyramid, and
the cavity, termed the calii.e, receives the urine from
the open terminations of the tubes, and conveys it

towards the pelvis, from whence it passes down
the ureter into the bladder.

Each kidney is supplied with blood by a renal

artery, a large trunk which comes off at right angles

Plan of theKenal Circulation in Man andthe Mammalia:
a, terminal branch of tin- artery, giving the terminal twig, «/,

to the Malpighian tuft, i;t, from which emerges the efferent

vessel, ff. Other etfereni vessels, e., e. e, are seen proceeding
from other tufts, and entering the i-ipiiNrie- Mnniiii,.iiii^

the uriuiferous tube, /. From this plexus of capillaries the
emulgent vein, ev, springs.

to the aorta. The blood, after the separation of the
various matters which constitute the Urine (q. v.),

is returned into the venous system by the renal or

emulgent vein, which opens into the inferior vena
cava.

The nerves are derived from the renal plexus,

•which is formed by filaments of the solar plexus and
the lesser splanchnic nerve. They belong entirely

to the ganglionic or sympathetic system.
The Malpighian bodies are found in all vertebrate

animals. In mammals, which are the only animals
in which there is a division into a cortical and a
medullary portion, these bodies are only found in the
former. In an injected specimen, they appear to the
naked eye as mere coloured spots. They are for the
most part of a spherical, oval, or flask-like form.

Their diameter in man may range from -^th to

r -}Tth of an inch, the mean being T^,th. A small
artery, termed the afferent tvs.iil, may be traced into

each Malpighian body, while a minute venous radicle,

the efferent vessel, emerges from it close to the point

at which the artery had entered. The Malpighian
body itself consists of a rounded bunch or tuft of

capillaries, derived from the afferent, and terminat-

ing in the efferent vessel, and enclosed in a clear

and transparent capsule, lined at its lower part with
epithelium, continuous with that of the uriuiferous

tube which springs from each capsule.

The convoluted portion of the tube wlncii pro-

ceeds from, and is continuous with, the Malpighian
capsule, is composed of a delicate basement mem-
brane, in immediate relation externally with an
abundant capillary net- work, and lined in its interior

by the spheroidal or glandular variety of epithelium.

The diameter of its central canal is about ^'outh of

an inch. The straight portion of the tubes of which
the pyramids are composed is lined with epithe-

lium, which approaches more nearly to the scaly

or tesselated variety, and which seems to serve as

a protecting layer, rather than to take part in the
function of secretion. The tubes unite with one
another to a great degree as they pass through the
structure of the pyramids, so that at the base of a
pyramid there may be many thousand tubes, while
the number of openings at the extremity of a papilla

are comparatively few.

It now remains to consider the respective func-

tions of these two essential elements of the kidney
(as it exists in the vertebrate animals), viz., the
Malpighian bodies and the tubes. From the admir-
able researches of Mr Bowman ( Pli ilosophical Trans-
actions, 1S42), and from the labours of subsequent
anatomists, it appears that in animals in which the
urinary excretion is passed in an almost solid form
(as in birds and reptiles), the tufts are small and
simple as compared with those in the kidneys of

animals which (like man and most mammals) pass
the urinary constituents dissolved in a large quantity
of water. On these grounds, as well as from the
fact, that the anatomical arrangement of the tufts is

well calculated to favour the escape of water from
the blood, Mr Bowman arrives at the conclusion,

that the function of the Malpighian bodies is to

furnish the fluid portion (the water) of the urine.

The arrangement of the convoluted portion of the
tubes, with a capillary net-work on one side of their

basement membrane, and secreting epithelial cells

on the other, is the exact counterpart of the arrange-
ment in other secreting glands, and there can be no
doubt that the functions of the cells in the con-
voluted portion of the tubes is to separate from the
blood the various organic constituents (urea, uric

acid, creatinine, &c.) and inorganic salts (cldoride of

sodium and phosphate of soda, &c), which collect-

ively form the solid constituents of the \trine. It

does not necessarily follow that these secreting cells

nudergo rapid decay and renewal ; it is more prob-
able that they have the power of selecting certain
materials from the blood, and of transmitting them,
without the disintegration of their own structure, to
tin' interior of the tube.

The physical and chemical characters of the
secretion yielded by the kidneys will be considered
in the article Uhine.
Diseases of the Kidneys.—The most importaut

affection of the kidneys is Bright'x Disease (q. v.),

the symptoms of which have already been described.
On examining the kidneys, in a case of death from
this disease, it is found that there is a great increase
in the size and number of the oil-globules which
exist in small quantities in the epithelial cells of
the healthy gland. The urinary tubes becoming
thus gorged and distended, compress the capillary

vessels on their exterior ; and hence, in consequence
of passive congestion of the Malpighian vessels,

which gives rise to obstruction of the circulation,

the serum of the blood exudes in place of pure
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water, ami gets mixed with the urine, which
i

- albuminous in this « 1 i -

lii-iiim ../' 1 1- not uncom-
mon. In acute inflammation, tin re is a di i p - ate I

pain in tin- small of the back, an one or upon both
i (tending downward towards the inside

of the thigh, This
|

I by pressure,

Hidden change of position. coughing, &c. The urine
is scanty, high-coloured, albuminous, or bloody, and
often deposits pus and sedimentary matter on stand-

ing. There is mor less fever, preceded by
rigors; nausea and vomiting are frerju

bowels are usually constipate,!. In chronic inflam-

mation, most of the

but in a milder form, and tliere is little or no t'owr.

1 1 chronic form, the blood may
become contaminated, as in Bright'8 Disease (q. v.),

from the want of due pin llioat ion ley the kidneys,

and various secondary affections may arise.

I i of inflammation of the kidney are

various. It may be due to mechanical violence,

exposure to cold and wet. and to the ingestion ol

substances which have the property of irritating the

kidneys, as cantnaridea, oil of turpentine, &c A
gouty diathesis and the presence of concretions may
also be noticed as causes. Any affection capable of

producing retention of urine, may. by distending the

pelvis of the kidney, occasion inflammation, as, for

example, stricture of the urethra and all.

spinal cord producing paralysis of the urinary organs.

The treatment must, on the whole, be antiphlo-

gistic (or lowering) in the early stage of the disease,

but must be considerably modified in accordance
with the origin of the disease.

2?epkralgia,(ir Pain in the Kidney without Inflam-
mation, which usually but not invariably depends
upon the passage of a concretion throu - b

is one of the most painful affections to which the
human frame is subject. It usually comes on when

11 makes its way from the pelvis of the

I be ureter, and does not cease till it has
I the bladder. During an ordinary tit of

gravel (see Lithiasis), or even in apparent health, a
severe pain is suddenly felt in the loins, extending
to the groin, thigh, or abdomen, and sometimes
simulating colic. The pain comes on in paroxysms.

with intervening periods of comparative ease. The
i- usually accompanied by vomiting, a

small and feeble pulse, and a profu.se sweat. There
is a frequent desire to pass urine, but the effort is

usually futile. At length, usually after some hours,

or even one or two days, the concretion escapes into

r, and the pain suddenly -

I 'in. affection may be readily distini i

inflammation by the sudden access and paroxysmal
the pain and by the absence of fever.

As the disease is one which is very liable to

patient should know what steps to take

before advice can be obtained Opium is our sheet-
anrhor in this affection. The patient (assuming that

i opium, or an
equivalent ilose i.'fo or 40 minims) of laudanum 01

muriate of morphia, « hi D

medicine in hall' .loses

ever* hour or two hours, until the pail

alleviated or signs of the narcotic influence ol the

to maiiiiVst themselves, should the

stomach be so irritable as to reject the i lioine, a

drachm Of laudanum in a little thin staph may be

injected into the rectum. Sot foment
abdomen and loins also give partial relief. ' ihloro-

form may !»• inhaled with great benefit during the
i ut only under the superintendence of

a physician.

I soft*, is an

affection in which there is either a complete cessation

of the secreting action of the kidney, or so con-
siderable a diminution as to be clearly morbid.
It is undoubtedly, in -t cases, a mere symptom
of some other disease, but oeeasionally i ther

disorder is obvious, and it must be regarded as an
indi pendent or idiopathic affection. If no urine

be separated from the blood, 01111:1 (int.

faction) and death rapidly supm-vei,, 1 ti,

n tention ol O mate of ammonia, into

which it readily breaks up) in the blood, which thus

becomes impi
1 poison on the in.nn.

it, which is seldom successful, is too
purely professional I'm n. .1

.
....

For further information on diseases ol tin- kidneys
.111.I ..111. .1 affections, see tile articles 111. loll I 9

1*1-1 \ i. Diabetes, DBorsY, and Lithiasis.

KIDRON, or KEDKON. See Jehosii ai-iiat.

Kl I'll.', or KIEV, tl bid tow 11 .,t ti 1 1 . n

ment of that name, on the west bai

Dnieper, is one of the oldes! ol

and was formerly the capital. In sti4, it was taken
in -in th EChazars by two v

I-'ih ie. and c jil.-i'e.l from tin m b\ I lie-,

i'- h" ma. I. it Ins capital. In Il'411

(when it ceased to be the capital), it was nearly
destroyed by Batu, Khan of Eiptchak Christianity
was Inst, proclaimed in Kussia at K. in '.INN. In

the 11th c, it was seized by Gedimin, Grand l>uke,

of Lithuania, and annexed to Poland in 1369, but
m ll'iSIl was restored to Kussia. The K. of the pre-

sent time is one of the largest towns in the empire,

possessing 70,NL'n inhabitants, one tlnnl of whom
are Poles. It is .strongly fort i lied, has a remarkable
suspension-bridge over the Dnieper, one ol fcbi besl

hi Kussia. a military and an ecclesias-

tical school. In its neighbiuui 1 is tin cement,

of Kievo-Petchersk, a celebrate.! Russian anctuai ,

which annually attract s 1 1 amis m pilgrimsfrom
the most remote corners of the empire. K. is not
an industrial, but a commercial centre ; large fairs

take place hme annually, the most celebrated of

which is the 'Contracts' during the winter, which
i- all M. I..

1 by all the surrounding prop
by many foreign loci chants. The trade is chiefly

with Odessa, Poltava, and Austria.

K IKK IK (Freydnetia Banhrii), a shrub of the
natural m.ler /'..;,,/./„.....<. \ i, 1. In m a u o. hi. lo, abne-
gated fruit, said to he the liucst indigenous hint
of New Zealand. The species of tin- _ - are

tropical Asiatic, or Polynesian climbing shrubs,

with sheathing, long, rather gras,\ I.

spinous or serrated mi tin margin; and tmminai,
solitary, or clustered spadices of unisexual flowers.

The K. is found in the northern pari of New
Zealand. It climbs the loftiest tie.s. 1. ran. lung

copiously. The leaves are two Or three f«V I long
Mi. r ..I;. are clustered 'i l." fruit is a mass of

fleshy bellies. Tile Jelly luaile of it tastes like

preserved strawberries.

KIEL, one of the chief towns and most import-
ant seaports of the duchy of Holstein, lying on a

deep fjord or bay of the Baltic, which admits large

hor close to the town, is situated in hit.

.-,4 2C N., and long. 10° 7' K. Pop. (1867) 24,216.

K. is the seat of the Supr me Court of Appeal for

the duchy, ami of a university, which was founded

i has a library Of S0,000

observatory, a botanic garden, • natural history

museum, and a good collection of northern antl-

i town is olean, and tolerably regularly

built It has two bridges, connecting the northern
or older parts with the rapidly incn-a

suburbs. II. e most ancient ol its li%e chinches is

81 Ni.holai. which dates ir..m the 18th century.
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among other copies of the best -works of art, casts
of the Elgiu marbles, and of Thorwaldsen's best
productions. The public gardens and the wooded
shores of the fjord, together with the woods of
Diisterubrook (where a bathing establishment has
existed since 1S22), afford numerous pleasant walks.
K., which became a member of the Hanseatic
League in the 14th c, is still a place of consider-
able commerce, being the chief mart for the farm
and dairy produce of the Danish islands ; and the
ve.iy ancient annual fair, which is held for four
weeks after Epiphany, is attended by buyers of

all classes from every part of the duchies. K.
has manufactures of tobacco, oil-colours, sugar,
machinery, ironmongery, &c. It is an important
link in the line of communication between Gei--

many and the Baltic islands and ports ; and steam-
packets daily convey Hamburg passengers and
mails to Korsiir in Seeland, C'hristiauia in Norway,
Gothenburg in Sweden, and several other ports
in the Baltic and North Sea.

KIEV, a government of Little Russia, lies imme-
diately north of the government of Kherson,
and is bounded on the north-east by the river

Dnieper. Area, 19,546 square miles, more than
one-half of which is arable, and one-fifth under
wood. Pop. (1864) 2,012,095. In the northern
portions, the surface is flat and marshy ; the
60uth is covered with ranges of hills, branches of

the Carpathian Mountains, running from north-west
to south-east. The chief river is the Dnieper,
with its tributaries, the Pripet and the Teterev.

The soil, chiefly loam, and partly clay and sand, is

very fertile ; so that, although agriculture is back-
ward, the returns are considerable. The climate

is exceedingly mild; everything is in blossom in

April, and frosts do not set in till November. Agri-
culture and horticulture are the chief occupations

of the inhabitants. Wheat is extensively exported
to Odessa. There are numerous distilleries, and
beet-root sugar, tobacco, cloth, china, and delft are

manufactured. Large cargoes of timber and fire-

wood are floated down the Dnieper to the ports of

the Black Sea annually.

KI'LDA, St, a small island, lying off the west
coast of Scotland, in lat. 57° 49' 20" N., sixty

miles west of the peninsula of Harris, to the parish

of which it is reckoned as belonging. It presents

bold and lofty precipices to the sea, except at two
points, one on the south-east, the other on the
west side of the island. At each of these points

there is a bay with a low shore. Besides the

main island, there are several small islets, and the

whole group has an area of from 3000 to 4000 square

acres. Pop. (1861) 78. Situated in the midst of

the Gulf Stream, St K. enjoys a mild climate,

although the weather is often boisterous. On the

main island, there are eighty or ninety head of black

cattle, and nearly 2000 sheep (among which is a

Spanish breed, whose wool is highly prized) are

grazed on it and on the surrounding islets. Immense
numbers of wild-fowl are killed annually, the flesh

of which is very generally eaten and the feathers

sold. The sea abounds in delicious fish, easily

caught from the rocky shore without the use of

boats. The inhabitants formerly were able to

export more or less grain annually; but although

the population has decreased within late years,

they now consume all the cereal produce of the

island, besides an additional quantity, which they

import. The present inhabitants habitually con-

sume much more farinaceous food than their fore-

fathers did. They do not receive, nor do they

require, any regular gratuitous assistance from the

proprietor, as is ofteu represented. The principal

exports are wool, woollen cloth, feathers, oil, and
salted fish.

KILDA'RE (Hib. KM-dara, Church of the
Oaks), an ancient episcopal and market town in
the county of the same name in Ireland, 25 miles
south-west of Dublin. It owed its origin to a
monastery, founded, according to the annalists, in
the end of the 5th c, by St Bridget, the daughter
of an Irish chieftain, who received the veil from St
Patrick himself. Around the monastery, a town of
some importance sprang up, which, as well as the
abbey, was repeatedly plundered by the Danes.
After the English invasion, it rose to considerable
importance, and a parliament was held in it in
1309. In the wars of Elizabeth, and subsequently
in the Great Civil War, it suffered almost com-
plete ruin, from which it but partially recovered.
Prior to the Union, K. returned two members
to the Irish parliament. At present, it is much
decayed, consisting of but 346 houses, the popu-
lation in 1S51 being but 129S ; 331 less than in

1S41. The see of K., together with that of Leiglilin,

in the Protestant Church, is united to that of

Dublin. In the Roman Catholic, the united sees
of Kildare and Leighhn form a distinct diocese.

Notwithstanding its present decayed condition,
K. is exceedingly interesting for its antiquities,

which comprise the ruined cathedral, a Franciscan
and a Carmelite abbey, a portion of the chapel of

St Bridget, popularly called ' The Firehouse,' from
a perpetual fire anciently maintained there, and,
above all, the round tower, 130 feet in height,

which crowns the elevation on which the town is

built, and is seen from a great distance.

KILDARE, an inland county of the province
of Leinster, Ireland, distant at its eastern border
about 14 miles from the English Channel. Its

greatest length from north to south is 40 miles

;

from east to west, 27 miles. Its area is 41S,436
acres, of which 356.7S7 are arable. Its surface is

almost all one unvaried plain, with the exception
of the south-eastern border, which meets the range
of the Dublin Hills, and the southern border,
which likewise is slightly elevated. Its principal

rivers are the Liffey and the Barrow, the latter of

which in part forms its boundary. The Boyne
has its source in K., as has also the Blackwater.
It is also traversed by the Grand and Royal Canals.

The most remarkable features of K. are the cele-

brated plain called the ' Curragh of Kildare '—an
undulating dowai, six miles long, and two broad, the
site of the well-known race-course, the Newmarket
of Ireland—and the Bog of Allen. The solitary hill

called Allen, which rises through the great central

limestone plain, is a mass of granular, compact,
greenstone and porphyry, with a portion of red
sandstone conglomerate, which is quarried for mill-

stones. The soil is generally a rich loam, resting

on limestone or slate. The total extent of land
under tdlage, in 1853, was 140,S37 acres; but since

that date, the proportion of pasture-land to tillage

has been much increased, the number of acres
under crop in 1S62 being only 133,001. The prin-

cipal towns are Naas, Athy, and Kildare ; but the
number of minor towns of considerable business

is beyond the ordinary average of Irish counties.

In the imperial parliament, K. has two county
members. In antiquities of all the various his-

torical periods, K. is peculiarly rich. In the time

of Gerald us Cambrensis, the plain of the Curragh
had a stone circle similar to that of Stonehenge.

Of the round tower, there are no fewer than five

examples. Some stone crosses also are still pre-

served, and there are very many castles of the

Anglo-Norman period, three of which are still
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inhabited. The well-know n Roman Catholic college

1 in this county, as
I ' CI mW IS Wllixl.

K! 1.1 \, t Fortified town ol European Turkey, in
1

.1 nil tin' li-ft

bank of the Kilia branch ol the Danube, 25 miles

Dorth east if 1 u ried on here

KTTjIAN.a saint of the Roman Catholic Church,
and Bishop of Wunburg in the 7th century. He
was a native of Ireland, and member of that
distinguished body <>f Insli missionan
Teutonic nations, to whose labours, in the tit It and
7th ••.. Christianity and civilisation were bo largely
indebted in the southern and south-eastern countries
Of Europe, He was ,.f a noble family, ami while

ntered the monastic life in 1ms native
country. Having m
several of In

lima. If to il id being joined bj bis
frll.iw-j.il.Tiins, Colnian ami 1 Inn.it n-.

Rome, in 687, the
in, by whom he •-

bishop. On Ins return, he sn.-i-. . -.1. -.1 in convertine

the Duke Gosbert, with many of lus subjects, and
in opening the way for the complete •

Thuringia; but having provoked the enmity of

Geflana, who. although the widow of Gosbert's
brother, had been married to (;..sl..rt. by .l-i'iin^;

the marriage invalid, and in. luring Gosbert to

separate from her, he was murdered at her insti-

gation, during the absence of Inisbert, in 7SII,

together with both his fellow-missionaries. The
work which K rumen 1 was completed some
years later bj Boi a id hie fellow-missionaries.

KII.IM \N.r Alio ,ti ( Greai Mountain), supposed
to be the highi it know n mountain of Africa, is situ-

ii border of Zanzibar, in lat.

3* 4ff s„ and long. 36 E. It is covered with per-

petual snow, ami is sup|>osoil to reach an elevation

KILKENNY, Cm- of (Gad. 'Church of St
Kenny, or Canice'), the capital of the county of
that name, ami a county of itself, is situated on
the river Nore, 81 miles south-south-west fmni
Dublin by ; n and Western Rail-

in Is.-.l, l'.i.'.i:.-,; in ism, 14,081 (which
crease of .

r
)894), of whom 12,854 were

lolii >, 10SI l'i( i mts of the Estab-
lish. -.I cinii'i'li, and the rest Protestants of other

one. The county of the city comprises
an an a ..f i: ch 16,091 are external

K returns, on. mi mh i to the imperial

dial church of the diocese of Ossory, which dates
from the 12th century. Almost from the time of

i. K. was a strong seat of the English
power, its castle dating from the time of William,
Earl of Pembroke, in 1 195. From an early date, K.

of much political importance, as well
as the seat of numerous religious establishments.

1 '.n the southern frontier of the Pale,
it was strongly walled in the end of the 14th <•.,

and sev.-r.il parliaments were held in it. of which the
a i. thai of 1367, in which was enacted

the well-known 'Statute of Kilkciii.r

nucleus of all the distiuetiv. I

for Ireland. The . n

13tb c : and the abbey chun I

hey, has ben partially i. i

one of the Very few ancient Irish chui
ctual occupation for the religions use of the Roman

Catholics. A handsome Rotuau Catholic cathedral

i recently completed. The so-called
n, .id by the

be ir.ih .-.. and was further endowed
i o in.. ml. si Kj ran's ' lollege

is an educational establishment for the Roman
.i one ..I the first

opened by that religion i the repeal

of the law v.
' in- education penal in

K. term, lis- p.... sse.l considerable

manufactures of blankets and coarse woollen and
linen cloths, but ol late they have i ft declini .1. It

I tolerably extensive marble. works, ami
has s large an l s itive provision-trade, I he i b ef
outlet ot v In. ll i- Water!. .I'd. with « liieh K. is

itb by river and by the Kilkenny and
Waterford Railway.

KILKENNY, an inland county of I

1

... 1 1, i in. I. bounded on the south by
the i

s
..i Waterford. is -p; mil, s in its greatest

length from north to Bouth, and '.'I in

width from east to west. Its ana is 79] Bquare
miles, ,,r .-,ih-,,:;:i:i acres, ol' which 96,569 are mountain
and bog. The population in 1841 was 189,312 ; in

1851, 138,775; in 1861, it was 109,476, of whom
ln-1/.'n w, iv |{,„„aii Catholics, 4.V7 IV,,

i

Established Church, and the residue Protestants
of otlcr denominations. The sm face ,.i

is -.cry varied, the southern portion bcin

elevated, the ranee ,,f hills rising to a height of
1696 feel in the summit of Mount Brandon. In
the western district are situated the so-called
Walsh .Mountains. The principal rivers arc the
Xore. which traverses the entire length fi

...I falls into the Barrow; the Harrow,
and Suir, which form the eastern and southern
boundary. The surface of K., with thi

of the in. .nut, nns in the south, is mainly oci u-
pied by the limestone formation, overlaid,' in the
northern districts, by shale and sail. 1st. m. In ti.e

billy districts is an ."-.ten ive deposit of anthracite
coal, but of inferior quality. Jn the neighbourhood
Of the city of Kilkenny, a valuable black marble,
largely interspersed with fossil shells, \g exten-
sively quarried, and a considerable manufacl
ot chimney-pieces and similar objects is carried
on. Marl is very generally found in large deposits
throughout the county. The soil is e .,11, lit for
tiil.ee. Iii iM'ij, tin- niiinbcr ..I acres nndi i crop
was 182,751; a considerable portion, however, is

devote, 1 {.,
) . .'

I ^ t II . ||,,. \,-;, r

I860 was estimated ai £949,107. The capital of

impoi i m.'. an I dlan, Tln.niast.iwn,
l'i. liford, I ilin mn.l. ;ni. I

l 'ast lee, iiuer, which is

the centre of the coal .list net. K. is represented

at by two county incnibei

having a third member of its own. i

of K. having been, from an early period after the

Butll i. I (race, I'm, , II, an.

.
ot the eollllict of the Kne-

el'
. -. It is still thickly studded with

-ll..l|e||..l.|s of these
1

I'he ceclc-i -ii.al remains are no
less numerous; and although not so rich in pagan

other Irish countii

-id. raid, inn,

remarkable natural curiosity is the cave of llunmore,
'

!.. oiner and Kilkenny, op
natural arch of oil feet in height," and rontainiiiu
several chambers encrusted with Btalaci
traversed by a subterranean stream,

kii.i.v RNBT, i small market-town of Ireland,
in the county of Kerry, Minister, is situated a mile
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and a half from the Lower Lake of the same
name, 17 miles south-east of Tralee, and 46 miles
west-ncrtli-west of Cork. It contains an imposing
Roman Catholic cathedral and a nunnery, has little

trade, is exceedingly dull in winter, though it

wakes up into animation hi spring and summer,
when it is visited l>y crowds of tourists, attracted by
the oeauty of the sceuery in the vicinity. Pop. 51S7.

KILLARNEY, Lakes of, a series of three con-
nected lakes, near the centre of the county of Kerry,
Ireland. The surplus waters are conveyed by the
river Leane north-west to Castlemain Harbour.
The Upper Lake is 2.^ miles long and ^ths of a
mile broad, and contains several islands. The Long
Range River, leading to the Middle Lake, is about
three miles in length. The Middle Lake is 2 miles
long by 1 mile broad ; and the Lower Lake, with
about thirty islands, is 5 miles long by 3 broad.
The beauty of the scenery, which is widely cele-

brated, consists in the gracefulness of the mountain
outlines, the rich and varied colouring of the wooded
shores, deepening through gray rock and light-green
arbutus to brown mountain heath and dark firs.

KILLIECRA'NKIE, Battle of. See Graham,
John, Viscount Dundee.

KILMAI'NHAM HOSPITAL, an establish-

ment near Dublin for the reception of wounded and
pensioned soldiers. It was originally founded by
King Charles II., and is conducted on similar prin-
ciples to the sister institution, Chelsea Hospital
(q. v.). The estimated cost to the country of K.
H. for the year 1862—1863 is £6386, and the
number of in-pensiouers provided for about 130.
The general commanding the forces in Ireland for
the time being is ex officio the master of K. H.,
and has his residence on the estate.

KILMA'RNOCK, the largest town in the county
of Ayr, Scotland, and one of the chief stations on
the Glasgow and South-Western Railway, is situ-

ated on a small stream of the same name, which
soon after flows into the river Irvine, 12 miles
north-north-east of Ayr. It is long and straggling,
extending over a space of nearly two miles, "but is,

on the whole, well built. K. was once celebrated
for its manufacture of ' cowls ;' in the days of hand-
loom- weaviug, the 'Kilmarnock wabsters' were
notable class, and have received from the satiric

pen of Burns a not altogether enviable immortality

;

but the introduction oi machinery has reduced the
class to insignificance. Later, the town became
(and still continues to be) one of the most important
seats of calico-printing in Scotland. It has also
several large engineering establishments, woollen
mills, tanneries, breweries, &c. The country round
about is one of the richest in Scotland in coal and
iron. K. is a parliamentary burgh, and unites with
Rutherglen, Dumbarton, Port-Glasgow, and Renfrew
in sending one member to parliament. Pop. (1861)
19,201.

KILOGRAMME. See Gramme.
KILRU'SH, a small market and seaport town of

Ireland, in the county of Clare, is situated on an
inlet of the same name, on the northern shore
of the estuary of the Shannon, 50 miles west of

Limerick. It is much resorted to for sea-bathing,
has a good harbour with secure anchorage from
westerly gales, and carries on considerable trade
in corn, butter, pigs, fish, feathers, hides, flags, Irish

moss, and in turf cut in the vicinity. Stone and
slate are quarried here, and there are manufactures
of flannels, friezes, and linen-sheetings. Pop. (1S61)

4565.

KiLSY'TH, a burgh of barony in Stirlingshire,

S^/Liand, is distant about 12 miles north-east from

Glasgow, with w^hich it is connected by railway.
There are here several factories, and coal and iron-
works. Pop. (1861) 4692.

KILWI'NNING, a small town in the county of
Ayr, Scotland It consists chiefly of one long,
straggling, irregular street. Hand-loom weaving
is carried on to some extent, and the place is

also noted for its muslin embroidery, which gives
employment to several hundred females ; but the
prosperity of the town depends mainly on the
numerous coal-pits in its vicinity, and on its

proximity to the Eglinton Ironworks, which aloue
afford employment to 1700 miners and others. The
parish church, built in 1775, occupies part of the
site of the famous Abbey of Kilwinning. The town
is noted as being the birthplace of freemasonry in
Scotland, and until the institution of the Grand
Lodge in 1736, all other lodges in Scotland received
their charters from 'Mother Kilwinning ;' even after

1736, down to 1S07, when the disputes between
the two lodges were adjusted, many charters were
issued by the mother-lodge. It is also celebrated
for its arshery, and is the only place in Scotland
where shooting at the papiugo is practised. Pop.
in 1861, 3921. About a mile and a half to the
south-east of the town, in the midst of extensive
and beautiful policies, stands Eglinton Castle, the
principal residence of the family of Montgomerie,
Earls of Eglinton, and the scene of the renowned
'Tournament' in 1839.

KIMCHI, David (generally quoted by his ini-

tials, ReDaK), the most eminent Jewish gramma-
rian and exegete, was born towards the end of the
12th c, probably at Narbonne, where he spent the
greater part of his life. He died in Provence about
1240. His father, Joseph Kimchi, was the author
of a number of commentaries and other theological

works. His brother Moses is renowned for works
of a similar description, more especially a Hebrew
Grammar, AlahoJock ,s'/<././7e /in-Daat, of which there
are several editions. His own celebrity, however,
far exceeds theirs. His Grammar, Michlol, and his

Lexicon, Shorashim, have, to a certain degree, been
the basis of all subsequent Hebrew grammars and
lexicons. He wrote also commentaries on almost
all the books of the Old Testament, most of which
have been separately printed, and translated into

Latin by Nelo, Pontaco, Leusden, Muis, Janvier,

&c, besides several polemical works, such as the
Vikuach, Teshubutli lc-Xo:rini

t
&c. He was also made

arbiter in the great Maimouides controversy (1232).

KI'MMERIDGE CLAY, the lowest series of

the Upper Oolite, consists chiefly of a bituminous
shale, in some places passing into an impure brown
shaly coal, and in others having beds of sand or
calcareous grit, with layers of nodules of septaria

scattered through them. The series attains a maxi-
mum thickness of 500 or 601) feet. The beds occur
in the vale of Pickering, in Yorkshire, and continue
as a narrow baud south through Lincoln and Nor-
folk, then south-east through Huntingdon, Bucking-
ham, and Wilts, to Dorset, where they terminate
near Weymouth, and eastward at the village of

Kimmeridge, which has given its name to the
series. The fossils are chiefly mollusca, with a few
placoid and ganoid fish, and several reptiles. In

many places, layers of an oyster (Oslrea deltoidea),

without any other organic remain, occur in broad
continuous floors parallel to the stratification : the
valves are usually together, and young specimens
are occasionally attached to the older ones.

KIN, Next of. When a person dies intestate,

leaving personal property, such property devolves
upon and belongs to the next of kin, who are the

blood-relatives of the deceased. The law has.
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declared a certain order of precedence anmiij next

nt km. which is not ezactl] the same in thi three

kingdoms. The di - are divided
.1 consists mi

- father, mother, a

. . paternal and maternal, and bo on ad
infinitum ; ami the descending, such a- sou, daughter,

grandson, granddaughter, and bo on ad infinitum.

.'hers, sisters,

uncles, aunts, ami the children of Buch wl infii

film. The mule by which the civil law computed
the propinquity of degree was this; it allowed

i in the line of descent
exclusively of him from whom the

begins, and in the ilireet line ('minted

t-om the d
collaterals, it counted the sum of the d

md from the

common ancestor to the relatives. Thus, a brother
was in the second degree, cuntingone to the father,

i ; a nephew,
iidfather and a gloat

-

grandson, were all in the third degn e

in the first degree; and so on. This
mode of computing the degrees of kindred has been

i the law of England and Ireland.

When a person 'lies intestate, having personal

property, there are two classes of rights to which
th" next of kin are entitled: one is the right

ter the estate, or to tak it letters of

administration ; the other is the right to a share of

ds the right of admin-
istration, the widow or next of km may be selected,

both or either. But among the next of kin, those

an- to be preferred who are nearest in d

ing to the above computation : thus, a sou or father

dfather, or grandson :

. a nephew, uncle, great-grandson, or

great-grandfather ; and bo on. As regards the more
valuable right of a share in the property, the rule

is, that if there is a widow surviving, and also issue

i-ed. who are in that case the next of

kin. then two-thirds of the property go to the next

Of kin ; if there are no issue, but a widow survives,

then one-half only goes to the next of kin ; but if

there is no widow surviving, then the whole goes to

the next of kin. But the next of kin t i!

to the statute of Distributions, which Blightly differs

from the onbr of the civil law as to the degrees
ot priority: thus, the children exclusively take the
whole, if children survive ; i;

,-ir.- ,1.- ,, l. |e c. in- i-suo, tin n tin- i— 1

1

Uectively of

each dead child take an eqn il share u ith the living

children, by what is called the principle ,,r Koprescn-

tation. If there are none nearer than i

all take an equal sh u

grandchild als.i tak. ... Vfter all

the children and grandchildren are dead without
issue, then the father, if alive, is entitled to the
whole. If he also is dead, then the mother, the

living broth- i "j. -tiler with the issue

brothers and listers collectively), take

each one share. After these I

t -.tiers net grandmothers, paternal and maternal,

anil nephews and nieces, if alive, take each a share.

of representation, i.e.. the right of the

children of a d ise.l person being one of a class

land who, if alive, would have 1 n one of the

next of kin), to represent him, and take his share,
' IT as the children of brothers and sisters,

but no further. Tie- heir-at-law, if of eq

next of kin, and takes hi

the r--t though lie also g.-ts all the

Th.- h lit blood .ounts among tie- next ol I. in squally

with the whole bl I.

In Scotland, the rules of priority among the next

of kin vary considerably from the above order,

which prevails in England and Ireland. The chil-

ntitled to an absolute legal share i ailed

Legiti |. v.), take the father's property in two
me pari as legitim, the other as being

next of kin—and the result is often different
from what obtains in England. M
land, though the heir-at-law may be one of the next

of kill, still h d t.. tak.- such share
Il ite (q. v.) the heritable .

degrees of kindred are not counted in exactly the
-.cue way. Che father never can take more than
One-half, nor the mother than one-third, while any
of th.- brothers and sisters, ot their issue, are alive.

The half-blood do -s not share equally with, but in

an inferior degree to the full blood.

KIXA BALI -
, an interesting mountain in the

northern angle of the island of Borneo, reaches a
height of 13.000 feet, It was twice ascended by
Mr Spenser St John, P.R.G.S., author of L\fi in 1h»

KINBU'RX, a small fort of South
the government of Kherson, is situated at the
extremity of a long narrow sand-bank,
the southern boundary of the estuary ot

During the Crimean War. it fell before a naval
'.

1
- '

! il ion ol I he allies, I I. tulier 17. IS.",.",. \lmiit

mile h the fort stands the little fishing-village

of Kinbiirii.

KIXCA'RDIXESHIRE, or THE MEAKXS, a
maritime county of Scotland, lying between the
mouths of the flee and the North Esk, immediately
- 1

1

1
oi \li. i-il i a, Inn -. \ie.-i. •_' !:;, Ill

one half of which is under culture. The county
may be divided into live sections; viz., the Coast,
Garvock, the ' How o' the Mearns,' thi G
and Decside. The coast land and a considerable

part of the 'How' is of superior quality, and rents

from £2 to £3, 10*. an acre. The • How'' forms part

of the Valley of Strathmore (q. v.). The Grampians,
running across the county from east to v.

to the Dee, with an average breadth ..] h

to eight miles, cover about 8(1,000 acres. One of the
peaks, Mount Battock, on the top of -which the
thr -.unities of Aberdeen, Kincardine, and Forfar
meet, is 3500 feet high. The Decside portion of the
county is a comparatively narrow strip of light sharp
soil. The rain-fall is from 23 to 27 inches. The
produce of the county and the condition of the
inhabitants have improved vastly since the middle
of the 18th c, when there was little to be seen but
poor huts and starved cattle, and when the value
of the largest ox of four or five years old, weighing

a it hail -_* I
I

I- I lores ol \, h. il, ;im i eing 'JO bushels

3J pecks; 880.. acres barley, averaging 33 bushels

3 pe.ks; 28,174 acres oats, averaging :(7 bushels;
U.l'i'.ll acres turnips, averaging 1 4 tolls .'{ ewts

;
2.Via

acres potatoes, averaging g tons ]!l ewts. Of Uve-
..; horses, -js.lsii cattle, 26,110

sheep, ami .'tl'.oli swilie. There ale feW Ml.l 1 111 t a ' 1 1 1 1 < S

by. The principal towns and villages
an- Stonehaven Iq.v.i, th unity town ; I'.irm, a
royal burgh; Lawrenc.-kirk, a burgh
and Johnsnaven. In the beginning of the loth c,
about 1 in 50 of the population was on the poor-

Og CI, 16*. ;

pauper in 20, and th

allowance to eai b is -. i. 10* Oi thi

antiquarian interest, the st noted is Dunnottar
Castle (q. v.). K. was the birth]. lace of (i.-orgo

Wishart, Robert Barclay, Bishop Burnett, Di i

b.-.ittie. and Dr Thomas I;, id. Th.- pup. in 186]
wa 34,466; constituency 1019, who return one
member to parliament

79)
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KING (Saxon, Cymric,; Sanscrit, Gcinaka, father,

from the root Ocm, to beget :
' what the husband

was in his house, the lord, the strong protector, the
king was among his people '—Max Midler), the
person vested with supreme power in a state.

According to feudal usages, the king was the source
from which all command, honour, and authority
flowed; and he delegated to Ins followers the power
by which they exercised subordinate rule in certain

districts. The kingdom was divided into separate
baronies, in each of' winch a baron ruled, lord both
of the lands, which he held under the obligation of

rendering military service to the king, and in many
oases also of the people, who were vassals of the
soil, and his liege subjects. In modern times, the
kingly power often represents only a limited mea-
sure of sovereignty, various constitutional checks
being in operation in different countries to control
the royal prerogative. The king may succeed to
the throne by descent or inheritance, or he may
be elected by the suffrages of the nation, or
by the suffrages of some body of persons selected

out of the nation, as was the case in Poland.
Even when the kingly power is hereditary, some
form is gone through on the accession of a new king,

to signify a recognition by the people of lus right,

and a claim that he should pledge himself to per-
form certain duties, accompanied by a religious

ceremony, in which anointing with oil and placing
a crown on his head are included as acts. By the
anointing, a certain sacredness is supposed to be
thrown round the royal person, while the coronation
symbolises his supremacy. There is now no very
clearly marked distinction between a king and an
Emperor (q. v.). A queen-regnant, or princess who
has inherited the sovereign power in countries
where female succession to the throne is recognised,
possesses all the political rights of a king.

In England, it is said that the king never dies,

which means, that he succeeds to the throne imme-
diately on the death of his predecessor, without
the necessity of previous recognition on the part
of the people. He makes oath at his coronation
to govern according to law, to cause justice to be
administered, and to maintain the 1'rotestant Church.
He is the source from which all hereditary titles

are derived, and he nominates judges and other
officers of state, officers of the army and navy,
governors of colonies, bishops and deans. He must
concur in every legislative enactment, and sends em-
bassies, makes treaties, and even enters into wars,
without consulting parliament. The royal person
is sacred, and the king cannot be called to account
for any of bis acts ; but he can only act politically

by his ministers, who are not protected by the same
irresponsibility. A further control on the royal
prerogative is exercised by the continual necessity
of applying to parliament for supplies of money,
which practically renders it necessary to obtain the
sanction of that body to every important public
measure.
The Crown (q. v.) now in use as the emblem of

sovereignty differs considerably in

form in different countries of modern
Europe ; but in all cases it is dis-

tinguished from the coronets of the
nobility m being closed above. The
royal crown of Great Britain, here

Crown of represented, is described under article

Great Britain. Crown. The helmet placed by
the sovereign over his arms is of

burnished gold, open-faced, and with bars. For the

arms of the sovereign, see Great Britain.

KING-AT-ARMS, or KING-OF-ARMS. The
pal herald of England was at first designated

ig of the heralds, a title exchanged for king- of-

,

Liu

arras about the reign of Henry IV. There are

four kiugs-at-arms in England, named respectively

Garter, Clarencieux, Norroy, and Bath, but the first

three only are members of the I 'ollege of Arms.
Garter principal king-of-arnis was instituted by

Henry V., 1417 A.D., for the service of the order of

the Garter, which had previously been attended by
Windsor herald. He was also made chief of the
heralds, and empowered to grant arms, to assign

supporters to new peers and knights of the Bath,
and to administer the oath to iuferior officers of

arms, besides performing many other duties con-

nected with the order, and public ceremonies in

general. It is necessary that he should himself lie

an Englishman and gentleman of coat-armour. In
the capacity of king-of-arms of the order of the
Garter, he has apartments within the castle of

Windsor, and a mantle of blue satin, with the arms
of St George on the left shoulder, besides a badge
and sceptre. His ollkiul costume as principal king-

of-arms of England is a surcoat of velvet, richly

embroidered with the arms of the sovereign, a
crown, and a collar of SS. The insignia of the
office are borne by Garter impaled with his paternal
arms, the latter on the dexter side of the shield.

These are argent, St George's cross, on a chief

gules a ducal coronet encircled with a garter,

between a lion of England on the dexter side, and
a fleur-de-lis on the sinister, all or.

Clarencieux and Norroy are called provincial
kings-of-arms. Clarencieux takes precedence of

Norroy. He has a crown, collar of SS, and sui'coat,

like those worn by Garter. The insignia of his

office are argent St George's cross, on a chief gules
a lion of England dueally crowned or.

Norroy, though he yields precedence to the others,

is the most ancient of the kings-of-arms. The name
first occurs in the reign of Edward II., when he is

called Boy dex arm"* d<:s yorroys, a word used for

northmen. His official arms are argent St George's
cross, on a chief per pale azure and gules a lion of

England dueally crowned between a fleur-de-lis on
the dexter side, and a key, wards in chief, on the
sinister, all or.

Bath king-of-arms, though not a member of the
college, takes precedence next after Garter. His
office was created in 1/25 for the service of the
order of the Bath. On the 14th January 1726, he
was constituted Gloucester King-of-arms (an office

originally created by Richard III., in whose reign
it also became extinct), and principal herald of

Wales. He was at the same time empowered,
either alone, or jointly with Garter, to grant arms
to persons residing \\ itliin the Principality.

The chief heraldic officer for Scotland is called
Lyon King-of-arms (q. v.), who since the Union has
ranked next to Garter. His title is derived from the
lion rampant in the Scottish royal insignia.

There is one king-of-arms in Ireland, named
Ulster. In the 14th c, there existed a king-of-arms
called Ireland, but the office seems to have become
extinct, and Edward VI. created Ulster to supply
the deficieucy. His arms are argent, St George's
cross, upou a chief gules a lion between a harp and
a portcullis, all or. The royal ordinance relative
to the order of St Patrick, issued 17th May 1S33,
declares that in all ceremonials and assemblies.
Ulster King-of-arms shall have place immediately
after the Lyon.
The crown of a king-of-arms is of silver gilt,

and consists of a circle inscribed with the words,
Miierere mei Deus secundum magnam misericordiam
tuam. supporting 16 oak leaves, each alternate
leaf higher than the rest. Within the crown is

a cap of- crimson satin turned up with ermine,
and surmounted by a tassel wrought of gold silk.
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rma were formerly entitled to wear their

crow ii» "ii .ill occasions when I

dow they assume them only when peers put on their
• ion o( kings-at-ai m

took place w

the killer, the earl-marshal, or gome other person

duly appointed by royal warrant.

KING-CRAB
ranked by Cuvier among thi

that Mune-Eidwarda
The head and thorax are

together, and are
: . 1.1, which

is convex above, and
b. The

abdomen is mon or less

id il. no division into

it. and it

is covered b . a shield nol

head anil thorax. On
it has along the

n

i backward and
outwards; and attached

to it is a tail, a lii

a long and strong I

like spine, soinrtini.'s ex-

ceeding in length the
whole body of the animal.

The le_;s are not large

enough to be visible

beyond the shield when
the animal moves along

the ground.—These re-

markable animals; are

found only on the shores
tropical Asia, the

*ym!c,' clo-
tures, tropical America, They

are said to he them I !•• food than
crabs or lobsters. Some of them exi

I
two Eeei

in length, and the

ible
-

p .luting arrows. In

tropica] America, the K. is

and the shi [1 i
lad].-. The number

pretty numerous. Trilnl.it. a _>re sup] I to ha\e

KINGFISHER [Alcedo),a genus of birds of the
or :,-r /tMSMOres, and family //«/< ./.../,././. The name

Kinc-Crch (Limuluf
PoiyphtHWt)

:

Copied fr m I »t,;t*k Crdopvdlm.

Kingfisher {Aleedo itpida).

is often extended to tlie whole family
i the only

British and almost the only European
i, a bird not

i than sparrow, in brilliancy oi colour

rivalling the finest tropical birds Line and green

being the prevailing colours. The K. is generally

distributed over Britain and Ireland, but is not so
common in Scotland. It is not a bird of passage,

.

sional visitant, it is found in all parte ol Europe
except the most northern, and over a -_o.it part of

Asia and Africa. It frequents the hanks of riven
and stream-

face Of the \\

nous, sticklebacks, and trout or salmon
When it

his caught a fish, it often kills it bj b

id foremost.
The in.liLe's tiMo paits are afterwards disgorged.

probable, although not quite certain,

that the K. i i the ancients, about
which many wonderful fables were curt

b t\ in i powei to quell .-forms, of its

stillness of the winds during
the time necessary tor its satcty, &c. Shakspeaie

i. popular notion, that
if the Stuffed skin of a K. or Halcyon is hung up
by a thread, the bill will always" point to the
direction from which the wind blows.

B Halcyon or Ceryle

Halcyon) of North America is a much larger bird
than the K. of P.ritaiu, bony fully twi I.

length. It is common on most of th
North America, to the 67° N. lat. in summer, but
migrates southward in winter, and is then to be
found in the West Indies. Its colours are dull

when compared with those of the European king-
fisher.

Many species of K. are found in the wanner parts

of the world. Some of them, forming
Ceyx, want the hind toe. The common E pean
K. may he regarded as the type of the family, which
lieh.nes to the eroiip called S,/ml •fti/lt JJlnU, and

I by the mucli-unite.l toes. The form
is bulky; with long, straight, quadrangular, sharp,
heron like bill, short wings, very short square tail,

short legs, and small feet.

KIXt; GEORGE'S SOUND, an inlet of tho
in, at the south-west angle of Australia.

Iiidepondi nth "I an exe.-ll. nt m ,,l -
1 .-ad. it contains

two landlocked recesses, l'lincc-s Loyal and I lystel

Harbours. The cntra is in lat. 35 6' S., and
long. Us IE.

CINGLAKE, Alexander Wiuiah; was born
at Taunton, Somersetshire, in 1802, studied at Eton
and Trinity I 'olio .... i '.mhIti.Il.'o. and haviic.. chosen
the law as a profession was called to the bar in

IS;;7. His practice soon became very great; never-
theless, be found time to make a tour in the east

ich wi

B, descriptive of his ad. i
'

impressions. It was published in 1844, and at once
: popularity, pa-sing throuji

both in lac-laud and .

\

d on the continent.

|

a model for sul.si quenl
similar kind, but QOn . d the ex.pu-

if t ual in i 557
parliament as i 8ri Igewater. Bis //.<..-

"• '/ II" ' ' •'„,/ /•,,.,„., W( in ,„,,

\rols., appeared in 1863 u-tiiineil thu
literary repnl il,,.,-

;
but ||„. , ,,,,], ,, t

antipathy shewn towards the I

d EC from giving a true a

| be ni.n who y ere prominent
in it.

KINGPOST. Be Root.
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KINCWOOD, a very beautiful wood, in small

pieces, used for ornamental work. It is brought

from Brazil, and is believed to be the wood of a

species of Triptolomia (nat. ord. Leguminosai, sub-

ord. Papilionaceaz).

KINGS, Books of (Melakim), the name given to

two of the canonical books of the Old Testament.

Originally, they were but one, and were first separ-

ated by the Seventy, by whom they are designated
' the third and fourth of the kingdoms '—the Books
of Samuel forming the first aud second. This divi-

sion was coined by the Vulgate, and passed thence

into the general usage of Christendom. The exact

titles of these books in the English Authorised

Version are

—

The First Book of tin- Kings, commonly
called five Third Book of the Kings, and The Second

Booh of the Kings, commonly called the Fourth
Book of the Kings. They embrace (1) the reign of

Solomon, (2) the history of the divided kingdoms
of Judah and Israel, (3) the history of the kingdom
of Judah after the dispersion of Israel, until the

Babylonian captivity—a period of about 570 years

in all. The books do not appear to be merely vague
compilations from royal annals and other—rather

contradictory—sources, as is held by some, but
rather the diligent work of a historian—with a

clear and distinct tendency—who gathered together

all the written and unwritten information, provided

it coidd be made useful for his purpose. The unity

of style and language is indeed palpable through-

out, nor are any later alterations of consequence

apparent. The principal sources quoted are a Book
[of the Chronicles] of Solomon, further a Book of the

Chronicles of the Kings of Israel, and another of the

Kings of Judah. The Talmud, and some of the

earlier Christian theologians, ascribe it to Jeremiah;

this view is also maintained by Havcrnick in modern
times. Huet and Calmet are in favour of Ezra, but
all that can be safely asserted is, that the compiler

lived during the second half of the Captivity, and
after the death of Joiachin, and probably in Babylon.

The spirit of the work is theocratico-prophetic in

a high degree (its historical fidelity with respect to

the political events is generally recognised, but the

stories relating to the prophets Elijah and Elishaare

by most critics referred to the province of legend)

;

while that of Chronicles (which goes over much the

same ground) is held to betray the predominance
of priestly influence. One of the best modern com-
mentaries is that by Thenius (Leip. 1845).

KING'S BENCH. See Queen's Bench.

KING'S COLLEGE, Cambridge, was founded
in 1441 by Henry VI., for a provost, seventy fellows

and scholars, three chaplains, with clerks, choris-

ters, servitors, and poor scholars—in all, 140. Its

revenues were seriously diminished by Edward IV.

The chapel is the work of the three Henries, VI.,

VII., VIII. ' The architect is supposed to have
been Nicholas Cloos, or Klaus, Fellow of the

college, and Bishop of Lichfield, or, as others say,

his father. It is perhaps the finest specimen of

perpendicular Gothic in the world. Its internal

dimensions are 290 feet long, 45 wide, and 78 high.

There is an inner roof of stone, which, though of

enormously massive structure, has, from its pro-

portions, and the beauty of the groining, the most
airy and pleasing effect. Under the new statutes,

which were given iu 1861, the foundation will

consist of forty-six fellows, and not less than forty-

ei^ht scholars, governed by a provost. Twenty-
four of the scholarships will be appropriated to the

scholars of Eton College. The fellows under the

new statutes will be elected from all members of the

college who are of sufficient standing.—See Fuller's

University of Cambridge and Cooper's Memorials.

institution occupying the east wing of Somerset
House, aud founded in 1S28 on the fundamental
principle:—'that instruction in the Christian reli-

gion ought to form an indispensable part of every
system of general education for the youth of a
Christian community.' The college being strictly

in connection with the Church of England, church
service is a regular part of its routine. The course

embraces theology, general literature and science,

applied sciences, and medicine. A limited number
of matriculated students reside within the walls.

The museum contains the calculating-machine of

Mr Babbage, and George Ill's collection of

mechanical models and philosophical instrumeuts,

the latter presented by the Queen. There is a

school in connection with the college.

KING'S or QUEEN'S COUNSEL are certain

barristers at law, in England and Ireland, who
have been appointed by letters-patent to be her
Majesty's Counsel. The office is entirely honorary,

but it gives a right of preaudience in all the courts,

according to the date of appointment. The appoint-

ment practically belongs to the Lord Chancellor.

Though called her Majesty's Counsel, they are not
prevented from being retained and acting for ordi-

nary clients, except that in defending prisoners and
acting in suits against the crown, they require a
special licence from the crown, which, is however,
never refused. In Scotland, there is no distinction

of Queen's Counsel, but the Lord Advocate and
Solicitor-general are so in reality. The appoint-

ment of Queen's Counsel is for life, but in case of

disgraceful conduct, the letters-patent are revoked,
as was recently done in reference to Edwin James,
an English barrister.

KING'S COUNTY, one of the inland counties

of Ireland, is bounded on the E. by the county
of Kildare, and on the W. by the river Shannon,
which separates it from Roscommon and Galway.
Area, 493.9S5 statute acres, of which 337,256 are

arable and 825S in plantations. In 1S62, 127,795
acres were under crops, and 1761 acres were lying

fallow. Pop. (1S51) 112,076; (1861) 90,013. The
surface is in general flat; it includes, however, in

the south, a portion of the Slieve Bloom Mountains,
from which a line of low limestone hills extends
north-east through the centre of the county, form-
ing a water-shed between the basin of the Shannon
on the west, and those of the Boyne and Barrow
on the east. The soil, a light loam of medium
depth, resting on limestone gravel, is of average
fertility. The Bog of Allen (q. v.) extends from
west to east the whole length of the county. The
Grand Canal, reaching from Dublin almost entirely

across the country, traverses the north portion of

this county. Notwithstanding the great tracts of

bog that occur here, the climate is not unhealthy.
Two members are returned to the imperial parlia-

ment for the county.

In the north-west of this county are the ruins

of the abbey Clonmacnoise, founded in 548, exceed-

ingly rich in ancient monumental remains, and
forming one of the most interesting of those ruined
ecclesiastical structures in which Ireland is so rich.

The county contains also many other religious

foundations, as well as numerous feudal castles,

chiefly of the Elizabethan period, and some of them
still inhabited.

KING'S EVIDENCE (or Queen's), the name
given to a person, who, having been an accomplice
in some crime, has confessed, and offered to give
evidence, and make full confession. The usual
practice of the crown, in such cases, is to pardon
the person so acting, though he is not absolutely
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!t.titled to a pardon; and an applic

Bomtor having the power and discretion to admit
tin* confessing party.

KING'S KVIL. See Scrofuxa.

KING'S LYNX. See Lynn.

KING'S 3ILVEB, an ancient fin.- paid to the
king, in the Court of Common Pleas in England, on
alienation of certain lands.

KING'S YELLOW is the term applied to a
pigment which is a mixture of orpiment (tcrsulphide
of arsenic] and arsenioni acid.

KING8T.EY, Kir. Chablbb, was born at Holne
IJ.l, June 1819. He entered

I ollege, Cambridge, in 1840, where he
highly .li-^t ,_ in classics and mathe-
i. [n 1844, he became curate, and shortly
after, rector of Bromley, in Hampshire, In the
e une roar, he publ : tons, charac-
terised as honest, downright wisd .'.iiv.-V'l in

a plain and simple style. In 1848, appeared The
•lit. or the True Story of Blhabeth of

Hungary, an admirable and truly catholic repre-
sentation of medieval piety. Tin- next two or

three years of his life were devoted— in company
with his friend Mr Maurice and others—to a series

of effiirts for the amelioration and christianisation

of the working-classes. To these efforts may be
traced the origin of those co-operative associations

in which the workmen are also the masters, the

hich have proved in every way bene-
Bi Sis opinions on the social anarchy of

modern times are to be found in his Alton Locke,
' Poet (1849), a novel of extraordinary

power and fascination, the hero of which is sought
tor in a London workshop. This was followed, in

1851, by )' in which K. handles,

anion;,' other questions, the condition of the I '
• i - ! i -h

agricultural labourer; and in ls.">:{, by ffiipalia,

Face, a most vigorous
and hrilliant delineation of Christianity in conflict

with rude Gothic paganism and the expiring

philosophy of Greece, in the early part of the 5th
century. Both of these works appeared in Frttt-rn

Two years after, he published West-

ward Hoi or Ike I uteres of sir

,..» oj Quei n Elizabi A,
probably tie works It- glow log

have excited the admiration of lluml.oldt. who had
himself really seen what K. only into Hi

other works are — .V< ..«</> "/''

Men : Sermon* mi .V,

Village Church; l'i Thought* for
Loom Thini and her Schools; Ser-

Serves, or Greek Fairy Tales; rYater-

363, and tfereuard in 1866. He lectured

at the Royal Institution in 1866 i

Beglnu In 1SG7, and was
l moo ot t luster in 1869.

KTNGSTON, chief town of the united counties
i.t Prontenac, Lennox, and Addington, pro

Urio, Canada, lies in Int. 44 8' 80", long. 76° a/ I",

On the north shore of Lake Ontario, at the mouth of

the Cataraqni and of the Bay of Quinte", where the

Lawrence. It is distant from Montreal 198 miles;

to, 165; and from New York. 274. A
oathering-plaoe of old to the ueighl ring Indian

tribes, occupied i>y a French fort from 1673 till

D to be settled by the British about
17s.:. was laid out in 17'.'.'f, was ..rpoi ated as a
: < mi in 1838, and as a city in Is Hi. i h, the union
oi the two Canadas, the seat oi government was
established at EC in 1840, but was removed again in

1845. The city has, in consequence, grown more
slowly than many others in the New World, but it

numbers already among its buildings somi ol the
finest in Canada. Its harbour, sheltered by Wolfe
and Garden Islands, which lie two or three miles
oil', lined with a row of about twenty wharfs, tar-

nished with a grain-elevator capable of unloading
3000 bushels per hour, is always busy, while navi-

gation is open, especially with the transhipment of

cargoes between the vessels which ply on the lakes

and those of the St Lawrence and the Bidean
Canal. The ship-building of K. is second in I lanada
only to that of Quebec. There are five foundries in

tin city, besides works for the manu
engines, locomotive and stationary, of agricultural

implements, edge-tools, axles, nails, &c. ; and it is

estimated that these altogether turn out about
9900 tons of finished iron a year. B

iter. K. communicates with all parts of

the country by the Grand Trunk Railway, which
passes within two miles of the city, and is now

cted with it by a branch-line. Next to

Quebec and Halifax, K. is "the most important mili-

tary position in British America. Queen's I Diversity
' lv.. incorporated by royal charter in

1S41. for the education of a Presbyterian ministry,
has since institute,! the additional faculties of

Law and Medicine, is now equipped with 17 pro-
fessors and lecturers, and attended by an average
of 150 students. There are also a Roman Catholic
institution, called Be^iopohs College, the county

100I, and the common schools, besides
several private academies. In 1 SI'.-J. ]C. 1 alue the
seat of the new English bishopric of Ontario. Its

population in 1SC1 was 13,743, who return one
member to the provincial parliament. The value of

the exports from K. to the United States in lstis was

(2,298,366, chiefly lumber and barley. The average,

Iron, Is;,.", to l.sci. exports, 'J-J.T04 :

" imports, >j4i;4,-

604; duties collected, £19,210 sterling.

KINGSTON*, a township and village of New
York. I'.S., situated on the west bank of the Hudson
Biver, at the terminus of the Delaware and Hudson
Canal, o7 miles below Albany. 'The township
contains :; villages. Is churches, :! banks, 4 news-
paper offices, and has a large commerce in coal,

stone, ice, lime, and cement. The village was
binned 111 1777 by Sir Henry Clinton. Pop'. (1SG0)

16,640.

KINGSTON, the commercial capital of Jamaica

[q. v ,), stands on the north side of a landlocked
harbour, tic best in the island, and. for it- size, one

i the world. It was founded in 1G9.'5,

after the neighbouring town of Port Royal had been

destroyed by an earthquake. From this place, after-

wards rebuilt, it is separated by its noble haven;
while with Spanish Town, towards tie

has. since Isn;. been connected by a railway of

about 10 miles in length. K. contains about 32,000
•. hole, is like

its, filthy and dis-

orderly, it yet presents several

\ in quart 1 ill 1 the Parade, contains spacious
barracks, a Wesleyan chapel, a theatre, and some
tolerable dwelling-houses. The negro market for

get al.l.-s is described as a lively and
interesting scene. The temperature, which is gene-

rally oppressive on the immediate margin of the
bay. b., tea gradually mitigated towards the
head of the sloping streets, which rise into the
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region of the sea-breezes. Most of the trade of

Jamaica passes through K. In 1868 the exports
from K. to the United States amounted to $185,-
000.

KINGSTON, or KINGSTOWN, capital of the
British island of St Vincent, in the West Indies,

stands on the south-west coast, with a poptdation of

about 5001).

KINGSTON-ON-HULL. See Hull.

KINGSTON -UPON -THAMES, a municipal
borough and market-town of England, in the county
of Surrey, is situated 13 miles south-west of

London, on the right bank of the Thames, here
crossed by two handsome bridges, one of stone, and
the other an iron viaduct of the Kingston-upon-
Thames Extension Branch of the London and South-
Western Railway. The county spring assizes are
held in Kingston-upon-Thames. Educational and
benevolent institutions are numerous; there are

flour, cocoa-nut fibre, and oil mills, and brick and
tile works. Pop. (1SC1) 16,123. Aromid the Kings-
ton-upon-Thames Station, on the main line of the
London and South-Western Railway, distant about
a mile, has grown up, since 1S3S, the elegant
suburb of New Kingston or Surbiton, now almost
joined to the town. In the neighbourhood are
Hampton Court Palace, and Bushy and Richmond
Parks.

Numerous Roman remains have been discovered
in the vicinity of K., and during the Saxon period

it had already risen into importance. Here, in 838,

a great council was held under Egbert of Wessex
and Ethelwolf of Keut, and a treaty agreed to;

and here also seven of the Anglo-Saxon kings
were crowned. The name is said to be derived
from the stone on which the ceremony was per-

formed, which stands in one of the streets, enclosed

by a railing.

KINGSTOWN, a thriving and important seaport

of Ireland, on the southern shore of Dublin Bay, six

miles south-east of the city of that name. Previous
to 1817, when the new and splendid harbour-works
were commenced, it was merely a fishing-village.

On occasion of the visit of George IV. to this town
in September 1821, its former name, Dunlearij, was
changed to Kingstown. The harbour embraces an
area of 250 acres, with a depth, of water varying
from 13 to 27 feet. The pleasing situation of the
town, and the invigorating air, have made K. an
important watering-place. The Dublin Royal Mad
steam-packets sail from K. to Holyhead twice a
day, and there is regular communication by steamer
between it and .the principal Irish and British sea-

ports. Coal, iron, and timber are imported, and
cattle, corn, lead ore, and granite, are exported. In
1861, 1442 vessels of 210,274 tons anchored in the
harbour. Pop. 11,5S4.

KI'NIC or QUINIC ACID (CrHuOe) is an acid

existing in the hark of the cinchonas, the leaves of the

coffee tree, holly, mat<5, and many ericaceous plants.

KINK, a twist in a rope or cord, caused by the
tightness of the coil, and a relaxation of pressure
in the direction of its length. The best rope,
however, rarely kinks.

KI'NKAJOU [Cercoleptes candivolvulus), a quad-
ruped of the family Ursidm, and allied, to the
racoons and eoatis. By some naturalists it is referred

to VivemdcB. It has six incisors, one canine tooth,

and five molars in each jaw, the three hinder molars
tuberculous. The K. is larger than a pole-cat, has
a yellowish woolly fur, climbs trees, feeds on fruits,

honey, &c, as well as on small animals, and from
its ravages among the nests of wild-bees, is in

some countries called lloueij Bear. It is a native of

the warm parts of America. The negroes have

Kinkajou [Cercoleptes candivolvulus).

transferred to it the name Potto, from a lemurine
animal of Africa. It is easily tamed.

KINKEL, Johann Gottfried, a German author,
born at Oberkassel, 11th August 1S15. He studied
theology at Bonn, and was for some time a distin-

guished Pi-. ,1 estant preacher ; but becoming involved
in the revolutionary movements of 1S48, he was
imprisoned in the fortress of Spandau, whence, how-
ever, he escaped. K. then went to America, but soon
after returned to England, where he has since resided
as a public teacher. Both as a poet and as a writer
on art, K. holds a distinguished rank. His principal

works ave—Predif/ten fiber ausgewiilille GU-ichnisse

in,d Bildreden Christi (Cologne, 1842); Gedichte
(Stutt. 1S43) ; Oil,, der Sell ul:, tine Ilhein. Geschichte.

in zwBlf Abenteuem (Stutt. 1843, 9th edit. 1852), a
very beautiful narrative poem

; Die AUelieUdieltn

Kiniat (Bonn. 1S45), which forms the first part of

a still unfinished G,sehielile d,r bildendeii KiinMe
bei den C/iri?!/ie/ien Vulkern : Die A/a; LamUehafl,
Ge.irhiehte. and Vulk.ilelien (Bonn, 1S46) ; Nimrod,
fin Tntttergpiel (Hamb. 1857).—K.'s wife, Johanna
K, a distinguished musician, has written Achl
Brief,? iiii-r ihn Clarieriiiilerriehl (Stutt. 1S49) ; and
together with her husband, Erzahlungen (Stutt.

1849). After her death (in 1859) appeared her
novel, Hans Jbeles in London (Stutt. 1860).

IUNNAI'RD'S HEAD, a promontory with a
ligh tin iiise, on the north-east coast of Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, near Fraserburgh, in lat. 57° 42' N., long.
2° W.
KI'NO, an astringent substance, resembling

Catechu (q. v.) and Gambir (q. v.), the concieto
exudation of certain tropical trees, especially of

Plerucnrpiis iiiitrsitjiiiim, a native of the mountains
of Coromandel, which yields East Indian It, aud
of P. erinaceus, a native of Gambia, which yields

African Kino. The genus Pterocarpus belongs to '

the natural order Leguminoste., sub-order Papilion-

aceo?, and has a 5-toothed calyx, and an irregular,

nearly orbicular one-seeded pod, surrounded with
a wing.

East Indian K. is the kind which now chiefly

occurs in commerce, and is the ordinary K. or
gum kino of the shops. It is in small angular
glistening fragments, the smaller reddish, the larger

alncst black. Thin pieces are ruby red. It is

brittle and easily powdered, has no smell, but has
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a very astringent t -•
. Benoax K. ia i similar

I by Bittea frondoea.

una] bmi ol triu- k in. >. B i

I

I r.U.Yl'll 3.

igeney nf kino is mainly due to its

I eatechuic acid, and ia conse-

-
I . when a llux

seems t.i be kept an by want of t in the intes-

tinal capillaries), the best mode oi ,<

b r, which is a mixture
of kino, cinnamon, and opium, and tbi

to a scruple, There
i « lion | iniperly diluted

with water, forms ao excellent gai-cle for relaxation

Kino i- employed to a considerable extent in the
-II ilye. giving to the cotton the

K I Nit i I'ss s ! 1 1 U K, after ( 'laekniamiaushire. the
- lotland, lies between the ooun-

tiee of Perth and Fife. Ana. ih.sI-j

ils'd 7977. It is L2 miles in length from east to

..ut In miles in breadth. Of its entire

re arable, 3000 in « 1, and
4600 under water. See Loot I.kvkx. In Burface

is elevated and o»=tly undulating; its boundaries
are billy, witl asional level oponim_'s. I In the

north ami north-west are the Oeh.l Hills; on the
i

i onds; and on th

and the Cleish Hills. The
streams flow into Loch Leven (q. v.), and issue by
the nv.r Leven. The soil inclines to eravel. lmt is

clayey in the districts north ami west of the loch.

Excellent pasture occurs on the moorlands. For the
year ls."i7. the aver. imperial acre

- 26 bushels; barley, 31 bushels; oats,

36 bushels 3] pecks; bere, .'il bushels 1 peck;
ease, 9 bushels 1 peck; turnips, 15 tone

4 cwte.
;
po This county unites

with that of Clackmannan, and with portions of

Perthshire, mber to parliament.

The capital of the i ty is the town of Kinross.

•with a popul S3, who are employed
chiefly in the weaving of tartan shawls, and in

spinning, scouring, ami dyeing.

KIN-\ I.K. i uniiiii -qi.il ami parliamentary

ad, iu the county of

Cork, is at the ho.nl of Kinsil. harbour, which is

formed l.y the estuary of the river Be

teen miles so,it)i-south-we>t of Cork. A railway to

('..rk was op 16th May 1863, and
. of a larov marine hotel, u ith

float inu' bath

Tie- harbour, which is landlocked, is about two miles

lun_', half a mile in average breadth, and

j
.'inn ships. EC exports agricultural

produce, and imports coal, iron, and I

I VI l. "\\ bog to tl

Cork, is small. Vain ill

per week in value, are earned on in I

On the 'Mil B mtory stretch-

seen from a I
i lutical miles.

Pop 1862) 1580.

m S n RE. 3e< r.iii:f.

Kin I I A. .-r HJOLEN, an ext.-nsivc plateau in

Scandinavia (q. v.).

B [(
i 9K, a '

'-

in India in the .!
I imbs, ghftts,

dams, and other worl I
a dome, sup-

ported on tour or more detached coin -. the spat •

und-r the dome being left open, like the open nichi i

I.., l ithic a* bitecturo.

KIPTCH \ K. ... ECEPTCH \K. a term which,
in the middle ages, designated
stretching, north of the Caspian Sea, from the Don
to Turkestan, and occupied by the l.

i bit tract formed om o

empires into which the hii-..- doiiiiuion of Conoids
than was divided, and was the portion of his

eldest on Juiy, i a I n

Batu Chan, tl became the terror of Western
Europe and held Russia in iron rob
1236 till 1362. Batu al - a n I

invaded Hungary, Austria, i

bid made no pi nn meat couquesl i in tbi

This extl OSive empire Has ills mli.

the end nl th, l.'.ih .-., and eave rise to the khanats
of Ka/an, Astrakhan, and Krim-Tartary. The
Mongols of EC. were also known as th 'Golden
Horde.' Ituins of villages are to be seen in many

:il> m .a- the Volga, ami have been
visited and deseribe.l by l'alla,, Kl.i r
&.-. Th.-y no doubt partly belong to th

hi man] are of more ancient date.

KEftlTARJUNlYA, the name of

celebrated poems of Sanscrit literature. Its author
is I'.h.n.iM. and its principal subject is the conflict

of Arjuna with the end Siva in las di

Kirdta, or mountaineer.

KIRBY, Rev. William, an eminent
naturalist, was born at Witnesham Hall. Suffolk,
Huh September 1769- He was educated al Cams

and was afterward

to the curacy of Barham, which he held tor

fourteen years, when he was preferred to the
rectory. This office he held until

which happened on the 4th of Julj 1850, when
he had nearly reached the oreat ai^e of HI. His
principal works are MinimimpU'ia A/mm Ani/liui

ilpswich, 1MI-J. and Iiilnuluction I"

J4 voia 1817—1826), published conjointly with Mr
Spence. The first was very favourably received
both at home and abroad, and at once secured tor

K. a distinguished place anions Kuro|,

The second work is written ia

ami was and still is remarkably popular. K. also
eoni i limit, d a \ in ioti oi \ , iv- inn. , in

logical papers to the Tamilian Transaetiuns. His
n cry iii this department

that of the genus Stylops the t\
| I a new order

ol insects. li\ in.- lot- a tunc par i -it io.il I \ .

also « rote one of the Bridgewater
Treatises, entitled ll,ii,;iA nnil instincts of Animals.

• the first membei < oi the Liniuean
Society (found, d in ITssi, ho,,,..

I
uid ( leological 3oi

8 I R( ll ENTA< I . ministers and
laymen of the Lutheran, German Refor 1, United
Evangelical, and Moravian Churches -

for tlu- promotion of the interests of n

u denominational

It holds an annual mei-tino ; the pla if which is

changed from
place III IMS. at. Witt'-llbore, in the eliiiroh to

which Luther allixcd I .

.
. .. llillllelic.

KIBGHI'S.oi - K M : i
: III s B1A.I8AK]

ndi d bj tic \ ..

N. lata, the Irtish, I Ihinese Tuikes-
and Aral,

linlieks also

live within these boundaries, i
'

reigna a dismal monotony ; the country b

any important elevation or depression, no rive* of
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consequence runs through it, no great forest breaks

the uniformity of the scene ; it is a vast steppe,

containing S50.000 English square miles, sterile,

stony, and streamless, ami covered with rank

herbage of live feet high. It abounds in lakes and
marshes, the water of which is generally brackish

and unserviceable, and in the southern portion lies

the Kara-Kum, an extensive salt desert.—The K.
are a Turkish race, and speak the dialect of the

Uzbeks, from whom they profess to be descended.

They have, from time immemorial, been divided into

the Great, Middle, and Little Hordes. The first

of these wanders in the south-west portion of the

Russian steppe, partly in the Russian provinces

north of the Ala-Tan, 'and partly in the territories

of China and Khokan. They are subject to the

rulers within whose bounds they dwell. The Middle
Horde possesses the territory (called the country of

the Siberian Kirgkises) between the Ishim, Irtish,

Lake Balkhash, Khokan, and the territory of the

Little Horde ; and also a great portion of the

Russian province of Semipolatinsk. They are quite

independent (though Russia arrogates sovereignty

over their territory), with the exception of a small

number in Semipolatinsk. The Little Horde (now
more numerous than the other two together) ranges

over the country bounded by the Ural, Tobol Sibe-

rian K., and Turkestan. Like the Middle Horde,

they are claimed as subjects of the czar, though
completely independent. This horde is partly

agricultural, partly nomad. A small offshoot of the

Little Horde has, since 1S01, wandered between
the Volga and the Ural river, and is under rule of

the governor of Astrakhan. South of Lake Issikul,

is awild mountain tribe called the l)',ko-Kumennaja,

the only tribe which calls itself Kirghis. They are

called by their neighbours Kara-K. or Black K.,

and are of Mandshur stock. A portion of them are

subject to Russia. Their collective numbers are

estimated at upwards of \\ million of souls, more
than half of whom belong to the Little Horde.
The K. are, with the exception above mentioned,

nomadic, and ai-e ruled by their own sultans or

khans. They are restless and predatory, and have
well earned for themselves the title of the ' Slave-

hunters of the Steppes,' by seizing upon caravans,

appropriating the goods, and selling their captives

at the great slave-markets of Khiva, Bokhara, &c.

Their wealth consists of cattle, sheep, horses, and
camels. Their religion is a corrupt Islamism. Not-
withstanding the strenuous efforts of Russia to

educate the K within its territory, there are at the

present time only twelve schools, attended by about

370 children.

KIRKCA'LDY, a royal and parliamentary burgh,

miles—on which account it has been called the

Lang Town—and is about six miles north-east of

Burntisland. Its harbour, which is dry at ebb-tide,

is commodious, and admits ships of considerable

burden. Linen manufactures, coal, agricultural

produce, sheep, and pigs, are the chief exports. The
principal manufactures are sheetings, dowlas, tick,

sail-cloth, and cottons. The town comprises several

flax-mills, bleach- fields, cotton-factories, tanneries,

iron-foundries, and breweries. In 1SQ1, 2479 vessels,

of 178,320 tons, entered and cleared the port. Pop.

10,831.

KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE, more properly the

Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, a county in Scotland,

comprehending the eastern district of Galloway,

is bounded on the N. and N.E. by the counties of

Avr and Dumfries, on the E and S. by the Solway
Firth and the Irish Sea, and on the W. by the

county of Wigton.
from 45 to 50 mile

miles. Its urea is 05

of which there are

crops and grass. T

ength from east to west is

d its breadth is about 40
i.are miles, or 610,734 acres,

61 acres under rotation of

st is composed of hilly and
mossy ground, and lakes, of which there is one in

almost every parish. Some of the hills, one-fourth

of wdiich are of granite, are of considerable altitude;

among which are Cairnsmore, 2597 feet ; Criffel,

1831 feet; and Cairnharrow, 1110 feet. There are

several considerable rivers, the principal of wdiich

are the Cree and the Dee ; the latter of which is

navigable for two miles above Kirkcudbright.

There are upwards of 400 landowners, many of

whom possess small bounds, and farm their own
land. One-half of the land is under entail. The
occupants number 1377. The old valued rent was
£9549, and the new, last year, was £266,056. In
1857, the last year in which the statistics were
taken, there were 217S acres of wheat, averaging 25
bushels 1 1 pecks per acre ; 1590 of barley, 29
bushels 2A pecks ; 34,S91 of oats, 32 bushels 1 peck;
15,414 acres of turnips, 14 tons \\ cwt. per acre

;

and 2921 acres of potatoes, 3 tons 7J ewt. per acre.

Of live-stock there were 6019 horses, 39,099 cattle,

284,520 sheep, and 7203 swine ; total stock, 336,841.

The condition of the rural inhabitants, and the state

of agriculture of this county, up to almost the end
of last century, was very primitive ; the principal

food of the people, in the early part of the century,
was kail, and oats ground in querns turned by the
hand, and dried in a pot. The principal towns
are Kirkcudbright, the county-town, with a popu-
lation of 2638 ; New Galloway, Creetown, Gatehouse,
Castle-Douglas, &o. Before the Reformation, the
stewartry possessed more monasteries than any
other county of Scotland. There have been a few
eminent men of letters connected with this comity,
of whom the most celebrated were Dr Alexander
Murray, the linguist, and Dr Thomas Brown. The
population in 1S61 was 42,495. Inhabited houses,

7326. The constituency number 1344, who return
one member to parliament.

KI'RKDALE CAVE, near Kirkdale Church, in

the vale of Pickering, Yorkshire, is famous for the
numerous remains of Tertiary mammals which have
been found in it. It was discovered in 1821, in the
cutting back of an oolitic limestone rock in which
it is situated. It was examined by Buekland, and
fully described by him in his Reliqiria Diluvianoz.

Its greatest length is stated at 245 feet, and its

height generally to be so inconsiderable, that there
are only two or three places where a man can stand
erect. The fossd bones are contained in a deposit
of mud that lies on the floor of the cave : this is

covered by stalagmite formed by the water, highly
charged with carbonate of lime, dropping from the
roof. The remains of the following animals have
been discovered : hyaena, tiger, bear, wolf, weasel,

elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, horse, ox, deer,

hare, rabbit, water-rat, raven, pigeon, lark, and duck.

KI'RKHAM, a market-town of England, in the
county of Lancaster, is situated on a small tributary
of the estuary of the Ribble, Si miles west-north-
west of Preston. Sail-cloth, sacking, cordage, and
cotton fabrics are manufactured. Pop. (1861) 33S0.

KIRKINTI'LLOCH, a burgh of barony and
market-town in Dumbartonshire, Scotland, is situated

on the Forth and Clyde Canal, about six miles north-
north-east of Glasgow. It had its origin in a fort

on Antoninus' Wall, and is said to have been called

at first Caerpentulach (the fort at the end of the
ridge), of which its present name is supposed to be
a corruption. It became a burgh of barony in the
time of William the Lion. Hats and cotton cloths
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ui" manufactured here, unci there

and printing works, otilli.-ri.-.-*,

861] 6096.

B i FtK-KO u> in th Law of Si otland, means a

short out) for thi i . to church.

Kli:K mnsiov, i„ Scotland, &c-, the lowest

nee to the higher co

church. Subject to this appeal, the kirk-session
i i all members of the

n. suspending from or r.

n ti' in til,- kirk--

there. The functions of the kirk-session
were, in fori boo often inquisitorially exer-
cise.!

; but this is now loss fre.piont ly attempted,
an.l the danger of it is continually diminishing
through the growth of an enlightened pn
In former times, also, the kir!

often imposed fines, chiefly for offeno
seventh commandment ; but this pi -

recognition in civil n

an.l is now wholly rclin. pushed. The
- iiiir.li in each parish is fully

h law as having i

an.l duties »

latum has very much deprived it of its former
in this relation.

K IK K W W.I.. :;
|
M lmrtrli, sea-

port, and market-town ..t Scotland, capital of the
county of Orkney, is situate.! on l

1

:

! h north-east

ihief building is the

cathedral of St Magnus, a tin •

dating from about the
y.-ar 1 bis. In the choir of i

is still held. Around I the King's

The town has been greatly improved within recent

yean, Numerous shops have 1 n established, so

that the commercial transactions are n.,\v not cn-
fined to the annual fair in August, as they were
formerly. The ex|>ort-tra.lo, eliietly in agricultural

1

I

'

'

ut ehi.tlv tlirongh Kirkwall, amounted
in value to 6181,481

'

l„ 1861 562

!

the Wi.-k burghs in -

Pop 186 but ;h, 3519.

Kilts wii'ii', a town ol I

ol Tambov, in lat. o-J :;'.i \„ long. 1
1'

44' B. E
......

.
• .i

two annua:

BTB8CHWASSEB [Ger. cherry-water) is a

liqueur ms li

i when quite

ilka, are pounded in a

I but so that the st.. n, s are not broken.

They are then left t.. ferment, and when fermenta-

tarred tu three
...I- broken,

and the kernels broken and thrown in. By distil-

|

1

1

ommon
,,, . idj with the

Juice of oheniea.

KISPALTJDT, ^^ : i \t i:\is-kkr). a Hun-
at influei on the

development of the Is litei iture of Ins
•• v, wa-- Lorn at -

Szala.lt. '-"-M Scptonib. r ITT'-'. Hi its
'•

and Presburg, and after servii

the Austrian army, retire! to

first part of his lyrical master-piece, II

.

. '.. which appeared ai ymously in

1800 ' tth unbounded applause K.

t 1 ".' i In the
.M.l part hi Im>7. the author

Legend ol

Stj 1". K. DO
as liis model. Some of his hi

worth'. .

-

illustrating the family life of Ins countrymen, are
on the Hungarian stage.

8 vols., is;;;: i gli, .'10th

1844

K1SI- M.t'liV, Km;, ,iv (ChAMSS), younger
. j. was horn l'.tth March

1790. He is of greater importance in cm.
with the development of the Hungarian ;

than his brother, h iu u r, -ardo.1 as th, i,,n

the national drama. In 1M7, lie took up his reei-

i
I'esth. an.l pnl dished ill rapid si ssi.ui a

....,,, cs. which
t popularity as an author.
I iy far the most valuable.

The best of them wore translated into (iernian l,v

... I'.. ..in. i.s-jin. K. died
at I'esth, -J 1st \.,- ». ls.;n. li,,- A

A in honour oi the broth.

'id in 1 S 1 7, and has rendered important
I ! .. .

I
.rat lire.

KISHM (the ancient Oaracta), an island of
1 Muscat, is

: in Gulf, and is

about 70 miles in length by 1- in average I..

mainland by a deep and
dangerous strait, in which are several small w led

islets. K. yields in abundance grain, timbei

and vegetables, and supports numerous cattle. At
. in extremity is a town of the same name,
i.il of the island. Entire pop. estimated at

!

KISS
was boi

1802 He studied under Katieh at Merlin, anil

...
ted oolo !

...
I by a Panther,1

far the execu-
lii.h in bronze, now the o

i Stain in Berlin, the sum of 40,000 thalen
'ii ..n the

part of the public, a bronzed zinc model of tins

. . lien at
t on in London (1861). M: 'St

i,
, .-on,' which iipicl a prominent

place al the Paris Exhibition (1866), was much less

• 1. Among his other important
M leha.d overthrowing the I

'

•A Tiger destroying a Serpent,' an.l s il

Frederick the Great. Be died in 1862.

KTSSINGEN, a town of Bavaria, in Lower
iters, is

>u the valley of the -
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north-north-east of Wiirzburg. Of its three mineral
springs, the Ritkoczy and the Pandur furnish saline

ami chalybeate waters, the J/' ' •' "« are acidul-

ous ami alkaline. A spring called the Soolen-

SprudaX is remarkable for the periodical ehb and
flow of its v.

imilation and d> '•
i _

;
-

wat na are both ilrunk an.l used as baths by the
patients, and a:e • -

' - \\v efficacious in

cases of chronic dis ase, gout, & .

' From 400,000
i

'
'

'.'i
'

i
1 -tries are exported from K. annually.

Since 1848, gaming-tables have been forbidden here
by the Bavarian government. Pop. 1926.

KI STNAH, or KKTSHNA, a river of the penin-
sula of Hindustan, rise, within 40 miles of the
Arabian Sc l, at a height of 4500 feet, in lat. 18°1'N.,
and Bowing eastward, falls into the Bay of Bengal,
after a con rse of SOU miles. It forms a considerable
delta at its mouth. Within the lower or level

basin of the stream, artificial means have extended
irrigation at an expense of £150,000, the principal
work being an annicut or embankment across the
stream at the head of the delta. The principal

tributaries are the Bimah, the Tungabhadro, and
the Musi.

KIT, in military language, the equipment in

necessaries, such as shirts, boots, brushes, &&, of

a soldier, but not applicable to his uniform, arms.
or accoutrements. Formerly, a high bounty was
given, and then severely encroached upon, by making
the recruit nay for his kit. As this system led

soldiers often to allege that they had been enlisted

on a false understanding, the system was changed
in 1855. and the fairer principle adopted of issuing

a free kit to each recruit, with a smaller bounty.
The soldier has still to replace necessaries, worn
out or lost, at his own expense, but he obtains the

articles at wholesale, and very low, prices. As these '

necessaries are so cheaply procured, it is held a very
heavy military offence to make away with them,
and is ordinarily punished with great severity.

KIT. a small narrow-bodied violin, about 16
inches long, capable of being carried iu the coat-

pocket, and used chiefly by teachers of dancing.

KITCHEN-GARDEN, a garden devoted to the
cultivation of culinary vegetables, or that part of

a large garden which is specially appropriated to
this use. As the crops of the kitchen-garden are
not generally very pleasing to the eye, care is taken,
if possil lie, that it may not be within view of the
principal windows of a mansion-house, or otherwise
obtruded on notice. But regard must also be had,
in the selection of a situation for the kitchen- garden,
to exposure, shelter, &c, in which it needs and
deserves every advantage that can be obtained. Xor,
in order to hide it from view, ought it to be so

surrounded with trees as to deprive it either of

sunshine or of free access of air.

The general remarks made in the article GARDEN-
ING as to soil and the preparation of it. manuring,
water, gardening operations. &c. are all applicable
to the kitchen-garden ; a part of which, or a place
close beside it. is always allotted to compost heaps

j

and the processes connected with them. The sue-

1

cessful cultivation of a kitchen-garden requires con-

,

stant care and labour. Many crops require frequent
digging and hoeing during the period of their growth.
and the ground must be kept free of weeds as

perfectly as in the flower-garden itself. A rotation

of crops is of as much importance in the kitchen-
garden as in the farm ; cabbages and their congeners,
potatoes, legumiuous crops. &c, must not from year

j

to year be grown on the same ground. But there
are some perennial plants which occupy th

ground for years, as artichoke, asparagus, and

rhubarb, and attention must be paid to this inlaying
out the garden.

The cr ips cultivated depend, of course, on climate.

It will be enough to enumerate here the most
important kitchen-garden crops of Britain, referring

for further information to each as a separate head.
The capitals indicate tho3e most generally culti-

vated. The varieties of Bra-ssica oleracea ; Kale,
Cabbage, Coleworts, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts,
CAtTLTPLOWEE, Broccoli. Kohl-rabi, &c. Potato,
•Ti "P.usALEM Artichoke, Turnip. Carrot, Parsnip.
Radish, Red Beet, Skirret. Sal.sa.fy, Scorzonera,
Bean, Pea. Kidney-Bean, Scarlet- Runner,
Onion, Leek. Garlic, Shallot, Rocambole, Welsh
Onion, Spinach, White Beet, Asparagus, Sea-
kale. Artichoke, Lettuce, Cress, Mustard.
Sorrel, Corn-salad, Endive, Celery', Parsley-,
Horse-radish, Rhubarb.

Sweet herbs are to be found in almost all gar-
dens, as Thyme, Lavender, Sage, Spearmint, Balm,
Marjoram. Savory, &c. The cultivation of the
pumpkin, vegetable marrow, and all kinds of gourds,
and of the melon and cucumber, is regarded as

belonging to the kitchen-garden : which "also con-
tains the houses or pits employed for forcing both
vegetables and fruits. And the hothouses in which
fruits are grown for culinary use, are very generally
placed in the kitchen-garden. The cultivation of

mushrooms, whether in beds or otherwise, belongs
to the kitchen-garden.

KITE [Mihus), a genus of Falconida, or a sub-
family including EUmets. &c, of which only one
species is a common native of Britain, and another
is amongst its rarest visitants. The kites have
much weaker bill and talons than the falcons and

Kite [Milvws vulgaris).

hawks, but the wings are much longer, and the tail

is rather long and forked. Their legs are short.

They are remarkable for their gracefulness of flight,

and power of sailing and wheeling about, or gliding

in the air. A Scotch and local English name of

the Common Kite [if. vulgaris), Glead or Gled,
is believed to be from the same root with glide.

The common K. is found in almost all parts of

Europe, the north and centre of Asia, and the north
of Africa. It is fully two feet in length, from the
tip of the bill to the tip of the tail," the plumage
mostly brown, of various shades, in some parts
mixed with gray. It feeds on reptiles, mice, moles,
and other small quadrupeds, and th'e young of
gallinaceous birds, searching for its prey on the
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thegruoud, and often from no small elc

li sometimes catcbea li-h. It wa
nbondant than at present, and was the

poultry-yards, [t was also the scavenger of London
and other English towns, det ing the offal,as it still

does in some of the towns ,.f Eastern Europe, and
performing its office fearlessly nra in tin- midst of

tin- ]
•••• >] !«-. This continued to he tin- cii«f in bunion

to the time of Henry VIII. The K.'s „esl i- usually in

the fork of a tree in a thick wood. It is easily tamed.
—A vitv rare British hir.l is tin- Sw allow i\iu;i,li.

(Nauderuafurcatx »),« smaller bird than the common
K., abundant in many parts of North America,

—

Sla-
i- another American Bpecies from the

BontliernSl ti i

vinda K.

found in different parts of the world.

ki i ri w \ki. r /.. rwsa), a

abundance i ,
.1 us import-

nee to their inkal. i

stated in the article (Jill, it may bi

that the young ol the K. his dark marking's in its

plumage which disappear iii the adult, is known on

Kittiw.ake {Lirus tridndylut).

oimo parts of tli" British roasts as the Tarrock.
and was for some time regarded bj d

much more pleasant, than that of most gulls, and
I Z 1 : that it 1 i

which are fully two inches in length,

plentifully in all the northern parts of the world,

wherever the coast is high and rocky, migrating
southwards in winter, and i

far south ac

is found on

K [TTO, Db Jobs, a mo
was horn at

Plymouth, December I. 1804 In his 12th year, he

it young K. was
from a I

led, that
goon after sent to the workhouse

hoemaking, and
. reading which had marked

him From hi In ls_'l, he went to

Exeter to ham dentistry with a Mr Grove, who
had known him in Plymouth, and who took a

warm interest in the unfortunate youth. Mr
'

. in his literary aspirations, and

XWo. in the sun.- year, be

n.ss of various friends, to the
'

• trained for s useful employment
abroad. In May Is.".', he a. mpauied Mr (Jiove

and family on a ton ' t'ii_' in the

course of his travels ~ :

Kalmuck Tartars, the Caucasus, \n.

and Bagdad. He returned to England in iv;: 1

The rest of his life was spent in the »<

booksellers, chiefly in that of Mr Char!

by whom he was liberally treated. Hi died it

''annsta.lt. in Wurtemberg, whither he b

ol hi- health. Nov. mli. a- _>.-.. Is.-, I. His
prinri]ial works are — Tin- /Vrfu; ; "' /.'

•
' ils.'is n w

edition by W. and I!. < 'I,
, r. Is.",:.

1839—184
I

i -is 1853). He
also edited I

(published by A. and I '. Black). K.'s

ti a bi DrJ E Ryland (1856); a later

and lietter hi.wraphv is that liv I'r.
•

of Glasgow. Ill 1S-14. the nniversit;.

the title of D.D.

KIUNG-CHATJ', chief city of the island of

. v.).

KI'ZIL-KUM (Red Sand), a sandy desert in the
north of Turkestan, lyintr hetween tie \inu l>nai

and Sir-Darin, and stretching from tie v
to Khokan. in lat. 41 16 30 N . ind long. 60"—
till I'!. A continuation of this desert northwards

v is called ECaba-Kttm (Bl i.

Sand) and forms portion of the I. u in . Mop;...

KIZI.IA'i:. a tow u in the south of Russia, in the
i

-

I ited uliollt 10 miles

• b of the river Terek, in lat, I:: 53 $.,

long, n> 13 E. It con . many vine-

is, and silk-worm nurseries, anil carries)

on an extensive trade iii wine, hrandy. and lis],. A
ird and a school for insl i action in wine-

- ihlished llCIC. 'I I

... Pop. 8245.

KI. \ GENFURT, a town of Austria, capital of

the cl'owiiland of I'arintliia. is situated on the river

Glau, two miles east of the Wortliw, with which it

lie in- .it a canal, aa I al.oilt 80 miles

north-north-east oi Trieste. It is the

Prince-bishop of ("lurk, and has a lib] <

vols. K. has a whit... lead factory th

Austria—e,nd manufactures woollen, -ilk. and cotton

Pop 15,000. Here the Hungarian u'oiieral (ioio.-i

i 1849,

KLAI'KA. GVOBOY (GEO! .
:

heroic and skilful generals of the Hungarian war,
is I lie soli n| tile Km a.luast. i

was horn 7th April 1820. In I
sis.

the Austrian army, and had attained the rank
i, ... 1848

imi-i out K. instantly placed himself at the

. .ut the struj
II ingarian campaign in I

b

h was caine.l out with
K.'s work. In several of tl

the fortune of the day was decided bj
I :

the revolution. His famous sally on
the .".th ..t \uoi-t was perhaps the most splendid

in the whole war. The \u



KLAPEOTH—KLEPTOMANIA.

prepared to curry

the news of the sui

Kossuth, paralysed

,-lna or Sn ria, lull

elected a member of the Diet, and joined the party of
Deak.

KLAPROTH, Heinrich Julius von, one of the
greatest oriental linguists that ever lived, was the son
of Martin Heinricli Klaproth, an eminent chemist,
and was bom at Berlin, October 11, 1783. He
betook himself to the study (secretly) of the Chinese
language, when only a boy of fourteen, having pre-
viously found out that there was a small collection
of Chinese books in the public library of Berlin. In
1801, he entered the university of Halle, where, he
continued for several years. Here he published his
As'iatisdier Magazin, which gave him a high reputa-
tion. Having gone to Russia in 1805, in company
•with his friend, Count Potocki, he was appointed
interpreter to the Russian embassy to China. The
embassy proceeding nearly 200 miles into Mongolia,
was ordered by the Chinese emperor to return, as 'he
did not want to see them ;' but K. took the oppor-
tunity of exploring Siberia. He was soon after
despatched on a scientific mission to the Caucasus :

the results of his valuable explorations are con-
tained in his Reise in den Kaubi*it« mid Geonpei,
in den J. 1807 und 1808 (2 vols. Halle, 1812—1814

;

French, with numerous additions, Paris, 1823).
While in Russia, he received many honours. In
1812, he left the Russian service, and returned to
Germany; hut finally settled at Paris in 1815,
where he died, 20th August 1835. K.'s literary
activity, especially after 1815, was something pro-
digious

; yet, strange to say, it was accompanied
by an excessive love of pleasure, for the gratifiea-

a castle and gymnasium, and carries on manufactures
of woollen cloth and leather. Pop. 6300.

KLAU'SENBURG, a town of Austria, capital of
the crownland of Transylvania, is situated on the
Little Szamos, SO miles east-south-east of Gross-
wardeiu. It is surrounded by old walls, and is

divided into the old and the new town. Among its

public buildings are a lyceuin, a gymnasium, several
hospitals and other institutions, benevolent and
educational. Woollens, earthenw
manufactured. The trade of K.
Pop. 20,615.

,
and pap'T .'

is not important.

25 mile.-

above s

that ca
ants f i ii

of



KIJAZMA ENARE8B0B0TJGH.

'. but concerns do one ell , But when-

ever the amount of the object appropriated, or the

circnmsUncee under which it is purloined, brine
nit .ii law, the ai

a- a theft, and punished. In many
: I n the obvious 1

1 I

aonitory indication of

of mental disorder: it is a 1

symptom of many others, w

nons, or incoherence, leave no doubt as to the source
frcvin which it springs. Bui there are other cases in

whu-h the 1 !»• so clearly demon-
id cogent, the

only proof of

insanity. Th
on, that the propensity to acquire may

become so in

that the ai involuntary, and the

perpetrator irresponsible. The gratiiication of the

impulse is found associated with phj

and conditions which may I,

Datable with the healthy discharge of I

of the nervous system ; but I

and the best mode of establishing the

consider marked cases

to the character, interests, and previous

deportment of the individual—to the nature of the
.

Ined the action. A baronet of large

Hi the continent, pieces oi old

iron and of broken crockery, and in such quantities,

officers. A clergyman of respectable
1

of the Bible,

perhaps with the intention of distribution. \

entered the apartment of a patient; aici

ling but table-cloths.
; a such no:

'iii. Although each

case must be tested od it- own merit

1 number of even
doubtful cases, which should 1 mbraced wherever
a judgment is fonni are often

.
or w ithout an;

D0 value in themselv

act is solitary, independent, without <

and spontaneously avowed, and, if over-promptly
looked, rei The article acquired is restored,

or altogether disregarded; and atthou

rarely taken, bright and coloured objects moat
gen, rally excite cupidity. It i

youth ; "it is associated with pregnane

ditary; and often follows affections of the brain,

and those critical and crucial changes in disposition

which are only explicable on the sup
in alterations in the

'

1 ml M.ilirim; by I >rs Buck-
tell and Tuke, pp. 224 & */. ; .I"/'. ''

i v. p. 660

KI.I \ /MA. a ii-

Oka, rises iii the government of Moscow, and Bows
: Vladimir and Ni; ,

7

which it is navigable. Passing through the most
industrial governments of Ru
principal commercial arteries of the empire.

KI.I'NKKT, a term in fortification, lignifyinga
mall postem or gate in a palisade.

km IPSTI ICK, Fmedbich Qom i.iku, n German
poet, was born 8d July, 1724, at Qaerilinborg, and
went to Jena In 1746, to Btndj theology, Be bad

already formed the resolution to write

poem, and thought of Henry -
1

•
i at Jena he e.

oi his Messiah. In 1746

to Leipsic, and there became acquainted with the
editors of th

first three cantos of the ilenxluh appeared in 171*.

They attracted great attention: the author was
pronounced 1 t order. He
was now iin

inciidatioii of tin 11

to the I .

In 1771. K. sel 1

appointment and 1
1 overn-

iii' ut . .in.l .-ub.-.eqii 'i.i ly received an
ami a pension from the Mm
Duke, of Baden. In 177-':, the I

,

his iltsxhih wen- published at Halle. 1
1. -died 14th

March 1803. K.'a nam. ,., rhaps
Im.h a very high pi ice 111 I oTinan literature. What-
ever may be thought of the intrinsic vali

poetry, it cannot be denied that he , \, ivis. ,1 a very
important and benelicial inlluence on the national
taste. The greatest of his successors, (l,„thc,

acknowl.. _li he also expressed the
opinion, that K. had become rather ol, .,,!,

le.l-t that Ills eolieeptloll of poetry had
so. When K. first began to write, the literature

and social life of Germany were penetrated by
French influences. A cold, correct, unini

spirit tyrannised over the thought and habita of

the ] pie. K. broke loose at one,' from this

shallow despotism, and breathed the air of Freedom
into ( Ionium p,.,tr\ .

e
> which

he introduces Hermann (q. v.) the Cheruscian
a national hero—and biblical dramas, woi

hymns, which still rind a pl.,e,. n , . .1 1

. . ti,.ns, cn-
ii,hr of K.'s j try. Mis woi ks

were collected and published in \'l \',,1

1799 1817), in IS vols. (1823— lsg'.i,, i,,

(IS;::)). The .1/, .-,',//( has been translated both into

1 ,1-ose in English.

KNAPP, Alhekt. a German poet, author of

many of the best modern German hymns, is a native

of Wiirtembcrg, and was born in 17'-> s . lie studied

for the church, and is now the principal cli I

in Stuttgart. K. has breathed a new li;

that long neglected branch of poetry the relig -

h\iiin. Many of his effusions are to be found in

the C/irlilotTpe, a periodical edited by him since

1833. II: /»/,/,, in 'J vols. (Stuttg.

1829; 3d edit., l'.as.l, 184.,). to which a tbil

added under the title ol Stuttg.

1834), "ere published by his friends. llis later

hymns are contained in his Ciliclil: (Stuttg. bsi:!).

K. is equally distinguished as a liwuno legist, llis

I'.r.n, I. I. <i , -, 'ei
.

i'nr ',

Stuttg. und Till.. I-.I7
:
-M e,l,l I

,

'

iid upplclnent. Hi- //<•/< .. In,./, n (Stuttg.

K N \ l'SA< IK, a bag,,

i

it lining

a soldier's necessaries, and worn suspended by
Ml ips between lllS slioiil i ill tile

British army an- ordinarily of black painted

but some other nations, as the Swiss, make th.ni of

dressed with the hair on. The
knapsack all'ords by far the easiest way of carrying

light personal luggage during a march or v,

tour.

;

KNAPWEED, s,
,
ii staurea.

K\ \ RBSBOROTJGH, a parliamentary'

and niark.t-town of Kngland, in the West Biding ..f

Yorkshire, on the left bank of the Ni.1,1, Is miles



KNAVESHir-KNIGHT.

west-north-west of York. St. Robert's Cave, in the

vicinity, is well known for the murder committed
there 'by Eugene Aram in 1745. Manufactures of

linen and cotton goods are carried on here. K. has
returned two members to the House of Commons
since 1S58. Pop- of parliamentary borough, 5404.

KX.VVF.SIII1', in the Law of Scotland, is a pro-
portion of the grain given to the miller's servant who
performs the work of the mill, such mill being an
ancient mill to which a right of thirlnge is attached.

See Tutelage, Ixsucken Multures.

KNEE, in Ship-building, an angular piece of wood
or iron used to connect the deck-beams with the ribs

of the vessel's sides. The knees are fastened on both
vertically, above and below, and horizontally, whereby
great stability is imparted to the whole framework of
the ship.

KNEE-JOINT, The, is the articulation between
the femur or thigh-bone, above, and the tibia or

shin-bone, below. A third bone, the patella, or knee-
cap—one of the Sesamoid Bones (q. v.), and not a
true bone of the skeleton— also enters into the
structure of this joint anteriorly. The articular

surfaces of these bones are covered with cartilage,

lined by a synovial membrane or sac, which is the
largest and most extensive in the body, and con-
nected together by ligaments, some of which lie

external to the joint, while others occupy its

interior.

The most important of the external ligaments
are the anterior or Ligamentum Patella, which is

in reality that portion of the Quadriceps Extensor
Cruris which is continued from the knee-cap to

the tubercle of the tibia (see figure) ; one internal,

and two external lateral ligaments ; a posterior

Internal view of the Eight Knee-joint.

(From Gray's Human Anatomy.)

,
the femur; & and c, the internal and the external condyles;

/. and i, the upper part of the
1 e. the two cru

' apja-r pal

ligament ; and a capsular ligament, which surrounds
the joint in the intervals left by the preceding liga-

ments. The positions of these ligaments are suffi-

ciently indicated by their names. Of the internal

ligaments, the two crucial, so called because they
cross one another, are the most important. Their
position is shewn in the figure. The external and
internal semilunar cartilages are usually placed
amongst the internal ligaments ; they are two cres-

ceutric plates of cartilage. The outer part of each
cartilage is thick ; the inner free border thin. Each

cartilage covers nearly the outer two-thirds of the
corresponding articular surface of the tibia, and by
its form deepens these surfaces for firmer articula-

tion with the condyles of the femur.

The chief movements of this joint are those of a

hinge-joint—namely, flexion and extension, but it is

also capable of slight rotatory motion when the
knee is half-flexed. During flexion, the articular

surfaces of the tibia glide backwards upon the
condyles of the femur ; while in extension, they glide

forwards. The whole range of motion of this joint,

from extreme flexion to extreme extension, is about
150°. Judging from its articular surfaces, which have
comparatively little adaptation for each other, it

might be inferred that this was a weak and insecure

joint; and yet it is very rarely dislocated. Its real

strength depends on the large size of the articular

ends of the bones, on the number and strength of

the ligaments, and on the powerful muscles and
fascia! by which it is invested.

' KNELLER, Sir Godfrey, an eminent portrait-

painter, was born at Liibeck in 164S, and studied

painting under llembratelt and Ferdinand Bol. He
at first chose historical subjects, but afterwards gave
himself entirely to portrait-painting. In 1074, he
went to London, and, on the death of Sir Peter
Lelyin 1680, was appointed court-painter to Charles
II. In 16S4, he visited Paris, at the invitation of

Louis XIV., and painted portraits of the king and
royal family. He retained his office at the English
court during the reign of James II., and continued
to fill it after the Revolution. In 1692, William III.

bestowed on him the honour of knighthood, which
he afterwards received also from the Emperor
Joseph I. ; and in 1715, George I. made him a baronet.

He died in 1725, or, according to others, in 1726,

and a monument was erected to him in Westminster
Abbey, with a highly laudatory inscription by Pope.
K.'s best-known productions are the 'Beauties of

Hampton Court' (painted by order of William III.),

and his portraits of the ' Kit-Cat Club.' He painted
avowedly for the love of money, and hence never
did justice to the talent he possessed, so that it is

difficult for posterity to understand his reputation.

KNIGHT, Charles, an eminent English pub-
lisher and author, was born in 1791, at Windsor,
where his father carried on the business of a book-
seller. K. was brought up to the same profession,

but early turned his attention to publishing.

Among his first attempts in this department was
The Etonian, a periodical supported by the Eton
boys, and wdiich—in spite of its juvenility—obtained
a considerable reputation. He next started (1823)
Knight's Quarterly Magazine, and continued it for

some time in London, to which he removed in the
following year. The whole of his long and honour-
able career has been devoted to the cause of popular
literature, of which he was one of the earliest and
most accomplished advocates. Among the works
which he has published or edited are the Penny
Magazine (1832—1845), which was started on'.y a
month or two after Chambers's Edinburgh Journal,
and at one time enjoyed a circulation of nearly
200,000 copies weekly; the British Almanac, and
Companion to the Almanac; Penny Cyclopaedia

(30 vols. 1833—1S56) ; Library ofEntertaining Know-
ledge—the volume on the Elephant (1S31) being
written by himself; Pictorial History of England
(now the property of the Messrs Chambers,
who published an 'improved edition' in 1855);
Pictorial Bible (183S); Pictorial Booh of Common
Prayer (1838) ; London Pictorially illustrated (6 vols.

1841—1844); Old England, a Pictorial Mumum of
National Antiquities (2 vols. 1845) ; Half-hours
with the Best Authors (4 vols. 1847—1S4S); The



KNIGHTS—KNIGHTS SERVICE.

Liud iot Lite in (4 vols. lstsi; i

Industry of all Nation* (1851); ami The Eiii/iis/i

I vols 1854 1861), which is based
en toe Penny Magazine, but ia

m that admirable work, and,
Of tlh

I !,,,, nil is

in the world K. bos, in a.l. i it i. m. »»n a highly

tble position as an author by hie

h is accompanied 1

and a 'History of Opinion, with I>.«ul>tful I'lavs.'

1839 1841); library ed
1842 1844); national edition, with
and 'Studies' (8 vols. 1851 i

(1844 ; Pla • an IP
(7tfa ed 1867); A , is:,.-,,; and
above all, by bis P

This work is probably the very best

\
,' according

to the / '

\ .nth.'

KNIGHTS 3axon,i : or attendant),
originally men-at-arms bound to the performance

duties, among others to attend tlnir

cm horseback ill time
institution of knighthood, as con-

ferred by investiture, and with certain oaths and
ceremonies, arose gradually throughout Europe as
an adjunct of the feudal system

'iiyai. i:\-i. The character of the knight
was at once military and religious. The defence
ami recovi i ilcnre, and the protec-
tion <,f pilgrims, wen- the objects to which, in the
early tunes of the institution, he .s] ially devoted

'.I .if knight ser\ i. .-.

I !oin|iier..r. .-mpow. re.l

n lord who was a sub.

i'ect, to compel every holder ol

and, called a knigl
her of the knightly order; !

accounted pi the requisite

' lined in their

first year of
Edward !(.. ! es that w. re to be
held valid to excuse a man from knightly service,
shews that in the 14th e. the knightly office was
not always eagerly coveted ; yet its Bocial dignify
was very considerable, fi.r even .bikes, if not
admitted into the order, were obliged to yield

i>recedence in any royal pageant ..r pub
n time of war. each knight Mas 1 1 to attend

. .in i .tit .

-. I from the day
when the enemy arrived in the country. After the
long war l.i I

. .

compensations from subjects who were unwilling
to receive knighthood » system out of which grew
a scries of grievances, leading eventually to the total
abojition of knightscrvice in the reign

Knighthood, originally a military distinction,
came, m the 16tfa <.. to be occasionally -

- reward for valuable sei . ..

i or community. The first civil knight
W illiam Walworth, lord mayor

I

rebel Wat Tyler in pi

o 1 h i, been

ir no
a congratulatory ad

ring knight-
hood have varied at different i

fasting and bathing were in early times ne
n in the llth i

- on, ami a
church, and followed by the

reception of the eucharist. The new ki i

' be altar, to signify his dl

church, and determination to lead hi
I

I deemed in a sum of moi bad a
benediction pronounced over it, and w as girded ,,u

by the high, st ecclesiastic ; .r. - ii t . The
I

I by binding the sword and spurs on the
candidate, alter which a blow was dealt him on the

boulder, as the last affront which he was
to receive unrequiti d He thi a took an oath to
protect the distressed, maintain right against might,

. bj word or deed to stain hi i character
as a knight or a Christian. A knight might bo

•I for the infringement of

oath (an event of very rare occurrence), in which
purs wen- chopped off with a hatchet, his

sword broken, hi

inces were added, .luring which
ur was taken off in suci i

and OS t from the recreant knight.
It has been said that knight h I .-. aibl originally

be conferred 1 iy any person of knightly condition,
but if so. the right to bestow it Was e.iri, restricted

to persons ,.i lank, and afterwards to the sovereign
or In- representative, as the commander "I an
In England, the sovereign mnv bestows knighthood
by a verbal declaration, accompanied with a simple
ceremony of imposition of the sword, and without

lit or written instrument. In some few
Knight i I Ilh been confei red bj

when the
|

km 'it.-. 1 eonld n. .1 .-..in . .

en f royalty, as in t be case of
governors of colonies, or . •:

> cent situations abroad. The lord-lieutenant
.... a

del. gated power .......
| (,.

monosyllable' Sir' is pretixed to tin <

of knights and baronets, and their wives have the
legd designation of I lame,' which in common inter-
course becomes ' Lady.'

" simply knights without belong-
ing to any order, are called in Enirland Knights
/liii'/i. l.,rs, a name probably Corrupt

l.th 1 of this kind is now only confi rred
in Ci...t Britain. A degree „f knightfi... .

in I'u. I
....i an i

which was giv.-ii on the held of battle in r. w
the performance of some heroic act. Foi the mode
in which that dignity was conferred, s. . I'.ANNEBBP.
No knight i. .urn. i.t has been created in the field

since thetim Charles L, when thai honour was
bestowed on ..ne Sir John Smith, for rescuing the
royal standard from the hands of the i. I .els. George
UL twice conferred the title on occasion of a review,
but the pi- eding was considered irregular, and
the rank of i !..

The form oi h.lm-t which the i..,-, : , m, ,.f

the later h.raldi-y have appropriated to 1

entitling them to" place it over their arms, is full-

with bars, and with the
"t. d under the

KNIGHT'S FEE. See Kniciits.

KNIGHTS OP THE SHIRE, oth rwi e called
id Km lits ..I I'ailiauieiit I h, v w.-ro

ry
at. and

-. which
they Were eh. .sell. See P-WT.T-M1 s- ,..

KMi.llT's SERVICE, of thi

in England (sec KjnQHXB), which wits



KNIGHTS TEMPLARS-KNOTS.

abolished in the time of Charles II., and converted
into Freehold (q. v.).

KX1CHTS TEMPLARS. See Templars.
KXIPPKRDoLLING, Bernard, a noted leader

of the fanatical Anabaptists of the 10th century.
See Anabaptists.

KNITTING, an art allied to weaving, but of
comparatively modern date. The time and place
of its invention are disputed. Some historians insist
upon Scotland having the honour, at a date some-
what before the year 1500; others assert that it
came from Spain, in the time of Henry VIII. ; but
there is no prouf that the silk stockings which were
worn by that monarch were knitted, and in the
absence of such proof, the weight of evidence
remains in favour of Scotland. Knitting consists
in using a single thread, and with it forming a
continual series of loops across the whole fabric;
the next row passes through these, and they in
their turn receive another set, until the whole is
completed. Knitting is only employed to make
small articles, such as stockings, gloves, &c. ; and
as it furnishes an easy and amusing employment
for the hands, without engaging the attention much,
it forms a useful and desiral inoccupation for ladies
and others who do not require knitted articles as
necessaries, for the knitting-machines have now
rendered it impossible for hand-work to compete
with them in point of economy or beauty of
workmanship. See Hosiery.
KXOT, an expression used in speaking of a

ship's way through the water, and, as such, repre-
senting miles. The log-bne is divided by knots
into leugths, each of which is to a geographical
mile as half a minute is to an hour—i. e., as 1 tc

120. The log being cast overboard, note is care
fully taken of how many of these knots run out ii

a half minute, and it follows that the vessel is.

passing through the water at the same number of
geographical miles per hour. The proportion of
geographical to a statute mile being nearly that
of 7 to 6 (see Mile), a vessel making 12 knots
an hour, is in reality travelling at the rate of 14
statute miles.

KNOT, a twist or loop in a rope or cord, so
made that the motion of one piece of the line over
the other shall be stopped. The knot owes its
power of passive resistance to the friction of the
rope. The uses of knots are infinite; in the
commonest occasions of life, one or two simple

indispensable; in building, mining, and

or slip knot (fig. 2), is obtained, always in the
middle of the rope. More complicated, but still
more useful, is the 'double sling' (lie. 3), for suspend-
ing a beam or bar horizontally. The bowline knot
(hg. 4) serves to give a tight grasp round a pole or
beam, which would occupy the loop a, or, drawn
close on the rope, it forms a large knob, to prevent
the rope passing a hole. The sheepshank (fig. 5)

Kg. 6.

affords a means of shortening a rope temporarily,
without diminishing its power of rectilineal tension
All the foregoing have been at the- double or middle
parts of the rope : for the end of the cordage, lie, 6
shews an admirable slip-knot, which maintains its
.gripe until loosened by hand; a is a common over-
Hand knot at the end of the string, to prevent it
slipping through the loop h. when tightened.
For modes of joining two ropes, the weaver's or

: (fie. 7) may be adduced as strong

knots
almost every land occupation, knot's of curious
form are employed; while on shipboard, knots may
be almost numbered by the dozen, and each is

appropriated to a specific duty. The accompanying
diagrams of some of the simpler knots may be
generally useful. In these, the position of the rope
or cord is shewn before tightening, so that the mode
of formation may be more readily understood.
The simplest knot is the 'overhand' (fig. 1). Its

Fig. 3.

Fig. 7. Kg. 8.

and neat. The sailor's knot (fig. 8) has the advan-
tage, when properly made, of resisting all separating
strain on the two ropes, and at the same time ol
being loosened immediately by a pull at one of the
short ends. Foran inter-

lacing of two doubled
ropes, the 'Carrick bend'
(fig. 9) has no superior;
the point of junction can-
not slip, and the moment
the tension ceases, the
two ropes are again free
from each other. Knots have many technical names
such as bight, hitch, &c.

KNOT-GRASS. See Polygonum.
KNOTS of different kinds are borne by different

, Wake
s's knot j 5, Dacre's badge.

en knotFig- 1.

use is to form a knob in a rope to stay it from I families as heraldic badges, and are occasionally
bhpping. By a slight alteration, the 'single shng,' I introduced as charges ii? shields. The forms of



KNOUT- KNOX.

Borne of them appear to lie surest. -d by tl

letter of the n m In th<

i.l Ormonde k i k. .1 (ii„<. Ii. it is not difficult

,i W and tw.. Ob. 'in

b.op Botirchier, .ii

/.'s, ami
the Stafford k,. i

'

- within it a rebut on the Ei

name Lacy.

K N l ' i l', .1

skin, plaited, and interwoven with win-, v.

till lately the favourite instrument ot' punishment
i>r all clashes an.l

The offender was tied t.. tn i

KOeived on the back tin- spooitiod nun.

lmi or 120 were equivalent to sent, d

but in many cases the victim died under the
operation long before this number v,

This punishment is at the present time inflicted

It is no longer in use in the army,
ed for ill i onduct

.

in which Ci

i.r.l. r to ,

him. The whipping is inlli. t •-«! h\ a criminal, who
prefers this '. and who is

Constantly kept in prison, except when his services

are required. Tie nobility are 1. _all\

the knout, but this privilege lias not always been
respected.

KNOWLEDGR This term of common us., is

associated with the ._n n.- i pi..l.l.ius and contro-

versies of philosophy. The Perception of the
External or Material World (see COMMON SENSE,
Perception), the nature ot I'., he; >

„ lb i n i , tie-

. .. Proposition or .1 m

:.

ill » ilh tins wool, take up 1

i
: ie w hole, in

I \ ii. i.l BC1 1.

Ill a still different pi

01 Philosophy,
j.ecies of knowledge distinguished by the

individual or parti, n

attested by careful evidence, in con!

. the ordinary run of

mankind.
Sir W. Hamilton and

philosophy,
Knowledge. Th.. one

is the know
I have of the

modifications m our own minds, so to speak, with-

out inferring anything beyond, as in our various

affect .1 bj

cold or heat, hunger, thirst, odour, or Bound, we
imeth

be wholly. ...ii minds; but when
looked upon

more than itself, as in memory, out I

te. rims, an a. I u

La, or imagina-
Mr Mansel

tin- mind. •

'

' in its relation

to the
1

•

ii< i rposed of two elements the presentative, or

intuitive; and the representative, or reflecti

inner i lass may i... .li-iinunUhed

neral name of TnUMUmt; those of the latter,

'it will appear from the above remarks th

is no on v ah knowledge that does
ii. .1 fall to i... ,:,

. other head; and
il i- best to take up the difficult

:
by of mind and i

other.

KNOWLBS, Jams Sherxdait, an
:

dramatist, was the sou of James K
teacher of elocution, and author of a

i The family ren-

in 1792,

Sifter holdi
i

the army, he became an actor, and made his first

appearance at the Crow Street Theatre, Dublin;
but he never attained much eminence in thin pro-

fession. Subsequently, he lived for several years
! . mil Clasoow, as a i

and it. was at this tune he laid the foundation "t

- t. His I .im.i i .

l',el!a-t in LSI.";. Il was folloWl d
il

I. loll sticjo, where M
part. He wrote tltn te. ii

but none of his pro.h mat "cuius ;

they are. however, unquestionably the

plays ' produced by an I'.nudishnian m modern tunes.

About the year isio, he relinquished the Btage from
rnples, and ill lo.VJ joined the I'.apti-t

body. lie l.itl.rly .1 siiie_'ui-he,l himsell by Ins

reli ' I II I Sol. he published a little eoll-

L. . 1

1

-

.' og const lerable aouteneas
. ,.»» r,ir.s/,

1 'animal YVwuiau s l.eetur. s on Tran-

substantiation. £. died at Torquay, in i

a Deo mber 1862.

KNO'iVI.TO'NIA, a genua of South African
plants, of the natural order RanunaUacea, with
[lowers lvsi'inhlino those of Atlmtix, and succulent
fruit. K. c ../. ., ... v. In. m Ii,.- bi i.l nate lea! hery
leaves, and flowers in fc\v-llnwcred umbels, is

remarkable for its acridity and blistei

The bruised leaves are used af the I

I of cantharides ; they rai

in half an hour, and it keeps op. . i a |..n time. The
sliced mot s.-.-uis to be still more powerful

KNOX, John, the oroat Sei.ttish lvlnniiir, was
born in the year loll.l. ill a suburb of Haddington
called Gilford < rate, where a an

oi his pai eel
I

t \. r eh al l_\ ii eert.iined. His
own statement i,, that 'his unat oraiidi

whir, and father served under the Kail, of Both-
Well.' lb' is Slippose,! lo II .1 •. ,

e,.|||o of all lllll

ble i iiiulv . the b.n.e.. ..I Ranfurly, in

Ib'iifrevv.shire. He received Ins early ',

the grammar in the year
i He was

there a pupil under Major, and soon proved himself

an apt ami distinguished disputant in tie

theology. He was to rival his

master in th.

the same teacher, he no doubt derived
impulse to that freedom of political opinion and

Be i

' m .• e. '.Il to St Xll'llev.

I
. of

His a

153!

profess himself a Protestant till aboul 1513, lie



was degraded from liis orders, and being even in

danger of assassination, took refuge with Douglas
of Longniddry, and there remained till the end of
1545.

Cardinal Beaton was at this time in the height

of his power : after seizing George Wishart at

Ormiston, he had him brought to St Andrews, and
burned there, in front of his castle, March laid.

K. first clearly appears upon the scene of the Refor-

mation as the companion of Wishart While the
latter prosecuted his career as a preacher in Lothian
K. waiteil upon him, bearing before him, he tells

us, a ' twa-handed sword.' He already coveted the
post of danger, and full of enthusiasm, was ready
to defend his zealous friend at the peril of his own
life. After Wishart's seizure and death, he with-
drew for a while again into retirement. He would
fain have clung to "the martyr, and shared his fate,

but the latter would not have it so. 'Nay,' he
said ;

' return to your bairnes, and God bless you :

ane is sufficient for a sacrifice.' Knox's 'bairnes'

were his pupils, the sons of the Lairds of Longniddry
and Ormiston. He continued in charge of them
for some years, till the great event which ere long
followed the martyrdom of Wishart opened up a
more prominent career for him. On the morning of

the 29th May 1546, Cardinal Beaton was murdered
in his castle, from the windows of which he had
contemplated the sufferings of the martyr. Taken
possession of by the band of nobles and others who
had successfully accomplished so audacious a design,

the castle at St Andrews became the temporary
stronghold of the Reforming interest. K. took,

refuge in it with his two pupils. Here his great

gifts as a preacher were first discovered; and having
found the secret of his influence, the parish church
of St Andrews soon resounded with his indignant
voice, denouncing the errors of popery. His career

at this time, however, was soon cut short by the
surrender of the fortress, and his imprisonment in

the French galleys.

For two years he remained a prisoner, and under-
went, in the course of this time, many privations.

He was then liberated, and allowed to depart to

England, where he resided for four years, from
1549 to the beginning of 1554, a time of great and
fruitful activity to him. He was appointed one
of Edward VI.'s chaplains, and lived on terms of

intimate intercourse with Cranmer and others
of the English reformers. He is supposed to have
had considerable influence on the course of the
English Reformation, especially in regard to the
liberal changes introduced into the Service and
Prayer Book of the Church of England, in the
close of Edward's reign. He was much engaged in

preaching, especially in the north, in Newcastle and
Berwick ; and at the latter place he fell in love, and
married.

The accession of Mary drove him and others to

the continent. He was reluctant to flee, but ' partly

by advice and partly by tears,' he was compelled
to consult his safety. He settled temporarily at

Dieppe, whence we hear of him writing an Admoni-
tion to tlte Professors of God's Faith in England.

He then went into Switzerland, and returning,

settled for some time at Frankfurt-on-the-Maine,
where he is notable in connection with what are

known as the ' Frankfurt Troubles,' certain disputes

as to the use of King Edward's Service-Book in the

congregation of English Protestants there. Towards
the end of 1 555, he made a rapid visit to Scotland,

where he did much to eucourage the oause of the

Reformation. Convinced, however, that the 'time

of deliverance' was not yet come for his country,

he retired once more to Geneva, where he settled

as pastor of a congregation for nearly three years,
|
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which were among the quietest, and probably the
happiest years of his life.

Recalled to Scotland in May 1559, he then entered
upon his triumphant course as a reformer. Political

necessities had driven the Queen-regent to temporise
with the ' Lords of the Congregation,' or the reform-
ing nobles. Having somewhat re-established her
power, she wished to withdraw her concessions; but
the reforming impulse had gathered a strength that
could no longer be resisted. The heads of the party
assembling at Dundee, under Erskine of Dun, pro-
ceeded to Perth. There the pent-up enthusiasm
which had been long collecting was roused into
furious action by a sermon of K. on the idolatry
of the mass and of image-worship. A riot ensued.
The 'rascal multitude.' as K. himself called them,
broke all bounds, and destroyed the churches and
monasteries. Similar disturbances followed at Stir-

ling, Lindores, St Andrews, and elsewhere. The
flame of religious revolution was kindled through-
out the country, aggravating the civil war already
raging. At length the assistance of Elizabeth and
the death of the Queen-regent brought matters to
a crisis ; a truce was proclaimed, and a free parlia-

ment summoned to settle differences. The result

of the parliament, which met in August 1560, was
the overthrow of the old religion, and' the establish-

ment of the Reformed kirk in Scotland. In all this,

K. was not only an active agent, but the agent
above all others. The original" ' 'on fission of Faith
of the Reformed Kirk and "the First Book of Disci-

pline bear the impress of his mind. He was far
from attaining all his wishes, especially as to the
provision for the support of the church and of

education throughout the country; he Soon found
that many of the nobles were far more zealous for

destruction than for reformation; still, he accom-
plished a "Teat and radical work, which was only
destined to be consolidated after many years.

The arrival of the youthful Queen Mary, in the
course of 1561, brought many forebodings to the
lb-former; he apprehended great dangers to the
Reformed cause from her character and her well-

known devotion to the Romish Church. The
l; dormer's apprehensions scarcely permitted him
to be a fair, certainly not a tolerant judge of Mary's
conduct. Misunderstandings very soon sprang up
between them, and he relates, with a somewhat
harsh bitterness, his several interviews with her.

At length he came to an open rupture with the
queen's party, including Murray and Maitland, and
many of his former friends. He took up an attitude
of unyielding opposition to the court, and in his
sermons and prayers, indulged freely in the expres-
sion of his feelings. The result was his temporary
alienation from the more moderate Protestant party,
who tried to govern the country in the queen's
name. For a while, from 1563 to 1565, he retired

into comparative privacy.

The rapid series of events which followed Mary's
marriage with Darnley—the revolt of the dissatisfied

neliles. with -Murray at their head, the murder of

Rizzio, and then the murder of Darnley (1567), the
queen's marriage with Bothwell, her defeat and
imprisonment, served once more to bring Knox into
tin- field. He was reconciled with Murray, and
strongly abetted him in all his schemes of policy
dining his regency. Further reforms were effected
by the parliament which convened under his sway
in the close of 1567. The sovereign was taken
bound to be a Protestant, and some provision,
although still an imperfect one, was made for the
support of the Protestant clergy. K. seemed at
length to see his great work accomplished, and is

said, to have entertained the idea of retiring to

Geneva. But the bright prospect on which he gazed
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for a little •

tion. and the oonfusion and dia. 1 .

out of it, plunged the Reformer Into profound grief.

! luapioion and
hostility to the dominant nobles, and misunder-
standings even sprung np between hi -

of his brethren in the (icm-ral Assembl;

to St Andrews, for a while, to i

in with which he had been threatened.

There, although suffering from extreme -

roused himself to p re, and in the

i li something

'good godly Richard Ballendi n

behoved to lean upon it at his Srst entry; but ere

he was done with his sermon, hi

rigorous, thai 'pit in blada

Iii the .-ii-l of 1572, he returned to Edinburgh to

die; Ins strength was exhausted ; he was 'wearj

of the world,' he said ; and on the 24th of November
be quietly fell asleep.

- ter is distinguished by firmness and
i

i plain, somewhat harsh sense ol reality

.

He was a man of stron-. and -

and he felt no scruples, and recognised no dangers

ons. He was shrewd,

i it ible in his perceptions and
v.. outward show, or conventional

'n-ht to the
. and -o-t.ntly with this

clear and rough shrewdness of perception, his

always plain, homely, and many will

say harsh. Se had oself Bays, ' to

call wickedness by its own terms a fig, a figj a

spade, a spade.' Above all, he was tearless
;
nothing

high in the midst ol

him truly, as

they laid him in the old churchyard ol SI Giles
' li.- never lu Scotland,

ork. Whether
the work would not h il it had been

less violently done, if I ove and moder-
Spirit ol power, had presided

over it. is a i|ii.-ti garding whe n

be much division. But even if we should take

exception to some things he did or enc mraged,
we may admire the consistent boldness, the deep

and the self-denying, unflinching zeal

• uner.

KMl WII.I.i:, ,, e;t . 0fTl nil. - -ee. I'nited States

of America, on the north bank ol the Holaton Etivi r,

at the head
of Nashville. It is the principal an.

I

fenn I

and Virginia Railway. It

:
i

!

•

p .. . ..i . . ,., I,. .

ml tlouring-inills iiinl glass la, -

Pop. in I860, about I

I. of Cheshire,

2.') miles es of Cheetei

Pop 3378 I

or Kuut, having with his armj Eordi I

lore.

CO'ALA a marsupial

imily Phalan-
resembl

in dentition, but hum much
larger. The toes of the fore-feet are in two on

groups, ol two and three, a character not i 1 in

any otlnr quadni lapted to grasping
v, hich the K. on .

with its back mi

scarcely any rudiment of a tail. The general form-

is not unlike that of a young bear. The female

Koi i

carries her young on her hack, for a long time after

it is ca|iable of leaving her pouch.

KO'BBE, a town ol Central Africa. See
Darfctb,

KOHOLDS. See Goblins and Bogles.

KOCH, Earl Hkini-.ich Emmaitoel, a celebrated
travellei and naturalist, was born at Weimar in

1809. He studied at the universities of Wiirzhurg
and Jena, and ill |S:!li. iili.l. rtook a scientific journey
to Southern Russia, completing Ins resei

second journey, which he performed in LSI.;, this

also Turkey, Armenia. Pontes, the

Caspian Sea, and the rang t the Caucasus, l.i

I Profi -
t Bo1 ...I

nnivei itj ol Jena. The most important of his works
are Monographia pi m ris V\ ii a W lirzbui :,

1833 . ffi dun ' B Mi I

[dkimu (Journey through Russia as far as the

Isthmus o, thi Cau uus, St ittgart, 1842 1843).

Iii— second journey suppled the materials for

Wanderungm m Orient (Wanderings in the East,

Weimar, 1846—1847j) and BeUragt » tintr Flora
del Orienta i Flora of the Levant., 1848—54, Tht

'/ sve, l.s.")4. and other works on geog-
raphy, botany, mid topography.

KOCK, CHARLKS Paul he, a French novelist,

dramatist, and poet, born at l'lassy, near Fans, in

179 I. i- the son of a Hutch banker, who
the scaffold during the French Revolution, i >i i _ i

u

-

i for a mercantile career, he d.\oted

himseli to literature against the « isheS of his

i. '..in -. His in.!.!-, tin. Huh displaying no trace

ol real o.onius. have ae.pure.l an unenviable notoriety

by the Licentious freedom of then- r. |.

iposed upwards of 50 novi i

great number of vallile\llles and stories 111 \,a i.

11. earliei works, in a literary point oi view,

are cos idered superior to Ins latei ones. \u g
others, we maj mention Georgett . an

Suji i : l.i Barbier

I i .
. .: K . .

'-, has unhappily followed his father's

footsteps, it we may judge from the tit!

his noe. Is : i. r I:,, i ,/ .1 l'.'inl\,inis ,i /., Bam da
.

/.,„'/'« tl

KO'DIAK, nn island on the cast side of the

peninsula of Ala-ka (q. v.), containing the oldest

settlement in what was formerly termed Russian

America, as distinguished al leasl from the Aleutian

Archipelago. It is little better than an

shaped mass of mountains, measuring 75

The chief value of K. consists in the tolerable harbour

of St. Paul, on its north-east coast.



KOHAT-KOLLIKER.

KOHA'T, a town of the Punjab, stands in lat.

33" 32' X., and long. 71° 27' E., in a small but fertile

and populous mountain-valley of the same name,
which forms an administrative district. A few
miles to the east of it are springs of naphtha, and
rich and extensive deposits of sulphur. K. is

traversed by two important routes—the route from
Peshawur to Kala Bash, and another by Bungush
toKl:

KOH-I-NTJR (Mountain of Light), the name of

a large diamond now in the possession of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria. According to Hindu
legend, it was found in a Golconda mine, and
its possessors have, with few exceptions, been the
rulers of Hindustan. After belnngine; snccessivelv

to the Bahmani, Khilji, Lodi, and Mogul kings, it

came, in 1739, into the hands of Nadir Shah, who
gave it its present designation. From him it went
to the Abdali monarchs of Afghanistan, the last of

whom, Shah Sujali. gave it to Runjcct Singh, the
ruler of the Punjab. On the abdication of the
Maharajah Dhuleep Singh, and the annexation of

the Punjab in 1S49, it was surrendered to the
sovereign of Great Britain. It is said to have
weighed originally 900 carats, but, after being out,

was reduced to 279 carats. It was reduced by
recutting to 18f> carats, and in this state was shewn
at the Great Exhibition of 1851 ; since which time it

has been again recut (1S52), and now weighs about
123 carats, and has been valued at £120,064. The
Koh-i-nftr is rose-cut.

KOHL, JonANN" Georg, an eminent German
traveller and author, was born at Bremen, April
28, 1S0S; studied at Gottingen, Heidelberg, and
Munich ; and settled in Dresden, in 1S38, from
which place as a starting-point, he made excursions
in all directions, visiting every important district of

Europe, and on his return from each expedition,

published his experience in a series of works. In

1S54, he went to America, where he travelled for

four years, and returned to Germany. His works
on Europe are so numerous and well known that

a full detail of them is unnecessary ; suffice it to

Bav, that he has described the countries of Austria

(1842), Bavaria (1S42), England (1S42 and 1844),

Russia (1846—1847), Denmark (1S46 and 1847),

Istria, Dalmatia, and Montenegro (1S51), &c. The
results of his American experience were published
in Travels in Cum'!,, (1S5.T). Tron-I* in the United
States (1857), and Kitahi-Gami, or Tales from Lake
Superior (1860). Another work of K. is the

History of and Commentary on two Mops of the

New World made in Spain at the Commencement of
Hi, Reign ofC/iarUs V. (1861), which cost him two
years' intense labour. In 1857 he lectured on the

History of American Geography before the Smithso-

Washington. See Rep. for 1856.

y, KOHL-RUBE
Rave by

tin- French), a cultivated variety of the Kale or
Cabbage (Brassica oleracea), distinguished by the
swelling of the stem just above the ground, in a
globular form, to the size of a man's list, or larger,

leaf-stalks springing from the swollen part, and
adding to the peculiarity of its appearance. This
is tip- part which is used, and its uses are similar to
those of the turnip. In qualify, it more nearly
resembles the Swedish than the common turnip,

and the use of it for feeding cows does not give their

milk a disagreeable flavour, as when they are fed on
turnips. K. is very hardy, its leaves, as well as its

stem and root, enduring the most severe winters,
although in Britain it- cultivation has hitherto been
"hietiy in the south of England. It is a

KOHL-RABI, or, more properly, KOH1
(Germ. Kale-turnip, similarly called Chou

field-crop in Sweden. In the cultivation of K., it ia

usual to sow it on seed-beds, and to transplant by
dibbling into fields ; but this is perhaps not the best
mode. It ought, however, to be sown earlier than
even Swedish turnip ; and raised drills are unsuitable
for it, owing to the effect of winds. It is more solid

and more nutritious than any kind of turnip of the
same size. There are numerous sub-varieties. K.,
like all the varieties of Brassica oleracea, delights
in a strong rich soil and abundant manure.

KOKRA WOOD, or COCUS WOOD, the wood
of an Indian tree, Lepidostarhys Ilo.diuryhii, which
belongs to a very small natural order, Scepacecs,

remarkably allied at once to Euphorhiaceos and to
Amentacem. K. W. is imported into Britain in logs

of six or eight inches in diameter, having the
heart-wood of a rich deep brown colour and very
hard. It is much used in the manufacture of flutes

and other musical instruments. The Kokra-tree
has leathery, alternate leaves.

KO'LA, a place of scarcely S00 inhabitants, but
worthy of notice as the most northern town of
Euro] iean Russia, and except Wardoe, in Norway,
the most northern in Europe. It is situated between
the Kola and its tributary, the Tuloma, not far

from the Icy Sea, and has a secure and capacious
harbour. The inhabit nits are Russians, Lapps,
and Finns, and are chiefly occupied with walrus,
whale, and cod fishery.

KOLA NUT. See Cola Nut.

KOLAPU'R, the chief, or rather the only town
of a protected state of the same name within the
presidency of Bombay, 130 miles to the south of

Poona. The population has not even been esti-

mated. The raj, or state, is estimated to contain
3445 square miles and 500,000 inhabitants, composed
of Mahrattas and Ramusis. Since 1844, when the
East India Company virtually took possession, K.
has considerably advanced in prosperity.

KOLIAZI'N, a town in the government of Tver,
European Russia, situated on the right of the Volga,
carries on an extensive trade in corn, tallow, and
linen. Pop. 755S.

KOLLAR, Jomr, one of the most conspicuous
Slavic poets and scholars, was born, in 1793, at
Moschowze, in the north-west of Hungary, studied
at Presburg and Jena, and in 1S19 became pastor
of a Protestant congregation at Pesth. His first

work was a volume of songs and poems entitled
Basne (Poems, Prague, 1821) ; this was followed
by his Slawy Dcera (The Daughter of Glory,
Buda, 1824; 3d ed., Pesth, 1832), regarded by his
countrymen as his greatest work ; and Rozpraioy e
Imenaeh (Treatises on the Name and Antiquities
of the Slavic People and their Ramifications, Buda,
1830). K.'s fame, however, rests more on his being
one of the earliest and most zealous advocates of
Panslavism (q. v.). The work in which this tendency
first appears was written in German, and is entitled
Ueber die literarische Wechiels, i'iijkeil zwisc/ten den
Stomal -n und Miindarten der Slav. Nation (Pesth,
1S31). The revolution in Hungary compelled him
to abandon his country. He withdrew to VienDa,
where he was made Professor of Arclueology iu 1849.
He died January 29, 1S52.

KOLLIKER, Alekecht, a German physiologist,
was born in 1S17, and is at present Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology in the university of Wiirz-
burg. He is principally 'distinguished by his labours
in the department of microscopic anatomy, and on
the development of the embryo; but his contribu-
tions to natur;d history geuerally are by no means
unimportant. Among his principal works must be
named his Mikroskopische Anatomie; Ilaadbuch der
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lenham Society by Busk and Huxley,
under the <

in two v..l'i

i

mhora oder Sehwtrim-
polypen ,v»« Metsina; and UntmckelwigtgachUhle

i

with Von Siebold, he is also the editor oi '/ ibckrifl

important
ii .tui-.il-liistc.lv journal of Germany.

Kill. l, IN, or Nl'.l' KOI, IN, a town of Bohemia,
on the Elbe, about 35 miles east of Prague, with a

J

of 6200, is noted
1 8, I757, in ita vii inifcy, between 60,000

D -in. and 32,000 Prus-

sians under Fredei ick 1 1
I hi I itter

heir monarch,
i at the head ..i las cavah >

-i. hi.

KOLOM I'.'A, a town of Austrian Galicia, is situ-

ated "ii the I'nitli, at tin- Las.- of the Carpathian
Mountains, 112 miles south-smith oa i

It is a v.-rv old town, and formerly carried on an
• Iv manufac-

ture!. Pop. 13)400, half of wli.un ai

KOLO'W N'.V, a district town of Gri

iment of Moscow, is situated 62 miles

itj of that name, on the river

l\ contains 13,703 inhabitants. The
communicationa by water between it and Nijiu-

rad Moscow, and the railway already
.- pleted from Moscow bo this town, and to be

ii. haw air. a.l\ il I thl

district. Weaving, siik-spiniiin:;, and

cotton printing are carried on, with manufactures

id leather.

EOLYM \'. a river in Eastern Siberia, Bowing
niivi.y Mountains, .1111.11114 which it takes

.;
.

-. a tails into the Arctic 1 taean in lab

v'N. a town in the governmi n

. n tin- river 1 lb, lat. 55° 21' .V,

is rein.irkal.le for the extensive

ighbourhood. There is

manufactory of jasper ornaments, which
in. nt. Pop. 2172.

KOLZOW, \n\i:i Vassilievich, a Elussian

•Lr.-H .-nt off in the early bloom of Ins

-..ii.-s are anion- tin- .-lioi.-.-st

pearls of Russian
]

1 of a cattle-

dealer, and was born in Voronesh in 1809. After

a merely rudimentary education, he ••

by his father in feeding cattle on tl

md in winter in attending the markets.

the steppes

I M ,„„ n ... ii. loi 1
..1 poi trj i- is

o 1. and the tali at d mi

... obi 1 1

1 ; iboul i" -ii le in

. lusivolv to

l.lenly died, in 1842,

edition of his poems, with a biography
1

J
in 1846.

aplied to a monni
. town, all ot whieh an- situated north-

ward from tl

mountains extend from » 1

of about 200 miles from the shore of

I Si negambia. Lil

11. The highest known summits reach

2600
1. ion is, that it 1

for the industry of its inhabitants, and for the

gold-trade which is there carried on. H»e town of

K., in lat. 8" 53
1

X.. and long. 3 30* \\\. is situated

am..m; hills ."ill) miles south of Timbuktu. It is a
' : entirely of claj I

is tin- centre of m 1 tvan routes.

The inhabitants, who are chief!] Stan

of the Mohammedan religion, manufacture cotton-

naively.

KO'NIEH, a large town of Asiatic Turkey,

capital of the province of Karaman, situated in a
rich, well-watered plain, in lat. .'17' 64' X., and long.
.•)•_' 40' E. It is surrounded by walls fr two to

three miles in circuit, 1 milt from the I indent

Seljuk edifices, and surmount..
I

I., squs

Its numerous minarets, and Its mosques and other

p ill.he l.uildinos, eive it all iniposing appearance,

l.ut like most, of the towns of Asia Minor, it is

now in a sadly ruinous eon. Iiti. hi. Manj
remains of Saracenic architecture, however, are still

in be in. -t with. K. is the chief emporium for the

products of the interior. Carpels and coloured

morocco leather are manufactured, and cotton, wool,

and skms are exported to Smyma. Pop., including

the Buburbs, 50,000.

K., tin ancient 1,-nn'niiii. was famous in ancient

times as the capital of Lycaooia. From 1087 to

1299, it was the seat of a Seljuk sull

December 20, 1S.S-2, a battle was fougl

which Ibrahim Pasha completely di

Turkish army.

KONIO, FKIKDBIOH, the inventor of the steam-

press, was the son of a respectable citizen of

Kislel.en, and was bun there, 17th April 177">. He
became a printer, and was also for a short time a

bookseller, but was unsuccessful in this business.

He e.iL'erly prosecuted literary and seientilie studies.

llaviuo devoted himself to the inventi f means

of printing by machinery, he applied in vain tor the

necessary pecuniary assistance in various quarters,

his schemes I. clue rejected lis impracticable ; but at

last Thomas P.ensley, a printer in London, came
n» hi i" In- support, a compani h.-i-

a patent was obtained on 29th March 1810, for a

press which printed like the hand-press by two flat

plates, and in 181 1 it was first used to print part of

the AllllllilJ /,V.|ol.'r, A se I patent v,

on With October 1S11 for a cylinder pi.

in 1813 for improvements upon it. This improved
machine was soon adopted bv the pr..|.i ictor- of

the Titna, and on 29th November 1814, that

newspaper appeared for the first time printed by
machinerv which was moved by a -i

In the latter part of his life, K. was a partnei in

a company for inakiu,' steam |" Mm
iiberzell, near WuiY.buri:, in Bavaria. He died

i;il, January 1833.

KO'NIGGKATZ, a townand fortn ol Boh mi .

.ii the bii bank ol I be Elbe, ai the conflue i ol

the Adlerwith that river, til miles,,,

of Prague. It. is the seal of a bishop, and has a

beautiful cathedral. < >n July 'J. 1866, the Austriana

under Gen. Bclicdck were signally .lelenlcl with a

I, .~,,1 pi.niiii men h,\ the I'ms-inns under Kin^r Wil-

liam, at Sadowa, near KbniggriU. Pop

Kl > \ liM N Hi 1 1', a small lnauufael u i .

a the left b.mk of the Elbe, 16 mile*

I. in, u weaving, tannin;, and

manufactures ol hal principal

' industry. Pop. "
i>.

KuA [GSBBBG, small town of Pr
proviu t 1;

north ,,f Fraul i

tilling are the ohiel branches of industry. Pop,



KONIGSBERG -KONRAD von wurzburg.

5000. Numerous other places in Germany bear this

KO-NIGSBERG, an important town and fortress
of Prussia, in the province of East Prussia, is situated
on both banks of the Pregel, and on an island in that
river, four miles from its entrance into the Frisehes
Han. It consists of the Old Town and the LSI >enicht
on the north bank (the latter of which, in its seven-
storied and gabled houses, and steep side-lanes,
still presents a completely Hanseatic appearance),
the Kneiphof on the island (also one of the oldest
parts), and numerous suburbs. The Pregel is here
crossed by seven bridges. The origin of the town
dates from the erection of a castle by Ottokar, king
of Bohemia, in 1257. K. became a member of the
Hanseatic League in 1365, and was the residence of
the grand-master of the Teutonic Order from 1457
to 1528. In 1701, Frederick, Elector of Branden-
burg, was crowned here, with the title of Frederick
I., King of Prussia. Its chief buildings are the
cathedral, containing the tomb of Kant; the uni-
versity, founded in 1544, and attended now by about
350 students ; the united Royal and University
Library, with 160,000 volumes; the observatory
which the labours of Bessel have rendered famous, and
other educational and benevolent institutions. Im
portant manufactures of woollens, silk, leather, and
tobacco are carried on. Wine, fruits, coal, salt, and
sugar are imported

;
grain is the chief article of ex-

port. K. occupies the fourth rank among Prussian
towns in respect of population. Pop. (1867) 106,296.

KONRAD or CONRAD I., king of the Ger-
mans (a title identical with the subsequent one of
'Emperor of Germany'), was the son of Konrad of
Fritzlar, Count of Franconia, and the nephew of the
Emperor Arnulf.

_
On the extinction of the direct

line of the Carlovingians, the Germans resolved to
make the sovereign dignity elective, and preferring
to choose one who was related to the late imperial
family, offered the crown to Otho the Illustrious,
Duke of Saxony, who refused it, but recommended
K,, who was accordingly elected in 911. The
new monarch gradually re-established the imperial
authority over most of the German princes, carried
on an unsuccessful war with France, and at last
fell mortally wounded at Quedlinburg (918), in a
battle with the Hungarians, who had repeatedly
invaded his dominions. He lies buried at Fulda.
On his deathbed, he enjoined his brother Eberhard
to carry the imperial insignia to his mortal enemy,
Duke Henry of Saxony, son of Otho the Illus-

trious, with whom he had been continually at
war since 912 A. D., and accompanied the gift with
the chivalrous message, ' that he wished to render
to the son what he had received from the father.'

K.'s reign was a remarkable epoch in the history
of Germany; sovereignty by hereditary right was
introduced into the German duchies and markgraf-
doms ; the minor lords of the soil became vassals,
not to the king, as formerly, but to their dukes ; and
finally, the crown-lands in each duchy were taken
possession of by the dukes themselves, who thus
totally destroyed the sovereign's local jurisdiction.

KONRAD II., king of the Germans, and Roman
emperor, was elected after the extinction of the
Saxon imperial family in 1024. He was the son
of Henry Duke of Franconia, and is by many con-
sidered as the founder of the Franconian dynasty.
Immediately after his election, he commenced a tour
through I Germany, to administer justice and acquaint
himself with, and, if necessary, to ameliorate, the
condition of his subjects. With a view to this last,

he instituted the God's Truce, (q. v.). In 1026, he
crossed the Alps, chastised the rebellious Italians,

was crowned at Milan as king of Italy, and he and

his wife Gisela were anointed emperor and empress
of the Romans by the pope. He was soon recalled
to Germany to put down four formidable revolts, in
which he succeeded so well, that by 1033 peace was
restored. In 1032, he had succeeded to the kingdom
of Burgundy, which he annexed to the empire. In
1036, a rebellion in Italy again compelled him to
cross the Alps ; but his efforts to restore his authority
were this time unsuccessful, and he was forced to
grant various privileges to his Italian subjects.
Shortly after his return, he died at Utrecht, 4th
June 1039. K. was one of the most remarkable of
the earlier monarchs of Germany. He repressed the
more obnoxious features of the feudal system, and
by conferring the great duchies of Bavaria, Swabia,
and Carinthia on his son, reduced the dangerous
power of the great dukes of the empire.

KONRAD III., king of the Germans, the founder
of the Hohenstaufen (q. v.) dynasty, was the son of
Frederick of Swabia, and was born in 1093. While
under 20 years of age, K., with his elder brother
Frederick, had bravely supported Henry V. against
his numerous enemies, and in return, that monarch
granted K. the investiture of the duchy of Fran-
conia. He subsequently contested the crown of
Italy with the Emperor Lothaire of Saxony, but was
compelled to resign his pretensions. On the death
of Lothaire, the'prinees of Germany, fearing the
increasing preponderance of the Gue'lf party, and
attracted by bis brilliant courage, moderation, and
goodness, offered K. the crown, and he was accord-
ingly formally elected at Aix-la-Chapelle, 21st Feb-
ruary 113S. He was immediately involved in a
quarrel with Henry the Proud, Duke of Bavaria and
Saxony, and head of the Guelf party in Germany;
and the struggle was continued under Henry's
son and successor, Henry the Lion (q. v.). While
Germany was thus convulsed, the state of Italy was
not a whit more peaceable. The several 'belli-

gerents besought K.'s assistance, but he well Xnew
the natural inconstancy of the Italians, and deter-
mined to stand aloof. Soon after this, St Bernard of
Clairvaux commenced to preach a new crusade, and
K., seized with the general infatuation, set out for
Palestine at the bead of a large army (see Ckusades)
in company with his old enemy, Guelf of Bavaria,
Guelf returned to Germany before K., and with his
nephew, Henry the Lion, immediately renewed the
attempt to gain possession of Bavaria, but their
army being defeated at Flochberg, they were com-
pelled to sue for peace. K. was now called upon
to aid the Duke of Poland against his rebellious
subjects, and the pope and the northern Italians
against Roger of Sicily; but while preparing for this
latter expedition, he was poisoned, 15th February
1152, at Bamberg. K. was largely endowed with
the virtues necessary for a great monarch, and
though himself unlearned, was a warm patron of
science and letters. His marriage with a Greek
princess was symbolised by the two-headed eagle,

which figured on the arms of the Emperor of Ger-
many, and now appears on the arms of the sovereign
of Austria, as heir to the German emperors.

KONRAD VON WURZBURG, one of the most
celebrated poets of the middle ages, died at Basel in

12S7. K. is fertile in imagination, learned, and

—

although marking the decline of medieval High-
German poetry by his prolix and artificial style

—

probably the most perfect master of German versifi-

cation that had appeared up to his own day. His
last poem, which he left in an unfinished condition,

has for its subject The Trojan War, and is printed
(in part) in Midler's tiuminlunti altilcutsc/u-r Galichte.

But K. appears to most advantage in his smaller

narrative poems, of which the best is Eivjelliard



KONRADIN OF SWABIA—KORAN.

(reprinted by Saupt at Leipaio in 1844, Erom an

ranked his I
•

I (reprinted by Halm
atQuedlinb. and Leip. 1838); Der WtU Lohn (hy

Roth, Kkr. 1843); The Legen

Qrimm, Gtitt 1841) anil of Al>siii* 1 1 % Mj-manii,

Quedlinb. and Leip 1843) ;

il.v w .
i rrimm, BerL 1840). 1

1

art l.> be round in Hagen's M
KONRADIN OP SWABIA, the last descend-

[ouse of Hohei baufeu (q. v.),

i

I ind was born in 1252,
- father's death. Innocent I V.

immediately seized upon the -

i nghta ; and
enemies of the House of Bohenstauferi

cample. K. was not
left, however, totally friendless. His uncle Man-
fred t<«>k up arms in his behalf, drove the pope
from Naples and Sicily, and in

his nephew's authority, declared himself king till

the yonug
i

ol age. The pope's invet-

Hohenstaufens induced him
crown of the Two Si iliea to I !hai lea

innate warrior and
cian. Charles immediately invaded Italy, met his

antagonist in the plain of Qrandella, where the
i Manfred, in 1266

; hi of the kingdom. I ltd i he

Neapolitans, detesting their new ma.-t.n

ties to Bavaria to invite K., then in his Kith year,

Bert his hereditary rights. K. accord-

ingly made his a]. p.

10,000 men, and being joined by the Neapolitans in

led several victories oxer | lie

French, but was finally defeated, and along with
ki ii prisoner

ast 1268. The two unfor-
timat e prior of tile pope,
executed in the market-place of Naples on the

A few minutes :.

, and threw
midst of the crowd, as a gage of venge-

ance, requesting that it might be carried to his

ii. This duty was undertaken
i dier de Waldburg, who, after many

hair-breadth
I

fulfilling his

Sienna V

KcJoo [Antilnpe ttrtpitctrot).

KOODOO
|
[niilope ttrtpneero*, or Strepriarot

i.l lope. The

general form is a elegant as that of

nt four

: 1 the length fully eight feet, exclusive of the
tail, which is moderately long,and i< rminates in a tuft

like that of an ox. The male is furnished with grca.1
;

horns, nearly four feet long, and lieautifully twisteu
in a wide spiral of two turns and a half, very thick

nid there wrinkled and i

female is smaller than the male, and hornless. The
lU-n, with a narrow-

white stripe along the middle of the hack, and eight

ng from it down the

sides. The K. lives in small families of four or live,

iefly the wooded parts of South Africa.

i the animals
which, probably, man has not yet done enough to

reduce to his

.KOO'.M HAM (/.'</«».« /ii/i/i<i
:
iri/.s), an nil .1 .lis.

tinct sprnes of the family A'./.n./.e, a native of North
Africa, and inhabiting mountain woods. It is ten
or ten and a half hands high; with a broad deep
head ; no forelock, hut long woolly hair down to the
eves; long Mack mane; tail more like that oi a

horse than of an ass; the colour a uniform reddish
hay, without mark or streak. Colonel II ami] I

Smith supposes that it may he the Buri/es of

Herodotus, and Hippagrm of Oppian.

KOORIA MOO'RIA ISLANDS, a group of six

islands, on the. south coast, of Arabia, are situated

about i\ miles from the const, about lat. 17" 331

N.,

and long, oil' Ii' I). The surface of the

sterile, and the only one which is inhabited supports
only from '.'II to oil Ii I i. They were ceded to

England in 1854 Guano of an inferior quality is

obtained from them.

Ku'i'EK, a Russian money of account, the -r^th
part of a Rouble (q. v.), and equivalent to 1J
farthings of sterling money.

KORAN ( \.al.., from haraa, to read). [ Hebr.
Milcra, the written Book, or that winch can and
ought to be read

; the Old T. stamen.
distinction to Mishnah, or the Code of the Oral
Law], The Reading, by way of eminem
liist applied to every single portion of \1

' lievelatieiis ;' at a later period, used for a greater

number of these; and tinally f..r their whole body,
gather. ,1 together into the one book, which forms
the Veligious, social, civil, commercial, in

h-'.d ,.,,,1,. ,,f Islam. The Koran is al Known
I'.uder the nan f Forhni (I'hald. Salvation, not

from Hebr. /V,-,/.\ liivisi as erroneously sup-

posed); further, of Al-Moshaf [The Volume), or

Al-Kitab [The Book, in the sense of 'Bible'), or

Al-Dhikr (' the Reminder,' or 'the Admonition').
The Koran is, according to the Moslem creed, coeval

with (hid, uncreated, eternal. [tS III

was written from the heginning in in.
I

upon a gigantic tablet I I rOl f the

tablet are also found

past and
future. A copy of it. in a hook hound in white silk,

jewels, and o the lowest
heaven hy the angel (lal.nel. in the hli- ml and

Ramadan. Portions of it wi p .

twenty-thre.

both at M.

human shape, 'with th or through
i im the Holy chest • in the Pro] het?s

breast,' or by God himself, ' veiled and
waking or in the dreams of night.' Trad

. the length of the individual portions

revealed at a tune, between
and entire chapters or Surahs (from Hebr. thurah,

817



line). The first revelation forms, in the present

arrangement of the book, verses 1—5 of surah xcvi.,

and begins with the words :
' Read [preach], in the

name of thy Lord, who has created all things !

'

Mohammed dictated his inspirations to a scribe,

not, indeed, in broken verses, but in finished chapters,

and from this copy the followers of the Prophet
procured other copies—unless they preferred learn-

ing the oracles by heart from the master's own
mouth. The original fragments were, without any
attempt at a chronological or other arrangement,
promiscuously thrown into a box, and a certain

number were entirely lost. A year after the death
of Mohammed, the scattered portions were, at

the instance of Abu Bekr, collected by Zaid Ibn
Thabit of Medina, ' from date-leaves and tablets of

white stone, bones, and parchmentdeaves, and the

breasts of men,' and faithfully copied, without the
slightest attempt at moulding them into shape or

sequence, together with all the variants, the repeti-

tions, and the gaps. This volume was intrusted to

the keeping of Hafsa, one of the Prophet's wives,

the daughter of Omar. A second redaction -was

instituted in the thirtieth year of the Hedjrah, by
Calif Othman, not for the sake of arranging and
correcting the text, but in order to restore its unity :

many different readings being current among the

believers. He ordered new copies to be made from
the original fragments, in which all the variants

were to be expunged, without, however, any further

alteration, such as the suppression of certain pas-

sages, &c., being introduced; and the old copies were
all consigned to the Hames. With respect to the
succession of the single chapters— 1 14 in number

—

no attempt was made at establishing continuity,

but they were placed side by side according to their

respective lengths ; so that, immediately after the
introductory fattah or exordium, follows the longest

chapter, and the others are ranged after it in

decreasing size. They are not numbered in the
manuscripts, but bear distinctive, often strange-

sounding headings, as : the Cow, Congealed Blood,

the Fig, the Star, the Towers, Saba, the Poets, &a,
taken from a particular matter or person treated

of in the respective chapters. Every chapter or

surah begins with the introductory formula: 'In
the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.'
It is further stated at the beginning whether the
surah was revealed at Mecca or at Medina. Every
chapter is subdivided into smaller portions (Ayath,
Helir. Oth, sign, letter), varying in the ancient
'seven editions' or primitive copies [of Medina
(two), Mecca, Kufa, Basra, Syria, and the ' Vulgar
Edition ']—reduced bv Nbldeke to four editions

—

between 6000 and fi0:?6. The number of words in

the whole book is 77,Go9, and an enumeration of the
letters shews an amount of 3'23,()15 of these. Other
—encyclical—divisions of the book are : into thirty

ajzfi and into sixty akzub, for the use of devotional
readings in and out of the mosque. Twenty-nine
Surahs commence with certain letters of the
alphabet, supposed to be of mystical purport.

The contents of the Koran as the basis of Moham-
medanism will lie considered under that head, while
for questions more closely connected with author-
ship and I'hronologv, we must refer to Mohammed.
Briefly, it may be stated here, that the chief

doctrine laid down in it is the unity of God, and
the existence of but one true religion, with change-
able ceremonies. When mankind turned from it at

different times, God sent prophets to lead them
back to truth : Moses, Christ, and Mohammed being
the most distinguished, Both punishments for the
sinner and rewards for the pious are depicted with
gnat diffuseness, and exemplified chiefly by stories

taken from the Bible, the Apocryphal writings, and

the Midrash. Special laws and directions, admoni-
tions to moral and divine virtues, more particularly

to a complete and unconditional resignation to

God's will (see Islam), legends, principally relating

to the patriarchs, and, almost without exception,

borrowed from the Jewish writings (known to

Mohammed by oral communication only, a circum-
stance which accounts for their often odd confu-

sion), form the bulk of the book, which throughoit
bears the most palpable traces of Jewish influence,

Thus, of ideas and notions taken bodily, with their

Arabicised designations, from Judaism, we may
mention—Koran = Mikrah (Reading); Forkan (Sal-

vation) ; the introductory formula, Bismillah (in the
name of God) ; Torah (Book of Law) ; Gan Eden
(Paradise); Gehiunom (Hell); Haber (Master);
Darash (to search the Scriptures) ; Rabbi (Teacher)

;

Sabbath (Day of Rest) ; Shechiuah (Majesty of God);
Mishnah (Repetition, or Oral Law), &c. The general

tendency and aim of the Koran is found pretty
clearly indicated in the beginning of the second
ohapter: 'This is the book in which there is no
doubt; a guidance for the pious, who believe in

the mysteries of faith, who perform their prayers,

give aims from what we have bestowed upon
them, who believe in the revelation which we made
unto thee, which was sent down to the prophets
before thee, and who believe in Vie future life,

&c.' To unite the three principal religious forms
which he found in his time and coimtry—viz.,

Judaism, Christianity, and Heathenism—into one,

was Mohammed's ideal, and the Koran, properly
read, discloses constantly the alternate flatteries

and threats aimed at each of the three parties. No
less are certain abrogations on the part of the
Prophet himself, of special passages in the Koran,
due to the vacillating relation in which he at first

stood to the different creeds, and the concessions

first made, and then revoked. Witness the ' Kiblah,'

or the place where the believer was to turn in his

prayer, first being Jerusalem ; fasting, being at first

instituted in the ancient manner ; forbearance to

idolaters forming one of the original precepts, &c.

The language of the Koran is of surpassing

elegance and purity, so much so, that it has
become the ideal of Arabic classieality, and no
human pen is supposed to be capable of pro-

ducing anything similar :—a circumstance adduced
by Mohammed himself as a clear proof of his

mission. The style varies considerably ; sometimes
concise and bold, sublime and majestic, impassionate,

fluent, and harmonious ; it at other times becomes
verbose, sententious, obscure, tame, and prosy;

and on this difference modern investigators have
endeavoured to form a chronological arrangement
of the Koran, wherever other dates fail. But none
of these attempts can ever be successful. Full

manhood, approaching age, and declining vigour,

are not things so easily traced in the writings of

a man like Mohammed. The Koran is written in

prose, yet the two or more links of which generally

a sentence is composed, rhyme with each other, a
peculiarity of speech used by the ancient sooth-

sayers (Kuhhan = Cohen) of Arabia :—only that
Mohammed used his own discretion in remodelling
its form, and freeing it from conventional fetters

;

and thus the rhyme of the Koran became an entirely

distinctive rhyme. Refrains are introduced in some
surahs; and plays upon words are not disdained.

The outward reverence in which the Koran is

held throughout Mohammedanism, is exceedingly
great. It is never held below the girdle, never
touched without previous purification; and anin junc-

tion to that effect is generally found on the cover
which overlaps the boards, according to Eastern
binding. It is consulted on weighty matters;
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sentences from it are inscribed on bai

&c. Groat lavishness is atao displayed upon the

material and the binding of the sacred volnme. The
copies for the wealthy arc sometimes written in

gold, anil the covers blaze with gold

thing also is umr -

dian to see the book in the hands of an
unbeliever.

Th 3 Koran has been commented upon so often

that the names of the commentators alone would
fill volumes. Thus, the library of Tripoli, in

Syria, is reported to have once contained no less

The most

Beidliavi (died GS5 or 710 H.). Mahalli (died 870
H.), and Soynti (died *> 1 1 EL). The principal

editions are those of Hinkelm
Maracci (Padua, 1698), BlUgel (3d ed. I

irg, Etasan, Teheran, Calcuti

Serampore, and the many newly-erect d Indian

Che Brat, but very imp
version of the Koran was made by Robertus

d Englishman, in 11 13 (ed

The principal translations are those
-

l) and Rod-
;lish; Savary (1783), Garcin

B

Megerlin (1772), Wahl (18!

into German : besi b-s the gi

Turkish, Malay. Hindust imv, ami other transla-

tions made for the benefit of the vari
'

i the Koran may be

mentioned tl

Foorkan (Calcutta, 1811). Of authori-

works may In- consult. 'I on the Koran,

we will chiefly name - vaiy, Wahl,
i. Sprenger, Muir, Weil, NBldeke.

KORDOFA \, oi i
). a province

of the Egyptian ten t '.is hounded
'

i he W. from
Darfur by a

'

from in 'to IS -20' X., and tl

p irtion has been

12,0 "I square miles ami its p. ..

The province is traversed by no rivers; wells,

however, abound, water being found al

- lively small depth. Ill the

south, tin- surface is undulating, and the soil

. and here dourra and
rown. In the north and west, the

in elevated plateau, and thi

but peculiar] cultivation of millet,

iltnral. In

orned cattle am! 1

in the north an

lepend for support entn-.-ly upon their

. which are hired out for the

i aiabio. lion ore is

Slavery.

which had formerly I bad formed

I

Arab and n is U-Obeid
or l.ol.eid 1. 1 v.). In 1770, Ad! n. kin

.

i , r over
\

rovince, and
Under the sultan,

l with the produce of Arabia, India,

and Abyssinia. This period of prosperity, how-
ever, was brought to a close by the invasion of K.
in ls-Jl. bj an Egyptian army. S then K. has

i -.lie f the Turkish empire, iindet

KORNEB
was born at Dresden. •_'."<

I September IT'.M. an I

after the publication ol immature
verses in 1810, betook himself to the ni

Leipsic. Here the young author, who

several irregularities, which necessitateil

the university. After a short residence in Berlin,

he went to Vienna, and began to v, i

stage. His /

Night-watchman), ai e

- i taut dramas. Zr'niij

of thought and knowledge ol mankind which are
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part of the Prussian king. He was at last over-

powered by superior numbers in the battle nf Macie-
jowice, 10th October 1704. and tell from his horse,

covered with wounds, and uttering the words 'Finis

Pvlonice.' He was kept a prisoner till after the
accession of the Emperor Paul, who restored him
t liberty, gave him an estate with 1500 peasants,

and handed to him his sword, which K. declined to

receive, saving :
' I have no more need of a sword,

as I have no" longer a country.' He afterwards
resigned the estate, and sent back from London the
money -which he had received from the emperor.
He spent the remainder of his life chiefly in

France, and his chief enjoyment was in agricul-

tural pursuits. When Napoleon, in 1S06, formed a

plan for the restoration of Poland, K. felt himself
restrained from taking an active part in it by his

promise to the Emperor Paul The address to the
Poles, published in his name in the J/ . w -

a fabrication. In 1S14, he wrote to the Emperor
Alexander, entreating him to grant an amnesty to

the Poles in foreign countries, and to make himself
constitutional king of Poland He released from
servitude, in 1S17. the peasants on his own estate

in Poland. His death took place on loth October
1817, in consequence of his horse falling over a
precipice. His remains were removed to Cracow
by the Emperor Alexander, and were laid side by
side with those of John Sobieski. See Falkenstein's

K. nacli semen hduslichen -and offentlichen Zeben
(2d edit Leip. 1834).

KOSLI'N, a manufacturing town of Prussia, in

the province of Pomerania, on the Miihlenbaeh, 7
miles from the Baltic Sea, and So miles north-east

from Stettin. There are iron-foundries, and manu-
factures of tobacco, paper, &c. Pop. 10.059.

KOSSTTH, Lajos (Lons), the leader of the
Hungarian revolution, was born in 1802 at Monok,
in the county of Zemplin, in Hungary. His family

is of noble rank, but his parents were poor. He
studied law at the Protestant college of Sarospatak,

and practised first in his native county, and after-

wards in Pesth. In 1832. he commenced his poli-

tical career at the diet of Preslrarg as editor of a

liberal paper, which, owing to the state of the law,

was not printed, but transcribed and circulated.

The subsequent publication of a lithographed paper
led, in May 1S37, to K.'s imprisonment. He was
liberated in 1S40, and became again the editor of a
paper, in which he advocated views too extreme for

many of the liberal party amongst the nobles, but
which took strong hold of the people in general,

especially of the youth of the country. In Novem-
ber 1 ?47. he was sent by the county of Pcsth as

depi ly to the diet, and soon distinguished himself as

a S[ eaker, and became the leader of the opposition.

He advocated the emancipation of the peasants,

the elevation of the citizen class, the freedom of

the press, &c., and after the French revolution of

1*4*. openly demanded an independent government
for Hungary, and constitutional government in the

Austrian hereditary territories. To his speeches

must in great part be ascribed not only the Hun-
garian revolution, b..t tLe insurrection in Vienua
ill March 1S4S. On the dissolution of the ministry

in September 1S4S. he found himself at the head of

the Committee of National Defence, and now prose-

cuted with extraordinary energy the measures neces-

sary for earning on the war. To put an end to all

the hopes and schemes of the moderate party, he
induced the National Assembly at Debreczin, in

April 1S49, to declare the independence of Hungary,
and that the Hapsburg dynasty had forfeited the i

throne. He was now appointed provisional governor

of Hungary; but being disappointed in his hopes for
|

the intervention of the Western Powers, and finding
the national cause jeopardised by the arrival of

Russia on the scene of action, he endeavoured to
arouse the people to a more desperate effort. The
attempt was vain. Finding that the dissensions
between himself and Gorgei q. v.] were damaging
the national cause, he resigned his dictatorship in
favour of the latter. After the defeat at Temesvar
on 9th August 1849, he found himself compelled to
abandon his position, and to flee into Turkey, where,
however, he was made a prisoner ; but though his
extradition was demanded both by Austria and
Russia, the Porte, true to the principle of hospi-
tality, resisted all their demands. In September
1851 he was liberated, and the government of France
refusing him a passage through their territory, he
sailed in an American frigate to England, where he
was received with every demonstration of public
respect. In December of the same year he landed in

the United States, where he met with an enthusiastic
reception. He returned in June, 1852, to England,
and there he chiefly resided, until the Italian war
broke out against Austria, when almost the whole of
the Hungarian emigrants left for Italy with Kossuth.
In August, 1867, he was elected a deputy to the Hun-
garian Parliament, but resigned in April, 186S.

KOSTRO'MA, capital of the government of that
name, in European Russia, is "situated near the
junction of the Kostroma with the Volga, and 564
miles from St Petersburg. It was founded in the
middle of the 12th e, and suffered much from the
invasions, first of the Tartars, afterwards of the
Poles. K. has considerable manufactures, chiefly of
linen, and trades in corn, tallow, timber, linseed oil,

and leather. Pop. 1S63, 21,415.

KOSTROMA, a government of Great Russia, is

hounded on the \V. by the government of Jaroslav,

and on the E. by the district of Kazan. Area,

30,834 square miles; pop. (1864) 1,073,971. The
surface is generally flat, marshy, interspersed with
lakes, and, especially in the north and east, with
extensive and dense forests. The greater part of

the soil is uncultivated. The chief rivers are the
Volga, with its tributaries the Kostroma, the Cnja,
and the Vetluga. The climate is severe. Agricul-
ture is the principal occupation of the inhabitants,

and grain is produced in sufficient quantity for

local consumption. Flax and hemp are exten-
sively cultivated ; mats, pitch, tar. and potash are

largely manufactured and exported; and there is a
flourishing trade in timber.

KO TAH, the chief town of a protected state of

the same name, is situated in Rajpootana, in lat
25

=

Iff N., and long. 75
s 52' E It is on the right

bank of the Chumbul, and is fortified with a ram-
part and a ditch. The town is tolerably wealthy,
being, moreover, of considerable size, and of some
architectural pretensions. In 1S57. notwithstanding
the fidelity of the rajah to the British government,
K. fell under the power of the mutineers, remaining
in their possession until 30th March 1S5S. when it

was stormed by General Roberts. The principality

contains 4400 square miles, with an estimated
population of 440,000.

KOTZEBCE. August Fp.rEmucH Ferdixaxd
vox, a most prolific German dramatist, was born at
Weimar on 3d May, 1761, and after a checkered
life, spent first in Russia, and afterwards in Austria
and Germany, was assassinated at Mannheim, 23d
March, 1819, on account of his hostility to the liberal

movement. Among his dramatic performances (the

chief merit of which consists in their superior
knowledge of stage-effect), may be mentioned, Vie
Indianer in England (Tile Indians in England), J/in-

tchenham und Ji<uc (Misanthropy and Repentance;
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-the latter, under the title of Tht Stranger, being
well known "ii T 1

1<
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the deep, to rausc a whirl] 1, in nK. wrote i w< c than

dramas, which have been collected in editions of

7—1823) and of 44 v,,U. (1827 1820).

Several of them have been translated int.. English.
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story
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in wooUen manufactures, government of Yeniseisk, is situated on tl
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yarn, cotton goods, machinery, and chemicals. Pop.

(1867) 53,821.

KREMENCHU'G, a district town of Little

Russia, in the government of Poltava, on the left

bank of the Dnieper, ninety miles above Ekater-
uioslav. It was founded in the 16th c. by Sigis-

mundus-Augustus, king of Poland, as a barrier

against the Tartars. During the reign of Catharine
II., it was the chief town of New Russia, and it

is now the seat of great industrial and commercial
enterprise, containing :',4 factories, chiefly for melting
tallow and for rope-making. Pop. (1863) 25,848.

KREMENE'TZ, a district town of West Russia,

in the government of Volyn (Volhyuia), is situated

130 miles west of Jitomir, and about 20 miles from
the frontier of Austrian Galieia. It has 10,486
inhabitants, and seven annual fairs are held here,

but, owing to the want of river-communication, the
commerce is limited.

KRE'MNITZ, a town of Hungary, in the county
of Bars, in a deep gloomy valley, twelve miles west-

south-west of Neusohl. It is famous for its gold
and silver mines, which, however, are less productive
now than formerly. Pop. 6339. It is supplied with
water hy an aqueduct 511 miles in length.

KREMS, a town of Lower Austria, in a pictur-

esque district on the Danube, at the confluence of

the Krems with that river, 38 miles west-north-west
of Vienna. It manufactures mustard and powder,
and trades in wine. Pop. 5300.

KRETJ'ZER—from the cross (hreuz) formerly
conspicuous upon it—a small copper coin current in

Southern Germany, the 60th part of the gidden or

Florin (q. v.).

KRETT'ZNACH, a town in the province of

Rhenish Prussia, on the Nahe, a few miles from its

junction with the Rhine, and 38 miles south-south-

east of Coblentz. It has crooked narrow streets,

old-fashioned houses, and about 10,000 inhabitants.

It dates its existence from about the 9th century.

It is chiefly notable, however, for its salt springs,

which were discovered in 1 47S, and which, containing
iodine and bromine, are serviceable in many diseases.

It is therefore much frequented. The springs are of

various temperatures, from 45^° to 84° P.

KRIMMITSCHAU', a town of Saxony, about
37 miles south of Leipsic, on the railway between
that place and Hof. It is a busy manufacturing
town, the industrial products being woollen yarn,

woollen and cotton fabrics, buttons, needles, &e.

Pop. 9576.

KRI'SHNA, the eighth Avatara or incarnation of

the Hindu god Vishnu. See Vishnu.

KROLOWE'Z, a town of Little Russia, in the
government of- Tchernigov, is situated 100 miles

east of the town of that name. A famous annual
market is held here. Pop. upwards of 6000.

KUO'SSEN, a walled town of Prussia, on the
left bank of the Oder, 32 miles south-east of Frank-
furt. There are manufactures of woollen, linen,

leather, and earthenware. Pop. 7000.

KRUDENER, Juliana von, a religious visionary

and enthusiast, daughter of Baron von Vietiughoff,

was born at Riga in 1766. When she was but 14,

she married the Baron von Kriidener, a Livonian
nobleman, who held the post of Russian ambassador
at Venice. Her married life, however, was unhappy,
and after the birth of a son and daughter, she was
divorced from her husband. The succeeding inci-

dents of her stormy career are supposed to form the

groundwork of the novel of Vubrh, which she pub-

lished in 1803. After many adventures, M. von K.

came to Berlin, where she was admitted to the close

intimacy of the queen, Louisa, of all whose projects

M. von K. was the conlidante and sharer. The shock
occasioned by the death of this princess is said to

have disturbed the balance of M. von K.'s mind
;

and from that date she became a zealous disciple of

the celebrated pietist, Jung Milling, and ultimately

gave herself up to religious mysticism in its most
exaggerated form. From Berlin she moved to Paris,

where she appeared as a prophetess, and the herald

of a new religious era ; and she attracted such
notice by the fulfilment of certain of her predictions

of public events, as of the fall of Napoleon, his

return from Elba, and the final crisis of Waterloo, as

to obtain access to the Emperor Alexander, and
eventually to acquire much influence over him.
Her gigantic schemes for the elevation of the social

and moral condition of the world, caused her to

appear a dangerous character in the eyes of persons
in authority, and she was obliged to withdraw from
France and other countries in succession. In conse-

quence, she retired to one of her paternal estates

near Riga, where she entered into relations with the
Herrnhiiter or Moravian Brethren ; but her restless

disposition soon carried her into fresh enterprises,

the latest of which was the formation of a great
correctional establishment in the Crimea for the
reformation of criminals and persons of evil life.

In the midst of her efforts for this object, she died
at Kara-su-bazar, December 13, 1824. Besides the
novel already named, her only other work was a
pamphlet entitled Le Camp de.i Vertus (Paris, 1815) ;

but many curious details of her conversation and
opinions are preserved in Krug's Conversations with

Madame von Krihlencr, published at Leipsic in 1818.

KRU'MATJ, a small town of Bohemia, on the
Moldau, 14 miles south-south-west of Budweis. Its

castle, a fine structure placed on a rock, contains
five separate courts, and is surmounted by numerous
towers and pinnacles. There is some manufacturing
industry. Pop. 6600.

KRUMMACHER, Friedrioh Wilhelm, the
son of E. A. Krummacher, a clergyman who dis-

tinguished himself by his zeal for old Lutheran-
ism, and also as an opponent of the Rationalists.

Some of his works, particularly his discourses on the
history of Elijah the TUhliite, have not only acquired

a great popularity in Germany, but, by meaus of

translations in Britain and America. He gave great

offense by his denunciation of the Rationalists, and as

preacher of a reformed community went to New York
in 1S43. He settled in Berlin in 1847, and held the

office of chaplain to the Prussian court at Potsdam.

K. was regarded as one of the most eloquent preachers

in Germanv. He was born in 1796, and died in

1868.

KRU'MMHORN (Ital. cormorne) is the name of

a very old wind-instrument made of wood, the under
part of which is bent outwards in a circular arc.

—

Krummhorn is also the name of an organ-stop,

found in almost all German organs, and generally

of eight feet pitch. The pipes are made of tin,

the body or sounding part being cylindrical, and
partly shut at the upper end. The Italian name
of cormorne has been corrupted by English organ-

builders into cremona, which is the same stop in Eng-
lish organs. The sound of the krummhorn as an

organ-stop is soft and quiet ; hut it is defective in not

keeping in tune so well as other reed-stops.

KSHATRIYA, the second or military caste in

the social system of the Brahmanical Hindus. See

Caste.

KUBLAI KUAN (called by the Chinese Cm-
TsotJ), more properly KuObilai Khan, the Khagan,
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KTJTIC COINS

ancient Arabi lowing article).

According to Makn
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Persian, influence, even in the province of money,
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Id. 1031), and which now—deservedly, as one ,,f

and easiest—reigna Bupreme in East
and West. It is only in MSS. nt Hie Koran, and

. that the Kulic is still employed. A
peculiar kind of the Kutic is the o called k.-u-ma-

tian—of a somewhat more slender shape in win. I,

several inscriptions have 1 n met with both
\ i- dii.i, and in I

found on a eon
berg. The Km
i-.i the n<

i ind -I the Ii

bet is arrange
larity of thi

Sicily, ,Ve.. and h lit

-mantle preserved in Xiirem-

written with a style, while
. da are employ ed •

i tracter (in which the alpha*
rding to the outward simi-
le the Mnres l( ii,.. or Maghreb

I
Western), the Divani (Royal—only employed for

decrees, ftc.), the Ti'ilik (chiefly used in Persian),

th.- Thsoh-tki (threefold or very large character),

Jakuthi, Rihaiii, Ac.

KUGLER, Franz Theodor, a German historian

of art, was born at Stettin, Januar) I'd. 1808, and
studied at I he university of B i

iin. After the

completion of a very diversified course of study.
In- devoted himself to the study of the fine art's.

In Is,,,:, In- became a professnr ill I'.erliu, where.

he died, March 16, 1858. Hia most valuable works
arc a Handbuch </>r QeschiclUe der Maltrei, itc

(Manual of the History of I'aintin,' fio-e

i I 'i.
. 1837),

-. In- I- h,i -, been bran lated into I
.»' Ii ih the part

relating to Italian art by Sir Cliarles and Lady
Eastlake, and that relating to the German. Spanish,

French, Dutch, and Flemish schools, under the
I

; and a I Itnnlhiirh

hii-htr (Manual of the Hi -e

fee, 1842). lb- is also favourably know]
1

1 aiuas.

K i ll BOB \, - mi I in- called \i phorn, is a

wind-instrument much used l.\ the hi rdamen in the
nines of Col many, li-

ne feet Ion- and a little bent, and
i idually widening out into a kind of bell, like a

Eai .' It Is in id
! W t, Or ol the bark of the

willow, wrought together, and bound by a pitched

and "i the kuh-hpm is produced by
a mouth-piece like that of a trend a, It has
generally only five not v.r marly
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two octaves—viz., C, G, C,

notes, the herdsmen often

G. With these five

ay most interesting

melodies, which, among the mountains, have an
indescribable charm. The following is a specimen :

w^mM^mm
KTJ'ILENBTTRG. See Culenboro.

KUlvAWA, an important town of Central Africa,

capital of Bomu, is situated in a level district on
the western shore of Lake Tsad, in lat. 12° 55'

N., and long. 13° 26' W. It consists of two dis-

tinct towns, each surrounded by its own wall, and
separated by a space of about half a mile. A great

fair or market is held here weekly. The principal

articles offered for sale are corn, dried fish,' oxen,

horses, camels, slaves, cloth, beads, earthenware.
Upwards of 100 camels are sometimes sold here in

one day. From 12,000 to 15,000 people are often

crowded together in the market-place.

KU LA, a town of Austria, in the Servian Woi-
wodschaft, on the Franzens or Bacs (Jaual, 2G miles

north-west of Neusatz. Pop. 7000.

KU'LDJA, also called Ili, or Eelee, an important
town in the Chinese frontier territory of Djungaria,

in lat. 43° 55' K, and in long. S0° 58' E., on the

right bank of the Hi, a considerable river, which,

rising in the Tian-Shan Mountains, flows westward
into Lake Balkhash, after a course of about 300
miles. A large market is held at K., and it is the
residence of a dignitary called the Kee Roy, or

Tsian-Tiung. Pop. 70,000.

K.TJLM, a small village of Bohemia, 16 miles
north-north-west of Leitmeritz, was the scene of

two bloody conflicts between the French and allies

on the 29th and 30th August 1S13. The French,
numbering 30,000 men, were commanded by General
Vaudamme ; the Russians, during the first day's

conflict, were 17,000, and were commanded by
General Ostermanu-Tolstoi. During the night, the
latter were heavily reinforced, and on the second
day Barclay de Tolly assumed the command with
60,000 troops. The result was the complete wreck
of the French army, which lost in these two days
little short of 20,000 men, while the allies did
not lose half of that number.

KUMAO'N, including Eastern Gurhwal, is a
British territory within tile North-west Provinces of

India, in lat. 29°—31° N., and long. 7S°-S1 E. It

lies chiefly on the south slope of the Himalaya, com-
prising upwards of thirty summits in that range,
which vary in altitude from about 1S.000 feet to

nearly 26,000. With the exception of a belt on its

southern frontier, which is from 2 miles to 15 miles
broad, the whole country is one mass of mountains
and forests. It contains mines of gold, copper, and
lead, which, however, have nevei yet been profit-

ably worked. Throughout the soutlrern belt above
mentioned, it produces, generally in two crops a
year, wheat, barley, oats, millet, pease, beans, &c,
with rice, cotton, indigo, sugar, ginger, turmeric,

&c. More lately, too, K. has become the rival

in India of Assam for the cultivation of the tea-

plant. The climate is unhealthy. The area is

about 7000 square miles, and the population about
170,000. The principal towns are Almorah, Mandi,
and Kasipoor.

KUMARASAMBHAVA is the name of one of

the most celebrated poems of the Hindus. Its

reputed author is Kfdidasa (see Kalidasa), and its

subject is the legendary history connected with the
birth of Kiunara, or Kflrttikeya, the Hindu god of

war. See KaRTTIKEYA. It consists of 22 cautos,

but only 8 have hitherto been published in the

original Sanscrit. The first 7 have been elegantly

rendered in English verse by Mr R. T. H. Griffith,

at present Principal of the Benares Go^ eminent
College.

KUMBU'K {Pentaplera tomentosa), a tree of the
natural order Combi-etacece, a native of the East
Indies. It is a noble tree, and produces durable
timber. Sir James E. Tennent describes a K. tree

in Ceylon, 45 feet in circumference close to the
ground, and 21 feet at 12 feet above the ground,
which serves as a landmark for boatmen, towering
high above forests of cocoa-palm, and discernible at

a distance of 20 miles. The bark of the K. yields

a black dye, and contains so much lime, that its

ashes are commonly used as lime for chewing with
betel.

KTJ'MISS, an intoxicating beverage much
esteemed by the Kalmucks. It is made from the
soured and fermented milk of mares. It has an
acidulous taste. A spirit is obtained from it by
distillation.

KtJMMEL. See Liqueur.

KUMQUAT (Cilriis- ,/nponica), a small species of

orange, a native of China and Japan, and much
cultivated in these countries. It has been intro-

duced into Australia. It endures more frost than
any other of the genus, and will probably prove a
valuable acquisition to many parts of Europe and
America. The plant is a shrub sometimes six feet

high, but in cultivation it is not allowed to exceed
the height of a gooseberry-bush. The fruit is oval,

and about the size of a large gooseberry ; the rind is

sweet, and the juice acid. It is very delicious and
refreshing. The Chinese make an excellent sweet-
meat by preserving it in sugar.

KU'NERSDORF, a village of Brandenburg, in
Prussia, nearly ten miles north-east of Frankfurt-
on-the-Oder, was the scene of one of the most
remarkable battles of the Seven Years' War, fought
on the 12th August 1759, in which Frederick the
Great was completely deflated by a combined attack
of Russians under Soltikof, and Austrians under
Laudon. The loss on the Prussian side was 26,000
men, with almost all their artillery and baggage,
while their opponent^ lust 24.0110 men.

KUNGU'R, a town in the south of the govern-
ment of Perm, European Russia, and 1410 miles
from St Petersburg, is renowned for its tanneries, in

which the best quality of Russia leather is pro-

duced. In the neighbouring district are several
large ironworks. Pop. (1S59) 8298.

KUNIGU'NDE, St, wife of the Emperor Henry
II., was the daughter of Count Siegfried of Luxem-
burg. Her husband, Duke Henry of Bavaria, was
crowned king of the Germans in 1002, and emperor
in 1014. Her reputation having been unjustly
assailed, she vindicated herself by walking bare-
footed over hot ploughshares. After the death of

her husband in 1024, she retired into the convent
of Kaufungen, near Cassel, which she had founded,
spent the remainder of her days in pious works,
and died on 3d March 1040. Pope Innocent III.

gave her a i dace ai Mlgst saints in 1200.

KU'PFERSCHIEFER. one of the series of

strata which make up the Permian rocks. It
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dark shale with

served fish, of species nearly allied to I

KU'RA, w B

'

! 35 miles, falls

int.. the Caspian Sea by several shallow channels,

aWit 60 miles north of the Persian boundary.

Its chief tributaries are the kna (ana
Alazaii. and the Yora. The K. has so rapid a

iqaently, that

it i- almost impo

KURDIST \ \ 'the I ountryofthe Kurds'), as

extensive re

-t, lit-tween lat.

d on the N.E. Bide

i

in, and [rak-Ajemi, and on

the 8.W. by the Tigris and Aljesrira,

the Turkish and Persian monarchii •

the former, iboul 10 square

miles, with a population amounting,
innate, t.i %ooo,oa

i ration, though we have i

disproving it. The country, with the exception of

the bract bordering on the Tigris, is vers- lnnnn-

m li.' irlv l.'i.HMll if, l

above the sea-level ; these mountain-ranges divide

the surface of the country into fertile valleys and
ve table-lands. The southern part is for

the m..st part low ami Bat, pai

verdant am in i on The country is

traversed bj

! livala or Shirvan. ami i tains several

Van and I'nnniah.

' 'arduehi and

however, wil

andhorses. A _ovat trade is caned mi with Turkey
" in lenses, the B

i led for its spirit and end

be almost exclusively employed by the Turkish and
I portion of the popula-

of Kurds, Turks, and Persians, who are

engaged in agricultural employments. A remark-
able product of this country
on the ha-. . ami other shrubs,

which cIom 1 |ition given of

'manna' in the Old Testament, ami is supposed to

Dak-galls, in, hi thi

wealth. 'I i ill il rception of

. who inhabit the valley of the

Tieris, profi n of Mohammedanism.
,|. v.i. Van,

Urumio, Mardin (ana Mardein), Mush. Korkuk,
Diarbekir, Malatia.

tion of K. does not form a distinct province, but is

included in Azerhijan, Ar.hlan, ami [rak-Ajemi,

KtHULE ISLANDS, a line of islands in the

North Pacific Ocean, extend between the south
Kuiur.'h itka and the Ja|

ny, and are" 22 in number,
19 of them
islands pus

lid in furs and
! I

principal prodni I

foxes, wolves, seals, and beavers, N
the island- i

lagoon, sep».

rated from if sand from

one to two Hides in width. !•

miles along fcb I Prussia from Labiau
tu Mfiuel, where it enters the Baltic by the ' Mental

and 12 feet

dei p. tts gn ate-' breadth at the sen

mi 28 miles, but its average breadth
the K. II.

an- fresh. Its depth is very variable, and hence
lislicd by mean- i

b difficult and dangerous. The belt of

l the 'Kurische Neerung,' and Ins a

few villages u]mii it.

Kl KM !., the chief town of a district of the
same name, in the presidency of Made
."il' X., and Inn.-. 7s :• I-:, lop. estimated at 20,000.

it-elf -separated

Krishna from the Nizam's dominioi

about 2700 square miles, and about 270,001

ants. The country )iusscsscs considerable works for

the purposes of urij; itiuu.

B RE u ill', tl nly pert in Sinde for sea-

L'oinu' ships, hes lllinllt twelve miles llortll-Wost. of

Indus, iii lat. -J4 !>V

67° - E. It was taken by the British

in |n:;<>, and has si • advanced v, iih i

in the path of improvement, the population having
i - ilium Is.Vl to Is."..'!) increased from

iin.lei 17.nun to more than .'.'.(Mill. .As the i it h of

the Indus i- barred by sand-hanks, K. is virtually

the terminus for the traffic on that river. It is

oonnected by the Sinde Railway with Hyderabad,
thence, by means of the Indus steam M-
pan.y's Ms-els, « itli Sakar and Mflltan. i

by the Punjab Kailway, v

LmritSir, Peshawur, &c. Since January l.SliO. it

has had direct communication, bj mb
graph, with .Muscat ami Alexandria, The exports
of K. arc camels, fish, hides, tal

in . and the imports,
I., cotton, and wo.

k. has an active inland trade with '

in. and Tibet. It contains an
English church and

KURSK, oi i the governments in the south of

c.r.at Russia, lying south of Orel, con
. the most of which is arable. The

province is «at. -red by feeder,

of the Hon. The soil beine v, i

- lised, and even in -

supply the neiiiil.uiiiiie: provinces. The pop. in

leiu-4 "was l,Su'7.oi.s, ,,| hIioi,, il„. j. rra |

employed in farm-tillage, though a larger number
' . attlfbl'eedilie a ild Ul'ell.ird-

rhe principal manufacture*
bather, soap

in.- in the export trade of the province.

KI'KSK, the chief t.'Ull of the gOVl

that name, on the riidit bank of the Neini, a branch
ol the Dezna, dates from the 9th century. It

.va'_'es of the Tartars
• is -till a flourishing town, numbering

2S,.",r,."i inhabitants, and carryill

trade in tallow-meltui

K. is also celebrated for its ....

which is m great request Near the i"

held in July, when more than £1,
..I ci .mm. ..I, if i ire di sposed of, I lie chii i being

i ilk and WOOlll D i

horses, to,

great cell britj in

Of India. See M Ml m.ii in v\\.

. ltd. Li*
I nd. ind of Au-ti i

i

county of Gorz and Qradiska, mail
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Istria, and the town of Trieste with its territory.

It lies between the crown-land of Caruiola on the
north-east and the Gnlf of Venice on the south-west.

Area, 3048 square miles; pop. 589,900. Together
with the crown-Ian. Is of Garinthia and Caruiola, it

constituted in former times the kingdom of Illyria.

The surface is mountainous. The chief rivers are

the Isonzo and the Quieto. The soil in general is

fruitful ; figs ripen without almost any cultivation,

and wine is extensively made. In the mountainous
districts in the north and north-east the breeding
of cattle is the chief branch of industry. Commerce
is extensively carried on at the various seaports.

KUKTRI'N, a town of Prussia, and a fortress of

the third rank, is situated iu the midst of extensive

morasses, at the confluence of the Warthe with
the Oder, twenty miles north of Frankfurt. Pop.
9202.

KUTAI'EH, KUTAHIA, or KCJTAYA (the

ancient Coticeum), an important town of Asiatic

Turkey, in Anatolia, capital of the eyalet in which
it is situated, stands seventy miles south-east of

Brusa, on the Pursuk, a tributary of the Sakaria

—

the ancient Sangarius. It is said to have a good
trade, and a popidation of about 50,000.

KUTAI'S. See Transcaucasia.

KU'TTENBERG, a mining town of Bohemia,
about forty miles east-south-east of Prague. Here,
in 1237, silver was found, and the silver-mines were
first worked. The first silver groschen were struck
here in 1300. The silver-mines have not been
worked for about 300 years, the chief mineral pro-

ducts of the district being now copper and lead.

Cotton-spinning, cotton-printing, and bleaching, are

also carried on. Pop. 10,500.

KUTUSOW, Michael Laurionowitsch Golen-
rrscHEW, Prince of Sniolenskoi, a Russian field-

marshal, born in 1745, early entered the Russian
army, and in 17S7 was appointed governor-general

of the Crimea. He distinguished himself in the
Turkish war, and after various other services, was
appointed in 1805 to the command of the first corps

tfarmee against the French. On ISth and 19th
November of that year, he was victorious over
Marshal Mortier at Durenstein. He was second in

command of the allied army, of which the Emperor
Alexander himself was commander-in-chief, at Aus-
Cerlitz. In 1S11—1812, he commanded the Russian-

army in the war against the Turks, and notwith-
standing his advanced age, he succeeded Barclay de
Tolly in 1S12, as commander-in-chief of the army
against the French, and obtained a great victory
over Davout and Ney at Smolensk. He carried on
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the campaign to its successful termination ; but his

strength was exhausted, and he died at Bunzlau,

28th April 1813.

KUVERA, the Hindu Plutus, or god of wealth.

He owes his name—which literally means ' having a

wretched (ku) body [vera)'—to the deformities with

which he is invested by Hindu mythology. He is

represented as having three heads, three legs, and
but eight teeth ; his eyes are green, and in the place

of one he has a yellow mark ; he wears an earring,

but only in one ear ; and though he is properly of a

black colour, his belly is whitened by a leprous

taint. He is seated in a car (pushpaha), which is

drawn by hobgoblins. His residence, Aluki'i, is

situated in the mines of Mount Kailflsa, aud he is

attended by the Yakskas, Mdyus, Kinnaras, and
other imps, anxiously guarding the entrance to his

garden, Chaitraratlia, the abode of all riches. Nine
treasures—apparently precious gems—are especially

intrusted to his care.—His wife is a hobgoblin,

Yakshi, or Yakshini, and their children are two
sons and a daughter. As one of the divinities

that preside over the regions, he is considered also

to be the protector of the north.

KYANISING, the most efficacious method of

preserving ships from Dry Piot (q. v.), by injecting

into the pores of the wood a solution of corrosive

sublimate, was invented by John H. Kyan, who
was born in Dublin, November 27, 1774 and died

in 1S50.

KYLE, a district of Ayrshire (q. v.).

KY'RIE ELEI'SON (Gr. Kyrie eleeson, Lord have
mercy), a form of prayer which occurs in all the
ancient Greek liturgies, and is retained in the Roman
Catholic mass. It follows immediately after the
Introit, and forms the introduction to the hymn
of praise, 'Gloria in excelsis Deo' (Glory to God on
high). The retention of the Greek language in

this prayer, is one of many evidences of the pre-

dominance of the Greek element in the early Roman
Church (Milman's Latin Christianity, i. 10). The
same pecidiarity occurs in a few others of the Roman
services, especially those of the Holy Week.

KYTHU'L, the chief town of the Indian district

of the same name, about 101)0 miles to the north-

west of Calcutta, iu lat. 29° 49' N., and long. 76° 28'

E. It is substantially built of brick, having a lofty

palace, which looks down from a beautiful grove
on a spacious sheet of water. It was only in 184.'!

that the territory fell to the English East India
Company, having lapsed through the failure of

heirs. It then comprised more than 500 villages,

with a revenue of £44,000.
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CW THE twelfth letter of our alphabet,

)\1>^ was called Lamed, Let,

/PJX'j p
tlm Hebrews, doubtless from its

V 1
") J. Ir ^_ to that implement—

a

^TK?' resemblance still traci

V \ZA2k^^v Phoenician, L belongs to the order
quids, and

baa the closest affinity to K. In some
languages, there is only one sign fur both,

as in IVhlwi; and in others, the one or

the other soiiml if

the numerous substitutions of tli" om
the other in the Aryan languages. Tims, En.;,

in Lai nis ; ling, pil-

prim, Lat. pertgrimu; Gr. or Lab
fpiire ; the iimce Kirche,

Kilclie ; and the Lat. termination -a

- unili-aris, L is also

ible with ii— as. (ir. /•

[y, with I) (q. v.). In

certain combinations, the I of Latin words lias

become i in Italian -as. pl.n,

in calm, yolk,

Vrt, it is mostly mute
in the end of words—as, fa', fit', a', for full, full.

all. Similar to this is the frequent melting of I

into " in modern French—thus, d le has become

i, \. 8< e 8oi misatiom.

T. \ \X \NT>, or LOLLAND (i.e., lorn land), a
Danisb island in the Baltic, at the southern entrance
to the lir.-at Belt,

lation about :> '
i

i arkably fl.it,

and the soil exceedingly fruitful I

and oak cover upwai miles. The
N'akskov, with a pop. of 3375, a g 1

harbour, and considerable trade. At Aatholm, near

uid in exotic

richest, private garden in the whole of

Denmark.

LA i:\lir.M (derivation uncertain), the famous
stand tfd of the Roman i mpi roi I

ICOioUS vision

e in the sky. which is said to have
i him on his way to attack tfaxentius,

and to have been the moving cause ol I

to Christianity. It was a long pike or Lance, with
I'd near its

extremity, so a-s to form som
On the | it of the olden crown
sparkling with gems, and in its centre the myste-

initial Ii iters

onal addition
i. letters \ and 0. From the cross-

beam depended a square purple banc
mounded by a rieli

was Bubsti-

tuted for b had formerly been

her emblems of the Saviour. In the
were heai Is

of the emperor and his fan ily, and

figure of Christ woven in gold.

LABEL. Bee Drtpstonb.

LABEL (Fr. lambeau, a strip or shred), the

ribbon pendent at the sides of a mitre or c I et

LABEL. LAMBEL, or PILE, in Heraldry, the

mark of cad i

in his father's" lifetime, familiar to us from its

o the composition of the arms of the

,!rs and other members of the royal

family. It consists of a horizontal

stripe or fillet, with three points /,—,r—,\

depending from it (fie. 1). When LA LA LI
the mark of cadency itself is desig- yig |_

nated a /Be, its points are called

hihch. It is said that the eldest son's eldest son

should wear a label of five points in his grand-

father's Lifetime, and, similarly, the great-grandson

a label of seven points, two points being added for

each generation. The label extended

quite across the shield, and sometimes occupied the

ii now it is always placed in the lower

part of the chief: the points, at first rectangular,

assumed in later times the form called pattee, dove-

tailed, or wedge-shaped ; and more i.

shield. Edward I., in his father's lifetime, bore

the arms of England within a

label nol oi three, but of five

points .i.nir, joined to the
head of the shield, and inter-

laced with the tail oil

most lion (fig. 2); Edward II.,

wdien Prince of Wales, used

indifferently the lab
- also did

Edward III.; but from the

Kg. -1.time of the Black Prin te

downwards, the eldest son of

the kin- of England has invariably differen 1 his

alius with a label of 1 ent, and the

practice has been for I

'

il.-o to hear

labels, which are sometimes of other i

more points, and ditl'ereneed by being charged
with flours il

td, as directed by the sovereign by
\ rins. The practice

of differencing by the label which is t.
1

in our own and other roj
I he other inaiks of

- liome as permanent
distinctions by a particular branch of a family.

LAEIAT.K [Lamiacta of Lindley), a natural
- nous plants, eoiit.unm ;" almost L'oi.ll

Known BJ

They are herbaceous, or m rarely half-ahrubby,

leaves, without stipules, al iding in

I -. or in whoi la
i
some) Imes solitary.

inferior, with live or ten teeth, '•.

8J7
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2-lipped. The corolla is hypogynous, 2-lipped, the
lower lip 3-lobed. The stamens are four, two long
and two short, or by abortion only two, inserted

into the corolla. The ovary is deeply 4-lobed,

seated in a fleshy disk, each lobe containing a single

ovule ; there is a single style with a bilid stigma.

The fruit consists of 1—4 achimia, enclosed within
the persistent calyx.—A general characteristic of

this order is an aromatic fragrance, which in many
species is very agreeable, and makes them favourites

in our gardens. Some are weeds with an unpleasant
odour. Many are natives of Britain. Some are

used in medicine, and others in cookery for flavour-

ing. Mint, Marjoram, Rosemary, Lavender, Sage,

Basil, Savory. Thyme, Horehound, Balm, Patchouli,

Germander, and Dead Nettle, are examples of this

order.

LABORATORY, Royal, an extensive military
manufacturing department in Woolwich Arsenal.
Although it has existed for many years, it was
only in 1S55 that the present very large establish-

ment was organised. Here are foundries for the
casting of shot, shell, grape, Sc. ; apparatus for the
manufacture of percussion-caps, which are formed
—hundreds at a time—out of the copper sheet

;

presses where rifle-bullets are squeezed into shape
;

fuses in all stages of manufacture ; and a thousand
other instances of combined ingenuity and power.
Conspicuous among the mechanism may be men-
tioned the making of paper for cartridges, and sub-
sequently the making and rilling of the cartridges

themselves. Government liberally grants permis-
sion (through the War Office) to inspect the factory.

The cost of the Laboratory varies according to the
accumulation of stores, from £503,935 in 1861—1862
to £195,743 iu 1S63—1864. There are laboratories

—though on a comparatively small scale—at Ports-

mouth and Devonport

LABOUR, in Political Economy, a term so
dependent for its meaning on the circumstances in

which it is used, that auy scientific definition of it

would lead to misunderstanding. The best service,

in fact, towards rendering it intelligible, is to clear

away some attempts that have been made to subject

it to scientific analysis and definition. It has been
separated into productive and unproductive, but no
such division can be fixed, A turner who puts a
piece of wood on hi3 lathe and makes a top is' of
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course a productive labourer. The same quality
cannot be denied to the man who beams a web for
the loom ; but if he shares in the production of the
cloth, so does the overseer who walks about and
adjusts the industrial arrangements of the manu-
factory. Having included him, we cannot well say
that the policeman, who keeps order in the district,

and enables its manufactures to go on, should be
excluded. Again, the man who contributes to
make a book, of course appears as a productive
labourer ; but what the author contributes is not
matter, but intellect ; and it would be difficult to
maintain that he ceases to be productive if he
deliver such matter in an oration or a sermon. We
can hardly count the distiller, who makes a glass
of whisky, a productive labourer, and exclude the
musician, who produces another and less dangerous
excitement. It is equally impossible to draw the
line between bodily and intellectual labour, since
there is scarcely a work to which man can put his
hand which does not require some amount of
thought. A distiuction between capital and labour
has often been attempted to be established -with

very fallacious aud dangerous results. Capital iu

active operation infers that its owner labours. Ii

the capital is not laboured, the owner must be
content to let it lie at ordinary interest. If he
want profit from it, he must labour, and often
severely. In a large manufactory, where the pro-
prietor is supposed to be a gentleman at large,

drawing his fortune from the sweat of the brow of
his fellow-men, he is often the most anxious aud the
hardest-worked man in the whole establishment.

LABOURERS. The only peculiar laws affecting
labourers are where they come within the description
of 'servants in husbandry, ;u tiiiceis, calico-printers,

handicraftsmen, miners, colliers, keelmen, pitmen,
glassmen, potters, labourers, or other persons'—the
word 'labourer' applying to a description of employ-
ment which, though comprehensive, is difficult to-

be defined There must be a contract of service of

some kind. The peculiarity consists in a summary
remedy being provided for and against them before
justices of the peace, who may compel them to serve

out the time they contracted for, under a penalty
of fine or imprisonment, and on the other hand, may
order the masters to pay the -wages. See Servants.
Labourers) wages are prohibited from being paid in

kind or with goods, by the Truck Act (q. v.).
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